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A DEA approach for selecting performance measures in
presence of negative data
Maryam Allahyar1, Mehdi Toloo2
Abstract. One of the basic assumptions in developing the classical Data
envelopment analysis (DEA) models is that all input and output measures are nonnegative, whereas we may encounter some cases including negative data in real
word applications. On the other hand, there is an empirical rule of thumb that if the
total number of input and output measures is high in comparison with the number of
units, then a large percentage of units will be identified as efficient which is an
unreasonable result. Considering this two issues in DEA, this current paper
develops a selecting method which chooses important measures with the aim of
keeping the rule of thumb in the presence of negative data.

Keywords: Data Envelopment Analysis, Negative data, Directional Distance
Function, Selective measures.
JEL Classification: C61, C67
AMS Classification: 90C11
1

Introduction

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a non-parametric approach based on mathematical programming to
evaluate a set of peer decision making units (DMUs) with multiple inputs and multiple outputs. The CCR [1]
and BCC [2] models are two basic DEA models. Inputs and outputs play a key role in DEA and some
approaches have been developed for classifying inputs and outputs in DEA (for more details see Toloo [3, 4]).
However, the classical DEA models are formulated with the assumption that all input and output measures are
non-negative, whereas this assumption is very restrictive in many real applications. The DEA research on facing
with negative data can be mainly divided into three groups. The first one is that the negative inputs are treated as
positive outputs and the negative outputs are treated as positive inputs (Scheel [5], Zhu [6]). The second one is
the approach applying DEA models with translation invariance to make all negative data positive by adding a
big enough scalar to the negative variables (such as Charnes et al. [7]; Seiford & Zhu [8]). The last one is
handling negative variables without translation of the original data, e.g. Portela et al. [9], Sharp et al. [10],
Emrouznejad et al. [11] and Cheng et al. [12]. In a recent paper, Allahyar and Rostamy [13] addressed the
efficiency measure by developing the directional distance function and then suggested a method aims at
discovering the state of returns to scale (RTS) in the presence of negative input and output values.
Another issue concerning DEA models is the relationship between the number of performance measures and the
number of DMUs. Empirically, if the number of DMUs is low in comparison with the combined number of
performance measures (inputs and outputs), then a large percentage of DMUs will be identified as efficient
which is an unreasonable result. To have a reliable result, there is a rough rule of thumb that expresses the
relationship between the number of measures and the number of DMUs. Toloo et al. [14] and Toloo & Tichý
[15] proposed two selecting models under constant returns to scale (CRS) and variable returns to scale (VRS)
assumptions, respectively, to meet the rule of thumb.
To deal with these two challenging issues, simultaneously, the current paper proposes a selecting DEA model,
which chooses some measures with the aim of keeping the rule of thumb in the presence of negative data.
The paper is organized into five sections. Section 2 briefly reviews the directional distance function and
efficiency evaluation in the presence of negative data proposed by Allahyar and Rostamy [13] as well as the

1
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selecting model of [15]. The suggested selecting approach with negative data is explained in Section 3. The
penultimate section illustrates the applicability of the suggested model. Finally, we have come to conclusion in
Section 5.

2

The relative efficiency measure of negative data

In this section, we give a brief review of some preliminary concepts about the directional distance function and
efficiency evaluation in the presence of negative data.
Consider a set of 𝑛 DMUs, DMU𝑗 ; 𝑗 ∈ {1, … , 𝑛} and let 𝑥𝑖𝑗 , 𝑖 ∈ {1, … , 𝑚}, be 𝑚 different semi-positive inputs
and 𝑦𝑟𝑗 , 𝑟 ∈ {1, … , 𝑠} be 𝑠 different semi-positive outputs for DMU𝑗 . The generic directional distance model
(DD model hereafter) as the most general non-oriented model developed by Chambers et al. ([16],[17]) under
CRS technology is presented as:
z1 = max 𝜃
s. t.
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑜 − 𝜃𝑔𝑥𝑖
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑦𝑟𝑗 ≥ 𝑦𝑟𝑜 + 𝜃𝑔𝑦𝑟
𝜆𝑗 ≥ 0

𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚
𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑠
𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛

(1)

where the nonzero directional vector (𝒈𝑥 , 𝒈𝑦 ) = (𝑔𝑥1 , … , 𝑔𝑥𝑚 , 𝑔𝑦1 , … , 𝑔𝑦𝑠 ) is adopted aim at input contraction
and output expansion, simultaneously. Since data are positive a usual choice for the direction vectors (𝒈𝑥 , 𝒈𝑦 )
is the observed input and output levels of DMU𝑜 , i.e. (𝒈𝑥 , 𝒈𝑦 ) = (𝒙𝑜 , 𝒚𝑜 ).
Now, assume that the performance measures are allowed to take negative as well as positive values. Allahyar
and Rostamy [13] with the aim of extending the DD model (1) in the presence of negative data, formulated the
following Linear Programming (LP) model for assessing DMU𝑜 , 𝑜 ∈ {1, … , 𝑛} under variable returns to scale
(VRS):
𝑧2 = max 𝜃
s. t.
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑜 − 𝜃|𝑥𝑖𝑜 | ∀𝑖
(2)
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑦𝑟𝑗 ≥ 𝑦𝑟𝑜 + 𝜃|𝑦𝑟𝑜 | ∀𝑟
𝑛
∑𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 = 1
𝜆𝑗 ≥ 0
∀𝑗
In the model above, actually the direction vector (−|𝒙𝑜 |, |𝒚𝑜 |) = (−|𝑥1𝑜 |, … , −|𝑥𝑚𝑜 |, |𝑦1𝑜 |, … , |𝑦𝑠𝑜 |) is
considered by using the absolute values of data. From now on, “*” indicates the optimal values. A trivial
verification shows that 𝜃 ∗ ≥ 0. DMU𝑜 is efficient if 𝜃 ∗ = 0; otherwise DMU𝑜 is inefficient. Indeed the value of
𝜃 ∗ signifies the measure of inefficiency.

2.1

DEA selecting model

As it is mentioned in the previous section, empirically, there is a rough rule of thumb in the envelopment model
expressing the relationship between the number of DMUs (𝑛) and the combined number of inputs and outputs
(𝑚 + 𝑠). Specifically, this rule says that if 𝑛 < max{3(𝑚 + 𝑠), 𝑚 × 𝑠}, then most DMUs are classified as
efficient through the assessing model which is not acceptable. In this case, in order to have a sharper
discrimination among DMUs, it is needed to adopt a selecting approach such that it selects measures optimally
in a way that the number of selected measure and DMUs meet the rule of thumb. In order to cope with these
situations, Toloo & Tichý [15] extended the envelopment BCC model and presented the following selecting
mixed integer programing (MIP) model:
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𝑦 𝑦
𝑥 𝑥
𝑠
z3 = min 𝜃 − 𝜀(∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖 𝑠𝑖 + ∑𝑟=1 𝑑𝑟 𝑠𝑟 )
s. t.
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 + 𝑠𝑖𝑥 = 𝜃𝑥𝑖𝑜 + 𝑀(1 − 𝑑𝑖𝑥 )

∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑦𝑟𝑗

−

𝑦
𝑠𝑟

= 𝑦𝑟𝑜 − 𝑀(1 −

𝑥
∑𝑠𝑟=1 𝑑𝑟𝑦 + ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 = 1
𝑦
𝑑𝑖𝑥 , 𝑑𝑟 ∈ {0,1}
𝑦
𝑠𝑖𝑥 , 𝑠𝑟 ≥ 0

𝑦
𝑑𝑟 )

∀𝑖
∀𝑟

𝑛

≤ min {[ ] , 2√𝑛}
3

(3)

∀𝑖, ∀𝑟
∀𝑖, ∀𝑟
𝜆𝑗 ≥ 0
∀𝑗
where 𝜀 > 0 is a small number and 𝑀 is a large positive number. Moreover, auxiliary binary variables 𝑑𝑖𝑥 and
𝑦
𝑑𝑟 are introduced for each selective input and output measure, respectively. The 𝑖 𝑡ℎ selective input (𝑟 𝑡ℎ
𝑦
𝑦
selective output) is selected if 𝑑𝑖𝑥 = 1(𝑑𝑟 = 1), otherwise, i.e. 𝑑𝑖𝑥 = 0 (𝑑𝑟 = 0), the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ selective input (𝑟 𝑡ℎ
selective output) will not selected. Toloo & Tichý [15] proved that the rough rule of thumb 𝑛 ≥ max{3(𝑚 +
𝑦
𝑥
𝑠), 𝑚 × 𝑠} translates into the constraint ∑𝑠𝑟=1 𝑑𝑟 + ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖 ≤ min{[𝑛/3], 2√𝑛}, mathematically. It is worth
𝑦
𝑥
𝑠
mentioning that Toloo & Tichý [15] also suggested to add constraints ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑝 and ∑𝑟=1 𝑑𝑟 = 𝑞 to model
(3) when the manager is interested in selecting exactly p out of selective inputs and q out of selective outputs.

3

The proposed selecting DD model with negative data

Inspired by the selecting model (3), this section extends model (2) and develops a new selecting DD approach,
which permits the performance measures to take both positive and negative values. To do this, we formulate the
following MIP model:
z4 = max 𝛽
s. t.
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑜 − 𝛽|𝑥𝑖𝑜 | + 𝑀(1 − 𝑏𝑖𝑥 )
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑦𝑟𝑗

≥ 𝑦𝑟𝑜 + 𝛽|𝑦𝑟𝑜 | − 𝑀(1 −

𝑥
∑𝑠𝑟=1 𝑏𝑟𝑦 + ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑏𝑖
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 = 1
𝑦
𝑏𝑖𝑥 , 𝑏𝑟 ∈ {0,1}

𝑦
𝑏𝑟 )

∀𝑖
∀𝑟

(4)

𝑛

≤ min {[ ] , 2√𝑛}
3

∀𝑖, ∀𝑟
𝜆𝑗 ≥ 0
∀𝑗
where analogous to model (3), for each selective input and output measure we define the auxiliary binary
𝑦
variables 𝑏𝑖𝑥 and 𝑏𝑟 , respectively. To clarify the model formulation, some explanations are provided as below:
If 𝑏𝑖𝑥 = 0, then the constraint ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑜 − 𝛽|𝑥𝑖𝑜 | + 𝑀(1 − 𝑏𝑖𝑥 ) implies ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑜 − 𝛽|𝑥𝑖𝑜 | + 𝑀
which is not binding; otherwise, i.e. 𝑏𝑖𝑥 = 1, this constraint is weakened to the active constraint ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤
𝑥𝑖𝑜 − 𝛽|𝑥𝑖𝑜 |.
Likewise,
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑦𝑟𝑗

≥ 𝑦𝑟𝑜 + 𝛽|𝑦𝑟𝑜 | − 𝑀(1 −

𝑦
𝑏𝑟 )

⇒ {

∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 𝑦𝑟𝑗 ≥ 𝑦𝑟𝑜 + 𝛽|𝑦𝑟𝑜 | − 𝑀 (nonbinding), if 𝑏𝑟𝑦 = 0
∑𝑗∈𝐽 𝜆𝑗 𝑦𝑟𝑗 ≥ 𝑦𝑟𝑜 + 𝛽|𝑦𝑟𝑜 |

(active),

𝑦

if 𝑏𝑟 = 1.

The following theorem shows that the proposed model (4) is succeed in decreasing the percentage of efficient
DMUs.
Theorem 1. 𝑧2∗ ≤ 𝑧4∗
Proof. Suppose that model (2) is solved and the optimal solution (𝛽 ∗ , 𝝀∗ ) ∈ ℝ𝑛+1 is at hand. An easy
computation shows that (𝛽 ∗ , 𝝀∗ , 𝒃 𝑥 , 𝒃𝑦 ) ∈ ℝ𝑛+m+s+1 is a feasible solution for model (4) with the objective
𝑦
𝑥
function value 𝑧2∗ = 𝛽 ∗ when ∑𝑠𝑟=1 𝑏𝑟 + ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑏𝑖 ≤ min{[𝑛/3], 2√𝑛}. Since model (4) is a max-type problem,
we achieve 𝑧2∗ ≤ 𝑧4∗ , which completes the proof.■
It should be mentioned here that model (4) has been formulated with the assumption that all inputs and outputs
are selective measures. However, in some cases, the manager believes that some performance measures are
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necessary for the system and we fix such performance measures and select from the remaining inputs and
outputs as selective measures.
Now, after solving model (4) for each DMU and obtaining a set of optimal 𝒃𝑥 and 𝒃𝑦 in the proposed individual
approaches, one criterion for selecting measures would then be to base it on the majority choice among the
DMUs. The corresponding efficiency scores achieved for each DMU in the light of the final selected measures are
achieved by applying the assessing model (2).

4

Application

In order to apply the proposed selecting models to a real data set, we use the data set of “the notional effluent
processing system” whose data has been extracted from Sharp et al. [10] and includes 13 DMUs with one
positive input (𝑥1 : Cost), one negative input (𝑥2 : Effluent), one positive output (Saleable output: 𝑦1 ) and two
negative outputs (Methane: 𝑦2 and CO2: 𝑦3 ). Table 1 contains the input–output data.
Table 1 Input–output data
Inputs
Outputs
DMU
Cost Effluent Saleable Methane CO2
1
1.03
−0.05
0.56
−0.09
−0.44
2
1.75
−0.17
0.74
−0.24
−0.31
3
1.44
−0.56
1.37
−0.35
−0.21
10.8
−0.22
5.61
−0.98
−3.79
4
5
1.3
−0.07
0.49
−1.08
−0.34
6
1.98
−0.1
1.61
−0.44
−0.34
7
0.97
−0.17
0.82
−0.08
−0.43
8
9.82
−2.32
5.61
−1.42
−1.94
9
1.59
0.00
0.52
0.00
−0.37
10
5.96
−0.15
2.14
−0.52
−0.18
11
1.29
−0.11
0.57
0
−0.24
12
2.38
−0.25
0.57
−0.67
−0.43
13
10.3
−0.16
9.56
−0.58
0.00
As can be seen, this data set with 𝑛 = 13, 𝑚 = 2, and 𝑠 = 3 does not meet the rough rule of thumb, i.e. we have
13 < 15 = max{3(𝑚 + 𝑠), 𝑚 × 𝑠}. To overcome this deficiency, the proposed selecting model (4) should be
applied to the data set in Table 1 with the aim of decreasing the number of measures. In this case, it is supposed that
𝑝 = 1 and 𝑞 = 2. Table 2 exhibits the optimal value of 𝑏 𝑥 ∗ and 𝑏 𝑦 ∗ .
Table 2 The optimal value of 𝒃𝒙 and 𝒃𝒚
∗
Acceptable
𝑦∗
𝑦∗
DMU 𝑏1𝑥 ∗ 𝑏2𝑥 ∗ 𝑏1𝑦
𝑏2
𝑏3
Efficiency
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
1
0.763
3
0
1
1
1
0
0
4
1
0
0
1
1
0.63
5
0
1
1
0
1
1
6
0
1
1
0
1
0.94
7
0
1
1
0
1
0.81
8
1
0
0
1
1
0
9
0
1
1
0
1
1
10
0
1
1
0
1
0.71
11
0
1
1
0
1
0.89
12
0
1
1
1
0
0.68
13
1
0
0
1
1
0
The optimal solution implies that ‘Effluent’, ‘Saleable output’ and ‘CO2’ are determined as selected measures.
In other words, the majority of DMUs have their best performance in light of the set of selected measures
{𝑥2 , 𝑦1 , 𝑦3 }. Last column of Table 2 demonstrates the acceptable efficiencies, which are obtained by applying
model (2) to the selected data set. It can be extracted that there are 3 efficient DMUs {3, 8, 13}, while there are
more efficient units in the light of all performance measures. Actually, these results show that the formulated
selecting model in the presence of negative data successfully decreased the percentage of efficient DMUs.
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5

Conclusion

This paper dealt with two challenging issues in DEA applications, the presence of negative measures in data set
and holding the rule of thumb in modeling, which expresses the relationship between the total performance
measures and the number of DMUs. In particular, inspired by the selecting method of Toloo & Tichý [15], we
extended the assessing model proposed by Allahyar and Rostamy [13] aims at formulating a selecting model
which identifies some important measures so that the selected data set satisfies the rule of thumb in the presence
of negative data. The applicability of the suggested method is illustrated by a real data set of “the notional
effluent processing system”. The proposed approach in this study can be extended to imprecise data in DEA (see
Toloo [18], Toloo and Ertay [19], and [20])
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Defense expenditure and economic growth in Visegrad group
countries: a panel data analysis
Tereza Ambler1 , Jiřı́ Neubauer2
Abstract. The defense economics literature reveals the complexity and inconsistency
of examining the relationship between military spending and economic development.
The current scientific research has not established a clear approach to handling this
large problem. The defense expenditure has been described and investigated by political, strategic and economic factors. This paper aims to analyze the relationship
between military expenditure and economic growth in Visegrad group countries (V4)
Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Hungary and Poland. In this study, we focus on
trends of military expenditure and some macroeconomic factors which are influencing
military expenditure such as the growth rate of GDP, balance of payments, inflation,
foreign direct investment, government debt or net lending/borrowing. The effects of
determinants of military expenditure are examined with time series data of the period
1995–2015. The empirical model is based on the statistical method of regression and
panel regression.
Keywords: military expenditure, economic growth, V4 countries, panel data analysis.
JEL classification: C33, E69
AMS classification: 62J05

1

Introduction

A closer examination of the relationship between military spending and economic growth has allowed the development of economic mathematical methods in the second half of the twentieth century. The era of mathematical
and statistical analysis in the field of defense economics has started with Benoits paper [2] investigating the impact
of military expenditure on economic growth in 1973. Since then, various approaches have been applied examining
this relationship. With the beginning of the Cold War and changes of the power distribution military spending was
favored at the expense of non-defense spending [6]. The disintegration of the bipolarity after 1990 has caused the
reduction of military budgets and the effort to replace the shortage of funds by more efficient use of resources.
Coulomb and Fontanel [3] investigated the possibility of strengthening the military strategic position on France’s
case despite the reduction in military spending after 1990. Thus, military expenditure has become a variable adjusting to the current economic situation. In the post-cold period, the cuts in military spending were expected
and seemed to be inevitable. Odehnal and Neubauer [16] confirmed this tendency in the study of Germany, Great
Britain and France. Still, there were some countries excluded from this trend [5], different determinants of military
spending were detected even in NATO countries [17]. In this article, we focus our attention on possible determinants of military expenditure in V4 countries of the period 1995–2015 to examine their effects after the end of
Cold War.

2
2.1

Data and models
Data

Analysis of determinants of military expenditure in the Czech Republic (CZE), Slovakia (SVK), Poland (POL)
and Hungary (HUN) are based on time series of predominantly macroeconomic variables in time period 1995–
2015 (the database SIPRI, The World Bank). To describe military expenditure – MILEX [% of a gross domestic
product (GDP)], we use following variables: economic growth – EG [%] , foreign direct investment – FDI [% of
GDP], inflation – INFL [%], balance of payments – BOP [billions of dollars], population – POP [in millions], net
lending/borrowing – NLB [% of GDP], government debt – DEBT [% of GDP].

2.2

Panel data models

The panel data approach belongs to several statistical methods frequently used to describe relationship among
macroeconomics variables in last decades, for example, a question of main inflationary factors in V4 countries is
1
2
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discussed in the paper [19], issues connected with military expenditure modeling are examined in the papers [1],
[7], [11] or [21].
The general panel model used in econometrics is
0
yit = αit + βit
Xit + uit ,

where i = 1, 2, . . . , n is the individual index (group, country), t = 1, 2, . . . , T is the time index and uit is a random
zero mean disturbance term, Xit is a k × 1 vector of independent variables, βit is a k × 1 vector of parameters.
The parameters βit are not estimable with N = n × T data points, therefore a number of assumptions are usually
made about the parameters, the errors and the exogeneity of regressors. Let us assume that αit = α and βit = β
for all i, t. We get the model
yit = α + β 0 Xit + uit ,
which is a standard linear model pooling all data across i and t, it can be estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
To model individual heterogeneity, let us assume that the error term has two separate components uit = µi +it ,
where µi is specific to the individual and does not change over time.
yit = α + β 0 Xit + µi + it
The error term it is usually assumed independent of both the regressors Xit and the individual component µi . If
the individual component is correlated with the regressors, it it customary to treat the µi as next n parameters to
be estimated. This is called the fixed effect model [9]. If we denote αi = α + µi we obtain the model
yit = αi + β 0 Xit + it .
This model is sometimes called the least squares dummy variable model, it is usually estimated by OLS.
If the individual component µi is uncorrelated with the regressors, the model is termed random effect, µi are
not treated as fixed parameters, but as random drawings from a given probability distribution [9]. To get greater
efficiency, generalizes least squares (GLS), taking into account the covariance structure of error term, may be used.

3

Empirical results

As a first step, we estimate a linear regression model for each country. The results are summarized in table 1.
The table contains estimates for full models (all variables are taken in account), and the reduced models only with
statistically significant parameters. It should be noted that economic growth and foreign direct investment are not
significant in any country. Inflation is significant only for the Czech Republic (with a negative sign), balance of
payments is significant (with a positive sign) in all countries except for Hungary. There is a significant negative
effect of population in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, whereas the effect is positive in Poland and Hungary. Net
lending/borrowing plays a significant negative role in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland like government
debt in all countries except for Poland. The question of spurious regression is closely connected with linear
regression models applied to time series when some of them are non-stationary. Unit root tests, such as augmented
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) or Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) test, are usually used to detect non-stationary
behavior of analyzed time series. In case that some of them are non-stationary, it is necessary to test whether
examined time series are cointegrated. It should be emphasized that times series are rather short (21 observations).
The power of unit root tests and tests of cointegration for such a short time series is small. Time series of military
expenditure, population and payments balance can be considered non-stationary, variables net lending/borrowing
and government dept seem to be stationary (except for government debt in Hungary). We use the significance
level 0.05 in all testing procedures. Normality of residuals of estimated model was not rejected (Shapiro-Wilk test,
Lilliefors test), residuals were found uncorrelated (Ljung-Box test). There are several approaches to cointegration
testing. One is based on a single equation method (Engle-Granger test), another employs a vector error correction
model (Johansen tests). According the results of Johansen tests, the systems of analyzed time series in each country
are cointegrated. However, Engle-Granger tests do not reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration. This test is
based on ADF test applied on residuals from linear regression models. The power of the test for short time series
(and this is our case) is very small. As a result, the tests do not reject the existence of a unit root in residuals.
On the other hand, the autocorrelation functions of residuals do not contain significant values, especially for lag 1,
when for non-stationary (integrated) time series the value close to one is expected. We came to conclusion that the
regressions are not spurious.
The aim of this contribution is to describe military expenditure of V4 countries by selected variables using panel
data models. We estimated pooling, fixed and random effect model. Estimation results are summarized in table 2.
Statistical software R (the package plm [4]) and Gretl was used for necessary calculation. The table contains, as
with the individual regression models, estimates for full and reduced (final) models. Economic growth was found
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Dependent variable: MILEX
CZE (full)
EG

CZE

SVK (full)

SVK

−0.008
0.029
(0.007)
(0.020)
0.007
−0.035
(0.008)
(0.025)
∗
∗∗
−0.019 −0.020
0.026
(0.009)
(0.009)
(0.024)
0.014∗
0.015∗ 0.108∗∗∗ 0.148∗∗∗
(0.008)
(0.008)
(0.035)
(0.026)
−1.692∗∗∗ −1.672∗∗∗ −15.412∗∗ −15.957∗∗∗
(0.254)
(0.226)
(7.052)
(5.177)
−0.023∗∗∗ −0.025∗∗∗ −0.060∗∗ −0.051∗∗
(0.007)
(0.007)
(0.021)
(0.019)
−0.017∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗∗ −0.029∗∗ −0.040∗∗∗
(0.004)
(0.003)
(0.012)
(0.009)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
∗∗
19.497
19.307
85.703
89.298∗∗∗
(2.613)
(2.270) (37.740) (27.652)

FDI
INFL
BOP
POP
NLB
DEBT
Const.
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2

21
0.972
0.957

21
0.967
0.956

21
0.905
0.853

21
0.870
0.838

Note:

POL (full)

POL

0.044
(0.042)
−0.045
(0.045)
0.002
(0.010)
0.010∗∗
0.009∗∗
(0.004)
(0.003)
0.560∗
0.988∗∗∗
(0.305)
(0.135)
−0.057∗∗ −0.044∗∗
(0.023)
(0.020)
−0.016
(0.010)
−19.083 −36.089∗∗∗
(11.987)
(5.169)
21
0.886
0.825

21
0.861
0.837
∗

HUN (full)

HUN

−0.012
(0.013)
−0.003
(0.003)
0.006
(0.012)
−0.016
(0.014)
0.248
0.746∗∗∗
(0.678)
(0.178)
−0.012
(0.016)
−0.015∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗
(0.005)
(0.003)
−0.329 −5.294∗∗
(6.930)
(1.883)
21
0.875
0.808

21
0.832
0.813

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Table 1 Linear regression models for individual countries, standard errors are in parenthesis; MILEX – military expenditure, EG – economic growth, FDI – foreign direct investment, INFL – inflation, BOP – balance of payments,
POP – population, NLB – net lending/borrowing, DEBT – government debt
significant only for the pooling model. In this model, almost all variables are statistically significant, only variable
FDI is not significant. The estimated parameters in the final fixed and random models are nearly the same. We
conducted several statistical tests to decide which model is better for the description of military expenditure. The
first – the test of poolability – tests the hypothesis that the same coefficients apply to each individual (country).
The p-value of this test is 0.00029 which means, that the fixed or random effect model should be preferred to the
pooling model. Hausman test [8] offers the way how to compare fixed and random effect models. The p-value of
this test for final models is 0.49251. According to this result we favor the random effect model
MILEX = 2.458 + 0.017 · INFL + 0.011 · BOP − 0.037 · NLB − 0.024 · DEBT.
From the perspective of the V4 countries, military expenditure is mainly influenced by inflation, balance of payments, net lending/borrowing and government debt. The effect of inflation and balance of payments is positive
meaning that of inflation or balance of payments is increasing, military expenditure is increasing as well and vice
versa. The opposite effect can be detected for the variables net lending/borrowing and government debt.
Analysis of residuals reveals that estimated model is not able to describe behavior of military expenditure in
Slovakia for the years 1995 and 1996 satisfactorily. These values are considerably higher than other values, and
corresponding residuals are big which causes rejection of normality. If one trims these values, normality of residuals is not rejected by common normality tests (Shapiro-Wilk, Lilliefors, Jarque-Bera test). The question of spurious
regression is relevant in context of panel data modeling too. Firstly, we conducted unit root tests for panel data
(Levin-Lin-Chu [13] and Im, Pesaran and Shin test [10]) with the result that time series of military expenditure,
payments balance a government debt are non-stationary, inflation and net lending/borrowing are stationary. Cointegration relationship can be tested by the panel cointegration tests proposed by Pedronni [18], package pco in R
software [15]. All tests reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration, which means that the system of analyzed
panel data is cointegrated.
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Dependent variable: MILEX

EG
FDI
INFL
BOP
POP
NLB
DEBT
Const.
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2

pooling (full)

pooling

FE (full)

0.034∗∗∗
(0.012)
0.002
(0.004)
0.017∗∗∗
(0.006)
0.012∗∗
(0.006)
0.012∗∗∗
(0.003)
−0.055∗∗∗
(0.013)
−0.014∗∗∗
(0.002)
1.597∗∗∗
(0.123)

0.033∗∗∗
(0.011)

0.018∗∗∗
(0.006)
0.011∗∗
(0.006)
0.012∗∗∗
(0.003)
−0.055∗∗∗
(0.013)
−0.014∗∗∗
(0.002)
1.602∗∗∗
(0.122)

0.014
(0.011)
0.002
(0.004)
0.019∗∗∗
(0.007)
0.014∗∗
(0.005)
−0.234
(0.229)
−0.039∗∗∗
(0.013)
−0.024∗∗∗
(0.003)

−0.037∗∗∗
(0.012)
−0.026∗∗∗
(0.003)

84
0.620
0.585

84
0.619
0.590

84
0.639
0.590

84
0.626
0.592

Note:

FE

RE (full)

0.016∗∗∗
(0.006)
0.012∗∗
(0.005)

∗

RE

0.014
(0.011)
0.001
(0.004)
0.016∗∗∗
(0.006)
0.013∗∗
(0.005)
−0.047
(0.111)
−0.040∗∗∗
(0.012)
−0.024∗∗∗
(0.003)
3.152
(2.437)

−0.037∗∗∗
(0.012)
−0.024∗∗∗
(0.003)
2.458∗∗∗
(0.221)

84
0.635
0.601

84
0.612
0.592

0.017∗∗∗
(0.005)
0.011∗∗
(0.005)

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Table 2 Panel data models – pooling, fixed effect (FE) and random effect (RE) models, standard errors are in
parenthesis; MILEX – military expenditure, EG – economic growth, FDI – foreign direct investment, INFL –
inflation, BOP – balance of payments, POP – population, NLB – net lending/borrowing, DEBT – government debt

4

Discussion

The aim of this study has been to examine the relationship between military expenditure and economic growth in
Visegrad group countries (V4) Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Hungary and Poland. In this complex problem
we decided to focus mainly on the following variables which could determine military expenditure such as the
growth rate of GDP, population, balance of payments, inflation, foreign direct investment, government debt or net
lending/borrowing. The results of the estimated panel model show that balance of payments and inflation have
a positive impact on military expenditure, and that net lending/borrowing and government debt have a negative
impact on military expenditure. For the whole group, we find no impact of economic growth and FDI on military
expenditure.
The growth rate of GDP was chosen as an indicator of the economic growth. According to Tambudzai [20]
increasing levels of GDP causes rising of the demand of defence to protect natural and national resources. Kollias
et al. [12] used the FDI inflows to Cyprus as approximation of the safeness of national economy. Even though the
foreign direct investment was important for this study of Cyprus, in our results we did not observe any significant
influence across the whole sample. This may indicate that the use of the FDI variable is appropriate for developing
economies, see [12], [20]. The impact of military expenditures on external debt and external borrowing was
investigated by Dunne, Perlo-Freeman and Soydan [7]. The results indicate that military expenditures have positive
impact on debt for developing countries. For group of V4 we discovered reversed effects of the government debt
or net lending/borrowing on military expenditures. Net lending/borrowing had a significant negative effect on
military expenditures in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland. Government debt had a significant negative
effect in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary.
The change of population can possibly affect military expenditure as a part of government expenditure. Tambudzai and Harris [20] saw ambiguous effects in the influence of population on military expenditure. Increasing
population is causing an added need of protection against an external threat. On the other hand, rising size of population might have a crowding out effect on military spending because of demanding social and health services.
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Figure 1 Random effect model for military expenditure
The negative effect of population of the Czech Republic and Slovakia on military expenditures suggests that social
government expenditures are declining the military expenditures. An exactly opposite effect of population was
discovered in Hungary and Poland. The inflation is negatively significant only for the Czech Republic according
to our findings. For the rest of the countries we did not find any relevant effects.
The balance of payments was used here as an indicator of the economy’s transactions with the rest of the world.
Dunne and Nikolaidou [5] used the trade balance as one of the economic variables in their study of Greece. The
trade balance as a part of the balance of payments can be also used as an external factor of military expenditures
expressing the openness of the national economy and showing the trend of the balance of payments. Due to no
evidence of any impact of economic variables on military expenditure in Greece, Dunne and Nikolaidou did not
find any impact of trade balance on military expenditure. The balance of payments was used here as an indicator
of the economys transactions with the rest of the world. Dunne and Nikolaidou [5] used the trade balance as one
of the economic variables in their study of Greece. The trade balance as a part of the balance of payments can
be also used as an external factor of military expenditures expressing the openness of the national economy and
showing the trend of the balance of payments. Due to no evidence of any impact of economic variables on military
expenditure in Greece, Dunne and Nikolaidou did not find any impact of trade balance on military expenditure.
Our finding is that the balance of payments is having a significant and positive impact on military expenditure on
the Czech Republic, Slovak and Poland.

5

Conclusion

The contribution deals with panel data models for V4 countries with the aim to describe behavior and possible
determinants of military expenditure in these countries. Several mainly macroeconomic indicators were employed
and the model was estimated. The random effect model with four regressors (inflation, balance of payments, net
borrowing/lending and government debt) was finally used. First, the empirical results do not prove, for the observed
four countries as a whole, any impact on economic growth, FDI and the size of population on military expenditure. Second, the panel data model indicates that, an increase of the balance of payments and inflation has positive
effects on military expenditures. Third, there is a negative impact of government debt and net lending/borrowing
on military expenditures for V4 countries. The balance of payments was found to have a positive effect on military
expenditures for all examined countries expect Hungary. Military expenditures of each V4 country are positively
influencing the balance of payments. The empirical results suggested that military expenditures are mainly influenced also by inflation, government debt and net lending/borrowing for V4 countries. We have identified various
effects of other indicators on military expenditures. Inflation is significantly negative only for the Czech Republic
(no significance shown for the rest of the countries). There is a significant negative effect of the population in the
Czech Republic and Slovakia, while the effect is positive in Poland and Hungary. Government debt is significantly
negative for the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary. Net lending/borrowing is significantly negative for the
Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland.
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Does Relative Income Have an Impact on the Consumption of
Hungarian Households?
Ondřej Badura1
Abstract. This paper examines the influence of relative income on the consumption
function, particularly the issue of the precise quantification of the relationship between the marginal propensity to consume and the position of the household in the
income distribution represented just by relative income. Mainstream theory of consumption, though it is aware of this effect, for its focus primarily on the aggregate
consumption, it pays virtually no attention to this. However, if it is possible to accurately describe and quantify this so-called relative income effect, it will mean a relevant contribution to the explanation of individual consumption patterns or consumption of income categories. The aim of this work is to find and precisely quantify the
impact of relative income on the marginal propensity to consume on the example of
Hungarian households and thus to support the idea of interdependent concept of utility and consumption. To achieve this goal, we use a panel regression analysis. The
results unambiguously confirm the statistical validity of the initial hypothesis, which
shows that the consumption decisions of Hungarian households are interdependent.
Moreover the more precise form of the wanted regression equation was found in estimation by the polynomial function.
Keywords: Relative income, marginal propensity to consume, interdependent consumption, panel regression.
JEL Classification: D11, D12
AMS Classification: 62P20

1

Introduction

Household consumption, which is usually the motivation and the final goal of any economic effort, it is then
logically also the largest component of GDP and hence the most significant driving force of economic growth. It
is not surprising that the development of theory and the empirical research of consumption is then concentrated
primarily on the aggregate scale. This fact eventually resulted in a situation corresponding to the current state of
knowledge, and thus that many properties and principles of aggregate consumption function are relatively well
theoretically described and empirically tested and proved. On the other hand, of course, there are also characteristics that are non-testable or insignificant at the aggregate level and their influence is growing more strongly, the
closer we are to the very nature of the economic microcosm. These phenomena have often been underestimated,
hidden in the shadow of macroeconomic research. One of these effects is also the decreasing value of the marginal propensity to consume across the distribution of disposable income.
The approach of lifecycle and permanent income theory, which has become a baseline model for further economic research, it is based on strong microeconomic fundamentals, but as such it leads primarily to the consumption function of aggregate and therefore hypotheses that can be tested at a macro level. Although the variability of the marginal propensity to consume across different income types of households is intuitive and selfevident also from the perspective of LC-PIH (life cycle - permanent income hypothesis)2, for its macroeconomic
focus, this mainstream approach does not virtually deal with it. Also later concepts such as myophia and liquidity
constraints by Flavin [6] or buffer stock saving model by Carroll [4] doesn’t change anything in that direction.
The theoretical explanation of this phenomenon, which basics can be found in the work of Velben [13], can be
sought out of the mainstream theory, as shown, for example, by Ackerman [1]. The hypothesis of relative income by Duessenberry [5] nowadays newly reformulated for example by Palley [12] or Alvarez-Cuadrado and
Long [2] seems to be the most ambitious one. It represents a consumer concept based on an interdependent concept of utility, which principles and conclusions, if they become verified, can be a welcomed contribution and

1

VŠB - Technical University of Ostrava, Department of Economics, Sokolská třída 33, 702 00 Ostrava, Czech
Republic, e-mail: ondrej.badura@vsb.cz
2
The theoretical approach to consumption based on the original works: Modigliani and Brumberg [11] and
Friedman [7]. In addition to the element of rational expectation, we can refer to the so-called random walk model
as defined by Hall [8].
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enrichment of the current state of knowledge about the patterns of individual consumption or consumption of
income categories.
The aim of this work is to find and precisely quantify the impact of relative income on the marginal propensity to consume on the example of Hungarian households using panel regression and thus to support the idea of
interdependent concept of utility and consumption.

2
2.1

Methods and data
Methods

It is worth pointing out at this point that the main motive of this work is to prove the influence of the relative
income of households on the value of their marginal propensity to consume by formulating the particular form of
a possible functional relationship. Therefore the concept of relative income remains the key matter for us. From
the principle point of view, it is de facto an quantification and therefore the possibility of mathematical and economic formulation of the issue of the position of the household within the distribution of disposable income.
From a definition point of view, it is the ratio of disposable income (YD) to its weighted average throughout
society, as shown in Equation 1:
YD
YRD 
(1)
YD
Now, just the variable in the denominator has to be specified. The theoretical background, which is given us
by a reference of James Duesenberry's work, leaves us relative freedom in this area, so we need to consider the
appropriateness and the most suitable explanatory ability of the chosen definition. For the purposes of further
analysis, the variable YD was defined as the wide-weighted average of YD throughout population, where the
weights were set by the average number of household members in a given income category:
n

YD 

 YD  w
i

i 1

i

n

 wi

(2)

i 1

where YDi characterizes the income of the i-th income category, wi the average number of household members in the i-th income category and n the number of those categories. The determination of weights was the
central issue here and our definition best corresponds to the original concept and meaning of the relative income
effect.
For the attempt of expressing the particular form of predicted functional dependence we use a panel regression analysis, mainly because of the limited number of statistically measured income categories (ie a small number of observations). The form of the general equation of the wanted one-dimensional linear regression model
will depend on whether the method of fixed or random effects is used in panel regression. Which of those methods is more appropriate for our data, it will be shown by Hausman's test in later part of analysis, so it is now
necessary to consider both variants. In the case of using of fixed effects, the regression equation would be given
by:

MPCi ,t   i    YRDi ,t  ui ,t

(3)

where MPCi,t - the marginal propensity to consume for the i-th category at time t is expressed by the αi -level
constant for the i-th income category, the product of YRDi,t - the relative disposable income for the i-th category
at the time t and of the regression coefficient β expressing the sensitivity of the marginal propensity to consume
on the relative disposable income. The variable ui,t, then represents the random component.
In the case of a regression estimation based on random effects, the wanted relationship would be characterized more simply and unambiguously in the form of:

MPCi ,t      YRDi ,t  ui ,t   i ,t

(4)

where newly α represents a level constant for all categories, ui,t random component between the categories
and εi,t random component within the income category.
Either way, a negative value of the β coefficient is an important premise for all possible resulting panel regression variants, because according to the principles of the Duesenberry’s hypothesis with the increasing relative disposable income, the marginal propensity to consume must necessarily decline.
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2.2

Data

The assumption of negative linear dependence of MPC on YRD will be tested here on the example of aggregate
data for the household budget situation in Hungary, that’s why all input data for this analysis were taken from
the database of Hungarian Central Statistical Office [9]. The original input data are given by the annual statistics
between 2010-2015, which are basically set into two time series, which are further divided into ten other subfolders. The followed 6 observations are therefore basically written in two variables:
YD - average annual nominal household disposable income per capita in HUF,
C - average annual nominal household consumption per capita in HUF.
As we can see, we work here with average data per capita. For a better demonstration of the validity of the
Duesenberry’s hypothesis, this procedure is certainly more appropriate. An important matter is also the already
mentioned secondary subdivision of basic variables. The YD and C indicators are equally divided into ten other
subfolders reflecting the income and consumption situation of each household types sorted by deciles ascendingly according to disposable income. We record here, as a result, 20 input time series, divided into 10 panels by the
types of income categories. The indicators directly entering the subsequent panel regression are YRD, calculated
according to formula 1 and 2 and APC expressed by:
APC 

C
YD

(5)

It is necessary to realize at this point that we work here with income categories (not with individual households) for which the APC value is independent of YD and in the absence of an intercept it is at every point equal
to MPC. That's why we could use this simple equivalence here, where values of MPC are substituted by the
average propensity to consume. Finally we note that the original input data in this study are given by a nominal
expression of consumption and disposable income, but due to the relative nature of the MPC and YRD indicators, the undesirable effect of changes in price levels is to be completely canceled out anyway.

3

Results
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First, the stationarity of the data directly entering the panel regression was tested. According to Levin-Lin-Chu
unit root test, the panels MPC and YRD are stationary, at least at 5% significance level, which we work with.
The same result in stationarity verification was also achieved by the Harris-Tzavalis test.
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Figure 1 Development of MPC across income categories

Figure 2 Visual assessment of linear dependency

Figure 1 illustrates the development of the marginal propensity to consume across income categories. At first
glance, it is evident that the value of MPC isn’t constant in any of the categories and so it deflects in time. This
implies, according to the principles of the Duesenberry’s hypothesis, that the magnitude of the force of the relative income effect is not constant over time. However, a more significant fact, resulting from Figure 1, is that the
average value of MPC actually falls across income categories, as predicted by the relative income hypothesis.
Figure 2 then serves as a preliminary visual assessment of predicted dependence. There is evident, at first
sight that the relationship of MPC and YRD is not entirely linear in its foundations, but it is rather convex in its
characteristics. Figure 2 thus predicts that linear function would probably not be a suitable approximation tool in
this case, and alternative estimates using higher degree polynomial functions could be a significant benefit for
the explanatory ability of the model.
Before it can be proceeded to the final estimation of the regression parameters of the wanted dependence, it
is necessary to determine whether it should be used the method of fixed or random effects, in other words,
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whether there are differences between the categories so significant, that they should be captured in a separate
level constant for each category. This dilemma is unambiguously judged by the Hausman test and its very low
value of calculated statistics H = 0.03, which indicates that a suitable panel regression here is the method of
random effects at virtually any level of significance. In this case, it is also worthwhile checking whether there is
at least a statistically significant variance between the categories, in other words whether it is necessary to use
panel regression or just simple OLS. Solving of this problem is offered by Breusch-Pagan LM test with a value
of test statistic 99.7, which means that our data show a panel effect – ie a non-zero variance between the entities.

Number of observation
χ2
P-value
R2 within categories
R2 between categories
R2 overall

60
12.68
0.0004
0.0295
0.7054
0.67

Table 1 Final estimation of linear function according to equation 4, part 1
MPC Coefficient Robust standard error
YRD
α

- 0.1937
1.1169

0.0544
0.0808

z

P-value

- 3.56
13.82

0.000
0.000

Table 2 Final estimation of linear function according to equation 4, part 2
The results of the final panel regression using random effects are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In this final
estimation of the desired functional pattern, a robust method of estimating the standard error through the White
estimator was used, thus the model was treated against possible autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. There is
an important finding of relatively high value of R2, which indicates that 67% of the variability of MPC was explained by YRD, where this result was mainly achieved by the effect of the relative income between the categories. This is entirely in line with the initial premise, since “keeping up with the Joneses” effect should be seen
primarily in comparing different income categories, not so much within one category. Either way, a relatively
high value of R2 (relatively to the use of only one explanatory variable) thus only confirms the validity of the
initial assumption about the influence of relative disposable income on the marginal propensity to consume. The
model itself is no doubt statistically significant as well as its regression coefficient. The wanted regression coefficient β achieves a negative value (as we expected) that can not be affected nor by its standard deviation. The
resulting model therefore corresponds to the underlying economic theory and predicts that for the income categories of Hungarian households it applies, that the change in the relative disposable income by 0.1 also changes the
value of the marginal propensity to consume by about 0.02 in the opposite direction.
We have found a possible particular form of the relationship between MPC and YRD. Now we have just left
to verify that the linear function is indeed a suitable approximation of the observed dependence. Figure 2 already
indicates that the dependence between MPC and YRD doesn’t seem to be much linear. But let’s not just rely on
the visual assessment and let’s try to estimate the relationship by more complex equation. For this purpose we
use higher polynomial functions from 2 to 7 degrees, which allow for diverse variations of the regression curve
and at the same time they remain linear in their estimated parameters.

Polynomial degree

R2 overall

χ2 statistics

P-value

Number of significant β coefficients

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.67
0.8034
0.9135
0.9431
0.9549
0.9552
0.9549

20.96
41.01
157.79
911.05
1143.4
1129.15
-

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-

1
2
3
4
5
2
3

Table 3 Estimates of polynomial functions (basic, non-robust estimates)
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Table 3 summarizes the most important characteristics of the models estimated by the polynomial functions
from the first to the seventh degree, where the first degree polynomial is de facto the originally used simple linear function and serves for comparison of obtained results. In all cases, the random effect method was used. However, it should be emphasized at this point that the individual regression parameters of the polynomial higher
than the first degree lose their economic interpretation, so Table 3 does not deal with them and their signs and
magnitudes will not be discussed anymore. Apart from the fact that all estimated models are no doubt statistically significant, we are most interested in the value of the coefficient of determination, respectively in its change.
As we can see, this increase is quite considerable. Highest values of R2 is reached by the polynomial of the 6th
degree, which also means an increase of the explained variability of MPC by 28.52 percentage points compared
to the initial model. While the complexity of the approximation function has increased considerably, the very
high value of the resulting R2 should be sufficient compensation in this case. Economically speaking, the yields
stemming from the significantly higher explanatory ability of the model are probably higher than the costs associated with breaking the simplicity and elegance of a simple linear function. The number of statistically significant coefficients in estimation can also be used as another tool for decision-making. We can see that, until the
polynomial of the 5th degree, their number grow equivalently to the polynomial degree, but subsequently their
number decreased rapidly. This means that, the explained variability of the polynomials of 6th and 7th degree, is
achieved also through some coefficients, which will probably not be part of the resulting regression equation, so
the actual R2 of that models can be expected to be slightly smaller. And since the increase of the coefficient of
determination in the 6th degree polynomial is very small compared to the previous polynomial estimate and in
the case of 7th polynomial the change of R2 is even negative, it is possible to refer to the 5th degree polynomial
with the full number of statistically significant coefficients as the most appropriate approximation equation as
shown in Table 4 for the final robust estimation.

MPC Coefficient Robust standard error
YRD
YRD2
YRD3
YRD4
YRD5
α

- 4.9114
6.5087
- 4.1588
1.2565
- 0.1446
2.3184

0.3352
0.5635
0.4131
0.1367
0.0167
0.0642

z

P-value

- 14.65
11.55
- 10.07
9.19
- 8.64
36.12

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 4 Final estimation of the 5th degree polynomial
Finally, we emphasize that result of Hausman's test has significantly influenced the prediction ability of the
resulting model. The resulting use of the random effect method means that the regression relationship between
MPC and YRD can be expressed generally and elegantly in one single equation, and it doesn’t depend on the
type of income category or the time we consider. This fact on the other hand has been redeemed by a more complicated interpretation of the coefficient β, which now includes both an inter-category effect and the effects
viewed within a single entity. However, as already mentioned above, the interpretation of regression coefficients
has been complicated much more by the resulting use of the polynomial function, therefore the above-mentioned
problem is de facto no longer a problem any more.

4

Conclusion

The primary motive of this work was to find and prove the influence of relative (disposable) income on the value
of marginal propensity to consume. In order to achieve this objective, the panel regression was used on the data
on the budgetary situation of income categories in Hungary. However, the problem of the actual definition of
relative disposable income had to be resolved first. As shown by the previous paragraphs, this goal has been
actually met. Now it is no longer a matter of dispute that changes in marginal propensity to consume can be
explained by relative income, which also confirms the validity of “keeping up with the Joneses” effect, at least
for the case of Hungarian households. And as it is indicated by relatively high value of the R2 and the statistically
significant regression coefficient of the relative income (when approximated by the linear function), this finding
could significantly contribute to our knowledge of consumption behavior of different income groups.
Although the simple linear function estimation is sufficient proof of the effect of relative income on the marginal propensity to consume, one of the above-mentioned goals was to approximate this relationship as accurately as possible. Eventually the fifth degree polynomial regression was found to be the most appropriate description of observed causality, which means that the individual regression coefficients de facto lost their economic
interpretation, but the predictive ability of the model as a whole thus became significantly stronger. In other
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words, although this polynomial relationship is less economically graspable, it much better and accurately describes the real state of economic reality. In this context, it is advisable to compare the results achieved with the
study of Badura [3] which, on data from the Czech Republic, concludes that the relationship of MPC and YRD is
on one hand dependent on the considered category and even on the exact year, but also its most acquire form
would be still purely linear. Therefore, it is clear that the particular form of the relationship between the marginal
propensity to consume and relative income is not a matter of generally validity and it probably depends on the
national specifics of the given economy. And because the exact form of this relationship is a matter of crucial
importance for the effectiveness of economic policy, the quest for its quantification in other various economic
environments remains an important motive for extending of this work.
In conclusion it is worthwhile to note that influence of relative income hypothesis is actually much higher
that it is commonly understood, as shown for example by Mason [10]. It has many implications and can help to
describe the demand formation more appropriately in many ways. But the most important contribution of Dueseberry’s work is deeper understanding of income effect itself. So in the final lines we want to emphasize that the
mainstream microeconomics distinguishes only between income and substitution effect. Duesenberry’s theory,
as well as the conclusions of this study require to add further subdivision and so to distinguish between income
effect of absolute (directly influencing the level consumption) and relative (indirectly influencing the level consumption through MPC).
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TOPSIS with Generalized Distance Measure GDM in
Assessing Poverty and Social Exclusion at Regional Level
in Visegrad Countries
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Abstract. Decreasing poverty and social exclusion is treated as one of the most important aims of Europe 2020 plan, which is supported by EU funds and national financing by EU members. Thus, it should be constantly monitored with application
of quantitative methods. The problem of poverty is commonly treated as a multivariate phenomenon, characterized with significant regional diversity. As a result, in the
research TOPSIS method was used. The analysis was done for Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary at regional level (NUTS 1) with application of Eurostat data for the years 2011 and 2015. In TOPSIS method a choice of metric used for
calculation the distance of objects from positive and negative ideas solutions is a key
problem. Generalized distance measure GDM is a metric, which can be applied for
variables measured on the ratio scale, interval scale, the ordinal scale or the nominal
scale. Therefore, it makes the metric universal for economic research based on variables measured in different scales. From methodological perspective, the article presents applicability of the measure GDM in TOPSIS method. The conducted research
confirms significant diversity between the analyzed regions.
Keywords: poverty, social exclusion, multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA),
TOSPIS, general distance measure GDM.
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1

Introduction

The problem of poverty and social exclusion has been in the spotlight of the European authorities for last decades. After the global financial crisis limiting the range of poverty has been declared as one of the aims of Europe 2020 plan [8], which is supported by the European structural funds and national financing by the EU members. Obtaining this objective is crucial for building conditions for sustainable growth and quicker socioeconomic convergence with developed economies [27, 17, 33, 34, 22, 16], and improving macroeconomic stability [10]. Thus, the aim of the research is to quantify the phenomenon of poverty and social exclusion for Visegrad countries at regional level(NUTS 1) in the years 2011-2015.
Most of subjects of economic research should be considered as multidimensional phenomena characterized
with many aspects [13, 21]. For each aspect a set of diagnostic variables can be selected, which characterize the
aspect and enable its proper description and quantification. In that case, a taxonomic measure of development
(TMD) can be used, as the TMD can enable to take into account the influence of all determinants of the economic phenomenon under investigation and allows for a synthetic assessment of its level [18, 12; 30]. TMR as a
synthetic variable is a commonly used tool in economic research, allowing to describe and analyze the variability
of complex multidimensional economic phenomena and assess their changes over time [11; 7, 28; 25, 26, 38].
In this context, the poverty and social exclusion is treated as a multivariate phenomenon, which should be
analyzed with application of multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) tools. In this case TOSPIS method was
applied in order to obtain TMR of the phenomenon. In the method a choice of metric applied to calculation of
the distance of objects from positive and negative ideas solutions is a crucial factor. In the current research generalized distance measure GDM is used, as the metric can be applied for variables measured on a ratio scale, an
interval scale, an ordinal scale or a nominal scale. As a result, from methodological perspective, the objective of
the article is to present applicability of the measure GDM in TOPSIS method.
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2

Methodology and data

To determine TMD values TOPSIS method is most commonly used [2, 4, 5, 6 14, 19, 29]. The procedure of
TMD assessing is based on the the comparison of objects to the pattern and anti-paten of development, in the
case of TOPSIS usually called as positive or negative ideal solutions. The values of TMD measured with TOPSIS method are normalized and range from zero to unity. The high values of the TMD indicate high level of
development of the investigated phenomenon for the selected object. In order to compare the objects with positive and negative ideal solutions, the distance is determined based on a given metric. The choice of the metric is
of crucial importance and it should be primarily dependent on the type of data held. The metric that can be used
for variables from any measurement scale is the generalized distance measure GDM proposed by Walesiak [35].
This metric can be used in the case of variables measured on the ratio scale, interval scale, ordinal scale or nominal scale [see 20, 36, 37].
The procedure of assessing TMD with application of TOPSIS based on Generalized Distance Measure GDM
can describe in the following steps [37]:
1. The choice of diagnostic variables Xj (j=1,2,..,n), which describe a given economic phenomenon.
2. Establishing the set of economic objects Oi (i=1,2,...,m), for which the value of the TMD will be determined.
3. Determining the nature of diagnostic variables (stimulants or dis-stimulants).
4. Normalisation of the diagnostic variables, as a result a set of variables Zj is obtained.
5. Establishing for diagnostic variables (stimulants) positive ideal solution Pj and negative ideal solution APj,
which is given with equation 1. In the case of dis-stimulants the equations are applied the other way round. For
dynamic research the values of positive and negative ideal solutions should be constant for the whole timespan
of the research. This enables comparability of the research in different periods t.

P j = max z ijt
it

,

AP j = min z ijt
it

.

(1)

6. Assessing the values of TMDit with equation 2:

TMDit = 1 −

GDM itP
;
GDM itAP + GDM itP

P

(2)

AP

Where GDM it is a distance of the object form the positive ideal solution, and GDM it is a distance of the
object from negative ideal solution. Generalized distance measure GDM is given with equations 3 and 4 (see 36,
37]:
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where i, l = 1, K , n –number of the object, k – number of pattern of development and anti-pattern of development, j = 1, K , m – number of variable,
In the research the problem of poverty and social exclusion in Visegrad countries at regional level NUTS 1
was the subject of investigation. The phenomenon is the result of influence of many regional factors such as the
situation on the local labour markets [24, 32,], actions of local authorities and quality of public services supporting sustainability of economy [1, 3, 15, 31] and others. These factors justify application of TOPSIS method for
its measurement. Based on the aim of the article four diagnostic variables, which are suggested by Eurostat. The
variables are given in table 1. The data was downloaded from Eurostat service:
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database.
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Economic development
stimulant
X1 – At-risk-of-poverty rate (Percentage of total population)
X2 – People living in households with very low work intensity (Percentage of total population aged stimulant
less than 60)
stimulant
X3 – Severe material deprivation rate (Percentage of total population)
stimulant
X – People living in households with very low work intensity (Percentage of total population)
4

Table 1 Diagnostic variables

3

Results and discussion

According to the presented procedure of TMD measurement, after the choice of diagnostic variables, normalization of the variables was performed. Zero-unitarization method was used for this purpose [9, 23]. Then the constant positive and negative ideal solutions for both years of the research and the distances of the objects form the
positive and negative ideal solutions were assessed. Finally, the TMD for the year 2011 and 2015 has been calculated according to formula 2.
The obtained values of TMD enabled to propose ranking of regions, starting with the once with the lowest
level of poverty and social exclusion. The results for the years 2011 and 2015 are given in table 2. Additionally,
with application of natural breaks method the regions were grouped into three classes. In the class 1 the regions
with the highest level of poverty and social exclusion can be found. In the class 2 the regions with average level
of the phenomenon are grouped. In the class 3 there are the regions with the lowest level of poverty and social
exclusion. The final results of classification are given in table 2 and figure 1.
2011
2015
TMD
Class
Rank
TMD
Class
Rank
Czech Republic
0,087
3
1
0,100
3
1
Slovakia
0,243
3
2
0,241
2
2
Poland: Region Poludniowy
0,316
2
4
0,290
2
3
Poland: Region Centralny
0,294
2
3
0,292
2
4
Poland: Region Poludniowo-Zachodni 0,409
2
8
0,316
2
5
Poland: Region Pólnocno-Zachodni
0,395
2
6
0,398
2
6
Poland: Region Pólnocny
0,391
2
5
0,493
1
7
Hungary: Dunántúl
0,538
1
9
0,516
1
8
Poland: Region Wschodni
0,572
1
10
0,518
1
9
Hungary: Közép-Magyarország
0,398
2
7
0,525
1
10
Hungary: AlföldésÉszak
0,844
1
11
0,831
1
11
Table 2 Ranking and grouping of regions based on the level of poverty and social Exclusion
Region

Change
13,93%
-0,64%
-8,23%
-0,65%
-22,63%
0,79%
26,28%
-4,13%
-9,51%
31,81%
-1,53%

In the year 2011 in the class 3 grouping the NUTS 1 regions with the lowest level of poverty one could find
Czech Republic and Slovakia. The countries are characterized with high stability of the most important macroeconomic indicators and the best labor market situation. In the class 2, 5 five Polish regions and one Hungarian
region Közép-Magyarország were assigned. In class 1 with the highest level of poverty and social Exclusion one
Polish region (Wschodni) and the two Hungarian regions (Közép-Magyarország and AlföldésÉszak) were
grouped. These regions are characterized with the worst socio-economic situation in both countries.
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Figure 1 The level of Poverty and Social Exclusion in the year 2011 and 2015
Taking into account the percentage changes of TMD between 2011 and 2015, the relative situation of the five
regions in this period has deteriorated. The relative poverty increased for the Czech Republic by 13.92%, for
Region Północno-zachodni (Poland) by 0.79%, Region Północny (Poland) by 26.28%, and for KözépMagyarország (Hungary) by 31.81%. On the other hand, in the case of seven regions, the situation has improved.
The values of the measure decreased for Slovakia by 0.64%, for Region Południowy (Poland) by 8.23%, for the
Region Centralny (Poland) by 0.65%, for the Region Południowo-Zachodni (Poland) by 22.63%, for Dunántúl
(Hungary) by 0.13%, for Region Wschodni (Poland) by 9.51% and for AlföldésÉszak(Hungary) by 1.53%.
This dynamics has influenced the classification of the regions and their grouping in the year 2015. In spite of
the negative tendency, Czech Republic was still classified as the NUTS 1 region with the lowest level of poverty
and social Exclusion. Slovakia, was downgraded from class 3 in 2011 to class 2 in 2015. In class 1, the number
of regions increased to five. Region Wschodni (Poland), Közép-Magyarország and AlföldésÉszak (Hungary)
remained in class 1 in 2015. Region Północny (Poland) and Közép-Magyarország (Hungary) were downgraded
in 2015 from class 2 to class 1. Four Polish regions: Region Poludniowy, Region Centralny, Region PoludniowoZachodni, Region Pólnocno-Zachodni, as in the year 2011, were grouped class 2 in the year 2015.

4

Conclusions

The aim of the research was to analyze the phenomenon of poverty and social exclusion in Visegrad countries at
regional level (NUTS 1) in the years 2011 and2015. The poverty was treated as a multiple criteria phenomenon.
Thus, multiple-criteria decision analysis tool (TOPSIS method) was used. In comparison to the standard TOPSIS
method, in the current research generalized distance measure GDM was used for calculation the distance of objects from positive and negative ideas solutions. The research confirms universality of the distance measure,
which can be used for variables measured on the ratio scale, the interval scale, the ordinal scale or the nominal
scale.
The conducted classification of the object confirms significant diversity between the analyzed regions. The
level of poverty and social exclusion is the result of many factors, which from the national and regional policy
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perspective impede the effectiveness of potential actions of authorities. This can be seen in the obtained results,
where in the years 2011-2015 one cannot see a specific tendency for all the regions under research. Just the opposite the changes of the value of TMD for the analyzed regions vary from 1 to 30%. The obtained results also
confirm that the phenomenon is characterized with a high degree of inertia, as the changes of the relative positions of the regions in the ranking between the analyzed years are not big.
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Modification of EVM by scenarios
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Abstract. The paper brings a new perspective to the monitoring of actual costs for
Earned Value Management in projects. Costs in phase of implementation of the project vary depending on the internal and external factors, which cannot be clearly
predicted in advance. In the practice of project management, actual costs (AC) are
usually not sufficiently known and so they are very often only estimated during the
project duration. For the Earned Value Management (EVM), while tracking project
progress, knowledge of the AC is crucial. Any distortion or incorrect estimate of the
AC leads to distortion of all EVM characteristics. CPI (Cost Performance Index) and
CV% (Cost Variance) within EVM describe the status and progress of the project
and demonstrate its success, are based on correct value of AC, and thus AC bias
leads to bias and distortion of any prediction of future cost development (ETC, EAC,
etc.) . Our proposal published in this paper is based on the use of optimistic, neutral
and pessimistic scenarios for the development of current costs during project implementation. Proposals of scenarios are based on mathematical model designed by authors and complementing already existing models for the planned value (PV) estimation within EVM (published by authors in previous papers). This article aims to provide a comprehensive proposal how to modify the EVM based on mathematical
models for AC and PV estimations.
Keywords: Project Management, Earned Value Management, Work Effort, Actual
Cost, Cone of Uncertainty, Optimistic and Neutral and Pessimistic Scenario.
JEL Classification: C44
AMS Classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Earned Value Management [15, 13 or 6] is based on comparing the Baseline and Actual plan of the project realization. Baseline and Actual plan is determined by the partial work of single resources in the particular project
activities. Baseline is always based on expected resource work contours and the impact of human agent is usually not included. The impact of human agent is usually expected only in the actual course of the project. The
versatility of the human agent in projects can be described also by the “Parkinson’s first law” [12]. It is natural
for people to distribute work effort irregularly to the whole time sequence which was determined by the deadline
of the task completion. The questions of “Parkinson’s first law” in project management are further dealt with in
e.g. [5].
Work effort of an allocated resource has very often been researched in projects from the area of information
technologies and software development, as these projects contain a high level of indefiniteness, and even common and routine tasks are unique. At the same time, it concerns the area where it is possible to find a great number of approaches to estimate how work-intensive the project will be or how long the tasks will take, and also
case studies. The proposal for mathematical apparatus for planning the course of tasks within a case study is
dealt with for instance in [11 or 1]. The authors Özdamar and Alanya [11] propose a particular pseudo-heuristic
approach to estimate the tasks course where the indefiniteness in the project is expressed by fuzzy sets. Barry et
al. [1] concentrate on the existence and expression of the relation between project duration and total effort and in
their theoretical starting points they emphasize the dynamics of the relation between the effort and project duration when a self-strengthening loop can be expected. The work effort can be described also using system dynamic models as presented e.g. in a study from project management teaching by Svirakova [14] or in a study from
project simulation model by Lacko [8]. The others who research the project complexity and work effort are for
instance Clift and Vandenbosh [4], who point out a connection between the length of life cycle and project management structure where a key factor is again a human agent.
Among properties typical for projects belongs their variability during their realization. Although there is an
effort to perform repeatedly corrections based on new budget and time term estimates during the project realization, project managers still work with a high uncertainty rate [4, 8, 9, 10 or 13]. The uncertainty of the estimates,
Department of Systems Engineering FEM CULS, Kamýcká 129, Prague, bartoska@pef.czu.cz.
Department of Systems Engineering FEM CULS, Kamýcká 129, Prague, subrt@pef.czu.cz.
3
Department of Systems Engineering FEM CULS, Kamýcká 129, Prague, kucera@pef.czu.cz.
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i.e. their variability, decreases during the project, as proven in NASA study [10] or, as well, specified by Little
[9]. It is possible to use this decreasing variability of the budget estimates as a basis for a new modification of
EVM, in particular, the Actual Costs (AC). The aim of this paper is to modify EVM based on a proposal of the
mathematical model for Cone of Uncertainty with an extension into an optimistic, neutral and pessimistic scenario of the project costs development. The paper builds on the previous authors’ works [2, 3 or 7].

2
2.1

Materials and methods
Student Syndrome phenomenon

If there is a deadline determined for the completion of a task and a resource is a human agent, the resource
makes its effort during the activity realization unevenly and with a variable intensity. Delay during activity realization with human resource participation leads to stress or to tension aimed at the resource or the tension of the
resource him/herself. The development and growth of the tension evokes the increase in the work effort of the
human agent allocated as a resource. More detailed approach can be found in [2].

2.2

Mathematical model of the Student Syndrome

Authors in previous paper [2] propose a mathematical expression of the Student Syndrome. Its brief description
follows: First, a function expressing the proper Student Syndrome denoted by p1 is introduced. It has three minima p1(t) = 0 in t = 0, t = 0.5, and t = 1; and two maxima: former one close to the begin and latter one close to the
end of the task realization. Beside this, functions denoted by p2 expressing the resource allocation according to
single standard work contours of flat, back loaded, front loaded, double peak, bell and turtle are proposed. All
these functions are in the form of 4th degree polynomial. To express the strength of the Student Syndrome manifestation during the realization of a task the rate r of the Student Syndrome is introduced. It acquires values between 0 and 1 (r = 0 represents a situation when the Student Syndrome does not occur at all and the resource
keep the work contour exactly; r = 1 means that the Student Syndrome manifests in its all strength and the resource absolutely ignore the work contour). As a result, the resource work effort during a real task realization
can be modeled using function p = rp1+(1–r)p2. More detailed approach can be found in [2].

2.3

Modification of the Planned Value by Work Effort

The EVM extension in the form of Planned Value (PV or BCWS) parameter modification for different work
contours (turtle, bell, double peak, back loaded, front loaded, etc.) which is described below and applied in a
case study is based on previous work of the authors of this paper [2, 7].
This approach can be applied when computing the PV of an activity in the project. It is computed in the classical way using the formula:
PV = %PC . BAC

(1)

where %PC is the percentage of the work planned by the work calendar (planned completion percentage) and
BAC is Budget at Completion of the project. The share of the whole work effort as a part of task duration requires can be calculated for a single resource as:
a

 p (t ) dt

1

(2)

0

Let there are n resources, indexed by 1, 2, …, n, allocated at the task. Let rk, p1k, p2k denotes r, p1, p2 for k-th
resource. Then the PV can be calculated (where t is a time moment in the project):

 n a

PVa     ( rk p1k (t )  (1  rk ) p2 k (t )) dt   BAC
 k 1 0


(3)

The resource work effort affects the growth of PV. It is not possible to expect uniform increase of PV in general and in case of all project tasks. In case of changing PV, EVM may provide fundamentally different results
for the assessment of the state and development of the project.
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2.4

Linear and Non-Linear PV

The work [3] discusses an application of a newly proposed PV (BCWS) calculation for monitoring the project
duration within EVM. As the case study in [3] shows, as far as the task nature (work contour) and the human
resource impact (Student Syndrome phenomenon) is comprised, the planned course of work effort (Non-Linear
PV) may significantly differ from the commonly expected one (Linear PV). A possible decline or increase of
resources work effort, which is not evident in case of the uniform work plan with uniform work effort, may manifest itself in an irregular increase or decrease of the Earned Value. This may result in malfunctioning EVM and
project failure. For more details see previous paper [3].
100

Linear PV
80

Non-Linear PV

60

Difference

40
20
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
-20

Figure 1 Case Study – difference between Linear and Non-Linear BCWS [3]
The difference in course between the Linear and Non-Linear PV leads within EVM to different conclusions
in the assessment of the project status and development [3]. Overmuch positive or negative project assessment
may result in uneconomic decisions with fatal consequences. With the inclusion of the human factor impact and
various work contours and the derivation of the Non-Linear PV it is possible to obtain a much more accurate
(though possibly less pleasant) illustration of the project.

2.5

Cone of Uncertainty

The Cone of Uncertainty (CU) is a phenomenon proven in NASA studies [10] and often cited in professional
literature, e.g. by Little [9]. CU manifests itself in projects during their realization in the form of decreasing
budget and time estimates.

Figure 2 Cone of Uncertainty with milestones (mi) [10 or 9]
In case of the budget we can expect up to four times bigger estimate inaccuracy at the beginning of the project, in case of the time terms up to two times bigger estimate inaccuracy [10]. For the purposes of this paper we
will focus on the estimate variability for the project budget.

3

Results and Discussion

First, to enable to propose an extension of the new approach to EVM according to [2, 3 or 7], it is necessary to
propose a mathematical model for CU. Subsequently, the newly proposed model for CU will be applied to create
an optimistic, neutral and pessimistic scenario of the Actual Costs (AC) development.
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3.1

Mathematical model of Cone of Uncertainty

The form and course of CU can be expressed in the form of the following mathematical model:

ct1  1  3e 4( t /T )

(4)

where t is the serial number of the current day (month) of the project duration and T is the total number of the
days (months) of the project duration.
Formula (4) enables to quantify the optimistic estimate deviation in any time moment during the project, i.e.
it explains decreasing and thus improving variability of costs expended within the project. This mathematical
model can be modified for pessimistic estimate development in the CU form in the following way:

ct2  (4  3e 4( t /T ) ) / 4
5

1,2

Variability (c1t)

4

1

3

0,8

Variability (c2t)
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Time (t/T)

0
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Figure 3 Optimistic development (c1t) – estimates get
better

3.2

(5)

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

Figure 4 Pessimistic development (c2t) – estimates
worsen

Optimistic, neutral and pessimistic scenario in projects

Budget spending scenario may be optimistic, neutral or pessimistic. The costs currently spent are not always
during the project realization sufficiently known, and, to capture the state and development of the project, even
in the short term, it is necessary to perform an approximate estimation of the actually spent costs based on
planned course of work. In case of the optimistic scenario, AC may be at the beginning of the project higher than
the reality and during the project they may decrease, get better – the project management is pleasantly surprised.
In case of the pessimistic scenario, it is possible to assume the contrary, a low cost estimation at the beginning
and high to the end of the project realization – the project management is surprised unpleasantly. The neutral
scenario may be expressed by the balanced weighted sum of the optimistic and pessimistic scenario. To express
mathematically all the scenarios, we can apply the mathematical model for CU (formulas (4) and (5)) extended
by an optimistic index form the interval <0, 1>:
CU

ACti  i.PVt / ct1  (1  i ).PVt / ct2

(6)

In formula (6) we propose the calculation of AC based on a possible scenario and including CU impact. In
the same time, the relation between estimation variability in time (c1t or c2t) and the planned work course (PVt) is
given in the form of ratio. As a result, we obtain an estimation of actual costs including uncertainty.

3.3

Case Study

The application of proposals (4), (5) a (6) can be demonstrated on the case study from the previous work [3]. The
original case was extended by AC calculations for optimistic (i = 0.9), neutral (i = 0.5) and pessimistic (i = 0.1)
scenario including Measured AC:
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Figure 5 Case Study – AC calculation for single AC scenarios
The considered extension of the case from [3] can be expanded by the calculation of the Estimate at Completion (EAC), i.e. by the calculation of the estimate of costs for the project completion. Again, all the outlined
scenarios are applied:
250

EAC with measured AC
EAC with pesimistic AC (i=0.1)
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EAC with optimistic AC (i=0.9)
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Figure 6 Case Study – Calculation of the costs estimate for the project completion (EAC) according to the single
AC scenarios
From Figures 5 and 6 it is obvious that the neutral scenario, given by the balanced weighted sum of the optimistic and pessimistic development of AC estimates according to CU approaches to actual, later found out,
Measured AC. Whereas the model for the optimistic and pessimistic scenario marks out borders for possible
estimates of spending the budget – the variability and the impact of uncertainty in the estimates is apparent.
Moreover, as long as we involve the fact that all the applied models also express (mathematically implicitly
include) the human factor impact (in the form of the Student Syndrome phenomenon and Parkinson's project
law, see previous authors’ works [2, 3 and 7]), the resulting EMV modification affects in a complex way the
uncertainty of projects, and, beside this, in a new unique manner.

4

Conclusion

The paper quantifies in an original way the CU phenomenon and concludes an extensive and complex modification of EVM for project management – the paper thus builds on previous works [2, 3 or 7]. A part of the paper is
a proper proposal of mathematical models for CU and its application in the calculation of partial AC values during the project realization. Beside this, mathematical models are used to propose the optimistic, neutral and pessimistic scenario of the project costs development. In the case study in which we continue from the previous
paper [3] we present single scenario courses and face them up to actually found out costs. It is obvious from the
paper results that it is possible, based on the mathematical model for CU, to model borders for estimates of costs
expended within the project. This particular benefit can be utilized in the eventual practice, especially in case
that a moment without any unequivocal possibility to trace or verify the Actual Costs happens in a project and it
is a need to estimate the spent budget based on the planned work of resources.
The mathematical model proposals in the paper complete and conclude the EVM modification proposed in
authors’ works [2, 3 or 7]. All three fundamental input parameters (PV, EV, AC) are thus modified into the form
of proper mathematical models including either the human factor impact (Student Syndrome phenomenon, Parkinson's first law) or uncertainty impact (CU). As a result, the development of the project, its costs and extent
fulfillment, can be modeled in the closest connection to the real environment of organizations.
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DEA Models in Evaluation of Factors of Temporary Absence
from Work in the Czech Republic
Markéta Bartůňková1 , Jan Öhm2 , Jiřı́ Rozkovec3
Abstract. The length of temporary absence from work is a variable which depends
on many factors. Just as the absence itself. From another point of view it has an
impact on economics, public health care etc. The Czech Republic although it is not
a large country shows significant differencies among regions concerning the working
incapability. In connection with that this paper focuses on economic, ecological and
demographical factors and via models of data envelopment analysis (DEA) compares
Czech regions from this point of view. The first part of the paper analysis the correlations of selected variables. The next part describes the research methodology. BCC-I
and BCC-O models were used with regard to the involved factors. The final part includes the summary of evaluated efficiencies and comparison of the regions. All the
data was provided by the Institute of Health Information and Statistics of the Czech
Republic and the Czech Statistical Office.
Keywords: temporary absence from work, data envelopment analysis, linear models,
working incapability.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Incapacity for work is one of the social risks which accompanies society from the beginning of modern era (and
had existed definitely also in traditional society although it had not been qualified as social). Thus many authors
(e.g. Esping-Andersen, Bonoli, etc. - see [2], [4]) consider this risk as the old social risk. At the beginnings of
social security system governments struggled especially with working incapability. The first complex solution of
this risk was established in Germany where several law acts were introduced between 1883 and 1889. Before
this reform the ”occupational accident law” had been accepted in 1871. In present days is common that work
absenteeism is covered by insurance or tax scheme and the risk costs are in a certain way diversified among
government, employer and employee. The legitimate question is how much and on which factors temporary work
absence depends. Definitely, there is also a reverse macroeconomic impact of work incapacity on GDP and other
economic indicators.
This paper deals with a comparison of regions of the Czech Republic (follows as ČR) from the point of view
of a temporary absence from work. In ČRthere is about 66 % of population between 15-64 years, i. e. people with
economic activity. During period 2010-2015 more than 8 milions records of temporary absence from work was
registered where its average length by regions varies from 22 to 60 days, it means from 1 to 3 months. Such a long
absence has a negative economic impact on public health care expenses, GDP etc. To reduce such unfavourable
effects the state invests, for instance, to medical devices or to the protection of environment. Here we try to evaluate
and compare the efficiency of such investments in Czech regions in connection with a differencies in economic
and demographical development etc.

2

Methodology

For the evaluation of efficiency we use the data envelopment analysis (DEA), specifically BCC-I (input-oriented)
and BCC-O (output-oriented) models (see [3], [5]). As the inputs we used:
• number of medical devices (as NMD),
• volume of investments into environment (as IIE).
The outputs are:
1
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•
•
•

GDP per capita,
life expectancy (as LE),
proportion of time of presence in the work as a complement of absence from the work (as TP).

The first step is not the evaluation of efficiency, but a correlation analysis of used inputs and outputs. Because
DEA models mentioned above are linear, it is necessary to test the correlation of selected inputs, outputs respectively, to eliminate dependent variables from the models (more in [6], [7]). Then the DEA models will be used for
evaluation of efficiency using Solver in MS Excel 2007.
Remark 1. For simplification there are further used letters instead of long names of Czech regions. The letters
correspond to the car registrations in ČR- see Table 1.
Region
Letter
Region
Letter
Region
Letter

Praha
A
Vysočina
J
Středočeský
S

Jihomoravský
B
Karlovarský
K
Moravskoslezský
T

Jihočeský
C
Liberecký
L
Ústecký
U

Pardubický
E
Olomoucký
M
Zlı́nský
Z

Královehradecký
H
Plzeňský
P

Table 1 Symbols of Czech Regions

2.1

Correlation of Variables

The test of correlation coefficient we can find for instance in [1]. Here just let us denote that we check the
correlation of all pairs of outputs for all 14 regions in every year from 2010-2015 (there are three pairs, if there are
three outputs) and in the same way all pairs of inputs (this is only one, if we have only two inputs) - see Section 2.
All statistical calculations were done in STATGRAPHICS Centurion XVII at significance level α = 0, 05.
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

r(GDP, LE)
0,498
0,478
0,471
0,564
0,501
0,500

r(GDP, TP)
-0,048
-0,056
-0,005
-0,035
0,116
0,216

r(LE, TP)
-0,030
0,109
-0,041
-0,113
-0,001
-0,017

Table 2 Outputs Correlation
From the test statistic

√
r(X, Y )
T =p
n − 2 ∼ t(n − 2)
2
1 − r (X, Y )

(1)


and the rejection area W = T : |T | ≥ t1− α2 (n − 2) for n = 14 we get that the null hypothesis of independence
for a particular pair of outputs is accepted when |r(X, Y )| ≤ 0, 57. So for all tested pairs this hypothesis was
accepted, i. e. they are independent and all tested pairs of outputs can be used in the model together.
Year
r(NMD, IIE)

2010
0,851

2011
0,812

2012
0,893

2013
0,841

2014
0,841

2015
0,757

Table 3 Inputs Correlation
Contrary the inputs are strongly correlated according the results in Table 3 as the correlations are greater than
0,57. Therefore it is necessary to reduce their number and for the DEA models choose just one of them. In this
paper we decided to use only number of medical devices (NMD) as the input. All the data used in this paper
was provided by the Institute of Health Information and Statistics of the Czech Republic and the Czech Statistical
Office.
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2.2

DEA models

For the evaluation of efficiency we chose BCC model created by Banker, Charnes and Cooper in 1984. As usual the
inputs are denoted as matrix Xr×n , r = 1, n = 14, outputs as matrix Ys×n , s = 3, n = 14. The output-oriented
model BCC-O looks like this:
η(ηB , ~λ) = Max ηB
(2)
subject to
X~λ ≤ x~r
ηB y~r − Y~λ ≤ ~o
~eT ~λ = 1
n

~λ ≥ ~o
The intput-oriented model BCC-I:

θ(θB , ~λ) = Min θB

(3)

subject to
θB x~r − X~λ ≤ ~o
Y~λ ≤ ~yr
~eTn ~λ = 1
~λ ≥ ~o

?
ηB
,

These models are the first phase of optimization. For each decision making unit Ur , i. e. rth region, we get
?
θB
respectively. Then the following models are being solved:

BCC-O Model
ω(~λ, ~s+ , ~s− ) = Min ~eTs ~s+ + ~eTr ~s−

(4)

subject to
~s− = x~r − X~λ
~s+ = Y~λ − η ? ~yr
B

~eTn ~λ

=1
~s+ ≥ ~o
~s− ≥ ~o
~λ ≥ ~o

BCC-I Model
ω(~λ, ~s+ , ~s− ) = Max ~eTs ~s+ + ~eTr ~s−
subject to
?
~s− = θB
x~r − X~λ
~s+ = Y~λ − ~yr

~eTn ~λ = 1
~s+ ≥ ~o
~s− ≥ ~o
~λ ≥ ~o
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where ~es = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Rs , ~er = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Rr , ~en = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Rn respectively. Vectors ~s+ and ~s−
? ~? ?
?
are slacks of outputs or surpluses of inputs. The optimal solution then involves (θB
, λ , ~s+ , ~s?− ). If θB
= 1 and
?
?
~s+ = ~o and ~s− = ~o, then the decision making unit is BCC-efficient. Otherwise it is unefficient.

3

Results

In this section there are efficiencies evaluated by the both models for all regions for years 2010-2015. Table 4
contains results of output-oriented model BCC-O. There are only values of η ? , not vectors ~λ? , ~s?+ , ~s?− found in
second phase of optimization. In the same way there are in Table 5 presented results of input-oriented model
BBC-I. On the last rows of the both tables there is a number of efficient regions in particular year.
BCC-O Model
Overall the regions have very high efficiency. During the whole period 4 of 14 regions were efficient (A, J, K, P).
Three regions were mostly efficient (E, H, L) and the rest was unefficient.
η?
A
B
C
E
H
J
K
L
M
P
S
T
U
Z
Eff. reg.

2010
1,0000
0,9930
0,9922
1,0000
0,9980
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,9848
1,0000
0,9848
0,9691
1,0000
0,9863
7

2011
1,0000
1,0000
0,9932
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,9909
1,0000
0,9889
0,9787
0,9723
0,9989
8

2012
1,0000
0,9941
0,9929
0,9932
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,9995
0,9860
1,0000
0,9872
0,9660
0,9666
0,9899
5

2013
1,0000
0,9925
0,9900
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,9947
0,9831
1,0000
0,9851
0,9676
0,9674
0,9898
6

2014
1,0000
0,9847
0,9874
0,9971
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,9858
1,0000
0,9853
0,9692
0,9688
0,9852
6

2015
1,0000
0,9869
0,9867
1,0000
0,9980
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,9866
1,0000
0,9883
0,9703
0,9897
0,9872
6

Table 4 Efficiency BCC-O
BCC-I Model
Using BCC-I model efficiencies have much more higher variability. Only four regions were efficient all the time
(A, J, K, P). Mostly are efficient again two regions (H, L), the others are unefficient.

4

Conclusion

To sum up achieved results we can say that:
• BCC-O model produced results with a very low variability. Its efficiencies have very small range (difference
between the maximum and minimum), the minimum is always greater than 0,96. So no big change of outputs is
necessary to push unefficient units to the efficient frontier. In Figure 1 there are time series of efficiencies given
by BBC-O model. Everywhere there is a constant trend, except of region C (Jihočeský), where the efficiency
is decreasing.
• BCC-I model provided much more heterogeneous results. The range is greater than 0,61. The only one input
was a number of medical devices in the researched regions. Concerning the trends in BCC-I model they are
identical like for previous model - see Figure 2. Only region C has a decreasing trend, the others are constant.
• The number of efficient regions is nearly identical for both models in the researched years (see last rows in
Table 4 and Table 5) and it can be considered as a constant equal to 7, i. e. 50 % of regions (7 of 14) is efficient.
This paper is a first part of a big research of temporary absence from work which started this year at our
department. Our results confirmed conclusions that have been known from former findings of the Institute of
Health Information and Statistics of the Czech Republic. However, the work is going on with further inputs and
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θ?
A
B
C
E
H
J
K
L
M
P
S
T
U
Z
Eff. reg.

2010
1,0000
0,5780
0,7507
1,0000
0,8705
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,5116
1,0000
0,5182
0,3794
0,6687
0,6596
6

2011
1,0000
1,0000
0,7305
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,5482
1,0000
0,5468
0,3827
0,5948
0,7308
8

2012
1,0000
0,5809
0,7393
0,8191
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,9959
0,5387
1,0000
0,5540
0,3844
0,6074
0,6384
5

2013
1,0000
0,5860
0,7076
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,9485
0,5259
1,0000
0,5262
0,3515
0,5980
0,6513
6

2014
1,0000
0,5613
0,6245
0,8887
0,8925
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,5651
1,0000
0,4942
0,3663
0,5998
0,6919
5

Table 5 Efficiency BCC-I

Figure 1 Efficiencies - BCC-O model
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2015
1,0000
0,5825
0,6498
1,0000
0,9279
1,0000
1,0000
1,0000
0,5173
1,0000
0,5136
0,3649
0,5952
0,7088
6
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Figure 2 Efficiencies - BCC-I model
outputs and models of DEA.
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Generalized form of harmonic mean in choosing the optimal
value of smoothing parameter in kernel density estimation
Aleksandra Baszczyńska1
Abstract. The harmonic mean is one of the Pythagorean means and in particular can
be expressed as the reciprocal of the arthimetic mean of the reciprocals. Its
generalized form taking into account harmonic mean parameter is used in
mathematics, in physics, in electronics, in hydrology, in population genetics and in
finance.
The genaralized form of harmonic mean can be used also in choosing the optimal
value of smoothing parameter in kernel density function, where two kernel method
parameters should be fixed: the kernel function and the smoothing parameter. The
shape of kernel function and the value of smoothing parameter influence the final
form of the density estimator.
In paper the generalized form of harmonic mean applied in smoothing parameter
choice is analysed. Additionally the new method of choosing the optimal value of
smoothing parameter is proposed and the properties of the kernel density estimation
are regarded with respect to the values of smoothing parameter basing on the
generalized form of harmonic means with differeent values of harmonic mean
parameter.
Keywords: kernel density estimation, harmonic mean, smoothing parameter.
JEL Classification: C12, C13, C15
AMS Classification: 62G05, 62G10

1

Introduction

Density function or the density estimator is one of the mostly used methods to characterize random variable,
univariate as well as multivariate one. It makes possible to present the structure of the data sets. Kernel density
estimator is the nonparametric procedure and it is defined for univariate case in the following way:
1
fˆ x  
nh

n

 K 
i 1

x  xi 
,
h 

(1)

where: n is the sample size, x1 , x2 ,...,xn is the realization of X 1 , X 2 ,...,X n , K is kernel function and h is the
smoothing parameter. Kernel density estimator is widely used but its properties are still investigated ([11], [12]).
It may be caused by the diversity of methods for choosing the kernel method parameters such as kernel function
K and smoothing parameter h . In the literature the problem of kernel function choice is treated as problem of
less importance comparing to the problem of smoothing parameter choice. So, in many practical implementations Gaussian kernel function (density function of standardized normal distribution) is applied. Smoothing parameter can be chosen in a subjective way, basing on reference rules where some assumptions about the population distribution are made or using more sophisticated methods.
The main goal of the paper is to indicate the difficulties connected directly with the choice of smoothing parameter in kernel density estimator. None of the methods for choosing the smoothing parameter regarded
in literature cannot be considered as the best one. So, some modification basing on generalized harmonic mean
of existing procedures is proposed. Taking into account the goal of the paper the structure is the following: presenting the generalized form of harmonic mean and applying this mean in choosing the values of smoothing
parameter in kernel density estimator. Next, the properties of the new method is analyzed by the results of the
study indicating such research situations where the appropriate value of parameter of generalized form of harmonic mean should be used.

1
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2

Generalized form of harmonic mean

The harmonic mean known also as the subcontrary mean belongs to the three classical Pythagorean means
group. The means belonging to this group: the arithmetic mean, geometric mean and harmonic mean are characterized by the properties of preservation value, first order homogeneity, invariance under exchange and averaging ([2], [5], [8]). Two of means from this group (harmonic mean and arithmetic mean) can be treated as reciprocal duals of each other for positive arguments while the geometric mean is its own reciprocal dual.
The most known application of harmonic mean is closely connected with the properties of the arguments – it is used when the arguments are rates or rations. But it is not the only application of the harmonic
mean. It is used in mathematics in the differential subordination in linear function ([3]). In statistics it can be
used in constructing the measure of variability ([1], [9], [10])). In physics it can be used: in averaging of the
vehicle speed, in the predicted density of an alloy given the densities of its constituent elements and their mass
fractions and in analyzing the resistance of some electrical resistors in parallel and in computing the mean halflife ([7]). In finance the harmonic mean is used for valuing a company in measuring its current share price relative to its per-share earnings (price-earnings ratio)([6]). In geometry it is used when the properties of some geometric figures are is analyzed (for example in triangle the radius of the incircle is one-third of the harmonic mean
of the altitudes and in an ellipse the semi-latus rectum is the harmonic mean od the maximum and minimum
distances of the ellipse from a focus). In computer science the harmonic mean is used in the evaluation of algorithms and systems in the score of the precision measured by true positives per predicted positive and the recall
measured by true positives per real positive. In ecology harmonic mean can be used in measuring the areal
distribution of animal activities ([4]).
The unweighted harmonic mean is defined in the following way:
1

n
 n 1 

xi 
n
xi
 i 1

i 1
,
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  n
1 n

 n 


xi


x



i 1  i i 1

where n is the number of arguments and x1 , x2 ,...,xn are real numbers.
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The weighted harmonic mean is defined by:
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where w1, w2 ,...,wk is a set of weights.
For the special case of two positive numbers x1 and x2 , when x1  x2  0 , the unweighted harmonic mean is the
following:
2 x1 x2
H
.
(4)
x1  x2
The generalized form of the harmonic mean H G of two positive numbers x1 and x2 is given as (com.
[3]):

HG 

x1 x2
x2   x1  x2 

,

(5)

where: x1  x2  0 ,   0, 1 . The parameter  is the harmonic mean parameter that controls the weights assign to x1 and x2 . For  

1
2

the generalized form of harmonic mean results in formula (2).
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3

Smoothing parameter in kernel density estimation

The calculation of the kernel density estimator requires the value of smoothing parameter. Quick and dirty methods of smoothing parameter choice play the special role – they are simple to calculate and easy to use and moreover, these methods are very often used as the starting point in more sophisticated procedures.
In reference rule the smoothing parameter is such a value for which the asymptotic mean integrated
squared error between the kernel density estimator and the density function takes the minimum value, assuming
that unknown density function is the normal one with the scale as that estimated for the underlying density. As
mentioned in the literature this procedure gives the proper results when the data are normally distributed or close
to it. Reference rule smoothing parameter is the following:

hRR  0.9 An



1
5

(6)

,


Rˆ 
 , ˆ and R̂ are the sample standard deviation and sample semi-interquartile range,
A  min ˆ ,

 1.34 
respectively.
where

In maximal smoothing procedure, the smoothing parameter is such a value for which the asymptotic
mean integrated squared error between the kernel density estimator and the density function takes the minimum
value, assuming that unknown density function is the beta distribution B4,4 . It can be shown that for density
with the standard deviation  the beta distribution is the upper bound for the estimated densities. Maximal
smoothing parameter is the following:
1

hMS
where R K  

1

(7)
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 u K u du .
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Details of the methodology of choosing smoothing parameter methods can be found in literature ([11], [12]).

4

Results of the study

To investigate the properties of the new method of choosing the smoothing parameter in kernel density estimation the study was conducted. Basing on the samples, the kernel density estimators are constructed taking into
account appropriate kernel function and values of smoothing parameters calculated as the harmonic mean of
generalized form with different values of harmonic mean parameter. The values of smoothing parameters are
compared to analyze the properties of generalized form of harmonic mean with different values of harmonic
mean parameters. In this way it is possible to indicate the best values of harmonic mean parameter in a special
scientific research.
In the study the following data sets are regarded:
1. data set A: samples drawn from the population with density function f ( x)  wf1 x   (1  w) f 2 ( x) , where

w  1 and f1 x  is density function N 0,1 , sample size n =10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100;
2. data set B: samples drawn from the population with density function f ( x)  wf1 x   (1  w) f 2 ( x) , where w =
0.5 and f1 x  is density function N 0,1 , f 2 x  is density function N 10,1 , sample size n =10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
60, 70, 80, 90 and 100;
3. data set C: samples drawn from the population with density function f ( x)  wf1 x   (1  w) f 2 ( x) , where w =
0.8 and f1 x  is density function N 0,1 , f 2 x  is density function N 10,1 , sample size n =10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
60, 70, 80, 90 and 100;
4. data set D: values of sales and net profit in 2015 of Polish enterprises with incomes of 250 million PZ, n
=166.
The choice of distributions of data sets A, B and C is motivated by the attempt to take into regard unimodal and symmetric populations (data set A) as well as bimodal (data sets B and C) and asymmetric (data set
C) ones. Different sample sizes widen the study to the situations where small, medium and large samples are
considered.
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For every sample the kernel density estimator is calculated with Gaussian kernel function and smoothing parameter using the method of reference rule and maximal smoothing. Next, the values of generalized harmonic mean method for smoothing parameter are calculated for the harmonic mean parameter  =0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 with x1  hRR and x2  hMS . Tables 1-3 present smoothing parameter values for chosen sample sizes and different values of harmonic mean parameter.
hGH
n

10
30
50
70
90
100

hRR

hMS
0.3210
0.3466
0.4621
0.4990
0.4770
0.5152
0.3935
0.4249
0.3388
0.3659
0.3974
0.4292

  0.9

  0.8

  0.7

0.3234

0.3258

0.4655

  0.3

  0.2

  0.1

  0.6

  0.5

  0.4

0.3288

0.3308

0.3333

0.3359

0.3385

0.3412

0.3439

0.4690

0.4726

0.4762

0.4798

0.4836

0.4873

0.4912

0.4951

0.4806

0.4842

0.4879

0.4916

0.4954

0.4992

0.5031

0.5071

0.5111

0.3965

0.3994

0.4024

0.4055

0.4086

0.4118

0.4150

0.4182

0.4216

0.3414

0.3439

0.3465

0.3492

0.3519

0.3546

0.3573

0.3602

0.3630

0.4003

0.4034

0.4064

0.4095

0.4127

0.4159

0.4191

0.4224

0.4257

Table 1 Values of smoothing parameter for data set A

hGH
n

10
30
50
70

hRR

hMS
3.2008
3.4567
2.6976
2.9132
2.4084
2.6009
2.4222
2.6159

  0.9

  0.8

  0.7

3.2247

3.2489

2.7177

  0.3

  0.2

  0.1

  0.6

  0.5

  0.4

3.2735

3.2985

3.3238

3.3496

3.3757

3.4023

3.4293

2.7381

2.7589

2.7799

2.8013

2.8230

2.8450

2.8674

2.8901

2.4264

2.4446

2.4631

2.4819

2.5010

2.5203

2.5400

2.5600

2.5803

2.4403

2.4586

2.4772

2.4961

2.5153

2.5348

2.5546

2.5747

2.5951

90

2.1972
2.3728

2.2136

2.2302

2.2471

2.2642

2.2816

2.2993

2.3172

2.3355

2.3540

100

2.1581
2.3306

2.1742

2.1905

2.2071

2.2239

2.2410

2.2584

2.2760

2.2939

2.3121

Table 2 Values of smoothing parameter for data sets B

hGH
n

hRR
hMS

  0.9

  0.8

  0.7

  0.6

39

  0.5

  0.4

  0.3

  0.2

  0.1
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10
30
50
70
90
100

0.6096
0.6584
0.5888
0.6360
0.8166
0.8819
0.7493
0.8092
0.3388
0.3659
0.6494
0.7013

0.6142

0.6188

0.6235

0.6282

0.6330

0.6380

0.6429

0.6480

0.6531

0.5932

0.5977

0.6022

0.6068

0.6115

0.6162

0.6210

0.6259

0.6309

0.8227

0.8288

0.8351

0.8415

0.8480

0.8545

0.8612

0.8680

0.8749

0.7549

0.7606

0.7663

0.7722

0.7781

0.7841

0.7903

0.7965

0.8028

0.3414

0.3439

0.3465

0.3492

0.3519

0.3546

0.3573

0.3602

0.3630

0.6542

0.6591

0.6641

0.6692

0.6743

0.6796

0.6849

0.6903

0.6957

Table 3 Values of smoothing parameter for data sets C

Figure 1 presents kernel density estimators for sales (on the left) and net profit (on the right) in 2015
of Polish enterprises with incomes of 250 million PZ. Basing on our previous experience of the right asymmetry
of regarded variables, the harmonic mean parameter is taken   0.1 and Gaussian kernel function is implemented.
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Figure 1 Kernel density estimators for the data set D

5

Conclusions

When samples are drawn from symmetric and unimodal population the differences between values of smoothing
parameters calculated with reference rule and maximal smoothing are significantly smaller than in case of
asymmetric or bimodal populations. It can indicate that two methods of choosing the smoothing parameter in
kernel density estimation regarded in the study are of different nature. The smoothing parameters from reference
rule and maximal smoothing are similar only when population is normal. Moreover, for samples from bimodal
populations these differences are bigger when population is symmetric. It indicates that reference rule and maximal smoothing cannot be treated as universal methods of choosing the smoothing parameter. Hence, there is a
necessity for calculating such a value of smoothing parameter that would unite regarded methods. Smoothing
parameter constructed as generalized harmonic mean with the possibility of assigning different weights to reference rule or maximal smoothing parameter can play such a role. It should also be noticed that in general the
bigger the sample size the smaller the differences between two regarded methods.
In the constructing of smoothing parameter by generalized harmonic mean the following issues should
be considered:
1. for samples from symmetric unimodal population (or from populations close to symmetric) the harmonic
mean parameter should be rather close to one, then the reference rule would have bigger importance;
2. for samples from bimodal populations the bigger harmonic mean parameter indicates the bigger differences
between values of smoothing parameters, then the medium value of harmonic mean parameter is preferred;
3. for samples from asymmetric bimodal populations the harmonic mean parameter should be close to zero, then
the method of maximal smoothing is of greater importance.
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Taking into consideration the results of the study as well as the additional information of the character
of the variable regarded in data set D (for example the information about right-sided asymmetry from previous
researches) in constructing the kernel density estimator for the sales and net profit of Polish enterprises with
incomes of 250 million PZ in 2015 the harmonic mean parameter is 0.1. Kernel density estimators (with the
appropriate values of smoothing parameter) presented in Figure 1 shows the most important features of regarded
random variables. For example, the strong asymmetry of variables disables usage of the classical statistical
methods in next, more sophisticated statistical analysis.
Further analysis should be devoted to the extension of regarded method for example in calculating the
so-called the acceptable interval of smoothing parameter. Because of the simplicity and universalism of the
method of generalized harmonic mean it can be used also for other more sophisticated method of choosing the
smoothing parameter in kernel density estimation. Additionally, the other kernel functions can be used in kernel
estimator.
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A Medium-scale DSGE Model
with Labour Market Frictions
Jakub Bechný1 , Osvald Vašı́ček2
Abstract. The aim of our research is to find the most appropriate approach to the
labour market within a DSGE model estimated on the Czech Republic’s data. We
use slightly modified medium-scale small open economy model originally proposed
by Sheen and Wang [10]. This model incorporates a standard set of rigidities such as
investment adjustment cost, habit formation, external risk premium, and incomplete
exchange rate pass-through. The model allows for two approaches to the labour market - the real wage rigidity specified in spirit of the search and matching models, and
the nominal wage rigidity a la Calvo wage setting. The model is estimated on a set
of fourteen observable variables, including the unemployment rate. Our research is in
the early stage, however, preliminary results suggest that the real wage rigidity is more
appropriate modelling approach. Empirical performance of our model is illustrated by
means of the variance decomposition and historical shock decomposition of selected
observable variables.
Keywords: DSGE model, small open economy, labour market frictions, unemployment rate.
JEL classification: C32, E17
AMS classification: 91B51

1

Introduction

Standard dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models does not explicitly incorporate unemployment.
Labour market activity is in majority of current DSGE models captured either by varying hours worked, or by
choice whether or not to participate on the labour market at all. Authors such as Blanchard [3] criticize this
approach, because unemployment rate is an important indicator of the aggregate economic activity, and also brings
a negative social consequences. It may be interesting to investigate which shocks account for fluctuations in
unemployment, how shocks from labour market propagate throughout economy, and how is labour market affected
by monetary policy. Our research is therefore focused on incorporation of labour market with explicitly modelled
unemployment rate into a standard medium-scale DSGE model.
As the first step in our research, which is summarized in this short paper, we decided to replicate a medium
scale DSGE model of Sheen and Wang [10]. This model allows for two alternative approaches to the labour
market - the real wage rigidity specified in spirit of the search and matching models, and the nominal wage rigidity
a la Calvo [5] and Yun [11] sticky wage setting. The model of Sheen and Wang [10] was originally estimated
on Australian data. We introduce three small modifications of the model (related to the open economy features
and monetary policy), and estimate it using data for the Czech Republic from 2004Q3 to 2017Q1. The estimated
model is then used for evaluation whether nominal or real wage rigidity is supported by the Czech data, and for
quantification of hiring costs in the Czech Republic. To illustrate the overall ability of the model to explain the
data we also decompose variances of key observable variables, and we provide historical shock decomposition of
the Czech Republic’s unemployment rate. We also present estimates of the productivity growth, which is the only
source of the long run economic growth in our model. The remainder of this short paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 sketches our model with focus on the labour market block. Selected results of our empirical analysis are
then presented in section 3.

2

Model

Structure of the Sheen and Wang [10] model is standard. It combines the closed economy setting of Christiano et al. [7], the small open economy features of Adolfson et al. [1], and it adds more elaborate labour market
block with explicitly modelled unemployment. All real variables of the model share a common trend due to a
unit-root technology shock, and the model exhibits a balanced growth path steady state. There are four types of
representative firms in the model economy: domestic goods-producing firms, consumption importers, investment
1
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Brno, Czech Republic, jakub.bechny@gmail.com
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importers, and exporters. Following Calvo [5] and Yun [11] the model assumes that prices of all firms are sticky,
and each firm sets price based on its markup and real marginal cost. Sticky prices of import and export firms
also allow for incomplete exchange rate pass-through. Capital services and labour are used only by domestic
goods-producers, depending on the real wage and the rental rate.
Households attain utility from leisure, real balances, and from consumption of both domestic and imported
consumption goods, subject to habit formation. Households can hold both domestic and foreign bonds, and their
investment decisions yield the uncovered interest rate parity condition with risk premium. Households also own
the physical capital stock, and they can vary capital services in three ways. They can accumulate the physical
capital and pay investment adjustment cost, they can vary the utilization rate of physical capital at cost, or they
can trade installed capital among themselves. Behaviour of a central bank is characterized by an interest rate rule,
which responds to the CPI inflation rate, the output gap, and the real exchange rate.
In order to more precisely depict structure of the Czech economy, we introduce several modifications of the
original Sheen and Wang [10] model. Firstly, we use a modified risk-adjusted uncovered interest parity (UIP)
condition of Adolfson et al. [2], which allows for higher persistence and volatility of the real exchange rate.
Secondly, instead of the original reduced form VAR(1) specification of the foreign economy block, we follow
Pedersen and Ravn [9] and use more structural specification. Our foreign economy consists of monetary policy
rule, New Keynesian Phillips curve, and IS curve (analogical to the domestic consumption Euler equation). This
specification and the modified UIP condition allow for better identification of open economy structural shocks,
which account for a substantial part of observed fluctuations in the Czech economy as we show later. Thirdly, in
order to depict changes in inflation target of the Czech National Bank during the investigated time period we follow
Adolfson et al. [1] and we introduce time varying inflation target into the model. The following two sections of
this paper sketch the labour market block of the model, but for detailed description of the optimization problems
see paper of Sheen and Wang [10].

2.1

Labour market flows

The labour force is in the model normalized to 1. Our model assumes that a fraction δ of the employees Nt is each
period separated from existing job. Denoting Ht aggregate hiring, the evolution of hiring is given by
Ht = Nt − (1 − δ)Nt−1

(1)

Domestic goods-producers pay a real cost of hiring a new worker gt , which is proportional to a current labour
market tightness xt
gt = t Bxϑt ζtx
(2)
where t is a temporary AR(1) technology shock, B is parameter that measures the scale of the hiring cost, ϑ is
elasticity of hiring cost to labour market condition, and ζtx is AR(1) hiring cost shock. Blanchard and Gali [4]
show that this form of the hiring cost can be derived from a matching function which is homogeneous of degree
one. The labour market tightness xt is defined as the ratio of the hires to the number of unemployed before hiring
proceeds at time t, where the unemployment is given by Ut−1 = 1 − Nt−1
xt =

2.2

Ht
Ut−1 + δNt−1

(3)

Real and nominal wage rigidity

Our model allows for real and nominal wage rigidities as alternatives. The real wage rigidity is in spirit of Hall [6]
constructed as the weighted average of the lagged real wage wt−1 and the equilibrium Nash-bargaining wage wt∗
wt = f wt−1 + (1 − f )wt∗

(4)

and f represents the degree of the rigidity. The equilibrium wage resulting from the Nash-bargaining between
firms and workers is in turn given by


z
ψt+1
ζ N N σL
wt∗ = gt + t zt − (1 − δ)βEt
(1
−
x
)g
(5)
t+1 t+1
d
ψt
ψtz µzt+1 πt+1
where ζtN is a stationary AR(1) labour supply preference shock, ψtz is marginal utility from real income, µzt is
AR(1) process describing the growth rate of the permanent technology process, πtd is the gross domestic inflation
rate, σL represents the inverse Frisch elasticity of labour supply, and β is households’ discount factor.
Alternatively, nominal wage rigidity is constructed by assuming that labour is differentiated and organized
(possibly in unions), and follows the Calvo - Yun type of wage setting. Suppose that the household j is allowed to
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new
change its real wage at wj,t
in period t, and that it is not allowed to change its wage during s periods ahead. The
utility maximization problem of this household implies the following first order condition


∞
c
z
d
X
σL
new ψt+s Pt+s−1 Pt
s
N
=0
(6)
Et
(βξw ) Nj,t+s −ζt+s Nj,t+s + wj,t w
c
d
λt+s Pt−1
Pt+s
s=0

where ξw is the Calvo - Yun probability that the wage will not be reoptimized s periods ahead, λw
t is wage markup
which follows AR(1) process, Ptc is the aggregate price for consumption goods, and Ptd is aggregate domestic
price level. Equation (6) can be log linearised, rewritten recursively, and combined with an aggregate wage index
new
that connects wj,t
with current and lagged real wage. This algebra would give us the Hybrid New Keynesian
Wage Phillips Curve.

3

Empirical analysis

For purposes of the empirical analysis we log-linearise all 64 equations of our model, solve the whole system numerically using Dynare, and estimate its parameters by using the Bayesian approach. Our model is estimated using
quarterly time series for the Czech Republic from 2004Q3 to 2017Q1. We use data from the Czech National Bank’s
ARAD database, including CPI inflation, nominal cash rate (PRIBOR), real GDP, consumption, investment, imports and exports, unemployment rate, real wages, inflation target, and CZK/EUR nominal exchange rate. Foreign
economy sector is proxied by the Euro Area nominal cash rate, real GDP, and by CPI inflation. All real variables in
our theoretical model share the same stochastic trend due to growth in technology. We therefore directly identify
the growth component by mapping our model variables to the first differences of the logged observable variables.
We do not report estimates of the parameters here to save space. With the estimated model in hand we perform
several empirical exercises. Firstly, we quantify whether the hiring costs are significant in the data and evaluate
whether nominal or real wage rigidity is supported by the data. Secondly, we compute the forecast variance
decomposition of the various shocks on key observable variables. Thirdly, we analyse the recent development of
the Czech Republic’s economy by means of the historical shock decomposition. And finally, we provide estimates
of the permanent technology process, which is in our model the only source of the long term economic growth.

3.1

Wage rigidities and hiring costs
Log-Likelihood
BF(Null hypothesis: NHC)
BF(Null hypothesis: NWR)
RWR: Real wage rigidity
HC: Hiring cost

RWR, HC
-1537.80
11.11
35.02

RWR, NHC
NWR, HC
-1548.91
-1572.82
2.3
26.24
NWR: Nominal wage rigidity
NHC: No hiring cost

NWR, NHC
-1575.12
BF: Bayes factor

Table 1 Comparison of Models
We estimated four alternative variants of our model: the model with and without hiring costs, and with either
real or nominal wage rigidity. Following Kass and Raftery [8], we use the Bayes factor as the model selection
criterion.3 Results of the model selection are summarized in Table 1. Comparison of the posterior log-likelihoods
shows that the model with hiring costs and real wage rigidity fits the data best (with value of log likelihood
-1537.8). The Bayes factors show that the data provide very strong evidence against the model with the nominal
wage rigidity, regardless of the existence of hiring costs (with Bayes factor of 35.02, respectively 26.24). In case of
the real wage rigidity specification, data also provide very strong evidence against the model without hiring costs
(BF 11.11). In case of the nominal wage rigidity specification, evidence against the model without hiring costs is
only positive (BF 2.3).
One of key parameters in our model is B, which determines steady state level of hiring costs, see Equation (2).
The estimated posterior mean of this parameter is 0.19, with 90% credible interval between 0.13 and 0.26. This
implies that in the balanced growth path steady state the hiring costs account for 0.1 % of the real GDP, with 90%
credible interval between 0.07 % and 0.14 % of the GDP. Model with hiring costs is thus strongly supported by
3

Denote p(Data | H0 ) as the log-likelihood of data conditional on the null hypothesis H0 , and p(Data | H1 )
as the log-likelihood conditional on the alternative model H1 . The logarithm of the Bayes factor is given by
B10 = p(Data | H1 ) − p(Data | H0 ). Kass and Raftery [8] argue that a value of B10 between 1 and 3 provides
a positive evidence against model H0 , a value between 3 and 5 provides strong evidence, and a value greater than
5 provides very strong evidence against H0 .
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the data according to the Bayes factor, but relative size of the hiring costs in the economy is rather limited. Note
also that these hiring costs are conceptualized as the real costs of firm associated with searching and hiring of the
labour, and that they do not account for e.g. payroll taxes.

3.2

Variance decomposition

Figure 1 Variance decomposition
Figure 1 shows the forecast variance decomposition on impact and in the long run (20 quarters) of shocks on
observable variables from our model.4 We aggregate the effects of temporary and permanent technology shocks
into one single Technology shock, and aggregate all shocks related to the foreign economy5 to the Foreign economy
shock. Imported consumption and imported investment markups are aggregated into single Import markup. The
remaining measures represent shocks to the Investments, Consumption preference, Labour market (aggregated
labour supply and hiring cost shock), Monetary policy (aggregated shocks to the monetary policy rule and to the
inflation target), Domestic markup, and Export markup. Our analysis reveals several interesting results.
Overall, shocks related to open economy features (foreign economy shocks, import and export markups) dominate variances of almost all variables both in the short and long run. This result may reflect fact that the Czech
Republic is small open economy whose condition crucially depends on performance of export and import sectors.
For example, these shocks account approximately for 60 % of nominal interest rate variance in the short run. In
the long run, they account for more than 90 % of the investments, imports, exports, and exchange rate variation.
Investment specific shock is another dominant shock, in the long run accounting for more than 30 % of the interest
rate output and consumption variation. Monetary policy shocks have only limited impact - they account for 15
% of nominal interest rate’s short run variation, and for 5 % of exchange rate’s and inflation’s movements. This
indicates that the Czech National Bank has not caused large surprises to the Czech economy, even in the short run.
Regarding the labour market, almost 55 % of the variance of unemployment is both in the short and long
run explained by the open economy shocks. Investment shocks play a significant role especially in the long
run, explaining almost 20 % of the variance of unemployment. Labour market shocks then account for 15 % of
unemployment’s short run variation, and of 10 % variation in the long run. Variability of the real wage is mainly
explained by technology shocks (20 %), labour supply shocks (20 %), and domestic markup (40 %) both in short
and long run. Labour market shocks also explain almost 10 % of the real GDP in both short and long run.

3.3

Historical shock decomposition

In this section we discuss the main driving forces of unemployment identified by our model by means of the
historical shock decomposition visualised in Figure 2. Thick line in this figure depicts demeaned unemployment
rate. For purposes of this exercise we aggregate the effects of all markup shocks into single Markup shock, and
effects of the consumption preference and monetary policy shocks are aggregated into single Demand shock.
Technology and Investment shocks are aggregated into single technology shock. Foreign economy and Labour
market shocks are defined as in the previous section.
Regarding the 2008-2009 crisis, the unemployment rate almost continuously incriesed from 4.3 % in 2008Q3
4

As is discussed by Adolfson et al. [1], because the unit root technology shock is the only permanent shock in our
model, it would account for all fluctuations in the limit. The long run is therefore selected as 20 quarters.
5
Foreign monetary policy, inflation and demand shocks, foreign technology, and risk premium shock.
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Figure 2 Historical decomposition of unemployment rate (demeaned)
to 7.8 % in 2010Q1. Our model attributes the initial increase of the unemployment to the adverse markup shocks
(with dominant role of export and import markups), and to the labour market shocks. These shocks were followed
by the adverse open economy shocks in the subsequent periods. Note also that the demand shocks were mildly
positive during this recession. Our model thus suggests that rise of the unemployment during 2008-2009 crisis can
be to large extend attributed to situation in the sectors related to the foreign economy development, which seems
as quite plausible explanation.
During the 2012-2013 recession the unemployment rate started at 6.5 % in 2011Q4 and peaked at 7.3 % by
2012Q4. In contrast with the 2008-2009 crisis, our model attributes this development almost solely to the adverse
labour market shocks. Note also that demand shocks were negative during this crisis, with dominant role of the
consumption preference shock. Adverse labour market and demand shocks may be attributed to the overall negative
sentiment in the economy and also to the restrictive fiscal policy of the former government.
The unemployment rate continuously decreased from 7 % by 2013 to its historically lowest levels, 3.4 % by
2017Q1. Our model attributes this development to the markup shocks, with dominant role of the export markup.
These export markup shocks depict increased competitiveness of the domestic exporters, and may be attributed
to the exchange rate commitment of the Czech National Bank from November 2013. Note also that the foreign
economy shocks, which capture development in the foreign economy block itself, had a negative impact on the
Czech unemployment rate during the discussed time period.

3.4

Permanent technology growth

All real variables in our model share a common stochastic trend due to a unit root permanent technology (or
productivity) shock. Growth rate of this permanent technology, which is in our model the only source of the
long run economic growth, can be estimated and is visualised in Figure 3. We present 90% credible intervals
for this estimate, and compare the estimated growth rate of permanent technology with the observable quarter-onquarter real GDP growth. Note that the 2008-2009 recession was associated with significant drop in the technology
growth, while the 2012-2013 recession brought only very moderate deterioration of the technology growth. From
2014 onwards, our estimates imply the permanent technology growth around 1 % per quarter.

4

Conclusion

This paper presented results of estimation of a medium scale open economy DSGE model with labour market
frictions. The model was estimated on the Czech Republic’s data from 2004 to 2017. Our main findings can
be summarized as follows. Firstly, we compared four alternative specifications of the labour market block (with
real or nominal wage rigidity, and with or without hiring costs). By using the Bayesian approach to model selection we showed that the real wage rigidity with the hiring costs is the most appropriate specification of the Czech
labour market. Secondly, we assessed empirical performance of the model by means of the variance decomposition
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and historical shock decomposition. We showed that variances of the key macroeconomic variables are strongly
dominated by shocks related to open economy features. We showed that increase in unemployment during the
2008-2009 crisis can be attributed mainly to the foreign economy development, while the 2012-2013 recession is
associated with adverse labour market and demand shocks. Historically low unemployment of 3.4 % by 2017Q1
then may be attributed to the export markup shocks. And finally, we presented estimates of the permanent technology process. We showed that the 2008-2009 recession was so severe that it affected even the permanent technology,
the only source of the long run economic growth in our model.

Figure 3 Permanent technology growth in Czech Republic
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Price comparison sites and their influence on e-commerce
processes
Ladislav Beranek1, Petr Hanzal2
Abstract. Customers often use environment price comparison sites (e.g., heureka.cz,
or zbozi.cz) when they want to buy some product or service over the Internet. These
sites help them while searching of some product, give them an overview on prices,
and also affect consumers' perception of the risks associated with online buying. The
purpose of our paper is to suggest a model which would explain basic processes of
online shopping environment with the tools of network analysis. We look at the relation of shoppers and e-shops as bipartite network. Our paper should answer following questions as: What communities are forming and how? Can we determine
conditions on network topology? We use simulation data for this purpose, and compare results with data from other resources.
Keywords: E-commerce; Price comparison sites; Network analysis; Simulation.
JEL Classification: C44
AMS Classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Internet has proved to be an important platform for various business transactions. According to the Czech Statistical Office (2016), retail e-commerce has grown in the Czech Republic nearly to US$3.3 billion in 2015 surpassing the sales of US$2.7 billion in year 2014 and it was estimated to increase to US$4.5 billion in 2017. Simultaneously with the development of electronic business, related business applications have been developed, and
many various methods very used while doing so [24, 25]. Price comparison sites that allow to compare prices in
different e-shops are ones of the most successful (see Fig. 1). These sites are also known as price comparison
sites, shopbots, or Internet shopping agents. Online buyers use them to gain information about price or respective
shops. They reduce buyers' search costs and help their decision-making by providing price comparison information, which is seldom present in the physical retail shopping context [7].

Figure 1 How do you mostly choose some e-shop, when you are going to buy a product or service on Internet?
(in per cent, our own research, 2016).
Price comparison sites were studied mostly from the perspective of the impact of the existence of price comparison sites on price of products and services and on sensitivity of online shoppers to price [2]. Degeratu et al.
[10] reported that the existence of price comparison sites increased price competition and sensitivity of buyers to
price. In this paper however, we want to look at the processes of online shopping with optics of network analysis.
Social and business networks are an increasingly important area of research attention in many disciplines [5, 11,
15]. However, stable equilibriums and models have been mainly focused on, while their dynamics and evolution
have received limited research attention. One of the major challenges is to better understand, predict and control
their dynamics, including how they form, evolve and shape their behaviors and performances [21, 23]. Significant progress has been made in e-commerce applications so far, and e-commerce plays a very important
Faculty of Economics, University of South Bohemia, Studentska 13, České Budejovice, Czech Republic
beranek@ef.jcu .cz.
2
Faculty of Economics, University of South Bohemia, Studentska 13, České Budejovice, Czech Republic
hanzal@ef.jcu .cz.
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role in economy. Large numbers of buyers and sellers interact with each other through transactions on websites
[3, 4]. These interactions promote the evolution and shape complex structures of e-commerce market. Going
deeply insight into research of e-commerce market network has a profound and lasting significance.
Our research is aimed to develop a model to investigate the processes of online shopping with an existence of
a price comparison site with the help of tools of network analysis. We look at the relation of shoppers and e-shops
as tripartite network. This is our research problem with the main questions: What communities are forming and
how? What relations are prevailing? How does a customer decide based on price comparison sites information
which of the e-retailer she buys some product from? These are the main questions we addressed in this document.
Accordingly, the objectives of this study are two folds:
1. Building a basic theoretical model, by using network analysis methods to model explain how buyers use price
comparison sites when they perform their purchases;
2. Conducting an empirical research to examine the validity and explanatory power of this model.
We use simulation data for this purpose, and compare results with data from other resources.

2

Theoretical background

In this section, we present a network analysis framework for e-commerce market. The network is constituted by
nodes and links between nodes (edges). Nodes represent the elements in a complex system, and the edges represent
the interaction between system elements. E-commerce market is a complex network, and its complexity reflects
in the following areas:
• The system has a huge number of nodes, and its network structure is complex and presents a variety of different characteristics. There are the generation and disappearance of nodes or edges. The emergence and demise of elements that have the life-cycle characteristic is very common. The relationships among elements
are also dynamic changed.
• Networks are no governance structures. There is not one dominant organization to control and organize the
other members in the network. Rather, the network concept is a way to visualize and understand the way
firms and organizations are interconnected directly and indirectly through relationships. Networks are not
under the control of individual nodes.
• Networks are formed in a self-organizing way through the actions and interactions of actions and interactions
of actors involved, as they occur over time. They are continually being made and remade (or not) through
ongoing structuring and restructuring processes. The multiple interactions and feedback effects continually
taking place in networks lead to a complexity that makes it very difficult to control and predict for any individual actor.
• Time plays a central role in explaining and understanding exchange. Business relations develop over time
and they are path-dependent. Buyers and sellers actively take into account what has happened before and
they also form plans and have expectations of what is likely to happen in the future, both of which affect
their decisions in the present. The state of the network subject (person or organization) changes over time.
From a mathematical point of view, network can be described by set N={V, E} composed with nodes set V={v1,
v2, …, vn} and edges set E={e1, e2, …, em}. Network analysis framework for e-commerce market is as the following
Figure 2. From the graph we can see that, there are three steps for analyzing on e-commerce market from a network
point of view—definition of network, analysis of network topology and analysis of network environment. Within
this analysis, a network community detection is often being performed. A community is a subgraph with many
edges inside and relatively few edges outside. It clarifies relationships among vertices and the overall structure of
the network. For unipartite networks composed of only one vertex type, Girvan-Newman modularity [12] is proposed for evaluating network divisions, and it is widely used for the research of community detection. Searching
for the divisions with high modularity values, which is called modularity optimization, is also investigated by
many researchers.

2.1

The design of our model

In this paper, we will model the e-commerce processes with the existence price comparison sites as a tripartite
network. In general, tripartite networks are the networks whose vertices are composed of three disjoint sets. Nodes
in this tripartite networks are basically different in each layer (see Figure 2). Here, the set X are buyers, the set Y
are price comparison sites and nodes in the set Z present e-commerce sites. The reason we limit our model in this
manner is to simplify the problems. In our model, we will look for communities in the different parts of the tripartite network and identify the properties of these communities.
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Analysis of network topology

Analysis of network environment

Definition of nodes

Analysis of network size

Laws, regulation
and policies

Definition of edges

Analysis of degree distribution

Definition of network
model

Definiton of hierarchy

The regulation
function to e-commerce

Figure 2 E-commerce network analysis framework
To detect communities from tripartite networks, they are often projected into simpler unipartite networks and
then processed with conventional methods. In order to analyze multipartite networks, it is very common to study
a one-mode mapping of this original network. This approach is called one-mode projection [6, 26]. The multipartite
network is projected onto a one-mode network by dropping one of the two nodes sets and connecting two nodes
in the one-mode network if they share a neighbor in the multipartite network. This popular approach is necessitated
by the fact that many network measures cannot be directly applied to multipartite networks [16]. However, projection will lose the in-formation that original tripartite networks have [9]. As a way for solving this problem,
authors [1, 19] propose tripartite modularities that evaluate the qualities of the divisions of tripartite networks.
With these tripartite modularities, Murata and Ikematsu [14, 17] detect communities from tripartite networks. But
these methods still have some problems such as requiring a parameter, projection and computational cost. Definition of a community in n-partite networks is controversial. Barber [1] defines it as a set of vertices of arbitrary
vertex types.

X

Y

Z

Figure 2 Examples of a tripartite network and a community structure
In our case, nodes in tripartite networks are called X (buyers), Y (price comparison sites) and Z (e-commerce
sites), (see Figure 2). M is the number of all edges and V is a set of all vertices in the tripartite network. VX is a set
of vertices that belongs to vertex set X. 𝑉𝑙𝑋 is a set of vertices that belongs to vertex set X and also to communty l.
CX is a set of communities in vertex set X. An adjacent matrix of a tripartite network is A, and its (i, j, k)-th element
is represented as A(i, j, k), where i ∈ VX, j ∈ VY and k ∈ VZ. It takes three arguments because each “hyperedge”
always connects the three vertices from each of i ∈ VX, j ∈ VY and k ∈ VZ. A(i, j, k) takes 1 when vertices i, j and k
are connected with a hyperedge, and otherwise it takes 0.
In this paper, we use the approach for community detection which is based on the Girvan-Newmann algorithm
[12], which is also a hierarchical method with modularity measure used to detect communities in complex systems.
Modularity is one measure of the structure of networks or graphs. It was designed to measure the strength of
division of a network into modules (also called groups, clusters or communities).
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Girvan-Newman modularity is not appropriate for evaluating divisions of tripartite networks. Because it evaluates the density of edges within each community, but in the case of tripartite networks, there is no edge that
connects the vertices of the same type. If a tripartite network is projected into unipartite or bipartite networks,
Girvan-Newman modularity or other bipartite modularity can be applied [8, 19]. But the projection will lose the
information that original tripartite network has [17, 18]. Murata extended Girvan-Newman modularity for tripartite
networks so that no projection is required [17]. We have used the original Neubauer’s form of tripartite network
modularity [19] which evaluates the density of connections between communities of different vertex types, not
within communities:
𝑌 𝑍
𝑄𝑁 = ∑𝑙 ∑𝑚 ∑𝑛 𝑄𝑙𝑚𝑛 = ∑𝑙 ∑𝑚 ∑𝑛 𝛼𝑙𝑚𝑛 (𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑛 − 𝑎𝑙𝑋 𝑎𝑚
𝑎𝑛 ) .

1 𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑛

𝛼𝑙𝑚𝑛 = (
3

𝑎𝑙𝑋

+

𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑛
𝑌
𝑎𝑚

+

𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑛
𝑍
𝑎𝑛

),

(1)

(2)

where:
𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑛 =

1
𝑀

∑𝑖∈𝑉 𝑋 ∑𝑗∈𝑉 𝑌 ∑𝑘∈𝑉 𝑍 𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) ,
𝑚

𝑙

(3)

𝑛

1

𝑎𝑙𝑋 = ∑𝑚∈𝐶 𝑌 ∑𝑛∈𝐶 𝑍 𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑛 = ∑𝑖∈𝑉 𝑋 ∑𝑗∈𝑉 𝑌 ∑𝑘∈𝑉 𝑍 𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) ,
𝑀

𝑙

1

𝑌
𝑎𝑚
= ∑𝑚∈𝐶 𝑋 ∑𝑛∈𝐶 𝑍 𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑛 = ∑𝑖∈𝑉 𝑋 ∑𝑗∈𝑉𝑚𝑌 ∑𝑘∈𝑉 𝑍 𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) ,
𝑀

1

𝑎𝑛𝑍 = ∑𝑚∈𝐶 𝑋 ∑𝑛∈𝐶 𝑌 𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑛 = ∑𝑖∈𝑉 𝑋 ∑𝑗∈𝑉 𝑌 ∑𝑘∈𝑉𝑛𝑍 𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) .
𝑀

(4)
(5)
(6)

The used procedure has the following steps:
1. At first, all vertices are assigned randomly to different communities. Neubauer’s tripartite modularity QN is
computed.
2. For each part of the network X, Y and Z, repeatedly for all possible combinations of community QN is computed.
3. The community pair, where the increase of QN is the highest, is merged.
4. Step 2 and 3 are repeated. If the value of QN will not increase with any merging, the established community
will not be changed.
5. The values of maximum QN during the above processes are selected as the result of community detection.
Community search in our tripartite network is easier in this case as price comparison sites (part Y) are considered
as individual specific communities. We have performed our experiments on PC with Core i7-2600 3.4GHz CPU,
16GB RAM, and we have used Python 2.7 with the NetworkX software package.
The statistics of detected communities are shown in Table 1. The numbers of users, price comparison sites
and e-shops are 355, 5 and 124, respectively. The total numbers of vertices and edges are 2458 and 854, respectively. The Neubauer’s tripartite modularity value is 0.48. The statistics of detected communities are shown in
Table 1. The rows represent users, tags and web pages, respectively. The columns represent the number of communities, the average size of communities, and the average numbers of correspondences per community. The
values in the last column are much bigger than 1, which means that there are many-to-many correspondences
among communities [18].

User
E-commerce
sites

Number of
communities
160

Average size of
communities
2.2

Average number of
correspondences per community
5.14

40

3.1

4.85

Table 1 Statistics of detected communities (parts X and Z in Figure 2)

3

Results and discussion

We performed experiments with synthetic tripartite networks. These networks had known community structures.
Synthetic networks in our experiments have scale free properties just like many real networks. The graph model
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described above provides simple expressions for properties such as cluster size, but its use of random edge placement neglects some significant aspects of social networks. In particular, random edges do not correctly account
for local clustering of social networks: two nodes linked to a third are significantly more likely to have a link
between them than expected from random edge choices [20]. Thus, it is important to evaluate inference capabilities
using more realistic networks. One approach involves graph models incorporating additional aspects of social
interactions such as transitivity [22].
The random graph model allows estimating the likely extent of the largest cluster based on observed preference
correlations among neighbors of a few people who express interest in a resolve. This model is less informative for
distinguishing cluster size as the largest component size shows a gradual increase with preference correlation. The
semantics of the links in a network affect the cluster size, indicating the importance for e-commerce applications
of eliciting the type of relationship a link entails, which is not made explicit on most social network sites [13].
Thus, depending on the application, a vendor could select a type of link more or less likely to give large clusters
of consumers with similar preferences for particular products or bundles. Large clusters could facilitate word-ofmouth marketing while small clusters could be useful for surveys to sample a variety of opinions less likely to
influence each other. The latter is particularly relevant in using social networks since such sites often promote
users learning about others' activities and preferences via their links in the network.
One may also wonder if the degree of a bottom vertex (in X part) in the tripartite graph and the classical version
of the same graph are related. The degree of a vertex in the classical graph is the sum of the degrees of the top
vertices to which it is connected in the tripartite graph, minus the number of vertices in common in the neighborhood of these vertices. One can easily be convinced that this overlap between neighborhoods, if any, can have a
great impact on the degree distribution. To deepen this notion of overlap, one can observe the correlation between
the bottom vertex degrees in both tripartite and classical version of the same graph.

4

Conclusions

We have explored a modularity appropriate for tripartite networks using edge clustering. Experimental results on
synthetic networks show accuracies of the proposed method. Since the used method is not deterministic, detailed
analysis of detected communities, such as comparing them or visualizing them, are left for our future work. However, we found out that further speedup is needed for much larger scale tripartite networks.
A significant challenge for inference with networks is the available information is only an approximation of
people's relationships and preferences. For use of social networks in e-commerce, the network information could
be incomplete and out of date, that is, noisy. Thus, in practice, evaluating the usefulness of network-based inference
for e-commerce requires understanding the consequence of errors in the data. Fortunately, mechanisms relying on
aggregated information from social networks are somewhat robust: performance degrades gradually rather than
abruptly with noise. In such cases, estimates of consumer interests based on approximate network information is
beneficial compared to not using the information at all. Evaluating the amount of noise in online networks and its
effects on mechanisms relying on those networks is an important direction for future work.
A further challenge arises from the using real networks data about e-commerce. While available online networks can include thousands or millions of users, and thus give strong statistical correlations, detailed information
on why users form links is usually lacking. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish links arising from prior similarity
from influence of linked individuals creating similar preferences. In our future work, we want to explore further
insight into the network of interest and make a more dynamic analysis of the network possible.
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Fuzzy Discretization for Data Mining
Petr Berka1
Abstract. Data preprocessing or data preparation is the most time consuming and
most laborious step in the whole data mining process. The reason for data preprocessing is twofold; it is necessary to select (or create) from available data characteristics relevant for given data mining task, and to represent these characteristics in a
form suitable for selected data mining algorithm. Among the typical data operations
performed in this step discretization of numeric attributes plays an important role as
algorithms for creating either association or decision rules cannot handle numeric attributes directly.
Different approaches to discretization can be used. Equidistant or equifrequent discretization are typical examples of so-called “class-blind” methods since they deal
only with the discretized attribute. Another group of discretization are “classsensitive” methods; the fact that the examples (objects) belong to different classes is
taken into account here. The discretization procedures typically generate sharp
boundaries (thresholds) between intervals.
The paper describes a class-sensitive discretization method where the boundary between intervals is defined using fuzzy membership function. The paper shows an
experimental evaluation of the proposed method on some benchmark data and also
compares the proposed method with more standard (i.e. crisp) discretization. A naïve Bayesian classifier as well as a tree learning algorithm are used in the experiments.
Keywords: data mining, discretization, decision rules, fuzzy intervals.
JEL Classification: C38
AMS Classification: 62C86, 62H30

1

Introduction

Data preprocessing or data preparation is the most time consuming and most laborious step in the whole data
mining process. The reason for data preprocessing is twofold; it is necessary to select (or create) from available
data characteristics relevant for given data mining task, and to represent these characteristics in a form suitable
for selected data mining algorithm. Among the typical data operations performed in this step discretization of
numeric attributes plays an important role. The discretization process turns quantitative data into qualitative data
by transforming numeric attributes into categorical ones. Discretization is necessary to perform for data mining
algorithms that cannot handle numeric attributes directly (typically algorithms for creating either association or
decision rules). But discretization can be also understood as a data reduction method since it maps data from a
huge range of numeric values to a significantly smaller number of discrete values (intervals). From the latter
point-of-view, discretization can increase the so-called class noise, i.e. situations where examples with same
values of input attributes (and thus undistinguishable by any data mining algorithm) belong to different classes,
but can improve the understandability of the classification models (rules, trees or Bayesian classifiers can be
better interpreted by domain experts).
Different approaches to discretization can be used. The basic distinction between them is whether they are
unsupervised (class blind), dealing only with the numeric attribute itself) or supervised (class sensitive) taking
into account the fact that the examples (objects) belong to different classes. Further differences between the
discretization algorithms are in:
 integration with machine learning algorithms (integrated or stand-alone as preprocessing tool);
 search strategy (top-down by splitting intervals or bottom-up by merging intervals);
 the impurity measure for evaluating potential intervals (entropy, information gain, χ2 test, minimum classification error);
 number of intervals (binarization or creating more intervals);
 stopping criterion (number of intervals, frequency of intervals, impurity of intervals).
A nice review of the differences between the discretization algorithms can be found in [5].
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews most typical discretization methods, section 3
presents the fuzzy discretization algorithm, section 4 shows its empirical evaluation and section 5 concludes the
paper.

2

Related work

During discretization, the boundaries LBoundi, UBoundi of intervals Inti should be found that will cover the
range of the numeric attribute. In equidistant discretization, the boundaries can be defined as
LBoundi = Amin + d * i
UBoundi = LBoundi + d
(LBoundi+1 = UBoundi)
where Amin is the minimal value of attribute A and d is the width of the interval defined as (Amax – Amin)/k, where k
is the user-given number of intervals. In equifrequent discretization the boundaries can be defined as
LBoundi =( f * i) th. value
UBoundi = =( f * (i+1)) th. value
(LBoundi+1 = UBoundi)
where f = (n/k) is the average frequency of an interval, n is the number of examples and k is the user-given
number of intervals. These are the typical examples of unsupervised discretization. As an example of supervised
discretization, let us consider the entropy based binarization as used in tree learning algorithm C4.5 [9]. Here, the
cut-point  being UBound of the first interval and LBound of the second interval is found in such a way, that the
value

H ( A( )) 

n( A(  ))
n( A(  ))
H ( A(  )) 
H ( A(  ))
n
n

is the smallest one for all possible settings of x selected as a value (ak+1 – ak)/2 computed for two subsequent
values ak, ak+1 of the attribute A. Here n is the number of examples, n(A(<)) resp. n(A(>)) is the number of
examples having the value of attribute A smaller resp. greater than , and entropy for C classes, H(A(<)) resp.
H(A(>)) is defined as - pj log pj , where j = 1,…C and pj is the relative number of examples belonging to class
j that have the value of attribute A smaller resp. greater than .

3

Fuzzy discretization

There are two good reasons to consider fuzzy discretization instead of crisp one:

3.1

1.

Numeric attributes are usually continuous in their nature. This means in the context of data mining
tasks like classification or prediction, that small change in the value of such attribute should not result in an abrupt change of its interpretation (classification or prediction result),

2.

Because the training set is finite (even if very large), the observed list of values of a numeric attribute is finite as well thus creating “gaps” in the sequence of consecutive values. The standard way
how to handle such a gap on the interval boundary is to assign the whole gap to one of the intervals
(this is e.g. the case of on-line discretization in C4.5 algorithm as implemented in weka) or to place
the interval boundary into the middle of the gap following the maximal margin hyperplane principle
of SVM. Again, fuzzy boundaries between adjacent intervals can better handle this situation.

The algorithm

The discretization algorithm was motivated by our rule-learning algorithm KEX. KEX performs symbolic empirical multiple concept learning from examples, where the induced concept description is represented as weighted
decision rules in the form
Ant  C (weight)
where Ant is a combination (conjunction) of attribute-value pairs,
C is a single category (class),
weight from the interval [0; 1] expresses the uncertainty of the rule.
Interested reader should refer to [1] for more details on the KEX algorithm.
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We discretize each numerical attribute separately. The basic idea is to create intervals for which the aposteriori distribution of classes P(C | Interval) significantly differs from the apriori distribution of classes P(C) in the
whole training data. This can be achieved by simply merging such values, for which most objects belong to the
same class. Within the KEX knowledge acquisition approach, this will lead to rules of the form
interval  C,
but this approach can be used for other learning algorithms, too.
The discretization algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. The algorithm performs a bottom-up search by merging adjacent intervals that share similar class distribution. The process starts by considering each value ai of the discretized attribute an initial interval. A class label is then assigned to each initial interval using the procedure ASSIGN. A special class label “UNKNOWN” is used for situations, where the distribution of examples into classes
within initial interval does not significantly differ from the apriori distribution of examples into classes in the
whole training set. The procedure FUZZY-INTERVAL then merges adjacent intervals that have the same class
label ( step 3.1). The intervals with the “UNKNOWN” label are then eventually treated as fuzzy boundaries of
intervals with “regular” class label (step 3.2). A trapezoidal membership functions are used to create the fuzzy
intervals.
The number of resulting intervals is controlled by specifying a threshold for minimal number of objects within one interval, and in step 3.1 by assigning the label ”UNKNOWN” to less frequent intervals.
MAIN LOOP:
1. sort the values ai of the numeric attribute in ascending order;
2. for each value ai do
2.1.LBoundi := (ai-1+ai)/2, UBoundi := (ai+ai+1)/2
2.2.count the frequencies of each class and store the max frequency into maxfreq;
2.3.assign class label using procedure ASSIGN;
3. create intervals using procedure FUZZY-INTERVAL;
ASSIGN:
if for the given value ai all objects belong to same class,
then assign the value to that class
else if for the given value the distribution of objects with respect to class membership significantly differs (according to 2 goodness-of-fit test) from frequencies of goal classes,
then assign that value to the most frequent class
else assign the value to the class "UNKNOWN";
FUZZY-INTERVAL:
3.1. if for sequence of values the majority class is the same,
then create the interval INTi = [LBoundi ,UBoundi ] from these values (with characteristic
function set to 1 in the entire range [LBoundi ,UBoundi ] ;
3.2. if the interval INTi belongs to the class "UNKNOWN"
then
if its neighbouring intervals INT i-1 , INTi+1 belong to the same class
then create the interval by joining INT i-1  INTi  INTi+1 with characteristic
function set to 1 in the whole range [LBoundi-1, ,UBoundi+1];
else create one interval by joining INT i-1  INTi with characteristic function set
x - LBoundi
to 1 in the range [LBoundi-1 , UBoundi-1 ] and set to
for x in
UBoundi - LBoundi
the range [LBoundi ,UBoundi ], and second interval by joining INT i  INTi+1
with characteristic function set to 1 in the range [LBoundi+1 ,UBoundi+1] and
LBoundi - x
set to
for x in the range [LBoundi ,UBoundi ];
UBoundi - LBoundi
3.3. create continuous coverage of the attribute by treating „gaps“ between intervals as intervals
of class "UNKNOWN" (in the same way as in the step 3.2)

Figure 1 Fuzzy discretization algorithm
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When discretizing values of one numerical attribute of an object using our fuzzy discretization procedure, we can
obtain up to two categories (discretized values) with the sum of membership functions equal to 1. Thus, the original example with one numerical attribute can be split (according to the value of this attribute) into two examples. Let us call such examples partial. This splitting of objects can be repeated for every numerical attribute.
The weight w(xi) of a partial example xi is

w(x i ) 



A j ( xij )

,

j

where  A j ( xij ) is the degree of membership of value xij to the interval Aj.

Figure 2 Fuzzy intervals

Let us assume, that the initial data contain an example
[ ... hair(black), temp(36.9), BMI(25.2), smoker(yes)... ].
If during the value temp(36.9), will be assigned to the interval temp(low) with (x) = 0.8 and to the interval
temp(high) with (x) = 0.2 and if the value BMI(25.4) will be assigned to the interval BMI(normal) with
(x) = 0.3 and to the interval BMI(overweight) with (x) = 0.7, then the original example will be split into
following four examples:
[ ... hair(black), temp(low), BMI(normal), smoker(yes)... ]:
w(x) = 0.8 x 0.3 = 0.24
[….hair(black), temp(high), BMI(normal), smoker(yes)... ]:
w(x) = 0.2 x 0.3 = 0.06
[ ... hair(black), temp(low), BMI(overweight), smoker(yes)... ]: w(x) = 0.8 x 0.7 = 0.56
[ ... hair(black), temp(high), BMI(overweight), smoker(yes)... ]: w(x) = 0.2 x 0.7 = 0.14
We can then use all such examples or only the example with the highest weight w(x) as the result of the discretization; this gives us two possible modes of discretization.

4

Empirical evaluation

We will demonstrate the functionality of the proposed fuzzy discretization on some benchmark data taken from
the UCI Machine Learning Repository [9]. The Australian Credit data set concerns credit card applications. All
attribute names and values have been changed to meaningless symbols to protect confidentiality of the data. The
Pima Indians Diabetes data concerns a medical screening of the Indians population living near Phoenix, Arizona,
USA. The diagnostic, binary-valued variable investigated is whether the patient shows signs of diabetes according to World Health Organization. The iris data set is a famous data set prepared by R. A. Fisher in 1936. The
data set contains 3 classes of 50 instances each, where each class refers to a type of iris plant. The Japanese
Credit Screening database contains examples representing positive and negative instances of people who were
and were not granted credit, respectively. Basic characteristics of the used data are shown in Tab. 1.
We run the fuzzy discretization algorithm in both modes. All partial examples created by discretizing an
original example are used in the FULL mode, only the partial example with the highest weight w is used in the
MAX mode. To evaluate the discretization algorithm more thoroughly, we also use a crisp discretization and the
original data in the experiments. The crisp discretization differs from the fuzzy one in the function INTERVAL.
The CRISP-INTERVAL function shown in Fig. 3 is used instead of the FUZZY-INTERVAL function of the
discretization algorithm shown in Fig. 1.
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Dataset

no. objects

no. input

no. classes

attributes
Australian credit
Diabetes
Iris
Japan credit

690
768
150
125

(numeric/categorical)
6/8
8/0
4/0
5/5

2
2
3
2

freq.

default

majority class

accuracy

56%
65%
33%
68%

100%
100%
100%
100%

Table 1 Characteristics of the used data

The effect of discretization was evaluated indirectly, by running a particular machine learning algorithms. As
the experiments were conducted on both numeric and categorical data, we need to use an algorithm that can
handle both types of data directly. We thus choose a decision tree learning algorithm. We run the experiments
using Rapid Miner, one of the most popular freely available data mining system. Rapid Miner can directly work
with partial examples, so no modifications to the tree learning algorithm were necessary and the experiments
were very straightforward. Tables 2 and 3 show the results of the experiments in the terms of overall classification accuracy (the number of correctly classified examples divided by the number of all examples) obtained from
10-fold cross-validation for the decision tree algorithm and naïve Bayes classifier respectively.
The experiments on the benchmark data do not show a clear picture but they seem to indicate that the discretization has a positive effect, i.e. it can improve the classification accuracy of both decision tree and naïve
Bayesian classifier. When looking closely at the numbers in Tables 2 and 3, the max fuzzy strategy was the
“winner” in most of the experiments.

CRISP-INTERVAL:
3.1. if a sequence of values belongs to the same class,
then create the interval INTi = [LBoundi ,UBoundi ] from these values (with characteristic
function set to 1 in the entire range [LBoundi ,UBoundi ] ;
3.2. if the interval INTi belongs to the class "UNKNOWN"
then
if its neighbouring intervals INT i-1 , INTi+1 belong to the same class
then create the interval by joining INT i-1  INTi  INTi+1 = [LBoundi-1,
UBoundi+1];
else create the interval either by joining INT i-1  INTi = [LBoundi-1, ,UBoundi]
or by joining INT i  INTi+1 = [LBoundi, ,UBoundi+1] according to higher value
of 2;
3.3. create continuous coverage of the attribute by by assigning LBound i := (LBoundi +
UBound i-1)/2 and UBound i-1 := LBoundi
Figure 3 Creating crisp intervals

Decision Tree Classification accuracy
Data set
Australian Credit
Diabetes
Iris
Japan credit

original
84.8%
70.6%
65.3%
72.8%

crisp
84.2%
75.0%
96.0%
70.2%

full fuzzy
87.3%
72.5%
94.9%
84.5%

max fuzzy
80.9%
77.0%
98.3%
72.7%

Table 2 Classification accuracy for decision tree algorithm
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Naïve Bayes Classification accuracy
Data set
Australian Credit
Diabetes
Iris
Japan credit

original
64.1%
75.3%
95.3%
75.2%

crisp
85.2%
78.3%
93.3%
80.0%

full fuzzy
86.6%
78.4%
94.7%
80.2%

max fuzzy
53.5%
79.5%
98.1%
81.4%

Table 3 Classification accuracy for naïve Bayes classifier

5

Conclusions

The paper describes a class-sensitive discretization method where the boundary between intervals is defined
using fuzzy membership function. The discretized values thus form a so-called fuzzy partition of the universal
set of the attribute.
We propose two strategies of fuzzy discretization of numeric attributes and compare them with a standard
discretization as well as with the original data. The comparison is based on running classifier algorithms (naïve
Bayesian classifier and decision tree) and comparing their classification accuracies. As we run both classifiers
using the same (default) settings in all the experiments, the differences in classification accuracies are caused
only by different forms of discretization.
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Wages in the Czech Regions: Comparison and Wage Distribution Models
Diana Bílková1
Abstract. This paper deals with the situation regarding wages in the individual regions of the Czech Republic. Attention is paid to the context of employees' average
wage with other economic indicators, such as GDP per capita, unemployment rate,
average old-age pension, economic activity rate, average residential price and average
rent for apartment 3 + kitchen, all by individual regions. Cluster analysis is used to
obtain the regions similar to one another in terms of these variables. Methods of the
furthest neighbor, Euclidean distance metric and classification of the regions of the
Czech Republic into three, five or seven clusters are used in this cluster analysis. Wage
distribution models are constructed and mutually compared. Three-parametric lognormal curves represent the basis of the theoretical distribution and parameters of the
distribution are estimated using maximum likelihood method. The accuracy of the
obtained models has been evaluated using Akaike and Bayesian information criterions. The prediction of wage level for individual regions for next two years is constructed using the time series analysis and exponential smoothing. Data concerning
the above indicators come from the official website of the Czech Statistical Office and
they cover the period since 2009.
Keywords: Cluster analysis, method of the furthest neighbor, Euclidean distance metric, three-parametric lognormal curves, maximum likelihood method, modeling of
wage distribution by regions, prediction of wage level by regions, time series analysis,
exponential smoothing.
JEL Classification: C02, C10, C55, C38, C46, C13, C22
AMS Classification: 62H30, 60E05, 62H12, 62M10

1

Introduction

The main aim of this paper is to create the regions similar to one another in terms of employees' average wage and
other economic indicators, such as GDP per capita, general unemployment rate, average old-age pension, economic activity rate, average residential price and average rent for apartment 3 + kitchen in 2015. The main variable
is gross monthly wage. There are annual data related to gross monthly wages in the year. For example, average
wage then represents average gross monthly wage during the year. Data for this research come from the official
website of the Czech Statistical Office (CSO).
The importance of clustering of the Czech regions according to the level of wages in the Czech regions lies in
providing information for the Government of the Czech Republic on the labor market situation in individual regions of the Czech Republic. One of the causes of low wage level in the region is often high unemployment rate
in this region. This analysis may be an incentive for the Government of the Czech Republic about various socioeconomic measures and measures to promote employment growth and growth of wage level in the regions representing the clusters with the lowest wage level in order to narrow the gap between regions.
Cluster analysis was used to allocate the Czech regions into relatively homogenous groups according to the
mentioned economic indicators in these regions. Methods of the furthest neighbor, Euclidean distance metric and
classification of the regions of the Czech Republic into three, five or seven clusters are used in this cluster analysis.
Multivariate statistical data analysis, which are often used for processing economic data (see for example [8]), may
also include other multivariate methods of statistical data analysis, namely canonical correlation analysis. For
example, [7] or [9] deal with the special aspects of cluster analysis, [11] uses cluster analysis for clusters of EU's
regions according to demographic criteria. Cluster analysis is described in detail in [2].
Construction of wage distribution models for individual regions is no less important aim of this paper. The
development of wage distribution during 2009‒2015 is watched. The issue of various approaches for the acquisition of robust parameter estimations of continuous probability distribution is quite widely solved in the statistical
literature now; see for example [10]. Three-parametric lognormal curves (see for example in [4] or [6]) represent
1
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the basic theoretical probability distribution and parameters of the distribution are estimated using maximum likelihood method. The substance of this method is explained in detail in [3] or [5]. The next aim of this paper represents the prediction of wage level for individual regions for next two years and it is constructed using the time
series analysis, see [1].

2

Results

Table 1 presents an official designation of the individual regions in the Czech Republic, which is derived from the
name of the appropriate county town.
Bohemia
Indication
Region
Usti Region
A
Liberec Region
S
Hradec Kralove Region
C
Pardubice Region
P
Vysocina Region
K

Region
Capital Prague Region
Central Bohemian Region
South Bohemian Region
Pilsen Region
Karlovy Vary Region

Moravia
Indication
U
L
H
E
J

Region
South Moravian Region
Olomouc Region
Zlin Region
Moravian Silesian Region

Indication
B
O
Z
T

Table 1 Official designation of the individual regions in the Czech Republic

Three clusters
1st cluster
2nd cluster

3rd cluster

A
S
P
B
E
Z
C
K
U
L
H
J
O
T

Number of classes
Five clusters
1st cluster
A
2nd cluster
S
P
B
E
Z
3rd cluster
C
L
H
J
O
4st cluster
K
5th cluster
U
T

Seven Clusters
1st cluster
2nd cluster
3rd cluster

4st cluster
5st cluster
6th cluster
7th cluster

A
S
P
C
L
H
J
O
K
U
T
E
Z
B

Table 2 Clusters of Czech regions ‒ three, five and seven clusters
Table 2 provides an overview of the results of cluster analysis of the Czech regions (into three, five or seven
clusters) according to the wage level, GDP per capita, general unemployment rate, average old-age pension, economic activity rate, average residential price and average rent for apartment 3 + kitchen. Figure 1 shows average
gross monthly wage in individual Czech regions in 2015. It is clear from Table 2 that the first cluster has only one
element (Capital Prague Region) in all cases. It follows from Figure 1 that it is region with the highest wage level
in the Czech Republic.
In the case of classification of the Czech regions into three clusters, five regions represent the second cluster.
There are the regions with higher wage level, which are Central Bohemian Region, Pilsen Region and South Moravian Region, and regions with lower wage level, which are Pardubice Region and Zlin Region. Remaining eight
regions fall into the third cluster. In the case of classification of the Czech regions into five clusters, the same five
regions as in the case of classification of the Czech regions into three clusters constitute the second cluster. The
third cluster has five elements, too. There are South Bohemian Region, Liberec Region, Hradec Kralove Region,
Vysocina Region and Olomouc Region, so regions with middle or low wage level. The fourth cluster has only one
region, which is simultaneously the region with the lowest wage level in the Czech Republic. This is Karlovy Vary
Region. The fifth cluster is presented of Usti and Moravian Silesian Regions. In the case of classification of the
Czech regions into seven clusters, the second cluster is presented of two regions, with the highest wage level in
the Czech Republic with the exception of Capital Prague Region. There are Central Bohemian Region and Pilsen
Region. The third cluster has five elements (South Bohemian Region, Liberec Region, Hradec Kralove Region,
Vysocina Region and Olomouc Region), the fourth cluster is presented of only one region with the lowest wage
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level in the Czech Republic (Karlovy Vary Region). The fifth cluster has two members, i.e. Usti and Moravian
Silesian Regions as in the case of classification only into five clusters. Pardubice and Zlin Regions represent the
sixth cluster and the seventh cluster has again one member (South Moravian Region).
This is evident from the results that people living in Prague have undoubtedly the highest standard of living as
far as the material aspect is concerned. The representation of individual clusters also depends greatly on the number
of clusters selected. For this reason, several cases of division of Czech regions into different number of clusters
were considered. However, the results obtained can be considered to be reasonably robust in terms of the mutual
similarity of the objects (regions) within each cluster. Too detailed grading reduces the clarity of the results obtained and it is therefore undesirable. There are various methods for determining the optimal number of clusters in
cluster analysis. However, there is no definitive answer to the question of determining the optimal number of
clusters. The problem lies in that cluster analysis is basically an exploratory approach. Interpretation of the resulting hierarchical structure depends on the context, and there are often several solutions from the theoretical point
of view.

probability density function

Figure 1 Placement of individual regions and average gross monthly wage (in CZK) in the Czech Republic
in 2015 by regions
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Figure 2 Development of model wage distributions − Capital Prague Region
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Figure 3 Development of model wage distributions − Central Bohemian Region
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Figure 4 Development of model wage distributions − Karlovy Vary Region

Region
Capital Prague Region

Est.
μ

σ2
Central Bohemian Region

μ

σ2
South Bohemian Region

μ

σ2
Karlovy Vary Region

μ

σ2
Usti Region

μ

σ2
Pardubice Region

μ

σ2
South Moravian Region

μ

σ2

2009
9,937
0,765
9,426
0,732
9,112
0,701
9,113
0,737
9,264
0,711
9,225
0,920
9,358
1,028

2010
9,911
0,746
9,443
0,707
9,156
0,688
9,054
0,627
9,280
0,674
9,168
0,697
9,394
1,025

2011
9,803
0,740
9,342
0,683
9,124
0,633
8,978
0,686
9,130
0,671
9,105
0,642
9,268
1,028

Year
2012
9,885
0,761
9,366
0,702
9,092
0,633
8,963
0,635
9,169
0,664
9,118
0,660
9,311
1,027

2013
9,875
0,752
9,412
0,699
9,176
0,627
9,060
0,577
9,216
0,637
9,160
0,642
9,361
1,018

2014
9,885
0,765
9,467
0,711
9,250
0,632
9,149
0,616
9,266
0,654
9,231
0,650
9,404
1,014

2015
9,907
0,777
9,512
0,742
9,312
0,668
9,239
0,670
9,337
0,707
9,306
0,704
9,460
1,009

Table 3 Estimations of parameters of three-parametric lognormal distribution using the maximum likelihood
method
Theoretical wage models using three-parametric lognormal curves and maximum likelihood method of parametric estimation were constructed for selected regions. The beginning of these curves is the minimum wage in
the year. Based on the results of cluster analysis with three clusters, one region from each cluster was chosen and
the development of probability density functions since 2009 was captured, see figures 2‒4. These figures enable
some comparison of the development of wage distribution of the regions with the highest wages on the one hand
and with the lowest wages on other hand during the last seven years. We can see from these figures that wage
distributions with higher wage level are also distinguished by higher variability than those with lower wage level.
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In addition, wage distributions with lower level of wage are more positively skewed and they have also higher
kurtosis than those with higher wage level, see Figures 2‒4. Based on the results of cluster analysis with seven
clusters, one region from each cluster was chosen again. Table 3 shows the remaining two parameters estimated
for seven selected regions. The accuracy of these models was evaluated using Akaike and Bayesian information
criterions.

Region
Capital Prague Region
Central Bohemian Region
South Bohemian Region
Karlovy Vary Region
Usti Region
Pardubice Region
South Moravian Region

Exponential Smoothing
Holt's Linear Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.4078 and β = 0.3739
Brown's Quadratic Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.9999
Brown's Quadratic Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.9999
Brown's Quadratic Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.9982
Holt's Linear Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.8761 and β = 0.2262
Holt's Linear Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.9999 and β = 0.1601
Holt's Linear Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.8010 and β = 0.2262
Table 4 Exponential Smoothing by regions

Time Sequence Plot for Capital Prague Region
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Figure 5 Holt's Linear Exponential
Smoothing
with α =Bohemian
0.4078 and
β = 0.3739 ‒ Capital Prague Region
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Figure 6 Brown's Quadratic Exponential Smoothing with α = 0.9999 ‒ Central Bohemian Region
Region
Capital Prague Region
Central Bohemian Region
South Bohemian Region
Karlovy Vary Region

2016
35,708
29,629
26,616
24,385

2017
35,896
31,468
28,182
25,087

Region
Usti Region
Pardubice Region
South Moravian Region

2016
25,450
25,155
27,213

2017
25,717
25,454
27,552

Table 5 Forecasts of average gross monthly wage (in CZK) for 2016 and 2017 by regions
Table 4 and Figures 5‒6 represent the methods of exponential smoothing used for predictions of average gross
monthly wage for 2016 and 2017 by regions in Table 5 for seven selected regions. The suitable exponential
smoothing was chosen using interpolation criteria. We can see from Table 4 that only Holt's Linear Exponential
Smoothing and Brown's Quadratic Exponential Smoothing were used as the most suitable for construction of the
predictions. We can expect the growth of wage level in all Czech regions for the future period, which is in agreement of awaiting of the economists.
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3

Conclusion

It follows from the obtained results that Capital Prague Region has a specific position in view of other Czech
Regions. This region is clearly best in terms of monitored economic indicators. People in Central Prague Region
have the highest wages and people in Karlovy Vary Region have, on the contrary, the lowest wages. The average
gross monthly wage of the employees in Central Prague Region was 36,371 CZK in 2015, and in the Karlovy Vary
Region it was only 24,119 CZK in the same year. Dwellers of Central Bohemian region have relatively high wages,
which average was 27,997 CZK in 2015. Pilsen and South Moravian Regions are characterized by relatively high
wage levels, too. There are on average 27,013 CZK in Pilsen Region and 27,051 in South Moravian Region in
2015. However, counties with high wages are also at the same time characterized by relatively high gender wage
gaps. It follows from the obtained time series of average gross monthly wage that we can expect the growth of
wage level in all Czech regions. We can await rather quick wage growth in Central Bohemian Region, South
Bohemian Region and Pilsen Region in 2016 and 2017. In other regions, including Capital Prague Region, the
wage growth will be rather slow during the following two years.
The average wage currently grows in the Czech Republic. The shortage of workers is above all the wage
growth. Firms are so forced to lure the employees for rising wages. The moving is one way to get a higher gross
wage for the same job. Wage level very differs in the Czech Republic. The lowest wages are reported by people
in the Karlovy Vary Region. On the contrary, they are the best in the Capital Prague Region, where the average
wage is almost of ten thousand higher than the national average. Prague wages are seemed to belong to another,
richer state. The reason for this fact can consist in the higher productivity of the local population, focusing on the
progressive fields of finance and informatics. A policy of the firms may play some role, which often produce in
out of Prague regions, but they add up the profits in the capital, where they have their headquarters.
When moving, it is possible to have a higher gross monthly wage for the same or similar work. At the same
time, however, it is necessary to take into account the different living costs in individual regions and cities. Monthly
housing expenses are particularly different. The costs of purchasing one's own flat are considerably higher in the
Capital Prague Region than in other regions. Rental costs are also higher in the Capital Prague Region. When
looking for a new job in another region, it is necessary to anticipate this situation in advance.
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Study Results at Faculty of Management
in Jindřichův Hradec
Vladislav Bı́na1 , Jiřı́ Přibil2
Abstract. A contemporary demographical shift in the cohort of applicants for university studies and Bachelor Degree students shows a significant change of behavior
and demands a change of strategy in university marketing. In recent years we have
observed in most Czech universities that applicants are required to pass lower thresholds than in the past in order to be admitted, or rather frequently even start their studies
without a requirement to pass any entrance exams. Moreover, university students more
frequently fail to finish their studies, or extend their study period, which is particularly
noticeable in the blended learning form.
Since the numbers of students represent a basis of an important part of university funding, this paper aims to analyze the most important factors influencing study results of
university students. The study data is mostly categorical; thus we search for important
factors affecting the results of study and analyze dependency structure of students’
achievements during their studies using the apparatus of compositional models.
The compositional models rank among the means of probabilistic modeling and
present an alternative capable of representing and modeling dependency structures
without the necessity to employ graphical apparatus of directed acyclic graphs (unlike
the Bayesian networks confusingly hinting at non-existing causal relations).
Keywords: Faculty of Management, study results, blended learning, probabilistic
dependency structure, compositional model.
JEL classification: C18,C65,I21
AMS classification: 68T30,62H20,62P25

1

A Piece of Motivation

The presented paper aims to contribute to the analysis of data concerning Bachelor Degree students studying (since
2011) in a rebuilt modularized study program. Since the issue of study problems, factors affecting probability of
successful graduation and results in particular subjects are complex, we significantly simplify the analysis and focus only on determinants of study results in particular compulsory subjects. In order to simplify our considerations,
we also exclude language subjects and sports, which do not appear to be problematic and are successfully finished
by almost every active student.
Study results in the particular subjects are represented by categorical grades on a standard grading scale used
by the University of Economics, Prague. The student receives a grade of ‘1’ for outstanding performance with
90–100 points, a grade of ‘2’ for a very good result of 75–89 points, a grade of ‘3’ for good results between 61–74,
a grade of ‘4+’ for insufficient results with possibility of repetition between 50 and 59 points, and ‘4’ for students
failing with less than 50 points. In the case of state exams, students cannot obtain a ‘4+’ grade (but in the case of
failure they can repeat twice). Prerequisite courses are finished with ‘Z’ in the case of successful completion and
by ‘NZ’ in the case of failure. Special category ‘–’ is reserved for students who did not show at exams and ‘O’ for
excused unsuccessful ending.
As we mentioned above, the studied topic is rather complex and very often concerns unobserved (or even
unmeasurable) factors. Therefore, we study a simplified variant of the problem and, thanks to the categorical
nature of the study data, it is natural to employ means of description used for multidimensional problems of
uncertain character. These are usually handled using multivariate probabilistic tools.
The data file concerns 1,827 Bachelor Degree students and we study 24 important factors and their dependence
structure. It is obvious that it is impossible to sample a multivariate distribution with 24 categorical variables. In
the case of dichotomic variables it would mean to estimate more than 16 million table cells; our situation is even
worse. Therefore, it is important to construct a multidimensional model which can be composed from marginals
of lower dimensions. This can be done using a compositional model, which is a probabilistic model capable of
1
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representing and modeling dependency structures without the necessity to employ graphical apparatus of directed
acyclic graphs (unlike the Bayesian networks confusingly hinting at non-existing causal relations). For basics
of the theory of compositional models see, e.g., Jiroušek [7] and Bı́na and Jiroušek [5]. For the construction of
compositional models we use an adaptation of statistical structure learning principles based on the likelihood ratio
test of independence (see Agresti [1]) and its important property of decomposability (in context of compositional
models see, e.g., Bı́na [3] or [4]).

2

Notions and Methodology

As sketched above, the structure learning can be based on the so-called neighborhood structures of decomposable
compositional models (see [4]) and on the decomposability of a likelihood criterion usable for local computation in
the process of (sub)optimal search in the space of decomposable compositional models (see [3]). Let us summarize
the most important properties essential for the formulation of the structure learning algorithm.
For K ⊂ N , symbol κ(xK ) denotes a |K|-dimensional distribution of variables from the system XK =
{Xi }i∈K , which is defined on all subsets of a Cartesian product XK = ×i∈K Xi . In order to keep the notation
simple, symbol κ(xK ) is also used to denote a value of probability distribution κ at the point xK . For L ⊂ K the
symbol κ(xL ) denotes the corresponding marginal distribution.

2.1

Composition

Two multidimensional distributions can be composed in the following manner (embedding a relation of conditional
independence between groups of variables).
Definition 1 (Operator of composition). For two distributions κ ∈ Π(K) and λ ∈ Π(L) such that κ(xK∩L ) 
λ(xK∩L ), their composition is defined by the formula
κ(xK ) . λ(xL ) = κ(xK )λ(xL\K | xK∩L ).
Here the symbol  stands for the relation of dominance (also referred to as absolute continuity).

The operator of composition can be iterated and the result of the repeated application to the sequence of
low-dimensional distributions is (if defined) a multidimensional distribution. The resulting multidimensional distribution κ̂ is so-called compositional model
κ̂ = (. . . ((κ1 . κ2 ) . κ3 ) . . . .) . κn .
Because of its properties, this model can be written as a plain sequence of low-dimensional distributions (a generating sequence), where only sets of variable indices are noted κ̂ = (K1 •K2 • . . . •Kk )κ for the sake of simplicity.

2.2

Neighborhood Structure

The class of decomposable models corresponds to an analogous subclass of undirected graphs and, in the case of
compositional models, we can also introduce its definition using the running intersection property (RIP); see, e.g.,
Koller and Friedman [8].
Within the class of decomposable compositional models, we can introduce a neighborhood structure given by
the following pair of assertions (Theorems 1 and 2).
Theorem 1. For any decomposable model κ̂ = (K1 •K2 • . . . •Kk )κ (with the exception of the independent model
as a product of one-dimensional marginals) there exists a decomposable model κ̂0 = (K10 •K20 • . . . •Kk0 0 )κ where
one additional conditional independence relation is introduced between a pair of variables which appear (as a
whole) in only one set of indices Ki (i ∈ {1, . . . , k}).
Theorem 2. For any decomposable model κ̂ = (K1 •K2 • . . . •Kk )κ (non-trivial, i.e., embedding at least one
conditional independence relation), there exists a decomposable model κ̂0 = (K10 •K20 • . . . •Kk0 0 )κ , such that there
exists a pair of variables which are conditionally independent given the rest of variables in the model in the case
of model κ̂, but not in the case of model κ̂0 .
For further clarification of notions, proofs and simple examples, see again [4].
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2.3

Likelihood-ratio Statistics

For testing whether the compositional model κ̂ sufficiently faithfully approximates the original data distribution κ
(both with variables from XK ), the likelihood-ratio test statistic is defined by the formula
X

G2 = 2

κ(xK ) log

xK ∈XK

κ(xK )
κ̂(xK )

and, under certain conditions, has χ2 distribution with the appropriate number of degrees of freedom (see above).
In the case of a likelihood-ratio statistic, the sample large enough for the approximation of χ2 distribution is usually
considered when the sample is at least five times larger than the number of cells in a contingency table [1].

2.4

Decomposition of Likelihood-ratio Statistic

Now we shall take an advantage of the decomposability of models in order to decompose3 the G2 test statistics.
This method employs the neighborhood structure of decomposable models as described in Theorems 1 and 2.
Using the properties of logarithm, we can take advantage of neighboring models and arrive at formula
G2κ̂0 = G2κ̂ + 2

X

κ(xKi ) log

x∈XKi

κ(xKi \{`,m} )κ(xKi )
κ(xKi \{`} )κ(xKi \{m} )

(1)

which allows the enumeration of the likelihood-ratio statistic using a pre-computed value of the neighboring model
and employing only local computations.

2.5

Degrees of Freedom for Likelihood-Ratio Decomposition

The number of degrees of freedom for the likelihood-ratio statistics in the model κ̂ are given by formula


n
X
Y
Y
Y

rj − 1 ·
rj
df =
rk − 1 −
k∈K

i=1

j∈Ki ∩Ui

j∈Ki \Ui

where symbol rk denotes the number of categories for the corresponding variable. If we introduce a new conditional independence relation among the pair of variables with indices `, m ∈ Ki , the change in the number of
degrees of freedom ∆df can be computed from the previous values as follows
Y
∆df = (r` − 1) (rm − 1)
rj .
(2)
j∈Ki \{`,m}

This change in the number of degrees of freedom for neighboring models (after introduction of one additional
conditional independence relation) is in agreement with the results obtained in the case of hierarchical log-linear
models and Bayesian networks [1, 9].

2.6

Akaike Information Criterion

The test statistic itself does not contain information about the number of parameters used for the representation of
the model. This information is, in the case of hypothesis testing, employed in the form of degrees of freedom. But
in the 1970s, , the Akaike information criterion was formulated on the basis of the parsimony principle(see [2]). It
can be expressed in a form using likelihood–ratio statistics
AICG2 = G2 − 2 · df
where G2 is the likelihood–ratio and df is the number of degrees of freedom.
Now, in the case of neighboring decomposable compositional models, thanks to the above-expressed Formulae (1) and (2) we can again locally compute the value of Akaike information criterion and use it for search among
models.
3

The word decomposable (decompose) is used here in an ambiguous manner; it has two different meanings. The
decomposability of a model is a structural property (characterizable by the RIP property). But the decomposability
of a test statistic means the possibility to perform only local computations and hence take advantage of previous
computations in the process of searching for a suitable model.
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2.7

Suboptimal Search among Decomposable Models

The search algorithm uses a simple idea of limiting the number of decomposable models tested in each iteration to
a certain limit k. The algorithm is based on the use of neighborhood theorems 1 and 2.
Suboptimal search using the test criterion algorithm starts with the saturated model (with no conditional independence relation introduced) and then the three steps described below follow.
1. Generate all possible decomposable models with one additional conditional independence relation between a
pair of variables.
2. Choose k models with the lowest values of the criterion.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 as long as the values of the criterion decrease.
Obviously, we obtain only a suboptimal solution due to the greedy character of the algorithm, since it does not
search the entire space of decomposable models.

3

Study Data 2011–2016

In the presented paper we analyze anonymized data from the university information system InSIS concerning 1827
Bachelor Degree students of a management study program on Faculty of Management in Jindřichův Hradec in
the years 2011–2016. For the sake of clarity, we cover only results of obligatory subjects (without languages and
sports). I.e., the analysis comprises the factors and obligatory study subjects summarized in Table 1.
Variable name
Gender
State
Form
HS type
61APD0
61EKA0
61EKM0
61FIM0
61INM0
61MAN0
61MAT0
61MKT0
61MLZ1
61MND0
61MOP0
61MPR0
61OMP0
61PRA0
61SMD0
61SOC0
61UZD0
61ZPC0
61ZSM0
61BPMN
61SZBM

Meaning
Gender of the student
Citizenship of the student
Study form
Type of secondary school
Data Analysis and Presentation
Business Economics
Economics for Managers
Finance for Managers
Informatics for Managers
Management
Mathematics for Managers
Marketing
Human Resource Management 1
Managerial Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Operations Man., Processes and Supply Chains
Law for Managers
Study and Managerial Skills
Sociology
Accounting and Tax Bases
Basic PC skills (prerequisite test)
Basic Secondary School Math. (prereq. test)
Bachelor’s Thesis Defense
Major Field State Exam

Values
female, male
Czech Rep., Slovakia, Ukraine, other
face-to-face, blended learning
Gymnasium, Business Academy, other
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
1,2,3,4+,4,–,O
Z,NZ,–,O
Z,NZ,–,O
1,2,3,4,–,O
1,2,3,4,–,O

Table 1 Obligatory subjects and other analyzed factors

3.1

Results of Structure Learning

The procedure of the structure learning was started with the full model (without any conditional independence
relation). It continued with 236 steps of accepted model simplification, with the resulting model characterized by
G2 = 44, 569.5;

.
df = 8.8 · 1017 ;

AIC = −13, 609.9;
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The resulting suboptimal solution consists of 21 marginal distributions given by the variables listed in Table 2
(Gender,Form,HStype,61SZBM)
(Gender,Form,61MND0,61ZPC0)
(Gender,Form,61SZBM,61ZPC0)
(Form,61BPMN,61SZBM)
(61INM0,61ZPC0)
(61MKT0,61ZPC0)
(61PRA0,61ZPC0)

(Gender,Form,61EKA0,61SZBM)
(Gender,Form,61MPR0,61SZBM)
(State,Form)
(61APD0,61SZBM)
(61MAN0,61ZPC0)
(61MLZ1,61ZSM1)
(61SMD0,61ZPC0)

(Gender,Form,61FIM0,61ZPC0)
(Gender,Form,61SZBM,61UZD0)
(Form,61SZBM,61ZSM1)
(61EKM0,61ZPC0)
(61MAT0,61SZBM)
(61MOP0,61SZBM)
(61SOC0,61ZPC0)

Table 2
The list of variables defines a set of low-dimensional distributions and can be depicted by a hypergraph for the
sake of visualization. But since the hypergraph would contain 21 hyperedges in our case, the depiction could not
be clearly arranged. Therefore, we decided to visualize the structure of the model using an (ordinary) undirected
graph (see Figure 1). In such a graph, marginals are represented by cliques (maximal sets of vertices with edges
connecting each other).

Figure 1 Graphical representation of the resulting compositional model.

3.2

Interpretation of Two Interesting Results

Within the limited space of the presented paper, let us show several interesting results. Table 3 represents one of the
building stones of resulting compositional models, particularly, conditional distribution for the relation between
the state and study form of students.
Form
Blended learning
Face-to-face

Czech Rep.
0.421
0.579

Slovakia
0.329
0.671

Ukraine
0.278
0.722

Other
0.388
0.612

Table 3 Dependence of chosen study form on state.
We can see that the blended learning form is more usual in the case of Czech students; the lowest frequency
appeared in the case of students from Ukraine. The possible reason is that the cohort of students completing their
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university studies at a higher age come nearly only from the Czech Republic. Other blended learning students are
those who, at an age of about twenty, need to work because of insufficient financial resources of their families.
Let us show one other interesting difference for the students in face-to-face and blended learning forms. Table 4
shows different grades obtained in Bachelor’s thesis defense and the major field state exam in both forms of study.
As expected, face-to-face students appear to be slightly more successful and obtain better grades. The difference
is more significant in the case of the state exam.

61SZBM
1
2
3
4
Sum

1
0.035
0.196
0.098
–
0.329

Face-to-face
61BPMN
2
3
0.021 0.007
0.231 0.098
0.140 0.133
0.028 0.007
0.420 0.245

4
–
–
0.007
–
0.007

61SZBM
1
2
3
4
Sum

Sum
0.063
0.524
0.378
0.035
1.000

Blended learning
61BPMN
1
2
3
0.029
–
–
0.059 0.147 0.176
0.235 0.118 0.118
–
0.029 0.059
0.324 0.294 0.353

4
–
–
0.029
–
0.029

Sum
0.029
0.382
0.500
0.088
1.000

Table 4 Dependence of results in ‘Bachelor’s Thesis Defense’ and ‘Major Field State Exam’ on study form.

4

Conclusions

We presented simplified study data of Bachelor Degree students from the Faculty of Management in Jindřichův
Hradec using the apparatus of probabilistic compositional models. This approach makes use of significant computational advantages of decomposable compositional models, decomposable test criterion and performing of local
computations in the algorithm searching within the space of possible compositional models. A significant simplification of the data file and reduction of the set of factors affecting the resulting model rank among the drawbacks of
the presented results. Moreover, the presented algorithm is a basic one and suffers from both its greedy character
and its start from the full (saturated) model. As such, the algorithm can be employed as a starting one and the
results can be made more accurate taking advantage of both neighborhood theorems in a more sophisticated (e.g.,
oscillating) approach.
Besides the resulting model, we have shown several interesting observations following from the structure of the
data. But it is apparent that the space dedicated to this conference paper does not provide the possibility to work
further with the resulting model and to present the operations of marginalization, conditioning and intervention.
Theoretical framework for such operations was published in Bı́na and Jiroušek [6].
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Selection of the suitable building savings in the Czech
Republic using multicriteria evaluation method
Adam Borovička1
Abstract. Building savings is one of the most favorite saving products in the Czech
Republic. The purpose of that product is ongoing savings of free financial resources
for future consumption, eventually for getting a loan. Building savings is offered by
many banks in our country. Apart from a given state contribution, other characteristics
(deposit or loan interest rate, account management fee, contract fee etc.) can be different among the banks. All relevant criteria should be taken into account in the process of the building savings selection in order to make a responsible and judicious
decision. To choose the most suitable building savings, I propose to apply the quantitative approach of multicriteria evaluation of alternatives. For this purpose, enhancing
modifications and combinations of ELECTRE I and ELECTRE III methods are introduced. In the practical part of the paper, two savings strategies are specified
(with/without purpose of getting a loan). For each strategy, the most suitable alternative of building savings is selected from the group of building savings of ten (savings)
banks in the Czech Republic by the introduced method. The different results are analyzed discussed.
Keywords: building savings, ELECTRE methods, multicriteria evaluation.
JEL Classification: C44, G11
AMS Classification: 90B50

1

Introduction

Many people in the Czech Republic responsibly think of their future financial needs. These needs could be invoked
by important investment (e.g. in housing, car), more usual consumption (electronics, clothes etc.) or financial oldage security. For these purposes, free financial resources must be continuously saved. One way of savings money
is through a well-known product building savings. It is a type of savings which is contributed by the state. Namely
therefore this product is very popular in the Czech Republic. Moreover, the survey of the agency International
Business & Research Services for Association of Czech Building Savings Banks [15] confirms the ever-increasing
demand for this product in the Czech Republic.
In the Czech Republic, ten (savings) banks offer the building savings product. These products can have various
parameters. Then the fundamental question is which product is the best for the client. Selection of the most suitable
building savings is the main aim of this article. In practice, many people arrange the building savings without more
detailed analysis by the bank where they have their current account. This way is easy and too little time-consuming.
The main disadvantage of this approach is that some better alternatives can be omitted. Other often negative aspect
of the building savings selection is that the clients are not usually interested in all important characteristics of this
product. They usually see only attractive state contribution and there's an end of it! To eliminate these abuses,
I propose the complex quantitative multicriteria analysis of all available building savings in the Czech market.
To fulfill the aim, the multicriteria evaluation method is introduced. The algorithm of this methods is significantly affected by the well-known ELECTRE I and ELECTRE III methods. Modifications and combinations of
these methods assist to make a reasonable decision in this concrete situation. Used method must be able to select
“the best” alternative (eventually to divide in “good” and “bad” alternatives), or to make a ranking of alternatives
on the basis of all selected characteristics. Because the most clients are outsiders, the method must be comprehensible for a wider range of users. The practical part of this article tries to represent as many real cases as possible.
Therefore two typical cases are specified. One of them is the client whose primary aim is the yield from the deposit.
The second typical client plans to get a (smaller) loan from the building savings in the future. It is expectable that
these different preferences can affect a selection. The proposed multicriteria method satisfying all aforementioned
requirements is applied to both strategies. The different results are analyzed and disccused.
The structure of this article is as follows. Introduction is followed by the section containing a treatise of multicriteria evaluation method that is proposed for building savings selection (not only) in the Czech Republic. This
1
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real problem is described in Section 3. The evaluative criteria are specified. Two types of client and their preferences are determined. After data collection, the suitable buildings savings are selected. In the end, the article is
summarized and some stimulations for future research are outlined.

2

Multicriteria evaluation method

In a few last decades, many multicriteria evaluation methods have been developed. These methods can be classified
by the principle of evaluation of alternatives into 3 groups. One of them is created by methods using the utility
function (WSA, AHP, ANP) [see more e.g. 4]. Another large group contains the multicriteria evaluation methods
based on the concept of minimization of a distance from the ideal alternative. The best-known method is apparently
TOPIS [5]. These methods differentiate in the applied metric. The third good-sized group is represented by methods using a concept of the preference scoring relation. The well-known are AGREPREF method [7], group of
methods ELECTRE (e.g. ELECTRE I [13] and III [14]), or PROMETHEE (e.g. PROMETHEE I and II [1]).
Besides the “basic” mentioned methods, another multicriteria evaluation methods are known. Of course, some
methods are variously modified, improved or combined (in normalization technique, importance of criteria, fuzzification or stochastic input data) mostly due to solve a real decision making problem satisfactorily. Analogous
way is also chosen in this article.
Each method has usually some advantages and disadvantages which are related to the form of algorithm and
its applicability in the real decision making situation. Firstly, the construction of the utility function can be difficult
for many users because the utility can be too abstract and impalpable concept for them. On the other side, a determination of the utility is sometimes simplified by the integrated formulae in the algorithms. Secondly, the distance
measurement concept is mostly better comprehensible. But the result can be very vulnerable to the used technique
of distance calculation. Thirdly, many methods based on the preference scoring relation require information from
a decision maker in the form of the threshold value(s) which can be problematic namely for less experienced users.
From the perspective of my practical problem, the third group of methods is preffered. The first two group of
methods usually provide a ranking of alternatives. But it is not the main aim of the specified problem. The client
primarily wants to know “the best” alternative, eventually “good” and “bad” alternatives. The full ranking can be
a supporting information. However, this is rather only slight benefit of methods from the third group. More essential fact is that many methods from the first two groups (e.g. WSA or TOPSIS) use the normalization technique of
the criteria values which distort the original data (especially relative relationships among them).
After research of the multicriteria evaluation methods, I decided to apply the method based on the preference
scoring relation. Inspiration was namely in ELECTRE I and ELECTRE III methods. Some parts of the algorithms
are taken over, some are improved and combined. The result is a method that can divide the alternatives in “good”
and “bad”, to select “the best” one, as well as to make their ranking. Any additional information (threshold values,
specification of the utility function) from the users is not demanded. Normalization technique does not distort the
input data. Another advantage is that the algorithm of this method is user-friendly. Its implementation is quite
easy. In this article, the emphasis is on a solving of real decision making problem, so the algorithm of multicriteria
evaluation method is described only briefly in terms of a few following steps.
Step 1: Let Y  ( yij ) be the matrix with the elements yij (i  1, 2,..., n; j  1, 2,..., k ) representing the evaluation of
the i -th alternative by the j -th criterion. Importance of the j -th criterion is quantified as a weight w j . As in ELECTRE III, the following couple of sets of the criteria indices for each couple of alternatives is specified
I iPj  r  s | yir  y jr , yis  y js ; r  I max , s  I min 

I jPi  r  s | y jr  yir , y js  yis ; r  I max , s  I min 

i, j  1, 2,..., n; i  j
i, j  1, 2,..., n; i  j

,

min
where set I max , or I
contains the indices of maximizing, or minimizing criteria.

Step 2: Two matrix of the grades of preference are determined. The matrix S  ( sij ) is formulated as in the ELECTRE III method. The matrix R is inspired by the ELECTRE I concept. The main distinction and also advantage is
that the formula works with the criteria importance and normalized criteria values. Such an indicator has a better
predictive value. Its element rij is calculated for each couple of alternatives i and j (i, j  1, 2,..., n) as follows
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where yih' , or y 'jh (i, j  1, 2,..., n; h  1, 2,..., k ) is a normalized criteria value.
Step 3: Aggregate preference of the i -th alternative over the j -th alternative is determined by the following rule

sij  s ji  rij  rji .
This rule is a modification of ELECTRE III approach. The threshold values are eliminated. Then effective (“good”)
alternative is such an alternative that has the highest discrepancy between number of alternatives over which is
preferred and number of alternatives that are preferred over it. Other alternatives are ineffective (“bad”). This
concept is a combination of ELECTRE I and III approaches. This improvement namely eliminates a crucial drawback of ELECTRE I concept that the effective alternative may not exist. If there are more effective alternatives
then they can be distinguished by the additional procedure in order to select “the best” one. The full ranking of
alternatives can be made by the similar procedure.

3

Building savings selection

In this section, two typical situations with the building savings are described. At first, let me determine the common
conditions for both strategies. The early amount of saved money is mostly influenced by the amount of state contribution. Its maximum level 2 000 CZK is for a deposit 20 000 CZK. This most frequent alternative is considered
in this analysis. The building savings is typically for 6 years. The expected final saved amount after 6-year period
is about 135 000 CZK. Then, the target amount is standardly set with some reserve to 150 000 CZK.
In order to cover as many real cases as possible, two types of clients are specified - client focused on the yield
and client focused on getting a loan. The main aim of the first client is to save free financial resources for future
usage (for housing, electronics, usual consumptions as meals, clothes etc.). The main aim of the second client is
to save money for getting a loan that is usually preferable than “classic” loans from the banks. This loan from the
building savings is often used for a part of the price of a real property which cannot be covered by a mortgage.
Nowadays, new conditions in the mortgage supply in the Czech Republic do not enable 100% mortgage. So this
type of loan will have greater and greater meaning in our country. In this analysis, the amount of a loan is 500 000
CZK which can be approximately 10 % of real property price which cannot be covered by the mortgage.
In the Czech Republic, there are over 20 (savings) banks providing personal finance services. Ten (savings)
banks offer in their products portfolio the building savings: Českomoravská stavební spořitelna (ČMSS),
Československá obchodní banka (ČSOB), Komerční banka (KB), Modrá pyramida stavební spořitelna (MPSS),
Moneta Money Bank (MMB), Oberbank (OB) Poštovní spořitelna (PS), Raiffeisen stavební spořitelna (RSS),
Stavební spořitelna České spořitelny (SSČS) and Wüstenrot – stavební spořitelna (WSS). Abbreviation in the
brackets will be used in the next sections to save space and preserve clarity.
The main aim of this section is to select a suitable building savings for each strategy. For this purpose, the
introduced concept of multicriteria evaluation method will be applied.

3.1

Criteria

To make a complex analysis and responsible decision, the alternatives of building savings should be evaluated
from more perspectives. Because the analysis will be full, 6 representative characteristics of the building savings
are presented. The contract fee (CF) is an input cost for a signing of the contract. It is usually calculated as a percentage of the target amount. The account management fee (ACF) is a yearly cost connected with an account
management. The deposit interest rate (DIR) is a yearly interest rate from deposits of the clients. The loan interest
rate (LIR) is an early interest rate from the pertinent loan. The loan contract fee (LCF) is an input cost for getting
a loan from the building savings. The loan account management fee (LAMF) is a yearly cost connected with
a management of the loan account. It is obvious that the first three criteria are directly related to the actual building
savings. Other three criteria are related to a potential loan from the building savings. Of course, maybe the most
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interesting characteristics of the building savings seems to be omitted. But the state contribution is the same for
all building savings in these two described real cases.

3.2

Preferences of the clients and appropriate data

Let me start with the most typical client who is primarily focused on the yield. This client regularly saves money
for six years in order to gain a maximum profit. It is no wonder that besides state contribution the most important
characteristics is a deposit interest rate. Other characteristics decreasing a future yield from the building savings
are contract fee and account management fee. These factors are also important for this client, but naturally not so
much compared with the interest from deposits. Indeed, these interests form a considerable part of the total revenues. This type of client has no plans getting a loan so the characteristics regarding a loan are not important. If by
chance s/he will need a loan after all than, the most important characteristics connected with a loan will be logically
the loan interest rate.
Weights of the criteria are calculated by the scoring method [4] on the basis of the described client’s preferences. The client assigns an integer score from interval 0,10 , where 0 represents the lowest importance and 10
the highest importance of the criterion. The scores and weights are shown in the following table (Table 1).
Criterion
Score
Weight

CF
4
0.190

AMF
3
0.143

DIR
10
0.476

LIR
2
0.095

LCF
1
0.048

LAMF
1
0.048

Table 1 Scores and weights of the criteria for the client focused on the yield
For each type of client, the data are different. For the client focused on the yield, the data is in the following
form (Table 2). Used abbreviations are specified in section 3.1. All data is collected from the web pages of particular (savings) banks [2,3,6,8,9,10,11,12,16,17].
Bank

CF [CZK]

AMF [CZK]

DIR [%]

LIR [%]

LCF [CZK]

LAMF [CZK]

ČMSS
ČSOB
KB
MPSS
MMB
OB
PS
RSS
SSČS
WSS

1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
495
1500

330
330
300
300
324
324
330
360
325
324

0.50
0.50
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.50
3.50
3.49
3.49
3.99
3.99
4.30
x
2.99
3.99

5000
5000
4400
4400
0
0
5000
x
0
0

330
330
300
300
0
0
330
x
325
0

Table 2 Data of the buildings savings for the client focused on the yield
Because differences of the criteria values are not so high, some building savings can actually have the same
parameters. There are three cases. The first one is ČMSS and ČSOB, the second is KB and MPSS and the third
MMB, OB and WSS. We can see some connections in the particular cases. KB is a main shareholder of MPSS.
KB actually offers the building savings through MPSS. OB and WSS are partnership banks. Therefore, they offer
the same savings product. The contract fee is 1 % from the target amount (1500 CZK in our case). However, SSČS
offer online contract making for a lower price 495 CZK. Deposit interest rate is usually 1 % from deposits. ČSOB
and ČMSS have just only 0.5 %. RSS and WSS also offer a lower deposit interest rate that engage a lower loan
interest rate. Because a loan interest rate is not so important factor for this saving strategy, a deposit interest rate
is set to the maximum level. Building savings from RSS has 1 % deposit interest rate only in the case when a loan
is not available. Unavailability of the loan is not a problem for this type of client. Then for the multicriteria analysis,
the value of „loan“ characteristics are set to the inconvenient levels to be dominated by other alternatives in these
characteristics. Loan contract fee is free for MMB, OB, SSČS and WSS. This fee is set to 4400 CZK by KB and
MPSS. ČMSS, ČSOB and PS have a loan contract fee as 1 % from the amount of a loan (5000 CZK in our case).
The second very often case is the client who assumes that a loan will be needed in the future. It is obvious that
the most important characteristics is a loan interest rate. Interest is clearly the greatest cost of the loan. Other cost
is loan contract fee and loan account management fee that are not just so important because these costs are not so
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high in comparison with the interest from a loan. Deposit interest rate is not so important criterion compared with
the previous type of client. But it is not possible to say that it is insignificant viewpoint in the analysis. Interest of
the deposits is also significant, but naturally not so much as interest from a loan. Moreover, the building savings
of some banks offer a lower loan interest rate under condition of a lower deposit interest rate. The purpose of this
building savings causes that the cost connected with the contract and account management is relatively insignificant. It is expectable that these costs will be somewhat less important than the “administrative” cost regarding
a loan.
Weights of the criteria are also calculated by the scoring method on the basis of the client’s preferences that
are (as in the previous case) determined on the basis of my considered opinion and a survey among (potential)
clients in my immediate neighborhood. The scores and weights are presented in this table (Table 3).
Criterion
Score
Weight

CF
3
0.111

AMF
2
0.074

DIR
5
0.185

LIR
10
0.371

LCF
4
0.148

LAMF
3
0.111

Table 3 Scores and weights of criteria for the client focused on getting a loan
The data differs from the previous client in 3 products – building savings OB, RSS and WSS. Other values are
the same. Then only three mentioned cases are presented in the following table (Table 4).
Bank
OB
RSS
WSS

CF [CZK]
1500
1500
1500

AMF [CZK]
324
360
324

DIR [%]
0.50
0.50
0.50

LIR [%]
1.99
3.50
1.99

LCF [CZK]
0
0
0

LAMF [CZK]
0
360
0

Table 4 Data of the buildings savings for the client focused on getting a loan
As mentioned earlier, OB and WSS offer a lower deposit interest rate with a lower interest rate for a loan. Then
a deposit interest rate 0.5 % enables to reach 1.99 % loan interest rate. RSS also offers 0.5 % deposit interest rate,
but a loan interest rate is significantly higher at the value 3.50 %. Now we have 3 couples of building savings with
the same parameters. One couple is ČMSS and ČSOB, the second is KB and MPSS, and the third one is created
by OB and WSS.

3.3

Suitable building savings for both strategies

Primarily, the non-dominancy test is made. The dominated alternatives are building savings from ČMSS, ČSOB,
PS and RSS for both strategies. These alternatives are not attractive for the client. To analyze all alternatives of
building savings, the introduced multicriteria evaluation method is applied namely through MS Excel and its addin for multicriteria analysis Sanna.
The “best” (effective) alternative for the client focused on the yield is the building savings from SSČS. This
result was expectable and is caused by the following facts. This building savings has the greatest deposit interest
rate which is the most important criterion. However, this value is embodied by many other building savings. Second reason is that this building savings has the lowest contract fee which is the second most important criterion.
This value is significant priority to the others. The result is also supported by a very good level of the loan interest
rate and loan contract fee. If the client wants to have a complex image about the alternatives evaluation, additional
procedure can be applied to make a full ranking of building savings. The ranking is as follows: 1. SSČS, 2.-3. KB,
MPSS, 4.-5. MMB, OB, 6. WSS, 7. PS, 8. RSS, 9.-10. ČMSS, ČSOB. The second, or third place of building savings
of KB and MPSS is namely caused by their best value of an account management fee that is the third most important characteristics. Of course, four dominated alternatives are on the last four places. PS is in face of RSS due
to a lower account management fee. The worst position is assigned to ČMSS and ČSOB due to the lowest deposite
interest rate.
As mentioned above, the data is changed a little for the client focused on getting a loan. It is obvious from the
data list that the main question is whether the building savings SSČS will be again the “best” alternative or the
building savings of WSS, or OB with the best value of all three “loan” characteristics wins. For their win, the
importance of a deposit interest rate must significantly decrease and the importance of a loan interest rate must
significantly increase. It is important to be the weight of a deposit interest rate lower than the weight of a loan
interest rate. In this situation, the building savings WSS, or OB can win. These assumptions are adequately met so
the “best” (effective) alternatives are just these building savings. Namely to compare with the result for the client
focused on the yield, the full ranking is: 1.-2. WSS, OB, 3. SSČS, 4. MMB, 5.-6. KB, MPSS, 7. RSS, 8.-10. ČMSS,
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ČSOB, PS. The building savings of MMB gets ahead of the building savings from KB and MPSS. Despite a
greater loan interest rate of building savings MMB, the building savings MMB is primarily better due to the best
value of loan contract fee and loan account management fee. The building savings from PS drops in the order
due to very bad value of all three “loan” characteristics. This building savings is not identical with the building
savings of ČMSS and ČSOB, however all saving alternatives share the last place. The main reason is that these
alternatives accordingly have no alternatives before which would be preferred.

4

Conclusion

The main mission of this article is to select the suitable building savings in the Czech Republic where this savings product is very popular. For this purpose, multicriteria evaluation method is introduced. This method enables to make a complex analysis of the building savings reflecting all important perspectives. In the practical
part, two typical situations with the building savings are formulated (strategy focused on the yield and strategy
focused on getting a loan.). The results show that the client’s preferences play an important role in the process of
building savings selection. The most suitable product is different in both strategies. In the future research, some
special cases will be analyzed. For instance, some (savings) banks offer a higher deposit interest rate under particular conditions. Further, some (savings) banks make a contract for free for children, people over 55 years old
etc. These and other aspects can affect the result. For all planned analyzes, detailed survey will be carried out
using a ques-tionnaire focusing on expressing preferences (potential) clients.
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A stochastic-integer programming approach to tactical fixed
interval scheduling problems
Martin Branda 1
Abstract. Fixed interval scheduling (FIS) problems arise in many areas of economics
and industry where jobs with processing intervals known in advance are assigned to
available machines with forbidden preemption. A special case of such problems appears in the personnel task scheduling where the decision maker (manager) is looking
for a minimal number of workers to cover all prescribed shifts. This problem can be
classified as a tactical fixed interval scheduling. In this paper, we focus on scheduling of jobs with uncertain processing intervals where the finishing times are modelled
as random variables with a known probability distribution. We provide a stochastic
integer programming formulation with a joint chance constraint which ensures the reliability of the resulting schedule. We propose an iterative decomposition algorithm
for a reformulation where the partial operational FIS problems can be solved as the
min-cost network flow problems. The performance of the algorithm is verified on
simulated instances.
Keywords: Tactical fixed interval scheduling, random processing intervals, stochastic
programming, integer programming, decomposition algorithm.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Stochastic fixed interval scheduling (FIS) problems investigated in this paper can be characterized as follows. The
number of jobs together with their starting and prescribed finishing times are known in advance. However, the
finishing times are uncertain and the uncertainty is represented by stochastic delays. These delays can incorporate
unpredictable complications during processing the jobs or machine failures and necessary reparations or maintenance. We assume that each machine can process at most one job at any time and each job is processed by exactly
one machine. Moreover, if a job is assigned to a particular machine, it cannot be transferred to another machine,
i.e. preemption is not allowed. Thus, each machine operates independently of other machines. The operational FIS
problem addresses assignment of jobs to available machines to maximize the schedule reliability, i.e. probability
that it is feasible with respect to the realizations of the random delays. The tactical FIS problem, which will be our
main concern, is to minimize the number of machines which are necessary to process the jobs under a prescribed
level of reliability. Note that the FIS problems are related to personnel task scheduling problems, cf. Smet et al.
[14]. Figure 1 shows two feasible assignments of 6 jobs to 3 machines.
Deterministic tactical fixed interval scheduling problems were considered by several papers. Kroon et al. [12]
introduced a tactical variant of the FIS problem where the goal is to find the minimal number of machines to
process all known jobs. They proposed a lower bounding procedure based on the Lagrangian duality and an upper
bounding procedure relying on a greedy heuristic. There are two survey papers that summarize older results on
various deterministic FIS problems, cf. Kolen et al. [10], and Kovalyov et al. [11]. Eliiyi [9] considered FIS
problems which combine operational and tactical decisions, discussed the complexity of their special cases and
proposed exact and heuristic algorithms. Zhou et al. [17] generalized the tactical problem by including the spreadtime constraints which restrict the time for which a machine is available since the time when the first job was
processed on it. They proposed an effective branch-and-price algorithm. Ng et al. [13] introduced an exact and
several heuristic algorithms based on graph representations of the FIS problems.
Concerning the FIS problems under stochastic delays, we can refer to the following papers. Branda et al.
[7] introduced an extended robust coloring formulation of the operational problem and showed that small and
middle sized problems can be solved to optimality using a standard mixed-integer solver. For larger instances,
they implemented a special tabu search algorithm. Branda and Hájek [4] dealt with the operational problems
with heterogeneous machines where the distribution of delay can depend on the processing machine. The authors
1
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Figure 1 FIS schedules: two feasible assignments of 6 jobs to 2 machines
proposed network flow reformulations with side constraints which were shown helpful for solving larger instances
to optimality.
The stochastic tactical FIS problem considered in this paper can be characterized as follows. All machines
are identical, i.e. the processing times including the distribution of random delays do not depend on the selected
machine. The probabilistic distribution of random delays is known precisely or at least its good approximation is
available. The goal is to find the minimal number of (active) machines such that all jobs can be processed under a
prescribed schedule reliability. We will employ an approach based on the min-cost network flow reformulations of
the operational FIS problem which enables to obtain the best attainable reliability for a given number of machines
and jobs quickly, see Branda [3]. This can be used by a decision maker to select the minimal number of machines
with the prescribed schedule reliability by solving a sequence of the network flow problems. Good performance of
such approach is verified in the numerical study.
The paper is organized as follows. A stochastic programming formulation of the tactical FIS problem is provided in Section 2. In Section 3, we review the min-cost network flow reformulation for the operational problem
under independent delays which is crucial for solving the tactical problem. An extensive numerical study is provided in Section 4 where we summarize results obtained for 3000 simulated FIS instances. Section 5 concludes
the papers with a summary of the obtained results and an outline of the future research directions.

2

Tactical fixed-interval scheduling problem

In this section, we provide a stochastic integer programming formulation of the tactical FIS problem. In particular,
we will formulate a chance constrained problem (CCP) where a necessary schedule reliability is prescribed. The
chance constrained problems are highly demanding in general and special purpose algorithms are necessary to
solved them, see, e.g., Adam and Branda [1], Shapiro et al. [15].
Denote by sj and fj (ξ) the starting and the uncertain (stochastic) finishing time for a job j ∈ J := {1, . . . , J},
where ξ is used to denote the elementary events of a probability space (Ω, F, P ). We assume that the true finishing
time is a sum of the prescribed finishing time fj and a random delay Dj (ξ). We denote by T = {s1 , . . . , sJ } the set
of all starting times when it is sufficient to verify how many jobs are assigned to the machines. The set of available
identical machines is denoted by M = {1, . . . , M }. We assume that the number of available machines M is
sufficient such that the problem is feasible. A prescribed level ε ∈ (0, 1) corresponds to the allowed probability
of violating the schedule feasibility. Binary decision variables xjm ∈ {0, 1} are used to assign the jobs to the
machines, binary variables zm identify the active machines. The tactical FIS problem is:
X
min
zm
xjm ,zm

m∈M

s.t. xjm ≤ zm ,


P ξ ∈ Ξ :
X

j: sj ≤t<fj

X

m∈M

j ∈ J,
X

m ∈ M,

j: sj ≤t<fj (ξ)

xjm ≤ 1,

xjm = 1,



xjm ≤ 1, t ∈ T , m ∈ M ≥ 1 − ε,

m ∈ M,

t∈T,

j ∈ J,

xjm ∈ {0, 1} , m ∈ M,
zm ∈ {0, 1} , m ∈ M.
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The objective function represents the number of active machines. A straightforward generalization is possible
by adding prices for using the machines. Then the objective corresponds to the expenses. The first constraints
ensure that if a job is scheduled to a machine, then this machine is marked as active. The chance constraint places
a minimal level of the schedule reliability. The next constraints guarantee that at most one job is assigned to a
machine at any starting time and that any job is assigned to exactly one machine.
The solution strategy can be based on an observation made by Branda [3]: If we increase the number of
available identical machines in the operational problem, then the highest attainable reliability cannot decrease.
Thus, we can use a series of the operational FIS problems to obtain the highest reliability under a given number
of machines and then to find the minimal number of machines necessary to reach the goal reliability 1 − ε in the
tactical problem. As we will review in the following section, the operational problem on identical machines can be
solved quickly (in polynomial time) using a network flow reformulation.

3

Network flow reformulation for the operational problem

In this section, we focus on the following operational problem and its network flow reformulation.


X
xjm ≤ 1, t ∈ T , m ∈ M
max P ξ ∈ Ξ :
xjm

X

j: sj ≤t<fj

X

j: sj ≤t<fj (ξ)

xjm ≤ 1,

xjm = 1,

m∈M

xjm ∈ {0, 1} ,

m ∈ M,

t∈T,

(2)

j ∈ J,
m ∈ M,

j ∈ J.

Compared with the tactical problem (1), the schedule reliability was transfered to the objective function. The
constraints have the same meaning as in the tactical problem. To solve the tactical problem, we increase the
number of available machines M by one in each iteration and solve the operational problem (2) until we reach
the optimal probability at least 1 − ε. The corresponding number of machines M is then the optimal value for
the tactical FIS problem. The proposed procedure is always finite because the necessary number of machines
is bounded by the number of jobs J when the schedule has reliability 1 (each job can be assigned to different
machine). We will show below that the operational problems (2) can be solved efficiently.
The min-cost network flow reformulation of the operational problem (2) was proposed by Branda [3]. The
network (V, E) can be described as follows. There are two nodes for each job corresponding to the interval start
sj ∈ V with demand dsj = −1 and prescribed end fj ∈ V with demand dfj = 1. These nodes are connected by
an edge (sj , fj ) ∈ E. There are two artificial nodes corresponding to the source 0 ∈ V with demand d0 = M
and sink 2J + 1 ∈ V with demand d2J+1 = −M . The source is connected by an edge with all starting nodes
(0, sj ) ∈ E, whereas there is an edge from each finishing node to the sink node (fj , 2J + 1) ∈ E. Maybe the most
important edges connect a finishing time with a starting time that is higher or equal, {fi , sj } ∈ E if fi ≤ sj , i.e.
these edges correspond to the jobs which can be assigned to the same machine. We denote these edges by E ⊂ E.
We assume that the delays are independent. Then the costs assigned to these edges are equal to
cfj ,si = − ln(P (Dj (ξ) ≥ si − fj )).

Costs for all other edges are set to zero. The corresponding min-cost network flow problem can be then formulated
as follows where the reliability in (2) can be obtained by applying exp{−·} to the optimal value of:
X
cfj ,si yfj ,si
min
yuv

(fj ,si )∈E

X

y0,sj = M,

sj

ysi ,fi − y0,si −
X

si : (fj ,si )∈E

X

X

fj : (fj ,si )∈E

yfj ,si = −1, i ∈ J ,

yfj ,si + yfj ,2J+1 − ysj ,fj = 1, j ∈ J ,

yfj ,2J+1 = M,

fj

0 ≤ yuv ≤ 1, (u, v) ∈ E.
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Figure 2 Operational FIS reformulation: network structure and the flow corresponding to the right schedule in
Figure 1
The first constraint represents flow out of the source. The second constraints correspond to all starting nodes,
whereas the third ones to the finishing nodes. The last constraint belongs to the sink. An important property of the
constraints is that the corresponding matrix is totally unimodular, cf. [16], i.e. the integral choice of right-hand
side vectors results into an integral solution. This enables to solve the problem by a linear programming technique
to obtain an integral flow which identifies the assignment of the jobs to the machines. Figure 2 shows the network
structure together with the feasible flow corresponding to the right schedule in Figure 1. As we discussed above,
there are nodes for all starting and finishing times as well as artificial nodes for a source and sink. The unit flow
goes through the nodes corresponding to the jobs which are assigned to the same machine. Different machines
correspond to different flows marked by different colors (yellow and red). The costs are assigned to the employed
dashed edges. Since job 2 follows after job 4 on the red machine, the dashed edge {f4 , s2 } is active. Note that
Ahuja et al. [2] provide a deep review of properties and algorithms for the network flow problems.
λ
0.2
0.5
0.8

min
13
18
19

q0.25
15
20
22

q0.50
15
21
23

q0.75
16
21
24

max
18
24
28

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for the optimal numbers of machines in the tactical problem with ε = 0.1

4

Numerical study

In this section, we apply the proposed approach to simulated FIS instances with 100 jobs. In particular, we used
independent exponential distributions to simulate the job lengths and the breaks between the jobs. We considered
one choice of the parameter γ = 0.2 for the job length and three different choices for the breaks λ ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.8},
i.e. we are decreasing the expected length of the breaks. For each combination, we simulated 1000 problems.
All simulations and computations were performed using Matlab R2016b. We prescribe the minimal acceptable
reliability to 0.9, i.e. we set ε = 0.1. The delay distributions are characterized by the following probability
distribution functions:
Fj (d) = Pj (Dj (ξ) ≤ d) = 0.95 + 0.05(1 − e−0.2d ), d ≥ 0,

(4)

i.e. there is probability 0.95 that the job j is finished in time and the conditional distribution of the delay length is
exponential with the parameter equal to 0.2.
The minimal number of machines which is necessary to process all jobs is obtained using the left-edge algorithm, where the jobs are sorted according to their starting times and then sequentially assigned to the first available
machine. The highest number of considered machines was set to 25 which was sufficient for all FIS instances to
obtain the reliability at least 0.9.
Figures 3, 4, 5 show the highest attainable reliability for a particular problem instance and the boxplots based
on 1000 simulated FIS problems. Table 1 contains the descriptive statistics for the minimal numbers of machines
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Figure 3 The highest attainable reliabilities for a given number of machines (λ = 0.2): 1000 instances (left), one
instance (right)

Figure 4 The highest attainable reliabilities for a given number of machines (λ = 0.5): 1000 instances (left), one
instance (right)
which are necessary to reach the reliability at least 0.9, where qα denotes the α quantile. We can observe that
with decreasing the break lengths the necessary number of machines increases. The maximal number of required
machines for λ = 0.2 is equal to the minimal number for λ = 0.5. The average computational time to solve
one min-cost network flow problem was 2 seconds. Thus solving a tactical problem by evaluating 16 operational
problems (for fixed number of machines between 10 and 25) takes less than 35 seconds in average.

5

Conclusions

We have investigated the tactical fixed interval scheduling problem under stochastic delays which we have formulated as a stochastic integer programming problem with a chance constraint. We have suggested a solution strategy
based on solving a sequence of operational problems. The stochastic operational problem can be reformulated as
a min-cost network flow problem and solved efficiently using, e.g., a linear programming solver. This approach
has been employed in the numerical study showing a good performance on a large number of simulated instances.
In the future research, we would like to focus on obtaining efficient schedules using the methods introduced by
Branda and Kopa [5, 6], and Červinka et al. [8] .
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Figure 5 The highest attainable reliabilities for a given number of machines (λ = 0.8): 1000 instances (left), one
instance (right)
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Modelling synergy of the complexity and criticalness factors in
the Project management
Helena Brožová, Jan Rydval1
Abstract. Project management is a discipline dealing with the management of a project team to achieve all project goals described by various specific project criteria as
effectively as possible. Contemporary increasing of complexity of projects caused
by many factors creates dangerous vulnerabilities. Some of these factors depend on
the criticalness of the project activities also. Generally, the complexity and criticalness would be based on project weak spots and need to be evaluated by different factors. Very often, the synergy occurs between these factors.
In this paper, we suggest some approaches how to model the synergy effect. Synergy
is the creation of a whole that is greater than the simple sum of its parts. Hence, the
simple principle of weighted sum is not appropriate model. Contrary the multiplicative model does not give reasonable results in the case of zero evaluation of at least
one factor. Therefore, four possible normalization of criticalness factors are suggested and simple additive weighted model and multiplicative model are compared.
Keywords: Project management, complexity, criticalness, threats, synergy modelling.
JEL Classification: O22, C44
AMS Classification: 91B50, 90B99

1

Introduction

Project management is a scientific and managerial discipline dealing with all phases of project live cycle as initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing with the aim of managing a project team to achieve all project goals described by various specific project criteria as effectively as possible. The identification of project
threats and evaluation of the relevant project risks are its crucial part. The project threats and tisks arise from the
complexity and criticalness of projects and create dangerous vulnerabilities. They can be caused by many factors, both in the environment or constraints of the project and in the choices made in achieving its goals (Goff,
2012, Williams, 1999). The complexity and criticalness of projects need good project risk management (Drahý,
Pastor, 2016), which means the identification, measurement and prioritization of projects threats factors with
efficient application of resources to minimize, monitor, and control the probability and impact of risk events.
Many authors endeavour to incorporate more factors into quantitative methods of project management. However they do not consider explicitly synergy effect of group of factors. Cooke-Davis (2002) draws on research
from more than 70 organizations to identify factors that are critical to project success. Fatemi Ghomi and Teimouri (2002) and Madadi and Iranmanesh (2012) present overview on some indices (mainly for stochastic networks) from the literature and proposed a new one for quantification of the activity importance. Mota and Almeida (2011) proposes a multiple criteria decision model based on the ELECTRE TRI-C method to assign activities in project management to priorities classes for helping project managers to focus on the proper activities to
ensure a successful project realization. Vidal et al. (2011) and Vidal and Marle (2015) define factors of project
complexity and propose a multi-criteria approach to project complexity evaluation through the use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP).
The global evaluation of a set of factors of the complexity and criticalness are usually based on additive measure concepts which cannot, by definition, express the relationships of reinforcement or synergy which exist between considered factors
V (v1 ,...,v p )   w p v p
(1)
p

The application of additivity is based on the hypothesis of the interchangeability of the value of the different
factors, seems intuitively justified. However, this method of calculation is irrelevant in the case of the structured
and coherent set of assets which makes up a synergy. The synergy is based on the fact that the whole is more
than the sum of its part. Therefore the synergic relation can be modelled by operators of non-additive integration
(Bry, Casta, 2003) with following property
1
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V (v1 ,..., v p ) ≥ ∑ wp v p
p

(2)

This article builds on the previous articles Brožová et al. (2016, 2013) and develops the possibilities of modelling the synergy of the criticalness factors of the project activities, which results in overall criticalness potential. In the theoretical part, the authors suggest the suitable methods of normalization and modelling of synergy.
In the second part, the example shows its application.

2

Modelling of the synergy of criticalness factors

The term synergy means "working together". The effect of an interaction of elements is greater than the simple
sum of its action. Synergy effect is very important in the evaluation of criticalness potential of project activities.
In managerial practice and especially in project management, synergy effect of key parameters of project successful completion must be taken into account. For instance, efficient resource allocation to individual project
tasks and activities is not easy and, without its analysis, the critical resources can be firstly used for activities
where synergy effect are not present. This can endanger the successful realization of the project.
The evaluation of project activities criticalness potential needs the suitable synthesis of partial evaluation using multi-attribute utility method. This approach seems to be more appropriate because it provides a solution in a
clearer form describing the activities ranking. The managers accept better such type of results of complex problems. The application of multi-attribute utility method needs a good method of normalization or utility calculation and good way of synthesis of partial evaluation (Hwang, Yoon, 1981).

2.1

Normalization of criticalness identificators values

Criticalness factors are not expressed with the same standard, units (e.g., time, work-days, cost, probability etc.
in the same time) and they cannot be simply composed into global criticalness potential. Normalization serves
the purpose of bringing the all values into the same unit and the composing them into one value (Tofallis, 2014).
Often used a general method of normalization is von Neumann and Morgenstern utility function converting the
best value to 1and the worst observed value to zero. If this transformation is proportional, the risk neutral utility
function is received. For the normalization of the criticalness identificators, the most critical values have to be
transformed to the highest value to show the highest criticalness. The following four types of normalization are
discussed and Table 1 and Figure 1 shows results of the following normalization forms.
1. The first type is range normalization (Tofalis, 2014) based on proportional linear 0-1 utility function, which
represents risk neutral project manager normalization of criticalness factors.
min vK − vI
K
uI =
(3)
min vK − max vK
K

K

where vI, vK are criticalness evaluations (max value means the highest criticalness) and uI is normalized value.
The problem of this normalization method is, that at least one transformed value is always equal to 0 (the worst
value). Therefore we suggest to use the following three normalization methods with values from [1,10]
2. The second normalization type is linear 1-10 normalization. It also represents risk neutral project manager
position, but the lowest value is 1 and the highest is transformed to 10.
min vK − vI
K
uI = 9
+1
(4)
min vK − max vK
K

K

where vI, vK are criticalness evaluations (max value means the highest criticalness) and uI is normalized value.
3. The third type is exponential normalization represents value transformation suitable for risk prone project
manager, because only highly critical evaluation is normalized into value near to 10.
min vK −vI
K

min vK − max vK

K
uI = 10
where vI, vK are criticalness evaluations (max value means the highest criticalness) and uI is normalized value.
K

(5)

4. The fourth type of normalization is power 1-10 normalization represents risk averse project manager approach. Already in the case of a weak criticality, this evaluation is normalized to a high value (close to 10).
2

 min vK − vI 
 min vK − vI 
K
K
 + 18 
 +1
(6)
uI = −9 
 min vK − max vK 
 min vK − max vK 
 K

 K

K
K
where vI, vK are criticalness evaluations (max value means the highest criticalness) and uI is normalized value.
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

Initial
values
0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1

0-1
normalization
0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1

1-10
normalization
1
1,9
2,8
3,7
4,6
5,5
6,4
7,3
8,2
9,1
10

EXP
normalization
1
1,259
1,585
1,995
2,512
3,162
3,981
5,012
6,310
7,943
10

Power
normalization
1
2,71
4,24
5,59
6,76
7,75
8,56
9,19
9,64
9,91
10

Table 1 Four types of normalization of criteria values
Figure 1 Graph of normalized values

2.2

Synthesis of criterial values

Synthesis of normalized partial criticalness factors values gives a global evaluation of project activity criticalness. It is again important to select the best form of this aggregation (Tofallis, 2014).Because the synergy effect
is important in the interaction of partial criticalness factors, the comparison of synthesis based on simple additive
weighting method and one based on the multiplicative method will be discussed.
Using the simple additive weighting method all criticalness factors evaluations are synthesized using formula
cI = ∑ wp uIp
(7)
p

where cI is criticalness potential of the activities, uIp is normalized evaluation of each components of activities
criticalness, p is number of used components of criticalness and wp is the weight of the p component of criticalness.
In the multiplicative model all criticalness evaluations are multiplied using formula
cI = ∏ uIp
p

(8)

where cI is criticalness potential of the activities, uIp is evaluation of each components of the criticalness and p is
number of used components of criticalness.
Table 2 and Figure 2 shows the hypothetical results of synthesis of three criticalness values using the multiplicative model. It is possible to see the synergy effect. The multiplicative aggregation shows nonlinear dependence between the partial factors values and their synthesised value. More is even more and less is even less.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1

Initial
values
0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1

0
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1

0-1
normalization
0
0,001
0,008
0,027
0,064
0,125
0,216
0,343
0,512
0,729
1

1-10
normalization
1
6,859
21,952
50,653
97,336
166,375
262,144
389,017
551,368
753,571
1000

EXP
normalization
1
1,995
3,981
7,943
15,849
31,623
63,096
125,893
251,189
501,187
1000

Power
normalization
1
19,903
76,225
174,677
308,916
465,484
627,222
776,152
895,841
973,242
1000

Table 2 Multiple aggregation of three criteria values
Figure 2 Graph of synthesized values

3

Practical application of synergy modelling

The synergy modelling and analysis of derived indicators of project activity criticalness is described on the following small-scale project (Brožová et al., 2013) and compare with their simple addition. A critical path of a
project (Figure 3) is composed of activities A, C, D, F, I, J, K and N. Individual criticalness factors give an information on how project activities potentially endanger a successful realisation of a project from a different
point of view. Estimation of overall criticalness of the project activities is based on the multiple criteria decision
making methods using five indicators of the criticalness. We use five criticalness indicators for all activities;
specifically, the duration of the activity (time criticalness), its topological location in the structure of the project
activities (topological criticalness), the time reserve of the activity (slack criticalness), the activity costs (cost
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criticalness) and the activity work (work criticalness). The real values of criticalness indicators and their
0-1normalization are in the Table 3.

Figure 3 Small-scale project with the indication of a critical path
Activity

Days

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

75
165
30
25
115
20
25
35
75
55
75
35
30
45

Time
criticalness
0.379
1
0.069
0.034
0.655
0
0.034
0.103
0.379
0.241
0.379
0.103
0.069
0.172

Probability of
critical path
1
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.22
0.33
0.33
0.33
1

Topological
criticalness
1
0.247
0.247
0.247
0.247
0
0
0
0
0.124
0.247
0.247
0.247
1

Slack
0
80
0
0
135
0
70
115
0
0
0
80
135
0

Slack
criticalness
1
0.407
1
1
0
1
0.481
0.148
1
1
1
0.407
0
1

Cost
1350
990
630
175
690
60
150
210
1575
1155
2025
875
360
945

Cost
criticalness
0.656
0.473
0.290
0.059
0.321
0
0.046
0.076
0.771
0.557
1
0.415
0.153
0.450

Work
450
495
630
175
345
60
150
210
1575
1155
2025
875
180
945

Work
criticalness
0.198
0.221
0.290
0.059
0.145
0
0.046
0.076
0.771
0.557
1
0.415
0.061
0.450

Table 3 Activities evaluation, 0-1 criticalness indicators, input values for criticalness potential evaluation

Cost
criticalness

Work
criticalness

1
1
1
1
1
0,407
1
0,407
0
1
0
0,481
0,148
1
0,129

1
0,656
0,450
0,771
0,557
0,473
0,290
0,415
0,321
0,059
0,153
0,046
0,076
0
0,288

1
0,198
0,450
0,771
0,557
0,221
0,290
0,415
0,145
0,059
0,061
0,046
0,076
0
0,230

0,094
0,049
0,035
0
0,009
0,011
0,001
0,002
0
0,0001
0
0
0
0

1
2
3
9
5
4
7
6
9
8
9
9
9
9

Rank

Slack
criticalness

0,247
1
1,000
0
0,124
0,247
0,247
0,247
0,247
0,247
0,247
0
0
0
0,189

Additive model
with weights

Topological
criticalness

0,379
0,379
0,172
0,379
0,241
1
0,069
0,103
0,655
0,034
0,069
0,034
0,103
0
0,164

Rank

Time
criticalness

K
A
N
I
J
B
C
L
E
D
M
G
H
F
Weights

Multiplicative
model

0-1
normalization

The additive model with weights of used indicators (Brožová et al., 2013) then shows the overall criticalness
potential of each activity and its actual threat of the successful realisation of the project. Some activities, which
do not lie on the critical path, can be regarded as a greater threat to the project than activities which lie on the
critical path. Several activities have much higher criticalness potential towards the project than the critical path
method reveals. Then it is necessary to pay close attention to those activities with the highest criticalness and
thus preventing project failure (Table 4,
Figure 4).

0,756
0,615
0,580
0,590
0,481
0,451
0,337
0,331
0,280
0,212
0,116
0,092
0,076
0,129

1
2
4
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
11

Table 4 0-1 normalization of criticalness values
of activities and their synthesis

Figure 4 Synthesized 0-1 values

This effect is much more important if the synergy of criticalness factors is supposed. In this case, the multiplicative approach is more suitable. Unfortunately, if some normalized values of criticalness indicators are equal
to 0, this approach fails. For instance, the activity I, which is critical according to the CPM method has the value
of multiplicative criticalness potential equal to 0. Therefore, three other possible normalizations of criticalness
factors are used and weighted sum and multiplicative model are compared.
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10
6,908
5,053
7,939
6,015
5,260
3,611
4,733
3,885
1,527
2,374
1,412
1,687
1

10
2,786
5,053
7,939
6,015
2,992
3,611
4,733
2,305
1,527
1,550
1,412
1,687
1

14233,24
8495,93
6516,39
2781,87
2424,75
2368,43
681,35
650,92
199,21
98,49
19,23
13,94
12,82
10

Rank

Work
criticalness

10
10
10
10
10
4,667
10
4,667
1
10
1
5,333
2,333
10

Additive model
with weights

Cost
criticalness

3,225
10
10
1
2,112
3,225
3,225
3,225
3,225
3,225
3,225
1
1
1

Rank

Slack
criticalness

4,414
4,414
2,552
4,414
3,172
10
1,621
1,931
6,897
1,310
1,621
1,310
1,931
1

Multiplicative
model

Topological
criticalness

K
A
N
I
J
B
C
L
E
D
M
G
H
F

Time
criticalness

1-10
normalization

The normalization type 1-10 (Table 5, Figure 5) give reasonable results for risk neutral managers. Multiplicative approach represents an appropriate model of synergy effect as Figure 5 shows. This type of normalization provides a clear synergic effect of criticality factors, especially for activity K. Activity K has the highest
criticalness in 3 out of 5 factors, thus its criticalness potential is the highest of all activities and this activity
threatens the success of the entire project. This result can be also achieved by the simple additive approach with
weights, however, by the additive approach, the difference between the first and second activity with the highest
criticalness potential is comparable to the differences between other activities. Multiplicative approach also
shows differences among the second, third and fours activities, which have similar values of criticalness potential according to the additive approach.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

7,802
6,536
6,217
6,314
5,325
5,055
4,036
3,979
3,519
2,906
2,045
1,824
1,681
2,162

1
2
4
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
11

Table 5 1-10 normalization of criticalness values
of activities and their synthesis

Figure 5 Synthesized 1-10 values

10
4,534
2,821
5,902
3,608
2,974
1,950
2,599
2,092
1,144
1,421
1,111
1,192
1

10
1,579
2,821
5,902
3,608
1,665
1,950
2,599
1,396
1,144
1,151
1,111
1,192
1

4231,568
1715,032
1183,524
834,248
301,633
223,488
78,761
38,687
23,335
25,045
3,388
4,051
2,537
10

Rank

Work
criticalness

10
10
10
10
10
2,555
10
2,555
1
10
1
3,030
1,407
10

Additive model
with weights

Cost
criticalness

1,767
10
10
1
1,329
1,767
1,767
1,767
1,767
1,767
1,767
1
1
1

Rank

Slack
criticalness

2,395
2,395
1,487
2,395
1,743
10
1,172
1,269
4,520
1,083
1,172
1,083
1,269
1

Multiplicative
model

Topological
criticalness

K
A
N
I
J
B
C
L
E
D
M
G
H
F

Time
criticalness

EXP
normalization

The exponential type of normalization (Table 6,
Figure 6) gives reasonable results for risk prone managers (only higher value of criticalness indicators or potential is seen as really threatening). A small value of criticalness factor is transformed into a smaller value of criticalness indicator. Higher values of criticalness indicators
are only reached if criticalness factors have really high values. Activity K again has the highest criticalness potential because its criticality in 3 out of 5 factors is the highest. This activity now is incomparable with others. In
the same moment, the difference among other activities occurs.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
9
13
12
14
11

7,195
5,244
4,887
4,928
3,696
3,544
2,827
2,217
2,128
2,395
1,329
1,333
1,196
2,162

1
2
4
3
5
6
7
9
11
8
13
12
14
10

Table 6 EXP normalization of criticalness values
of activities and their synthesis

Figure 6 Synthesized EXP values

Power normalization (Table 7, Figure 7) compared to the previous two types of normalization (1-10 and
EXP normalization) represents the risk averse managers (only small value of criticalness indicators or potential
is seen as really non-threatening). For instance the activity I is evaluated as less threatening than the activity B.
The disadvantage of this normalization is the magnitude of the result, which is often difficult to analyse or comprehend mainly in the case of many partial criticalness indicators aggregation.
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32007.0
24628. 6
20336.8
5930. 6
10094.1
11424.2
3216.1
4434.9
875.1
322.7
78.7
39.8
51.7
10

Rank

10
4.218
7.281
9.528
8.236
4.544
5.464
6.917
3.421
2.023
2.066
1.806
2.322
1

Additive model
with weights

10
8.938
7.281
9.528
8.236
7.503
5.464
6.917
5.846
2.023
3.538
1.806
2.322
1

Rank

10
10
10
10
10
6.84
10
6.84
1
10
1
7.58
3.469
10

Multiplicative
model

Work
criticalness

Topological
criticalness
4.9
10
10
1
3.09
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
1
1
1

Cost
criticalness

6.533
6.533
3.836
6.533
4.820
10
2.199
2.766
8.930
1.610
2.199
1.610
2.766
1

Slack
criticalness

K
A
N
I
J
B
C
L
E
D
M
G
H
F

Time
criticalness

Powe
normalization
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1
2
3
6
5
4
8
7
9
10
11
13
12
14

127.764
114.627
113.203
111.817
103.025
97.228
78.272
89.326
76.473
46.122
46.050
30.050
32.895
24.000

1
2
3
4
5
6
8
7
9
10
11
13
12
14

Table 7 Power normalization of criticalness values
of activities and their synthesis

Figure 7 Synthesized power values

Conclusion
This article compares four possibilities of modelling the synergy effect of the criticalness factors of the project
activities, which results in overall criticalness potential. The synergy effect has nonlinear character, its growth
rate increases with the higher evaluation and with the number of contributing factors. Therefore the multiplicative approach to synthesis of the partial criticalness factors highlights the differences between the criticalness
potential of activities. This showed the project activities that need to be targeted in order to achieve the successful realization of the project. For activities with a high criticalness potential, careful time monitoring, the allocation of critical resources or costs is necessary. The appropriate type of normalization with a multiplicative approach to calculate the criticalness potential values is a good way to identify highly critical project activities. By
using this approach, it is possible to achieve a greater success of project realizations.
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Inflation targeting and variability of money market
interest rates under a zero lower bound
Karel Brůna1, Quang Van Tran2
Abstract. The paper presents a formal framework of money market interest rates variability under a zero lower bound in a monetary policy strategy of inflation targeting.
The potential factors influencing the variability of money market interest rates are
considered within a near zero level of main policy rate variability. At the same time,
model optimal main policy rate shows significant volatility due to changes in the
structural characteristics of economy facing deep economic and financial shocks,
changing perception of inflation risks, central bank’s weakened credibility and uncertainty about the efficient transmission of monetary measures. Money market interest
rates are modeled with a VAR model with exogenous variables. The model parameters
are estimated with the use of publicly available quarterly data for the Czech Republic
for a period from 2000q1 to 2016q4 in two stages. First the parameters of the corresponding model are identified using the Bayesian technique. Then the matrix used to
convert the structural system into its reduced form is quantified through the sign restriction approach. These two parameter groups are then used to decompose money
market interest rate series into a series of cumulative structural shocks of each endogenous component in the model.
Keywords: Money market interest rates, volatility, inflation targeting, Bayesian
VAR, Historical decomposition
JEL Classification: E43-4
AMS Classification: 91G70

1

Introduction

Global financial and economic crisis caused a decline in monetary policy interest rates and money market interest
rates close to zero level and in some cases even slightly below zero. Alternative monetary policy measures were
being applied to overcome restrictive character of expected deflation, high credit risk and debt deleveraging resulting in high expected real interest rates, high risk premiums and high debt burden. The paper presents formal
framework of money market interest rates variability under a zero lower bound in a monetary policy strategy of
inflation targeting. The potential factors influencing the variability of money market interest rates are considered
within a near zero level of main policy rate volatility when model optimal main monetary policy rate shows significant volatility due to changes in the structural characteristics of economies. To quantify the variability of money
market rate around zero bound, we use a Vector Auto Regressive (VAR) model with exogenous variables estimated by Bayesian technique for its reduced form. The corresponding structural form is then recovered by sign
restriction method. The obtained coefficients are used to decompose residuals into the corresponding structural
shocks which allows us to express money market interest rate as a function of individual endogenous structural
shocks, hence to measure how each of them contributes to total variability of money market interest rate. For
estimation purpose, we use quarterly data from period 2000q1 to 2016q4 from public available sources.

2

Money market yield curve variability and inflation targeting

A concept of preferred habitat theory assumes that agents in the money market compare actual n-day interest rate
with the expected future development of O/N interest rates average level in n-day horizon. The preferences of the
agents also make them request increasing term premium reflecting higher maturity included risk premium as a
price for credit risk. Therefore, the money market equilibrium can be in general expressed as a position of a risk
averse speculator who (based on available information (Ωt)) quotes the actual n-day interest rate ( IRtn ) as the sum
of the expected average of O/N rates in the period of t to t+k and term premium (  tn ):
1

University of Economics, Prague, Department of Monetary Theory and Policy, W. Churchill sq. 4, Prague,
Czech Republic e-mail: bruna@vse.cz.
2
University of Economics, Prague, Department of Monetary Theory and Policy, W. Churchill sq. 4, Prague,
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IRtn 

1 n 1 O / N , e
IR
 t   tn
n k 0 t  k



(1)

In a framework of inflation targeting, it is assumed that central bank uses positive s-day targeted interest rate (
TARGET, s
IR CB
) as a price of main policy operation while the maturity of this rate maximally equals the maturity of
,t
ultra-short money market rates. Central bank’s main policy operations are typically used to manage the liquidity
of the banking system within a minimum reserves maintenance period. It is assumed that the duration of maintenance period r is longer/maximally equals the maturity of main policy rate (i.e. s ≤ r) while it holds good that r is
usually the whole multiple of s. The end of the maintenance period would then be identical with the maturity of a
tender for liquidity supply/withdrawal at s-day main policy rate.
The decision of central bank on setting the main policy rate is a problem of optimal management of an economic system. The main interest rate is considered as an instrumental variable that minimises the values of future
deviations of the variables that are the object of central bank´s interest from targeted values in relation to restrictions given by the existing structure of economy. Thus the loss function (L) of central bank is usually the sum
e
e
of the present values of quadratic deviations of expected inflation (  t
i ) and expected economic growth ( yt i )
TARGET
from inflation target (  t
) and potential output ( yt*i ) (Srour, 1999):
i

) 2   ( y tei  y t*i ) 2 
i
  i (1   )( tei   tTARGET


Lt =

(2)

i 0

where the discount factor δ is usually considered as 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, α and (1-α) are the relative weights of quadratic
deviations of inflation and economic growth from targeted values and i is a time shift indicating forward looking
character of monetary policy and the existence of time lags of the effects within transmission mechanism.
To set the main policy rate the present economic structure implies restrictions for achievement of monetary
targets. With regard to the central bank’s loss function and model of economic structure, the main interest rate that
minimises central bank’s loss function for the actual inflation forecast applied for the model of economic structure
in the horizon of efficient transmission (k period) is considered as optimal. Formally the optimal level of the main
OPTIM
interest rate ( IRCB
) is defined by the reaction function of central bank of the Taylor´s type:
,t
EQ
OPTIM
IRCB
 IRCB
  t ( te k   tTARGET
)   t ( y te k  y t* k )
,t
k

(3)

EQ
where IRCB
is the main policy rate corresponding to long-term economic equilibrium, parameters βt and/or γt

express the intensity by which the central bank reacts to the overshooting (undershooting) of inflation target and/or
positive (negative) output gap. As stated by Svensson (2000) and Favero and Rovelli (2000), time variable parameters βt and γt are the convolution of parameters describing central bank’s preferences to the inflation and business
cycle and structural characteristics of economy.
Sack (1998) point out that there exists a disproportion between the model optimum level of the main policy
TARGET
rate and the targeted main policy rate ( IRCB
) which is less volatile and strongly positively correlated with its
,t
lagged values (Clarida, Gali and Gertler 1998) to avoid impairment of central bank’s credibility that could be
connected with high variability of the main policy rate (Goodhart 1998). Therefore, the variability of the targeted
main policy rate often becomes a part of the central bank’s objective function while optimal main policy rate is
based to achieve monetary-policy objectives under the lowest possible variability of the main interest rate. The
dynamics of targeted main interest rate may show deviations from monetary rule (3) due to application of alternative monetary policy strategies that are presented as a correlation of random shocks wt (Rudebusch 2002):
TARGET
OPTIM
TARGET
IRCB
 (1  1   2 ) IRCB
 1 IRCB
,t
,t
,t 1   2 wt

wt 

q


n 0

D1U 1,t n 

r



D2U 2,t n  ... 

n 0

(4)

z

 DmU m,t n

(5)

n 0

where ρ1 is the weight of the lagged targeted main policy rate, being the measure of central bank’s aggressiveness
in the stabilisation of inflation and output gap, D1, D2, …, Dm are the vectors of parameters, U1,t-n, U2,t-n, …, Um,t-n
are the actual and lagged values of variables considered by the central bank for setting the main interest rate.
It is normally assumed that optimal main interest rate is positive high volatile interest rate that stabilizes inflation
and output gap to (near) zero levels considering a model framework of an economy. In case of expected deep
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deflation, economic recession and financial crisis it seems to be optimal to set the main policy rate to high negative
level and to stay below zero for a long period to enable the real and financial sector to recover. When optimal main
policy rate goes to negative, inflation targeting policy faces up its limitation as targeted main policy rate is rarely
used to cross its zero lower bound (Bernanke 2000). A set of alternative monetary policies (outright purchases of
assets, home currency depreciation, money-financed aggregate demand expansion) are typically suggested to overcome a restrictive character of near zero level targeted main policy rates. Using these alternative monetary policy
measures, targeted main policy rate is meantime fixed to (near) zero level for a long time which reduces its variability and respective covariances to zero in the same period as well. This fact deals with an implicit change in
monetary policy mechanism of inflation targeting within which unconventional monetary policy instruments take
over a position of main interest rate in the reaction function. Therefore, variability of targeted main interest rate is
considered as positive if and only if central bank believes that reaction function could be effectively applied to
OPTIM
<0:
reach monetary policy targets in the central bank´s loss function. For the case of IRCB
,t
TARGET
OPTIM
TARGET
var IRCB
 (1  1   2 ) 2 var IRCB
 12 var IRCB
  2 2 var wt 
,t
,t
,t 1
OPTIM
TARGET
OPTIM
 2(1  1   2 ) 1 cov(IRCB
, IRCB
, wt ) 
,t
,t 1 )  2(1  1   2 )  2 cov(IRCB ,t



TARGET
2 1  2 cov(IRCB
,t 1 , wt )

(6)

0

Zero variability of targeted main policy rate reflects the case when random shocks offset optimal main policy
rate (high negative covariance between these variables is maintained) and weight ρ 2 is optimized according it:

var wt 



OPTIM
OPTIM
 (1  1   2 ) 2 var IRCB
 2(1  1   2 )  2 cov(IRCB
, wt )
,t
,t

2



(7)

2

Although targeted main policy rate remains at a zero level which is typically maintained by overall excess of
banking system liquidity provided by central bank through alternative monetary policy instruments, the dynamics
of economic fundamentals behind money market interest rates could be a source of their significant nominal and
real variability. Although the variability of targeted main policy rate is at a zero level, the variability of economic
fundamentals is still reflected in the variability of optimal main policy rate, which using Goodman’s breakdown
of the product of random variables (Goodman 1960) could be written in the following form:
2


OPTIM
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)
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) cov11  2 cov12 



 2( y te k  y t* k ) cov 21y  var ( y te k  y t* k )  2 cov  ( te k   tTARGET
) ,  ( y te k  y t* k )
k



) and/or ( y te k  y t* k )
where  and/or  is the mean value of parameter β and/or γ, the term ( te k   tTARGET
k

is the mean value of the deviation of expected inflation from the inflation target and/or expected output gap, cov ij









y
is cov ( ) i , (( tek   tTARGET
)) j , cov ij is cov ( ) i , (( ytek  y t*k )) j , the symbol Δ expresses the devik

ation of the respective variable from its mean value (e.g.      ).
Under a zero lower bound, the variability of n-month money market interest rate is in general limited by negative covariance between expected optimal main policy rate and the other non-specified factors in central bank’s
reaction function. The variability of money market interest rates reflects the variability of risk and term premium
that could be the main source of money market interest rate instability while monetary impulses are temporally
(until the exit strategy is being applied) weak:
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n 1
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j 0
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y t* k  j ))

The effect of endogenous variables on money market interest rate

As stated before, the movement of money market interest rate is caused by changes (shocks) in endogenous and
exogenous variables included in the model. To measure their impact, we use the historical decomposition technique for a VAR model with exogenous variables. The gist of this technique is briefly described below.

3.1

Historical decomposition

For our econometric analysis we use a VAR model with exogenous variables in the following structural form:
𝑝

𝐷𝑌𝑡 = 𝐶 + ∑ 𝐴𝑖 𝑌𝑡−𝑖 + 𝐵𝑍𝑡 + 𝑈𝑡 ,

(11)

𝑖=1

where 𝑌𝑡 is a vector of endogenous variables, 𝑍𝑡 is a vector of exogenous variable, 𝑈𝑡 is a vector of structural
shocks, C is vector of constants, D, 𝐴𝑖 and B are matrices of coefficients, and p is the length of lags of a VAR
model. By multiplying with matrix 𝐷 −1 equation (11) can be transformed into the following reduced form
𝑝

𝑌𝑡 = 𝐾 + ∑ 𝑃𝑖 𝑌𝑡−𝑖 + 𝑄𝑍𝑡 + 𝐸𝑡 ,

(12)

𝑖=1

where 𝐾 = 𝐷 −1 𝐶, 𝑃𝑖 = 𝐷 −1 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑄 = 𝐷 −1 𝐵, and 𝐸𝑡 = 𝐷 −1 𝑈𝑡 is the reduced form errors. Equation (12) of the reduced form can be estimated from our data.
Having all coefficients matrices and matrix D, we can decompose each endogenous series into series of individual
structural shocks using historical decomposition technique. The principle of this technique comes from the fact
that the reduced form of a VAR model in (12) can be expressed by its corresponding moving average representation
with recursive substitutions as follows (for p = 2 in our case)
𝑡

𝑡

𝑌𝑡 = 𝜇 + ∑ Φ𝑖 𝐸𝑖 + ∑ Ψ𝑖 𝑍𝑖 ,
𝑖=1

(13)

𝑖=1

where 𝑌1 = 𝐾1 + 𝑃1 𝑌0 + 𝑃2 𝑌−1 + 𝑄𝑍1 + 𝐸1 3. As 𝐸𝑡 = 𝐷 −1 𝑈𝑡 , equation (13) can be rewritten as
𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

−1

𝑌𝑡 = 𝜇 + ∑ Φ𝑖 𝐷 𝑈𝑖 + ∑ Ψ𝑖 𝑍𝑖 = 𝜇 + ∑ Γ𝑖 𝑈𝑖 + ∑ Ψ𝑖 𝑍𝑖 ,
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

(14)

𝑖=1

where Γ𝑖 = Φ𝑖 𝐷−1 . Clearly in equation (14) each endogenous variable in the model is expressed as a sum of
structural shocks up to time t. For details on historical decomposition technique, see Luetkepohl (2005).

3.2

Data and their pre-processing

This research is performed with the use of publically available data. The main sources of data are the databases of
the Czech Statistical Office and the Czech National Bank. The exceptions are the real GDP series of Germany
from Destatis database, the historical series on oil price (Europe Brent Spot Price FOB) from US Energy Information Administration database and the series on EURIBOR 12 months from website www.emmi-benchmarks.eu/euribor-org/euribor-rates.html, and finally series on CPI in Euro Area 19 and unit labor costs series for
Czech Republic are from the OECD database. All series are quarterly data from 2000Q1 to 2016Q4. Each of them
consists of 68 observations. All series are listed in Table 1.
For model estimation series repo rate REPO, unemployment rate UNE, unit labor costs ULC, and interbank interest
rates PRIBOR and EURIBOR are kept unchanged. On the other hand, the oil price series in USD is converted into
series in CZK using exchange rate USD/CZK, nominal client loans and exchange rate EUR/CZK are transformed
into real quantities using price index CPI and price indices CPI and CPIEA19 respectively. After that these series
and the rest are converted into corresponding year-to-year percentage changes series. All series thus have the same
measure and the number of observation is reduced to 64.

3

For other terms Φ𝑖 is a function of 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 , Ψ𝑖

is a function of 𝑃1 , 𝑃2 and Q.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Notation
REPO
YD
CPI
CONS
INV
UNE
NX
CRE
PRIBOR
EURER
ULC
GDPGE
EURIBOR
OILP
USDER
CPIEA19

Full name
Monetary policy Repo rate
Disposable income
Consumer Price Index
Households consumption
Investments
Unemployment rate
Net export
Client loans
Interbank pribor one year rate
Average EURCZK exchange rate
Unit labor costs,year-to-year change
German GDP
Interbank euribor one year rate
Average oil price Crude Brent Europe
Average USDCZK exchange rate
Consumer Price Index in Euro Area 19
Note: (*) denotes real variables

Unit
%
Mil. CZK *
Index
Mil CZK *
Mil. CZK *
%
Mil. CZK *
Mil. CZK
%
CZK
%
index
%
USD
CZK
index

Table 1 List of primary data used for econometric analysis

3.3

Estimation results

We use the selected data described above to estimate a reduced VAR model with two lags. The length of lags is
chosen with respect to the data available and information criterion using Bayesian technique with Minnesota prior
(for more information on priors, see Canova (2007)). After that we used sign restriction approach to obtain the
structural form. With these two sets of coefficient, the historical decomposition has been performed. All calculations have been executed in Matlab and the estimation as well as the decomposition are computationally very
extensive. The results are displayed in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 The contribution of endogenous shocks to PRIBOR

Figure 2 The contribution of exogenous variables to PRIBOR
As far as the impact of endogenous variables included in the model is concerned, in Figure 1 we can see two groups
of factors which affect the money market interest rate in both opposite directions. Further, the structure of each
group is not constant over time and so does the impact of each endogenous variable in the model. The positive
impact of endogenous variables on money market rates are shown in case of inflation, investments and partly also
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bank loans before first negative effects of crises came in 2008 and 2009. Negative shocks in pre-crisis period are
represented by the dynamics of net export and consumption. The global financial crisis produced high external
shock, deep decline in inflation with limited deflation expectations and pessimistic investments expectations that
stay behind negative impact of net export, inflation, investment and banking loans on money market interest rates.
Since the mid of 2010 net export and banking loans start to recover but inflation and investments remain weak.
The application of exchange rate commitment in 2013 initiated positive impact of disposable income and unemployment (maintain positive effects of net export). In Figure 2 we can observe a positive, but declining impact of
exogenous variables on the money market interest rate except the period 2006 – 2010. It reflects a pre-crisis boom
in foreign demand for the gross export together with high growth of oil price followed by their declining trend
after 2008. In the last several years their influence is almost negligible due to overall stabilization of these factors.

4

Conclusion

At the moment, as monetary policy interest rate as well as money market interest rates variability are found in the
proximity of the zero lower bound, it raises a point on the potential factors which keep them that low as well as
what may influence their apparent involatility. While money market interest rates are close to a near zero level,
the optimal main monetary policy rate may exhibit significant volatility as the economy faces deep economic
and/or financial changes and uncertainties of various kinds. As an attempt to give an answer to this question, the
money market interest rates in the Czech economy are modeled in the framework of with a VAR model with
exogenous variables. The model is estimated by Bayesian method and its structural form is obtained through sign
restriction. The model’s parameters are then used to decompose money market interest rate series into a series of
cumulative structural shocks of each endogenous component in the model. The results show that global financial
crisis and the Czech crown exchange rate commitment are two main sources of endogenous variables’ shocks on
money market interest rates. These endogenous variables shocks confirm high importance of net export and investment as extremely sensitive economic variables for the dynamics of the Czech open economy as well as reaching the inflation target. Long-term inflation target undershooting with deflation expectations are also the reason
why the Czech National Bank inflation targeting was modified to use exchange rate commitment since 2013 to
speed up demand and supply side of inflation close to inflation target.
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Wavelet Method for Pricing Options with Stochastic Volatility
Dana Černá

1

Abstract. We use the Heston stochastic volatility model for calculating the theoretical price of an option. While the Black-Scholes model assumes that the volatility of
the asset is constant or a deterministic function, the Heston model assumes that the
volatility is a random process. The explicit solution for the Heston model is unavailable for many types of options and therefore numerical methods have been proposed
for pricing options under Heston model, e.g. Monte Carlo method, the finite difference
method, the finite element method or the discontinuous Galerkin method.
The Heston model is represented by a parabolic equation. For its efficient numerical
solution, we use the theta scheme for the time discretization and we propose an adaptive wavelet method for the discretization of the equation on the given time level. We
construct a piecewise linear wavelet basis and use it in the scheme. The advantage of
wavelets is their compression property. It means that the representation of the solution
in a wavelet basis requires a small number of coefficients and the computation of the
solution can be performed with the small number of parameters. Numerical example
is presented for the European put option.
Keywords: Heston model, stochastic volatility, European option, wavelets, adaptive
method.
JEL classification: C63, G13
AMS classification: 35K20, 65M99, 65T60

1

Introduction

Wavelet methods have been already succesfully used for solving option pricing problems, see e.g. [8, 10, 11, 15].
We also proposed and implemented a wavelet method for option pricing in our previous papers [4, 5, 6, 7]. We
used the Black-Scholes model and tested the performance of the wavelet method with respect to the choice of a
wavelet basis, compared an isotropic and an anisotropic approach, studied the convergence rate of the method and
proposed a construction of a wavelet basis such that the Black-Scholes operator represented in this basis is sparse.
In this paper, we focus on more general Heston stochastic volatility model for calculating the price of options.
Since the explicit solution of the Heston equation is known only for some special cases, it is necessary to solve it
using numerical methods. Methods based on wavelets were already used for solving the Heston equation [10]. We
use a different approach and propose an adaptive wavelet method that is a modification of the method from [1].
The quantitative properties of any wavelet method crucially depend on the choice of a wavelet basis. Therefore, a
construction of wavelet bases is still actual [7, 16, 17] . In this paper, we adapt the piecewise linear wavelet basis
with two vanishing moments from [2, 14] to the rectangle and boundary conditions representing the Heston model
and use it in the scheme.

2

Heston stochastic volatility model

The Heston model assumes that the volatility is a random process and that the market price U (S, v, t) of the option
can be computed as the solution of the equation [9]:
∂U
(S, v, t) − LH (U (S, v, t)) = 0,
∂t

S, v > 0,

t ∈ (0, T ) ,

(1)

where the operator LH is given by
LH (U ) =


 ∂U
S2v ∂2U
∂2U
σ2 v ∂ 2 U
∂U
+
ρσSv
+
+
rS
+
κ
θ̃
−
v
− rU.
2 ∂S 2
∂S∂v
2 ∂v 2
∂S
∂v

(2)

The variable S is an asset price, v is a variance of S and t is time to maturity. The parameter κ represents mean
reversion, θ̃ is the long term variance and σ is a volatility of the volatility, r is a risk-free rate and ρ is the correlation
factor. For more details see [9, 13]. The initial and boundary conditions are of the form
∂U
∂U
(S, v, t) = h1 , lim
(S, v, t) = h2 , (3)
v→∞ ∂n
∂n
1
Department of Mathematics and Didactics of Mathematics, Technical University of Liberec, Studentská 2, 461
17 Liberec, Czech Republic, dana.cerna@tul.cz
U (S, v, 0) = U0 (S, v) ,

U (0, v, t) = g (v, t) ,

lim

S→∞
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where U0 , g, h1 , h2 are known functions and

∂U
∂n

denotes the normal derivative.

For example, the initial condition for a European put option is given by U (S, v, 0) = max (0, K − S), where
K is the strike, and the boundary conditions are given by:
U (0, v, t) = Ke−rt ,

lim

S→∞

∂U
(S, v, t) = 0,
∂S

lim

v→∞

∂U
(S, v, t) = 0,
∂v

(4)

if Feller condition 2κθ > σ 2 is satisfied [12]. We choose maximal values S max and v max large enough and
approximate the unbounded domain [0, ∞) × [0, ∞) by a domain Ω = (0, S max ) × (0, v max ). We denote the parts
of the boundary of the domain Ω by
Γ1
Γ3

= {[S, 0] , S ∈ (0, S max )} , Γ2 = {[S max , v] , v ∈ (0, v max )} ,
= {[S, v max ] , S ∈ (0, S max )} , Γ4 = {[0, v] , v ∈ (0, v max )} ,

and we replace the initial and boundary conditions (3) with
U (S, v, 0) = U0 (S, v) ,

∂U max
(S
, v, t) = h1 ,
∂S

U (0, v, t) = g (v, t) ,

∂U
(S, v max , t) = h2 .
∂v

(5)

We transform the equation (1) to the equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on Γ4 . Let Ũ =
U − W , where U is the solution of the equation (1) satisfying the initial and boundary conditions defined above
and W isa function satisfying boundary conditions on Γ4 , e.g. W = Ke−rt in the case of a European put option.
Let V = v ∈ H 1 (Ω) : v = 0 on Γ4 . Then Ũ ∈ V and Ũ is the solution of the equation
 
∂ Ũ
− LH Ũ = f (W ) ,
∂t

f (W ) = −

∂W
+ LH (W )
∂t

(6)

satisfying the initial condition Ũ (S, v, 0) = U (S, v, 0) − W (S, v, 0) and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on Γ4 .

3

Semidiscretization in time and variational formulation

For discretization in time we use the θ–scheme. Let M ∈ N, τ = T /M, tl = lτ, l = 0, . . . , M, and denote
Ũl (S, v) = Ũ (S, v, tl ) and fl (S1 , S2 ) = f (W (S1 , S2 , tl )). The θ–scheme has the form:


 
Ũl+1 − Ũl
− θLH Ũl+1 − (1 − θ) LH Ũl = θfl+1 + (1 − θ) fl ,
τ

(7)

where θ ∈ [0, 1] and l = 0, . . . , M − 1.

We define a bilinear form a (u, v) = (LH (u) , v), u, v ∈ V , and denote the standard L2 –inner product by (·, ·).
The variational formulation of (7) has the form: Find Ũl+1 ∈ V such that








Ũl , v
Ũl+1 , v
− θa Ũl+1 , v − (1 − θ) a Ũl , v =
+ θ (fl+1 , v) + (1 − θ) (fl , v) , for all v ∈ V. (8)
τ
τ

4

Construction of a piecewise linear wavelet basis

In this section, we shortly introduce the concept of a wavelet basis and propose a construction of a piecewise linear
wavelet basis of the space V . The wavelet basis has two vanishing moments and is derived from wavelet bases on
the interval from [2, 14].
Let H be a subspace of some Sobolev space or the L2 –space equipped with the norm k·kH , J be an index set
such that each index λ ∈ J takes the form λ = (j, k) and |λ| := j denotes the level. A wavelet basis of the space
H is defined as a family Ψ = {ψλ , λ ∈ J } such that
i) Ψ is a Riesz basis for H, i.e. the closure of the span of Ψ is H and there exist constants c, C ∈ (0, ∞) such
that
X
c kbk2 ≤
bλ ψλ
≤ C kbk2 ,
(9)
λ∈J

for all b = {bλ }λ∈J such that

2
kbk2

=

P

λ∈J

b2λ < ∞.
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ii) The functions are local in the sense that diam supp ψλ ≤ C2−|λ| for all λ ∈ J .

A wavelet basis on the interval I has typically a hierarchical structure. It consists of functions on some coarsest
level j0 called scaling functions and functions on the levels j ≥ j0 called wavelets. Wavelets ψλ , λ = (j, k),
in the inner part of the interval
 are typically translations and dilations of a function ψ also called wavelet, i.e.
ψj,k (x) = 2j/2 ψ 2j x − k , and the functions near the boundary are derived from functions called boundary
wavelets. In adaptive methods it is required that wavelets have vanishing moments. It means that
Z
xk ψj,k (x) = 0, k = 0, . . . L − 1,
(10)
I

where L ≥ 1 is dependent on the type of a wavelet. A wavelet basis Ψ on the rectangle can be constructed by a
tensor product of wavelet bases on intervals.

First, we construct wavelet bases for the spaces V1 = v ∈ L2 (0, 1) : v (0) = 0 and V2 = L2 (0, 1) as in
[2, 14]. We define scaling functions as linear B-splines. Let φ and φb be defined by:

(

x ∈ [0, 1],
 x,
1 − x, x ∈ [0, 1],
φ(x) =
φb (x) =
(11)
2 − x, x ∈ [1, 2],

0,
otherwise.
 0,
otherwise,
For j ≥ 2 and x ∈ [0, 1] we set

and

φ1j,k (x)

=

φ1j,2j (x)

=

φ2j,1 (x)

=

φ2j,k (x)

=

φ2j,2j +1 (x)

=

2j/2 φ(2j x − k + 1), k = 1, ..., 2j − 1,

2j/2 φb 2j (1 − x) ,

(12)

2j/2 φb (2j x),

2j/2 φ(2j x − k + 2), k = 2, ..., 2j ,

2j/2 φb 2j (1 − x) ,


Φ1j = φ1j,k , k = 1, . . . , 2j ,


Φ2j = φ2j,k , k = 1, . . . , 2j + 1 .

(13)

We define a wavelet ψ and a boundary wavelets ψb1 and ψb2 as
ψ(x)

=

ψb1 (x)

=

ψb2 (x)

=

1
3
1
1
1
− φ(2x) − φ(2x − 1) + φ(2x − 2) − φ(2x − 3) − φ(2x − 4),
4
2
2
2
4
3
9
1
1
φb (2x) − φ(2x) + φ(2x − 1) + φ(2x − 2),
2
8
4
8
3
1
φ(2x) − φ(2x − 1) − φ(2x − 2),
2
2

(14)

Then supp ψ = [0, 3], supp ψb1 = supp ψb2 = [0, 2], and these wavelets have two vanishing moments. For j ≥ 2,
i = 1, 2, and x ∈ [0, 1] we define
i
ψj,1
(x)
i
ψj,k
(x)
i
ψj,2
j (x)

and

=
=
=

2j/2 ψbi (2j x),
2

j/2

2

j/2

(15)

j

j

ψ(2 x − k + 2), k = 2, ..., 2 − 1,
ψb1 (2j (1 − x)),

 i
Ψij = ψj,k
, k = 1, . . . , 2j .

(16)

Hence,
and
differs only in the left boundary wavelet. The inner wavelets and the right boundary wavelets
1
2
are the same. The graphs of the wavelets ψj,k
and ψj,k
on the level j = 2 are displayed in Figure 1. It was proved
in [2, 14] that the set
∞
[
Ψi = Φi2 ∪
Ψij
(17)
Ψ1j

Ψ2j

j=2

is a wavelet basis of the space Vi .
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1
2
Figure 1 Wavelets ψj,k
(left) and ψj,k
(right) on the level j = 2.

Now, using a simple linear transformation and the tensor product, we obtain a wavelet basis of the space V .
For S ∈ [0, S max ] and v ∈ [0, v max ] let us define




S
S
S
1
φSj,k (S) = φ1j,k
,
ψ
(S)
=
ψ
,
(18)
j,k
j,k
S max
S max
 v 
 v 
v
2
φvj,k (v) = φ2j,k max , ψj,k
(v) = ψj,k
.
v
v max
Then the set

 S

v
φ2,k (S) · φv2,l (v) , k ∈ I21 , l ∈ I22 ∪ φS2,k (S) · ψj,l
(v) , k ∈ I21 , j ≥ 2, l ∈ Jj
(19)
 S

v
2
S
v
∪
ψj,k (S) · φ2,l (v) , j ≥ 2, k ∈ Jj , l ∈ I2 , ∪ ψi,k (S) · ψj,l (v) , i, j ≥ 2, k ∈ Ji , l ∈ Jj ,

I21 = {1, . . . , 4}, I22 = {1, . . . , 5}, Jj = 1, . . . , 2j , is a wavelet basis for the space V equipped with the L2 norm and Ψ, when normalized with respect to the H 1 -norm, is a wavelet basis for the space V equipped with the
H 1 -norm.
Ψ

5

=

Adaptive wavelet method

We use an adaptive wavelet method for discretization of the equation (7) that is a modification of the method
from [1]. This method is different from classical adaptive methods that are based on mesh refinement according to
error estimates. We start with a variational formulation but instead of turning to a finite dimensional approximation,
we transform the continuous problem into an infinite-dimensional problem using the suitable wavelet basis. Then
we propose an iteration scheme for this problem. Finally, we replace all infinite-dimensional quantities by finitely
supported ones and we use the routine for an application of an infinite matrix approximately.
Let Ψ = {ψλ , λ ∈ J } be a wavelet basis from the previous section and u = {uλ }λ∈J be the coefficients of
the solution Ũl+1 of the problem (8) in a basis Ψ, i.e.
X
Ũl+1 =
uλ ψλ .
(20)
λ∈J

Using (8), (20), and setting v = ψµ we obtain the infinite matrix equation Au = f with
Aµ,λ =
and




(ψλ , ψµ )
− θa (ψλ , ψµ ) ,
τ


Ũl , ψµ

µ, λ ∈ J ,

(21)



+ θ (fl+1 , ψµ ) + (1 − θ) (fl , ψµ ) , µ, λ ∈ J .
(22)
τ
It is clear that f and u depend on the time level tl , but we omit the index l to simplify notation. For solving this
infinite-dimensional problem we use the method of generalized residuals (GMRES). We numerically tested several
iteration methods and the GMRES seems to be thepmost efficient. We use the Jacobi diagonal preconditioner D,
where the diagonal elements of D satisfy Dλ,λ = Aλ,λ . We obtain the preconditioned system
fµ = (1 − θ) a Ũl , ψµ +

Ãũ = f̃
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with

Ã = D−1 AD−1 ,

f̃ = D−1 f ,

ũ = Du.

(24)

For the given time level tl the algorithm for solving the infinite-dimensional problem comprises the following
steps:
1. Compute sparse representation f̃j of the right-hand side f̃ with the error smaller than given tolerance j .
2. Compute several steps of GMRES iterations for solving the system Ãv = f̃j with the initial vector vj .
Each iteration of GMRES requires multiplication of the infinite-dimensional matrix with a vector. It is computed
approximately with the given tolerance ˆj by the method from [3]. We denote the resulting vector by z.
3. Compute sparse representation vj+1 of z with the error smaller than ˜j .
We repeat the steps 1., 2., and 3. until the residual is not smaller than the required error. Since we work with the
sparse representation of the right-hand side and the sparse representation of the vector representing the solution, the
method is adaptive. The computation of a sparse representation is simple and it insists in thresholding the smallest
coefficients and working only with the largest coefficients. It is known that the coefficients in the wavelet basis are
small in regions where the function is smooth and large in regions where the function has some singularity.

6

Numerical example

We use the proposed scheme for computing the price of a European put option with the same parameters as in
[9, 12], i.e. the mean reversion κ = 2, long run variance θ̃ = 0.01, current variance v (t) = 0.01, correlation
ρ = 0.5, volatility of volatility σ = 0.1, option maturity 0.5 year, interest rate r = 0 and the strike price K = 100.
We choose S max = 400, v max = 1, θ = 0.5 and the time step τ = 1/3650. We use the linear spline wavelet
basis proposed in Section 4. The solution U at time t = 0, i.e. the function representing the initial condition, and
the solution U for t = 0.5 are displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2 The plot of the value of the option U (S, v, t) for t = 0 (left) and t = 0.5 (right).
It can be seen that the function U (S, v, 0) has not derivative on the line {100} × (0, vmax ). Therefore the
largest wavelet coefficients correspond to wavelets with supports in regions near this line and wavelet coefficients
are small for wavelets that are not located in these regions. Thus many wavelet coefficients are thresholded and the
representation of the solution is sparse. The number of parameters representing the solution U in Figure 2 is 617.
In Table 1 the values of U are listed for t = 1/2, v = 0.01 and several values of S and ρ and for comparison, the
values for the Black-Scholes model with the corresponding volatility σ = 0.1 are listed.

S\ρ
90
100
110

−0.9
10.058
2.778
0.475

Heston
−0.5
0.5
10.128 10.293
2.784
2.797
0.407
0.213

0.9
10.355
2.801
0.122

BlackScholes
10.201
2.820
0.305

Table 1 The solution U (S, 0.01, 0.5) for several values of S and ρ and the values for the Black-Scholes model.
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7

Conclusion

We extended our research to option pricing under the Heston stochastic volatility model. We constructed a piecewise linear wavelet basis with two vanishing moments on the rectangle (0, Smax ) × (0, vmax ) that is adapted to
boundary conditions of the type (4). We proposed and implemented an adaptive wavelet method with this basis
for a numerical solution of the Heston equation. We presented numerical example for the European put option
and compared the results with the Black-Scholes model. The main advantage of the method is a small number of
parameters representing the solution with desired accuracy. Our future aim is to develop and analyze the efficient
solver for multi-asset options with stochastic volatility and for other option pricing models such as the Hull-White
model, the Stein and Stein model and the Lévy model and to compare the results.
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On the limit identification region for regression parameters
in linear regression with interval-valued dependent variable
Michal Černý, Miroslav Rada, Ondřej Sokol, Vladimı́r Holý1
Abstract. We consider the linear regression model where the dependent variable
cannot be observed. Instead, only a lower and upper bound (interval for the dependent
variable) is observable. In this case, the vector of regression parameters may be only
partially identified, or unidentified at all. We make as weak assumptions as possible
on the process generating the observable intervals to make the regression parameters
partially identified. First we consider the finite-sample identification region for the
OLS-estimator. Then we construct the identification region for the vector of regression parameters as a limit of the finite-sample regions. We derive explicit bounds
for the limit set. Although we construct the bounds only in case of two regressors,
the idea can be pushed further to regression models with a general number of regressors. The derived bounds depend only on observable quantities (such as the variance
of a regressor or covariance between the regressor and the widths of the intervals of
the dependent varible) and can be estimated from finite samples. We also suggest
some possible ways of further research to (i) refine the bounds suggested in this paper,
(ii) tighten the bounds using additional assumptions with identifying power.
Keywords: linear regression; interval data; partial identification
JEL classification: C13
AMS classification: 62J86

1 Introduction
Generally, a parameter p of a distribution is partially identified if observable data do not allow us to estimate p
consistently, but we are able to retrieve at least some ‘nontrivial’ information about p. An example is when we can
consistently estimate only a bound on p, or when we can consistently estimate a nontrivial set P such that p ∈ P .
(Such set P is often called identification region for p.)
The partial identification problem often arises when we work with a joint distribution (X, Y ) of a pair of
(possibly vector-valued) variables, where one of them is observable and the other one is not. Say, for example, that
X is observable and Y is not. The task is to make inference about the distribution of Y . Here, observability means
that one can make a corresponding random sample x1 , . . . , xn from the distribution of X and all estimators and
test statistics are allowed to be functions of x1 , . . . , xn only.
This general setup involves many cases. For example, if X, Y are independent, then information about X does
not reveal any information about Y . On the contrary, if Y and X are strongly correlated (or linked otherwise), then
inference about X might give also a lot of information about Y .
Say that we are interested in a parameter p ≡ p(Y ) of the distribution of Y (such as mean, a quantile, variance
or another characteristic), but one can construct estimators of p only as a function of x1 , . . . , xn . Then it might
happen that:
(a) p is fully identified, meaning that there exists an estimator pb(x1 , . . . , xn ) of p, which is consistent;
(b) p is partially identified. The partial identification corresponds to the situation that the sample x1 , . . . , xn reveals
some nontrivial information about p, but p is not consistently (pointwise) estimable.
(c) Finally it might happen that p is unidentified at all, meaning that the sample x1 , . . . , xn does not allow us to
say anything nontrivial about Y .
We refer the reader to [6, 9, 10] as good sources on partial identification.
Example 1. Consider that X measures heights of men and Y heights of women. Assume
∑n that EY is known
to satisfy EY ≤ EX. When we can observe only a sample x1 , . . . , xn of men, then n1 i=1 xi is a consisent
estimator of an upper bound on EY , but EY is not pointwise estimable. This is a trivial example of the case when
EY is partially identified.
1

All authors: University of Economics, Prague, Faculty of Informatics & Statistics, Department of Econometrics, Winston Churchill Square 4, 13067 Prague, Czech Republic, {cernym, miroslav.rada, ondrej.sokol,
vladimir.holy}@vse.cz
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Example 2. This example follows the lines of [6]. Consider a survey where Y is the unobservable distribution
of interest and the task is to estimate EY . Consider also a 0-1 variable R such that we can observe X = (X 1 :=
R, X 2 := RY ). For example, let Y measure election preferences across the entire population. Assume that R is
an indicator whether a questioned person in the survey does (R = 1) or does not (R = 0) respond. We can sample
at random from X, getting a sample xi = (ri , ri yi )i=1,...,n . In general, the conditional distributions [Y |R = 0]
and [Y |R = 1] can be different. But we can write
EY = E[Y |R = 0] · (1 − ER) + E[Y |R = 1] · ER.

∑n
Turning back to the finite-sample case, let I 1 := {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | ri = 1}. Taking pb = i=1 ri as a consistent
estimator of p := Pr[R = 1] = ER (the ‘response rate’), we have (under some mild assumptions, which are not
essential in this introductory section)
{
(
) } {
(
) }
1 ∑
1 ∑
EY = lim E[Y |R = 0](1 − pb) +
ri yi pb = E[Y |R = 0](1 − pb) +
yi pb ,
n→∞
|I 1 |
|I 1 |
1
1
i∈I

i∈I

where the limit is understood in probability. (For the sake of brevity, the ‘in probability’ meaning of limits will not
be repeated in the sequel, but tacitly the limits should be understood in this way.) Assume further that E[Y |R = 0]
can be bounded apriorily by a pair of known constants y, y (for example, if Y is a 0-1 variable, then we can clearly
put y = 0, y = 1). We get a pair of bounds
) }
(
{
1 ∑
yi pb ,
EY ≤ lim y(1 − pb) +
n→∞
|I 1 |
i∈I 1
) }
{
(
1 ∑
yi pb .
EY ≥ lim y(1 − pb) +
n→∞
|I 1 |
1
i∈I

Thus, the parameter of interest EY is partially identified if p > 0 since we have constructed a pair of consistently
estimable nontrivial bounds for it; and is fully identified if p = 1 since the bounds are equal in that case.

Remark. It is obvious that identifiability or partial identifiability depends on what assumptions we are able
to make about the unobservable quantities. For example, if we could make the “missing-at-random” assumption,
meaning that the conditional distributions [Y |R = 0] and [Y |R ∑
= 1] are the same, then we could simply drop the
non-responses and get EY = E[Y |R = 1] = limn→∞ (1/|I 1 |) i∈I 1 yi . The parameter EY would be pointwise
identified whenever p > 0.

2 Linear regression with interval-valued outcomes
Now we turn the attention to the partial identification problem in linear regression with interval-valued endogenous
variable. To fix the setup, we first consider the linear regression relationship
yi = xT
i θ + εi ,

i = 1, . . . , n,

where the vector of regression parameters θ is to be estimated. We assume that the (random) regressors xi are
observable, while the dependent variable yi is not; instead, we can only observe bounds y i , y i such that almost
surely (a.s.)
(1)
y i ≤ yi ≤ y i , i = 1, . . . , n.
This setup fits well in the (X, Y )-model from Section 1. We have a random process generating regressors xi
which are observable. We have a random process generating the bounds y i , y i , which are observable too. The rest
is unobservable (namely, the yi ’s are unobservable), meaning that the estimators θb of θ are allowed to be functions
of the observable quantities xi , y i , y i only.

Now we make an additional assumption that the distribution of (xi , εi )i=1,...,n is such that Ordinary Least
Squares θbOLS ≡ θbOLS (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) is a consistent estimator of θ. Contrary to the textbook case, θbOLS is
an unobservable quantity since in our model the yi ’s are unobservable. Thus, θbOLS is a ‘prohibited’ estimator. But
what is observable is the set
b := {θbOLS (x1 , . . . , xn ; υ1 , . . . , υn ) | y ≤ υi ≤ y i , i = 1, . . . , n}.
Θ
i

Moreover, we clearly have

b a.s.
θbOLS (x1 , . . . , xn ; y1 , . . . , yn ) ∈ Θ
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b is the smallest set satisfying (3). [Indeed, if one removes a point θ0 from Θ,
b then — without
and generally Θ
additional assumptions — one cannot rule out that the distributions of xi , yi are concentrated in certain points
b is a tight bound for θbOLS . We call
x0i , yi0 such that θbOLS (x01 , . . . , x0n ; y10 , . . . , yn0 ) = θ0 .] We can say that Θ
OLS
it identification region for θb . (In [7], such sets are interpreted as possibilistic generalizations of real-valued
statistics under interval uncertainty; see also [1].)
b depends on the number of observations n, we write Θ
b n . The basic question of the paper
To emphasize that Θ
n
b
is whether there exists a limit set Θ such that Θ → Θ when n → ∞. (This is said very loosely, since the inprobability convergence of a sequence of sets can be formalized in various ways; but later we will state our results
more carefully, but in a way sufficient for the presentation of the main idea.) If this is the case and the limit set
Θ is nontrivial (for example, is compact), then we have θ ∈ Θ by (3) and the vector of regression parameters θ is
partially identified.
Generally, this is not the case — simply imagine that the widths Li := y i − y i of the observable intervals
b n covers the entire parameter space. Another extreme
covering yi grow unboundedly in a way that the “limit” of Θ
b
case is when Θn converges to a singleton; then, θ would be fully identified. In the next section we study the
intermediate case.

3 The case with two parameters

Here we restrict ourselves to a very simple linear regression model
yi = θ1 + θ2 xi + εi ,

i = 1, . . . , n,

(4)

with a single stochastic regressor. We make traditional assumptions:
(i) x1 , . . . , xn are independent and identically distributed (iid) with Exi =: ξ and var xi =: π 2 < ∞,
(ii) ε1 , . . . , εn are iid with Eεi = 0, var xi =: σ 2 < ∞ and cov(xi , εi ) = 0.
b n exists) by (3).
Assumptions (i) and (ii) imply that θbOLS → θ and thus θ ∈ Θ (if the limit set Θ of Θ

Example 3. In this example we show that the limit set Θ need not exist. Also, the example illustrates what can
happen in general. For the sake of simplicity of the example, assume that it is known that θ2 = 0. Then (4) reduces
∑n
to the simple model of position yi = θ + εi . Then, the OLS-estimator of θ has the form θbOLS = n1 i=1 yi and the
identified set has the form
{ n
} [ n
]
n
1∑
1∑
1∑
n
b
Θ =
υi y i ≤ υi ≤ y i =
y,
(5)
y .
n i=1
n i=1 i n i=1 i
b n converges to a bounded set Θ only if both bounds 1 ∑n y and 1 ∑n y i converge. And this need not
Now Θ
i=1 i
i=1
n
n
be the case: consider, for example,
{
[yi , yi + 1] if the number of decimal digits of i is odd,
[y i , y i ] =
[yi − 1, yi ] if the number of decimal digits of i is even.

This (somehow artificial) example also shows that the limit set Θ need not exist even if the widths Li := y i − y i
are constant.
b 1, Θ
b 2 , . . . is the sequence (5) and whenever we
But still, we can state at least the following property: when Θ
i
i
e
b
choose a sequence of representatives {θ ∈ Θ , i = 1, 2, . . . }, then every accumulation point θ∗ of the sequence
{θei }i=1,...,n satisfies
θ − 1 ≤ θ∗ ≤ θ + 1.
(6)
This is the ‘more careful’ formalization of the intuitive fact that if all intervals have widths
Li = 1,

(7)

then the position parameter θ generally cannot be estimated consistently, but can be asymptotically estimated with
error at most ±1. In addition, this example shows that — if nothing about the interval-generating process in known
∑n
1
except for (7) — it might be a ‘good idea’ to select the representatives as midpoints θei = 2n
i=1 (y i + y i ). Now
(6) can be strengthened to θ − 12 ≤ θ∗ ≤ θ + 12 . (This is basically the idea of Section 8 from [4].) This bound
cannot be improved in general. End of Example 3.
Now we turn our attention to the main result of this paper. In addition to (i) – (ii), we also make the following
assumption.
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(iii) Let Li := y i − y i denote the width of the interval [y i , y i ]. We assume that L1 , L2 , . . . are iid with ELi =: λ
and var Li < ∞.
We denote ν := cov(xi , Li ). Generally, we admit that the width Li may be correlated with the regressor xi .
We also make the following simplifying assumption:
xi ≥ 0

a.s.

(8)

This assumption can be relaxed at the cost of some more algebra in the proof of Theorem 1. However, here we are
trying to keep things as simple as possible to highlight the main idea.
b i be a sequence of representatives from the identification regions for the OLSAs in Example 3, let θei ∈ Θ
∗
estimator of (4) and let θ be an accumulation point of {θei }i=1,2,... .
Theorem 1. The accumulation point θ∗ = (θ1∗ , θ2∗ )T can be bounded as follows:
θ1 − ξ

ν + 2λξ
ν + 2λξ
≤ θ1∗ ≤ θ1 + ξ
,
2
π
π2

θ2 −

ν + 2λξ
ν + 2λξ
≤ θ2∗ ≤ θ2 +
.
2
π
π2

(9)

Proof. From (2) it follows that
where
θb2 =

1
n

∑n

b = {(θb1 , θb2 )T | y ≤ yi ≤ y i , i = 1, . . . , n},
Θ
i
( ∑n

1
i=1 xi yi − n
( 1 ∑n
)
2
i=1 xi
n

i=1
(
− n1

) ( ∑n
)
xi n1 i=1 yi
,
)2
∑n
i=1 xi

θb1 =

(

n

1∑
yi
n i=1

)

n

− θb2 ·

1∑
xi .
n i=1

Let yi ∈ [y i , y i ] be arbitrary. We derive an upper bound for θb2 :
( ∑n
) ( ∑n
)
∑n
1
xi yi − n1 i=1 xi n1 i=1 yi
θb2 = n i=1
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)2
2
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
n
)
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
∑n
1
i=1 xi y i − n
i=1 xi
i=1 y i
n
n
≤
) ( 1 ∑n
)2
( 1 ∑n
2
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
n
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)
∑n
1
i=1 xi (yi + Li ) − n
i=1 xi
i=1 (yi − Li )
n
n
≤
) ( 1 ∑n
( 1 ∑n
)2
2
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
n
( ∑n
) ( ∑n
) ( ∑n
) ( ∑n
)
∑n
∑n
1
xi yi + n1 i=1 xi Li − n1 i=1 xi n1 i=1 yi + n1 i=1 xi n1 i=1 Li
= n i=1
) ( 1 ∑n
( 1 ∑n
)2
2
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
n
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)
∑n
∑n
1
1
i=1 xi yi − n
i=1 xi
i=1 yi
i=1 xi Li + n
i=1 xi
i=1 Li
n
n
n
n
=
+
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)2
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)2
2
2
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
n
n
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)
∑n
1
i=1 xi yi − n
i=1 xi
i=1 yi
n
n
=
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)2
2
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
n
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)
∑n
1
i=1 xi Li − n
i=1 xi
i=1 Li + 2 n
i=1 xi
i=1 Li
n
n
n
+
( 1 ∑n
)2
) ( 1 ∑n
2
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
n
ν + 2ξλ
n→∞
−→ θ2 +
.
π2
In the limit n → ∞, we have used
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)
∑n
1
i=1 xi yi − n
i=1 xi
i=1 yi
n
n
→ θ2
( 1 ∑n
) ( 1 ∑n
)2
2
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
n
[ ∑n
( ∑n
) ( ∑n
)]
(this is the traditional consistency argument for OLS), n1 i=1 xi Li[ − n1 i=1 xi n1 i=1 Li] → ν (the
( ∑n
)2
∑n
→ π 2 (the
sample covariance between x and L converges to the true value ν), n1 i=1 x2i − n1 i=1 xi
∑
∑
n
n
sample variance of x converges to the true value π 2 ), n1 i=1 xi → ξ and n1 i=1 Li → λ. Thus, in the limit, the
∗
2
accumulation point θ2 can be upper-bounded by θ2 + (ν + 2ξλ)/π .
The derivation of the lower bound for θ2∗ is similar.

Since θb1 is linear in yi , its bounds can be derived analogously.
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Remark. In the proof, the auxiliary assumption (8) does not matter in the derivation of the bounds for θ2∗ ,
because an x-shift of data does not change the slope of the regression line. However, in the derivation of the
bounds for θ1∗ , one has to distinguish the cases ξ > 0 and ξ < 0 (which is straightforward).

4 Discussion
What is essential is that the bounds (9) are consistently estimable. Indeed, the bounds are functions of ξ, π 2 , ν, λ.
The quantities ξ, π 2 are estimable since the regressor x is observable. The widths Li of the intervals are observable,
too; thus λ and ν are estimable as well. It follows that we can consistently estimate the bounds (9) and have an
idea how much ‘limit imprecision’ is brought to the regression model by the interval uncertainty in the endogenous
variable.
Observe also the following interesting fact — the bounds (9) do not depend on var Li (we just need the variance
to be finite).
It is also worth emphasizing that the bounds work even if the widths Li are correlated with xi and/or εi .
Basically, the bounds (9) are wider if xi and Li are positively correlated. (This is not surprising.) However, what
is interesting that we needed no assumptions about the joint distribution of Li and εi and that the limit bounds are
the same even if these quantities are correlated.
The assumptions on the behavior of xi , εi are in a sense standard ones. The assumptions on y i , y i are ‘as
weak as possible’ — we just assumed (1) and (iii). This makes the model very general; the (random) process
generating the intervals [y i , y i ] can be ‘almost arbitrary’. Indeed, (1) holds true by definition of the model and (iii)
is required for the Central Limit Theorem. Nothing more is needed. This is in line with the so-called credibility
paradigm [6]; we did not impose any special assumptions on the mechanism generating the intervals [y i , y i ]. On
the one hand, the assumption on the finiteness of variance of Li in (iii) is testable only hardly; on the other hand,
nonnegative distributions with finite mean and infinite variance are quite rare and unnatural. Consider, for example,
the distribution with density φ(ζ) = (3/2)ζ −5/2 · I{ζ ≥ 1}, where I{·} stands for the 0-1 indicator function. In
theory, the widths L1 , L2 , . . . could be sampled from this distribution; but in practice one would hardly find an
example where this distribution of the widths would have a natural justification.
The only assumption, which might be considered as restrictive, is the independence of Li , Lj with i ̸= j. At
least, this property is testable. Obviously, it is worth devoting further effort to its relaxation, at least for the case of
some simple dependence structures.
b n need not converge with n → ∞. This was why we
In Example 3 we discussed that the sequence of sets Θ
formulated Theorem 1 in terms of the accumulation point θ∗ . However, another statement could be as follows: for
b n ⊆ Cδ ] → 1 with n → ∞, where
every δ > 0, Pr[Θ
[
] [
]
ν + 2λξ
ν + 2λξ
ν + 2λξ
ν + 2λξ
Cδ = θ1 − ξ
−
δ,
θ
+
ξ
+
δ
×
θ
−
−
δ,
θ
+
+
δ
.
(10)
1
2
2
π2
π2
π2
π2

5 Conclusions
We have derived limit bounds for the identification region for the vector of regression parameters in a linear regression model with interval-valued endogenous variable. We have discussed the case with two regression parameters,
from where it is apparent which minimum assumptions are needed. However, we expect that the result could be
generalized for a general number of regressors. The identification region for the vector of regression parameters is
constructed as a limit of finite-sample identification regions for the OLS-estimator.
The derived bounds need not be tight. In [3, 4] it is shown that the finite-sample regions have a nice geometry;
we conjecture that the geometry can be utilized in derivation of tighter bounds. Namely, we conjecture that the box
(10) can be replaced by tighter convex set.
Finally, we tried to formulate as weak assumptions as possible on the process generating the interval-valued
observations of the dependent variable. But, on the contrary, in many cases it might be plausible to admit stronger
assumptions yielding tighter bounds compared to (9). Our model did not make any assumptions on the conditional
distribution of yi given the observed intervals [y i , y i ]. In some applications, it might be plausible to assume that
yi is ‘at least somehow, but reasonably random’, even if one is not willing or able to make strong distributional
assumptions. For example, it might be plausible to assume that var[yi |y i , y i ] ≥ αL2i , where Li = y i − y i and
α > 0 is a universal constant. Such assumption (or other assumptions of this kind) might help in construction of
tighter identification regions for the vector of regression parameters. Although such assumptions are not testable
due to unobservability of yi , they might be plausible in many applications since they restrict the class of possible
conditional distributions [yi |y i , y i ] only reasonably, ruling out some ‘extreme’ cases such as y i = yi for all i, or
y i = yi for all i.
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We studied the identification region for the vector of regression parameters as a limit of finite-sample identification regions for the OLS-estimator. Of course, analogous limit properties are of interest for other statistics,
too. Namely, the limit behavior of the finite-sample regions for the variance of the disturbance term εi or usual
goodness-of-fit measures would be desirable. Some finite-sample properties have already been studied in [5, 2, 8].
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Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem Depending on Vehicle
Load
Zuzana Čičková1, Ivan Brezina2, Juraj Pekár3
Abstract: The transport is one of the areas significantly contributing to the
production of greenhouse emissions. An important part of the transport logistic is
analyzing various routing problems and a variety of optimization models aimed at
minimizing the total traveled distance are commonly known. When analyzing the
fuel consumption, it is clearly observed that the traveled distance is not the only
relevant factor contributing to the production of CO 2 emissions and undoubtedly also
vehicle load has significant impact on its fuel consumption. The paper is aimed on a
new vehicle routing problem that minimizes the fuel consumption, depending on the
length of the traveled route and also on the vehicle load, namely capacitated vehicle
routing problem depending on vehicle load (CVRPVL). The model will be presented
in its nonlinear version, but also the mathematical formulation using only linear
equations will be given (MIP formulation with linear equations). The difference in
distribution compared to classical vehicle routing problem will be illustrated by
solving specified problem in Slovakia.
Keywords: Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem, Vehicle Load, CO2 emissions
JEL Classification: C02, C61
AMS Classification: 90C11, 90B06

1

Introduction

A variety of optimization models to support decision making of distribution companies are commonly known.
Distribution companies often implement models aimed at minimizing the total traveled distance. Widely used
capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP), designs optimal set of routes of vehicles from origin (number of
vehicles is not limited and each vehicle has the same capacity) aimed to serve a set of customers with a certain
demand, where each vehicle travels exactly one route so that the demand of customers must to be met in full by
exactly one vehicle and capacity must not be exceeded. It is assuming the known lowest cost (usually distance)
between origin and each customer, as well as between each pairs of customers ([1], [3], [4], [5], [7], [8]). The
CVRP is an important combinatorial optimisation problem, e.g. [9] describes several case studies where the
application of CVRP has led to substantial cost savings.
However, when analyzing the fuel consumption, it is clearly observed that the traveled distance is not the
only relevant factor and undoubtedly also vehicle load has significant impact on the its consumption. The paper
is aimed on a model that minimizes the fuel consumption, depending on the length of the traveled route and also
on the vehicle load, which we named capacitated vehicle routing problem depending on vehicle load
(CVRPVL). The paper is structured as follows: In the first part of second section we present presuppositions and
a mathematical model of CVRPVL. Because of non-linearity in objectives and also in the structural equation, we
propose the modified formulation of the model in the second part of that section. Although it is binary
programming problem, it contains only linear equations and linear objective. The third part is devoted to an
illustrative example containing cities in Slovakia, where we calculate optimum route based on CVRP as well as
on a CVRPVL. The results illustrate the difference using both of approaches, while we also report an achieved
decrease in the fuel consumption.

2 Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem Depending on Vehicle Load
Let us introduce the mathematical formulation of capacitated vehicle routing problem depending on vehicle load
(CVRPVL) based on famous Miller-Tucker-Zemlin’s formulation of the traveling salesman problem ([6]).

1
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Following notation is used: Let N  1, 2,...n be the set of served nodes (customers) and let N 0  N  0 be
a set of nodes that represents the customers as well as the origin (depot). Further on there exists a matrix
D(n+1)x(n+1) associated with pairs i, j  N0, i  j that represents the minimum distances between all the pairs of
nodes (customers and the depot). In general, one way how to mathematically describe routing problems is using
binary variables xij  i, j  N 0 , i  j ) that enable to model if the node i precedes node j in a route of the vehicle
xij = 1 and xij = 0 otherwise. Certain demand qi, i  N is associated with each customer. All the demands have to
be met from the initial node (i = 0) in such a way that the distribution is performed using a vehicles with a certain
capacity (g) (the number of vehicles is not limited). The model implicitly assumes that qi ≤ g for all i  N , i.e.
the demand of each customer does not exceed the capacity of the vehicle. Further on, the variables ui, i  N are
used. Those variables represent cumulative demand of customers on one particular route. Now consider new
known parameters associated with the fuel consumption. Let parameter c0 be the vehicle consumption per unit
distance and let c1 be parameter representing the increase in consumption per unit distance for one unit of vehicle
load. The goal of CVRPVL is to establish such distribution, which minimizes whole vehicle’s fuel consumption
(not minimizing the distance as in classical CVRP), but also consider the CVRP’s restrictions: the
origin represents initial node and also the final node of every route, from this node the demands qi, i  N of all
the other nodes are met (in full), each node (except origin) is visited exactly once and total demand on route must
not exceed the capacity of the vehicle (g).
Let us recapitulate the model parameters as well as model variables more clearly:
Parameters:
n – number of customers (served nodes),
N  1, 2,...n – set of customers (served nodes),

N 0  N  0 – set of customers and the origin,
dij, i, j  N0, i  j – shortest distance moving from node i to node j,
qi, i  N – demand of i-th customer,
g – capacity of vehicles,
c0 – vehicle consumption per unit distance
c1 – increase in consumption per unit distance for one unit of vehicle load.
Variables:

xij, i, j  N0, i  j representing if the node i precedes node j in a final route (xij = 1) or not (xij =
0), it should be noted that the resulting routes depend on the type of the problem. When goods
are collected than the optimal route represented by variables xij = 1, is the route from i-th node
to j-th node. In the case of distribution those variables represent the route from j-th to i-th node.
ui, i  N based on Miller-Tucker- Zemlin’s formulation, but representing vehicle load; in the
case of goods collection it is current load of vehicle on its route from the i-th node, but if the
goods are distributed it is vehicle’s load on its route to the i-th node.

The model describing CVRPVL deals with these variables:
xij  0,1 , i, j  N 0 , i  j

(1)

ui  0, i  N , u0  0

(2)

where the objective can be written as follows:

min f  X, u  

  c

iN0 jN0
i j

0

 c1  ui  dij xij

(3)

subject to

x

iN 0

ij

x

j N 0

ij

1, j  N , i  j

(4)

 1, i  N , i  j

(5)

xij  ui  q j  u j   0 , i  N 0 , j  N , i  j

(6)

ui  g , i  N

(7)
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The objective function determines whole vehicle’s fuel consumption: minimizing the expression

 cd

iN0 jN 0
i j

0

x

ij ij

  cud

iN0 jN0
i j

1 i

enables modeling the fuel consumption depending on the traveled route and expression

x enables modeling increased consumption depending on the vehicle’s load. Binary variables (1)

ij ij

give equations (4) to (7) standard meanings: equations (4) and (5) ensure that each customer (except the origin)
is visited exactly once. Equations (6) are anti-cyclical conditions that prevent the formation of such sub-cycles
which do not contain an origin and they also enable calculating values of variables ui, i  N (see also equations
(2) and (7)).
The model of CVRPVL (3)-(7) contains also nonlinear expressions; the nonlinear objective function (3) and
nonlinear equation (6) that may complicate the possibility of solution of related problems (MINLP type). The
better way to solve such problems is to use a mixed integer programming (MIP) formulation (with linear
objective function and constraints), which extends the possibilities of the solution running standard software for
solving MIP problems. Let’s us provide the linearization. Except the variables (1) and (2) we will use also the
non-negative variables
nij  0, i, j  N 0 , i  j

(8)

with the following notation: in the case of goods collection they represent load of vehicle on its route from i-th to
j-th node, but if the goods are distributed it is load of vehicle on its route from j-th to i-th node (please note that
the meaning of binary variables xij also differ depending on problem type (collection or distribution)).
Now let us make the objective function (3) linear:

min f  X, u, n   c0 

d

iN0 jN0
i j

x  c1 

ij ij

d n

iN0 jN0
i j

ij ij

(9)

Thus the first part of the sum represents the fuel consumption dependence on the traveled route and its
second part enables modeling increased consumption dependence on the vehicle’s load. To allow calculation of
variables nij we need to introduce new equations:
ui  nij  1  xij  g , i, j  N 0 , i  j
(10)
At last make the equation (6) linear. The linearization is very simple:
ui  q j  u j  (1  xij ) g , i  N 0 , j  N , i  j

(11)

In both cases the parameter g (capacity of the vehicles) is used as a tool that enables the calculation of
variables ui and nij if the variable xij = 1 and it also ensures feasibility of solution in the case that xij = 0.

3 Illustrative Example
Consider scheduling in network consisting of origin (0 – Žilina) from where 8 nodes (customers) need to be
served (1 – Košice, 2 – Banská Bystrica, 3 – Bratislava, 4 – Nitra, 5 – Prešov, 6 – Trenčín, 7 – Trnava). Values
of input parameters were set as follows:
n = 8, N  1, 2,...7 , N 0  N  0 - number and sets of nodes (customers and also origin),
q = (8, 4, 10, 10, 9, 8, 9)T - vector of customers’ demands,
g = 24 – capacity of vehicles,
c0 = 0.22 – vehicle consumption per unit distance (liter/km),
c1 = 0.007 – increased consumption per unit distance and per unit of load (liter/tonne/km),
D ={dij}, i, j  N0, i  j – matrix of shortest distances from node i to node j
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Firstly we solve the problem using linearized model of CVRPVL. For the comparison the solution using
model of CVRP ([2]) is provided. Both models are implemented in software GAMS on PC with Intel ® Core ™
i7-3770 CPU with a frequency of 3.40 GHz and 8 GB of RAM under MS Windows 8. Results are given in Table
1 (for CVRPVL) and in Table 2 (for CVRP).
Sequence

Route

0-7-3-0-6-4-2-0-5-1-0

1250

Fuel consumption
depending on load
349.536

Route 1

0-7-3-0

398

110.933

Route 2

0-6-4-2-0

366

103.424

Route 3

0-5-1-0

486

135.179

Route

Distance

Table 1 CVRPVL. Source: Own compilation.
Route

Sequence

Distance

Route

0-7-3-0-6-4-0-1-5-2-0

1245

Fuel consumption
depending on load
354.631

Route 1

0-7-3-0

398

110.933

Route 2

0-6-4-0

298

80.708

Route 3

0-1-5-2-0

549

162.99

Table 2 CVRP. Source: Own compilation.
The change in resulting route length is observed, when we provide two different models (CVRPVL and
CVRP). In the case of implementing CVRP we obtain the value of the total traveled distance 1245 km. Using
model CVRPVL leads to the route length of 1250 km. But when we calculate the fuel consumption with
dependence on vehicle load, resulting values are those: 354.631 l in the case of CVRP and 349.536 l in the case
of CVRPVL. Using CVRPVL model decreased fuel consumption by 1.44 percent. Change can be clearly
attributed to rearranging of nodes to fulfill the goal of minimizing the fuel consumption with respect to the
vehicle load which results in different routes structure.

4 Conclusion
This paper considers the modification of CVRP, which we named capacitated vehicle routing problem depending
on vehicle load (CVRPVL). Modifications of the classical CVRP are usually aimed to find a minimal cost of
routes. Authors constructed a model that enables to minimize CO2 production taking into account not only
traveled distance but also the weight of the loaded goods. The first part of the paper is devoted to presupposition
and non-linear mathematical model of CVRPVL and also to its modified version containing only linear objective
as well as linear constraints. The next section gives an example of using CVRPVL model, while justifying the
difference compared to classical CVRP. Also the results of given example show that when solving practical
problems it is necessary to include the weight of the load, since that parameter largely affects the individual
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routes. Obviously a CO2 production in a real life distribution is affected by more factors: route gradient, weather
situation, etc. Modeling such generalized situation is open for the future research.
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Modeling Unemployment Rate in Spain: Search and Matching
Approach
Ondřej Čížek1
Abstract. The goal of the paper is to model unemployment rate in Spain by using a
methodology of search and matching models. Econometric estimation based on
Bayesian techniques is performed and empirical performance of the model is evaluated. The estimated model is able to replicate key features of the data with the exception of autocorrelation functions of the observed variables. Matching autocorrelation
coefficients of higher order is especially problematic and the model underestimates
these coefficients. The unemployment rate in Spain is very persistent and can be far
away from a steady state for a very long time. Underestimation of higher-order autocorrelation coefficients suggests that the basic search and matching model has difficulties in capturing this aspect of unemployment rate in Spain. Forecasting performance of the model was also analyzed by computing ex post dynamic one-year-ahead
forecasts of unemployment rate. The important result is that forecasting performance
of the model during the crisis periods was even better than for the periods before the
current economic crisis.
Keywords: Search-matching model, unemployment rate, market tightness, Bayesian
estimation.
JEL Classification: C51, E24, J60
AMS Classification: 91G70

1

Introduction

The unemployment rate in Spain during the current economic crisis has become a serious economic problem. Some
of the recent empirical studies analyzing the Spanish labor market are as follows. Gender differences in the Spanish
unemployment is studied by De la Rica, Rebollo-Sanz [4]. The relation between unemployment, wages and
productivity in Spain is studied by Pisa, Sánchez [13]. Bentolila et al. [3] investigate unemployment in Spain
during the current economic crisis and make a comparison with France. De Toledo et al. [5] perform an empirical
analysis of the matching process in the Spanish labor market. Garcia-Pepez [7] models the Spanish labor market
using the search and matching modeling framework. 2 Schwarzmüller, Stähler [15] apply search and matching
methodology within DSGE (Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium) framework to analyze labor market reforms
in Spain. Altuzarra [1] applies a battery of unit root tests and finds that unemployment in Spain is highly persistent.
The aim of this paper is to model unemployment by applying standard search and matching theory of labor
market which dominates the economic literature. Specifically, the model developed by Hagedorn, Manovskii [8]
(HM model, hereafter) is applied for this purpose as this model has attained a great attention in the economic
literature. Mostly, search and matching models are only calibrated. This paper contributes to the literature by
econometric estimation of this model which is based on advanced Bayesian techniques. The significant finding is
that the HM model has difficulties in capturing highly persistent behavior of unemployment rate in Spain.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The chapter 2 briefly summarizes the model equations. Data are described in the chapter 3 and econometric estimation is discussed in the subsequent chapter 4. Empirical performance of the model is evaluated in the chapter 5 and the final chapter 6 presents a conclusion.

2

Model

For convenience, the key equations of the HM model are briefly summarized in this chapter. Output per worker is
denoted by pt and follows the first-order autoregressive process
log  pt     log  pt 1    t ,1 ,
p

1

(1)

University of Economics in Prague, Department of Econometrics, W. Churchill Sq. 4, 130 67, Prague 3, Czech
Republic, cizeko@vse.cz.
2
The search and matching modeling framework is summarized in a textbook treatment by the Nobel Price winner Pissarides [14].
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where    0,1 and  t ,1 ~ N 0,  1
p

2

 is i.i.d. productivity shock.

Flow cost ct of posting a vacancy is assumed to change over the business cycle according to


ct  cK  pt  cW  pt .

(2)

Let u t denote number of unemployed, nt  1  ut number of employed3, vt number of vacancies and

t  vt / ut market tightness. The matching process is modeled by standard Cobb-Douglas matching function4
m  ut , vt   m0  ut  vt


1

 

 exp  t ,2 ,

(3)

where the shock to matching efficiency  t ,2 is supposed to be persistent

 t ,2     t 1,2   t ,2 ,
m



where    0,1 and  t ,2 ~ N 0,  2
m

2

(4)

 is i.i.d. shock.

The probability for an unemployed worker to be matched with a vacancy equals f t   m  ut , vt  / ut and the
probability for a vacancy to be filled is q t   m  ut , vt  / vt . Workers and firms separate with a constant 5 probability s per period. Evolution of employment rate is given by

nt 1  1  s   nt  f t  ut   t 1,3 ,



where  t 1,3 ~ N 0,  3

2

(5)

 is i.i.d. shock to the process of unemployment.

It can be shown by standard methods that the first-order conditions lead to the equilibrium condition of the
form
ct /   q t    Et 1      pt 1  z   ct 1    t 1  1  s   ct 1 / q t 1  .

(6)

Wages are determined by the generalized Nash bargaining solution
wt    pt  1     z  ct    t   t ,4 ,



where    0,1 is the bargaining power of workers and  t ,4 ~ N 0,  4

2

(7)

 is i.i.d. shock added for the purpose

of econometric estimation. Unemployed workers get a flow utility z from leisure/non-market activity.

3

Data

The source of the data is OECD database. All data were seasonally adjusted. The first observable variable is the
standardized unemployment rate in Spain u t from 1986 M4 to 2016 M8. The second variable the market tightness

 t from 1986 M4 to 2005 M4 calculated as a ratio of number of unfilled vacancies to number of unemployed
persons. The third observable variable is productivity pt which is measured as a relative deviation from a linear
trend of the industrial production index in manufacturing from 1986 M4 to 2016 M8. The last observable variable
relates to wages wt . The variable wt is measured as a relative deviation from a linear trend of the index of (real)
3

Labor force is normalized to one which is common practice within search and matching modeling framework.
Number of (un)employed is thus also interpreted as an (un)employment rate.
4
Hagedorn, Manovskii [8] applied another form of matching function. Nonetheless, standard Cobb-Douglas
matching function performed better from an empirical point of view.
5
See Hall [9] or Shimer [16] for the empirical evidence that fluctuations in job finding probability during business cycle frequencies are substantial, while separation probability is nearly acyclic.
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hourly earnings in manufacturing. This measure of wt implies that its mean value equals approximately to one as
in the case of pt . Therefore, the monthly rate of change  wt  wt 1  / wt 1 is used as the observable variable. The
index of hourly earnings in manufacturing was transformed from quarterly frequency into a monthly frequency by
cubic spline. The data ranges from 1986 M4 to 2016 M4 after this transformation.

4

Econometric estimation

The econometric estimation is based on Bayesian econometric techniques and is performed using the Matlab
toolbox Dynare (version 4.4.3). The priors for the baseline model are reported in the following table 1.
Parameter

Description

Density

Mean

Std. Dev.



discount factor

fixed

0.991 / 3

-

s

separation probability

fixed

0.014

-



p

AR coef. in productivity process

beta

0.80

0.20



m

AR coef. in matching process

beta

0.80

0.20

cK

vacancy cost

beta

0.47

0.20

cw

vacancy cost

beta

0.11

0.20



vacancy cost

beta

0.45

0.20




workers’ bargaining power

beta

0.50

0.20

elasticity of matching

beta

0.50

0.20

z

value of non-market activity

beta

0.40

0.20

 1, 2, 3, 4

std. dev. of shocks

inv.gamma

0.01

1

Table 1 Parameter description and prior densities
The results of the estimation are presented in the form of posterior means together with 90% confidence intervals:
Parameter
Posterior mean
90% confidence interval



p

0.830

(0.822, 0.839)



m

0.958

(0.940, 0.977)

cK

0.974

(0.951, 0.996)

cw

0.981

(0.961, 1.000)



0.842

(0.705, 0.978)




0.014

(0.006, 0.021)

0.973

(0.948, 0.997)

z

0.9853

(0.9846, 0.9861)

1

0.025

(0.024, 0.027)

2

0.117

(0.108, 0.127)

3

0.0030

(0.0028, 0.0032)

4

0.015

(0.014, 0.016)

Table 2 Econometric estimates of the coefficients
The interesting result relates to the parameters z and  . The estimated posterior mean of these parameters is
0.9853 and 0.014 which is close to the calibrated values z  0.955 ,   0.052 used in the paper by Hagedorn,
Manovskii [8]. These authors showed that their calibration strategy of z close to 1 and  close to zero generates
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volatilities of unemployment and market tightness similar to that observed in the U.S. data. The results of the
econometric estimation thus suggest that their calibration strategy might be appropriate not only for the U.S. data.

5

Empirical performance of the model

5.1

Matching moments

Firstly, selected moments of market tightness and unemployment rate will be compared in order to assess empirical performance of the model.

mean
standard
deviation

market tightness
0.037
0.037
0.027
0.018

observed data
model
observed data
model

unemployment rate
0.169
0.150
0.051
0.044

Table 3 Comparison of moments calculated from observed data and from data generated by the model

The correlation of market tightness and unemployment rate in the observed data was (-0.715) which is exactly
the same as the correlation of these variables in the data generated by the model. From these facts, it is evident that
the model is able to reproduce selected features of the observed data. Nonetheless, the model fails to match autocorrelation functions which is documented in the following figure.

market tightness

unemployment rate
1

autocorrelation coefficient

autocorrelation coefficient

1

0.8

0.6

0.4
0

5

10

15

order of autocorrelation

0.95
observed data

0.9

model
0.85

0.8
0

5

10

15

order of autocorrelation

Figure 1 Comparison of autocorrelation functions

Matching autocorrelation coefficients of higher order is especially problematic and the model underestimates
these coefficients. This finding suggests that the selected variables are much more persistent. Unemployment rate
in Spain can be far away from a steady state for a very long time and the HM model seems to have problems to
generate data with this property.

5.2

Forecasting performance

Forecasting performance of the model is evaluated by calculating ex post dynamic one-year-ahead forecasts of the
unemployment rate. The information about u t , pt and  t ,2 is used together with the knowledge of the policy
function coefficients to make a dynamic forecast 12 months ahead ut 12| t which is then compared to the observed
value ut 12 . This exercise is repeated for t  1986 M4,...,2015 M8 . Smoothed value of the variable  t ,2 was utilized as it is not directly observable. Comparison of forecasts ut 12| t with observed values ut 12 is depicted at the
figure.
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Figure 2 Dynamic ex post one-year-ahead forecasts of the unemployment rate

The figure documents that forecasting performance of the model is satisfactory. The mean squared error (MSE)
of the forecasts is 5.1738e-04. The interesting result is that forecasting performance for the periods of the economic
crisis (from 2008) is even better than for the periods before the crisis.

6

Conclusion

The unemployment rate in Spain was modeled by applying search and matching approach. The famous HM model
was applied for this purpose. The important result is that econometric estimation of this model supported the calibration strategy suggested by Hagedorn, Manovskii [8]. Specifically, the value of non-market activity was estimated close to one and the estimate of bargaining power of workers turned out to be close to zero. The calibration
strategy proposed by Hagedorn and Manovskii thus seems to be appropriate not only for the U.S. data.
The empirical performance of the model was also analyzed. The analysis showed that the estimated model is
able to generate data that have mean values and standard deviations very close to that observed in the dataset.
Nonetheless, the model is not able to match autocorrelation functions of the most important variables like unemployment rate and market tightness. It was found that the model systematically underestimates (higher order) autocorrelation coefficients. The persistence observed in the real data is very high. For this reason, unemployment
rate might be far away from a steady state for quite a long time. The estimated HM model seems to have difficulties
to generate data with this property. Forecasting performance was also studied and found to be satisfactory especially for the periods of the current economic crisis.
The empirical analysis of the labor market performed in this paper could be extended in several dimensions.
Two promising directions of research are as follows. Firstly, unemployment rate could be disaggregated and studied separately for different groups of workers (Janíčko [10]). Secondly, standard search and matching model of
the labor market could be combined with a DSGE approach (Němec [12], Galí, Smets, Wouters [6], Krause, Lubik
[11], Trigari [17], Bouda, Formánek [2]).
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Correlation dimension as a measure of
stock market variability
Martin Dlask1 , Jaromir Kukal2
Abstract. Economical time series often show fractional behaviour. Since this type
of data can be considered as a realisation of stochastic process with unknown properties, it can be analysed with the tools of fractal geometry. In the particular case of
stock market indices, one can investigate any individual index using state space reconstruction according to Whitney theorem. The second possibility of the analysis is
the study of development of a group of different indices describing the state of the
market at a specific time. Subsequently, long-time stock market history is useful for
the investigation of the states as vectors in Euclidean space. Their fractal nature can
be studied using correlation dimension. The paper presents several approaches to its
estimation and compares the results in terms of the individual stock market behaviour.
As a referential technique, the classical approach using correlation sum is presented
and its performance is discussed in the context of obtained results. Furthermore, the
analysis is useful for the dependency analysis and measure of predictability of time
series.
Keywords: time series, state space reconstruction, correlation dimension, stock market indices
JEL classification: E44
AMS classification: 60G22, 62M10

1 Introduction
The correlation dimension D2 is a particular case of Renyi dimension [9, 10] Dα for α ≥ 0 that is defined based
on distances between points in the investigated set in Rn . Together with the capacity and information dimension,
it belongs to the group of entropy-based dimensions. Methods that are used to estimate the Renyi dimension are
usually different for different parameter α.
Stock market indices that will be later investigated in this chapter can be considered as a realisation of a random
process. There are generally two tools of fractal geometry how to analyse time series. The first approach estimates
its Renyi or Hausdorff dimension D based on the trajectory of the index. The second approach employs fractional
processes [17] and estimates the Hurst exponent H. When the set fulfils the open set condition, the Hausdorff
dimension equals Renyi dimension and the Hurst exponent equals H = 2 − D.
The traditional way how to estimate correlation dimension was presented by Grassberger and Proccacia [12, 13]
and is used till today in the applications where the extensive precision is not necessary. For instance, the original
approach can be used in biomedicine for electroencephalography signal analysis [19] or in cardiology [15].

Recently there were attempts to enhance the accuracy of correlation dimension estimation based on the first
derivative of Gaussian kernel correlation sum [5] or utilizing the self similarity property and clustering [21]. These
methods can be subsequently used for example for the analysis of finance market under the fractional Brownian
motion assumption [18].
Stock market indices are popular object for the fractal investigation. There are several papers dealing with
their analysis using traditional singular value decomposition entropy [14], Hurst exponent [3, 6, 8] or geometrical
properties of fractal sets [1]. The main benefit of precise dimension estimation is the information of the dependency
of the time series that can be later used for predictions.
In this paper we describe the traditional correlation dimension that leads to biased estimate of D2 and we
suggest a spectral method that can provide more exact estimate of the correlation dimension.
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2 Correlation Dimension
Correlation dimension, introduced by Grassberger and Procaccia [12, 13], involves measuring the distance between
all pairs of points in the investigated set. For the Lebesgue measurable set F ⊂ Rn , the correlation sum [12] is
defined for any distance between points r > 0 as the limit case
N
−1 X
N
X
2
I(kxi − xj k ≤ r),
N →∞ N (N − 1)
i=1 j=i+1

C(r) = lim

(1)

where k.k denotes a Euclidean norm that is rotation invariant, I is the indicator function and x1 , . . . , xN are vectors
from F . Because the correlation dimension expresses the relative amount of points whose distance is less than r,
the correlation sum can be rewritten as
C(r) =

E

x,y∼U(F )

I(kx − yk ≤ r) =

prob
x,y∼U(F )

(kx − yk ≤ r) ,

(2)

for x, y that are uniformly distributed on F . Therefore, C(r) is a cumulative distribution function of random
variable r = kx − yk. The correlation dimension D2 of set F is based on the correlation sum and is defined as
D2 = lim

r→0+

ln C(r)
,
ln r

(3)

if the limit exists.
The definition (3) cannot be used directly for the estimation of correlation dimension from finite sample size.
Therefore, one usually employs linear regression model
(4)

ln C(r) = A + D2 · ln r

for small values of r. The standard deviation of the estimate gets smaller with the increasing number of data points,
however, the estimate is usually biased by its nature [16].

3 Rotational Spectrum
The goal of the method is to obtain a one-dimensional function as a derivative of the power spectrum, which is
useful in fractal analysis. This method is described in [7] in detail. The procedure was inspired by Debye [4] and
by his X-ray diffraction method, which is often referred to as the Debye-Scherrer method. We denote SO(n) as the
group of all rotations in Rn around the origin. Because any rotation R ∈ SO(n) is a linear transform, the following
equation holds
R(x) − R(y) = R(x − y) = kx − yk · ξ,
(5)
where ξ is a direction vector satisfying kξk = 1 and ξ ∈ Sn−1 for an n-dimensional sphere
Sn−1 = {x ∈ Rn : kxk = 1} .

Using the factorisation of angular frequency ω = Ω · ψ for Ω ∈
define rotational spectrum as
S(Ω) =

E

R∈SO(n)

E

ψ∈Sn−1

E

x,y∼U(F )

R+
0

(6)

and normalisation vector ψ ∈ Sn−1 , we can

exp(−iΩψR(x − y)).

(7)

The rotational spectrum can be expressed analytically as
S(Ω) =

E

Hn (Ω kx − yk),

x,y∼U(F )

for function Hn (q) dependent on the dimension of the rotation as

n−2
2 2 · Γ n2
Hn (q) =
J n−2 (q).
n−2
2
q 2

(8)

(9)

Taking infinite-dimensional rotation, the the kernel function Hn can be expressed in the form of Gaussian function
 2
√
t
.
(10)
H∞ (t) = lim Hn (t n) = exp −
n→∞
2
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and holds following property
ln S(Ω)
= −D2 .
Ω→∞ ln Ω
The correlation dimension can be estimated in this case using model
lim

ln S(Ω) = A − D2 · ln Ω

(11)

(12)

for parameters A, D2 using maximum likelihood method and L4 minimization [11]. Due to smoothness of log
likelihood function we obtain asymptotically unbiased point estimate of D2 and its standard deviation std.

4 Stock Market Indices Analysis
Any stock market index daily closing value can be considered as a realisation of random variable using discrete
time. Therefore, there are more ways how to analyse this type of data. The first possible approach is to select several
indices and analyse their outcomes as vector in more-dimensional space. Each vector can be again regarded as a
realisation of multiple-dimensional random process. The second way of the analysis employs each stock market
index separately and estimates the dimension of the trajectory or the dimension of the vectors that can be used for
the state space reconstruction. Moreover, due to the very precise estimation of the dimension, one particular index
or the whole stock market in general can be investigated within the time. Changes of the dimension between years
hold important information about the predictability of the characteristics.
We used 10 stock market indices for the analysis – AEX, DAX, DJI, HSI, NASDAQ, NIKKEI, NYSE, OMX,
SMI and SP500. The data contained the daily closing values of the stock markets between 2009-2016. For each
index, there is roughly 260 records based on the number of trading days in that year. All experiment in this section
were performed using the rotational spectrum (RS) method if not indicated otherwise.

4.1 Dimension Development in Time
The development of the stock market of all ten indices can be investigated by means of the first outlined approach.
The dimension development between 2009 and 2016 is illustrated in Figure 1. Whereas the dimension of the stock
market in general (all outcomes of the ten selected indices) can vary a lot, the development of correlation in case
of particular indexes is more stable. Stock prices were investigated in ten dimensional space first (left top) and
the correlation dimension varies between two and three. The same prices analyses were performed for two typical
indices (left middle and bottom) as trajectory graphs of correlation dimension between 1 and 2. The same analysis
was performed with logarithmic returns as seen in the right column. The rectangles always surround the regions
[D2 − std; D2 + std], where D2 is mean value estimate marked with dot and std is its standard deviation.

Figure 1 Development of correlation dimensions within the last 8 years as mean values (.) and ±std boxes.
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4.2 Stock Market Behaviour
When analysing the dimension stock market in time, we performed the study in 10-dimensional space. To find out,
which indices contributed to the growth of the dimension most, we will divide them for each experiment into two
groups, each containing 5 indices. There are in total
 
10
C=
= 252 combinations.
(13)
5
In this experiment, we will investigate the correlation dimension of the outcomes of each group as a dimension
of points in 5-dimensional space. The case when the absolute difference between the dimensions is the biggest is
presented in Table 1. The column D2 depicts the estimate of correlation dimension and std is the standard deviation
of the estimate. The dimension difference between these two groups was ∆D = 0.8108.
group
AEX, DAX, NIKKEI, OMX, SMI
DJI, HSI, NASDAQ, NYSE, SP500

D2
0.5837
1.3945

std
0.0227
0.0924

Table 1 Group analysis of stock market indices.

4.3 State Space Reconstruction
Any time series can be investigated by means of the dynamic process and its attractor. We use N -dimensional
discrete dynamical process with internal state sk ∈ Rn and output xk ∈ Rn in time k ∈ N0 . Using reconstruction
length L ∈ N we define sliding sample qk = (xk , . . . , xk+L−1 ) ∈ RL for k ∈ N0 , first. Whitney embedding theorem [20] can be rewritten from continuous to discrete time as follows: When L ≥ 2N + 1, then the reconstructed
∞
series {qk }∞
k=0 has the same structure of attractor as the unknown state series {sk }k=0 . Therefore, the correlation
dimension D2 of reconstructed attractor is the same as in the case of state series. The only one problem is in the
estimation of internal state dimension N . Supposing non-linear autoregressive dependency to other D subjects of
depth H, we can estimate internal dimension as N = (D + 1)H.
In our experiment, we set for the first experiment L = 5 and for the second experiment L = 10. The aim was
to estimate correlation dimension of the attractor of the original time series. In this case, the logarithmic returns
were investigated and the results for different reconstruction lengths L are shown in table 2.
index
AEX
DAX
DJI
HSI
NASDAQ
NIKKEI
NYSE
OMX
SMI
SP500

D2

std

L=5
0.9694 0.0446
0.9448 0.0692
0.6943 0.0597
0.7562 0.0757
0.8205 0.0747
0.6957 0.0902
0.6898 0.0638
0.8579 0.0755
0.3811 0.0600
0.7634 0.0764

D2
std
L = 10
0.9575 0.0282
0.9348 0.0228
0.7142 0.0322
0.7292 0.0349
0.8436 0.0388
0.7096 0.0561
0.6689 0.0255
0.8645 0.0558
0.3481 0.0274
0.7863 0.0199

Table 2 Attractor correlation dimension.
As easy to see, the correlation dimension estimates for particular index were almost the same in the case of
L = 5 and in the case of L = 10. Therefore the reconstruction length L = 5 is sufficient for the fractal analysis of
the dynamic process attractor. The highest attractor dimension was captured in the case of AEX stock market and
the lowest estimate was observed in the case of SMI index.

4.4 General Dependency of Indices
The following section deals with the estimate of the dimension of the trajectory of the random process whose
realisations are the outcomes of the indices. Often, the stock market indices are close to the realisations of Wiener
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process, therefore their increments are almost independent. Table 3 presents the dimension estimation using rotational spectrum (RS) and compares it with the correlation sum approach (CD). The rank column sorts the indexes
in ascending order based on the D2 (RS) estimation. All indices except DJI, NASDAQ and OMX have D2 (RS)
< 1.5, and therefore Hurst exponent H > 1/2 as evidence of long term memory. The referential CD method is
not too accurate and excludes DAX and NYSE with D2 (CD) > 1.5.
index
AEX
DAX
DJI
HSI
NASDAQ
NIKKEI
NYSE
OMX
SMI
SP500

D2 (RS)
1.4534
1.4752
1.5188
1.4608
1.5003
1.4410
1.4808
1.5362
1.4423
1.4963

std (RS)
0.0261
0.0485
0.0225
0.0508
0.0398
0.0234
0.0414
0.0734
0.0591
0.0529

rank
3
5
9
4
8
1
6
10
2
7

D2 (CD)
1.4299
1.5130
1.5899
1.4029
1.5358
1.3989
1.5264
1.5065
1.4574
1.4984

std (CD)
0.1809
0.2322
0.2030
0.1174
0.1825
0.1095
0.1932
0.1984
0.1393
0.1742

Table 3 D2 estimation of trajectories of indices.
The standard deviation of the estimate in the case of rotational spectrum is smaller than in the correlation sum
approach and will be subject of future research. The mean values and standard deviations are visualised in figure
2. The rectangles surround the regions [D2 − stdD2 ; D2 + stdD2 ] in bold in case of rotational spectrum and with
dashed line in the case of correlation sum. The point is the estimate of D2 using RS and the star is the estimate
using CD.

Figure 2 Stock market index dimensions as (.) and solid boxes for RS and (*) and dashed boxes for CD.

5 Conclusion
Numerical experiments showed that stock market indices can be investigated in a variety of ways. In the case of
dimension development in time, stock market as a whole (or the 10 most important indices) exhibit significant
dimension changes during the last eight years. However, when trying to analyse their trajectories or logarithmic
outcomes separately, the dimension change is not that visible. Therefore, the small changes between the predictability of the individual stock market during time can cause big differences in the dependency of the whole
stock market. The ten investigated indices were separated into two groups where the first group contained the indices whose outcomes contribute to the dimension of the whole market most and the second group’s contributions
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are not that substantial. The numerical simulation proved that the changes of the indices AEX, DAX, NIKKEI,
OMX and SMI have the biggest effect on the behaviour of the whole stock market.
Further, the state space reconstruction of time series was performed. There was no difference between the
analysis using reconstruction length bigger than five elements. The correlation dimension of the attractor of original
time series was always in the unit interval and varied from 0.38 to 0.97. The highest attractor dimension was
observed in the case of AEX whereas the lowest dimension achieved SMI index. Combined with the previous
analysis we conclude that the state space reconstruction cannot provide exact information about the stock market
development in general. Focusing on predictability of time series, the trajectories of individual indices were
examined by means of rotational spectrum and correlation sum method. The rotational spectrum method gained
substantially smaller standard deviation and the indices SMI, NIKKEI and AEX exhibited the smallest changes
and therefore they are the most suitable for investments and prediction making.
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A DEA-Based Inequality Measure: Application to Allocation
of Health Resources
Martin Dlouhý1
Abstract. Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a non-parametric method of production function estimation, which is able to deal with multiple inputs and outputs. The
objective of this study is to show how a resource-allocation DEA model is able to
measure the inequality in case of multiple resources. The DEA model will be applied
to the health systems because inequalities in the geographic allocation of health resources are an important policy issue even in developed European countries. Most
comparisons of health data in Europe take place at the national level. However, there
is an increased interest in looking at health data at a sub-national level. For this purpose, we use the data that come from the regional statistics of the Eurostat and the unit
of analysis is the NUTS 2 region. The inequality measure based on DEA is calculated
for seven selected European countries.
Keywords: Data Envelopment Analysis; Resource Allocation; Inequality; Regional
Statistics; NUTS 2.
JEL Classification: I14, C60
AMS Classification: 90C05, 91B15

1
1.1

Introduction
Inequality measurement

Measures of inequality express the complexity of variation in observed variable by a single number. The simple
measures of inequality are the ranges, which use only data on the extreme values. The absolute range is defined as
a difference between the maximum and minimum observed values per capita (γmax – γmin). The relative range is
defined as (γmax – γmin)/γpop, where γpop is the average number of units per capita for the entire population. Other
measure of this type is the maximin ratio, which is defined as γmax/γmin. By concentrating on the geographical areas
with extreme values only, all these indices give only a limited view on the overall distribution and fail to possess
many desirable properties of inequality indices required by theory.
The widely known measure of inequality that uses all observations is the Gini coefficient. The Gini coefficient
is derived from the Lorenz curve, a cumulative frequency curve that compares the empirical distribution of the
studied variable with the uniform (egalitarian) distribution that represents the perfect equality. The Gini coefficient
ranges between 0, which occurs in case of the perfect equality, and 1, which occurs in case of the perfect inequality.
The Robin Hood Index measures what proportion of resources has to be moved from areas with above-average
provision to areas with below-average provision to achieve equal distribution. The main advantage of the Robin
Hood Index over the Gini coefficient and other inequality measures, such as the Atkinson index and Theil’s entropy
measure, is its clear interpretation. The Robin Hood Index (RHI) is calculated by the formula:

RHI 

1
2

n



i

 i ,

(1)

i 1

where πi is the population proportion, ρi is the resource proportion, and n is the number of geographical areas. The
RHI is usually multiplied by 100 to be in percentages.
Does the choice of inequality measure matter? Under some circumstances it could; however, there is some
evidence that the most common indicators are usually interchangeable. For example, Kawachi and Kennedy [13]
calculated the income distribution for the 50 U.S. states and studied the relation of income inequality to mortality.
Kawachi and Kennedy examined the following measures of income distribution: the Gini coefficient, the decile
ratio, the proportions of total income earned by bottom 50%, 60%, and 70% of households, the Robin Hood Index,
the Atkinson Index, and Theil’s entropy measure. All inequality measures were highly correlated with each other,
and in no instance did the correlation coefficient fall below 0.86 in the absolute value. Kawachi and Kennedy [13]
concluded that a theoretical justification for the choice of indicator is critical in assessing the impact of social and
1
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economic policies on income distribution and mortality. However, there is a little evidence to suggest that the
choice of indicator will result in an absolutely different conclusion.

1.2

Inequality in Health Care

The free market allocates health resources according to willingness and ability to pay, not according to the health
needs of local population. This means that a supply of health services will be concentrated in rich areas, whereas
poor areas, albeit being usually those with greatest health needs, will not be served adequately. However, one
should take into account that the European health systems are mostly publicly funded and are highly regulated, so
the unequal distribution can be a likely consequence of wrong public regulation than a free market. The geographic
inequalities in many European countries are clearly the results of state planning, so the efficient use of resources
in public sector can be questioned. In the public health system, the equal access to services is one of the main
objectives of national health policy. Therefore, any variation in the distribution of health resources may be considered as an inequality whether it be a consequence of free market or wrong public regulation.
The existence of significant differences in health resource inputs, health expenditures, the utilization of health
services, and health outcomes have been documented by a lot of studies from various countries of the world. For
example, Johnston and Wilkinson [12] studied the distribution of general practitioners in Australia between 1986
and 1996. They used crude mortality as a measure of community need for medical services. The Robin Hood Index
was used as a measure of overall distribution. Nationally, the number of people sharing each general practitioner
fell by 11% from 1,038 in 1986 to 921 in 1996. However in 41 of 57 areas the number of people per general
practitioner actually increased over this period, indicating increasing inequity in the distribution. Over the decade,
the number of relatively under-served areas increased from 67% in 1986 to 79% in 1996. Thus, despite the increasing number of general practitioners overall, the rural and remote parts of Australia became increasingly poorly
served.
Dlouhý [6] analysed the regional distribution of outpatient services in the Czech Republic between 1996 and
2002. The supply of outpatient services was measured by the number of outpatient physicians in full-time equivalents in both independent practices and outpatient hospital departments. As a measure of health need, the population of the region was used. The Gini coefficient and the Robin Hood Index indicated that the overall distribution
of physicians in outpatient services was relatively stable over the period 1996-2002. Total numbers of physicians
in outpatient services may hide inequalities within the medical specialties though. For example in psychiatry, there
were 12.63 psychiatrists per 100,000 inhabitants in Prague, but only 3.24 in the Region of Zlín. The differences of
that magnitude could not be explained by the differences in the health needs, but are rather results of wrong regulatory policies.
The study of OECD [15] presents information on geographic variations in health care utilisation within and
across 13 OECD countries. The analysis focuses on a selected set of high-volume and high-cost health care activities. Health care utilisation is recorded at the patient's place of residence. Hence, the level of use in a given area
cannot be explained by patients receiving treatment in other geographic areas. While the analysis in this study does
not allow to determine precisely how much of these variations are unwarranted, some of these variations are too
large to be explained solely by patient needs and/or preferences [15].
Dlouhý [7] evaluated the inequalities in the geographic distribution of doctors and hospital beds in the European countries. The unit of analysis is the NUTS 2 region. In total, 13 countries were included in the sample
(Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Hungary, Italy, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Spain,
and Turkey). The Robin Hood Index was calculated for selected countries to measure regional inequalities in the
distribution of doctors and hospital beds among the NUTS 2 regions. In 10 of 13 countries, the differences in
regional distribution are higher for doctors than those for hospital beds. Three highest regional inequalities in case
of doctors were found in Slovakia, Hungary, and Turkey. In case of hospital beds, the highest inequalities were
identified in Portugal, Spain, and Poland.
The objective of this study is to show how a resource-allocation DEA model is able to measure the inequalities
in case of multiple resources. The method is applied to inequalities in the distribution of health resources.

2
2.1

Methods and Data
Data Envelopment Analysis

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a method based on the mathematical programming and was originally developed to construct production frontier and evaluate technical efficiency of production units. DEA specifies the
production frontier as the piecewise linear envelopment of the data and constructs efficiency measures based on
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radial uniform contractions or expansions from inefficient observations to the frontier. The DEA model for multiple inputs and outputs was formulated and solved by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes in 1978 [3]. Since 1978 a great
variety of DEA models with various extensions and modifications has been developed. These extensions can be
found, for example, in textbooks such as Charnes, Cooper, Lewin, and Seiford [2], Cooper, Seiford, and Tone [4],
Charnes, Cooper, Zhu [5], Jablonský and Dlouhý [11]. These textbooks also present many examples of applications from both private and public sectors.
Each production unit allocates its resources into a number of inputs to produce various outputs. DEA uses
quantities of inputs consumed and outputs produced to calculate the relative technical efficiency of a production
unit. The relative technical efficiency of the unit is defined as the ratio of its total weighted output to its total
weighted input or, vice versa, as the ratio of its total weighted input to its total weighted output. DEA allows each
production unit to choose its own weights of inputs and outputs in order to maximize its efficiency score. A technically efficient production unit is able to find such weights that it lies on the production frontier. The production
frontier represents the maximum amounts of output that can be produced by given amounts of input (in the output
maximization model) or, alternatively, the minimum amounts of inputs required to produce the given amount of
output (in the input minimization model).
For each production unit, the DEA model calculates the efficiency score; determines the relative weights of
inputs and outputs; and identifies peers for each production unit that is not technically efficient. The peers of a
technically inefficient production unit are technically efficient production units with similar combinations of inputs
and outputs. The peers serve as benchmarks, which show potential improvements that the technically inefficient
production unit can attain. Because the peers are real production units, one can expect that the efficiency improvements should be attainable by the inefficient units.
A construction of a production frontier and calculation of the efficiency score by the constant returns-to-scale
DEA model are shown in Figure 1. Let us suppose there are three production units A, B, and C. These production
units produce the same level of single output with two inputs A = (10, 10), B = (30, 5), and C = (20, 10). The
production units A and B are technically efficient and they both lie on the production frontier. The production unit
C uses more inputs than it is technically necessary; therefore, this unit lies above the production frontier and is
technically inefficient. The units A and B are the peers showing to unit C how to reduce both inputs to be technically
efficient. The hypothetical production unit C* is a linear combination of real units A and B. The hypothetical
production unit C* = (16.67, 8.33) shows the alternative in which all inputs of original unit C are reduced proportionately. However, it should be noticed that unit C can achieve technical efficiency by moving to any position on
the production frontier.

20
input 2

A
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C
C*

B

0
0

5
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35

40

input 1
Figure 1 Efficiency Frontier (2 inputs, 1 output)

The so-called CCR DEA model assumes constant returns to scale. Let us have the set of n production units
that use m inputs to produce r outputs. The mathematical formulation of the output-oriented version of the CCR
DEA model [3] for production unit q is:
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Minimize
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k

(2)

y kq  1,

k 1

uk   , i = 1, 2, …, r,
vi   , j = 1, 2, …, m.
where φq is the efficiency score, xij is the amount of input i used by production unit j, ykj is the amount of output k
produced by production unit j, and  is infinitesimal constant. The output weights ui and input weights vj are
variables in the DEA model. In the output-oriented model, the efficiency score φq is one if the unit q is technically
efficient, and is greater than one if the unit is technical inefficient. The efficiency score measures a size of output
expansion that makes unit q technically efficient. In the input-oriented model, the efficiency score is one if the unit
q is technically efficient, and is lower than one if the unit is technical inefficient The obtain efficiency scores for
all units, the model (2) has to be solved for each production unit q = 1, 2, ..., n.
The DEA models originally assume input and output independence. However, in some cases, total input or
total output is fixed. Let us suppose one output that represent a total budget TB, which is fixed and should be
distributed by the higher authority among n units based on their inputs. If some money are additionally allocated
to one unit, then budgets of other units have to be reduced. That is why this model is called as the Zero sum gains
DEA model (ZSG DEA). In the ZSG DEA model, the described resource allocation problem is solved by making
such allocation that all units become technically efficient [1, 9, 10, 14]. In the first step, the amount TB/n is allocated to each unit and we solve an output-oriented DEA model with the single constant output and original inputs.
In the second step, each unit obtains individual budget, which is calculated as (φq /Σφq)TB. All units are now
technically efficient, which means that total budget was distributed efficiently.

2.2

The DEA-Based Inequality Measure

Let us suppose that we want to measure inequality in geographical distribution in case of multiple resources.
By using traditional measures introduced in section 1.1 separately for each resource, we will miss the possibility
of substitution between resources. For example, the health resources as doctors and nurses are, at least to some
extent, substitutes. Hence the region with fewer doctors may compensate such disadvantage by larger number of
nurses. To cope with cases with multiple resources, one can use multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) and
set the nationwide resource weights. More flexible approaches to estimate resource substitution are econometric
modelling and DEA. In this paper, we will concentrate on DEA.
Let us have a situation with two resources (inputs) and one output that can be illustrated by Figure 1. Production
units A, B, and C are now geographical areas (regions), hence the output is the regional population that serves as
an estimation of need. According to the DEA methodology, regions A and B that lie on the production frontier are
technically efficient, and region C is inefficient with the output-oriented efficiency score φ3 = 1.2. A higher level
of inefficiency in this situation represents a higher level of resources that are available for regional population. The
efficiency score of the output-oriented model, which is greater than one, expresses the excess of resources above
the most badly served regions that are represented by the set of DEA efficient units. The efficiency score φq = 1.2
means that the given combination of resources is able to serve a 20% larger population or that there is a 20%
excess of resources in the given region. By the efficiency score, multiple resources are now summarized to a single
number that can enter the Robin Hood Index calculation.
The output-oriented ZSG DEA model with two inputs (doctors and hospital beds) and one output (regional
population) now calculates efficiency scores φq that are used to estimate resource-efficient levels of regional populations. The total population of the country, which is naturally a fixed output, is allocated to all regions so that
they become technically efficient with the given levels of resources. In other words it means equal distribution of
resources.
The result of the ZSG DEA model can be used for the calculation of the Robin Hood Index by formula (1),
where πi is the real population proportion, and ρi is the population proportion estimated by the ZSG DEA model.
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Thus as inequality measure uses the percentage of the country population that has to move from highly technically
efficient regions to technically inefficient regions to achieve technical efficiency for all regions.

2.3

Data

The chosen unit of analysis is the NUTS 2 region. The NUTS classification (Nomenclature of territorial units for
statistics) is a hierarchical system for dividing up the economic territory of the EU. The NUTS classification is
defined only for the Member States of the EU. Eurostat, in agreement with the countries concerned, also defines a
coding of Statistical Regions for countries that do not belong to the EU but are either candidate countries awaiting
accession to the EU or countries belonging to the European Free Trade Association. The NUTS 2013 classification
is valid from 1 January 2015 and lists 98 regions at NUTS 1, 276 regions at NUTS 2 and 1342 regions at NUTS 3
level.
All data come from 2013 and were obtained from the Eurostat regional statistics [8]. The sample include seven
countries: Austria. Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, France, Poland, Spain, and Turkey). To avoid outliers, we excluded the French overseas territories and Spanish regions of Ciudad Autónoma de Ceuta and Ciudad Autónoma
de Melilla. Further, we joined together data on two NUTS 2 regions in cases if the region of the capital was located
inside another region. We assume that the population of such neighbouring regions use frequently health services
in the capital. This assumption was used in two cases: Prague and Central Bohemia (Czech Republic), Wien and
Niederösterreich (Austria).

3

Application

The basic country characteristics are in Table 1. In this study we will consider two health resources: doctors and
hospital beds. The highest relative level of resources is found in Austria. On the contrary, the lowest level of health
resources is in Turkey. We assume that substitution between doctors and hospital beds is possible. In a region with
more doctors, the intensity of care is higher, so a lower number of hospital beds is needed and vice versa.

Country
Austria
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
France
Poland
Spain
Turkey

Population
8 451 860
7 284 552
10 516 125
63 697 865
38 062 535
46 559 731
75 627 384

Number of Regions (adjusted)
8
6
7
22
16
17
26

Doctors
per 1000
5.01
3.77
3.69
3.35
2.24
3.81
1.77

Hospital Beds
per 1000
7.67
6.29
6.46
6.34
6.58
2.96
2.67

Table 1 Basic Country Characteristics
The method is applied to seven countries described in the data section. The number of regions (units in the DEA
evaluation) for each country was already defined in Table 1. First, the ZSG DEA model was calculated. Secondly, the Robin Hood Index was calculated as a difference between real population proportion πi and predicted
population proportion ρi obtained from the ZSG DEA model. For a comparison, the RHIs were calculated separately for doctors and hospital beds by the traditional approach. As expected, the DEA-based RHIs showed lower
inequality than separate RHIs (Table 2).

Country
Austria
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
France
Poland
Spain
Turkey

Robin Hood Index
Doctors
6.46
4.16
6.38
5.99
5.45
8.46
9.55

Robin Hood Index
Hospital beds
4.32
4.07
2.45
3.45
8.16
8.68
7.71

Table 2 Robin Hood Index
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Robin Hood Index
ZSG-DEA
3.47
3.94
2.45
3.28
4.39
8.46
7.71
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4

Conclusion

The DEA-based inequality measure was formulated on the basis of resource-allocation ZSG DEA model. The
inequality measure was calculated for seven European countries to measure regional inequalities in the distribution
of doctors and hospital beds. In all seven countries, the DEA-based Robin Hood Index was the same or lower level
of inequality. There are two areas of further research: first, the possible use of other DEA models for inequality
measurement; second, formulations of the DEA-based versions of other inequality measures.
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Solvability of interval max-plus matrix equations
Emı́lia Draženská 1 2
Abstract. Max-plus algebra is an algebraic structure in which the usual operations of
multiplication and addition of two numbers are replaced by the operations arithmetical
addition and selection of the greater of the two numbers, respectively. Many situations
of daily life can be described by max-plus equations. Especially, equation in which
intervals can be substituted for the exact numbers, because it is often useful. So, we
assume such a matrices, in which numbers will be replaced by intervals, it is called an
interval matrices. And we will study solvability of interval matrix equations. There
are several types of solvability of interval max-plus matrix equation. In this paper, we
give necessary and sufficient conditions for four of them.
Keywords: max-plus algebra, interval matrix eguations, solvability
JEL classification: C02
AMS classification: 15A18; 15A80; 65G30

1

Motivation

Many discrete event dynamic systems can be described using max-plus algebra. Max-plus algebra is an algebraic
structure in which the usual operations of multiplication and addition of two numbers are replaced by addition and
maximum, respectively.
Results of the solvability of max-plus linear equations A ⊗ x = b, where A is a matrix, b and x are vectors, appeared several years ago. Systems of max-plus linear equations are used in several branches of applied
mathematics.
In this paper, we study two-sided matrix equations in the form A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B, where A, B, and C are given
matrices and X is an unknown matrix. In following example, we give one of possible application of such a matrix
equation.
Example 1. Consider the manufacturing company that carries its three types of products in three places P1 , P2 ,
and P3 . Every product is placed in two warehouses W1 and W2 . Afterwards, they are loaded into two trucks T1
and T2 which deliver products to three shops S1 , S2 and S3 (see Figure 1).
In Figure 1, there is an arrow from Pi to Wj if the products made in the place Pi are stored in warehouse Wj .
If products from warehouse Wj are loaded on a truck Tk , then there is an arrow from Wj to Tk . And, there is an
arrow from Tk to Sl , if the truck Tk expedites a products to the shop Sl (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2; l = 1, 2, 3).
The symbols above or below the arrows, aij (ckl ), express the time needed to transport goods from place Pi to
warehouse Wj (from truck Tk to shop Sl ). The time needed to transport goods from warehouse Wj to truck Tk is
denoted by xjk . Then, total time needed to transport goods from place Pi to shop Sl is aij + xjk + ckl .
Let us denoted by bil the time needed to transport from place Pi to shop Sl To arrange the transportation for
all products made in P1 to the shops, the following equations must be satisfied:
max{a11 + x11 + c11 , a11 + x12 + c21 , a12 + x21 + c11 , a12 + x22 + c21 } = b11 .
max{a11 + x11 + c12 , a12 + x21 + c12 } = b12 ,
max{a11 + x12 + c23 , a12 + x22 + c23 } = b13 ,

(1)

Similar equalities must be satisfied to arrange the transportation for all products from P2 and P3 to the shops
S1 , S2 and S3 .
In general, let us suppose that there are m places P1 , P2 , . . . , Pm , n warehouses W1 , W2 , . . . , Wn , s trucks
T1 , T2 , . . . , Ts , and r shops S1 , S2 , . . . , Sr . If there is no connection from Pi to Wj (from Tk to Sl ), we put
aij = −∞ (ckl = −∞). Let us introduce the following notations: sets M = {1, 2, . . . , m}, N = {1, 2, . . . , n},
R = {1, 2, . . . , r}, and S = {1, 2, . . . , s}.

So, we would like to determine times xjk for any j ∈ N and for any k ∈ S such that the maximum of total
transport time from Pi to Sl is equal to a given number bil for any i ∈ M and for any l ∈ R. Thus,
max {aij + xjk + ckl } = bil .

j∈N, l∈S
1
2

(2)
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2

Max-plus algebra

Max-plus algebra is the triple (R, ⊕, ⊗), where
R = R ∪ {−∞}, a ⊕ b = max{a, b} and a ⊗ b = a + b.
The set of all m × n matrices over R is denoted by R(m, n) and the set of all column n-vectors over R by
R(n).
Operations ⊕ and ⊗ are extended to matrices and vectors in the same way as in the classical algebra. We will
consider the ordering ≤ on the sets R(m, n) and R(n) defined as follows:
• for any A, C ∈ R(m, n) : A ≤ C if and only if aij ≤ cij for each i ∈ M and for each j ∈ N ,
• for any x, y ∈ R(n) : x ≤ y if and only if xj ≤ yj for each j ∈ N .

We will use the monotonicity of ⊗. That means:
for each A, C ∈ R(m, n) and B, D ∈ R(n, s): if A ≤ C and B ≤ D, then A ⊗ B ≤ C ⊗ D.

3

Interval matrix equations

Let A ∈ R(m, n), B ∈ R(m, r) and C ∈ R(m, n) be matrices with elements aij , bik , and clk , respectively. We
rewrite the system of equalities (2) from Example 1 in the matrix form
(3)

A⊗X ⊗C =B

Based on the real situation, often, the elements of given matrices in the system of equations are not numbers,
but intervals of numbers. So, in this paper, we will deal with the solvability of interval max-plus matrix equations.
Similarly to [1], [2], [5], [6] we define interval matrices A, B, C, X in following way:


A = [A, A] = A ∈ R(m, n); A ≤ A ≤ A , B = [B, B] = B ∈ R(m, r); B ≤ B ≤ B ,
C = [C, C] =



C ∈ R(s, r); C ≤ C ≤ C ,

X = [X, X] =

We will write the notation

A⊗X ⊗C =B



X ∈ R(n, s); X ≤ X ≤ X .
(4)

for the set of all matrix equations of the form (3) such that A ∈ A, B ∈ B, and C ∈ C and each solution is
required from the set X. We call (5) an interval max-plus matrix equation.
A special case of (4) is
in which X ∈ R(n, s).

A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B,
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4

T3, T8, T9, and T10 Solvability

In [4] and in [3], there were studied several solvability concepts of (5). In this paper, we will deal with the
solvability of (4). We define some types of solvability.
Definition 1. Interval max-plus matrix equation in the form (4) is
• T10 solvable if and only if for each X ∈ R(n, s), for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C the product A ⊗ X ⊗ C
lies in B;
• T3 solvable if and only if for each X ∈ R(n, s) there exists B ∈ B such that for each A ∈ A and for each
C ∈ C holds A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B.
• T8 solvable if and only if for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C there exist B ∈ B such that for each
X ∈ R(n, s) holds A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B.
• T9 solvable if and only if there exist B ∈ B such that for each A ∈ A, for each C ∈ C and for each
X ∈ R(n, s) holds A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B.
Theorem 1. Interval max-plus matrix equation (4) is T10 solvable if and only if the system of inequalities
A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≥ B,

(6)

A⊗X ⊗C ≤B

(7)

and
are satisfied.

Proof. T10 solvability means that the system of inequalities B ≤ A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ B holds for each A ∈ A, C ∈ C
and for each X ∈ X. The left inequality holds for each A ∈ A, C ∈ C and for each X ∈ X if and only if it holds
for A = A, C = C and X = X. Thus, the inequality (6) is true. Similarly, the validity of the right inequality is
equivalent to (7).
(uv)

For a given u ∈ M, v ∈ N denote the matrix A(uv) = (aij ), where
(uv)
(aij )

Lemma 1. Let A ∈ A. Then

=

A=

(

M

for i = u, j = v,
otherwise.

aij
aij

u∈N,v∈S

(auv − auv ) ⊗ A(uv) .

(8)

Proof. Let i ∈ M, j ∈ N . Then
M

u∈N,v∈S

=

M

(u,v)6=(i,j)

=

(auv − auv ) ⊗ A(uv) = [

u∈N,v∈S

(uv) 

(auv − auv ) ⊗ aij

M

M

(auv − auv ) ⊗ A(uv) ]ij =
(ij)

⊕ ((aij − aij ) ⊗ aij ) =

u∈N,v∈S

(uv)

(auv − auv ) ⊗ aij

=


(auv − auv ) ⊗ aij ⊕ ((aij − aij ) ⊗ aij ) =

(u,v)6=(i,j)


(auv − auv + aij ) ⊕ (aij − aij + aij ) =

(u,v)6=(i,j)

M

M

M

(u,v)6=(i,j)


(auv − auv + aij ) ⊕ aij = aij ,

because auv − auv + aij ≤ aij ≤ aij . So, the equality (8) is satisfied.
It is easy to see, using definitions of the T3, T10 and T8 solvability, that the T10 solvability is a necessary
condition for T3 solvability and also for T8 solvability.
Lemma 2. Interval max-plus matrix equation (4) is T3 solvable if and only if interval max-plus matrix equation
(4) is T10 solvable and the equality
A⊗X ⊗C =A⊗X ⊗C
(9)
is satisfied for each X ∈ X.
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Proof. The T10 solvability implies that A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≥ A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≥ B and A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ B.
It means that A ⊗ X ⊗ C ∈ B and A ⊗ X ⊗ C ∈ B for each X ∈ X. Let X ∈ X be fixed. The existence of
B ∈ B such that for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C the equality A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B is satisfied means that the
products A ⊗ X ⊗ C are equal to each other for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C, which is equivalent to (9).
Theorem 2. Interval max-plus matrix equation (4) is T3 solvable if and only if interval max-plus matrix equation
(4) is T10 solvable and
(10)
A ⊗ X (uv) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (uv) ⊗ C
for each u ∈ N, v ∈ S.

Proof. Suppose that A ⊗ X (uv) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (uv) ⊗ C for each u ∈ N, v ∈ S and interval max-plus matrix
equation (4) is T10 solvable. According to Lemma 8 we get

A⊗X ⊗C =A⊗
=

M

u∈N,v∈S



M

u∈N,v∈S


(xuv − xuv ) ⊗ X (uv) ⊗ C =

(xuv − xuv ) ⊗ (A ⊗ X (uv) ⊗ C) = A ⊗



M

u∈N,v∈S

M

u∈N,v∈S

(xuv − xuv ) ⊗ (A ⊗ X (uv) ⊗ C) =


(xuv − xuv ) ⊗ X (uv) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X ⊗ C

for each x ∈ X. By Lemma 2 interval system (4) is T3 solvable.
The converse implication is easy.

Lemma 3. Interval max-plus matrix equation (4) is T8 solvable if and only if interval max-plus matrix equation
(4) is T10 solvable and
A⊗X ⊗C =A⊗X ⊗C
(11)
for every A ∈ A and for every C ∈ C.

Proof. The T10 solvability and the monotonicity of ⊗ imply that A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≥ B and A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ B for each
A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C. Let A ∈ A and C ∈ C be arbitrary, but fixed. Then the existence of B ∈ B such
that for each X ∈ X the equality A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B is satisfied means that the products A ⊗ X ⊗ C are the same
for each X ∈ X, which is equivalent to (11).
Theorem 3. Interval max-plus matrix equation (4) is T8 solvable if and only if interval max-plus matrix equation
(4) is T10 solvable and the equality
A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗ C (lk) = A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗ C (lk)

(12)

holds for each i ∈ M, j ∈ N, k ∈ R, l ∈ S.
Proof. Suppose that equality (12) is satisfied for each i ∈ M, j ∈ N and interval max-plus matrix equation (4) is
T10 solvable. Using Lemma 8 (ii) we have
A⊗X ⊗C =
=

M
i,j

=

M 

i,j,k,l

M

M

(aij − aij ) ⊗ A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗
(clk − clk ) ⊗ C (lk) =
i,j

l,k



(aij − aij ) ⊗ A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗


((aij −aij )⊗(clk −clk ))⊗A(ij) ⊗X ⊗C (lk) =

M
l,k

M 

i,j,k,l


(clk − clk ) ⊗ C (lk) =


((aij −aij )⊗(clk −clk ))⊗A(ij) ⊗X ⊗C (lk) =

M

M

=
(aij − aij ) ⊗ A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗
(clk − clk ) ⊗ C (lk) = A ⊗ X ⊗ C
i,j

l,k

Thus, by Lemma 3, interval max-plus matrix equation (4) is T8 solvable.

Theorem 4. Interval max-plus matrix equation (4) is T9 solvable if and only if interval max-plus matrix equation
(4) is T10 solvable and
A ⊗ X ⊗ C = A ⊗ X ⊗ C.
(13)
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Proof. If interval max-plus matrix equation (4) is T10 solvable and A ⊗ X ⊗ C = A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B, then
B = A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B for every X ∈ X. We get A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B ∈ B for every
A ∈ A, for every C ∈ C and for every X ∈ X. Thus, there exists the matrix B such that for every A ∈ A, for
every C ∈ C and for every X ∈ X, the equality A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B is true.
The converse implication is easy to see.

Theorems 1, 4, 3, and 2 give an effective algorithms for checking T10, T9, T8, and T3 solvability for a given
interval max-plus matrix equation. In the next theorem, we suppose that m = r = s = n.
Theorem 5. There are algorithms which decide whether the given interval max-plus matrix equation is
• T 10 solvable or T 9 solvable in O(n3 ) steps,
• T 3 solvable in O(n5 ) steps,
• T 8 solvable in O(n7 ) steps.
Proof. We need O(n3 ) arithmetic operations for matrix multiplications. Checking matrix inequalities requires
O(n2 ) arithmetic operations. To determine wheather the given interval max-plus matrix equation is or not T10
solvable, it is necessary to verify inequalities (6), (7). Hence, the complexity is O(n3 ) + O(n2 ) = O(n3 ).
To check the T3 solvability, we need to verify the equation (10) for n2 ordered pairs (u, v). So, the complexity
is n2 · O(n3 ) = O(n5 ).
Similarly, the complexity of checking T8 solvability, using Theorem 3, is n4 · O(n3 ) = O(n7 ).

Example 2. Let
A=

[2, 2]
[−1, 0]

[−3, −2]
[1, 1]

!

[1, 2]
[0, 3]

,B =

[2, 3]
[1, 3]

!

[1, 1]
[0, 1]

,C =

[1, 1]
[1, 1]

!

[−1, −1]
[0, 0]

,X =

[−2, −1]
[−2, −1]

Using previous theorems, we determine T10, T9, T8, and T3 solvability of interval matrix equation A⊗X⊗C = B.
Solution: At first, we use Theorem 1 and Theorem 4. We obtain
!
!
2 2
2 2
A⊗X ⊗C =
≥ B, A ⊗ X ⊗ C =
≤ B,
2 2
2 2

A ⊗ X ⊗ C = A ⊗ X ⊗ C.

Thus, the given interval matrix equation is T10 solvable and also it is T9 solvable.
Next, we compute
X

(11)

−1
0

=

−2
−2

!

,

X

(12)

−1
0

=

−1
−2

!

,

X

(21)

=

−1
0

−2
−2

!

,

X

(22)

−1
0

=

!

−2
−1

.

We calculate the following products
A⊗X

(11)

⊗C =A⊗X

(11)

⊗C =

2 2
2 2

!

= A ⊗ X (12) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (12) ⊗ C =

= A ⊗ X (21) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (21) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (22) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (22) ⊗ C.
Since the equation (10) is satisfied for all j ∈ N, l ∈ S, we apply the Theorem 2, so, the given interval system
is T3 solvable.
At last, using Theorem 3, we show that the given interval system is also T8 solvable.
!
!
!
2 −3
2 −2
2 −3
(11)
(12)
(21)
A
=
A
=
A
=
A(22) =
−1
1
−1
1
0
1
and
C

(11)

=

1
0

1
1

!

C

(12)

=

1 1
0 1

!

C

Since, for every i ∈ M, j ∈ N, k ∈ R, l ∈ S the products
135

(21)

=

1
1

1
1

!

C

(22)

=

−3
1

2
−1
1 1
0 1

!

.

!

,

!

.
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A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗ C (lk) =

2
2

2
2

!

and

A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗ C (lk) =

2
2

2
2

!

are the same, the given interval system is T8 solvable.
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Diversification problem
in mean-variance-skewness portfolio models
Renata Dudzińska-Baryła1, Donata Kopańska-Bródka2,
Ewa Michalska3
Abstract. In Markowitz’s portfolio selection model only two parameters of distributions of rate of return are taken into account. In practice those distributions are
mainly asymmetric, so the models which take into account only the mean and variance lack important features of portfolios. We propose a portfolio selection model
which maximises the expected value and skewness and minimises the variance. Parametric analysis of the level of diversification allows us to study the stability of the
structure of optimal portfolios in relation to the investor preferences regarding the
expected return and skewness. In this paper we determine the optimal portfolios of
stocks listed on Warsaw Stock Exchange, which have the same degree of diversification. We show that consideration of skewness in the efficient portfolio analysis
changes the degree of diversification of optimal portfolios. The greater the strength
of preferences for skewness the lower the degree of portfolio diversification.
Keywords: skewness, diversification, stock portfolio.
JEL Classification: G11
AMS Classification: 91G10

1

Introduction

The classical Markowitz approach to portfolio optimization bases on the mean-variance criterion and the assumption that random rates of return are normally distributed. In investment practice when asymmetric distributions are observed the accuracy of model which bases on only the first two moments of rate of return’s distribution is questionable. Several alternative approaches to incorporate the asymmetry of the distribution of rates of
return in investment decisions is widely considered, e.g. in [1, 20]. The preferences of a decision maker who
chooses from a set of random variants with asymmetric distributions can be expressed by the higher order moments of the probability distributions. Decision makers prefer those variants that correspond to the higher values
of odd moments (expected value, skewness) and lower values of even moments (variance, kurtosis).
Most of distributions of rates of return are asymmetric and have fat tails which corresponds to large skewness
or kurtosis. Maximization of skewness expresses the basic preferences of a decision maker, which is an increase
of the chances of achieving above-average rates of return. Skewness measured by the third central moment has
been considered in the models of optimal portfolios since the early 1970s [3, 8, 14, 11, 19]. However, the development of computer-aided numerical tools has led to increasing the number of publications in which authors use
higher order moments of rates to analyze optimal portfolios [2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17].
The mean-variance criterion states that investors should always choose an efficient portfolio. In the case
where only the first two moments are considered and the short sale is not allowed the efficient frontier is a curve
in two-dimensional space and can be defined by corner portfolios. These portfolios divide the efficient frontier
into sets of portfolios of the same structure, which means that the degree of diversification of portfolios in
a given subset (measured by the number of elements with positive share) is the same, and this division depends
only on the non-negative values of a certain parameter [5]. For the portfolio selection model with the first three
moments in the objective function the efficient frontier is a surface in the three-dimensional space for which the
definition of corner portfolios does not make sense. However, it remains the issue of identifying such subsets of
portfolios from this surface for which the degree of diversification is the same, so the purpose of the article is to
analyze the degree of diversification of the efficient portfolios in the three-dimensional space. The problem will
be illustrated by an empirical example based on data from the Warsaw Stock Exchange.
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2

Models for selecting efficient portfolios

Potential

components

of

the

portfolios

are

stocks

whose

random

rates

of

return

Ri

( i  1, ..., N ) form a vector R  [ R1 , R2 , ..., R N ] , assuming that the expected values E[ Ri ]   . Vector of stock
shares in the portfolio is x  [ x1 , x 2 , ..., x N ] for x1  x 2  ...  x N  1 and xi  0 for i  1, ..., N . The rate of
return of a portfolio is a random variable with the distribution generated by the random rates of return of portfolio components and equals R P  R1 x1  R2 x 2  ...  R N x N .
The expected value of the portfolio random rate of return ( E ( R P ) ) is the first order moment, while the variance of the portfolio ( VP ) is the second central moment of the portfolio random rate of return. As a measure of
skewness of the portfolio random rate of return the third central moment is assumed. The skewness of portfolio
can be written as
S P  E[ R p  E ( R p )] 3  x  M 3  ( x T  x T )

where

the

symbol



denotes

the

Kroneckera

T

product.

Elements

(1)
of

the

(N  N 2 )

matrix

T

M 3  E[(R  E( R ))  ( R  E( R ))  (R  E( R )) )] are the third central moments and the co-skewnesses of the
random rates of return of stocks. The measure of the skewness of the random rate of return of the portfolio can
also be presented as the following sum
N

N

N

S P   sijk xi x j xk

(2)

i 1 j 1 k 1

where s ijk  E[( Ri  E ( Ri ))( R j  E ( R j ))( Rk  E ( Rk ))] , for i, j, k  1, ..., N .
The two objective problem of maximizing the expected value and minimizing variance is reduced to a one
objective model of maximizing the linear utility function with respect to the first two moments of the distribution
of portfolio rate of return in the form
u (E, V )  E ( R P )  VP

(3)

where parameter  is non-negative. The function (3) is increasing with respect to the expected value and decreasing with respect to the variance. The set of efficient portfolios can be determined by solving a quadratic
optimization model:
E( R P )  VP  max
N

 xi  1

(4)

i 1

xi  0 ,

i  1,...,N

by changing the value of parameter  in interval 0;) . However, to determine the entire efficient frontier it is
enough to determine the set of corner portfolios. The necessary condition for two efficient portfolios to be adjacent corner portfolios is that their compositions vary by exactly one share included or excluded. The methodology of determining the corner portfolios has been presented in details in [5, 12, 18].
Changing the value of parameter  the solutions of problem (4) are efficient portfolios and their parameters
E ( R P ) and VP determine the line of the efficient frontier. The ranges of parameter  for which efficient portfolios have the same structure can be specified. If an investor is interested only in portfolios that contain K shares
then it is sufficient to choose the appropriate segment of the efficient frontier between two adjacent corner portfolios, one of which is made up of K shares and the other of K  1 shares. If, however, the investor's preference
is expressed by assuming values of the first or second moment then it is possible to determine the degree of diversification of the portfolio based on the structure of the corner portfolios. The graphic illustration of such situation is presented in Fig. 1. The corner portfolios are marked with dots. If the investor prefers portfolio with expected return  then his efficient portfolio (Fig. 1a) contains as many shares as portfolio Pm or Pm1 . Similarly,
the investor can determine the degree of portfolio diversification when he defines his risk preferences at level 
(Fig. 1b).
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E(RP)

(b)

E(RP)

(a)

Pm-1

Pm-1
Pm

Pm


Pm+1

Pm+1

VP



VP

Figure 1 Efficient portfolios that correspond to the investor’s preference for the expected value or variance

The problem of selecting efficient portfolio which both maximizes the expected return and skewness as well
as minimizes the variance can be stated as:
E( R P )  VP  S P  max
N

 xi  1

(5)

i 1

xi  0

dla i  1,  , N

where   0 and   0 .
If   0 the solutions of the model (5) are efficient portfolios in the risk-skewness plane. For   0 the Markowitz’s model (4) is obtained. In turn, for   0 and   0 a global minimum risk portfolio is the solution of
the model (5).
For   0 and   0 the objective in the model (5) takes into account all three moments of the portfolio random rate of return and the efficient frontier is the surface in the three-dimensional space. Determining the surface is subject to great numerical difficulties because it requires solving problems that are not convex and that
surface cannot be characterized by corner portfolios. The authors of [4] have proposed some solution to this
problem and the geometrical interpretation of efficient portfolios in the three-dimensional space.

3

Diversification of optimal portfolios with mean-variance-skewness
criterion

In this study on the optimal structure of portfolios based on the model (5) our data set contains daily returns from
the first quarter of 2016 for 13 shares listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange. These shares are components of the
WIG20 index. Calculations were made in the SAS software using one of the NLPC solver algorithm - Newtontype method with linear search and self-prepared programs.
Values of parameters  and  in model (5) were from intervals 0; 140 and 0; 85 with precision 0.5. For
values beyond these upper limits only one-share portfolios were obtained.
When the investor takes into account two characteristics of portfolios, i.e. expected return and risk or skewness and risk, the efficient frontier is the curve and it is relatively easy to relate the degree of diversification of
efficient portfolios with those parameters.
First, we analyzed the degree of diversification of the efficient portfolios in the risk-return plane. Table 1
presents the relationship between the number of shares constituting the efficient portfolios and intervals of their
expected returns and variances. For efficient portfolios obtained for the variance-skewness criterion (when
  0 ) the relationship between the degree of diversification and the parameters of distribution are presented in
table 2.
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Degree of diversification K
2
3
4
5
6
7

Expected return
E( RP )
0.4185-0.4515
0.4132-0.4184
0.3679-0.4131
0.3648-0.3678
0.3565-0.3647
0.2560-0.3564

Variance
VP
5.1891-8.3144
4.9308-5.1890
3.2009-4.9307
3.1122-3.2008
2.8880-3.1121
1.2062-2.8879

Degree of diversification K
8
9
10
11
12
13

Expected return
E( RP )
0,2537-0,2559
0.2402-0.2536
0.2165-0.2401
0.1699-0.2164
0.1512-0.1698
N/A

Variance
VP
1,1891-1,2061
1.1003-1.1890
0.9866-1.1002
0.8806-0.9865
0.8723-0.8805
N/A

Table 1 Degree of diversification, expected return and variance for efficient portfolios based on (5) for   0
Degree of diversification K
2
3
4
5
6
7

Skewness
SP
5.6564-5.7197
4.6860-5.6563
3.6369-4.6859
3.5421-3.6368
2.7740-3.5420
1.2564-2.7739

Variance
VP
3.7401-3.9642
2.8072-3.7400
2.1445-2.8071
2.0964-2,1444
1.7317-2.0963
1.0789-1.7316

Degree of diversification K
8
9
10
11
12
13

Skewness
SP
0.9062-1.2563
0.7656-0.9061
0.6021-0.7655
0.5315-0,6020
0.3813-0.5314
N/A

Variance
VP
0.9543-1.0788
0.9178-0.9542
0.8876-0.9177
0.8795-0.8875
0.8723-0.8794
N/A

Table 2 Degree of diversification, skewness and variance for efficient portfolios based on (5) for   0

To analyze the diversification of optimal portfolios based on the model (5) the map of the degree of diversification of portfolios can be used. Figure 2 shows an example of a map of the degree of diversification of efficient portfolios for a selected intervals of parameters    0;30 and    0;1.5 . Single-color areas correspond
to portfolios of the same structure, for example the black area corresponds to the most diversified portfolios (at
least 10 shares). For the selected degree of diversification of the portfolio, the investor can read the range of
corresponding values of the parameters  and  .

Figure 2 Map of the degree of the diversification of optimal portfolios for    0;30 and    0;1.5

Based on the map in Figure 2, it is possible to analyze the relationship between the strength of the preference
with respect to the rate of return or the skewness and the degree of portfolio diversification. The strength of the
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investor's preference for a portfolio's rate of return is expressed by the value of the parameter  , while the value
of the parameter  expresses the strength of the preference for the skewness. For a fixed value of  e.g. 0.4,
with the increase of the strength of preference for the portfolio’s rate of return (the increase in the parameter  ),
the degree of diversification of the portfolio changes by one share added or excluded (Fig. 3a), similarly as for
corner portfolios. Generally, it can be said that more diversified portfolios correspond to smaller values of  .
Similar conclusions can be drawn for a fixed value of parameter  e.g.   6 (Fig. 3b). The low strength of
preferences for skewness corresponds to the more diversified portfolios (9 to 11 shares), and with the increase in
the strength of preference for the third moment, the degree of portfolio diversification is rapidly decreasing.
(a) for   0,4

K

(b) for   6
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Figure 3 The degree of the diversification of optimal portfolios for mean-variance-skewness criterion

For any assumed levels of strength of preference for the expected rate of return of the portfolio or the skewness (expressed by the values of parameters  and  ), it is possible to graph the degree of diversification of
effective portfolios with respect to the strength of preference for skewness or rate of return.

4

Conclusions

In this study our main objective is to show the relationship between the degree of diversification and the parameters of the efficient portfolios. The higher order moments of the probability distribution are necessary in an adequate analysis of the portfolios selection. The use of only the expected value and variance is justified if those
characteristics are sufficient to determine the probability distribution function. This applies only to normal and
uniform distribution.
The need to take into account the skewness in choosing the optimal portfolio has its empirical and theoretical
justification. In most cases, distributions of rates of return are asymmetric. Maximization of skewness expresses
the basic preferences of a decision maker, which is an increase of the chances of achieving above-average rates
of return. However, determining an efficient frontier for an optimization model in which the objective function
depends on three moments of probability distribution is difficult and rarely performed due to the lack of a suitable algorithm.
One of the basic steps in the portfolio construction is to determine the structure and thus to determine the
number of shares which form a portfolio. Linking the degree of diversification of efficient portfolios to the corresponding values of the model parameters (5) allows the investor to identify the optimal portfolio that corresponds to his or her preference for the portfolio structure. Taking into account in the portfolio analysis the third
central moments of the distributions influences the degree of diversification. The greater the strength of preference for skewness, the more diversified the portfolios are. Also, with the increase in the value of the parameters
 and  the number of components in the portfolios changes by one share.
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Quantification of latent variables based on relative
interaction between players
Marek Dvořák 1 , Petr Fiala2
Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method for estimating a relative player ranking
based on a series of finished games played in a bigger tournament. The players ’score’
in a game is an unobservable latent variable and the only way to measure it is indirectly
through a result of a match played between two players. In these matches a definite
winner can be determined, thus we do not consider games which could end up with
a tie. We have also developed a model to measure tournament transitivity and player
consistency. Since the player ranking is a one dimensional value, their ordering has
to be transitive, but the results of the tournament in general may not conform to this
notion. This would result in estimations with very high variance. Our measures take
both the transitivity and player estimation variance into account. We have also applied
those models to several real world tournaments and their results to test our approach
on real data.
Keywords: Player ranking, latent variable, transitivity, consistency, probability
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Player raking systems are a branch of multi criteria decision making system which aim to accurately describe
players based on results of series of games already played between those players. The goal is usually to estimate
some latent variable that cannot be directly observable, or such observation is very difficult. The only available
metric is usually a result of one match between two players, but their individual score in this game is usually
unknown. What is more, such score is also usually a result of interaction between two such competing players
and this is highly relative and directly unusable in absolute player quality quantification. A player is described
using several variables which define a probability distribution because his individual performance is probabilistic
in nature.
Many tournaments are basically setting themselves to determine the relative comparison between such latent
variables which often results in some sort of rudimentary sorting. This is usually determined by round robin or
elimination tournaments from which a winner is determined with runner-ups alongside. This is often a rudimentary
ordinal sorting lacking any cardinal information. With elimination tournaments, the lower places may lack even
such distinction.
Many algorithms were devised to estimate such latent player variables, most notably ELO [2] or Glicko [3]
family ranking algorithms. These types of algorithm however try to estimate player rankings online, over long period of time and and take the long-time shift of latent variables into consideration. This paper begins by proposing
an algorithm to determine static latent variables holistically by looking at all the available data at once. Then there
is also a demonstration of this algorithm to show it working on a real world tournament that was held.

2

Latent variables

A player i is associated with random normal distribuition:
Xi , . . . , Xn ∼ N (µi , σi2 )

(1)

A player’s individual plays would be samples from this particular distribution xki if they were directly observable. A mean value µi is indication of a player’s skill, whereas variability σi2 is indication of a player’s consistency.
You can easily imagine the whole issue when you think of the player like some sort of athlete sprinter. His
average time in a 100m sprint will most likely oscillate around this athlete’s mean µ, but no single run will time
exactly the same, there will be some variance σ 2 describing his consistency.
1
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However in our case, the player’s plays (runs) are not easily measurable and the estimation of variables describing his probability distribution is not trivial.
The variables µi and σi2 are latent and not directly observable. We only observe a result of a single match
between two players - a nonequivalence operator between samples xki and xkj (samples from Xi and Xj ), xki < xkj
or xki > xkj . We can also observe series of matches between several players, calling it a tournament.
Suppose we have a set N of n players described by quantities:
X1 ∼ N (µ1 , σ12 ), . . . , Xn ∼ N (µn , σn2 )

(2)

We do not directly observe these quantities.
Also suppose these n players participated in a tournament, where m matches were played in total.
We can directly observe a result τijk between player i and player j in a kth game of the tournament.


τijk = I xki > xkj

(3)

τijk = 1 if ith player won over the jth player in a kth game of the tournament and τijk = 0 otherwise. I do not
consider the possibility of ties here.
We can also define a tournament matrix T = (tij ) ∈ Rn×n . Its meaning is ,,How many times has player i won
over a player j?“ and it is a simple sum over all the games in a tournament:

tij =

ζij
X

τijk

k=1

(4)

∀i, j ∈ N

where ζij represents how many times has those players played together.
I also make an assumption that individual player’s µi and σi2 does not change during the tournament.

3

Observations

If I have two players i and j with their respective means µi ; µj and variances σi2 ; σj2 , I can express the probability
that player i wins over a player j:

pij := Pr [Xi > Xj ] = Φ

µ − µj
pi
σi2 + σi2

!

(5)

where Φ is a probability density function of a normal distribution.

If tij means how many times a player i won over a player j with a probability pij , I can say that tij is sampled
from a binomial distribution:

tij ∼ Bi (pij , ζij )

4

(6)

Estimating player’s parameters

Given the tournament matrix tij , one could try to estimate the latent variables µ1 , . . . , µn , σ1 , . . . , σn describing
the players and then make an inference about their rank or other sort of result or ordering together with inference
about their consistence.
We can estimate the probability pbij as:
pbij =

tij
tij + tji
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Thus the whole problem reduces to solving a system of equations:
µ − µj
pi
= Φ−1 (b
pij ) ∀i 6= j ∈ N
σi2 + σi2

(8)

Finally, we can estimate those parameters using non-linear mathematical programing techniques and minimize
following utility function:

z=

n X
n
X

Φ

−1

i=i j=1

µi − µj
(b
pij ) − p 2
σi + σi2

!

→ min

(9)

Proposition 1. The family of parameters µ1 , . . . , µn , σ1 , . . . , σn is not identified.
0
Proof. If we chose two constants a and b, we can transform µij and σij into µ0ij and σij
like so:

µ0ij = a + bµij

(10)

0
σij

(11)

= bµij

We can also define p0ij like:



0
0
µ
−
µ
i
j 
p0ij := Φ  q
2
0
σ i + σ 0 2i

(12)

and we can put that equation in:




(a + bµi ) − (a + bµj ) 
p0ij = Φ  q
2
2
(bσi ) + (bσi )

(13)

and if we reduce the above we get pij = p0ij . This means that we can move and scale off of µi ’s along the real
axis with parameters a and b and the probability pij remains the same given that we also scale σi accordingly.
Thus the system of equations (8) has effectively 2n−2 of variables we can estimate from n2 −n equations.

4.1

Transitivity

Since this model considers the latent variables to be one-dimensional, there is a necessary condition on transitivity
as seen in 14.

∀µa , µb , µc ∈ X : (µa > µb ∧ µa > µc ) ⇒ µb > µc

(14)

The tournament matrix however cannot be bound by this transitivity requirement, because result like in a table
1 is possible.
In such case, it is considered that any such intransitivity is basically a result of random error which is present
thanks to the probabilistic nature of the observations. This intransitivity can be quantified very simply using the
value z of the utility function from equation 9 because if the value z = 0 then all equations 8 relating the observed
probabilities and latent probabilities were perfectly satisfied. Any observed intransitivity results in a unability of
utility function to reach zero.
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A
A
B
C

B
1

C
1

1

Table 1 Intransitive tournament

5

Real world example

The whole model can be demonstrated working on a real world tournament. The choice was a 2017 eSports
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive tournament – ELEAGUE Major 2017 held from 22nd January, 2017 to 29th
January, 2017 at Krakow [1]. There, sixteen teams participated and played 52 games in total.
The tournament matrix T (as shown in table 2) was handcrafted from the tournamet results.
NV
Natus Vincere
Virtus.pro
Fnatic
Gambit Esports
SK Gaming
Astralis
FaZe Clan
North
Team EnVyUs
GODSENT
Team Liquid
G2 Esports
mousesports
OpTic Gaming
FlipSid3 Tactics
HellRaisers

VP

Fn

G
1
2

SK
1
2

As
1
1

1
1
2

2

FZ

1
3

N
2
1
1

En
1

GOD

1

G2

mo
1

1
1

Op

Fl

H

1
1

1
1

2
1

Li

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1

Table 2 Tournament matrix
The probabilities pbij were then estimated according to the equation 7. Those were then used to estimate
parameters µ1 , . . . , µ16 , σ1 , . . . , σ16 using a BOBYQA [5] algorithm implemented in the R language as part of
nloptr package [4]. The algorithm output a set of variables that shown in the table 3, which can be interpreted as
team ranking and consistency. The utility function reached local minima at z = 264.13.
Those results can be visualized as a log-normal distribution with the mean value as loge µi and standard deviation of σi as shown in figure 1.
This can be compared to the actual tournament results, which were: Astralis winning the tournament and Virtus.pro running second, Fnatic and SK Gaming being eliminated at semi finals and Natus Vincere, Gambit Esports,
North and FaZe Clan being eliminated at quarter finals. The rest of the teams were eliminated at group stage.
It can be seen that the official results match pretty closely with the estimation given by this method, considering
fundamentally different approach from the official tournament format.

6

Conclusion

This paper introduced a model to estimate latent variables describing the relative player ability as a probability
distribution. The parameters of such distribution were result of a non-linear optimization problem which minimized
the disparity between observed win-rate and latent theoretical win rate between pairs of players. The role of
transitivity was also briefly mentioned and discussed.
It was shown that this model accurately behaves accurately on a real world data. This data was an eSports
tournament held at January, 2017. The differences between modeled ranks and official tournament results were
minimal and attributed to different methods of ordinal estimation.
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µi
201.60
181.51
171.17
151.09
143.23
136.17
135.44
122.01
110.45
74.80
73.94
24.42
22.41
19.98
10.00
10.00

Virtus.pro
Astralis
Natus Vincere
FaZe Clan
Fnatic
Gambit Esports
North
SK Gaming
GODSENT
Team EnVyUs
Team Liquid
G2 Esports
OpTic Gaming
mousesports
FlipSid3 Tactics
HellRaisers

σi
1.68
1.79
1.87
1.88
1.90
1.92
1.88
1.92
2.05
1.90
1.83
1.81
1.76
1.85
1.89
1.86

Table 3 Rank estimation

Virtus.pro
Fnatic
0.20

Gambit Esports
SK Gaming
Astralis

0.15

value

FaZe Clan
North
Team EnVyUs

0.10

GODSENT
Team Liquid
0.05

G2 Esports
mousesports
OpTic Gaming

0.00
FlipSid3 Tactics
0

100

200

300

400

Rank

500
HellRaisers

Figure 1 Player distribution visualization
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Further improvements could be made by generalizing the model, such as the introduction of tie matches between players, ability to estimate the ranks of individual players based on randomized teams or the notion of latent
variable shift in long term. On the other hand, some specialization could also be considered, most notably the
correlation between rank and variance of player.
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Goodness of Fit Test for Truncated Distributions,
the Empirical Study
Krzysztof Echaust, Agnieszka Lach1
Abstract. Since an assumption of normality was rejected on financial markets, many
heavy-tailed distributions were pro-posed in literature. Many researchers showed,
that semi-heavy tailed distributions are the most suitable to de-scribe stocks or indices behaviour. However, modelling distributions of returns is of less importance
around median than it is in the tails, where extreme events appear. Studies of tail
thickness confirmed, that they are embraced between Gaussian and alpha-stable
models. Our research also concentrates on the tails. We tried to approximate them
with several distributions, covering the whole range of possibilities, from thin to fat.
Addi-tional value comes from applied goodness of fit tests. When data is truncated,
which is our case, testing goodness of fit using standard statistical tests is inappropriate. Instead, we suggest employing modified standard tests like AndersonDarling, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Kuiper, Cramér-von Mises ones and tests designed
specifically to measure the fit in tails. We conducted research based on 19 assets like
indexes, currencies, stocks and future contracts, putting special emphasis on the
Polish stock market.
Keywords: Goodness of fit tests, truncated distributions, fat tails.
JEL Classification: C12, C24, C46
AMS Classification: 62G10, 62N01

1

Introduction

The appropriate choice of returns distribution has been a subject of many studies. In the early 1960s Mandelbrot
[15] and Fama [9] rejected Gaussian distribution and proposed to use a symmetric Lévy stable distribution as a
model for returns behaviour. The empirical evidence concerning Lévy distribution was continued by Fielitz [10],
Rachev and Mittnik [19], Rachev [20], Bradley and Taqqu [1], Weron [22], Kabasinskas et al.[13] and many
others. In the late 1970s Barndorff-Nielsen [2] proposed Generalized Hyperbolic Distribution (GHD) as a new
class of distribution in financial applications. The distribution is widely used in finance, risk management, forecasting and statistical inference. It can be used for unconditional modelling as well as conditional [12]. The empirical evidence on usage of GHD in finance one can find in works of Eberlein i Keller [6], Eberlein et al.[7],
Raible [21], Küchler et al.[14]. All the considerations focus on a precise estimation of the distribution tails. They
play a key role while downside or upside risk measures, like Value at Risk or Expected Shortfall, are estimated.
Our research also concentrates on the tails of returns distribution. However, instead of modelling the whole returns distribution, we tried to approximate only tails and concentrate on extreme returns. The empirical study
takes into account distributions, covering a whole range of possibilities − from thin to fat. An additional value
comes from applied goodness of fit tests − when data is truncated, which is in our case, testing goodness of fit
using standard statistical tests is inappropriate. Instead, we suggest employing the modified standard tests like
Anderson-Darling, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Kuiper, Cramér-von Mises ones and the tests designed specifically to
measure fit in tails, as was proposed in [4]. We conducted the research based on several assets, like indexes,
currencies, stocks and future contracts, putting special emphasis on the Polish stock market. The aim of our
study is to evaluate the goodness of fit of the theoretical distributions to the empirical ones taking advantage of
variety of asset classes. Note that, in our work we concentrate only on the tails of distributions.
The paper is organised as follows: the second section presents some theoretical results about the truncated distribution. It describes the lognormal, Weibull and Generalized Pareto distributions. The third section deals with the
Goodness-of-Fit Tests for Truncated Distribution, the fourth section presents the empirical results, and the fifth
section is the conclusion section.
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2. Distributions for truncated data
Lognormal Distribution
A random variable X has a lognormal distribution, if the logarithm of the X has a Gaussian distribution. The
complementary cumulative distribution of lognormal distribution is defined as follows:
1  ln z   



2

 

1
Pr[ X  x]  
e 2    dz
2 x
x
where:   R,   0. The lognormal distribution is a basic distribution used in option pricing models [3, 17].
The distribution is right-handed skewed and its kurtosis takes values from 3 to the potentially large values depending on 𝜎 [5]. If σ is sufficiently large, the logarithm of the density function appears almost linear for a large
range of values. The same idea holds for cumulative distribution function. The lognormal distribution is then
extremely similar in shape to the power law distributions. The log-log plot of the complementary cumulative
distribution function or the density function looks like nearly a straight line for a large portion of the body of the
distribution [18].

Weibull Distribution
The Weibull distribution is the distribution with CDF defined as


1 x 
  
2  

F ( x)  1  e
,
where x  0 and  ,   0.
The distribution is right skewed and its density tends exponentially fast to zero, thus Weibull distribution is a
thin tailed distribution.

Generalized Pareto Distribution
The GPD is a class of distributions derived from the Extreme Value Theory (EVT). On the basis of the EVT and
Balkema-de-Haan theorem, the GPD is a limiting distribution for return exceedances over a high threshold. The
broad description of the EVT we can find in [8].The cumulative distribution function of the Generalized Pareto
Distribution of the form:

y
F ( y )  1  1   





1



,

where: 1   y  0, and  > 0, y  0 for ξ  0 and 0  y  –/ξ for ξ < 0.The most important parameter is the



shape parameter ξ. Depending on the sign of the shape parameter Y =

X-μ
σ

we can obtain a fat-tailed distribution

when the shape parameter is positive (Fréchet domain of attraction), a thin-tailed distribution when the shape
parameter is equal to zero (the Gumbel domain of attraction) and distribution with a finite endpoint when the
shape parameter is equal to zero (the Weibull domain of attraction).

Figure 1. CDF of the Generalized Pareto Distribution for various
shape parameter values and 𝛽 = 1
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3. Goodness-of-Fit Tests for Truncated Distribution
Testing the goodness of fit of truncated data is usually done by appropriate adjustments made to the standard
GOF tests or to the sample itself. A brief overview of other possibilities might be found in [11]. This research
concentrates on the specific modifications to the standard GOF tests and the two new statistics proposed in [4] to
test the goodness of fit for the left-truncated samples.
Let’s assume that we have a sample of n observations, each exceeding a certain threshold H. The standard
empirical distribution function determined on such truncated sample will be denoted by Fn (x) . We also need

Fˆ ( x) , the fitted distribution function for the complete sample. The vector  of the parameters is unknown and
will be estimated with the maximum likelihood method, conditionally on the sample we possess. The modified
fitted distribution function for the truncated sample is then as follows:
 Fˆ ( x)  Fˆ ( H )

Fˆ * ( x)   1  Fˆ ( H )


0


xH

,

x  H.

We will verify the composite hypothesis, whether the sample comes from the population characterized by the
specified truncated continuous distribution in the following form:
H 0 : Fn ( x)  Fˆ * ( x) ,
H1 : Fn ( x)  Fˆ * ( x) .

The critical values and p-values were calculated using Monte Carlo simulation. The null hypothesis was rejected, when the p-value was lower than the assumed significance level.
The verification of hypothesis is based on three groups of the test statistics. The first group of statistics is
based on the supremum, the second on the quadratic functions and the last group consists of the new statistics,
specifically designed to test goodness of fit in the upper tail [4].
Supremum version of statistics
The first statistic in this group is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov one, which measures the greatest distance between
the empirical and fitted distribution function and usually reaches the maximum value around the median. It’s
modified version is:
KS *  max{KS  * , KS *} ,
where:
KS * 

n sup{Fn ( x)  Fˆ * ( x)},

KS * 

n sup{Fˆ * ( x)  Fn ( x)}.

The second supremum statistic is the Kuiper statistic, which adds the biggest positive and negative differences between the empirical and fitted distribution function. It also reaches the maximum value around the median and is expressed in the form:
V *  KS *  KS * .
Finally, the third supremum statistic is the Anderson-Darling one, which is calculated by multiplying the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic by the weight function. Opposite to the former statistics, this one assigns a higher
importance to the lower and upper tails. It’s customized version is:
AD * 

n sup
x

Fn ( x)  Fˆ * ( x)
Fˆ * ( x) 1  Fˆ * ( x)





.

Quadratic version of statistics
This group consists of two statistics: the Cramér-von Mises and Anderson-Darling statistic. Both of them measure the area between empirical and fitted distribution function, but they assign different weights to observations.
The Cramér- von Mises weight function is equal to 1 and it is expressed as:



2



W 2*  n  Fn ( x)  Fˆ * ( x) dFˆ * ( x) .
H
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In case of the truncated data, the weight function of the Anderson-Darling statistic equals to

Fˆ *( x)(1 Fˆ *( x)) 1 . The statistic itself is as follows:
( Fn ( x)  Fˆ * ( x)) 2 ˆ *
dF ( x) .
*
*
ˆ
ˆ
F
(
x
)(
1

F
(
x
))
H


AD 2*  n 

New upper tail statistics
Now we will present the two new statistics proposed in [4] to test goodness of fit in the upper tail. Both of them
are modifications of the Anderson-Darling statistics, in the supremum and quadratic version accordingly. The
authors suggested using the following weight function: (1 Fˆ *( x)) 1 . Taking this into account, the supremum
and quadratic versions of the new statistics are expressed as:
ADup 

n sup
x

Fn ( x)  Fˆ * ( x)
1  Fˆ * ( x)

,

(11)


ˆ*
2
2  n  ( Fn ( x)  F ( x)) dFˆ * ( x) .
ADup
ˆ * ( x)) 2
(
1

F
H

(12)

The derivation of the computational formulas for the quadratic and new statistics presented above can be found
in [4].

4. Empirical study
We have tested 19 varied time series, putting a special emphasis on the Polish stock market:
 5 indices (DAX, NIKKEI, S&P500, WIG, WIG20);
 5 exchange rates (EURPLN, EURUSD, GBPUSD, USDJPY, USDPLN);
 5 major companies included in WIG20 index, noted at least since 01.01.2009 (KGHM, PEKAO, PGNIG,
PKNORLEN, PKOBP);
 4 futures (WIG20, gold, coffee and crude oil, abbreviated as FW20, GC_F, KC_F and SC_F).
The time series come from the period of 01.01.2009 - 19.11.2015, so they embrace both peaks and downs. All
the calculations have been done using R statistical computing environment. The statistical tests come entirely
from the “truncgof” package.
As we are interested only in fitting in the tails, it is more convenient to use the truncated time series. The
truncation

was

made

in

the

following

intervals:

[ F 1(0), F 1(0.025)] ,

[ F 1(0), F 1(0.05)] ,

[ F 1(0.95), F 1(1)] , [ F 1(0.0975), F 1(1)] . After the truncation, each of 76 time series was subjected to the
goodness of fit verification procedure described in details in section 3. The same procedure was repeated for the
following distributions: lognormal, the Weibull and Pareto. Altogether we carried out 1596 statistic tests.
The summarizing figures are presented in table 1. Definitely the GPD has the lowest rate of the rejected null
hypothesis. In case of this distribution, a number of rejected hypothesis is here approximately the same for all
statistics. The rate of rejected hypothesis for lognormal and the Weibull distribution was between 81%-95%,
which allows us to conclude, that they are not appropriate for describing the tails in our samples. It is worth
noting, that regarding these two distributions, most tests based on statistics AD2, KS, V and W2 rejected the null
hypothesis. The remaining statistics, that are AD, ADup and ADup2, gave more differentiated results.
Distribution
Lognormal
Weibull
GPD

Sum
80
95
13

AD
68
89
17

AD2
99
100
11

KS
91
100
12

V
87
100
13

W2
97
100
12

ADup
51
79
13

ADup2
63
93
14

Table 1 Percentage of rejected null hypothesis for all examined intervals
The detailed results of the research with respect to selected intervals are presented in table 2. It is worth noting that for lognormal and the Weibull distributions, a number of rejected null hypothesis for the lower tail is in
every case smaller or equal to number of rejected hypothesis for the upper tail. This suggests that there is one
way asymmetry between the lower and upper tail. However, regarding two mentioned distributions, the smallest
rate of the rejected null hypothesis for a single interval was 75%. For those distributions, p-values of AD, AD2,
KS, V, W2 and ADup2 were on average equal to 0.01. P-values of ADup were more dispersed, on average amount-
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ed to 0.09 and 0.03 for lognormal and the Weibull distribution accordingly. The more credible results concern
the GDP, where we obtain a higher rate of a consistency of the theoretical and empirical distribution in the right
tails, especially when the 5% quantile is taken as a threshold. For a higher level of probability the difference
between the left and right tail is negligible.

Distribution
Lognormal

Weibull

GPD

Sum
80

AD
68

AD2
99

KS
91

V
87

W2
97

ADup
51

ADup2
63

75

63

95

95

95

89

47

42

[ F 1(0.95), F 1(1)]
[ F 1(0.0975), F 1(1)]

89

74

100

100

100

100

58

89

85

68

100

100

95

100

58

74

[ F 1(0), F 1(0.025)]
[ F 1(0), F 1(0.05)]

95

89

100

100

100

100

79

93

92

89

100

100

100

100

63

95

[ F 1(0.95), F 1(1)]
[ F 1(0.0975), F 1(1)]

99

100

100

100

100

100

95

100

97

95

100

100

100

100

89

95

[ F 1(0), F 1(0.025)]
[ F 1(0), F 1(0.05)]

13

17

11

12

13

12

13

14

17

32

16

16

11

16

16

16

[ F 1(0.95), F 1(1)]
[ F 1(0.0975), F 1(1)]

9

5

11

11

11

11

5

11

14

16

5

11

16

11

21

16

Interval

[ F 1(0), F 1(0.025)]
[ F 1(0), F 1(0.05)]

Table 2 Percentage of rejected null hypothesis – division by intervals
The detailed results of research in respect to the selected groups of assets are presented in table 3. The stocks
are the group of assets, that have the highest rate of the rejected null hypothesis for lognormal and the Weibull
distribution, although the rate of the rejected hypothesis for other groups is also very high. The values of KS, V
and W2 test statistics for all the distributions are below 10, for AD2 below 60 and for AD usually below 1000.
The dispersion of the remaining ADup and ADup2 test statistics is visibly higher, as they reach the level of a several thousand for lognormal, the Weibull and Pareto distributions. In the case of the GPD, we obtain definitely
the highest rate of the rejected null hypothesis in the case of exchange rates and the fewest rate for the indices.
Distribution
Lognormal

Weibull

GPD

Type of assets
Indices
exchange rates
Stocks
Futures
Indices
exchange rates
Stocks
Futures
Indices
exchange rates
Stocks
Futures

Sum
81
78
87
70
92
94
99
94
6
25
11
9

AD
60
70
90
50
85
85
100
88
10
20
30
6

AD2
100
100
100
94
100
100
100
100
5
25
5
6

KS
95
85
90
94
100
100
100
100
5
30
5
6

V
100
80
80
88
100
100
100
100
5
25
10
13

W2
100
100
95
94
100
100
100
100
10
20
10
6

Table 3 Percentage of rejected null hypothesis – division by type of assets
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ADup
45
50
80
25
70
80
90
75
5
25
10
13

ADup2
70
60
75
44
90
90
100
94
5
30
10
13
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An appropriate description of the tails of returns distribution has an important role for the measurement of the
extreme risk not yet sampled in the past. It can determine a proper risk management procedure. Depending on a
distribution a risk manager chooses, he or she implicitly assumes a very different tail behaviour. The best way to
estimate a risk at a high probability level is to use only data coming from the tails instead of a whole distribution
sample. The assessment of the quality of an estimation in the tails requires sophisticated tools, like goodness-offit tests for the truncated distribution. The paper takes into account several tests used in the empirical study. We
verified three types of distributions: lognormal, the Weibull and Generalized Pareto.
Definitely Generalized Pareto Distribution is the distribution that captures the tails the most accurately. Only
in thirteen percent of the considered cases, the theoretical model for the tails was inconsistent with the empirical
distribution. Besides, in the case of the GPD, a number of the rejected null hypothesis was approximately the
same for all the statistics. The remaining two distributions seemed to be inappropriate because the four statistics:
AD2, KS, V, W2, almost always rejected the null hypothesis of the consistency of the theoretical and empirical
distributions. The reason can be the fat tails which cannot be captured by the two distributions. The higher rate of
the consistency of the theoretical and empirical distribution we obtained in the right tails, especially when the
5% quantile was taken as a threshold. It can suggest that there is a one way asymmetry between the lower and
upper tail, which can cause difficulties to model the left hand side of distribution. On the other hand the GPD is a
distribution for all types of domain of attraction. For quantile of 2.5% the differences between the statistic results
for the left and right tails are negligible. We also found a significant differences in precision of an estimation
among various types of assets. The exchange rates are the group of assets, that have the highest rate of rejected
null hypothesis for the GPD, and the lowest rate, approximately four times less, we obtained for the stock indices. Such results were confirmed by all the goodness of fit tests.
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Backtesting Value-at-Risk for multiple risk levels:
a lexicographic ordering approach
Marcin Fałdziński1
Abstract. The main aim of this analysis is to provide a new procedure for backtesting
in the case of the Value-at-Risk (VaR) based on multiple coverage probabilities at
once, i.e. a multivariate approach. Our procedure is based on the lexicographical ordering of the coverage probabilities. Backtesting has a great meaning due to the fact
that differentiating risk models which improperly estimate market risk constitute one
of the crucial challenges in quantitative risk management. It is assumed, that a given
model should provide a good accuracy of VaRs for any coverage probabilities or a
combination of them. Conventionally, VaR is backtested for one coverage probability
which may result in choosing a model that is not accurate in a multivariate case. In
this paper, we present and test a new procedure of backtesting Value-at-Risk in a
multivariate setting using two tests proposed by [22] and [17]. In the empirical study,
various methods for market risk estimation were used: ARMA-GARCH models,
ARMA-GARCH with Peaks over Threshold (POT) method, historical simulations,
and The RiskMetrics.
Keywords: backtesting, Value-at-Risk, quantitative risk management
JEL Classification: C58, G17
AMS Classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Value-at-Risk (hereafter VaR) is one of the most commonly used measures for market risk. Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision implemented Value-at-Risk as a standard market risk measure used by financial institutions
and supervising authorities. The 1995 Market Risk Amendment to Basel I Accord provides a spectrum of approaches for determining market risk capital requirements. According to the internal model approach financial
institutions are allowed to estimate the capital requirement for market risk using their internal models. The 2004
Basel II Accord was created to reward institutions with superior risk management systems. In cases where internal
models led to a greater number of violations (losses higher than VaR) than could be expected, given the coverage
level, banks are required to hold a higher level of capital. The greater number of violations the higher level of
capital to hold, so the need of accurate VaR model is considerable. Value-at-Risk is being used not only as market
risk measure, but as measure of financial contagion or spill-over effect [3], [12], [13], [14], [16], [21]. Backtesting
is a set of specifically design statistical methods to test the performance of VaR. We cannot use the standard
evaluation methods (for instance MAPE) because ex-post VaR is not observable.

2

Research Methodology
Formally, rt is the return of an asset or a portfolio of assets at time t, then Value-at-Risk for a   coverage





level, conditional to an information set t 1 , available at time t  1 is defined as P rt  VaRt |t 1 ( ) | t 1  

  (0,1) . Typically, the coverage level (or coverage probability) is chosen to be either 5% or 1% or 10%. The hit
variable (or violation variable) associated with the ex-post observation of a VaRt |t 1 (  at time t, denoted I t (  is
defined as:
1 if rt  VaRt |t 1 ( 
I t (   
0 otherwise

(1)
T

[5] shows that in order to assess VaR validity it is possible to test whether the hit sequence  I t t 1 follows two
conditions:
1.

Unconditional coverage (UC) [5], [18]

1
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P[ I t ( )  1]  E [ I t ( )]   or equivalently It (  ~ Bernoulli( 
i.i.d .

2.

Independence property (IND) [5]
the variable I t (  has to be independent from the variable I t  k ( k  0 .

These two conditions are necessary but not sufficient of VaR definition. The gap between these conditions is
known as model risk ([10]). There are many tests which exploit the violation sequence It (  e.g. [1], [2], [4], [5],
[6], [8], [9], [10] and [23]. Unfortunately, all these tests assume that we check UC and IND for a single coverage
level. Worth mentioning is that a given VaR model should provide good accuracy for any coverage levels. Let
A  {1 ,...,  m } is a discrete set of m different coverage levels. By the multivariate approach, we mean that the
VaR validity is tested based on the discrete set of m different coverage levels at the same time, so we focus on the
left tail of the distribution instead of on the one point only. [23] derived the multivariate unconditional coverage
test (MUC) as the multivariate case of the unconditional coverage test of [19] approach. We focus on VaR with m
different coverage levels, indexed i in descending order, 1   2  ...   m . Now we build a new violation indicator:
1 if rt  VaRt |t 1 ( i )
I i ,t  
(2)
0 if rt  VaRt |t 1 ( i )
for i  1,..., m with J i ,t  I i ,t  I i 1,t .The J i ,t Bernoulli random variables equal one with probability i   i   i 1
when i  0 and J 0,t  0 with probability  0,t  1  1 . Let   (1 ,...,  m ) be the m -dimensional vector of  i .
The statistic is a likelihood ratio test given by:

LRMUC  2  n0 ln 1  1θˆ 




T

where ni 

J
t 1

i ,t

and ˆi  (1/ T )

m



ni ln ˆi   2  n0 ln 1  1θ  
i 1



 

m



 n ln  
i

i 1

i

(3)



T

J

i ,t

are the maximum likelihood estimates. The LRMUC statistic is

t 1

asymptotically  2 with m degrees of freedom. When m  1 then the multivariate test boils down to the univariate
unconditional coverage test of [19]. [17] proposed a multivariate portmanteau test of the absence of autocorrelation
of violations. Let, ht ( ) is associated the value 1   in case of violations and  otherwise, which can be
written as: ht ( )  I t ( )   . Now let, H t  [ht (1 ),..., ht ( m )] is the vector grouping the violation sequences
associated with these m coverage levels at time t. The test consists in the joint nullity of the autocorrelations order
1 to L for the vector H t , H 0 : E [ht ( i )ht l ( j )]  0 , for the lag l  1,..., L and coverage levels ( i ,  j )  A . [17]
use a multivariate portmanteau statistics to construct the test statistics. If Ωl is the matrix of empirical covariance
L

associated to a vector H t such as: Ωl 

HH
t

'
t l

for the set of lags l  1,.., L . The statistic for the test is given

t l 1

by:

Qm ( L)  T 2

L

 (T  l )

1





'

Diag Ωl' Ω01Ωl Ω01 1

l 1

(4)

The Qm ( L) statistic is asymptotically  2 with Tm 2 degrees of freedom.
Both [17] and [22] show that these multivariate tests are better than univariate ones in terms of accuracy or ability
to reject the misspecified VaR model. In order to further improve the multivariate approach we propose to use the
lexicographic ordering of the assumed coverage probabilities, i.e., we should test all possible combinations of m
different coverage levels starting from all one element sets, then all two elements sets, all three elements sets and
so on up to last m elements set of coverage levels. For instance, for a rather small set of three coverage levels
(1  0.01,  2  0.05,  3  0.1) , we would get three one-element sets i.e. (1 ), ( 2 ), ( 3 ) , all two-elements sets
i.e. (1 ,  2 ), (1 ,  3 ), ( 2 ,  3 ) and the last set of all three elements (1 ,  2 ,  3 ) which gives in total 7 combinations. In short, the lexicographic ordering means that we order coverage levels in the testing set A from the lowest
coverage level to the highest. The basic idea behind this approach is that we utilize the larger information set in
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order to evaluate VaR model. Secondly, and more importantly, one model can have better accuracy at lower coverage levels, but worse on higher coverage levels. This is rather evident from the practical and theoretical point of
view ([13], [15], [16] and [18]). In the case of the set of all three coverage levels (1 ,  2 ,  3 ) only, it could be quite
hard to detect cases when for, let say, 1  0.01 the null hypothesis should be rejected. This would be even harder
when the set of coverage levels A comprises of 5, 10 or more coverage probabilities. The reason for that is the
LRMUC and Qm ( L) statistics take into account all coverage levels at once with the same weights. In order to
prevent it from happening, we should test all possible combinations of coverage levels, so that we can find at
which coverage level or levels there is an indication to reject the null hypothesis.

3

Empirical Research

In the research daily prices from 3rd January 2000 until 3rd January 2012 of stock market indices were used,
namely S&P 500, FTSE 100, DAX, CAC 40 and WIG. This period comprises of 3000 daily logarithmic returns.
In the first step of the research we estimated five competing models:
1.

ARMA(p,q)-GARCH(1,1) applying Peaks over Threshold (POT) method ([21]) with t-distributon and
normal distribution (hereafter ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist.). The lag order for ARMA(p,q) was selected
based on BIC criterion where the maximum lag order was set to 5.

2.

ARMA(p,q)-GARCH(1,1) with t-distributon and normal distribution (in short ARMA-GARCH t-dist.).
The lag order for ARMA(p,q) was selected based on BIC criterion where the maximum lag order was set
to 5.

3.

Historical simulation defined as p-percentile of the returns distribution.

4.

The RiskMetrics method where the conditional variance ht is modeled by: ht l   ht  (1   ) Rt2 with
  0.94 .

5.

GARCH(1,1) model with a normal distribution as a benchmark.

For the estimation of the parameters, we have applied a moving window of 1000 returns which were re-estimated
after adding one observation to the sample and then computing VaR. The whole process was done after reaching
the end of the sample, which gave in total 2000 VaR estimates for comparison. We decided to use a discrete set of
ten different coverage levels A  {0.01, 0.02,..., 0.09, 0.1} , which gives a total of 1023 combinations for the lexicographic ordering. For Qm ( L) test we used five lag orders L  {1, 2,...,5} . The maximum likelihood estimator has
been used to estimate parameters of the aforementioned models.
Table 1 presents results for multivariate unconditional coverage test LRMUC and a multivariate portmanteau test
Model/Method

LRMUC

p-value

Qm ( L  1)

p-value

Qm ( L  2)

p-value

ARMA-GARCH t-dist.
ARMA-GARCH normal dist.
GARCH normal dist.
Historical simulation
RiskMetrics
ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist.
ARMA-GARCH-POT normal dist.

0.4978

102.3613
88.0185
99.4321
116.7623
117.0931
117.5645
122.8139
Qm ( L  4)

0.4157
0.7984
0.4972
0.1207
0.1165
0.1108
0.0605

202.4048
174.2861
199.0753
241.2649
238.2215
229.5774
257.5782
Qm ( L  5)

0.4392
0.9052
0.5052

Model/Method

9.3656
20.7848
21.3676
16.2858
43.1850
11.7807
12.3950
Qm ( L  3)

ARMA-GARCH t-dist.
ARMA-GARCH normal dist.
GARCH normal dist.
Historical simulation
RiskMetrics
ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist.
ARMA-GARCH-POT normal dist.

308.1849
281.5595
303.3148
403.6516
365.3573
372.8909
409.2781

0.0226
0.0187
0.0917
0.0000
0.3000
0.2595
p-value
0.3601
0.7708
0.4356
0.0001
0.0058
0.0026
0.0000

375.6601
360.5576
366.3149
519.1452
453.4141
470.5870
523.8963

p-value
0.80371
0.9221
0.8854
0.0001
0.0333
0.0085
0.0000

474.8411
460.8198
497.0537
657.9405
578.4748
573.1476
622.0574

0.0245
0.0333
0.0743
0.0037
p-value
0.7847
0.8947
0.5288
0.0000
0.0086
0.0129
0.0002

Table 1 Multivariate LRMUC test and Qm ( L) test results for FTSE 100 assuming A  {0.01, 0.02,..., 0.09, 0.1}
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1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00

Lexicographic order starts at (0.01) L=1 up to (0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1) L=5
p-value
5%
10%
Figure 1 p-values for Qm ( L) statistics from ARMA-GARCH t-dist. for FTSE 100 index

1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
Lexicographic order starts at A=(0.01) up to A=(0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1)
p-value

5%

10%

Figure 2 p-values for LRMUC statistics from ARMA-GARCH t-dist. for FTSE 100 index
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
Lexicographic order starts at (0.01) L=1 up to (0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1) L=5
p-value
5%
10%
Figure 3 p-values for Qm ( L) statistics from ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist. for FTSE 100 index
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
Lexicographic order starts at A=(0.01) up to A=(0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1)
p-value

5%

10%

Figure 4 p-values for LRMUC statistics from ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist. for FTSE 100 index
Additionally, for comparison reasons the standard test for unconditional coverage LRUC [19] and independence
property test LRIND [5] were computed. P-values have been obtained from asymptotic distributions, but this can
be improved upon. One can apply [7] method to simulate the distribution of the test statistics (3) and (4) instead
of using the asymptotic distribution. In order to save space, we present only part of the results (all the results are
available upon request) of the absence of autocorrelation of violations Qm ( L) for FTSE 100 index while assuming
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a whole set of coverage levels A  {0.01, 0.02,..., 0.09, 0.1} . As we can see for four models (ARMA-GARCH tdist., historical simulation, ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist. and ARMA-GARCH-POT normal dist.) we do not reject
the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level, so the unconditional coverage condition is met. In the case of the
independence property, the null hypothesis is not rejected (5% significance level) for all models at lag L=1, but at
lags L=3,4,5 we reject the null for historical simulations, The RiskMetrics, ARMA-GARCH-POT normal dist. and
ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist. It is not so obvious which model is the best. Figure 1 and figure 2 show p-values for
LRMUC and Qm ( L) when the lexicographic ordering is applied for ARMA-GARCH t-dist. model. Figure 3 and
figure 4 show p-values for LRMUC and Qm ( L) when the lexicographic ordering is applied for ARMA-GARCHPOT t-dist. model. It is easily visible that there are some combinations of coverage levels which lead to rejection
of the null for both tests LRMUC and Qm ( L) particularly for ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist. model. Specifically, high
coverage levels lead to rejection of the null. In order to have a better grasp of the situation, table 2 give percentages
of rejection of the null hypothesis (5% significance level) for the multivariate unconditional test and test for absence of autocorrelation for violations Simplifying, we can say that the higher the percentage level, the worse
accuracy of VaR model. In the case of the FTSE 100, ARMA-GARCH t-dist. seems to be the best model for VaR
estimation, where we have 0.1% and 1.33% of cases when the null is rejected for LRMUC and Qm ( L) test
respectively. For all indices, we can more easily choose a model, which has the best accuracy considering two
aforementioned tests. Generally, we can say that ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist. model and ARMA-GARCH model
with t-distribution give the most accurate VaR estimates.
LRMUC
Model/Method
ARMA-GARCH t-dist
ARMA-GARCH normal dist
GARCH normal dist
Historical simulation
RiskMetrics
ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist
ARMA-GARCH-POT normal dist

WIG
59.43%
98.92%
80.55%
50.05%
66.76%
0.29%
0.20%

DAX
0.00%
75.37%
66.28%
30.99%
97.07%
0.00%
0.00%

CAC 40
22.80%
44.87%
94.62%
98.04%
56.60%
0.00%
0.10%

FTSE 100
0.10%
65.98%
79.37%
32.26%
96.77%
1.66%
56.13%

S&P 500
6.06%
96.38%
94.81%
52.98%
97.07%
0.29%
68.91%

CAC 40
23.75%
0.86%
18.71%
98.04%
29.31%
34.49%
51.95%

FTSE 100
1.33%
3.03%
4.22%
88.58%
54.68%
36.72%
0.20%

S&P 500
33.98%
20.10%
21.09%
61.31%
8.02%
15.11%
43.28%

Qm ( L) L  1,...,5

Model/Method
ARMA-GARCH t-dist
ARMA-GARCH normal dist
GARCH normal dist
Historical simulation
RiskMetrics
ARMA-GARCH-POT t-dist
ARMA-GARCH-POT normal dist

WIG
94.15%
98.18%
93.04%
99.00%
62.85%
67.88%
59.77%

DAX
44.11%
58.22%
51.48%
99.57%
75.62%
75.52%
81.51%

Table 2 Percentage when the null hypothesis is rejected at 5% significance level

4

Conclusions

This paper focuses on the issue of backtesting Value-at-Risk models. We argue that using a multivariate approach with the lexicographic ordering can better differentiate among VaR models. The multivariate approach
itself is an improvement of the existing methods due to the fact that we concentrate our attention at the left tail of
the distribution instead of some points of the distribution, i.e. we use a discrete set of the coverage levels instead
of one coverage level. The proposed lexicographic ordering is based on the idea that we test all possible combinations of a set of the coverage levels, which enable us to better distinguish cases when some coverage levels lead
to worse properties of VaR model. This approach could be helpful in finding a model which gives VaR with desired
properties.
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Models of Equilibrium on Network Industries
Market in Context of Influence of Regulated
Prices in Slovakia
Eleonora Fendeková1, Michal Fendek2
Abstract. In Slovakia in the recent period of time we have seen an intensive discussion concerning the effectiveness of the price regulation methods in Network Industries and the objectivity and the labor social effectiveness of The Regulatory Office
for Network Industries, as well. In the paper we try to present qualified professional
view on this problems.
The aim of the paper is to examine the equilibrium conditions in the market of network
industries. This issue bears an increased attention under conditions of economic influence of network industries in the national economies since the second half of the twenties of the last century. This tendency is especially visible particularly in the context
of economic globalization and increased significance of the supranational entities.
The existence of pure monopoly in network industries increases the role of regulation
mechanisms in connection with objectification and increase in their social effectiveness. The objective of regulation mechanisms is to find an appropriate proportion between price and product supply of network industry.
The conditions for equilibrium of network industries and methods of their regulations
will be examined in the paper. The stress will be laid on the regulation on the performance basis – Performance based Regulation, regulation on the base of returns – Rate
of Return Regulation and also on the price regulation on the basis Averch-Johnson
model. Attention will be paid to the ways of calculation reasonable profit in regulated
industries and assessment of effectiveness and influence of regulation measurements
on Slovak network industries.
Keywords: Competitive environment, network industries, regulated prices, reasonable profit in regulated industries, quantitative analysis.
JEL Classification: D43, L13, L43, L44
AMS Classification: 91B16, 91B24

1

Introduction

For current optimization pricing strategies in the network industries, it is typical that traditional pricing mechanisms corresponding to the now-classifying scheme of a perfectly competitive market environment are replaced
by adequate mechanisms for monopoly and oligopolistic market structures, which are enriched by analytical regulation schemes in case of network operators.
Under the conditions of the Slovak Republic network industries are regulated. Their name reflects the fact that
business in these sectors is only possible through networks, the system of technical means through which entrepreneurs in these sectors meeting the attributes of natural monopolies deliver goods or provide services, for example, electricity network, gas network, telecommunication network, etc. In Blum, Müller, and Weiske von Gabler
[2] we can see, that This modern segment of microeconomic analysis, which examines the patterns of equilibrium
between supply and demand in transnational markets using the apparatus of optimization methods, has become a
separate discipline of economic research in the English scientific literature known as the Industrial Organization
in recent decades, respectively in the German literature as Industrieökonomik.
Pepall, Richards and Norman [9] show, that a monopoly, by virtue of its exclusive position on the market as the
sole supplier of a product or service on the relevant market, may set a market price and offer a volume of production
that will enable it to maximize profits beyond what a competitor's business may have in that context and undesirable social effects.
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In Bodea and Fergusson [1], we can see, that the issue of price regulation in the network sector market is currently a
particularly topical issue, as the issues of reasonable profit and objectively justified costs of network operators
now resonate relatively intensively in the professional public. It should be accepted that the traditional pricing
mechanisms corresponding to the now-classifying scheme of a perfectly competitive market environment are replaced by adequate mechanisms for monopoly and oligopolistic market structures, which are even enriched by
regulatory analytical schemes for network operators.
For the regulation of network operators who represent, in terms of their position on the market, monopoly or
natural monopolies, the state creates a so-called Regulator, whose role is ultimately the state's mandate to create a
legislative environment and regulatory mechanisms that will ensure a market equilibrium for the commodity underlying the guarantee of a reasonable profit for the regulated entity.
Regulatory authorities in connection with the fulfillment of their basic mission, which is the factual and price
regulation of the business in the regulated activities of selected sectors, is in place before the effective solution of
the two tasks is achieved:
a) the creation of a functioning and, at the same time, it is necessary to emphasize the competitive market environment with the products of the network industries by applying standard regulatory mechanisms, especially in the
context of the successful establishment of Slovakia in the European Union space and the gradual adaptation of
Slovakia to the conditions in the energy markets A united Europe;
b) to prepare an analytical apparatus for price regulation of network industries, which would guarantee the effective
development of regulated entities in Slovakia.

2

Legislative tools for network industries regulation and effects of regulation in Slovak republic

For the regulation of entities in selected sectors, which represent, in terms of their position on the market, monopolies or, Natural monopolies, the state creates a so-called Regulator, whose role is to create a legislative environment and regulatory mechanisms that will ensure market equilibrium for the monitored commodities in guaranteeing a reasonable profit for the regulated entity. These industries include, in particular, network industries whose
subjects are often monopolistic in nature, and the state is therefore keen to regulate their activities.
Important part of market with electricity, gas, and other network industries products restructuring in Slovak republic was the creation of a new regulatory framework. In august 2001 The Regulatory Office for Network Industries
(hereinafter only “Regulatory Office” or “RONI”) has been founded. Its role is to issue licenses, regulate prices
and quality norms for network industries products. In the years 2001 to 2005 the Regulatory Office defined the
price regulation regime and worked out a framework of new price regulation rules for network industries products
price setting.
The result of The Ministry of Economy, Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic and numerous legal, economics and regulation experts effort is the Act No. 276/2001 Coll. on Regulation of network industries, which has
been passed by National Council of the Slovak Republic at 14th June 2001 and came into force at 1st August 2001.
Force of articles regarding price regulation has been suspended until 1st January 2003. On the date when law came
into force the Regulatory Office for Network Industries has been found, as a state administration body.
Regulatory Office for Network Industries has been found under the rule of 276/2001 Act, which has been modified
and amended by Act No. 107/2007 Coll. Act No. 107/2007 Coll. is clearly defining price regulatory state administrative bodies in network industries which are:
a) Regulatory Office for Network Industries,
b) The Regulatory Board.
The basic legal regulation that regulates the network industries in Slovakia is Act no. 276/2001 Z.z. Regulation on
network industries. According to this law, the network industries mean:
- Production, transmission, distribution and supply of electricity and related services,
- The production, transport, distribution, storage and supply of gas and related activities
- Heat generation and distribution,
- Water management and collective drainage of public sewage.
The regulation is defined in the applicable law as defined as ensuring non-discriminatory and transparent performance of activities in network industries, the application of regulatory measures aimed at reducing the risks of
breach of competition rules by abusing a dominant position on the goods and services market in order to protect
the rights and obligations of eligible customer’s households.
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Another important change, which was brought by Regulation Act and which is under the competence of RONI
was providing a third party access to the networks. The owner of transit (distribution) network license is obliged
by contract to provide transfer and distribution of electricity or transport and distribution of gas for reward for
eligible customer, who will meet technical conditions of this network.
Regulatory office oversees following of obligation to provide a third party with access to the networks and adjudicates disputes. Obligation to provide a third party with network access is also related to full opening of the
internal energy market and to consumer option to freely choose energy supplier. According to this, RONI regulations are limited to activities with natural monopoly character only, that is, prices or tariffs set by the office will
not include any unregulated items.
RONI is carrying out regulation through the use of standard, in developed economies proven methods. Details
about price regulation process in network industries and determination of scope of justified costs and reasonable
profit are enacted by the office in office decrees, which are published in Collection of Acts, in Office bulletin and
on the website of the office.
Efficient functioning of commodity and service market in network industries in conditions of Slovak republic can
be insured only by quality and potent regulatory policy in the context with the Slovak Republic law and respecting
the adopted legal acts of European Community and European Union. All consumers, with emphasis on “vulnerable” groups, mainly households, must have an opportunity to make use of high level consumer protection, referring
mainly to households, while maintaining adequate guarantees and suitable incentives for regulated subjects.

3

Microeconomics models of network industries price regulation

Under the conditions of the Slovak Republic regulation is subject to the so network industries. Business in these
sectors is only possible through networks, i.e. systems of technical means through which entrepreneurs in these
sectors supply goods or provide services, electricity network, gas network, and so on. As a result of its exclusive
position, a monopoly can set a market price and offer a volume of production that will enable it to maximize profits
beyond the possibilities of a competing firm.
Therefore, it is desirable to have the tools to redistribute this gain of the monopoly so that part of it supports the
whole-party goals of the development of the economy of the country in whose market the monopoly operates.
- We will examine two standard regulatory methods:
a) Rate of Return Regulation (ROR)
Fendekova and Fendek [6] show, that this method is used to regulate the output prices of power and gas companies
in most developed economies. The essence is to set a price of production or service so that the regulated entity
pays all its reasonable and prudent costs from its sales as well as a regulated return on its prudent investment. If
the previous test year is used as the basis for the model database, the regulatory authority shall base its data on the
last financial year. The identified costs for the supply and sale of energy are subsequently corrected by "known
and measurable changes" (eg, input price increases) reflecting changes in costs and sales between the end of the
trial year and the year in which tariffs will begin to pay.
b) Performance Based Regulation (PBR).
PBR is actually a modified ROR control. Under this regime, the regulator sets out the basic revenue requirements
and basic tariffs when the PBR is implemented for the first time. At a predetermined interval (most often from 3
to 10 years), yield requirements and basic tariffs are reviewed on ROR principles. Tariff revisions are adjusted
periodically according to specific schemes. The PBR mode removes some regulatory interventions and checks on
ROR regulation and replaces their motivation and sanctioning system with the performance of the regulated entity
by departing from the "normal" predicted state.
In Shy [10] we can see, that typical methodological tool for price regulation applied by price regulators to set
maximum price of network industries products is the regulation on the basis of the rate of return – Rate of Return
Regulation, by which are the prices of electricity, gas and other companies regulated in the most of the developed
countries.
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The aim is to ensure that the regulated entity will set the price of commodity or service for its consumers in a way
the revenues will cover all its reasonable and provident costs incurred as well as regulated return on its provident3
investment.
Let us now analytically derive the allowable rate of cost return for investment, co called RoR parameter of the
regulated entity. Let us suppose that the firm is producing a homogenous product in production volume Q, which
it realizes on a relevant market for the price P. Let us further suppose that the firm uses two production factors,
namely labor force with consumption level L by labor price w and the capital with consumption level K by the
capital price r.
The profit of the firm is generally defined as the difference between the yields and costs
 (Q)  RQ  C Q

where
R(Q) = P Q – function of revenues of the firm, R(Q): R R
C(Q) = w  L + r  K – function of the total costs of the firm, C(Q): R R
If we substitute general cost function on the basis of consumption of production factors, we get a profit function
in a following form

 (q)  p  q  w  L  r  K
If we further express the production volume Q on the basis of the production function in the form

Q  f ( K , L)
and the production price P on the basis of the price-demand function in the form

P  p(Q)
then we can express the profit function in the form

 (Q)  p( f ( K , L))  f ( K , L)  w  L  r  K
A non-regulated firm can set its endogenous decision parameters in any way. So it chooses an optimum output
volume Q*, an acceptable optimum price P* and corresponding consumption levels of the production factors labor
L and capital K in a way to reach maximum profit. Optimum output and optimum price will be calculated by
solving the following mathematical programming task

 (Q)  p( f ( K , L))  f ( K , L)  w  L  r  K  max
K , L  R0

In this case the non-regulated firm has no formal boundaries for setting the parameters guaranteeing its maximum
profit. On the other hand, the regulated firm must respect boundaries given by the regulator. Price regulation regime on the basis of the rate of return lies in a fact, that through the use of exogenously defined control variable
RoR the allowable level of quotient of the revenues w×L reduced by its non-capital expenditures L×w and the
volume of consumed capital K is regulated.
In other words, a firm can optimize or freely determine the consumption levels of labor L, capital K by the market
prices of production factors w, r and on the other side the level of its production Q but also the production price P.
However firm has to respect the rate of return defined by the regulator i.e. the validity of the relation

RoR 

P  Q  w L
K

Let us further in detail explore the relation between the rate of return of the capital expenditures and the profit of
the regulated entity. Profit can be analytically expressed as the difference between the proceeds and the costs of
the firm in the form

 (Q)  P  Q  w  L  r  K

(1)

3

It should be noted, that under term provident we understand situations, when certain decision about investment
or expenditures has been made in conditions of verified and relevant information available in the time of decision
making.
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Let us deduct the price of the capital r from the both sides of the relation (1). We get the relation

RoR  r 

P  Q  w L
r
K

After modification we get

RoR  r 

P  Q  w L  r  K
K

(2)

From the comparison of the relation (2) and (3) we get the relation

RoR  r  K   (Q)

(3)

From the relation (3) we can see that the regulated entity can set its system parameters only in a way that
profit it reaches will not exceed the value of the capital evaluated by the difference between the rate of return RoR
defined by the regulator and the price of the capital r.
Regulated entity can set its controlled (endogenous) decision parameters only in a way respecting regulatory condition. It sets the regulated volume of output QR, the acceptable regulated price PR and the corresponding consumptions of production factors labor L and capital K in a way to reach maximum profit while respecting regulatory conditions (3) about non-exceeding the reasonable level of profit. The regulated output and regulated price
are calculated by solving of the following mathematical programming task

 (q)  p( f ( K , L))  f ( K , L)  w  L  r  K  max
subject to

(4)

p( f ( K , L))  f ( K , L)  w  L  r  K  ( RoR  r )  K  0
K , L  R0
Solution of this optimalization task is optimum consumption level of production factors labor L* and capital K*.
On their basis with the help of production function the regulated optimum level of output QR* is quantified according to the following form QR*  f ( K * , L* ) and regulated optimum price PR* with the help of price-demand and
production function on the basis of the relation PR*  p( qR* )  p( f ( K * , L* ) , while respecting the rate of return on
capital defined by the RoR parameter, i.e. exogenous parameter set by the regulator.
We can show, that firm can produce regulated production volume Q*R with any combination of variable inputs
labor and capital corresponding to isoquant Q*R = f(L, K). So if the regulation on the basis of the rate of return
stimulates firm towards using large volumes of capital in order to reach maximum profit allowed, the firm is not
motivated to use often more effective and from the point of view of production price and production volume of
inputs equivalent combinations of inputs localized on isoquant (e.g. supporting employment) in comparison with
purposeless investments into the equipment. However there are also other, more sophisticated examples of cost
structure of the firm.
This scheme of regulated firm’s decision making described and theoretically justified by H. Averch a L. Johnson
is known in literature as Averch – Johnson effect. Term Averch – Johnson effect is used to identify the inclination
of the firm regulated on the RoR basis to use inappropriate ration of capital to labor to create certain production
volume. Thorough analyses were elaborated on the basis of this principle.
Fendekova and Fendek [6] show, that on the basis of the Averch-Johnson model analysis several important conclusions about the rate of return regulated firms’ behavior are elaborated:
1. Rate of return on capital regulated firm in effort to raise its allowed reasonable profit is motivated to inappropriate and wasteful increase of capital investments.
2. When the rate of return on capital investments is decreased, assuming RoR > r is still valid, firm in order to
maintain profit volume rises capital expenditures.
3. We can tell that decreasing the rate of return on capital investment means tightening the regulation conditions
for regulated firm.
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4

Conclusion

In The aim of this paper was to analyze the effects of network industries price regulation in Slovak Republic from
the point of achieved level of reasonable profit of the regulated entities.
On the basis of the firms behavior in the conditions of the rate of return on capital regulation we show that in this
regulatory scheme the firm has the tendency to respond to the tightening of the regulatory conditions by increasing
the volume of used capital. Increase of used capital volume is, however, not the goal that the regulatory system is
following. Regulation aims to influence others, for the firm and for the economy more important indicators, such
as the volume of production, level of sales or the volume of costs.
Therefore other price regulation forms were developed to influence regulated firm reasonable profit on the basis
of its total costs. The aim is, with the help of the regulatory mechanisms, to encourage effective development of
the regulated entity.
On the basis of the Slovak Republic economic development analysis, we can state that the applied regulatory
methods have not only the stabilizing effect in the network industries market environment but also the motivational
aspect for the effective development of the regulated entities.
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Game theory models of co-opetition
Petr Fiala1
Abstract. Co-opetition is a business strategy that goes beyond the rules of competition
and cooperation to combine the advantages of both. Co-opetition combines the advantages of both competition and cooperation into new dynamic, which can be used
to not only generate more profits but also to change nature of the business environment in benefit of users. Traditional game theory is divided into non-cooperative and
cooperative models. Biform games combine non-cooperative and cooperative models.
The goal of coopetition is to move the players from a zero-sum game to a plus-sum
game, a scenario in which the end result is more profitable when the competitors work
together. The paper presents game theory models that represent the co-opetition concept. The coopetition business model has PARTS of a business strategy - five dimensions a company can use to identify strategies that change the game: Players, Added
value, Rules, Tactics, and Scope. The players are the firm, customers, suppliers, competitors and complementors, competitors whose products add value. An important part
of the game is to learn which conditions will influence the players to either compete
or cooperate.
Keywords: co-opetition, game theory, dynamics, multiple criteria
JEL Classification: C44
AMS Classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

The traditional concept of business as a “winner takes all” contest is replaced by a new concept. Co-opetition is a
business strategy that goes beyond the rules of competition and cooperation to combine the advantages of both.
Co-opetition combines the advantages of both competition and cooperation into new dynamic, which can be used
to not only generate more profits but also to change nature of the business environment in benefit of users (see
[4]).
The co-opetition is based on game theory. The work of John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern [20] is the
classic work upon which modern game theory is based. Since then, an extensive literature on game theory was
published. For example, Myerson's book [16] provides a clear and thorough examination of the models, solution
concepts, results, and methodological principles of non-cooperative and cooperative game theory. Game theory
models analyze situations where players make decisions to maximize their own utility, while taking into account
that other players are doing the same, and that decisions, made by players, impact others utilities. Traditional game
theory is divided into non-cooperative and cooperative models. The non-cooperative theory of games is strategy
oriented; it studies what one may expect the players to do. The non-cooperative theory is a “micro” approach in
that it focuses on precise descriptions of what happens. The co-opetition concept combines non-cooperative and
cooperative game theory models.
Dynamics is a very important part of co-opetition models. Current business conditions are changing rapidly.
New products are evolving faster. Searching for relationships with complementors brings ever new opportunities
that bring added values. This is one of the basics of coopetition. This dynamics must be included in the new
cooperative models.
Searching for new opportunities with complementors and negotiations with competitors are carried out in the
face of multiple criteria. There are multiple criteria in co-opetition models, such as economic, social, environmental, technological, and others. Multicriteria evaluation approaches will be tested for inclusion in the model of coopetition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basics of co-opetition model. Section 3 summarizes the basics of the game theory concepts. Biform games as basic models for modeling of co-opetition problems are analyzed in Section 4. Extensions of biform games are presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents conclusions.
1
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2

Co-opetition business model

The co-opetition business model has PARTS of a business strategy - five dimensions a company can use to identify
strategies that change the game:
 Players,
 Added value,
 Rules,
 Tactics,
 Scope.
The players are the firm, customers, suppliers, competitors and complementors (competitors whose products add
value). An important part of the game is to learn which variables will influence the players to either compete or
cooperate. Added values are given through complementors. Rules structure negotiations between buyers and
sellers. Tactics are actions taken to shape other players’ perceptions. Scope means recognizing the links between
games through Players, Added values, Rules, and Tactics.
The concept of co-opetition has been refined and applied in many cases. The paper [21] predicts that strategic
planners in organizations of the future need to consider the potential benefits of collaborating, co‐operating
and co‐ordinating with others serving the same markets, rather than pursuing conventional “competition”. The paper [10] examines empirically the impact of co-opetition on firm competitive behavior. The coopetition concept with technological innovation is designed for small and medium‐sized enterprises (see [9]) and
for large firms (see [11]). Specific issues of co-opetition were analyzed, such as dynamics (see [2]), tension between cooperation and competition (see [3]), and information sharing (see [18]). The co-opetition is based on game
theory (see [17]). The players are connected to the supply chain. The paper [15] describes coordination game
model of co-opetition relationship on cluster supply chains. The paper [12] analyzes impact of product pricing and
timing of investment decisions on supply chain co-opetition. There are some critical reviews of the co-opetition
concept (see [1]). Deeper use of game theory, the theory of supply chain and other disciplines is required for new
more precise models of co-opetition.

3

Basic game theory concepts

We start from the basic non-cooperative and cooperative concepts of the game theory that are applied in the proposed approach for co-opetition models (see [6]).
Most non-cooperative allocation strategies in distributed systems consist of following steps:





The formulation of utility (pay-off) functions for the system participants.
The formulation of best response strategies.
The existence of Nash equilibrium is proved in the system of multiple agents.
Efficiency is measured compared to achievable welfare.

We start from the basic non-cooperative and cooperative concepts of the game theory that are applied in the
proposed approach for co-opetition models.
An n-player non-cooperative game in the normal form is a collection
{𝑁 = {1,2, … , 𝑛}; 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … , 𝑋𝑛 ; 𝜋1 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ), 𝜋2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ), … , 𝜋𝑛 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ) },

(1)

where N is a set of n players; 𝑋𝑖 , i = 1, 2, …, n, is a set of strategies for player i; 𝜋𝑖 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ), i = 1, 2, …, n,
is a pay-off function for player i, defined on a Cartesian product of n sets 𝑋𝑖 , i = 1, 2, …, n.
Decisions of other players than player i are summarized by a vector
𝐱 −𝑖 = (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑖−1 , 𝑥𝑖+1 … , 𝑥𝑛 ).

(2)

A vector of decisions (𝑥10 , 𝑥20 , … , 𝑥𝑛0 ) is Nash equilibrium of the game if
𝑥𝑖0 (𝐱 0−𝑖 ) = argmax 𝜋𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝐱 −𝑖 )∀𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛.
𝑥𝑖

(3)

Nash equilibrium is a set of decisions from which no player can improve the value of his pay-off function by
unilaterally deviating from it.
Cooperative game theory looks at the set of possible outcomes, studies what the players can achieve, what
coalitions will form, how the coalitions that do form divide the outcome, and whether the outcomes are stable and
robust.
The maximal combined output is achieved by solving the following task
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𝐱 0 = argmax ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜋𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ).
𝐱

(4)

Allocation mechanisms are based on different approaches such as negotiations, auctions, Shapley values, etc.
When modeling cooperative games is advantageous to switch from the game in normal form to the game in the
characteristic function form. The characteristic function of the game with a set N of n players is such function

v  S  that is defined for all subsets S ⊆ N (i.e. for all coalition) and assigns a value v  S  with following charac-

teristics:

v     0 , v  S1  S2   v  S1   v  S2  ,
(5)
v
where S1, S2 are disjoint subsets of the set N. The pair (N, ) is called a cooperative game of n players in the
characteristic function form.
A particular allocation policy, introduced by Shapley (see [19]) has been shown to possess the best properties
in terms of balance and fairness. So called Shapley vector is defined as
h = (h1, h2, ..., hn),

(6)

where the individual components (Shapley values) indicate the mean marginal contribution of i-th player to all
coalitions, which may be a member. Player contribution to the coalition S is calculated by the formula
v  S   v  S  i .

(7)

Shapley value for the i-th player is calculated as a weighted sum of marginal contributions according to the
formula:


  S  1 !  n  S  ! 

h  
. v  S   v  S   i  ,
i
n
!


S


(8)

where the number of coalition members is marked by symbol |S| and the summation runs over all coalition i  S.

4

Biform games

We will use biform games as basic models for modeling of co-opetition problems. A biform game is a combination of non-cooperative and cooperative games (see [5]). The goal of co-opetition is to move the players from a
zero-sum game to a plus-sum game, a scenario in which the end result is more profitable when the competitors
work together. We propose to divide biform games into sequential and simultaneous.
Sequential biform games
The sequential biform game is a two-stage game: in the first stage, players choose their strategies in a noncooperative way, thus forming the second stage of the game, in which the players cooperate. First, suppliers make
initial proposals and take decisions. This stage is analyzed using a non-cooperative game theory approach. The
players search for Nash equilibrium by solving the problem (3).
Then, players negotiate among themselves. In this stage, a cooperative game theory is applied to characterize
the outcome of negotiation among the players over how to distribute the total surplus. Each player’s share of the
total surplus is the product of its added value and its relative negotiation power. We propose to distribute the total
surplus to players by Shapley values (8).
The sequential biform game is used f. e. in supply chains (see [7] and [8]). In the non-cooperative part, a
coordination mechanism based on a specific buy-back contract is applied between producers and customers with
price-dependent stochastic demand. The contract has desirable features: full coordination of the supply chain,
flexibility to allow any division of the supply chain’s profit, and easy to use. The cooperative part is merely focused
on two concepts, coalition formations by resource capacity constraints and profit sharing. Profit sharing is carried
out on the recognized concept of Shapley value.
Simultaneous biform games
The simultaneous biform game is a one-stage model where combinations of concepts for cooperative and noncooperative games are applied. The combinations will be changed according situations in co-opetition problems.
The first problem is a classification of situations. The situations are affected by:



which players can cooperate,
to what scope they can cooperate.
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If all players can cooperate fully, then a standard cooperative model can be used (4) with subsequent distribution of the result according to the Shapley values (8). If no one can cooperate even in a partial content, a standard
non-cooperative model is used (3). These are two extreme cases.
The players in the co-opetition model are the firm, customers, suppliers, competitors and complementors (competitors whose products add value). The relationship between the firm and the direct competitors is non-cooperative. The relationship between the firm and the complementors in a search for common added values is cooperative.
The relationship between the firm and the suppliers can be partly cooperative; for some criteria cooperative (f. e.
timing of deliveries), for others non-cooperative (f. e. price).
The scope of cooperation is determined by the various constraints that result from the fact that players are
under internal and external pressures. The effects of pressures will be reflected in restrictive conditions. The scope
of cooperation is dynamic and given by multiple criteria.

5

Extensions of biform games

We propose new models for co-opetition with players, added values, rules, tactics, and scope. Players are negotiation participants with their tactics when searching for added values. Participants negotiate under pressure by given
rules with changing scope.
The traditional game concepts assume a fixed structure and fixed sets of strategies. The co-opetition concept
expects changes due to the expansion of opportunities for cooperation with complementors and the changes over
time in general. Sets of strategies will be taken as dynamic 𝑋𝑖 (𝑡), for players i = 1, 2, …, n, depending on the
discrete time periods t = 1, 2, …, T. Dynamic evaluations of strategies will be also considered.
There are multiple criteria in co-opetition models, such as economic, environmental, technological, and others.
Multicriteria evaluation approaches are tested for inclusion in the model of co-opetition. The problems with multiple criteria will be solved by specific multi-criteria decision support systems (e.g. IZAR – see [14]) or by spreadsheets (see [13]).
Negotiation models
We summarize basic notations of negotiation models and then describe pressure concept of negotiation. Suppose n negotiation participants. Denote X as decision space for the negotiating process. Elements of this space are
decisions x  X, which are vectors whose components represent the parameters of the decision. A consensus
decision x* should be chosen from the decision space X. Each participant evaluates decisions by several criteria
and compares the decisions with the target values. The criteria are in the form of criteria functions, that all participants want to maximize their values. Each participant in negotiations may have a different number of criteria.
Denote f1(x), f2(x), ..., fn(x) vector criteria functions that transform decision x into the vectors of target values y1,
y2, ..., yn of the target spaces of the participants Y1, Y2, ..., Yn. These achievements, however, the participant tries
to not reveal his interests and his strategy to all players. Own negotiations and exchanges of information between
participants are happening in the decision space.
The negotiation process can be represented by dynamic models. Individual time moments correspond to states
of negotiation, in which the current joint problem representation shows the degree of consensus or conflict between
the parties to the negotiations. Developments of problem representations can be described as a search for consensus
through the exchange of information between participants. The negotiation process is dynamic, and suppose that
there is at discrete time points t = 1, 2, ..., T. At the time T the process is completed by finding a trajectory to time
horizon T. Negotiation process over time can be modeled as a gradual change of the negotiation space, which is a
subset of the decision space containing acceptable decisions of participants in the negotiation time until a single
element negotiation space is reached.
For each participant we can formulate a set of acceptable decisions, which is a set of decisions that are permissible and acceptable in terms of the required aspiration levels of criteria functions. The aspiration levels bi(t), i =
1, 2, ..., n, t = 1, 2, ..., T, of criteria functions represent opportunities for added values. At the beginning of the
negotiations it has the form
Xi(0) = {x; x  X, fi(x)  bi(0)}, i = 1, 2, ..., n.

(9)

Then we can define the negotiation space at the beginning of the negotiations as an intersection of sets of
acceptable decisions of all participants in negotiations
r

X0(0) =

i 1
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If the negotiation space X0(0) is a single element set, then the negotiation problem is trivial. This element is
the consensus. Negotiation problem becomes interesting when the negotiation space is empty or contains more
than one element. In the first case, participants have to reduce some or all of the aspiration levels of criteria functions, but participants are involved in the reduction of certain criteria more and other less. In the latter case, each
element of the negotiation space is acceptable to all participants, but different elements are evaluated differently,
because they meet the criteria of the participants on different levels. Further negotiations are conducted in time
points t = 1, 2, ..., T, and should lead to a consensus decision, to achieve single-element negotiation space X0(t).
Concept of pressure
This pressure negotiation concept is based on the assumption that each participant decides under pressure of
objective context, subject to a variety of internal and external pressures. Participant is under pressure, for example,
if he wants to reach a consensus, he is aware of prices for delayed decisions; other participants influence their
behavior, etc. Pressure is a term that includes internal values and external influences and determines the decision
making process. Assume that the pressure does not affect the selection of decisions directly, but through a set of
conditions that have to be satisfied. Then we can consider the effects of pressure, which is reflected in changes in
the set of constraints. This leads to a change of set of acceptable participants' decisions and a change of the negotiation space and can lead to a consensus.
Pressures acting on the aspiration levels of criteria functions that change in time points t = 1, 2, ..., T, and thus
change the set of acceptable decisions
Xi(t) = {x; x  X, fi(x)  bi(t)}, i = 1, 2, ..., n.

(11)

Changes of aspiration levels are described by a vector of values pi(t) at time t (pi(0) = 0)
bi(t) = bi(t-1) + pi(t).

(12)

p2(t)
p2(T)
(b)
(a)
(c)
p1(T)

p1(t)

Figure 1: Trajectory of pressures
i

Vector p (t) describes the changes in aspiration levels of the i-th participant at time t. Vector p(t) describes the
changes of all aspiration levels for all participants at time t, this vector has as many components as there are
together all soft constraints. By joining points p(0), p(1) , ..., p(T) yields a continuous vector function p(t) defined
on the interval < 0, T >, which is called trajectory of pressures and represents tactics.
There are several different trajectories of pressures that lead to the same consensus decision (see Figure
1). Trajectory (a) corresponds to negotiation with constant pressure effects. Trajectory (b) represents the negotiation with the effects of pressure nonlinearly dependent on time. If the parties negotiate increases and reduces the
aspiration levels, this type of negotiation corresponds to trajectory (c).

6

Conclusions

New models of co-opetition are developed. Relevance of the project can be seen at two levels: theoretical and
practical. The theoretical contribution can be seen in the creation of new models for biform games that will capture
the sequential or the simultaneous use of non-cooperative and cooperative models. The models will include dynamic changes of parameters in the games, unlike traditional models of game theory. Multiple criteria evaluation
of strategies can be also included in the models.
The practical contribution consists in the use of models for applications. Co-opetition business strategy is considered to be very promising. Changes in the new models will better reflect the real conditions. The proposed
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models can be used not only for co-opetition strategy, but also for many other decision problems which combine
the advantages of competition and cooperation.
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Implicit-explicit scheme combined with wavelets
for pricing European options
Václav Finěk 1
Abstract. Option products are frequently traded in the financial markets. To price
these options, advanced mathematical models are employed, yielding multidimensional parabolic partial differential equations of the convection-diffusion type. And it
is necessary to develop efficient, stable, and robust numerical methods to solve them.
We start here with the one-dimensional Black-Scholes equation.
We employ the implicit-explicit scheme for time discretization and wavelets for space
discretization. First, we split the standard weak form of the Black-Scholes operator
into an symmetric part and into an unsymmetric part. And then we treat implicitly
the symmetric part of the weak form of the Black-Scholes operator and explicitly its
unsymmetric part. Consequently, the arising system of equations can be efficiently
preconditioned using the standard wavelet based preconditioning. Numerical examples are given.
Keywords: Black-Scholes equation, European option, wavelets, implicit-explicit time
discretization.
JEL classification: C63, G13
AMS classification: 35K20, 65T60

1

Introduction

Options are frequently traded in the financial markets. To price these options, advanced mathematical models are
employed, yielding multidimensional parabolic partial differential equations of the convection-diffusion type. And
it is necessary to have at one’s disposal efficient, stable, and robust numerical methods to compute their fair values.
This paper is concerned with numerical solution of the one-dimensional Black-Scholes equation. We apply the
implicit-explicit scheme for time discretization and Hermite cubic spline wavelets with four vanishing moments
for space discretization. The proposed implicit-explicit scheme is based on the operator splitting method. We split
the arising system into an symmetric part and into an unsymmetric part. And then we treat implicitly the symmetric
part of the weak form of the Black-Scholes operator and explicitly its unsymmetric part. Consequently, the arising
system of equations can be efficiently preconditioned using the standard wavelet based preconditioning [6] and
solved by the conjugate gradient method with small number of iterations. Numerical examples are given.
For an overview of classical methods for numerical solution of the Black-Scholes equation, we refer to [1].
Recently also new approaches such as the discontinuous Galerkin method [11, 12] or wavelets [4, 5] have been used
for an efficient solution of different models. In [7], we proposed a construction of the wavelet basis with respect to
which the Black-Scholes operator is sparse even in the case when volatilities are piecewise quadratic polynomials.
In [9], we used the above described operator splitting method with θ−scheme and we showed that arising system
of equations can be efficiently preconditioned using an wavelet based preconditioning and consequently efficiently
solved by the conjugate gradient method (CGS). At each time step and at each decomposition level, it was necessary
to perform only few iterations of CGS to have the norm of the residuum smaller than 10−8 . The advantages of this
approach consist in higher order accuracy, a small number of iterations needed to resolve the problem with desired
accuracy and a high potential in adaptive methods due to the four vanishing wavelet moments.
As reported for example in [10] even for European call options in one space dimension, the agreement between
the numerical solution and the analytical solution can be quite good, but this has not to be the case for the first and
the second order derivatives. They used Crank-Nicholson method for time discretization and finite differences for
space discretization. Even worse was the situation for the European digital options with no convergence for option
values in the maximum norm. To show that this behavior is representative also for more realistic applications, they
also employed Heston stochastic volatility model or European call options in two space dimensions. This behavior
is due to the initial data irregularities in the model and therefore Crank-Nicolson scheme is often used together
with Rannacher startup procedure to improve convergence results. For more details, we refer to [10]. Therefore it
is still important to investigate numerical methods for the one-dimensional Black-Scholes equation.
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2

Black-Scholes equation

Let x > 0 be a price of the underlying assets, t represent time to maturity, T be an expiration time, r be a risk-free
interest rate, and σ be an implied volatility. Then the market price u(x, t) of the option at time t with a price x of
the underlying assets can be computed as the solution of the Black-Scholes equation [2]:
∂u
+ LBS (u) = 0,
∂t

in (0, Smax ) × (0, T ) ,

(1)

where Smax is a large enough constant coming from the approximation of the unbounded interval (0, ∞) and the
Black-Scholes operator LBS is given by
LBS (u) = −

∂u
σ 2 x2 ∂ 2 u
− rx
+ ru.
2
2 ∂x
∂x

(2)

Boundary conditions are prescribed in this way:
u(0, t) = Ke−rt

and

(3)

∀t ∈ (0, T ) ,

u(Smax , t) = 0

where K is a strike price. We consider here only put options. Then the initial condition is given by a piecewise
linear payoff function:
u(x, 0) = max(K − x, 0).
(4)
Further, we transform the problem (1) with non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions to the problem
∂v
+ LBS (v) = f,
∂t

in (0, Smax ) × (0, T ) ,

(5)

with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, where

with

∂w
− LBS (w) ,
∂t

u=v+w

and

f (w) = −

w(0, t) = Ke−rt

and

w(Smax , t) = 0

(6)
(7)

∀t ∈ (0, T ) .

To solve the problem (5), we apply the θ−scheme for time discretization and wavelets for space discretization.
The standard weak form of the Black-Scholes operator LBS is the following:
σ2
(LBS (u), z) =
2

Z

0

Smax


∂z
x
dx + σ 2 − r
∂x ∂x
2 ∂u

Z

Smax

0

∂u
x z dx + r
∂x

Z

Smax

uz dx,

(8)

0

where z ∈ H01 (0, Smax ) and (·, ·) denotes L2 inner product. Now, we split this weak form into the symmetric part
a(u, z) :=

σ2
2

Z

Smax

0

x2

∂u ∂z
dx + r
∂x ∂x

and into the unsymmetric part
2

b(u, z) := σ − r



Z

0

Smax

x

Z

Smax

uz dx

(9)

0

∂u
z dx.
∂x

(10)

Then, we use the implicit-explicit scheme for time discretization with implicit treatment of the symmetric part
and explicit treatment of the unsymmetric part. Let τ be a time step, tl = lτ , l = 0, . . . , τ −1 T , and further let us
denote vl (x) = v (x, tl ), and wl (x) = w (x, tl ). The above operator splitting yields the following weak form:
(vl+1 − vl , z) 1
1
+ (a (vl+1 , z) + a (vl , z)) + b (vl , z) = (f (wl+1 ) + f (wl ), z) ,
τ
2
2
which leads after wavelet discretization in the space to well-conditioned symmetric systems of equations [6].
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3

Hermite cubic spline wavelets

We use Hermite cubic spline wavelets with four vanishing moments for space discretization and we shortly review
their basic properties. We consider families Ψ = {ψλ , λ ∈ J } ⊂ L2 (0, 1) of wavelets such that ||ψλ ||L2 = 1.
Let J be an infinite index set and J = JΦ ∪ JΨ , where JΦ is a finite set representing scaling functions living
on the coarsest scale. Any index λ ∈ J is of the form λ = (j, k), where |λ| = j denotes a scale and k denotes
spatial location. Further, we will denote Ds a diagonal matrix, whose diagonal entries are 2s|λ| . Then D−s Ψ =
{2−s|λ| ψλ } will denote a scaled wavelet basis. At last, for s ≥ 0 the space H s will denote a closed subspace of the
Sobolev space H s (0, 1), defined e.g. by imposing homogeneous boundary conditions at one or both endpoints,
and for s < 0 the space H s will denote the dual space H s := (H −s )0 . k.kH s will denote the corresponding norm.
Further l2 (J ) will denote the space consisting of the power summable sequences and k.kl2 (J ) will denote the
corresponding norm.
•

A family Ψ = {ψλ , λ ∈ J } ⊂ L2 (0, 1) is called a wavelet basis of H s for some γ, γ
e > 0 and s ∈ (−e
γ , γ), if
Ψ is a Riesz basis of H s , that means Ψ forms a basis of H s and there exist constants cs , Cs > 0 such that for
all b = {bλ }λ∈J ∈ l2 (J ) holds
cs kbkl2 (J ) ≤ bT D−s Ψ

Hs

≤ Cs kbkl2 (J ) ,

(12)

inf Cs
is the condition number of Ψ.
sup cs
Functions are local in the sense that diam (supp ψλ ) ≤ C2−|λ| for all λ ∈ J , where C is a constant independent
of λ.
Functions ψλ , λ ∈ JΨ , have cancellation properties of order m > 0, i.e. ∀v ∈ H m (0, 1) :
Z 1
v(x) ψλ (x) dx ≤ 2−m|λ| |v|H m (0,1) .
where sup cs , inf Cs are Riesz bounds and cond Ψ :=

•
•

0

It means that integration against wavelets eliminates smooth parts of functions and it is equivalent with vanishing wavelet moments of order m.

As basis functions, Hermite cubic splines wavelets proposed in [8] are used because they have vanishing
moments, short support, are well-conditioned and finally, for constant coefficient differential equations and also
for the considered Black-Scholes operator, arising stiffness matrices are sparse in wavelet coordinates. In this
special construction, four types of wavelets ψ1 , ψ2 , ψ3 , and ψ4 , are constructed and the wavelet basis is then
formed by translations and dilations of these four types of wavelets. The first two types of wavelets have supports
in [−1, 1] and are orthogonal to cubic polynomials. Moreover, the first one is odd and the second one is even.
The second two types of wavelets have supports in [−2, 2]. We impose again the orthogonality condition to cubic
polynomials in intervals [−2, 0] and [0, 2] and one of them should be odd and the second one even. These properties
ensure that both the mass and the stiffness matrix corresponding to the one-dimensional Laplacian as well as
the stiffness matrices corresponding to the one-dimensional Black-Scholes equation have at most three wavelet
blocks of nonzero elements in any column and then the number of nonzero elements in any column is bounded
independent of matrix size. Condition numbers of these wavelets were later improved in [3]. As a consequence
of properties of these wavelets, we obtain well-conditioned stiffness matrices with sparse structure and as well a
sparse representation of the approximate solution. For more details, we refer to [3, 8].

4

Numerical results

In numerical experiments, we compute a price of a put option on the German DAX 30 stock market index. Based
on the real data from 15 September 2011, we set the expiration date T = 1/3, the strike price 4000, implied
volatility σ = 0.4594, and the risk-free interest rate r = 0.0176 [11]. The length of a computational domain
depends on the maximal value of the German index DAX. We set here Smax = 16000 to suppress the influence
of the approximation of the unbounded interval (0, ∞). In numerical experiments, we use the above mentioned
wavelets. Let Ψ = {ψλ , λ ∈ J } be a wavelet basis of the space L2 proposed in [8] and
Ψi = {ψλ , |λ| ≤ i, λ ∈ J }

be a wavelet basis containing all wavelets up to level i.

In the Table 1, i denotes the wavelet decomposition level, N T S denotes the number of time steps and order
denotes computed order of convergence between two subsequent wavelet decomposition levels. In all numerical
experiments, we used the conjugate gradient method to solve the arising system of linear equations. We set the
first initial guess equal to the result obtained in the previous time level and we iterated until a relative residual
was greater than 10−6 2−4i , where i is the wavelet decomposition level. Numerical results confirm that proposed
scheme is the fourth order accurate in the space but we can observe slower convergence with respect to time.
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5

i

NTS

1
2
3
4
5

4
32
256
2048
16384

Table 1 Convergence history.
rel. L2 -error order rel. H 1 -error
1.07e-2
8.38e-4
7.08e-5
6.48e-6
5.43e-7

3.67
3.57
3.45
3.58

5.08e-2
7.40e-3
1.30e-3
2.02e-4
2.74e-5

order
2.78
2.51
2.69
2.88

Conclusion

We applied the implicit-explicit scheme for time discretization and Hermite cubic spline wavelets with four vanishing moments for space discretization. The implicit-explicit scheme is based on the operator splitting method.
We split the arising system into an symmetric part and into an unsymmetric part. And then we treat implicitly the
symmetric part of the weak form of the Black-Scholes operator and explicitly its unsymmetric part. Consequently,
the arising system of equations can be efficiently preconditioned using the standard wavelet based preconditioning
and solved by the conjugate gradient method with small number of iterations. Numerical results confirm that proposed scheme is the fourth order accurate in the space but we can observe slower convergence with respect to the
time.
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Unconventional monetary policy in a small open economy
under inflation targeting regime
Jakub Fodor1 , Osvald Vašı́ček2
Abstract. In this paper, we focus on consequences of unconventional monetary
policy, namely, of interventions on foreign exchange (FX) market. In recent development of many economies, interest rate hit the zero lower bound, making traditional
instrument of monetary policy unemployable. Depreciation of country’s currency and
subsequent interventions on FX market therefore provide for an option for inflation
targeting in small open economies. We use a New-Keynesian dynamic stochastic
model of general equilibrium. The possibility of central bank’s interventions is modeled by adding a segment of FX dealers as a modified uncovered interest parity condition, according to [2]. The model is then estimated on data of Czech economy. We
then introduce non-linearities to otherwise linear model, providing a way to model
constraints on variables. Constraint on interest rate is chosen to model the position
of the economy at zero lower bound, whereas constraint on exchange rate is used to
model commitment of central bank to keep exchange rate above certain value. Model
is solved using toolbox of [3], which introduces a way of dealing with non-linear
models, by assuming perfect foresight of agents. Finally, the results are assessed and
correctness of unconventional monetary policy is evaluated.
Keywords: unconventional monetary policy, foreign exchange interventions, occasionally binding constraint
JEL classification: E58
AMS classification: 91B64

1

Introduction

Until recently, the main monetary policy instrument in countries under inflation targeting regime were open market
operations. Central banks performed expansionary or contractionary policy, to achieve steady price level rise, i.e.
inflation at target value. Following the financial crisis in 2008, central banks were forced to drop the interest rate,
in order to preserve steady growth of price level. Many central banks however, declined their interest rates to
zero, i.e. they hit the zero lower bound. Few countries, as is the case of Czech Republic, started to intervene on
exchange rate as a form of unconventional monetary policy. The aim was to depreciate the domestic currency, in
order to increase inflation. This paper investigates on consequences of using interventions on foreign exchange
market to meet inflation goal. Section 2 describes used model, section 3 introduces the way to model constraints
on variables. Model estimation is described in section 4. Finally, section 5 shows comparison of economy with a
constraint only on interest rate and the one with an additional one on exchange rate. Results are summarized in
conclusion.

2

The model

We use New-Keynesian dynamic stochastic general equlibirum model of a small open economy under inflation
targetting regime, described in [1]. The Euler equation is expressed as
ct =

1
υ
1−υ
Et ct+1 +
ct−1 −
[it − Et πt+1 + µdt ]
1+υ
1+υ
σ(1 + υ)

(1)

Phillips curve for domestic inflation is defined as:
πh,t =

δ
β
(1 − θh )(1 − θh β)
πh,t−1 +
Et πh,t+1 +
mct
1 + δβ
1 + δβ
θh (1 + δβ)

(2)

Monetary policy is modeled in usual way, using Taylor rule:
1
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it = ρi it−1 + (1 − ρi )(φπ (πt − π T ) + φp Pt + φy (yt )) + it

(3)

Foreign economy is modeled as the rest of the world in a simpler manner. We implement price and nominal
wage rigidities. To model exchange rate, we use modified uncovered interest parity condition described by [2]:
Ẽt et+1 − et = it − i∗t + τ σe2 (w̃∗t + w̃∗,cb
),
t

(4)

where τ is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion of dealers on exchange market.. Capital inflows process w̃∗t
is modelled as an AR(1) process. The above mentioned allows central bank to intervene on FX market through
w̃∗,cb
= χeT (et − eT ) + cb
t
t .

3

Occasionally binding constraints

Occasionally binding constraints (OBC) are modelled according to [3], by adding a shadow shock to the bounded
variable. Suppose we have a vector of model’s variables xt and we want to know the response of these variables to
shock t . We also suppose that the model’s equations are all linear, with the exception of variable x1,t , which can
be written as:
x1,t = max{0, µ1 + φ−1 xt−1 + φ0 xt + φ1 Ext+1 − (φ−1 + φ0 + φ1 )µ},
(5)
where µ = [µ1 , .., µn ] is vector stacking the variables’ steady states value and µ1 > 0. If the variable is driven
to the bound, the shadow price shock will make the variable higher for some duration. Let IRF vectors be of length
T and the number of periods, after which the constraint is no longer expected to bind, be denoted T ∗ . We assume
T ≥ T ∗ . The algorithm then replaces the aforementioned equation with:
x1,t = µ1 + φ−1 xt−1 + φ0 xt + φ1 Ext+1 − (φ−1 + φ0 + φ1 )µ +

∗
TX
−1

SP
s,t−s ,

(6)

s=0

where SP
s,t is the aforementioned shadow price shock. The algorithm then finds solution that binds variable
at given value. It is also possible to consider more binded variables. The algorithm is same with generalization,
based on adding more constraints. Also, stochastic simulation follows the same algorithm, i.e. adding shadow
price shocks to variables at the bound. For details on algorithm, see [3].

4
4.1

Model estimation
Data

To estimate the model, we use 8 quarterly measured time series from CNB. The domestic economy is modeled
as the case of Czech Republic. The Eurozone is considered as the foreign economy, being sufficiently large.
The considered variables are domestic and foreign output measured as respective GDPs. Domestic and foreign
inflation, measured as incremenets in CPI. Domestic and foreign interest rates, measured as 3month PRIBOR and
EURIBOR respectively. Lastly, we use nominal exchange rate measured in CZK/EUR and Czech target inflation.
Variables used are from first quarter of 2000 until last quarter of 2016, i.e. 68 observations. We transform the
variables as followed: Outputs, inflation and exchange rate are measured as demeaned increment of differences
of logarithms of respective variables. For domestic output, foreign output and exchange rate, we work with state
variables, where for example yt = yt−1 + yobs , where yobs is the demeaned increment. Interest rates are demeaned
and divided by four, as to represent to represent the interest gained from one period to another. Target inflation is
transformed in the same way to represent target inflation of respective quarters.

4.2

Parameters

The parameters are estimated using Bayesian techniques, namely Random Walk Chain Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, generating 1 000 000 draws in two chains, from which first 40% were burned. Calculatons were done using
Matlab 2016b and Dynare 4.4.3. Seven parameters are calibrated. Discount factor β is set to 0.99. Following
majority of literature, habit in consumption is set to 0.7 and share of import to 0.5, as is often used for case of
Czech Republic. Parameters in the modified UIP are set following [4]: dealers’ risk aversion is st to 500 and depreciation’s variance is set to 0.028. The target exchange rate of central bank is set to exchange rate’s steady state.
Foreign inflation target is set to 0.38. The other parameters are estimated, as described above. Risk aversion parameters are estimated to be 1.35 and 1.30 for doomestic and foreign economy respectively, what shows rather risk
averse consumers. Calvo parameter for wages was estimated at 0.75, meaning wages are updated yearly, and wage
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indexation to past inflation parameter is 0.49. Prices Calvo is higher, estimated at 0.84 for both domestic goods
and imports. Monetary rules are in line with expectations, inflation parameters being 1.49 and 1.54 and output
parameters 0.5 and 0.31 for domestic and foreign economy respecitvely. Monetary policy smoothing parameters
are estimated high, 0.97 and 0.9. Standard deviation of shocks are displayed in table 1.
Shock
a
d
w
p
r
cb
∗d
∗a
∗r
∗w
∗f
targ

Description
technology
demand
wage
cost-push
monetary
cap. inflows
f. demand
f. technology
f. monetary
f. wage
intervention
target

Prior mean
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.500
0.010
0.100
0.500
0.500
0.010
0.500
0.050
0.001

Posterior mean
0.2401
0.0990
0.3624
0.2298
0.0013
0.0243
0.0697
0.1504
0.0014
0.2226
0.0128
0.0003

90% HPD interval
[0.1174 , 0.3621]
[0.0757 , 0.1225]
[0.1223 , 0.6316]
[0.1143 , 0.3457]
[0.0012 , 0.0014]
[0.0178 , 0.0307]
[0.0603 , 0.0780]
[0.0949 , 0.2052]
[0.0012 , 0.0015]
[0.1114 , 0.3306]
[0.0093 , 0.0162]
[0.0003 , 0.0004]

Distribution
invg
invg
invg
invg
invg
invg
invg
invg
invg
invg
invg
invg

Prior std.
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
0.100
0.400
2.000
2.000
0.100
2.000
0.100
0.001

Table 1: Estimation of standard deviation of shocks

5

Stochastic simulation

We are next to assess the implications of unconventional monetary policy. First, we show behavior of economy
at ZLB. Next, we show how constraint on nominal exchange rate changes such behavior. All computations were
done using toolbox [5]. To assess the consequences this constraint has on an economy, we replace the model’s
monetary rule, with the following, non-linear rule:
it = max{−0.005, ρi it−1 + (1 − ρi )(φπ πt + φp Pt + φy yt ) + it }.

(7)

The value -0.005 corresponds to ZLB, if mean of interest rate is modeled as steady state.
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Figure 1: Simulation of economy at ZLB
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Figure 1 shows simulations of chosen variables. The variables are depicted in states. The full lines represent
the original simulation of the economy, i.e. the economy without ZLB constraint. Dashed lines therefore represent
the economy, which is constrained by ZLB. It is seen, that nominal interest rate is constrained at two periods,
first time shortly around period 10 and second time for longer time from period 50. If the economy spends only
short period of time at the bound, it has only very small impact on the other variables. However, if we study
the behavior of variables, when economy hits ZLB for longer time, we see that consumption decreases relative
to the original trajectory. This effect was expected, as individuals face higher interest rate. Nominal exchange
rate strongly appreciates. This is the conclusion of modified uncovered interest parity condition, where if interest
rates is higher relative to original values, exchange rate must appreciate, as agents will look to invest in domestic
economy. Economy’s output is decreased as well, partly because of decreased consumption and partly because of
appreciation of domestic currency. Consequently, wages decrease as well.
Next, we see, that domestic inflation decreases at ZLB as compared to original trajectory. This can be attributed
to lower wages and lower terms of trade, meaning that the marginal costs of firms decrease. More significant difference between trajectories is seen in imported inflation. As exchange rate appreciates because of ZLB, importing
firms lower their prices. The overall inflation in domestic economy is combined in equal parts from these two
variables. It will therefore be lower, when economy is constrained, than it would be, if it was not. Interest rate at
ZLB therefore ceases to be effective monetary policy instrument, and deflationary pressures may arise.
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Figure 2: Demand shock
Next, we use impulse response functions to exogenous shocks to assess thebehavior of economy. These shocks
are scaled by factor of 10, to make the differences clear. Figure 2 depicts demand shock, which is modeled
as exogenous decrease in domestic consumption. Output, wages as well as consumption will decrease more in
constrained economy. The feature of simulation is shown in IRF for interest rate, where in economy with constraint,
it can not decrease as much, as a reaction to decreased output. Imports inflation will be lower, because exchange
rate did not depreciate as much. In effect, inflation in constrained economy will be significantly lower, thanin
unconstrained one. Nominal exchange rate depreciates less, because nominal interest rate is higher in constrained
economy, causing appreciation pressures on nominal exchange rate.
In figure 3, we can examine, what happens, if an economy is hit by negative monetary shock, i.e. exogenous
decrease in interest rate. Nominal interest rate only decreases to -0.005, which is the lower bound, as specified
above. As interest rate remains higher, nominal exchange rate will not depreciate as much. On the other hand,
because interest rate is higher, consumption will be lower than in the original case, because agents will be motivated
to save, rather than spend. Both of these efects, smaller depreciation and smaller consumption will lead to smaller
output. Imports inflation will not increase as in the case without the bound, because the exchange rate did not
depreciate as much, and they have no reason to increase prices as much. To sum up, if the economy isn’t able to
decrease interest rates, output and inflation may remain low, and the economy can run into stagflation.
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Figure 3: Negative monetary shock

5.1

Unconventional monetary policy

We can employ second constraint on the economy, namely a commitment on exchange rate employed by central
bank. The constraint on interest rate is left as in the previous section. Next, we need to create a constraint,
prohibiting exchange rate to appreciate. We use the modified uncovered interest parity condition, and use maximum
function, providing, that exchange rate is either going to be the original value, or the value, under which it can
appreciate. To determine the value, we look at the simulated economy above, and we choose approximate value
-0.1, which we plug in the function to obtain:
)}
et = max{−0.1, Et et+1 + i∗t − it − τ σe2 (w̃∗t + w̃∗,cb
t
output

(8)
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Figure 4: Simulation of economy at ZLB and Commitment
Figure 4 displays the same simulation as in the case above with additional constraint on exchange rate. We can
observe how trajectory changes, when this constraint is employed. We see, that opposed to the case with single
constraint, output does not decrease as much around period 50, i.e. when both bounds are in effect. Nominal
interest rate still bounds at the same horizon. The effect of inflation is hard to assess and seems insignificant.
Finally, nominal exchange rate is binded at -0.1 as described above. After it leaves the bound, it rises to slightly
higher values, but this result is also not significant.
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Figure 5: IRF to capital inflows shock
We can note, that behavior of the economy as response to aforementioned shocks does not change. Both
demand shock and negative monetary shock will tend to depreciate the currency. Therefore the constraint isn’t
binding and the economy will reponse as described above. However, we can study the behavior of the economy
under capital inflows shock. Such shock will have a negative effect on exchange rate, i.e. it will appreciate
the domestic currency. However, with constraint in place, this will not be fully possible. Figure 5 examines
the behavior of economy without any constraint, with ZLB constraint and both ZLB and commitment to certain
exchang rate constraint.
We observe, that economy being bound by nominal exchange rate, will keep its exchange rate at the constrained. This will cause output to be higher as opposed to alternative without exchange rate constraint. Higher
output will cause higher nominal interest rate. Imports inflation will be higher, at least in the short run, as well as
domestic inflation, driving real interest rate down, and increasing consumption.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we use non-linear New-Keynesian model to show, that if the economy is at zero lower bound,
interventions preventing appreciation of currency have positive effect on economy. Such interventions by central
bank tend to increase inflation, output and wages in an economy.
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Spatial panel data models - stability analysis
with application to regional unemployment
Tomáš Formánek1 , Roman Hušek2
Abstract. Regional macroeconomic policy actions should be prepared, implemented
and evaluated while accounting for the spatial nature of their effects. During the quantitative analysis process, regional distances, interactions and spill-overs need to be
properly addressed. Over the last few years, panel data-based methods of spatial analysis have gained considerable attention as panels provide many advantages over crosssectional spatial data in terms of tackling the temporal aspects of the macroeconomic
dynamics as well as by allowing to account for unit’s individual effects.
In this article, we focus on selected key topics related to the estimation and stability of
spatial panel models. We estimate and evaluate a panel data-based model describing
regional unemployment dynamics at the NUTS2 level for the following six countries:
Czechia, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, Germany and Austria. Different methodological
approaches are used to study key aspects of the spatio-temporal stability of the estimated model. Based on our results, we may draw reasonably general conclusions with
respect to empirical regional unemployment policies.
Keywords: spatial panels, model stability, regional unemployment.
JEL classification: C23, C31, C52, E66
AMS classification: 91B72

1

Introduction

Spatial econometric models address the presence of effects such as economic spill-overs between neighboring regions. Spatial models play an important role in regional studies and in many non-economic fields of research. In
spatial econometrics, data need to be geo-coded by means of the latitude/longitude geographic coordinates system, as distances (and/or common borders) are used to estimate spatial dependencies. The variety of available
approaches towards modeling and estimation of spatial dependencies imply that researchers usually have to consider several spatial structure settings to evaluate coefficient stability and model robustness. The analysis of spatial
panel data is an important field of contemporary econometrics. Spatial econometrics contributes or may significantly contribute to many fields of current econometric research, either explicitly or implicitly, see e.g. [2], [3],
[4], [10] or [11] for empirical and theoretical contributions to the field as well as for additional references.
In this paper, we use spatial panel data methods to evaluate the conditional stability of estimated spatial panel
models. The theoretical part of our analysis is accompanied by a panel data-based spatial model describing regional unemployment dynamics at the NUTS2 level for the following six countries: Czechia, Slovakia, Poland,
Hungary, Germany and Austria. For basic illustration of the spatio-temporal dynamics and dependencies in regional unemployment, Figure 1 is provided.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section two covers selected key topics of the spatial panel
approach and provides references to fundamental literature. Section three provides an illustrative application to the
topics outlined. Section four and the list of references conclude our paper.

2

Spatial econometrics & panel data models

The actual framework for contemporary applied spatial econometrics was provided by Cliff and Ord (e.g. in
[1]), by introducing a flexible spatial matrix SN that is used to define neighbors (spatially close regions) using
a dummy variable technique, where each element of the square spatial matrix equals 1 if the two spatial units
are neighbors and 0 otherwise. Usually, two units are considered neighbors if they are close in some adequate
dimension (geographic, technological, etc.).
A corresponding spatial weights matrix WN is often constructed by simple row-standardizing the spatial matrix,
so that the row weights sum up to 1. A simple 4-unit (4×4) example is provided in (1). From the first row (and
column) of the symmetric spatial matrix SN , we may observe that the first unit (say, region or city) is a neighbor
of units 2, 3 and 4. Diagonal elements are set to zero by definition (units are not neighbors to themselves). Clearly,
1
2
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Figure 1 Choropleths with 2009 & 2014 unemployment rates at the NUTS2 level

both SN and WN matrices are determined by the ordering of the data, which can be arbitrary. Elhorst [4] provides
two formal stability conditions for spatial models that may be restated as follows: (a) The row and column sums
of any SN matrix should be uniformly bounded in absolute value as N → ∞. (b) The row and column sums of
SN should not diverge to infinity at a rate equal to or faster than the rate of sample size growth.
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As we take advantage of the notation of Millo and Piras [7], a general form of a static panel model that includes
both the spatial effects (spatial lag) of the dependent variable and the spatially autocorrelated error terms may be
outlined as follows:
y = λ (IT ⊗ WN ) y + Xβ + u,

(2)

where y is a (N× T ) × 1 column vector of dependent variable observations (i = 1, 2, . . . , N denotes crosssectional units and t = 1, 2, . . . , T relates to the time dimension). X is a (N× T ) × k matrix of k exogenous
regressors, has full column rank and its elements are uniformly bounded in their absolute values. IT is an identity
matrix and WN is a time-invariant spatial weights matrix describing the geographical arrangement of the sample
units (WN conforms to the conditions described above). Elements of vector β as well as λ are parameters of the
model. Kronecker product (direct matrix product) is used and denoted ⊗. Given the space limitations for this
contribution, we only focus on a random effects (RE) model/estimation approach. As we do not elaborate on
the pooling nor fixed effects (FE) approaches, we refer the readers to [4] and [7] for detailed discussion of the
topic. With RE models, we implicitly assume that the unobserved individual effects are not correlated with other
regressors. Testing of random effects in an estimated model (RE vs. FE tests) is an essential part of RE model
verification. Although such specification tests lie beyond the scope of this paper, they are readily available from
[7] as well as implemented into R software: {spdep} and {splm} packages. Hence, using the notation as in [7],
the error term u from (2) and its variance may be described as

−1
u = (ιT ⊗ IN ) µ + IT ⊗ BN
υ,

h
i
−1
Ωu = var (u) = σµ2 (ιT ι0T ⊗ IN ) + συ2 IT ⊗ (BN0 BN )
,

(3)
(4)

where ιT is a unit vector (T ×1) and IN is an (N ×N ) identity
matrix. Vector µ holds the time-invariant and

spatially uncorrelated individual effects with µi ∼ IID 0, σµ2 . BN = (IN − ρWN ) is assumed non-singular and
features a spatial error autoregression parmater ρ where |ρ| < 1. υ 0 = (υ10, . . . , υT0 ) is a vector of innovations that
vary both over cross-sectional units and across time with υit ∼ IID 0, συ2 .
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Maximum likelihood (ML) or generalized moments (GM) procedures implemented into R software allow us
to estimates the β, λ and ρ parameters, along with συ2 and σµ2 . For a detailed description and R implementation of
the estimation, see [7].
Beyond model estimation, it is crucial to to keep in mind some basic interpretation issues related to a model
featuring a spatial lag in the dependent variable: The estimated parameters of the model (2) do not form proper
basis for a description of model dynamics, especially if we want to focus on spillover effects. As we simulate a
change in xrit - the r-th explanatory variable for spatial unit i at time t - we expect the dependent variable in the
i-th unit to change (direct effect) and also, for λ 6= 0, we expect some non-zero effects on the dependent variables
in neighboring units (indirect effects). As we only deal with static models here, all effects take place at time t.
Considerable efforts are made in current literature to introduce feasible dynamic spatial panel estimators - however,
strong results are yet to be seen.
For proper direct and indirect effect estimation, we have to use partial derivatives of the regression function.
Even with static spatial panel models, this type of dynamics is relatively complex to describe. However, we may
use the notation of LeSage and Pace [6] to provide a relatively simple overview: We start with a reduced form of a
cross-sectional spatial model:
(IN − λWN ) y = Xβ + αιN + u,
(5)
where y and u are (N ×1), X is (N ×k) and α is the intercept. Equation (5) can be conveniently rewritten for
subsequent interpretation as
y=

k
X

Sr (WN ) xr + VN (WN ) ιN α + VN (WN ) u,

r=1

−1

Sr (WN ) = VN (WN ) IN βr = (IN − λWN )
−1

VN (WN ) = (IN − λWN )

IN βr ,

(6)

= IN + λWN + λ2 WN2 + λ3 WN3 + . . .

Essentially, the impacts (direct and indirect) are related to the expression
−1

Sr (WN ) = (IN − λWN )

IN βr .

(7)

For a static spatial panel model environment, (7) may be generalized to
Sr (W) = (IN T − λW)

−1

IN T βr .

(8)

Here, W = (IT ⊗ WN ) is a block-diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks formed by the spatial matrices WN . From
(6), we may see that the direct and indirect impacts for a cross-sectional spatial model are given by
∂yi
= Sr (WN )ii
∂xri

;

∂yi
= Sr (WN )ij ,
∂xrj

(9)

where Sr (WN )ij is a scalar term, element of the matrix Sr (WN ). Now, we may conclude our derivation of impacts
for model (2): to express the impacts from an estimated spatial panel model, we only need to substitute Sr (W)
for Sr (WN ) in equation (9). For detailed discussion of impacts’ variances and statistical significance tests, see [6].
Stability of an estimated RE spatial model
One major weakness of the spatial econometric approach as described above is the fact that WN matrices cannot be
estimated along with model parameters. Rather, WN needs to be specified prior to model estimation. There is little
theoretical background for choosing the right WN specification. In [5], we discuss the consequences of possible
misspecification of WN within the scope of cross-sectional spatial models. Also, a simple yet effective algorithm
is provided for choosing an optimal WN from a group of alternative spatial matrices as in (2). In our contribution,
different distance-based weights matrices are produced by varying maximum neighbor distance thresholds. This
is more realistic for our unemployment-related illustrative application as compared to the k-nearest neighbors
method. For details, please refer to a discussion provided in [5].

3

Empirical application

This section provides an estimation and evaluation of a relatively compact spatial panel model, rooted in the
regional competitiveness theory (please refer to [5] and [9]). At the NUTS2 level, regional unemployment rates
in Czechia, Slovakia, Poland, Germany, Austria and Hungary are modeled using relative GDP per capita and
technological advantage indicators, along with other control variables (described below). Specifically, we have
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82 NUTS2 regions: 8 regions in Czechia, 4 in Slovakia, 9 in Austria, 38 in Germany (8 are former East-German
regions; 9 including the unified Berlin), 16 in Poland and 7 in Hungary. For those regions, we use a balanced
(annual) 2009-2014 dataset with the following variables downloaded from Eurostat via R package {eurostat}: the
“lfst r lfu3rt” dataset is the source of our geo-coded dependent variable (unemployment rate). GDP per capita
(measured as percentage of the EU average: a competitiveness-based indicator) comes from “nama 10r 2gdp”
and the “htec emp reg2” dataset is used to describe the percentage of employees working in the high-tech sector
(NACE r.2 code HTC).
Hence, the equation (2) is estimated as follows: yit is the total unemployment rate (percentage of labor force
- ages 20-64 combined). For each spatial unit, the vector of regressors xit0 consists of the following six variables:
1: GDPit is the relative GDP per capita (100 = EU average in a given year). 2: HTCit is the high-tech sector
employment proportion. 3: HUClit is a dummy variable based on Ord’s G∗ (see [8]) that discerns local clusters
(hotspots) of high values of the observed variable. As we searched for high unemployment clusters, we found
a single cluster, containing the following NUTS2 regions: HU10, HU31, PL21, PL22, PL32, PL33, SK03 and
SK04 (generally speaking, this cluster consist of units close to or bordering with Ukraine). 4: Intrcit = HTCit ×
HUClit is an interaction term that controls for differences in effects of high-tech sector prominence in regular vs.
high-unemployment regions. At the regional level, this particular variable has a strong policy-making and policy
evaluation potential in terms of tackling high unemployment through high-tech oriented subsidiary measures, etc.
5: GDPi and 6: HTCi are the individual (time-invariant) averages, necessary for estimation of the β coefficients
using a correlated random effects-like (CRE) approach as described in Wooldridge [12].
After applying basic spatial correlation tests to the observed data and verification of additional model assumptions (see [5]), we estimate the model (2). Table 1 provides the estimated coefficients along with their standard
errors and significance levels - based on a W82 matrix defined for maximum neighbor distances of 240 km. This
spatial weights specification leads to the highlest log-likelihood of the estimated regression function. The estimated equation (as presented in Table 1) is statistically significant at the 5% level and the estimated residuals are
not spatially correlated.
(const)
GDP
HTC
HUCl
Intrc
GDP
HTC
λ

Estimate
2.401
-0.043
0.226
2.639
-0.377
0.032
-0.301
0.820

Std. Error
0.532
0.013
0.085
0.949
0.215
0.014
0.151
0.033

t-value
4.516
-3.284
2.645
2.781
-1.754
2.364
-1.987
25.055

Pr(>|t|)
0.000
0.001
0.008
0.005
0.080
0.018
0.047
0.000

Table 1 Coeffs for neighbor distance threshold set at 240 km
As we have discussed in section 2, the estimated β coefficients should not be used for model dynamics description, i.e. they do not represent the ceteris paribus expected effects of a change in a given regressor (say, a r-th
regressor xrit ) on the dependent variable for the i-th region and in the neighboring regions (we do not expect yit
in non-neighboring regions to be affected by changes in xrit ). Hence, Table 2 is provided, featuring both the direct
and indirect effects along with their significance levels. (see [4] for a detailed discussion).
Effects
Direct
z-score
p-value
Indirect
z-score
p-value

GDP
-0.049
-3.163
0.002
-0.194
-2.529
0.011

HTC
0.259
2.635
0.008
1.025
2.171
0.030

HUCl
3.115
2.894
0.004
12.325
2.288
0.022

Intrc
-0.439
-1.803
0.071
-1.742
-1.606
0.108

GDP
0.037
2.289
0.022
0.148
1.995
0.046

HTC
-0.346
-1.920
0.055
-1.369
-1.685
0.092

Table 2 Impacts for neighbor distance threshold set at 240 km
The information provided in Table 2 can be summarized as follows: given a one percent increase in region’s
relative GDP per capita (a relative indicator with competitiveness-based interpretation), we can expect a mild, yet
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statistically significant decrease in the expected rate of unemployment. Here, the expected spillover effect is about
4× higher than the direct effect, which might be seen as a strong argument in favor of regional macroeconomic
co-operation. The impacts of HUClit have a rather technical interpretation: this variable is used to control for
unemployment dynamics specificities in the empirically observed high unemployment cluster. The same technical
interpretation applies to GDPi and HTCi variables of the CRE-like specification used for model (2). The direct
and indirect effects of the variable HTCit are rather interesting, as they differ in sign when calculated for standard
regions vs. high-unemployment cluster regions: from our results, it seems that any potential subsidiary measures
aimed at the high-tech sector would only have counter-unemployment effect for regions in the high-unemployment
cluster. The λ coefficient as in Table 1 indicates that the estimated spatial dependence is rather strong and highly
statistically significant.
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Figure 2 Stability analysis of the spatial panel model
Also, given the prevailing macroeconomic differences between the “old” and “new” EU countries and regions,
we have considered an additional dummy variable for our model (2), distinguishing the old EU regions (Austrian and former West-German NUTS2 regions). Interestingly, once the HUClit variable and its interaction term
are controlled for, such additional dummy variable (its estimated coefficients and impacts) turns out statistically
insignificant, even at the α = 0.1 level.
To account for the variety of possible W82 specifications and the resulting ambiguity potential, specification
robustness of equation (2) was tested against changes in neighborhood definitions. Multiple estimations of model
(2) were performed, while varying the spatial weights matrix W82 . The process of model-robustness evaluation is
summarized in Figure 2: We start with a very sparse W82 , constructed using maximum neighbor distance threshold
set to 160 km (lower distances generate “islands” that are incompatible with the maximum likelihood estimation
of spatial models). Next, neighbor thresholds are iteratively increased (using 10 km iterations, 85 models are
evaluated) and new W82 matrices are generated - up to a maximum neighbor distance of 1.000 km (beyond 1.000
km, our spatial model provides no significant improvement over OLS, as discussed in [5]). Figure 2 shows the
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relative stability of the estimated direct impacts and spillovers (along with their asymptotic ± 1 s.e.) over a
relatively large span of maximum neighborhood distances. The top-left Figure 2 item shows the log likelihoods of
the individual estimated models. This information was used to select our “best” specification for Tables 1 and 2
and their interpretation.

4

Conclusions

Spatial panel models provide an analysis framework where spatio-temporal aspects and patterns can be controlled
for when quantifying and interpreting regional macroeconomic dynamics. Spatial panel models have the ability
to discern between geographical determination and the influence of relevant macro-economic variables, many of
which may be subject to or directly controlled by economic policy actions undertaken by the central authorities at
different levels.
Our results support the importance of regional cooperation in macroeconomic policies addressing unemployment. Also, strong spatial autocorrelation was identified in the observed unemployment data. This study also
provides model stability evaluation that supports model robustness and its high potential towards the analyses of
dynamics in related fields of macroeconomic research. Spatial panel models provide a modern, useful, interpretable
and functional approach towards regional (macroeconomic) data analysis.
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ANP analysis and selection of the appropriate managerial
methods
Veronika Frajtová, Helena Brožová1
Abstract. In recent years, the pressure from customers, purchasers and competitors
forces companies to constant improvement in the strategic processes at the management level. The companies that are under increasing pressure try to look for modern
management techniques that could improve and innovate their processes or products.
Techniques that would lead to reductions in costs eliminate defects, increase efficiency and quality. All quality-focused methods and standards of management of
quality and innovation help organizations to set-up whole management-system to
prevent negative phenomena. However, what a method is the right one? Which do
they should to pick from the ocean of methods and techniques? Difficult question.
Every company certainly has its own know-how, best practices, proven methods,
etc. Therefore, this paper proposes models based on the Analytic Network Process.
ANP technique is structured multi-criteria evaluation approaches for organizing and
analysing complex decisions as the determination of the managerial method that
could be the best one for the specific economic sector.
Keywords: Analytic network process, process, the managerial methods.
JEL Classification: C44
AMS Classification: 91B50, 91B15

1

Introduction

Current modern period and demand from the business side caused that the companies with different specialization stuck in the cycle of the constantly improvements. This cycle pushes them into perpetually process innovation and evolves present methods and technologies to reach the competitive advantage on the market. Companies
should be much more flexible and adaptable to customer’s criteria.
The pressure from the competition forced them to strategical decision-making, which may influence the whole
enterprise development and effectiveness. The final decision should be comprehensively and systemically effective based on the systems approach.
Nowadays, there exist a plenty of modern methodologies, methods and tools which will maximize the speed of
flow of products or services with minimal defects.
The aim of this paper is to analyse suitability, importance or usability of modern managerial methods using the
proper ANP model, which is quantified, based on a questionnaire survey among managers.

2
2.1

Materials and methods
Analytic Network Process

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and its generalization to dependence and feedback, the Analytic Network
Process (ANP), are methods of relative measurement of tangibles and intangibles. Being able to derive such
measurements is essential for making good decisions (Saaty, 2009, 2012).
The analytic network process can model complex decision problems where a hierarchical model is not sufficient,
because the problem cannot be shown in a hierarchy. This method can handle dependences and feedbacks among
the components. It is a generalized version of analytic hierarchy process.
A network contains clusters and components in these clusters. The components in one cluster can be connected
to components in another cluster (outer dependence) or the same cluster (inner dependence). A network is concerned with all the influences that can affect an outcome. The differences between a hierarchy and a network are
shown in Figure 1.

1
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Figure 1 AHP and ANP structure differences
The evaluation of the dependencies in the network structure is organized in the super-matrix. Supermatrix for
the network from the Figure 1 is in the Table 1.
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Table 1 Super-matrix of the ANP structure from
The ANP can be implemented in the following consecutive steps:
1. Creating the problem network with clusters and its components.
2. Computing the vectors of weights of clusters according to the superior component using the Saaty’s pairwise
comparisons.
3. Computing the vectors of weights of components in each cluster according to the superior component using
the Saaty’s pairwise comparisons.
4. Creating the super-matrix, which represents the influence priority of a component on the left of the matrix on
a component at the top of the matrix.
5. Calculation of weighted super-matrix, which columns sum is equal to 1.
6. Calculating of the limited super-matrix, which consists of the global preferences of decision components.
The final weights are the elements of the limited super-matrix and represent importance or preferences of the
problem components from the main solved goal.

2.2

The Managerial Methods

This research attempted to analyse suitability, importance or usability of modern managerial methods. To provide
this analysis the following broadly used methods were selected.
ITIL - The most widely used approach for IT service management ITIL provides a practical framework for
planning, designing, delivering, supporting and improving IT services (OGC, 2010, Kiran, 2011). ITIL advocates
that IT services must be aligned to the needs of the business and underpin the core business processes. It provides
guidance to organizations on how to use IT as a tool to facilitate business change, transformation and growth.
The goal of this strategic thinking is to define a plan that will bring a solution of the problem in a particular situation. It focuses on the value for customer and identifies the strategic benefits that can be used as a competitive
advantage.
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PRINCE2 is project management methodology developed by the government of the United Kingdom (UK)
and used internationally, especially in information technology (IT) environment (Hinde, 2009). PRINCE2 makes
use of the best-proven practices from a variety of industries and backgrounds. Documents with templates and
clear decision points are characteristics of this methodology, which outlines eight processes.
Kanban is a visual tool for managing the flow of something or anything, like information or work items. It is
flexible enough to be introduced in an existing process, whatever that process may be and without having the
need to replace the process, but is very compatible with Agile methods. Kanban helps in the management of
projects by visualizing workflow, limiting work in process, and creating and improving the flow. Kanban promotes continuous collaboration and encourages active, ongoing learning and improving by defining the best
possible team workflow (Anderson, 2010).
Kaizen is a philosophy and practice that sees improvement in productivity as a gradual and methodical process (Imai, 2008). Kaizen is a Japanese term meaning "change for the better." The concept of Kaizen encompasses a wide range of ideas. It involves making the work environment more efficient and effective by creating a
team atmosphere, improving everyday procedures, ensuring employee satisfaction, and making a job more fulfilling, less tiring and safer.
Lean management and Six Sigma - Lean management is often combined with Six Sigma tools (George and
Lawrence, 2002, Töpfer, 2008). The Lean Six Sigma utilizes the DMAIC phases similar to that of Six Sigma.
Lean Six Sigma projects comprise aspects of Lean focus on waste elimination and the Six Sigma focus on reducing defects based on the qualitative (CTQ) characteristics. The DMAIC method or model is more common. Every phase in this model has an important purpose and different procedures that are used to secure the correct results. The abbreviation DMAIC means Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve, and Control.
Total Quality Management (TQM) is an approach that seeks to improve quality and performance, which
will meet or exceed customer expectations. This can be achieved by integrating all quality-related functions and
processes throughout the company. TQM looks at the overall quality measures used by a company including
managing quality design and development, quality control and maintenance, quality improvement, and quality
assurance. TQM considers all quality measures taken at all levels and involving all company employees (Kiran,
2016).
The purpose of COBIT is to bridge the gap by providing a foundation that is closely linked to business objectives while focusing on IT (IT Governance Institute, 2004). The focus of COBIT is the development of clear
policies and good practices for security and control in IT for worldwide endorsement by commercial, governmental and professional organizations. Its primary goal is the development of control objectives primarily from
the business objectives and needs perspective. COBIT is designed to be used by three distinct audiences: management, users and auditors.
The EFQM Excellence Model provides a common framework and language that facilitates the effective
sharing of information between organisations; transcending sectorial; cultural and maturity barriers (Fisher,
2011). The EFQM Excellence Model allows people to understand the cause and effect of relationships between
what their organization does, and results which it achieves. The beauty of the EFQM Excellence Model is that it
can be applied to any organization, regardless of size, sector or maturity.
Best practices is considered by some as a business buzzword used to describe the process of developing and
following a standard way of doing activities that any organization can use or implement to get better results.
Implementing best practice in the area of maintenance and reliability can help an organization to improve its
performance (Gulati, 2009). There are three main barriers to adoption of a best practice; a lack of knowledge
about current best practices, motivation to make changes for their adoption, and knowledge and skill required to
do so.
Benchmarking - The objective of benchmarking is to understand and evaluate the current position of a business or organization in relation to the best practice and to identify areas and means of performance improvement
(Stapenhurst, 2009). Benchmarking involves looking outside a particular business to examine how others achieve
their performance levels, and to understand the processes they use. In this way, benchmarking helps explain the
processes behind excellent performance. To be Benchmarking effective, it must become an integral part of an
ongoing improvement process, the goal being to abreast of ever-improving best practice.
The Common Assessment Framework (CAF) is an easy-to-use, free tool to assist public-sector organizations across Europe in using quality management techniques to improve their performance (Goler, 2009). The
model is based on the premise that excellent results in organizational performance, citizens/customers, people
and society are achieved through leadership driving strategy and planning, people, partnerships, resources and
processes. It looks at the organization from different angles at the same time.
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The PDSA Cycle (Plan-Do-Study-Act) is a systematic series of steps for gaining valuable learning and
knowledge for the continual improvement of a product or process. It is also known as Deming Cycle (Deming,
2016). The cycle begins with the Plan step. This involves identifying a goal or purpose, formulating a theory,
defining success metrics and putting a plan into action. These activities are followed by the Do step, in which the
components of the plan are implemented, such as making a product. Next comes the Study step, where outcomes
are monitored to test the validity of the plan for signs of progress and success, or problems and areas for improvement. The Act step closes the cycle, integrating the learning generated by the entire process, which can be
used to adjust the goal, change methods or even reformulate a theory altogether. These four steps are repeated
over and over as part of a never-ending cycle of continual improvement.
CorSet Framework is a set of methods and models allowing easier analyses and optimal setting of services,
processes and an enterprise management (CorSet Framework, 2017). CorSet is process and service oriented and
it is suitable for organizations and companies of all types. It is based on the basic reference models that each
organization needs to describe What and How it does. These are key performance and motivation indicators; a
process map, an activity catalogue, a service catalogue, a description of the data and information in the organization, and a function of information system.

3

ANP model for prioritization of the managerial methods

The usability of modern managerial methods is analysed by ANP model, which was quantified based on a questionnaire survey among managers. 18 respondents from the different countries and sectors and on different organizational levels attended questionnaire survey in this pilot study. Those respondents had to answer 7 questions
about the usability of the managerial methods – how often they use them, what an issue they solve it with selected methods, but also where they come from, what a position in the work they have.
Consequently, the ANP model was constructed and calculated based on the collected information from questionnaire. The ANP model was chosen because it is more complex multicriteria decision-making method than the
AHP. It is a powerful tool to solve the decision-making problem with complex relationships of elements, which
have substantial impacts on the decision. The approach of construction was provided as follow: Firstly, two
models were created describing feedback systems with two clusters. From those models were found what methods are used either very often or very less and mostly for project issue, and less for other issue. To analyse usability of selected managerial methods in terms of frequency and purpose the aggregate ANP model was prepared
and quantified based on the results of a questionnaire survey among managers. We use the ANP model because
we want to reflect cyclic dependencies between problem elements described in the following paragraph.

3.1

ANP model structure

The structure of the whole model Evaluation in the Figure 2 describes the whole problem. The model Evaluation
has four clusters with dependencies between their elements. The first cluster consists of the main goal Evaluation
of The Managerial Methods. The cluster Frequency of use consists of three time elements: Frequently, Sometimes, and Rarely. The next cluster Purpose of use has four elements: Project issue, Strategy issue, Decision
making issue and Other issues. The fourth cluster The managerial methods consists of fourteen elementsalternatives of all investigated managerial methods, which have been described above. This last cluster has cyclic
dependencies with the previous two. These pairs of clusters represent a feedback system with two components
and two partial models Frequency (with clusters Frequency of use and The managerial methods) and Purpose
(with clusters Purpose of use and The managerial methods).

Figure 2 Network structure of the ANP model of the managerial methods problem
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The super-matrix of the model Evaluation describes the outer and inner dependencies, impact and preferences of
the model elements (Table 2). The preferences of each supermatrix column were calculated based on questionnaire survey. The consistency test did not need to be done because the preferences were calculated directly from
the distribution of the number of individual responses using the scoring method and not from the pairwise comparison method.

Table 2 Super matrix of the ANP model of the managerial methods problem
The model structure was provided in SuperDecisions software. For its calculations were prepared matrices in
MS Excel. The limit super-matrices of both models were obtained as a sequence of the second power of the preceding matrices, the first ones were the weighted supe-matrices. The final values were taken from the 64th power
of the weighted supermatrix. The difference between two consecutive values of each synthesized preference is
less than 10-12.

3.2

Results

Evaluation
Frequency
Purpose

0.094
0.067
0.142

0.086
0.070
0.089

0.080
0.067
0.059

0.077
0.066
0.080

0.074
0.067
0.070

0.071
0.068
0.098

0.069
0.069
0.059

0.068
0.068
0.083

0.067
0.073
0.056

0.067
0.074
0.096

0.065
0.077
0.053

Table 3 Results of three ANP models of the managerial methods problem

Figure 3 Final importance of the managerial methods
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0.062
0.077
0.044

0.061
0.078
0.037

CorSet
Framework

PDSA cycle

CAF

Benchmarking

Best practices

EFQM Excellence Model

Cobit

TQM

Six Sigma

Lean management

Kaizen

Kanban

Prince2

Importance of
managerial
methods

ITIL

The results of all three ANP models and the final evaluation of the managerial methods are shown in Table 3 and
Figure 3. According to the model Frequency, the most used methods are PDSA cycle and CorSet Framework but
the difference among all methods is very small (from 0.66 to 0.78). The model Purpose shows greater difference
(from 0.033 to 0.145) and the most used method is ITIL. From the calculation of the whole model Evaluation, we
have found out that ITIL is the most used method and the CorSet Framework is the less used method.

0.060
0.078
0.033
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Finding that ITIL is the most commonly used was the kind of prediction because people from IT sector were
mainly interviewed. The second most widespread is the Prince2, consequently the Kanban, Kaizen, Lean management, Six Sigma TQM, Cobit, EFQM Model, Best practices, Benchmarking, CAF, PDSA cycle and Corset
Framework.

4

Conclusions

In summary, this research attempted to analyse suitability, importance or usability of modern managerial methods using the proper ANP model, which was quantified, based on a questionnaire survey among managers. 18
respondents coming from the different countries and sectors attended pilot questionnaire survey. Those respondents had to answer seven question about the usability of the managerial methods – how often they use them,
what an issue they solve it with selected methods, but also where they come from, what a position in the work
they have.
Consequently, the ANP model was constructed of the collected information from questionnaire. Firstly, two
ANP models Frequency and Purpose were computed. From those models were found that methods are used
either very often or very less and mostly for project issue, and less for other issue.
The whole ANP model Evaluation pointed out that the most often used method is ITIL with 9.4 % of importance
and the less used method is CorSet Framework with 6 % of importance. The reason why CorSet Framework
ended as last is that this is a new method since couple of last years and managers do not know it.
The authors would like to highlight that this paper shows results of small pilot study. The authors will continue
in this research based on a large-scale questionnaire survey that will also produce results for individual economic
sectors and management levels.
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The effect of the deaths from chronic ischemic heart disease
versus acute coronary syndrome on life expectancy among the
Slovak population
Beata Gavurova 1, Tatiana Vagasova2
Abstract. In recent years, high mortality from chronic ischemic heart disease and
acute coronary syndrome have burdened economic as well as health system of the
Slovak Republic considerably. By eliminating these deaths, the life expectancy
could be prolonged what is in the interest of each country in the world. On the basis
of the method of constructing the abridged life tables, the potential gains in life expectancy are calculated. They are computed from the mortality reports (1996-2014)
for both diseases by sex. Moreover, the added years, that would be gained by eliminating causes of deaths, are decomposed by five-year age groups. This method is not
influenced by the age and size population structure, what offers a clear advantage
over the other techniques, such as the years of potential life lost calculation. Our
findings pose immediate challenges to policy makers and raise a discussion about
better health interventions needed for the reduction in burden of diseases. The targeted primary prevention programs result in the better health status of population,
future increasing the life expectancy as well as higher labour productivity and economic growth.
Keywords: potential gains in life expectancy, the method of constructing the
abridged life tables, chronic ischemic heart disease, acute coronary syndrome.
JEL Classification: C44, I10
AMS Classification: 91B32

1

Introduction

In epidemiological research, measurements of disease burden are associated with a threat to population that
shorten years of life. Burden of diseases is usually expressed by indicators of mortality and morbidity. According
to Pol and Thomas [14], diseases are typically categorised as either acute characterising by short duration, rapid
onset, and usually death, or chronic defining by lengthy progression, slow onset, and long duration of care. In a
current modern society, the leading causes of death are chronic conditions such as cancer, diabetes, chronic respiratory diseases, but mostly cardiovascular diseases as stated in [4][5][18].
The World Health Organisation [17] estimates that the number of deaths caused by these diseases is about 4
million per year in Europe. Kesteloot et al. [7] show that cardiovascular diseases mortality rates have been falling since 1970 in Western Europe, but in Eastern Europe remain comparatively high as in [6]. Specifically,
Nichols et al. [13] found that cardiovascular diseases mortality rates decreased by 17-18% in Slovakia between
2001 and 2010, however, they decreased by 32-33% in France and by 31-34% in Germany during approximately
the same time period.
It raises a question how many additional years of life expectancy would be gained, if the main causes of
deaths were eliminated. We focus on the comparison between acute and chronic heart disease, specifically acute
coronary syndrome and chronic ischemic heart disease. We would like to find out which of them shorten a life of
population in a larger extent.
This issue can be measured, on one hand, by general measures such as Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALY)
and Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY), on the other hand, by more specific methods such as Potential
Years of Life Lost (PYLL) and Potential Gain in Life Expectancy (PGLE) as per [8][12][18]. Lai and Hardy [8]
compared using PYLL with PGLE. While PYLL expresses the impact only premature deaths on years of life lost
when the age limit of 75 years is frequently chosen, PGLE can reflect the loss of life expectancy caused by a
certain disease and provide a numerical indicator of survival if the cause of death is eliminated. Moreover, PGLE
is not influenced by the age structure of population, permitting comparisons between diseases. PYLL gives
1
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greater weight to deaths at a younger age and lower weight to deaths at older age as per [3]. Generally, there are
many other studies that concerned with quantifying the effect of elimination of diseases deaths on life expectancy by PGLE, for example, Conti et al. [2], Liu et al. [9], Mackenbach et al. [10], Tsai et al. [15], Wang et al.
[16], etc.
These techniques can be used to distinguish competing risks of diseases and to identify a larger threat to the
population’s health. They are also required in planning health care needs in the future, such as the long-term
health services, or in predicting national priorities in prevention strategies.
The aim of this paper is to calculate and compare the impact of deaths from chronic ischemic heart disease
and acute coronary syndrome on life expectancy of the Slovak population by sex from 1996 to 2014 and to find
out the most threatened age groups of population.

2

Data and methods

Under the conditions of the contract, data on the number of deaths by five-year age groups for the period 19962014 were obtained from National Health Information Centre of Slovakia. Data on the mid-year population at
the age groups in every year were downloaded from the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic.
PGLE reflects how many years on average a person would still live, if a given cause of death was eliminated.
In other words, PGLE expresses years of life lost resulting from a certain disease in an age group. So, life expectancy could be extended for these years. The higher PGLE, the higher impact of the disease on life expectancy is.
For calculation of PGLE it was needed to construct the life tables and the specific life tables regarding causes
of deaths in the Slovak Republic in every year and an age group separately by the methodical tutorials of Demographic Research Centre [11] and National Vital Statistics Reports [1]. We examined the life expectancy (ex)
expressing the all causes of deaths and cause-eliminated life expectancy (ex(-i)) by elimination of a certain cause
of death. The Tenth Revision of the International Classification of Disease (ICD-10) was used to specify causes
of death included in this analysis: chronic ischemic heart disease (I25) and acute coronary syndrome (I20-I22).
Cause-eliminated life expectancy (ex(-i)) was the result from analysis of deaths caused by a certain disease and
was calculated from the abridged life table minus causes of death. According to the Demographic Research Centre [11], the first step is the calculation of the probabilities of survival (npx) from the all-caused abridged life
tables with the formula:
n

px  1  nqx

(1)

where x – the exact age; n – the number of years in the age interval; nqx - the probability of dying between the
beginning of an age interval and before reaching the end of that age interval.
Then, the probabilities of death eliminating the ith cause (nqx(-i)) were estimated by:
n

q

( i )
x

(n

 1  n px

D x  n Dix
n Dx

)

(2)

where nDx - the number of deaths in the age interval x to x + n for all causes; nDxi - the number of deaths in the
age interval x to x + n attributable to the ith cause of death.
Arias et al. [1] report the number of person-years lived (nLx(-i)) in the age interval x to
x + n estimated for ages 0, 1, 5, 10,……, 95 by the formula:
n

L(xi )  (n  n f x )  l x( i )  nl x  l x( ni )

(3)

where n=1 for x=0, n=4 for x=1, and n=5 for x=5, 10, ..., 95; nlx - the number of persons from the original life
table who survive to the beginning of each age interval; lx(-i) - the number of survivals from life table due to the
ith causes; Lx – the number of person-years from the original life table within an age interval x to x + n, and the
quantities nfx were estimated from the all-cause life table by:
n

fx 

n  n l x  n Lx
l x  l xn

The last step is to calculate the number of person-years lived after exact age x (Tx(-i)) by:
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Tx( i )  L(xi )  L(xi1)      L(95i)

(5)

Finally, the cause-eliminated life expectancy (ex(-i)) is calculated as:

ex( i ) 

Tx( i )
l x( i )

(6)

Subsequently, the PGLE of a disease in a certain year is calculated as the difference between causeeliminated life expectancy (ex(-i)) and life expectancy (ex) in the same year.

PGLE  ex( i )  ex

3

(7)

Results

This section examines the progress of the impact of deaths from specific causes on life expectancy by sex in
Slovakia during 1996-2014. Moreover, it compares the current burden of diseases among the age groups of population by sex.

3.1

Trends of potential gains in life expectancy at birth

Figure 1 depicts that potential gains in life expectancy (PGLEs) by elimination of deaths from chronic ischemic
heart disease are higher than acute coronary syndrome for both sexes throughout the whole time span. While the
chronic ischemic heart disease burdens on females in larger extent than on males, an opposite effect is observed
in the acute coronary syndrome, in which males are more burdened compared with females.

Figure 1 Trends of potential gains in life expectancy at birth (in years) for the Slovak population by elimination
of the deaths from chronic ischemic heart disease and acute coronary syndrome by sex, 1996-2014
In 1996, the PGLEs reached the values of 1.75 and 1.77 years for chronic ischemic heart disease and acute
coronary syndrome, respectively, among males. Considering females, the PGLE for chronic ischemic heart disease reached a value of 2.13 years compared to 1.1 added years for acute coronary syndrome. The scissors-like
differences between these diseases for both sexes have still extended. In 2014, among males, an increase of 3.05
years was calculated for chronic ischemic heart disease (74.3%). On the contrary, the effect of eliminating deaths
from acute coronary syndrome decreased on 0.83 years (-53.3%). Similarly, among females, the PGLEs increased on 4.26 years in 2014 (100%) for chronic ischemic heart disease compared with a decrease on a value of
0.46 years for acute coronary syndrome (-57.9%). As one could notice, with the elimination of chronic ischemic
heart disease, both sexes experienced growing trend, and falling trend with the elimination of acute coronary
syndrome. It means that the burden of chronic ischemic heart disease to population’s health is worsening, while
the burden of acute coronary syndrome is improving.
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3.2

Potential gains in life expectancy at five-year age groups in 2014

The potential added years of life at birth as well as at the other age groups through the elimination in mortality
from chronic ischemic heart disease and acute coronary syndrome according to the sex in 2014 are showed in
Table 1.
We have mentioned above that the highest impact on life expectancy (4.26 years) was examined after elimination of the chronic ischemic heart disease deaths for females. It means that a woman at birth could be expected
to live 4.26 years longer than the actual life expectancy at birth for females (80.39 years). While a man at birth
could be expected to live 3.05 years longer than the actual life expectancy at birth for males (73.28 years).
Commonly, as one would appreciate, the elimination of a disease should result in rather lower and lower rise
in life expectancy at older ages. However, we can see that the PGLEs of chronic ischemic heart disease mortality
elimination continuously increase until age 95+ for both sexes. These results show a strengthening impact of
chronic ischemic heart disease on life expectancy, mostly in older people.
Males
Age
groups

LE without
elimination
ex

Females

CIHD
ex(-i)

ACS

gain ex(-i)

gain

LE without
elimination
ex

CIHD
ex(-i)

ACS

gain ex(-i)

gain

00-00

73.28 76.33 3.05 74.11 0.83

80.39 84.65 4.26 80.86 0.46

01-04

72.72 75.79 3.07 73.55 0.83

79.84 84.11 4.28 80.30 0.46

05-09

68.80 71.88 3.08 69.64 0.83

75.91 80.19 4.28 76.37 0.47

10-14

63.86 66.94 3.08 64.69 0.83

70.94 75.22 4.28 71.40 0.47

15-19

58.91 61.99 3.08 59.75 0.83

65.96 70.24 4.28 66.42 0.47

20-24

54.05 57.14 3.09 54.88 0.84

61.04 65.33 4.29 61.51 0.47

25-29

49.24 52.34 3.10 50.07 0.84

56.11 60.41 4.29 56.58 0.47

30-34

44.43 47.54 3.11 45.27 0.84

51.18 55.47 4.30 51.64 0.47

35-39

39.66 42.78 3.12 40.50 0.84

46.28 50.59 4.31 46.75 0.47

40-44

34.97 38.11 3.14 35.80 0.84

41.45 45.77 4.32 41.92 0.47

45-49

30.41 33.57 3.16 31.23 0.82

36.65 40.99 4.34 37.11 0.46

50-54

26.08 29.27 3.19 26.87 0.79

31.99 36.35 4.36 32.45 0.46

55-59

22.03 25.26 3.23 22.78 0.75

27.43 31.83 4.40 27.88 0.45

60-64

18.38 21.65 3.27 19.05 0.66

23.08 27.54 4.46 23.52 0.44

65-69

15.07 18.40 3.33 15.65 0.58

18.94 23.50 4.56 19.36 0.41

70-74

12.01 15.43 3.42 12.49 0.48

14.97 19.63 4.66 15.35 0.38

75-79

9.25 12.83 3.58

9.65 0.40

11.35 16.08 4.73 11.67 0.32

80-84

6.93 10.71 3.78

7.25 0.32

8.26 13.07 4.81

8.53 0.26

85-89

5.18

9.29 4.11

5.42 0.25

5.98 10.87 4.89

6.19 0.21

90-94

4.19

8.66 4.47

4.44 0.25

4.49

9.52 5.03

4.67 0.18

95+

4.90

9.68 4.78

5.25 0.35

4.70

9.85 5.15

4.83 0.13

Table 1 Potential gains in life expectancy (in years) at age groups by elimination of the deaths from chronic
ischemic heart disease (CIHD), acute coronary syndrome (ACS) by sex, based on 2014 mortality data
As for acute coronary syndrome among both sexes, the PGLEs increase up to the 40-44 years old. According
to the hypothesis of the elimination of acute coronary syndrome, the PGLE at the value 0.84 years means the
years of life lost which are the same for 20-24 age group up to the 40-44 years old men. This shows that people
in working age groups could gain most benefits from the disease elimination, hence, they are most threatened
with this disease compared to other age groups of people. The PGLEs improve from 45-49 years old to the end
of life. For instance, life expectancy is extended by an additional 0.82 years at ages 45-49, 0.48 years at ages 7074, etc., approaching zero. Similarly, trend of PGLEs in acute coronary syndrome among women is decreasing
from 45-49 age group. Equally, the most threatened age groups among females are working groups, even children. A person at 05-09 age group could be expected to live 0.47 years longer than the actual LE at birth (75.91
years). Evenly, a person at 40-44 aged could live 0.47 years longer than actual LE at this age group (41.45
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years). Thus, we found out that people at a younger age are more threatened by acute coronary syndrome, while
people at an older age by chronic ischemic heart disease.

4

Conclusion

The aim of this analysis was to quantify the impact of deaths from chronic ischemic heart disease and acute
coronary syndrome on life expectancy of the Slovak population by sex from 1996 to 2014 and to reveal the differences between age groups of population. Our results demonstrate competing risks of death as candidate diseases for launching, monitoring and assessing prevention programs in the Slovak health system.
In terms of gained years of life, the highest benefit would be obtained by prevention programs for reduction
mortality of chronic ischemic heart disease. They should be primarily aimed at women, mostly at older age
groups. Unfortunately, a national program of cardiovascular disease prevention as well as treatment guidelines
do not exist in Slovakia. There are any specific prevention or treatment procedures that would take into account
gender differences in Slovakia. Henceforth, the health policy makers should focus on eliminating risk factors
(e.g. LDL cholesterol, dietary habits, physical activity, smoking) and compensation of already existing diseases
(hypertension, diabetes mellitus – type 2, metabolic syndrome, etc.) closely related to the heart diseases.
We have to realise that the extension of life expectancy in Slovakia supports the increased incidence of many
chronic diseases that are typical of older population. This issue results in an urgent need to ensure sufficient and
available long-term health care that naturally occurring with the ageing population.
On the contrary, deaths from acute coronary syndrome are slightly decreasing for both sexes, although their
elimination would have a higher influence on life expectancy for males than females. Since, in Slovakia there is
not active health interventions that could monitor and evaluate health behaviour of population, it is difficult to
explain why the burden of acute coronary syndrome declines or is higher for men. At least, we can suppose that
risk factors such as smoking, alcohol consumption, unhealthy eating, rare general practitioner utilisation for
preventive examination, life stress are more typical for males compared to females.
Our results are supported by the fact stated in [14] that acute diseases are more common in developing countries and to younger population, while Slovakia belongs to the developed countries with ageing population in
which chronic conditions have a predominance.
Our analysis has its strengths and limitations. We calculated the potential gains in life expectancy what
seems to be a better indicator of the burden of disease, unlike other burden of disease indicators, expresses the
maximal number of years to which the life expectancy could be prolonged after elimination of a cause of death.
Although, total elimination of a certain cause of death is not likely, this indicator provides the real strength to the
other competing risks of causes of death. Because of data unavailability of ethnicity and socioeconomic characteristics, we were not able to calculate the potential gains in life expectancy for a specific group of people, thus
large variations within population may be concealed.
However, the findings of this analysis can contribute to more effective allocation of scare resources in the
Slovak health system, mainly for prevention programs. All actors, who form acute or chronic diseases prevention, such as patients, primary health care, hospitals, media, schools, etc., play an important role in achieving
prolonged life expectancy.
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Transportation problem with degressively stepped costs
Vojtěch Graf1, Dušan Teichmann2, Michal Dorda3
Abstract. The transportation problem belongs to one of elementary decision problems
we can meet in practice. The problem can be solved with linear programming methods. In specialized literature, we can find many possible modifications of the transportation problem which have been formulated and solved on the basis of many real
situations. This fact reveals its broad area of possible applicability. The article deals
with a modification of the transportation problem; the modification consists in a specific nonlinear form of the objective function which has not been found in literature.
In the article, it is considered that a carrier offers a lower carriage to a customer if a
certain (minimum) number of goods is transported. Such type of the transportation
problem has already been considered in the past but the objective criterion has been
assumed to be continuous nonlinear. In our modification nonlinearity of the objective
criterion is discontinuous (stepped) and is decreasing (the carriage per unit is decreasing with the increasing number of transported goods). The task can be solved as balanced (the total supply and the total demand are equal) or unbalanced (the total supply
and the total demand are not equal). A linear mixed integer mathematical model which
models the modification of the transportation problem is presented in the article. To
test the model and to find a dependence of the calculation time on input data some
calculation experiments are presented in the article. The calculation experiments are
carried out using optimisation software Xpress – IVE.
Keywords: transportation problem, nonlinear, linear programming
JEL Classification: C61
AMS Classification: 90C15

1

Introduction and state of the art

The transportation problem including its possible modifications is discussed by many authors. The original transportation problem was defined by L. Hithcook as a linear programming model in publication [1]. Many authors
followed in research on the transportation problem – for example G. B. Dantzig applied the simplex method to
solve the transportation problem [2]. In addition, G. B. Dantzig also created a special algorithm for solving the
transportation problem. Mathematical models of the basic transportation problems are well-known; readers can
found them almost in each publication which is devoted to operations research and its applications.
As mentioned earlier in the text, many modifications of the basic transportation problems were defined in the
past. In paper [3] a mathematical model of the transportation problem with a different discontinuous piecewise
linear cost function is presented as well. However, the model is solved using a genetic algorithm. In publication
[4] a mathematical model of a multi-stage transportation problem or a mathematical model of a min-max transportation problem are presented. For the multi-stage transportation problem it is typical that transportation of goods
between the sources and destinations is realised for example via logistics terminals. The min-max transportation
problem assigns the numbers of goods transported between the sources and destinations as evenly as possible.
Some interesting modifications of the transportation problem are discussed in [5], [6] a [7]. In publication [5] a
modification of the transportation problem with fixed charges is presented; if any non-zero number of goods is
transported between the source and the destination, the fixed fee is charged. Publication [6] presents some modifications of the transportation problems with sanctions. The transportation problem with the sanctions is always
unbalanced, the sanctions are imposed if any source is not depleted or any destination is not satisfied. In publication
[7] some variants of the transportation problem with nonlinear objective functions are discussed. All the nonlinear
functions are increasing; the models that are presented in the publication have the objective function increasing
progressively or degressively. The authors of the publication transform the nonlinear objective functions into functions that are piecewise linear – see an example in Fig. 1, where CKL are the total transport costs and XKL is the
number of transported goods.
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Figure 1 The cost function for decreasing unit transportation costs [7]
To plan how the given destinations (or the customers) should be supplied from the given sources (or the storehouses), a mathematical model of the well-known transportation problem can be employed. However, the basic
transportation problem model is very simple and it cannot often reflect real distribution problems. Therefore, it is
necessary to continue in improving the transportation problem models; such improvements usually lead to adding
additional constraints to model real distribution systems.
In most transportation problem models, it is considered that the costs resulting from distribution of goods
should be as minimal as possible from the point of view of carriers which operate the modelled distribution system.
But in practice, it often happens that users of the distribution system submit their orders in which the number of
goods transported from the sources to the destinations is already defined on the basis of price quotations of the
individual carriers. In addition, in the real distribution systems it is usual that the unit transportation costs decrease
with the increasing number of goods that is transported. In such cases, the unit transportation costs do not decrease
continuously, but they are decreasing step-wisely – an example of such gradual changes in the transportation costs
is depicted in Fig. 2. The individual decreases in the unit transportation costs can be represented by quantity discounts that are offered by the carrier. Figure 2 shows the decreases of the unit transportation costs using so called
coefficients of quantity discount. The basic unit transportation costs are then multiplied with the corresponding
coefficient depending on the number of transported goods for all the possible directions of transport – from each
source to each destination. We can see in the figure that if the number of transported goods is less than 5, then no
quantity discount is offered. If 5 up to 9 units of goods are transported then the coefficient of quantity discount is
equal to 0.7. That means the unit transportation costs applied in this case equal to 70% of the basic transportation
costs (with no quantity discount). If at least 10 units of goods are transported then the coefficient of quantity
discount is 0.4 and, therefore, the unit transportation costs equal to 40% of the unit transportation costs without
quantity discount.
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Number of transported goods
Figure 2 The influence of the number of transported goods on the unit transportation costs
Let us define a new term – a price zone. The price zone corresponds to an interval for which it holds that the
same coefficient of quantity discount is applied. Figure 1 shows the case for which three price zones are defined.
In general, the number of the price zones can be different for the individual directions of transport (from the source
to the destination).
Our goal is to create a mathematical model which optimises the costs from the point of view of the distribution
system users. That means the users of the distribution system define the numbers of goods transported between
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the individual sources and destinations so that the total costs of transportation associated with supply of the destinations are as minimal as possible.

2

Problem formulation

Let us consider a distribution system which supplies some processing plants (the destinations) from some mines
(the sources) with raw material (goods). Let a set I of the sources and a set J of the destinations be given. For each
source i  I its capacity a i must be known, for each destination j  J its demand b j must be given. A set K of
the price zones must be also defined, using the price zones different transportation costs are modelled as discussed
in the previous section. Please note that in the presented mathematical model it is assumed that all the directions
of transportation (from the individual sources to the destinations) have the same number p of the price zones. For
each direction of transportation – from each source i  I to each destination j  J – the basic transportation costs
denoted cij are defined, the basic costs correspond to the unit transportation costs for the first price zone (the
coefficient of quantity discount is equal to 1). For each price zone k  K in the direction from the source i  I to
the destination j  J an upper number Qijk of transported goods is defined and for each price zone k  K \ 1 a
lower number Qijk 1 of transported goods is given. For the first price zone in the direction from the source i  I



to the destination j  J it holds that the number of transported goods lies in 0; Qij1 , for the second price zone in







Qij1 ; Qij 2 and for the last price zone in Qijp 1 ; Qijp , where Qijp  min ai , b j and K  p . It is clear that the

individual price zones are mutually subsequent. For each price zone k  K and the direction from the source i  I
to the destination j  J a coefficient of price discount rijk  0;1 is given; it holds that rij1 > rij 2 > ... > rijp . Our
goal is to plan how goods should be transported from the individual sources to the individual destinations so that
the demands of all the destinations are satisfied and the total transportation costs are minimal.

3

Mathematical model

To create the mathematical model, two groups of variables must be defined. The first group of the variables models
how many units of goods are transported in the corresponding price zone. The variables are denoted xijk – the
values of the variable express how many units of goods are transported from the source i  I to the destination
j  J within the price zone k  K . The second group of the variables corresponds to the auxiliary binary variables denoted uijk . If uijk  1 , then the costs of transportation from the source i  I to the destination j  J belong
to the price zone k  K . If uijk  0 , then the costs of transportation from the source i  I to the destination j  J
do not fall into the price zone k  K (that means the price discount that corresponds to the price zone is not
applied).The presented mathematical model does not consider a capacity of the vehicles transporting goods from
the individual sources to the destinations. It is assumed that the capacity of the vehicles is sufficient. And finally,
the unbalanced transportation problem with the total supply in the sources which is greater than the total demand
of the destinations is assumed; the modification occurs most often in practice.
The mathematical model can be defined in the following form:
min f ( x, u )     cij  rijk  xijk

(1)

  xijk  ai for i  I ,

(2)

  xijk  b j for

(3)

iI jJ kK

subject to:
jJ kK

jJ ,

iI kK

1,
xijk  Qijk 1  uijk for i  I , j  J , k  K \ 

(4)

xijk  Qijk  uijk for i  I , j  J , k  K ,

(5)

u

ijk

 1 for i  I , j  J ,

(6)

kK

uij1  xij1 for i  I , j  J ,
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xijk  0 for i  I , j  J , k  K ,

(8)

uijk  0,1 for i  I , j  J , k  K .

(9)

Formula (1) represents the objective criterion of which values express the total costs of transportation between
the sources and the destinations. The group of constraints (2) ensures that no capacity of any source is exceeded
(we cannot transport from any source the number of goods that is greater than its capacity). The constraints cover
two possible situations that may occur – they correspond to the balanced transportation problem or the unbalanced
transportation problem with the total supply greater than the total demand. The group of constraints (3) models
that the demand of each destination j  J must be satisfied. The groups of constraints (4) and (5) define the price
zones and their width. The group of constraints (6) ensures that for each direction of transportation
at most one price zone is applied. The group of constraints (7) prevents the binary variables u ij1 from taking value
1 if xij1  0 . Constraints (8) and (9) define the domains of definition for the variables used in the model. It results
from the problem definition that the numbers of the transported goods are integer in practice. Therefore, constraints
(8) can be defined alternatively – see constraints (10) that ensure the numbers of goods transported between the
individual sources to the individual destinations are non-negative integers ( Z 0 ):
x ijk  Z 0 for i  I , j  J , k  K .

4

(10)

Experiments with the model and their results

To test the presented mathematical model and to find out how long calculation times are needed for solving the
model, several calculation experiments were carried out. All the optimisation experiments were realised using
optimisation software Xpress-IVE which employs branch and bound methods for solving such tasks. The individual experiments differ in the number of the sources, destinations and price zones and in the domain of definition
of the variables xijk . For each experiment, it holds that m  n  p . Therefore, in the following text we denote

mn pS.
Obtained results of the experiments are compared with one another. Note that a personal computer with
a 3.3 GHz processor AMD FX – 8300 Eight-Core, 8 GB of RAM and a full Xpress-IVE license was employed.
Based on the experiments we can conclude that the presented mathematical model is functional. After finishing
each experiment we recorded the calculation time needed for solving the model. The calculation times are expressed in seconds and were obtained for the non-negative integer and non-negative variables xijk separately – the
calculation times are summarised in Table 1. Notation R0 is used for the nonnegative values of xijk and Z 0 for
the non-negative integer values.

S

The number of
variables xijk

The number of
variables uijk

3
5
10
15
20
25
30

9
125
1 000
3 375
8 000
15 625
27 000

9
125
1 000
3 375
8 000
15 625
27 000

The number of
the constraints
excluding constraints (8) and
(9)
123
535
4 120
13 755
32 440
63 175
108 960

The calculation times for
xijk  R0 [s]

The calculation times for
xijk  Z 0 [s]

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.8
11.9
38.3
123.2

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.4
7.9
20.5
95.7

The differences between the
calculation
times [s]
0
0
0
0.4
4.0
17.8
27.5

Table 1 Results of the experiments
In total, 14 optimisation experiments were carried out including the experiments that were realised to test the
model. 7 experiments were carried out on the assumption that the variables xijk can take the nonnegative values
and for the remaining experiments it was assumed that the variables xijk can be only the nonnegative integers.
We can say based on the experiments that an increase of the calculation times is remarkable for the models if
the cardinality of sets I (the sources), J (the destinations) and K (the price zones) is at least 20. In these cases,
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one can also see a remarkable difference in the calculation times. With the increasing cardinality of the sets the
differences increase.

Calculation time [s]

Fig. 3 depicts the influence of the calculation times on the cardinality of I , J and K (note that the cardinality
of all the sets is the same and is denoted S). We can see that the calculation times seem to increase exponentially.
The orange curve corresponds to the model with xijk  R0 , the blue curve to the model with xijk  Z 0 .
130
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Figure 3 Impact of the cardinality S on the calculation times
Fig. 4 shows how the differences in the calculation times for the models with the different domain of definition
of xijk depend on the cardinality S .

Difference in calculation times [s]
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Figure 4 The dependence of the calculation times on cardinality S

5

Conclusions

The article is focused on the modification of the transportation problem model. The modification is distinctive in
the fact that the objective function is nonlinear, more precisely is step-wisely decreasing. The mathematical model
which is presented in the article consists of the optimisation criterion and 8 groups of the constraints. The variables
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xijk model how many units of goods is transported from the source i  I to the destination j  J within the price

zone k  K . The mathematical model enables using two possible domains of definition of xijk . The variables can
take the nonnegative values R0 or the nonnegative integers Z 0 only. The second group of the variables denoted
uijk decides about assigning the price zone k  K to transportation between i  I and j  J . The mathematical

model consists of m  n  4  p  1  m  n constraints and 2  m  n  p variables ( m  n  p variables are binary).

The presented mathematical model was tested using some examples. In total, 14 experiments in optimisation
software Xpress-IVE were carried out. The experiments were focused on finding out how the calculation time is
influenced with the number of the sources, destinations and price zones. The experiments confirmed the fact that
the calculation time increases exponentially for both possible domains of definition of xijk . Despite the great number of the variables the calculation times were relatively short. We can suppose that it is because of applied simplification of the modelled problem – for each direction from i  I to j  J the width of the price zones and the
coefficients of quantity discount were assumed to be equal. Another piece of knowledge we found out was that the
calculation times are greater if xijk can take the nonnegative values R0 .
About our future research, we would like to test the model with a more complex system of the price zones;
within this research we would like to aim at the differences in the calculation times for both possible domains of
definition. Another possible stream of our research is to consider several carriers offering transportation; the individual carriers can differ in the transportation costs and the offered quantity discounts.
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Effectiveness as a New Focus of the MAVT MCDM Methods
Roman Guliak1
Abstract. Having addressed the methods based on the multi-attribute utility theory
(MAUT), we defined that the overall assessment of the alternative is focused only
on its quantitative aspect taking into account absolute values of the criteria and giving the value assessment to each alternative. In other words, the level of development (performance) or the efficiency (“doing things right”) of an alternative are
measured, when the effectiveness is left beyond the attention. In spite of frequent
usage of this term in the literature and acknowledged importance in management
practice, the well-grounded methodology for the effectiveness has been missing. The
generic view of effectiveness explained as “doing right things” underpins the suggested methodology. Basing on this, the focus in the measurement is shifted from
the weighted absolute values of criteria to the weighted inter-criteria proportions.
The new Difference Additive Weighting method is suggested to solve the problem
of utility dependence during proportions investigation. This method is looking for
the alternative with the “effective design” or “effective performance” tracing the degree of relative targets attainment with respect to the priority vector and level of uniformity
Keywords: effectiveness, goal attainment, multi-attribute, MCDM, SAW, difference approach, utility independence.
JEL Classification: C44, R11, R58
AMS Classification: 91B16, 91B82

1

Introduction

The “effectiveness” is the vague concept originally appeared in the managerial context of organizational performance measurement. There were many debates devoted to this concept, which successfully have been finished
with some consensus bounding the set of accepted approaches being appropriate for specific situation [2]. Despite high interest and variety of the conceptual approaches [8, 10, 11, 12] to effectiveness, no one to the best of
our knowledge was quantified and embedded into by the certain methodology. This fact is the main motivation
of this paper.
On the contrary, all efforts are focused on the measurement of other aspects of performance. For instance the
term “efficiency” is used sometimes as a synonym to “effectiveness”. In this case the criteria follow should the
input-output structure and nonparametric Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is applied for the efficiency measuring [3]. Both these terms reflect two different complementary aspects revealing the performance of the alternative. If the “efficiency” is about “doing things right”, the “effectiveness” is about “doing right things” [1].
Meanwhile another generic and less specific approach exists. Its focus is related to the bald “having things done”
without any other additional aspects of analysis. Normally this approach is applied to measure different synthetic
properties, such as “level of development”, “quality of life”, etc. It does not require any relations between its
substitutes and Simple Additive Model (SAM) [6] from multi-attribute value theory (MAUT) theory can be
appropriately used.
It is necessary to mention, that the performance context is not the only one appropriate for the effectiveness exploitation. In the broadest sense, the effectiveness can be analyzed from passive and active points of view. Active is about how an alternative performed, passive – how an alternative should be designed. Having stressed this
point, the wide application of this term discovering the aspect “doing right things” in different fields is unquestionable. Moreover, it is fair to say, that any analysis of the performance following both directions, for example
efficiency via effectiveness, always tends to be more comprehensive and informative.
Considering the fact of the variety of conceptual approaches to the effectiveness measurement, the most discussed and widely used remains the “Goal attainment” approach [7] focused on the ends exclusively, namely on
the achievement of goals, objectives, targets, etc. [8]. According to this approach, the effectiveness is defined as
degree to which targets achieved [4]. In our research, this definition is the starting point for the development of
VŠB - TU Ostrava, Faculty of Economics, Sokolská třída 33, 70121 Ostrava 1, e-mail: roman.guliak@vsb.cz;
O. M. Beketov National University of Urban Economy in Kharkiv, 17, Marshal Bazhanov Street, Kharkiv, 1002,
Ukraine.
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the method for the effectiveness measurement. Based on this the aim of the paper is development of the method
for the effectiveness measurement based on “Goal attainment” approach.

2

Multi-Attribute Utility Theory Platform for effectiveness measurement

The effectiveness as a multi-dimensional phenomenon requires some aggregating function to be processed. The
Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) [9] is the most suitable platform to start with. The most widely used
method in MCDM is so far the Simple Additive Weighting method (SAW) [6]. It provides the most intuitive
framework easy dealing with multiple criteria problems:
n

U k   w j rkj ( x ),

(1)

j 1

where U k is the utility of the k-th alternative and w.r.t. j-th criterion; w j – weight of j-th (j = 1,..., n) criteria
under the condition of

 nj 1 w j  1 ; rkj ( x ) – normalized value of actual value x, in terms of the k-th alternative

( k  1,...,m ) and j-th criterion (j = 1,..., n).
Verbally, a utility value can be perceived as a representation of decision maker’s preferences over alternatives,
with one preferred to another if and only if its expected utility is greater. The best alternative a * is defined as:


a*  U k ( x ) maxU k ( x ).
(2)
k


The linear additive function correctly integrates the preferences of decision makers into a total utility value only
when the independence assumptions [9] are being met. If we focus just on the absolute level of targets and their
importance, we easily can apply the SAW method and measure, for example, aggregated indicators such as “level of development”, “synthetic performance”, “quality of life”. In real world problems, mutual independence
preference condition is held quite rarely and simply very often ignored by decision makers.

3

Pre-conditions for the method development

The springboard of the further analysis is the basic definition of the effectiveness. As stated above, according to
the “goal attainment” approach, the effectiveness is the degree to which targets achieved. We will slightly enrich
this ultimately simple definition, making it more precise. The effectiveness is the relative degree to which targets
(uniformly) achieved with respect to the priority vector. Relying on this working definition, the following preconditions are listed and should be considered in the method:
1.

The focus is on the quality of performance (or design). Effectiveness is a relative phenomenon, expressing
the concept of “doing right things” with the emphasis on the character of the “things”. It is not just benchmarking of a performance, aggregating attributes of alternatives. It is the comparison between “things” (targets) being more or less right according to the DM’s preferences.

2.

Comparison between target attainments, not between absolute values of initial criteria. The Effectiveness
measurement method is aimed at the analysis of proportions.

3.

No compensation between absolute values. Targets that are more preferential have a higher priority in an
evaluation. Higher value of the less important target attainment cannot compensate the lower value of the
more important one as it is allowed in the Simple Additive Sum method.

4.

The degree of the right target attainment is measured. The targets of alternative are rightly fulfilled, when
the proportions between target attainments are defined in according to the vector of weights.

5.

Uniformity could be important (optionally). Fragmentary following the right proportions does not allow in a
full extent to explore the effectiveness phenomenon in a full extent. The uniformity of targets achievements
could be a constituent of the effectiveness concept and another aspect to be considered.

4

Difference decomposition for the utility independent proportions’
measurement





The MCDM problem is described as follows: initial set of alternatives A  ak k  1,m , set of criteria
characterizing the performance (design) of alternatives, performance matrix
C  c j j  1, n





X  [ xkj ]m n , showing all values assigned to the alternatives relating to an each criterion and weights of criteria
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denoted by W  w j j  1, n . Taking SAW method as a basis for the effectiveness measurement, the utility independence is going to be violated. It happens because the calculation of shares (or proportions) of target achievement levels creates dependency between single utility functions. Thus, the total utility Ek is not equal to the sum
of single utility functions ekj :
n

Ek ( xk1 ,...,xkn )  f ek1( xk1 ),...,ekn( xkn )   w j  ekj ( xkj )

(3)

j 1

To solve this problem and avoid using of non-additive value function, the transformation of the SAW has to be
done. Let us suppose that original criteria set C  c j j  1,n is decomposed to get new extended super-



n

set  C(
j 2

j )  ( v ) , where



( j ), ( v ) is the permutation on W , that is w( 1 )  w( j )  w( n ) for j ,v  1, n . Decom-

position implies n criteria to be extended into the n-1 subsets of sub-criteria composing the superset
n

 C*( j )  ( v )  C( 2 ),( v )  ...  C( j ),( v ) ...  C( n ),( v ) j ,v  1,n : j  v derived from the lower triangular

j 2

matrix ( C  C ) (table 1). Its elements c( j ) / ( v ) (the same as c( j )  ( v ) ) denote preference relations between
j-th (more important) and v-th (less important) criteria.

c (v )

> c (1)

> c ( 2 )

> c ( 3)

> c ( 4 )

> c ( 5)

c (1) >

–

–

–

–

–

c ( 2 ) >

c ( 2 ) /  (1)

–

–

–

–

c ( 3) >

c ( 3) / (1)

c ( 3) /  ( 2 )

–

–

–

c ( 4 ) >

c ( 4 ) /  (1)

c ( 4 ) /  ( 2 )

c ( 4 ) /  ( 3)

–

–

c ( 5) >

c ( 5) /  (1)

c ( 5) /  ( 2 )

c (5) /  ( 3)

c ( 5) /  ( 4 )

–

c ( j )

Table 1 Extension of an initial criterion set.
Altogether subsets count (n2-n)/2 new benefit paired sub-criteria. Table 1 gives an example of new extended
5

superset

 C*( j ) ( v ) derived from initial C  c j j ,v  5,n by difference decomposition, when j  v . Having

j 2

defined the weights of all initial criteria, they are placed in the rows and columns such as w( 1 )  w( j )  w( n )
for j, v  1, n . At the intersection of each row and column we obtain differences between more important criteria
(minuends) and less important ones (deductions). All these intersections give the platform for the new paired
sub-criteria and new sub-weights. All the new benefit paired sub-criteria are presented by n  1 subsets
j 1

C( j ) ( v )
v 1





 c( j ) / ( 1 ) ,...,c( j ) / ( v ) ,...,c( j ) / ( j 1 ) with j  2,n : j  v . For example, from the table 1 we

see that c( 2 ) is more important than c( 1 ) , consequently from the intersection we have new paired subcriterion c ( 2 ) / (1) . Having decomposed the set of original criteria, the normalised performance matrix





L  [ lkj ]m  n (see form. 7) and weights W  w j j  1,n are respectively decomposed for the extension in a
similar way as in table 1, but using difference operator:

l( j ) / ( v )  l( j )  l( v ) , the same is for w( j ),( v )  w( j )  w( v ) .

(4)

For example, from the section 6 we know that criteria weights have been defined such as w2 > w1, meaning higher importance of gross fixed capital formation (c2 – minuend) over economically active population (c1 – deduction). It means that the higher priority in targets’ achievement should be given to the c2 . The weight of the new
obtained sub-criterion c2,1 is w2,1= 0.07–0.04= 0.03. If l( 2 ) / ( 1 ) for the 1st region is lower than for the 2nd one,
the latter has better (more effective) proportions, even though absolute values of c1 and c2 from the 1st region are
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higher. In other words, 2nd region achieves targets better or does “right things” in terms of etalon proportions
established by weights. To remind one more time, just proportions are the subject for the measurement in the
frame of the effectiveness analysis.
The benefit subset is the sum of differences between minuend and deductions. However, the multiple participation of the minuend is accompanied by its cost participation as well, when it plays the role of deduction in the
subset initiated by other more important criteria, unless it is the last n-th the most important criterion. By such
decomposition the participation of each original criterion is accounted from both benefit and cost sides separately. Thus, the witnessed in (1) utility dependence and dual nature (cost and benefit) of original criteria can be
avoided due to the decomposition and formation of new paired sub-criteria.

5

Difference Additive Weighting method

Based on the preconditions from the subsection 3 the following targets should be reached by the developed
method: 1. to catch the relative proportions of target attainments; 2. to measure the degree of right target attainment; 3. to consider the uniformity target attainment degree as an additional factor of effectiveness (optionally).
The methodological contribution of the proposed Difference Additive Weighting method (DAW) for the effectiveness measurement is steamed out from the difference decomposition approach introduced in the section 4 and
embedded into the SAW method frame [6] presented in the section 2. Further we present steps of the suggested
new DAW method:
1. Determine the initial set of alternatives A  ak k  1, m .
2.







Select the original criteria C  c j j  1, n



and decompose it to the extended set of sub-criteria

n

 C*( j )  ( v ) for j , v  1, n : j  v , where ( j ), ( v ) is the permutation on W , that is w( 1 )  w( j )  w( n ) .

j 2

3.

Form the performance matrix X  [ xkj ]m  n showing all values assigned to the alternatives relating to an
each criterion.

4.





Obtain weights of criteria denoted by W  w j j  1, n and decompose it using difference function to
j 1

obtain new extended n-1 subsets W(
v 1

j ) / ( v )

for j  2, n : j  v with sub-weights w ( j ) /  ( v ) calculated by

w( j ) / ( v )  w( j )  w( v ) .
5.

Normalise the new extended sub-weights
w* ( j ) / ( v ) 

6.

(5)

w ( j ) /  ( v ) to obtain the sum of w* ( j ) / ( v ) equal to 1

w( j )  w( v )
j
n 1
  ( w( j )  w( v )
j  2 v 1

.
(6)

)

Normalise initial performance values x kj by calculating the level of target achievement lkj for the k-th
alternative and j-th criterion
lkj 
min

where x j
7.

max

( xj

xkj  x min
j
x min
j

and for the cost criteria lkj  x max
/ xkj  1
j

(7)
min

) – minimum (maximum) value for j-th criterion among m alternatives; x j

≥ 0 as we

make an assumption that targets are always achieved at some minimal level.
Decompose levels of target achievement lkj using difference function to obtain new extended target
achievements lk ,( j ) / ( v ) , encompassing relations between two criteria:
lk ,( j ) / ( v )  lk ,( j )  lk ,( v ) for j  2, n : j  v .

8.

Standardise decomposed levels of target achievement to obtain their z-values l

(8)
*

k , ( j ) /  ( v )

for  ( j ) /  (v) -th

criterion among m alternatives:
l* k ,( j ) / ( v ) 

l k ,( j ) / ( v )  l ( j ) / ( v )
,
S ( j ) / ( v )
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9.

where l ( j ) / ( v ) – average value of target achievement, S( j ) / ( v ) – standard deviation of target
achievement.
Calculate the effectiveness Ek representing the decision maker’s preferences over k-th alternative considering the extended weighted target achievements
n j 1

Ek    l* k ,( j ) / ( v )  w* ( j ) / ( v ) for j  2, n : j  v .
j  2 v 1

10. Calculate the coefficient of variation CVk

(10)

of extended weighted target achievements lwk ,( j ) / ( v ) to

measure their uniformity

CVk 

 (lwk , ( j ) /  ( v ) )
lwk , ( j ) /  ( v )

for k  1,...,m ,

when lwk , ( j ) /  ( v )  l *k , ( j ) /  ( v )  w* ( j ) /  ( v ) ,
where lw

k ,( j ) / ( v ) –

(11)
(12)

average value of weighted target achievements, ( lwk ,( j ) / ( v ) ) – standard devi-

ation of weighted target achievements.
11. Calculate the balanced Ekb by means of CVk as follows:
E
Ekb  k .
CVk

6

(13)

Effectiveness of regions from Visegrad group

The suggested DAW method was applied for the data describing the effectiveness of performance of 35 Visegrad NUTS 2 regions in 2013 year. This data was chosen for the effectiveness measurement because it is the
most complex and latest data available from the Eurostat database [5]. The effectiveness measurement is combined with regional productivity (fig. 1) to show that there is no correlation between them and both concepts are
considered to be nothing but complements in analysis. The set of criteria consists of the following original 7
indicators and their weights reflecting the preferences in the following development pattern: gross domestic
product (PPS) (w7 = 0.25); unemployment (persons) (w6 = 0.21); employment (persons) (w5 = 0.18); human resources in science and technology (persons with tertiary education and/or employed in science and technology)
(w4 = 0.14); total intramural R&D expenditure (euro) (w3 = 0.11); gross fixed capital formation (euro) (w2 = 0.07);
economically active population (persons) (w1 = 0.04). Weights of criteria were established by Ratio Method.
Due to the decomposition 7 original indicators have been extended to the 21 sub-criteria. The set of weights as
well as set of criteria was extended by (4). Having applied formulae 5-13 balanced Effectiveness was measured.
Uniformity aspect is taken into account on regional level as all targets has to be achieved evenly and the high
level of compensation is not acceptable, that is why this case would be negatively influenced by the coefficient
of variation (form. 13).

Figure 1 Productivity-Effectiveness matrix
For the analysis of regional performance we have chosen two-dimensional space, which includes Productivity on
axis Y (measured as ratio of Gross Value Added / working hours) and Effectiveness on axis X. This space presented as Productivity-Effectiveness matrix describes regional performance in four main quadrants. In our case
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we mixed some quadrants because of the presence of outliers in the data. They have got high productivity and
high effectiveness, what makes them leaders within Visegrad group with balanced performance. As well we
highlighted two mixed areas showing regions marked as “dying-wasting” and “surviving-thrilling”. Regions
under the “dying-wasting” mark are considered as highly productive but not effective. In comparison to “surviving-thrilling” their resources are not used in a full extent and targets need to be re-established according to the
development pattern reflected in the weights of initial criteria. Thus “surviving-thrilling” regions reach the “right
targets” and they are quite successful in it what is proved by the relatively high productivity. Special attention
should be given to regions falling to the opposite “dying slowly” sector as they do not possess enough resources
and moreover spend them in not effective way. Meanwhile, better place in the matrix take more promising “surviving” regions due to their higher level of effectiveness stressing the right path of development but still low
level of resources reflected in low productivity.

Conclusion
Even though effectiveness originates from a plenty of conceptual approaches, none of them was quantified by
some grounded methodology. The investigation of criteria proportions for the measurement of level of targets’
attainment causes the violation of utility independence and as a result the SAW method fails. To avoid this problem the DAW method is suggested. Its main idea is the decomposition of an original set to obtain an extended set
of sub-criteria released from dependency. All newly obtained sub-criteria are treated as independent benefit ones
contributing to the total utility function.
One should mention that it is unlikely the case when effectiveness is the only focus of the analysis. The effectiveness investigation should just complement the classical analysis of performance level or efficiency measurement. Concept of effectiveness plays the role of a source giving the additional information and broadening modelled picture of the reality as it was pictured on the example of development of Visegrad regions.
Further analysis needs to account the interaction between criteria. This will allow their proper treatment considering positive and negative synergies resulting from complements and substituents respectively.
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Contribution to Economic Efficiency Evaluation of Projects in
Terms of Uncertainty
Simona Hašková1
Abstract. The research subject is the profitability of investments into production systems with robust linkages between inputs and outputs, working in conditions of uncertainty on the input side. Uncertainty is understood as a state of vagueness that does
not provide a decision-maker with any guidance to construct rational estimates; only
possible ranges of input values are known. A typical representative of such a system
is a solar photovoltaic power plant, by means of which the research findings are
demonstrated. The basic idea of the herein presented approach is the thesis that in
terms of uncertainty there is a much greater chance to correctly predict the intervals
at which the respective point values are found than to correctly estimate a single point
value. Within this argument the relevant formulas are translated from the language of
arithmetic to the language of intervals. In it the significant points of the interval of
profitability values are derived, which, in addition to standard information about the
profitability of investments (standard IRR), also provide information about the measure of investment safety (in terms of resistance against possible financial loss) and the
measure of hope for a premium assessment. These conclusions are the major original
contribution.
Keywords: investment profitability, uncertainty, internal rate of return, interval estimate, solar photovoltaic power plant.
JEL Classification: C51
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1

Introduction

There are a number of criteria for the evaluation of a business plan (project) in economic theory and practice. Some
of them are based only on evaluation of economic efficiency (monocriterial decision) measured by various methods (see e.g. Brealey et al. [1]). In the case of long-term projects the most important criteria of monocriterial
decision-making are the criteria based on the calculation of the net present value (NPV) and the calculation of the
internal rate of return (IRR), if this exists, and thus can be determined. Taking into account more criteria simultaneously, we talk about multi-criteria decision making (see [3]). From the perspective of game theory this is considered in both cases as “a game against nature”. If uncertainty is connected with the result, it usually has two main
sources: the vagueness of the rules according to which it is played, and external circumstances that cannot be
influenced by the decision-maker (a combination of both cannot be ruled out). In multi-criteria decision-making
vagueness usually prevails, which is associated with the need to project the results of the evaluation according to
various criteria onto a common scale to which they can be added (see [10]). One of the options of how to handle
this vagueness is shown in [11].
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how it can be tackled, at least partially, if circumstances cannot be
influenced. If it is possible to describe the occurrence of the consequences of the source of uncertainty by means
of a statistical method (e.g. by the known probability distribution), we take such uncertainty as risk [5]. If it is
impossible to describe it, we call the uncertainty vagueness. Thus, for example, NPV determined by calculation
according to equation (1), see section 2, will almost certainly differ from the actual increase in investor wealth
generated by an investment in the project. This is partly because of the fact that the relationship (1) is based on
mathematical models of rather vague ideas that the more distant or risky a payment is, the less significant from the
current perspective. However, the factors of time and risk are not nearly as robust as physical laws (this was shown
in [2] on evolution of the return rates in dependence on the reduction rates of the photo-solar systems purchasing
cost, which is difficult to predict). The greater part of the difference between the result of calculation and reality
will be at the expense of uncertainty associated with the unfamiliarity of future exact points of the cash flow (CFi)
values and the discount rate (rj). There is a much greater chance to correctly predict the intervals at which the
respective point values of these variables will be located than to correctly estimate these single point values. We
will be more successful if we derive from ranges of possible values instead of uncertain point values in calculating
the NPV.

The Institute of Technology and Business/The School of Expertness and Valuation, Okružní 517/10, České
Budějovice, Czech Republic, e-mail: haskovas@post.cz.
1
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This is the basic idea of the approach presented here, the inspiration of which became the works [6] and [7],
which is developed in the next section in detail. First, the equation (1) effective for point values NPV, CF i and rj
is reformulated to the relationship (2) effective for intervals NPV, CFi and rj of their possible (resulting, observed
or entered) values. Within the calculus of intervals that are represented by their significant points (3), whose arithmetic operations (+), (–), (∙) and (/) are a natural extension of the operations +, –, ∙ and / of the arithmetic of real
numbers, the significant points of NPV interval are derived from the important points of intervals CFi and rj. They
tell us far more about the effectiveness of the project than the calculated point NPV value from the equation (1).
Introducing the simplified, but quite realistic assumptions allowing the existence of IRR, we then derive the
conditions for calculating the significant points of IRR from the relationship describing the significant points of
NPV. They are applied in section 3 dedicated to practical application, the task of which is to compare the investment profitability of two solar photovoltaic power plants (FVE) of the same type put into operation at different
times in the Czech Republic.

2

Methodological approach

Net Present Value (NPV) of the project for the lifetime n years is generally defined by the relation
n

i

NPV = ∑ CFi / ∏(1 + rj ),
i=0

(1)

j=1

where
CF0 is the initial capital expenditure (negative payment),
CFi, i ˃ 0 are positive or negative payments generated by the project in the i-th year of its lifetime,
rj is a positive discount rate per annum valid in the j-th year of the project lifetime.
In the first step of our approach to the NPV calculation in the case of unknown uncertain values CFi and rj we
substitute into (1) for NPV, CFi and rj the symbols of triads of real numbers NPV = (NPVl, NPV, NPVr), CFi =
(CFil, CFi, CFir) and rj = (rjl, rj, rjr), composed of the significant points of files (intervals) of possible calculated,
given or observed uncertain values. The left (index l), respectively right (index r) marginal number in the respective
trio provides the smallest, respectively the greatest element of the set. The middle number indicates the value of
the most common and most anticipated element (it usually represents the number that would be estimated within
the standard approach in terms of risk).
Likewise, we replace the operations +, –, ∙ and / of arithmetic of real numbers with operations (+), (–), (∙) and
(/) applicable to intervals. As a result of the said replacements the relationship (1) transforms to the form
𝐍𝐏𝐕 = 𝐂𝐅𝟎 (+)[𝐂𝐅𝟏 (/)(1(+) 𝐫𝟏 )](+) … (+)[𝐂𝐅𝐢 (/) ((1(+)𝐫𝟏 )(∙) … (∙)(1(+)𝐫𝐢 ))]
(+) … (+)[𝐂𝐅𝐧 (/)((1(+)𝐫𝟏 )(∙) … (∙)(1(+)𝐫𝐧 ))].
Let 𝐀 = (A1 , A, Ar ), 𝐁 = (B1 B, Br ), k is a constant.
Then for operations of calculus of intervals this applies:

k (+) A = (k + Al, k + A, k + Ar),

(–) A = (–Ar, –A, –Al),

A (+) B = (Al + Bl, A + B, Ar + Br),

A (–) B = (Al – Br, A – B, Ar – Bl),

If all relevant points of intervals including the constant k are
positive, then

k (∙) A = (k ∙ Al, k ∙ A, k ∙ Ar),
A (∙) B = (Al ∙ Bl, A ∙ B, Ar ∙ Br) a
A (/) B = (Al / Br, A / B, Ar / Bl).

(2)

(3)

By translation of equality (2) from the language of the calculus of intervals into the language of calculus of
significant points according to the rules of the system (3) we obtain, after adjustments:
n

i

i

NPV1 = CF01 + ∑[max( CFi1 , 0)/ ∏(1 + rjr ) + min((CFi1 , 0)/ ∏(1 + rj1 )],
i=1

j=1
n

i

NPV = CF0 + ∑ CFi / ∏(1 + rj ),
i=1
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n

i

i

NPVr = CF0r + ∑[max(CFir , 0)/ ∏(1 + rj1 ) + min((CFir , 0)/ ∏(1 + rjr )].
i=1

j=1

j=1

Assuming rj = r for all j we obtain (rjl, rj, rjr) = (rl, r, rr), and therefore ∏ij=1(1 + rj1 ) = (1 + r1 )i , ∏ij=1(1 + rj ) =
(1 + r)i and ∏ij=1(1 + rjr ) = (1 + rr )i . If moreover CFil ≥ 0 for all i ˃ 0, then, after taking into account all these
facts in relations of system (4) this becomes
n

NPV1 = CF01 + ∑ CFi1 /(1 + rr )i ,

(5)

i=1
n

NPV = CF0 + ∑ CFi /(1 + r)i ,
i=1
n

NPVr = CF0r + ∑ CFir /(1 + r1 )i .
i=1

The system (5) allows formulating conditions for the calculation of significant points IRR l, IRR and IRRr of
IRR interval that can be comfortably solved by the computer tools as shown in [4] in the form:
n

∑(CFi1 /(1 + IRR1 )i ) = −CF01 ,

(6)

i=1
n

∑(CFi /(1 + IRR)i ) = −CF0 ,
i=1
n

∑(CFir /(1 + IRR r )i ) = −CF0r .
i=1

3

Application part: profitability analyses of FVE investments in terms of
uncertainty

The demand for solar photovoltaic power plants (FVE) of various types increased sharply in the Czech Republic
(CR) due to generous subsidies for environmentally clean sources of electricity during the years 2008 - 2010. This
increase stimulated further technological development, which, together with the demand growth, significantly contributed to the subsequent sharp decline of the FVE investment costs. This, along with subsidies (whether in the
form of the Green bonus or high redemption prices of “clean” energy), led to an increase in the profitability of
FVE investments which eventually became a lucrative business. The spinning spiral of the profitability of investment in FVE associated with the negative impact on the state budget was then slowed down by associated legislation by means of a gradual decline in subsidies until their eventual total abolition.
From the current perspective it seems that for various reasons the unsubsidized rooftop FVE of family houses
and production halls are still profitable when consuming self-produced electricity; the yield on this investment is
monetary savings on electricity that would otherwise have been drawn from the grid. The illustration of how the
gradual reduction of investment costs and subsidies reflected in the profitability of investments in FVE, assessed
according to IRR, is the subsequently solved problem.

3.1

Task assignment

The object of the task is the comparison of the profitability of investments in two rooftop FVEs installed on family
houses in the CR. In both cases it deals with FVE of the same type and design, the only differences being the
timing of FVE acquisition and the subsequent initialization of the operation, including the consequences that this
entails. In the first case, the FVE was put into operation in January 2013 (FVE 2013), in the second case in January
2016 (FVE 2016). Both FVEs thus differ through acquisition costs of investment that were market-price at the
time of their purchase and by the state subsidy policy. The task is to estimate the IRR of FVE investments for the
time of their declared lifetime. It is expected that:
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3.2

All the electricity produced is consumed by the households (thereby, FVE 2016 generates savings of an
unrealized offtake from the grid in the amount of CZK 5/kWh; FVE 2013 savings amount to CZK
5.49/kWh to which the Green bonus of CZK 2.28/kWh is added; the electricity prices that are constant
over the lifetime of the projects, are the simplified assumption derived from average prices of 2012 and
2015).
The system with the certified and brand components was declared by the manufacturer to have a minimum
production lifetime of 25 years. The photovoltaic panels lose efficiency annually, which results in a loss
of performance of about 1 %.
The factor of annual utilization kr = Wr / (Pi ∙ h) oscillates in the CR below 12 % in the long term. The
system with peak power Pi = 1 kWp produces on average Wr = 950-1,100 kWh of electricity per year (i.e.
with the annual number of hours = 8,760 hours in a normal year, and 8,784 in a leap year).
The initial investment in the acquisition, including the installation of FVE, ranged in 2013 from 35 to 59
thousand CZK per 1 kWp of installed capacity. For FVE 2016 it was necessary to invest between 29 and
37 thousand CZK. Rooftop FVE does not require any regular maintenance. Annual variable and fixed
operating costs are both extremely low and can therefore be omitted.
FVE systems are installed on south orientated sloping roofs with a 30° inclination.
Since it deals with rooftop panels, for which the occurrence of a sudden power reduction PID (potential
induced degradation) is rare, this is not taken into account.

Task solution

From the above stated assumptions and data the intervals CF0 = (–59, –47, –35) for FVE 2013, respectively CF0
= (–37, –33, –29) for FVE 2016 were compiled and significant points of intervals CF = (CFl, CF, CFr) for FVE
2013, respectively FVE 2016 were calculated that are valid for 100 % (initial) efficiency of the FV panels.
 For FVE 2013 CF = (7.38, 7.97, 8.55), where CFl = 7.38 = 0.95 ∙ (5.49 + 2.28) and
CFr = 8.55 = 1.1 ∙ (5.49 + 2.28).
 For FVE 2016 CF = (4.75, 5.125, 5.5), where CFl = 4.75 = 0.95 ∙ 5 and
CFr = 5.5 = 1.1 ∙ 5.
Significant points of intervals are given in thousands of CZK; since neither in the case of CF0 nor CF is there
any relevant reason to suppose that the expected values CF0 and CF are closer to one or the other extreme significant point, they were placed in the middle of the interval (CF0 = (–59 + –35) / 2 = –47 and CF = (7.38 +8.55) / 2
= 7.97 for FVE 2013, respectively CF0 = (–37 + –29) / 2 = –33 and CF = (4.75 + 5.5) / 2 = 5.125 for FVE 2016).
If FVE panels lose Δ % of their capacity annually (i.e. CF1 = CF and CFi+1 = (1 – Δ) ∙ CFi for i ≥ 1), then the
cash flow generated by FVE in the i-th year of its operation CFi = (1 – Δ)i – 1 (∙) CF = ((1 – Δ)i – 1 ∙ CFl, (1 – Δ)i – 1
∙ CF, (1 – Δ)i – 1 ∙ CFr). Substituting CFi = (1 – Δ)i – 1 ∙ CF in the middle equation of the system (6) we obtain
𝑛

∑(1 − ∆)𝑖−1 ∙
𝑖=1

CF
= −CF0 .
(1 + IRR)𝑖

(7)

Thence ∑𝑛𝑖=1(1 – Δ)i – 1 ∙ CF / (1 + IRR)i = ∑𝑛𝑖=1(1 – Δ)i ∙ (CF/(1 − ∆))/(1 + IRR)𝑖 = (CF / (1 – Δ)) ∙
− ∆)𝑖 / (1 + IRR)𝑖 = (CF / (1 – Δ)) ∙ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 1/((1 + IRR)/(1 − ∆))𝑖 = (CF / (1 – Δ)) ∙ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 1/ (1 +
(IRR + Δ) / (1 – Δ))𝑖 = −CF0 . Therefore
∑𝑛𝑖=1(1

𝑛

∑ 1/(1 + (IRR + Δ)/(1 − Δ))𝑖 = −CF0 ∙ (1 − ∆)/CF = 𝛼((IRR + ∆)/(1 − ∆), 𝑛).

(8)

𝑖=1

The left side of equation (8) is an annuity factor α(r, n) of the n-year annuity (in our case n = 25) with the
discount rate r = (IRR +Δ) / (1 – Δ), the middle expression is its desired value. Generally α(r, n) at fixed n and
variable r is a simple projection α: (–1, ∞) → (0, ∞) in the form 𝛼(𝑟, 𝑛) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 1/(1 + 𝑟)𝑖 , 𝛼(0, 𝑛) = 𝑛. Therefore,
an inverse projection α–1: (0, ∞) → (–1, ∞) exists in the form r = α–1(y, n), where y is the required value α(r, n), α–
1
(n, n) = 0. The values of annuity factors for different r and n are tabulated and necessary values of functions α and
α–1 can be easily obtained from tabulated values e.g. by linear interpolation.
If we search for IRR satisfying the condition α((IRR +Δ) / (1 – Δ), n) = – CF0 ˖ (1 – Δ) / CF declared by relation
(8), we can proceed as follows: we search for a value α–1(–CF0 ˖ (1 – Δ) / CF, n) in the table of annuity factors that
should be equal to the value (IRR +Δ) / (1 – Δ). From there
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IRR = (1 − ∆) ∙ 𝛼 −1 (−CF0 ∙ (1 − ∆)/CF, 𝑛) − ∆.

(9)

The analogous relations for the prediction of the extreme significant points IRRl, respectively IRRr of the
interval IRR are obtained by replacement of –CF0 and CF for –CF0l and CFl, respectively for –CF0r and CFr. In
the case of Δ = 0.01 and n = 25 we get:
𝐈𝐑𝐑 = (10.75 %, 15.61 %, 23.33 %) for FVE 2013,
𝐈𝐑𝐑 = (11.14 %, 14.09 %, 17.72 %) for FVE 2016.

3.3

(10)

Discussion

The calculation results show that both analyzed profitability of investments in the same type of FVE launched at
different times are comparable. This is mainly due to the merit of the subsidy policy, which by means of a configured funding system compensated differences between the actual investment costs and revenues from electricity
production valid in the respective periods. The calculated lower limits IRRl (10.75 % and 11.14 %) of intervals
IRR are quite expressive: Even in the worst case the profitability of a particular investment is maintained above
the level of 7 %, which, in the long term, corresponds to normal profitability in the electricity production sector
(see [8] and [9]).
Even if the FVE 2013 had not been subsidized by the Green bonus (then its CF = (5.21, 5.62, 6.04), thus IRR
= (6.37 %, 10.13 %, 15.93)), it would have been, albeit with the proviso mentioned below, acceptable. High values
of IRR of the unsubsidized investment in FVE 2016 are due to a substantial decrease in acquisition costs of FVE
between 2013 and 2016, whose influence suppressed the reversely acting tendencies caused by a reduction of
subsidies for self-produced electricity. From the stated it is apparent that investments in rooftop FVEs, albeit reliant
only on offtake savings from the grid, will pay off in the future. If the current status of acquisition costs is not
accompanied by a corresponding reduction in electricity prices, or if the savings are not burdened by tax, the
investments in unsubsidized rooftop FVEs can be considered as profitable opportunities.
A significant IRR point of the interval IRR is a measure of investment profitability according to which the
investment profitability is primarily assessed within the standard approach to problem solving. The standard approach to decision-making according to the criteria IRR states: If the investment in FVE has IRR ˃ 7 %, it is a
profitable investment opportunity. Therefore, it should have been invested in FVE with IRR = 10.13 %. It would
have been different in the case when the investor knew that IRR = (6.37 %, 10.13 %, 15.93), from which the IRR
originates. The risk-averse investor (a rational investor) could have been unsettled by the occurrence of the possibility of IRRl = 6.37 %, in which case he/she would not obtain normal profit in the power sector. If the normal
profit is a zero economic profit, the border between the success (positive economic profit) and failure (economic
loss) is the zero value of profitability. Given that the significant point IRRl is the bottom limit of possible values,
which the actual investment profitability will not be likely to exceed, the non-negative value IRRl can be interpreted as a measure of investment safety. Analogously to the measure of safety of investment IRRl, a significant
point IRRr can be interpreted as a measure of hope for superior investment profitability.
The investment is called safe if its IRRl ˃ 0. Since α–1(y, n) is a monotonically decreasing function of the
argument y, i.e. for y1 ˂ y2 applies α–1(y1, n) ˃ α–1(y2, n), while α–1(n, n) = 0; for y = –CF0l ˖ (1 – Δ) / CFl = n and
thus for –CF0l / CFl = n / (1 – Δ) from the equation (9) we get IRRl = – Δ. In our case, for n = 25 and Δ = 0.01 it
applies that IRRl = –1 % at –CF0l / CFl = 25 / 0.99 = 25.25. The IRRl = 0 occurs (see equation (9)) at α–1(–CF0l ˖
(1 – Δ) / CFl, n) = Δ / (1 – Δ), i.e. at α(Δ / (1 – Δ), n) = –CF0l ˖ (1 – Δ) / CFl, from which –CF0l / CFl = α(Δ / (1 –
Δ), n) / (1 – Δ). In the case of n = 25 and Δ = 0.01, IRRl = 0 at the value –CF0l / CFl = 22.
From the above the following conclusions result that are relevant to the choice between two investments in
FVE:
 An investment in FVE with a production lifetime of n = 25 years and Δ = 0.01 is
safe (in terms of resistance to a potential financial loss), if its ratio –CF0l / CFl ˂
22.
 Of the two investments in FVE the investment with a lower ratio of the value
(11)
–CF0l / CFl is safer, with a lower value ratio –CF0 / CF is more profitable and
with a lower value ratio –CF0r / CFr more hopeful (in terms of the possibility of
premium profitability).
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4

Summary and conclusions

This contribution, in a certain sense, develops possibilities for the application of interval estimates for investment
profitability with the purpose of improvement of methods of choice. These are the investments in production systems with robust linkages between inputs and outputs, working in conditions of uncertainty on the input side. The
uncertainty refers to the state of vagueness, which does not provide a decision-maker with any guidance for the
construction of rational estimates; however, possible ranges (intervals) of input values are partially known. The
production system is expected to repeat its production process every year within its lifetime, while its effectiveness
decreases by Δ % annually. The fixed component of the annual operating production costs is extremely low and is
therefore neglected. A typical representative of such a production system is a solar photovoltaic power plant (FVE),
presented in section 3.1.
The basic idea of the approach presented here for analyzing investment profitability is the thesis that in conditions of uncertainty there is a much greater chance to correctly predict the intervals at which the respective point
values will occur than to correctly estimate these single values. Therefore, firstly the input variables were replaced
in the standard NPV formula with the intervals of their possible values, which is represented in section 2 by the
triplets of significant points. Thus, the relationship for NPV valid for point values was reformulated to the relationship for NPV valid in the language of intervals.
Within the herein established calculus of intervals the significant points of interval NPV were derived from
the significant points of input intervals. From these the conditions were then established the significant points of
IRR interval, the calculation of which is (due to the specific characteristics of the relevant cash flow) undemanding. The significant points IRR carry information not only about the level of profitability of the investment, but
also about the level of its safety (in terms of resistance to a potential financial loss) and the degree of hope for the
premium assessment. This approach offers more information about the benefits and drawbacks of the investment
than a single point value of profitability derived through a standard method.
From the analysis of relationships between significant points of intervals CF0 and CF of input values on the
one hand and significant points of interval IRR on the other, carried out in section 3.3, two important conclusions
arose that are relevant to the selection between investments of the declared type. These conclusions are formulated
in notification (11) and can be regarded as a major original contribution to this paper.
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On Comparing Prediction Accuracy of Various EWMA
Model Estimators
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Abstract. The exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) model is a particular modelling scheme advocated by RiskMetrics that is capable of predicting the
current level of financial time series volatility. It is designed to track changes in conditional variance of financial returns by assigning exponentially decreasing weights to
the observed past squared measurements. Recently, a recursive estimation technique
suitable for this class of stochastic processes has been introduced and discussed. It represents a computationally attractive alternative to the already established non-recursive
estimation strategies since it is effective in terms of memory storage, computational
complexity and its ability to estimate and control the EWMA modelling scheme in real
time. The aim of the paper is to investigate prediction accuracy of different EWMA
model estimators. By analysing a set of eighteen very diverse world stock indices,
this study has shown that the recursive estimation scheme can be recommended due
to its advantageous properties if predicting the volatility; it is competitive to other
approaches commonly used in financial practice.
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JEL classification: C51
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1

Introduction

The exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) model is a modelling scheme preferred by the RiskMetrics
methodology to evaluate conditional heteroscedasticity (see e.g. [9]). This concept is frequently linked to investigating financial time series, more specifically to monitoring volatility (i.e. the conditional standard deviation
of financial returns). The EWMA model has been primarily developed as a simple alternative to the GARCH
class models. The name of this concept originates from the fact that the conditional variance is an exponentially
weighted sum of historical squared financial returns with the geometrically declining weights going backwards in
time. Therefore, this model is easily capable of tracking changes in the conditional variance and volatility. Since its
introduction in [9], it has been investigated from various perspectives with many successful empirical applications.
The only unknown parameter of the EWMA model that determines the geometrically declining weights is
conventionally prescribed by experts or users. Alternatively, it can be estimated by employing common statistical
identification procedures (e.g. the conditional maximum likelihood method). However, it is only exceptionally
estimated recursively. On the other hand, it might be advantageous to apply a computationally effective technique
that can estimate and control the model parameter (and consequently the model behaviour) in real time. Recently,
several recursive estimation schemes suitable for this class of stochastic processes have been introduced (refer
to e.g. [2], [4], [5] or [6]). These methods undoubtedly represent attractive alternatives to the conventional (i.e.
non-recursive) estimation approaches due to their effectiveness in terms of memory storage and computational
complexity. In particular, their adequacy has been demonstrated: In [4] the recursive estimation procedure suitable
for the EWMA model has been originally proposed and thoroughly analysed by simulations. In [5] its prediction
accuracy has been inspected by backtesting Value at Risk predictions.
The aim of this contribution is to investigate the prediction ability of different EWMA model estimators by
using real financial data. Our attention is concentrated primarily on examining the recursive estimation techniques.
It is motivated by recently published works (see [4], [5] and [6]), where the qualities of recursive estimation
algorithms have been studied from other points of view as were briefly discussed above. The present paper should
confirm the hypothesis that the recursive approach to estimation of the EWMA modelling parameter is not worse
(at least) as the classical non-recursive estimation of this parameter, which is in practice usually based on the
rolling-window technique. This conclusion seems to hold in addition to the fact that the recursive estimation
approach respects various practical aspects including the computational simplicity and flexibility. The priorities of
the recursive estimator are demonstrated here by means of an empirical case study of eighteen world stock indices.
1

Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Department of Probability and Mathematical Statistics,
Sokolovská 83, 186 75 Prague 8, Czech Republic, hendrych@karlin.mff.cuni.cz.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recapitulates the EWMA modelling framework and its fundamental features. Section 3 briefly reviews the various estimation procedures investigated in this work: (i) the
recursive estimator originally introduced in [4] and (ii) the rolling-window estimator based on the conditional loglikelihood criterion, which is commonly employed in practice. Section 4 describes an empirical study in which
various estimation strategies leading to different volatility forecasts are compared. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

EWMA modelling framework

The EWMA model of financial returns {yt }t∈Z is commonly defined as in [9]:
yt = σt ε t ,

2
2
σt2 = (1 − λ)yt−1
+ λσt−1
,

(1)

where the only modelling parameter λ lies in the interval (0, 1), {εt }t∈Z is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables
with zero mean and unit variance, and σt2 is Ft−1 -measurable. Remind that Ft denotes the smallest σ-algebra with
respect to which ys is measurable for all s ≤ t, s, t ∈ Z.
One can readily compute the first two conditional moments:
E(yt |Ft−1 ) = 0,

var(yt |Ft−1 ) = E(yt2 |Ft−1 ) = σt2 ,

∀t.

(2)

Apparently, the positivity of the conditional variance σt2 is ensured by construction of (1). In the given EWMA
representation, more recent financial returns have greater weights on the conditional variance σt2 . The weights
on financial returns decline geometrically going backwards in time by applying the weighting factors (1 − λ),
(1 − λ)λ, (1 − λ)λ2 , . . . . This is more evident from the equivalent representation of σt2 :
σt2 = (1 − λ) ·

∞
X
j=0



2
2
2
λj yt−1−j
= (1 − λ)yt−1
+ λσt−1
.

(3)

The one-step ahead prediction of σt2 is expressed as:
2
2
2
σt+1|t
:= E(σt+1
|Ft ) = (1 − λ)yt2 + λσt2 = σt+1
.

(4)

In the similar manner, the k-step ahead forecast of σt2 (for k ≥ 1) is given by :
2
2
2
σt+k|t
:= E(σt+k
|Ft ) = σt+1|t
.

3

(5)

Recursive estimation of EWMA model

In this section, we shall introduce the one-stage recursive estimation algorithm that can estimate the parameter λ of
the EWMA process (1) in real time. In many instances, this approach may be truly advantageous. For example, it is
possible to monitor or predict volatility on-line in the high-frequency financial data context. Recursive estimation
methods are also effective in terms of memory storage and computational complexity since the current parameter
estimates are evaluated using the previous estimates and actual measurements. Moreover, they can be used to
detect structural model changes.
Applying general recursive prediction error method, see e.g. [7] or [8], one can derive the recursive scheme
for estimating the parameter λ of the EWMA model (1). Principally, the negative conditional log-likelihood
criterion corresponding to the EMWA process (refer also to (7)) is recursively minimized (when assuming normally distributed innovations εt ). The resulting algorithm can be concisely formulated as follows (if one observes
y1 , y2 , . . . one by one in time):
0

2
bt2 )b
σt2
bt = λ
bt−1 + pbt−1 (yt − σ
,
λ
0
2
2
αt (b
σt )2 + (b
σt )2 pbt−1
(
)
0
pb2t−1 (b
σt2 )2
1
pbt =
pbt−1 −
,
0
αt
αt (b
σt2 )2 + (b
σt2 )2 pbt−1

2
bt )y 2 + λ
bt σ
σ
bt+1
= (1 − λ
bt2 ,
t
0
0
2
bt σ
σ
bt+1
= −yt2 + σ
bt2 + λ
bt2 , t ∈ N,

(6)

bt denotes the recursive estimate of the parameter λ at time t. We recommend initializing the foregoing
where λ
procedure under the following conditions (analogously as it is outlined in [7]): (i) pb0 is a large positive number,
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b0 should be taken from the interval (0, 1), e.g. as 0.94 which is usually preferred for daily
e.g. pb0 = 105 , (ii) λ
0
2
data, (iii) σ
b1 is a positive number (e.g. the sample variance of several first measurements) and σ
b12 equals zero,
(iv) {αt }t∈N is a deterministic sequence of real positive numbers smaller or equal to one that either accelerates
convergence or allows tracking parameter changes as it is discussed later in this section.
At each time t, it is necessary to check whether the current recursive estimate of λ belongs to the interval (0, 1)
before calculating other quantities in (6). If not, one should artificially replace the actual estimate by the previous
one to avoid eventual specification problems. This simple projection rule ensures the positivity of conditional
b0 lies inside the interval. The sequence {αt }t∈N , the so-called forgetting factor, may be selected
variance because λ
as follows: (i) αt gradually grows to one as t goes to infinity, e.g. αt = 0.99αt−1 + 0.01, α0 = 0.95, (ii) αt ≡ α
for some α ∈ (0, 1) and all t, e.g. α = 0.990. The first option corresponds to recursive estimation of the model (1)
supposing time-invariant λ. The increasing forgetting factor significantly improves the convergence speed of the
algorithm during the transient phase. The reason is that early information involved in several first measurements is
somewhat misused (due to obvious initial uncertainties) and should therefore carry a lower weight when comparing
to later measurements, which are processed in a better way. The second described case is associated with the
eventuality that λ can vary over time. The constant forgetting factor less than one progressively reduces the
influence of historical measurements, and thus enables to detect parameter changes. One may deduce (consult [7])
that measurements older than the sample of the length T0 = 1/(1 − α) are involved in the recursive estimation
with a weight that corresponds to e−1 × 100% of that of the most recent measurement. T0 is called a memory time
constant. A suitable choice of α ∈ (0, 1) can be made from T0 when assuming that the model parameter remains
approximately constant over T0 samples. See [8] for more details and other relevant references.
Theoretical properties of the suggested recursive estimation algorithm coincide with the conventional nonrecursive case (as t goes to infinity), where the corresponding negative conditional log-likelihood criterion is
minimized. Namely, convergence and asymptotic distributional properties are identical for a sufficiently large
number of observations. Refer to [8] for the theoretical background of the prediction error method. The estimation
scheme (6) can be further robustified in the similar manner as was reported in [4].
The introduced recursive estimation technique (6) might be an appealing alternative to the rolling-window
estimation approach. The latter approach is based on repeating minimization of the negative conditional loglikelihood function, which corresponds to the model (1) when assuming normally distributed innovations εt . It can
be expressed as follows:

 2
t
X
yτ
2
bM = arg min
+
log(σ
)
, t ≥ M,
(7)
λ
τ
t
στ2
λ∈(0,1)
τ =t−M +1

where M ∈ N denotes the rolling-window width. At each time the minimum (7) is repeatedly calculated and
2
bM and M consecutive observations. The estimation is initialized
σ
bt+1
is evaluated using the most recent estimate λ
t
similarly as above. It is obvious that the estimation can start only after observing at least M financial returns.
This scheme or its alternatives are frequently applied in practice. However, such an estimator is computationally
very complex since the optimization task is obviously solved by an iterative procedure based on M consecutive
measurements at each time. Alternatively, one could reestimate the unknown parameter less frequently.

4
4.1

Empirical study: Volatility forecast comparison
Layout of study

In this section, we shall examine the performance of the suggested recursive estimator of the EWMA model (6)
when analysing an empirical dataset. The proposed estimation procedure is compared with the rolling-window
estimation of the EWMA model (7) and the EWMA model with a fixed value of the parameter λ. To be more
precise, we will study daily observed close-to-close financial returns of eighteen stock indices (see Section 4.2
for more details). For each day t in the forecasting sample, we have estimated (calibrated) the EWMA model by
employing a particular estimation strategy using data at or before t (i.e. conditioning information has varied in
time). Afterwards, we have applied these fitted models to predict volatility using the relation (5) for the one-day
prediction horizon. This process has generated a sequence of daily forecasts for each estimation approach and each
analysed time series of financial returns. These forecast paths are then further studied.
The measure of volatility predictive accuracy is based on the average forecast loss achieved by the EWMA
model estimated by a particular estimation technique. The estimation procedure that provides a smaller average
loss is more accurate and therefore preferred. One can implement a variety of loss functions with distinct statistical
properties. In [10], there was identified a class of robust loss functions that asymptotically generate the same
ranking of estimation approaches regardless of the ex-post volatility proxy being used (as long as the proxy is
unbiased and the minimal regularity conditions are met). Note that the volatility is not directly observed on markets;
therefore, forecasts must be compared with an ex-post volatility proxy such as realized volatility or squared returns.
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Accepting these arguments and respecting the discussion provided in [1], we shall prefer the quasi-likelihood
(QL) forecast loss function given as:
!
2
2
 σ

σ
bt+k,P
bt+k,P
2
2
− log
− 1, k ≥ 1,
(8)
QL σ
bt+k,P , σ
bt+k|t = 2
2
σ
bt+k|t
σ
bt+k|t

2
where σ
bt+k,P
is an unbiased ex-post volatility proxy (such as realized volatility or squared financial returns) and
2
σ
bt+k|t is a volatility forecast given by (5) when applying a corresponding estimation procedure.

The QL criterion is preferred for two main reasons. Firstly, the loss series defined as (8) is i.i.d. under the
null hypothesis that the forecasting model is correctly specified (consult [1]). Secondly, assume that the volatility
2
2
proxy σ
bt+k,P
can be expressed as σ
bt+k,P
= h0,t+k ζt+k , where h0,t+k is the latent true variance and ζt+k is i.i.d.
measurement error with unit expected value and variance δ 2 ∈ (0, ∞). The conditional expected value of QL is:
 1

i

h

2
2
2
+ δ2 ,
|Ft , h0,t+k ≈ QL h0,t+k , σ
bt+k|t
(9)
E QL σ
bt+k,P
,σ
bt+k|t
2

where one has employed a standard Taylor expansion for moments of a random variable. Hence, it is clear that
the bias of QL is independent of the volatility level. It makes easier to compare losses across different volatility
regimes.
Stock Index
S&P 500
FTSE 100
Nikkei 225
DAX
Russel 2000
All Ordinaries
DJIA
Nasdaq 100
CAC 40
Hang Seng
KOSPI Composite Index
AEX Index
Swiss Market Index
IBEX 35
S&P CNX Nifty
IPC Mexico
Bovespa Index
Euro STOXX 50
Sums of ranks
Averages of ranks

M1
0.26475 [4]
0.19990 [3]
0.25589 [3]
0.20288 [4]
0.37078 [6]
0.27152 [5]
0.28149 [3]
0.22863 [5]
0.18623 [2]
0.18351 [1]
0.18135 [1]
0.20313 [4]
0.18689 [5]
0.20076 [2]
0.28060 [3]
0.47831 [5]
0.20803 [1]
0.23533 [4]
61
3.39

M2
0.26290 [3]
0.19557 [1]
0.24879 [1]
0.20003 [1]
0.36225 [4]
0.27146 [4]
0.27910 [1]
0.23567 [6]
0.18363 [1]
0.18849 [5]
0.18236 [2]
0.19557 [1]
0.17984 [2]
0.19905 [1]
0.27237 [1]
0.48874 [6]
0.21892 [6]
0.22966 [1]
47
2.61

M3
0.26027 [1]
0.20829 [5]
0.32554 [6]
0.20127 [3]
0.35252 [2]
0.26551 [1]
0.28541 [4]
0.22453 [3]
0.19379 [4]
0.18422 [2]
0.18825 [4]
0.19718 [2]
0.18007 [3]
0.21000 [5]
0.28133 [4]
0.46312 [1]
0.20824 [2]
0.23173 [2]
54
3.00

M4
0.26255 [2]
0.19622 [2]
0.25494 [2]
0.20051 [2]
0.36279 [5]
0.26690 [2]
0.28009 [2]
0.22782 [4]
0.18735 [3]
0.18634 [3]
0.18518 [3]
0.19865 [3]
0.17880 [1]
0.20077 [3]
0.27272 [2]
0.47444 [4]
0.21341 [5]
0.23355 [3]
51
2.83

M5
0.26975 [6]
0.22737 [6]
0.25733 [4]
0.22558 [6]
0.36064 [3]
0.28043 [6]
0.31266 [6]
0.22444 [2]
0.21518 [6]
0.19356 [6]
0.20335 [6]
0.22345 [6]
0.20068 [6]
0.22436 [6]
0.30040 [6]
0.47293 [3]
0.21275 [4]
0.24621 [6]
94
5.22

M6
0.26731 [5]
0.20310 [4]
0.26149 [5]
0.21507 [5]
0.35216 [1]
0.26810 [3]
0.29241 [5]
0.22205 [1]
0.19718 [5]
0.18717 [4]
0.18838 [5]
0.20605 [5]
0.18398 [4]
0.20960 [4]
0.28275 [5]
0.47269 [2]
0.20832 [3]
0.23746 [5]
71
3.94

Table 1 Average QL losses for one-day volatility predictions (ranks in square brackets)

4.2

Numerical results

In this section, we will thoroughly investigate six different estimation variants suitable for the EWMA model.
Particularly, we shall evaluate the following estimation approaches: (M1) the parameter λ is fixed as it is common
for daily data, i.e. λ = 0.94 (see [9]), (M2) the parameter λ is estimated recursively by employing (6) with the
forgetting factor given as αt = 0.99αt−1 +0.01, α0 = 0.95, (M3) it is similar to (M2) but with the forgetting factor
αt = 0.990 (i.e. T0 = 100), (M4) it is similar to (M2) but with the forgetting factor αt = 0.996 (i.e. T0 = 250),
(M5) the parameter λ is estimated by the rolling-window estimator (7) with M = 100, (M6) it is similar to (M5)
but with M = 250.
The present empirical study compares various volatility forecast strategies by studying a portfolio of eighteen
stock indices. The examined dataset contains daily close-to-close financial returns and a corresponding sequence
of daily realized volatilities calculated using five minutes intraday data as an ex-post volatility proxy. In particular,
the realized volatility is a high frequency, non-parametric based estimator of the variation of the price path of
an asset during the times at which the asset trades frequently on an exchange. It ignores the variation of prices
overnight and sometimes the variation in the first few minutes of the trading day when recorded prices may contain
large errors. To be more precise, the data and its description can be found in [3]. The analysed dataset is composed
of more than 4400 measurements for each stock index; the daily close-to-close financial returns were observed
between 3 January 2000 and 13 January 2017. All calculations were performed using software R.
Table 1 displays average quasi-likelihood (QL) losses (8) for all estimation variants (M1) - (M6) and all considered stock indices. We have additionally assigned ranks to each estimation alternative (M1) - (M6) for all examined
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indices. Afterwards, we have calculated sums of the ranks and their averages in order to evaluate the most accurate EWMA model estimation strategy. The outputs for the one-day prediction horizon might be summarized as
follows: The three recursively estimated conditional variances (M2) - (M4) has achieved the best accuracy. They
are at least competitive to the remaining estimation strategies. The estimation strategy (M5) seems to be less satisfactory (regardless of its high computational complexity). Moreover, Figure 1 displays one-day forecasts of the
EWMA conditional variances (M1) - (M6) (solid lines) together with the realized variances (crosses) for the S&P
500 stock index. One can identify similar volatility trends across all the graphs, especially the peaks in the financial
crisis period 2008-2009. Analogical figures could be plotted for any of other assets.
The comprehensive conclusion delivered by this empirical analysis confirms that suggested recursive estimation algorithm (6) seems to be competitive to others; it has outperformed the rolling-window estimator (7), which
has, moreover, much higher computational complexity in comparison with (6).
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Figure 1 Daily conditional variance forecasts (solid lines) with realized variances (crosses) for S&P 500
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5

Conclusion

The volatility estimation and prediction play an important role in modern finance, especially, if one deals with risk
evaluation. The present paper examined various aspects of the recursive estimation of the EWMA model including
technical instructions for its application. It justified that the recursive estimation scheme can be recommended in
financial practice. In particular, the empirical study reviewed some facts on volatility predictions in finance. By
investigating a set of eighteen very diverse stock indices, the analysis has shown that the recursive estimation technique can be recommended due to its advantageous properties if predicting the volatility; the recursive estimation
algorithm is competitive to other approaches commonly used in financial practice.
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Robust optimization approach in transportation problem
Robert Hlavatý1, Helena Brožová2
Abstract. In this paper we get back to the classical transportation problem of
Hitchcock and Koopmans while considering some parameters within its mathematical
programming formulation to be uncertain. It is a common practice that the both supply
and demand of some actors can be indeterminate as well as the evaluation of routes
between them in terms of distance and time. There are ways to deal with uncertainty
in the linear optimization models such as stochastic optimization or interval
programming. These approaches bring also computational difficulties since their
practical application is quite demanding. We show how this situation can be handled
using robust optimization approach towards modelling of uncertainty. The robust
approach is a tool that seeks a robust-optimal solution and it allows, in its extended
form, to specify the deviations from deterministic values quite precisely while the
entire mathematical model remains simple which is a considerable computational
advantage. The way of transformation of transportation problem into its robust
counterpart is described in detail and accompanied by example of different scenarios
in the end.
Keywords: Transportation problem, robust optimization, uncertainty
JEL Classification: C61
AMS Classification: 90C05, 90C08, 90C11

1

Introduction

A transportation problem is one of the first and also best known applications of linear programming (LP) problems.
Originally formulated by Monge (1781) and developed by Hitchcock and Koopmans in the times of WWII, it was
shown how one is able to reformulate a problem of transportation from several sources to a number of target
locations as a LP problem. It should be mentioned that it was not only Hitchcock and Koopmans dealing with this
matter during the forties but it is often considered as most important. The very first overview of the problem can
be found in the work of Hitchcock (1941). The model itself is considered deterministic without any assumptions
of uncertainty.
Parameter uncertainty in mathematical programming has been treated in many ways since Dantzig’s pioneering
work (we refer to Dantzig 1955). The Robust optimization or robust control is hardly a new topic in the field
of mathematical programming. Soyster (1973) was one of the first researchers to pay attention to robust solutions
in his paper. In the recent years however, the robust optimization has become a focus of many researchers as it
happens to be somehow attractive for its not-so-stochastic nature. The robust optimization is deterministic and setbased rather than stochastic (Bertsimas, Brown and Caramanis, 2008).
From the recent years we would like to especially mention an extensive work of Ben-Tal, El Ghaoui and
Nemirovski (2009) describing the issues of Robust optimization as a whole. A reader might want to inspect earlier
work of Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (1999) that is written in more concise fashion and is dedicated solely to linear
programming (LP) optimization problems. The earlier approaches like the one of Soyster’s (1973) tend to reach
the solutions that are over-conservative. Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (1999) propose an approach to overcome the
solution conservativeness by using ellipsoidal uncertainty sets. This results into a requirement of conic quadratic
programming when the robust solution is searched for and it becomes rather complex and not applicable to discrete
optimization problems. Bertsimas and Sim (2003) propose a different approach to control the level of conservatism
in the solution in a manner that leads to a linear optimization model that can even be applied to discrete
optimization problems. A number of authors have adapted the approach of Bertsimas and Sim (2003) with the
slight changes as Palma and Nelson (2009) did, for instance.
Recently, a new extension of robust optimization approach was developed called multi-band robust
optimization. It utilizes the concept of standard robust optimization and brings a lot of new modelling possibilities,
especially in the matters of uncertainty modelling. Using the multi-band approach, one is able to describe
an uncertain modelling situation more precisely and thus, receive more precise results after all. The multi-band
approach combines standard robust optimization approach with interval programming and allows a decision maker
to set the uncertainties in some particular ranges while it is still kept a linear programming problem. This is very
1
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important when working with the large scale models as it is well known that the linear programming models are
mostly computationally tractable and the solution can be found within a reasonable time.
The multi-band approach itself has been recently under development and continuous improvements. The credit
goes to Büsing and D’Andreagiovanni (2012) who can be considered current pioneers of multi-band optimization
approach. One year later, their research results in a general review of the multi-band optimization described in
Büsing and D’Andreagiovanni (2013) and outlines the entire theoretical foundations of the approach. It is followed
by other expansions like Büsing and D’Andreagiovanni (2014) where the same authors present a new theoretical
framework of the problem.
The paper explores the applicability of robust approach methodologies into transportation problem. There have
been several scientific papers dealing with the robust optimization in practice but mostly not on this matter.
Regarding the transportation problems where the robust approach was utilized there are some recent works.
Maggioni, Potra and Bertocchi (2014) show a robust multi-stage transportation problem case study in cement
industry, Gabrel et al (2015) show a robust location transportation problem under uncertain demands and finally,
there is an important work of Ben-Tal et al (2011) dealing with the emergency logistics planning. In this paper, we
would like to bring a simple guide for a reader who wants to get familiar with the robust programming in practice.
It will be shown how to reformulate a very well-known transportation problem into its robust counterpart.

2

Materials and methods

In this section, a way of transformation of a generic linear optimization model to its robust counterpart will be
described, followed by mathematical description of a general transportation problem and building a robust
counterpart for the transportation problem.

2.1

Robust programming introduction

In this paragraph, it is described how a linear optimization model can be transformed into its robust counterpart,
that is, a modified program that seeks robust optimal solution. Such solution is resistant against any deviations that
might occur anywhere in the original deterministic model. For the description we utilize the approach of
“Γ-robustness” of Bertsimas and Sim (2003). We assume a generic linear optimization model:

s.t.
≤

, = 1, … ,

≥ 0 , = 1, … ,

When the presence of uncertainty is considered we usually assume that the problem coefficients
(or at least some of them) are not precisely defined. This leads to a new problem:

(1)

, ,

+
s.t.
+

≤

+

≥ 0 , = 1, … ,

, = 1, … ,

(2)

The (2) represents the reformulation of (1) with uncertain coefficients. The uncertainty is expressed using
deviations for any coefficients if need be. We assume any deviation to be any real nonzero number. It was
illustrated by Ben-Tal, El Ghaoui and Nemirovski (2009) that even a slight change in the original coefficient value
may affect the optimal solution adversely. In some cases it may even become infeasible while this is caused by
a small deviation. For simplicity, let us consider the uncertainty to be present within the set of coefficients
from
now on. Before a construction of the robust counterpart of (1), Bertsimas and Sim (2003) propose 4 assumptions
that must hold:
1) For each coefficient
maximum deviation

, one is able to define its deterministic (expected, usual,…) value and its
from the deterministic value.
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2) The deterministic value
then belongs to the symmetric interval
−
,
+ !
3) The uncertain coefficients are stochastically independent random coefficients, each of the with its own
deviation range
4) For each constraint , one is able to define a maximum number of coefficients Γ that will deviate
simultaneously from its deterministic value in the constraint .
Then, a robust model can be constructed, based upon deviations and it is possible to reach the final form of this
robust counterpart of (1):

s.t.
+Γ" +

∈%&

# ≤

, = 1, … ,

(3)

" +# ≥
, = 1, … , , ∀ ∈ %
" ≥ 0 , = 1, … ,
# ≥ 0 , = 1, … , , ∀ ∈ %
≥ 0 , = 1, … ,

where the parameter Γ , 0 ≤ Γ ≤ |% |, = 1, … , , controls the protection against uncertainty in the constraint ,
# is an auxiliary variable for each
that is considered uncertain, " is another auxiliary variable merely
preserving a relationship between the first and second constraint and % indicates a set of indices of those
for
which the deviation is actually considered. The creation of (3) is based on exploiting the properties of primal and
dual versions of the original problem (1).

2.2

LP formulation of Transportation problem

We consider a general transportation problem of an unidentified homogenous resource from suppliers to target
locations while minimizing the total transportation cost. Further, we consider these suppliers to provide nonzero
amounts , ) , … , * and the target locations demanding amounts , ) , … , * respectively. W.l.o.g. we suppose
that the problem is balanced in terms of overall supply equal to overall demand. Each route from any suppliers to
any target location is evaluated with a cost coefficient , = 1, … , = 1, . . , . The optimization model with is
formulated as:
*

s.t.

*

where the decision variables

3

=

, = 1, … ,

=

, = 1, … ,

(4)

≥ 0, ∀ ,

represent the amount to be transported from supplier to target location .

Results

With the transportation problem and robust counterpart of LP defined it is now possible to join them together in
order to create formulation of robust transportation problem. It was shown in (2) that three categories of
coefficients can be considered to be uncertain: left-hand side coefficients, right-hand side coefficients and cost
coefficients. One can notice that considering a change in left-hand side coefficients in the transportation problem
is not an option in this case since here we have all of these coefficients equal to one necessarily. The right-hand
side coefficients representing the capacities could be theoretically considered uncertain, however, in practice we
assume that we are certain what these capacities would be. On the other hand, the transportation cost is the
parameter that can show some uncertain behavior. The transportation cost on a particular route can be affected by
a couple of undesirable factors like detours, traffic jams etc. that would only raise the costs.
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3.1

Formulation of robust counterpart for transportation problem

Due to practical reasons, we will consider that the uncertainty will be laid on objective function coefficients
only. In the description of the robust counterpart of LP (3) it was only shown in general how to construct robust
counterpart for the case of deviations appearing in left-hand side coefficients. Let us show that this is not an
obstacle in case the uncertainty is considered in objective function coefficients. We consider the following
objective function (of a general transportation problem) with the deviations in :
*

(

This expression (5) is equivalent to the following:

*

+

)

(5)

min Φ

s.t.

(

+

)

≤ Φ

(6)

The coefficient
in (6) can now be treated as left-hand side coefficient and the same approach for including
the uncertainty can be applied according to (3). Similarly, it is possible to turn right-hand side coefficients into
left-hand side coefficient and treat them so, if needed.
It is now possible to define the robust counterpart for a general transportation problem with the uncertain
coefficients in objective function:
min Φ
s.t.
*

+ Γ" +

"+# ≥
*

( , )∈%

# ≤ Φ

, ∀( , ) ∈ %

=

, = 1, … ,

=

, = 1, … ,

(7)

"≥0
# ≥ 0 , ∀( , ) ∈ %
≥ 0 , = 1, … , , = 1, … ,

where the parameter Γ, 0 ≤ Γ ≤ |%|, controls the protection against uncertainty in the cost coefficients
, ( , ) ∈ % of transportation problem. Variables # and " have the equivalent meaning as in (3).

3.2

Practical example

To illustrate how it is possible to implement the aspects of uncertainty into the transportation problem and how
the change of initial parameters influences the objective value, we will assume the following transportation
problem with parameters in the cost matrix 2, suppliers' capacities 3 and consumer demands 4:
2
2 = 58
3

3
50
160
=
1: 3 = 5100: 4 = <
110
6
120

(8)

Solving the program (8) we receive an optimal solution vector of the problem >∗ = (40,10,0,100,120,0) with
the optimal objective value of 590. Now, let as assume that the following maximum deviations matrix Δ
corresponding to assumed deviations for the coefficients in 2:
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where, for instance,
units.

1.2
Δ = 54.8
4

4
0.6:
3.6

= 1.2 expresses that the cost coefficient

(9)
= 2 can possibly worsen (increase) by 1.2

We will inspect six scenarios of robust solutions in dependence on parameter Γ that represents a protection
against uncertainty, i.e. the number of coefficients
that will deviate by
in the objective function. For
example, setting Γ = 2 expresses that at most two coefficients
will deviate from its deterministic value while
it is not given which particular
it would be. Obviously, the higher value of Γ will cause more robust solutions
because more deviations will be assumed and that will also cause an increase in objective values. In the following
table, the comparison of the results solved as (7) is provided:
Γ value
Γ=0
Γ=1
Γ=2
Γ=3
Γ=4
Γ=5
Γ=6

)

Solution vector:
Real costs:
Solution vector:
Real costs:
Solution vector:
Real costs:
Solution vector:
Real costs:
Solution vector:
Real costs:
Solution vector:
Real costs:
Solution vector:
Real costs:

40
2
50
2
50
2
50
3.2
45.26
3.2
50
3.2
50
3.2

10
3
0
3
0
3
0
3
4.74
7
0
3
0
3

)

))

0
8
0
8
0
8
0
8
0
8
0
8
0
8

100
1
100
1
100
1.6
100
1.6
100
1.6
100
1.6
100
1.6

B

120
3
110
7
110
7
110
7
114.74
7
110
7
110
7

B)

0
6
10
6
10
6
10
6
5.26
6
10
9.6
10
9.6

Objective
value
570
1030
1090
1150
1172.74
1186
1186

Table 1 Different robust solutions

Table 1 shows how the solution grows more robust with increasing Γ. In case of Γ = 0, we suppose that no
cost coefficients will deviate and thus we obtain the solution identical to deterministic solution. On the contrary,
the worst case of Γ = 6 means that all cost coefficients can deviate to their worse values and the minimal
guaranteed objective is then more than doubled compared to deterministic situation. The grey values in the table
indicates those cost coefficients that actually deviated in the solution for each scenario. The scenario for Γ = 4
shows non-integer values. This is caused by the transformation of the original problem into robust counterpart
which contains some new constraints and it need not satisfy the integrality of the results. The last two scenarios
provide the same results even though the degree of uncertainty is different. This can happen since the interpretation
of Γ value is “at most Γ coefficients will deviate”. But even if all coefficients deviated to their maximum, in the
last scenario for instance, then it would have no influence on the objective value since the variables ) , ) are
not chosen into solution (the optimal value is 0).

4

Conclusion

The modelling approach of Γ-robustness was applied to the specific case of optimization area. In the transportation
problem in practice uncertain conditions can be naturally assumed, especially due to instable traffic conditions on
the routes between suppliers and target locations. The robust solutions show the worst-case scenarios for assumed
deviations with the minimal guaranteed objective function. This can be useful for a decision maker to know in
advance what would be the expected total transportation cost if some unexpected events occur on the transportation
routes. This approach is much less demanding contrary to evaluation of all possible programs with the different
parameters. Still, the robust optimization model is completely linear and thus easily computationally tractable.
Due to the nature of the robust model, some values of the solution vector need not to be integer, as it is expected
in case of classical deterministic transportation model. If only integer values are desired, then the integrality
conditions can be included for all
in the robust model as it is also valid for integer linear programs. Further, we
would like to explain the multi-band robustness that allows to model possible parameter deviations with better
precision.
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Combining Estimates of Industry Production
with the Structure of Input-Output Table
Vladimı́r Holý1
Abstract. Annual or quarterly production of specific industry can be estimated using
univariate time series model. To capture and utilize the dependence between industries, multivariate time series model can be applied. Our approach deals with the
dependency using input-output table of production flow between industries. Firstly,
we estimate univariate production for each industry. Then we find the optimal combination of univariate estimates and estimates based on input-output structure.
We illustrate our model on the quarterly industry production of the Czech Republic. We estimate quarterly industry-by-industry input-output tables from annual inputoutput table using RAS method. Quarterly time series of production are modeled as
seasonal ARIMA. Finally, we apply our multivariate model on estimates of inputoutput tables and productions. We compare results of our model with univariate time
series forecasts.
Keywords: inter-industry relationships, input-output analysis, combination of estimates.
JEL classification: C32, C51, C67
AMS classification: 91B84

1

Introduction

In national economy, the production of industries and relations between them can be captured by input-output
tables [7, 8]. Historical input-output tables are often estimated by RAS method [6]. Another problem is to forecast
future input-output tables as their values may change over time [3]. This can be done for example by classical time
series methods [9].
In this paper, we focus on forecasting of total productions of industries (i.e. row and column sums of inputoutput tables). We start with description of used notation in Section 2. We present the model for production
forecasting in Section 3 and the method for input-output table estimation in Section 4. In Section 5 we propose a
method which combines both approaches. We apply the proposed method to quarterly input-output tables of the
Czech Republic in Section 6. Section 7 concludes with brief discussion.

2

Input-Output Framework

Let us assume we have n industries in national economy. Production of each industry and relations between
industries can be captured by input-output equations
pt,i =
pt,j =

n
X
j=1
n
X

xt,i,j + xt,i,0 ,

t = 1, . . . , s,

i = 0, . . . , n,
(1)

xt,i,j + xt,0,j ,

t = 1, . . . , s,

j = 0, . . . , n

i=1

where xt,i,j is the inter-industry sale from industry i = 1, . . . , n to industry j = 1, . . . , n in period t, xt,i,0 is the
final demand of industry i = 1, . . . , n in period t, xt,0,j is the value added of industry j = 1, . . . , n in period t and
pt,k is the total production of industry k in period t. We set xt,0,0 = 0. The first equation in (1) describes output
of industry i while the second equation describes input of industry j. Furthermore, we denote
xt,i,j
,
pt,j
xt,i,j
:=
,
pt,i

at,i,j :=

t = 1, . . . , s,

i = 0, . . . , n,

j = 0, . . . , n,

bt,i,j

t = 1, . . . , s,

i = 0, . . . , n,

j = 0, . . . , n.

(2)

Coefficients at,i,j are commonly reffered to as technical coefficients [7, 8]. The structure of input-output table in
our notation is presented in Table 1.
1
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Input-Output Table
Intermediate Consumption
Value Added
Total Production

Intermediate Consumption
xt,1,1 · · ·
xt,1,n
..
..
..
.
.
.
xt,n,1 · · ·
xt,n,n
xt,0,1 · · ·
xt,0,n
pt,1

···

Final Demand
xt,1,0
..
.
xt,n,0
0

pt,n

Total Production
pt,1
..
.
pt,n
pt,0

pt,0

Table 1 The structure of input-output table describing n industries in period t.

3

Production Time Series Estimation

We model total production pt,k as seasonal ARIMA(p, d, q)(P, D, Q)S model. We set S = 4 as we use quarterly
time series. For each industry we choose appropriate parameters p, d, q and seasonal parameters P , D, Q. Differecing parameters d, D are selected according to Canova-Hansen test [2]. Autoregressive parameters p, P and
moving average parameters q, Q are selected by minimizing Akaike information criterion. This approach follows
the automatic forecasting algorithm of [5].

4

Input-Output Table Estimation

Input-output tables are often compiled with lower frequency than the total production. For example, in the Czech
Republic input-output tables are compiled in a five year period while total productions are recorded quarterly. To
estimate annual tables in missing years we use RAS method [6, 7]. It takes last known input-output table and
iteratively adjusts its elements to be consistent with given row and column sums (i.e. total productions). Similar
approach is used for estimation of quarterly tables. The last known elements of table for given quarter are adjusted
to be consistent with given quarterly total productions. However, this does not ensure that quarterly tables add up
to annual table. To deal with this problem we use multidimensional RAS method, which besides row and column
sums also ensures sums to annual table [4].
For forecasting quaterly coefficients at,i,j and bt,i,j we simply take the values of last quaterly table (i.e. the
estimated quarterly table with known total productions). Although the coefficients change over time, in short
horizon (in our case 1 year) can yield reasonable predictions [3].

5

Combination of Estimates

We now combine time series estimates of total production with input-output table estimates. Our goal is to find
weighted combination of estimates with weights ϕk for time series estimates, αk for estimates based on output
structure and βk for estimates based on input structure. The weights are selected to minimize least squares of
combined estimates of total production and real values of total production in training sample. The optimization
problem is given by
2
1 X 1 X  real
pt,k − p̂comb
t,k
s t=1 n + 1
s

minimize
αk ,βk ,ϕk

n

k=0

such that p̂comb
t,k = αk

n
X

ât,k,j p̂init
t,j + βk

j=0

n
X

est
b̂t,i,k p̂init
t,i + ϕk p̂t,k ,

t = 1, . . . , s,

k = 0, . . . , n,
(3)

i=0

αk + βk + ϕk = 1,
αk ≥ 0,
βk ≥ 0,
ϕk ≥ 0,

k = 0, . . . , n,
k = 0, . . . , n,
k = 0, . . . , n,
k = 0, . . . , n

est
where αk , βk , ϕk are unknown weights, preal
t,k are known real values of total production, p̂t,k are known time series
estimates of total produciton and p̂init
t,k are known initial estimates of total production. Resulting combined estimates
of total production are denoted as p̂comb
t,k . This is a linearly constrained quadratic optimization problem.
init[0]

The optimization problem (3) is solved repeatedly for different values of p̂init
t,k . We start by setting p̂t,k
comb[0]

resulting in combined estimates p̂t,k
combined estimates

comb[i]
p̂t,k .

init[i]

. In each following iteration i, we set p̂t,k

comb[i−1]

= p̂t,k

= p̂est
t,k

resulting in

We stop iterations when change in weights is smaller than given threshold value.
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Model
ARIMA
COMB–1Y
COMB–2Y
COMB–5Y

MAE
4.3782
3.7781
3.8702
4.1640

RMSE
17.7401
16.6483
16.9846
18.3507

Av. αk
0.0000
0.2986
0.2980
0.2769

Av. βk
0.0000
0.2783
0.3073
0.3494

Av. ϕk
1.0000
0.4232
0.3947
0.3737

Table 2 Errors and average values of weights for 2010Q1–2015Q4 forecasts.

In our case this approach leads to computationaly easy problem as the convergence is achieved within first few
iterations.
comb
A more direct alternative would be to modify optimization problem (3) by replacing p̂init
t,k with p̂t,k . However,
comb
this would require p̂t,k to be variables in the model rather than just a notation. Constraints in this model would
no longer be linear as they would include multiples of variables p̂comb
t,k and αk , βk . The resulting problem would be
quadratically constrained quadratic program, which is NP-hard problem [1]. Due to computational difficulty we
do not use this approach in our empirical study and leave it for future research.

Future intermediate consumption, final demand or value added can be forecasted by applying RAS method (or
multidimensional RAS method) to last known input-output structure and proposed forecasts of total production
(row and column sums).

6

Empirical Results

In empirical study we analyze the quarterly production of the Czech Republic economy split into n = 41 industries.
We have available quarterly data of total production from the year 1995 to the year 2015 and annual input-output
tables for years 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2013. Data are provided by Czech statistical office.
For estimation of seasonal ARIMA parameters we use 10 year history. For quarterly input-output tables we use
coefficients at,i,j , bt,i,j from the same quarter of previous year. We consider 1 year (COMB-1Y), 2 year (COMB2Y) and 5 year (COMB-5Y) history for optimization problem (3) (i.e. for finding the optimal weights). We
compare the results with real values on testing period from 2010Q1 to 2015Q4 based on mean absolute deviation
M AE :=

s X
n
X

t=1 k=1

and root mean squared error

comb
preal
t,k − p̂t,k

v
u s n 
2
uX X
comb
preal
.
RM SE := t
t,k − p̂t,k

(4)

(5)

t=1 k=1

For example, when forecasting 2015Q1 values with COMB-1Y model, we use time series of total production from
2004Q1 to 2013Q4 to estimate ARIMA parameters and technical coefficients from input-output table of 2013Q1.
The year 2014 is then used for finding the optimal combination of estimates.
Table 2 shows that incorporating input-output structure can increase accuracy of forecasts. All three combination models have smaller MAE than the original ARIMA estimates. Both COMB-1Y and COMB-2Y also have
smaller RMSE. Model COMB-5Y have higher RMSE due to inaccurate estimates in years 2013 and 2014 as we
can see in Figures 1 and 2. Interestingly, the shorter history for finding optimal weights yields better results. This
could be because of changes in preferences between time series estimates and input-output estimates over time.
This hypothesis is also supported by Table 3, in which we report mean absolute deviations of weights trained in
different years. For 1 year apart the MAE can go up to 0.30 while for 5 year apart it can go up to 0.45 suggesting
weights to be rather unstable in time. Figure 3 shows that majority of estimated weights are either very close to 0 or
to 1. This suggest that proposed method selects the best estimation method for each industry rather than combining
all estimation methods.

7

Discussion

We propose a method for forecasting of total productions which is a combination of time series estimates and
estimates based on input-output structure. We apply this forecasting method on quarterly total production of 41
industries of the Czech Republic economy. Results show that proposed method have higher accuracy in the sense
of MAE a RMSE over regular time series forecasts.
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MAE of Forecasts

Mean Absolute Error

6

Model
ARIMA
COMB−1Y
COMB−2Y
COMB−5Y
4

2

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Quarter

Figure 1 Mean absolute errors of production for 2010Q1–2015Q4 forecasts.

RMSE of Forecasts

Root Mean Square Error

120

90

Model
ARIMA
COMB−1Y
COMB−2Y
COMB−5Y

60

30

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Quarter

Figure 2 Root mean square errors of production for 2010Q1–2015Q4 forecasts.

2010Q1
2011Q1
2012Q1
2013Q1
2014Q1
2015Q1

2010Q1
0.0000
0.2757
0.3107
0.3545
0.4106
0.4491

2011Q1
0.2757
0.0000
0.2686
0.3184
0.3665
0.3899

2012Q1
0.3107
0.2686
0.0000
0.3022
0.3348
0.3824

2013Q1
0.3545
0.3184
0.3022
0.0000
0.2932
0.3428

2015Q1
0.4106
0.3665
0.3348
0.2932
0.0000
0.2944

2015Q1
0.4491
0.3899
0.3824
0.3428
0.2944
0.0000

Table 3 Mean absolute errors of weights for first quarters of COMB–Y1 model.
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Figure 1 Histograms of estimated weights αk , βk and φk .
We identify two problems for future research. Firstly, the optimization problem for finding weights can be modified
to capture relations between estimates more directly. However, this would require the problem of finding optimal
weights to be quadratically constrained quadratic program. Secondly, results show that estimated optimal weights
are not very stable in time. Finding suboptimal but more stable weights could further increase forecasting accuracy.
It is also possible that these two problems are connected.
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Critical period method for approximate solution
of a discrete discounted stochastic program
Milan Horniaček 1
Abstract. We develop an algorithm for approximate solution of an infinite horizon
discrete time stochastic program with discounting of future single period payoffs.
Uncertainty is captured by a Markov chain with countable infinite state space. In
each period only a finite number of states occur with a positive probability. Finite
sets of single period feasible actions and single period payoffs from them depend only on the current state. A strategy assigns to each state a feasible action at it. An epsilon-optimal strategy gives the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs
that is no lower than its maximum on the set of strategies minus epsilon. Since the
state space is infinite, an epsilon-optimal solution to the program is open-ended. We
develop an algorithm that generates (for a chosen small positive epsilon) an epsilonoptimal solution gradually. It gives for each state the prescription for it that is ex
ante epsilon-optimal, without specifying prescriptions for other states. It is based on
critical periods. A critical period of a current state is the first period with the property that expected payoff in it cannot affect epsilon-optimality of action at the current
state.
Keywords: discounted stochastic program, epsilon-solution, critical period method.
JEL Classification: C61
AMS Classification: 90C40

1

Introduction

Stochastic programs are widely used in decision-making. If they include development of random factors affecting outcomes of decisions, they usually have the form of a Markov decision process. (See, for example, [1],
subchapter 1.5 for their characterization and Chapter 5 for examples of applications.) If there is not a final date
of existence of an object of decision-making, they have infinite horizon, usually with discounting of future single
period payoffs. Even in this case the set of states can be finite. (See [2] for an example.) Nevertheless, if decisions in future periods modify still prevailing effects of previous decisions, then states express cumulative effects
of several decisions and the set of states is infinite. This includes, for example, programs with decisions on advertising, investment, or (product or technological) innovation by a monopolist or a perfectly competitive firm,
or models with use of durable goods. In this case solution to a stochastic program is open-ended. The whole
solution can never be computed and recorded. For each state we have to compute the prescription of an optimal
strategy for it, without computing prescriptions for all following states.
Model predictive control ([3], [4]) takes this approach. It replaces an infinite horizon stochastic program (or a
stochastic program with a long finite time horizon) with a sequence of finite horizon programs (or programs with
a shorter time horizon). Nevertheless, solutions obtained by it need not be ex ante optimal or at least -optimal
(i.e. optimal or -optimal with respect to available information about random factors affecting the system in the
future). Moreover, there can be some technical problems with its application. In its basic form, it assumes that
finite horizon problems are time invariant ([3], p. 790). This assumption is violated, for example, if a firm minimizes some sort of costs or maximizes profit and prices or some parameters of inverse demand curve (that it
cannot effect) change over time. Schildbach, and Morari [4] do not make such assumption but they assume that
the resulting optimization problem would become convex if all uncertain variables were known and fixed ([4],
Assumption 1, p. 543). This assumption is not satisfied if sets of feasible decisions are finite.
We take a different approach. We restrict attention to -optimal strategies. For   0 , an -optimal strategy
gives the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs that is no lower than its maximum on the set of
strategies minus . For each state we compute the prescription of an -optimal strategy (for the whole infinite
horizon program) for it, without computing prescriptions for following states. This is possible because (besides
discounting of future single period payoffs) we assume finite sets of feasible actions and actions taken in the
current period affect expected values of state variables in all following periods. The assumption that sets of feasible actions are finite can be justified by three observations. First, there is usually some smallest measurement
unit that makes sense in a modeled environment (e.g. it does not make sense to consider smaller monetary units
1
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than cents, or in production of beverages there is no need to consider smaller volume units than milliliters).
Second, numerical representations of decisions are naturally bounded (e.g. by the fact that they cannot be negative and expenditures on a decision cannot exceed some pre-specified budget). Third, decisions are made with
the help of digital computers. These machines can represent only a finite number of digits in both integer and
decimal part of a number.
For each state we compute the prescription of an -optimal strategy for it by solving a finite succession of linear programs, in which we take into account only first n periods and states that can occur with a positive probability (under some strategy) in them. At each state that can be reached from the states taken into account we
specify the highest feasible value of each action and use infinite repetition of the payoff gross of cost of taking
actions at state generated by them to replace the value of strategy at it (i.e. the sum of discounted expected single
period payoffs starting from it). We end this successive solving of linear programs in period n, which is critical,
i.e. it is the first period with the property that expected payoff in it cannot affect epsilon-optimality of action at
the current state.
Throughout the paper, N denotes the set of positive integers and  is the set of real numbers. We endow
each finite dimensional real vector space with the Euclidean topology and each infinite dimensional product of
finite dimensional spaces with the product topology.

2

Stochastic program

Time horizon of the analyzed program is N .  is the countable infinite set of states. Each    is an element
of the Euclidean space with dimension m* . For each    , X    im1 X i  is the finite non-singleton set of
*

feasible actions at  . The symbol , x  stands for the probability distribution on  in the following period
when state in the current period is  and action x is taken at it; , x '  is the probability of occurrence of
state ' in the following period. We assume that the support of , x  is finite and it has at least two elements.

Assumption 1. For each i  1,...,m*  and each   N , the expected value of i reached  periods after
the current period strictly increases in action xi taken in the current period and does not decrease in action x j ,

j  1,...,m* \ i , taken in the current period.

Function  : , x   , x  X   L , where L is an infinite compact subset of  , assigns a single period payoff to each state  and action x taken at it. Future single period payoffs are discounted (without discounting the current period payoff) using discount factor   0,1 .
Assumption 2. For each , x  from domain of  , (a)  , x       , x  , where   is a part of
payoff at state  that is independent of x and  , x  is the cost of taking an action x at state  , (b)   is
strictly increasing in i for each i  1,...,m*  , and (c)  , x  is strictly increasing in xi for each i  1,...,m* ,
(d) for each    , 0  X   (where 0  m ) and  ,0   0 .
*

We restrict attention to Markov strategies. In the analyzed stochastic program only current state is payoff relevant. (The set of feasible actions in the current period and their payoff consequences depend only on the current state.) Therefore, a Markov strategy (henceforth, “strategy”) is a function that assigns to each    an
element of X   . We use the symbol Q for the set of strategies and q for its generic element.
We denote by  k '  the set of states that can occur (under some strategy) with a positive probability in
period k  N when the initial state is ' . Since sets of feasible actions are finite and , x  has a finite support,
 k '  is finite. It is defined inductively by

 1'   ' 

(1)

and

 k '   {   ' '   k 1'  & x  X ' '  such that ' ' , x    0} , k  N \ 1 .
 n 

(2)

For n N let  '  be the set of states that can occur (under some strategy) with a positive probability in
the first n periods when the initial state is ' . Thus,
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 n 



'     k '  .
n

(3)

k 1

Function  :   Q  N    0,1 assigns to each ' , q, k,  the probability ' , q, k,  that state 
occurs under strategy q in period k when the initial state is ' . It is defined inductively by

' , q,1,'   1, ' , q,1,   0    \ ' 

(4)

and

' , q, k,  

 ' , q, k  1,' ' ' ' , q   ,

''  k  1 ' 

k  N \ 1 .

(5)

The analyzed stochastic program with initial state '   maximizes the sum of discounted expected single
period payoffs over the infinite horizon. It has the form


max uq      t 1   ' , q,t,  , q   .
qQ
tN
 ' 


(6)

t

Since future single period payoffs are discounted and the range of function  is bounded, the objective
function in (6) is well-defined. It can be shown that it is continuous.

Q is a countable infinite product of finite (and, hence, compact) subsets of Euclidean spaces, so it is
compact by Tychonoff's theorem. Thus, program (6) is a maximization of a continuous function on a non-empty
compact set, so it has an optimal solution.
Let u* be the global maximal value of the objective function in (6) and   0 be a small number.
Definitin 1. A strategy q  Q is an  -optimal solution of stochastic program (6) if u*  uq    .

3

Algorithm

For    let v be the value of a strategy q*  Q at state  (i.e. the sum of discounted expected single period
payoffs from a strategy q* when the initial state is  . That is,
v   , q*   



'  2  

, q* ' v' .

(7)

Applying Bellman’s principle of optimality, a strategy q*  Q is an optimal solution of program (6) if and only
if for each   



v  max   , x     , x ' ' v'  .
xX   
''   


(8)

2

Take (arbitrary) '   . In order to compute prescriptions of  -optimal solutions of program (6) at state
' , we proceed in a finite number of iterations. For n N , let X n '  be a nonempty finite subset of X '  a subset of X '  containing feasible actions at ' that are considered in iteration n , and Y n '   X '  be a
set of prescriptions of  -optimal solutions of program (6) at state ' computed in preceding iterations. We set
X 1'   X '  and Y 1'    . (Sets X n '  and Y n '  for n  1 are defined below.)
 n 

In iteration n N we consider only states in 
v    


1



''  n  2 ' 



and set



 , max X i i1,...,m  ' ' ' '  ,
*

 n 

   n1'  \ 

'  .

(9)

That is, for each state  that can occur with a positive probability in period n  1 but not in the first n periods, we replace the value of a strategy at  by the sum of two values. The first one equals single period
payoff at  gross off cost of an action taken at it. The second one equals the sum of discounted single period
payoffs gross off cost of taking actions starting from the following period that would result if the expected single
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period payoff in the following period generated by taking the highest feasible value of each action at  was
 n 

infinitely repeated. (This is not the only way how to define v for    n 1'  \ 

'  . We use it because it

is relatively simple and it would be useful if we wanted to compute optimal strategies rather than  -optimal
ones.)
For each x'  X n '  we replace (8) by
v'   ' , x'   



''  2 ' 

' , x' ' ' v'' ,



v  max   , x     , x ' ' v''  ,
xX   
''  


(10)

  

n 

\ '  ,

2

 n 

and (9). Thus, we want to compute a strategy qn  x' that assigns actions to states in  and maximizes
the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs over infinite horizon subject to two constraints. First, it
 n 

assigns action x' to state '. Second, its value at each state    n 1'  \ 

'  is given by (9).

Such strategy can be computed from a solution of the linear program
min



 n 



' 

(11)

v

subject to (9)-(10) and
v   , x   

 n 

 , x ' ' v'' ,

  

''  2  

' \ '  ,

x  X  .

(12)

Let vn'  x  be the value of v' in an optimal solution of linear program (9)-(12) and set
vn' *  max vn'  x  .
 
xX

n

' 

That is, vn' * is the maximal sum of discounted expected single period payoffs over the infinite horizon, when
 n 

the initial state is ' , subject to the use of (9) for each state    n 1'  \ 

'  .

If x*  X n '  is the prescription of each optimal solution of linear program (9)-(12) at state ' , we set





vn'   max vn'  x  x  X n ' , vn'  x   v'n * .

(13)

If, in addition,
vn' *  vn'  

2 n max L
 ,
1

(14)

then x* is the prescription of some  -optimal strategy of the stochastic program (6) with initial state ' at
state ' . (If (14) holds also for   0 , then x* is the prescription of each optimal strategy of the stochastic
program (6) with initial state ' at state ' .) This can be seen as follows. In (14) we decreased the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs starting from period n  1 from a strategy solving program (9)-(12) by
 n max L
, which is an upper bound on such decrease (recall part (d) of Assumption 2), and increased the sum
1
of discounted expected single period payoffs starting from period n  1 from a strategy giving payoff over the
 n max L
infinite horizon equal to vn'  by
, which is an unattainable upper bound on such increase (recall that
1
cost of taking actions are disregarded and highest feasible values of actions are used in (9)). Of course, moving
from program (9)-(12) to program (6), the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs in the first n periods from both approaches can change. Nevertheless, an increase in the latter sum would involve lower cost of
actions and, hence, lower values of actions. (If it was achieved only by a change in distributions of probabilities
of states in the following periods, it would be attainable also in a solution of (9)-(12).) This would decrease the
sum of discounted expected single period payoffs since period n  1 . Since the changes in this sum for both
approaches used in (14) are on their upper bounds, any increase in the sum of discounted expected single period
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payoffs in the first n periods from a strategy giving payoff over the infinite horizon equal to vn'  is compensated in an increase in the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs considered in (14).
By an analogous reasoning, if for some x  X n ' 
vn'  x   vn' * 

2 n max L
 ,
1

(15)

then x is the prescription of some  -optimal strategy of (6) with initial state ' at state ' . (In (15), we decreased the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs since period n  1 from a strategy prescribing x at
 n max L
' by
and increased by this amount the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs since period
1
n  1 from a strategy giving payoff over the infinite horizon equal to vn' * .) Note that (15) can hold only if (14)
holds. Thus, if x*  X n '  is the prescription of each optimal solution of linear program (9)-(12) at state ' and
(14) holds, we set
Y n1'   Y n '   x*   {x  X n ' 15  holds}.

(16)

If x*  X n '  is the prescription of each optimal solution of linear program (9)-(12) but (14) does not hold,
then Y n1'   Y n '  . If linear program has at least two solutions with different prescriptions at state ' , we
set
Y n1'   Y n '   {x  X n ' 15  holds}}.

(17)

2 n max L
 ,
1

(18)

If for some x  X n ' 
vn'  x   vn' *  

then x cannot be the prescription of any  -optimal strategy of (6) with initial state ' at state ' . In (18),
we increased the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs since period n  1 from a strategy prescrib n max L
ing x at ' by
and decreased by this amount the sum of discounted expected single period payoffs
1
since period n  1 from a strategy giving payoff over the infinite horizon equal to vn' * . If this is not enough to
make (15) hold, then x cannot be the prescription of any  -optimal strategy of (6) with initial state ' at state
' . Therefore, we set
X n1'   X n ' \ {x  X n ' (18) holds}.

(19)

When we reach n N with X n '   Y n '  , then Y n '  is the set of all prescriptions of  -optimal strategies of (6) with initial state ' at state ' . In this case period n is the critical period for program (6) with initial state ' . We proceed with computations for some initial state ' '   such that, for some x that is the prescription of an  -optimal strategy of (6) with initial state ' at state ' , ' , x , ' '   0 (unless we have already made computations for it). If the decision-maker can wait for advice until the actual state in the following
period becomes known, we make computations only for this actual state. If X n '   Y n '  , we proceed with
iteration n .
Remark 1. It is true that we could use only (15) to define (17), without considering (13) and (14). Nevertheless, if in each iteration each solution of linear program (9)-(12) prescribes the same action x* at state ' , we
2 n max L
would have to wait until iteration n with
  in order to identify x* as the prescription of some  1
optimal strategy of (6) with initial state ' at state ' . The approach using (13) and (14) allows us to do it earlier.
Remark 2. It may seem that it would be enough to include only one element of Y n '  in X n '  . Nevertheless, we do not know which element of Y n '  gives vn' * (if any of them gives it). Since vn' * is used in
(15), we need to have Y n '   X n '  .
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There is a finite n N for which Y n '   X n '  . This can be seen as follows. If x* is the prescription of

each optimal solution of (6) with initial state ' at ' , then there is n1  N such that vn'  x*   vn'  x   0.5

2 n max L
 0.5 for each n  n2 .
1
Then for each n  maxn1, n2 (14) holds. Next suppose that q* is an optimal strategy of (6) with initial state '
prescribing action x* at ' and q is a strategy in (6) with initial state ' prescribing action x  x* at ' and

for each x  X ' \ x*  and each n  n1 . There is also n2  N such that

satisfying

uq   uq*     0 .

If

 ,

there

exist

n3  N and

n4  N such

that

2 max L
 0.5    for each n  n4 . Therefore, for each
1
(14) holds. If    , then for each n N moving from uq  and uq*  to vn'  x  and vn'  x* 

vn'  x   vn'  x*   0.5    for each n  n3 and
n  maxn3, n4 

then
n

2 n max L
increases vn'  x   vn'  x*  (if it increases it at all) by less than
, so that (18) holds.
1

The preceding considerations give rise to an algorithm given below. In its description we use the assignment
sign (  ) whenever the use of equality sign (  ) would be mathematically incorrect.   is the set of states for
which computations have already been made. We apologize to referees and readers that, due to space limitations,
we cannot give here an example of application of the algorithm.
Algorithm.
Step 1. Set ' equal to the initial state and     . Go to step 2.
Step 2. Set n  1 , X 1'   X '  , and Y n '    . Go to step 3.
Step 3. Compute vn'  x  for each x  X n '  . If x*  X n '  is the prescription of each optimal solution of
linear program (9)-(12), go to step 4. Otherwise, go to step 6.
Step 4. Compute vn'  according to (13). If (14) holds, compute Y n1'  according to (16) and go to step 7.
Otherwise, go to step 5.
Step 5. Set Y n1'   Y n '  and go to step 7.
Step 6. Compute Y n1'  according to (17) and go to step 7.
Step 7. Compute X n1'  according to (19) and go to step 8.
Step 8. If Y n1'   X n1  , set    '     and go to step 9. Otherwise, set n  1  n and go to
step 3.
Step 9. Choose ' '   \   such that ' , x ' '   0 for some x Y n1'  . Set ' '  ' and go to step 2.
For the complexity of the algorithm the size of linear program (9)-(12) and number of iterations are crucial.
The maximal number of constraints, as well as the maximal number of variables, in (9)-(12) depends linearly on
the maximal number of states that can occur with a positive probability in any period. The maximal number of
constraints depends linearly on the maximal number of actions that can be taken at any state. The number of
iterations changes in a discontinuous way with respect to the discount factor. For each   0,1 a small increase
in  either leaves the number of iterations unchanged or increases it by one.
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The valuation of discretely sampled European lookback
options: a DG approach
Jiřı́ Hozman1 , Tomáš Tichý2
Abstract. Path-dependent options represent an important part of the derivatives
traded in financial markets. One of the commonly used and popular subclasses of
path-dependent options is formed by so-called lookback options with payoff depending on the minimum or maximum price of the underlying asset attained during the
lifetime of the option and enabling the investors to sell at the highest or buy at the
lowest price, i.e., the most favourable one. Commonly, the maximum or minimum are
monitored at discrete dates so that there is no analytical pricing formulae and one has
to rely on numerical techniques. In this paper we present a PDE approach to European lookback options leading to the usual Black-Scholes equation, where the pathdependent variable appears as a parameter only and discrete sampling is balanced by
introducing the jump conditions across the sampling dates. Since the pricing equation
is the same as for the plain vanilla option, the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method
is applied to the problem in the same manner, except for the treatment of jump conditions at each monitoring date. Finally, reference numerical experiments illustrate
empirical findings.
Keywords: Option pricing, discontinuous Galerkin method, Black-Scholes model,
path-dependent variable, lookback options, discrete sampling, jump conditions.
JEL classification: C44, G13
AMS classification: 35, 90C15

1

Introduction

A key condition of functioning financial markets is the knowledge of fair price of any traded security. In some
cases (e.g., stocks or bonds) such price is given simply by matching the supply and demand, in other cases (e.g.,
options) it can be derived by no-arbitrage arguments. Hence, the aforementioned condition should be extended
by the knowledges of efficient techniques for price calculation. It is thus not surprising that development of new
techniques as well as deep analysis of currently known approaches is in the center of interest of many researchers
since the seminal paper [2] on modern option pricing.
For example, as concerns lookback options, a special type of financial derivatives from the group of pathdependent options, payoff of which depends on the maximum or minimum asset price realized over some prespecified period (continuously or discretely monitored) of the option life, we can name [12], who focused on finite
difference method, and [5], who focused on finite element methods; see also [1], [11] and the recent wavelet
approach from [4] following paper [3].
In this short contribution we restrict ourselves to discretely monitored floating strike lookback put option and
develop numerical scheme based on discontinuous Galerkin approach. This method is based on piecewise polynomial but discontinuous approximations, thus it allows us to solve degenerated parabolic PDE problems elegantly,
among which we include the wide spectrum of option pricing equations. We proceed as follows – in Section 2
lookback options are classified, while in Section 3 we derive a relevant valuation PDE, including its conditions. In
Section 4 a numerical procedure is constructed and finally, in Section 5 a numerical experiment is provided.

2

Classification of European lookback options

In this paper we consider only European-style lookback options, i.e., options exercising of which is permitted only
at maturity time T . Such options exist either as put or call options and their value can be represented as a function of
the actual time t, the underlying asset price S(t) and one of the two path-dependent variables M and m denoting the
maximum and minimum value of the realized asset price, respectively. These extremal values can be measured continuously on the whole time interval [0, T ], i.e., M = max0≤t≤T S(t) and m = min0≤t≤T S(t); or at the discrete
times {ti }N
i=1 ⊂ [0, T ] only, i.e., M = max(S(t1 ), S(t2 ), . . . , S(tN )) and m = min(S(t1 ), S(t2 ), . . . , S(tN )).
1
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Then we speak of continuously or discretely sampled lookback options. Obviously, it always holds for continuous
updating that the asset price is necessarily greater than or equal to the minimum and less or equal to the maximum.
This is not true for discrete updating where the asset price may be out of these bounds.
Moreover, according to the way in which the variables M or m are incorporated into the payoff function,
we distinguish four basic types of lookback options, see Table 1. A floating strike lookback put gives the holder
the right to sell at the highest realized price while a floating strike lookback call allows him or her to buy at the
lowest realized price over the lookback period. In other words, its payoff is similar to a vanilla option but with the
corresponding path-dependent variable replacing the exercise price. On the other hand, a fixed strike lookback put
(call) is a put (call) option on the minimum (maximum) realized price with agreed price K. Similarly, its payoff
corresponds to a vanilla option with swapping the corresponding path-dependent variable for S.
payoff
floating strike
fixed strike

put
max(M − S(T ), 0)
max(K − m, 0)

call
max(S(T ) − m, 0)
max(M − K, 0)

Table 1 Payoff functions for four basic types of lookback options
The aforementioned classification identifies eight subtypes of lookback options. Due to the different treatment
of particular subtypes, the rest of the paper is oriented on one of them only, for a complete overview see [11].

3

Discrete sampling of the maximum: the floating strike case

We concentrate on valuing a put option that depends on the maximum value M of the asset obtained by the discrete
measurement, i.e., the maximum of finite set of real prices at which the underlying asset is traded. This type of
sampling is more natural and describes the most lookback option contracts, especially for its easier calculation.
Since the discretely measured maximum M does not change between sampling dates, the asset price can exceed
it, i.e., S > M is permissible. This is a very important difference between continuously and discretely sampled
lookback options which is reflected on the (S, M )-domain on which the problem is posed.
In the case of discrete sampling the standard mathematical approach still leads to the Black-Scholes partial
differential equation completed by the system of boundary and terminal (initial) conditions. Moreover, across the
monitoring dates there is a jump condition guaranteeing the continuity of realized value of an option with respect
to S, M and t.

3.1

Model dynamics, pricing equation and jump conditions

Let V = V (S, M, t) denote the value of a floating strike lookback put option. Suppose that the price process S(t)
evolves over time according to this stochastic differential equation:
dS(t) = µS(t)dt + σS(t)dW (t),

(1)

S(0) > 0,

where µS(t)dt is a drift term with a constant rate µ ≥ 0, W (t) is a standard Brownian motion and σ > 0 is the
volatility of the asset price. Unfortunately, the measurement of maximum M is not differentiable and thus has to
be approximated by a path-dependent quantity:
Mn (t) =

X

ti <t

n

S(ti )

!1/n

=

Z tX
N
0 i=1

n

δ(τ − ti )S(τ ) dτ

!1/n

,

(2)

where δ denotes the Dirac delta function. The derivative of this quantity is given by
N

1X
S(t)n
dMn (t) =
δ(t − ti )
dt,
n i=1
Mn (t)n−1

(3)

which implies that the dynamics of Mn is driven according to ordinary differential equation only, i.e., Mn is
a deterministic variable. In the limit as n → ∞ and for t = T we obtain the maximum of the asset price taken at
times {ti }N
i=1 , i.e., M = limn→∞ Mn = max(S(t1 ), S(t2 ), . . . , S(tN )).
Using the standard technique, (i) a construction of a hedged portfolio which contains one unit of a put option V
payoff of which depends on Mn and −∆ units of the underlying asset S; (ii) an elimination of the stochastic
components by setting ∆ = ∂V
∂S ; and (iii) a comparison of dynamics of the portfolio by virtue of multidimensional
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Ito’s lemma, one can demonstrate that the value of the option being priced must satisfy the following partial
differential equation:
N

∂V
∂V
∂V
1X
Sn
1
∂2V
+
δ(t − ti )
+ σ 2 S 2 2 + rS
− rV = 0, S > 0, Mn > 0, 0 < t ≤ T,
n−1
∂t
n i=1
(Mn )
∂Mn
2
∂S
∂S

(4)

where r ≥ 0 is the risk-free interest rate. Since δ(t − ti ) = 0 for t 6∈ {ti }N
i=1 , away from these times the
equation (4) is insensitive to the presence of path-dependent variable Mn and it reduces to the classical BlackScholes equation in S and t, with M (as n → ∞) entering only as a parameter, i.e., S and M are considered as
independent variables. Therefore, outside sampling dates, the pricing equation reads as
∂V
1
∂2V
∂V
+ σ 2 S 2 2 + rS
− rV = 0,
∂t
2
∂S
∂S

(5)

S > 0, M > 0, 0 < t ≤ T.

The situation is completely different across sampling dates. Formally, the term proportional to the delta function
grows beyond all bounds and can be balanced only by the time derivative of V . Near sampling dates the equation
(4) is approximated by these dominant terms as the first order hyperbolic equation
N

∂V
1X
Sn
∂V
+
δ(t − ti )
= 0,
∂t
n i=1
(Mn )n−1 ∂Mn

S > 0, Mn > 0, t ∈ {ti }N
i=1 .

(6)

The theory of the first order hyperbolic equations implies that the solution V (S, Mn , t) of (6) is constant along the
characteristics given by
n

Mn
= constant,
(7)
H(t − ti ) −
S
where H is the Heaviside step function. Using this feature and following the approach from [11] we find that
lim V (S, Mn , ti − ε) = lim V (S, S(1 + (Mn /S)n )1/n , ti + ε),

ε→0+

ε→0+

i = 1, . . . , N.

(8)

Then, in the limit case n → ∞ the relation (8) goes to the jump condition across the sampling dates introduced via
operator JC as
lim V (S, M, ti − ε) = lim JC (V (S, M, ti + ε)) := lim V (S, max(S, M ), ti + ε),

ε→0+

ε→0+

ε→0+

i = 1, . . . , N, (9)

where JC is defined as the decision process in the limit transition of (8). It distinguishes between two cases, for
S ≤ Mn , the second argument of the right-hand side of (8) simply tends to M , however, for S > Mn , this
argument tends to S. Note that (9) has also its financial reasoning that the realized value of the option must be
continuous as S, M and t vary from arbitrage considerations.

3.2

Initial-boundary value problem

Since the pricing equation (5) with conditions (9) is accompanied by the payoff prescribed at maturity, the studied
problem is formulated backward in time. Therefore, it should be suitable to change the temporal variable t in order
to transform it into the initial-boundary value one. At first, setting t̂ = T − t the time to maturity the option price
and payoff functions transform into
u(S, M, t̂) = V (S, M, t),

u0 (S, M ) = max(M − S, 0)

(10)

and the pricing equation (5) leads to the forward parabolic partial differential equation (written in divergence form)
for the unknown price function u(S, M, t̂) : (0, ∞)2 × (0, T ) → IR0+ satisfying that



∂u
∂
1 2 2 ∂u
∂  2
−
σ S
+
(σ − r)Su + (2r − σ 2 )u = 0, S > 0, M > 0, 0 ≤ t̂ < T.
(11)
∂S 2
∂S
∂S
∂ t̂

Note that (11) is supplemented by jump conditions transformed in the similar manner as option value in (10).

Secondly, we restrict the problem (11) on a bounded (S, M )-domain and add suitable boundary conditions.
For this purpose let Smax and Mmax denote the maximal sufficient value of the underlying asset and maximal
possible value of its maximum, respectively. Without loss of generality Mmax = Smax , i.e., we consider the
square domain Ω := (0, Smax )2 and the mixed boundary conditions are prescribed in the following way. Since
the variable M is not present in the differential operator in (11), the convection does not propagate in the M direction and thus no boundary condition has to be imposed on boundaries parallel to the S-axis. For the particular
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situation S = Smax , we can argue that the value of the floating strike lookback put option should be insensitive
to infinitesimal changes in M . On line S = 0 the put-call parity is simply used, i.e., the price of puts corresponds
to the discounted value of the maximum M , because calls become worthless on this boundary. These boundary
∂u
(Smax , M, t̂) = 0 and u(0, M, t̂) = M e−rt̂ .
conditions are mathematically formulated as ∂M
Finally, note that the pricing equation (11) is closely related to the convection-diffusion equation, dominant
component of which depends on a relationship between the Black-Scholes parameters σ and r. Since the analytical
(semi) closed-form solution of (11) is not attainable with regard to jump conditions, one has to rely on the numerical
schemes for solving of such equation taking into account its properties, see next section.

4

Numerical approach

We use a numerical approach based on the DG framework (see [10] for a complete overview), where the approximate solution is sought in the finite dimensional space Shp with dimension DOF and basis {vh,j }DOF
j=1 consisting
from piecewise polynomial, generally discontinuous, functions of the p-th order defined on the domain Ω. Similarly as in [8], we introduce the semi-discrete solution uh = uh (t̂) represented by the system of the ordinary
differential equations supplemented by jump conditions at sampling dates {t̂i }N
i=1 as
d
(uh , vh ) + Ah (uh , vh ) = lh (vh )(t̂)
∀ vh ∈ Shp , a.a. t̂ ∈ (0, T ),
dt̂

lim uh (t̂ − ε) = lim JC uh (t̂ + ε) ,
t̂ ∈ {t̂i }N
i=1 ,

ε→0+

ε→0+

(12)
(13)

where uh (0) is given by payoff u0 from (10), (·, ·) denotes the inner product in L2 (Ω) and the bilinear form Ah (·, ·)
stands for the DG semi-discrete variant of diffusion, convection and reaction operator from (11) accompanied
with penalties and stabilizations. Finally, the right-hand side form lh (·)(t̂) contains terms arising from boundary
conditions. The detailed description of the afore-mentioned forms can be found in [7].
Further, to obtain the fully discrete DG scheme, we discretize in temporal variable t̂. We follow approach
from [9], where we consider Crank-Nicolson scheme, which is practically unconditionally stable and gives the
second order convergence in time. It is equivalently written as the weighted average of forward Euler and backward
Euler methods. Let τ be the constant time step of partition (0, T ) capturing all sampling dates and Uk = {βjk }DOF
j=1
be the vector of real coefficients in the linear combination of basis functions for the DG approximate solution of
problem (12) at time t̂k ∈ [0, T ]. Then at each time level we obtain the sparse matrix equation with discrete version
of jump condition (13), i.e.,


τ 
τ
τ 
(14)
M + A Uk+1 = M − A Uk + (Fk+1 + Fk ) ,
2
2
2


DOF
DOF
X
X
βjk vh,j (S, M ) ,
t̂k ∈ {t̂i }N
(15)
βjk vh,j (S, M ) = JC 
i=1 , (S, M ) ∈ Ω,
j=1

j=1

where the vector Uk is related to the DG solution uh (t̂k ), the matrix M to the mass matrix, the matrix A to the
bilinear form Ah and the vector Fk to the boundary conditions, respectively. The resulting DG discrete solution
arises from the unique solvability of the linear algebraic system (14).
For the sake of clarity, the whole numerical procedure for valuing of discretely sampled lookback options can
be summarized into the following processes:
(I) Solve the Black-Scholes equation according to the scheme (14) for all time levels till the next sampling
date t̂i (or maturity T ) using the value of the option at the previous sampling date as a new initial condition
except the situation before the first sampling date when the original initial condition (10) is used.
(II) Apply the appropriate jump contiotion (15) across the current sampling date to set the value of the option
immediately after the present sampling date.
(III) Repeat (I) and (II) as needed to reach the final time T .

5

Reference numerical experiments

In this section we give some numerical results for discretely sampled European lookback floating strike put options
presented on reference benchmarks and compared to other commonly used numerical methods for different polynomial orders (linear, quadratic and cubic) of approximation as well as for different sets of sampling dates – cases
(S1)–(S4) listed below. All computations are carried out with an algorithm implemented in the solver Freefem++,
i.e., a mesh generation, the DG discretization, assembly of the corresponding linear algebraic problem, its solving
and enforce the jumping conditions. The detailed description can be found in [6]. To specify the implementation
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settings in each simulation the time step is set proportional to one business day as τ = 1/250 and GMRES is used
as a sparse solver for (14).
As the numerical experiment we consider the reference model problem from [11] with the following parameters: T = 1.0, r = 0.1, σ = 0.2, Smax = Mmax = 400, Mref = 200, where Mref determines the current
maximum. For the purpose of a broader comparison the several sampling cases are investigated, namely
Case (S1):
sampling at times 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, . . . , 10.5, 11.5 months;
Case (S2):
sampling at times 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5, 9.5, 11.5 months;
Case (S3):
sampling at times 3.5, 7.5, 11.5 months;
Case (S4):
no sampling.
Note that the case (S4) is exactly equivalent to a simple vanilla put option with a strike price equal to Mref .
First, we compare the DG method used in this work with the finite difference ones from [11], [12] and the finite
element one presented in [5], for one particular case of sampling (S1). The comparative results evaluated at three
reference asset values Sref ∈ {180, 200, 220} at one year maturity are presented in Table 2. Actually, the results
given in this table are not option prices but their scaled values by the factor Mref . One can easily observed that
DG approach for piecewise linear, quadratic as well as cubic approximations gives fairly the same results as the
other methods. This fact is also illustrated in Figure 1 (left).
Sref

Sref
Mref

180
200
220

0.9
1.0
1.1

ref. value [11]
0.101
0.089
0.095

ref. value [12]
nx = 389
0.10025
0.08885
0.09546

ref. value [5]
nx = 400
0.10035
0.08887
0.09502

DG(P1 )
nx = 400
0.100125
0.088608
0.095237

DG(P2 )
nx = 200
0.100148
0.088637
0.095262

DG(P3 )
nx = 140
0.100157
0.088635
0.095247

Table 2 Comparison of scaled option values evaluated at reference node [Sref , Mref ] for sampling strategy (S1),
where nx denotes the number of equidistant space points in the S-direction
Further, we investigate the behaviour of lookback option values with respect to different lengths of sampling
interval, see Table 3. The computed piecewise linear option values for all sampling strategies are in quite good
agreement with empirical findings as well as with results from [11] obtained by the finite difference scheme. It is
apparent that option prices decrease as the length of the sampling interval prolongs, i.e., as the number of sampling
dates decreases from (S1) to (S4). In other words, increasing the frequency of measurement of the maximum
increases the option value. This typical behaviour of lookback options is also depicted in Figure 1 (right).
Sref

Sref
Mref

180
200
220

0.9
1.0
1.1

Case (S1)
FD [11] DG(P1 )
0.101
0.100125
0.089
0.088608
0.095
0.095237

Case (S2)
FD [11] DG(P1 )
0.094
0.093586
0.079
0.078130
0.083
0.083136

Case (S3)
FD [11] DG(P1 )
0.087
0.086074
0.067
0.065333
0.068
0.068223

Case (S4)
FD [11] DG(P1 )
0.074
0.074331
0.038
0.037517
0.017
0.017308

Table 3 Comparison of scaled option values evaluated at reference node [Sref , Mref ] in dependence on sampling
strategies considered
Finally, let us say that values of floating strike lookback put options reach their minimum in the neighbourhood
of the point where the asset price is equal to the current maximum (i.e., Sref = Mref ). This is not true for
sampling strategy (S4), which corresponds to the simple vanilla put option having its minimum asymptotically as
asset price tends to infinity, see Figure 1.

6

Conclusion

Pricing of options is very challenging and no less important part of financial engineering. In this paper we have
presented numerical scheme based on DG approach for pricing of special types of path dependent options, namely
discrete lookback put with floating strike. Comparison of the results with reference values presented in [11],
[12] and [5] does not show any significant differences. However, the advantages of DG approach for lookback
option pricing can be seen in that using the DG technique also for the temporal coordinates enables us to describe
discrete sampling of the maximum or minimum of the underlying asset more accurately. Another benefit of DG
approximations lies in its easier extension to other classes of path-dependent options with more complex payoff
functions.
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Figure 1 Discrete non-scaled option values for piecewise linear, quadratic a cubic approximations and (S1) sampling strategy (left), discrete piecewise linear scaled option values for (S1)-(S4) sampling strategies (right)
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Möbius.
Environment for learning mathematical modelling in economy
Jiří Hřebíček 1
Abstract. Möbius™ is a comprehensive online courseware environment that focuses
on science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). Möbius is built on the
notion that people learn by doing. Students can explore important concepts using engaging, interactive applications, visualize problems and solutions, and test their understanding by answering questions that are graded instantly. Throughout the entire
lesson, students remain actively engaged with the material and receive constant feedback that solidifies their understanding.
Möbius is designed to help academic institutions move their STEM courses online,
providing a rich development and deployment environment that meets the particular
challenges of mathematically based courses in economy and mathematical modelling.
Keywords: STEM, Möbius system, Maple, learning, mathematical modelling.
JEL Classification: A20
AMS Classification: 97Bxx, 97Dxx

1

Introduction

Online courses of natural, social and technical sciences have become a key part of the instructional offerings of
most learning institutions, from prestigious universities to local high schools. They allow students greater scheduling flexibility, reach a broader geographic pool, and reduce costs. Universities today have to offer online courses
and supplementary resources to stay competitive. Online courses frequently offer a mix of text and videos, chat
rooms, and forum discussions with mandatory participation. The learning process, in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) subjects [1], means planning, managing, and providing scientific research,
professional and technical services (e.g., physical science, social science, engineering) including laboratory and
testing services, and research and development services. It includes occupations such as engineer (all types), technician (all types), drafter, chemist, mathematician, archaeologist, biologist metallurgist, math or science teacher,
nutritionist, oceanographer, materials analyst, computer programmer, technical sales manager, CAD operator,
economist, and technical writer. STEM education is an interdisciplinary approach to learning where rigorous academic concepts are coupled with real-world lessons as students apply science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in contexts that make connections between school, community, work, and the global enterprise enabling
the development of STEM literacy and with it the ability to compete in the new economy [2].
European Schoolnet (http://www.eun.org/focus-areas/stem) is at the forefront of the debate on how to attract
more people to science and technology to address the future skills gap that Europe is facing. STEM is one of
European Schoolnet’s major thematic domains. It has been involved in more than thirty STEM education initiatives, financed through European Schoolnet members, industry partners, or by European Union’s funding programmes [3].
The understanding and scope of STEM skills varies widely from country to country [3]. Supply is relatively
clearly identified in terms of qualifications achieved in STEM subjects, although definitions of STEM subjects
can vary. For example, medicine, structural engineering and sports science are not included in some definitions.
Basic STEM subjects typically include: Mathematics; Chemistry; Computer Science; Biology; Physics; Architecture; Econometrics. Further General, Civil, Electrical, Electronics, Communications, Mechanical and Chemical
Engineering.
While economics is a social science because it studies social behaviours, its heavy utilization of mathematics,
quantitative reasoning, and technology suggests that economics fits within the STEM classification. A typical
bachelor study in economics will require taking calculus I, II, III, linear algebra, differential equations, probability
theory, statistics, numerical analysis, and modelling. Ambitious and talentwise students often take additional
mathematics and computer science courses, enabling them to act in roles like data scientists.
Online course environments are only suitable for STEM course if they can handle mathematics-based content.
Here are just a few of the challenges that must be addressed:
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The mathematics for economics needs to “look right”, whether it is displayed in the text or the student enters
it as the response to a question.
The STEM system must can display a wide variety of 2-D and 3-D plots, preferably that change dynamically,
preferably without requiring intensive work on the part of the authors.
Assessment questions in STEM system must be free-response. Students must be able to show they have worked
out the correct solution, not simply picked the correct answer out of a list.
Automatic grading in STEM system must deal with mathematical equivalency.
The assessment engine in STEM system should be able to handle a wide variety of mathematics, so it can
handle a wide variety of STEM courses.

On 19 April 2017, the Canadian company Maplesoft™ (www.maplesoft.com) announced the public release of
Möbius system [5], the online courseware environment that focuses on STEM education. After months of extensive pilot testing at select leading academic institutions around the world, Möbius is now available to all institutions
for their online learning needs. Customers will also soon have the option of adopting Möbius-based course materials developed by the University of Waterloo (http://courseware.cemc.uwaterloo.ca/), a leading institution in
STEM education.
Möbius is built on the notion that people learn by doing. With Möbius, students can explore important concepts
using engaging, interactive applications, visualize problems and solutions, and test their understanding by answering questions that are graded instantly. Throughout the entire lesson, students remain actively engaged with
the material and receive constant feedback that solidifies their understanding. In other words, they have to pay
attention.
The Möbius system consists of the following basic components [5]: Question Repository - collection of questions. Assignments - tests containing questions from the question repository with policies that control their form
and availability. Gradebook - results of student assignments. Slideshows - create engaging visual presentations of
courses (lessons) with embedded video and interactive content. Lessons - organize visual presentations, text, Mathematical Applications, questions, and assignments. Calendar - create and organize scheduled events (examination,
tests etc.)
There are four roles of users in Möbius [5]: System Administrator, Instructor, Proctor, and Student. Generally,
System Administrator (SA) creates user accounts. Teachers can have role of Instructor or Proctor. The SA can
give instructors the ability to create user accounts (e.g. proctors and students).
The paper introduces roles of users of Möbius components in the second chapter and Möbius components in
the third chapter. Möbius course for mathematical modelling in economy will be demonstrated in the presentation
of the paper at conference.

2

Möbius user roles

Each user must have an account in the system Möbius. All users log into Möbius through the same login screen
using their user name and password. A default role of user is assigned by the System administrator. Users can have
different roles in different classes. After users are logged in, they have access to different Class Homepages or
menu items (Class User Manager, Proctor Tools, Content Repository, Gradebook and External) [5] depending on
their role in that class. Class User Manager enables [5]: Search for Users; Show Active Users; Import Users From
Roster; Remove Users Using Roster; Register Users; and Remove Users. Proctor Tools enable manage proctors
and authorization of assignments. For example, an instructor can be a student in one class, with student privileges
in that class, and he or she will have instructor privileges in the class he or she is instructing.

2.1

System Administrator

Generally, the System Administrator (SA) creates all user accounts. The SA can give Instructors the ability to
create Proctor and Student accounts. Users can have different roles in different classes. The SA or instructor provides students with a username and password to log in.

2.2

Instructor

The first step of instructor is to log into the Möbius system using his username and password provided by the SA
or course coordinator. Logging into the Möbius system brings Instructor to the System Homepage (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 System Homepage
After instructor is logged into the system, he can create a new class. He can upload a student roster or set open
registration so that users can enrol themselves in his class. Any created classes are listed next on the System
Homepage. Additionally, any classes in which users are a student or proctor are also listed, under their own sections. From the System Homepage, user can click in menu on a class name link to open the Class Homepage.

2.3

Proctors

There are two types of proctors: Global and Local: Global proctors are defined by the SA and can give authorization for any class; Local proctors are defined by the Instructor and can only give authorization for a particular
class. Proctors can give authorization directly at the student's computer, or remotely through item Proctor Tools
in menu. Typically, a proctor is physically present in the same computer laboratory during testing sessions. When
notified by the student, proctors can also conveniently authorize a student examination session from their own
workstation using Proctor Tools. Proctors can then notify the student(s) they are giving permission to.

2.4

Students

Generally, the SA creates Student accounts in system. The SA can give instructors the ability to create Student
accounts. Student ID must be at least one alphanumeric character and must be unique. To register students in
instructor course, they must have an account in the system.

3

Möbius system components

All users log into Möbius through the same login screen using their user name and password. After users are logged
in, they have access to Class Homepages connected with course or menu items depending on their role (instructor,
proctor, student) in that class (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Class Homepage

3.1

Creating and Managing Classes

Teachers (instructors) begin with creating a new class. Within their classes, they have access to assignments, resource files, the Content Repository, and the Gradebook for the class. The SA may have already created a class
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for teacher (instructor). After instructor logins, he can access his class by clicking the link under the Classes in
menu where his role is Instructor. Instructor can use one of the following options to create or share his class:
 Create a New, Parent Class. He can create a new class from the System Homepage, select the appropriate
Class Manager menu.
 Create a Child Class. A child class inherits content from a parent class, such as questions and pre-populated
assignments. To create a new class that inherits content from a featured class that instructor uses System
Homepage to select it form the Class Manager menu (see Figure 2).
 Share class. When instructor wants to share a class, he must create a single parent class whose content and
assignments are distributed to child classes. The content and assignments are inherited by each child class
when a new class is created and the Inherit content from option is selected in the class registration form.
After a class is set up, users can access assignments, quizzes, proctored tests, and results through the Class
Homepage. Students can register in instructor’s class if he allows for open enrolment; otherwise he can add students by uploading a student roster or through the Class User Manager.

3.2

Proctor Tools

Instructor can add a proctor to his class to ensure security in exam settings. Proctors can log in to their own computer and perform proctoring duties using the Proctor Tools utility from the Class Homepage (Figure 2). Proctors
can authorize students to start a test as well as authorize grading of a test.

3.3

Content Repository

Instructors creates self-scoring assignments with questions drawn from the Content Repository (CR), see Figure
3. The system's assignments can help automate common learning activities that involve questions and problems in
classes such as practice and proctored examinations, tutorial sessions, homework assignments, and quizzes. The
system can report on individual student performance, performance across a class section or across multiple sections
of a class, and a statistical item analysis of questions. The system can be configured to enable easy sharing of class
content across sections of large classes.
The CR is the central location for managing questions. Teachers can use item Question/Text in menu Create
New in the CR (Figure 3) to: Create questions; Preview a question; View question details, including author and
revisions; Search for questions; Organize questions; Share questions; Import questions; Export questions.

Figure 3 Content Repository
Teachers can access their personal Maple library archives (Maple Repository) [6] from within their Maple
questions. To do this, they must first upload their archive files into the class file space on the server. When they
create a Maple-graded questions, they then specify the location of the archive as part of the question definition.
Lessons
Lesson item in menu Create New (Figure 3) is a way to offer activity-based learning. Teachers (instructors or
proctors) can present content, ask leading questions, and offer interactive applications for exploratory learning.
The Student learns by engaging.
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A lesson consists of a collection of pages. Each page consists of blocks. Blocks can be questions, text, Mathematical Applications (Math Apps), slideshows, or question groups. Pages provide an easy way to organize lesson
content. For example, teacher may want to create separate blocks to split up lecture presentations by subtopic. He
may also decide to create separate blocks for presentations, quiz questions, and solutions to quiz questions. The
group of blocks can be encapsulated into course modules. These allow teachers (instructors or proctors) to share
their class content with other teachers, including related questions, assignments, text and themes from the CR.
After teachers create and export a course module, they can send it to other instructors who can upload it into their
class and use it in its current state, or alter it to suit their needs. Course modules encapsulate from the source class
and allow teachers to reinstall questions and assignments in the destination class [5]. After designing the lesson,
they set the properties for the lesson. Creating lessons is done in the Lesson Editor that enables [5]: Create new
lessons; Edit existing lessons; Import questions, text, Math Apps, slideshows, and question groups into a lesson;
Schedule availability and prerequisites of a lesson.
Assignments
From the CR, teachers can also create Assignments for a range of purposes, including [5]: Self-study practice;
Mastery; Homework; Quizzes; Proctored exams requiring proctor validation.
The Möbius obtains the Assignment Editor that allows instructor to create new assignments, edit the content,
properties, or appearance of existing assignments [5]. Each student viewing instructor’s assignment can potentially
complete a unique set of questions. When an assignment is created, teachers specify the rules and policies for
assignment access and due dates, grading parameters, and feedback options. After determining the content, rules,
and policies, you publish an assignment to the class web site for students to use. Students can review the results of
their previously completed assignments in the Gradebook.
Slideshow
Möbius slideshows provide the capability to embed images, text, math and interactive content, such as Mathematical Applications of Maple of MapleCloud and questions that require student response into your presentation.
Slideshows can be set to run automatically, or to progress through each slide manually. All work with slideshows
is accomplished through the Slideshow Designer menu. Teachers can use the Slideshow Designer to [5]: Create
slideshows consisting of text, math, images, questions and Mathematical Applications of Maple; Record audio or
upload an existing audio file for individual slides; Download and save recorded audio to your local machine; Add
transitions and pauses corresponding to different elements on slide before, during, and after recording audio; Add
algorithms and slideshow-level custom CSS (themes).
A key method of presenting course content in Möbius is the Active Slideshow. The Active Slideshow is like a
great classroom lecture: a methodical presentation of information in an order that makes sense, combines a variety
of learning elements with frequent “checking in” with the students to ensure understanding, and provides additional
help when it is required. And unlike a traditional classroom, the experience is tailored to each student.

3.4

Gradebook

Gradebook menu consists of [5]: Class Grades, Item Statistics, Grade Reports, Rubric Tables items. After students
complete an assignment, teacher can view the results in Gradebook or create downloadable performance reports
that can be viewed in third-party gradebook programs or Microsoft® Excel. With Möbius, teachers (instructors)
can generate comprehensive performance reports for individual students, individual class sections, or multiple
class sections. They can also perform a statistical item analysis of questions.
The Gradebook has primary functions [5]: Viewing and analysing scores and statistics for students, question
items assignments and lessons; Reviewing student results; Creating customized grade reports that reflect your
grading policy. These grade reports can be saved or published for student viewing; Exporting grades to a file;
Using customized rubrics to assign grades to students.
Teachers can use the Gradebook to view grade data organized by student, by question, by assignments or
lessons. Grade reports allow teachers to [5]: Group assignments; Set criteria within an assignment group, such as
"drop the lowest grade" and whether to ignore non-attempts or mark as zero; Designate weighting for each assignment in a group; Designate weighting for each assignment group in the overall grade; Designate an assignment
group as extra credit; Save the grade report.
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Figure 4 Gradebook

4

Conclusion

Möbius course content can include text, graphs, animations, videos, interactive applications, and formative and
summative assessments. These elements can also be combined in a slideshow, so they only appear when the teacher
(instructor) wants them too. In this way, the instructor can control the flow of information to their class, preventing
students from jumping ahead before they are ready. In addition, the system Möbius:
 Reliably monitors student understanding throughout the entire lesson, so students are confident when they
should be and find out immediately when they’ve gone off-track.
 Offers a variety of experiences in a single lesson, all of which are directly relevant to the materials being taught.
 Asks each student questions, and provides immediate feedback and even the opportunity to try additional questions if the student would benefit from the extra practice.
Möbius provides the tools which university teachers need to author and deliver rich, engaging online offerings
for STEM education of mathematical modelling in economy. Möbius is designed to help academic institutions
move their STEM courses online, providing a rich development and deployment environment that meets the challenges of mathematically based courses in economy and mathematical modelling.
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Application of Kohonen SOM Learning in Crisis
Prediction
Radek Hrebik1 , Jaromir Kukal2
Abstract. The Self-Organized Mapping (SOM) is a traditional tool for multidimensional data analysis which overperforms analytical power of cluster
analysis. But there are possible difficulties when the SOM is applied to data
patterns of large size. Our approach macro-economical data analysis is based
on logarithmic differences, pattern dimensionality reduction and finalization
of data analysis using Kohonen SOM learning. This general methodology was
applied to the statistic data describing the economic situation of thirty five
countries during more than twenty years. The regularly published data come
from statistics of European Commission. The aim is to identify similar groups
of countries and characterized the similarity. The role of SOM topology, learning strategy and reduced pattern size can be also used to crisis prediction
based on similarities with countries already suffering with crisis.
Keywords: SOM, Kohonen learning, artificial neural network, macroeconomic indicators, crisis prediction.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

In our research we deal with basic economical indicators which are published on regular basis. The
Self-Organized Mapping (SOM) represents a traditional tool for multidimensional data analysis which
overperforms analytical power of cluster analysis. We face possible difficulties applying the SOM to
data patterns of large size. So we have to make data preprocessing. Our approach of macroeconomic
data analysis is based on logarithmic differences, pattern dimensionality reduction and finalization of
data analysis using Kohonen SOM learning.
This general methodology was applied to the statistic data describing the economic situation of more
than thirty countries during more than twenty years. The regularly published data come from statistics
of European Commission. The aim is to identify similar groups of countries and characterize the similarity. The role of SOM topology, learning strategy and reduced pattern size can be also used to crisis
prediction based on similarities with countries already suffering with crisis.

2

Kohonen Learning

Kohonen Self Organized Map (SOM) is organized as follows. Let m, n, H ∈ N be number of patterns,
pattern dimensionality and number of SOM neurons [2]. The individual patterns are xj ∈ Rn where
j = 1, ..., m and form the pattern set S = {x1 , ..., xm }. The topology of SOM [6] is described by undirected
graph G of H vertices which are connected with unit length edges. The SOM topology matrix G ∈
{0, 1}H×H generates mutual vertex distances ∆i,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ H. The result of SOM learning is the
system of weights [8] wi ∈ Rn where , i = 1, ..., H. We begins with random weights setting wi (0). The
weights evolve during learning process and their values are denoted as wi (q) where q ∈ N0 .
Kohenen learning rules [5] are very simple. The weight of i-th neuron is changed in q-th step by rule
wi (q) = wi (q − 1) + α(q) · ci,q · (xq − wi (q − 1))

(1)

ϕq ∈ arg min kxq − wk k2 .

(2)

for i = 1, ..., H, xq ∼ U(S) is uniformly selected pattern from S, ci,q is space factor and α(q) > 0 is ageing
function which is supposed to be non-increasing. The winner is also selected according to Kohonen rule
[5] as

k=1,...,H

1 FNSPE,
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We recommend generate the initial weights from the multi-varietal Gaussian distribution as
wi (0) ∼ N(EX, varX/100)

(3)

for i = 1, ..., H. The space factor ci,q is calculated using mutual vertex distances as follows. Using learning
radius Rq > 0 and index of winner vertex φq , we directly evaluate
 2 
 ∆i,φq 


ci,q = exp −

 2R2q 
according to Gaussian decay. The final learning strategy consists of E ∈ N learning epoch which we
characterized by triplets (αk , Rk , Nk ) for k = 1, ..., E. Here, αk is ageing factor, Rk is learning radius, and
Nk is number of learning steps in k-th epoch.

3

Quality Measures

The basic way of quality measurement design is based on measuring distances. The Euclidean distance
of points x, y in Rn is denoted d(x, y) = kx − yk2 .

Using the pattern xj we can investigate the distances to weights wk and define winner as
win(j) ∈ arg min d(xj − wk )

(4)

k=1,...,H

but the function win(j) is of stochastic nature due to possible distance equities. In some cases we found
the winner but one i. e. the second winner which is defined as
win2(j) ∈ arg min d(xj − wk )

(5)

k∈Mj

where Mj = {1, ..., H} \ {win(j)}.

Using distances and winners we can design traditional measures of various nature.

3.1

Distance penalization

The Quantization Error (QE) is traditionally related to all forms of vector quantization and clustering
algorithms [7]. Using linear penalisation we directly penalise the distances between patterns and corresponding winner weights as
m
X
QE1 =
d(xj , wwin(j) ).
(6)
j=1

The quadratic penalisation
QE2 =

m
X

d2 (xj , wwin(j) )

(7)

j=1

is also frequently used but has higher sensitivity to outliers.

3.2

Topographic error

General topographic rule is: if two objects are close in reality they must be closed also in the map. Using
this principle the Topographic error (TE) [3] is defined as
m

TE = 1−

1X
gwin(j),win2(j)
m

(8)

j=1

where G ∈ {0, 1}H×H is SOM topology matrix with gu,v = I(kpv − pv k2 ≤ 1). The main advantage of TE is
in its robustness to outliers. Therefore we use this criterion as main quality measure in this study.
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3.3

Correlation based measures

The correlations between mutual distances of patterns and mutual distances of winner weights can be
directly used as quality measures.
Let i, j be pattern indexes. The mutual pattern distances can be defined as
di,j = d(xi , xj ). The mutual distances of corresponding weights are
δi,j = d(wwin(i) , wwin(j) ).
Finally, we obtain m(m−1)/2 pairs of corresponding distances and directly calculate Pearson correlation
coefficient r, Spearmann ρ or Kendall τ coefficient as quality measure.

3.4

Time Complexity of Measures

The evaluations of QE1 , QE2 and T E are very fast with time complexity O(mnH). The evaluation of
correlation measures is more complex. The Pearson r has time complexity O(mnH + m2 ) due to simple
statistics over m(m − 1)/2 distance pairs. The Spearmann ρ is complicated with pair sorting and its time
complexity is O(mnH + m2 log(m)). The Kendall τ is not recommended for large pattern sets due to time
complexity O(mnH + m4 ).

4

Case Study: Economical Indicators

As input data we used the main economic indicators. Data has been selected from Statistical Annex of
European Economy presented by European Commission in autumn 2016 [1]. As analysis input serve
the thirty five countries from the whole world, majority are the European countries. The indicators are
observed in years 1993 to 2016. Selected indicators are the total population, unemployment rate, gross
domestic product at current market prices, private final consumption expenditure at current prices,
gross fixed capital formation at current prices, domestic demand including stocks, exports of goods and
services, imports of goods and services and gross national saving. Nine indicators are monitored in
total. The main aim of our research is based on data for each country.
As the dimensionality of input data is quite high, represented by main nine indicators in each year,
we use principal component analysis for data dimension reduction. We prefer the standardize variant of PCA which divides the components into square roots of adequate eigenvalues. This approach
is frequently called data whitening. The main advantage of the standardization is in identity covariance matrix which generates the components in unified form. We studied data whitening for
D = 2, 3, 4, 5. Then we applied Kohonen SOM with hexagonal topology with node number H = 7, 19.
The SOM learning with Gaussian decay was driven by two strategies. For H = 7 we used only E = 2
with α = (0.1, 0.05), R = (2, 1), Nk = 1000. The larger SOM with H = 19 was learned for E = 9 with
α = (0.1, 0.08, 0.07, 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03, 0.02, 0.01), R = (5, 3, 3, 1.5, 1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2) and Nk = 1000. Our
aim was to obtain the SOM with zero topographical error (TE) and minimum possible quadratic penalisation (QE1 ). The results of QE1 are captured in table 1.
Table 1: Optimal QE1 measures
D
2
3
4
5

5

SOM7
0.002
0.003
0.010
0.020

SOM19
0.001
0.002
0.007
0.010

Results

In all cases we obtained zero values of TE which means that learning was executed well. It is evident
from table 1 that SOM19 generates results with lower value of QE1 which is rising with growing dimension. The distribution of countries is captured in figure 1. We see the PCA with 2 components as the
best solution and resulting SOM. The different groups of countries were identified. They tell us about
the similarities of the concrete countries. The main thing what we can see is the position of Germany,
which is usually in the same group as France. In the case of Czech Republic its position depends on
number of components but we are in the same group with Poland and Slovenia in all cases. In all cases
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Figure 1: Results for H = 19 and different number of components
there are relative compact group of traditional countries which slightly differs each other. The positions
of countries with extreme macro-economical behaviours differ with whitening dimensionality. The results are also in accordance to our previous research based on PCA and data whitening [4]. We see some
countries which are complicated to be predicted and forms separate groups in each case. This group
is represented by Bulgaria and Latvia. The country classification serves also as indicator of upcoming
crisis to the closest countries.

6

Conclusion

Kohonen SOM learning was used to country self-organization in hexagonal SOM topology with whitened
log differentiated macroeconomic data. The best result were obtained for H = 19 and 2 dimensional
whitening with topological error 0% and minimum possible quadratic penalisation. The resulting SOM
maps are in agreement with general expectations. From the crisis prediction point of view there is a
group of leading European countries (DE, FR, AT, DK, CY, IE), the other European countries with standard economies (UK, ES, IT, IR, BE, NL, LU, CZ, SK, PL, HU) are in the neighbourhood with slightly
different response during crisis. The countries with extreme behaviour during crisis (RS, BG, LV, LT,
ME, RO) are placed far from the previous groups. The Kohonen SOM is not too sensitive to dimension
of data whitening and therefore, the resulting maps only differ in details but save the country similarity
property.
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Investigating the Impact of a Labour Market Segmentation
Using a Small DSGE Model with Search and Matching
Frictions
Jakub Chalmovianský1
Abstract. In this contribution, I present a small scale DSGE model of a closed
economy with labour market segmentation, search and matching frictions, and rightto-manage bargaining. Constructed model stems from the work of Lubik [4], however,
was redesigned in order to account for different wage setting processes for different
groups of workers. I introduce the model with two groups of individuals distinguished,
according to the level of their qualification, to low-skilled and high-skilled, similarly
as presented by Porter and Vitek in [7]. The aim of this contribution is to examine
possibly dissimilar impacts of exogenous shocks to an economy where workers exhibit
different levels of qualification. In this sense, I firstly introduce the model with labour
market segmentation that splits the aggregate labour market between the following
two sectors: one populated by workers with high level of qualification and the other
with less qualified workers. This model is then calibrated to fit the characteristics of
the US economy, and its dynamic properties are compared with the Lubik’s original
model.
Keywords: DSGE model, labour market segmentation, right-to-manage bargaining,
search and matching frictions.
JEL classification: C32, E24
AMS classification: 91B51, 91B40

1

Introduction

Assessment of labour markets in the DSGE models, for example from the point of their impact for the economy
as a whole, importance for monetary policy, or flexibility, has been studied thoroughly in the recent years, hand
in hand with the development of the search and matching frictions in these dynamic models. On the other side,
labour market segmentation within the DSGE framework is a relatively new approach, even though it may be of
great importance for explaining specific aspects of heterogeneous and far from perfectly competitive labour market.
In this contribution I present a novel approach to model the labour market, inspired by the work of Porter and
Vitek [7], who divided the labour market into two different segments (sectors). First sector is populated with lowskilled individuals, in the second the high-skilled workers are situated. The advantage of such division occurs when
evaluation of the effect of a labour market policy targeted only on a certain sub-population of workers is of interest.
This is also the case for the before mentioned research of Porter and Vitek, who studied impacts of introducing a
statutory minimum wage in Hong Kong using a DSGE model with labour market segmentation. Segmentation of
workers according to the level of their qualification or skills is often used when assessing the effect of minimum
wage, however not within the DSGE approach. Another examples, which do not belong to the DSGE literature,
can be found in the research of Cahuc et al. [2] or in the monography by Neumark and Wascher [6].
The aim of this contribution is to integrate the labour market segmentation with a small scale DSGE model
with search and matching frictions. I build this model by building upon the work of Lubik [4], which at the
same time serves as the benchmark. The augmented model will be later used to assess the importance of labour
market institutions for the analysed economy and impact of changes in the institutional setting on labour market
performance. Nevertheless, in this contribution I present results from the first stages of the model development.
Therefore, the aim of this contribution is to examine possibly dissimilar impacts of exogenous shocks to the
economy where workers exhibit different levels of qualification. For this purpose, the model presented in next
section is calibrated and its simulations are used to evaluate the dynamics of the model in comparison with the
benchmark and to assess possible differences in responses to shocks between both labour market sectors.

2

Model

The model presented in this contribution is build upon the work of Lubik, presented in [4]. Therefore, it represents
a small scale DSGE model of a closed economy with search and matching frictions on labour market. However, in
1
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order to differentiate types of labour, and to capture aspects of different levels of qualification between individuals,
I refined its original labour market sector. I model two sectors of economy, these two sectors differ by the qualification of their labour force (education, working experience, etc). In the first sector low-skilled labour services
are supplied, and in the second one the high-skilled labour supply is placed. This approach is inspired by a DSGE
model from [7], where similarly defined labour markets are used for studying the impacts of minimum wage on
business cycle.
Otherwise, the structure of the model is fairly standard, consisting of households, and firms, without any
explicit monetary authority. Households are populated by the before mentioned two types of individuals. Every
member of a household is send out to the labour market. There they look for jobs, if unemployed, or supply labour
services if employed. Nevertheless, workers and vacancies do not meet instantaneously. In fact, they are matched
in a costly search procedure. This search and matching process implies following features:
• even in the equilibrium there can be a non-zero proportion of household members that are unemployed, even
though they are willing to work,
• wages are not determined in a competitive market, but negotiated in a bargaining process between firms and
workers.
In what follows, I discuss only specific aspects of my model that stem from the double labour market structure.
Namely, I briefly present the structure of households and the optimization problems of their various members, and
follow with the discussion on wage determination for the two labour market sectors.

2.1

Households

My model economy is populated by a continuum of households indexed by k ∈ [0, 1]. Members of each household
are of two kinds. According to their professional qualification: proportion φL of household members are lowskilled workers (denoted with superscript u) and (1 − φL ) are high-skilled workers (denoted as s), where 0 <
φL < 1. Total employment, nk,t ∈ [0, 1], in the representative household k can be written as follows:

nk,t = φL nuk,t + 1 − φL nsk,t
(1)

Except for the qualification, all workers are otherwise identical. Furthermore, as in [5], no heterogeneity in
asset holdings and consumption of individual workers or households is assumed. Therefore, indices of specific
workers/households are dropped in all equations to come. Representative infinitely living household maximizes
the following intertemporal utility function:
#
"
∞
1−σ
X
−1
s s
j−t (Cj )
− χj Dnj − D nj
(2)
Ut = Et
β
1−σ
j=t

where β is discount factor satisfying the condition 0 < β < 1, parameter σ represents coefficient of relative risk
aversion having non-negative values (σ ≥ 0), χj is exogenous stochastic process, which may be identified as
an exogenous shock in labour market preferences, D ≥ 0 is parameter of preferences over disutility from work
activities, similarly Ds ≥ 0 is parameter of preferences over disutility from work specific only for high-skilled
sector. This concept establishes additional disutility from work for high-skilled employees that may arise from
their higher opportunity costs associated with gaining work experience (more years of schooling, increased work
effort, etc). Thanks to this construction, my model distinguishes between wages for low-skilled and high-skilled
employees, allocating higher wages for the latter. It is worth noting that the proportion of employed individuals
in the representative household of a given qualification is fully determined by a matching function. Hence, household cannot control for its labour supply, which may lead to an involuntary unemployment. Finally, Ct denotes
composite consumption index with constant elasticity of substitution between different consumed kinds of goods,
i.e.:
c
h
i η η−1
ηc −1
ηc −1
1
1
c
Ct = (1 − ωu ) ηc (Cts ) ηc + (ωu ) ηc (Ctu ) ηc
(3)

with ωu denoting the fraction of consumed goods produced by low-skilled workers and ηc as the elasticity of
substitution between the two kinds of goods. This implies the following demand functions for each type of good:
−ηc
Pts
= (1 − ωu )
Ct
Pt
 u −ηc
Pt
Ctu = ωu
Ct
Pt
Cts
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where Pts and Ptu are aggregate price indices for the high-skilled and low-skilled production respectively, and Pt
is the composite price index, defined as their weighted average, i.e.:
h
i 1
1−η
1−η 1−ηc
Pt = (1 − ωu ) (Pts ) c + ωu (Ptu ) c

(6)

Finally, the representative household’s budget constraint is as follows:
Ct + Tt = wts nst + wtu nut + (1 − nut ) b + (1 − nst ) b + Πt

(7)

where Tt are lump-sum taxes used to finance the unemployment benefits b, Πt are profits that representative
household receives as the owner of the firms, and wtl is the real wage that each worker of given qualification
receives for supplying her labour services.
Employment status of each worker (member of household) is fully determined by the outcome of the search
and matching process. Thus, there is no explicit way for the household to choose the level of labour supplied. The
only problem of households is to select the amount of consumed goods of each kind. Taking into account the fact
that there is no intertemporal aspect, the resulting first order condition is of the following form:
(Ct )−σ = λt

(8)

where λt denotes Lagrange multiplier for the household’s budget constraint.

2.2

Wage bargaining

Labour market is specified, as mentioned earlier, using the search and matching process with households supplying
labour services to firms on a frictional market. Details of this process can be found in Lubik’s contribution [4]. The
only difference is in the use of separate labour market for each of the two groups of workers. On the other hand,
the wage bargaining process reveals some differences for each kind of labour force.
Recall crucial assumption of this model: labour force can be divided into two separate groups based on the
qualification level of its members. Individuals in each of these two populations are entering qualification-specific
labour market and participate in production of specific goods. Except for this difference all workers are otherwise
identical, their qualification casts the only contrast. If this assumption holds, wage of the qualified worker results
from the bilateral bargaining process between firms and representatives of the labour force. Both participants in
the negotiations try to set the wage rate, wts , in order to maximize the total surplus generated by the worker-firm
linkage. The total surplus is split to maximize weighted average of the individual surpluses of firm and worker.
The bargaining function, S s , used in this model is of the following form
Sts

≡



1 ∂Wts (nst )
λt ∂nst

η s 

∂Its (nst )
∂nst

1−ηs

(9)

∂Wts (nst )
is the marginal value worker contributes
∂nst
∂Its (nst )
is marginal value worker contributes to the
∂nst

where η s represents the workers’ weight in negotiations,

to the

household’s welfare, and from the firm’s perspective
firm’s
welfare. The latter determined by the firm’s first order condition with respect to the requested number of highskilled workers.
∂W s (ns )

t
t
Marginal contribution of the high-skilled worker for the household’s welfare, ∂n
, can be obtained making
s
t
use of the options the worker has. If employed, this contribution equals the wage worker earns, wts . However, at
the same time she suffers from the disutility from work represented by χt Dnt , as well as the additional disutility
specific for the high-skilled work, Ds nst . At last but not least, she loses the unemployment benefits, b. Additionally,
the worker’s marginal contribution to the welfare of her household depends also on its expected value in the next
period. Note that the real payments are again valued at the marginal utility λt . The marginal value of a high-skilled
worker for the household is:

s
∂Wt+1
(nst+1 ) ∂nst+1
∂Wts (nst )
s
s
=
λ
w
−
λ
b
−
Dχ
−
D
+
βE
(10)
t
t
t
t
t
∂nst
∂nst+1
∂nst


l
l
Assuming the following evolution of employment in time: nlt = (1 − ρl ) nlt−1 + vt−1
q(θt−1
) , the expression
∂nst+1
∂nst can be replaced
Sts , with respect to the

with: (1 − ρs ) [1 − ξ s θts q(θts )]. Subsequently, the derivation of the resulting function,
only variable that is subject to bargaining (i.e. the wage rate of the high-skilled workers,
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wts ), applying the expressions for the worker’s marginal contributions to household’s and firm’s value respectively,
results in the following optimality condition of the bargained wage:

 s


εt
y
ψ s −1 s
σ
pst + κs (vts )
θt + (1 − η s ) b + (1 − φL )Dχt + Ds (Cts )
(11)
wts = η s α ts
nt 1 + εt

The bargained wage is simply a weighted average of the payments accruing to workers and firms. Among other it
ψ s −1
includes mutual compensation of the job related costs, e.g. hiring costs, κs (vts )
, or costs in the form
 of σutility
loss of employed, which have two components: the loss of utility from leisure, (1 − φL )Dχt + Ds (Cts ) , and
the unpaid unemployment benefits, b.

In the case of the low-skilled workers, denoted by the superscript u, I assume slightly different scenario. The
bargained wage is specified by analogous bargaining process as in previous case, except with different parameters
that are typical for the low-skilled sector (particularly with different term for the workers’ loss of utility from
leisure). The resulting bargained wage is then defined by the following optimality condition:
 u


y
εt
ψ u −1 u
σ
wtu = η u α tu
put + κu (vtu )
θt + (1 − η u ) b + φL Dχt (Ctu )
(12)
nt 1 + εt

2.3

Closing the model

In order to close the model following social resource constraints, specific for each labour market segment, need to
be defined:
κs s ψs
(v )
ψs t
κu
ψu
= Ctu + u (vtu )
ψ

Yts = Cts +

(13)

Ytu

(14)

Finally, I assume the logarithms of four exogenous stochastic processes, namely the technology shock, At , the
labour shock, χt , the matching efficiency shock, µt , and the time-varying demand elasticity, t , to follow independent AR(1) processes with coefficients ρi , i ∈ (A, χ, µ, ε) and innovations it ∼ N (0, σi2 ).

3

Calibration and simulation results

The aim of this contribution is to examine possibly dissimilar impacts of exogenous shocks to the economy where
workers exhibit different levels of qualification in comparison with the model where no such diversification is
introduced. The model presented in this work is developed on the basis of Lubik’s model [4]. Therefore, this will
serve as a natural benchmark for comparison. For keeping the starting line of both models as similar as possible,
many of the model parameters are calibrated using the same values, mostly proceeding from those used by Lubik.
However, following steady-state values for unemployment and vacancy rates, and the proportion of low-skilled
workers in households are specified with respect to actual characteristics of US economy, as the average values in
data over the observed period2 : ū = 0.0639, ūu = 0.1318, ūs = 0.0639, v̄ = 0.0256, v̄u = 0.0748, v̄s = 0.0174,
φL = 0.245. Table 1 summarizes values of all calibrated parameters. All computations have been performed using
Dynare toolbox (version 4.4.3) for MATLAB developed by Adjemian et al.[1].
In Figure 1 I present the impulse response functions (IRFs) for the following three variables: vacancies, vt ,
wages, wt , and number of successful matches, mt ; in reaction to three shocks (technology shock, At , labour
shock, χt , and matching efficiency shock, µt ) for two different models. First model depicted by black line is
the Lubik’s original version and, blue together with red line refer to the high-skilled and low-skilled sector in
my augmented model with segmented labour market respectively. Since I do not have any estimates of standard
deviations for the stochastic processes, I set the size of these shocks to positive one. Thus one must take into
account the incomparability of IRFs amplitudes and the speed of return to a equilibrium between the original and
my model. Nevertheless, the direction of the effect for each shock-variable pair can be discussed. As for the
technology shock, my augmented model shows hump-shaped reactions of the variables of interest with increasing
positive gap in first quarters after the shock hits modelled economy and gradual closing of this gap later on. In
comparison with Lubik’s model expected effect of the shock comes with a delay of 5 to 10 quarters. For the
labour shock the direction of IRF in the augmented model is fairly the same as in the benchmark model for all
presented variables, only for the high-skilled sector we can see more wavy reaction, the variables of interest are
2

Values are based on the US data for period 2001Q1 - 2016Q3 with following sources: Harmonized Unemployment
Rate (15 years and over, SA) - OECD database, Unemployment Rate - Less than a High School Diploma (16 years
and over, NSA) - BLS, Job Openings data (SA) - BLS, Incidence of Low Pay - OECD.
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Parameter
β
α
σ
ξ
ρ
η
b
ψ
κ
ωu
D
Ds
ρ{A,χ,µ,ε}
σ{A,χ,µ,ε}

Description
Discount factor
Labour elasticity
Relative risk aversion
Match elasticity
Separation rate
Bargaining power of workers
Unemployment benefits
Elasticity of vacancy creation costs
Scaling factor on vacancy creation
Fraction of consumed goods produced in u sector
Scaling factor on disutility from work
Scaling factor on disutility from work in s sector
AR coefficient of shocks
Standard deviation of shocks

Value
Lubik Model - 2 labour markets
0.99
0.99
0.67
0.67
1
1
0.7
ξ u = 0.7
ξ s = 0.7
0.1
ρu = 0.1
ρs = 0.1
u
0.5
η = 0.5
η s = 0.5
0.4
0.4
u
1
ψ =1
ψs = 1
u
s
0.05
κ = 0.05
κ = 0.05
N/A
0.245
N/A
0.35
N/A
0.65
0.9
0.9
1
1

Table 1 Calibrated parameters
oscillating around the equilibrium. In fact, this behaviour of high-skilled sector variables is present in case of shock
to matching efficiency as well, whereas low-skilled vacancies, wages and matches converge to the equilibrium in
much more straightforward way. The possible explanation for this may be a stronger spillover effect from the
low-skilled to high-skilled sector. Secondly, the direction of the IRFs for µt is different for the augmented model
with comparison to the benchmark. At first, higher matching efficiency leads to a significant decline in number of
vacancies for both sectors, as they are quickly occupied on more flexible labour market, and only after few quarters
the number of vacancies rise above the equilibrium level, even though only slightly in the case of unskilled sector.
This is in line with the reaction of wages, as they decline well below the equilibrium at the first place, and then
gradually rise up in a similar manner, even outperforming the equilibrium in the high-skilled sector again. From
the perspective of number of matches, it seems that the decline in wages at the very beginning balances the initial
decline in number of vacancies and hence no change in the number of successfully matched workers and vacancies
is taking place. However, a positive gap in mt opens right after that.

Figure 1 Impulse response functions for selected model variables
Figure 1 allows us to evaluate the difference between skilled versus unskilled sector as well. First findings
of this comparison are the already mentioned fluctuations in the convergence process of variables representing
the skilled sector, that may indicate presence of a spillover effect from unskilled to skilled sector. Beside these
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fluctuations around zero, size of the effects is the second typical difference. In the skilled sector, response to a shock
is of greater intensity and it takes more time for the effect to disappear. If we define labour market flexibility as the
ability of the economy to absorb exogenous shocks, then these results indicate slightly less flexible labour market
for the skilled workers. Together with the size of this market, which is calibrated to constitute approximately three
quarters of the whole economy, its flexibility significantly affects the economy as a whole.

4

Conclusion

In this contribution I present a small-scale DSGE model with search and matching frictions on the labour market,
which is defined using a novel approach. The labour market is divided into two separate sectors, defined specifically
for high-skilled and low-skilled individuals. The model is calibrated in the similar way as the one presented by
Lubik [4], which I build upon, in order to see the possibly different behaviour of selected labour market variables
in response to exogenous shocks. Although in this contribution only the results from a simulation of the model
are presented, some differences from the benchmark can already be seen. However, they are still in a reasonable
fashion. The main finding from the comparison between low- and high-skilled sector is the more sensitive reaction
of the latter leading to a slightly slower process of absorption of the shocks. However, as this is still only a
preliminary work, there are many issues for thge future research. Some of the main questions still to be addressed
are: the explanation for the wavy reaction of some high-skilled variables to shocks, or proper estimation of the
model using the real data of US economy. The labour market segmentation may be helpful when specific aspects
of labour market acting differently on various heterogeneous agents of this market are of interest, or when effects
of labour market policies affecting only a small sub-population of workers are to be evaluated, e.g. the effect of
change in minimum wage.
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Dynamic Modeling Economic Equilibrium with Maple
Zuzana Chvátalová1, Jiří Hřebíček2
Abstract. We present a modern approach to solution of mathematical models described by standard differential equations with delayed argument with using the Maple™ system. Currently, the library package with resources for differential equations
with delay is built in the Maple system. We (briefly) discuss this advanced library
package as another sub-goal of this paper.
We present a background for formulation of interactive numerical simulation −
modeling of price speed of changes in time as a continuous dynamic model of the
partial economic equilibrium (of the demand and supply) on the market with perfect
competition. Naturally, we assume that in the market economy change of variables
is dependent on the variables values, which was achieved in the past. Standard differential equations with delay can describe the time development of real phenomena
more precisely. In the case study, we designed an interactive Maplet that visualizes
computational simulation.
Keywords: differential equations with delay, economic equilibrium, Maple.
JEL Classification: C02, D58
AMS Classification: 34N05

1

Introduction

At present, economical theories as well as empirical economical research are both being visited by quantitative
methods, which are working to resolve the issue of the economic reality, more and more efficiently and with
higher acclaim. This is occurring whilst various areas of mathematics and statistics are being utilized (modelling,
dynamic programming, optimization, econometrics, and others), as has been confirmed by, for instance
[4],[7],[9],[21]. Information and communication technologies (ICT), which are being applied more and more,
have been contributing to this.
“Economical data is often generated by processes that have a dynamic character.” [1]. Historically as well
as nowadays, the issue of dynamic systems has become the aim of many solutions of practical as well as theoretical tasks, e.g., in [6],[23]. Dynamic models (systems) have been respecting the development of their state in
time. The state of a system ought to be understood as a vector of state variables and the system’s behavior (state
change) should be taken as their formalized mathematical description. Including the time factor into the model is
pre-determined by the option of following the speed of the model’s state change while describing it through
differential equations, or rather their systems (more about applications for example in [18]).
Let us say that – as has been noted in detail in [11] – natural laws and also empirical research of real phenomena have been proving that changes of independent variables (explaining economical phenomena) are often
implemented in sequence of “temporal intervals”. The dependent (explained) variable then changes based on the
development of past values. The reason for this is most often the slow response of the economic actors (all in all,
they are unable to adapt quickly). Therefore, during the construction of a dynamic model, it is reasonable to
consider past values (the so-called delay) of the variables as well.
This contribution deals with the dynamic joint modelling of the partial market balance of demand D and supply S, i.e., on the partial single-commodity market of goods and services with perfect competition (according to
Holman, this is the market with perfect information of the buyers, zero costs for the change of supplier, a homogeneous product). We respect the temporal development of the changes in quantity and price. This is why we
used, for the purpose of project resolution, the theory of functional differential equations. The modelling is done
in a modern way through differential equations with a delayed argument (DDE) with the use of the Maple system as a part of the Czech Science Foundation project. Name of the Project:” Development of new methods of
solving dynamic models of corporate processes management” GA16-03796S.
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Including the delay states more precisely the solution of the differential equations. Approximately since the
half of the 20th century, the development of DDE began, being meant to be applied in various fields, e.g.,
[13],[14],[17],[22], etc.
Numerical simulation of the case study is implemented through the Maple system which boasts a number of
advantages. Among others, this system performs not only numerical, but also symbolic calculations; it features
an elaborate dsolve library designated for the resolution from the sphere of differential equations. Since its 2015
version, Maple contains, in the dsolve[numeric], embedded and pre-defined means of resolving real problems
using DDE.

2

Maple: Dsolve Library - Introduction

The Maple system has been developed by the company Maplesoft [16] since 1990. Maplesoft’s core technologies include the advanced computation engine in Maple environment and physical modelling techniques in
MapleSim environment. Combined together, these technologies enable the creation of cutting-edge tools for
design, modelling, and high-performance simulation. There is implemented a real-valued delay differential initial
value problem in Maple. Maple finds a numerical solution for the general delay initial value problems. It is able
to detect the presence of delays automatically, but it requires additional information for the case of variable delays in the procedure dsolve/numeric/delay [15]. Calling sequence for numerical solution of differential equations with delay in Maple is command:
>dsolve(delaysys,numeric,vars,options), where dsolve command parameters means:
delaysys - set or list; ordinary differential or differential-algebraic equation(s) with delays; numeric - name;
instruct dsolve to find a numerical solution; vars - (optional) dependent variable or a set or list of dependent
variables for parameter delaysys;options - (optional) equations of the form keyword=value.
Description: The dsolve command with the parameter numeric or type=numeric option and a realvalued delay differential initial value problem finds a numerical solution for the delay of initial value problem.
Options: If the optional equation method=numericmethod is provided (where paremeter numericmethod is one of rkf453, ck454, or rosenbrock5), dsolve uses that method to obtain the numerical solution. There are
used numerical methods: rkf45 - the Fehlberg fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta [5]; ck45 - a variable order RungeKutta Method for initial value problems with rapidly varying right-hand sides [2] or rosenbrock - the implicit
Rosenbrock third-fourth order Runge-Kutta [20] to obtain the numerical solution.
The dsolve command can detect the presence of delays automatically, but it requires additional information for the case of variable delays (see parameter delaymax later). In addition to the options delaymax
and delaypts described in command dsolve[numeric]6 and dsolve[Error_Control]7, delay differential systems also have the following options: delaymax=numeric; delaypts=positive integer, where the option delaymax=numeric is required for problems with a variable delay, and is required to
specify the maximum delay time for all delays in the system and the option delaypts=positive integer
specifies the maximum point storage to allocate when storing delay data, and must be at least 6, and at that setting will only be able to retain an accurate solution history for the last integration step taken. By default, this
value is conservatively set to 10000. Note that if a small value is used, the computation will use less memory, but
the results may be inaccurate. A warning is produced if this value is specified below 100.
Numeric solution of delay: The delay computation implemented for the Maple numeric solvers utilizes the
natural interpolant built into the solvers, storing solution values back to delaymax as the computation proceeds. On initialization, the dependent variable values are assumed to be constants set to the initial values for all
times t < t0, where t0 is initial value of independent value, and once the delay time for a delay term exceeds t - t0,
the interpolant comes into play. Derivatives of the dependent variable values are assumed to be zero for all times
t < t0. In some cases, such as delays for derivatives, use of the initial value or zero is not desirable, and in these
cases a constant value for t < t0 can be specified as the second argument to the delay function. For example, y(t 1) specifies that for t < 1 the initial value of y is used, while y(t - 1, 0) specifies that for t < 1 the value 0 be used.
𝑑
𝑑
Similarly, 𝑑𝑡
(y)(t – 1,0) specifies that for t < 1 the value 0 be used, while 𝑑𝑡
(y)(t – 1,1) specifies that for t < 1 the
value 1 be used. In the event that insufficient storage is allocated for a problem (in other words, if delaypts
3
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was set too small), the storage downgrades. Initially, it reduces to storing only integration step endpoints using a
linear interpolant. Then if further downgrading is required, the storing reduces to every second endpoint, and
consequently to every fourth, every eighth and so on. Note that solution accuracy is significantly degraded when
downgrading is in use, so it is best to make delaypts sufficiently large so that downgrading is unnecessary.

3

Market Description

The approaches to the problems of market balance have been developing through time. Generally, the known
ideas of Adam Smith, e.g., the idea that the free market itself seeks to the equilibrium via the effect of market
mechanisms, have been followed upon by important economists of the 19th and 20th century like Alfred Marshall, who deals with the idea of supply and demand, marginal utility and production costs as a whole; or Léon
Walras, who moves from partial balance to general balance. The most important economists dealing with, among
others, general equilibrium includes John Richardo Hicks (awarded the Nobel Prize in 1972). The founder of the
ordinalistic approach to limit use is Vilfredo Pareto. At present, hand in hand with the utilization of ICT means, a
whole range of scientists are researching balance, e.g., [1].
We will construct a dynamic continuous model of partial economic equilibrium of the market demand D and
the market supply S at a partial single-commodity goods and services market with perfect competition (according
to Holman, this is a market where the buyers are perfectly informed, there are zero costs of changing the supplier, there is a homogeneous product) [10], more also in [24].
Let us consider the market demand and the market supply as a sum of all the individual demands and a sum
of all the individual supplies on this market. Then let us express the single-factor model of demand as a function 𝐷: 𝑅 + → 𝑅+ , abiding by the law of decreasing demand (ceteris paribus) and a single-factor model of supply
as a function 𝑆: 𝑅 + → 𝑅0,+ (companies offer a commodity for the price which is at least the level of the costs),
abiding by the law of increasing supply (ceteris paribus). They are models with the endogenous variables of the
P price and Q quantity, which depend on time t. We will suppose that both of the functions are continuously
differentiable in their domain.
Remark: We will, in the description, follow the diction of natural language: for our models, the price P is the
independent variable and the quantity Q is the dependent variable: 𝑄𝐷 = 𝐷(𝑃) a 𝑄𝑆 = 𝑆(𝑃), 𝑄𝐷 is the demanded quantity, 𝑄𝑆 is the supplied quantity. In the visualization: 𝑃 – horizontal axis, 𝑄𝐷,𝑆 – vertical axis. It holds that
𝑑𝐷
𝑑𝑆
< 0 and
> 0.
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝑃

The market equilibrium is a market state: there is a commodity P price, on the level of which companies
offer exactly the amount of the given commodity which the buyers are willing to demand for this price, i.e.,
𝑄𝐷 = 𝑄𝑆 . Then we can speak of the equilibrium price and equilibrium quantity, we mark this as [𝑃𝐸 , 𝑄𝐸 ]. The
only stable state of a market is the market equilibrium. There is a single equilibrium price (market clearing),
from which the actual price can – via the effects of market forces – deviate. A stable dynamic system is such a
system which, from a relevant “disequilibrium”, naturally converges to equilibrium. Then the economic subjects
react to the equilibrium which is a temporary state, because it generates a price change moving towards equilibrium. The stable market then returns to equilibrium according to the theorem of the cobweb. It is known (in
accordance for example with [19]), that the trajectory of this process converges towards balance, if, in the absolute value, the slope of the supply curve is smaller than, in the absolute value, slope of the demand curve, i.e. (1):
|𝑆 ´ (𝑃)| − |𝐷´ (𝑃)| < 0

(1)

The market disequilibrium is characterized by two states:



4

𝐷(𝑃) − 𝑆(𝑃) > 0: overshooting of the demanded quantity versus the supplied one, 𝑄𝐷 > 𝑄𝑆 , the current commodity price 𝑃 is lower than the equilibrium price, 𝑃 < 𝑃𝐸 . Companies respond by increasing
the price and increasing production.
𝐷(𝑃) − 𝑆(𝑃) < 0: overshooting of the supplied quantity versus the demanded one, 𝑄𝑆 > 𝑄𝐷 , the current commodity price 𝑃 is higher than the equilibrium price, 𝑃 > 𝑃𝐸 . Companies respond by decreasing
the price and decreasing production.

Stages of Modeling a Continuous Dynamic Market Equilibrium Model

Firstly, we consider models of demand and supply as the stationary fixed linear functions (2):
𝑄𝐷 = 𝐷(𝑃) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑃 + 𝑏,

𝑄𝑆 = 𝑆(𝑃) = 𝑐 ∙ 𝑃 + 𝑑
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where 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 are real parameters of the model 𝑎 < 0 (the law of decreasing demand), 𝑐 > 0 (the law of increasing supply), and 𝑏 > 𝑑.
Such models can be constructed using empirically observed data using various mathematical techniques
(numerical, statistical, optimization methods).
In the market equilibrium: 𝑄𝐸 = 𝑄𝐷 = 𝑄𝑆 at a certain price 𝑃𝐸 . Then from (2) we can deduce that the market
𝑏−𝑑 𝑐𝑏−𝑎𝑑
equilibrium point is equal to [𝑃𝐸 , 𝑄𝐸 ] = [
,
]. Regarding the equilibrium model convergence, the condi𝑐−𝑎 𝑐−𝑎
tion |𝑐 − 𝑎| < 0 must be met.
Secondly, to create a dynamic model, we assume that the price 𝑃(𝑡) changes continuously depending on the
real time 𝑡; the speed of price change is directly proportional to the difference between the currently demanded
𝑑𝑃
and the currently supplied quantity, i.e.,
= 𝑔 ∙ (𝑄𝐷 − 𝑄𝑆 ), where 𝑔 ∈ 𝑅+ is the proportionality constant re𝑑𝑡
flecting the market sensitivity. Thus, a differential equation (3) can be written as follows:
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑔 ∙ (𝑎 ∙ 𝑃(𝑡) + 𝑏 − 𝑐 ∙ 𝑃(𝑡) − 𝑑) = 𝑔 ∙ ((𝑎 − 𝑐) ∙ 𝑃(𝑡) + (𝑏 − 𝑑))

Remark: Using the equilibrium point (1) can be converted:

𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑡

(3)

= 𝑔 ∙ ((𝑃(𝑡) + 𝑃𝐸 ) ∙ (𝑎 − 𝑐)).

As a solution of this differential equation in Maple, we receive: 𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑃𝐸 + 𝑒 𝑔(𝑎−𝑐)𝑡 _𝐶1, where _𝐶1 is a
real constant. After choosing the initial condition, 𝑃(0) = 𝑃0 is _𝐶1 = 𝑃0 − 𝑃𝐸 . The solution of this differential
equation (3) has this form: 𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑃𝐸 + 𝑒 𝑔(𝑎−𝑐)𝑡 (𝑃0 − 𝑃𝐸 ).
Thirdly, for the subsequent formalization of a continuous dynamic model, we begin at a case of discreetly
varying time. We can derive a dynamic equilibrium model (differential equation) from the following demand
and supply functions in the form (4):
𝑄𝐷𝑡 = 𝐷(𝑃) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑃𝑡 + 𝑏,
𝑄𝐷𝑡 ,

𝑄𝑆𝑡 = 𝑆(𝑃) = 𝑐 ∙ 𝑃𝑡−1 + 𝑑

(4)

𝑄𝑆𝑡

with the parameters 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 (the same as in (2)),
means monitored supply and demand in time points
𝑡 = 0, 1, 2, 3, …. Supplied quantity 𝑄𝑆𝑡 in time 𝑡 is governed by the price 𝑃𝑡−1 in time 𝑡 − 1. I.e., companies set
the price according to the previous period.
Therefore, fourthly, the discrete time dynamic model (4) is a motivation to introduce the time delay 𝜏 (that is
the time needed to supply change relative to the price development in the past). Then we get a differential equation with a delayed argument (5):
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑔 ∙ (𝑎 ∙ 𝑃(𝑡) + 𝑏 − 𝑐 ∙ 𝑃(𝑡 − 𝜏) − 𝑑)) = (𝑎 ∙ 𝑃(𝑡) − 𝑐 ∙ 𝑃(𝑡 − 𝜏) + (𝑏 − 𝑑))

(5)

where 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑔 are model parameters, 𝜏 > 0 is the time delay and 𝑡 is time as a continuous variable (all with
the above properties).
To solve the model (5), it is necessary to determine its behavior at two time intervals 𝐼 = <- 𝜏, 0) and 𝐽 =
<0, 𝑡0 >, where 𝑡0 is some future time value. For the supply in the time interval 𝐼, we have to define the socalled “historical function” 𝑃𝐻 (𝑡 − 𝜏). Supply in the time interval 𝐽 is governed by a “non-historical” function
𝑃(𝑡 − 𝜏). In the model (5), they can be applied using the indicator function: 𝜒(𝑡) = 0 for 𝑡 ∈ 𝐼 and 𝜒(𝑡) =
1 for 𝑡 ∈ 𝐽. The initial condition introducing 𝑃𝐻 (0) = 𝑃(0) ensures that the condition of the continuous continuity of the historical and non-historical function at point 𝑡 = 0 is fulfilled.
We can find evidence of the existence, uniqueness of solution and convergence, respectively, of the stability
of the models of such types in literature, for example in [8],[12].
The formalized (explicit) form of the expected solution cannot be directly expressed. We can use due to solution through the iterative process, for example, the step method or the successive approximations method. By
using the appropriate executive software, in our case the Maple system, we can achieve a quick solution, preferably by visualizing the whole situation.

5

Case Study

In this paper, we are dealing with a partial market with a single type of goods in perfect competition. Such a
market is rather theoretical for the microeconomic interpretation of market functioning (i.e., for example, the
grain, corn, cars markets, etc.) The model (5) is implemented in the hypothetical wheat market in the Czech
Republic. Due to the difficult availability of direct data, we had to estimate and modify it very much. Also due to
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the economic crisis in the beginning of the monitored years, it is necessary to consider the distortion of the primary converging model (2). We see it as an illustrative application of the above. Therefore, we have compiled a
common Maplet, in order to update the data operationally (Fig. 1). The linearity of the input models, the delay
implementation, and the required initial condition enforce 5 + 1 + 1 = 7 parameters in the Maplet construction:

Figure 1 The Maplet - interactive equilibrium model (Source: Authors’ own work in Maple)
We have shown how the Maple system is able to handle advanced issues with the implementation of differential equations with a delay. We have used the basic data (in the years 2009 to 2015 - we have chosen it, due to
the availability of data and the delay determining) from the available Czech Statistical Office database [3] and by
direct expert assessment (which does not want to be named) to determine the price equilibrium for establishing
the balance price for consumption wheat for one person per year. Our reflections were based on the main idea of
price of consumed food wheat per 1 kg per person in that year ([3], especially and in particular, we used website
with the time series of agriculture surveys, surveys of selected products, harvest of wheat, consumer price research, etc., and expert assessments.) Unfortunately, to gain data that would speak exactly is very difficult, so we
have used a range of modifications. We focused on finding the price equilibrium [CZK / kg]. (According to
[18], it is possible to extend the ideas by solving a system of two equations with two unknowns and also to determine the equilibrium quantity.)Thus, the model (2) can have a somewhat non-typical form, but it ensures the
basic features – decreasing demand and increasing supply, while the cobweb convergence holds. To obtain the
parameters for model (2) we have used the regression analysis tools in Maple. Subsequently, we have constructed a model (5) with a constant delay:
𝑑
𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑔 ∙ (40,6093828 − 2,3896306 ∙ 𝑃(𝑡) − 0,3416628 ∙ 𝑃(𝑡 − 𝜏)
𝑑𝑡
We understand the proportionality ratio 𝑔 to be an unknown value. We have tested the measure of its contribution to the solution. We have obtained the graphical solution. Fig. 2 shows selected solutions for different
options of 𝑔, 𝜏 = 1 and the initial condition 𝑃(0) = 11,03. It is also the historical function 𝑃𝐻 (𝑡 − 1) = 11,03
(constant delay).

Figure 2 Solution - from the left: 𝑔 = 0,45; 𝑔 = 1,1; 𝑔 = 3,0; 𝑔 = 20,0 (Source: Authors’ own work in Maple)
We can see the sensitivity of the model to achieve an equilibrium rate price for various values of 𝑔. The other
choice for 𝜏 and the historical function has an additional effect on the outcome. In this paper, we selected 𝜏 = 1
and𝑃𝐻 (𝑡 − 1) = 11,03. We were considering 𝑔 ∈ (0,20). For our hypothetical market, we were observing that
for: 𝑔 < 0,45 → the solution tends to the equilibrium from the time 𝑡 ≅ 2 as an increasing concave function
graph; then, increasing the 𝑔 value approximately to 1,1 gives slight oscillations around the equilibrium in the
later time (from 𝑡 ≅ 3); further increasing the 𝑔 value approximately to 3 gives more distinct oscillations around
the equilibrium; 𝑔 values even higher than 3 cause sharp oscillations around the equilibrium in the later time
(𝑡 > 3,5).
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6

Conclusion

The paper presents the possibilities of the Maple system to visualize a dynamic model of price equilibrium (demand, supply) in a partial market with perfect competition and one commodity. We used a differential equation
with a delay to describe the iterative process of a simulated convergent cobweb model. Due to the difficulties
(generally) to obtain data in economic practice or to the possibility of specifying changes of the input parameters
operationally, we have constructed an interactive Maplet. We were testing this Maplet for a hypothetical wheat
market. We have found that the iteration process is very well presentable in this software environment. We have
verified our model always at a certain level of delay and expression of the historical function (i.e. ceteris paribus)
by gradually changing the unknown value of the proportionality constant and we have monitored the effect of
these changes on the model’s convergence to the equilibrium price. In this paper, we selected 𝜏 = 1 and
𝑃𝐻 (𝑡 − 1) = 11,03. If we add, from the model (2), the second equation in which we express the quantity 𝑄 in
relation to time 𝑡, we will obtain (as an added bonus) – by solving a system of two equations with two unknowns
– as an iterative process in Maple, the quantity equilibrium.
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Comparison of efficiency results for financial institutions
using different DEA models
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Abstract. The aim of the article is to analyze efficiency of financial institutions
(mainly banks) from the Visegrad Group countries. The basic intermediation approach is used for the identification of input and output variables. Different types
of conventional methods of data envelopment analysis (DEA) are used and compared.
Advantages and disadvantages of each approach are discussed and analyzed for the
area of the research.
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Group.
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AMS classification: 90C05

1

Intoduction

The situation for all kinds of financial institutions is very difficult all around the world. This paper mainly focuses
on banking industry in the Central Europe and especially countries of the Visegrad Group. These countries had
to keep up with a lot of changes - structural changes of banking regulation and financial market, development of
security market, bigger stock market or new regulations by the European Union, see [4]. This all causes the big
interest in the topic - efficiency in the banking sector of the Visegrad Group.
The Visegrad Group contains four countries - the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia. These
countries are not connected just geographically. The historical background is very similar in these countries. All
four countries had been part of the Eastern Bloc which had fallen apart in 1989. This led them to integrate and
cooperate. They started to create the market economy and have opened themselves to the rest of the world. The
transformation of the banking system was an essential part of the transformation. In 2004 all countries of the
Visegrad Group have jointed the European Union. Slovakia has joined the third stage of the European Monetary
Union in 2009. There are even some differences. It could be assumed that their financial and banking systems
should not show major differences. Identification of the potential differences is one of the objectives of this paper.
This paper mainly focuses on the identification of efficiency of commercial banks in the Visegrad Group during
time period from 2005 to 2015 by using special models of DEA. More precisely, different models of DEA for
missing data are used. The difference is in the idea how the missing data are treated. The reason of using these
models is the general problem with datasets in this type of research. In this case, the dataset contained 35 banks
from the Visegrad Group countries, but some variables were missing. To still be able to make the analysis, first
the estimation of these missing variables was done. Then the special DEA model was used. Model was calculated
for the time period and close analysis of all results were done for each bank as well as for each country. All
calculations were done by GAMS software.
The rest of the paper has the following structure: Section 2 provides the formulations, DEA models and interval
DEA models to estimate efficiency bounds for units with missing values. In Section 3, input and output variables
are defined and information about the missing data and their estimation are given. Section 4 focuses on application
and efficiency analysis of banks in Visegrad Group based on the dataset with missing values. The discussions
about the results are provided in this section as well. Section 5 gives some conclusions and remarks.

2
2.1

Methodology
Classic DEA

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a non-parametric approach. It is widely used for measuring relative efficiency
of decision making units (DMUs) with multiple inputs and outputs. Assume, there is a set of T DMUs (DMUk
for k = 1, ..., T ), let input and output variables data be X = {xik , i = 1, ...R; k = 1, ...T } and Y = {yjk , j =
1, ...S; k = 1, ...T }, respectively. Also, ui for i = 1, ...R and vj for j = 1, ..., S be the weights of the ith input
variable and the j th output variable, respectively. Mathematically, the relative efficiency score of DMUk can be
1
2
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defined as:

PS

j=1

vj yjk

i=1

ui xik

ek = PR

, for k = 1, ..., T.

(1)

Charnes et al. [3] have proposed the following CCR model to measure the efficiency score of the under
evaluation unit, DMUQ where Q ∈ {1, ..., T }:
s.t.

PS

vj yjQ

max eQ = Pj=1
,
R
i xiQ
i=1
PS
PuR
j=1 vj yjk −
i=1 ui xik ≤ 0, k = 1, ..., T,
ui ≥ 0,
i = 1, ..., R,
vj ≥ 0,
j = 1, ..., S.

(2)

The model (2) is non-linear. It is the model of linear-fractional programming. The model (2) could be transferred by Charmes-Cooper transformation to the standard linear programming problem:
PS
max eQ = j=1 vj yjQ ,
PR
s.t.
ui xiQ = 1,
Pi=1
PR
S
(3)
j=1 vj yjk −
i=1 ui xik ≤ 0, k = 1, ..., T,
ui ≥ 0,
i = 1, ..., R,
vj ≥ 0,
j = 1, ..., S,
where Q ∈ {1, ..., T }. DMUQ is CCR-efficient if and only if e∗ = 1 and if there exists at least one optimal
solution (u∗ , v∗ ) with u∗ > 0 and v∗ > 0 for the set Q ∈ {1, ..., T }. The inefficient units have a degree of
relative efficiency that belongs to interval [0, 1). Note: The model must be solved for each DMU separately.
The model (3) is called a multiplier form of the input-orient-CCR model. However, for computing and data
interpretation, it is preferable to work with model that is dual associated to model (3). The model is referred as
envelopment form of input-oriented CCR model, see [3]. There also exists a multiplier form and envelopment form
of output-oriented CCR model. Both models give the same results, see [3].
Banker et al. [2] have extended CCR model. The extended model is called BCC model and considers variable
returns to scale assumption. The model has convex envelope of data which leads to more efficient DMUs. The
mathematical model of dual multiplier form of input-oriented BCC model is:
PS
max eQ = j=1 vj yjQ − v0 ,
PR
s.t.
ui xiQ = 1,
Pi=1
PR
S
j=1 vj yjk −
i=1 ui xik − v0 ≤ 0, k = 1, ..., T,
(4)
ui ≥ 0,
i = 1, ..., R,
vj ≥ 0,
j = 1, ..., S,
v0 ∈ (−∞, ∞),
where v0 is the dual variable assigned to the convexity condition eT λ = 1 of envelopment form of input-oriented
BCC model. Note: The BCC model can be rewritten into the envelopment form or changed into the output
orientation.
The input-oriented BCC model will continue into the next section.

2.2

DEA for missing data

There exist many improvements of classical DEA models. In this paper, the main problems are the missing data.
To deal with this issue the special model has to be calculated. This model is define below. As a inspiration, the
model of Smirlis et al. [9] has been used. Their model has been done for the output-oriented DEA model, so the
transformation was needed.
Assume, there are T DMUs, each using R input variables to produce S output variables. For any unit k
(k = 1, ..., T ), the level of its j th output variable (j = 1, ..., S) is denoted by yjk and by xik the level of its ith
input variable (i = 1, ..., R). Unlike the original DEA model, the interval DEA assumes that some of the crisp
input xik and output yjk variables are not known. For these variables is only known that they lie within bounded
U
L
U
L
U
L
U
intervals, i.e. xik ∈ [xL
ik , xik ] and yjk ∈ [yjk , yjk ], with the upper and lower bounds of intervals xik , xik , yjk , yjk
to be strictly positive constants.
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To be able to introduce intervals, instead of the exact data, into the model (4), some transformation is needed.
Variables xik and yjk are expressed in terms of new variables sik and pjk , respectively, to convert the nonlinear model to a linear one. These new variables locate the level of input and output variables within the bounded
U
L
U
intervals [xL
ik , xik ] and [yjk , yjk ], respectively, as follow:
U
L
xik = xL
ik + sik (xik − xik ), i = 1, ..., R; k = 1, ..., T with 0 ≤ sik ≤ 1,
L
U
L
yjk = yjk + tjk (yjk − yjk
) j = 1, ..., S; k = 1, ..., T with 0 ≤ tjk ≤ 1.

Applying the above transformation to model (4), the following linear model is obtained:

PS
L
U
L
max eQ = j=1 vj yjjQ
+ tjkQ (yjkQ
− yjkQ
) − v0 ,

PR
U
L
s.t.
ui xL
ikQ + sikQ (xikQ − xikQ ) = 1,

PSi=1
PR
L
U
L
L
U
L
j=1 vj yjj + tjk (yjk − yjk ) −
i=1 ui xik + sik (xik − xik ) − v0 ≤ 0, k = 1, ..., T,
ui ≥ 0, 0 ≤ sik ≤ 1
i = 1, ..., R,
vj ≥ 0, 0 ≤ tjk ≤ 1
j = 1, ..., S,
v0 ∈ (−∞, ∞).

(5)

It can be see that for input and output variables, there are new terms ui sik and vj tjk , respectively. These new
terms may be replaced by new variables qik = ui sik and pjk = vj tjk which meet the needed of conditions. The
model (5) can be rewritten as follows:

PS
L
U
L
max eQ = j=1 vj yjjQ
+ pjkQ (yjkQ
− yjkQ
) − v0 ,

PR
U
L
s.t.
ui xL
ikQ + qikQ (xikQ − xikQ ) = 1,
Pi=1
P
PR
PR
S
S
L
U
L
L
U
L
j=1 vj yjj +
j=1 pjk (yjk − yjk ) −
i=1 ui xik −
i=1 qik (xik − xik ) − v0 ≤ 0, k = 1, ..., T,
qik − ui ≤ 0
i = 1, ..., R,
pjk − vj ≤ 0
j = 1, ..., S,
ui , vj ≥ 0
∀i, j
qik , pjk ≥ 0
∀i, j, k
v0 ∈ (−∞, ∞).
(6)
In model (6), unknown variables under estimation are weights ui , vj and new variables qik , pjk that denote the
level of input and output variables within the bounded intervals. For more details see [9].

3

Input and Output Variables

The important task for efficiency measurements is to identify the right and relevant variables for the calculation.
There are known two main approaches for evaluation of financial institutions (as production units). The main
difference between these two approaches is treatment of deposits. The production approach views deposits as
output. Banks are producers of deposits, loans and other services. Inputs are define as physical variables. This
approach was found by Benston [1]. Benston also found disadvantages - detailed database is required and it
does not take into consideration the interest costs. The second approach was found by Sealy and Lindley [8]
- intermediation approach. Banks are financial intermediaries between depositors and creditors. They collect
deposits and other liabilities to apply them as interest-earning assets. Deposits are considered as input. In this case
operating cost and interest cost are considered. It is the most common approach nowadays. This approach is used
in this article as well.
The required data set of input and output variables have been collected from Bankscope3 . In Table 3, it is seen
more precise description of input and output variables. All variables, besides the number of employees, are in
thousand Euros.
This paper deals with time period form 2005 to 2015. During this time period there have been many banks
in the region. Not all of the banks have been at the market for whole period. Some banks have been closed or
opened during the mentioned period. The assumption for DEA method is that decision making units (banks) have
to be homogenous during whole analyzed time period. According to this assumption, selection of banks for the
time period had to be done. There had been found 24 banks which had all needed input and output variables.
On the other hand, there had been found 11 banks which were missing one or three variables in the time period
3

https://bankscope.bvdinfo.com/
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Variables
Input Variables
Labour (x1 - EMP)
Physical capital (x2 - FA)
Loanable funds (x3 - DEP)
Output Variables
Advances (y1 - ADV)
Investments (y2 - SEC)
Non-interest income (y3 - NEA)

Description in the balance sheet

Unit of measurement

Number of employees
Fixed assets = Tangible + Intangible assets
Deposits + Short term funding

Number
Thousands of Euro
Thousands of Euro

Loans and advances to banks
Other securities
Non-earning assets

Thousands of Euro
Thousands of Euro
Thousands of Euro

Source: own processing, 2017

Table 1 Description of input and output variables
(banks with more then three missing variables had been removed). As these missing variables can be replaced4 .
Finally, there had been detected 35 banks for the analysis. A list of specific 35 Visegrad banks is available from
the author.Finally, there had been selcted 11 banks from the Czech Republic (CZ) and Poland (PL), 7 banks from
Hungary (HU) and 6 banks from Slovakia (SK) for the whole time period.

4

Results and Discussions

In Table 2, there are seen average results for all banks during the whole time period. More precisely, there are
results for four models and three types of categories. Four models in Table 2 are following:
• classic BCC model (4), where missing values are treating as series mean values - BCC M;
• classic BCC model (4), where missing values are treating as trend values - BCC T;
• classic BCC model (4), where missing values are values from regression analysis - BCC R;
• special DEA model for interval data (6) - BCC I.
The categories which are used for better analysis are following:
• description is overall average efficiency for each year of the period;
• size of banks are based on assets;
• origin of the bank.

Results for all banks can not be described according to the length of the paper.
Table 2 shows, according to overall average efficiency, models BCC T and BCC R have same results. Model
BCC M gives same (2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014) or little bit different results. Different efficiency
scores are generally smaller. Just in year 2012, it may be seen that efficiency score by model BCC M is higher
then efficiency score given by BCC T and BCC R models. This shows that different methods for replacing the
missing values are causing some differences. The last model, let’s say the special model, for interval data (BCC I)
gives results which are closer to BCC M. BCC I model is in range from 0.7352 to 0.8083. The lowest value of the
technical efficiency is in year 2008. This is not surprising, as this is the year of the financial crises. This values is
smaller then the average (0.7753) but the difference is small (0.04). It means that the technical efficiency is rather
around 75% than around 80%.
Similar differences in results are not just seen for the over all average efficiencies. Average efficiencies by size
and origin give similar results as well.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, the basic and special input-oriented BCC DEA models are calculated for banking industry in the
Visegrad Group to obtain the efficiency score. The banking efficiency score is calculated for the time period from
2005 to 2015. First, the missing values have been estimated by several basic methods and then DEA basic models
and DEA special model have been used. There have been found some differences between all used methods.
Overall, the results have shown that the most efficient banking industry is in the Czech republic. The worst is
in Poland (according to number of efficient banks which have been efficient for whole period) or in Slovakia
(according to the efficiency score overall time). This gives similar results as the previous research (see 1. Chapter
of [7]), where just 27 banks were used. Also, it has been seen that different size of bank is important factor as well.
For further research, the set of input and output variables should be extended or revised as well as the number
4

Method for replacing missing values are: regression, trend and series mean value.
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BCC M
efficiency
micro
small
medium
big
CZ
HU
PL
SK
BCC T
efficiency
micro
small
medium
big
CZ
HU
PL
SK
BCC R
efficiency
micro
small
medium
big
CZ
HU
PL
SK
BCC I
efficiency
micro
small
medium
big
CZ
HU
PL
SK

2005
0.7937
0.9139
0.6821
0.7344
0.8595
0.9394
0.6800
0.7508
0.7729

2006
0.8156
0.8568
0.8176
0.6923
0.8959
0.8933
0.6651
0.8079
0.8909

2007
0.7621
0.7508
0.7882
0.6100
0.9116
0.8573
0.5713
0.7690
0.8454

2008
0.7380
0.7934
0.6103
0.6487
0.9307
0.8289
0.5820
0.7516
0.7608

2009
0.8171
0.8382
0.7870
0.7240
0.9207
0.9011
0.7658
0.7592
0.8427

2010
0.7449
0.7197
0.6540
0.6778
0.9550
0.7911
0.7044
0.8126
0.6070

2011
0.7749
0.8124
0.6370
0.7390
0.9378
0.8403
0.7996
0.8048
0.6007

2012
0.8125
0.7933
0.7057
0.7854
0.9872
0.8466
0.8008
0.9157
0.6155

2013
0.7993
0.8035
0.7134
0.7376
0.9569
0.8389
0.7777
0.8995
0.6083

2014
0.7425
0.7817
0.6400
0.6198
0.9609
0.8139
0.7004
0.8751
0.4971

2015
0.7859
0.8253
0.6983
0.7260
0.9037
0.9738
0.9071
0.8021
0.4323

2005
0.8012
0.9187
0.6878
0.7389
0.8748
0.9466
0.6950
0.7569
0.7733

2006
0.8168
0.8568
0.8225
0.6923
0.8959
0.8976
0.6651
0.8079
0.8909

2007
0.7621
0.7508
0.7882
0.6100
0.9116
0.8573
0.5713
0.7690
0.8454

2008
0.7380
0.7934
0.6103
0.6487
0.9307
0.8289
0.5820
0.7516
0.7608

2009
0.8171
0.8382
0.7870
0.7240
0.9207
0.9011
0.7658
0.7592
0.8427

2010
0.7449
0.7197
0.6540
0.6778
0.9550
0.7911
0.7044
0.8126
0.6070

2011
0.7737
0.8124
0.6363
0.7370
0.9355
0.8403
0.7989
0.8032
0.5981

2012
0.8125
0.7933
0.7057
0.7854
0.9872
0.8466
0.8007
0.9157
0.6155

2013
0.7993
0.8035
0.7134
0.7376
0.9569
0.8389
0.7777
0.8995
0.6083

2014
0.7425
0.7817
0.6400
0.6198
0.9609
0.8139
0.7004
0.8751
0.4971

2015
0.7863
0.8253
0.6996
0.7261
0.9037
0.9738
0.9072
0.8021
0.4334

2005
0.8012
0.9187
0.6878
0.7389
0.8748
0.9466
0.6950
0.7569
0.7733

2006
0.8168
0.8568
0.8225
0.6923
0.8959
0.8976
0.6651
0.8079
0.8909

2007
0.7621
0.7508
0.7882
0.6100
0.9116
0.8573
0.5713
0.7690
0.8454

2008
0.7380
0.7934
0.6103
0.6487
0.9307
0.8289
0.5820
0.7516
0.7608

2009
0.8171
0.8382
0.7870
0.7240
0.9207
0.9011
0.7658
0.7592
0.8427

2010
0.7449
0.7197
0.6540
0.6778
0.9550
0.7911
0.7044
0.8126
0.6070

2011
0.7737
0.8124
0.6363
0.7370
0.9355
0.8403
0.7989
0.8032
0.5981

2012
0.8125
0.7933
0.7057
0.7854
0.9872
0.8466
0.8007
0.9157
0.6155

2013
0.7993
0.8035
0.7134
0.7376
0.9569
0.8389
0.7777
0.8995
0.6083

2014
0.7425
0.7817
0.6400
0.6198
0.9609
0.8139
0.7004
0.8751
0.4971

2015
0.7863
0.8253
0.6996
0.7261
0.9037
0.9738
0.9072
0.8021
0.4334

2005
0.7935
0.9138
0.6821
0.7344
0.8587
0.9394
0.6800
0.7502
0.7729

2006
0.8075
0.8548
0.8173
0.6649
0.8959
0.8913
0.6351
0.8079
0.8909

2007
0.7595
0.7416
0.7877
0.6100
0.9113
0.8570
0.5713
0.7612
0.8450

2008
0.7352
0.7890
0.6103
0.6422
0.9307
0.8252
0.5820
0.7516
0.7506

2009
0.8083
0.8380
0.7771
0.7061
0.9142
0.8950
0.7507
0.7478
0.8427

2010
0.7375
0.7163
0.6466
0.6762
0.9355
0.7882
0.7020
0.7941
0.6038

2011
0.7691
0.8124
0.6356
0.7358
0.9162
0.8403
0.7964
0.7908
0.5966

2012
0.8065
0.7933
0.7057
0.7661
0.9808
0.8466
0.7973
0.9071
0.6030

2013
0.7899
0.7989
0.7091
0.7095
0.9569
0.8312
0.7642
0.8858
0.6060

2014
0.7383
0.7782
0.6400
0.6075
0.9609
0.8086
0.6929
0.8749
0.4930

2015
0.7825
0.8116
0.6994
0.7255
0.9028
0.9738
0.9072
0.7904
0.4330

Table 2 Average efficiencies for all types of models
of DMUs. This extension can provide better analysis (connection to size or origin). Moreover, a different version
of DEA model may be established in the future.
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Benchmarking of countries at Summer Olympic Games using
two-stage DEA models
Josef Jablonský1
Abstract. After important sports events as the Summer Olympic Games are, the participating countries are ranked according to the number of gold, silver and bronze
medals. A lexicographic ranking is usually applied which leads to higher ranking of
countries with one gold and no other medals comparing to countries without any gold
but with several silver or bronze medals. Moreover, this ranking does not take into
account the specific conditions of the countries (population, economic strength that is
usually measured by GDP per capita, etc.). The aim of the paper is not only to evaluate
the absolute achievements of the countries but evaluate their performance with respect
to the resources they can use. A two-stage DEA model is formulated and solved by an
original SBM procedure. The first stage evaluates the performance of the countries in
training of athletes and the second stage evaluates the achievements of the nominated
athletes. The models with variable returns to scale and weight restrictions are applied.
The models and their results are illustrated on the case of Olympic Games 2016 and
compared with results given by traditional models.
Keywords: data envelopment analysis, two-stage model, ranking, Olympic Games.
JEL Classification: C44
AMS Classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Ranking of countries after important sport events belongs to the most significant results with respect to performance and success of nations at the event. Summer or Winter Olympic Games are probably the most influencing
and biggest meetings of athletes. They are organized in four-year cycles and triples of medals in many contests
(gold, silver, bronze) are competed. Traditional ranking officially published by the International Olympic Committee is based on lexicographic method, i.e. the countries with a higher number of golds are ranked higher regardless on the number of medals on lower levels. This leads to hardly acceptable results – e.g. a country with
only one gold and no other medals is better than a country with no gold but several silvers and/or bronzes. Moreover, the ranking based only on absolute numbers of medals is questionable because it do not take into account
resources of the countries (population, economic strength, tradition in sports, etc.).
Regardless on taking or non-taking into account additional variables the problem of ranking is a typical multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) problem that can be solved using one of the MCDM methods. The aim of
this paper is to verify non-traditional approaches for this problem. Data envelopment analysis (DEA) models evaluate relative performance of decision making units (DMUs) according to the defined input and output variables
and there have been published many studies dealing with the same or similar subject. This paper applies two-stage
DEA models for assessing the performance of countries and compares the results with traditional DEA models
and lexicographic ranking.
Similar studies have already been published. Novelty of this paper consists in selection of variables and application of an original DEA two-stage model. Lozano et al. [12] analyzed results of last five Summer Olympic
Games using DEA model with variable returns to scale and two inputs (population and GDP) and three outputs
(gold, silver and bronze medals). Weight restrictions have been used in order to assign higher importance to golds
than to silvers and the same for silvers to bronzes. An alternative ranking is suggested in Lins et al. [11]. This
ranking is based on ability of each country to win medals in relation to its available resources. A DEA model based
on the premise that the sum of the gains is zero (constant sum of outputs) is developed and its results are discussed.
Churilov and Flitman [4] have demonstrated that traditional measures frequently reported lack the necessary descriptive power. The productivity measurement DEA approach is used for producing a new ranking of participating
teams at Olympic Games in Sydney 2000. The study of Li et al. [9] extends previous DEA studies by incorporating
multiple sets of nation-specific assurance regions into the DEA model and derives ranking of countries for six past
Olympic Games. Wu et al. [15] and [16] have analyzed using cross-efficiency models for ranking of countries and
1
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extend this kind of models by new features. Zhang et al. [17] discuss the issue of preferences in DEA models for
measuring the performance of nations at the Olympic Games and propose a new DEA model with lexicographic
preference to measure the performance of the nations. Shirouyehzad and Yazdani [13] use an output-oriented BCC
model with the number of male and female athletes, received medals in two previous Olympic as the inputs and
gold, silver and bronze medals are the only outputs of the model. This model is solved for female and male athlete
combination and their separation. According to our knowledge Li et al. [10] is the most recent paper dealing with
ranking of nations at Olympic Games and first time uses two-stage DEA model for this purpose.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains basic formulation of the problem and definitions of DEA models further used in the study. Two-stage models and their modification for purposes of the study
are formulated in Section 3. Final section informs about numerical experiments and discusses the results given by
all models.

2

Formulation of the problem and theoretical background

The problem of ranking countries according to the number of gold, silver and bronze medals they won is a typical
multiple criteria decision making problem that can be solved using available MCDM methods. SAW, TOPSIS,
AHP/ANP, PROMETHEE class methods, and ELECTRE class methods belong to the most often applied ones.
Their using is not possible (except the simplest ones) without appropriate software tools. Unfortunately, there are
just few packages that allow solving MCDM problems using various methods simultaneously. One of them is
Sanna that is designed as add-in MS Excel application and can be downloaded from author’s web pages. Sanna
covers 6 MCDM methods (except other functionalities) including the above mentioned ones. A brief information
about this system can be found e.g. in Jablonsky [6]. Another MCDM application is IZAR – it is a stand-alone
system with similar performance as Sanna – a more detailed information about IZAR is in Kalcevova and Fiala
[7]. Real-world applications of MCDM methods in many areas including sports are numerous. Except this there
are many attempts to analyze typical MCDM problems using DEA models – one of the interesting application is
described in Smirlis et al. [14].
The problem of ranking of countries according to the number of medals is a MCDM problem with three criteria.
If we want to solve this problem using a DEA model the three criteria can be taken as only outputs and a DEA
model without explicit outputs can be used. Nevertheless, this analysis does not take into account specifics of the
countries – it is clear that a country with higher population, more developed country or a country with higher past
tradition in sports has a higher chance to reach better results. These characteristics can be taken as inputs and
finally the efficiency score of each country can be derived using a DEA model. In our analyses below we will
work with radial models under the assumption of variable returns to scale (VRS). A formulation of a VRS outputoriented DEA model is given below.
Let us suppose that the set of decision making units (DMUs) contains n elements. The DMUs are evaluated by
m inputs and r outputs with input and output values xij, i = 1,2,…,n, j = 1,2,…,m and yik, i = 1,2,…,n, k = 1,2,…,r,
respectively. The efficiency of the q-th DMU can be expressed as the weighted sum of outputs divided by the
weighted sum of outputs with weights reflecting the importance of single inputs/outputs vi, i = 1,2,…,m and uk, k =
1,2,…,r. Banker et al. [2] have introduced the linearized for VRS output-oriented DEA model as follows:
m

Minimize

 q   v j xqj 
j 1

subject to

(1)
r

 uk yqk  1,
k 1
r

m

k 1

j 1

 uk yik   v j xij   0, i  1, 2,..., n,
uk , vi   ,

k  1, 2,..., r , i  1, 2,..., m,

 - free,
Where q  1 is the efficiency score of the unit under evaluation and  is an infinitesimal constant.
It is clear that the importance of gold medals is higher that silver ones and they are more important than bronze
medals. In order to ensure this relation the following sets of constraints is added to model (1):
uk   k uk 1 ,

k  1, 2,..., r  1 ,

uk  uk 1  uk 1  uk  2 ,

k  1, 2,..., r  2 ,
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where k, k = 1, 2,…, r1, is a constant that defines relation between pairs of weights. Model (1)-(2) can be used
for calculation of efficiency scores of countries and they can be ranked according to their values. The units identified as efficient have identical maximum efficiency score q = 1. Then they can be ranked using models for
ranking of efficient units – one of the options is Andersen and Petersen model [1] that removes the q-th constraint
from the set of constraints of model (1). The efficiency scores of the originally efficient units is then lower than 1
which allows their ranking.

3

Two-stage serial DEA models

A general serial two-stage process is defined as follows. The inputs of the first stage are transformed into its outputs
and all or at least some of these outputs are used as inputs of the second stage that are spent for production of final
outputs. Let us denote the input values of the first stage xij, i = 1,2,…,n, j = 1,2,…,m and the output values of the
first stage that serve as inputs for the second stage as zil, i = 1,2,…,n, l = 1,2,…,p. Final outputs of the second stage
(final outputs of the production process) are yik, i = 1,2,…,n, k = 1,2,…,r. We do not suppose that there are any
inputs entering the second stage independently on the first stage, and no outputs leaving the first stage without any
connection to the second one.
The problem of evaluation of countries according to their results at Olympic Games can be formulated in a
more general way as a two-stage process (Figure 1). The first stage contains two inputs (Population and GDP per
capita) and one output (Team size). This stage measures efficiency of the country with respect to sports education
and ability to train high-quality athletes. The second stage evaluates efficiency of the team that was nominated for
the Games.

Population

Team size
Stage 1

Medals
Stage 2

GDP
xij, j = 1,2,…,m

zil, l = 1,2,…,p
i = 1,2,…,n

yik, k = 1,2,…,r

Figure 1 Two-stage serial model
There have been formulated several models for efficiency evaluation of two-stage processes. Kao and Hwang
[8] and Chen et al. [3] belong to the most often known. Their formulation can be found either in original papers
[3] and [8] or in Jablonsky [5]. Except these two models an original SBM model derived from Chen model is
applied. Its mathematical formulation is the following:
Minimize



1

1 m 
 s j / xqj
m j 1

1

1 r 
 sk / yqk
r k 1

q 




(3)



subject to
n

 xij λi  s j  xqj ,

j = 1, 2, ..., m,

(4)

 zil i  zql ,

l  1, 2,..., p,

(5)

 zil i  zql ,

l  1, 2,..., p,

(6)

 yik i  sk  yqk ,

k = 1, 2, ..., r,

(7)

i 1
n

i 1
n
i 1
n

i 1

(1   ) zql  zql  (1   ) zql , l  1, 2,..., p,

i  0, i  0, sk  0,
+

sj

 0,
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Where sj, j = 1, 2,…, m, are slack variables belonging to the inputs of the first stage, sk+, k = 1, 2,…, r, are surplus
variables belonging to the final outputs,  is the parameter that fixes the rate of positive and negative deviations
of values zql and zql and q is the total efficiency score of the q-th unit. Constraints (4)-(7) correspond to the same
set of constraints in Chen model. Constraints (8) ensure that the variable zql differs from the original value of the
l-th output of the first stage by 100% at the most. The objective function of the model is the ratio of average
relative slacks in the input space and average relative surplus variables in the output space. The unit under evaluation is efficient if all slack/surplus variables equal 0, i.e. the optimal objective function of the model is q* = 1.
Lower values indicate lower efficiency. Model (3)-(8) is not linear in its objective function but can be transformed
into linear program and then, using its dual, constraints (2) can be applied in order to discriminate among importance of final outputs. Moreover, convexity constraints for  and  variables can be added in order ensure
variable returns to scale assumption.
Country
United States
Great Britain
China
Russia
Germany
Japan
France
South Korea
Italy
Australia
Netherlands
Hungary
Brazil
Spain
Kenya
Jamaica
Croatia
Cuba
New Zealand
Canada
Uzbekistan
Kazakhstan
Colombia
Switzerland
Iran
Greece
Argentina
Denmark
Sweden
South Africa
Ukraine
Serbia
Poland
North Korea
Belgium
Thailand
Slovakia
Georgia
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Turkey
Czech Republic

Gold
46
27
26
19
17
12
10
9
8
8
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Silver
37
23
18
18
10
8
18
3
12
11
7
3
6
4
6
3
3
2
9
3
2
5
2
2
1
1
1
6
6
6
5
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
7
4
3
2

Bronze
38
17
26
19
15
21
14
9
8
10
4
4
6
6
1
2
2
4
5
15
7
9
3
2
4
2
1
7
3
2
4
2
6
2
2
2
1
4
10
4
4
7

Population
321.419
65.138
1371.22
144.097
81.413
126.958
66.808
50.617
60.802
23.781
16.936
9.845
207.847
46.418
46.05
2.726
4.224
11.389
4.595
35.852
31.299
17.544
48.229
8.287
79.109
10.824
43.417
5.676
9.799
54.957
45.198
7.098
37.999
25.155
11.285
67.959
5.424
3.679
9.651
9.513
78.666
10.551

Table 1 Data set – characteristics of the countries2

2

www.medalspercapita.com [accessed March 15, 2017]
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GDP
15094.00
2431.59
7298.10
1857.77
3570.56
5867.15
2773.03
1116.25
2194.75
1371.76
836.26
140.03
2476.65
1490.81
33.62
15.07
63.85
60.81
130.68
1736.05
45.36
186.20
331.65
635.65
86.53
298.73
445.99
332.68
538.13
408.24
165.25
45.04
514.50
22.00
511.53
345.65
95.99
14.37
63.40
55.14
773.09
215.22

Team size
554
366
413
265
425
338
395
205
309
421
242
160
465
306
89
68
87
120
199
314
70
104
147
104
64
95
213
122
152
137
203
104
243
35
108
54
51
39
56
121
103
105
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4

Numerical experiments

The data set for the analysis is presented in Table 1. This table contains 42 countries (selection of the best countries
at Olympic Games 2016 in Rio) with a positive number of medals of all kinds. Except the number of medals the
table contains population of the country in millions of people, GDP per capita in thousands of USD, and team size
at the Games. The countries in Table 2 are ranked in lexicographic order according to the number of gold, silver
and bronze medals respectively. We have applied various DEA models, all under the assumption of VRS and
output-orientation. In models with medals as outputs constraints (2) with  = 2 are added. Efficiency scores and
ranking for selected models are given in Table 2:





1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Model 1 – model without explicit inputs and three outputs (G, S, B);
Model 2 – Stage 1 – two inputs (population, GDP), one output (team size);
Model 3 – Stage 2 – one input (team size), three outputs (G, S, B);
Model 4 – two-stage model (Figure 1); Kao and Hwang model;
Country
United States
Great Britain
China
Russia
Germany
Japan
France
South Korea
Italy
Australia
Netherlands
Hungary
Brazil
Spain
Kenya
Jamaica
Croatia
Cuba
New Zealand
Canada
Uzbekistan
Kazakhstan
Colombia
Switzerland
Iran
Greece
Argentina
Denmark
Sweden
South Africa
Ukraine
Serbia
Poland
North Korea
Belgium
Thailand
Slovakia
Georgia
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Turkey
Czech Rep.

Model 1
1.000 (1)
1.675 (2)
1.769 (3)
2.260 (4)
2.706 (5)
3.482 (7)
3.289 (6)
5.111 (10)
4.607 (8)
4.625 (9)
5.609 (11)
5.751 (12)
6.435 (13)
6.572 (14)
7.167 (15)
7.667 (17)
9.200 (20)
9.200 (19)
7.588 (16)
8.000 (18)
10.963 (23)
9.548 (21)
15.333 (29)
15.334 (30)
15.334 (30)
15.334 (32)
15.334 (33)
10.963 (23)
12.870 (25)
12.900 (26)
13.455 (27)
16.125 (34)
14.800 (28)
18.429 (35)
21.143 (38)
21.143 (38)
21.500 (42)
21.143 (38)
10.571 (22)
18.500 (36)
21.143 (38)
19.733 (37)

Model 2
1.000 (1)
1.189 (15)
1.219 (17)
1.662 (27)
1.046 (11)
1.378 (21)
1.107 (14)
1.831 (31)
1.401 (23)
1.000 (1)
1.344 (19)
1.254 (18)
1.000 (1)
1.391 (22)
1.040 (10)
1.000 (1)
1.427 (24)
1.057 (12)
1.000 (1)
1.355 (20)
1.544 (25)
2.009 (32)
1.599 (26)
2.327 (36)
2.398 (37)
2.411 (38)
1.199 (16)
1.735 (29)
1.706 (28)
1.815 (30)
1.011 (8)
1.027 (9)
1.102 (13)
2.205 (34)
2.473 (39)
4.398 (42)
3.165 (41)
1.000 (1)
2.313 (35)
1.000 (1)
3.048 (40)
2.039 (33)

Model 3
1.000 (1)
1.103 (6)
1.322 (10)
1.071 (5)
2.081 (19)
2.115 (20)
2.338 (21)
1.920 (17)
2.553 (24)
3.507 (31)
2.427 (23)
1.697 (12)
5.392 (40)
3.656 (33)
1.107 (7)
1.000 (1)
1.497 (11)
2.056 (18)
2.679 (25)
4.509 (38)
1.283 (9)
1.736 (14)
3.986 (37)
2.889 (27)
1.704 (13)
2.741 (26)
5.978 (41)
2.353 (22)
3.441 (30)
3.119 (29)
4.869 (39)
2.915 (28)
6.432 (42)
1.000 (1)
3.961 (36)
1.863 (16)
1.813 (15)
1.242 (8)
1.000 (1)
3.936 (35)
3.807 (34)
3.625 (32)

Model 4
1.000 (1)
1.316 (4)
1.598 (6)
1.796 (7)
2.215 (12)
2.928 (17)
2.596 (15)
3.611 (23)
3.601 (21)
3.515 (20)
3.292 (19)
2.213 (11)
5.401 (29)
5.170 (28)
1.197 (3)
1.000 (1)
2.147 (9)
2.205 (10)
2.726 (16)
6.143 (32)
2.138 (8)
3.601 (22)
6.538 (34)
6.850 (36)
4.347 (26)
6.737 (35)
7.512 (38)
4.185 (25)
6.022 (31)
5.790 (30)
4.983 (27)
3.108 (18)
7.150 (37)
2.567 (14)
10.195 (41)
9.062 (40)
6.264 (33)
1.488 (5)
2.472 (13)
4.041 (24)
11.980 (42)
7.627 (39)

Model 5
1.000 (1)
1.500 (9)
2.678 (36)
1.523 (10)
2.317 (23)
3.318 (41)
2.245 (22)
1.865 (16)
2.364 (26)
1.873 (17)
1.810 (15)
1.499 (8)
2.322 (24)
2.333 (25)
1.166 (4)
1.000 (1)
1.457 (6)
1.473 (7)
1.637 (12)
2.744 (37)
1.432 (5)
2.196 (21)
2.546 (32)
2.601 (33)
2.084 (20)
2.534 (31)
2.672 (35)
2.034 (19)
2.441 (28)
2.395 (27)
2.456 (29)
1.731 (13)
2.664 (34)
1.755 (14)
3.179 (40)
2.993 (39)
2.480 (30)
1.115 (3)
1.553 (11)
1.984 (18)
3.452 (42)
2.746 (38)

Table 2 Results of the models – efficiency scores and ranking
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Model 6
1.000 (1)
1.325 (7)
1.340 (8)
1.142 (6)
2.428 (13)
2.245 (11)
2.362 (12)
3.116 (20)
2.742 (16)
3.312 (22)
3.451 (24)
3.349 (23)
5.398 (39)
4.489 (32)
3.184 (21)
1.000 (1)
2.945 (18)
3.519 (25)
2.941 (17)
5.318 (38)
1.817 (10)
1.807 (9)
4.978 (36)
4.358 (30)
3.046 (19)
5.839 (40)
13.970 (42)
2.429 (14)
4.221 (29)
4.663 (34)
4.960 (35)
3.912 (27)
6.454 (41)
1.000 (1)
4.979 (37)
2.665 (15)
3.614 (26)
1.000 (1)
1.112 (5)
4.507 (33)
4.189 (28)
4.459 (31)
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Model 5 – two-stage model (Figure 1); Chen model (geometric average of efficiency scores of the first
and second stages);
Model 6 – output oriented two-stage SBM model (3)(8) -  = 0.05.

The results of the models presented in the previous section can be discussed and analyzed in a more detail.
Ranking given by Model 1 corresponds more or less to original official ranking (first column of Table 2). This is
clear because this model takes into account just the number of medals and no other characteristics. Model 2
measures appropriateness of the team size with respect to the country resources. Models 3 evaluates performance
of the Olympic teams with respect to the number of medals they won. There are very big differences in ranking
according these two models – this is apparent at most for countries as Australia, Canada, Belarus, North Korea,
Azerbaijan and others. The last three models are two-stage models and they have the same assumptions – VRS,
weight restrictions and the same set of variables. All these models lead to the result that fully efficient countries
are USA and Jamaica but there are significant differences especially in case of Kao and Hwang model comparing
to the other two ones.
The advantage of the SBM two-stage model consists in its independence on orientation of the model. Its properties and relation to other models must be further investigated which opens space for future research in this field.
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1

The information society – an overview of the problem

The emergence of the Internet and the ongoing development of technologies exert a powerful impact on the world,
national economies, society, culture, as well as human relations and everyday life. The achievements of modern
civilization are a sign of not only positive but also negative changes taking place in society as we are becoming
heavily dependent on them. Nowadays, information resources are in constant and widespread use, which leads to
our daily dependence on technological solutions. The widening of the access to the Internet and modern technologies is referred to as informatization (computerization) and a direct effect of this process is the emergence of the
information society. The term was coined in 1963 by Tado Umesamo to describe the evolution of the society based
on information industries. In Europe, it was first used in 1978, and in the USA – in the 1980s [2].
The cycle of the information society evolution is often compared to Toffler’s concept of three waves, each
representing a stage in the transition process: the agricultural society, the industrial society and the information
society. The subject literature offers a wide variety of definitions of the information society. One of them defines
the information society as “a social system, developed as a result of the modernization processes, in which information systems and information resources determine the employment structure and an increase in social wealth
(national income), and provide a basis for the civilization’s orientation” [2].
We are dominated by the computer and Internet, which on the one hand is a useful communication tool, but
on the other, may lead to alienation.
An easy access to the Internet allows for instant verification of information and provides learning opportunities.
In addition, it enables greater flexibility of various kinds of activities, which can be done not only from home, but
from any place in the world, e.g. managing a company, shopping, taking care of personal finance by means of
mobile banking, watching films on telephones, etc [8, 17]. However, it also poses numerous threats, the most
common being susceptibility to information distortion, reduced privacy due to increased control, job losses resulting from the implementation of automation and robotics solutions, the emergence of new types of crime. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that the Internet provides free access to databases around the world. At present, more
than 70% of computer networks making up the Internet are located in the USA and thus that is the place where the
global database network is the most strongly concentrated. Even in the countries which are deeply attached to their
traditions and culture, such as Japan, modern technologies have contributed to the disappearance of the old world.
A lot of countries make every effort to fight against digital exclusion, which is embedded in social exclusion.
In conclusion, the Internet has brought about irreversible changes, both positive and negative, to the contemporary
economic and social life.

2

A model of trends in Internet usage over time

During the course of the analysis, a selected group of people from a particular EU country was investigated to find
out whether they have or do not have access to a computer. The following variables were introduced into the
model: BK- lack of permanent access to a computer, MK- permanent access to a computer. Two groups were
distinguished among the people who lack permanent access to a computer: people who have no Internet access
1
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at all (BMKI) and those with occasional access (MKI). Also, the people who have permanent access to a computer
were divided into two groups: one included those who have an opportunity to use the Internet, while the other was
made up of people who do not have Internet access. For each group symbols MI and BI were used respectively.
Finally, within the BI group, people who do not want to have any Internet access were identified. They were
described by means of variable OI. N was used to denote the population size.
The values of variables presented above are expressed as a percentage. The variable derivative shows its growth
N∙MI'(t+1), i.e. an annual increase in the number of people with permanent access to the Internet, N∙BI'(t+1)- an
annual increase in the number of people with no Internet access. It is predicted that N∙MI'(t+1) will be positive
values, and N∙BI'(t+1) – negative values. Also, an appropriate equation is used to investigate an increase in the
number of people who declare that they do not want to have any Internet access – this constitutes the third equation
of the model determining N∙OI'(t+1) dynamics. In all equations, the model parameters are denoted by symbols
a,b,c,d,e,f. The model parameters are calculated relative to the size of relevant subpopulations. Thus, an increase
in the group of people with permanent Internet access depends on both the percentage of people having permanent
access to a computer and permanent access to the Internet in the preceding years, and the percentage of people
who lack computer access but seek Internet access and manage to gain it occasionally:
N∙MI’(t+1)=a∙MK(t) ∙MI(t)+b∙BK(t) ∙MKI(t)

(1)

Another group taken into account consists of people who do not have Internet access – this percentage value
depends on the number of people who lack permanent access to a computer as well as those who do not have
occasional access to a computer. The dependency is represented by equation:
N∙BI’(t+1)=c∙BK(t) ∙BMKI(t)+d∙BI(t)

(2)

The people who have no Internet access, are not interested in it and do not intend to acquire any devices with
Internet access are represented in the model by equation:
N∙OI’(t+1)

(3)

The size of this group is affected by the percentage of BI(t), i.e. people who lack permanent access to the
Internet, and the BMKI(t) group, i.e. people who do not have even sporadic access to the Internet.
N∙OI’(t+1)=f∙BMKI(t)+e∙BI(t).

(4)

Thus, the initial pattern of dependencies occurring in the development of Internet usage in society is presented by
the following dynamic model:

{

𝑁 ∙ 𝑀𝐼′(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑀𝐾(𝑡) ∙ 𝑀𝐼(𝑡) + 𝑏 ∙ 𝐵𝐾(𝑡) ∙ 𝑀𝐾𝐼(𝑡)
𝑁 ∙ 𝐵𝐼 ′ (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑐 ∙ 𝐵𝐾(𝑡) ∙ 𝐵𝑀𝐾𝐼(𝑡) + 𝑑 ∙ 𝐵𝐼(𝑡)
𝑁 ∙ 𝑂𝐼′(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑓 ∙ 𝐵𝑀𝐾𝐼(𝑡) + 𝑒 ∙ 𝐵𝐼(𝑡)

(5)

The left-hand side of the equations is expressed as an increment in the variable for the next year (t+1); it is
described by the values of the explanatory variables from the previous year t and is approximated by replacing the
increment in the variable by its derivative. For example, for equation (1) we obtain:
N∙ [MI(t+1)-MI(t)]≈N∙MI’(t+1).
The same procedure applies to the other equations.
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3

A study of correlation coefficients

The crises of the 1990s and of the 21st century were mainly financial ones, connected with problems in the banking
sector. They indicted the weakness of the financial systems and involved loss of liquidity and currency devaluation.
The underlying causes of these crises were investigated by numerous scientists, including M. K. Brunnermeier,
P. O. Gourinchas, S. S. Skrzypek [16]. The research led to the realization that during the crisis there was an
increase in the correlation between stock markets, as well as bond markets and currency markets around the world.
So, “a considerable growth in a correlation among various financial markets due to shocks is called a contagion
effect” [5, 6]. Theoretical and empirical studies strive to explain all kinds of causes, mechanisms and sources
of contagion. The World Bank proposes three definitions of contagion: broad, restrictive and a very restrictive one
(World Bank), for example: Contagion is defined as the cross-country transmission of shocks or the general
cross-country spillover effects [4, 10,11].
The concept of the contagion effect is associated with the transmission channel [4, 10,11, 14]. The channel is
understood as “a cross-country link between two or more national economies, through which there can happen
mutual transmission of economic impulses, particularly various economic crises, no matter what kind of link it is
or how it manifests itself, as long as it produces cross-country effects”. The World Bank indicates four kinds
of links which can constitute transmission channels: real, financial, behavioral and political. It is extremely difficult
to examine and analyse the causes of contagion due to a shortage of information about the transmission channels.
Another difficulty lies in the interconnections between the transmission channels. Crises often spread because
investors in various countries hold the same assets.
The occurrence of a contagion effect can be analysed by means of various methods, both mathematical
and econometric. Each of these methods is based on its own assumptions and offers different possibilities
of measuring the contagion effect [6, 7]. There is ongoing discussion among researchers which approach and
method best describes the problem. Two alternative approaches can be found in the literature. Some scientists,
e.g. B. Eichengreen, R. Glick and A.K. Rose, analyze the transmission of contagion. Others, including P. Masson,
K. Forbes and R. Rigobon, I. Pritsker focus on the source of contagion [5, 7].
The most commonly adopted method is a correlation analysis, proposed by Forbes and Rigobon [6], but there
are also other ones, such as the VAR models, used by C. Favero and F. Giavazzi. The subject literature comprises
also an event study analysis, presented by S. Lizondo, C. Reinhart [6, 10, 11] or a hidden factor analysis, developed
by A. Ng and R. Hodrick, G. Corsetti, M. Dungey, M. Pericoli, M. Sbracia. A number of other methods can be
found in Masson’s works and the ones of G. Marais, C. Cailleteau, D. Diamond, P. Dybving [14], M. Fratzscher
[5, 6, 10, 11].
In the article the occurrence of the contagion effect is verified by means of the Forbes and Rigobon test.
In the case of dramatic variance changes, one can identify periods of low and high variance, which is referred
to as heteroskedasticity. The formula for bias correction of the correlation coefficient devised by the researchers
takes into account variance changes. In the method the following denotations are introduced [5, 10, 11]:
 L2 - the low variance,  H2 - the high variance.
For the period of low variation we have correlation coefficient  L , whereas correlation coefficient

 H is related to high variation.
In the next step of the analysis, an adjusted correlation coefficient is introduced, where the correction factor is
a relative gain in the variation, represented by formula (7) proposed by Forbes and Rigobon. [5,6]


 H2   L2
 L2

(7)

 H denotes a correlation coefficient calculated for the period when the variance was assumed as high  H2 .
The adjusted correlation coefficient  S is given by (8) and covers the whole period, where  H is a coefficient for
the entire period before adjusting.

S 

H
1       H2

Where respectively:
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 L - a correlation coefficient for the period of low variance,

 H - a coefficient of correlation for the period of high variance,  S - an adjusted correlation coefficient.
The correction factor  in the formula (8) assumes non-negative values, wherein the value of zero indicates
that there were no shocks in the development of the phenomena under study. However, the value significantly
higher than zero is a sign of the occurrence of shocks. [6, 10, 11]. Now, it is necessary to verify the relevance of
the difference in coefficient  S and coefficient  L before the contagion period, i.e. during the period of low
variance. When testing the existence of contagion, we form the following hypothesis:
H0 :  S   L

H1 :  S   L

(9)

According to Forbes and Rigobon, the equality of adjusted correlation coefficient  S with correlation coefficient  L , prior to the moment of contagion, has to be verified. An alternative hypothesis predicts that the contagion
effect occurs.

4

An example – a model of Internet usage

The paper presents an analysis of a particular set of diagnostic features. It spans the years 2000-2016 and is based
on data for 24 selected countries of the European Union published by the Central Statistical Office as well
as national and OECD statistical yearbooks.
The variables, whose relevance and statistical accuracy were first verified, formed a basis for the classification
of the countries according to Internet usage by physical persons aged 16-74. In the first stage of the analysis
a taxonomic method was employed [9]. The equal-intensity matching was chosen to investigate the level of Internet usage in Poland, select countries that would represent the groups of countries with a higher level of the examined phenomenon, and order them all according to the Internet usage intensity indicator. The equal-intensity matching belongs to direct methods [15]. It involves grouping of the analyzed objects by verifying a statistical hypothesis
in order to find out whether the feature under study shows a statistically significant difference across the compared
objects or not [3, 12, 15].
Three groups of homogeneously developed countries were identified and one country was selected to represent
each group. The first, the most developed group in terms of Internet usage, was represented by Luxembourg,
the second group – by Poland, and the third one, the least developed – by Romania [12].
A basis for the construction of a model was thus established, i.e. a model was built for the country representing
each group. The structural parameters of the model were estimated using the classical least square method (CLS).
The model was pre-verified.
The following model is obtained for Poland:
2

𝑀𝐼(𝑡 + 1) = 0.2615𝑒 0.04(526𝑡 −324𝑡+162) + 0.0515𝑒 0.02(321𝑡−216)
2
{ 𝐵𝐼(𝑡 + 1) = −0.0462𝑒 −0.02(124𝑡 −92𝑡+6) − 0.00006𝑒 −0.06(14𝑡+5)
2
𝑂𝐼(𝑡 + 1) = −0.00515𝑒 0.01(5𝑡 +6) − 0.00005𝑒 0.0712(12𝑡+6)

(10)

In order to estimate the model, the adopted variables were expressed as the number of users per 1,000 people.
In the last stage of the analysis the model was solved using methods for solving first order linear non-homogeneous
differential equations, while taking into account the initial conditions [13].
The model for Luxembourg takes the form:
2

𝑀𝐼(𝑡 + 1) = 0.8641𝑒 0.07(926𝑡 +256𝑡+8.1) + 0.4326𝑒 0.04(526𝑡+11)
2
{ 𝐵𝐼(𝑡 + 1) = −0.1012𝑒 −0.04(214𝑡 +184𝑡+125) − 0.00017𝑒 −0.08(25𝑡+38)
2
𝑂𝐼(𝑡 + 1) = −0.0012𝑒 0.11(24𝑡 +51𝑡+34) − 0.00011𝑒 0.171(𝑡+32)

(11)

The model for Romania is as follows:
2

𝑀𝐼(𝑡 + 1) = 0.0114𝑒 0.02(212𝑡 −101𝑡+14) + 0.0014𝑒 0.002(11𝑡−5)
{ 𝐵𝐼(𝑡 + 1) = −0.0103𝑒 −0.01(104𝑡 2−151𝑡+1.5) − 0.00001𝑒 −0.01(5𝑡+3)
𝑂𝐼(𝑡 + 1) = −0.0051𝑒 0.004(3𝑡+1.03) − 0.0002𝑒 0.003(2𝑡+1.03)
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In each analyzed case, the solution was obtained in the exponential form as a solution of the linear differential
equation and a sum of the general and particular solutions.

5

A study of contagion

The last stage of the study attempted to analyze the occurrence of contagion when the Internet is used by people
aged 16-17 in selected EU countries ( Poland, Denmark, Luxembourg, France, United Kingdom, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Romania, Ukraine). The values of correlation coefficients of the examined variable for Poland and the
selected countries were determined taking into account a delay of t periods backwards.
In addition, based on the previous broader study, the analysis covered one non-EU country – Ukraine.
For Poland we obtain:

Poland/
Poland/
United King- Czech
dom
Republic

Country

Poland/Denmark

Poland/Luxembourg

Poland/
France

Poland/
Slovakia

Poland/
Ukraine

Poland/Romania

S

0.25

0.12

0.24

0.2

0.16

0.14

0.11

0.15

L

0.79

0.92

0.63

0.7

0.55

0.49

0.08

0.28

Table 1 The values of coefficients  S  L

The comparison of all the values according to procedure (Forbes and Rigobon test) shows that in all the cases
except for Ukraine the inequality  S   L is fulfilled. The values of all coefficients obtained during the course
of the analysis are positive, thus confirming an upward trend in the number of users in particular countries. In none
of the countries except Ukraine was evidence of contagion found.

4 Conclusion
To sum up, in all the countries under study a steady annual increase in the number of Internet users can be observed.
The percentage of people who do not want to use the Internet has been decreasing. The findings of the study are
confirmed by the signs of the model parameter estimates, positive indicating a rise while negative a fall.
During the contagion analysis positive correlation coefficients were obtained, which also indicates a growth
in the number of Internet users in particular countries. In the case of Poland and the selected EU countries,
no contagion was observed with regard to the examined variable. The only situation when weak contagion was
detected was the cross-country analysis of Poland and Ukraine.
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Avoiding overfitting of models:
an application to research data on the Internet videos
Radim Jiroušek 2,1 , Iva Krejčová2
Abstract. A model overfitting is a well-known phenomenon both in statistics and
machine learning. In this paper, we study this problem from the perspective of information theory. In this context, data-based model learning can be viewed as a transformation process; a process transforming the information contained in data into the
information represented by a model. The overfitting of a model often occurs when one
considers an unnecessarily complex model, which usually means that the considered
model contains more information than the original data. Thus, using one of the basic
laws of information theory saying that any transformation cannot increase the amount
of information, we get the basic restriction laid on models constructed from data: A
model is acceptable if it does not contain more information than the input data file.
This idea is also in agreement with the minimum description length principle that,
roughly speaking, advices to prefer models described with a small number of parameters to more complex models.
Keywords: Data-based learning, probabilistic models, composition, information theory, MDL principle, overfitting, lossless encoding.
JEL classification: C52
AMS classification: 90B60

1

Introduction

It is perhaps unnecessary to explain in detail what is understood by overfitted models in AI [1] and/or in statistics
[14]. Just recall that the notion is connected with models constructed from data, in particular, with the models
reflecting noninformative properties of the source data files (like noise and other random properties that each
randomly generated data file possesses). This phenomenon is often illustrated on two stochastically dependent
variables, the dependence of which is linear. Because the dependence is stochastic, if randomly generated data are
plotted in a graph, the respective dots are concentrated along a straight line describing the dependence. Naturally,
only a part of them lies on the line. If one tries to find a curve that connects all the dots in the plot (see Fig. 1), the
model is much less informative and cannot be used for prediction (neither for interpolation nor for extrapolation).
It is important to realize that such a complex curve must be described (defined) by a much larger number of
parameters than the straight line, which can be determined just by two points.
Going back to the ideas of von Mises [12] and Kolmogorov [9], who both explored relations interconnecting
randomness, complexity, and information, we can learn that they were interested (among others) about ”the quantity of information conveyed by an individual object ’x’ about another individual object ’y’ ” [9]. Having two
sequences S1 , S2 of 0’s and 1’s, which are both lossless encoding of a considered model M, we can thus deduce
that both these sequences S1 , S2 convey the same amount of information about model M. The same holds true also
for an optimum lossless encoding S ∗ of model M. Since the mutual information between two objects is always
less or equal the information contained in any of these objects, the length of encoding S ∗ is the best lower estimate
of the amount of information contained in model M we have. Assuming also that there is no (relative) redundancy
in sequence S ∗ , we can take its length as an estimate of the amount of information (measured in bits) contained
in model M (in what follows we will omit the word estimate, and will speak about the information, or amount of
information contained in M).
The above-presented ideas are independent of the type of considered models. The best model containing all
the information contained in data is the respective data file itself. Therefore, using the above ideas, the amount of
information in data equals the number of bits necessary to store an optimum lossless encoding of the respective data
file. This enables us to compare the amount of information contained in data and that contained in a datalearned
model. In case we get a model with a greater amount of information than that in data, we are sure, that some
undesirable information has been added into the model. In addition to this, we know that regardless the way the
data were collected, they always contain some specific part of the information, employment of which results in
the overfitting of the model. It should not be included in the model. Therefore, all the considered models should
contain less information than the input data. Thus we enforce a principle under which models with the amount
1
2
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Figure 1 Overfitted linear dependence
of information greater or equal than that of the input data file are unacceptable. In fact, we accept only models
containing substantially less information than the input data file. The meaning of the word substantially is usually
left to the user’s discretion.
Notice, that the above-mentioned principle is also fully compatible with the famous Minimum Description
Length (MDL) principle that is often used in the process of model learning. For example, it was proposed for
Bayesian network learning by Lam and Bacchus [11], (for general sources of this principle see e.g. [3], and [4]).
For more discussion on this relationship see also [8].
The goal of this paper is to illustrate the above-described principle with the data-based learning of compositional models. Thus, in the next section, we introduce a minimum quota of concepts from compositional model
theory necessary to describe these models and their lossless encodings. Section 3 is devoted to an example in
which the approach is applied to data from a commercial research project Video on Internet performed by Nielsen
Admosphere.

2

Compositional Models and their Encodings

By a compositional model, we understand a multidimensional probability distribution composed of a system of
low-dimensional distributions (usually, marginals of the considered multidimensional one). From the viewpoint
of this paper it is important to say that we consider discrete (finite-valued) variables N = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn };
Xi denote the nonempty finite set of values of variable Xi . For a probability distribution π(N ), its marginal
distributions for variables M ⊆ N will be denoted either π(M ), or π ↓M , and XM denote the state-space of all the
combinations of values of the included variables.
The most important concept from the theory of compositional models is an operator of composition . that from
two distributions, say κ(K) and λ(L) (K, L ⊆ N ), constructs a more-dimensional distribution (denote it µ) of
variables K ∪ L
κ(K) · λ(L)
µ(K ∪ L) = κ(K) . λ(L) =
.
(1)
λ(K ∩ L)
In this paper, we do not need to care about the fact that the composition is not always defined, let alone what
are its theoretical properties. For this, the reader is referred to survey papers [6, 7]. Here, we only have to know
what are the parameters uniquely defining a compositional model.
Definition 1. Distribution π(N ) is a compositional model if there exists a cover K1 , K2 , . . . , Km of N (i.e.,
K1 ∪ . . . ∪ Km = N ), such that1
π(N ) = π ↓K1 . π ↓K2 . . . . . π ↓Km .
(2)
It means that to define a compositional model it is enough to determine an ordered sequence of (marginal)
distributions. Looking for its optimum lossless encoding we have to encode for each marginal distribution π ↓Ki
the set of variables
QnKi and the respective probabilities. Realize that, while probability distribution π(N ) is defined
with the help of i=1 |Xi | − 1 probabilities, to properly define compositional
model (2) we need to specify only

Pm Q
its marginals π ↓Ki , i.e. we have to specify k=1
|X
|
−
1
probabilities.
i
i∈Kk

It is perhaps unnecessary to say that speaking about an optimum encoding of models is an unattainable idealization. In practical situations, solving such an optimization problem would be intractable and therefore we have
1

The operator of composition is not associative, the expression (2) is evaluated from left to right, i.e.,



π ↓K1 . π ↓K2 . . . . . π ↓Km = . . . (π ↓K1 . π ↓K2 ) . π ↓K3 . . . . . π ↓Km−1 . π ↓Km .
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to accept a suboptimal solution. This problem was studied in [8], where five different encoding approaches were
compared. It was shown that none of the proposed approaches dominated others. So, for practical applications, we
suggest the following solution: Consider a battery of encoding procedures and define the amount of information
contained in data/model equal to the minimal length from all the binary encodings achieved by the considered
approaches. For the sake of simplicity, we use in this paper only two encoding approaches: Direct Data Encoding
which appears to be felicitous for the considered input data file encoding, and Huffman Lexicographic Encoding
apt for the encoding of models (more precisely for the encoding of its building stones - marginal distributions).
Before describing these encoding approaches, let us stress that it is of great importance to properly select the precision with which the respective probabilities are specified. This is because, as we will see below, the encoding of
probabilities takes the substantial part of the whole code (in particular for Huffman Lexicographic Encoding).
Taking into account the precision, with which the probabilities are specified, is fully sensible also from the
statistical point of view. Due to the accepted principle, the less data we have, the less amount of bits we may use to
encode the model. It means, among others, that for small data files we cannot consider probability values specified
with a high precision. This fully corresponds with the fact that having a small number of data, the confidence
intervals for the estimates of probability parameters are rather wide. Therefore it does not have the sense to specify
these estimates with a high precision, with a great number of digits.
To make the description of the encoding procedures as simple as possible, assume that all the values of all
considered variables are nonnegative integers: Xi = {0, 1, . . . , |Xi | − 1}.
Direct Data Encoding. We will use this type of encoding to encode a source data file. Consider a record
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) from a data file. It means that xi ∈ Xi = {0, 1, . . . , |Xi | − 1}. Therefore, each record can
be unambiguously represented by the integer2


n−1
n
X
Y

xk
|Xi | + xn ,
k=1

which is an nonnegative integer less than |XN | =
bits.

j=k+1

Qn

j=1

|Xi |, and therefore it can be encoded into3 log2 d|XN |e

Huffman Lexicographic Encoding. To encode a low-dimensional probability distribution we have to specify the
ordered sequence of its arguments (i.e., the respective variables), and the respective probabilities in a predefined
ordering. To control the precision, with which the probabilities are specified, we determine probabilities of a
`
, where base is a properly determined positive integer. The highest
low-dimensional distribution as a ratio base
reasonable precision is to set base equal to the size of a source data file. Decreasing this integer we decrease
the precision of the specified probabilities. Setting base = 1000 means that we take all the probability estimates
with three digits of precision. Rounding these estimates to two decimal digit means to consider base = 100.
Nevertheless, it is important to realize that we can consider any number less or equal size of the data file at
our disposal. Specifying the integer base for the respective low-dimensional distribution, the probabilities are
determined by integers, numerators of the respective ratios. To encode these integers we will apply the famous
Huffman’s encoding algorithm [5] (the reader not familiar with this encoding technique will see its application in
Section 3).
Before proceeding to the illustrative example of the application of the proposed principle, let us remark that for
the considered compositional models there are principally two ways of model simplification, which can be applied
when getting unacceptably complex models:
• Structure simplification means to consider smaller sets of variables Ki .
• Considering lower precision of probabilities means to decrease the constant base (which should always be
considered especially for distributions with higher dimensions).

2

Such an integer is in fact an order number of the combination (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) in the ordering
(0, . . . , 0, 0), (0, . . . , 0, 1), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, Xn − 1), (0, . . . , 1, 0), . . . , (X1 − 1, . . . , Xn−1 − 1, Xn − 1).

3

dre denotes the smallest integer, which is not less than r.
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3

Example

Because of the lack of space, we cannot describe the model learning principles in more details. Perhaps the
best way how to clarify not-well-declared steps is to describe the process by an example. Therefore, in this
section we consider a compositional model learning from data acquired in the framework of a commercial research
Video on the Internet realized in 2016 by Nielsen Admosphere. This research project was oriented to answer
questions concerning what and how often the respondents watch different types of videos on the Internet. The
data were collected from 1207 respondents from among the Czech Internet population in the age of 15-83. From
a large number of questions, for the purpose of this paper, we selected only 24 variables concerning demographic
characteristics of respondents (5 variables: age, sex, education, region, and size-of-municipality), what type of
electronic device they use (variables: Q1 - Q7), frequency and type of watched videos (variables V 1 - V 6, T 1 T 6). Among them4
9 variables are dichotomic (2-valued) variables: sex, Q1, . . . , Q7, T 6,
9 variables are trichotomic (3-valued) variables: edu, region, size, V 1, . . . , V 6,
6 variables have 4 values: age, T 1, . . . , T 5.
Having these 24 variables, each combination of their values, i.e., each record from the input data file, can be
uniquely encoded as a nonnegative integer less than
2 × 4 × 3 × 3 × 3 × 2 × . . . × 2 × 3 × . . . × 3 × 4 × . . . × 4 ×2 = 41 278 242 816.
| {z } | {z } | {z }
7

6

5

Among the 1207 records of the input data file only 8 records occur twice; it means that there is no way to find a
substantially more efficient encoding of the data file than that encoding each record as a 36-digit binary number5 .
Therefore, we start the model learning process with an initial limitation given by the fact that the data file “contains
the information” of 1207 × 36 = 43 452 bits.

In the data-based process of model learning, we look for groups of variables defining the model (more precisely,
the respective model is defined by an ordering of distributions defined for these groups of variables). Naturally, the
goal is to group together variables that are highly interconnected. The strength of the interconnection is measured
by the measure of interdependence (sometimes also called information content), which simplifies to the wellknown mutual information for two-dimensional distributions [13]


X
π(X1 = x1 , . . . , Xn = xn )
M I(π(N )) =
π(X1 = x1 , . . . , Xn = xn ) log2
.
π(X1 = x1 ) · . . . · π(Xn = xn )
(x1 ,...,xn )∈XN

There are several strategies how to select an appropriate system of variable groups. It is beyond the scope
of this paper to discuss them. What is important that we get groups forming a cover of the considered set of
variables (each variable is included at least in one group), and that the measure of interdependence for variables
in each group is high. The length of an efficient encoding of all the respective marginal distributions defines the
“amount of information” contained in the model, which should be kept, in agreement with the introduced principle,
sufficiently below the limit given by the “amount of information” contained in the data file.
Let us explain on the example of five-dimensional distribution how we compute the length of its binary encoding using the Huffman Lexicographic Encoding. Consider five-dimensional distribution of the demographic variables π(age, sex, edu, region, size). The size of the respective five-way frequency table is 4×2×3×3×3 = 216.
When going to encode such a marginal distribution, first what we have to do is to choose the precision with which
the probabilities will be specified, i.e., to specify the above mentioned constant base. Let us consider the highest
reasonable precision for the given data file by setting base = 1207. Then we get the five-way frequency table (it
is too big to present it here), in which we can see that the most frequent entry is 0; it occurs 36-times. The highest
entry is 42, which, not surprisingly, appears in the table only once. The whole summary of values (frequencies)
appearing in the considered five-way frequency table is in Table 1. Using a block code (fixed length code) for
numbers from 0 to 42 we would need six bits to encode each entry. However, since some entries are much more
frequent than others, famous Huffman variable length code [5] is more advantageous. It is known that this code
is in a way optimal, and it assigns shorter code-words to more frequent entries. Moreover, the reader can see
from Table 1 that the resulting code is a prefix-free code, which means that no code-word is a prefix of another
code-word. To compute the length of the five-way frequency table encoding we need the lengths of individual code
words. Thus to encode the frequency table corresponding to π(age, sex, edu, region, size) we need
3×(36+28+24+23)+4×(17+15+13+8)+5×(8+6+5+5+5)+6×(4+3)+7×(2+2)+8×(1 × . . . × 1) = 856
| {z }
12

4

For the sake of simplicity, we clustered the values of variables to decrease the total number of values. For example,
T and V variables have originally 6 and 7 values, respectively.
5
36 = dlog2 (41 278 242 816)e = d35, 3e
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frequency
0
2
1
3
5
4
7
6
8
11
10
12
13
9
14

number of
instances
36
28
24
23
17
15
13
8
8
6
5
5
5
4
3

Huffman
code
100
110
000
010
1010
1110
0010
0110
10110
00111
00110
01110
01111
101110
111100

length
of code
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6

frequency
15
19
16
17
18
20
24
25
27
30
32
33
39
42

number of
instances
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Huffman
code
1011110
1011111
11110100
11110101
11110110
11110111
11111000
11111001
11111010
11111011
11111100
11111101
11111110
11111111

length
of code
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Table 1 Frequencies and their Huffman code
bits. Therefore, using Huffman code we need (in average) just 856/216 = 3.96 bits to encode one entry of the
considered five-way frequency table, i.e., one probability of the respective marginal probability distribution. Notice
that we do not need to encode the respective denominator base because it can be got as a sum of all numbers from
the frequency table. But we must not forget that we have to encode the respective Huffman code (otherwise nobody
could decode it!). It means we have to encode three columns of Table 1: frequency, length of code, and Huffman
code. For this we need:
11 bits to encode the maximum frequency;
29 × 6 bits to encode the frequencies;
6 bits to encode the maximum length of code word;
29 × 6 bits to encode the lengths of code words;
175 bits to encode the codewords.
Adding another 30 bits necessary to encode variables, for which the marginal distribution is defined, the described
encoding needs 1426 bits to fully represent probability distribution π(age, sex, edu, region, size). If we chose
lesser precision of probabilities, say base = 500 (or base = 200), which means that we consider probabilities with
the precision of 0.002 (0.005) we would need only 965 (550) bits to represent this distribution. Notice however that,
if we considered five-dimensional marginal for four-valued variables π(T 1, . . . , T 5) with the highest reasonable
precision base = 1207 we would need approximately four kilobits. Taking into account the fact that all reasonable
models for the considered 24-dimensional distribution consisted of 18 – 21 marginal distributions, one can see
that incorporating such space demanding marginals into the model would lead to models from our point of view
unacceptable. Thus, for example, all five-dimensional distributions contained in the constructed acceptable models
had always at least one binary variable among their arguments.
Recall that in the previous paragraph, we saw two ways how to keep learned models reasonably small: either
we have to keep a simple structure, which means for compositional models that we keep the dimension of the
considered marginals limited, or that we decrease the precision of probabilities. The trade-off between these two
possibilities is fully under the control of the user. At this stage of research, we do not have any heuristics that could
help them.

4

Conclusions

To avoid the well-known phenomenon of overfitting, different techniques for model verification and testing are
usually used; starting with splitting the data into two parts: one part used for model learning and the other one
for its testing (which decreases the amount of teaching data, though), or popular cross-validation technique. The
common drawback of all these approaches is that they hardly ever make possible to distinguish the situations of
overfitting from insufficient learning due to the lack of data (also called underfitting). Naturally, we do not claim
the described principle is a general technique solving all such problems, but it can be used as one of stopping
rules in the process of model learning. Its simplicity guarantees it can be used practically in all machine learning
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tasks. And what is important, its careful application makes the machine learning specialists realize which parts
of the models are space demanding. In connection with probabilistic models, it is also important to realize that
simplification can be achieved (at least) in two different ways: by simplification of the structure of constructed
models, or by the roughening of the estimates of probabilistic parameters.
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Optimisation in a Wholesale Company: A Supply Chain
Design Problem
Petr Jirsak1, Veronika Skocdopolova2, Petr Kolar3
Abstract. The paper focuses on supply chain design problem, particularly on formulation and verification of a mathematical model. In our research, two interrelated
mathematical models represent the supply chain design. The first one defines facility
location problem and the second one elaborates vehicle routing problem. Supply chain
design is one of the strategic challenges the companies deal with. The first model deals
with the decision, where the company’s warehouses should be placed. The results
serve as an input for the second model based on vehicle routing problem suggesting
the best routes from the warehouses to the customers.
The necessity of combining the opposing criteria leads to the challenge complexity.
The quality of logistic services results in company competitive advantage. It requires
higher density of logistic objects and number of routes. However, efficiency of supply
chain is qualification if not decisive criterion for customers. It has to be incorporated
in it.
The paper outlines the solution of the design challenge based on a case study of the
wholesale company targeting wide range of its customers in the Czech Republic.
Keywords: vehicle routing problem, location set covering problem, supply chain design, cost, customer service.
JEL Classification: C61
AMS Classification: 90B06

1

Introduction

The supply chain design influences 80 % of supply chain costs [9]. The critical factor of any supply chain is the
number and locations of facilities such as plants, suppliers, or warehouses. For the optimisation of the location and
size of supply chain facilities, we use the supply chain network design. Our mathematical framework is the network
modelling.
This paper elaborates a case study, in which a wholesale company at first wants to optimise number and location of its warehouses. The second task is to design the routes from the warehouses to customers. We formulated
two interrelated models to solve these two optimisation tasks. The first one is based on a location set covering
problem. The result of this model is a location of company’s warehouses and an assignment of customers to the
warehouses. The second model is a modification of a vehicle routing problem.

2

Theory and Methods

Many situations that occurs in the supply chain design can be presented on a network. The network is a directed
connected graph without circuits [3]. The graph is a set of nodes and arcs. The nodes representing e.g. cities,
customers or crossroads are connected with arcs (e.g. streets or roads). In the paper, we have utilised two problems
defined in a graph: location set covering problem and vehicle routing problem.

2.1

Supply Chain Design

Supply chain design is a strategic discipline because of its relevance to company competitive advantage [1]. Logistic services have become critical source of competitiveness as the difference between functions and quality of
products has vanished at the end of 20th century. Furthermore, supply chain disruption and sensitivity to supply
chain performances require high concern of supply chain design. [2], [6]
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Supply chain design creates set of nodes and appropriate arcs connecting them. The nodes can represent logistic
facilities on different level of aggregation for instance a warehouse, warehouse zone or one working centre. Appropriate arcs connect the relevant nodes and for example take form of road, fork lift truck track or conveyer.
Supply chain design defines infrastructure and processes that ensure production and delivery of required value
added to customers [8]. Hence, customer service requirements, cost efficiency, technical bases, and ecology form
particular supply chain network. The location set covering problem defines number and location of logistic objects.
The recent papers focus on 42 factors but mainly on the following factors: demand level, cycle time, distance
between nodes, demand volatility and delivery frequency [7]. Vehicle routing problem organizes effectiveness and
efficiency in distribution of goods from logistic objects to the customers distributed in particular region.

2.2

The Location Set Covering Problem

The Location Set Covering Problem (LSCP) introduced in early 1970s was one of the first models developed to
place emergency service facilities that incorporates a maximum service distance standard. The objective of the
LSCP is to locate the smallest number of facilities that cover each demand node by one or more facilities. The
demand node is covered, if there is a facility within a specified time or distance from the node. [4]
The objective of the LSCP can be modified to locate given number of facilities such the total distance (or time)
from all the customers to assigned facility is minimal. The aim of the LSCP is to cover all the nodes (customers).
The basic LSCP model [9] can be formulated as follows:
Minimize

z   distij d jYij
i

j

(1)

Subject to

 Yij  1,

j

i

 Xi  P
i

Yij  X i , i, j

(2)

(3)
(4)

Yij  0, 1, i, j

X i  0, 1, i
The objective function (1) minimises the total weighted distance from facilities (warehouses) to demand nodes
(customers); parameter distij represents the distance between the warehouse i and the customer j; dj is the demand
of j-th customer. The constraint (2) assures that each customer j is assigned to exactly one warehouse, where Yij is
a binary decision variable that equals 1, if the customer j is assigned to the warehouse i, and 0 otherwise. Exactly
P facilities should be located in the area, where Xi is a binary decision variable that equals 1, if the facility is
located in the location i, and 0 otherwise. The constraint (4) tie together the decision variables Xi and Yij.
In the terminology of supply chain management, the location set covering problem is known as a Facility
Location Problem (FLP).

2.3

Vehicle Routing Problem

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is a modification of Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). The objective of
the TSP is to find the shortest circuit in the given graph that includes each node of the graph once only (the salesman has to visit all his customers and then go back home). Such a circuit is called Hamiltonian circuit. The VRP
designs several routes from a single depot to a number of customers. The basic constraints of VRP are that each
node (customer) is visited exactly once by exactly one vehicle and that each route starts and ends at the same depot.
The objective is to design optimal delivery routes. The most common additional constraints of the VRP are linked
to vehicle capacity restrictions, total time restrictions, time windows or precedence relations [9]. If there are different vehicles available with different capacity and cost, the heterogeneous fleet vehicle routing problem is considered. The basic VRP model is defined in [3].
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3

Model Formulations

There are two main tasks in our supply chain design challenge. The first task is to locate company’s warehouses
and to assign the customers to the warehouses. The aim is to minimise the total cost that include transportation
costs (transport from the warehouses to customers), storage costs (store rent) and personal costs (storekeeper
wage). The second task is to design optimal delivery routes from the warehouses located in the first task to the
assigned customers. To find the optimal solution, we formulated two interrelated models. The results of the first
model serve as an input for the second model.

3.1

The Wholesale Company

The research subject is a SME (small and medium-sized enterprise) wholesale company employing less than 200
people. In the Czech Republic market, the company operates with annual turnover of 12 mil. EUR. It is a company
trading painter´s goods targeting at wide range of customer segment of sole traders, small and medium drug stores
and retail chain companies. There are 5000 stock keeping units in the company product portfolio. The company
has 482 customers serviced by five wholesale warehouses. Each warehouse has fixed service area in the country.
The current distribution structure is a result of past merges and acquisitions. Rented warehouses have predetermined distribution for a decade. However, once the company can redesign their distribution determining customer
service and effectiveness, it will enhance its competitive advantage.

3.2

The Facility Location Problem

The first part of the supply chain design problem is to locate several warehouses in the Czech Republic while
meeting specified requirements. We assume there is a warehouse in every city, in which one of the company’s
customer is located. The company does not plan construction of new warehouses, but it will rent a storage capacity
in existing warehouses. To solve this part of the problem, we formulated the following model based on the location
set covering problem:
Minimize
z   pricekm  2d ij xij p j   sci a j xij   pci
i

j

i

j

i

j

aj
w

xij

(5)

Subject to

 xij  1,

j

(6)

i

 xij  nyi ,

i

(7)

j

tij xij  limitj yi , i, j

 a j xij  minstock  yi ,
j

 yi  k ,
i

(8)

i

(9)

(10)

xij  0, 1, i, j

yi  0, 1, i
where the indexes i and j represent the company’s customers (cities). There are two binary decision variables in
the model; xij is equal 1 if the customer j is assigned to the warehouse in the city i, and 0 otherwise, and yi is equal
1 if the warehouse is placed to the city i, and 0 otherwise. The meaning of the model parameters is as follows:
• pricekm – cost per 1 km;
• dij – distance in kilometres between customers i and j;
• pj – importance of the j-th customer;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sci – storage cost of 1 kg of goods per month;
aj – average monthly demand of j-th customer in kilograms;
pci – personal cost per hour of the storekeeper in the i-th city;
w – efficiency of a storekeeper (kg per hour);
n – number of customers;
tij – time distance in minutes between customers i and j;
limitj – within this time in minutes the vehicle from a warehouse has to reach the customer j;
minstock – minimal stock capacity in kilograms;
k – maximal number of warehouses.

The objective function (5) minimises the total cost. It contains the transportation, storage and personal costs.
The constraint (6) assures that each customer is assigned to exactly one of the warehouses. The second constraint
(7) guarantees that customers are assigned only to cities, in which the warehouse is located. The requirements of
the customer reach by within the given time limit is given by (8). The time limit can be set separately for each
customer. The capacity of each warehouse has to be at least in a given limit (9). There should be maximum of k
warehouses placed in the Czech Republic. If we omit the constraints (9) and (10), the optimal solution is to place
a warehouse in every city.
The result of this model is a location of maximal k warehouses and an assignment of all the customers to these
warehouses.

3.3

The Vehicle Routing Problem

Once the solution from the facility location problem model is retrieved, we can approach the second model. The
model´s aim is to design the optimal delivery routes. The company wants to plan the delivery in two weeks
(10 days). Based on the prerequisite, there are three types of customers: customers that order twice a week (gr1),
once a week (gr2) and once in two weeks. For the delivery, the company uses two types of cars with different
capacity and cost per km. Our formulated model employs four indexes – i and j represent the customers assigned
to one warehouse (i = j = 1 represents the warehouse); k represents the type of the car; and l stands for the day
(1…10). There are two binary decision variables in the model; xijkl is equal 1, if the vehicle k goes from the customer i to the customer j on the day l, and 0 otherwise; yil is equal 1, if there is a delivery to the customer i on the
day l.
The model objective is to minimise the transportation costs:

z   pricekmk d ij xijkl
i

j

k

l

(11)

where pricekmk is the cost per kilometre for the vehicle k, and dij is the distance in kilometres between customers
i and j.
Each customer i (except the warehouse) has to get exactly ppi deliveries:

 xijkl  ppi ,
j

k

i2

l

(12)

If the vehicle k on the day l enters the city of customer i, the same vehicle has to leave the city in the same day:

 xijkl   x klji ,
i

j, k , l

i

(13)

Each day l most countk vehicles k can leave the warehouse:

 xijkl  countk ,

i  1, k , l

j2

(14)

The following constraints assure the right construction of the routes by the capacity of the vehicles and by time
requirements:

uil  q j  M (1  xijkl )  u lj , i, j  2, k , l

(15)

atil  st  tij  M (1  xijkl )  at lj , i, j  2, k , l

(16)
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uil   xijkl  capk , i, l
j

k

(17)

uil  0, i  1, l

(18)

xijkl  0, i, j  i, k , l

(19)

There are two artificial variables in these constraints; uil represents the free capacity of the vehicle once it leaves
the customer i on the day l; atil is the arrival time to customer i in the day l. Parameter qj stands for the demand of
customer j for one delivery; M is a high value; st is the average service time; and tij is the time needed for the
journey between customers i and j.
The total time (for which a vehicle is travelling) must not exceed 8 hours (480 minutes):
atil   ti1 xijkl  480, i, l
k

(20)

The following constraints assure the connection of decision variables:

 xijkl  yil ,
j

i  2, l

k

 yil   ppi

i2 l

i2

(21)

(22)

For each day l, there should be at least one delivery:

 xijkl  1,
i

j

l

k

(23)

The following constraints assure a regular schedule for those customers ordering twice a week (gr1). If there
is a delivery on Monday (l = 1), the other delivery in the same week has to be on Wednesday (l = 3) or Thursday
(l = 4). The constraints (25) – (28) are interpreted similarly:

yi1  yi3  yi4 , i  gr1

(24)

y i2  y i4  y i5 , i  gr1

(25)

yi3  yi1  yi5 , i  gr1

(26)

yi4  yi1  yi2 , i  gr1

(27)

yi5  y i2  yi3 , i  gr1

(28)

These constraints assure that the schedule of deliveries is the same in both weeks for the customers ordering
twice a week (gr1) or once a week (gr2):

yil  yil  5 , i  gr1  gr2, l  5
All the decision variables are binary, the artificial variables are nonnegative:

xijkl  0, 1, i, j, k , l , y il  0, 1, i, l
uil  0, i, l , at il  0, i, l
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The described model has to be solved for each warehouse repeatedly. The result of the model is a schedule of
delivery routes.

4

Results and Conclusion

To solve both models, we used the Gurobi 7.0.1 solver via MPL 5.0 modelling system connected with MS Excel
for importing the input data and exporting the results.
The company has 482 customers. When we solve the first model without the constraints (9) and (10), the result
is a warehouse in each city. If we omit only the constraint (10), the optimal solution is to place 14 warehouses for
the minimal stock capacity of 45 tons of goods. We try to solve the model with different values of k. The lower
the k is the higher the total cost is. For k = 3 there is no feasible solution.
For the second model, we chose the results with four warehouses. We prepared data for solving four different
VRPs. A problem occurs during solving the VRPs. After many hours of solving (12 hours and more), the solver
reached a feasible solution but not an optimal solution. The gap between the objective value of the best feasible
solution and the best bound of the objective value was about 50 %. The problem is in the size of the problems –
each VRP deals with more than 100 customers, which means more than 200,000 binary variables.
For further research, we shall simplify the VRP model. It is possible to solve the model only for the biggest
customers (gr1) and add the other customers to their schedule later on. Another possibility is to strengthen the
computational capacity or to try to find better feasible solution via heuristic methods, such as [5].
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Investment projects threshold value simulation
Petr Jiříček1, Stanislava Dvořáková2
Abstract. The aim of the paper is determining the threshold values of an investment
project representing so called cash break-even points for its individual stages. Threshold value can be defined as such amount of cash-flow that induces the break-even
value of investment project efficiency. The threshold values will be simulated for both
conventional and nonconventional projects (where oscillating between positive and
negative cash-flows occurs) and depending on discount rate. The simulations will also
show tests of threshold values for critical cash-flow amounts (stress test) in pre-defined stages of the investment project.
Keywords: Threshold value, investment projects, cash break-even point, discount
rate.
JEL Classification: C20, H43
AMS Classification: 65H04

1

Introduction

In economic theory and practice, the break-even point analysis is conceived as a significant part of investment
project efficiency evaluation. In this context, a beneficial impact of an investment in the operational stage means
that sufficient means for investment costs payment are generated and an overall positive effect occurs after reaching the break-even point. The classical break-even point analysis in the accounting conception provides information on the value of a variable determined in an accrual way (income, expenses). It means that we are able to
determine such amount of production at which the product or service sales revenues cover production costs.
If we evaluate the investment efficiency on the basis of cash-flow, we accept the definition of the so called
cash break-even point. In this concept, the break-even point is the moment when cash income from the investment (inflows) equals the expenditures related to the investment (outflows).
The modern approach to investment efficiency evaluation uses discounted cash-flows, i.e. it considers a different time value of money in individual stages of the investment process. The most often used method for evaluating the economic efficiency of investments is the Net Present Value method [7]. In this concept, cash-even point
can be defined as the so called financial break-even point, i.e. the moment when the Net Present Value (NPV) of
the evaluated investment equals zero. It uses break-even chart showing the present values of cash-inflows and
outflows under different assumptions about unit production Q [2].
In case of public projects we consider generating cash-flow also on the non-commercial basis, i.e. we think in
the categories of social utility. The total social utility of a public project, e.g. in projects financed from the European funds, is defined as Economic Net Present Value [5]. In this conception cash-even point can be defined as so
called social break-even point when public project benefits that contain financial cash-flows including cash-flows
from externalities balance the costs issuing from the public project. It is the point when Economic Net Present
Value (ENPV) of a public project financed from the European funds equals zero. Here the optimum level occurs
when marginal benefits (B) equal marginal costs (C) related to a unit of production Q, i.e. it holds that
dB/dQ = dC/dQ [1].
Another approach to determining social break-even point while meeting the requirement 𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 0 is offered
by the definition of threshold value cash-flow [4]. It is determining such marginal value of cash-flow in individual
years of the investment cycle that causes an indifferent value of social utility from the public project implementation.

2

Objective and methods

The presented paper aims at simulating social break-even point by means of modelling the threshold value cashflow in individual stages of the investment cycle of a real public project. It is a case study of an investment project
within building the system of e-Governance in the Olomouc Region, subsidized from the European funds [6]. To
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2
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define the model, we will use the European Union methodology for evaluation of the social utility of investment
projects financed from the European funds for the 2014–2020 cohesion period [5]. Model variants for the calculation of threshold value cash flow will be used on the grounds of so-called economic cash flows including both
purely commercial, so-called financial cash flow and externalities related to the project and quantified into the
value of the cash flows.
The threshold value simulation will follow up on the conventional project scenario [4]. For the presented
paper, three further defined crisis scenarios will be modelled besides the current project scenario of the Olomouc
Region. The scenarios will be set at the level of stress tests, which can be considered a sensitivity analysis method
[8], when we make a change of the critical input variable on a large scale.
A. Original conventional project scenario
B. Conventional project; a crisis situation occurs in the building stage of the investment cycle due to postponing the investment building by one year and consequently there is a sharp change of positive cash
flow to negative cash flow (the third year of the cycle = 2013).
C. Nonconventional project; a crisis situation occurs in the operational stage of the investment cycle due to
the necessity to make additional investments and consequently there is a sharp change of positive cash
flow to negative cash flow (the seventh year of the cycle = 2017).
D. Nonconventional project; a crisis situation occurs in the liquidation stage of the investment cycle due to
a loss of revenues resulting from a technological innovation of other service providers and consequently
there is a sharp change of positive cash flow to negative cash flow (the 12th year of the cycle = 2022).

Results and discussions
The Net Present Value method in case of public projects of developmental nature (𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉) states what cash flow
caused by the investment is left after deducting investment costs in pre-projected lifetime.
𝑛

𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑
𝑡=0

𝐶𝐹𝑡
,
(1 + 𝑘)𝑡

(1)

where 𝐶𝐹𝑡 is the cash flow of the public development project (i.e. the benefits) minus costs, losses of the project,
𝑘 is the common social discount rate (the required return on public investment from the perspective of the
investor or donor of the project),
𝑛 is the period of economic lifespan of the project (in our model case 𝑛 = 12),
𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 is economic net present value of the public project reflecting the benefit from the project from
a wider social economic view of the given investment.
This relation can be defined as the project investment curve [3]. In the following Figure 1 the 𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 curves for
the above mentioned scenarios A – D are displayed.
The criteria for evaluating the efficiency of a public developmental project are stated by methodology of the
European Union for evaluating the social utility from projects financed from the European [5]:
𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 > 0

– The investment yields positive social utility

𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 < 0

– The investment yields negative social utility

𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 0

– The investment yields zero social utility (the net economic welfare does not change).

Now we will examine the threshold values of input variables, i.e. cash flows of the project for the selected discount rate. It will be the social discount rate determined by the project donor, i.e. the European Union, for financial support from the European funds in the programming period of 2014–2020. The rate of 5% p.a. is valid for
financing public projects of the EU member states from structural funds and Cohesion fund.
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Figure 1 Investment curves of the project 𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 𝑓(𝑥) for individual scenarios
From formula (1) we can draw the general formula for calculation of threshold value in individual years of the
investment cycle, i.e. the variable 𝐶𝐹𝑖 (for 𝑖 = 0, … , 𝑛)
𝑖−1

𝑛

𝑖−1

𝑛

𝑡=0

𝑡=𝑖+1

𝑡=0

𝑡=𝑖+1

𝐶𝐹𝑡
𝐶𝐹𝑡
𝐶𝐹𝑡
𝐶𝐹𝑡
𝐶𝐹𝑖 = 𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 ∙ (1 + 𝑘) − ∑
− ∑
= −∑
− ∑
,
𝑡−𝑖
𝑡−𝑖
𝑡−𝑖
(1 + 𝑘)
(1 + 𝑘)
1.05
1.05𝑡−𝑖
𝑖

(2)

while in our case we consider the condition 𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 0 and the discount rate 𝑘 = 0.05.
The model for calculation of threshold value will now be tested on a real proposed project of e-Governance,
financed from the European funds, which was proposed to be implemented in years 2010–2022. In Tab. 1 and
Tab. 2 we will find out the threshold values of critical variables of projects, i.e. such values of cash flows in
individual years of model project scenarios when the economic net present value of the project equals zero and the
project does not provide social utility. The threshold value thus shows the critical value of cash flows in individual
years of the project lifetime for given scenarios.

t
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

Scenario A (original proposal)
Scenario B (building phase)
Project CF Threshold value Project CF Threshold value
in mil. CZK
in mil. CZK
in mil. CZK
in mil. CZK
–0.58
–166.45
–0.58
–135.31
–57.27
–231.44
–57.27
–198.75
–0.30
–183.18
–0.30
–148.85
35.58
–156.44
–0.46
–156.44
35.58
–166.04
35.58
–128.19
35.58
–176.12
35.58
–136.38
35.58
–186.71
35.58
–144.98
35.58
–197.82
35.58
–154.01
15.58
–229.49
15.58
–183.49
29.58
–227.74
29.58
–179.44
29.58
–240.61
29.58
–189.89
29.58
–254.12
29.58
–200.87
29.58
–268.31
29.58
–212.39

Table 1 Threshold value for conventional scenarios of the investment project of e-Governance – scenarios A, B

In the following Figures 2 to 5 we can see graphic presentation of project cash flows in individual simulated
scenarios of e-Governance investment project and the threshold value of cash flows when loss of social utility
occurs at the critical value of 𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 0.
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t
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

Scenario C (crisis in operational phase) Scenario D (crisis in liquidation phase)
Project CF
Threshold value
Project CF
Threshold value
in mil. CZK
in mil. CZK
in mil. CZK
in mil. CZK
–0.58
–134.47
–0.58
–149.00
–57.27
–197.86
–57.27
–213.11
–0.30
–147.92
–0.30
–163.93
35.58
–119.42
35.58
–136.23
35.58
–127.17
35.58
–144.82
35.58
–135.30
35.58
–153.84
35.58
–143.85
35.58
–163.32
–9.42
–197.82
35.58
–173.26
15.58
–182.24
15.58
–203.70
29.58
–178.13
29.58
–200.67
29.58
–188.52
29.58
–212.18
29.58
–199.42
29.58
–224.27
29.58
–210.87
–1.76
–268.31

Table 2 Threshold value for nonconventional scenarios of the investment project e-Governance – scenarios C, D

A

project CF
0

1

2

3

4

Threshold CF value
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Cash-flow [mil. CZK]

50
0
-50
-100
-150
-200
-250
-300
Figure 2 Cash flow threshold values of conventional project – scenario A

project CF
0

1

2

3

Threshold CF value
4

5

6

Cash-flow [mil. CZK]

50

7

8

Switching value
9

10

11

12
10000%

0

0%

-50

-10000%

-100

-20000%

-150

-30000%

-200

-40000%

-250

-50000%

-300

-60000%
Figure 3 Cash flow threshold values of conventional project – scenario B
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project CF
0

1

2

3

Threshold CF value
4

5

6

7

8

Switching value
9

10

11

12

Cash-flow [mil. CZK]

50

10000%

0

0%

-50

-10000%

-100

-20000%

-150

-30000%

-200

-40000%

-250

-50000%

-300

-60000%

Switching value

C

Figure 4 Cash flow threshold values of nonconventional project – scenario C

project CF
0

1

2

3

Threshold CF value
4

5

6

Cash-flow [mil. CZK]

50

7

8

Switching value
9

10

11

12
10000%

0

0%

-50

-10000%

-100

-20000%

-150

-30000%

-200

-40000%

-250

-50000%

-300

-60000%

Switching value

D

Figure 5 Cash flow threshold values of nonconventional project – scenario D
Based on the results in Tab. 1–2 we can state that the threshold value in examined model scenarios (proposed
conventional project, conventional project with a crisis in building stage, nonconventional project with a crisis in
operational stage, and nonconventional project with a crisis in liquidation stage) is gradually growing from the
third year of the project cycle. An exception from the trend is the years with simulation of critical cash flow value
for individual crisis scenarios, i.e. for scenario B it is the third year, for scenario C it is the seventh year and for
scenario D it is the twelfth year. We can also see (Fig. 1–2) that in all scenarios the trend of growing negative
threshold value is broken in the eight year of the project cycle.

3

Conclusion

Determining the threshold value of a public investment project can be defined as such a value of cash flow in
individual years of the project cycle when the social break-even point is reached. It is the situation when zero
social utility of the project is reached as measured by economic net present value. The threshold value determines
the sensitivity of the output variable of the project to the change of the input variable. Low threshold values correspond to high sensitivity and high threshold values on the contrary mean low sensitivity of social utility of the
project to the change of cash flow. Based on calculations presented in Tables 1 and 2, we can say that the project
of e-Governance has low sensitivity of social utility to changes of cash flows in individual years of the project.
The presented model offers possible directions of further progress: either for finding causes of low sensitivity of
the project by further analysis of the structure of determined critical cash flows in the project cycle (to individual
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revenues and expenditures) or for analyzing the causes of deviations in the trend of threshold value – here e.g. in
the mentioned eighth year of the project cycle.
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Robust regression estimators: A comparison of prediction
performance
Jan Kalina1 , Barbora Peštová2
Abstract. Regression represents an important methodology for solving numerous
tasks of applied econometrics. This paper is devoted to robust estimators of parameters of a linear regression model, which are preferable whenever the data contain or
are believed to contain outlying measurements (outliers). While various robust regression estimators are nowadays available in standard statistical packages, the question
remains how to choose the most suitable regression method for a particular data set.
This paper aims at comparing various regression methods on various data sets. First,
the prediction performance of common robust regression estimators are compared on
a set of 24 real data sets from public repositories. Further, the results are used as input
for a metalearning study over 9 selected features of individual data sets. On the whole,
the least trimmed squares turns out to be superior to the least squares or M-estimators
in the majority of the data sets, while the process of metalearning does not succeed in
a very reliable prediction of the most suitable estimator for a given data set.
Keywords: robust estimation, linear regression, prediction, outliers, metalearning
JEL classification: C14
AMS classification: 62G35

1

Robust regression

Regression represents an important methodology for solving numerous tasks of applied econometrics. Throughout
this paper, the standard linear regression model
Yi = β0 + β1 X1i + · · · + βp Xpi + ei ,

i = 1, . . . , n,

is considered with a continuous response Y explained by the total number of p regressors (independent variables)
under the presence of random errors e1 , . . . , en . The least squares estimator, which is the standard estimation
tool for the linear regression model, is however well known to be too vulnerable to the presence of outlying
measurements (outliers).
Within the framework of robust statistic, a variety of robust estimators was proposed as an alternative to the
least squares [4, 9]. These tools are more suitable estimation techniques for data contaminated by outliers and
thus represent important tools applicable to econometrics [5]. On the whole, M-estimators are the most commonly
used robust methods. However, they do not possess a high breakdown point which has become of one fundamental
robustness measures [2]. Thus, we may open a question if the least trimmed squares (LTS) estimator of [11] with
a high breakdown point should not become more widely used in (not only) econometric applications.
Nevertheless, a systematic comparisons of the performance of robust regression estimator is missing and there
remains a lack of comparisons of robust estimators on real data. Indeed, insufficient comparisons can be described
as one of main reasons why robust methods have not much penetrated to real applications [6].
This paper has the following structure. Section 2 presents a study comparing the prediction performance
of several common robust regression estimators over 24 real data sets. In Section 3, it is attempted to learn
knowledge from the results of Section 2 by means of metalearning, i.e. learning a classification rule predicting
the best estimator for a given data set based on its selected features. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and
discusses also limitations of the presented study.

2

A direct comparison of robust regression methods

In this section, a study comparing various robust regression estimators on a database of real data sets is presented
together with the results. First, we carefully selected 24 publicly available data sets. These are listed in Table 1,
where also their sources are cited. The data sets, which are chosen, contain a continuous response and one or more
continuous regressors allowing to consider a meaningful and interpretable linear regression model. As their titles
indicate, a large portion of the data sets comes from the economics domain. We did not include data sets if no
1
2
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information was available concerning a prior cleaning, pre-processing and quality control of the data. We did not
include data sets with high multicollinearity. If a missing value appears in the data set, then the whole observation
(all variables corresponding to the particular measurement) is ignored. The number of variables in the data sets
ranges from 1 to 6 and the number of observations between 11 and 8088.
In the 24 selected data sets, only suitable regressors are considered and observations with missing values are
omitted. Five important examples of linear regression estimators are used, namely the least squares, M-estimators
with Huber’s or Hampel’s score function [4] and the least trimmed squares (LTS) [11] with trimming constant
h = b0.5nc and h = b0.75nc, where bxc denotes the integer part of x ∈ . All computations of this paper were
programmed in R software package, exploiting packages class, e1071, lmtest, MASS, moments, robustbase and
robustreg.
Pn
To measure the prediction error of each estimator, the mean square prediction error i=1 (Yi − Ŷi )2 /n is
used, where Ŷi denotes the fitted value (i.e. estimator of Yi ) by means of the particular regression estimator. This
prediction error is evaluated in an autovalidation and a leave-one-out cross validation study. First, an autovalidation
is considered where the regression estimator is computed over all n observations and the prediction is applied to
the same n training observations. A standard leave-one-out cross validation is considered a more reliable approach
and an attempt to evaluate a prediction performance over independent data. The computed values of the prediction
performance of the 5 estimators were replaced by ranks. If ties occur, i.e. two estimators have the same prediction
performance, then they obtain the same value of the rank. Table 2 presents the results in this form of ranks.

R

The results of the autovalidation give a false impression that the least squares estimator is superior to all
remaining methods. It is remarkable how the more reliable results of the leave-one-out study are very different
from the autovalidation. The LTS estimator is a clear winner of the study if a suitable h is chosen. The dependence
on the choice of h seems rather strong. Although it is difficult to interpret the results without additional analyses,
which will be done below, the performance of M-estimators is rather similar to that of the least squares, not only
for data without outliers. Sometimes it even happens that Hampel’s M-estimator coincides with the least squares,
presumably for non-contaminated data sets with residuals with a distribution very close to normal.
These comparisons of the prediction performance do not however answer the question which factors are responsible for determining which method is the best for a particular data set. To extract such knowledge over the
24 data sets, we perform metalearning exploiting the results of Section 2.

3

Comparison of estimators by means of metalearning

The aim of this section is to learn a classification rule from the results of Section 2, which would allow to predict
the most suitable regression estimator for a particular given data set. To do this, a classification analysis called
metalearning will be performed over the 24 data sets and their selected features.
Metalearning is a general approach to learning about suitability of particular methods or algorithms over given
(training) data sets. It is one of important data mining directions aimed at learning a classification rule, i.e. performing a supervised learning. Results over the training data sets play the role of a prior knowledge for other (new)
data sets, similarly to Bayesian reasoning [3], and can be subsequently applied for selecting a suitable method or
predict the performance of a given method.
Metalearning has been repeatedly used as a practical tool helpful with searching for the most suitable method
for a particular real data set, mainly in the context of classification rules, association rules, decision trees [10] or
algorithms for operation research [12] but very rarely to various (mostly nonparametric) methods of regression
modelling [1].
Metalearning requires to select an appropriate and possibly small set of features which are computed for all
training data sets. The features can be considered metadata, i.e. the metalearning does not use the original data
sets but only the features. There are recommendations for choosing the features to include the size of the data set,
signal-to-noise ratio, or violations of statistical assumptions. In our task, such features should be selected which are
believed to relevant for evaluating the prediction performance of robust regression estimators. Thus, we selected
the following set of 9 features:
1. The number of observations n,
2. The number of variables p,
3. The ratio n/p,
4. Normality of residuals, evaluated as the p-value of the Shapiro-Wilk test,
5. Skewness,
6. Kurtosis,
7. Coefficient of determination R2 ,
Pn
8. Percentage of outliers estimated by the LTS in the form n1 i=1 I[ui /σ̂ > 2.5] suggested by [11], where
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Index

Data set
Name

Source

(1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Aircraft
Ammonia
Auto MPG
Cirrhosis
Coleman
Delivery
Education
Electricity
Employment
Furniture 1
Furniture 2
GDP growth
Houseprices
Housing
Imports
Kootenay
Livestock
Machine
Murders
NOx
Octane
Pasture
Pension
Petrol

[9]
[13]
[8]
[13]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[13]
[13]
[7]
[7]
[7]
[13]
[8]
[13]
[9]
[13]
[8]
[13]
[9]
[13]
[13]
[9]
[13]

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1.5
1
1.5
2
1
1
1.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Autovalidation
(2) (3) (4)
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
1
4
5
2
2
2
1.5
4
1.5
1
3
2
1.5
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2

5
5
5
4
5
4
5
5
4
4
5
4
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
4
5
5
5

(5)

(1)

(2)

4
4
4
5
3
3
4
4
5
5
3
5
4
4
4
4
5
4
4
4
5
4
4
4

5
5
5
2.5
1
5
5
2
5
2
2
5
4.5
3
5
1.5
3
5
5
4
2
5
2
5

3
3
3
1
2
4
1
3
3
3
4
2
2
1
3
3
5
4
3
2
3
3
4
2

Leave-one-out
(3) (4) (5)
4
4
4
2.5
4
2
3
1
4
1
3
1
4.5
2
4
1.5
4
3
2
3
1
4
3
3

1
1
2
5
5
3
4
5
1
4
1
4
3
5
1
4
1
1
1
5
4
1
1
4

2
2
1
4
3
1
2
4
2
5
5
3
1
4
2
5
2
2
4
1
5
2
5
1

(*)
4
4
5
2
1
5
2
3
4
3
4
3
5
2
4
1
4
4
4
5
3
4
4
5

Table 1 The list of 24 investigated data sets together with ranks corresponding to the mean prediction errors of
five regression estimators for each of the data set. The methods evaluated in an autovalidation and a leave-one-out
cross validation study include: (1) least squares, (2) Huber’s M-estimator, (3) Hampel’s M-estimator, (4) LTS with
h = b0.5nc and (5) LTS with h = b0.75nc. The column (*) contains the index of the best method according to the
leave-one-study; this factor variable serves as a response for the subsequent classification task of metalearning.
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u1 , . . . , un are residuals obtained by the LTS with h = 0.5, σ 2 is the common variance of e1 , . . . , en and σ̂ is
the estimate of σ obtained by the LTS with h = 0.5,
9. Heteroscedasticity evaluated as the p-value of the Breusch-Pagan test, which considers an auxiliary model for
the errors in the form
var ei = α0 + α1 X1i + · · · + αp Xpi + γi ,

i = 1, . . . , n

with parameters (α0 , α1 , . . . , αp )T and random errors γ1 , . . . , γn .
Data
set

1

2

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

23
21
392
46
20
25
50
16
16
11
11
22
28
506
18
13
19
209
20
8088
82
67
18
48

4
3
4
4
5
2
3
3
6
1
1
1
5
5
3
1
4
6
3
3
4
3
1
4

0.17
0.14
0.01
0.09
0.25
0.08
0.06
0.19
0.38
0.09
0.09
0.05
0.18
0.01
0.17
0.08
0.21
0.03
0.15
0
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.08

4

Feature
5

6

7

8

9

0.69
0.82
0
0.11
0.15
0.27
0.93
0.22
0.48
0.22
0.002
0.70
0.26
0
0.38
0.88
0.77
0
0.14
0
0.72
0.44
0.94
0.02

0.21
-0.19
0.71
-0.21
0.51
0.03
0.26
0.78
0.42
0.63
-1.89
-0.19
0.20
5.45
0.27
0.04
0.42
1.50
0.68
-0.12
0.12
0.45
0.004
1.06

3.02
3.11
4.05
2.07
5.09
3.07
2.71
3.84
2.44
2.11
5.82
2.09
2.22
46.8
2.12
2.27
2.76
14.0
3.18
3.18
2.54
3.90
2.23
5.30

0.88
0.91
0.71
0.81
0.91
0.96
0.59
0.92
1.00
0.99
0.49
0.92
0.93
0.27
0.97
0.00
0.94
0.86
0.82
0.66
0.91
0.86
0.84
0.68

0.04
0
0.03
0
0.05
0.04
0.02
0.06
0
0.00
0.09
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.11
0.08
0.05
0.03
0
0.01
0.01
0.04
0
0.06

0.07
0.18
0
0.61
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.87
0.92
0.10
0.38
0.47
0
0.03
0.29
0.54
0
0.34
0
0.58
0.01
0.41
0.16

Table 2 Values of 9 selected features (characteristics of individual data sets) defined in Section 3 evaluated for each
of the 24 data sets.
The aim of the metalearning is to construct a classification rule based on the 24 training data sets, where 9
selected features serve as independent variables and the response variable taken as the last column of Table 1. This
is a simple classification task to 5 groups, where each data set plays the role of a single observation, and we solve
it by several available classifiers, including linear discriminant analysis (LDA), a linear support vector machine
(SVM), and a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN). Here, the last method is the most comprehensible one assigning a new
observation according to the k-nearest neighbors in terms of the Euclidean distance, which is the most common
measure in metalearning applications.
First, we evaluated the classification performance in an autovalidation study, in which the training 24 data
sets are classified to one of the 5 groups. Such approach is however known to be severely biased in various
applications. Therefore, a leave-one-out cross validation study is also performed as a preferable attempt for an
independent validation.
The metalearning results over 24 data sets are presented in Table 3, where the ratio of correctly classified cases
is presented. We consider the autovalidation results misleading, for example the k-nearest neighbor classifiers
(k-NN) with k = 1 represents a tautology. The results of the leave-one-out cross validation study are very different
from autovalidation results. While SVM performs superior to other classifiers, we must say that all the methods
perform poorly in predicting the best regression method. In fact, no classification rule is able to find the best
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regression estimator more often than in 40 % of cases. This does not however represent a worse result compared
to those in other metalearning studies [1].
Method
LDA
SVM (linear)
k-NN (k=1)
k-NN (k=3)
k-NN (k=5)

Autovalidation
0.67
0.71
1.00
0.58
0.54

Leave-one-out
0.29
0.38
0.29
0.29
0.33

Table 3 Correct classification performance in the metalearning task over the 24 data sets. The classification rule
for the best regression estimator is learned not over the original data sets, but using only values from Table 2 and
the indicator of the best method obtained from Table 1. It is evaluated in an autovalidation and a leave-one-out
cross validation study.

4

Conclusions

The aim of this paper is to investigate the prediction performance of robust regression estimators and to compare
them on real data sets. For this task, we selected 24 real data sets with different properties, while some of them
come from the economic domain.
First, a direct comparison of the prediction performance of individual estimators in Section 2 shows that there
is no single method uniformly better than all remaining ones. It is instructive to see the big difference between
results of the autovalidation and leave-k-out studies. A further leave-one-out study however reveals that the LTS
performs in a much more reliable way compared to the least squares or M-estimators in the majority of data sets. If
a given data set is not contaminated by outliers, then the LTS often loses its prediction performance rather slightly
compared to other estimators and can be also recommendable. If however a data set is contaminated, then the least
squares and M-estimators reduce their performance rather drastically. Additional computations also show that the
results of the leave-k-out cross validation strongly depend on the value of k.
Statistical estimators are commonly compared by means of theoretical investigations, which would be however
too complicated (or perhaps infeasible) for comparisons of robust regression estimators under various assumptions. Another problem of direct comparisons is a very complicated or unpredictable interpretation of the results.
Therefore, after a direct comparison of regression estimators by means of computations on real data sets, this paper
resorts to a metalearning study described in Section 3. Our exploiting the metalearning principles is rather similar
to the approaches of various references, which are however most devoted to heuristic tools of computer science
and not to statistical methods. We also verified the metalearning to be computationally well feasible even on a
standard PC.
Metalearning allows to exploit knowledge from previously analyzed data sets for a given (new) data set. In
the same way, metalearning may bring interpretability and comprehensibility to any large numerical simulations
which are common in statistics or econometrics. While the mean prediction error is used, its robust alternative
in the form of a trimmed mean prediction error reveals in additional computations the LTS estimator to be even
more successful. The superiority of the LTS may be conjectured but only in terms of prediction, while severe
disadvantages of the estimator (low efficiency or local sensitivity) are not revealed. In addition, there are rather
small differences between least squares and M-estimators.
The metalearning part of our computations can be understood as a pilot study aimed at more intensive comparisons of various regression methods, e.g. for finding the best weights for the least weighted estimator [6]. The
computations allowed us to find out practical problems encountered in metalearning. Although metalearning has
been described as a trustworthy tool in computer science literature, our experience summarized in the following
drawback and limitations of metalearning casts serious doubts on the process of metalearning itself and we see
its potential for extracting knowledge from very different data sets (i.e. from different domains) as limited and
controversial. Practical limitations or disadvantages, not seriously discussed in literature, include:
• The results are heavily influenced by the choice of the data sets, which can be hardly selected in a representative
way. In addition, it is impossible to consider a uniform distribution over all data sets, which would be demanded
for the metalearning process.
• The choice of features is crucial. Various relevant features may be however forgotten, not available, or not
formalized (e.g. prior data normalization, prior feature selection, parameter tuning). Highly variable features
may lead to a bias, which is propagated by using unsuitable features of data sets (e.g. p-values) or non-robust
classifiers (e.g. LDA).
• The performance is drastically reduced with an increasing number of methods (in our case, the classification is
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•
•
•

difficult already for 5 regression estimators).
Metalearning attempts to perform the regression modelling automatically, without taking into account variable
selection or interpretation of the model.
Metalearning relies on statistical associations, but cannot capture causality.
Metalearning can be justified merely as an assistive approach perhaps for a very specific set of data sets from
one domain.
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Optimal Value of Loans via Stochastic Programming
Vlasta Kaňková1
Abstract. A question of mortgage leads to serious and complicated problems of
financial mathematics. On one side is a bank with an aim to have a “good” profit, on
the other side is the client trying to invest money safely, with possible “small” risk.
Let us suppose that a young married couple is in a position of client. Young people
know that an expected and also unexpected unpleasant financial situation can happen.
Many unpleasant financial situation can be caused by a random factor. Consequently
stochastic methods are suitable to secure against them.
The aim of the suggested model is not only to state a maximal reasonable value of
loans, but also to endure unpleasant financial period. To this end we employ stochastic optimization theory. A few suitable models will be introduced. The choice of
the model depends on environment of the young people. Models will be with “deterministic” constraints, probability constraints, but also with stochastic dominance
constraints. The suggested models will be analyzed both from the numerical point of
view and from possible method solution based on data. Except static one–objective
problem we suggest also multi–objective models.
Keywords: Loan, debtor, installments, stochastic programming, second order dominance constraints, probability constraints.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1 Introduction
Let us construct and analyze a very simple financial model. To this end we consider a situation about a mortgage
and instalments supposing a situation of young married couple. Young people wants to get own residence (a flat
or a little house). Since they do not posses necessary financial resources, the bank sector offers them a mortgage.
Of course bank can employ excellent experts to minimize their risk and maximize profit in dependence of debtor’s
position. The aim of our approach is to analyze the situation from the second side. In particular our aim is to
investigate the possibilities of the debtors not only in dependence of their present–day situation, but also on their
future private and subjective decision and on the possible “unpleasant” financial situation. In details, the aim is to
suggest a method for a security of a “safe” loan and simultaneously to offer tactics to state a plausible environment
for future time. Of course we suppose that our analysis is one of the first contribution to this situation. To this end
we start with very standard situation of young people considered already in [6]. The young married couple decides
to take loan of the value M. A question is how to choice value of M to be safe for them and simultaneously to
secure them their wish of a comfortable flat.
To start with a responsible analyze of their situation we assume that a monthly income of young married people
in a start point t = 0 is
Z0 = U0 + V0 ,

where

U0

is an income of husband and V0

is an income of the wife.

Evidently, this income can be divided into three parts Z01 , Z02 , Z03 , where Z01 denotes means for a basic consumption, Z02 denotes means that can be employed for a repayment of installments and Z03 can be considered as an
allocation to saving. Consequently
Z0 = Z01 + Z02 + Z03 ,

Z01 , Z02 > 0, Z03 ≥ 0.

(1)

Supposing the annuity repayments, which is the most standard way of repaying the loan, we denote (as mentioned
already above) by a symbol M the value of the loan, by m number of identical installments and by ζ the loan
interest rate, then the identical installments b(M ) := b(M, ζ) at time points t = 1, 2, . . . , m (see, e.g., [7] or
[12]) are given by
Mζ
ζ ̸= 0, v = v(ζ) = (1 + ζ)−1 ,
b(M ) := b(ζ) = 1−v
m,
(2)
1
ζ = 0.
m,
1
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It follows from the relations (1), (2) that (in the case when ζ ̸= 0) it is desirable (in “static” approach) the following
inequality
M ζ(1 + ζ)m
= Z02
(3)
(1 + ζ)m − 1
to be fulfilled. Of course, this condition (in the extreme case) can be replaced by the inequality
M ζ(1 + ζ)m
≤ Z02 + Z03 .
(1 + ζ)m − 1

(4)

If it is possible to assume that the relations (1), (2) will be fulfilled also in future, then the young people can take the
loan equal to the maximal value M for which the inequality (3) (respective (4)) is fulfilled. However mostly it is
necessary to assume that the financial situation of young married couple can change. For example: it is reasonable
to assume that in some time period, say (m1 , m2 ), 0 < m1 < m2 < m the married couple plan to have a baby.
According to this fact and to the social politics of the state the young people can assume the less income in this
time. We construct a few mathematical models according to the client possibilities; furthermore we analyze them.
To this end the theory of stochastic programming will be employed.

2 Simple Mathematical Models
2.1 Analysis of Situation
To construct mathematical models we suppose that the aim of the young people is to determine maximal “reasonable” safety loan M. To this end let
• Xt ⊂ Rn . . . . . . nonempty compact sets t ∈ {0, . . . , m},
• M . . . . . . . . . value of loan,
• m . . . . . . . . . number of identical installments,
• ζ . . . . . . . . . interest rate corresponding to the loan,
• Zt . . . . . . . . . income of young married couple at time point t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m},
• Ut . . . . . . . . . income of husband at time point t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m},
• Vt . . . . . . . . . income of wife at time point t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m},
• Zt1 . . . . . . . . . means determined for basic consumption at time point t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m},
• Zt2 . . . . . . . . . means determined for repayment of installment at time point t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m},
• Zt3 . . . . . . . . . allocation (maybe random) for saving in time point t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m},
• ⟨m1 , m2 ⟩ . . . . . . time interval in which income of wife is supposed to be smaller,
• ξt, j , . . . . . . random returns at time t and assets j, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, 2},
• J = {1, 2} system of assets,
• xt, j . . . . . . decision variables, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, 2},
• xt = [xt, 1 , xt, 2 ], t = 0, 1, . . . , m,
• ξt = [ξt, 1 , ξt, 2 ], t = 0, 1, . . . , m,
• gt = ξt, 1 xt, 1 + ξt, 2 xt, 2 , t = 0, . . . , m,
Z3

Z3

• Yt = 2t ξt, 1 + 2t ξt, 2 , t = 0, . . . , m,
• F . . . . . . distribution function covering all random values that occur in the corresponding model,
• Z . . . . . . support corresponding to F.

Remark. We suppose (without loss of generality) that young people can the amount Zt3 (at every time point
t ∈ ⟨0, m⟩) invest only in two assets J = {1, 2}. Of course, in a real–life situation mostly more possibilities exist.
To analyze the situation we suppose that M fulfils the relation
M ζ(1 + ζ)m
≤ Zt2
(1 + ζ)m − 1
Consequently if

for t = 0, . . . m1 − 1, m2 + 1, . . . , m.

M ζ(1 + ζ)m
≤ Zt2
(1 + ζ)m − 1

also for every

t ∈ ⟨m1 , m2 ⟩,

(5)

then everything is OK. (This can happen, if for example one of the following situation happen: M is small in
comparison with income of young people; the husband have two positions in the time interval ⟨m1 , m2 ⟩; the wife
can work home; parents helps). But usually the situation is not such pleasant and the following inequality
M ζ(1 + ζ)m
> Zt2
(1 + ζ)m − 1

can happen for some t ∈ ⟨m1 , m2 ⟩.
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Evidently, the trouble starts in the case (6). Young people can protect against them. Especially they can save at the
time points t = 0, 1, . . . , m1 − 1 means Zt3 to be fulfilled the inequality
m
1 −1
∑
(m2 − m1 + 1)M [ζ(1 + ζ)m ]
2
2
≤
(m
−
m
+
1)[Z
−
Z
]
+
Zt3 ,
2
1
0
m1
(1 + ζ)m − 1
t=0

(7)

2
, t = m1 , . . . , m2 . If the last inequality (7) is
(under the assumption Zt2 = Z02 , t = 0, . . . , m1 − 1; Zt2 = Zm
1
fulfilled, then they endure the time period ⟨m1 , m2 ⟩ without financial troubles.

2.2 Model Construction
Till now we have assumed that Zt3 is deterministic value. It is known that a random component very often exists
in salary. Just this component is suitable for saving. We consider in our analysis both cases: deterministic and
random. However for simplicity (without loss of generality) we consider only special case m1 = 2, m2 = 4; m
given by the relation (2). First we consider a completely deterministic model:
I. The young people can invest the deterministic amounts Z03 , Z13 into two deterministic assets to obtain
in the first year the value

c0,1 x0,1 + c0,2 x0,2

under the assumptions

x0,1 + x0,2 ≤ Z03 ,

in the second year the value

c1,1 x1,1 + c1,2 x1,2

under the assumptions

x1,1 + x1,2 ≤ Z13 ,

x0,1 , x0,2 ≥ 0,

x0 ∈ X0 ,

x1,1 , x1,2 ≥ 0,

x1 ∈ X1 ,

where ci, j , i = 0, 1, j = 1, 2 are deterministic constants.
We assume in this model that the profit obtained at time t = 0 can not influence the invested amount at time
t = 1.
Evidently, it is desirable (for young people) fulfilling of the relation
1
∑
(m2 − m1 + 1)M [ζ(1 + ζ)m ]
2
2
≤
(m
−
m
+
1)[Z
−
Z
]
+
[ci,1 xi,1 + ci,2 xi,2 ].
2
1
0
m1
(1 + ζ)m − 1
i=0

(8)

2
= Zt2 , t ∈ ⟨m1 , m2 ⟩; ci, j , i, j = 1, 2 determinConsequently, supposing m1 = 2, m2 = 4; Z02 = Z12 ; Zm
1
istic, we obtain a deterministic optimization model:

Find

(9)

max M

under the constraints
x0,1 + x0,2

≤ Z03 ,

x0,1 , x0,2 ≥ 0,

x0 ∈ X0 .

x1,1 + x1,2

≤ Z13 ,

x1,1 , x1,2 ≥ 0,

x1 ∈ X1 ,

M ζ(1+ζ)m
(1+ζ)m −1

≤ Zt2

3M [ζ(1+ζ)m ]
(1+ζ)m −1

≤ 3[Z02 − Z22 ] +

for t = 0, . . . m1 − 1, m2 + 1, . . . , m,
1
∑

[ci,1 xi,1 + ci,2 xi,2 ].

i=0

The problem (9) is a problem of linear programming. Consequently, it can be analyzed and solved employing
the theory of linear programming.
II. We consider again Zt3 , t = 0, 1, . . . , m deterministic. However, in the difference to the case I, young people
can invest the value Zt3 into two assets with random returns ξt,1 , ξt,2 , t = 0, 1. Consequently it is necessary
to determine x0,1 , x0,2 , x1,1 , x1,2 fulfilling the relations
x0,1 + x0,2 ≤ Z03 ,
x1,1 + x1,2 ≤ Z13 ,
to obtain random values

x0,1 , x0,2 ≥ 0,
x1,1 , x1,2 ≥ 0

g0 := g0 (x0 , ξ0 ) = ξ0,1 x0,1 + ξ0,2 x0,2 ,
g1 := g1 (x1 , ξ1 ) = ξ1,1 x1,1 + ξ1,2 x1,2 .
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Evidently, it is possible also to define random values Y0 , Y1 by
Y0 : Y0 (ξ0 )

Z03
2 ξ0,1
Z13
2 ξ1,1

=

Y1 := Y1 (ξ1 ) =

+
+

Z03
2 ξ0,2 ,
Z13
2 ξ1,2 .

(10)

Employing the theory of the stochastic dominance [11] it is “reasonable” to determine x0,1 , x0,2 , x1,1 , x1,2
such that
Fg0 ≽1 FY0 ,
Fg1 ≽1 FY1 ,
(11)
or
Fg0 ≽2 FY0 ,
Fg1 ≽2 FY1 .
The first relation in (11) is known as a stochastic dominance of the first order; the second relation is known as
stochastic dominance of the second order. To define stochastic dominance of the second order it is necessary to
assume that the first moments of the random values g0 (x0 , ξ0 ), g1 (x1 , ξ1 ), Y0 , Y1 , exist for x0 ∈ X0 , x1 ∈
X1 . (More about the definition of the stochastic dominance can be find, e.g., in [11].)
Of course, it is also desirable (for young people) in this case the fulfilling of the relation
1
∑
3M [ζ(1 + ζ)m ]
2
2
≤
3[Z
−
Z
]
+
[ξi,1 xi,1 + ξi,2 xi,2 ].
0
2
(1 + ζ)m − 1
i=0

(12)

However, the inequality (12) depends on the random elements ξi, j , i = 0, 1, j = 1, 2. Consequently, the
“sense” of this inequality has to be defined. We consider it in probability.
Consequently, we can obtain the following optimization model depending on a probability measure:
Find
under the constraints

PF {

(13)

max M
x0,1 + x0,2

≤ Z03 ,

x0,1 , x0,2 ≥ 0,

x1,1 + x1,2

≤ Z13 ,

x1,1 , x1,2 ≥ 0,

M ζ(1+ζ)m
(1+ζ)m −1

≤ Zt2

(14)

for t = 0, 1, 5, . . . , m,

1
∑
3M [ζ(1 + ζ)m ]
2
2
−
Z
]
+
≤
3[Z
[ξi,1 xi,1 + ξi,2 xi,2 ]} ≥ 1 − ε,
m
0
1
(1 + ζ)m − 1
i=0

EF (u − g0 (x0 , ξ0 ))+

≤ (u − Y0 (ξ0 ))+ ,

u ∈ R1 , x0 ∈ X0 ,

EF (u − g1 (x1 , ξ( 1)))+

≤ (u − Y1 (ξ1 ))+ ,

u ∈ R1 , x1 ∈ X1 .

ε ∈ (0, 1),

(15)

(16)

The equivalence of the relation (11) and (16) has been proven by Ruszczynski, see e.g., [11].
The constraints (14) are linear, constraints (16) under general conditions are convex. However (from the
numerical point of view) the constraint (15) can be a problem.
III. Deterministic Zt3 , t = 0, 1, . . . , m can be replaced by random values with probability one to be non negative.
We assume that young people can random amounts Z03 , Z13 invest into two assets to obtain:
•
in the original year the value
ξ0,1 x0,1 + ξ0,2 x0,2

•

under the assumptions

x0,1 + x0,2 ≤ Z03 ,

in the second year the value

ξ1,1 x1,1 + ξ1,2 x1,2

under the assumptions

x1,1 + x1,2 ≤ Z13 ,

x0,1 , x0,2 ≥ 0,

x0 ∈ X0 ,

x1,1 , x1,2 ≥ 0,

x1 ∈ X1 .

We assume in this case that the profit obtained in the time t = 0 can not influence the invested amount at the
time t = 1.
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Evidently, it is desirable in this case the fulfilling of the relation
1
∑
3M [ζ(1 + ζ)m ]
2
2
≤
3[Z
−
Z
]
+
[ξt,1 xt,1 + ξt,2 xt,2 ]
0
2
(1 + ζ)m − 1
t=0

(17)

and, simultaneously, the constraints with random factors
x0,1 + x0,2 ≤ Z03 ,

x1,1 + x1,2 ≤ Z13 .

We consider all these constraints with the random factors in probability. Consequently we obtain stochastic
optimization problem:
Find

(18)

max M

under the system of constraints
M ζ(1 + ζ)m
≤ Z02 ,
(1 + ζ)m − 1
PF {xt,1 + xt,2 ≤ Zt3 } ≥
m

[ζ(1+ζ)
PF { 3M
(1+ζ)m −1 }

1 − εt ,
≤

εt ∈ (0, 1), xt,1 , xt,2 ≥ 0,

3[Z02 − Z2 +
ε0 ∈ (0, 1).

(19)

t = 0, 1, 5, ...m,

1
∑

i=0

t = 0, 1, 5, ...m,

[ξt,1 xt,1 + ξt,2 xt, 2 ]} ≥ 1 − ε0 ,

(20)

(21)

In this case the constraints (19) is linear, the constraint (20) can be rewritten into linear conditions [4]. Difficulty
arises only with the constraint (20); the same as in the problem II.
Remark. In all introduced cases we consider only the problem of choice the value M. However, surely it is very
reasonable and suitable to maximize profit obtained by an investment at all time point in the interval ⟨0, m⟩ or in
the time interval ⟨m2 + 1, m⟩. Because the profit is a random value, it is reasonable to look for optimal solution
with respect of the mathematical expectation. Evidently in this case we obtain two–objective optimization problem.

3 Conclusion
In the last decades many people try to gain their own residence. Since they do not posses sufficient means, the
bank sector offer them the loan. The aim of this contribution is to give a preliminary analysis of their situations and
possible responsible behaviour. In the paper a very simple stochastic optimization problems have been introduced.
However the model has been constructed to guarantee only very small “risk” for young people. However on the
other side only completely deterministic model can be solved by classical numerical methods. The other models
obtained do not contain convex constraints.
But replacing theoretical distribution by empirical one we obtain “good” estimates of the original problem. To
more details see the literature about empirical estimates e.g.,[1],[2], [4], [5], [8], [9], [10].
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EWMA Based AOQL Variables Sampling Plans and Cost
Models
Nikola Kaspřı́ková1
Abstract. Rectifying acceptance sampling plans minimizing the mean inspection
cost per lot of the process average quality were designed by Dodge and Romig for the
inspection by attributes. Plans for the inspection by variables were then proposed and
such plans may be more economical than the corresponding attributes sampling plans.
The recently proposed plans using EWMA statistic may lead to further improvements
in the inspection cost. We recall the design of the EWMA-based rectifying AOQL
sampling plans minimizing the mean inspection cost per lot of process average quality
and perform the evaluation of the comparative economic efficiency, using a simple
economic model which considers differences in both variable and fixed costs. The
fixed cost difference is considered in the evaluation since the decision to implement
the plan for the inspection by variables and attributes may bring higher fixed cost in
some cases in practice in comparison with performing just the attribute inspection due
to presumably more difficult preparation of the inspection procedure. The R software
extension package is used for the calculation of the plans.
Keywords: acceptance sampling, cost optimization, AOQL.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 62D99

1

Introduction

Sampling inspection is a basic tool of industry statistics. The acceptance sampling plans are designed and used
to improve the economic efficiency of the business process. There exist many types of such acceptance sampling
plans. New rectifying average outgoing quality limit (AOQL) plans for sampling inspection by variables based on
the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) statistic have been recently introduced. [6] addresses the case
of known standard deviation. The EWMA-based Lot Tolerance Percent Defective (LTPD) plans for the unknown
standard deviation case are introduced in [7]. This paper addresses the design of EWMA-based AOQL plans for the
unknown standard deviation case and focuses on new approach to the comparative economic efficiency evaluation
of the plans. The R software extension package [5] which implements the algorithms for the calculation of the
plans and which has been published on the Comprehensive R Archive Network can be used for the calculation of
the plans.
The AOQL sampling plans minimizing the mean inspection cost per lot of process average quality when the remainder of rejected lots is inspected were originally designed by Dodge and Romig (see e.g. [2]) for the inspection
by attributes. Plans for the inspection by variables and for the inspection by variables and attributes (all items from
the sample are inspected by variables, the remainder of rejected lots is inspected by attributes) were then proposed
and it was shown that these plans are in many situations more economical than the corresponding Dodge-Romig
attribute sampling plans. The AOQL plans for inspection by variables and attributes have been introduced in [9],
using approximate calculation of the plans. Exact operating characteristic, using non-central t distribution, has
been later implemented for the calculation of the plans in the LTPDvar package [5]. The operating characteristics
used for these plans are discussed by Jennett and Welch in [3] and by Johnson and Welch in [4]. It has been shown
that these plans are in many situations superior to the original attribute sampling plans and similar results have
been obtained for the LTPD plans, the analysis is provided in [8]. The recent development of acceptance sampling
plans includes the work by Aslam et al. in [1] where the EWMA statistic is used for a design of the (p1 , p2 )
sampling plans, i.e. sampling plans which satisfy the requirement to control the producer’s risk and the consumer’s
risk. Using the EWMA statistic enables some savings in the cost of inspection as it allows using information on
the quality in the previous lots. With the aim of obtaining further savings in the cost of inspection, the new AOQL
plans for the inspection by variables and attributes, designed to use the EWMA statistic, have been proposed in
[6].
The structure of this paper is as follows: first, the design of the AOQL sampling plans for the inspection
by attributes, as introduced by Dodge and Romig (see [2]), is recalled. Then we introduce the AOQL variables
sampling plans based on the usage of the EWMA statistic in the inspection procedure. We design a single sampling
1
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plan. The EWMA statistic based AOQL plans have been so far discussed for the case of the known standard
deviation - see [6], but in many situations in the business practice, the unknown standard deviation case might be
more appropriate, so we introduce such plans in the introductory section of the paper. Then the newly designed
plans are calculated, using the LTPDvar package (see [5]) and a comparative economic efficiency evaluation is
discussed using a simple cost model which compares the economic efficiency of the new plans with the attribute
sampling plans.

1.1

Attributes inspection plans

For the case that each inspected item is classified as either good or defective (the acceptance sampling by attributes),
Dodge and Romig (see [2]) consider sampling plans (n, c) which minimize the mean number of items inspected
per lot of process average quality, assuming that the remainder of the rejected lots is inspected
Is = N − (N − n)·L(p̄; n, c)

(1)

max AOQ(p) = pL .

(2)

under the condition
0<p<1

The notation in equations (1) and (2) is as follows:
N is the number of items in the lot (the given parameter),
p̄ is the process average fraction defective (the given parameter),
pL is the average outgoing quality limit (the given parameter, denoted AOQL),
n is the number of items in the sample (n < N ),
c is the acceptance number (the lot is rejected when the number of defective items in the sample is greater than c),
L(p) is the operating characteristic (the probability of accepting a submitted lot with the fraction defective p).
The function AOQ is the average outgoing quality, AOQ(p) is the mean fraction defective after inspection
when the fraction defective before inspection was p. The AOQ function is continuous in [0,1] and reaches minimum
value 0 for p = 0 and for p = 1. For a more detailed discussion of the properties of the AOQ function, see [2].
The average outgoing quality (where all defective items found are replaced by good ones) is approximately

n
AOQ(p) = 1 −
· p ·L(p; n, c).
(3)
N

Therefore the condition (2) can be rewritten as

n
max 1 −
· p ·L(p; n, c) = pL .
0<p<1
N

(4)

The condition (2) protects the consumer against having an average outgoing quality higher than pL (the chosen
value), regardless of what the fraction defective p is before inspection.

1.2

Sampling plans for the inspection by variables

We introduce the AOQL plans for the inspection by variables and attributes based on the EWMA statistic for the
case of the unknown standard deviation. The design is similar to the design of the recently introduced plans for
the known standard deviation case - see [6]. But the operating characteristic used in [7] for the design of the LTPD
plans is applied here. The new AOQL plans are designed under the following assumptions: The measurements of
a single quality characteristic X are independent and identically distributed normal random variables with parameters µ and σ 2 . We consider the unknown σ case. For the quality characteristic X, either an upper specification
limit U (the item is defective if its measurement exceeds U ), or a lower specification limit L (the item is defective
if its measurement is smaller than L), is given.
For the design of the rectifying AOQL plans minimizing the mean inspection cost per lot of the process average
quality we shall use a procedure based on the EWMA statistic. The procedure is as follows: draw a random sample
of n items from the lot and compute the sample mean x̄, sample standard deviation s and the statistic Z at time t
as
Zt = λx̄ + (1 − λ)Zt−1 ,
(5)
where λ is a smoothing constant (between 0 and 1).
Accept the lot if

U − Zt
Zt − L
≥ k or
≥ k.
σ
σ
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The operating characteristic used here is (see e.g. [1])
s

L(p) = Φ(u1−p c4 − k)
where
c4 =

p

λ
n(2−λ)

(2/(n − 1))

1
,
+ k 2 (1 − c4 2 )

Γ(n/2)
.
Γ((n − 1)/2)

(7)

(8)

The plan parameters (n, k) are to be determined so that the plan has optimal economic characteristics and
satisfies the requirement (2), when (7) is used as the operating characteristic.
Regarding the economic optimality, Klufa in [9] uses the economic model, used for a more detailed evaluation
of the sampling plans in [8] and searches for the acceptance plan (n, k), minimizing the mean inspection cost per
lot of the process average quality Cms under the condition (2). We are going to use this model for the design of
the plans too. The inspection cost per lot, assuming that the remainder of the rejected lots is inspected by attributes
(the inspection by variables and attributes), is n c∗m , with the probability L(p; n, k), and [n c∗m + (N−n) c∗s ] with
the probability [1−L(p; n, k)], where c∗s is the cost of the inspection of one item by attributes, and c∗m is the cost
of the inspection of one item by variables. The mean inspection cost per lot of the process average quality is then

Let us denote

Cms = n·c∗m + (N − n)·c∗s ·[1 − L(p̄; n, k)].
cm =

c∗m
.
c∗s

(9)
(10)

Instead of Cms we will look for the acceptance plan (n, k) minimizing
Ims = n·cm + (N − n)·[1 − L(p̄; n, k)]

(11)

(both functions Cms and Ims have a minimum for the same acceptance plan (Cms = Ims · c∗s )) under the condition
(2).
For the discussion of the cm parameter, see [8]. The value of this parameter must be estimated based on the
real cost calculation in practice. Usually it is cm > 1.

2

Calculation and evaluation of the plans with LTPDvar package

2.1

Calculation of the plan

The AOQL acceptance sampling plan based on the EWMA model for sampling inspection by variables when the
remainder of rejected lots is inspected by attributes, as implemented in [5] will be calculated in the example below.
The solution for the unknown σ case will be searched for, using the operating characteristic given by (7). The
resulting sampling plan will then be evaluated with regard to the economic characteristics and compared with the
corresponding AOQL attributes sampling plan as discussed in [2].
Example 1. A lot with N = 3500 items is considered in the acceptance procedure. The average outgoing quality
limit is given to be pL = 0.015. It is known that the average process quality is p̄ = 0.01. A cost of inspecting an
item by variables is two times higher than the cost of inspecting the item by attributes, so the parameter cm equals
2. Find the AOQL acceptance sampling plan for sampling inspection by variables when remainder of rejected lots
is inspected by attributes, using the EWMA statistic with smoothing constant λ = 0.9.
The plan can be calculated using the functions available in the LTPDvar package for the R software [10], see the
documentation of the package for a more detailed description. The implementation is based on the following principles: the k corresponding to particular sample size n is obtained using the condition (2) and the cost-optimizing
n is searched for using numerical methods, where the approximate solution, which is calculated first, is used for
setting the bounds of the intervals to be searched in.
The resulting plan may be obtained using the following call in the LTPDvar package:
planAOQL(N=3500, pbar=0.01, pL=0.015, cm=2,method="ewma2", lam=0.9)
and the output of the calculation is as follows.
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An object of class "ACSPlan"
Slot "n":
[1] 65
Slot "k":
[1] 1.91832
So the resulting solution is n = 65, k = 1.91832.
For the values of the input parameters given in our problem, there is plan (165, 4) for the acceptance sampling
by attributes in [2].

2.2

Comparative economic evaluation of the plan

For the comparison of these two plans from Example 1 - the EWMA plan for inspection by variables and attributes
(n = 65, k = 1.91832) and the Dodge-Romig plan (n = 165, c = 4) from an economic point of view we can use
a simple economic model of cost difference (measured in the c∗s units) in which we consider the difference of the
mean inspection costs per lot of the process average quality of the particular plans and the effect of the difference
in fixed costs:
c = Ims (65, 1.91832) − Is (165, 4) + f,
(12)

where f is the increase in fixed cost (measured in c∗s ) in case that we opt for the plan for the inspection by variables
and attributes. The decision to implement the plan for the inspection by variables and attributes may bring higher
fixed cost in some cases in practice in comparison with performing just the attribute inspection due to presumably
more difficult preparation of the inspection procedure, including a considerations regarding whether or not the
assumptions for the application of the variables sampling plan are met and so on.
The Ims function is implemented in the LTPDvar package too and (for plan n = 65, k = 1.91832) may be
called as shown below.
Ims(n= 65, k=1.91832, N= 3500, pbar=0.01, cm=2, type="ewma2", lam=0.9)
In this case we obtain Ims = 199.9. The cost measure c then represents the cost difference (measured in the c∗s
units) in the mean inspection cost per lot of the process average quality in case that the EWMA based plan for the
inspection by variables and attributes is used in place of the corresponding attribute sampling plan. The guidelines
for the application and interpretation of the measure are as follows: in case that the resulting c value is negative,
then one should preferably choose the plan for the inspection by variables and attributes.

Let’s suppose now that in our example situation it is f = 30 c∗s , and let’s have a look at the comparative
economic efficiency of the variable sampling plan in such a case. To resolve whether or not one should opt for the
sampling plan for the inspection by variables, the value of the cost measure c could be calculated.
Then for the input values in our example situation we get c = −10.4, which shows (since the resulting value
for c is below 0) that there can be expected some savings in the mean inspection cost per lot of the process average
quality if the variables sampling plan is used in place of the corresponding attribute inspection plan.
Nevertheless, it also could be the case that the value of f is higher in some situations in the business practice.
Let’s perform the evaluation using the cost measure c for such case.
For example if the value of f is as high as 70 c∗s , then we get the resulting value of the cost measure c as high
as 30.4. And in such case, one should rather not opt for the variables sampling plan and use the attribute sampling
plan as introduced by Dodge and Romig instead, since we obtained the resulting value of c greater than zero.
It may be sometimes rather difficult to get the precise values for all the input values of the particular cost
characteristics (like cm , cs , f ) needed to be able to perform the economic evaluation of the plans which are
considered. But this is unfortunately quite common situation in many other fields in business where statistical
methods are applied, like the classification problems solved by modern data mining techniques (where one may
not be always sure regarding the cost of particular misclassification error), to mention just one. But it may pay to
perform at least some attempt to evaluate the alternatives considered, using some reasonably precise estimates of
the real cost characteristics values.

3

Conclusion

The EWMA-based unknown standard deviation case AOQL plans for the sampling inspection by variables when
the remainder of the rejected lots is inspected by attributes minimizing the mean inspection cost per lot of the
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process average quality may in many cases in the business practice bring significant economic advantages over the
corresponding attribute inspection plans. The improvement in economic efficiency can be assessed using a simple
economic model considering the difference in variable and fixed cost between the variables sampling plan and the
attributes sampling plan. The LTPDvar package for the R computing environment can be conveniently used for the
calculation of the optimal acceptance sampling plan.
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Abstract. The paper considers a modified version of a transportation problem. Classical formulation aims at finding a transportation plan with the minimal cost, given
supplies and demands of sources and destinations and a matrix of unit transportation
costs. However, in our modification some roads between sources and destinations are
not allowed. In practice, one may encounter this kind of problem in case of embargo,
war or natural disaster. As a result, classical algorithms such as North-West Corner
Method are no longer directly applicable, and there is no guarantee for the existence
of a feasible solutions.
The main result of the paper is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of feasible solutions of this modified transportation problem. Proof of sufficiency
provides an algorithm for finding a feasible solution, based on ,,divide and conquer”
strategy. Paper also includes a simple example and some efficiency considerations.
The result has already found an application in cryptography.
Keywords: transportation problem, forbidden roads, feasible solution
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1

Introduction

In this paper we consider a modified version of a transportation problem: we aim at finding a transportation plan
with the minimal cost, given supplies and demands of sources and destinations and a matrix of unit transportation
costs. In a classical formulation, all shipment routes, between all sources and destination are possible. The modification we consider here is that some routes may not be allowed. In practice, one may encounter this kind of bounds
in case of embargo, war or natural disaster. As a result, classical algorithms such as North-West Corner Method
are no longer directly applicable, and there is no guarantee for the existence of a feasible solutions.
The main result of the paper is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of feasible solutions of
this modified transportation problem. Proof of sufficiency provides an algorithm for finding a feasible solution,
resembling a ,,divide and conquer” strategy. The paper also includes a simple example and some efficiency considerations. We also provide an example of application of this result in cryptography.

2
2.1

Statement of a problem
Classical Transportation Problem

Let us start with reminding the classical transportation problem (CTP). Suppose that we have a finite set of m
sources (e.g. mines) producing products (e.g. iron ore), and a finite set of n destinations (e.g. factories which
consume the iron ore). Moreover we are given the unit costs of shipment of the products from sources to destinations. The purpose is to find a scheme of product transport from sources to destinations with the minimal costs,
assuming the shipment cost is linear (proportional to the quantity of product transported from a given source to a
given destination). We are also bound by a supply of each source, and a demand of each destination. Let us adopt
the following notations:
• m – a number of sources,
• n – a number of destinations,
• S = {S1 , . . . , Sm } – a set of sources,
• D = {D1 , . . . , Dn } – a set of destinations,
• si – a supply of the i-th source, i = 1, . . . , m,
• dj – a demand of the j-th destination, j = 1, . . . , n,
• cij – transport costs of one unit of the product from the i-th source to the j-th destination,
• xij – a number of units of the product transported from the i-th source to the j-th destination.
1
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With the above notation CTP may be formulated in the following way: find xij ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n,
such that
Pm Pn

i=1
j=1 cij xij → min,


Pn x = s for i = 1, . . . , m,
i
j=1 ij
Pm
(CTP)

x
=
d
j for j = 1, . . . , n,
 i=1 ij


xij ≥ 0, for i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n.

We say that the CTP problem is balanced, if total demand equals total supply:
m
X
i=1

si =

n
X

dj ,

j=1

If the above condition is not met, we can balance the problem introducing an artificial source or an artificial
destination.
For a balanced CTP a feasible solution always exists, what is an obvious consequence of the following algorithm.
1. Start with i := 1, j := 1.
2. If si > dj , then
• xij := dj , xkj = 0 for k > i,
• dj := 0, si := si − dj ,
• j := j + 1, go to step 5.
3. If si < dj , then
• xij := si , xik = 0 for k > j,
• si := 0, dj := dj − si ,
• i := i + 1, go to step 5.
4. If si = dj , then
• xij := si , xik = 0 for k > j, xkj = 0 for k > i,
• dj := 0, si := 0,
• j := j + 1, i := i + 1, go to step 5.
5. If i ≤ m and j ≤ n, go to step 2.

The idea of this method is to write the solution as an m × n matrix, and start with the upper-left (or North-West)
corner of the matrix. Then, being in ith row and jth column of that matrix, assign the maximum possible shipment
between ith source and jth destination, and in the following steps moving down and right. We will refer to this
algorithm as the North-West Corner Method.
Let us also notice here, that if all supplies and demand are integral, then a solution of CTP is also integral.

2.2

Modified Transportation Problem

Our next step is to formulate Modified Transportation Problem (MTP). We make the following crucial change
in the classical case: transport between some sources and destinations is impossible. We express this condition
specifying the set of all possible routes. Moreover, in this paper we are interested only in the existence of a feasible
solutions, that is why we omit the objective function. We also assume the problem is already balanced. Thus MTP
may be formulated in the following way: given supplies si , i = 1, . . . , m, demands dj , j = 1, . . . , n, and the set
R ⊆ {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , n} of possible routes, find any xij ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n such that
Pn
xij = si for i = 1, . . . , m,


Pj=1
m

i=1 xij = dj for j = 1, . . . , n,
(MTP)

x
ij ≥ 0, for (i, j) ∈ R,



xij = 0, for (i, j) 6∈ R.
Such a problem will be called an MTP problem with m sources and n destinations. Although we have omitted the
j=1,...,n
goal function, any solution (xij )i=1,...,m
of the above problem will be called a feasible solution of MTP.

The problem formulated above is not new, and can be seen as a special case of a more general Hitchcock
Problem [2, 1], but this one is usually stated in terms of the graph theory and solved with combinatorial methods.
The problem can be also treated by general linear programming methods, such as simplex [3], however this also
complicates the problem, and does not use its special structure. Moreover, these methods do not provide an easy
criteria for the existence of the solutions of MTP. In the following we would like to propose such a criterion and
an algorithm for finding a feasible solutions of MTP, which essentially makes use of slightly modified North-West
Corner Method.
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3

Main theorem and algorithm

We are now going to introduce algorithm for finding a feasible solution of MTP, and a criterion for existence of
such solutions. When one tries to find such a solution with use of a North-West Corner method, very quickly finds
that at some stage, although some sources have positive supply and some destinations have a positive demand,
there is no possibility of shipment between these sources and destinations, because the routes between them are
not allowed. The idea of our algorithm is to replace the problem with n destinations by a substitute MTP with only
2 destinations, and with the use of obtained solution, to divide the original problem into two MTP problems, both
with number of destinations less than n. Applying recursively this procedure we obtain a set of MTP problems
with 1 or 2 destinations which can be easily solved.
Let us denote by
Dj = {i ∈ {1, . . . , m} : (i, j) ∈ R},

j = 1, . . . , n,

the set of indices of those sources, that are allowed to transport to destination Dj . Let us notice that knowledge of
the sets Dj , j = 1, . . . , n, is equivalent to the knowledge of the whole set R, hence in the formulation fo MTP we
could replace the set R with the above sets. Let us now start with the following trivial observation.
Lemma 1. Modified Transportation Problem with 1 destination have a feasible solution, if
X
si .
d1 =
i∈D 1

Proof. The solution we are looking is given by
xi1

(
si
=
0

for i ∈ D1 ,
for i 6∈ D1 .

The following lemma is crucial for the algorithm, an shows how to find a solution for a problem with 2
destinations. The idea is to transport from the ”exclusive” sources at first, and only then to distribute products from
the ”shared” sources.
Lemma 2.
PModified Transportation Problem with two destinations have a feasible solution, if
1. dj ≤ i∈Dj si , j ∈ {1, 2},
P
2. d1 + d2 = i∈D1 ∪D2 si .

Proof. LetP
us consider the following
Pcases:
1. d1 ≤ i∈D1 \D2 si and d2 ≤ i∈D2 \D1 si . In this case demands of both destinations are fulfilled by their
”exclusive” sources. Thus we can replace this problem with two sub-problems with only one destination that
can be solved with the previous lemma: the first MTP with destination D1 and sources with indices from the
set D1P
\ D2 , and the second MTP
P with destination D2 and sources with indices from the set D2 \ D1 .
2. d1 ≤ i∈D1 \D2 si and d2 > i∈D2 \D1 si . Since the sets D1 \ D2 and D2 are disjoint, the demand of the
destination D1 can be fulfilled, by the assumptions of this
Pcase, with the supply of its exclusive sources. The
demand of the destination D2 , by the assumption d2 ≤ i∈D2 si , may be fulfilled by the supply of sources
with indices from the set D2 . Thus again it suffices to replace this problem with two MTPs with only one
destination: first MTP with destination D1 and sources with indices from the set D1 \ D2 , and the second MTP
with destination
D2 and sources
P
P with indices from the set D2 .
3. d1 > i∈D1 \D2 si and d2 ≤ i∈D2 \D1 si . This case is symmetric to the previous one.
P
P
4. d1 > i∈D1 \D2 si and d2 > i∈D2 \D1 si . This case is the most difficult. In the first step we assign the
products to destinations form their ”exclusive” sources: entire supply from the sources with indices in the set
D1 \ D2 goes to destination D1 and whole supply from sources with indices from the set D2 \ D1 should be
transported to D2 . According to the assumptions of this case it is not enough to fulfil their demands. Thus in
the next step we form a new, reduced transportation problem, with the same destinations D1 and D2 , with the
sources {Si : i ∈ D1 ∩ D2 }, and such that demands of the destinations are reduced by the quantities fulfilled
P
P
in the first step: d˜1 := d1 − i∈D1 \D2 si , d˜2 := d2 − i∈D2 \D1 si . However, the key fact now is that in
this problem all the routes are allowed: R = (D1 ∩ D2 ) × {1, 2}, since these sources were common to both
destinations. By the assumptions of the lemma we have
X
X
X
X
d1 + d2 =
si =
si +
si +
si ,
i∈D 1 ∪D 2

i∈D 1 \D 2
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hence

d˜1 + d˜2 = d1 + d2 −

X

i∈D 1 \D 2

si −

X

si =

i∈D 2 \D 1

X

si .

i∈D 1 ∩D 2

Thus demands of the destinations in the new transportation problem may be fulfilled by the supply of the
sources remained in this problem. Since all the routes are allowed, we obtain its solution applying for example
classic North-West Corner method.
We can now pass to the problem with arbitrary number of destinations.
Theorem 1. Modified Transportation Problem with n destination has a feasible solution if and only if
!
^
X
X
si .
dj ≤
j∈L

L⊆{1,...,n}

i∈

S

(1)

j∈L D j

Proof. Necessity is obvious. We will prove sufficiency by showing how to build a solution by dividing an MTP
into sub-problems with a fewer number of destinations. Let us firstly observe that the assumptions of lemmas 1
and 2 are a special cases of the condition (1) for n = 1 and n = 2, respectively, thus the first steps of induction
follows from those lemmas. Let us fix n > 2 and assume that the thesis of the theorem is true for all MTP with k
destinations, k < n.
Let us consider an MTP with n destinations. For non-empty subsets ∅ =
6 X ⊆ {1, . . . , n} we define
X
X
Φ(X) :=
si −
dj ,
j∈X

i∈D X

where
DX :=

[

Dj ,

j∈X

is the set of indices of suppliers that are able to transport their products to destinations with indices form the set
X, and let
Φ∗ = min{Φ(X) : ∅ =
6 X ( {1, . . . , n}}.
By the assumption (1) we have Φ∗ ≥ 0. Let A be any set realizing that minimum:
Φ(A) = Φ∗ ≤ Φ(X),

(2)

X ( {1, . . . , n}.

Let also B := {1,
P . . . , n} \ A. NowPwe consider the MTP with two destinations, say DA and DB with demands
equal to dA = j∈A dj and dB = j∈B dj , respectively. The set of sources and their supplies is the same as in
the original problem. The set R for this MTP is as follows: (i, A) ∈ R ⇐⇒ i ∈ DA , (i, B) ∈ R ⇐⇒ i ∈ DB .
In other words, we are able to transport products from the source Si to the combined destination DA iff we are
able to transport the products from the source Si to any destination with index from the set A. Conditions of
lemma 2 are obviously satisfied by this MTP, hence we can use this lemma to obtain a solution: xij , i = 1, . . . , m,
j ∈ {A, B}.
Now let us consider two sub-MTPs. First one, say MTP-A, consists of destinations with indices from the set A
and all m sources. Demands of the destinations in this MTP are equal to the demands in the original MTP with n
destinations: dA
j = dj , j ∈ A. However, supplies are equal to the values of solution of the MTP with 2 destinations
just solved: sA
i = xiA , i = 1, . . . , m. Analogously, second MTP, say MTP-B, consists of destination with indices
B
from the set B and all m sources. Demands and supplies are equal to: dB
j = dj , j ∈ B, si = xiB , i = 1, . . . , m.

It remains to show that these two sub-MTPs fulfil condition (1). Let us notice that since sA
i = si for i ∈
DA \ DB and sA
=
s
−
x
for
i
∈
D
∩
D
we
have
i
iB
A
B
i
X
X
X
X
X
X
0=
sA
dj =
si −
dj −
xiB = Φ(A) −
xiB ,
i −
j∈A

i∈D A

hence Φ(A) =

P

i∈D A ∩D B

X

i∈D Y

j∈A

i∈D A

i∈D A ∩D B

xiB . Now, for any Y ⊂ A we have
X
X
X
sA
dj =
si −
dj −
i −
j∈Y

i∈D Y

= Φ(Y ) −

j∈Y

X

i∈D A ∩D B
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xiB = Φ(Y ) − Φ(A) ≥ 0,
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which yields

X

X

sA
i ≥

i∈D Y

dj .

j∈Y

For MTP-B we show the condition (1) analogously.

Since MTP-A and MTP-B are problems with less than n destinations and fulfil the condition (1), we infer that
they have a feasible solutions, which combined together yields a solution for our original MTP with n destinations.

4

Example

We now present an example illustrating the above algorithm.
Example 1. Let us consider an MTP with for destinations D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 and four sources S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 . Table 1
contains the initial conditions of the problem. Numbers in the first column denotes the supplies of the sources, and
numbers in the first row are denotes demands of the destinations. Sign ”X” in the body of the table denotes that the
route between source and destination is not allowed. Cells of the table corresponding to allowed routes are initially
empty.

4

S1

4

S2

5

S3

7

S4

2

10

2

6

D1

D2

D3

D4

X

X

X

X
X

Table 1 Initial problem with 4 destinations.
The difference between supply and demand is lowest for the subset A = {D1 , D2 , D4 }. Table 2 presents the
reduced MTP and its solution. Since B = {S3 }, the column vector for DB in the above solution is already a part of
18

2

18

2

DA

DB

DA

DB

4

S1

4

S1

4

0

4

S2

4

S2

4

0

5

S3

5

S3

5

0

7

S4

7

S4

5

2

X

Table 2 Reduced MTP and its solution.
the final solution. For the set A we have a following sub-MTP. For this problem the difference between supply and
demand is lowest for the subset A = {D2 , D4 }. Table 3 contains also the reduced MTP and its solution. Notice

4

S1

4

S2

5

S3

5

S4

2

10

6

16

2

16

2

D1

D2

D4

DA

DB

DA

DB

X

X

X
X

4

S1

4

S2

5

S3

5

S4

X
X

4

S1

4

0

4

S2

4

0

5

S3

5

0

5

S4

3

2

Table 3 Sub-MTP for 3 destinations, reduced MTP and its solution.
that B = {1}, hence column of the solution for DB is a part of the final solution for the destination D1 . Finally,
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there remains only one sub-MTP with 2 destination, hence we are able to solve it, and combine with the previous
part to obtain a final solution:
2

10

2

6

D1

D2

D3

D4

4

S1

0

4

0

0

4

S2

0

4

0

0

5

S3

0

2

0

3

7

S4

2

0

2

3

Table 4 A feasible solution.

5

Conclusions

Although the example given above was very simple, we can notice two things. First one is that the main flaw
of presented algorithm is the need of computing the function Φ over all subsets of destinations, which has an
exponential complexity. However if we are able to find the subset minimizing Φ, the algorithm reduces to less than
n very easy problems with at most 2 destinations.
Theorem 1 gives the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of feasible solutions of a Modified
Transportation Problem. To find an optimal solution starting with the feasible one obtained by this method, one
may find practical to use the following approach. Use any classical algorithm (eg. method of potentials) with the
following alteration: all forbidden routes are now allowed, however a very high penalty cost is assigned to them
(higher than the total cost of the initial solution), hence an algorithm will be reluctant to assign any shipments to
such routes in the optimal solution.
Surprisingly, a characterization given in this paper have already found an application in cryptography. Namely,
with the aid of Theorem 1 one can prove the following result, which we state here without the proof.
Proposition 2. Let (J` , 4) be a partially ordered set and define the sets:
T = {(i, j) ∈ J` × J` : i is a predecessor of j},
 X

`
`
H0 :=
αij (ēj − ēi ) ∈ Z : αij ∈ N0 ,
H ` := H0` + N`0 .
(i,j)∈T

Let w̄ ∈ Z` . Then w̄ ∈ H ` if and only if

P

k∈I

wk ≥ 0 for every non-empty subset I of J` with the property

^ ^

i∈I j∈J`

(i 4 j =⇒ j ∈ I).
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Three-dimensional Bin Packing Problem with
heterogeneous batch constraints.
František Koblasa1, Miroslav Vavroušek 2, František Manlig3

Abstract. The new approaches of Industry 4.0 are focusing more and more on process optimization using principles of artificial intelligence, evolution techniques and
computer simulation to achieve both customer and manufacturer goals. One of the
biggest issues in this field is to create and optimize production plans. There are lot of
well-known solution to a problem of production scheduling of classical homogenous
batches, where same types of parts are produced by conventional machines. Nevertheless scheduling of heterogeneous batches is still underestimated, thus not implemented in general planning and scheduling systems.
This article presents possible solution to real world problems where it is necessary to
schedule workflow of machines, where it is necessary to take in account its work
space while considering several constraints and objective functions. Presented paper
is focusing on typical three dimensional bin packing problem, where material of bin
assigned parts are influencing total production time and total cost of producing these
bin pack batches. Article includes developed constructive algorithm and evolution
algorithm which are tested on theoretical examples.
Keywords: Bin Packing Problem, Batch Scheduling, Evolution Algorithm, Constructive Algorithm.
JEL Classification: L23
AMS Classification: 90C27

Introduction
Planning and scheduling becomes one of most important aspects in the Industry 4.0 to meet customer requirements. Nowadays most frequent used planning systems based on ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning system) are
focusing on material or capacity planning. APS (Advance Planning and Scheduling) system are focusing to improve this plan by optimizing production batches, job assigning or sequencing to usually find better utilization of
manufacturing resources (in most cases machines) or suitable and real due dates. MES systems connected to
those mentioned before are than giving us knowledge of actual state of manufacturing together with the option to
react on unexpected events.
Those systems are however using classical scheduling approaches of simulating processing of homogeneous
batches. Market pressures for greater product variety and forces manufacturing to use smaller and smaller
batches which are becoming more diverse. Thanks to new technologies as Rapid prototyping, where we can
manufacture different products at once, attention is turning on heterogeneous batches and on the problem of
technology compatible and incompatible part families. That leads to necessity to improve ways of planning or
better said scheduling in before mentioned information systems.
The attention of this article is put on technologies that used heterogeneous batches processing of one of the
oldest technologies in steel industry – heat treating operations especially annealing. The main reason is that, it is
very common technology which in the point of view of scheduling has great impact [9,12]. It has possibility to
process same and in some cases different part families at one time and it has significant impact on the schedule
because its processing time is usually several times greater than the rest of operations, so outcome of optimizing
this process has great potential in cost savings.
Scheduling of Annealing furnace is NP hard problem [9], which usually consists of three stages:
1. Constructing job families. This is usually based on material [12], however thickness of the material
could also limit placement in the same batch [13].It is possible to process different job families by one
processing batch in further described problem.
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2.

3.

Constructing batches (bins or sacks) by solving Knapsack or Bin packing problem (both usually NP
hard problems [12,15]) according to type of the plan[15,16]. It is suitable for short term planning to apply knapsack problem as we are trying to maximize processor utilization or delays of important jobs.
However, this article is focusing more on long term planning where we are trying to minimize operation
cost (number of batches-bins) taking in to account processing time to meet customer due date as much
as possible.
Sequencing and batch assigning is the last step in which it is usual to use some of flexible job shop,
flow shop or open shop scheduling approach base on the nature of the manufacturing system[7]. It is
most probable to use FJSSP [2] in the cases where annealing is in the middle of the process and we
don’t schedule just furnace, but whole manufacturing system.

Following chapters are dealing with designing batches for Heat treating furnaces. That is made by solving
modified three dimensional Bin Packing Problem (3DBPP) where there are given a set of n rectangular-shaped
items, each characterized by width wj , height hj and depth dj (j∈ J = {1;…; n}), and an unlimited number of
identical three-dimensional containers (bins) having width W, height H and depth D. We assume that the items
may be rotated within all axes (x,y,z).
One of the main tasks is to model processing time of heat treating operation together with its objective function. There is presented modified Maximum box constructive algorithm (CA) which results are than compared
by designed simple random key based evolution algorithm (EA). For that purpose there are redesigned classical
theoretical problems of 3D BPP. Attention is also paid to possible improvements in optimization approach in
technology constrains point of view.

Planning 3D BPP batches with constraint of heat treatment
The most difficult aspect of heat treatment scheduling in real world application is determining duration of processing time of batch. There are two basic types of setting batch processing time [3]:
 S-batch – batch processing time is equal to sum of each task in batch.
 P-batch – batch processing time is equal to the maximum processing time among all tasks.
Featured problem of composing manufacturing batch in annealing like production is according before mentioned P-batch, so it is necessary to define processing times of each part to determine maximal. There is big lack
of relevant literature which is focusing on determining processing time in annealing operations in gas furnaces
(induction furnaces are usually small and with continues process so it is not necessary to solve BPP). This article
is trying to combine two major engineering schools (USA and EU) to get at least approximate solution using two
types of tools steels (D2 and H13 – US material notation).
USA school [4] is dividing processing time in to three stages of preheating, soaking and tempering time. Data
are available for both small parts and also it is possible to determine processing times of bigger parts by incrementing method (see example Table 1).
Preheating
[min]
D2 Tool Steel
15
H13 Tool Steel
10
Steel type

< 3 [mm]
30
10

< 6[mm]
40
15

Soaking time [min]
Tempering
< 12 [mm] < 19 [mm] < 25 [mm]
25 [mm] >
50
55
60
60min/25mm 2h/25mm
20
25
30
30min/25mm 2h/25mm

Table 1: Theoretical time of heat treatment: size-time dependence.
European literature is focusing mostly on smaller parts. There are few new sources but most of them are taking information from Smóling book [13].Smóling in contrast with [4] is considering other aspects of determining
processing time – shape of annealed part and distance between parts (see table 2 where a is smallest part dimension - so called characteristic dimension and k1 and k4 respective coefficients)
Shape

k1

Shape

k1

Sphere or cube

0.75

Short tube

2

Round or square block

1

Long tube

4

Rectangle block
2a x a

1.5

Rectangle block
3-4 a x a

1.75

Plate

2

Placement
k3
Angular or round shape
1
object on pad
Round shape on the
1
floor
Angular on the floor

Placement
Several round shape
object touching
Several angular shape
object touching
Several roud shape
1.4
object with gaps 0.5x a

Table 2: Shape and placement coefficients
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k3

Placement
Several angular shape
2
object with gaps 0.5x a
Several roud shape
4
object with gaps 2x a
Several angular shape
1.4
object with gaps 1x a
Several angular shape
object with gaps 2x a

k3
2.2
1.3
2
1.8
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This article is than trying to combine those two approaches. There is used approach of summing preheating
time soaking time and tempering time and also taking corrective coefficients of shape, placement, type of furnace and material. Processing time (1) is than calculated as
(1)
Where (t is time and k is corrective coefficient):


tA is overall time of heat treatment of part.



tteor is theoretical time of heat treatment (2) according material and size of characteristic dimension (see
Table 1).
tteor= tp+ ts+ tt

(2)

where tp is time of preheating, ts is time of soaking and tt is time of tempering.


k1 is characteristic dimension of part given by Table 2.



k2 is influence of heat treating furnace (in our case we are selecting electric powered furnace with k2=1,2.)



k3 is influence of placement in furnace (in our case k3=4).



k4 is division of recommended annealing temperature and recommended quenching temperature. There was
selected k4=0,93 for D2 and 0,79 for H13 tool steel [20].

The goal of following planning optimization is to minimize total competition time of n furnaces-bins of m annealed parts (3)
(3)
Where tbi (4) is processing time of one batch (annealing furnace)
(4)
Constructive algorithm to design bins and optimizing evolution algorithm is described in following subchapters.

2.1

Constructive algorithm with completion time for 3D BPP

Constructive algorithm is creating solution in following steps. The set of placed boxes is arranged according to
the processing time tA (1) from the biggest to the smallest. The first block is placed in the corner of the free
space. The free space is divided into three new free spaces which covers the space of the cut out boxes. Following boxes are placed in to newly created spaces. Boxes are rotated in all axes if they do not fit at first try. New
bin is created if there is no other option of placement. Following blocks (third and following ones) are placed in
to newly design free spaces as it is shown at Figure 1. Free spaces which are only subspaces of the bigger ones
are eliminated.

Figure 1: Free space fragmentation
Algorithm is than placing and rotating boxes, by procedure described below, until there are no boxes available:
Data structure
Bins contain set of Bin
Bin contain set of FreeSpace
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FreeSpace = {w; d; h; centerX; centerY; centerZ}
Boxes contain set of Box
Box = {w; d; h; centerX; centerY; centerZ}
Initialize:
01 create new Bin B in the Bins
02 add new FreeSpace F = (W; D; H) to B
Pack:
03 sort Box in the Boxes by processing time in descending order
04 foreach Box X in the Boxes
05  Bool placed = False
06 
07  foreach Bin B in the bins
08   foreach FreeSpace F in the Bin B
09    for rot = 1:6
10     B = rotate X by rot
11    
12     if F.w>=X.w and F.d>=X.d and F.h>=X.h
13      placed = True
14      compute F - X and subdivide the result into at most six new FreeSpaces G1;..;G6
15      add G1;...;G6 to B
16      break
17   if placed = True
18    break
19  if placed = False
20   create new Bin B in the Bins = (W; D; H)
21   add new FreeSpace F = (W; D; H) to B
22   compute F - X and subdivide the result into at most six new FreeSpaces G1;...;G6
23   add G1;...;G6 to B
24  optimize FreeSpaces in the Bin B (Erase FreeSpace, which is only subspace)
25  sort FreeSpaces in the Bin B by size of the volume from the smallest

2.2

Random key based evolution algorithm

Beans [2] random key algorithm and its modifications [7]is one of the most versatile evolution algorithm that
found its use in wide variety of problems beginning with service[5] or production scheduling [8], traveling
salesmen problem[14], container loading problem[20], vehicle routing problem and ending with 2D and 3D bin
packing problem [6].
It is suitable for most combinatorial optimization problems whose solutions can be represented by a permutation vector (random key). A random key is a real number, generated at random(uniform distribution) in the continuous interval (0, 1). Decoder is used as a procedure that maps a vector of random keys into a solution of the
optimization problem which in our case is sequence of inserted parts in to bins.
Algorithm than has those stages:
1.Generate number of solutions (number of population – N) represented by random vectors describing sequence of placing parts in to bins.
2. Calculate fitness function f(x) by constructing solutions - see chapter 2.1 equation (2)
3. Sort solutions base on their fitness function in descending order.
4.Select parents – in this case our selecting procedure follows basic random selection. Two parent solutions
are selected to breed two new offsprings. Number of selections is equal to size of population N
5. Crossover operation to make new offsprings –That ensure all feasible solutions so it is not necessary to repair (or scrap) them as it is usual in knowledge based gene – to gene or one point, two point crossover types.
6. Calculate fitness function f(x) of new offsprings.
7. Include offsprings in to new population. Sort new population by f(x) by descendent order and let better
half to become new generation.
8. Repeat from step 4 until number of defined generations is met.
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2.3

Test problems and results

Presented algorithms are tested on modified datasets inspired by 3D BPP class of instances considered by Martello and Vigo in [11]. Instance has bin size W = H = D = 100 and five types of items with two types of material
(uniformly random selected) are considered (u.r. stands for „Uniformly random“) with:
 Type 1: wj u.r. in [1;1/2W], hj u.r. in [2/3H; H], dj u.r. in [2/3D; D].
 Type 2: wj u.r. in [2/3W; W], hj u.r. in [1;1/2H], dj u.r. in [2/3D; D].
 Type 3: wj u.r. in [2/3W; W], hj u.r. in [2/3H; H], dj u.r. in [1;1/2D].
 Type 4: wj u.r. in [1/2W; W], hj u.r. in [1/2H; H], dj u.r. in [1/2D; D].
 Type 5: wj u.r. in [1;1/2W], hj u.r. in [1;1/2H], dj u.r. in [1;1/2D].
Our models includes For each type (1-5) there where generated 10 tests with n parts n ∈⟨10; 15; 20;…; 45⟩.
Each model is tested 50 times which means 1750 experiments. Experiments can be divided in two main parts
(see Table 3). As there are not known optimal solutions, it was necessary to compare results of CA and EA.
EA algorithm than was set to:


Size population – its set to double of size of problem (n items) + 100 to ensure rich gene pool for optimization



Crossover – uniform crossover is used with probability 80% to exchange genes.



Parent selection – in compare to [6] it is used uniform selection.



New generation selection – it is used classical elitism approach, so after merging both parent and offspring
population, the better half is than selected to survive in to new generation.



Number of generation – it usual to use at least 100 generation to improve solution properly, however its
used just 20 generation because of extensive optimization time.

The first part of the table shows how EA was able to reduce fitness function generated by CA (percentage
showed EA fitness function divided by CAs). Second part of the table (time gain) shows time in minutes which
we can get by optimizing solution of CA by EA. That means solution improvement reduced by optimization
timespan.
Fitness function reduction down to
2
3
4

n. items/model

1

10

94.79%

70.07%

64.53%

15

91.01%

93.79%

20

93.85%

25

92.39%

30

91.37%

35
40

Time gain by optimization [min]
2
3
4

5

1

97.39%

75.08%

108.56

341.28

381.50

91.84

126.31

5

92.15%

91.91%

73.02%

173.86

107.81

182.98

397.09

399.07

86.97%

83.22%

93.28%

78.46%

140.22

302.50

288.73

463.53

318.80

100.14%

95.29%

93.70%

80.06%

225.46

-34.38

97.51

497.40

296.11

94.96%

94.67%

94.85%

80.65%

261.99

185.78

198.38

444.99

594.41

92.55%

97.94%

100.01%

100.00%

77.73%

275.76

2.07

-76.81

-68.23

505.16

101.82%

97.41%

96.18%

99.16%

90.52%

-183.17

60.70

126.74

64.71

260.37

Table 3: Optimization results of CA and EA
Preliminary test of designed EA and CA algorithm shows that in some cases EA algorithm is able to reduce
value of fitness function down to 64% of CA value (model 3 with 10 items). However there were models that EA
can’t optimize to better solution than CA, in fact solutions were in average worse (25 items model 2, 35 items
models 3 and 4 and 40 items model one). On other hand, possible time gained thanks to the optimization is in
most cases and in best case EA was able to save nearly 10 hours (problem 5 with 30 items to pack) The main
problem lies in very long optimization time which limits number of generations during EA optimization where
CA timespan takes less than seconds and EA at least more than 3 minutes up to hour and half which could be
complication in the practice application if you need plan just in time.

Conclusion
Designed simple random key evolution algorithm shows in most cases promising results in comparison of constructive algorithm thus i tis necessary to focus not only on objective (fitness) function but also on the optimization timespan. Despite the fact that number of generations in EA was set low (20) optimization timespan was
high. The main reason is searching pattern in constructive algorithm which is actively looking for optimal rotation in particular constructing step. That makes part of CA more like local search and it is extending constructing
solution significantly. Further work in this field will focus on adaptive setting of population size a number of
generations base on quality of fitness function and also on representation of rotation problem by chromosome.
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This article also presented new way how to set processing time of batch scheduling in heat-treating operations like annealing. Although this approach is following verified methods, it is combining principally completely different material engineering schools, so this approach can’t be used yet for practice in the terms of
material engineering without deeper material and technology knowledge. D2 and H13 were also selected as
compatible families only because their processing times are significantly different - so interesting in the point of
combinatorial optimization view. That does not mean they could be combine in the process of annealing.
Nevertheless, the way to calculate processing time is principally feasible and preliminary results of processing times were consulted with field professionals and were considered as mostly acceptable. This new approach
will be further consulted with material, technology and also planning and scheduling experts. Further research in
this field would be focusing also on how gaps between placed objects can influence total production time (see
Table 2 influence of k3 coefficient).
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Spatial Modelling of Nominal and Real Net Disposable
Household Incomes in the Districts (LAU 1)
of the Czech Republic
Aleš Kocourek 1, Jana Šimanová 2
Abstract. The aim of this article is to suggest and apply spatial econometric model
for estimation of the regional net disposable household incomes at the district level.
Its purpose is to provide an instrument for more precise and more realistic
comparison of the income level of average households across the regions
of the Czech Republic in nominal value and also in purchasing power parity (real
value).
The article extends the application of the results of the research project devoted
to issues of regional price levels in the Czech Republic. Therefore, it also contributes
to solution of the often-discussed problem of nominal vs. real income indicators
as benchmark of socioeconomic disparities.
Authors use statistical method of Small Area Estimation involving the estimation
of parameters for small sub-populations, generally used when the sub-population
of interest is included in a larger survey. Estimated nominal and real values
of the regional net disposable income of average household are statistically
analyzed. The findings underpin the need for a more accurate specification
of economic and social disparities on a lower regional level.
Keywords: Net household disposable income, Regional price level, Small area
estimation, LAU 1.
JEL Classification: C23, R13
AMS Classification: 62P20, 91B72

1

Introduction

The aim of this article is to suggest and apply spatial econometric model for estimation of the regional net
disposable household incomes at the district (Local Administrative Units, LAU 1) level. Its purpose is to provide
an instrument for more precise and more realistic comparison of the income level of average households across
the regions of the Czech Republic in nominal value and also in purchasing power parity (real value). The article
continues and extends application of the results of the research project devoted to issues of regional price levels
in the Czech Republic. [12][14] Therefore, it also contributes to solution of the widely-discussed problem of
nominal vs. real income indicators as benchmark of socioeconomic disparities [2].
The fundamental research hypothesis claims, the higher levels of income of households (measured by the
nominal net disposable household income, NDHI) generally tend to be compensated for by higher levels of price
levels. Therefore, the comparison of nominal values of NDHI across regions does not illustrate the real
socioeconomic position of the region’s inhabitants, although the nominal NDHI is generally used as the measure
of socioeconomic ranking of regions in the Czech Republic and other European countries. In the strategy of the
regional development of the Czech Republic, however, the nominal net disposable income is one of the crucial
indicators determining the social position of inhabitants of a region.
The quantification and evaluation of regional disparities remains one of the most up-to-date topics of
regional politics. According to Czech as well as foreign authors, the role of the supply side is often
overestimated in the regional policy at the expense of the demand side, or more specifically of the real income
per capita. The effect of the level of regional living costs or regional price levels is perceived by the current
theories of regional development as an impact of localization of corporations. It is presumed (to a great extent
controversially) that the consumer price levels are lower and the real estate price levels are higher as a result of
economies of agglomeration [19]. According to Viturka [21], the price factors belong to the group of moderately
1
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2
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important determinants of regional competitiveness. Kahoun [10] considers the fact that the regional differences
in price levels remain neglected highly limiting for accountable regional comparison, especially because the
difference in price levels between the Czech regions are significant. Differences in the price levels across the ČR
at the LAU 1 were proved by Kocourek, Šimanová [12], these results as the original and unique on the territorial
level LAU 1 will be used in this article.
Since the value of NDHI is not published on disaggregated to the level of district cities in the Czech
Republic, but only to the level of regions (NUTS 3), it was necessary to suggest and apply spatial econometric
model for estimation of the regional net disposable household incomes at LAU 1 and therefore select potential
regressors on the macroregional (NUTS 3) level available also for the districts (LAU 1). Authors use statistical
method of Small Area Estimation involving the estimation of parameters for small subpopulations, generally
used when the sub-population of interest is included in a larger survey. These subpopulations should be
characterized as smaller areas (districts). [15] Estimated nominal and real values of the regional net disposable
income of average households are statistically analyzed. The findings underpin the need for a more accurate
specification of economic and social disparities on a lower regional level.
Previous research papers document that in the German NUTS 3 regions the real regional disparities were
proved to diminish at a higher pace than the nominal ones, especially across the East German regions [13][18].
In the United Kingdom, the issue of real regional disparities has been tackled by Overman and Gibbons [7], who
focus solely on the prices of housing. During their research in 1998–2008, a significant trade-off between the
level of wages and the costs of living was identified. Therefore, they recommend the economic policies should
target the individual inhabitant and should attempt to improve his/her individual position, which will result in
raising the situation of the whole region more efficiently than focusing on a geographically determined region
[7]. In the USA, the researchers from the Bureau of Economic Analysis are deeply engaged in the issue of
metropolitan and nonmetropolitan price indices and also in the context of real income of population. They
discovered a higher variability in real incomes in the nonmetropolitan areas than in the metropolitan ones. [1]

2

Methodology of Estimation of the Net Disposable Household Income at
the District (LAU 1) Level

The net disposable household income (NDHI) is the result of balance of revenues and expenditures recorded at
the secondary distribution of income account. It shows how is the surplus/deficit of primary incomes
redistributed through the taxes, social benefits and other transfer payments [16]. The NDHI as such represents a
value of money the households are at their disposal for final consumption, savings, or assets accumulation. The
indicator illustrates the material wealth of households with permanent residence in the particular region or
locality [7].
Since the value of NDHI is not published on disaggregated to the level of district cities in the Czech
Republic, but only to the level of regions (NUTS 3), it was necessary to select potential regressors on the
regional (NUTS 3) level available also for the districts (LAU 1) of the Czech Republic to estimate the income
indicator NDHI per capita in the requested territorial structure and time. A group of potential regressors, whose
influence on the NDHI seemed logically justifiable and statistically significant, was chosen and tested. For the
estimation of model, the panel data analysis methods were applied using the software eViews 8.1.
The aim of the estimation is to regionally disaggregate the data (not to perform forecasting or extrapolation
in time). We ran the augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) to test for the stationarity of the data. It indicates the
data are geographically stationary. Regarding the characteristics of the data, fixed effects were chosen for the
period and for the cross-section dimension. The results of the testing are summed up in the model equation (1)
bellow and in the figure 1 showing the model’s performance on the actual data on the regional (NUTS 3) level.
The fixed cross-section and period effects were estimated using ordinary least squares.
NDHI tr = 264,170.515 − 5,144.441 × PRIMEDU tr + 2,884.807 × UNIEDU tr − 1,781.867 × UNEMPt r

(1)

where NDHI is the nominal value of net disposable household income, PRIMEDU is the share of population at
the age of 15+ that has attained pre-primary or primary level of education only, UNIEDU is the share of
population at the age of 15+ that has attained the tertiary level of education, UNEMP is the rate of
unemployment (the share of unemployed persons on the labor force), r is the region (here NUTS 3), and t is the
year (2005–2015).
Other regressors available at the LAU 1 as well as at the NUTS 3 level (such as share of employees in the
primary sector on the economically active population, share of employees in the secondary sector on the
economically active population, specific population density, average market price of a dwelling, share of
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population at the age from 15 to 60 years, share of population living in the district city) we tested and proved to
be statistically insignificant.
The statistically significant regressors of NDHI on the level of regions (NUTS 3) included PRIMEDU and
UNEMP with negative influence on the NDHI and UNIEDU with a positive influence on the NDHI. These three
variables are capable of explaining 91.01 % of variability of the data, the robustness of the model was also
verified using F-statistics and Jarque-Bera test for normality of residuals.
We applied the equation (1). We assigned the estimated fixed cross-section effects to all the districts
(LAU 1) of a certain region (NUT 3) and calculated the values of NDHI with the data (PRIMEDU, UNIEDU,
UNEMP) characterizing each individual district of the Czech Republic in each year of the period 2011–2015.
Thus, we received the preliminary NDHI estimates showing the income differentiation within each of the regions
(NUTS 3) of the Czech Republic. We then rectified all the NDHI values so that their regional average weighted
by the population of each district corresponds with the real NDHI value at NUTS 3 level [5].
280,000

150,000
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Fitted (left axis)

Residual (right axis)

Moravskoslezský (2005-2015)

Královéhradecký (2005-2015)

Zlínský (2005-2015)

-30,000

Olomoucký (2005-2015)

40,000

Jihomoravský (2005-2015)

0,000

Vysočina (2005-2015)

80,000

Pardubický (2005-2015)

30,000

Liberecký (2005-2015)

120,000

Ústecký (2005-2015)

60,000

Karlovarský (2005-2015)

160,000

Plzeňský (2005-2015)

90,000

Jihočeský (2005-2015)

200,000

Středočeský (2005-2015)

120,000

Hlavní město Praha (2005-2015)

240,000

Figure 1: Fitted, Actual and Residual Values of the Regression Model of Regional Nominal NDHI in the
Czech NUTS 3 Regions in 2005–2015
Source: authors’ own calculations in eViews 8.1 based on the data from [6]

2.1

Adjusting the Regional Net Disposable Household Incomes through Regional Price
Levels

The software eViews 8.1 was employed to estimate the values of NDHI in the “lower” regional decomposition of
districts (LAU 1). The results can be found in the figure 2, illustrated as the nominal NDHI values for the
76 districts in the years 2011–2015.
The resulting nominal NDHI estimates at the district level (LAU 1) of spatial decomposition are further
adjusted by the value of the regional multilateral transitory price level index – the Regional Price Index (RPI).
The RPI was methodically designed and calculated in the research project “Regional Price Index project as an
indicator of real and social economic disparities”. [14] Index values for 76 LAU 1 are available in the public
database [22] and were published in the peer-reviewed statistical journal [12]. The regional price-level adjusted
real net disposable household income (rNDHI) was calculated according to the formula:

rNDHI tr =

NDHI tr
,
RPI r × CPI t

(2)

where NDHI is the nominal value of net disposable household income, r is the region (here the district LAU 1),
RPI is the regional price index, CPI is the national consumer price index, and t is the year (2011–2015).
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Hlavní město Praha (2011-2015)
Benešov (2011-2015)
Beroun (2011-2015)
Kladno (2011-2015)
Kolín (2011-2015)
Kutná Hora (2011-2015)
Mělník (2011-2015)
Mladá Boleslav (2011-2015)
Nymburk (2011-2015)
Praha-východ (2011-2015)
Praha-západ (2011-2015)
Příbram (2011-2015)
Rakovník (2011-2015)
České Budějovice (2011-2015)
Český Krumlov (2011-2015)
Jindřichův Hradec (2011-2015)
Písek (2011-2015)
Prachatice (2011-2015)
Strakonice (2011-2015)
Tábor (2011-2015)
Domažlice (2011-2015)
Klatovy (2011-2015)
Plzeň-město (2011-2015)
Plzeň-jih (2011-2015)
Plzeň-sever (2011-2015)
Rokycany (2011-2015)
Tachov (2011-2015)
Cheb (2011-2015)
Karlovy Vary (2011-2015)
Sokolov (2011-2015)
Děčín (2011-2015)
Chomutov (2011-2015)
Litoměřice (2011-2015)
Louny (2011-2015)
Most (2011-2015)
Teplice (2011-2015)
Ústí nad Labem (2011-2015)
Česká Lípa (2011-2015)
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Liberec (2011-2015)
Semily (2011-2015)
Hradec Králové (2011-2015)
Jičín (2011-2015)
Náchod (2011-2015)
Rychnov nad Kněžnou (2011-2015)
Trutnov (2011-2015)
Chrudim (2011-2015)
Pardubice (2011-2015)
Svitavy (2011-2015)
Ústí nad Orlicí (2011-2015)
Havlíčkův Brod (2011-2015)
Jihlava (2011-2015)
Pelhřimov (2011-2015)
Třebíč (2011-2015)
Žďár nad Sázavou (2011-2015)
Blansko (2011-2015)
Brno-město (2011-2015)
Brno-venkov (2011-2015)
Břeclav (2011-2015)
Hodonín (2011-2015)
Vyškov (2011-2015)
Znojmo (2011-2015)
Jeseník (2011-2015)
Olomouc (2011-2015)
Prostějov (2011-2015)
Přerov (2011-2015)
Šumperk (2011-2015)
Kroměříž (2011-2015)
Uherské Hradiště (2011-2015)
Vsetín (2011-2015)
Zlín (2011-2015)
Bruntál (2011-2015)
Frýdek-Místek (2011-2015)
Karviná (2011-2015)
Nový Jičín (2011-2015)
Opava (2011-2015)
Ostrava-město (2011-2015)
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3
Results

The nominal and real NDHI were calculated for the 76 districts in years 2011–2015. The results are shown in
Figures 2. The rNDHI is very useful for mapping of the development of the socioeconomic position of an
average household residing in a particular district of the Czech Republic over the period of 2011–2015. As
expected, the most pronounced differences are recorded in the largest cities of Praha, Brno, and perhaps Plzeň.
Figures 2 and 3 as well as descriptive statistics shown in Table 1 suggest, there might be some trade-off between
the regional values of nominal NDHI per capita and the regional price levels of RPI: the higher nominal income
(NDHI) seems to be compensated for by the higher values of regional price levels (RPI).
290,000

270,000
nominal NDHI

250,000
real NDHI (constant prices 2010)

230,000

210,000

190,000

170,000

150,000

130,000

Figure 2: Nominal NDHI vs. Real NDHI in the Czech LAU 1 Districts in 2011–2015
Source: authors’ own calculations in eViews 8.1 based on the data from [6]

Figure 3: Nominal NDHI (left) vs. Real NDHI (right) in the Czech LAU 1 Districts (2011–2015 Average)
Source: authors’ own calculations in eViews 8.1 based on the data from [6]

Indicator
nominal NDHI
real NDHI

Standard Deviation
25,125.004
17,502.134
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Mean
190,729.905
179,427.196

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of the Nominal and Real NDHI
Source: authors’ calculations in eViews 8.1 based on the data from [6]

Median
189,888.630
179,146.683
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The main hypothesis of this article was focused on validation of the statistically significant influence of
regional price levels on the extent of recorded interregional nominal socioeconomic disparities. We used five
tests on homogeneity of variance (F-test, Siegel-Tukey test, Bartlett test, Levene test, and Brown-Forsythe test).
The results of all these tests are summed up in the Table 2. All of them give very similar answers.
Since the P-value is lower than the 5% significance level, the null hypothesis of homogeneity of variances is
rejected. We can conclude the regional price levels reassess the nominal regional disparities significantly at the
95% confidence level. The interregional differences measured by nominal NDHI are significantly wider than the
real NDHI disparities.
Method
F-test
Siegel-Tukey
Bartlett
Levene
Brown-Forsythe

Degrees of Freedom
(384, 384)

Value
2,061
3,858
49,073
20,193
19,915

1
(1, 768)
(1, 768)

P-value
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000

Table 2: Results of the Tests on Homoscedasticity
Source: authors’ calculations in eViews 8.1 based on the data from [6]

4

Conclusion

The regression analysis on panel data showed that NDHI per capita in the regions of the Czech Republic is
influenced mainly by the rate of unemployment and the level of education of the inhabitants. The results of
analysis across all examined districts of the Czech Republic verified the statistically significant trade-off
between the price levels and NDHI: the higher incomes generally imply higher regional price levels. The
analysis of the variability of the statistical set of nominal NDHIs per capita was tested against the variability of
the real NDHIs per capita (in constant prices of 2010). The significant impact of the regional price levels was
verified at the 95% confidence level. The nominal indicator of socioeconomic position (NDHI) of an average
individual in the 76 districts of the Czech Republic recorded significantly higher variability than real indicator
(rNDHI). Thus, the differences in prices across regions decrease the interregional disparities and to a certain
extent improve the socioeconomic situation of inhabitants especially in the problematic, structurally affected
regions of the Czech Republic.
Although the differences in the quality of services such as education or health care are not accounted for, the
spatial assessment of the multilateral regional price differences has the potential of improving the understanding
of some of the market inefficiencies and represents an important mean of more precisely targeted interventions
of economic policy [20]. The regional price levels play a crucial role in consumers’ decision making, in
localization of economic subjects, and as such can widely affect the regional disparities [2][8].
More precise definition of localities as well as methods of assessing the real economic and social disparities
is desirable for increasing the efficiency of applied instruments of regional policies [11]. It seems useful to focus
the policies of regional development on the real socioeconomic situation of the individuals. The real income
indicators make the analysis of social and economic disparities on the regional and sub-regional levels more
precise [21][10]. The real regional disparities in the income of an average household across the Czech Republic
are smaller than so far published nominal ones, which is consistent with findings of [3] or [17].
Therefore, it seems very useful (if not necessary) to measure or at least estimate the price levels on the most
detailed scale available. Significant differences in cost of living can be identified even within the former districts
in the Czech Republic (LAU 1). From this point of view, a price level homogeneity on the level of NUTS 3 or
even NUTS 2 is a very strong and hardly justifiable precondition.
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Consumption taxes in Australia: A DSGE approach
Zlatica Konôpková1
Abstract. This paper investigates the effects of the increase in consumption taxes on
Australian economy which faces the same challenges as almost all developed countries of the world. The public finances are in weak condition recovering from the last
global financial crisis. Current status of demography prognoses the future decrease of
working population and significant increase in the costs on health and social system.
The goal is to decide whether currently discussed need of tax reform is relevant and if
the proposed solution can improve the situation of public finances using a new Keynesian dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model for a small closed economy which
is adjusted for the changes in consumption taxes. The effects on economy (especially
on output, deficit and debt) are examined using impulse response functions of shocks
in the stochastic components of the implicit tax rate. According to our results we
do not suggest Australian government to implement the reform of increasing indirect
taxes itself, but combine it with e.g. decrease of direct taxes as it is the main trend in
fiscal policy of nowadays.
Keywords: DSGE, consumption taxes, tax reform, Australia.
JEL classification: H21, C50
AMS classification: 91B64

1

Introduction

The latest global financial crisis tested the condition of government budgets and most of them have not outperformed the consequences yet. The public finances are in weak condition, slowly recovering from the crisis. In
addition, developed countries face the problem of aging population indicating the future decrease in working population associated with significant increase in the costs on health and social system. Australia is not an exception
and deals with the same problems.
In the following years, the consolidation of public sector is a crucial task for policy makers. They must find
the equilibrium in which they collect sufficient amount of funds to cover their activities and do not influence the
private sector too much at the same time. Taxes may have negative impact on economy. They burden the part of
economic activity, create distortions and may slow down the economic growth.
The aim of this article is to analyze possible effects of increasing the taxes on consumption on Australian
economy using dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model. In the following chapters, we present the
details of current situation of Australia and the details of the chosen DSGE model. The original model is adjusted
in order to simulate the shock in consumption taxes and then calibrated. The effects of the shock are discussed
using the impulse response functions.

2

Current problems

The consequences of the last global financial crisis are still visible in economies. Australian budget has fallen from
surplus into deficit 5.61 %, currently accounting for deficit 2.8 % (OECD [9]). The debt has almost doubled since
2007 and reached the level 64.2 % of GDP.
In addition, Australia faces the problem of aging population predicting the pressure on health and social system.
Figure 1 shows the structure of Australian population and changes in the decade between 2004 and 2014. The
number of people aged 65 and over increased in last decade by 1.87 percentage point. On the other side the youth
population decreased by 1.11 percentage point and there are no signals of changing the trend in the near future
(OECD [8]).
It is inevitable to consolidate the public finances and the pressure is put on policy makers to prepare the effective
fiscal reforms. They can focus on cutting their spending or increasing the taxes. The distortion effect of the taxes is
different for all types and therefore the structure of tax system can affect the success of taxes collection. According
to OECD [12] consumption taxes and property tax have the smallest negative effects on economy and the corporate
and personal income taxes are on the opposite side. Nowadays the main trend in fiscal policy is to make a move
1
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Figure 1 Changes in the structure of Australian population 2004 – 2014 (OECD [8])
from direct taxes to indirect ones. Mamatzakis [7] confirmed that this kind of shift can invoke an economic growth
without changes on revenue side.
As it is shown by Figure 2 the direct taxes compound more than 2/3 of Australian taxation and therefore there
is a place for reform in favor of indirect taxes which is nowadays discussed and highly promoted by institutions in
Australia in order to gain the public’s vote.
other,
6.80%
goods &
services,
28.40%

personal
income,
39.15%

property,
2.58%
payroll,
5.11%

corporate
profits,
17.96%

Figure 2 Taxes in Australia – % of taxation (OECD [11])

3

Methodology and data

The model chosen for analysis is an adjusted version of model presented in Costa Junior and Sampaio [4] who
examined the tax reduction effects of the productive sector in Brazilian economy. The model simulates the environment of small closed economy divided into three sectors: households, firms and government (authority). The
omission of international trade is motivated by the intention to use as much simple model as possible and also by
the fact that Australia is the 3rd least open economy in OECD with trade only 41 % of GDP (OECD [14]).
Households
The whole sector is divided into two types of representative agents – active (Ricardian) and inactive (non-Ricardian)
workers. The split of sector is fixed, thus the aggregate consumption Ct of individuals is equal to
Ct = (1 − ω)CR,t + ωCN R,t ,

(1)

where CR,t , CN R,t marks the consumption of Ricardian (non-Ricardian) households and ω the ratio of nonRicardian households in economy.
Active workers contribute to the pension system, pay taxes and also make savings. They choose the level of
consumption, savings, investments and leisure in order to maximize their intertemporal utility function. Let Et be
the expectation operator, β ∈ (0, 1) the intertemporal discount factor, Lt the labor, ψ marginal disutility of labor,
σ the coefficient of relative risk aversion and StC , StL the shocks on intertemporal consumption and labor supply,
then the maximization problem of Ricardian households is
" 1−σ
#
∞
1+ψ
X
CR,t
t C
L Lt
max Et
β St
− St
(2)
1−σ
1+ψ
t=0
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subject to the budget constraint






Bt+1
τl
τc
τk
Pt 1 + l (CR,t + It ) + B = Wt Lt 1 − l − τp + Rt Kt 1 − k + Bt .
φc
Rt
φt
φt

(3)

Households make their savings in form of investment into capital goods It or in form of bond’s purchase issued
by government Bt+1 with the rate of return RtB . Every household has to pay taxes on consumption τc , on labor
income τl , on capital income τk and also has to pay social security contributions τp . φct , φlt and φkt are the stochastic
components of the taxes. Households receive wages Wt for labor, returns from capital Rt and payments from the
bonds Bt that matured after one period.
The capital in economy is characterized by law of motion with the rate of depreciation δ,
(4)

Kt+1 = (1 − δ)Kt + It .
Shocks presented to the model have the rules of movement
i
i
log Sti = (1 − ρsi ) log Sss
+ ρsi St−1
+ si,t , i ∈ {C, L}

log φjt

= (1 −

ρj ) log φjss

+

ρj φjt−1

+ j,t ,

j ∈ {c, l, k}

(5)
(6)

where si,t , i,t are exogenous shocks and ρsi , ρi are autoregressive components.

Inactive workers are the retired ones and are not allowed to make savings. They do not maximize their intertemporal utility function, they are just limited by the value P EN of the benefits received from government and
therefore it applies


τc
(7)
P EN = 1 + c Pt CN R,t .
φt
Firms
The final good of economy is created in two stages. At the beginning there is a wholesale sector representing
number of firms in monopoly competition that produce different intermediate goods. Firstly, the wholesalers
choose the quantities of production factors taking the prices as given in order to minimize their costs
(8)

min Wt Lj,t + Rt Kj,t

Lj,t ,Kj,t

subject to the technology

α 1−α
Yj,t = At Kj,t
Lj,t ,

(9)

with the share of capital α and the productivity At characterized by the law of motion
log At = (1 − ρA ) log Ass + ρA log At−1 + A,t

(10)

where A,t is an exogenous shock and ρA is an autoregressive component.

Subsequently they set the optimal price of intermediate good taking the level of output given in order to maximize their profits
(11)
max Pj,t Yj,t − Wt Lj,t − Rt Kj,t .
Pj,t

The second stage of production is a retail industry, a single firm facing perfect competition that produces
a single good for consumption by aggregating the intermediate goods. The firm maximizes its profit taking the
prices of goods from wholesalers as given
Z 1
max Yj,t = Pt Yt −
Pj,t Yj,t dj
(12)
0

using the following technology

Yt =

Z

0

1

ϕ−1
ϕ

Yj,t dj

ϕ
 ϕ−1

,

(13)

where Yj,t is the intermediate product and ϕ is the elasticity of substitution between intermediate goods.
The prices in economy are subject to change. In line with Calvo [2] only a randomly selected fraction (1 − θ)
∗
of the wholesalers is able to set the optimal price Pj,t
in every period. The remaining part of the firms θ can use
only the price from the previous period Pj,t−1 . The overall price level in economy is equal to
1
h
i 1−ϕ
1−ϕ
Pt = θPt−1
+ (1 − θ)Pt∗1−ϕ
.
(14)
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Government
The government in model acts as fiscal and monetary authority and also takes care of the social security system.
Only simple social system with no capitalization is considered, so the pension balance BALt is equal to the
difference of revenues and expenses
BALt = τp Wt Lt − P EN
(15)
Fiscal authority needs to finance the purchases of goods and services. Resources are accumulated from the
taxes and issued bonds, which allows the government to finance its spending on debt. The public debt is given as
Bt+1
− Bt = Pt Gt − BALt − T AXt ,
RtB

(16)

where the tax revenue T AXt is equal to
T AXt =

τc
τk
τl
Pt (Ct + It ) + l Wt Lt + k Rt Kt .
φct
φt
φl

(17)

The government spending is sensitive relatively to the size of public debt with the sensitivity coefficient χ and it
holds
Gt − Gss = χ(Bt − Bss ),
(18)
where Gss , Bss are steady-state levels.

Monetary authority controls the interest rate using simple Taylor rule (Taylor [15]) with the goal of output
growth and price stability
B
RtB = a(Yt − Yss ) + b(πt − πss ) + Rss
,
(19)

B
, πss are steady-state levels.
where a, b are respective sensitivity coefficients, πt is inflation rate and Yss , Rss

3.1

Calibration

To perform the stochastic analysis of economy’s reaction to the shock in consumption taxes it is needed to assign
values to structural parameters. The model is calibrated for Australian economy in 2014, which corresponds to the
latest available data. Structural parameters are obtained from economic literature, other DSGE works and papers
or calculated from available statistics. Following Table 1 presents the values, description and source for parameters
reflecting the Australian economy
Parameter
σ
ψ
τc
τk
τl
τp
ω
P EN
ϕ

1.17
1
0.14
0.257
0.277
0.015
0.22
0.035
0.3

description
rel. risk aversion coeff.
marg. disutility of labor
imp. tax rate on consump.
imp. tax rate on capital
imp. tax rate on labor
tax on payroll
pension beneficiaries
benefit payments
price stickiness index

Source
Gandelman and Hernandez-Murillo[5]
Sheen and Wang [16]
OECD [11]
Carey and Tchilinguirian [3]
OECD [13]
OECD [11]
OECD [8]
OECD [10]
Cagliarini, Robinson and Tran [1]

Table 1 Structural parameters

4

Results

In this section we analyse the effects of positive one unit size shock in consumption taxes using impulse response
functions generated for 30 periods - see Figure 3 for the most important variables. There is no significant effect
on prices of final product and production factors, wages and returns from capital. The increase caused by shock
diminishes after two periods and therefore we do not display them.
Changes in consumption
Consumption is aggregated from Ricardian and non-Ricardian households. The shock in consumption taxes decreases the consumption of active workers who can observe the impact directly and adjust their behavior as their
budget is lower. Their welfare is therefore decreased.
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Figure 3 Impulse response functions
Inactive workers increase their consumption in first periods, but this positive change diminishes quickly into
downturn and is reflected by the steep line in the first simulated periods. We can explain it with the use of expectations. Inactive workers are limited by payments from government, they can expect that due to increased taxes
government could raise the payments and increase their consumption. But the raise is not in place, their budget is
lowered by the tax increase and they have to decrease consumption.
Changes in tax revenue, debt and government spending
The expected rise in tax revenue after increasing taxes is overridden by the decrease of consumption and the overall
result is flat. Government expects higher tax collection and increases the spending, but together with insufficient
tax collection it results in the increase of debt. Also households cannot buy the needed amount of bonds.
Changes in investments
Investments reacts in negative way which can be explained by two factors. Firstly, household’s budget is lowered
and they cannot make so much savings. Secondly, a displacement of investments from economy is caused by
government spending financed on debt. As it is typical for investments, their reaction is the most sensitive amongst
the components of GDP.
Overall we can conclude that increasing consumption taxes itself has negative effect on economy. The output
is decreased as well as other important variables. It is not good strategy for policy makers just to increase indirect
taxes itself. As it was shown in Konôpková [6] decrease of direct taxes can result in positive effect on economy
and consolidation of public finances but at the expense of temporary reduced consumption. In case the government wants to increase the consumption taxes then it should be accompanied by the decrease of direct taxes to
compensate the negative impact as it is current trend in fiscal policy.

5

Conslusion

In this paper we examined the effects of increasing the taxes on consumption in Australia using DSGE model. We
generated the impulse response functions to analyse the reactions of important variables. In general, the economy
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reacts negatively on this type of change. We observe the decrease in output, welfare, consumption, investments and
on the other side the increase in spending and debt. The public finances cannot be consolidated this way. Therefore
we do not recommend government to present this type of reform itself, but combine it with e.g. the decrease in
direct taxes.
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Spa tourism in Slovakia - analysis of defined aspects
Martina Košíková1, Anna Šenková2, Eva Litavcová3, Róbert Bielik4
Abstract. The Slovak spas have a long tradition and even in the present the spas
preserve a status of improving health of clients and providing a great place for relaxation as well. The aim of the present article is to evaluate significant attributes of
service quality for their clients in the three spa companies in Slovak republic Bardejov Spa, Spa Brusno and Spa Vyšné Ružbachy. In the selected spas we have
carried out a research based on a questionnaire survey in which clients evaluated
five attributes, among which we included service in accommodation and catering,
medical care, technical security, cultural, social and sport-recreation services and
services related to spa facilities as a separate tourist destination (for example the
number of parking spaces). The article features comparison of the importance of selected attributes in different spa locations and comparison of locations with regard to
individual attributes. Based on the outputs, we found out that locations differentiate
in the all five attributes. The article features a detailed listing of identified attribute
differences within the locations.
Keywords: spa, ANOVA, spa tourism, satisfaction.
JEL Classification: L83
AMS Classification: 62-07, 62G86

1

Introduction

Spas are becoming a global phenomenon, even though in general we do not have many information and evidence
describing its scale. Spa services are the fastest growing leisure industry. Thanks to the quality services and
proven therapeutic effects, Slovak Republic has a significant position among the world's countries in providing
spa services. Even though Slovakia is not a spa power such as Italy, Germany or France, it is one of the countries
with high-quality spa services at least at the same level as its neighboring countries Czech Republic, Hungary,
Austria and also remote countries like Switzerland, Greece and Spain.
The spa development can be viewed from different perspectives and disciplines, especially hydrology, history, culture, politics, balneology, climatology. The history of Slovak spa is well described in many professional
book publications and promotional materials with professional character [1]. At present, Slovak spa companies
are mainly providers of health and medical services with proven therapeutic effects and significant improvement
of patients' health. In recent years, the competitive environment has increased the importance of other additionally offered services. The health care in Slovakia is at the high level, especially thanks to the tradition, staff professionalism, and legislation that underlines the minimum requirements for personnel and equipment [10]. The aim
of employee activities in all spa companies should be to get clients into the spa by providing excellent treatment
and top-notch services regarding one’s health condition. From the customer point of view, the quality of the
provided services is seen from different perspectives such as environment, staff’s skills, ability to work on individual needs and flexible handling of different situations. The key element in competition is to enforce quality
factors while providing services in the spa environment. Employees are considered to be the most important
factor. Based on the results of our spa company culture research we can state that the most important factor is to
support teamwork by involving employees to join events, creating rules, delegating work to employees and creating remuneration system [11].
When providing any service, the most important aspects clients evaluate is the way the service is provided,
waiting time, safety and reliability of a treatment, hygiene, marketing, information provision, and ongoing quali1
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ty control [4]. Client satisfaction is defined by the overall quality of provided services, as well as a scale to
which one’s requirements were met.
In the literature we can find many definitions and models of customer satisfaction and its measurement.
Januška [5] is an author of a methodology dealing with customer satisfaction in tourism and is a creator of the
satisfaction coefficient. Peters and Waterman [8] perceive satisfaction primary as a significant economic factor
focused on the success of an organization. The well-known theoretical model focused on finding out customer
satisfaction is the SERVQUAL model, which is based on the GAP model [7].

2

Data and methodology

The objects of our research are as follows: spa companies situated in the Slovak Republic: Bardejovské kúpele,
a.s. (Bardejov spa) and Kúpele Vyšné Ružbachy (Spa Vyšné Ružbachy) located in the eastern part of Slovakia
and Kúpele Brusno, a.s. (Brusno Medical Spa), the spa in the central Slovakia. Several baths have been suited to
the research intention according to the chosen criteria (the providing comprehensive spa care services, the indication list of diseases for which the spa treatment is primarily focused, the localization in a unique natural environment). In the pilot survey, we decided to address these three baths, among other things, due to availability.
A portfolio of research samples consists of spa company clients who are long-term visitors of the given spa.
One-day and random visitors were not involved in the study.
The feedback we got from the clients was used to collect information on customer satisfaction in the selected
companies. The questionnaire was divided into two different parts. The first one deals with socio-demographic
characteristics of clients in spas, the second one focuses on the spa destination and visitor satisfaction with the
quality of services.
Most of the items related to the socio-demographic profile of spa were closed, although there were questions
that could be answered openly. Questions from the second part of the questionnaire were measured by 5-point
Likert-type scale, where the respondents were asked about their level of satisfaction with the quality of services
(1 = high quality, 5 = poor quality).
The particular questions in the second part of the questionnaire evaluated five attributes, among which we included service provided in the accommodation and catering, medical care, technical amenities of spa, cultural,
social opportunities and sport-recreation services and services related to spa facilities as a separate tourist destination (for example the number of parking spaces). We got 150 valid questionnaires (50 per each spa).
The analyses of collected data were focused on evaluating attributes within each specific spa company as
well as differences between the spas. The collected data represent the set of categorical data, therefore we decided to use the nonparametric alternative of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and appropriate pair tests, primarily designed to process such structured data. The normality tests of individual attributes (A1-A5 - service in
accommodation and catering, medical care, technical amenities of spa, cultural, social opportunities and sportrecreation services and services related to spa facilities as a separate tourist destination) show that none of these
attributes is normally distributed, and considering the amount of respondents (
in each spa) we have selected tests that do not require normal distributions.

2.1

Kruskal-Wallis test

Kruskal-Wallis test is a rank-sum test which serves to test the null hypothesis - that independent random samples come from the identical populations against the alternative hypothesis that the means of these populations
are not all equal [2]. Kruskal-Wallis test (or H test) is a nonparametric alternative to ANOVA that does not require normal distributions [12].
From the composite variation range we will get average ranks of all observations in each group
the average of all rank . Then the Kruskal–Wallis statistic can be expressed as [9]

and also

(1)

or the convenient computational form of
(2)
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where
the average rank of all observations in the group
the sum of the ranks in the th sample,
the average of all ranks
the number of observations in the th sample,
total number of observations in all samples combined
the number of samples
If the null hypothesis is true and each sample has at least five observations, the sampling distribution of
can be approximated closely with a chi-square distribution with
degrees of freedom. Consequently, we can
reject the null hypothesis that
and accept the alternative that the ′s are not all equal at the
level of significance , if
[2]. The chi-square approximation is acceptable when the group
sample size
with
[9].

3

Analysis and results

3.1

Analysis of differences between attributes within spa centers

We used Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Signed-rank Test that compares the differences between the individual attributes within a particular spa. Unlike the test for paired data, the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test does not require
normal distributions [12]. Instead, it tests the hypothesis that the scores for two variables were drawn from the
same distribution. The test:
(3)

where
number of cases with non-zero differences
number of ties
number of elements in the -th tie,
Table 1 describes average and median values in individual attributes of the spa center. A lower average value
(or median) means higher satisfaction with the provided service.

A1
Median
1,333
1,333

Mean
1,760
1,453

Bardejov
Brusno
Vyšné
Ružbachy

1,550

1,500

Mean
2,295
1,875
2,865

A2
Median
2,500
1,750
2,625

Mean
1,848
1,616
2,152

A3
Median
1,800
1,600
2,200

Mean
1,845
1,570

A4
Median
1,750
1,500

2,685

2,875

Mean
1,996
1,492
2,180

A5
Median
2,200
1,400
2,400

Table 1 Average and median attribute values of individual baths
Following tables present the results of Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Signed-rank Test. Moreover, they show in
which attributes the evaluations differ. Each table (Table 2-4) represents individual spa place (Bardejov, Brusno,
Vyšné Ružbachy) with original attributes (left part) as well as modified (ref. Attr.) attributes. Attr. 1-5 were
created due to small number of possible values which have de facto ordinal character.

Attribute
(A)
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

A1

A2

A3

A4

-

0,000
-

0,195
0,000
-

0,127
0,000
0,972
-

Spa Bardejov
Attribute
A5
(Attr.)
Attr1
0,002
Attr2
0,035
0,573
Attr3
0,226
Attr4
Attr5

Atr1

Atr2

Atr3

Atr4

Atr5

-

0,129
-

0,043
0,001
-

0,536
0,001
0,238
-

0,000
0,000
0,002
0,000
-

Table 2 Wilcoxon signed-rank test – Spa Bardejov
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Attribute
(A)
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

A1

A2

A3

A4

-

0,000
-

0,005
0,000
-

0,109
0,000
0,608
-

Spa Brusno
Attribute
A5
(Attr.)
0,161
Attr1
Attr2
0,000
Attr3
0,032
0,260
Attr4
Attr5

Atr1

Atr2

Atr3

Atr4

Atr5

-

0,099
-

0,014
0,484
-

0,186
0,994
0,245
-

0,200
0,013
0,000
0,043
-

Table 3 Wilcoxon signed-rank test – Spa Brusno

Attribute
(A)
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

A1

A2

A3

-

0,000
-

0,000
0,000
-

Spa Vyšné Ružbachy
Attribute
A4
A5
(Attr)
Attr1
0,000 0,000
Attr2
0,028 0,000
Attr3
0,000 0,766
Attr4
0,000
Attr5

Atr1

Atr2

Atr3

Atr4

Atr5

-

0,000
-

0,000
0,181
-

0,000
0,847
0,026
-

0,000
0,316
0,015
0,124
-

Table 4 Wilcoxon signed-rank test – Spa Vyšné Ružbachy
The results show which attributes within the individual spas show statistically significant differences. The
most different evaluation of original attributes was found in Vyšné Ružbachy spa. There is a statistically significant difference between almost all attributes except A3 and A4.

3.2

Analysis of differences between spas’ individual attributes

The analysis of differences between individual spas was carried out separately for each attribute. To do so we
used two tests – Kruskal-Wallis test and Median test. In these tests individual attributes were considered as dependent variables. The attributes were outlined for the three different groups (spa Bardejov, Brusno and Vyšné
Ružbachy). Then we determined whether or not there are statistically significant differences in the median of the
monitored groups.
Based on the obtained results we note that all attributes (for three spas) feature at least one statistically significant difference.
The results of Kruskal – Wallis test and Median test, representing the analysis of the differences in the attributes of the spa – the so called “average rank“ in the composite variation range, are shown in Table 5.

Bardejov
Brusno
Vyšné Ružbachy
Kruskal-Wallis test: H
Median test: Chi-Square

A1
80,37
63,74
82,39

A2
74,02
50,28
102,20

A3
72,51
57,85
96,14

A4
65,86
51,54
109,10

A5
83,16
45,61
97,73

5,6842

36,5036

20,1360

48,2144

38,8816

1,7322

24,0079

13,5000

30,7200

39,5200

Table 5 Kruskal-Wallis test and Median Test
We also used Kruskal-Wallis test and Median test on the modified attributes. The specific consequential values are shown in Table 6.

Bardejov
Brusno
Vyšné Ružbachy
Kruskal-Wallis test: H
Median test: Chi-Square

Atr1
79,58
62,91
84,01

Atr2
64,00
64,94
97,56

Atr3
72,79
51,01
102,70

Atr4
66,31
50,18
110,01

Atr5
85,61
37,30
103,59

6,7673

21,7223

36,6235

51,7116

63,8186

8,0893

26,1182

23,4801

46,3167

60,6429

Table 6 Kruskal-Wallis test and Median Test – modified attributes
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The Kruskal-Wallis test found significant differences in the level of satisfaction in four attributes of reviews “medical care”, “technical amenities”, “cultural, social opportunities and sport-recreation services” and “services
related to spa facilities as a separate tourist destination” – -value = 0,000. Only in one attribute, namely “service in accommodation and catering”, satisfaction scores differed between spas, but the Kruskal-Wallis test did
not report statistically significant differences ( -value
for Kruskal-Wallis test and -value
for Median Test).
With modified attributes, there is a statistically significant difference in the perceived satisfaction in all attributes. This may be due to the fact that some of these modified attributes contain only one variable.

3.3

Factor analysis of the satisfaction in spas

To obtain a more detailed insight into the results we used the factor analysis. As Garson [3] states, the factor
analysis uncovers the latent structure of the set of variables. It reduces attribute space from a larger number of
variables to a smaller number of factors and as such is a non-dependent procedure. According to [6], the factor
analysis is determined primarily for interval variables and works also well with either ordinal or binary data.
The factor analysis generates a table in which the rows feature the observed raw indicator variables and the
columns the factors or latent variables which explain as much of the variance in these variables as possible. The
cells in this table are factor loadings, and the meaning of the factors must be induced from seeing which variables are most heavily loaded on which factors [3].
The so-called Rule 10 is met as the ratio criterion of the number of subjects to the number of variables is
greater than 10: There should be at least 10 cases for each item used ([3; 6]. Therefore, we adjust the original
questions (i.e. individual questions in five attributes) only to those questions that contained answers from the
whole scale - from high quality to poor quality. From a complex selection, we have a set of 13 items (questions)
within the five attributes.
During the choice of rotation and by comparing different rotated solutions it was confirmed that the most appropriate rotation was the orthogonal Varimax rotation minimizing the number of variables which have high
factor loadings in more factors [6].
The factor loadings (the correlation coefficient between a factor and a variable) of the rotated solution are obtained as a result and shown in Table 7. The rotated solution enables us to interpret extracted factors [6].

accommodation and
catering

Variable
Room size and layout of furniture
Professional staff at hotel in spa
Variety of meal offer
Offering dietary meals

Factor 1
0,06902
0,14408
0,22409

Factor 2
0,07742
0,75299
0,88107

Factor 3
-0,11533
-0,08582
0,05462

Factor 4
0,83170
0,43823
0,08185

0,11096

0,43937

0,17999

0,67895

0,38323

0,06668

0,80997

-0,11570

medical care

Recommendation of mineral springs
by a doctor

technical amenities

Outdoor appearance of baths
Medical equipment for examinations
Infrastructure in the spa area

-0,14106
0,52583

0,37158
0,38791

0,57446
0,57811

0,59902
-0,04538

0,35599

0,03711

0,30264

cultural and social
events,
sportrecreation services

Offer of social - entertainment events
Offer of business services
Spiritual opportunities in the spa

0,79044
0,03891
0,35968

0,26162
0,69016
-0,03732

0,67861
0,40627
0,44199
0,70802

-0,00718
0,12202
0,04706

services related to
spa facilities

Number of parking places for oneday tourists, visitors or spa guests
Public lighting of the spa

0,91954

0,06984

0,14114

-0,04802

0,77035

0,11584

0,20264

0,37622

Table 7 Factor analysis of the satisfaction in spas
Factor 1 is saturated with items offer of social - entertainment events, number of parking places and public
lighting of the spa. The appropriate term for the first factor is “Accessibility and level of cultural and social services.”
Factor 2 is saturated with the items professional staff, meal offer and offer of business services and the adequate name for it is “Availability and level of catering and business services”.
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Factor 3 is saturated with the items recommendation of mineral springs by a doctor, medical equipment for
examinations, infrastructure in the spa area and spiritual opportunities in the spa which can be expressed by
“The quality and level of spa and therapeutic services.“
Factor 4 is saturated with items room size, offering dietary meals and outdoor appearance of bath. The appropriate term for the first factor is “The quality and level of technical amenities“.

4

Conclusion

Tourism’s product is basically customer service. Spa tourism is a specific form of tourism, which means the
provision of services on a wider scale, like accommodation and catering, medical care, socio-cultural services,
technical amenities of a spa and other services related to spa facilities as separate tourist destination in Slovakia.
This article shows the importance and significance of providing quality services for customers. Doing so can
ensure the competitiveness of a company over such companies whose level of provided services is much lower.
This study specifically aimed to evaluate significant attributes of service quality in the spa companies in Slovakia. It shows that there is no statistically significant difference between particular spa companies when it
comes to evaluated services like accommodation and catering. However, some other attributes show significant
differences. The best-rated spa company was spa Brusno in (all five attributes). Surprisingly enough, the primary
purpose of a spa (the regeneration of the body and the related quality of medical care) proved to be the worst
rated attribute in all selected spas.
Creating a new, modern and first of all competitive spa in the conditions of our country is a challenge for the
next generations (provided Slovakia will still have natural healing resources). It is up to us to take advantage of
our possibilities and make sure that we provide clients with quality services in all the above attributes.
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Optimal choices among ethic assets of the Italian market
Noureddine Kouaissah1, Sergio Ortobelli2, Marianna Cavenago3
Abstract. In this paper, we explore and examine the performance of Italian socially
responsible investments (SRI). In particular, we use different portfolio strategies to
evaluate the financial performance of the Italian SRI. In this context, we propose a
new portfolio strategy that maximizes the Sharpe ratio under the third-order stochastic
dominance constraints. Applying the portfolio optimization methods to the Italian ethical funds/indexes, we are able to answer several questions that arise with SRI opportunities. Initial empirical results from Italian market are in contrast with the corporate
social responsibility (CSR) theory conclusion, which confirms that SRI are performing much better than their conventional counterparts. This may well be linked to the
characteristics and the peculiarity of the Italian market, e.g. recentness and dimensionality. The proposed empirical analysis allows us to understand the complexity and
dynamics of the Italian SRI and to evaluate their performance.
Keywords: financial performance, SRI, portfolio optimization, CSR theory.
JEL Classification: G11, C44, G10.
AMS Classification: 28A25.

1

Introduction

Socially responsible investments (SRI) have been significantly increased over the years as measured by a number
of the asset under management. Socially responsible investors consider both financial and social criteria in their
investment decisions in order to ensure that securities are selected according to their values and beliefs. The use
of socially responsible screens is not a new concept, see Sauer (1997). In the early 1900’s, socially responsible
investors consciously avoided companies that were involved in the production of weapons, alcohol, tobacco, and
gambling. More recently, social concerns have expanded to include different principles, such as Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) considerations and human rights, in investment decisions to achieve both positive
societal impact and competitive financial returns.
While many investors have clearly chosen their portfolios so that maximize their expected utility, many others
are probably more than willing to give up some return to invest according to their values and beliefs. In this context,
Guerard (1997) attempts to examine whether there exists a cost to being socially responsible investing or not.
Furthermore, Diltz (1995)) and Sauer (1997) examine whether social screening affects the portfolio performance.
Conceptually, the debate on the performance of SRI has been centered on the tradeoff between the arguments of
diversification and the benefits of CSR. On the one hand, several authors, in accordance with the postulates of
modern portfolio theory (see Markowitz 1952), argue that screening criteria limit the possibility of creating a welldiversified portfolio. On the other hand, opponent scholars confirm that ethical companies obtain better performance than traditional companies in the long term as a result of their positive stakeholder relationship. This would
allow SRI outperform conventional investments in a later phase of development in line with stakeholder theory,
for more details see Freeman et al. (2010).
Bearing this in mind, we use two well-known strategies (i.e. uniform portfolio and Sharpe ratio) and an innovative strategy called Sharpedom to examine the Italian SRI. More specifically, we propose an optimization
method based on the Sharpe ratio under the third stochastic dominance (TSD) constraints. We use the TSD because
it is rather easy to verify and accepted by financial economists based on compelling theoretical and empirical
parameters, see among others Post and Kopa (2016). TSD is a less restrictive form than second-degree stochastic
dominance (SSD) since it considers preference ordering only for those risk-averse investors who exhibit decreasing
risk aversion (more likely to present socially responsible investors’ preferences). Then, we compare the performance of the proposed strategy to that of the classical Sharpe ratio and the uniform portfolio. Finally, through an
empirical analysis, we examine the performance of the Italian ethical funds/indexes.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the suggested portfolio selection methodologies. In section 3, we discuss the dataset used and the ex-post empirical results. Finally, section 4 concludes.

2

Portfolio selection problems

The portfolio selection problem addresses how investors allocate their wealth across the available securities in
order to realize a profitable level of returns. Clearly, in the literature, we can find many different performance
measures, see among others Rachev et al. (2008). For example, Rachev ratio is the ratio between the average of
the largest earnings and the average of the largest losses. Let us briefly formalize the portfolio performance
measures (e.g. uniform portfolio and Sharpe ratio) that are used in the empirical analysis section.
Uniform portfolio, see DeMiguel et al. (2009) and Pflug et al. (2012), defined as one in which a fraction 1/n of
wealth is allocated to each of the n assets available for investment at each recalibration time. This strategy, also
known as naïve portfolio diversification, is easy to implement because does not rely either on optimization techniques or on the estimation of the moments of asset returns. Several comparative studies show that uniform portfolio is hard to beat as an investment strategy. Therefore, in the empirical analysis, we merely use it as a benchmark
to assess the performance of the other portfolio rules.
Sharpe ratio (1994). The Sharpe ratio is used to characterize how well the return of an asset compensates the
investor for the risk taken. The Sharpe ratio computes the price for the unity of risk and calculated by subtracting
the risk-free rate from the rate of return of the portfolio and dividing the result by the standard deviation of the
portfolio returns. Formally:
SR( x 'z) 

E ( x 'z)  zb

 x 'z

,

(1)

where, 𝐸(𝑥 ′ 𝑧) is the portfolio expected returns, 𝑧𝑏 is the risk-free return, 𝑥 ′ 𝑧 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 𝑧𝑖 denotes the returns of a
portfolio, 𝑥 = [𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ]′ is the vector of the positions taken in the 𝑛 assets and 𝜎𝑥′𝑧 is the portfolio standard
deviation.
Generally maximizing the Sharpe ratio, we get a market portfolio that should be optimal for non-satiable riskaverse investors (see, for instance, Rachev et al. 2008). As an innovative strategy, we propose an optimization
method which maximizes the Sharpe ratio under the third-order stochastic dominance (TSD) constraints. In particular, as constraints, we consider the optimal portfolios that dominate a given benchmark (e.g. uniform portfolio)
in terms of TSD. For simplicity, we refer to this strategy as Sharpedom. The TSD is rather easy to verify and
accepted by financial economists based on compelling theoretical and empirical arguments, see among others Post
and Kopa (2016).
The economic meaning of the TSD can be explained as follows. Denote 𝒰3 the set of all utility functions that
are non-decreasing, concave and have a non-negative third derivative. Thus, 𝒰3 represents the class of non-satiable, risk-averse investors (with decreasing risk aversion) who prefer positive to negative skewness. We say that a
portfolio 𝑋 dominates the benchmark 𝑌 in the sense of TSD, 𝑋 TSD 𝑌, if any investor with a utility function
belongs to 𝒰3 does not prefer 𝑌 to 𝑋. In other words, 𝑋

TSD 𝑌,

if 𝐸𝑢(𝑋) ≥ 𝐸𝑢(𝑌), ∀ 𝑢 𝜖 𝒰3; for deeper discus-

sion see, among others, Rachev et al. (2008) and Whitmore (1970).
Therefore, when no short sales are allowed (𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0) and, to guarantee a diversification, we cannot invest more
than a fixed percentage 𝜃 in any asset (𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝜃), we assume that investors will choose the market portfolio solution
of the following constrained optimization problem:
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥 𝜌(𝑥 ′ 𝑧)
s.t.

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖

(2)

=1

𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0; 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝜃; 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛
where 𝜌(𝑥 ′ 𝑧) is the Sharpe ratio (1). While adding the TSD constraint to the optimization problem (2) we obtain
the Sharpedom strategy as follows:
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥 𝜌(𝑥 ′ 𝑧)
s.t.
𝑥 ′𝑧

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 = 1
TSD

"1/𝑛"

𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0; 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝜃; 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛
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where 𝜌(𝑥 ′ 𝑧) is the Sharpe ratio (1) and 𝑥 ′ 𝑧

TSD

"1/𝑛" represents the TSD constraint with respect to the uniform

portfolio.

3

Data and Ex-post empirical analysis

In this section, we propose an empirical analysis of several admissible portfolio optimization problems using Italian ethical investments (funds/indexes). Firstly, the dataset description is provided (Sect. 3.1). Secondly, we evaluate three main portfolio strategies on the same dataset (Sect. 3.2). Finally, we discuss the results and summarize
our conclusion on the performance of SRI.

3.1

Dataset description

In order to address the crucial question whether ethical investing worth in the Italian market, we examine the
Standard Ethics Italian index, composed of the 40 largest Italian listed companies with a Standard Ethics Rating;
Standard Ethics Italian Banks Index that includes all Italian banks listed on the Italian Stock Exchange (currently
22), and then the Standard Ethics Mid Italian Index, consisting of medium size listed companies with a Standard
Ethics Rating. In particular, the Mid Italian Index includes 12 companies that have a market capitalization greater
than 250 million euros. For each index, we first recuperate the component list from the Standard ethics website.
Then, we collect the dataset contained in Thomson Reuters DataStream for the period January 1, 2000, through
July 11, 2015. Finally, in order to examine the ethical mutual funds’ performance, we consider Etica Sgr which is
an Italian asset management company founded in 2000 and is developing, promoting and managing exclusively SRI. First, we recuperate the component list. Then, we obtain the dataset contained in Thomson Reuters
DataStream for the period January 21, 2007, through July 11, 2015.

3.2

Ex-post empirical analysis

In this section, we report the main results obtained optimizing three different performance measures (i.e. Sharpe
ratio, uniform portfolio and Sharpedom strategy) on the different ethical dataset as summarized in the previous
section. We use a moving average window of 125 trading days for the computation of each optimal portfolio and
we recalibrate the portfolio every 20 trading days. We assume that short sales are not allowed and, in order to
guarantee enough diversification, no single stock may comprise more than 20 % of the portfolio. We also consider
proportional transaction cost of 20 basis points. Starting with an initial wealth 𝑊0 = 1 that we invest at the beginning of each period, we evaluate the ex-post wealth sample paths obtained from the considered strategies (Sharpe
ratio and Sharpedom). Thus, at the k-th recalibration time, the following steps are performed for Sharpe and
Sharpedom strategies:
(k )

Step 1. Determine the market portfolio xM that maximizes the performance measure, i.e. the solution of the
following optimization problem:
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥 𝜌(𝑥 ′ 𝑧)
(𝑘)
s.t. ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 = 1,
(𝑘)

0 ≤ 𝑥𝑖

≤ 0.2

𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛

(4)

′

Here the performance measure 𝜌(𝑥 𝑟) is the Sharpe ratio (1). While including the constraint
𝑥 ′ 𝑧 TSD "1/𝑛" we obtain the Sharpedom strategy as (3).
Step 2. Since we recalibrate the portfolio every 20 days, we calculate the ex-post final wealth as follows:



Wtk 1  Wtk  t.c.tk

)
,
  xM(k )  z((texpost
k 1)
'

(5)

where t.c.tk are the proportional transaction costs of 20 basis points and z((texpost) ) is the vector of observed gross
k 1
returns in the period between tk and tk 1 , such that tk 1  tk  20 .
Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for both performance measures until the observations are available. The results of
these analyses and those of the uniform portfolio on Standard Ethics are reported in Table 1, which contains 3
panels according to which dataset is used. In particular, each panel reports summary statistics (mean, standard
deviation, skewness, kurtosis, VaR 5%, CVaR 5%, final wealth) of the ex-post returns of the three strategies. In
addition, we compute the Sharpe ratio and the performance measure 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑅𝛼 , defined by Martin et al. (2003),
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with a confidence level 1 − 𝛼 = 95%. STARR allows us to overcome the drawbacks of the standard deviation as
a risk measure (Artzner et al. (1999)) and focuses on the downside risk. 4
Table 1: Average of some statistics of the ex-post returns obtained by maximizing the Sharpe ratio, Sharpedom
and uniform strategy using Standard Ethics components.
Panel A: Standard Ethics Italian index
Mean

St dev

Skewness Kurtosis

VaR 5 %

CVaR 5 %

Final W

Sharpe

STARR

Sharpe

0.018%

1.561%

-0.0530

3.7430

2.526%

3.907%

1.2316

1.123%

0.449%

SRdom

0.019%

1.350%

-0.0440

3.3805

2.205%

3.668%

1.4857

1.425%

0.524%

Uniform

0.031%

1.511%

0.0579

3.1419

2.466%

4.275%

2.2034

2.084%

0.737%

Panel B:
Mean
Sharpe

St dev

Standard Ethics Italian Banks Index

Skewness Kurtosis

VaR 5 %

CVaR 5 %

Final W Sharpe

0.011%

1.429%

0.0985

8.0260

2.199%

5.108%

1.0229

SRdom

0.001%

1.203%

-0.0266

10.499

1.860%

4.242%

0.7475

0.005%

0.002%

Uniform

-0.002%

1.465%

0.0536

3.6704

2.427%

5.339%

0.6007

-0.148%

-0.041%

Panel C:
Mean

St dev

0.758%

STARR
0.212%

Standard Ethics Mid Italian Index

Skewness Kurtosis

VaR 5 %

CVaR 5 %

Final W Sharpe

STARR

Sharpe

0.035% 1.641%

0.0978

7.5762

2.567%

3.946%

2.2946

2.109%

0.877%

SRdom

0.039% 1.325%

0.0744

7.2180

2.146%

3.474%

3.2948

2.953%

1.127%

Uniform 0.036% 1.132%

-0.3078

4.2153

2.023%

3.083%

3.0116

2.894%

1.156%

This Table contains eight different statistics on the ex-post log returns obtained with three different portfolio strategies (i.e. Sharpe ratio, Sharpedom strategy and uniform portfolio).
Panel A) reports the results for Standard Ethics Italian index. From this panel, we clearly observe that the
uniform portfolio achieves the greatest average, final wealth, Sharpe ratio (mean/St. dev.) and STARR performance. Interestingly, Sharpedom strategy presents the lowest risk (standard deviation, VaR 5%, CVaR 5%). In
particular, Sharpedom strategy dominates the uniform portfolio during the period of high losses. This is an important result compared to the uniform portfolio, which is a strategy with lower losses by definition. Moreover, if
we consider transaction costs per operation (investment/disinvestment), which should be higher for uniform portfolio, we could have more comparable results between both strategies.
Panel B) displays the results based on Standard Ethics Italian Banks Index dataset. Generally, this index is
more pertinent to the CSR principles (including all Italian banks listed on the Italian Stock Exchange). From this
panel, we observe that both Sharpedom strategy and Sharpe ratio are performing much better than the uniform
portfolio in terms of the mean, final wealth, Sharpe ratio (mean/St. dev.) and STARR performance. However, due
to the recent financial turmoils, principally subprime crisis and then European debt crisis, all strategies lose significant values. As was expected, these results reflect the sensitivity of the banking sector to the sovereign debt
crisis.
Panel C) presents the results using the Standard Ethics Mid Italian Index. This index represents 12 companies
that have a market capitalization greater than 250 million euros. According to this panel, the Sharpedom strategy
presents the greatest average, final wealth and Sharpe ratio (mean/St. dev.). While the uniform portfolio shows the
highest risk (standard deviation, VaR 5%, CVaR 5%). On the other hand, Sharpe ratio achieves the worst results
among the three strategies.
To enrich our analysis, we consider Etica Sgr which is an Italian asset management company founded in 2000
and is developing, promoting and managing exclusively SRI. Figure 1 reports the sample paths of the ex-post
wealth obtained with the three examined portfolio strategies (i.e. Sharpe ratio, Sharpedom strategy and uniform
portfolio) on Etica Sgr fund components.
4

STARR ratio is not a symmetric measure of risk when returns present heavy-tailed distributions, see Martin et
al. (2003).
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Figure 1: Ex-post wealth obtained with Sharpe ratio, Sharpedom strategy and uniform portfolio using Etica Sgr
fund dataset.
From Figure 1, we surprisingly observe that Etica Sgr benchmark is performing much better than the three
strategies. Furthermore, both strategies uniform portfolio and Sharpe ratio are performing much better than the
proposed strategy Sharpedom, which dominates them only during the period of subprime crisis (2008). Towards
completing this analysis, we compare the performance of the examined benchmarks over the same period (even
we are aware of the dimensionally and diversification effect between different benchmarks). We aim to answer
the question whether or not Etica Sgr benchmark outperforms the Raiffeisen Azionario Sostenibile, MSCI Social
and S&P 500 index.

Figure 2: Ex-post wealth obtained investing on four different indexes/funds (i.e. S&P 500, MSCI Social, Raiffeisen Azionario Sostenibile fund and Etica Sgr fund).
From Figure 2, we generally observe that Etica Sgr mutual fund dominates all other benchmarks, especially
after the subprime crisis, while the Raiffeisen Azionario Sostenibile mutual fund is the worst among all. However,
before the subprime crisis, we can see the opposite results, which means that Etica Sgr was slightly underperformed
the other benchmarks. Whereas American indices allocate between the previous ones.
Summarizing, SRI have grown rapidly around the world over the last decade, reflecting the increasing awareness of investors to ESG issues. This paper provides an overview of the SRI performance in the Italian market. In
particular, using sound portfolio strategies and some statistics, these studies allow us to explicitly understand the
complexity and dynamics of the SRI. We find that dimensionality and recentness have some effect on the Italian
market.
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4

Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss and empirically analyze the financial performance of the SRI from the portfolio theory
perspective. Optimal portfolios are derived using three different strategies (i.e. Sharpe ratio, Sharpedom, and uniform portfolio). In particular, we propose Sharpedom as a new portfolio strategy that optimizes the Sharpe ratio
under the TSD constraints. The objective is to evaluate and examine the financial performance of the Italian SRI.
We generally observe that the ex-post results from Italian market are in contrast with the corporate social
responsibility (CSR) theory conclusion, which confirms that SRI are performing much better than the traditional
investments. This may well be linked to the characteristics and the peculiarity of the Italian market, e.g. recentness
and dimensionality of Italian funds/indices. The proposed empirical analysis allows us to better understand the
dynamics of the ethical investments and to evaluate their performance. Overall, the results reveal the complexity
SRI investors face in finding ethical investments that meet their non-financial goals.
Further research could involve theoretical and empirical studies. On the one hand, other performance measures
could be explored in order to better address investor’s preferences. It would be interesting to examine the SRI
performance, according to different risk aversion (i.e. nonsatiable risk-averse, nonsatiable risk-seeking, neither
risk-averse nor risk-seeking). On the other hand, it could be possible to apply the proposed studies to other markets,
considering their specific structure.
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Transformation of task to locate a minimal Hamiltonian
circuit into the problem of finding the Eulerian path
Petr Kozel1 , Václav Friedrich2 , Šárka Michalcová3
Abstract. If we want to solve tasks aimed at designing optimal route of utility vehicle, the attention can be divided into two sets of tasks. Firstly, it is a task aimed at
vertex service of transport network, when primary problem is to locate a minimum of
Hamiltonian circuit. Secondly, we focus on services of edges in a transport network,
where the default problem is to find the Eulerian path. In this paper, we shall present a
possibility of transformation of the task to find minimum Hamiltonian circuit in order
to locate the Eulerian path, which is modified for a wider transport network. In addition, some complementary network for an edge service can be used in this case. This
network allows an effective transits of service vehicle to reduce unproductive distance
traveled. For the sake of accuracy, a mathematical programming approach will be
used for the above mentioned problem. Furthermore, real data experiments will be
presented, too.
Keywords: mathematical programming, minimum Hamiltonian circuit, Eulerian
path, minimum spanning tree, mathematical models.
JEL classification: C61
AMS classification: 90C05

1

Introduction

Basically, tasks aimed at designing optimal vehicle routes can be solved by two principal approaches. Firstly,
we search for the optimal route or the optimal cycle with the aid of vertex operation in a graph. With regard to
a practice, the frequent issue of collection distribution tasks are customers requirements located at the vertices
of the transport network, for instance the so-called Traveling Salesman Problem. Secondly, optimal route can
be determined by edge servicing, which in practice is mostly about road maintenance and services. Generally,
these trails must be either served or they should encompass some level of transport intended to be distributed. For
example, the latter approach is theoretically captured in the Chinese Postman Problem.
In general, the common optimization criterion of the above mentioned approaches is total distance traveled
by the vehicle, mostly denominated in kilometers. Overall, both tasks can be solved by three basic types of
transport networks, graphs respectively: undirected transport network (represented by a graph), directed transport
network (represented by a digraph) and finally mixed transport network (represented by a migraph). For the sake
of simplicity, this theoretical contribution is aimed at graph based solution approach.
Despite the obvious similarity of the both tasks, the mathematical background substantially differs. The first
approach based on the vertex operation belongs to the so-called NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems and
non-polynomial solutions of algorithms. Therefore, the solutions methods of these problems are time-consuming
and hence unacceptable. On the contrary, the second approach based on the edge servicing is polynomial O(nk )
solution, [7]. For that reason, the calculation methods of the second case are more feasible and acceptable. This
paper aims to present a proposal of transformation of the assignment focusing on vertex service to the task aimed at
edge service intend to reduce the computational time while taking into account an acceptable inaccuracy occurring
in this transformation.

2

Problem focusing on a vertex service

The first basic step of problem solving is the task focusing on a vertex service. Let’s designate it as problem A.
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2.1

Formulation of problem A

Let the connected graph is specified by N (V, E, l). This one has three attributes: V = 1, ..., m represents a set
of vertices, E = 1, ...n is a set of edges (undirected edges) and the last one lij represents an edge evaluation ij,
where i, j ∈ V is a road length (in kilometers). Example of graph is in Figure 1 and moreover, this one will be
used as a model example. Generally, the challenge is to find a route passing through all vertices in graph at least
once with the minimal length, but with the exception of the initial vertex, which is the endpoint simultaneously.
One possible approach that can be used to solve this problem is to find the minimum Hamiltonian circuit (MHC),
named by sir William Rowan Hamilton (1805–1865), who dealt with searching for pathways in graphs, [1].
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Figure 1 Diagram illustrating the graph N

2.2

Mathematical model for determining MHC

The basic condition for finding MHC is the existence of hamiltonian graph. However, graphs corresponding to
the real networks often do not meet this required condition and they should be transformed into complete graphs.
Distance matrix cij among individual vertices in complete graph can be calculated using a suitable algorithm (Dijkstra’s algorithm, Floyd-Warshall algorithm etc.). Then undoubtedly, a linear mathematical model for determining
MHC could be described as following, [3]:
Min

m
m X
X
i=1 j=1

xij · cij

(1)

i6=j

m
X

xij = 1, for j = 1, ..., m

(2)

xjk = 1, for j = 1, ..., m

(3)

i=1
i6=j

m
X

k=1
j6=k

yj − yi + m · xij ≤ m − 1, for i = 2, ..., m, j = 2, ..., m, i 6= j

(4)

xij ∈ {0, 1}, for i = 1, ..., m, j = 1, ..., m, i 6= j

(5)

yi ∈ Z+
0 , for i = 2, ..., m

(6)

The variable xij is a bivalent variable representing inclusion, resp. non-inclusion of the edge into the route.
Objective function (1) represents the total length of route. Conditions (2) and (3) ensure that just one edge leaves
one vertex and enters another. Conditions (4) prevent from creating an subcycle. Furthermore, conditions (5) and
(6) determine a domain of variables xij and yi . Admittedly, mathematical model (1) – (6) represents an exact way
to determine MHC. If we apply it to the model example of the network N , we obtain solution corresponding to the
sequence of vertices 1-2-7-6-4-7-8-3-5-7-2-1 and of the total length 26 km.
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3

Transformation of assignment focusing on vertex service to a task aimed
at edge service

Due to the fact that computational complexity of real problems using exact mathematical model (1) – (6) is considerable, it is discutable, whether this time-consuming method can be replaced by a heuristic approach, which
obtains a feasible solution in a substantially shorter time. The submitted paper shows a possibility of using heuristic approach to combine following problems: the task of determining a minimum spanning tree (problem B) and
modified task to find Eulerian path (problem C). To summarize, transformation of task focusing on vertex service
to assignment, which is aimed at edge service can be divided into two steps:
1. determining a minimum spanning tree (MST),
2. determining ”Eulerian path” (EP) on MST.
In the following, there will be introduced both tasks corresponding to the individual steps of described transformation.

3.1

Formulation of problem B

As already mentioned above, the first step of transformation is finding MST. So, there is necessary to determine
MST K(V, Ek , l) in graph N , which was defined in subchapter 2.1. This spanning tree is connected acyclic factor
subgraph of the graph N and it contains all vertices of the graph N . Furthermore, |Ek | = |V | − 1 and the sum of
evaluation of edges, which are included to spanning tree, is minimal.

3.2

Mathematical model for finding MST

To find MST, some of suitable algorithms should be used, for instance Prim’s algorithm, Kruskal’s algorithm.
Nevertheless, the following linear mathematical model can also be used, especially for smaller-scale tasks, [2]:
Min

m
m X
X
i=1 j=1

xij · lij

(7)

i6=j

m X
m
X
i=1 j=1

xij = m − 1

(8)

i6=j

yj ≥ yi + 1 − m + m · xij , for i = 1, ..., m, j = 1, ..., m, i 6= j
m
X

xij = 1, for i = 2, ..., m

(9)

(10)

j=1
i6=j

xij ∈ {0, 1}, for i = 1, ..., m, j = 1, ..., m, i 6= j

(11)

yi ∈ Z+
0 , for i = 1, ..., m

(12)

Variable xij is also a bivalent variable, which models inclusion, resp. non-inclusion of the edge ij into spanning
tree. Variable lij represents the edge evaluation ij (in kilometers). A value of infinity ∞, resp. a sufficiently
large prohibitive constant T is assigned to appropriate relations ij, which correspond to the absence of the edge.
Condition (8) ensures that spanning tree will contain just m − 1 edges. In addition, conditions (9) could ensure
that spanning tree will not contain any subcycles. Conditions (10) provide connection of spanning tree with initial
vertex (the root of tree). And finally, conditions (11) and (12) define again a domain of variables xij and auxiliary
variables yi . If this mathematical model (7) – (12) is applied to model example mentioned above, you can obtain
MST, which contains these edges: 1-2, 2-7, 3-8, 4-6, 5-7, 6-7, 7-8. The sum of the lengths of these edges is 15 km.
The acquired MST is shown by dashed lines in diagram in the Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Diagram illustrating MST of the graph N

3.3

Formulation of problem C

The second step of transformation is finding the Eulerian path on the obtained MST. Importantly, for simple
searching of the Eulerian path (Edmonds’s algorithm) it is vital that the MST conditions of the Eulerian path are
fulfilled. However, the fulfillment of conditions of existence the Eulerian path is not assumed in case of spanning
tree and therefore a substitute procedure is used to minimize inevitable repetitions of some edges in the route.
These approaches are discussed in detail in contributions [6], [4], in which the mathematical model has been
described. The output of this model is determination of the number of transits through individual edges in graph.
What is more, the paper [5] introduced another practical extension of basic approach (modified task of finding
the Eulerian path), where edges from a wider network can be used for repeated edge transits (in practice, these
are an unproductive transits of service vehicles). This approach can be applied effectively for the transformation
described in just presented contribution and it will also be described in detail below.
The graph N (V, E, l), which has already been described in the subchapter 2.1, can be divided into two subgraphs. The first one N1 , (V1 , E1 , l) represents a set of edges, which must be included in the route. The second
subgraph N2 , (V2 , E2 , l) illustrates a set of edges, which can be used in the route for effective transits. The following notation between both subgraphs is valid: N = N1 ∪ N2 . The goal of task is to find such route, which passes
through all edges of the subgraph N1 at least once with possibility of using the edges from the subgraph N2 , so
that the total length of route was minimal and that this route starts and ends at starting vertex.
If we want to use this modified task to find the Eulerian path on MST, then the subgraph N1 will correspond
to MST K. The set of vertices of subgraph N1 is identical to the set of vertices of graph N . Admittedly V1 = V ,
because the spanning tree contains all vertices of the relevant graph. However, the set of edges in subgraph N1
will contain only these edges, which belong to MST, so E1 = Ek . The subgraph N2 will contain edges, which
are not included to MST and which can be used for effective transits when searching the Eulerian path. The set
of vertices in subgraph N2 contains only some vertices. The set of edges in subgraph N2 contains all other graph
edges, which do not create MST K. So, E2 = E − Ek .

3.4

Mathematical model for finding a number of edge transits

Mathematical model for finding a number of transits through individual edges of subgraphs N1 and N2 could be
expressed as follows, [5]:
m X
m
m X
m
X
X
dij · zij +
eij · yij
(13)
Min
i=1 j=1

i=1 j=1

exists dij

exists eij

zij + zji ≥ 1, for i, j = 1, ..., m, where exists dij
m
X
j=1

exists dij

zij +

m
X

yij =

j=1

exists eij

m
X

zji +

j=1

exists dij

m
X

yji , for i = 1, ..., m

(14)

(15)

j=1

exists eij

zij ∈ Z+
0 , for i, j = 1, ..., m, where exists dij

(16)

yij ∈ Z+
0 , for i, j = 1, ..., m, where exists eij

(17)
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The objective function (13) indicates the total length of resulting route. The first part of expression represents
the distance traveled when servicing the edges in graph N1 (edges in MST), the second one is the distance traveled
when using the edges in subgraph N2 (edges located outside the spanning tree). Variable zij is an integer, which
models a number of transits through edges in subgraph N1 . In a similar way, variable yij is an integer, which
indicates a number of edge transits of subgraph N2 . Conditions (14) secure that every existing edge in subgraph
N1 will be included in route at least once. Moreover, formula (15) indicates that each served vertex will be
subsequently abandoned. Obligatory conditions (16) and (17) ensure that variables zij and yij are nonnegative
integers.
Mathematical model (13) – (17) can now be applied for outputs obtaining by solution of mathematical model
(7) – (12). So, a set of edges E1 of subgraph N1 is following: 1-2, 2-7, 3-8, 4-6, 5-7, 6-7, 7-8 and a set of edges
E2 of subgraph N2 is: 2-3, 2-4, 3-5 a 4-7 (the order of vertices defining the edge does not matter: the edge 2-3
= the edge 3-2). When the mathematical model (13) – (17) is solved, we can find out that there are all edges of
subgraph N1 in resulting route at least once. These edges corresponding to MST and two edges to subgraph N2 .
Mathematical model output is summarized in Table 1. Final route is obtained by edge arranging: 1-2-4-6-7-5-3-87-2-1. The length of this route is 26 km and it is shown in diagram of the graph N in Figure 3. Obtained route is
a closed trail, which contains all edges of subgraph N1 and which serve all vertices in graph N at the same time.
Consequently, this route could be considered as an alternative to MHC discussed in the subchapter 2.2.
zij

z12
2

z72
1

z38
1

z46
1

z75
1

z67
1

z87
1

yij

y24
1

y53
1

Table 1 Mathematical model output (13) – (17)
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Figure 3 Diagram representing closed trail as an alternative to MHC
The value of optimal solution of MHC obtained on basis of mathematical model (1) – (6) is 26 km. Similarly,
high-quality solution was obtained when applying transformation and subsequent solving mathematical models
(7) – (12) and (13) – (17). This consistency is mainly due to the fact that model problem was very small-scale task.
When you solve real-scale tasks, the solution of mathematical models (7) – (12) and (13) – (17) is usually worse,
but with a significant difference in value of computational time. It will be discussed in more detail in next chapter
dedicated to computational experiments.

4

Numerical experiments

Numerical experiments verifying designed way of transformation of the task of vertex service to the task of edge
service are listed in this chapter. These experiments can be divided into three sets A, B, C and they are summarized
in Table 2. Information of task dimension V/E (vertice/edges), the quality of obtained solution and computational
time are listed at each task to find:
• minimum Hamiltonian circuit (MHC) using mathematical model (1) – (6),
• minimum spanning tree (MST) using mathematical model (7) – (12) and Kruskal’s algorithm,
• Eulerian path in MST (EP) using mathematical model (13) – (17).
Furthermore, the table informs us about deterioration of the solution obtained by described transformation.

The set A is formed by trivial tasks, dimension of which is m ≤ 20. The task 1/A is listed in the Table 2 with
respect to similar results for all 13 tasks of the set A. Average time for solving the MHC task was 1.57 sec, for the
MST task 0.32 sec and for the EP task 0.02 sec. Average deterioration of the solution obtained by transformation
compared with the solution of basic task was 5.52%.
The set B contains tasks, dimension of which is 20 < m ≤ 50. The task 2/B is listed in Table 2, again with
respect to similar results for all 9 tasks of the set B. Average time for solving the MHC task was 14920 sec, for
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Exp.
1/A
2/B
3/C
4/C
5/C
6/C
7/C

V/E
[-]/[-]
20/25
40/59
100/153
200/277
300/436
400/546
500/655

MHC
[km]
73
201
327
1269
1780
2634
3471

MHC-time
[sec]
12.8
1495
>86400
>86400
>86400
>86400
>86400

MST
[km]
49
151
228
886
1309
1777
2364

MST-time
[sec]
0.4
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

EP
[km]
77
216
368
1399
1989
2822
3719

EP-time
[sec]
0.1
0.0
0.3
2.5
2.4
16.6
7.7

Deterioration
[%]
5.48
7.46
12.54
10.24
11.74
7.14
7.14

Table 2 Numerical experiments
the MST task was 0.97 sec and finally for the EP task 0.11 sec. Average deterioration of the solution obtained by
transformation compared with the solution of basic task was 6.39%.
At last, the set C contains such tasks, dimension of which is 100 ≤ m ≤ 500 and solutions of all 5 tasks are
presented in v Table 2.
To solve tasks of finding MHC and EP, mathematical models (1) – (6) and (13) – (17) implemented in the
computational environment Xpress-IVE were used in all mentioned cases, [9]. Mathematical model (7) – (12)
implemented in Xpress-IVE only for sets of tasks A and B was used for computation MST. And at last, the MST
for the set C was found using Kruskal’s algorithm in computational environment Mathematica, [8].

5

Conclusion

The presented paper has been dealing with the transformation of two assignments: the task focusing on vertex
service to the task aimed at edge service. In general, we gradually introduced these following mathematical models:
finding the minimum Hamiltonian circuit (chap. 2) and then two mathematical models focusing on realization of
the explained transformation (chap. 3). Especially, computational experiments described in the chapter 4 were
performed both with trivial tasks and with large dimensional real tasks. Finally, the results of experiments show
that obtained solution of the transformation issue be substantially time-saving.
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Comparison of selected DEA approaches for market risk
models evaluation
Aleš Kresta1, Tomáš Tichý2
Abstract. Evaluation of market risk models, typically done by means of backtesting
on historical time series, is important part of risk management activities. In the paper,
we compare two different approaches. We apply traditional statistical tests, namely
Kupiec’s unconditional coverage test (Kupiec, 1995) and its extension proposed by
Pérignon and Smith (2008), and alternative approach based on data envelopment analysis proposed in Kresta and Tichý (2016). Both approaches are applied for evaluation
of selected models’ accuracy while assuming VaR estimation at multiple significance
levels. In the practical application, we compare the normal distribution, historical simulation and Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution – a type of Lévy model. All models
are backtested on daily data of Prague stock market index during the period from May
2003 until March 2016.
Keywords: backtesting, data envelopment analysis, risk management, value at risk.
JEL Classification: C44, G17
AMS Classification: 90C05, 90C90

1

Introduction

Modelling and managing of financial risks is important activity of both the banks and insurance companies. Alas,
construction of a sound model for estimation of Value at Risk (VaR), which is commonly applied risk measure, is
difficult.
Another issue is to evaluate the accuracy of the models, which is typically done by means of backtesting procedure on historical time series. This procedure can be simply explained as the comparison of the quantity of model
failures observed over a certain period with their predicted number. Failures are here understood to be such a
situations, in which the realized loss is higher than the loss predicted at a given significance level. In the case of
VaR measure, these can be addressed as VaR violations. The significance level determines the expected number
of failures/violations for a given horizon. For example, for a period that includes 250 observations, 5 failures/violations could be expected at a 2% significance level.
Recently, with Basel III proposals, an alternative measure called Conditional Value at Risk(CVaR), which
takes into account the conditional expected loss, has been considered to replace VaR. Since VaR represents the
quantile of probability distribution, which either is or is not exceeded, the backtesting of its estimation is easy.
However, the evaluation of the model’s accuracy of CVaR estimation is much more complicated. There are studies
whose authors focus on the possibility of direct testing of CVaR risk measure, see e.g. [3], but the proposed procedures are rather demanding and not always reliable.
From the definition of VaR and CVaR it is obvious that CVaR can be approximated as the weighted mean of
VaRs. Some authors thus recommend to link regulatory capital to the CvaR criterion, but to verify the model using
VaR criterion. For instance, in order to backtest the CVaR, Emmer et al. [4] propose an empirical approach that
consists of replacing CVaR by a set of four quantiles, which should allow us to make use of backtesting methods
for VaR, i.e., in order to judge the accuracy of CVaR estimation we test the estimation of VaR at four different
significance levels. However, even testing VaR estimation at multiple significance levels is not an easy task.
The aim of the paper is to compare different approaches for evaluation of backtesting results. Specifically, we
compare following approaches: statistical testing approach as suggested in [9, 11] with the DEA approach as proposed in [7]. In DEA approach, we further compare the two alternative models –one with and one without weight
restrictions. Moreover, we compare the results when evaluated from the point of view of a bank and its supervisor.
We proceed as follows. In the second section, we describe the Value at Risk measure. In the third section, the
backtesting procedure with focus on the evaluation of its results is described. Specifically, we focus on classical
VŠB - Technical University of Ostrava, Department of Finance, Sokolská tř. 33, 702 00, Ostrava, Czech
Republic, ales.kresta@vsb.cz.
2
VŠB - Technical University of Ostrava, Department of Finance, Sokolská tř. 33, 702 00, Ostrava, Czech
Republic, tomas.tichy@vsb.cz.
1
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statistical tests and alternative DEA approach. In the fourth section, we briefly describe selected data and finally,
the results and comparisons are provided in the fifth section.

2

Value at risk and applicable models

Value at Risk is defined as the maximum potential loss that a portfolio can suffer within a fixed confidence level
during a holding period. However, it is more convenient to work with the distribution of profits, knowing that the
loss can be stated as a negative profit. Thus assuming a random-variable profit X with known cumulative distribution function FX, VaR can be defined as follows,

VaRX ,   inf x  R : FX  x     ,

(1)

where  is the chosen significance level (e.g. 1%) specifying the probability with which the observed loss can
exceed estimated VaR,

Pr   X  VaRX ,    .

(2)

As it is obvious from (1), VaR is the negative value of alpha's percentile of profit probability distribution. It
shall be also noted that VaR can be alternatively defined on the basis of a confidence level 1   , i.e., the probability with which the observed loss will not exceed the VaR. Value at Risk methodology used to be strongly
criticized. The criticism started with [2] by specifying the properties of coherent risk measures, which do not hold
for VaR generally. Another criticism of VaR is the fact that it does not quantify the loss, which is higher than VaR.
We can generally distinguish three groups of methods for risk estimation. They are historical simulation, analytical formula and Monte Carlo simulation. These are also applied in the paper as we compare following three
models for VaR estimation: normal distribution (analytical formula, henceforth Gaussian), historical simulation
(henceforth HS), which was documented as by far the most popular VaR estimation method by Pérignon and Smith
[12], and Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution (henceforth NIG) solved on the basis of Monte Carlo simulation.
Description of the applied models can be found in our previous studies [6, 7, 8].

3

Backtesting of VaR measure for multiple significance levels

Within the backtesting procedure, the ability of a given model to estimate the future losses is tested. Backtesting
is based on the estimation of the risk (mostly measured as Value at Risk) at time t for time t   ,
VaRX ,  t ; t    , and comparison with the true loss LX  t; t    observed from time t until time t   . The
period  , for which VaR is calculated, is usually (in line with the standards for bank supervision) set to one
business day. Within the above-specified comparison the following two situations can arise – the loss is higher or
lower than its estimation. While the former case is denoted by 1 as VaR violation (also called exception), the latter
one is denoted by zero.
The whole procedure is applied on rolling window basis over the complete utilized dataset. In this way, we
obtain the sequence of logical values corresponding to the fact whether the violation has or has not occurred. We
get the sequence It of logical values,

1 if LX  t; t  t   VaR X ,  t; t  t 
(3)
It  

0 if LX  t; t  t   VaR X ,  t ; t  t 
On this sequence it can be tested whether the number of ones corresponds with the assumption, i.e.,   n , where
n is the length of the time series utilized for backtesting. It should be noted that n is not equal to the size of the
utilized dataset as part of the data (of length m) should be left for the first risk estimation and thus cannot be utilized
for backtesting. In this paper we focus solely on the quantity of VaR violations. Further, we denote the sum of
VaR violations as n1 

3.1

mn

I

t  m 1

t

or alternatively ni for i-th significance level when assuming more significance levels.

Statistical approach

In this section we describe the statistical test proposed by Pérignon and Smith [11]. The test is the extension of
Kupiec’s [9] unconditional coverage test, thus, we briefly introduce it first. Kupiec’s test is derived from a relative
amount of violations, i.e., whether their quantity is from the statistical point of view different from the assumption.
The null hypothesis is that the observed probability of violation occurring is equal to the significance level. A
given likelihood ratio test based on chi-squared probability distribution with one degree of freedom is formulated
as follows,
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  n1 1   n  n1 


,
(4)
LRKupiec  2 log 
  n1  n1  n1  n n1 
   1   
n 
 n  
where n1 is the number of observed VaR violations, n is the length of backtesting period and  is the significance
level. When making conclusions about the accuracy of the model based on p-value of Kupiec test, the following
rule of thumb can be applied: the higher the p-value the more accurate the model.

The Kupiec’s unconditional coverage test can be extended to assume multiple significance levels. Let’s assume
l different significance levels,  i , i=1…l, such that i  i 1 i . Moreover, for each significance level we know
the quantity of VaR violations, ni, i=1…l. We can formulate the following likelihood ratio,
l 1


n n
n  n1
i  i 1  i i1 


nl

1  1   l  i 1
,
LR  2 ln 
(5)
  n n  n1  n nl l 1  n  n ni  ni1 
l
i
i 1
1
 1       


n
 n  i 1  n 


which has asymptotically chi-squared distribution with l degrees of freedom. In fact the tests statistics (5) is a
likelihood ratio, in which we compare the probability of the null hypothesis (the probabilities of VaR violations
are equal to the significance levels) to the alternative hypothesis (the probabilities of VaR violations are equal to
the observed probabilities). Pérignon and Smith [11] demonstrated an illustrative example, in which by applying
the extended test (5) they rejected the null hypothesis, whereas according to Kupiec’s unconditional test (4) the
null hypothesis cannot be rejected for any of the significance levels under consideration.

3.2

Alternative approach utilizing DEA

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a well-known approach, which is at present most frequently applied to measure the banks’ efficiencies, see e.g. [10] and references therein. In general, it ranks the performance of decisionmaking units (DMU), preferably homogeneous, with multiple inputs and multiple outputs. This method, originated
in [5], maximizes the ratio of the weighted sum of outputs to the weighted sum of inputs for a DMU, subject to
the condition that the same ratio for all DMUs must be less than or equal one. Mathematically, suppose there are
n DMUs (DMUj; j= 1,…, n) with m inputs, xj = (x1j, …, xmj), and s outputs, yj = (y1j, …, ysj). Note that inputs and
outputs are quantitative data, which are available for each DMU. The fractional programing model, which
measures the relative efficiency score of evaluated DMU, i.e., DMUo, o=1,…,n, can be transformed to the following linear programming problem,
s

max    ur yro
r 1

m

v x
i 1

s

m

r 1

i 1

i io

1

 ur yrj   vi xij  0 j  1,, n

(6)

u r  0 r
vi  0 i
This model is called CCR (adapted from Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes) and involves n+1 constraints and m+s
variables (weights). Let us assume that (  * , u* , v* ) is the optimal solution to the CCR model (6). The evaluated

DMU, DMUo, is efficient if and only if  *  1 and there exists at least one strictly positive optimal solution. For
practical purposes, both variables u and v might be constrained by  , a non-Archimedean infinitesimal parameter,
which is added in order to prevent the input and output weights to get zero values, see [1]. Although this restriction
might be helpful for some problems, it is too loose in selection of efficient market risk models and we will assume
the restriction, in which each (input) weight can be only L times higher than any other (input) weight, i.e., we add
the following constraints,
(7)
vi  L  v j  0 i  1,..., m, j  1,..., m ,
which leads to a model with restricted feasible region firstly proposed by Thompson et al.[13].
In our previous studies [6, 7, 8], we assumed that the inputs consists of differences between observed and
expected quantities of VaR violations at particular significance levels while the output is the time needed to compute the VaR estimates. Due to the weight restriction (7), we modify it and as inputs we take the relative (percentage) differences instead of the absolute differences. Moreover, we compare the evaluation from point of view of
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the bank (both the positive and negative differences are undesirable) and the bank’s supervisor (only observed
quantity higher than expected is undesirable).

4

Applied dataset

The above-described approaches are applied in market risk estimation of Prague stock market index (index PX-50
and PX, henceforth only index)3, which consists of the most actively traded blue chips for which the liquidity is
not an issue. It is capitalization-weighted price index, which is calculated in CZK and disseminated in real-time
by the Prague Stock Exchange.
Series applied for backtesting is from May 2003 until March 2016, which is 3,481 daily returns (n). The prior
part of the time series, i.e., from September 1993 until May 2003 (2,270 daily returns), is utilized only for the
purpose of VaR estimation. Based on the data downloaded from ftp server of Prague Stock Exchange 4 we have
calculated the log-returns as follows,
(8)
rt  ln  pt   ln  pt 1  .
The evolution of index values as well as calculated log-returns are depicted in Figure 1. As it is apparent from
the figure, there are present different market states in our backtesting period: i) relatively stable uptrend period
(2003-2008) with the sudden correction in 2006, ii) downtrend period connected to the crisis (2008-2009) and
iii) relatively stable period (2012-2016). Empirical distribution of the log-returns can be characterized in the following way: (i) although the median (0.07%) is close to the mean (0.02%), due to nonzero skewness (–0.57) we
can conclude that the probability distribution of the returns is skewed, (ii) also high kurtosis (18.4) suggests the
presence of heavy tails, although for particular homogenous subintervals the kurtosis would be much smaller, (iii)
the autocorrelation of the returns is small, but present and (iv) the autocorrelation of the squared returns is relatively
high, which suggest the presence of volatility clustering.
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Figure 1 Daily values of the index and log-returns

5

Results

In this section, we present the evaluation of backtesting results. We compare three models, namely historical simulation (HS), normal/Gaussian distribution of returns (Gaussian) and NIG distribution of the returns (NIG). Moreover we assume different periods of parameters estimation, we compare the periods from 21 days (approximately
one month) to 2,100 days (approximately eight years) with the step of 21 days. We backtested the VaR estimation
for significance levels 15%, 14%, …, 1%. First, in Figure 2 we provide the results (the p-values) of statistical
testing according to likelihood ratio test (5). Second, in Figure 3 we provide the results (efficiency scores) of DEA
approach (6) without weight restriction and with the weight restriction (7).
Figure 2 shows the results of the statistical testing – p-values are shown in the left graph, the moving average
of p-values is shown in the right graph for better clarity. As could be expected, normal distribution cannot be
applied for VaR estimation – actually, for all the estimation periods the p-values are equal to zero, i.e., we can
reject the null hypothesis that the observed probabilities are equal to the significance levels. When comparing HS
and NIG model, we can conclude that NIG model has on average slightly higher p-values, which signals better
accuracy. There are 18 periods, in which the accuracy of HS can be rejected (p-values smaller than 5%). The model
is not accurate for short estimation periods (18-84 days), which could be expected, and for long periods (15121827 days). For NIG model, it is not accurate only for short periods of estimation (21-105, 5 periods) and totally
3

The index PX is calculated from March 20, 2006. In that date, it took over the values of the index PX-50,
which was calculated from April 5, 1994. The previous values of index PX 50 has been calculated ex-post.
4
http://ftp.pse.cz/Info.bas/Cz/PX.csv
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there are only 8 estimation periods for which the null hypothesis can be rejected. Note that, from statistical point
of view, due to the type I error, there are on average 5 periods, in which the null hypothesis is wrongly rejected.
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Figure 2 P-values of the statistical test
As it is obvious from Figure 2, for both NIG and HS models the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for almost
all estimation periods. Even if we increase the p-value level, there would still be plenty of periods for which the
models’ accuracy cannot be rejected. However, we need to choose one model, which is the best. The best model
would be the one for which the observed quantities would be closest to the expected. Alas, there is no model/period,
which would dominate all the others (i.e., the difference between observed and expected numbers is the same or
smaller than in other models/periods for each considered significance level).
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Figure 3 Efficiency scores under particular models/approaches
In order to find the efficient models/periods, we apply the DEA approach as described in section 3.2. Actually,
we examine four different approaches in which the inputs are always the relative (percentage) differences between
observed quantity of VaR violations and their expectations. The approaches differ in the following ways.





The bank’s point of view – the model is unwanted to overestimate the risk (observed quantity is lower), which
would increase the capital requirements, as well as to underestimate the risk (observed quantity is higher). We
take the absolute values of differences as the inputs. Results are presented in the left graphs in Figure 3.
Regulator’s point of view – overestimation of the risk is not undesirable, only underestimation. The negative
values of differences are replaced by zero. The results are presented in the right graphs in Figure 3.
We apply the model without weight restriction, i.e., we solve the problem (6) without the constraints (7). The
results are presented in the top graphs in Figure 3.
We restrict the weights so that any weight cannot be more than four times higher than the others, i.e., we solve
problem (6) with the constraints (7). The results are presented in the bottom graphs in Figure 3.
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According to the results in Figure 3 the following findings should be mentioned. The normal distribution should
not be applied – the efficiency scores are around 0.2 except for some periods under unrestricted DEA model,
however, these are occasional and due to unrestricted weights (at one significance level, usually 5% as found in
our previous studies, the difference can be the lowest one). Applying weight-restricted DEA approach less models/periods are found as efficient, however, only in the banks’s point of view. For the regulators’ point of view
there is no difference between unrestricted and restricted weights approach – we observe that for longer periods
the risk is generally overestimated and the longer the period the more significance levels for which the difference
is negative (zero). The efficient model from regulator’s point of view is NIG model with long period (around 2,000
days, i.e., around 8 years), which, however, overestimates the risk and thus is not efficient from the bank’s point
of view (see the left graphs in the Figure 3). Considering the negative differences as serious as positive, the best
models would be the NIG model with the estimation period 42-756 days and HS with the estimation period 1471,071 days. For these models/periods, also the accuracy of the model cannot be rejected by means of statistical test
(see Figure 2).

6

Conclusion

For financial institutions, modelling and managing of financial risks is important activity. Alas, the construction
of sound model for estimation of Value at Risk, which is commonly applied risk measure, is difficult as well as
the evaluation of its accuracy, which is typically done by means of backtesting procedure on historical time series.
Traditional approach is based on the statistical testing, which may lead to a situation, in which many models are
statistically accepted and the subsequent selection of the most appropriate model is problematic.
In our paper, we further developed a selection approach of a suitable model based on the DEA. We have found
out expected results such as inapplicability of normal distribution and less models marked as efficient in the restricted DEA approach. Moreover, we have found out that there is the difference between banks’ point of view
(the overestimation of the risk is as serious as underestimation) and supervisor’s point of view (the overestimation
of the risk is not undesirable). We also suggest to focus on detailed evaluation of further Lévy type models, since
they can improve the risk estimation substantially.
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Herding, minority game, market clearing and efficient
markets in a simple spin model framework
Ladislav Kristoufek1 , Miloslav Vosvrda2
Abstract. We present a novel approach towards the financial Ising model. Most
studies utilize the model to find settings which generate returns closely mimicking
the financial stylized facts such as fat tails, volatility clustering and persistence, and
others. We tackle the model utility from the other side and look for the combination
of parameters which yields return dynamics of the efficient market in the view of the
efficient market hypothesis. Working with the Ising model, we are able to present
nicely interpretable results as the model is based on only two parameters. Apart from
showing the results of our simulation study, we offer a new interpretation of the Ising
model parameters via inverse temperature and entropy. We show that in fact market
frictions (to a certain level) and herding behavior of the market participants do not
go against market efficiency but what is more, they are needed for the markets to be
efficient.
Keywords: Ising model, efficient market hypothesis, Monte Carlo simulation
JEL classification: G02, G14, G17

1

Introduction

Agent-based models (ABM) have attracted much attention in economics and finance in recent years [1, 2, 3]
as they describe the reality better than simplified models of traditional economics and finance. In finance, the
founding contributions were laid by Brock and Hommes models [4, 5] characteristic by strategy-switching agents
and possible bifurcation dynamics. Essential contributions to the topic are the early papers of [6] and [7] who
introduce a possibility of generating the returns-like series from simple models based on interactions between
multiple agents. They both serve as a starting point to an important branch of the ABMs which is based on a
parallel between ferromagnetism and market dynamics, i.e. the Ising model adjusted for financial markets. In
the models, economic agents participating in the market are spins of a magnet. In the same way as the spins, the
agents are influenced by (make their decisions based on) their neighbors, or agents with similar beliefs, but also
by the overall market sentiment and activity. The novel model of [8] combining the standard Ising model from
physics with an additional term reminiscent of the minority game, i.e. the tendency of agents of leaning away
from the majority opinion when the majority prevails too much, has been shown to successfully mimic the basic
financial stylized facts such as no serial correlation of returns, persistence and clustering of volatility, and nonGaussian distribution of returns. [9] expand the model of [8] by four additional parameters to allow for simulations
of the traded volume through the balance between supply and demand. Implications for bull and bear markets
together with bubbles occurrence is discussed there as well. These founding papers have led to various adjusted
and generalized models trying mainly to fit the market data or mimic the stylized facts. For a detailed treatment
and history of the Ising-type models in financial economics together with other agent-based models, we suggest
the current treatment of the topic by [10].
We contribute to the topical literature by inspecting the implications of the financial Ising model towards the
capital markets efficiency. We focus on the model parameters and how they influence returns dynamics in the optics
of the efficient market hypothesis. The attention is given to finding a combination of parameters which yields an
efficient market or dynamics close to it. We thus regard the question “What combination of parameters yields
returns and volatility mimicking the stylized facts?” as studied and answered in enough detail in the reviewed
papers, implying that the structure and construction of the models are reasonable, and we focus on the question
“What combination of parameters yields returns consistent with the efficient market hypothesis?”. We show that
the effects of parameters are more complicated than one might expect and their influence is apparently non-linear
with a special role of the critical temperature of the system and we discuss the implications for foundations of the
efficient market hypothesis.
1
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2

Ising model for financial markets

As a representative of the agent-based models applied to finance and financial economics, we opt for a simple Ising
model adjusted for financial markets as proposed by [8]. There are two main reasons why this specific model is
chosen. First, the model is able to mimic the most important stylized facts of financial returns. And second, the
model has only two parameters which allows for a straightforward interpretation of the outcomes without a need
for additional restrictions.
The model builds on a combination of the standard Ising model of ferromagnetism with local field interactions
[11] and a minority game behavior of market agents [12, 13]. Financial market is represented by a square lattice
(usually with torus-like neighborhoods) with a side of N , i.e. with N 2 elements representing market agents. These
elements are referred to as spins due to their magnetization of either +1 or −1. This spin orientation is translated
into a financial market as either a buy or a sell signal (decision), respectively. The spin orientation of agent i for a
time period t is labelled as Si (t). For each agent i, the local field hi (t) for a time period t is defined as
2

2

N
1 X
Sj (t),
hi (t) =
Jij Sj (t) − αCi (t) 2
N j=1
j=1
N
X

(1)

where t = 1, . . . , T is discrete time. The first term is defined as a local Ising Hamiltonian with neighbor interactions Jij . This is the reference to the standard Ising model. In the economic interpretation, this represents the
potential herding behavior as agents are influenced by their closest neighbors and they might thus tend together,
potentially forming speculative bubbles. The second term represents the global coupling as it depends on the total
PN 2
magnetization of the system M (t) ≡ N12 j=1 Sj (t) at time t with sensitivity α. From the economic perspective,
this term is a built-in minority game. For α > 0, there is a tendency to go against the overall magnetization and
thus against the whole market dynamics. The strategy spin Ci (t) allows for deviations from the minority game
behavior of spin i, i.e. Ci (t) is not necessarily equal to one. On the one hand, Ci = −1 implies that the agents
align with the total magnetization so that they follow the market trend. Such agents are usually referred to as the
trend followers or chartists. On the other hand, Ci = 1 suggests the minority game behavior of the agents as they
oppose the sign of the total magnetization. These agents are standardly referred to as the fundamentalists.
The price and returns dynamics of the system is extracted directly from the magnetization dynamics so that
2

N
1 X
log P (t) = M (t) ≡ 2
Sj (t),
N j=1

r(t) = ∆ log P (t) = ∆M (t) = M (t) − M (t − 1).

(2)

The logic behind such representation is based on taking the positive spins as demand and the negative spins as
supply. Their sum, i.e. the difference between demand and supply, is taken as excess demand so that the difference
between two consecutive excess demands is a change in price of an asset [8, 9, 14].
Orientation of the spin i at time t + 1 is given by the heat-bath dynamics transition function with probability
pi (t) as
Si (t + 1) = +1 with pi (t) = [1 + exp(−2βhi (t))]−1
Si (t + 1) = −1 with 1 − pi (t),

(3)

which is directly connected to Eq. 1 with an additional sensitivity β, which is parallel to the inverse temperature
of the original Ising model, i.e. β = T1 , and it is essential as it controls the responsiveness of the spin change
probability to the local field hi (t). The inverse temperature determines the system regime – either paramagnetic
or ferromagnetic in the original Ising model terminology. These two types of behavior can be easily inferred from
the heat-bath dynamics in Eq. 3. For the paramagnetic regime, the transition function is rather flat so that the spin
probability depends on the local field hi (t) only weakly. Decreasing β then leads to a weakening local interactions
effect. For β close to zero (infinite temperatures), the spin change is completely random with probability 21 . For
the ferromagnetic regime, the local interactions become more dominant forming large clusters of oriented spins,
one of which eventually dominates and leads to the stable state of the model with |M (t)| ≈ 1. [15] show that for
2√
the original Ising model, i.e. with α = 0, the critical temperature is equal to TC = ln(1+
≈ 2.269 which gives
2)
βC =

1
TC

≈ 0.441.

The strategy term Ci (t) is given as a general term in Eq. 1 which can be further specified. A popular choice
is to highlight the minority game behavior of the spin by allowing the strategy to change with respect to the total
magnetization and the spin’s own orientation. This specification also allows for more strategy types. [8] proposes
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the following dynamics
2

Ci (t + 1) = −Ci (t) if αSi (t)Ci (t)

N
X

Sj (t) < 0

(4)

j=1

for i = 1, . . . , N 2 . The practical implications of such rule are the following. The second term of the local field
(Eq. 1) of all majority agents (who are Ci (t) = 1) has an opposite sign compared to the total magnetization. This
forces the agents to swap their strategy. Similarly for the minority agents (with Ci (t) = −1), the second term of
the local field has the same sign as the total magnetization, which forces them to change their strategy as well.
As the total magnetization M (t) is a part of the second term of the local field, the tendency towards switching
strategies strengthens with the total magnetization deviating from zero, which is parallel to the equilibrium price
of the asset. The further the magnetization (price) deviates from zero (equilibrium) the more agents will oppose it.
In practice, this protects the model from deviating towards ±1 and stabilizing there while still remaining well in
the logic of how the market works and how the agents behave.
A simple alternative is to have the strategy spin update immediately, which reduces the local field equation to
2

2

N
1 X
hi (t) =
Jij Sj (t) − αSi (t)
Sj (t) ,
N 2 j=1
j=1
N
X

(5)

for i = 1, . . . , N 2 , i.e. it does not depend on the strategy of any spin at all [8]. The second term thus motivates
an agent to change its spin orientation (i.e. the minority game behavior) with an increasing absolute value of
magmetization |M (t)|.

3

Efficient market hypothesis

The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) has been a cornerstone of modern financial economics for decades. Even
though its validity has been challenged on many fronts, it still remains the firm theoretical basis of the financial
economics theory [16, 17]. In the fundamental paper, [18] summarizes the empirical validations of the theoretical
papers of [19] and [20]. The theory is revised and made clearer in [21].
From mathematical standpoint, the historical papers [19, 20] are more important as they provide specific model
forms of an efficient market. Specifically, [19] connects the (logarithmic) price process of an efficient market to
a random walk and [20] specifies it as a martingale. Implications for the statistical properties of the (logarithmic)
returns process, i.e. the first differences of (logarithmic) prices, of the efficient market are straightforward. For the
former, the (logarithmic) returns are expected to be serially uncorrelated and follow the Gaussian (normal) distribution, i.e. the dynamics follows the Gaussian noise, which implies serial independence. For the latter, only the serial
uncorrelatedness is implied as the martingale difference process is expected for the (logarithmic) returns [22, 23].
We thus have two straightforward implications of the market efficiency – (asymptotically) normally distributed (for
the random walk definition) and serially uncorrelated (for both random walk and martingale definitions) returns as
serial independence implies no serial correlation.
We are interested in the ability of the Ising model defined between Eqs. 1-5 to meet the criteria attributed to the
efficient capital market, i.e. normality and serial uncorrelatedness of returns. To test these, we use the Jarque-Bera
test [24] and Ljung-Box test [25], respectively. There are two crucial parameters in the model – α and β – which
can influence the prices and returns dynamics emerging from the model. We vary these two parameters and study
how they influence the rejection rate of normality and uncorrelatedness of the respective tests. In other words,
we are interested in a proportion of times these tests reject (with a significance level of 0.90) market efficiency of
series generated by the financial Ising model with the specified parameters. Based on findings of previous research
[8], we manipulate α between 0 and 15 with a step of 1 and β between 0 and 4 with a step of 0.25. We fix the
time series length to T = 1000 and the number of agents in the market to N 2 = 252 = 625. The neighborhood
influence Jij is set equal to 1 for the nearest neighbors and the spin’s own position (five spins in total), and 0
otherwise. For each setting, we perform 222 simulations. Two specifications are studied – Model I given by Eq.
5, i.e. with the instant strategy spin decision, and Model II given by Eq. 1, i.e. with the standard variable strategy
spins.

4

Results and discussion

We examine the effect of different combinations of parameters α and β on the returns generated by the Ising
model, namely its two local field specifications given by Eq. 5 (Model I) and Eq. 1 (Model II). The former model
is a simplified version which attributes a global minority game behavior to all agents (for α > 0) whereas the
latter one allows the agents to switch their global strategy between the minority game and trend following. Both
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models keep their local interactions so that their decision is influenced by their nearest neighbors (for β > 0). For
both models and their specifications given by the parameter setting, we run 222 simulations and for each, we test
whether the generated returns are serially correlated and distributed according to the Gaussian distribution. Fig. 1
(top) illustrates the results for the “no autocorrelation” null hypothesis of the Ljung-Box test and Fig. 1 (bottom)
shows the results for the “Gaussian” null hypothesis of the Jarque-Bera test for both models. For both tests, we
present the rejection rate of the test with a significance level set to 90%, i.e. the proportion of simulations which
generate returns inconsistent with the efficient market hypothesis. The lower the rate (or rather the closer the rate to
0.1), the closer the model specification simulates the efficient market (with respect to either serial uncorrelatedness
or normality of returns).
As the no serial correlation condition is common for both specifications of the market efficiency, we start with
its results. Fig. 1 (top) summarizes the simulation results for both models as heat maps and contour plots for better
visualization. We observe that the outcomes are qualitatively very similar for both models. The plane is practically
split into two which are separated by β = 0.5. Note that this value is close to the critical inverse temperature
βC ≈ 0.441. In both parts, we find a strongly non-linear dependence between β and the rejection rate. For the
models above the critical temperature (below the critical inverse temperature), we find the minimum rejection rate
of around 0.5 for β = 0.25. For the models below the critical temperature (above the critical inverse temperature),
the minimum rejection rate of around 0.4 is found for β = 1.25. For specifications where the local fields plays
no role (β = 0), the null hypothesis of no serial correlation (and thus the efficient market hypothesis) is rejected
in practically all the cases. The dependence of the rejection rate on α is much more straightforward as the higher
the α parameter is, the higher the rejection rate is as well. Even though the relationship is not linear either, it is
monotone. Situations closest to the efficient capital market are thus found for α = 0. The rejection rates of the no
autocorrelation hypothesis are in general higher for Model II, i.e. the model with more heterogeneous agents able
to switch their strategy spin.
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Figure 1 Rejection rates of no serial correlation (top) and Gaussian distribution (bottom) hypotheses for Model I
according to Eq. 5 and Model II according to Eqs. 1 and 4.
The results for rejection rates of the Gaussian distribution are much less complex. In Fig. 1 (bottom), we
find that the rejection rates attain low values only for the inverse temperatures β below the critical value. Above
the critical inverse temperature βC , the rejection rates quickly jump towards high values. This is true for both
specifications of the Ising model analyzed here, even though the rejection rates are again lower for Model I. These
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findings are only mildly dependent on the global coupling parameter α. For Model I, the rejection rates form a
weak U-shape, i.e. the rejection rates are the highest for very low and very high levels of α, and they remain
relatively lower in between. For Model II, the lowest levels are obtained for 1.5 ≤ α ≤ 3.

The results suggest that the model is able to generate serially uncorrelated and normally distributed returns only
for a rather narrow range of parameters. Interestingly, the serially uncorrelated returns are found also for β > βC
which is a new finding not discussed in the literature which usually focuses only on β < βC . The model dynamics
for the inverse temperatures above the critical value is thus not as uninteresting as usually claimed. From the
perspective of the Gaussian distribution, though, the inverse temperatures above the critical one are not interesting.
Let us now focus on the results through the optics of the efficient market hypothesis. If we focus on the
martingale version of the hypothesis, we are interested only in the serial correlation of returns. For these, we
find the minimum rejection rates at {α, β} = {0, 0.25} and {α, β} = {0, 1.25}. If we stick to the classical
interpretation of α and β as the intensities of the global and the local coupling, respectively, we can argue that
the efficient market is found for no global coupling but some local coupling. The latter part of the claim is very
interesting as it suggests that some form of herding is necessary for the market to be efficient. For no local coupling
with β = 0, the market is identified as inefficient for all values of α practically always. This is well in hand with
an intuitive feeling that markets would not work if they were completely random, which would be the case for
{α, β} = {0, 0} when the agents make their decisions on the 50-50 basis. The effect of the global coupling is
rather intuitive as well – the stronger the tendency towards the minority game behavior, the lower the efficiency.
The slight differences between Model I and Model II suggest that the higher heterogeneity of the agents leads to
lower efficiency. When we add the Gaussian distribution into the mix, the situations when β > βC are discarded
and we are left only with the under-critical inverse temperatures which are consistent with the efficient market.
The interpretation as presented above is not touched by this change.
However, there is an alternative way how to interpret the interplay between α and β. Going back to the
definition of the local field in Eq. 1 and the buy-sell decision probability in Eq. 3, we observe that the β parameter
is present only in Eq. 3 and not in Eq. 1. Its interpretation as the intensity of local coupling (herding) is thus
rather far-fetched. If we take the local field definition as an interaction between the local (first term) and global
(second term) coupling, then the α parameter becomes a weight of how much more important the global coupling
is compared to the local one. The higher the α parameter is, the more influence the global coupling compared to
the local coupling has. If α = 0, the dynamics is driven solely by the local coupling, and if α  1, the dynamics
is driven solely by the global coupling. The fact that the generated returns are closer to the efficient market for
low values of α underlines that some level of local interactions goes well in hand with market efficiency. The high
values of α and thus high influence of global coupling goes directly against the market efficiency.
Such interpretations are not much different from the ones made using the standard interpretation of α and β.
However, we are able to make such claims using only one of the parameters. To look deeper into the interpretation
of β, we use the idea presented in [14] who discusses the market efficiency in the sense of market clearing, i.e.
clearing of supply and demand, and its connection to entropy of the market. We will refer to this type of efficiency
as the technical efficiency of the market. If market clears perfectly, it is technically efficient. Going back to the
parallel of the original Ising model towards financial applications, we further explore possible connections between
the physics model and its financial application. In practice, 100% efficiency is impossible. However, the efficient
market hypothesis assumes perfect market clearing and thus the 100% efficiency. Such level of efficiency suggests
that there is no energy loss in the system and as such, the entropy of the system does not increase (in general, it
either increases or keeps its level). If there is energy coming into the system (i.e. agents take actions), it is only
possible to have no change in entropy if the temperature of the system approaches infinity. This yields zero inverse
temperature β. For positive inverse temperatures, the system entropy increases and it is not technically efficient.
This gives us a new interpretation of the β parameter in the financial Ising model.
The results clearly show that the markets are not efficient in the EMH perspective for β = 0 which is parallel
to the perfect market clearing. This suggests that at least some market frictions are necessary for the market to
be efficient. Note that such claim does not go completely against the notion of the market efficiency as laid down
by [18] who states three sufficient conditions for efficient markets – no transaction costs, all available information
freely available to all agents, and all agents agree on implications of such information and future distributions
of the traded assets. Fama refers to these conditions as “a frictionless market”. However, he adds that these are
sufficient but not necessary conditions. As specifically noted by [18], such assumptions do not reflect the real
financial markets. Violating these assumptions does not necessarily imply inefficiency but it is a potential source.
Our results suggest that not only the frictions do not always go against efficiency, but they mainly suggest that
frictions are needed for the market to be efficient in the EMH sense. To reach the efficient market, there need to be
frictions.
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The Role of Credit Standards as an Indicator of the
Supply of Credit
Zuzana Kučerová1, Jitka Poměnková2
Abstract. We focus on the credit standards for approving loans to enterprises and
households of the Euro Area banks as an indicator of the supply of credit to answer a
question whether the change of credit standards is in accordance with the loan supply.
The aim of the paper is to assess the co-movement between bank loans and credit
standards in Euro Area via moving and dynamic correlation and also from the wavelet
co-spectrum perspectives. We use quarterly data over the period 2003/Q1-2016/Q1.
We conclude that banks originated fewer loans after they tightened lending standards.
However, the co-movement was more apparent in case of households when the level
of new loans provided by banks was lower after the lending standards tightening (and
vice versa). In case of enterprises, the behaviour of banks concerning credit standards
and the loans to enterprises was more unstable. In both cases, the co-movement is
characterised by short-term reactions rather than long-term trend. However, the
reactions changed in two years after the financial crisis of 2007 and then in 2011when
banks started following their credit standards and limited the level of new loans.
Key words: Wavelet co-spectrum, comovement, bank loans, credit standards.
AMS Classification: 62P20, 62M10, 91B84

1

Introduction

Financial crisis of 2007 revealed the pro-cyclical character of the bank behaviour, i.e. that banks provide loans to
clients in the growing phase of the economic cycle, however, they change the behaviour in the presence of the
financial crisis when they reassess the riskiness of clients and strongly limit the supply of new loans and as such
they may force the financial crises and then trigger economic crisis. Financial system of the EU countries can be
characterised as a bank-based financial system (opposed to market-based financial system in the US), i.e. economic
agents cannot easily substitute between a bank credit and other forms of financing in financial markets. Thus,
lending capacity of banks can affect the activities of enterprises or the consumption of households dependent on
bank loans. Therefore, European enterprises or households could become dependent on bank intermediation and
as such banks could increase financial distress in the economy by the restriction of the loan supply. This behaviour
can subsequently have an impact on the real economy (to limit the economic growth and employment). One way
how to measure this behaviour of banks is to collect information about credit standards for approving new loans
and to use it as an indicator of this behaviour and then try to measure the co-movement of credit standards and the
volume of new bank loans.
Measuring the mutual dependence and co-movement between time series is in the forefront of many scientists'
interest. The selection of appropriate approach is motivated by the application area (economy, sociology, biology,
engineering etc.). In recent decades, there has been a greater degree of interdependence between disciplines and
different techniques which were predominantly used in one area. In such way, economy mostly used an analysis
in the time domain. From the co-movement perspective, the standard approach covered correlation techniques in
classic or moving form and similar methods. Moreover, the regression analysis in the simple, the multivariate or
the rolling forms can be used (Korhonen and Peresetsky [14]). Also its improvement into the vector autoregressive
model (Feldkircher and Korhonen [6]), correction models (Engle and Granger [3]) or the cross-sectional
dependence and the cointegration models (Hassan et al. [10]) can be used.
All of these techniques try to answer the question, how the synchronization of time series behaves in time and
how temporal such behaviour is. One group of analysts investigate temporal character of measurement, such as
dynamic conditional correlation (Lukmanova and Tondl [16]), where the dynamic behaviour is based on
information known from the previous period. Lu et al. [17] propose the time-varying coefficient vector
autoregression model, in which the coefficient is a linear function of dynamic lagged correlation. The second group
Brno University of Technology, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communication, Technická 12, 616 00
Brno. Mendel University in Brno, Faculty of Business and Economics, Zemědělská 1, 613 00 Brno, Czech
Republic.
2
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of analysts try to answer the question using the techniques in frequency domain, which also take into account the
frequency point of view (Iacobucci and Noullez [11], Fidrmuc et al. [7], Poměnková et al. [19]). The theoretical
background of the dynamic correlation and phase shift methods is nicely explained in the paper of Croux et al. [2]
with a practical demonstration. One step ahead proposes time-frequency techniques combining both time approach
and frequency approach. Thus, in one moment we are able to analyse behaviour of the time series from both
perspectives. In the area of economic applications, a wavelet analysis is very popular (Ftiti [9], Berdiev et al. [1],
Fidrmuc et al. [8]). The extension of co-movement measure into time-frequency domain in the form of crossspectrum, co-spectrum, and cohesion propose more precise evaluation of co-movement to capture temporal
character of co-movement (Maršálek et al. [18], Klejmová et al. [13], Kučerová and Poměnková [15]).
We focus on the credit standards for approving loans to enterprises and households of the Euro Area banks as
an indicator of the supply of credit. Is there a relationship between the change of credit standards and the loan
supply? A negative relationship between credit standards and new term loans to enterprises and households is
expected. Therefore, the aim of the paper is to assess the co-movement between bank loans and credit standards
in Euro Area via moving and dynamic correlation and also from the wavelet co-spectrum perspectives. We use
quarterly data over the period 2003/Q1-2016/Q1.

2

Data and indicators

Data about the level of new loans (flows) provided to enterprises and households by MFIs (central banks, credit
institutions and money markets funds) are drawn from the ECB Statistical Data Warehouse online database, item
MFI aggregated balance sheet (ECB [4]). We also use data from the ECB Bank Lending Survey (BLS) (ECB [5]).
The main aim of this survey is to enhance the understanding of bank lending behaviour in the euro area. As a
measure of lending standards, we use a measure defined by ECB [7] – the diffusion index; it is based on the
quarterly responses to questions concerning lending standards for the past three months (i.e. information from the
supply side) and is measured as the weighted difference between the share of banks reporting that lending standards
have been tightened and the share of banks reporting that they have been eased (banks who have answered
“considerably” are given score 1 and banks that answered “somewhat” are given score 0.5). Positive values of the
index indicate that a larger proportion of banks have tightened lending standards and vice versa. The
representations of time series used in the analysis are depicted in Figure 1. The analysis is performed particularly
for Euro Area countries (changing composition).

Figure 1 Time series representation, Source: ECB [4][5]

3

Methods

The relation between two time series can be measured via several approaches (Croux et al. [2]). The widely use is
analysis in the time domain by correlation coefficient in the classic or the moving form. Because correlation
method is well known, we skip its description here. In the frequency domain, we can use the dynamic correlation,
the coherence or the cohesion. The dynamic correlation (Croux et al. [2])
2
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measure similarity of the frequency components of two time series y and z. Here (eq. (1)) Cyz is the real part of
the cross-spectrum (i.e. co-spectrum) and Sy, Sz are the individual spectra of corresponding time series for
frequencies ω. Integrating the eq. (1) in the frequency band from ω1 to ω2 evaluates the common behaviour of two
time series in the given band of frequencies. If the bands are ω1=0, ω2 =π, the dynamic correlation coefficient
corresponds to the classical correlation coefficient (Croux et al. [2], Kučerová and Poměnková[15]). Similar
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analysis could be done in the time-scale domain via wavelet analysis and wavelet co-spectrum. The continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) of the time series y(t) can be defined as (Jiang and Mahadevan [12])


S CW T ( a, b) 

 y t 



ta

dt, b  0, a  R,
b  b 

1

(1)

where a is the time position, b is the parameter of dilatation (scale) of the mother wavelet   . To satisfy
assumptions for the time-scale analysis, waves must be compact in time and frequency representation as well.
Evaluation of the similarity between two time series y, z in the time-scale domain for their time-scale transform
SCWT,y(a,b) and SCWT,z(a,b) can be calculated according to formula defined in Jiang and Mahadevan [12]
S12  SCW T,1 (a, b)SCW T,2 (a, b)

(3)

.

If the time series are identical, then the co-spectrum is equal to one. For decreasing level of similarity the value of
the co-spectrum approaches to zero.

4

Results

The analysis of the relationship between the credit standards imposed by banks on long-term loans provided to
households (denoted as CSH) and to enterprises (denoted as CSE) and the volume of new loans (denoted as loansE
and loansH) follows several steps, i.e. correlation analysis in classic and dynamic form and wavelet cospectrum.
We also invetsigate lag 0 and lag 1 for new loans time series in order to identify whether there is a stronger
relationship between credit standards in one quarter and new loans provided to households and to enterprises in
the next quarter (lag 0) or in the period with the delay of two quarters (lag 1).3
Lag 0
CSE
CSE
loansE
CSH
loansH

loansE
1 0,059

CSH
0,840***
0,059
1 -0,113
0,840*** -0,113
1
-0,374*** 0,568*** -0,480***

Lag 1
loansH
CSE
-0,374***
1
0,568*** 0,211
-0,480*** 0,851***
1 -0,276***

loansE
0,211
0,061
0,574***

CSH
0,851***
1 0,061

loansH
-0,276***
0,574***
1 -0,406***
-0,406***
1

Table 1 Classic correlation coefficients
Note: statistically significant at: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%
In the first step, we perform a classical correlation analysis for the Q1/2003-Q1/2016 both with lag 0 and 1.
The results are presented in Table 1. It is apparent that there is the significant negative correlation between the
credit standards of banks and loans provided by banks to households in the analysed period, i.e. tighter credit
standards are related to lower level of new loans provided. In case of loans to enterprises, the correlation is negative
and significant only in lag 1.
In the next step, we calculate moving correlation illustrating the movement of correlation coefficient in the
time (Fig. 2). It is clear that the moving correlation coefficient between credit standards and new loans to
households without lags was negative (lower than –0.6) for most of the period, even after the financial crisis of
2007. However, it started to decrease in absolute value after the period Q2/2010 and has fluctuated between 0 and
–0.2 since then. In case of enterprises without lag, the movement of this coefficient was more volatile with rise in
the period from Q3/2003-Q3/2006 to Q1/2004-Q2/2007, then fall in the period from Q2/2004-Q2/2007 to
Q1/2005-Q1/2008, then rise in the period from Q2/2005-Q2/2008 to Q4/2007-Q4/2010, then fall in the period
from Q1/2008-Q1/2011 to Q2/2009-Q2/2012 and then was stable with another drop from Q1/2012-Q1/2015. In
case of lag 1, the results concerning the trend are similar, i.e. relatively stable and negative correlation between
credit standards and new loans to households with a change for the period after Q4/2008-Q4/2011 and volatile
3

Credit standards are measured as backward looking changes of the bank behaviour concerning credit standards
over the past three months. Therefore, we use the term “lag 0” in case of one quarter delay and “lag 1” in case of
two quarters delay. The reason is that the credit standards are reported in the period following the period with the
surveyed change of credit standards (i.e. data concerning the changes of credit standards in Q2 are reported in Q3).
In our paper, we measure the relationship between these credit standards reported in the following period (i.e. in
Q3) and new loans provided in the same period in case of lag 0 (i.e. in Q3) or in the next period in case of lag 1
(i.e. in Q4). From the statistical point of view, there is no lag or a lag of one quarter. However, from the economic
point of view, there is a lag of one quarter or two quarters.
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positive or negative correlations between credit standards and new loans to enterprises when negative correlations
are measured in the post-crisis period (from Q4/2008-Q4/2011).

Figure 2 Moving correlation
However, both classical and moving correlation gives us overview about the mutual linear (positive or
negative) dependence between indicators. Via the moving correlation we can distinguish the sub-periods of the
correlation movements which can help us identify moments of changes. Even though both approaches give
reasonable results and confirm negative dependence between lending standards and loans provided by banks in
the analysed period, we proceed in dynamic correlation (correlation in frequency domain) to obtain detailed picture
about dependence structure with respect to the movement in the time series structure.

Figure 3 Dynamic correlation
The results of the dynamic correlation between CSE and loansE, CSH and loansH for lag 0 and 1are in Fig. 3.
Focusing on results for lag 0, both dynamic curves have similar shape but in the different level. The dependence
between CSH and loansH is moreover significant across all frequencies and thus dynamic correlation confirms the
results given by classic correlation. The dependence between CSE and loansE is, unfortunately, insignificant.
Investigating one lag order, we see the different shape of curves. We can distinguish several sub-periods. In the
first (range between 0-0.35), there is significant both positive (CSE and loansE) and negative (CSH and loansH)
dependence. Such sub-period covers business cycle frequencies, i.e. nested cycles from 32 quarters (time-trend
and long cycles) as well as short cycles of the 6 quarter length. After that both dynamic curves have opposite
tendency in the second sub-period (range between range between 0.35-0.4 and 0.45-0.6) covering short
fluctuations (short cycles of the length from 6 to 3 quarters). Finally, both curves indicate insignificant
dependencies in the range 0.62-1 which denote rapid changes. Hence, we can conclude that there is a stronger
negative dependence between credit standards and new loans to households and this behaviour of banks includes
the long-term to particularly short-term movements while in case of enterprises the dependence is mostly positive
and follows mostly business cycle frequencies.
With respect to the possible structural breaks in time series, we proceed with the last step which is a co-spectral
analysis. The co-spectral analysis allows us to assess the dependence and to identify areas of the comovement
between time series from time as well as frequency perspective in one moment. From the family of mother wavelet
functions, we use the Morlet wavelet. Results can be seen in Fig. 4. The co-spectrum is denoted on the z-axis for
specific periods (x-axis; time) and periodicities (y-axis; periods in quarters). The figure shows a two-dimensional
projection of three-dimensional charts. The intensity of different contours denotes the relative importance of
different periodicities and time. In all figures (Fig. 4), the wavelet co-spectrum shows several areas of comovement
bounded by the time and frequency. The lower is the frequency of inputs (i.e. the higher and closer to the value of
36 the figure on the y-axis) the longer is the cyclical component. Denote that the business cycles frequencies are
defined between 6 quarters (rapid moving periodic component) and 8 years (slow moving periodic component).
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For co-spectrum of CSE-loansE and CSH-loansH and lag 0, we can observe same areas, i.e. 2008-2010 and 20132015 covering frequencies till 30 quarters, 20 quarters respectively. In addition, for co-spectrum of CSH-loansH
we can also see area covering higher frequencies, i.e. Q3/2008-Q2/2009 and 2011-2012 covering frequencies from
25 to 16 quarters and from 27 to 14 quarters respectively. In the case the co-spectrum of CSE-loans E and lag 1,
we can observe areas 2006-2007, Q3/2008-Q2/2009, 2011-2012 covering frequencies till 30 quarters and 20132015 covering frequencies till 20 quarters. For the co-spectrum of CSH-loansH and lag 1, we can observe two
similar areas as in previous case, i.e. 2008-2010 covering frequencies till 30 quarters and 2013-2015 covering
frequencies till 20 quarters. In addition, we can identify area Q2/2008-Q2/2010 covering frequencies from 26 to
15 quarters and the area Q2/2011-Q2/2012 covering frequencies from 26 to 14 quarters.

Figure 4 Wavelet co-spectrum
To sum it up, we can conclude that the wavelet analysis specify results given by the application of a dynamic
correlation from the time perspectives. We can also conclude, that reactions of households reflect predominantly
long-term in straight reaction. The quick changes and very short cyclical movements reaction was visible with
respect to the lag investigating. In case of enterprises, the significant changes are mostly in the long-term cycles.
In case of households, reaction on quick changes and very short cyclical movements were outlined and
consequently confirmed by lag investigation. In both cases, we were able to specify the time range of such comovements.

5

Conclusion

The paper was focused on the role of credit standards for approving loans to enterprises and households of the
Euro Area banks as an indicator of the supply of credit. Therefore, we wanted to answer the question whether there
is a relationship between the change of credit standards and the loan supply or not. The aim of the paper was to
assess the co-movement between bank loans and credit standards in Euro Area via moving and dynamic correlation
and also from the wavelet co-spectrum perspectives.
A negative relationship between credit standards and new term loans to enterprises and households was
expected. In our analysis, we confirmed this relationship mainly in case of loans to households. However, this
relationship was negative and stable only before the financial crisis. In case of enterprises, the hypothesis was not
confirmed; the results for classical correlation were not significant and for moving correlation were quite volatile.
In the period around financial crisis, the relationship was even positive; banks strongly tightened their credit
standards in reaction to the crisis in 2007 and partly in 2008 but then they eased these standards strongly in 2009
and 2010. However, the volume of new loans provided to enterprises dropped dramatically in 2008-2009.
The dynamic correlation analysis confirms the expected stronger negative dependence between credit standards
and new loans to households, i.e. this behaviour of banks includes the long-term to particularly short-term
movements while in case of enterprises this behaviour follows mostly business cycle frequencies and do not reflect
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very short reactions. The wavelet analysis helped with specification of the results given by the application of the
dynamic correlation. We identify several areas limited by time and frequency leading to several conclusions. We
found that credit standards and new loans to enterprises, households respectively, from the perspectives of the
long-term co-movement was the strongest between 2008-2010 and 2013-2015. In case of credit standards and
new loans to households, there are additional areas of short-term co-movement between 2006-2007 and 20112012. We can also conclude that reactions of households reflect quick changes and very short cyclical movements.
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Multidimensional Alpha Stable Distribution in Model
Parameter Estimation Algorithms
Jaromı́r Kukal1 , Quang Van Tran2
Abstract.
Solving optimization problem with a multidimensional objective function is the traditional task of operational research. Both multimodality and nonsmoothness of the
objective function are typical difficulties when searching for the global optimum. To
improve the search effectiveness in non-adaptive algorithms as well as the ability to
leap away from local optima, the so called Levy flights are often used. The Levy
flights are random non-Gaussian step sizes following alpha stable distribution. However, this random variable is very difficult to be generated in the multivariatal case, the
step size generation procedure has never been treated accordingly so far. To examine
the effectiveness of the general usage of this possibility, the goal of this paper is to
introduce the multivariate alpha stable random variable step size generation technique
into several novel optimization algorithms. Our approach then is used to estimate parameters of generalized hyperbolic distribution with the use of maximum likelihood
estimation method for returns of Czech stock market index PX from 2000 to 2017.
As this task is almost unsolvable for traditional optimization methods, the results we
obtained are quite promising.
Keywords: Optimization, Alpha stable distribution, Multidimensional search,
Heuristic algorithm, Parameter estimation.
JEL classification: C44

1

Introduction

Traditional optimization methods are ineffective when solving a problem with a non-convex, multimodal and
discontinuous objective function. In this case in order to reach the required global solution, global optimization
algorithms are applied. For these algorithms their performance heavily depends on the proper mutation creation
as it can improve the searching effectiveness as well as the ability to leap away from local optima. For this
purpose, Levy flight mutation technique is often used. As the Levy flights are a non-Gaussian random variable
whose generation is very difficult in the multivariatal case, the question how the generation procedure can affect
the searching effectiveness has not been appropriately investigated so far. As an attempt to give an answer to
this question, this paper will introduce a general multivariate alpha stable random variable step size generation
technique into several advanced optimization algorithms, namely Random Descent improved with Lévy flight
algorithm (RDLF), Cuckoo Search (CS) and Modified Cuckoo Search algorithms (MCS). The effectiveness of
our approach then will be verified on the estimation parameters of generalized hyperbolic distribution by the
maximum likelihood estimation method. The likelihood function for this as objective function is well-known for
its complicated shape, hence in this experiment we will try to evaluate not only the effect of searching parameters,
but also of stable distribution on reaching the global optimum. The parameters will be identified for returns of
daily Czech stock market index PX from 2000 to 2017.

2

Standard Multivariate α-Stable Distribution Simulation

The class of stable distributions plays role in modern statistical theories. The random vectors of this class are
frequently used in many applications. A random vector X = (X1 , . . . , Xd )T is said to be a stable random vector
in Rd if for any positive numbers A1 , . . . , An there is a positive number B and a vector c in Rd such that
d

A1 X(1) + . . . + An X(n) = B X + c,

(1)

where X(1) , . . . , X(n) are independent and from the same distribution as X (for more detailed information, see [5]).
For the sake of notation simplicity without the loss of generality, here we will deal only with the case of standard
multivariate alpha stable distribution. Further, due to the complexity of covariance structures we also focus only
1
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on the most tractable case when the iso-density plot of joint density forms a circle. The characteristic function of
an isotropic standard stable variable (also called radially symmetric stable random variable) is as follows
ψ(u) = E exp(iuT X) = exp(− | u |α ),

where

(2)

1

(3)
X = A2 G
2/α
where G ∼ N(0, I) and A ∼ S(α/2, 1, 2 cos(απ/4) , 0), for 0 < α < 2 and S is α stable distribution [3]. The
process of standardized generation will be denoted as X ∼ L(α, d). It is clear that in order to generate a multivariate
stable variable, one must generate univariate stable variable. A good algorithm for generating univariate standard
stable random variable
 β, 1, 0) is proposed by Chambers et al [2] as follows
 Yπ∼πS(α,
and W ∼ Ex(1)
• Generate U ∼ U − ,
2 2
• Compute for α 6= 1

 1−α
1 sin(α(U + ξ))
cos(U − α(U + ξ)) α
2 2α
Y = (1 + ζ )
(4)
1
W
(cos(U )) α
•

for α = 1





1 π
πW cos(U )
Y =
,
+ βU tan(U ) − β
ξ
2
π + 2βU
(
απ
α−1 arctan(−ζ) if α 6= 1
where ζ = −β tan
and ξ =
.
2
π/2 otherwise

3

(5)

Levy Flights in Optimization Algorithms

A Lévy flight is a random variable which has a distribution with heavy-tails. The term was first used by Mandelbrot
to describe the distribution of step sizes that follow a Cauchy distribution. Both Cauchy distribution and normal
distribution are special cases of alpha stable distribution. However, the Cauchy distribution has very strong tails
as the probability of extreme events decreases polynomially compared to the normal distribution when it falls exponentially. This property has recently widely exploited in optimization algorithms to improve their performance.
Lévy flights are used to generate new mutations. Since the step sizes with Levy flight tend to be longer, they allow
a better randomization in algorithms as well as more efficient exploration of the searching domain. Longer step
sizes also prevent the false convergence to local optima and increase the probability of reaching global optimum.
The Lévy flight is directly applicable in optimization tasks related to nonlinear regression, complex physical and
chemical equilibria investigations and operation research tasks.
For a given domain D = {x ∈ Rd : a ≤ x ≤ b}, of dimension d ∈ R where a and b are the boundaries we will
minimize the objective function f : D → R. Formally, the Lévy flight mutation works as follows. Using mutation
temperature Tmut > 0 and perturbation function P : Rd → D, the Lévy flight mutation generates xnew ∈ D
from the original x ∈ D as xnew = P(x + Tmut s) where s ∼ L(α, d) and the perturbation P is implemented as
component–wise boundary mirroring whenever the component xj is outside [aj , bj ]. The selection of α, Tmut is
the subject of our investigation in next sections.

3.1

Random Descent with Lévy Flight Algorithm

Traditional Random Search algorithm (RD) is based on short range mutation with constrained variance which is
frequently realized using multidimensional uniform or Gaussian distribution around x. This first choice algorithm
is able to find only local minima of objective function. There is a nice opportunity for Lévy flight mutation to
offspring this disadvantage of RD and increase the probability of global optimum finding. The final form of novel
heuristics with Lévy flight mutation is explained as Algorithm 1.

3.2

Cuckoo Search

Cuckoo Search (CS) optimization algorithm is inspired by cuckoo’s behavior in nature. For a given cuckoos’
population N ∈ N a bird nest xk ∈ D for k = 1, . . . , N , whose quality is evaluated by the objective function as
fk = f(xk ). A traditional algorithm has five basic operations: initialization, local search, sorting, abandoning, and
termination. At the initialization stage N occupied nests are randomly generated with from an uniform distribution
and their subsequent evaluation as
xk ∼ U(D) with fk = f(xk ).
(6)
At the local search stage two nests are randomly selected and a cuckoo flies from the i-th nest to a new position
with the Lévy flight mutation described in the previous section above as
y = P(xi + Tmut s) ∈ D.
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Algorithm 1 Random Descent with Lévy Flight
1: function RDLF
2:
x ∼ U(D), f = f(x)
3:
loop
4:
s ∼ L(α, d)
5:
xnew = P(x + Tmut s)
6:
fnew = f(xnew )
7:
if fnew < f then
8:
x = xnew
9:
f = fnew
The competition between y and the j -th nest is determined by the rule
f(y) < fk ⇒ xj = y, fj = f(y).

(8)

At the sorting stage the population of occupied nests is sorted in such a way so that for any pair of nests they must
satisfy
k < l ⇒ fk ≤ fl .
(9)

At the abandoning stage, M nests with highest objective function value are removed and replaced by new M nests
using constrained Lévy fight mutation without competition. Their new positions and the corresponding qualities
are
xnew
= P(xk + Tmut s) ∈ D, fknew = f(xnew
(10)
k
k ), for k = N − M + 1, . . . , N.

At the final termination stage a Cuckoo Search algorithm can be stopped by touching the optimal solution vicinity,
population stagnation or by reaching the preset maximal number of iterations. According to [7], Cuckoo Search
algorithm can perform better on testing examples than differential evolution or particle swarm optimization algorithm in terms of time complexity and reliability. Cuckoo Search algorithm has been later modified into a more
sophisticated version called Modified Cuckoo Search (MCS, see [6]). In this modification the initialization and
searching steps have been improved to speed up the searching procedure.

4

Minimization of Non-convex Negative Log-likelihood Function

Maximum Likelihood Estimation technique (MLE) is one of most often used methods to estimate the parameters of
a model for given observations. For a given dataset and model specification this method tries to find the parameter
values that maximize the likelihood function value. This means that it maximizes the matching of the selected
specification with the observed data. Mathematically, given a dataset xk ∈ Rn , k = 1, . . . , m and the model
density f(x; w), where w ∈ D ⊂ Rn is a vector of parameters, the log-likelihood function is
Φ(w) = ln L(w) =

m
X

ln f(xk ; w).

(11)

k=1

The maximum likelihood estimate on D is
wopt ∈ argmax Φ(w).

(12)

w∈D

In practice, instead of maximizing the log-likelihood function, for convenience we minimize the Negative LogLikelihood function (NLL).
To find the optimal solution to this problem, any traditional iteration minimization algorithm can be used.
However, the negative log-likelihood function might be non-convex and non-smooth, which makes them get stuck
to a local minimum and disallows us to reach the optimal global solution. This gives rise to various alternative
optimization procedures and some of the most powerful ones have been described in the previous sections.

5

A Case Study: Generalized Hyperbolic Distribution of Returns

It is well-known that returns of financial assets are not normally distributed and they tend to have thicker tails and
higher kurtosis. This feature can be captured by the Generalized Hyperbolic Distribution (GHD), which was first
introduced by Barndorff-Nielsen et al. [1]. This distribution is characterized by five parameters θ = (λ, α, β, δ, µ),
where α, δ ∈ R+ , λ, µ ∈ R, | β |< α and its probability density function is
 p

1
1
fGH (x; θ) = κ[δ 2 + (x − µ)2 ] 2 (λ− 2 ) Kλ− 1 α δ 2 + (x − µ)2 exp(β(x − µ)),
(13)
2
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λ

(α2 − β 2 ) 2
 , and Kλ is the modified Bessel function of the third kind of order λ.
 p
1
2παλ− 2 δ λ Kλ δ α2 − β 2
All moments of a random variable from a generalized hyperbolic distribution exist and the first two of them are

where κ = √

where ζ = δ

E(X)

=

Var(X)

=

βδ 2 Kλ+1 (ζ)
µ+
ζ Kλ (ζ)
(
 2 "

2 #)
K
(ζ)
βδ
K
(ζ)
K
(ζ)
λ+1
λ+2
λ+1
δ2
+
−
Kλ (ζ)
ζ
Kλ (ζ)
Kλ (ζ)

(14)
(15)

p
α2 − β 2 . The fat tail property of the GHD originates from the fact

P(X < x) = O(|x|λ−1 exp((α + β)x)) as x → ±∞.

(16)

The interpretation of each parameter of GHD is as follows. The mean and variance of the GDH are already shown
β
β
1
in (14) and (15). For higher moments, after transformations τ = , ζ = δγ, χ = √
, ξ = √
,
γ
α
1
+
ζ
1
+ζ
p
where γ = α2 + β 2 , then according to [1] the parameters χ and ξ are considered to be the natural measures for
skewness and kurtosis.

We use our novel approaches described in the previous sections to estimate parameters of generalized hyperbolic distribution for returns of Prague stock market index PX. Data is a series of its daily close values from January
2000 to April 2017. The original data is transformed into a series of logarithmic returns. Some of their descriptive
statistics are shown in Table 1. Here the most standing-out number is the value of returns kurtosis which far more
exceeds the value for the normal distribution.
Series
index
returns

Mean
982.29
1.62×10−4

Median
970.82
0.00055

Maximum
1936.10
0.1236

Minimum
320.10
-0.1619

Std. dev
369.91
0.0140

Skewness
0.34
-0.47

Kurtosis
2.67
15.52

Table 1 Descriptive statistics of series PX and its returns
Parameters of GHD distribution are estimated by maximum likelihood estimation method. The density function
defined in (13) is used to set up the the negative log-likelihood function. The objective function is known for its nonconvex course [4] and hence it asks for the use of progressive optimization methods. Our optimization algorithms
are applied to estimate the parameters. The estimation results including the standard errors of the estimates are
displayed in Table 2. As seen, all estimated parameters are significant from zero. Parameter λ also significantly
differs from values of the hyperbolic and the inverse gaussian distributions. In Figure 1 we compare the matching
of GHD distribution to data with that of the corresponding normal distribution where their left tails are zoomed out
in the right panel. The GHD distribution clearly matches the data better than the normal distribution.
Parameter
Value
S.E.

λ
-1.7591
0.0384

α
7.0825
0.0533

β
-5.0329
0.7574

δ
0.0173
0.0012

µ
0.0011
2.76×10−4

Table 2 GHD Parameters Estimation Results
Regarding the impact of the shape of stable distribution to mutation generation and optimization parameters
on results, we proceed as follows. Values of α of stable distribution is set at: 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.5, and
1.95. Values of Tmut are: 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.02, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10. Further, f ∗ is
set at 99.9% of the best reachable value of objective function from 1000 independent runs of RDLF which is a
good approximation of the global minimum. The maximum number of evaluations per run was 2000. The time
complexity of searching was studied using 100 independent runs of the same length to obtain time complexity as
mean value of function evaluation number for given Tmut , α. As parameters of GHD distribution have different
ranges, in order to make the search in the searching domain more efficient, we standardize the searching range in
the following way: λ = atanh(ξ1 ), α = − log(1 − ξ2 ), β = αξ3 , δ = − log(1 − ξ4 ) and µ = atanh(ξ5 ), where
ξ1 , ξ5 ∈ [−1+, 1−], ξ2 , ξ3 , ξ4 ∈ [, 1−],  = 10−12 . Except of Tmut , α, RDLF has no additional parameter. The
remaining parameters of CS were set to N = 15, M = 4 as recommended in [7]. The MCS was used for N = 20
as population size, N G = 15 as the abandoned nest number, and N L = 5 as the elite nest number suggested by
[6]. The effect of α and Tmut on the expected number of evaluation in selected algorithms are displayed in Tables
3, 4 and 5.
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Figure 1 The estimated PDFs of analyzed distributions of EUR/CZK returns
Tmut

0.001
0.002
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
5
10

0.5
234
182
124
114
100
73
85
95
128
177
268
472
516

0.6
285
223
145
112
95
75
68
101
122
182
321
545
444

0.7
390
265
165
116
93
73
74
106
154
226
405
466
516

0.8
466
322
178
128
88
76
70
79
163
271
467
493
552

α
0.9
549
388
201
143
89
78
71
85
163
306
469
533
523

1
697
497
276
154
108
72
69
74
188
318
526
621
582

1.5
1118
852
397
267
158
79
66
104
213
392
537
483
579

1.95
1098
982
416
269
205
100
60
95
246
417
495
496
489

Table 3 Time complexity of Random Descent with Lévy Flight
Tmut

0.001
0.002
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
5
10

0.5
787
704
595
477
455
405
432
430
374
428
579
478
511

0.6
877
803
590
551
474
394
356
390
414
479
508
407
509

0.7
923
785
594
589
473
324
323
399
413
498
422
490
508

0.8
880
866
812
558
453
404
373
307
396
447
538
569
542

α
0.9
1016
1018
818
631
478
408
340
368
420
589
516
547
523

1
1023
941
818
625
554
388
388
408
407
580
463
567
517

1.5
846
862
1133
817
694
454
329
347
450
569
498
541
549

1.95
497
945
1045
984
872
496
375
367
422
436
544
521
475

Table 4 Time complexity of Cuckoo Search
In the case of RDLF heuristics (Table 3), the best results were obtained for Tmut ∈ [0.05, 0.1] and any α ≤ 1.
This indicates that if the temperature is well chosen, the role of Lévy flight shape is less important. The method is
reliable for any Tmut ∈ [0.005, 5] and α ≤ 1. When the temperature is not optimal, a lower α up to 0.8 can help.
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With CS (Table 4), for Tmut ≥ 0.01, any value of α is acceptable and the threshold is most comfortably achieved
with Tmut ∈ [0.05, 1]. The best obtained time complexity value is four times slower than with RDLF. For MCS,
with α = 0.5, any Tmut ≥ 0.002 is suitable and on the contrary, for Tmut ≥ 0.01, any value of α can lead to the
successful optimization completion. The best time complexity value in this case is three times slower than that of
RDLF (Table 5).
Tmut

0.001
0.002
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
5
10

α

0.5
281
304
246
240
238
219
211
195
218
208
219
202
192

0.6
348
260
252
233
224
215
202
232
221
201
198
217
241

0.7
268
269
232
224
206
217
246
260
214
198
214
205
224

0.8
294
287
232
240
213
232
210
224
188
217
198
210
193

0.9
343
291
265
208
250
236
234
201
227
222
173
227
250

1
342
273
230
208
219
205
206
203
221
237
233
218
179

1.5
375
307
238
222
214
194
228
213
198
214
215
209
208

1.95
405
376
232
205
195
173
219
238
230
211
201
171
220

Table 5 Time complexity of Modified Cuckoo Search

6

Conclusion

Alternative optimization algorithms have become an indispensable tool for finding a solution to a global optimization problem when traditional methods fail to succeed. For these algorithms the creation of appropriate mutations
is an important operation and it can help to multiply increase their searching effectiveness. In this experiment,
we have investigated the possible use of alpha stable distribution to randomize the step size in mutation creation
for three advanced non-adaptive searching heuristics: RDLF, CS and MCS. This approach is then verified on the
task of estimating parameters of generalized hyperbolic distribution for daily returns of stock market index PX,
whose log-likelihood function is not well-behaved. The obtained results show that in addition to the traditional
role of temperature, the shape of alpha stable distribution can substantially increase the searching capacity of these
algorithms in many cases.
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Optimization Model for the Employees’ Shifts Schedule
Martina Kuncová1, Veronika Picková2
Abstract. Optimization models can be useful and helpful in various real-life situations
where any other methods or techniques are hard to apply to find the solution. The staff
or shift scheduling problem belongs to these situations as the problem is complex
thanks to many different constraints. This problem can be modeled on the bases of the
managers’ requirements that are influenced by customers’ demand, number of potential employees working in shifts, employees’ qualification, number and lengths of
shifts, days off or various wishes/limitations of employees. This article describes the
solution of the real employee shift work scheduling problem via optimization model.
The model is based on data that are given by the enterprise manager (especially the
employees’ work attendance for the given week). The integer linear programming
with the assignment optimization model are mixed to find the optimal solution respecting given constraints. The model was solved by LINGO solver with MS Excel
usage for the data settings but also the MS Excel macro was prepared for the managers’ needs.
Keywords: Optimization model, shift work, scheduling, rosters.
JEL Classification: C44, M12
AMS Classification: 90B35, 90C10

1

Introduction

Scheduling problems as a task to assign a person to a given position or given time or shift belong to the problems
that can be solved via various technics of operational research. Sometimes only Gantt chart is enough for adding
a person to an activity and to see the working hours for each person or to display the roster graphically [2]. But
with rising number of persons and different shifts or shift lengths and with other conditions being met it is better
to use an optimization model. Usually these models are based on linear programming (LP), integer (ILP) or mixedinteger programming (MILP), assignment problem, stochastic programming, non-linear programming or goal programming [1] but also other solution methods are possible such as demand modeling, metaheuristics [2] or constructive and improvement heuristics [7]. They are usually called shift scheduling problems, rostering problems
[2], personnel scheduling problems [7] or timetabling problems (that are slightly different and connected with the
time slots more than shifts) [6]. According to [4] two main variations of the problem can be solved: cyclic and
non-cyclic schedule. In the cyclic workforce schedule all employees have the same basic schedule but start with
different offsets while in non-cyclic workforce schedule individual preferences of employees are taken into account. Due to the complexity of the problem with a lot of variables and constraints, a help of optimization software
is necessary. Large number of various software packages is available to assist with rostering but they are usually
targeted at a specific application area and cannot be easily transferred to another industry or company [2]. So it is
always necessary to create a model for the given conditions. The scheduling or rostering process can be separated
into 6 phases (sometimes not all of them are necessary) [2]:
 demand modeling – setting the number of staff necessary for each shift,
 days-off scheduling – description of the rest days for workers,
 shift scheduling - an assignment of the number of employees to each shift to meet demand,
 line of work construction – work schedule for each staff member,
 task assignment – if necessary, assignment of task to the shifts,
 staff assignment - assignment of individual staff to the lines of work.
The shift scheduling problems might be also divided on the basis of the days or hours – some are aimed at 5
workdays and 2 consecutive off-days, some at 5-7 days with limited workdays (airline crew, bus crew, call centers,
restaurants staff etc.) and some at 7 workdays operating 24 hours a day like hospitals, manufacturing plants or
retail stores [4]. Sometimes also the type of the work contract (full-time, part-time) is important to create a roster
[7].

1
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In this paper we describe the construction of the system for the employees’ non-cyclic shifts schedule on the
basis of ILP solution with respect to all given real restrictions and requirements of employees and employer. The
solution must be user-friendly for the managers, must speed up the shifts and rosters planning and must take into
account various real-life situations. Firstly the model was created in MS Excel but because of the rising number
of constraints, the help of LINGO software was necessary (for the model see [5]). Because of the possibilities and
requirements of the company (one of the multiplex of the Cinema City Czech Republic) managers prefer the system to be prepared in MS Excel environment. They need it as a complex system where they can set the input
requirements for one week and afterwards the weekly schedule is created via optimization model. That is why MS
Excel macros were used to be able to operate it by managers without the knowledge of the model creation or the
solver.

2

Data and methods

The company which the system was prepared for belongs to the net of the multiplex Cinema City in the Czech
Republic. The system of the rostering for the shifts in the given company was not based on any software solution.
All employees at first had to select shift and write it into a one week roster, than again all employees had to select
their second shift in the given week etc. so as to cover all shifts. A manager was responsible for the correctly
fulfilled form and for keeping the roster by employees. He/she must control if all shifts were covered in required
capacity, whether no employee had two successive shifts in one day or that total number of working hours was not
higher in one week than it was set in the employment contract. It was also necessary to change the roster in case
of illness or absence of an employee. So the main task was first to create a model to ease the assignment of employees and second to prepare the assignment form and the optimization in MS Excel.
Data for the model were following: the roster concerns the position of barman where 10 employees might
work. We call them person B 1, .., B10. It is necessary to cover all shifts in one week – description of shifts with
working hours is in Table 1.

day
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
Sunday

Shift No. Shift Name Working hours Number of hours
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

MO1
MO2
MO3
TU1
TU2
TU3
WE1
WE2
WE3
TH1
TH2
TH3
FR1
FR2
FR3
SA1
SA2
SU1
SU2

11:00-15:00
15:00-20:00
20:00-01:00
11:00-15:00
15:00-20:00
20:00-01:00
11:00-15:00
15:00-20:00
20:00-01:00
11:00-15:00
15:00-20:00
20:00-01:00
11:00-15:00
15:00-20:00
20:00-01:00
9:00-15:00
15:00-22:00
9:00-15:00
15:00-22:00

4
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
6
7
6
7

Min. n. of
employees
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2

Table 1 Description of shifts in a week

Minimum number for employees for each shift is usually 1 but afterwards the managers defined that it is valid
except of the last shift each day where 2 employees are necessary. Also each of the 10 employees must have at
least 1 shift assigned (with the exception when the employee cannot be at work the given week). Each employee
can only choose a day when he/she can/cannot be at work (they usually work for a part-time not for the full-time).
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During weekend any of the employee cannot work in two consecutive days (so the combination Friday+Saturday
or Saturday+Sunday is not allowed).
First of all it was necessary to decide how to transfer the information about the days when the employee can
be at work into shifts and variables. We decided to create a table in MS Excel with yes/no possibility to choose for
each employee and each day and afterwards to use IF function in MS Excel to change days into shifts and to create
a table with input data (requirements of the employee, cij values). Also the cells for the managers’ requirements
should be defined in MS Excel. When we know we have 19 shifts in 7 days (Table 1) we are able to define which
combination is not allowed (more than 1 shift in one day and more than one shift on weekend).
According to the previous information we define the mathematical model for selection of roster of all employees to shifts in one week. We suppose the set of employees 𝐵 = {𝐵1 , 𝐵2 , … , 𝐵𝑚 }, 𝑖 = {1, 2, … , 𝑚}, m = 10 and the
set of shifts 𝑆 = {𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , … , 𝑆𝑛 }, 𝑗 = {1, 2, … , 𝑛}, n = 19. The aim is to assign the employees to the shifts so as to
cover all shifts and with respect to other conditions given by managers of the company.
Mathematical model of the problem can be formulated as follows:
𝑚

𝑛

𝑧 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 → 𝑚𝑖𝑛

(1)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

Subject to

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑐𝑖𝑗

𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚,

𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛,

(2)

𝑛

(3)

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑚,
𝑗=1
𝑚

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 ,

(4)

𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛,

𝑖=1
𝑘+2

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1, 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑚,

𝑘 = 3𝑝 + 1,

𝑝 = 0, 1, . . , 𝑣 − 1

(5)

𝑗=𝑘
𝑘+1

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1, 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑚,

𝑘 = 𝑛 − (𝑞𝑛 + 1), 𝑛 − (𝑞𝑛 + 3),

(6)

𝑗=𝑘

𝑞 = 0, 1, … , 𝑤 − 1
𝑛

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑟𝑗 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑚,

(7)

𝑗=1

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ∈ {0,1}, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚,
when
z
xij

…
…

cij

…

ai
dj
m
n
k
p,q
v
w

…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛

objective function minimizing number of employees on shifts (1),
0-1 variable where:
𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 1 when employee i is assigned to shift j,
𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 0 otherwise,
0-1 value where:
𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 1 when employee i indicated that could be on the shift j,
𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 0 otherwise,
minimal previously set number of assigned shifts for the i-th employee,
total number of employees necessary for the j-th shift,
number of employees (in our case m = 10),
number of shifts (in our case n = 19),
auxiliary index for shifts selection
auxiliary index for working/weekend day selection,
number of working days without weekend (in our case v=5),
number of weeks (in our case w=1)
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rj

…

min.required number of employees for the shift j.

Descriptions of the constraints:
 an employee can be assigned on the shift only if he/she indicated in attendance form (Figure 1) that he/she
can come to the given shift (2),
 an employee can be assigned to at least ai shifts (3), where ai is given by the manager,
 dj employees are assigned to j-th shift (4), dj requirements are set by the manager,
 an employee can be assigned only on max. one shift in a given day in a week (5) and max. one shift during
Friday and Saturday and during weekend (6). Each day during a week has 3 shifts except of Saturday and
Sunday where only 2 shifts are possible (so on Monday we have shifts 1,2 and 3, Tuesday shifts 4,5 and
6, etc.),
 at least rj employees must be assigned to a shift j (7),
 employee i is/is not assigned to shift j (8).

3

Results and discussion

On the basis of the given data and requirements of the company managers firstly the attendance form had to
be created for the employees (or managers) to indicate the days in a week the employee can be at work (Figure 1).
The Excel sheet is interactive with yes and no possibilities for each employee and each day. The control cells were
created to watch whether at least one employee selected “yes” in each day. If not, it is not possible to continue
with the optimization and the table must be corrected. Afterwards a MS Excel macro was prepared to fill the input
data table for 19 shifts with 0-1 values (1 when the employee can be on the shift, 0 when cannot be there). Then
the optimization model for 4 employees only with respect to their requirements and with respect to 1 employee
per shift was created using MS Excel solver. The conditions (5) and (6) were realized in MS Excel sheet by summarization of daily shifts for one employee but cannot be added as a constraints to the model as the limit 100
constraints was reached. In this sense the model creation in MS Excel is easy but the solver limits did not let us to
create the whole model. One of the solutions of the test example is on Figure 2 (for this article the tables were
translated into English but the add-in application for the company was prepared in Czech language only). We can
see, that each shift is covered by 1 employee and also that each employee has at least one shift during the week.

Figure 1 Table for the employees (B1..B10) to indicate whether can (“yes”) or cannot (“no”) be the given day at
work (MO=Monday, TU=Tuesday, WE=Wednesday, TH=Thursday, FR=Friday, SA=Saturday, SU=Sunday)

Figure 2 Table with results (green cells)
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The problem arise because of the 10 employees that are taken into account and the number of constraints given
by the possibilities of workers to be at work on a given day. In this situation it would be necessary to separate the
model into two parts (for example week days and weekend) to be able to solve it in MS Excel or to use a combination of MS Excel with outside solver (as it was necessary in our case for other conditions mentioned). We
decided to use LINGO solver. As the managers after the first solution specified that it is usual to have at least 2
employees on the last shifts every day and as they prefer the MS Excel sheets for them to be able to operate with
the model, the add-in application in MS Excel using LINGO solver was prepared.
We added the row with the number of required employees for each shift (called “required”) and the column
for minimum number of shifts for each employee in a week (called “min.shifts”). All the constraints (1), (2), .., (7)
were rewritten to LINGO solver. One of the solutions is on Figure 3 (requirements are in last row and column in
orange cells).

Figure 3 Table with results (green cells) with previously set parameters (orange cells)
The last requirement of managers was to add working hours to be able to set maximum working hours for each
employee at the given week. The model in MS Excel was enlarged by the columns with the assigned working
hours (called “hours” for each employee and “length” for each shift) and with maximal possible working hours
(called “max.hours”). In MS Excel the change of the model was not complicated – only the function SUMPRODUCT was added to calculate the number of working hours for each employee. The constraints describing, that
these values must be lower than the maximums set, were added into LINGO solver. The solution when the maximum working hours for each employee were set to 17 hours is on Figure 4. We also see number of shifts for each
employee during the given week.

Figure 4 Table with results (white and green cells) with previously set parameters (orange cells) including working hours
The model helps the managers to quickly create a roster for the selected week when the information about the
employees’ availability is known. The solution is easy to obtain and the inputs and results are easy to understand.
The only problem is that this size of the model exceeds the MS Excel possibilities as it has usually max. 200
variables and 100 conditions while in the given case we have 190 variables and between 290-319 constraints.
There are other possibilities how to change the model: look for the alternative solution (additional constraint for
one of the non-zero variable to be zero), exclude the cooperation of two selected employees, concentrate selected
shifts into neighboring days, change the model into goal programming with given goals, simulate the process with
different employees quality etc. – some of them were mentioned and solved in [5].
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4

Conclusions

Shift scheduling and rostering belongs to the problems that can be solved via optimization models. The purpose
of this study was to create an application in MS Excel for the non-cyclic shift scheduling problem for one week
that is easy to use for the managers. The main aim was the minimization the number of staff required. Employees
should be assigned to the shifts based on the days they have selected as their working days in the given week. Also
the minimal number of workers per each shift and the maximal working hours weekly per each worker must be
kept. The application has a control functions signalizing that some conditions are not fulfilled (a day is not covered
by any employee, maximum working hours are not set, minimum requirements for the shift is not set). The optimization model for 10 employees and 19 shifts with fixed inputs is solved by MS Excel with LINGO solver combination as the number of constraints exceeds the MS Excel settings. The combination of MS Excel and LINGO
provides the results quickly, using macros in MS Excel simplifies the visualization and insertion of the inputs and
also the visualization and understanding of the results. On the other hand it is not possible to use MS Excel only
(as it was required by the managers) as the model should be separated into two or three models to decrease the
number of constraints. Future development of the model can take into account other requirements of employees or
managers. Although the whole model is not complicated (from the operations research point of view), the managers
were surprised by the quick response of the software and by the quality of the results as it reduced their time with
the shift scheduling (it usually takes several hours from the employees’ filling form of the possible working days
till the final schedule created by manager).
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Struggle with Curse of Dimensionality in Robust Emergency
System Design
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Abstract. Emergency service system design is determined by deployment of limited
number of service centers at positions from a given set of possible locations. The objective is to minimize the sum of weighted distances from particular system users to
the nearest located service center. The robust service system is designed to comply
with specified scenarios by minimizing the maximal value of the objective functions
corresponding to the particular scenarios, which represent consequences of random
failures in the road network. The events may be due to congestion, disruptions or
blockages. The min-max link-up constraints and the cardinality of the scenario set
represent an undesirable burden in any solving process used for design solution.
Within this paper, we present several attempts to mastering the above drawback and
provide the reader with a comparison of suggested approximate methods for the robust emergency system design.
Keywords: Emergency system design, robustness, approximate solving methods
JEL Classification: C61
AMS Classification: 90C06, 90C10, 90C27

1

Introduction

Optimization and methods of operational research play a very important role in many areas of human life. This
paper is focused on special class of discrete network location problems, which are solved under uncertainty following from randomly occurring failures in the transportation network, through which the associated service is
provided [2], [9], [10]. Studied approaches are applied on emergency service system design problems.
The emergency system design problem is a challenging task for both system designer and operational researcher.
As the first one searches for a tool, which enables to obtain service center deployment satisfying future demands
of the system users in case of emergency, the second one faces the necessity of completing the solving tool.
Emergency service system efficiency is considerably influenced by deployment of the service centers, which
send emergency vehicles to satisfy demands on service at system users’ locations. The number of service providing centers must be limited due to economic and technological restrictions. If the quality characteristic of the
design corresponds to service accessibility of an average user, then the emergency service system design can be
tackled as the weighted p-median problem, which was studied in [1], [3], [4] and many others from the points of
effective exact and approximate solving techniques. We also assume that each service center has enough capacity to serve all assigned users. Thus, each system user is served only from the nearest located service center.
When the emergency service system is designed, the designer must take into account that the traversing time
between a service center and the affected user might be impacted by various random events caused by weather or
traffic. In other words, the system resistance to such critical events is demanded. Most of available approaches to
increasing the system resistance [5], [6], [7], [8] are based on making the design resistant to possible failure
scenarios, which can appear in the associated transportation network as a consequence of random failures due to
congestion, disruptions or blockages. Then, an individual scenario is characterized by particular time distances
between the users’ locations and possible service center locations.
Let us focus now on the objective function value. The most commonly used objective function in the weighted pmedian problem consists in minimizing the time service accessibility for an average user [1], [4]. If we want to
make the system resistant to randomly occurring detrimental events, then the objective function requires a different approach. A robust service system design has to comply with all specified scenarios. The usual way of taking
Ing. Marek Kvet, PhD., University of Žilina, Faculty of Management Science and Informatics,
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into account all scenarios is based on minimizing the maximal objective function of the individual instances
corresponding with particular scenarios [9], [10]. It means that the min-sum objective function used in the standard weighted p-median problem is replaced here by the min-max quality criterion. The min-max link-up constraints and the cardinality of the scenario set represent an undesirable burden in any integer programming problem due to bad convergence of the branch-and-bound method inside most available IP-solvers. Thus, complementary approximate approaches to the robustness constitute a big challenge to family of operational researchers
and professionals in applied informatics. In this paper, we present several attempts to mastering the above drawback and provide the reader with a comparison of suggested approximate methods for the robust emergency
system design. Presented approaches are based on Lagrangean relaxation [5], fuzzy set theory [7], [11], special
supplementary scenarios [6] or other advanced iterative algorithms [8].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the description of original min-max
robust design of emergency system, in which all scenarios are taken into account. Suggested approximate approaches based on several modelling techniques are explained in Section 3. The fourth Section contains the
overview of performed numerical experiments and yields brief comparative analysis of designed service center
deployments. The results and findings are summarized in Section 5.

2

Standard approach to the robust emergency system design problem

The robust emergency system design problem can be described using the following denotations. Let symbols J
and I denote the set of users’ locations and the set of possible service center locations respectively. Symbol bj
denotes the number of users sharing the location j and p denotes the maximal number of service centers to be
chosen from the set I. Let symbol U denote the set of possible failure scenarios. Particular scenario may correspond with some situation in the underlying transportation network, e.g. weather, congestions and other critical
events influencing travelling times.
The usual objective of the emergency system design problem is to minimize system disutility of an average user.
The value of the user’s disutility is determined by mutual positions of the user location and the location of the
center providing the service. Disutility following from the distance between locations i and j under a specific
scenario uU is denoted here as diju. We assume that the user’s disutility grows with increasing distance between
the user and the service center. Especially, the disutility perceived by a user of an emergency system may correspond to estimated travelling time in minutes. In this paper, we consider that each value of diju is integer and less
than or equal to the maximal value Dmax. If we want to make the system resistant to randomly occurring detrimental events, then the objective function of the system design turns into minimizing the maximal objective
function of the individual instances corresponding with particular scenarios.
Complexity of location problems with limited number of facilities to be deployed and the necessity to solve large
instances of the problem led to searching for a suitable algorithm. It was found that the radial formulation of the
problem could considerably accelerate the associated solving process [3], [4]. As this concept proved to be a
suitable tool, we decided to apply the radial formulation also on the robust emergency system design.
To complete the associated mathematical model of the robust emergency system design problem, several decision variables need to be introduced. The variable yi{0,1} models the decision on service center location at the
location iI. The variable takes the value of 1 if a service center is located at i and it takes the value of 0 otherwise. In the robust problem formulation, the variable h denotes the upper bound of the objective function issues
over the set U of scenarios. Let us define v= Dmax -1. Further, auxiliary zero-one variables xjsu for s = 0 … v and
uU are introduced to complete the radial model. The variable xjsu takes the value of 1, if the disutility of the
user at j  J from the nearest located center under the scenario uU is greater than s and it takes the value of 0
otherwise. Then the expression xj0u + xj1u + … + xjvu constitutes the value of disutility dju* from the user location j
to the nearest located service center under the scenario uU. Let us introduce a zero-one constant aijus under the
scenario uU for each triple [i, j, s], where iI, jJ, s[0..v]. The constant aijus is equal to 1, if the disutility diju
between the user location j and the possible center location i is less than or equal to s, otherwise aijus is equal to 0.
Then the model, in which the maximum of the objective function values over the set U is minimized, follows.
Minimize

h

(1)

s
Subject to : x jsu  aiju
yi  1

for j  J , s  0, 1,

iI

y
iI

i

p

, v, u  U

(2)

(3)
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v

 bj  x jsu  h
jJ

for u  U

(4)

s 0

yi  {0, 1}

x jsu  0

for i  I

for j  J , s  0, 1,

(5)

, v, u U

h0

(6)
(7)

In this model, the objective function (1) represented by single variable h gives the upper bound of all objective
function values over the individual scenarios. The constraints (2) ensure that the variables xjsu are allowed to take
the value of 0, if at least one center is located in radius s from the user location j and constraint (3) limits the
number of located service centers by p. The link-up constraints (4) ensure that each perceived disutility is less
than or equal to the upper bound h. As the obligatory constraints (6) are concerned, only values zero and one are
expected in any feasible solution, but it can be seen that the model has integrality property restricted to the variables xjsu. It follows that the relevant values of xjsu in the optimal solution will be equal to one or zero without
imposing binary constraints upon these variables.
Despite the fact that the radial formulation may accelerate the associated solving process [3], [4], the min-max
link-up constraints (4) represent an undesirable burden in any integer programming problem due to bad convergence of the branch-and-bound method and make the robust emergency system design problem hard to solve.
Therefore, many approximate approaches have been developed to avoid mentioned obstacle.

3

Approximate modelling methods

The main goal of this chapter is to provide the readers with a brief overview of possible ways to comply with bad
convergence of the branch-and-bound method applied on the model (1) – (7) with the link-up constraints (4)
linking the individual scenario objective functions up to their common upper bound. We present here several
approaches based on the radial formulation, which have been recently developed.
The first suggested approach follows the Lagrangean relaxation of the link-up constraints (4). Each of these
constraints is associated with a non-negative Lagrangean multiplier u and the sub-gradient method is used to set
up suitable values of the multipliers. The original problem (1) – (7) turns into minimization of (8) subject to (2),
(3), (5), (6) and (7).

Minimize

v
v




h   u   b j x jsu  h   h 1   u    u  b j x jsu
uU
 uU  uU jJ s  0
 jJ s  0


(8)

Obviously, the problem (8), (2), (3), (5), (6) and (7) has solution only for such setting of Lagrangean multipliers,
where their sum is less than or equal to one. Having the optimal solution of the relaxed problem with arbitrary
multipliers meeting the stated rule, the value of the optimal solution yields a lower bound of the optimal solution
of the original problem (1) - (7). If the sum of the Lagrangean multipliers is less than one, then the optimal value
of h would equal to zero and it does not represents the upper bound at all. That is why we restrict ourselves on
such setting of multipliers, where the sum equals to one exactly. We try to reach or at least to approximate the
optimal solution of the original problem (1) - (7) by an iterative algorithm, where the Lagrangean multipliers u
are recomputed in each iteration. This algorithm was introduced in [5], where also other details are discussed.
The rest of presented approaches are based on the idea of replacing the set U of individual scenarios by one supplementary scenario. After this assumption, the original model (1) – (7) can be simplified to the form (9) – (13).
v

Minimize

 bj  x js
jJ

(9)

s 0

Subject to : x js  aijs yi  1

for j  J , s  0, 1,

iI

y
iI

i

p

,v

(10)

(11)
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yi  {0, 1}

x js  0

for i  I

for j  J , s  0, 1,

(12)

,v

(13)

All decision variables and structural constraints take the same meaning as before. The objective function (9)
minimizes the disutility perceived by an average user, what can be achieved by minimizing the sum of disutility
values perceived by all system users. The only difference consists in the fact, that the indexes u over the set U of
scenarios used in the variables and constraints of the previous model (1) – (7) are not necessary.
Generally, the constant aijs for iI, jJ, s[0..v] is equal to 1, if the disutility dij perceived by any user located at
j from the possible center location i is less than or equal to s, otherwise aijs = 0. The disutility dij may be defined
in many different ways.
The fuzzy approach [7] does not deal with the set of given crisp scenarios as proposed in the model (1) – (7), but
it describes the individual uncertain values, e.g. the value of perceived disutility, by a range of possible values
together with a measure of relevance of the individual values from the range. The measure is called membership
function and the function is defined on the whole set of real numbers and maps this definition range on the interval [0, 1]. The value of one is assigned to the real values which belong to the fuzzy value at the highest level and
the value of zero is intended for real values outside the range of the fuzzy value. A particular fuzzy set defined
on real numbers membership function of which satisfies given conditions is called fuzzy number. We restrict
ourselves to a special type of the fuzzy sets intended for expressing that a processed uncertain disutility value is
greater than or equal to a given real value dij-min with tolerance dij-Max - dij-min. Here, dij-min = min{diju: uU}. Similarly, dij-Max = max{diju: uU}.

Figure 1 The membership function of a fuzzy set dij

Then, the constant aijs must be defined for each pair [i, j] and given level of satisfaction t[0, 1]. The constant
aijs(t) is equal to 1, if the disutility dij(t) between the user location j and the possible center location i is less than
or equal to s, otherwise aijs(t) = 0. After these preliminaries, we can solve the model (9) – (13) with fuzzy coefficients by the iterative Tanako-Asai’s approach, in which we use the bisection method to search for the highest
level of satisfaction t*, for which the problem has a feasible solution. The achieved results are reported in [7].
The disadvantage of previously introduced approach consists in the fact that it does not process the complete set
U in a sufficient way. The minimum and maximum of each disutility over the set U does not bring any information about other scenarios, which should be also considered. Therefore, we have suggested another approach.
This new approach is based on a convex combination of individual scenarios. Similarly to the Lagranean relaxation described above, the set of nonnegative multipliers u ≥ 0 for uU is used to define the resulting value of
each disutility dij perceived by any user located at j from the possible center location i. It must be noted that the
coefficients u have to satisfy the condition that their sum equals to one. These multipliers can also represent the
probability distribution of the individual scenarios. Then, the disutility values dij can be expressed as follows.

d ij ( )   u diju

for i  I , j  J

(14)

uU

The values of dij depend on the settings of multipliers u. After these preliminaries, the covering constants aijs are
computed and the radial model (9) – (13) is iteratively solved. In each iteration, the multipliers u are redefined
based on the obtained solution according to certain rules [8]. The radial model is being solved, while better solution of the robust emergency system design keeps being obtained or until other stopping criteria are met.
The last approach [6] was developed as an alternative to avoid iterative solving of the radial model (9) - (13) and
to overcome the necessity of adjusting the model parameters. The values of dij represent here the worst situation,
which may occur in the associated transportation network. In this method, dij = max{diju: uU}.
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The main goal of this paper is to experimentally compare all suggested approaches and to decide, which of them
represents the most suitable tool for replacing the exact method with the min-max link-up constraints.

4

Computational study

To compare presented approaches to robust emergency system design from the points of computational time
demands and the solution accuracy, we performed the series of numerical experiments. Here, the optimization
software FICO Xpress 8.0 (64-bit, release 2016) was used and the experiments were run on a PC equipped with
the Intel® Core™ i7 5500U processor with the parameters: 2.4 GHz and 16 GB RAM.
The used benchmarks were derived from the real emergency health care system, which was originally implemented in seven regions of Slovak Republic. For each self-governing region, i.e. Bratislava (BA), Banská Bystrica (BB), Košice (KE), Nitra (NR), Trenčín (TN), Trnava (TT) and Žilina (ZA), all cities and villages with
corresponding number of inhabitants bj were taken into accountn. The coefficients bj were rounded to hundreds.
In the benchmarks, the set of communities represents both the set J of users’ locations and the set I of possible
center locations as well. The cardinalities of these sets vary from 87 to 664 according to the considered region.
The number p of located centers varies from 9 to 67. The network distance from a user to the nearest located
center was taken as the user´s disutility.
An individual experiment was organized so that the exact model (1) - (7) was used to obtain the optimal solution
of the robust emergency system design problem and then, the approximate methods were applied to study their
characteristics. Due to the lack of common benchmarks for study of robustness, the scenarios used in our computational study were created in the following way. We selected 25 percent of matrix rows so that these rows correspond to the biggest cities concerning the number of system users. Then we chose randomly from 5 to 15 rows
from the selected ones and the associated disutility values in the chosen rows were multiplied by the randomly
chosen constant from the range 2, 3 and 4. The rows, which were not chosen by this random process, stay unchanged. This way, 10 different scenarios were generated for each self-governing region. The scenarios represent
the consequence of fatal detrimental events, when some time-distances are several times elongated.
The achieved results of our computational study are reported in Table 1, in which all presented approaches to the
robust emergency system design are compared. The computational times in seconds are given in the columns
denoted by CT. Since the approximate methods use different objective functions than used in the model (1) – (7),
the resulting system designs were compared from the point of robust min-max objective function value h, which
was evaluated for each design according to the expression (15).



h  max  b j min diju : i  I , yi  1 : u  U 
 j J


(15)

Finally, the value of Dif is reported for each approximate method. This value expresses the difference of the
resulting objective function value from the optimal one in percentage, where the objective function value of the
model (1) – (7) was taken as the base.

BA
BB
KE
NR
TN
TT
ZA

|I|

p

87
515
460
350
276
249
315

9
52
46
35
28
25
32

Standard (1)-(7)
CT
h
25.4
25417
953.7
18549
1150.5
21286
1862.1
24193
267.0
17524
394.2
20558
1132.3
23004

Lagrange relaxation
CT
h
Dif
39.3 26197
3.1
166.0 18859
1.7
211.4 21522
1.1
112.2 24440
1.0
41.7 17914
2.2
150.8 20560
0.0
35.8 23183
0.8

Fuzzy approach
CT
h
Dif
2.9 27014 6.3
44.2 19458 4.9
35.2 22872 7.5
25.8 24849 2.7
16.0 17883 2.0
10.2 21639 5.3
13.9 23655 2.8

Convex combination
CT
h
Dif
13.1 25417 0.0
53.6 19056 2.7
36.5 21717 2.0
53.8 24372 0.7
28.1 17605 0.5
29.2 20859 1.5
39.5 23156 0.7

Maximal scenario
CT
h
Dif
0.1
27183
6.9
3.7
19276
3.9
0.5
22790
7.1
0.8
25137
3.9
3.8
18222
4.0
1.2
22160
7.8
0.3
23808
3.5

Table 1 Results of numerical experiments for the self-governing regions of Slovakia.

The obtained results have proved our expectations. The approximate methods perform in order faster than the
original standard exact approach, which is formulated by the model (1) – (7). The difference is caused by the
fact, that the approximate approaches do not process all scenarios and avoid introducing the min-max link-up
constraints, which cause bad convergence of the branch-and-bound method.
As concerns the solution accuracy, the results obtained in this computational study indicate that the most suitable
solving tool is the convex approach, because it takes into account the complete set U of scenarios and does not
reflect only to some selected values of disutility. Therefore, we will continue in this algorithm, we will try to
adjust its parameters to make the algorithm more efficient and accurate.
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5

Conclusions

This paper was focused on mastering large instances of the robust emergency system design problem using
commercial IP-solver. The robustness follows the idea of making the system resistant to various randomly occurring catastrophic events. The original approach with the min-max objective function value proved to be extremely time consuming due to the fact, that the min-max link-up constraints cause bad convergence of the branchand-bound method inside most IP-solvers. This situation occurs also in cases, in which the radial formulation of
the problem is used. This obstacle can be overcome by approximate solving methods, which are based on several
different approaches. In this paper, we have performed a computational study to compare Lagrangean relaxation
of the link-up constraints to fuzzy approach and to other modelling techniques, which create a convex combination of individual scenarios or replace the set of scenarios by one subsidiary scenario representing the worst
situation that may occur in the associated transportation network. As concerns the accuracy of the resulting solution, it can be observed that the approximate methods are very satisfactory. Thus, we can conclude that we have
presented many useful tools for the robust emergency system design problem, which can be easily implemented
using common commercial optimization software.
The future research in this field could be aimed at finding relevant scenarios, which can significantly affect the
performance of emergency service system. Since the robust design can significantly differ from the basic one, it
would be useful to find such method, which allows changing only limited number of service center locations in
comparison with the standard solution.
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Weak Orders for Intersecting Lorenz Curves:
Analysis of income distribution in European countries
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Abstract. The low growth of the EU performance has increased concerns regarding
an increasing wage dispersion and income inequality, which hampers sustainable
and inclusive economic development. In this context, the Lorenz curve can be used
to define different ranking criteria for comparison of income distributions in terms
of inequality, such as the Lorenz dominance and some weaker dominance relations
that have been introduced more recently in the literature. In this paper, we review
such methods and propose an empirical study with which we analyse and compare
the income distributions of the 28 European Union member states (EU-28) plus other five European countries, on the basis of the dominance criteria discussed. The database for empirical analysis has been downloaded from the Eurostat’s website – Income and living conditions statistics.
Keywords: Lorenz curve, income inequality, disparity, stochastic dominance, EU28.
JEL Classification: C44, E24, O52.
AMS Classification: 62C, 91B14.

1

Introduction

In this study, the term “income” is referred to as household disposable income in a particular year, which consists of earnings, self-employment, capital income and public cash transfers; income taxes and social security
contributions paid by households are deducted. The income of the household is attributed to each of its members,
with an adjustment to reflect differences in needs for households of different sizes.
The Lorenz curve (LC) is a fundamental tool for comparison of income distributions in terms of inequality.
The LC gives rise to a preorder, that is, the Lorenz dominance (LD), which is generally used to rank distributions
based on their degree of inequality. In an economic framework, the LD is coherent with the Pigou-Dalton condition, i.e. the so called “principle of transfers”. According to this principle, the higher of two non-intersecting
Lorenz curves can be obtained from the lower one by an iteration of income transfers from “richer” to “poorer”
individuals (the so called elementary transfers or T-transforms, see [8], p. 32), also called progressive transfers,
[10]). For this reason, the “coherence” with the LD represents a fundamental property for all inequality (or concentration) measures.
However, many empirical studies revealed that Lorenz curves often intersect in the practice. It is not rare to
find couples of distributions that cannot be ranked by the LD. In such cases, we can compare the intersecting
distributions by relying on weaker orders of inequality, such as the second-degree Lorenz dominance, 2-LD [1].
The basic idea of the 2-LD is to move from the (first-degree) LD to a dominance relation of higher degree by
cumulating LCs i) from the bottom or, ii), from the top, which gives rise to a Lorenz dominance of second degree. In the first case (i), this idea has been analysed in several works, related to the concept of third-degree inverse stochastic dominance [1,9]. These orderings emphasize the left tail of the distribution. Indeed, many authors (see e.g. [2,10]) agree that an elementary transfer should be more equalizing the “lower” it occurs in the
distribution, that is, the principle of aversion to downside inequality [4]. On the other hand, in an economic context, a lot of attention is recently given to those variations occurring at the top of the income distribution [7].
Thus, the second idea (ii), introduced by Muliere and Scarsini [9] and more recently developed by Aaberge [1],
emphasizes the right tail of the distribution in spite of the left one. More recently, Lando and Bertoli-Barsotti [6]
introduced a new weak order, namely disparity dominance, which is based on the cumulated difference between
the upper and the lower parts of the LC and it is aimed at emphasizing inequality in both tails of the distribution.
Indeed, this approach attempts to combine the main features of approaches i) and ii) into a single preorder.
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In this paper, we analyse the income distributions of the EU-28 countries plus other five non-WU countries in
the year 2015 with a twofold objective: i) compare the effectiveness of the weak preorders studied in terms of
discriminating power and; ii) characterize mathematically the differences between the distributions of income of
the EU-28 countries. In section 2, we introduce the notation and present the dominance relations used in our
empirical analysis. In section 3 we present the data and describe the empirical results. In section 4 we summarize
the results.

2

Methods

We recall that a preorder is a binary relation ≤ over a set that is reflexive and transitive. In particular, observe
that a preorder ≤ does not generally satisfy the antisymmetric property (that is, ≤ and ≤ does not necessarily imply = ) and it is generally not total (that is, each pair , in is not necessarily related by ≤).
In this paper, we relax the common assumption of non-negativity of the distribution, because our data in section 3 present also negative incomes. Although this feature does not hamper the methods discussed below, in
what follows we shall discuss the effect of negative incomes on the fundamental tools for the measurement of
inequality, such as the LC and the Gini index.
Let be a distribution with positive and finite expectation
(clearly, the mean cannot be zero or less than
zero, otherwise the LC cannot be defined). The (generalized) inverse or quantile function of is given by:
= inf :
The Lorenz curve

≥

,

∈ 0,1 .

(1)

,

∈ 0,1 .

(2)

is defined as follows:
=

!

The LC is a convex function. However, note that, differently by the usual definition of [5], the LC may be decreasing and negative because of negative incomes.
The Gini index is given by twice the area between the Lorenz curve and the 45° line:
Γ

= 1−2

.

!

(3)

Under the common assumption of non-negative incomes, the Gini index is typically normalized between 0 and 1.
However, in presence of negative incomes, the LC can be negative, so that Γ can exceed 1. For this reason,
(
Chen, Tien-Wang and Tong-Shieng [3] propose re-normalizing Γ by dividing it by Γ%&' = 1 − 2 !
,
∗
where ℎ = sup :
≤ 0 . The resulting index is denoted here by Γ = Γ/Γ%&' .
Let us also define the complementary curve 0 , given by:
0

=

1−

!

= 1−

1−

,

∈ 0,1

(4)

Actually, for a given percentage ,
represents the percentage of “total” possessed by the low 100 % part
of the distribution, while 0
represents the percentage of “total” corresponding to the top 100 % part of the
distribution. From a geometrical point of view, 0
, increasing and concave, is the 180° rotation of
,
increasing and convex, with respect to the point 0.5,0.5 . Now we can introduce:
∆

=0

−

(5)

, ∈ [0,1/2].

The interpretation of ∆ is quite simple. As 0
≥
∀ ∈ [0,1/2], the difference between the Lorenz
curves expresses the disparity between the “higher” and the “lower” parts of the distribution. In terms of income
distributions, ∆ equals the difference between the proportion of the society’s overall wealth that is held by the
society’s top (rich) 100 %, and the proportion of the society’s overall wealth that is held by the society’s low
(poor) 100 %.
It should be stressed, that the definitions below have been originally introduced only for the case of nondecreasing and non-negative LCs. However, there is no loss of generality if we apply them to our definition of
the LC, which also account for the possibility of negative incomes.
Definition 1. We write

≤8 9 if and only if

≥

:

,∀

∈ 0,1 .

When the LD is not fulfilled, i.e. when LCs intersect, we need to introduce some weaker criteria in order to
obtain unambiguous rankings. Muliere and Scarsini [9] and Aaberge [1] suggest cumulating LCs from the left or
from right: that is, attaching more weighting to low or top incomes. Such two parallel approaches give rise to the
upward and downward 2-LD [1], defined as follows.
Definition 2. We say that 9 second-degree upward Lorenz dominates , and write
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<
!

<

≥ ! :
, ∀ ∈ [0,1].
We say that 9 second-degree downward Lorenz dominates , and write
lent conditions is true:
<
!
<

0

≤

1−

<
!

0:

≤

≤;80 9 iff any of the following equiva-

, ∀ ∈ [0,1]
<

1−

, ∀ ∈ [0,1].

:

Observe that ≤8 9 implies ≤;8 9 and ≤;80 9, but the converse is not necessarily true, i.e. ≤;8 9 and
≤;80 9 do not imply the LD. Moreover, note that ≤;8 9 implies that
starts above : and presents a lower
(or equal) value of the Gini index. Differently, ≤;80 9 implies that
starts below : but still has a lower (or
equal) Gini. Hence it is apparent that in both cases the condition Γ
≤ Γ 9 is necessary to establish a dominance. In particular, if LCs cross only once, the one with higher Gini index dominates the other with respect to
upward 2-LD (if the latter starts below, see [11]) or downward 2-LD (if the latter starts above, [6]).
As an alternative approach, Lando and Bertoli-Barsotti [6] combined the basic ideas (preferences) expressed
by the ≤;8 and ≤;80 orderings into a single preorder, which emphasizes inequality in both the tails of the distribution. This is done by symmetrically cumulating the Lorenz curve from both sides, through the disparity curve ∆ ,
described above. In fact, it can be reasonable to wish that is preferable to 9 if ∆ is (uniformly) as small as
possible, compared to ∆ : this concept can be expressed as follows in terms of an integral inequality.
Definition 3. We say that

second-degree disparity dominates (2-DD) 9 and write
<
∆
!

Like
Γ

≤;8 9, also

≤Γ 9 (

/;
!

≤

<
∆
! :

≤;= 9 implies the condition

∆

=

!

−

∀ ∈ [0,0.5].
/;

!

≤;= 9 iff:

∆

≤

/;
!

∆:

, which is equivalent to

).

Similarly to what has been discussed above, with regard to single-crossing LCs, if the curves are doublecrossing, a theorem in [6] determines a sufficient condition for the 2-DD based on the positions of the crossing
points and the values of the Gini index. Thus, 2-LD and 2-DD are especially suitable for ranking single-crossing
and double-crossing LCs, respectively.

3

Empirical analysis

The main objective of this paper is to investigate the discriminating power of the dominance relations described
in section 2. As a general rule, the stronger the preorder, the less it is applicable. For instance, we may find, in
practice, many couples of intersecting LCs that are not comparable with LD. Thus, the main advantage of using a
weaker criterion is that we can significantly increase the number of pairs of LCs that are comparable. Here we
refer to the proportion of couples that are ranked according to a given preorder as the rate of completeness of
such preorder. By increasing the rate of completeness we reduce the ambiguousness and we provide a normative
justification for the use of an index of inequality that is coherent with the preorder considered, such as the Gini
index. To perform our empirical analysis, we downloaded the income distributions of the EU-28 countries, plus
some other non-EU counties, in the year 2015. The dataset is described as follows.
Data have been retrieved online from Eurostat’s website. In particular, Eurostat provides the “distributions of
income by quantiles” with two options in terms of income and living conditions indicator, namely: i) top cut-off
point, which represent the income of the individual at the right end of the given quantile and; ii) share of national equivalized income, which is the share of the total income which belongs to a given interval. Eurostat provides
i) and ii) for the three quartiles, the four quintiles, the nine deciles and the first (and last) five percentiles. Therefore, by properly cumulating the shares of national equivalized income we can obtain the values of the LC for
= 0.01,0.02,0.03,0.04,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.25,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.75,0.8,0.9,0.94,0.95,0.96,0.97,0.98,0.99,
that is, a LC with 22 nodes.
For the year 2015, we computed the LCs of the EU-28 plus the following five non-EU countries: Macedonia,
Iceland, Norway, Serbia and Switzerland, which totalize 33 countries. Then, we compared every pair of LCs (i.e.
33×32/2=528 pairs) based on the four dominance relations studied in section 2, namely LD, upward 2-LD,
downward 2-LD and 2-DD. To be noted is that many countries present negative values for the LC, always for
≤ 0.04. The rates of completeness are shown in Table 1.
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LD
0.462

Up. 2-LD
0.634

Down. 2-LD
0.729

2-DD
0.733

Table 1 Rates of completeness
This results reveal that the LD cannot even rank half of the pairs. This is due to the fact that the countries
(especially the EU-28) present similar concentration patterns as well as similar values of the Gini index, thus
LCs cross most of the times. Furthermore, we observe that generally the set of countries (at least as it is reported
by Eurostat’s data) concentrate most of their inequality in the right tails (i.e. high incomes) rather that in the left
tails, so that cumulating from the right (downward 2-LD) is more critical (with regard to the discriminating power) than cumulating from the left (upward 2-LD). However, the relevance of the basic idea of downward 2-LD,
that is, to emphasize the left tail, is acknowledged my many economists (unlike upward 2-LD). Therefore, it
seems to be wiser to adopt 2-DD, so that we can rank the highest possible number of pairs by emphasizing both
tails at the same time. However, although 2-DD yields the highest rate of completeness, it is far from reaching a
complete ranking of the EU-28. In fact, some of the countries present very similar LCs, which might be ranked
only by relying on dominance relations that are even weaker than 2-LD and 2-DD, so that their use would be
hardly justifiable.
Further analyses, reported in Table 2, show the effectiveness of the different ranking criteria depending on
the number of times a couple of LCs intersect. Downward 2-LD and 2-DD rank 65% of the single-crossing LCs,
but 2-DD has slightly more discriminating power when dealing with double-crossing LCs, coherently with the
theoretical result of [6]. We also note that the maximum number of times a LC crosses another is 3, but none of
the dominance relations analysed is able to rank such pairs (that are just 3 pairs over 528, i.e. the 0.05%).
No. of intersections
1
2

Up. 2-LD
0.35
0.29

Down. 2-LD
0.65
0.30

2-DD
0.65
0.33

Table 2 Proportions of single and double-crossing LCs ranked by 2-LD and 2-DD
Table 3 shows the values of the different values of the Gini index for the EU-28 countries and the other five
non-EU countries, and the different rankings yielded. We also computed the normalized Gini index Γ ∗ , which
accounts for the presence of negative incomes, but in our case the differences between the normalized and nonnormalized values are negligible (the rankings are identical), thus we do not report the values of Γ ∗ below (the
maximum value of Γ%&' obtained is 1.0001). However, our results presented above suggest that ranking based
on the Gini index (when dealing with the 33 countries considered here) is supported by the LD only in less than
50% of the cases, whilst e.g. the 2-DD supports the Gini index in almost 75% of the cases.
Country
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Rep.
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia

D
0.541,{24}
0.519,{26}
0.732,{4}
0.610,{14}
0.668,{11}
0.502,{27}
0.547,{23}
0.689,{6}
0.501,{28}
0.581,{19}
0.597,{16}
0.681,{8}
0.561,{22}
0.469,{33}
0.592,{17}
0.642,{12}
0.705,{5}

Country
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Macedonia
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
U.K.

D
0.754,{2}
0.564,{20}
0.561,{21}
0.672,{10}
0.530,{25}
0.479,{31}
0.607,{15}
0.675,{9}
0.744,{3}
0.759,{1}
0.470,{32}
0.488,{30}
0.687,{7}
0.499,{29}
0.586,{18}
0.640,{13}

Table 3 Gini indices and rankings for the EU-28 countries and the other non-EU countries
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It is also worth mentioning some special cases. The LC of Czech republic LD-dominates 19 of the other 32
countries. However, it can be seen in Figure 1 that the left tail of the LC of Czech republic is above all the others. Indeed, by using upward 2-LD, downward 2-LD and 2-DD, one obtains that Czech Republic dominates 24,
19 and 21 countries, respectively. The reason is that upward 2-LD emphasizes the left tail.
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Figure 1 LCs of Czech Republic (solid form) and the other 32 countries (dotted form)
Another interesting case is represented by Iceland, which obtains the minimum value of the Gini index, although, strangely, it does not dominate any of the other countries because it presents also the minimum value of
the LC for p=0.01 (see figure 2). Indeed, by using upward 2-LD, downward 2-LD and 2-DD, one obtains that
Iceland dominates 0, 27 and 21 countries, respectively. The reason is that downward 2-LD) emphasizes the right
tail.
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Figure 2 LCs of Iceland (solid form) and the other 32 countries (dotted form)
The examples above let us argue that one should find a compromise between the upward and downward 2LD approach, in order to obtain more balanced results. This may be represented by the 2-DD, which emphasizes
both tails at the same time.

4

Conclusion

Analysis of recent statistics on income inequalities in the European Union is undoubtedly a current topic. Comparisons of standards of living between countries are frequently based on gross domestic product (GDP) per
capita, which presents in monetary terms how rich is a country compared to another. However, this headline
indicator says very little about the distribution of income within a country and also fails to provide information
in relation to non-monetary factors that may play a significant role in determining the quality of life of a particular population. On the one hand, inequalities in income distribution may create incentives for people to improve
their situation through work, innovation or acquiring new skills. On the other hand, such income inequalities are
often viewed as being linked to crime, poverty and social exclusion. Policymakers in general cannot combat
poverty and social exclusion without analysing the inequalities within society, whether they are economic or
social in nature.
In the paper, income inequality was measured by the Gini coefficient and represented by Lorenz curve. The
shapes of the LCs of the EU-28 are somewhat similar and the main differences can be found in the right tails
(high incomes) rather than in the left one. This also implies that downward 2-LD is effective, although most
economists recommend ranking LCs on the basis of upward 2-LD. However, 2-DD combines upward and
downward 2-LD so that it seems to be a wise compromise between the two approaches, besides providing the
highest rate of completeness. The properly measured EU-wide Gini coefficient of disposable income inequality
shows that inequality in the EU as whole are still real and not negligible. In Table 3, the Gini index is shown for
the whole sample of evaluated countries. In the case of 33 European countries, the value of the Gini index in
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2015 ranged from 0.469 (the best results for Iceland, Slovakia and Norway) to 0.759 (the worst results in Serbia
followed by Lithuania and Romania). We observe that the most extreme values of the Gini index are obtained for
non-EU countries (Serbia and Iceland). Countries at the top of the ranking are Slovenia, Sweden and Finland
with the Gini indices from 0.488 to 0.501, whilst those at the bottom are Bulgaria, Latvia and Estonia, having the
Gini index from 0.732 to 0.689. Then, the remainder countries can be broadly divided into two groups, with
Croatia, Cyprus, Macedonia, Greece, Italy, Poland, Portugal and United Kingdom having the Gini index up to
0.6 value, and others such as Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland having values of the Gini index up to 0.5. Thus, we
have two quite large sets with very similar values of the Gini index. Moreover, dominance results show that the
Gini index is not sufficient to capture the real differences between the income distributions.
Within the EU, there are differences in income inequality which require policy action. It is important to remember that high levels of income inequality have various negative consequences (including poor health outcomes, weak social mobility and potential swings towards political populism). Therefore, efforts to address income inequalities should be stepped up in a number of countries as well as at the EU level. Many politicians and
economists believe that economic growth replaces or diminishes the need for social policies. However, the EU
growth over the last decades has been accompanied by increase in inequalities in many countries. Inequalities
threaten social cohesion and they threaten growth. Inequality is a key problem facing the EU, and it has significant impacts not only on human well-being, but also on economic performance. If such concerns are correct, it is
essential not only to build institutional structures for European social union but also to map social inequalities
(including income dispersion) in the EU. Cohesion is about income and employment, but also about other dimensions of well-being.
The recent interest in income inequality is thus simply the recognition of the centrality of the topic to economic theory, policy, and performance. The recent return of the topic of income inequality has been triggered by
important contributions to the empirical analysis of inequality, but these empirical analyses must be combined
with an economic theory that is adequate to address the macroeconomic and microeconomic effects of income
inequality on social welfare. These problems are not always well diagnosed because the empirical measurement
of inequality is often unable to take into account the geographical dimension of inequality, which is particularly
complex in the EU. To study income inequality in the EU as a whole, one needs adequate statistical tools which
can be used in the geographical and political context faced by the EU. Important is also the relevant database as
source for required data and indicators. In the case of the EU analysis, the relevant source is Eurostat, i.e. the
official statistical office of the EU, but there are also some data particularities in Income and living conditions
statistics, e.g. negative incomes. A deeper exploration of the underlying data shows that among those whose
income is in the lower tail, negative income components are at work; these negative components can be due to
self-employment, tax burden, transfers to other households or loss in property income.
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On modelling the evolution of financial metrics in decision
making unit in the electronics industries
Eva Litavcová1, Sylvia Jenčová2, Petra Vašaničová3
Abstract. The electrical industry is one of the largest industries in the world. In Slovakia, it forms, together with the mechanical engineering sector, the main pillar of
industry for the country. It is growing at the fastest pace among all manufacturing
sectors, and consequently represents one of the most attractive sectors for foreign
investors. In this paper, we focus on the analysis of the electrical industry in Slovakia, concentrating on one of the most successful, Tesla Stropkov, Inc., using the
NACE 263 - Manufacture of Communication Equipment standards. Other analyzes
show Tesla Stropkov to be within the 60 most successful enterprises of electrical industry in the Slovak Republic. Our analysis tries to determine if we can expect future positive development of operations for the company being studied. Variables of
production, returns, costs and revenues of the selected company were analyzed
monthly from 2009 to 2016. This paper’s modelling assumptions concerning the future performance of these variables for the selected company using exponential
smoothing and Box-Jenkins methodology. It shows stable development of volume of
production and sales, with revenues forecasts showing steady slightly decreasing future development, and vice versa, at the cost of moderate growth.
Keywords: Electrical industry, Financial metrics, Time series.
JEL Classification: C22
AMS Classification: 91B84

1

Introduction

In Slovak Republic, electrical industry is one of the largest employers in industry, second of the most important
exporters (after engineering). Driving factor of development of electrical industry which is the third biggest
industry (year 2015) is automotive industry. Electrical industry has a quarter share on industrial export of this
country, where electrical company Samsung Electronics Slovakia was the largest exporter in Slovakia in 2009.
According to cumulative receipts of electrical companies was this industry on the second place after engineering.
Nowadays, every fifth TV in European Union is made in Slovakia. The importance of this industry is quantified
by the value added per employee. This industry is the more important contributor to creating value added in
manufacturing (11.56%) and is the more important employer (12.54% of total employment, average number of
employees was 43.039). This industry had the revenues 9.279 mil. Euro, export 8.215 mil. Euro, net income 257
mil. Euro in 2015. The competitiveness of electrical industry is determined by ability of its decision-making
units or ability of industry reacts on the challenges by its competitors. According to another work of this paper
authors (in press), one of the successful companies in the electrical industry in Slovakia is Tesla Stropkov, Inc.
with it’s 38th position in the rankings of success, based on coefficient of competitiveness, among the 60 most
successful electrical firms. According to volume of revenues in 2015, this company held 43rd place in the nonfinancial corporation of the electrical industry. By using the application of coefficients of competitiveness [2],
the company was included in Group A - competitive companies. In use of multivariate comparative method of
distance from the fictitious object [16], this company was ranked 22nd. This method points to the distance of
company from the ideal object in all of the indicators (basic production power of the company, return on sales,
financial performance per one employee, and financial labour productivity). According to method of standardized variable, it occupied the 19th place within the electrical industry.
Tesla Stropkov, Inc. is an important employer in the region, in which is one of the highest unemployment
rate in Slovakia. Therefore, it is an interesting question whether the future positive development of this company
1
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can still be expected. Strategic business performance management in Slovak industry was studied in [15]. The
aim of this paper is to model the development of selected financial metrics of Tesla Stropkov, Inc. Because our
analysis requires own internal company data, this analysis may be applicable to forecasting and valuation projects for a variety of manufacturing companies. For modelling and forecasting financial development it this study
we use two models: the exponential smoothing model, and the Box - Jenkins Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average (SARIMA) model. Mentioned methodology was used in number of studies related to forecast
of financial metrics, in [14] to forecast of consumer retail sales, in [11] to predict long-term earnings, in [13] to
model revenues from services, for example.

2

Data

To model production, returns, costs, and revenues of the selected company are used corresponding monthly
unadjusted internal company data of these variables in the period from January 2009 to October 2016. Dataset
was obtained from financial manager of the company.

3

Methodology

To purpose the objective of this paper, we model the current and future development of selected financial metrics in company Tesla Stropkov, Inc. by using the exponential smoothing model, and the Box - Jenkins Seasonal
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) model. The relevant literature dealing with statistical
forecasting extends to the development of the simple exponential smoothing method by Brown [6] in the 1950’s
and some of its extensions by Holt [9] and Winters [18]. In the1970s, ARIMA models were developed and have
been studied extensively by many researchers. Their theoretical underpinnings were described by Box and Jenkins [4] and later by Box et al. [5]. Nowadays are also widely used more complex models and associated statistical tests proposed, for example, by Engle [7], Bolerslev [3], Granger [8] and so on, as clearly stated for example
in [1], [19].

3.1

Exponential smoothing

Using exponential smoothing to forecasting time series is the most common. In this paper, we use simple seasonal, Holt-Winters additive and Holt-Winters multiplicative methods. Forecast equation of the component form
for the additive method [18], [12] is:

Ft m  Lt  bt m  St sm ,

(1)

where Ft+m is the forecast for m periods ahead, s is the length of seasonality. Method estimates three components,
Lt is the level of the series, bt is the trend, St is the seasonal component in time t. Smoothing equations for these
three components are:

Lt   Yt  St s   1   Lt 1  bt 1  ,

(2)

bt   Lt  Lt 1   1   bt 1 ,

(3)

St   Yt  Lt   1   St s ,

(4)

where Yt is the observed values. Appropriate smoothing constants  ,  ,  , which can be obtain from the range
from 0 to 1 are determined subjectively by users on the basis of their own experience. The component form of
Holt - Winters' multiplicative seasonal model [10], [12], [18] is:

Ft  m  Lt  bt mSt  s  m ,

(5)

Trend component is the same equation like (3), level and seasonal component can be written as:

Lt  

Yt
 1   Lt 1  bt 1  ,
S t s

(6)

Yt
 1   S t  s ,
Lt

(7)

St  

The error correction representations of Holt-Winters additive and Holt-Winters multiplicative methods and
starting conditions are not reported there.
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3.2

Box-Jenkins SARIMA model

According to [4], [5], [17], a simple equation to define the autoregressive moving average (ARMA)(p, q) model
for a stationary time series is given below:
Yt  1Yt 1  2Yt 2  ...   pYt  p   t   t  1 t 1   2 t 2  ...   q t q .

(8)

The first term in ARIMA model represents an autoregressive (AR) term of the order p having the form of
Yt  1Yt 1  2Yt 2  ...   pYt  p   t .

(9)

This (AR) term refers to the current time series values Yt as a function of past time series values Yt-1, Yt-2,..., Yt-p.
The 1 ,  2 , 3 are autoregressive coefficients that relates Yt to Yt-1, Yt-2,..., Yt-p.
The moving average MA(q) term of the model is represented as,
Yt   t  1 t 1  2 t  2  ...  q t  q

(10)

where,  t 1 ,  t 2 ,...,  t q are the past random shocks or independent white noise sequence with mean = 0 and
variance =  2 ; 1 , 2 ,..., q are the moving average coefficients relating Yt to  t 1 ,  t 2 ,...,  t q .
When the (AR) and (MA) specifications are combined together with integration (differencing) term, they
constitute an ARIMA (p,d,q) model, where p, d and q indicate orders of autoregression, differencing and moving
average. The model is mathematically given as

1  B d Yt



 B 
t ,
 B 

(11)

where, t denotes the time indices, B is the backshift operator, ie., BYt  Yt 1 .  B and  B are the autoregressive and moving average operators respectively and can be written as

 B   1  1 B1   2 B 2  ...   p B p

(12)

 B   1  1B1   2 B 2  ...   q B q .

(13)

Seasonality is a pattern which is repeating itself over a fixed time interval. Here, the monthly dataset is presenting a seasonal period of 12 months. In order to obtain a stationarity, seasonal differencing is performed by
taking difference between the present and corresponding observation from the previous year. Taking into consideration the seasonality of our time series, a seasonal ARIMA denoted as SARIMA (p, d, q) x (P, D, Q) s, is used,
where P,D,Q represent seasonal autoregressive, differencing and moving average orders respectively and s is
number of seasons. For the present study, s = 12. SARIMA(p, d, q)(P, D, Q)s built for the time series is defined
as:

 p B  P B s 1  B d 1  B s  Yt   q B Q B s  t ,
D

(14)

where, B is the backshift or lag operator, s is the seasonal lag (in ‘month’ for present study);  t represents error
variables; d and D are non-seasonal and seasonal differences;  and  are the non-seasonal and seasonal auto-

 

regressive parameters;  and  are the non-seasonal and seasonal moving average parameters;  P B s and

  are seasonal parts of (AR) and (MA) specifications respectively.

Q B

3.3

s

Goodness-of-Fit Statistics

For determination of validity of our model, we use criterion of the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
According to [10], MAPE is given by:
n

MAPE 



Yi  Fi  / Yi
n

i 1

100 .

(15)

In this equation Xi is the actual data for period i, Fi denotes the forecast for period i, and n is the number of
observations. MAPE ≤ 10% means highly accurate forecast, MAPE = 10 – 20% means good forecast, MAPE =
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20 – 50% denotes reasonable forecast, and MAPE > 50% denotes inaccurate forecasting. Another used criterion
is stationary R-squared, by [20] is given by:

 (Y  Yˆ )
 1
 (Y  Y )
2

t

R

2
S

t

.

t

(16)

2

t

t

Stationary and usual R-squared can be negative with range (−∞, 1] . A negative R-squared value means that
the model under consideration is worse than the baseline model. Zero R-squared means that the model under
consideration is as good or bad as the baseline model. Positive R-squared means that the model under consideration is better than the baseline model.

4

Results

Using exponential smoothing, the best found models for four selected variables are presented in the Table 1. To
test null hypothesis about no autocorrelation in residuals Ljung-Box statistics with 15 d.f. has been used. In all
four models this null hypothesis was not rejected. Normality of residuals has been checked in all models and it
has been shown residuals from all four models are i.i.d.. Outliers has been not detected in all models, too.
Variable

Model

Level

Production

Winters' Additive

0.201c

Returns

Winters' Additive

0.228

c

Costs

Winters' Multiplicative

0.076b

Revenues

Simple Seasonal

0.400

Season

0.000

0.000

8.368

0.642

0.001

7.091

0.639

0.152a

7.408

0.751

0.000

8.737

0.558

0.209

b

0.577a

d

–

MAPE

Stationary R2

Trend

Table 1 Exponential smoothing parameters of financial variables
According to MAPE and Stationary R2 interpretation, we can say, that our models represent highly accurate
forecast. Forecasted values with lower (LCL) and upper (UCL) 95% confidence limits, obtained by exponential
smoothing of production, returns, costs, and revenues of the selected company are presented in Table 2. Observed, smoothed and forecast values of exponential smoothing models can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Observed, smoothed and forecast series with 95% confidence bounds of production, returns, costs and
revenues using exponential smoothing models
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Oct 2016

Nov 2016

Dec 2016

Jan 2017

Feb 2017

Mar 2017

Q

LCL

2115

1900

1868

2092

2075

2223

Production

Forecast

2501

2293

2268

2500

2490

2646

UCL

2886

2686

2669

2908

2905

3068

V

LCL

2150

1850

1811

1965

1949

2010

Returns

Forecast

2504

2217

2195

2371

2381

2473

UCL

2857

2583

2580

2777

2813

2935

N

LCL

2577

2018

2868

1935

1967

2008

Costs

Forecast

2965

2408

3267

2335

2376

2433

UCL

3353

2798

3666

2734

2786

2857

T

LCL

1545

1449

1224

1443

1312

1522

Revenues

Forecast

1924

1858

1659

1904

1798

2031

UCL

2304

2266

2095

2366

2284

2540

Table 2 Forecast values of financial variables using exponential smoothing models
In comparing with results of exponential smoothing, seasonal ARIMA with seasonal lag 12 has been used.
Taking into account assumptions and data fitting, we have chosen the best parsimony models (to test residuals
were used Ljung-Box statistics and K-S test of normality, to compare models AIC and BIC were they used, too).
The resulting models with parameters and goodness-of-fit statistics are presented in Table 3. All models are
without constants.
1

1

ARIMA(0,1,1)(1,0,0)

0.752d

0.498d

Returns

ARIMA(0,1,1)(0,1,1)

0.664

d

Costs

ARIMA(0,1,1)(0,1,1)

0.748d

Variable
Production

Revenues

model

ARIMA(0,1,1)(1,0,0)

0.685

d

1
–

MAPE

Stationary R2

9.135

0.406

–

0.652

d

8.359

0.435

–

0.736d

8.787

0.648

–

8.856

0.448

0.503

d

Table 3 SARIMA models of financial variables
Forecast values with lower (LCL) and upper (UCL) 95% confidence limits, obtained by SARIMA models of
production, returns, costs, and revenues of the selected company are presented in Table 4.
Oct 2016

Nov 2016

Dec 2016

Jan 2017

Feb 2017

Mar 2017

Q

LCL

2050

1840

1699

1808

1966

1955

Production

Forecast

2491

2295

2167

2288

2459

2460

UCL

2933

2750

2634

2768

2952

2964

V

LCL

2154

1747

1716

1992

2055

2087

Returns

Forecast

2574

2190

2181

2478

2561

2612

UCL

2993

2632

2645

2963

3066

3136

N

LCL

2359

1849

2681

1791

1884

1938

Costs

Forecast

2822

2327

3173

2297

2403

2470

UCL

3285

2805

3665

2802

2921

3001

T

LCL

1554

1561

1275

1516

1537

1581

Revenues

Forecast

1970

1997

1730

1990

2029

2090

UCL

2386

2432

2185

2464

2520

2598

Table 4 Forecast values of financial variables using SARIMA models
Resulting SARIMA models for production, returns, costs and revenues can be gradually written as:

Yt  Yt 1  0.498Yt 12  0.498Yt 13   t  0.752 t 1 ,

(17)

Yt  Yt 1  Yt 12  Yt 13   t  0.664 t 1  0.652 t 12  0.433 t 13 ,

(18)
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Yt  Yt 1  Yt 12  Yt 13   t  0.748 t 1  0.736 t 12  0.551 t 13 ,

(19)

Yt  Yt 1  0.503Yt 12  0.503Yt 13   t  0.685 t 1 .

(20)

Even though both models represents high accurate forecast, goodness-of-fit statistics values are more acceptable for exponential smoothing models. In comparing results of forecasts, models are very similar. Forecast
values for variable Production are estimated higher by exponential smoothing model than by SARIMA and vice
versa, for variable Revenues are all forecasted values from SARIMA model higher than from exponential
smoothing. For variables Returns and Costs, estimates vary differently.

5

Conclusion

In this paper was presented modelling of selected financial metrics of company Tesla Stropkov, Inc. using the
exponential smoothing models and the Box - Jenkins SARIMA models. Contribution of this work can be useful
for investigated company and its region. We can expect that development of Tesla Stropkov, Inc. is stabilised
and the employment of the region will not be reduced by this company.
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Correlation Structure of Underlying Assets Affecting
Multi-asset European Option Price
Ladislav Lukáš1
Abstract. The paper deals with formulation of multi-asset European put option pricing problems assuming spot prices of underlying asset to follow geometric Brownian
motion with correlation structure. Using traditional approach based on self-financing
portfolio and application of Itô’s formula to option price, we get resulting partial differential equation describing the evolution of option price in space and time. The payoff function can take various form, two basic ones are presented in particular. Further,
we discuss general concept which generates a set of low-dimensional initial-boundary
value problems after time reversing substitution has been applied to original terminalvalue problem. Numerical solution is focused on two-dimensional basket European
put option problem. First, the problem is recast to variational formulation providing
convenient platform for application of finite element method. Next, we present results
of several numerical experiments to analyze influence of correlation structure of underlying assets upon option price. All calculations are performed by open source sw
package FreeFem++.
Keywords: multi-asset European option price, basket put option, variational formulation, finite element method.
JEL classification: G13
AMS classification: 91G80

1

Introduction

First, we make a short overview of multi-asset European put option pricing problem formulation assuming spot
prices of underlying asset follow geometric Brownian motion with correlation structure. Using traditional approach based on self-financing portfolio and application of Itô’s formula to option price, one gets resulting partial
differential equation describing the evolution of option price in space and time. Such approach is discussed in [1],
[5], and [7], with different level of details and abstraction.
We consider n risky assets Ai with their spot prices Si,t , i = 1, . . . , n, at time t, where t counts the time elapsed
since the entry into an option contract. We assume the Si,t to satisfy the following stochastic differential equations
dSi,t = Si,t (µi dt + σi dBi,t ),

i = 1, . . . , n, t ≥ 0.

(1)

where µi are expected rate of returns (constants), σi are volatilities (positive constants), and {Bi,t }, i = 1, . . . , n
are possibly correlated Brownian motions, with matrix of correlation factors ρi,j , −1 ≤ ρi,j ≤ 1, i, j = 1, . . . , n,
where ρi,j is correlation factor (constant) between {Bi,t } and {Bj,t }, thus giving the covariance Cov(Si,t , Sj,t ) =
ρi,j σ1 σ2 , between {Si,t } and {Sj,t }, as well
E(dBi,t ) = 0,

Var(dBi,t ) = dt,

Cov(dBi,t , dBj,t ) = ρi,j dt.

For pricing purposes, one assumes complete market formed from n risky underlying assets Ai , i = 1, . . . , n, and
one standard risk-free asset A0 , with its price S 0 governed by exponential deterministic process with risk-free rate
r > 0, thus enabling construction of self-financing portfolio, in general.
Let V (S1 , . . . , Sn , t) be a basket option price compounded from Si , at time t, where we write simply Si instead
of Si,t dropping a sub-index t, as usual. For classical formulation, one assumes the function V to be smooth in t,
and twice differentiable by each Si , just to admit application of Itô’s formula thereon. The self-financing portfolio
Π is constructed by ∆-hedging principle, again, using ∆i shares of assets Ai
Π = V (S1 , . . . , Sn , t) −

1

n
X

∆i Si .

(2)

i=1
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Consequently, a self-financed dynamics of this portfolio stems from balancing two expressions for portfolio
value increment dΠ to be risk-free in time period (t, t + dt), assuming European option framework, as follows
dΠ = dV −

n
X

∆i dSi ,

i=1

dΠ = rΠdt = r(V −

n
X

(3)
∆i Si )dt.

i=1

where the first one gives a portfolio value increment due to intended changes of asset shares ∆i , whilst the second
one expresses increment of risk-free bank accout value during dt.
∂V
, i = 1, . . . , n, and the arbitrageApplication of Itô’s formula upon dV , ∆-hedging principle yielding ∆i = ∂S
i
free argument, leads finally to the Black-Scholes partial differential equation (B-S PDE) for n-D basket European
option price V , written in following form

∂V
+ An V − rV = 0, ∀(S1 , . . . , Sn , t) ∈ R+ × · · · × R+ × [0, T ),
(4)
∂t
where the differential operator An , also called infinitesimal generator of the Markov family of n state variables,
i.e. Si ∈ R+ , i = 1, . . . , n, is given by its application on any function v(S1 , . . . , Sn ) of n + 1 variables from the
class C 2,1 (Rn+ × [0, T ))
An v = r

n
X
i=1

n

Si

n

1 XX
∂2v
∂v
+
ρi,j σi σj Si Sj
.
∂Si
2 i=1 j=1
∂Si ∂Sj

(5)

For more technical details, we refer to [1], in particular.

The B-S PDE (4) holds for both European type call and put option pricing problems. However, within the
∂V
European call option type framework, one needs additional assumption relating growth bounds for |Si ∂S
|.
i
Denoting the n-D basket European put option payoff function at maturity, i.e. t = T , by hP (S1 , . . . , Sn ; K),
with given strike price K, then the n-D basket European put option pricing problem, in classical formulation, as
terminal value problem (TVP) for parabolic PDE with (n + 1) variables, is following
∂V
+ An V − rV = 0, ∀(S1 , . . . , Sn , t) ∈ Rn+ × [0, T ),
∂t
V (S1 , . . . , Sn , T ) = hP (S1 , . . . , Sn ; K), ∀(Si , . . . , Sn ) ∈ Rn+ .

(6)

The payoff function hP (S1 , . . . , Sn ; K) can be quite complicated. The payoff function can take various forms,
two basic ones are presented in [2], Chapter 1, in particular. Among the simplest ones, we can list
• put option on a weighted sum:
hP (S1 , . . . , Sn ; K) = max(K −
•

best-of put option:
.

n
X

αi Si , 0),

i=1

n
X
i=1

αi = 1, αi ≥ 0, ∃i, αi > 0,

hP (S1 , . . . , Sn ; K) = max(K − max (Si ), 0)
i=1,...,n

In case of n-D basket option and unlike to the option pricing problem depending upon one underlying asset
only, we need to discuss also boundary conditions of function V (S1 , . . . , Sn , t) considering two basic cases
• case 1: Si → +∞,
• case 2: at least for one Si holds, Si = 0.

The first case, Si → +∞, may simply take over the well-known behaviour of 1-D option price: limS→+∞ V (S, t) =
0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ), thus giving
lim V (S1 , . . . , Sn , t) = 0,

Si →+∞

i = 1, . . . , n, ∀t ∈ [0, T ).

(7)

The second case, at least for one Si holds, Si = 0, is more complicated, because there can vanish not only
one, but two, three, or even n − 1 asset prices Si simultaneously. General concept, which generates a set of lowdimensional initial-boundary value problems after time reversing substitution has been applied to original terminal
value problem, consists of precise hierarchical decomposition of all possible degeneration combinations of original
n-D PDE.
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2

2-D basket European put option pricing problem – numerical example

In classical formulation, assuming V (S1 , S2 , t) ∈ C 2,2,1 (R2+ × [0, T ), and parameters K, T, r, σ1 , σ2 , ρ, are given,
the price V (S1 , S2 , t) has to satify
1. PDE on domain Ω = R2+ × [0, T )
1
∂2V
∂2V
∂2V
∂V
+ (σ12 S12 2 + σ22 S22 2 ) + ρσ1 σ2 S1 S2
∂t
2
∂S1
∂S2
∂S1 ∂S2
∂V
∂V
+r(S1
+ S2
− V ) = 0, ∀(S1 , S2 , t) ∈ Ω,
∂S1
∂S2

(8)

2. Terminal condition – case: the best-of put option payoff function
V (S1 , S2 , T ) = max(K − max (Sj ), 0),
j=1,2

∀(S1 , S2 ) ∈ R2+ ,

(9)

3. Boundary conditions
i) case: Si → +∞, i = 1, 2:
lim V (S1 , S2 , t) = 0,

Si →+∞

Sj ∈ R+ , (i, j) = {(1, 2), (2, 1)},

∀t ∈ [0, T )

(10)

ii) case: V : (S1 ∈ R+ , S2 = 0, t) → V (S1 , 0, t), ∀t ∈ [0, T ):
∂V
1
∂2V
∂V
+ σ12 S12 2 + rS1
− rV ) = 0
∂t
2
∂S1
∂S1
V (S1 , 0, T ) = max(K − S1 , 0), ∀S1 ∈ R+

(11)

1
∂2V
∂V
∂V
+ σ22 S22 2 + rS2
− rV ) = 0
∂t
2
∂S2
∂S2
V (0, S2 , T ) = max(K − S2 , 0), ∀S2 ∈ R+

(12)

iii) case: V : (S1 = 0, S2 ∈ R+ , t) → V (0, S2 , t), ∀t ∈ [0, T ):

where σ1 , σ2 , (constants), are volatilities of underlying assets S1 , S2 , and ρ, (const), is correlation factor between
S1 , and S2 , −1 < ρ < 1, thus giving covariance Cov(S1 , S2 ) = ρσ1 σ2 , between S1 and S2 .

As the low-dimensional TVP-s (11) and (12) correspond to well-known European put option pricing problem,
we set the input data in order to go along with the data for 2-D basket European put option pricing problem
investigated by FEM later. Using the classical pricing formula, we get the results, i.e. prices V (S, 0), which are
depicted in Figure 4 (left), and listed in Table 1, for some selected values of underlying asset price S. Following
S0
V0 (σ = .3)
V0 (σ = 1.2)

10−3
39.01
39.01

10
29.01
29.37

20
19.01
21.78

30
9.39
16.35

40
2.87
12.49

50
0.557
9.713

60
0.080
7.668

Table 1: European put option price V0 (S) = V (S, 0) with different σ.
[1], we are able to derive a weak formulation of 2-D basket European put pricing problem by carrying out four
almost standard basic steps, which are also discussed in [6]
1. recast TVP into initial value problem (IVP) by time substitution τ = T − t, thus giving ∂/∂t = −∂/∂τ ,
2. select proper function space suitable for technical manipulation with integrals being endowed with convenient
norm and scalar product,
3. select a test function, multiply the PDE by test function, and perform integration by parts,
4. formulate the IVP in weak sense, i.e. in variational formulation.
Application of τ = T − t, and ∂/∂t = −∂/∂τ , cause changes, and PDE (8) is converted into (13)
V (S1 , S2 , t) ∼> u(S1 , S2 , τ ),

V (S1 , S2 , T ) ∼> u(S1 , S2 , 0) = u0 (S1 , S2 ),

∂V
− A2 (u(S1 , S2 , τ )) + ru = 0, ∀(S1 , S2 , τ ) ∈ R2+ × (0, T ],
∂τ
1
∂2V
∂2V
∂V 2
∂V
∂V
+ r(S1
+ S2
).
A2 (u(S1 , S2 , τ )) = (σ12 S12 2 + σ22 S22 2 ) + ρσ1 σ2 S1 S2
2
∂S1
∂S2
∂S1 ∂S2
∂S1
∂S2
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In general, variational equation of the IVP for parabolic PDE is expressed globally on whole time period (0, T ].
However, for computational purposes, there is more useful a local version. As given in [1], the local variational
equation takes the following form, where W is a suitable space of test functions v, and τ is replaced by t, as usual
 ∂u(S , S , t) 
1
2
, v + at (u(t), v) = 0, ∀v ∈ W, a.e. t ∈ (0, T ),
(15)
∂t
at (u, v) = b2,t (u, v) + b1,t (u, v), ∀v ∈ W,
(16)
Z 

∂u
∂v
∂u
∂v
∂u
∂v
∂u
∂v
1
σ2 S 2
+ σ22 S22
+ ρσ1 σ2 S1 S2 (
+
) dΩ,
(17)
b2,t (u, v) =
2 Q 1 1 ∂S1 ∂S1
∂S2 ∂S2
∂S1 ∂S2
∂S2 ∂S1
Z

∂u
∂u
b1,τ (u, v) = r
− S1
− S2
+ u(S1 , S2 , t) vdΩ,
(18)
∂S1
∂S2
Ω
∂v
W = {v | v ∈ L2 (R2+ ), Si
∈ L2 (R2+ ), i = 1, 2}.
(19)
∂Si
Discretization of the problem and FEM solution, is given in [1], and [5], mainly. First, one has to make a
localization of the problem, i.e. to truncate the unbounded domain Ω = R2+ of prices (S1 , S2 ) into a bounded
domain G = (0, S̄1 ) × (0, S̄2 ). Usually, one sets S̄1 = S̄2 = S̄, which yields G = (0, S̄)2 , and (S1 , S2 , t) ∈
G × (0, T ] needs automatically to define an artificial boundary conditions on Γ0 ⊂ ∂G = {(S1 , S2 = S̄), S1 ∈
(0, S̄)} ∪ {(S1 = S̄, S2 ), S2 ∈ (0, S̄)}, which are given as usual
u(S1 , S2 , t) = 0,

∀(S1 , S2 ) ∈ Γ0 , t ∈ (0, T ].

(20)

The next step, there is discretization, in particular, time, and space discretization.Let 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tm = T
be a set of discrete time points breaking [0, T ] into set of subintervals {[tk−1 , tk ]}, k = 1, . . . , m. Hence, at
any tk , we get a function uk (S1 , S2 ) = u(S1 , S2 , tk ). The time discretization of (15) means to approximate
∂u(S1 , S2 , t)/∂t by finite difference technique, e.g. by backward Euler scheme

1
uk (S1 , S2 ) − uk−1 (S1 , S2 ), v L2 (G) + atk (uk (S1 , S2 ), v) = 0, ∀v ∈ Wb , tk , k = 1, . . . , m,
(21)
∆k

here ∆k = tk − tk−1 , k = 1, . . . , m, and u0 (S1 , S2 ) = u0 (S1 , S2 ), is the payoff function given, and atk (uk , v)
is given by bilinear form (16), calculated at t = tk , precisely. Space discretization – Following general idea of
FEM, the discretization with respect to (S1 , S2 ) ∈ G consists of covering G by a set of non-overlapping finite
elements, e.g. triangles, where each of them carry a suitable function approximating the searched solution locally
over an element. General motivating idea of FEM is to replace function space Wb by finite-dimensional sub-space
Wh ⊂ Wb , where h > 0 accents a finite-dimensional nature of Wh conveniently, representing some quantitative
characterictics of FE mesh, e.g. the area of the smallest element, the smallest vertex angle, etc. The simplest
approximation function on a triangle is a linear function. The triangulation Th of G provides a set of vertices
Nh = {Ni }, i = 1, . . . , n. At any vertex Ni one builts continuous piecewise linear approximation function
ψi (S1 , S2 ), with a local support consisting with all triangles adjacent to Ni . The finite-dimensional sub-space Wh
is
Wh = span(ψ1 (S1 , S2 ), . . . , ψn (S1 , S2 )).
(22)

Emphasizing the triangulation Th , and thus the set of vertices Nh , as well, do not depend upon time t ∈ (0, T ], we
can express approximation of functions uk (S1 , S2 ), k = 1, . . . , m, in following way
uk (S1 , S2 ) ∼ ukh (S1 , S2 ) =

n
X
i=1

cki ψi (S1 , S2 ) ∈ Wh ,

k = 1, . . . , m,

(23)

where cki , i = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m are unknowns to be determined by solution of recurrent system of equations
Z

1
k
(ukh (S1 , S2 , tk ) − uk−1
h (S1 , S2 , tk−1 ))vh dS1 dS2 + atk (uh , vh ) = 0, k = 1, . . . , m, ∀vh ∈ Wh . (24)
∆k T h
with initial condition u0h (S1 , S2 ) = u0 (S1 , S2 ), and (20), all being approximated within Wh .

Input data – We set K = 40, r = 0.05, σ1 = 0.3, σ2 = 1.2, T = 0.5, and S1 , S2 ∈ (0, 65], i.e. S̄ = 65, and 9
variants of ρ = {−1, −.5, 0, .1, .3, .5, .7, .9, 1}, with different σ1 , σ2 , intentionally.

The corresponding results for all variants are given in Figures 1, 2, and 3, thus showing noticeable changes of
iso-band patterns of individual cases with corresponding ρ. The maximal iso-band values, i.e. max V (S1 , S2 , 0),
computed by our FreeFem++ code, are given in Table 2, and depicted in Figure 4, together with Eurepean put
option prices for comparison computed for σ = 0.3, and 1.2, too. The interesting is an increasing trend starting
from ρ = −1, upto ρ = 1, with a local peak at ρ = 0. The open source sw FreeFem++ is fully described in [3],
and [4].
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Figure 1: Meshes for cases: ρ = −1.0 (left), −0.5 (middle), 0.0 (right)

Figure 2: Meshes for cases: ρ = 0.1 (left), 0.3 (middle), 0.5 (right)

Figure 3: Meshes for cases: ρ = 0.7 (left), 0.9 (middle), 1.0 (right)
case:
ρ
max V (S1 , S2 , 0)

1
-1.0
37.904

2
-0.5
37.921

3
0.0
38.152

4
0.1
38.118

5
0.3
38.128

6
0.5
38.253

7
0.7
38.372

8
0.9
38.461

Table 2: Case variants of ρ, and corresponding max V (S1 , S2 , 0)

Figure 4: left: European put option prices V0 (S), σ = .3 (full), and = 1.2(dashed);
right: maximal iso-band values max V (S1 , S2 , 0), i = 1, . . . , 9, given in Table 2.
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Figure 5: Triangulation meshes for cases: ρ = −1.0 (left), 0.0 (middle), 1.0 (right)

3

Conclusion

In the paper, we discussed briefly multi-asset European put option pricing problem formulation assuming spot
prices of underlying asset to follow geometric Brownian motion with correlation structure. Delineating traditional
approach based on self-financing portfolio and application of Itô’s formula to option price, we obtained resulting
partial differential equation describing the evolution of option price in space and time. Both classical and variational formulations are discussed. For demonstration purposes, we selected 2-D basket European put option pricing
problem with the best-of put payoff function, and with different values of correlation coefficient ρ.
For discretization of the given problem, we use finite element method (FEM), and we sketched briefly both
localization of the problem, i.e. truncation of an unbounded region into a bounded one, and its time and space
discretization, as well.
For numerical solution of the problem, we use an open source sw package FreeFem++. Finally, we show all
computed results which confirm the noticeable influence of correlation coefficient between underlying assets upon
the 2-D basket European put option price. By the way, there is also rather interesting to recognize an influence
of that correlation coefficient upon triangulation meshes, when intrinsic optimal meshing algorithm within the
FreeFem++ package being invoked by the code.
Sure, there is a lot of computational experiments to perform, e.g. with different combinations among volatilities
and correlation coefficient. Albeit the presented case study being limited in its extent, the promissing results
support our intention and effort to continue our research in the field of computational finance.
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Model of Passengers to Line Assignment
in Public Municipal Transport
Tomáš Majer1 , Stanislav Palúch2 , Štefan Peško3
Abstract. The paper solves the situation of designing a completely new line system of
a studied region. The goal is to build a new integrated transportation system containing
several types of transportation lines like bus lines, tram lines, railway lines etc. A
logical requirement is that the new system does not contain parallel bus, tram and
railway lines.
In this paper we suppose that we are given an OD matrix describing transportation
demand and moreover a line system with all possible lines. Several alternatives of
shortest transport routes for every relation of OD matrix are calculated and passengers
are assigned to these alternatives. The proposed model is based on method named
PRIVOL proposed in [1] by Černý, Černá with the difference that demand on edges
of transportation network is calculated by model itself.
The result of this calculation is determining capacities, number of trips resp. time intervals on proposed lines. The solution contains also identification of places in transportation network where facilities for changing lines should be built.
Keywords: public transport, shortest path, mixed linear programming
JEL classification: R41
AMS classification: 90B06

1

Introduction

Suppose we want to build a public personal transport system for a medium–sized region. We know the demand
for transport specified by an origin–destination matrix O = (Oij ). Individual elements Oij reflect the number of
passengers who need to travel over a given time period from the place i to the place j. The time period is morning
or afternoon traffic peak, noon saddle or whole day during a Saturday, Sunday, or public holiday.
Let L be a bus line that is specified by the sequence of stops on which the vehicle stops L = (i1 , i2 , i3 , . . .).
We have a set of lines L = {L1 , L2 , L3 , . . .}. The lines were operated in the region in the past or were designed by
traffic engineers based on changes in residential areas, industrial zones, shop centers and transport infrastructure.
Our task is to design such a line system (subset of L) to meet the demand and use a small number of vehicles.
Of course, the public transport system must be attractive to the passengers and it is therefore necessary to minimize
the passengers time lost.
Many mathematical models are known to try to ensure the goal mentioned above. We will improve model
PRIVOL proposed by Černy, Černa in [1] and observed in detail in [2], [3]. The Černy’s model divides the
specified number of vehicles N so that demand Da is satisfied on every arc a of the transport network. Variable
xl denotes the number of vehicles assigned to line Ll with the offer Fl = C/Tl , where C is capacity of vehicle
and Tl is driving time including time needed to handle before and after driving. The criterion is to maximize the
margin over which the offer exceeds the demand y. La denotes set of lines driving on arc a ∈ A.
maximize
subject to

y
X

(1)
xl = N

(2)

l∈L

X Fl x l
≥ y, ∀a ∈ A
Da

(3)

l∈La

x l ∈ N0
1

∀l ∈ L, y ∈ R+
0.

(4)
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The problem is how to calculate demand Da on arc a of transport network. The easiest way is to find the
shortest i–j path µ(i, j) for every non-zero element Oij of OD matrix O and demand Da calculate as sum of all
passengers traveling over the arc a
X

Da =

Oij .

(5)

i,j|a∈µ(i,j)

In our paper [4], we presented a method that counts K–shortest paths, and the passengers are proportionally
distributed between them. However, this method did not provide satisfactory results because passengers do not
always have to use the shortest path in the transport network, but they will adapt to the existing lines and the
timetable. In this article we present the way in which we assign passengers not only to the individual arcs of the
transport network but also to individual lines operating at these arcs. Model (1)–(4) is used to make this assignment
optimal.

2
2.1

Proposed model
Extended model of transport network

We first create a public transport model consisting of several layers. The lowest layer will represent the arrival of
passengers at the stop and their boarding on the public transport vehicle. The top layer will represent the exit of
passengers from the public transport vehicle and the termination of their journeys. The middle layers will represent
individual lines.
So we create an arc weighted directed graph G = (V, A) with set of vertices V = {(l, i)|l ∈ L∪{boarding, exit}, i ∈
S}, where S is set of stops. Set of arcs A contains arcs of
• boarding to line l on stop i: ((boarding, i), (l, i)),
• exit from line l on stop j: ((l, j), (exit, j)),
• traveling by line l from stop i to stop j: ((l, i), (l, j)),
• move from line l1 to line l2 on stop i: ((l1 , i), (l2 , i)).
The weight of arc is traveling time or time need for boarding, exit or move between lines. Every (boarding, i)–
(exit, j) path represent traveling from stop i to stop j using one or more lines and the length of the path is total
time needed to move. Several paths represents alternatives of traveling.
Let’s assume that for each pair of stops i, j for which Oij > 0, we have a few of such paths precalculated. We
denote these paths µk (i, j).

2.2

Mathematical model of problem

Let the number of passengers traveling from stop i to stop j using path µk (i, j) is equal to zijk . Then
X
zijk = Oij
∀i, j ∈ S.

(6)

k|∃µk (i,j)

Transport demand on line l through arc a can be calculated as sum of number of passengers using any path
containing arc a.
X
dl,a =
zijk
∀l ∈ L, ∀a = ((l, u)(l, v)) ∈ A.
(7)
i,j,k
a∈µk (i,j)

Finnaly, we can combine model (1)–(4) and constraints (6), (7). Because we need to preserve linearity of
model, we fix value y to some constant Y and change criteria to minimize number of used vehicles.
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minimize

n=

X

(8)

xl

l∈L

subject to

Fl xl ≥ Y dl,a ,
∀l ∈ L, ∀a = ((l, u)(l, v)) ∈ A
X
zijk = dl,a
∀l ∈ L, ∀a = ((l, u)(l, v)) ∈ A

(9)
(10)

i,j,k
a∈µk (i,j)

X

zijk = Oij

k|∃µk (i,j)

(11)

∀i, j ∈ S

xl ∈ N0 , zi,j,k ∈ N0 , dl,a ∈ R+
0.

3

(12)

Illustrative example

We have a transport system with 8 stops and 3 lines as shown in Figure 1.
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

Figure 1 Diagram of transport network and bus lines
The set of lines L = {A, B, C}. Because each line has two directions - forward and backward. Line Af
is sequence of stops Af = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), line Ab is sequence of stops Ab = (5, 4, 3, 2, 1). Line Bf is sequence
of stops Bf = (5, 6, 7, 8), line Bb is sequence of stops Bb = (8, 7, 6, 5). Line Cf is sequence of stops Cf =
(1, 2, 6, 8), line Cb is sequence of stops Cb = (8, 6, 2, 1).
Extended transport network G = (V, A) consists of vertices
V = {(board, 1), (board, 2), (board, 3), (board, 4), (board, 5), (board, 6), (board, 7), (board, 8),
(A, 1), (A, 2), (A, 3), (A, 4), (A, 5), (B, 5), (B, 6), (B, 7), (B, 8), (C, 1), (C, 2), (C, 6), (C, 8),
(exit, 1), (exit, 2), (exit, 3), (exit, 4), (exit, 5), (exit, 6), (exit, 7), (exit, 8)}
and arcs
A = {((board, 1), (A, 1)), (board, 1), (C, 1)), ((board, 2), (A, 2)), ((board, 3), (A, 3)), ((board, 4), (A, 4)),
((board, 5), (A, 5)), (board, 5), (B, 5)), ((board, 6), (B, 6)), ((board, 6), (C, 6)), ((board, 7), (B, 7)),
((board, 8), (B, 8)), (board, 8), (C, 8)),
((A, 1), (A, 2)), ((A, 2), (A, 3)), ((A, 3), (A, 4)), ((A, 4), (A, 5)),
((A, 5), (A, 4)), ((A, 4), (A, 3)), ((A, 3), (A, 2)), ((A, 2), (A, 1)),
((B, 5), (B, 6)), ((B, 6), (B, 7)), ((B, 7), (B, 8)), ((B, 8), (B, 7)), ((B, 7), (B, 6)), ((B, 6), (B, 5)),
((C, 1), (C, 2)), ((C, 2), (C, 6)), ((C, 6), (C, 8)), ((C, 8), (C, 6)), ((C, 6), (C, 2)), ((C, 2), (C, 1)),
((A, 1), (exit, 1)), ((C, 1), (exit, 1)), ((A, 2), (exit, 2)), ((A, 3), (exit, 3)), ((A, 4), (exit, 4)),
((A, 5), (exit, 5)), ((B, 5), (exit, 5)), ((B, 6), (exit, 6)), ((C, 6), (exit, 6)), ((B, 7), (exit, 7)),
((B, 8), (exit, 8)), ((C, 8), (exit, 8)),
((A, 1), (C, 1)), ((C, 1), (A, 1)), ((A, 2), (C, 2)), ((C, 2), (A, 2)), ((A, 5), (B, 5)), ((B, 5), (A, 5)),
((B, 6), (C, 6)), ((C, 6), (B, 6)), ((B, 8), (C, 8)), ((C, 8), (B, 8))}
It should be noted that the segment between stops 1 and 2 is served by different lines A and C and therefore
there are different vertices (A, 1), (C, 1), (A, 2) and (C, 2) in our model. The section from stop 1 to stop 2 is
represented by arc ((A, 1), (A, 2)) (traveling by line A) and arc ((C, 1), (C, 2)) (traveling by line C). Number of
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passengers dl,a is calculated for all the lines and arcs separately in equation (7). The margin over which the offer
exceeds the demand is validated for all the lines and arcs separately by condition (9) of our model too. The total
number of passengers traveling between two stops by any line is not required in our model.
We can omit the time needed for boarding and exit, as there is just one boarding and just one exit in each way.
Suppose that time to move between lines is allways 5 minutes and traveling time between two subsequent stops on
every line is 2 minutes. So we can find three 3–8 paths:
µ1 (3, 8) =((board, 3), (A, 3), (A, 4), (A, 5), (B, 5), (B, 6), (B, 7), (B, 8), (exit, 8)), len(µ1 (3, 8)) = 15,
µ2 (3, 8) =((board, 3), (A, 3), (A, 4), (A, 5), (B, 5), (B, 6), (C, 6), (C, 8), (exit, 8)), len(µ1 (3, 8)) = 18,
µ3 (3, 8) =((board, 3), (A, 3), (A, 2), (C, 2), (C, 6), (C, 8), (exit, 8)), len(µ1 (3, 8)) = 11,

It follows that
z3,8,1 + z3,8,2 + z3,8,3 = O3,8
The arc a15 = ((A, 3), (A, 4)) is in µ1 (3, 8) and µ2 (3, 8), but not on path µ3 (3, 8). So
X
dA,a15 = z3,8,1 + z3,8,2 +
zijk .
i,j,k
i6=3,j6=8
a15 ∈µk (i,j)

If we set handle time to 5 minutes, then TA = 2 · (4 · 2 + 5) = 26 minutes. Let capacity of vehicle be C = 80,
then one vehicle can take 80 · 60/26 passengers on every arc in one hour and therefore
80 · 60/26 · xA ≥ Y · dA,a15 .
To build whole model with all conditions, K–shortest paths between each pair of stops must be calculated. This
is an exhaustive work for man and so need to by programmed and calculated using computer.

4

Conclusion

In the paper, we suggested how to assign passengers in public municipal transport to lines with respect to demand
described by origin–destination matrix and set of possible lines given. Passengers may move between lines during
traveling and lines are served by minimal number of vehicles. From number of vehicles is easy to compute number
of trips or time interval of subsequent trips on lines for regular interval timetable.
In our next work we would like to try our model on real data from selected self–governing territorial unit of
Slovakia.
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Evaluating the riskiness of hedging strategy with gold, US
dollar and Czech crown
Jiřı́ Málek1 , Quang Van Tran 2

Abstract. This article evaluates the impact of securing dollar deposits using gold
from the view of a foreign currency (Euro, CZK) holder. Alpha stable distribution is
used as an approximation for log-return distribution and its parameters are estimated
by maximum likelihood estimation method. Despite the negative correlation between
the gold price and the exchange rate, diversification negligibly affects the value of
alpha (fat tails) and beta (skewness) coefficients. However, the diversification effect
works as the calculated VaR99 and CVaR97.5 values of the corresponding portfolios
show. Measuring by this metric, the risk is also the smallest for portfolios with their
weight of gold at 40%.
Keywords: alpha stable distribution, USD/EUR, USD/CZK, gold, VaR, CVaR
JEL classification: 91B82, 91B28
AMS classification: G10, G120

1

Introduction

It is known that the gold price (in USD) is negatively correlated with the dollar exchange rate against the major
world currencies. That is why gold is often used as a security against the decline of the dollar exchange rate. If
an investor (in the Eurozone or in the Czech Republic) owns a dollar deposit, he tries to secure himself against the
exchange rate by purchasing gold. Since the negative correlation is changing and sometimes even positive, we may
want to know about the impact of this security on the profitability of this portfolio (gold and dollars in terms of
foreign currency). In this paper, to answer this question the alpha stable distribution, whose usefulness in finance
can be found in [6], is used as an approximation of log-return distribution and its parameters is examined for
portfolios with different gold and currency ratios. In the first part, the basic characteristics of the stable distribution
are presented. In the second part, the gold price behavior is briefly described. After that, in the following empirical
part, we perform parameter estimation of the distribution using MLE for different portfolios. Then VaR, CVaR
97.53 and other riskiness indicators of returns alpha stably distributed are also calculated and compared.

2

Alpha stable distribution

Alpha stable distribution is characterized by its characteristic function φ0 (t)

απ
α
α
(1−α)

− 1]} + iµ0 t, α 6= 1
−σ | t | {1 + iβsign(t) tan 2 [(σ | t |)
log φ0 (t) =

−σ | t | {1 + iβsign(t) 2 log(σ | t |)} + iµ0 t, α = 1
π

(1)

There are four parameters α, β, µ, σ included in this characteristic function. α, β are shape parameters, where
α ∈ (0, 2] is the tail power as α decreases tail thickness increases and β ∈ [−1, 1] is skewness parameter. The
meaning of two remaining parameters is: µ is location parameter (generalized mean) and σ is scale parameter
(generalized variance). A variance does not exist for α ∈ (0, 2) and a mean for α ∈ (0, 1] (for more detailed
information on stable distribution, see [1, 2, 3]).
The following properties holds for a stable distribution:
1) Let X1 , X2 are the independent stable random variables, with Xi = S(α, βi , σi , µi ),
i = 1, 2, then
X1 + X2 ∼ S(α, β, σ, µ) with
1

(2)
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•

σ = σ1 + σ2

•

β=

•

β1 σ1α + β2 σ2α
σ1α + σ2α

µ = µ1 + µ2

(3)
(4)
(5)

2) If X ∼ S(α, β, σ, µ) and a ∈ R then
X + a ∼ S(α, β, σ, µ) + a

(6)

aX ∼ S(α, sgn(a)β, |a|σ, aµ)

(7)

3) If X ∼ S(α, β, σ, µ) and a ∈ R then
If X is a standardized stable variable (σ = 1, µ = 0) with α ∈ (0, 2), then as x → ∞
P (X > x) ≈ (1 + β)Cα x−α
where

 Z
Cα = 2

∞

0

and

x

−α

sin x

−1

=

 απ 
1
Γ(α) sin
π
2

P (X < −x) ≈ (1 − β)Cα x−α

(8)

(9)
(10)

Here f (x) ≈ g(x) means lim f (x)/g(x) = 1.
x→∞
That means that when β > 0 the right tail is heavier than the left one (but with same order α) and conversely. We
remind that for standard normal distribution the tail probability as x → ∞ is
P (X > x) ≈

3

exp(−x2 /2)
√
x 2π

(11)

Gold versus dollar

Figure 1: Trade weighted USD index versus gold price (Source: Federal Reserve LBMA)
There is an inverse relationship between the trade-weighted U.S. dollar4 and the gold price (Fig. 1). Tradeweighted value shows how the U.S. dollar is gaining or losing purchasing power—compared to its trading partners.
4

The trade-weighted US dollar index is a measure of the value of the United States dollar relative to other world
currencies. Currently, this index is calculated by factoring in the exchange rates of six major world currencies:
the euro, Japanese yen, Canadian dollar, British pound, Swedish krona and Swiss franc. The euro holds the most
weight versus the dollar in the index, constituting about 58 percent followed by the yen with about 14 percent.
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However, this inverse relationship is not as precise as it used to be under the gold standard. Even though the gold
standard is gone, there is still a psychological tilt towards gold whenever the value of the U.S. dollar decreases.
The inverse relationship remains because a falling dollar increases the value of other countries’ currencies. This
increases the demand for commodities including gold. It also increases the prices. And when the U.S. dollar starts
to lose its value, investors look for alternative investment sources to store value. Gold is an alternative.
However it is possible for the U.S. dollar and gold price to increase at the same time. This can occur because
of a crisis in some other country or region. Then investors buy safer assets as the U.S. dollar and gold. The U.S.
dollar is also driven by many factors—like monetary policy and inflation in the U.S. vs. other countries. It is also
driven by economic prospects in the U.S. vs. other countries. Investors need to consider all of these factors.
The inter-market analysis often suggests to do investments based upon various correlations between different
markets. That means that when one market moves in one direction, we should see a correspondingly opposite move
in an inversely ”correlated” market. Many have used the bond market in such a manner in relation to the equity
market, and many have used the (USD) relative to the gold market. But the problem with using such seeming
”correlations” is that they can disappear just as quickly as they appear. Over the last few years, we have seen
such decoupling in many markets. Gold and the U.S. dollar were associated when the gold standard was being
used. During this time, the value of a unit of currency was tied to the specific amount of gold. The gold standard
was used from 1900 to 1971. The separation was made in 1971. They began to be valued based on supply and
demand. The U.S. dollar became a fiat currency that gets its value from government regulation, but is not backed
by a physical commodity. It is traded on foreign markets and was used as a reserve currency. Gold moved to
floating exchange rates after 1971. This made its price vulnerable to the U.S. dollar’s external value. In 2008, the
International Monetary Fund (or IMF) estimated that 40–50 percents of the moves in the gold prices since 2002
were dollar-related.

Figure 2: Volatility of gold price and dollar index (Source: Bloomberg)

Figure 3: The development of gold price
The competitive devaluations resulting from central bank policy activities has driven currency volatility higher,
which has in turn flowed into other asset markets. USD volatility has a strong historical relationship with gold
volatility (Fig. 2). The strength of the correlation of gold and USD volatility highlights the ’currency’ characteristics of gold. The divergence during 2015 highlights the varied role that gold plays within investment portfolios. At
a time of rising USD volatility as the market was concerned about rate hikes and Chinese market contagion, gold
volatility moderated and prices softened over the ensuing six months.
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Figure 4: The development of USD/EUR exchange rate

Figure 5: The evolution of USD/EUR exchange rate

4

Empirical analysis and results

For our analysis, three series gold price, USD/EUR and USD/CZK exchange rate series are used. They are daily
data from 5.2001 to 2.2017. The development of gold price and USD/EUR exchange rate in this period are
displayed in Fig. 3 and 4 of USD/CZK exchange rate on Fig. 5. The original data series are converted into the so
called logarithmic returns series. The descriptive statistics of original series as well as their corresponding returns
are shown in Table 1. We also calculate correlation coefficient of gold price and USD/EUR exchange rate and gold
price returns and USD/CZK exchange rate returns for a rolling window with fixed length of 125 which corresponds
to a half of a year trading period. The result is shown in Fig. 6. It is clear that their correlation is very unsteady
over this period as it confirms what has been stated before.

Figure 6: The evolution of correlation coefficient
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Characteristic
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis
Observations

Original series
USD/CZK USD/EUR GOLD
23.04
0.82
922.12
21.92
0.78
935.00
40.29
1.19
1895.00
14.45
0.62
263.95
5.26
0.12
456.32
1.24
1.20
0.10
4.35
4.10
1.73
3787
3787
3787

Returns series
USD/CZK USD/EUR
-0.0001
-0.00004
-0.0002
-0.0001
0.053
0.030
-0.057
-0.046
0.0079
0.0064
0.23
-0.06
7.30
5.37
3786
3786

GOLD
0.0004
0.0006
0.0006
-0.096
0.0119
-0.34
7.58
3786

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of analyzed data
First, we use the returns series to estimate the four parameters of α-stable distribution using maximum likelihood estimation method, see [5]. The estimation procedures are performed in Matlab. The estimation results of
α and β for different portfolios are reported in Tables 2 and 3. Using α-stable distribution for returns of these
portfolios, we calculate VaR for confidence levels 97.5% and 99% and CVaR for confidence level 97.5% (the detailed description of how they are calculated can be found in [4]). The results are reported in Table 4. Further, we
compare risk measures and Sharpe ratios using the standard deviation and scale parameter estimated for normal
distribution and α-stable distribution respectively. The results are displayed in Tables 5 and 6. The obtained results
clearly show that the risk of a portfolio can be reduced by appropriate diversification using assets with negatively
correlated returns.
Gold weight
0.000
0.200
0.400
0.600
0.800
1.000

α
1.800
1.793
1.734
1.646
1.648
1.669

SE α
0.024
0.025
0.016
0.032
0.026
0.050

p-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

β
0.160
0.253
0.091
-0.045
-0.093
-0.129

SE β
0.013
0.096
0.008
0.044
0.018
0.047

p-value
0.000
0.008
0.000
0.305
0.000
0.006

Table 2: Estimation results for alpha and beta, portfolio Gold-Euro
Gold weight
0.000
0.200
0.400
0.600
0.800
1.000

α
1.729
1.727
1.731
1.659
1.654
1.669

SE α
0.086
0.018
0.061
0.031
0.028
0.050

p-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

β
0.134
0.116
0.006
-0.073
-0.105
-0.129

SE β
0.017
0.007
0.020
0.042
0.049
0.047

p-value
0.000
0.000
0.770
0.083
0.031
0.006

Table 3: Estimation results for alpha and beta, portfolio Gold-CZK
Measure
VaR99
VaR99
VaR97.5
VaR97.5
CVaR97.5
CVaR97.5

Portfolio
G+Euro
G+CZK
G+Euro
G+CZK
G+Euro
G+CZK

0
-0.0162
-0.0212
-0.0123
-0.0150
-0.0200
-0.0273

0.2
-0.116
-0.0160
-0.0086
-0.0113
-0.0145
-0.0208

0.4
-0.0129
-0.0153
-0.0090
-0.0106
-0.0168
-0.0201

0.6
-0.0207
-0.0216
-0.0132
-0.0138
-0.0280
-0.0290

Table 4: Calculated VaR and CVaR
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0.8
-0.0292
-0.0295
-0.0185
-0.0187
-0.0390
-0.0393

1.0
-0.0380
-0.0380
-0.0243
-0.0243
-0.0497
-0.0497
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Gold weight
St. deviation
Sigma
Mean(∗10−3 )
Sharpe(∗10−3 )
Sharbe(∗10−3 )

N
Stable
N
Stable

0
0.0064
0.0040
-0.0400
-0.0063
-0.0100

0.2
0.0048
0.0029
0.0480
0.0100
0.0166

0.4
0.0048
0.0028
0.1360
0.0283
0.0486

0.6
0.0066
0.36
0.2240
0.0339
0.0622

0.8
0.0091
0.0050
0.321
0.0343
0.0624

1
0.0119
0.0066
0.4000
0.0336
0.0606

Table 5: Calculated volatility, mean and Sharpe ratio for gold and Euro portfolios
Gold weight
St. deviation
Sigma
Mean(∗10−3 )
Sharpe(∗10−3 )
Sharpe(∗10−3 )

N
Stable
N
Stable

0
0.0079
0.0046
-0.1000
-0.0127
-0.0217

0.2
0.0060
0.0034
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.4
0.0056
0.0032
0.1000
0.0179
0.0313

0.6
0.0069
0.0038
0.2000
0.0290
0.0526

0.8
0.0091
0.0050
0.3000
0.0330
0.0600

1
0.0119
0.0066
0.4000
0.0336
0.0606

Table 6: Calculated volatility, mean and Sharpe ratio for gold and CZK portfolios

5

Conclusion

It turns out that, despite the negative correlation between the gold price and the exchange rate, diversification
negligibly affects the value of the alpha and beta coefficients of stable distribution. For USD / Euro and USD /
CZK, alpha is the highest for a pure investment in dollar deposits (0% gold). The maximum beta (positive skewness
that most investors prefer) occurs for USD / Euro in the portfolio included gold with a weight of 20%, for USD /
CZK is the beta highest for a pure investment in dollar deposits. In addition, if we include 60% of gold in USD
/ EUR deposit the left tail is the thickest (alpha = 1.648), for USD / CZK deposits the left tail is the thickest at
80On the other, the diversification effect works as it is shown by calculated values of VaR and CVaR. For USD /
EUR, both values for VaR99 and CVaR97.5 are highest at a 20% gold and at USD / CZK at 40%. The risk is the
smallest (measured by standard deviation resp. Sigma) is the smallest at a weight of 40% for both deposits. The
Sharpe Index is the highest for a pure gold investment, but this is consequence the average return was positive for
gold and negative for both currencies. As a conclusion, the recommended investment for USD/EUR the weight of
gold in the portfolio may be around 20% (the best values of VaR 99 and CVaR, positive beta, low sigma risk). For
CZK, the gold weight should be approximately 40% (the best VaR and CVaR, positive beta, sigma the lowest).
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Achilles and the Tortoise – the Story of the Minimum Wage
Lubos Marek1, Michal Vrabec2

Abstract. The question of the minimum wage has often been discussed recently. On
the one hand, there are some politicians who want to raise it, which is not surprising
with the elections approaching. On the other hand, economic experts, and especially
employers, are reluctant. Let us, for the moment, accept that the minimum wage is to
be raised; a question remains by how much, or on which economic variables its
increase should be dependent. One possibility is to tie the minimum wage with the
average wage. The present paper will try to show that this would be an absurd option.
We are going to show on real data what the consequences of the increased minimum
wage and, especially, the impact on the wage distribution would be. Further, we will
consider different levels of the minimum wage and study several scenarios related to
changes in all wages after an increase of the minimum wage limit.
Keywords: wage, minimum wage, wage characteristics, wage distribution.
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Minimum Wage

The topic of the minimum wage has been widely discussed in the media recently and has acquired political
connotations due to the approaching elections. In the present paper, we will steer clear of the political side of the
minimum wage; neither will we consider the full economic impacts of its increase. We will consider and analyze
a few scenarios to illustrate the consequences for the wage distribution. Further we will show that the effort to tie
the increase of the minimum wage with the value of the average wage is a never-ending story, similar to the
classical example of Achilles and the tortoise. We will study the empirical distribution of wages and its response
to different scenarios of a minimum wage increase. This empirical distribution can be described with the aid of a
theoretical probabilistic model – cf. [3] or [5]. We will mainly be interested in the basic statistical characteristics
– the location (average and quantiles), the variability expressed by the variance, and the skewness and kurtosis –
cf., e.g., [4].
Before analyzing the data, we will have a look at the idea of tying the increase of the minimum wage with the
value of the average wage – more or less regardless of which actual formula would be used for that increase. Let
us recall the well-known paradox of Achilles and the tortoise.

The Eleatic Zeno is said to have claimed a proof for impossibility of movement. Achilles – the fastest runner
– will never overtake the tortoise in front of him. When he reaches the original position of the tortoise, it has
already moved a small distance from that position. Achilles runs over that small distance, the tortoise has moved
a bit further, and so on to infinity. Achilles' movement can thus be described as an infinite series of ever shortening
segments, and this paradox was insurmountable for ancient Greek philosophers.
Aristotle in Metaphysics [1] shows the error of the paradox: a sum of an infinite series may be finite if the
terms are decreasing quickly enough; which is the case here. Zeno's paradox was one of the sources from which
infinitesimal calculus eventually arose. An illustration of the problem is shown in Figure 1.

How far is this classical example from our problem concerning the minimum wage? As soon as the minimum
wage is increased to x% of the average wage, the latter will necessarily be increased as well. If it is so, the minimum
wage should be increased correspondingly, etc., etc. Hence a better methodology should be established for
increasing the minimum wage, or stipulate that it will only be increased once a year (or once in two years, or three
– what is economically feasible, after all?).
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2

Figure 1 Achilles and the tortoise

Wage Distribution in the Czech Republic

First of all, let us have a look at the empirical distribution of wages in the Czech Republic in 2016.
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Figure 2: The empirical distribution of wages in the Czech Republic in 2016

It shows the polygon of wages in the Czech Republic in 2016. The curve is cut off at a value of 100,000 CZK.
Approximately 1% of wages are above that level, which is insignificant for our modeling. We will mainly be
interested in the left-hand side of the picture, in which low wages are situated, and of course the minimum wage
as well – this fact is clearly seen from the chart. The curve is not smooth because it depicts the empirical data.
Smoothing may be achieved by applying a probabilistic model. The wage distribution may be modeled with the
aid of different probabilistic distributions. Log-normal distribution has been used for this purpose for many years.
Modeling of wages has been addressed by many authors – e.g., [2] or [3]. The authors of the present paper have
shown (Marek a Vrabec in [4]) that a suitably chosen mixture of log-normal distributions is a far better model.
However, if we want to avoid using mixtures, the best solution may be the three-parametric logistic distribution
with the probability density

  x  
f  x  
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  x    
1  
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where the parameters have the following meanings:  – continuous shape parameter,  – continuous scale
parameter,  – continuous location parameter ( = 0 yields the two-parameter log-logistic distribution). Estimates
of these parameters of the theoretical distribution (Figure 3) are:   4.164 ,   23, 484 , and   250 . The usual
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling tests were used to verify the quality of the model, which complies
with all the criteria and has thus been identified as the most suitable one. The authors have studied similar models
(Marek, Vrabec in [4] for other years and other structure of the data) and can say that, on a long term basis, the
three-parametric logistic distribution is the best choice. A detailed study of the evolution of empirical wages in the
Czech Republic can be found in [4].
Figure 3 shows the smoothing of the empirical data with the aid of the three-parametric logistic distribution.
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Figure 3 The empirical distribution after smoothing with the aid of the theoretical curve

3

Minimum Wage Scenarios

Increasing the minimum wage is by far not a mere technical issue – setting a lower limit and increasing to this
limit the wages of all employees. A natural question arises what will happen with the wages of all the others. Let
us take an example: Mr. XY's wage is currently 2,000 CZK higher than the minimum wage. If the minimum wage
is increased by exactly 2,000 CZK, he will be paid the minimum wage. But how will Mr. XY feel about such a
change? His wage was 2,000 CZK higher than the minimum wage. He will definitely want a raise. But by how
much? By the actual amount of 2,000 CZK? Or relatively, to get a wage higher than the minimum wage by the
same percentage as before? Other rules of thumb could be considered, of course. Another aspect is the time lag:
employees will request raises after some time from the actual increase of the minimum wage. And employers will
try to drag out the delay for as long as possible. We have created three scenarios to reflect the impacts of the
changes in the minimum wage on the overall wage distribution. We have chosen scenarios which, in our opinion,
best correspond to the situation, but other scenarios could be considered as well. Let us now describe the scenarios
we have identified.
Scenario 1 (Minimal) is based on an unrealistic assumption that all employees whose wages are below the newly
set minimum wage limit will begin to receive this new minimum wage and all the others will simply accept their
current wage levels. It can be seen at first sight how unrealistic this assumption is. If an employee's wage was
11,000 CZK and the minimum wage limit was 9 500 CZK their wage was higher by 1 500 CZK (cf. Scenario 2),
or nearly 16% higher (cf. Scenario 3) than the minimum wage.
Scenario 2 (Plus) assumes that employees will put up with preserving differences, that is, all wages would be
increased by the same amount – in our example, by 1 500 CZK;

Scenario 3 (Multi) is the most realistic in our opinion. It is based on the idea that employees will want to preserve
the ratios. In our example, an employee with a wage of 19,000 CZK (twice as much as the minimum wage) will
request to get twice as much as the minimum wage increased to 11,000 CZK, , i.e., 22,000 CZK.

Let us now analyze the impacts on the wage distributions in all the described scenarios. Even before studying
particular data, we can formulate a few theoretical expectations. It is certain that the location of the wage
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distribution will be changed regardless of the scenario. The average value of wages will be increased and the chart
will move to the right. For Scenario 1, the variability of wages will be decreased both absolutely and relatively. In
Scenario 2, the absolute differences will remain reserved, but on a higher level, and relative variability will thus
be decreased. Hence the wages will be more egalitarian in both these scenarios. The skewness will be changed as
well: the distribution gets denser on the left-hand side, and the right hand side's skewness is far less affected. The
proportions are relatively least affected within Scenario 3, in which the location is also shifted and the absolute
variability is increased (even the quickest), but relative variability remains practically unchanged, similar to the
other parameters of the distribution's shape. Let us now present the results of simulated calculations.

Scenario 1 – Minimal

If all employees in the categories above the newly set minimum wage (11,000 CZK) accept their existing wages
and the only change would be restricted to moving employees from below the limit (there are 66,244 such
employees in our sample) to the 11,000-CZK category (in which the original number was 23,047), the number of
employees in this category would be increased to 89,291, and the overall average wage would go up
from 27,157 CZK to 27,195 CZK; this means an increase in labor costs by 81,176,000 CZK (from
57,557,026,750 CZK to 57,638,202,750 CZK – these costs are only calculated from our sample), and a relative
increase would amount to 1.4‰. In our study we take into consideration sensitivity to changes in average wages
at 100 CZK plus, the process of the wage increase is terminated immediately. A difference between the theoretical
distributions before and after the minimum wage increase would be minimal, cf. Table 1 and Figure 4 below. An
overall increase of the labor costs would also be insignificant.
Variable

Value

Sample average

27,157

New average wage

27,196

Minimum wage – new value (40% of average)

10,863

Minimum wage – current values

9,900

Increase in labor costs

0.14%

Table 1 The Minimal Scenario – results

Scenario 2 – Plus

We think this scenario is unrealistic as well – an increase of a wage from 9,900 CZK to 11,000 CZK represents
11.11%, while an increase by the same amount of 1,100 CZK amounts to just a 3.85% for a wage of 28,500 CZK.
The time evolution of the minimum and average wages trying to catch each other is illustrated in the Table and
Figure below. For the chosen sensitivity of 100 CZK, the situation is stabilized after four steps. The data is shown
in Table 2, the movements of the wage distribution is shown in Figure 5. Increase in labor costs is significant,
namely, by 9.9%.
Step

New average wage

Minimum wage

2

29,485

11,794

1
3
4

28,820
29,751
29,858

11,528

Increase in labor costs

11,901
11,943

Table 2 The Plus Scenario– results
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Figure 4 The original wage distribution vs. the Minimal Scenario

Scenario 3 – Multi

Figure 5 The original wage distribution vs. the Plus Scenario

Regarding employees' behavior, we think this scenario is the most likely one. Due to the above-mentioned time
lag and the natural human slackness, the mutual effects of the minimum and average wages will be distributed in
time and will not be instantaneous.
Step

New average wage

Minimum wage

2

37,862

15,145

1
3
4

32,066
44,706
52,786

12,826

Increase in labor costs

17,882
21,114

Table 3 The Multi Scenario – results

18.1%
39.4%
64.6%
94.4%

Figure 6 nicely illustrates the movements of the wage distribution. The location is changed (moving to the right),
as well as the variability (increasing), the skewness (the positive skewness is growing), and the kurtosis
(decreasing). The increase in labor costs is alarming; namely, it amounts to 94.4%!
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Figure 1 The original wage distribution vs. the Multi Scenario.

4

Conclusions

Scenario 3 appears to be the most realistic from our point of view. Logically, employees will try to preserve the
ratio with respect to the minimum wage after each (repeated) increase of the latter. Such response will be neither
instantaneous nor automatic; there is a time lag between the changes of the average and minimum wage levels
(legislative amendments, tripartite negotiations, employees' attitudes, etc.). This scenario will push the minimum
wage up without any limitations by ever increasing the average wage on which the minimum wage is dependent.
This cyclic dependence is time-dynamic and the problem has no principal solution. In other words, the minimum
wage should not be tied with the average wage and another method for setting out the limit of the minimum
wage should be sought for.
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Abstract. The search for the causes of an uneven socio-economic development of
countries is one of the main goals of NEG. Economic activities are not evenly spread
out in space. It is possible to indicate clusters of population, wealth as well as poverty. Causal relationship analysis, as well as the analysis of spatial relationship between economic characteristics forms the key to recognizing contemporary economy. In the article, we have determined, on the base of the data considering selected
economic characteristics of EU countries, the matrix of distance between countries,
we have calculated the HDI indicator, the Gini coefficient, the quotient of income
and population' potentials, and we have studied the relationship between the obtained values. The article focuses on the socio-economic and linked to the EU countries labour market characteristics. The article is composed of two basic parts:
a short discussion on analyses' methodology and the results of empirical research.
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1

Introduction

The foundation of the European Union (EU) and its rules of functioning significantly influence the socioeconomic development of member countries. A free flow of population as well as the liberty in employment
undertaking positively influence most of the economic indicators, promote the development of trade, open the
boarders for the migration of population and allow for a free development of economic activity.
The economic development of countries depends, among others, on their geographical location. It can be
shown, that there exists a considerable influence of the surrounding on the economic development level of a
given territorial unit, as well as on the labour market development of this unit. The aim of the article is to illustrate the extent of this phenomenon using selected economic characteristics for EU countries.
NEG (New Economic Geography) deals with spatial location of economic activity. Considered are, for example, the results of the globalization phenomenon, the development of agglomeration and metropolis. It can be
proved that spatial location (geographic co-ordinates, distance, neighbourhood) considerably influences the development and formation of a given phenomenon or economic process. Methods and models of NEG are used in
socio-economic analyses of spatial character, inter alia, in the study of economic development of agglomeration,
localization of industry, trade, globalization. There exists a possibility of studying the relationship between territorial units. The models include not only the own potential of a unit but also the spatial location of a region and
the influence of the neighbouring regions.
A commonly used measure of the socio-economic development level is the HDI indicator. However, analysing the development level we should also consider the equability of income arrangement as well as the level of
labour market development, for these are significant determinants of the population's life standard. In the article,
we have determined, on the base of the data considering selected economic characteristics of EU countries, the
matrix of distance between the capitals of EU countries, we have calculated the Gini coefficient, the HDI indicator and the quotient of income and population's potentials. We have studied the relationship between the obtained values.
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2

Elements of research methodology

In the empirical analyses we used selected statistics and econometrics methods. We used, among others, the
works of [2], [3], [12], [14].

2.1

The method of potentials and the quotient of potentials

In the year 1970 G. Dutton introduced the concept of income and population quotient of potentials. This quotient
is the equivalent of income per person, it includes, however, the relations between regions which form these
potentials. The formulas below were constructed on the base of the work of [5], [14], they were, however, modified without doubling own potentials. In the work of [4] the income potential is treated as a measure of the accessibility of economic activity. Keeble claims that there exists a significant spatial correlation between the variability of population's potential and the variability of many indicators proclaiming the level of socio-economic
development of territorial units. Therefore, according to Kebble, population's potential can be treated as a substitute of socio-economic phenomena.
Let there be given a division system of a certain territory consisting of n spatial units

n  N 

(e.g. coun-

tries). In i - this country we accept the symbols: Li - population's potential, Z i - income potential, Pi - quotient
of potentials, z i - GDP, li - number of people, g i - GDP per capita, d ij - distance between territorial units i
and j; we accept that d ii  1 (in this article, as d ij we have accepted the Euclidean distance between EU countries' capitals, we have used geographical co-ordinates).
We define units' potentials as the sums of own and surrounding's potentials:
Li 

n l
li
j

d ii j 1 d ij

(1)

n zj
zi

j
d ii 1 d ij

(2)

j i

Zi 

j i

and the quotient of potentials i:

Pi  Z i / Li

(3)

Potential determines the force of the effect of all territorial units on a given unit. It is the total of two components: own potential and surrounding's potential. A territorial unit may possess a small own potential, but it can
be located in a favourable geographic site, nearby strong units, then its potential increases.
Potential is also understood as a measure of spatial accessibility of a territorial unit, it determines the intensity of interaction between units taking into consideration economic values and the distance between units. Population's potential (1) means the accessibility of a given country to the population of the other countries taking
into consideration the metrics of distance. Income potential (2) is an income function created in a certain territorial unit and in other units with the consideration of the distance between them.
The value of the quotient Pi / g i depends on the proportion between the potential of a territorial unit surrounding and own potential of this unit in the range of income, population number and distance:


If Pi / g i > 1, then the unit potential is bigger than income per inhabitant; the surrounding significantly
influences the forming of economic growth level. In such situation are the countries with small own potential, located on a favourable geographic site, nearby strong countries, with high own potential.



When Pi / g i < 1, then the income per inhabitant is higher than the unit's potential. Such a situation takes
place in the case of economically well developed units.

2.2

Index HDI construction

The HDI (Human Development Index) indicator is used to determine the level of development of the countries in
the world ([1], [6], [7], [8], [13]). In the evaluation process, the synthetic indicator HDI takes into account three
criteria: a long and healthy life, the level of education and life standard. The US programme concerning development recommends calculating the HDI indicator with the use of basic characteristics which are:
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Heath Index, for LEi - average lifespan in i- this country according to the formula:



H .Indi 

LEi  20
65

(4)

Education Index, for LITi - expected years of schooling and ENRi - mean years of schooling according to
the formula:



E.Indi 

LITi /18  ENRi /15
2

(5)

Welfare Index, where yi is the income per capita ($) in a given country:



Y .Indi  


log yi   log$100
log$75  log$100

(6)

The social development index per capita for a given country is calculated according to the formula:

HDI i  3 H .Ind i  E.Ind i  Y .Indi

(7)

It is accepted that the value of HDI on a given level indicates a country which is: very high developed
(0,901-1), high development (0,801-0,9), medium developed (0,501-0,8), poorly developed (0-0,5).

2.3

Gini coefficient

A commonly used measure of income inequalities is the Gini coefficient, which, in econometrics, is called the
social inequality index. In economy, the Gini coefficient is primarily used in the measurement of an uneven
location of goods, mainly in case of an uneven location of income of e.g. households. The value of the coefficient belongs to the range from 0 to 1. In the case when the value equals 0, it means that all the people receive
the same amount of income. When the value of the coefficient reaches the level of 1, it means that the whole of
the income of a given country is concentrated in one household. The reading of Gini coefficient should be interpreted as follows: the higher the level of Gini coefficient, the greater the inequalities in income in a given country.
When the observations are sorted ascending, then it is calculated using the formula ([11]):
n

 2i  n  1zi

G

i 1

n2 z

(8)

where n is the number of sample items, zi is the income of i-this unit, z is the average income in the sample. We
can also gives an alternative formula which is:

G

E X Y
2

(9)

for E X  Y - average absolute difference between two incomes,  is the average value of incomes. With a
doubled value of G coefficient we obtain the information about what part of the mean  is the average absolute
difference between a random pair of incomes (e.g. for G = 0.3 the average difference between the incomes
makes up 60% of average income.).

3

Selected empirical study results

Empirical analysis was conducted on the base of selected socio-economic characteristics for the EU countries in
2015. Using geographical co-ordinates we measured the matrix of the distance between the EU countries' capitals. We used the metrics of Euclidean distance. We gathered the following data: GDP, population number, average lifespan, expected years of schooling, mean years of schooling (see also: [9], [10]). We determined the income potential and its component of surrounding, the population potential and its component of surrounding, as
well as the quotient of potentials (Table 1, Figure 1).


Analyzing the values presented in the table, we can state that :
The highest values of income potential belong to: Germany, United Kingdom, France, Italy, Belgium, Czech
Republic; where the countries with the highest own potential are: Germany, United Kingdom and France,
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and the countries with the highest surrounding's potential: Belgium, Luxembourg, Czech Republic and Slovakia.
The lowest values of income potential belong to Cyprus, Portugal, Malta, Finland, where the countries with
the lowest own potential are: Cyprus, Estonia, Malta, and the countries with the lowest surrounding's potential: Cyprus and Greece.
The highest values of population's potential belong to: Germany, United Kingdom, France, Italy, Czech
Republic, Poland; where the countries with the highest own potential are: Germany, United Kingdom,
France and Italy, and the countries with the highest surrounding's potential; Belgium, Luxembourg, Czech
Republic and Slovakia.
The lowest values of population's potential belong to: Cyprus, Malta, Finland, where the countries with the
lowest own potential are Luxembourg and Malta, and the country with the lowest surrounding's potential is
Cyprus.
EU countries

Zi

n


j 1
j i

Netherlands
Germany
Demark
Ireland
Sweden
United Kingdom
France
Austria
Belgium
Luxembourg
Finland
Slovenia
Italy
Spain
Czech Republic
Greece
Cyprus
Estonia
Lithuania
Poland
Slovakia
Malta
Portugal
Hungary
Croatia
Latvia
Romania
Bulgaria

3103839
4967782
2495896
1559864
1741380
4319342
4404044
2475209
3308978
2583757
1265628
2193208
3253394
2592345
3112788
1247327
702232
1352713
1322632
2338093
2442954
1222948
1291799
1963051
2089913
1317182
1437581
1373121

zj

zi

Li

d ij

2320118
1412705
2248431
1315939
1297480
1818169
2001473
2110897
2844118
2527625
1053092
2132430
1244891
1079620
2799836
976540
665860
1317704
1246081
1379423
2385427
1211420
1016892
1720758
2004107
1271926
1049024
1252733

lj

n


j 1
j i

783721
3555077
247466
243925
443901
2501173
2402571
364312
464859
56132
212537
60778
2008503
1512725
312953
270787
36372
35009
76551
958670
57527
11529
274907
242293
85806
45256
388557
120388

78,70
122,32
64,25
40,40
46,19
113,38
117,35
69,34
85,48
67,53
36,14
62,80
94,75
75,75
83,44
40,28
21,09
38,59
40,28
76,52
68,86
35,48
38,71
59,77
61,09
39,25
50,69
45,59

li

Pi

16,90
80,70
5,70
4,70
9,80
64,70
64,40
8,30
11,30
0,60
5,50
2,10
59,80
46,10
10,50
11,00
1,20
1,30
2,90
38,60
2,10
0,40
10,30
9,90
4,20
2,00
19,50
7,10

39440
40612
38846
38613
37702
38095
37528
35695
38711
38262
35022
34923
34335
34222
37305
30965
33298
35055
32837
30556
35478
34464
33368
32843
34208
33561
28361
30120

d ij

61,80
41,62
58,55
35,70
36,39
48,68
52,95
61,04
74,18
66,93
30,64
60,70
34,95
29,65
72,94
29,28
19,89
37,29
37,38
37,92
66,76
35,08
28,41
49,87
56,89
37,25
31,19
38,49

Income potential

Income potential (of the surrounding)

Population potential

Income potential (own)

Population potential (of the surrounding)

Bulgaria

Croatia
Latvia

Romania

Hugary

Malta

Portugal

Poland
Slovakia

Estonia

Lithuania

Greece

Cyprus

Italy

Spain
Czech Republic

Finland

Slovenia

Luxembourg

United

Austria
Belgium

France

Sweden

Demark
Ireland

Netherlads

Latvia
Romania
Bulgaria

Portugal
Hugary
Croatia

0,00

Slovakia
Malta

50,00

0
Estonia
Lithuania
Poland

100,00

2000000

Czech Republic
Greece
Cyprus

4000000

Slovenia
Italy
Spain

150,00

France
Austria

200,00

6000000

Belgium
Luxembourg
Finland

8000000

Ireland
Sweden
United

250,00

Netherlads
Germay
Demark

10000000

Germay

Table 1 Income and population potential (own and of the surrounding) and the quotient of potentials for EU
countries in 2015

Population potential (own)

Figure 1 Income and population's potential and their components for EU countries in 2015
Next, we determined the HDI indicator and the Gini coefficient for the EU countries and compared their
values with the Pi / g i quotient. The results are presented in Table 2 and Figure 2.
Population's potential determines the accessibility of a territorial unit to the population of the other units in
terms of distance. Income potential of a unit is a function of the income created in this unit and in other units as
well as of the distance between units. It takes into consideration the influence of income dependence on spatial
income variability. Analyzing the results, we can state that:
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The socio-economic development of EU countries measured with HDI coefficient is on a very high level (27
out of 28 countries possess HDI > 0.9),
The Gini indicator belongs to the range (0.237; 0.379). Countries with the lowest level of income inequalities are: Slovakia, Slovenia, Czech Republic and Finland, whereas the highest level of inequalities was noted
in: Lithuania, Romania and Bulgaria.
Pi / g i value depends on the proportion between potential generated by the surrounding and own potential
in terms of income as well as in terms of population number and distance.
For 10 countries (the wealthiest ones) Pi < g i relation takes place. These are the countries with the highest



Pi and g i values. They possess a higher spatial concentration degree of income potential than population's
potential. When Pi / g i <1, then income per inhabitant exceeds the region's potential.
For the other 18 countries Pi > g i relation takes place. These are mostly countries with lower values of both





Pi , as well as g i . They possess a lower spatial concentration degree of income potential than population's
potential. It can be stated that the country's surrounding plays a greater part in generating income potential
than in generating its population's potential. When Pi / g i >1 it means that the population's potential of a
country is higher than its income per inhabitant. We can, therefore, point out the importance of the surrounding in forming of the economic growth development level. The highest values of Pi / g i belong to countries
with a low level of income.
EU countries
Netherlands
Germany
Demark
Ireland
Sweden
United Kingdom
France
Austria
Belgium
Luxembourg
Finland
Slovenia
Italy
Spain

GINI
0,267
0,301
0,274
0,298
0,252
0,324
0,292
0,272
0,262
0,285
0,252
0,245
0,324
0,346

HDI
0,922
0,916
0,923
0,916
0,907
0,907
0,888
0,885
0,890
0,892
0,883
0,880
0,873
0,876

Pi/gi
0,850
0,922
0,895
0,744
0,832
0,985
1,006
0,813
0,941
0,409
0,906
1,207
1,022
1,043

EU countries
Czech Republic
Greece
Cyprus
Estonia
Lithuania
Poland
Slovakia
Malta
Portugal
Hungary
Croatia
Latvia
Romania
Bulgaria

GINI
0,250
0,342
0,336
0,348
0,379
0,306
0,237
0,281
0,340
0,282
0,306
0,354
0,374
0,370

HDI
0,870
0,865
0,850
0,861
0,839
0,843
0,844
0,839
0,830
0,828
0,818
0,819
0,798
0,782

Pi/gi
1,252
1,258
1,099
1,302
1,244
1,230
1,295
1,196
1,250
1,342
1,674
1,483
1,423
1,776

Table 2 The values of HDI and Gini coefficients and Pi/gi for EU countries in 2015
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4

HDI

Bulgaria

Latvia
Romania

Croatia

Malta

Portugal
Hugary

Slovakia

Estonia

GINI coef f icient

Lithuania
Poland

Greece
Cyprus

Spain

Czech Republic

Finland

Slovenia
Italy

Austria

Belgium
Luxembourg

France

Ireland

Sweden
United Kingdom

Netherlads

0

Germay
Demark

0,2

Pi/gi

Figure 2 The values of: HDI, Gini coefficients, Pi/gi and the map of HDI values for EU countries in 2015









We determined Pearson's correlation coefficients between measures. It can be stated that:
There exists a significant, negative relationship between the HDI coefficient and the value of Pi/gi (the value
of Pearson's coefficient -0.85). Then, the higher the level of socio-economic development (and at the same
time also a higher value of GPD), the lower the influence of the surrounding on a given country. The lower
the level of socio-economic development (poorer countries), the higher the influence of the surrounding.
A moderate, negative relationship between the HDI and the Gini coefficient was observed. (Pearson -0.53).
Therefore, the higher the development level of a given country, the smaller the income inequalities. The
highest level of income inequalities belongs to countries with the lowest HDI.
There exists a moderate, positive relationship between the HDI and GDP per capita (Pearson 0.67). GPD per
capita is one of the three components of HDI (Pearson 0,67), it explains around 46% of HDI variations. The
health and education components are responsible for the rest.
A moderate, positive relationship was noted between the value of the Gini coefficient and the value of Pi/gi
(Pearson 0,45). The higher the level of income inequalities, the more dependent the country is on the surrounding.
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There exists a low, negative relationship between GDP per capita and the Gini coefficient (Pearson -0.38).
In approximately 15% of the cases, the income inequalities can be explained by the levels of income in EU
countries.

All analyzed indicators: HDI, Gini coefficient and Pi/gi values influence population's life standard. In the
countries with a high level of GDP per capita, a high index of socio-economic development, a relatively low
level of the Gini coefficient, population's life standard is considerably higher than in less developed countries.
The labour market development level determines all mentioned in the article indicators to a large extent. The
problem of many EU countries is a high level of unemployment (Spain, Greece), especially among young people
(Spain, Greece, Croatia, Italy). It is the EU authorities' duty to optimally make use of the population's potential
of these countries, what seems to be highly significant, for, according to Keeble and others, population's potential can be treated as a substitute of socio-economic phenomena. Therefore, in order to fully describe the socioeconomic situation of countries, we should consider not only the indicators which state the level of income,
education and health, but we should also take into consideration the differentiation of income values (income
inequalities), economic surrounding as well as labour market level.

4

Conclusion

The socio-economic development of EU countries is differentiated both in terms of health and education level as
well as income and income inequalities. There are countries very highly developed, with a high GDP level and a
low income inequalities' level, where own potential of income and population is dominant over surrounding's
potential. We can also indicate poorer countries, less developed, where the differentiation considering income is
significant, whereas the surrounding plays an important part in the process of economic life development. The
obtained results of study show that in pursuit of reducing the inequalities between EU countries a special part
should be assigned to the influence that comes from large countries. In the era of globalization, geographical
location of e.g. a newly formed economic activity or the choice of the place of living of a EU citizen should be
preceded by an analysis of selected socio-economic characteristics.
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Early Exercise Premium and Boundary in American Option
Pricing Problem
Kateřina Mičudová1 , Ladislav Lukáš2
Abstract. The paper is focused on American option pricing problem. Assuming
non-dividend paying American put option leads to two disjunctive regions, a continuation one and a stopping one, which are separated by an early exercise boundary. We
present variational formulation of American option problem with special attention to
early exercise action effect. Next, we discuss financially motivated additive decomposition of American option price into a European option price and another part due
to the extra premium required by early exercising the option contract. As the optimal
exercise boundary is a free boundary, its determination is coupled with the determination of the option price. Therefore, a closed-form expression of the free boundary is
not attainable in general. We discuss in detail a derivation of an asymptotic expression
of the early exercise boundary. Finally, we present some numerical results of determination of free boundary based upon this approach. All computations are performed
by sw Mathematica, and suitable numerical procedure is discussed in detail, as well.
Keywords: American option, early exercise premium, early exercise boundary, pricing problem.
JEL classification: G13
AMS classification: 91G80

1

Introduction

American option pricing problems given with different levels of abstraction are presented in [3], [4], [6], and
[7]. In the paper, we present variational formulation of American option problem with special attention to early
exercise action effect, first. Next, we discuss financially motivated additive decomposition of American option
price into two parts, i.e. the European option price and the extra premium required by early exercising the option
contract, in particular. Finally, our main contribution is presented within the third section which is focused mainly
upon numerical solution of optimal exercise bounary detection problem. We know that in contrast to European
options, American options can be exercised at any time between the writing and the expiration of the option
contract. Exercising flexibility gives American option more profiteering opportunity than European option offers,
and it means the payoff functions of American options take the following general form, where an index C, and P
denotes an option type, i.e. call, and put, respectively
VC (S, t) ≥ max(S − K, 0), ∀(S, t) ∈ R+ × (0, T ],
VP (S, t) ≥ max(K − S, 0), ∀(S, t) ∈ R+ × (0, T ],

for call option,
for put option.

(1)

To be specific, let us take non-dividend paying American put option. Thorough inspection of relations (1) gives
an idea that for American put option there exist two disjunctive subregions, say Σ1 and Σ2 , respectively, covering
R+ × [0, T ], i.e. Σ1 ∪ Σ2 = Σ = R+ × [0, T ]. Let ∂Σ1 , ∂Σ2 denote boundaries of Σ1 , Σ2 , defined by ∂Σi =
cl(Σi )\Σi , i = 1, 2, where cl(Σi ) is a closure of set Σi . Hence, a common piece of their boundaries, denoted
Γ = ∂Σ1 ∩ ∂Σ2 , is called optimal exercise boundary. The optimal exercise boundary is reasonably defined by
mapping Γ : [0, T ] → Γ(t) thus specifying the asset price at Γ, denoted Sη = Γ(t), in particular, where the
subscript η instead of usual t is to point to specific underlying asset price at the optimal exercise time te . The
optimal exercise boundary Γ is not given a priori and has to be determined together with option pricing function
V (S, t) by solving the corresponding option pricing problem. These subregions are defined as follows

1

V (S, t) > max(K − S, 0), ∀(S, t) ∈ Σ1 ,
Σ1 = {(S, t) | Γ(t) ≤ S < +∞}, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]},

(2)

V (S, t) = max(K − S, 0), ∀(S, t) ∈ Σ2 ,
Σ2 = {(S, t) | 0 ≤ S ≤ Γ(t)}, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]}, Γ(t) < K, ∀t ∈ [0, T ),

(3)
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where Σ1 is called the continuation subregion, since the payoff is zero when S > Sη , and the holder should
continue to keep the option, whereas Σ2 is called stopping subregion. The asset prices Sη on the exercise boundary
are denoted Sη = Γ(t) precisely, as we have already stated above. Noting, the continuation subregion Σ1 is
sometimes called retained subregion alternatively, whereas the stopping subregion Σ2 is called selling subregion,
or exercise subregion, as well. In Figure 1, there are depicted both subregions Σ1 , Σ2 , encountered within an
American put option pricing problem, schematically, where the horizontal axis represents an underlying asset
price S, and vertical axis stands for time t elapsed from entering into option contract, showing the expiration date
T , and exercise price K, too. Following classical procedure based on construction of self-financing portfolio,

Figure 1: Early exercise boundary
∆-hedging principle, and Itô’s formula, which is common and typical for derivation of almost all models within
the field of financial option pricing problems, we can infer that V (S, t) satisfies the Black-Scholes PDE in the
subregion Σ1
∂V
∂V
1
∂2V
+ rS
+ σ 2 S 2 2 − rV = 0, ∀(S, t) ∈ Σ1 ,
(4)
∂t
∂S
2
∂S
assuming V (S, t) ∈ C 2,1 (Σ1 ), in classical formulation framework.
The boundary conditions on ∂Σ1 are specified in following way. First, on the optimal exercise boundary Γ, it
holds
∂V (S, t)
V (S, t) = max(K − S, 0) ⇒
= −1, S = Sη ∈ Γ(t), ∀t ∈ [0, T ).
(5)
∂S
Further, the terminal condition at t = T , and the condition when S → +∞, are following
V (ST , T ) = max(K − ST , 0),

lim V (S, t) = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ).

S→+∞

(6)

Concluding, we see that American put option pricing problem leads to solving a function pair {V (S, t), Γ(t)}
in subregion Σ1 satisfying PDE (4) and boundary-terminal conditions (5) and (6).
Following [7], we are able to get more compact form of the problem and to clarify its setting, too. First, it is
reasonable to introduce so called Black-Scholes differential operator LBS as follows
LBS G(S, t) =

∂G
∂G 1 2 2 ∂ 2 G
+ rS
+ σ S
− rG,
∂t
∂S
2
∂S 2

∀(S, t) ∈ Σ,

Σ = R+ × (0, T ),

(7)

which is defined by its application on any function G(S, t) ∈ C 2,1 (Σ).

Using (2), (3) and LBS , we can rewrite properties of function V (S, t) in subregions Σ1 , and Σ2 in compact
form
LBS V (S, t) = 0, V (S, t) > max(K − S, 0), ∀(S, t) ∈ Σ1 .
(8)
LBS V (S, t) = −rK < 0,

V (S, t) = max(K − S, 0),

∀(S, t) ∈ Σ2 .

(9)

Since (9) holds on Γ, being tackled as a part of ∂Σ2 , now, we can conclude by direct computation that both the
pricing function V (S, t), and its first derivative with respect to S, i.e. ∂V
∂S , are continuous on the optimal exercise
boundary Γ. Combining (8) with (9), we can formulate the American put option problem on Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 =
R+ × [0, T ], which is called variational formulation of American put option problem in strong sense, see [4],
Chapter 6.2
min{−LBS V (S, t), V (S, t) − max(K − S, 0)} = 0, ∀(S, t) ∈ Σ
V (ST , T ) = max(K − ST , 0), ST ∈ R+ , V (S, t) → 0, S → +∞, ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
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Following [5] and [7], the variational formulation of American put option pricing problem in weak sense is
∂u
∈ L2 (0, T ; W 0 ),
∂t
and with u(S, 0) = u0 (S), ∀S ∈ R+ , u(S, t) ∈ Q, ∀S ∈ R+ , a.e.t ∈ (0, T ),

 ∂u(t)
, w − u + at (u(t), w − u) ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ Q, a.e. t ∈ (0, T ),
so that
∂t
Find u ∈ L2 (0, T ; W ), with

(11)

where Q denotes a set of feasible solutions of American put option problem in weak sense which is a closed convex
set Q ⊂ W , assuming the boundary value function u0 (S) being understood in sense of traces
Q = {v ∈ W | v ≥ u0 (S), ∀S ∈ R+ }.

2

(12)

Decomposition formula

Early exercise premium is discussed from several viewpoints in [1], and [2]. Following [4], we present a decomposition formula for American put option VP (S, t) which gives a link to European put option
VP (S, t) = VPE (S, t) + e(S, t),

(13)

where VPE (S, t) is the well-known European put option price on the same underlying asset, and e(S, t) is the early
exercise premium given by (14) in following way
e(S, t) = Kr

Z

t

T

dη

Z

Sη

G(S, t; ξ, η)dξ,

(14)

0

where G(S, t; ξ, η) is the fundamental solution, sometimes called Green function, too, of the B-S PDE. Further,
the upper limit Sη of the inner integral shows that early exercise premium depends upon the position of the optimal
exercise boundary cleary.
The fundamental solution of B-S PDE is defined as a solution of terminal value problem for classical BlackScholes PDE with a very special terminal condition using the Dirac delta function δ(.), which is well-known by
R +∞
its properties: δ(x) = +∞, x = 0, otherwise, = 0, x 6= 0, and −∞ δ(x)dx = 1. Determination of G(S, t; ξ, η)
starts precisely by solution of the B-S PDE with the special terminal condition
V (S, T ) = δ(S − ξ),

ξ ∈ R+ ,

(15)

thus providing the solution V (S, t; ξ), which directly yields the solution, denoted G(S, t; ξ, T ) and given by (16)
explicitly
h
 S
2 i
σ2
1
e−r(T −t)
)(T − t)
.
(16)
exp − 2
ln + (r −
G(S, t; ξ, T ) = p
2σ (T − t)
ξ
2
ξσ 2π(T − t)

Tackling G(S, t; ξ, η) as a function of ξ, η, we know that it is the solution of the so-called adjoint Black-Scholes
PDE. Let v(ξ, η) = G(S, t; ξ, η), then function v(ξ, η) satisfies an adjoint terminal value problem
−

∂(ξv) 1 2 ∂ 2 (ξ 2 v)
∂v
−r
+ σ
− rv = 0,
∂η
∂ξ
2
∂ξ 2
v(ξ, η) = δ(ξ − S),
0 < ξ < +∞, 0 < S < +∞, t < η.

(17)

For more details, we refer to [4], Chapter 6.3, and Theorem 6.3 and 6.4 therein.

3

Early exercise boundary

As the optimal exercise boundary Γ is not known a priori, but has to be determined together with valuation function
V (S, t), therefore the problem is called free-boundary value problem for parabolic PDE. Looking at it, we can
recognize the problem to be already formulated in mathematically elegant way. However, we have to point out
that the major difficulty under this setting is that one needs to solve for function V (S, t) along with the unknown
optimal exercise boundary Γ(t), simultaneously.
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An asymptotic expression of early exercise boundary near t = T is given in [8]. Following [4], Chapter 6.3,
Theorem 6.5, we are able to write an equation to determine the optimal exercise boundary Γ(t) in following way
− ln Γ(t)
− ln Γ(t)
K + β2 (T − t)
K + β1 (T − t)
√
√
) − Ke−r(T −t) Φ(−
)
σ T −t
σ T −t
Γ(t)
Γ(t)
Z T
Z T
ln Γ(η)
ln Γ(η)
+ β1 (η − t) 
+ β2 (η − t) 
−r(η−t)
−q(η−t)
√
√
e
1 − Φ(
e
1 − Φ(
− Kr
) dη + q Γ(t)
) dη,
σ η−t
σ η−t
t
t
(18)
R x − ξ2
1
where q is dividend rate, Φ(x) = √2π −∞ e 2 dξ is cumulative distribution function of N (0, 1), and
Γ(t) = K + Γ(t)e−q(T −t) Φ(−

β1 = r − q −

σ2
,
2

β2 = r − q +

σ2
.
2

However, it is a nonlinear Volterra integral equation of the second kind. Generally, solving such type of
equation, there is a rather challenging problem for numerical mathematics. The first step is time discretization.
Let ti , i = 0, . . . , n such that t0 = 0, tn = T , denote regular mesh of time points with a mesh size ∆t = T /n.
As the Γ(t) represents an uncountable set of points (St , t) laying on the optimal exercise boundary, then adopting
time discretization turns the problem to solve (18) to looking for a finite set of points {ti , Si }, i = 0, . . . , n,
satisfying a discrete version of (18), where we just simplified notation of Sti to Si by index shortening.
The time discretization being applied upon (18) yields the following set of fixed-point looking problems
Si = Ψ(Si ; ti , Γ(η)), i = 0, . . . , n, where Ψ expresses formally the right-hand side of (18) denoting its proper
dependence upon variable Si , but also upon parameters ti and Γ(η) thus making the problem rather involved. In
order to overcome numerically a complication caused by function Γ(η), η ∈ (0, T ), which is itself a solution of
(18) being seeked, we propose the following iterative algorithm
1. Set initial approximation Γ0 (η), η ∈ (ti , T ), and set k = 0,
2. Increment current k by 1, and loop ti , i = 0, . . . , n,
solve Si,k = Ψ(Si,k ; ti , Γk−1 (η)), k ≥ 1, until convergence of Si,k appears with given tolerance 1 ,
3. Build Γk (η), η ∈ (0, T ) using available {ti , Si,k }, i = 0, . . . , n by spline approximation,
4. Check convergence, if kΓk − Γk−1 kL2 (0,T ) ≤ 2 then Stop else GoTo step 2.
Our very first attempt to solve Si = Ψ(Si ; ti , Γ(η)) for a given ti , which is a core of the step 2. of the given
algorithm, was simply lured by computational power of sw Mathematica to solve it just by two commands
eq6318 = S[t] == eqSt := K + # Exp[-q (T - t)] CDF[
NormalDistribution[0,
1], -(-Log[#/K] + \[Beta]2 (T - t))/(\[Sigma] Sqrt[T
K Exp[-r (T - t)] CDF[
NormalDistribution[0,
1], -(-Log[#/K] + \[Beta]1 (T - t))/(\[Sigma] Sqrt[T
K r Integrate[
Exp[-r (\[Eta] - t)] (1 CDF[NormalDistribution[0,
1], (Log[#/
S\[Eta][\[Eta]]] + \[Beta]1 (\[Eta] t))/(\[Sigma] Sqrt[\[Eta] - t])]), {\[Eta],
+q # Integrate[
Exp[-q (\[Eta] - t)] (1 CDF[NormalDistribution[0,
1], (Log[#/
S\[Eta][\[Eta]]] + \[Beta]2 (\[Eta] t))/(\[Sigma] Sqrt[\[Eta] - t])]), {\[Eta],

- t])] - t])] -

t, T}] +

t, T}] &

FindRoot[eqSt[s] == s, {s, s1}]
However, it failed with a message SystemException["MemoryAllocationFailure"] signalizing an
extreme demand of internal Mathematica procedures upon memory allocation when executing such complex command. It was simply over the memory capacity of our Dell Latitude E6510 computer, with 4 GB RAM, processor
Intel(R) i7 CPU Q 740 @ 1.73 GHz, 64-b MS-Win 10 Pro. Hence, we turned to break the given algorithm into
less complex steps and control manually their performance.
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Following [4], Chapter 6.5, we also know some advanced information about optimal exercise boundary Γ(t)
Γ(T ) = min(

rK
, K),
q

(19)

asymptotic expression of Γ(t) near t = T in case of q = 0
p
K − Γ(t)
≈ σ (T − t)| ln(T − t)|,
K

(20)

and also, Γ : t → Γ(t) is a convex and monotonne increasing function on (0, T ).

(b) Γ0 (t) – variants: 1) ad-hoc (full-line),
2) asymptotic-derived (dashed).

(a) Γ0 (t) – asymptotic-derived (full-line),
Γ(t)|asymp – given by (20) (dashed).

Figure 2: Initial variants of optimal exercise boundary Γ0 (t), t ∈ (0, T ).
For numerical determination of the optimal exercise boundary Γ(t), we select the American put option with
following data: K = 40, r = 0.05, σ = 0.3, S ∈ (0, 65], T = 1, q = 0. In Figure 2, we show two initial variants
of Γ0 (t) constructed either by using asymptotic expression (20), or by ad-hoc way using a cubic polynomial with
proper interpolation conditions maintaining Γ(T ) = K by (19) and both qualitative properties, i.e. monotonicity
and convexity of Γ0 (t) on (0, T ). Γ(t)|asymp denotes a function calculated by expression (20) on whole interval
(0, T ), which yields a convex function but violating monotonicity globally. It is depicted in Figure 2a by dotted
line. To remedy this defect, we found a minimum point tmin of function (20) providing the minimum value Γmin ,
and make a prolongation from t = 0 to tmin by a horizontal line keeping the calculated minimal value Γmin , as it
is depicted in Figure 2a, too, but in full-line.
Assumption q = 0, i.e. the case of non-dividend paying option, simplifies the equation (18) so that the
first term is modified and the last one is dropped. Hence, we obtain another set of fixed-point looking problems
Si = ψ(Si ; ti , Γ(η)), i = 0, . . . , n, where ψ expresses formally the right-hand side of (21), now
Γ(t) = K + Γ(t)Φ(−
Z

− Kr

T

e

− ln Γ(t)
− ln Γ(t)
K + β2 (T − t)
K + β1 (T − t)
√
√
) − Ke−r(T −t) Φ(−
)
σ T −t
σ T −t

−r(η−t)

t

where

Γ(t)
+ β1 (η − t) 
ln Γ(η)
√
1 − Φ(
) dη
σ η−t

β1 = r −

σ2
,
2

β2 = r +

(21)

σ2
.
2

RT
Trapezoidal rule is used for approximation of integral t g(η)dη, which appears in (21), where g(η) stands for
an integrand taking the following form, keeping in mind that t = ti in particular case
g(η) = e−r(η−t) 1 − Φ(

Γ(t)
ln Γ(η)
+ β1 (η − t) 
√
) .
σ η−t

(22)

For trapezoidal rule, let m is a number of intervals covering (ti , T ) with ∆η = (T − ti )/m, thus providing
Z

T

ti

g(η)dη ≈


X
 m−1
T − ti 
g(ti ) + 2
g(ti + j∆η) + g(T ) = Gi .
2m
j=1
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Now, we formulate the inner-most problem. For given ti , Si,0 , find Si,k , k ≥ 1 such that (24) and (25) hold
Si,k = ψ(Si,k ; ti , Γk−1 (η))
= K + Si,k Φ(−

− ln

S

(24)

|Si,k − ψ((Si,k ; ti , Γk−1 (η))| ≤ 1 .

(25)

Si,k
K

i,k
+ β2 (T − t)
− ln K
+ β1 (T − t)
√
√
) − Ke−r(T −t) Φ(−
) − KrGi,k−1 ,
σ T −t
σ T −t

(a) Local comparison of computed optimal exercise boundary
Γ(t) (full-line and dashed), with asymptotic-derived Γ0 (t)
(dotted).

(b) Global comparison of computed Γ(t) with
asymptotic-derived Γ0 (t).

Figure 3: Computed optimal exercise boundary Γ(t), t ∈ (0, T ).
Our results are depicted in Figure 3. Setting 1 = 10−3 , we computed two variants of optimal exercise
boundary starting from two initial functions Γ0 (η) shown in Figure 2(b), in particular. Depicted points with their
t-coordinates show the selected discrete set {ti }, i = 0, . . . , n, we have used for time discretization of the nonlinear
Volterra integral equation (18). Making local comparison of both computed variants of optimal exercise boundary
Γ(t), as being given in Figure 3(a), we can conclude that different initial functions Γ0 (t) cause almost negligible
differences between computed optimal exercise boundary depicted by full-line and dashed line, respectively.

4

Conclusion

In the paper, we discuss briefly variational formulation of American option pricing problem, early exercise premium and early exercise boundary problem, which is a core of the paper. Numerical procedure proposed and coded
in sw Mathematica seems to work good and represents a promising platform for our future research.
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Expected Coalition Influence under I-Fuzzy Setting: The
Case of the Czech Parliament
Elena Mielcová1
Abstract.
The main aim of this article is to study coalition formation on real voting data in
this case the data from the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament for two,
2006-2010 and 2010-2013 parliamentary periods. Power of political parties – players
of this game – is measured by a Shapley-Shubik power index, Shapley-Shubik power
index with a-priori union structure, and the blockability value. In order to cover uncertain character of real voting data, it is necessary to add uncertainty issues into the
concept of coalitional values - namely the concept of Atanassov intuitionistic fuzzy
(I-fuzzy) sets approach. All three ex-ante power indices for the period 2010-2013
are recalculated with respect to uncertainty values from the preceding period. Results of calculations are compared with overall voting outcome. Calculations show an
improvement in results when uncertainty issues are considered.
Keywords: power indices with a-priori coalition structure, viability value, blockability value, parliamentary voting, I-fuzzy sets.
JEL classification: C71
AMS classification: 91A80

1

Introduction

In a voting game, the influence of players is commonly measured by power indices. However, a-priori coalition
formation substantially changes influence of players. For the case of a-priori coalition structure, declared for
example by coalition treaty, the correct way to evaluate the power is to compute so-called power indices with
a-priori union structure. The idea of power index with a-priori coalition structure was introduced by Owen [8].
Kojima and Inohara [5][6] introduced different method for comparison of coalition influence of characteristic
function games; they defined blockability and viability relations in order to compare influence of players as well
as a blockability and a viability value evaluating a coalition influence by a real number.
The main aim of this text is to study a coalition formation influence in voting on outcome of voting and
on selected indices - namely a Shapley-Shubik power index, a Shapley-Shubik power index with a-priori union
structure, and a blockability value. Analysis is performed on real voting data in this case the data from the Chamber
of Deputies of the Czech Parliament for two parliamentary periods. In order to cover uncertain character of real
voting data, the uncertainty issues were studied by Aranassov intuitionistic fuzzy sets [1], also due to terminological
difficulties called I-fuzzy sets [3]. Results of calculations are compared with overall voting outcome.

2

Preliminaries

The triple G = [N, w, q] is called a weighted voting game, where N = {1, 2, . . . n} is a set of players, q is a quota
and w = {w1 , w2 , . . . wn } is a set of weights of respective
Pplayers. A coalition T ⊂ N is winning if total weight
of players in the coalition meets or exceeds the quota q, i∈T wi ≥ q. The characteristic function of weighted
voting game v can obtain only values 0 or 1; v(T ) = 1 if T wins and v(T ) = 0 when T loses. Moreover, the
empty coalition never wins: v(∅) = 0, the grand coalition always wins: v(N ) = 1 , and any superset of winning
coalition also wins [4].
In order to evaluate the power of players in voting games, wide spectrum of different mathematical tools and
techniques were introduced. The one, which is the standardly used and known, is the Shapley-Shubik power index
[11]. This power index was designed such that it serve to a-priori evaluation of the power division among bodies
in committee system under general settings: it is possible to use it not only in standard voting games, but also for
example in multi-cameral systems or systems with restrictions. The derivation of the member’s Shapley-Shubik
power index is based on the number of cases when the member is in ordering pivotal: Let Πp be a set of all n!
permutations of N . For every π p ∈ Πp of the form π p = (π1p , π2p , . . . , πnp ) there exists a unique k such that
p
coalition {π1p , π2p , . . . , πkp } wins, and {π1p , π2p , . . . , π(k−1)
} does not win. Player πkp is the pivot of permutation π p .
Let Πpl denote the set of all permutations with pivot l. Then the Shapley-Shubik power index of player l can be
1
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expressed as [11]:
φl =

|Πpl |
|Πpl |
=
|Πp |
n!

(1)

where the cardinality of sets Πpl , and Πp is denoted by |Πpl |, and |Πp |, respectively.

This approach is based on original Shapley idea of evaluation of game players by a value, now known as a
Shapley value [10] simplified for voting games:
X (t − 1)!(n − t)!
φl =
(2)
n!
l∈T ⊂N
T winning
T \l losing

where summation is done through all winning coalitions T ⊂ N containing player l such that a coalition that is
created from T by omission of player l (denoted T \l) is losing. The cardinality of the set T is denoted by t.

For the case of a-priori coalition structure, (for example in the case of coalition treaty), Owen [8][9] proposed to use so-called power index of the committee with a-priori union structure. For a voting game [N, w, q]
let φi (q; w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ) be the power index of i-th member of this voting game. Let’s consider that members
are creating m unions (coalitions) with weights t1 , t2 , . . . tm . Every union is composed of several members;
each of them consists of at least one member. Denote wj be the set of members in j-th union. Let’s consider
two-level processes: the first level process is an inter-union committee game {q; t1 , t2 , . . . tn } = {q; t} with
the power of j-th coalition φj (q; t). The second level process covers the m internal union second level subgames {q; t1 , t2 , . . . tj−1 , wj , tj+1 , . . . tm } = {q; t; wj } with the power index of i-th member of the j-th coalition
φij (q; t; wj ). Then the power index of the member i of the union j in the committee with a-priori union structure
is
φij (q; t; wj )
,
(3)
φi (q; w, t) = φj (q; t) P
j
k∈Kj φkj (q; t; w )
where k is going through the set Kj containing all members in union j.

Another possibility how to compare coalition influence, was introduced by Kojima and Inohara [5] in a form
of a blockability value, and a viability value. These two values assign a player with a real number; the bigger the
number, the higher the respective coalition power. The blockability value of the coalition S ⊂ N in the case of
voting games can be expressed as:
P
v(T ) − B ∗ (S)
P
BS (N, v) = T ⊂N
(4)
T ⊂N v(T )
P
where B ∗ (S) = T ⊂N v(T \S). Similarly, the viability value of the coalition is expressed as:
VS (N, v) =

where B ∗ (S) =

P

T ⊂N

V ∗ (S)
V ∗ (N )

(5)

v(S\T ).

According to [2] [7] the term (t − 1)!(n − t)!/n! can be considered as probability of occurrence of a given
coalition. Similarly, the concept of blockability and viability assumes uniform distribution of coalition formation
probability. For illustration, Figure 1 contains comparison of coalition formation probability for five players for
Shapley value as well as for blockability value.
As already mentioned, the concept of I-fuzzy coalitions was chosen to describe vagueness in Parliamentary
voting, mainly because of ambivalence in members’ decisions. Members’ decisions are influencing party decisions
and political parties are main players in the weighted voting game.
Let N = {1, 2 . . . n} be a set of n players. An I-fuzzy coalition C̃ is given by vectors C̃ = hµC , ν C i with
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
coordinates µC = (µC
1 , µ2 , . . . µn ) and ν = (ν1 , ν2 , . . . νn ) such that 0 ≤ µi + νi ≤ 1 for all i ∈ N . A crisp
S
coalition S ⊂ N in I-fuzzy notation is represented by I-fuzzy coalition C̃ such that C̃ S = hµS , ν S i for which
µSi = 1 for all i ∈ S and µSi = 0 for all i ∈
/ S while νiS = 1 for all i ∈
/ S and νiS = 0 for all i ∈ S.
Let T be a crisp coalition such that T ⊂ N . Let C̃ be an I-fuzzy coalition. Let eT be a fuzzy coalition created
from C̃ such membership and nonmembership function are at basic levels for players not in coalition T , other
membership and nonmembership functions are unchanged. The Shapley value of the coalition K ⊂ N for the
referral coalition C̃ can be expressed as:
X (t − 1)!(n − t)!
X
X


Φi (v)S̃ =
v
S̃j eTj − (v
S̃j eTj )
(6)
t!
i∈T ⊂N

j∈T
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Figure 1 Depiction of expected probability of distributions for calculation of a Shapley-Shubik power index and a
blockability value for five players.
The blockability value of the coalition K ⊂ N for the referral coalition C̃ can be expressed as:
P
v(eT ) − B ∗ (K)
P
BK = T ⊂N
(7)
T
T ⊂N v(e )
P
where B ∗ (K) = T ⊂N v(eT \eK ). In real-world situation the referral coalition is considered to be a ‘typical’
coalition for a played game (for example in voting it can be the most probable coalition or an announced coalitional
partnership).
In order to calculate a characteristic function in the case of the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament, a
probabilistic approach was used. Values v(eT ) and v(eT \eK ) are calculated such that: if the sum of participation
levels of party members in coalition T (for simplicity called min(T )) is greater than 100, then v(T ) = 1; if the sum
of participation levels of party members in coalition T plus all values of uncertainty levels of all political parties
in T (for simplicity called max(T )) is smaller than 101, then v(T ) = 0; otherwise the respective value v(T ) is
calculating as the value of v(T ) = 1 − F (100), where F (100) is the value of a cumulative distribution function
for the continuous uniform distribution.

3

Data Description

This analysis is based on the data from the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament for two parliamentary
periods, namely 2006-2010, and 2010-2013 periods. Information of votes are available at the official web site
of the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament URL: www.psp.cz. Data for the 2006-2010 parliamentary
period are composed from 8740 voting outcomes for each legislator; data for the 2010-2013 parliamentary period
are composed from 5898 voting outcomes. The outcome of every vote for each member is one possibility from the
set {yes, no, abstain, absent}.

During the first 2006-2010 period there were five political parties operating in the Chamber of Deputies of
the Czech Parliament: Civic Democratic Party (ODS), Christian and Democratic Union - Czechoslovak People’s
Party (KDU-CSL), Green Party (SZ), Czech Social Democratic Party (CSSD), Communist Party of Bohemia and
Moravia (KSCM). Three political parties ODS, KDU-CSL, and SZ created governmental coalition; other two
political parties CSSD and KSCM stayed in opposition. Distribution of seats in the 2006-2010 Chamber of
Deputies of the Czech Republic together with party voting success index is given in Table 1.
Political Party
Seats
Party Success

ODS
81
0.808

CSSD
74
0.812

KSCM
26
0.721

KDU-CSL
13
0.749

SZ
6
0.678

Table 1 Distribution of seats and Party Success index in the 2006-2010 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Republic
During the second, 2010-2013 parliamentary period there were five political parties operating in the Chamber
of Deputies of the Czech Parliament: Civic Democratic Party (ODS), TOP09, Veci verejne (VV), Czech Social
Democratic Party (CSSD), and Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia (KSCM). Three political parties –
ODS, TOP09, and VV – created governmental coalition; other two political parties CSSD and KSCM stayed in
opposition. Distribution of seats in the 2010-2013 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Republic together with party
voting success index is given in Table 2.
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Political Party
Seats
Party Success

CSSD
56
0.592

ODS
53
0.943

TOP09
41
0.952

KSCM
26
0.567

VV
24
0.831

Table 2 Distribution of seats and Party Success index in the 2010-2013 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Republic

4

Results and Discussion

The standard way how to measure future power of players – in our case political parties – is to evaluate them
by predefined indices. Table 3 gives an a-priori evaluation of political parties in 2006-2010 Chamber of deputies
using Shapley value, Shapley value with a-priori coalition structure (for expected governmental coalition ODS,
KDU-CSL, and SZ) and blockability value. Viability value for the governmental coalition was 0. All correlation
coefficients of respective indices with Party Success index are positive and quite high. However, they are not
statistically significant at 5% level of significance.
Political party
Shapley-Shubik power index
Shapley-Shubik with a-priori union structure
Blockability value

ODS
0.367
0.121
0.600

CSSD
0.283
0.333
0.467

KSCM
0.283
0.333
0.467

KDU-CSL
0.033
0.112
0.067

SZ
0.033
0.101
0.067

Correlation
0.69
0.25
0.69

Table 3 Results of a-priori values for 2006-2010 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Republic. Last column gives
a correlation coefficient of the respective index with values of Party Success.
Analogically, respective results for political parties present in 2010-2013 Chamber of Deputies are given in
Table 4. In the case of Shapley value with a-priori coalition structure the expected governmental coalition was
composed of ODS, TOP09, and VV; viability value of this coalition was 0.1875. The correlation coefficient
between a-priori Shapley-Shubik power index and a Party Success is the same as for Blocking value, it reaches
value of -0.046 and this correlation coefficient is not statistically significant (p=0.941). Similarly, the correlation
coefficient between Shapley-Shubik power index with a-priori union structure and a Party Success value is equal
to 0.868 (p=0.056).
Political party
Shapley-Shubik power index
Shapley-Shubik with a-priori union structure
Blockability value

CSSD
0.300
0
0.5

ODS
0.300
0.530
0.5

TOP09
0.133
0.235
0.25

KSCM
0.133
0
0.25

VV
0.133
0.235
0.25

Correlation
-0.046
0.868
-0.046

Table 4 Results of a-priori values for 2010-2013 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Republic. Last column gives
a correlation coefficient of the respective index with values of Party Success.
One of the aspects that could influence of future success is the probability of coalition creation – usually
coalitions do not have expected probabilities. For illustration, Figures 2 and 3 give relative frequencies of voting
in coalition with respect to overall voting.
Relative frequencies in Figures 2, and 3 can be considered as real probability distributions over all possible
coalitions. These probability distributions are symmetric (e.g. coalition ABC implies creation of coalition DE,
there is no empty coalition depicted in figures), and for both periods reveal that the most probable coalition is
the grand coalition followed by governmental coalition. In the next calculations, the governmental coalition was
set to be a referral coalition. Membership values and nonmembership values of political parties in governmental
coalition were calculated with respect to the relative frequency, results are given in Table 5.
Calculated values of membership and nonmembership values for 2006-2010 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech
Parliament were used to predict power distribution in 2010-2013 Chamber of Deputies. As not all political parties
were present in Parliament during both periods, membership and nonmembership values of such political parties
were set as average values of all political parties in precedent period. Results of calculated IF indices together
are given in Table 6. For all calculated a-priori indices the correlations between index and overall voting outcome
increased, even though only one of them is statistically significant at 5% level of significance, namely ShapleyShubik power index with a-priori union structure based on a-priori governmental coalition of ODS, TOP09, and
VV.
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Figure 2 Probability of coalition creation for the 2006-2010 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament; probabilities are calculated as a relative frequencies. A = ODS, B = CSSD, C = KSCM, D = KDU-CSL, E = SZ.

Figure 3 Probability of coalition creation for the 2010-2013 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament; probabilities are calculated as a relative frequencies. A = CSSD, B = ODS, C = TOP09, D = KSCM, E = VV.

Political Party
Membership Value
Nonmembership Value

ODS
0.8096
0.0288

CSSD
0.7743
0.0434

KSCM
0.8668
0.0332

KDU-CSL
0.7197
0.0521

SZ
0.6229
0.0340

Table 5 Calculated membership and nonmembership values for 2006-2010 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech
Parliament

Political party
Membership Value
Nonmembership Value
Shapley-Shubik power index
Shapley-Shubik with a-priori union structure
Blocking value

CSSD
0.7743
0.0434
0.2923
0.0672
0.4425

ODS
0.8096
0.0288
0.2814
0.4133
0.5863

TOP09
0.7587
0.0383
0.2181
0.3200
0.3777

KSCM
0.8668
0.0332
0.1183
0.0672
0.1797

VV
0.7587
0.0383
0.0899
0.1320
0.1231

Correlation

0.1564
0.8918
0.3546

Table 6 Results of calculations of a-priori values for 2010-2013 Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Republic with
incorporated uncertainty issues. Last column gives a correlation coefficient of the respective index with values of
Party Success.
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5

Conclusion

The main aim of this text was to show that a coalition formation is influencing voting outcome and that this
influence can be partially incorporated into selected a-priori power indices such that they could better reflect future
outcome of voting. Analysis was performed on real voting data in this case the data from the Chamber of Deputies
of the Czech Parliament for two parliamentary periods. Voting outcome was measured by success index, power of
players was evaluated by three indices, namely Shapley-Shubik power index, blockability value, Shapley-Shubik
power index with a-priori union structure based on formed governmental coalition. For both observed period
(2006-2010, and 2010-2013 parliamentary periods) the correlation coefficient between indices and success index
is quite small with the exception of Shapley-Shubik power index with a-priori union structure in the second period
(which is still not statistically significant at 5% level of significance).
In order to cover uncertain character of real voting data, the uncertainty issues represented by I-fuzzy sets
were incorporated into calculated a-priori values. The first period served as a reference period for calculation of
membership and nonmembership values. These values, together with seats distribution were taken as input values
for calculation of a-priori indices for the second period. For all three calculated indices the correlation coefficient
increased, the Shapley-Shubik power index with a-priori union structure is statistically significant at 5% level of
significance, other two indices are still not statistically significant.
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Comparison of rankings of decision alternatives
based on the omega function and the prospect theory
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Abstract. Comparing decision alternatives in the prospect theory the deviations of
outcomes from the reference point are evaluated. The similar approach is applied in
the idea of the omega function, which is a ratio of the expected value of the relative
gains and expected value of the relative losses, calculated in relation to the threshold
level (reference point). Moreover, these criteria are defined for continuous
distributions, which allows to include full information about the distribution of
outcomes. In this paper the random rates of return of stocks quoted on Warsaw
Stock Exchange are the decision alternatives. The aim of this paper is to examine
how the selection of the probability distribution of the random rates of return, and
the way the rates of return are defined, influence the rankings of stocks created on
the basis of the omega ratio and the prospect theory. Various distributions as well as
various ways of defining the rate of return are considered.
Keywords: prospect theory, omega ratio, omega function, performance measure,
continuous probability distribution.
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1

Introduction

Fundamental concept of the prospect theory bases on the behavioral evaluation of a random decision alternative
which depends on information how individuals evaluate potential gains and losses with respect to the reference
point [3]. A similar approach is used in evaluating a random decision alternative using the omega function,
which is the quotient of the expected relative gains and the expected relative losses measured against the
threshold (reference point). The value of the omega function for a fixed reference point is a performance
measure of an alternative. The omega function was defined by Shadwick and Keating [9] both for discrete and
continuous distributions, but in prospect theory (PT) a formula for evaluating the decision alternative described
by continuous distribution was proposed first time in 2008 [8]. In both measures (PT and omega) full
information on the distribution can be considered. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the consistency of the
rankings of decision alternatives with given continuous distributions and depending on the given way of
defining them. In empirical studies the random rates of return of selected shares listed on the Warsaw Stock
Exchange were used as the decision alternatives.

2

Omega function for continuous distribution

Searching for the performance measure taking into account all the information about the distribution of the
random variable led to proposition of omega function [9]. If F (x ) denotes the cumulative distribution of the
random variable X the omega function is defined as follows:


 (1  F ( x))dx
L 

L

(1)

L

 F ( x)dx


where L is a variable threshold level. If a variable X stands for a random rate of return and the threshold L is
a level of the rate of return determined by the decision-maker then the value of the omega function is the
quotient of the expected value of gains and expected value of losses (relative to the threshold L ).

1
2
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The analytic form of the omega function depends on the assumed distribution of the random variable and its
determination is often very difficult. A good starting point for determining both the analytical form of the omega
function and the value of the omega function for continuous distributions with the given density function f (x )
of the random variable X is the following relation:


 ( x  L) f ( x) dx
L
L

L 

(2)

 ( L  x) f ( x) dx


If f (x ) is the density function of the normal distribution N(, ) than the omega function (2) has the
following form [5]:



L


( L  ) 

 

(  L )  
L 

L 




 
 

2
exp  12 L 

,
2


1 L  

exp  2  
2



2

(3)

where  denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution,  the expected value
and  the standard deviation of random variable X . In the paper [6] the authors also propose an analytic form
of the omega function for a random variable with a uniform distribution and a random variable being a linear
transformation of a random variable with a uniform distribution.
Another type of continuous distribution often used for random rates of return is the normal inverse Gaussian
distribution (NIG) belonging to the class of generalized hyperbolic distributions. Piasecki and Tomasik [7] failed
to reject the hypothesis of the NIG distribution for 93% of the analyzed rates of return. The density function of
the random variable with the NIG(, , , ) distribution is:
f NIG ( x ) 



K1   2  ( x  ) 2
2

   ( x  )

2

exp(



 2   2 )  ( x  ) ,

(4)

where:  is a tail heaviness,  is an asymmetry parameter,  is a scale parameter,  is the location parameter,
and K1 () denotes a modified Bessel function of the third kind. Determining the analytical form of the omega
function for the NIG distribution is not a simple task given the complicated formula of the density function. In
this situation it is better to use the integral formula (2) especially if calculations of the value of omega functions
for fixed thresholds are supported by mathematical software (e.g. R or Mathematica).
Following the principle of preference based on the omega ratio we say that the random decision alternative
D1 is preferred over D2 (written as D1   L D2 ) for a fixed threshold L if and only if an inequality
 L (D1)   L (D 2) holds.

3

Valuation of decision alternatives with continuous distribution based on
the prospect theory

The authors of the prospect theory Kahneman and Tversky [3] have extended the concept of the expected utility
with psychological aspects of decision making. The absolute outcomes of the decision x i (final assets or total
wealth) were replaced with z i  x i  L , gains and losses relative to a certain reference point L . In addition, the
utility function has been replaced by a value function v(z ) that reflects the risk-aversion behavior for gains and
the risk-seeking behavior for losses (concave in the domain of gains and convex in the domain of losses). This
function is steeper for losses than for gains, which expresses the fact that loss hurts more than gain of the same
value satisfies. The prospect theory also relates decision weights to stated probabilities by the weighting
probability function w( p) , where p is a probability of a relative outcome. This function models the behavior of
decision makers who tend to overestimate very small probabilities and underestimate large ones. The most
frequently cited forms of these functions are [10]:
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 z 0 ,88
the value function v ( z )  
 2,25( z ) 0,88

z0

(5)

z0

p

the probability weighting function w( p) 

p



(6)



1/ 

 (1  p) 

and the value of  in the study of Tversky and Kahneman [10] was 0.69 for losses and 0.61 for gains.
Limitation of the original prospect theory [3] e.g. the possibility of evaluating random decision alternative
with at most two non-zero outcomes, has been overcome. Rieger and Wang [8] proposed a formula for
evaluating alternative with multiple outcomes can be written as follows
n

 w( pi )  v( z i )
i 1

PTL 

(7)

n

 w( pi )
i 1

The weight normalization3 in (7) is intended to prevent the divergence to  . Generalizing the formula (7)
for the decision alternative given by the continuous distribution with density function f (z) , Rieger and Wang
[8] proposed the following analytical form:



 v( z)   f ( z)  dz
PTL 



(8)



  f ( z )



dz



In particular, if the value function is given by (5), PT value is calculated as follows [1, 2]
0


0, 69

0,88
  2,25( z)  f ( z) 

PTL 

0, 61

dz   z 0,88  f ( z ) 


0

  f ( z )

dz 



  f ( z )

dz



0,88
  2,25( z)  f ( z)

0, 69


0





0



0, 61
0 ,88
 z  f ( z) dz

dz

0, 69
0, 61
  f ( z) dz    f ( z)  dz



0, 61

0

0

PTL




0, 69



dz

0



0
0





(9)

0, 69
0 ,61
  f ( z)  dz    f ( z) dz


0

PTL

The PT value can be expressed as a sum of the valuation of losses PTL and the valuation of gains PTL .
Following the principle of preference based on the PT value we say that the random decision alternative D1 is
preferred over D2 (written as D1  PTL D2 ) for a fixed reference point L if and only if an inequality
PTL (D1)  PTL (D2) holds.

4

Empirical analysis of the consistency of rankings

The purpose of the paper is to investigate whether the distribution of probabilities of random rates of return and
the definition of the rate of return determine the companies' rankings based on the omega ratio and PT value. The
research uses quotations of the 195 companies listed on Warsaw Stock Exchange in the first half of 2016 year
(without any suspension in quotations). Based on these data, daily rates of return (R1) and logarithmic daily rates
of return (R2) were calculated as follows:

3

Karmarkar [4] introduced the weight normalization in the subjectively weighted utility.
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R1t 

Ct  Ct 1
,
Ct 1

R 2t  ln

(10)

Ct
,
Ct 1

(11)

where Ct denotes share’s quotation in moment t .
For random rates of return, two types of continuous distributions were considered - normal distribution
(NORM) and normal inverse Gaussian distribution (NIG) with density function (4). For each stock and both R1
and R2 we estimated the parameters of the normal distribution (sample mean and standard deviation) and we
tested the null hypothesis that empirical distribution is the same as estimated normal distribution (AndersonDarling test with 0.01 significance level in the nortest Package of R software). The parameters of NIG
distribution for rates of return R1 and R2 were estimated using GeneralizedHyperbolic Package. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with 0.01 significance level was used to test the null hypothesis that the empirical
distribution is the same as the estimated NIG distribution. From all 195 stocks, 45 were selected for which we
fail to reject the null hypothesis about the normal distribution as well as NIG distribution for both R1 and R2
rates of return. In following part rankings of these 45 stocks were built.
The evaluation of a random decision alternative based on the omega ratio and PT value requires assuming
a threshold level L (reference point). In the research we use values L that differ by 0.01 and are within the
interval 0.03, 0.02 which is an intersection of ranges of observed rates of returns. For the rates of return R1
and R2, different threshold values and the assumed distribution (NORM or NIG), omega ratios and PT values
were calculated. Subsequently, rankings of companies were created. We use Spearman's correlation coefficient
as a measure of the interdependencies between the positions of shares in the rankings. The significance of the
obtained coefficients at significance level 0.01 was also examined.
In order to investigate how the definition of the random rates of return influences the ranking, the rankings
created for the assumed probability distribution (NORM or NIG) and the fixed threshold value (12 pairs of
rankings based on the omega ratio and 12 pairs of rankings based on PT value) were compared. Table 1 shows
the values of Spearman's rank correlation coefficients, which express the strength of the statistical dependence
between the rankings created for different rates of return (R1 or R2), the assumed distribution (NORM or NIG)
and using the omega ratios and PT values.

L
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
0
0.01
0.02

Correlation between
 NORM
( R1)
L

Correlation between
 NIG
L ( R1)

Correlation between
PTLNORM ( R1)

Correlation between
PTLNIG ( R1)

and  NORM
( R 2)
L

and  NIG
L ( R 2)

and PTLNORM ( R 2)

and PTLNIG ( R 2)

0.9982
0.9996
0.9992
0.9988
0.9996
0.9991

0.9959
0.9987
0.9993
0.9989
0.9997
0.9978

0.9976
0.9980
0.9970
0.9968
0.9963
0.9964

0.9788
0.9810
0.9854
0.9879
0.9822
0.9798

Table 1 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for rankings based on evaluation of rates of return
for various way of defining rates of return (R1 or R2)
For fixed values of reference point, rankings based on the omega ratio do not depend on the definition of the
rate of return (Spearman correlation coefficients  1), both for the NORM distribution as well as for the NIG
distribution. We can observe a similar strength of dependence for rankings based on the PT values.
In order to investigate whether the assumed distribution (NORM or NIG) of the random rates of return
influences the ranking we compared the rankings created for the assumed definition of rate of return (R1 or R2)
and the fixed threshold value L (12 pairs of rankings based on the omega ratio and 12 pairs of rankings based on
PT value). Table 2 shows the values of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients, which express the strength of
the statistical dependence between the rankings created for different assumed distributions (NORM or NIG),
using different definitions of rates of return (R1 or R2) and the omega ratio and PT values.
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L
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
0
0.01
0.02

Correlation between
 NORM
( R1)
L

Correlation between
 NORM
( R 2)
L

Correlation between
PTLNORM ( R1)

Correlation between
PTLNORM ( R 2)

and  NIG
L ( R1)

and  NIG
L ( R 2)

and PTLNIG ( R1)

and PTLNIG ( R 2)

0.9398
0.9750
0.9872
0.9997
0.9901
0.9640

0.9419
0.9789
0.9884
0.9999
0.9893
0.9589

0.6101
0.6827
0.7466
0.8045
0.8231
0.8246

0.7047
0.7472
0.7851
0.8292
0.8460
0.8672

Table 2 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for rankings based on evaluation of rates of return
for various distributions (NORM or NIG)

For all considered reference points, the correlation coefficients for rankings based on the omega ratio are
higher than 0.93, which means that the making an assumption of a type of distribution (NORM or NIG) does not
significantly affect the ranking of the shares. For rankings based on the PT values the correlation coefficients are
lower than 0.87, but higher than 0.61, which means that the distribution type influences the ranking to a greater
extent than when using the omega ratio.
In the next part, we investigate the interdependence between the rankings based on the omega ratios and the
PT values for the assumed distribution and the definition of rate of return.

L
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
0
0.01
0.02

Correlation between
 NORM
( R1)
L

Correlation between
 NORM
( R 2)
L

Correlation between
 NIG
L ( R1)

Correlation between
 NIG
L ( R 2)

and PTLNORM ( R1)

and PTLNORM ( R 2)

and PTLNIG ( R1)

and PTLNIG ( R 2)

0.8986
0.9441
0.9943
0.5717
-0.0378*
-0.0315*

0.9032
0.9502
0.9941
0.5565
-0.0988*
-0.0814*

0.5962
0.6667
0.7958
0.6978
0.2461*
0.3170*

0.6909
0.7307
0.8341
0.6509
0.1638*
0.2240*

* not significantly different from zero at the 1% level
Table 3 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for rankings based on evaluation of rates of return
using omega ratio and PT

For the NORM distribution of random rates of return for both R1 and R2, Spearman’s correlation
coefficients are relatively high for negative reference points L . On the other hand, for positive reference points,
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients are not significantly different from zero, which indicates a lack of
interdependence between these rankings. For the NIG distribution and negative values of reference point L ,
the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients are between 0.59 and 0.84. For positive values of reference point,
rankings based on the omega ratio and PT value are not interdependent. The lack of interdependency between
rankings for positive threshold levels can be explained by different forms of the omega ratio (quotient) and PT
value (sum). If threshold levels are positive than most of outcomes are understood as losses. In such case the
value of the denominator of the omega ratio increases, which can lead to larger changes in rankings relative to
rankings based on PT value, than for negative threshold levels. However, confirmation of the reason for such
situation requires further investigation.

5

Conclusions

The use of decision support tools often requires that certain assumptions are met. According to Markowitz
theory, in the field of investment it is assumed that random variables are normally distributed. In this study we
attempted to determine what are the consequences of assuming that random rates of return are normally
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distributed when omega and PT are used to evaluate the decision alternatives (shares). Rankings of shares were
compared with the rankings build on the bases of the omega and PT but assuming the NIG distribution (it was
found that the majority of the random rates of return can be modeled by the NIG distribution [7]).
Comparing decision alternatives (random rates of return) valuated on the basis of the prospect theory, the
choice of probability distribution influences the ranking, but it does not matter if we take the daily rates of return
or the logarithmic daily rates of return. On the other hand, if a decision-maker evaluate the shares on the basis of
the omega ratio, he or she do not need to think very carefully about the way the rate of return are defined or
which distribution is assumed (NORM or NIG). It is also very important if the decision-maker chooses the
objective (the omega ratio) or the subjective (the prospect theory) approach while evaluating the decision
alternatives, especially when most relative outcomes are perceived as losses.
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Interpretation of Human Resource Management Data using
Multiple Correspondence Analysis
Ondřej Mikulec1
Abstract. Ability to properly work with quantitative data is crucial for each segment
of a company including Human Resource Management (HRM). People analytics
represents a data-driven approach to HRM and implementation of quantitative models in decision processing of company´s workforce planning. In this work we present
a combined way of using a multiple correspondence analysis as multivariate analysis
method that integrates ideas from multidimensional scaling in the field of people analytics.
Several managers formulated ideas concerning possible dependencies and associations among length and frequency of absenteeism events, age of an employee, sex
and employee´s designation (blue collar, white collar). These ideas are formulated as
hypotheses and tested on data set summarizing information about more than five
thousand employees of six production companies from Moravian-Silesian region
during period 01/2015 - 12/2016. Associations and particular patterns among specified categorical variables are interpreted using Multiple Correspondence Analysis
(MCA). The main objective of this study is to discuss obtained information with focus on implementation of the results in the decision processing of HRM. We also
conclude that MCA represents appropriate statistical tool for visualizing HRM data.
Keywords: Multiple correspondence analysis, human resource management, people
analytics, absenteeism.
JEL Classification: C3, M50
AMS Classification: 91

1

Introduction

This study presents new empirical evidence on the associations between absenteeism and other personnel statistics such as frequency of absenteeism events, age of an employee, sex and employee´s designation (blue collar or
white collar). The study aims to analyze unique Human Resource Management (HRM) data set to find interdependences and visualize them by Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) biplot and furtherly put the data into
context of HRM decision processing.
MCA presents strong visualization technique detecting and representing underlying structures in a data set by
expressing each group of categorical variable as a point in a low-dimensional Euclidean space. Nowadays it is
possible to grasp enormous amounts of visualization and use more data and process it with visual pattern recognition as the basis of exploratory analysis. Visualization plays important role in HRM for the need of expressing
the right things by the right way as described in [3].
Analyzed data are strongly oriented on absenteeism and present anonymized personnel information about
more than five thousand employees from six production companies from Moravian-Silesian region including
absenteeism in last two years 2015 - 2016. Absenteeism can generally include all events in which an employee is
absent which includes holiday, sick leave and other absenteeism such as visiting doctor, blood donation, special
events defined in Labor code etc. This study is oriented only on sick leave absenteeism because of growing trend
of sick leave absenteeism in total absenteeism and becoming more and more costly feature for production companies as well as the fact that holiday and some special events defined in Labor code are unavoidable. Simple
hypotheses were independently formulated by companies’ management about sick leave absenteeism:
 older employees tend to have longer length of absenteeism events;
 younger employees tend to have more frequent and shorter absenteeism;
 white collars have lower absenteeism than blue collars;
 there are no differences in women and men absenteeism.
Some of the hypotheses are based on general observations but can be confirmed only through the proper research. Each of the hypotheses could be researched individually by using more accurate tool, but it is more optimal to compare them all together. Similar use of MCA in social-economic environment was described in [6], [9]
1
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and [10]. We drew information from [2] to work with and correctly define HRM data. Stata11 is used to process
the data and perform MCA.
Data Description
Data set represents summarization of the HRM data of over five thousand employees from companies coming
from production area from Moravian-Silesian region. We define following sets of categorical variables, to research given hypotheses: cumulated length of absent work-days, amount of absenteeism events, sex, category
and age. Similar description of HRM data for statistical processing can be found in [13].
Length of absenteeism (ABS) is based on the total amount of absent time throughout two past years. Five
groups are defined: a group with zero absence during years 2015-2016, or in other words, people, which were
not taking any sick days in last two years (0); second group was determined as those who were on a sick leave
for less than two weeks (<2W) for which the employees are being paid by the company (except first three days
of sick leave as per current legislation). Third group had been on a sick leave for more than two weeks but less
than one month (2W-1M), which is still crucial short term absenteeism in which production companies are usually unable to replace sick employee by some replacement, i.e. agency worker. Fourth statistically important group
had been on a sick leave for more than a month but less than three months (1M-3M) and the last group had the
longest registered sick leave, longer than three months (3M+).
Second categorical variable was defined as amount of sick leave events during last two years. There had
been a significant amount of employees with zero sick leave events (E_0) as well as with one sick leave event
(E_1). Roughly ten percent of researched population had two registered sick leave events (E_2) and the rest was
labeled as three or more sick leave events (E_3+). Furtherly we defined sex as Female (F) and male (M) gender.
Category of employee is represented by blue collars (BC) and white collars (WC) although by Czech legislation these categories are unofficial. We use this category differentiation to test whether there is a different
association with absenteeism for workers physically involved in production process and office workers, management etc.
Last group was differentiated according to age. Employees were sorted to one of the preset groups according to their age: first group was defined as employees younger than 30 (A_<30), second group included employees older than 30 but younger than 40 (A_30-39), third group included employees older than 40 but younger than
50 (A_40-49), fourth group included those older than 50 but younger than 60 years old (A_50-59) and last group
was set for all old as or older than 60 (A_60-65). Ten years age interval was set to cover employees in different
life situations and possibly different association to sick leave absenteeism.

2

Principles of Multiple Correspondence Analysis

Correspondence analysis (CA) is an exploratory multivariate technique for graphical and numerical analysis of
almost any data matrix with non-negative entries, but it principally involves tables of frequencies or counts.
Because it is oriented toward categorical data, it can be used to analyze almost any type of tabular data after
suitable data transformations, or recording [4]. MCA is an extension of CA, which allows one to analyze the
pattern of relationships of several categorical dependent variables. Simple CA is primarily applicable to a twoway contingency table as in [12], leading to a map that visualizes the associations between two categorical variables. CA focus is on two-dimensional table of frequencies usually called contingency table and shows inner
associations between two sets of categorical variables.
In MCA all variables have the same status unlike in CA. MCA tackles more general problem associations
among a set of more than two categorical variables, which makes it more suitable for researching greater sets of
data, especially with more than two sets of categorical variables. It represents a case of reminiscent of principal
analysis, which involves all the cross tables of a set of categorical variables. By that, we obtain what is called a
Burt matrix, i.e. in Table 1. Burt matrix is related quite simply to an indicator matrix as described in [5]. MCA is
calculated as described in [14].

2.1

MCA Eigenvalue Correction

MCA codes data by creating several binary columns for each variable with the constraint that one and only one
of the columns gets the value one. This coding schema creates artificial additional dimensions because one categorical variable is coded with several columns. Consequently, the inertia of the solution space is artificially inflated and therefore the percentage of inertia explained by the first dimension is severely underestimated. Formula with better estimation for eigenvalues according to [1] can be expressed as
[(
𝜔𝐽 =

{

𝐾

1

2

) (𝜔𝑖 − )] 𝑖𝑓𝜔𝑖 >
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where K is an amount of nominal variables, 𝜔𝑖 represents proportionally redistributed eigenvalues for each pattern of relationship, i stands for the given relationship, 𝜔𝑗 total eigenvalue and j for given pattern of relationship.
Using this formula gives a better estimate of the inertia, extracted by each eigenvalue.

2.2

MCA procedure

MCA procedure represents a set of steps to perform the analysis and interpret the data. CA and MCA procedure
is defined in six following steps as in [11], although the procedure is adjusted according to [8] to fit better for
MCA.
1. define the objectives of MCA to assess associations among row and column categories and rows and columns themselves,
2. task formulation and creation of squared non-negative data matrix (Burt table),
3. fulfilling assumptions of compositional techniques (completeness of the input characters),
4. presentation of row, column or both categories in common chart where we look for suitable number of chart
dimensions,
5. interpretation of the results by defining associated categories and comparing row and column categories,
6. verifying the results.

3

Interpreting MCA Results of HRM Data

MCA can be used also as exploratory analysis which does not require testing of predefined hypotheses and instead it can be used to identify patterns or hidden structure in data sets, which can suggest new research directions, but in this study we aim to analyze preset hypotheses. Data set is arranged to a form of Burt table and
MCA is performed furtherly following MCA procedure from 2.2.

AGE

CAT

SEX

EVENT

ABS

ABS

EVENT

SEX

CAT

AGE

0

<2W

2W-1M

1M-3M

3M+

0

1

2

3+

F

M

BC

WC

<30

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-65

0

3214

0

0

0

0

3214

0

0

0

335

2879

2214

1000

218

317

1165

1290

224

<2W

0

436

0

0

0

0

378

57

1

68

368

294

142

32

62

176

152

14

2W-1M

0

0

430

0

0

0

298

105

27

66

364

355

75

16

60

158

166

30

1M-3M

0

0

0

630

0

0

328

190

112

75

555

535

95

38

64

221

266

41

3M+

0

0

0

0

456

0

171

173

112

50

406

408

48

17

36

98

242

63

0

3214

0

0

0

0

3214

0

0

0

310

2684

2047

947

207

300

1091

1194

202

1

0

378

298

328

171

0

1175

0

0

191

1204

1096

299

65

139

479

606

106

2

0

57

105

190

173

0

0

525

0

59

466

448

77

31

55

163

230

46

3+

0

1

27

112

112

0

0

0

252

34

218

215

37

18

45

85

86

18

F

335

68

66

75

50

310

191

59

34

594

0

280

314

18

37

203

310

26

M

2879

368

364

555

406

2684

1204

466

218

0

4572

3526

1046

303

502

1615

1806

346

BC

2214

294

355

535

408

2047

1096

448

215

280

3526

3806

0

241

363

1337

1575

290

WC

1000

142

75

95

48

947

299

77

37

314

1046

0

1360

80

176

481

541

82

<30

218

32

16

38

17

207

65

31

18

18

303

241

80

321

0

0

0

0

30-39

317

62

60

64

36

300

139

55

45

37

502

363

176

0

539

0

0

0

40-49

1165

176

158

221

98

1091

479

163

85

203

1615

1337

481

0

0

1818

0

0

50-59

1290

152

166

266

242

1194

606

230

86

310

1806

1575

541

0

0

0

2116

0

60-65

224

14

30

41

63

202

106

46

18

26

346

290

82

0

0

0

0

372

Table 1 Burt table
In Table 1 we can see amount of employees in each group in the diagonal and amount of employees from
given group in observed group in other parts of the table. Large amount (3214 out of 5166) of employees have
zero sick leave events. Only around 12% of observed employees (456) are females as data set represents productive companies with large part of physically working employees. Firstly was performed MCA for the whole data
set including group of employees (in total 62%) with zero sick leave events during 2015-2016.
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Number of observation = 5166
Dimension
dim 1
dim 2
dim 3
dim 4
dim 5
dim 6
Total

Eigenvalue Inertia InertiaCum
0.0586877 52.01
52.01
0.0110916 9.83
61.84
0.0024160 2.14
63.98
0.0004438 0.39
64.37
0.0000934 0.08
64.46
0.0000528 0.05
64.5
0.11284
100

Table 2 MCA whole population results
MCA project row and column profiles into lower amount of dimensions. Cumulative inertia in Table 2 represents total amount of information displayed and captured by given amount of dimensions.
E_3+

4

ABS_3M+

3

E_2

2
A_60-65

4

ABS_1-3M

-4
-4

-3

1
SEX_F A_<30
A_50-59 CAT_WC
0 A_40-49
A_30-39
-2
-1
0
1
SEX_M
-1
ABS_2W-1M
CAT_BC
E_1

E_0
ABS_0
2

3

44

-2

-3

ABS_<2W
-4

-4

Figure 1 MCA whole population biplot
Common position of the categorical variables represented by points in biplot in Figure 1 shows generally low
associations between length of absenteeism and other groups of categorical variables, although there is visible
pattern with amount of absenteeism events showing that those, who are being absent more frequently tend to
have also higher total length of absenteeism longer. This goes against expectations because frequent absenters
were expected to spend short term sick leave per each event and thus not so much in total. Association or interdependence is generally defined between the points which are close to each other as the mass of one represented
in the other one is significantly higher than in those who are further in the two dimensional biplot.

Number of observation = 1952
Dimension
dim 1
dim 2
dim 3
dim 4
dim 5
Total

Eigenvalue Inertia InertiaCum
0.0192329 53.18
53.18
0.0035622 9.85
63.03
0.0008512 2.35
65.38
0.0001716 0.47
65.85
0.0001423 0.39
66.25
0.0361678
100

Table 3 MCA only ≥1 sick leave events results
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Previous analysis required a correction to receive visually more synoptic results giving the management valuable information for decision processing. Following analysis was performed excluding the data of zero absenters to better fulfil the purpose of the study. By focusing only on those who had at least one sick leave event and
excluding a large part of the data set we received more predicative results.
The amount of explained information in corrected model in Table 3 is higher which is expressed by increase
in cumulative inertia compared to model including whole population in Table 2. The model is considered sufficient if the first dimension inertia is explained by more than 50% which is fulfilled in both models.
4

4

3
A_<30

-4
-4

-3

2
A_30-39
A_40-49
ABS_<2W
1
SEX_M
ABS_2W-1M
CAT_BC
E_1
ABS_1-3M
0
E_2
A_60-65
-2
-1
0
1
2
E_3+
A_50-59
-1
ABS_3M+
CAT_WC

3

44

-2

-3

-4

SEX_F
-4

Figure 2 MCA only ≥1 sick leave events biplot
Corrected MCA in Table 3 showed both higher level of explained inertia and visually more synoptic results
in Figure 2. In Figure 2 we can see connected dots representing age groups and also length of absenteeism. Pattern showing association between amount of sick leave events and total length of absenteeism observed in Figure
1 is visible also in Figure 2. We can conclude that higher age can be associated with both longer and more frequent absenteeism still rather explaining association based on percent occurrence, i.e. mass, and not causality.
This fact does not correspond with the expectation that younger employees have more frequent absenteeism,
although length of absence and age pattern confirm that younger employees tend to have shorter sick leave in
total.
Expectation that WC tend to have lower absenteeism than BC is partially confirmed by the fact that BC are
strongly associated with absenteeism 1 – 3 months in total length as well as being close to either 3 and more plus
2 weeks to 1 month. WC position shows no strong association with certain total length of sick leave, even though
it is being closer to less than 2 weeks and from 2 weeks to 1 month absenteeism. Similar situation applies for the
expectation that men are being equally sick as women but from opposite perspective. Men are more associated to
certain absenteeism intervals while women are not associated to any particular total length of absenteeism.

4

Discussion

People analytics as data-driven approach to managing people at work are based on implementation of quantitative models into HRM decision processing and its influence on the company. Over the past decade, big data
analytics and people analytics has been revolutionizing the way many companies do business. Common use for
these techniques is described for recruitment, talent management, people retention etc. as well as market performance as in [7] and this study is oriented on interdependencies and associations of personnel data with focus on
absenteeism and visualization of the results using MCA two dimensional biplot.
MCA was used to all together assess given hypotheses and there were presented two individual results in the
study. One of the analyzed the whole population but had to be corrected due to fact that large part of observed
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employees had zero sick leave events and thus strongly influenced MCA output as is visible in Figure 1. This
was corrected by excluding this group and leaving only those employees with one or more sick leave events in
order to present visually acceptable result. Also there is high probability that some of the sick leave was covered
by holiday leave and thus have not appeared in the model. This way of dealing with illnesses is known mostly
among WC employees because first three days of each sick leave are unpaid by employer according to Labor
code. Nevertheless, used data set with so large researched population should avoid to be influenced by this.
Some of the hypotheses were confirmed such as that higher age is generally associated with higher total
length of absenteeism and that WC tend to have lower sick leave than BC as discussed above. Some hypotheses
were partially disapproved, such as assumption that younger employees tend to have higher sick leave frequency
with lower absenteeism. Based on the results we conclude that MCA represents a suitable statistical tool to
uncover interdependencies and associations for HRM data. HRM decisions supported by the results of the analysis can be used to various HR problems, such as directing of sanitation residence, vitamin packages, active discussion about sick leave absenteeism with subordinates after sick leave return, prevention for unnecessary absenteeism etc., generally focusing on specific group rather than allocating time and effort at the same rate for each
group. Also well visualized result works as a great general overview of employees’ behavior and synoptical
distribution of variously differentiated groups in the company.
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The efficiency of stocks investment strategy
with the use of chosen measures of deterministic
chaos to building optimal portfolios
Monika Miśkiewicz-Nawrocka1, Katarzyna Zeug-Żebro2
Abstract. In recent years, in addition to classical methods of portfolio analysis have
been developed tools that are both modifications of these concept as well as new,
alternative diversification techniques of investment portfolio which take into
account for example the indicators of fundamental analysis. A new approach
proposed in the paper is the use of the measures for identifying chaos, i.e. the largest
Lyapunov exponent and the Hurst exponent. Since determinism of chaotic time
series indicates on potential possibility of their prediction, it is also expected that has
a significant impact on the construction of optimal portfolio.
The paper aims to construct optimal portfolios determined based on the largest
Lyapunov exponent and the Hurst exponents. The test will be conducted on the basis
of the financial time series in 2005-2015.
Keywords: portfolio analysis, largest Lyapunov exponent, Hurst exponent.
JEL Classification: C3, C8, G11, E4
AMS Classification: 91B28

1

Introduction

The construction of an optimal portfolio proposed by H. Markowitz [6,7] started intensive development of
scientific field which is a portfolio analysis. Research conducted for many years in various scientific centers
have provided new tools and approaches for estimating the shares in the optimal portfolio , e.g. taxonomic
measure of investment attractiveness (TMAI) [14,15], value investing, growth investing, dividend investing [2,
16], innovation investing [13]. A new approach proposed by the authors is the use to construct the optimal
portfolio of two measures for identifying chaos, i.e. the largest Lyapunov exponent and the Hurst exponent [9,10,
11, 12].
The aim of the paper will be an attempt to diversify the risk of the investment portfolio , based on the
constructed optimal portfolios determined on the value of the largest Lyapunov exponent and Hurst exponent. In
the study we used the financial time series of the WIG20 index, which at the time of portfolios building were
listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange for at least 10 years. The WIG20 is the stocks index of 20 largest
companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange, updated at the end of each quarter. The data cover a period
from 1.01.1994 to 31.12.2016, and stocks portfolios were built at the end of each year between 2004 and 2015.

2 The largest Lyapunov exponent

The pair  X , f  , where X is the state space and f : X  X , X  R m , is called the dynamic system with
discrete time (cascade)[12]. These dynamic systems can be described by first order recurrence equation of the
form:
xt 1  f xt  ,

t  0,1, 2,... ,

where xt , xt 1 - state on the system respectively at the moments t and t  1 .
Lyapunov exponents are defined as limits [17]
1
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i x0   lim
ln  i n, x0  ,
n 
1
n

i = 1. .... m. for m  1 ,

(2)

where  i n, x0  are the eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix of mapping f n . f n is an n-fold submission of function
f, and f is the function that generates a dynamic system.
The Lyapunov exponents measure the rate of divergence or convergence of neighboring trajectories, i.e. the
level of chaos in a dynamic system. The largest (maximal) Lyapunov exponent allows to specify the extent of
a change (an increase or a decrease) in the distance between the current state x N of the system and its nearest
neighbor x i in the evolution of the system, and also estimate the distance between the vectors x N 1 and xi 1 .
Based on this distance the value of the forecasts xˆ N 1 is determined [3,9].
For real-time series, if you do not know a generator function f, the largest (maximal) Lyapunov exponent is
estimated based on the relation [15]:
 n   0  e nmax ,

(3)

as the direction component of the regression equation [4, 5, 11]:
ln  n  ln  0  max n ,

(4)

where  0 is the initial distance between two initially close (in the Euclidean distance sense) points of the
reconstructed state space,  n is the distance between these points after n iterations and max is the largest
(maximal) Lyapunov exponent.
Consider a one-dimensional time series, composed of N observation x1 , x2 ,...,x N  . Of all the vectors x td of
reconstructed state space we choose the vector closest to the vector x Nd (in terms of Euclidean distance) and it is
d
d
denoted by x min
. Let  min denote the distance between x Nd and x min
, and  1 - the distance between x Nd 1 and
d
x min
1 . Assuming that  1  min is a small change in the evolution of the system, the distance between vectors
d
x Nd 1 and x min
1 is given by [3]:

1   min  e max ,

(5)

where max is the largest (maximal) Lyapunov exponent.

3 Hurst exponent
The Hurst exponent [4] is another measure that allows for the classification of time series, i.e. to distinguish
chaotic time series generated by deterministic dynamic systems from the stochastic time series. The exponent
has a value in the range 0, 1 . If the time series is generated by a random walk (or a Brownian motion process)
it has the value of H = 0.5. If 0 ⩽ H < 0.5 the time series is antipersistent or ergodic. For a series, for which 0.5
< H ⩽ 1, the series is persistent, i.e. reinforcing trend.
One of the methods of calculating the Hurst exponent is the method of the rescaled range R/S. For time series

x , x ,...,x  it runs through the following steps[1, 12, 18]:
1

2

N

(1) transform the above time series into m = N - 1 logarithmic rates of return:
y k  logx k 1 x k  , k = 1. 2. …. N – 1.
(6)
(2) Next, share a series (6) on T parts made up of t elements: T = [m/t], where [ ] denotes the integer part of the
argument. If the quotient m/t is not an integer then tT < m and we use values y k for k = 1. 2. …. tT.
(3) In the next step, define the:
z ij  y ij  y j ,
(7)
where: y ij is the j-th value in the i-th interval and y j 

1 t
 y ij .
t i 1

(4) A sequence of partial sums z lj for each i, is given by:
i

q ij   z lj ,

i = 1. 2. …. t,

l 1
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(5) The range of the i-th interval is defined as:
R j  maxqij   minqij  .
(6) Calculate the rescaled range series (R/S):

 jt  R j / S j ,

(9)
(10)

1 t 2
z ij .
t i 1
(7) Next, calculate:

where: S j 



T

( R / S )t  (1 / T )  jt .

(11)

j 1

(8) The above procedure is carried out for different lengths of time series t.
(9) Finally, the value of the Hurst exponent is the slope of the graph of the logarithms ( R / S ) t to the axis of
logarithms t.

4 The optimal stock portfolio
Optimal allocation of shares in portfolio is issued by solving the following optimization problems:
- Model I
 m

max max i xi 
 i 1

R p  R0



m

S x
i

 S0

i

i 1

m

x

1

i

i 1

0.4  xi  0 , i  1, ...,m

-

Model II
 m

max H i xi 
 i 1

R p  R0



m

S x
i

 S0

i

i 1

m

x

1

i

i 1

0.4  xi  0 , i  1, ...,m

where:
S i - the standard deviation for i-company,
xi - contribution of i-share in the portfolio,
R p - the expected rate of return on the portfolio: R p 

m

x R
i

i

i 1

R i - the expected rate of return for i-company,
R0 - average rate of return for companies,
S 0 - mean standard deviation,
max i - the largest (maximal) Lyapunov exponent for i-company,
H i - the Hurst exponent for i-company.
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5 The purpose and conduct of the study
In the study we used financial time series of the WIG20 index, which at the time of portfolios building were
listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange for at least 10 years – from 2004 to 2015. The optimal portfolios were
built at the end of each year between 2004-2015.
The largest Lyapunov exponent and the Hurst exponent for the analyzed companies was estimated on the
basis of the algorithms described in points 1 and 2. For this were used financial time series which were set up
with logarithms of daily returns of closing price indexes of selected companies in period from 1.01.1994 to
31.12.2015 3. The value of the largest Lyapunov exponent allowed to choose the companies, whose time series
are characterized by chaotic dynamics i.e. the largest Lyapunov exponent is positive and statistically significant
(R2>0,3).
In the next stage of the studies it was constructed 24 investment portfolios based on solving optimization
problems: model I and model II. The optimal portfolios based on model I conclude only companies with positive
and statistically significant largest Lyapunov exponent. Table 1 shows the value of the expected rate of return
and risk of constructed portfolios.
Portfolio 2004
Model I

I

BPH
BZW

Rate of
return
Risk

II

Rate of
return
Risk

I

Rate of
return
Risk

Model II

II

0.000223
Portfolio 2004

Rate of
return
Risk

0.2000
0.4000
0.4000
-

0.00018
0.000109
Portfolio 2010

BZW
MBK
PXM

Model I

-

-

-0.00046

BPH
BZW
DBC
MBK

Model II

1.0000

Portfolio 2005

0.2426
0.3574
0.4000

-0.00024

-

0.3537
0.4000
0.2463

-0.00135
0.000116
Portfolio 2011

BHW
KGHM
PEO

BPH

1.0000

-0.00054

Portfolio 2005

BPH
BZW
MBK

Portfolio 2006

0.4000
0.2000
0.4000

0.00085

0.000425
Portfolio 2006

BPH
BZW
KTY
MBK

0.2807
0.4000
0.3193

-0.00161
0.000147
Portfolio 2012
ACP
0.4000
BHW
BRS
0.3198
KGHM
MBK
0.2802
PEO
PKN
-0.00013

Portfolio 2007

BZW

1.0000

-0.00012
0.000646
Portfolio 2007

BPH
BZW
KGHM
MBK

0.247061
0.36304
0.3899
-

0.00636
0.011502
Portfolio 2013
ACP
BHW
KGHM
MBK
PEO

0.4000
0.0470
0.1530
0.4000

-0.00017

Portfolio
ACP
BZW
CERS
KGHM
MBK

2008
0.4000
0.4000
0.2000

-0.00035

0.000361
Portfolio 2008
ACP
0.4000
BZW
0.1991
CERS
KGHM
MBK
PEO
PND
0.4000
TPSA
0.0009

0.000389
Portfolio 2009
ACP
0.4000
BZW
CERS
0.4000
CEZ
0.1092
KGHM
0.0908
MBK
PEO
PKN
TPSA
-

0.00423
0.000366
Portfolio 2014
BZW
KGHM
-LPP
0.2000
MBK
0.4000
PEO
PKN
SNS
0.4000

0.000117
Portfolio 2012

0.000109
Portfolio 2013

0.000100
Portfolio 2014

ACP
BZW
CEZ
KGHM
MBK
PEO
PKN
PXM
TPSA

ACP
BHW
KGHM
MBK
PEO
PKN
TPSA

ACP
BHW
BRS
KGHM
MBK
PEO
PKN
TPSA

ACP
BHW
BZW
KGHM
MBK
PEO
PKN

ACP
BZW
KGHM
LPP
MBK
PEO
PKN
PKO

0.1113
0.3012
0.1875
0.4000
-

0.1402
0.4000
0.3853
0.0744
-

-0.00072
0.000362
Portfolio 2015
ACP
BZW
MBK
PEO
PKN

0.00062

0.000171
Portfolio 2011

0.4000
0.4000
0.1905
0.0095
-

0.2214
0.3786
0.4000
-

0.4000
0.4000
0.2000
-

0.00023
0.000108
Portfolio 2015
ACP
BZW
-CCC
EURO
KGHM
LPP
LTS
0.4000
MBK
0.2665
PEO
PGN
PKN
0.3335
PKO
-

0.11081

0.00102

-0.00082

-0.00018

0.00012

0.33380

0.000112

0.000342

0.000142

0.000201

0.000156

0.000138

Table 1 The expected rates of return. risk and compositions of constructed portfolios
3

2009
0.0807
0.4000
0.1193
0.4000

0.00318

0.000118
Portfolio 2010
0.4000
0.4000
0.0107
0.0785
0.1108

Portfolio
BZW
CERS
MBK
PEO
PKN

The data comes from stooq.com. Date of access: 12.29.2009, 2.12.2010, 10.30.2012, 4.24.2017.
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In 2005, the largest Lyapunov exponent for analyzed time series was either negative or statistically insignificant.
Thus, an optimal portfolio wasn’t built.
On the basis of the data presented in Table 1 we can conclude that for the optimization model II the most of
portfolios are characterized by higher expected rate of return than for the optimization model I portfolios. The
highest level of expected return was characterized for the optimization model II portfolio in 201 5 at one of the
lowest risk level.
Table 2 shows the obtained annual rates of return for the designated portfolios and for the optimization
models.
Model
I
II
Model
I
II

Portfolio 2004

Portfolio 2005

0.45898
0.36006

Portfolio 2006

0.36246

Portfolio 2010

Portfolio 2011

-0.26466
0.01485

Portfolio 2007

-0.00162
0.08476

-0.55032
-0.60455

Portfolio 2012

0.47229
0.30372

Portfolio 2013

0.49083
0.49248

0.05065
-0.00139

Portfolio 2008

0.31700
0.46449
Portfolio 2014

-0.24589
-0.34130

Portfolio 2009

0.12449
-0.04200
Portfolio 2015

0.10431
0.14325

Table 2 The annual rate of return for constructed investment portfolios
Analyzing the obtained rates of return for the designated portfolios (Table 2). it can be seen that the largest
profit would give the investment in portfolio 2012 and portfolio 2008 in model II. and then in portfolio 2004 and
portfolio 2006 in model II. The lowest rate of return obtained for the portfolio 2007 in both optimization models.
Figure 1 compares the rates of return of obtained portfolios with the return of the WIG 20 index for the years
2004-2015.

rate of return

1.00
0.50

0.00
-0.50
-1.00

Model I

Model II

WIG 20

Figure 1 The rate of return of portfolios and index WIG 20

cumulative rate of
return

On the basis of the data in Fig. 1 we can conclude that most portfolios in the optimization model I or model II
are characterized by higher rate of return than index WIG 20. The exception are years 2006. 2007. 2009 and
2014. The calculated 10-year return rates for the analyzed strategies showed that the most profitable strategy was
to invest in the WIG20 index (0.6813). then the II model (0.6561). The worst long-term strategy was model I
(0.3699).

1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
-0.50

Model I

Model II

WIG 20

Figure 2 The cumulative rate of return of portfolios and index WIG20
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Figure 2 presents the cumulative rate of return of portfolios and index WIG20. Obtained results (fig. 2) show
also that proposed in the paper approach gives generally better results during bull market (2005-2007 and 20092014) then bear (2008. 2015).

7

Conclusions

In the paper was presented an attempt to construct the optimal portfolio of shares based on the value of the
largest Lyapunov exponent and the Hurst exponent. The study has revealed that the portfolios built on the basis
of the largest Lyapunov exponent and Hurst exponents give similar results due to the annual rate of return to the
index WIG20 in 2005-2015. Obtained results show also that proposed in the paper approach gives generally
better results during bull market (2005-2007 and 2009-2014) then bear (2008. 2015).
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Research on probabilistic risk evaluation of business system
development Project Based on Requirements Analysis
Shinji Mochida1
Abstract. The term ”business system” refers to the methods which use to manage
their information or knowledge. All companies employ business systems during the
development of new software, mechanical equipment or other projects. Additionally
In most business system development projects are planed in order to reduce amount of
running cost or increase benefit. Thus More efficient project management is needed
in order to maintain schedules and reduce cost. Although there are several stages in
business system development projects. There are many stages of planning, development, system examination, and upgrade. And there are some factors that cause over
cost or schedule delay of projects. Especially in early stage there are risks of projects.
In business system development projects, there are stages of planning, development,
system examination, and upgrade. Additionally In most business system development,
costs and completion dates are difficult to predict. More efficient project management
is needed in order to maintain schedules and reduce cost. Narrowing down requirements to applicable specifications is effective means to shorten schedules and reduce
costs. Also evaluating risk properly avoids schedule delay and over cost. This paper
aims to evaluate risk of business system development project using requirement analysis with cost share rates and probabilistic risk evaluation. Cost share rate is defined
as the percentage of total cost assigned to each requirement. Cost share rate could
indicates essentiality of requirements. Requirements need large cost share rate must
have large risk,should be under strict control. At the conclusion, this paper shows the
potential to evaluate risk of business system development using cost share rate and
probabilistic risk evaluation. In the future, this method would be able to help evaluate
risk properly in business system development projects in order to shorten schedule and
reduce costs.
Keywords: Cost Share Rate, Project Management, β distribution, Bayesian analysis,
Expected monetary value, Risk management
JEL classification: C11, O22
AMS classification: 91B06

1

Introduction

Business System development projects are challenging in that are many requirements demanded from customers
even while these requirements are proposed with the same priority. Thus it is important to narrow down and prioritize requirements according to their essentiality and criticality to finish on schedule. Although system developers
estimate according to the complexity of projects [2], but customers expect the cost to be based on the number of
requirements they propose. Then customers and system developers estimate differently, there are often conflicting
estimates. Thus, this paper proposes cost share rate for business system development projects based on requirements analysis in order to estimate accurately. Cost share rate is defined as the percentage of total cost assigned
to each requirement.Cost share rate could distinguish essential requirements. And requirements that has large cost
share rate must have large risk, also should be under strict control. Because big change or modification for essential
requirement give large impact to costs or schedule. Then this paper aim to propose a method to identify essential
requirements in order to estimate accurately. Then risks are assigned to each essential requirements with cost share
rate and probability. This research show methods in following steps; (see Figure 1). First, this research predict
cost for requirement version one (see Table 5). Next this research compares with predicted estimate and total cost
at completion of the past project (see Table 6).

2

Previous Studies

One purpose of this paper is showing that risk management could contribute reducing cost of business system
development project. Additional this paper demonstrates the potential to evaluate risk by requirements analysis
for business system development project management. This research is not focused on estimating costs based on
1

University of Marketing and Distribution Sciences/Faculty of Commerce, 3-1 Gakuen Nishimachi Nishiku Kobe
Japan, mochida@red.umds.ac.jp
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Figure 1 Steps of business system development project with customer and developer.
the method to measure amount of source code of system, but rather allocating costs to each requirement. Previous
research typically focused on either schedule adherence,cost estimation or productivity. Improving productivity
contribute to finish project fine [3]. About changing requirement in mechanical engineering design, one example
of requirements analysis research explored the ability of predicting requirements change through graphical models
of the requirements documents and historical change trends [4]. Again, this evolution of requirements analysis has
not been used to distribute project costs to the individual requirements or to prioritize the requirements.

3
3.1

Project Management for Business System development
Project management and Risk management

In project management there are two important methods [5]. One is schedule management, and another one is
risk management.On the other hand Equation 1 shows there are controllable factors or uncontrollable factors in
business. Sale is uncontrollable factor, because sale come under the influence of markets, customers. Although
cost is controllable factor, cost includes payment, material costs, for example, payment for staff could be cut off
by manager. It is important to identify which factor is controllable and uncontrollable. And how appropriately
controllable factor could be controlled. Also there is possibility uncontrollable factor could be controlled with
Bayesian analyses. Usually extra budget is settled aside for refinement or fixing trouble in project management.
This extra budget is called for contingency budget or only contingency. If risk management would work well,
contingency budget would not be used, then contingency budget would come to benefit. At the result prospect of
profit would increase. Thus risk management could contribute reducing contingency cost, and risk management
has potential to increase contingency profit.
Gaining = Sale − Cost

3.2

(1)

Risk analysis

Risk is defined as factors that make uncertain when they will achieve their objectives under ISO31000. Usually risk
Analysis is started from risk identification in risk management. Then, risk evaluation is considered by qualitative
evaluation and quantitative evaluation. Thus quantitative risk analysis is calculated by possibility × cost. This
calculated risk(cost) should be spend ,if risks comes up.It is called expected monetary value. Risks is evaluated
by expected monetary value Equation 2. And risks are prioritized by the order of expected monetary value. In
quantitative evaluation for risk management usually probability is given subjectively by staffs subjectively. Or
probability is given by experts, Delphi method or questionnaire for skilled staffs.Thus getting accurate probability
is very essential to cucullate expected monetary value correctly. Thus this paper takes into account β distribution
to calculate probability,and expect monetary value. This paper propose conditional possibility in order to cucullate
risk correctly.In this research conditional possibility is given to essential risks. In many project risk comes up by
misunderstanding requirements or defects in requirements from clients in business system development project. It
is vital to get certain requirements and predict risk in requirements properly.
Risk(Expected M onetary Cost) = P robability · Cost
473
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4
4.1

Cost Prediction Methods for Business System Development
Cost Prediction Methods

Proper estimate is essential to finish projects on schedule and under budget. Over cost or schedule delay is caused
by missing estimate. Usually amount of program source code is predicted by some prediction method in order
to estimate in business system development project. Then amount of program source code is converted into base
monetary cost. Next total cost is made by adding contingency cost to base monetary cost. It is finally budget for
project. Then this section explains some current methods to predict costs of business system development projects.
There is typical methods to estimate for business system,typical methods; COCOMO method and Function Point
method. Both methods predict costs for business system. In case of COCOMO method, it estimate by amount of
program source code.On the other hand In case of Function Point method it accumulates points according to the
complexity of system;the number of db tables,dialog boxes, print forms and interfaces. Acquired points could be
converted into cost.

4.2

COCOMO Method

COCOMO Method, [6], estimate the duration (Person-Months) in system development projects. In the COCOMO
method, volume of source code is estimated by equation 3. Duration (Person-Months) could be calculated with
dividing volume of source code by the number of staffs. COCOMO Method propose equation 3. And it uses the
parameters as follows:
Ce : estimate duration (PM:Person-Months) for expectation
C0 : estimate volume of source code
P1 : parameter for estimated productivity
P2 : exponent parameter for software development
P3 : calibration parameter
A challenge with this method is the parameters used for the cost estimation method are empirically derived and
contextually dependent on many different factors, such as team size, project complexity, cultural environment, and
others.
Ce = (C0 · P1 )P2 · P3
(3)

4.3

Function Point Method

Function Point Method estimate duration (PM: Person-Months) as those of COCOMO methods. In the Function
point method it is necessary to count the number of internal and external files, tables and internal and external
interfaces. Function Point Method propose equation 4. And it uses the parameters as follows:
Ce : estimate duration (PM: Person-Months) for expectation
Fp : estimate function points
F1 : function points
P1 : parameter for estimated productivity
P2 : calibration parameter
Ce = (Fp · P1 ), Fp = F1 · P2

4.4

(4)

Other Methods to Estimate

Additionally, there is another cost estimate method as Experience method.In the experience method, total cost
is estimated based on previous experiences. In these methods, there are often gaps between system developers
cost estimates and customer expectations. This results from differences in how developers and customers group
costs. Estimating correctly is important to finish building system on schedule and under budget. Thus, translating
requirements into factors to estimate is essential. Certain requirements are needed to estimate properly. But there
is no cost estimate method taking certainty of requirements into account.This paper considers taking certainty of
requirements into account to estimate in order to gain customer agreement.

5

Requirement Analysis using Linguistic analysis

Taking correct requirements is essential to estimate properly.And over cost or schedule delay is caused by missing
evaluation of requirements. Otherwise over cost or schedule delay is caused by many remediation of requirements.
Remediation for essential requirement and uncertain requirement has large risk.thus It is vital to distinguish the
requirement which gives large impacts to specification or budget of project.This research propose the method to
distinguish influential requirements that has large risks.This paper shows a method to distinguish an influential
requirements with with linguistic analysis and cost share rate. Cost share rate is defined as the percentage of total
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cost assigned to each requirement. This paper analyzes the requirements that were requested in past small system
development projects by linguistic analysis. This small project is building a knowledge collecting system. In this
project requirements were revised four times. Thus this paper analyzes requirement version one and version four.
This paper predict risks from the result from analyzing requirement version one. Risk is considered as cost in risk
management. This results;acquired cost is compared with the actual cost at the completion of project. If risk for
requirement could be predicted properly, it would contribute project management. In this research,overlapping
keywords are extracted form each requirements with linguistic analysis.Overlapping keywords are words that appear in one requirement and groups of keywords that appear in each category or phase in system development
project. Categories or phases are Design, Development, Print, Test, Interface and Document. Overlapping keywords indicates relationships between one requirement and each other. The number of relationships that each

Figure 2 Left panel: Extract keywords from requirement version one and Relation with typical category. Right
panel: Extract keywords from requirement version four and Relation with typical category.
requirement has with other requirements indicate essentiality and importance. Steps of linguistic analysis are as
follows:
1. Extract keywords from each requirement in version one. And count overlapping key words from extracted
keywords, also count overlapping key words from extracted keywords and group of typical keywords of each
category (see Figure 2).
2. Extract keywords from each requirement in version four. And count overlapping key words from extracted
keywords, also count overlapping key words from extracted keywords and group of typical keywords of each
category (see Figure 2).
3. Distinguish essentiality of each requirements from these results, and distinguish categories that each requirements belong in (see Table 1).

6

Prediction of Cost Share Rate

Usually costs for system development projects are estimated by grouping costs with the number of dialog boxes,
interfaces or print forms . Alternatively, costs may be estimated by associating cost to logic design, development,
test, adjustment and documents; but, not according to the requirements. System developers estimate according to
the complexity of projects, but customers expect the cost according to the number of requirements. Thus, customers
could not understand the estimates provided by system developers. This paper shows a method to calculate cost
share rate for each requirement in order to evaluate requirements accurately with mutual understanding of the
developer and customers. Also cost share rate indicates importance of each requirement.Cost share rate is defined
as the percentage of total cost assigned to each requirement (see Figure 3). Although in this research cost rate(%)
for each requirements are subjective figure from the two staffs that worked on this system development project
(see cost share rate in the Table 5, Table 6). And cost share rates are gained by multiply cost rate by cost under the
estimate. This cost rate and estimated cost are the value that according to the category.

7

Probability Prediction of schedule delay

This paper aim to predict risk of system development project based on requirements analysis. This paper consider
one of risk of system development project is schedule delay. Thus this research suppose probability of schedule
delay follows β distribution(see Equation 5), then parameters (see Table 3) are gained by curve fitting sample
data into β distribution. Sample data in Table 2 are surveyed in past system development project; Rdf system for
tool tracking in machine factory. In this analyzing process x is probability parameter that indicates start day for
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Figure 3 Left panel: Extract keywords from requirement version one and Relation with typical category. Right
panel: Extract keywords from requirement version four and Relation with typical category.
Table 1 Overlap keywords from requirement version one and Relation with typical category
Req01

Req02

Req03

Req04

Req05

Req06

Req01

0

3

3

2

2

2

Req02

3

0

4

3

3

2

Req03

3

4

0

7

3

3

Req04

2

3

7

0

2

2

Req05

2

3

3

2

0

3

Req06

2

2

3

2

3

0

Design

1

3

4

3

2

0

Development

3

2

5

4

3

4

Print

0

0

0

0

0

0

Check

0

0

0

0

0

0

Interface

0

0

0

0

0

0

Document

0

0

0

0

0

0

The number of over 4 relationship with requirement of each category are colored
each task, and y is ratio for schedule delay against actual days. Table 2 shows that survey/preparation, design and
programming process have risk of schedule delay. Although test and writing document process have no risk of
schedule delay. Figure 4 shows β distribution curve in this case from parameters (see Table 3).
f (x) = c · xα −1 (1 − x)β −1

(5)

Figure 4 shows that probability of schedule delay is 0.225.

8

Risk Prediction for business system development project

Thus this research assign probability of risk; 0.225 to essential requirements that distinguished by requirements
analysis. Actually Table 5 shows that requirement3 and requirement4 are about design and development, requirement6 is about development. These requirements are essential, and assigned probability of risk as 0.225.
Requirement1 is about Main Design,and assigned probability of risk as 0.1, because in past three project contingency is set as 10% (see Table 4). Contingency is set for refinement: deleting,adding or refactoring. Table 4 shows
occupying cost rate for each work process from surveying of past system development project; medical record
system, knowledge management system. Thus risk is calculated probability of risk × cost (see equation 2), cost is
analyzed by cost share rate. In estimated cost of requirement version one estimated total cost is 109 (see Table 5).
And at completion actual total cost is 109.1 (see Table 6). At the result these results are equal.
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Figure 4 Beta distribution from past project
Table 2 Sample data from past project
Item

Survey/

Design

Programing

Test

Document

Sum

Preparation

Dialog

Function

DB

Dialog

Function

DB

Start date:x

0

0.52

0.6

0.59

0.7

0.74

0.59

0.947

0.931

Schedule day

11

29

27

27

9

58

39

3

13

216

Actual day

35

34

36

27

9

55

62

2

7

267

Delay day

24

5

9

0

0

-3

23

-1

-6

51

Table 3 Acquire Parameter for β distribution
C

α

β

0.839835

1.020625

3.047617

Table 4 Data from past project

9

Project

Design

Development

Testing

Document

Refinement

Total

P1

3

4

1

1

1

10

P2

1

6

1

1

1

10

P3

1

6

1

1

1

10

Average

1.7

5.3

1

1

1

10

Conclusion

Meeting budget, finishing on schedule, and maintaining high quality are all important in project management.
However if cost and duration are not estimated accurately, it is very difficult to meet budget and finish on fine. Additionally there are gaps between estimates by system developers and the estimates that customers are expecting,
because there is a difference between system developers and customers in grouping the costs to estimate. Estimate
miss by developer causes finally over cost and schedule delay.As this paper shows, usually estimate is measured
by amount of source code of system or complexity of system. It is not estimated based on essentiality or risk of
requirements. Misunderstanding of requirement causes misses in estimate or schedule. Then, this paper proposes
a method to find essential requirements in order to estimate accurately. Additionally, distinguishing requirements
that have high risk is vital in order to finish projects fine. Usually on risk management risks are evaluated according
to staffs’ experience. Also risks are not evaluated based requirement analysis. Evaluating risk properly is needed
in order to manage project well. Thus this paper show better results by using cost share rate from requirement analysis. Also it shows potential to predict probability under the budget at completion in business system development
projects. Additionally, this method helps prioritize requirements and narrow down specifications of the project.
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Table 5 Estimated budget from requirement version one with risk analysis
Requirement
Version one

Attribute

Cost Share
Rate Ver
one(%)

Schedule
delay
Probability

Conditional
Probability

Monetary Risk
(Contingency)

Estimated
Cost Ver
one

Requirement1

M

22.5

0

0.1

2.25

24.75

25

0

0

0

25

Requirement2
Requirement3

D/De

5

0.225

0

1.125

6.125

Requirement4

D/De

7.5

0.225

0

1.6875

9.1875

22.5

0

0

0

22.5

17.5

0.225

0

3.9375

21.4375

9

109

Requirement5
Requirement6

De

Total

100

M:Main, D:design, De:Development

Requirement
Version four
Requirement1

Table 6 Total cost at completion
Attribute Cost Share Increased
Rate Ver
cost
four(%)
Rate(%)
M

Requirement2

Total Cost
At
Completion

25

20

27

25

10

27.5

Requirement3

D/De

5

0

5

Requirement4

D/De

7.5

5

7.875

12.5

0

22.5

12.5

10

19.25

Requirement5
Requirement6

De

Requirement7

12.5

0

Toatal

100

109.125

M:Main, D:design, De:Development
Prioritizing requirements and narrowing down specifications accurately help ensure it meets budget and duration
targets. Additionally, this paper shows possibility to obtaining probability for risks accurately with cost share rate.
However, this result was obtained by small case. Thus further research and study is needed to refine and improve
this method to obtain cost share rate and risk more accurately.

10

Discussion

Customers and developers estimate costs differently, resulting in differing expectations for project cost. If estimates could be proposed to customers according to the cost of customers requirements, there would be improved
understanding between system developers and customers. Because in business system development projects there
are many ways to implement requirements, there are large variability in translating user’s requirement into system
specification. It differs greatly according to staff’s skill. And it is one reason why estimate does not meet final cost.
Thus proper estimate by requirement analysis is needed in order to finish business system development project fine.
Final estimate is build by adding contingency to base estimate. Also correct probability for risk is needed to build
proper estimate. Requirements have invisible risks. There are plus risk and minus risk. Minus risk gets prospect of
profit worse, but plus risk gets prospect of profit well. But plus risk is not visible, plus risk is only in mind of staffs
individually. This is one reason why estimated cost: 109 match total cost: 109 (see Table 5, Table 6). Therefore
there is potential to predict risk accurately using conditional probability or Bayesian analysis [6], [7], [8] in order
to visualize plus risk.
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Bayesian Study on When to Restart Heuristic Search
Matej Mojzes 1 , Jaromir Kukal 2
Abstract. Heuristic algorithm performance measures assess the quality of a search
process by statistically analyzing its performance data, typically the number of objective function evaluations before optimal or acceptable solution is found. Such criteria
are not only intended to provide the verdict on which algorithm is better for what task,
but also to help make the best possible use of a given algorithm on a given task. This
target may be achieved by an appropriate restart strategy of the search process. In our
paper we formulate axiomatic approach which also describes existing performance
measures. Novelty of this paper consist in performance measure analysis via Markovian chain calculation and its direct Bayesian estimation based on Monte Carlo simulations. Practical results are demonstrated on combinatorial optimization problems
and are applicable e.g. to NP-hard problems from the field of operational research.
Keywords: Heuristics, search process, performance measure, restart strategy,
Bayesian analysis, operational research.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

The task of searching for optimal or acceptable solution depends mostly on complexity of the problem being
solved. Complexity is affected particularly by shape and multi-modality of the problem objective function; by the
dimension of the problem, i.e. number of input variables and last, but not least, by computational cost of objective
function evaluation. There are many well-known challenging optimization problems, for example in the domain
of operational research [1], that are motivating us to construct various heuristics. There are some sophisticated
heuristics, e.g. Fast Simulated Annealing [2] or Cuckoo Search [3] and other, rather straightforward ones, like
Steepest Descent [4].
The traditional statement of No Free Lunch Theorem (NFLT) for search / optimization suggests that over all
possible objective functions, all search algorithms perform equally well and no algorithm will perform better than
straightforward random search in general [5]. However, when it comes to a specific problem, it is relevant to
question which algorithm is the most suitable one (or vice versa, we can compare difficulty of different problems
w.r.t. specific optimization algorithm). Thus, interpretation of the NFLT motivates us to develop search algorithm
performance measures and to compare different search algorithm instances on a given task [6].
While one heuristic may perform well on one type of problem in terms of reliability and speed of convergence,
for an another combination of heuristic and/or task it may be more suitable to stop searching prematurely and
start again [7], [8], [9], [10]. The purpose of this article is to develop the methodology and tools that will assess
the performance of a given heuristic on a given task and will try to determine its optimal restart strategy, e.g. to
decide whether it is more effective to let the heuristic evolve its best solution in one long run or to use multiple
independent shorter runs. The ultimate goal and motivation for our work is to improve overall search process
efficiency according to the new new search quality criterion estimation.
Keeping in mind theoretical properties of optimal restart strategies for selecting cut-off times studied by [11],
we will focus on a novel and practical Bayesian estimation of a more recent performance measure [9] and we
will demonstrate its potential real-world benefits. For the estimation itself we will also use heuristic run-time
distribution analysis introduced mostly for descriptive-only purposes by [12], [13], [14], [15], [7]. Restart strategies
are popular and often used in conjunction with some problem-specific heuristics, e.g. [16], however, our intention
is to deliver a problem-independent methodology.
Last, but not least, the best way of how to choose the optimal running strategy is to have results of own experiments
[8], but especially for research purposes, it is also very important to be able to make use of the results that have
already been published in printed research papers. Therefore tools presented in this article are adapted for analysis
of basic statistics that are usually included in relevant literature as well.
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2

The Search Process

Let U be a non-empty set of states. Let G ⊂ U be a non-empty set of goals. Any state x ∈ G is called a solution
of the searching task hU, Gi. Let N ∈ N be the maximum number of searching steps. Any algorithm generating
the sequence of (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) ∈ UN is called a search process (SP). The number of searching steps (time
complexity of SP) is defined as n = min{k ∈ N | xk ∈ G}, i.e. in the case of successful search. Should the search
end with a failure we set n = +∞.
A SP that is generated by deterministic algorithm will have constant complexity n. However, since this may be
considered an extreme case, we will suppose that the SP is produced by a stochastic algorithm and the complexity
n
Pis a stochastic variable with the domain of D = {1, 2, . . . , N, +∞} and densities pn ≥ 0, ∀n ∈ D satisfying
pn = 1. The value of pn for n ≤ N may be interpreted as the probability of finding the solution in n-th step
PN
of the SP. Moreover, we may define psucc = n=1 pn as the probability of success and p∞ = 1 − psucc as the
probability of failure in a single run of SP. In the following we will be studying SP with psucc > 0 only.
Example 1. A typical example of the searching task hU, Gi is an optimization problem, where G = {x ∈
U | f(x) ≤ f ∗ } with f ∗ = min{f(x) | x ∈ U}.

To further study the behaviour of a SP we may use three basic, often used, e.g. by [3], characteristics:
• psucc as reliability of the SP,
PN
• E n = p−1
succ
n=1 n pn as mean number of searching steps in the case of successful search,
√
1/2
−1/2 PN
2
D n = psucc ( n=1 (n − E n) pn )
as standard deviation of the searching step number in the case of
•
successful search.

To address the fundamental problem of measuring SP time complexity, as long as the SP has reliability of psucc = 1,
a very straightforward criterion of mean number of steps E n is frequently used. On the other hand, for 0 < psucc <
1 we have to adjust the value of E n due to decreased reliability of the SP. An example of adjusted time complexity
evaluation is based on the Feoktistov criterion [17] F EO = E n/psucc . Our first aim is to develop a new time
complexity criterion in the case of infinite time period which will be the result of mean value calculations as
well. Our second aim is to develop an alternative criterion of SP quality in the case of constrained searching time.
However, to begin, we will define the Extended Search Process which will allow us to measure the time complexity.

3

Extended Search Process

If the SP is successful in the first run, then the searching task is done. Otherwise, should the process end with a
failure, we continue to repeat new runs until we succeed. This trivial but practical habit can be called Extended
Search Process (XSP). Our methodology is based on the following three axioms.
Axiom 1. The only one possibility of how to guarantee psucc = 1 is by substituting SP with unconstrained XSP.
Axiom 2. If psucc = 1 the mean value of number of steps is the only one acceptable criterion of SP quality.
Axiom 3. If the number of XSP steps is constrained by n ≤ M , the only one acceptable criterion of SP quality is
the reliability of XSP for n = M .
The first axiom “legalizes” the necessity of SP repeating to achieve theoretical completeness [8] and also due to
lack of any other reasonable alternative. Additionally, under the first axiom the resulting search algorithm may be
regarded as a Las Vegas algorithm [18], which is often used to analyze heuristic performance [11], [8]. However,
the other axioms are subjective. In the case of the second axiom, one could use a family of other characteristics
(median, quantiles, mean logarithm, etc.), but their theoretical investigation would be more complicated and hardly
applicable for analysis of other authors results (which are often published using the mean number of steps and
reliability). The third axiom corresponds to the situation when we are prepared to spend the time of M steps of
XSP at most. In this case motivation for raising the M value is in potential improvement of XSP reliability as the
criterion of XSP quality.
Therefore, the XSP will be analysed for both unconstrained and constrained number of steps. At first, in the
following, we will suppose Axiom 1 and Axiom 2 do hold and thus the XSP is unconstrained.
Let k ∈ N be the index of an SP run. Let j = 1, 2, . . . , N be the searching step index inside the individual SP
run. The distinct runs of SP are supposed to be independent and, therefore, the XSP successfully terminates in
the n−th step with probability p∗n = p∗N (k−1)+j = (1 − psucc )k−1 pj , where pj is the probability of finding the
solution in j-th step of the SP. It is easy to verify that XSP is reliable and thus, the mean value of searching step
number for successful search in XSP is the only one criterion of the XSP time complexity and, consequently, also
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of the SP time complexity. Furthermore, we can calculate
E n∗ =

N psucc (1 − psucc ) psucc E n
+
.
p2succ
psucc

(1)

Hence, the relationship between time complexities of the XSP and the original SP is
E n∗ = E n + N ·

1 − psucc
.
psucc

(2)

Finally, this formula can be used directly to build up the XSP quality criterion and, as has been noted, of SP time
complexity
Q∞ = E n + N · (p−1
(3)
succ − 1) .
It is obvious that the new criterion is quite similar to the Feoktistov’s one. Let us denote exact relation between
the two. Starting from the inequality of n ≤ N we obtain E n ≤ N and then Q∞ ≥ E n + E n · (p−1
succ − 1) =
E n/psucc = F EO. We can conclude that, in the case of unconstrained XSP, Feoktistov’s criterion is the lower
bound of the Q∞ criterion of SP time complexity.
Pj
We can also study the SP via failure probability sj = 1 − k=1 pk for j = 0, 1, . . . , N . Therefore, we obtain
k−1
s∗j = s∗N (k−1)+j = sk−1
is failure probability after k − 1 complete independent runs
N sj where 1 ≤ j ≤ N , sN
of SP, sj is failure probability after j-th step of SP during k-th run, and finally Q∞ = 1 +

PN

j=1 sj
1−sN .

In the second case, we suppose Axiom 1 and Axiom 3 hold. Also, we suppose that a single run of SP is constrained
by N , while, on the other hand, M is the constraint for entire XSP. Thus, the XSP is called constrained and its
PM
reliability is n=1 p∗n = 1 − s∗M which has to be maximal from the point of view of real application. An
equivalent aim would be to minimize the failure probability s∗M of XSP. According to the relationship between
SP and XSP we directly have the quality criterion in the constrained case, QM , defined as QM = sk−1
N sj , where
k = 1 + b MN−1 c, j = M − (k − 1)N .
In the case of trimmed SP of length n ≤ N XSP quality analysis for M ∈ N ∪ {+∞} offers the main yield.
Therefore QM is a function of n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } and we can easily find Qopt = min QM (n) and nopt =
1≤n≤N

min{n | QM (n) = Qopt }.

4

Direct estimation of Q∞

Theoretical analysis of heuristics, if possible at all, is often very limited for practical applications. Instead, heuristics are often studied via empirical methodology based on performing M independent runs of SP and recording the
time required to find a solution. Clearly, the more runs are performed, the better will the estimate of original SP
[8].
The M independent runs of SP which yield time complexities n1 , . . . , nM ∈ {1, . .P
. , N, +∞} of individual runs.
Denoting M ∗ = card{k | nk < +∞} as the number of successful runs, E∗ = M1∗ nk <+∞ nk for M ∗ ≥ 1 and
P
D∗ = M ∗1−1 nk <+∞ (nk − E ∗ )2 for M ∗ ≥ 2, we have E ∗ , D∗ as unbiased estimates of E n and D n, the basic
descriptive statistics of the run-time required for obtaining a given solution quality.
The novel estimation of Q∞ makes use of Bayesian approach [19] and properties of Dirichlet distribution [20].
According to (3), unbiased estimation of Q∞ is based on the term p−1
succ − 1 and Bayesian estimation of its mean
value and variation. Beginning with prior uniform distribution of psucc ∈ (0, 1) we obtain Dirichlet posterior
+1)!
M∗
M −M ∗
distribution with density Di(psucc ) = M ∗(M
, and then we obtain Bayesian estimates
!(M −M ∗ )! ·psucc ·(1−psucc )
of mean
M − M∗ + 1
E(p−1
(4)
succ − 1) =
M∗
for M ∗ ≥ 1 and the variance
(M + 1)(M − M ∗ + 1)
D(p−1
(5)
succ − 1) =
(M ∗ )2 (M ∗ − 1)
for M ∗ ≥ 2. Therefore, the unbiased estimate of Q∞ is
Q∗∞ = E ∗ + N ·

for M ∗ ≥ 1 with standard deviation
s∗∞ =

s

M − M∗ + 1
M∗

D∗
N 2 (M + 1)(M − M ∗ + 1)
+
·
M∗
M∗
(M ∗ )2 (M ∗ − 1)
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for M ∗ ≥ 2. Resulting formulas (6, 7) are the novel Bayesian estimates, which enable more sophisticated run-time
analysis. Main application of (6) is in the experimental optimization of the maximum SP length, or cut-off time
[8], N .
Example 2. Let d, a ∈ N be the dimension and range of optimization and A ∈ Rd×d be a regular matrix. Then
U = {x ∈ Rd | ||x||∞ ≤ a}, and we will minimize objective function f(x) = ||Ax||1 on the domain U. The optimal
value is f ∗ = f(0) = 0 and the G = {0}. Two states x, y ∈ U are defined as neighbors when ||x − y||1 ≤ 1. In this
case we can apply simple optimization heuristic called Steepest Descent [4] as x1 = init(U) and xk+1 = yk for
f(yk ) < f(xk ) or xk otherwise, where yk is the best neighbor of xk .
The resulting SP can be studied as a Markov chain [21] with a finite number of states if the p1 , p2 , . . . , pN probabilities can be calculated for a given N . A numerical study was performed for d = 6, a = 1, A = H−1 which is an
inversion of the Hilbert matrix [22].
For this task we have performed M = 1000 independent runs of SP for various length constraints N . The results
are collected in Table 1. The theoretical optimal termination point is Nopt = 23 and the experimental estimate
∗
Nopt
= 24 which is near the theoretical value. We can conclude that, although being quite limited, this example
proves practical relevance of Q∞ estimation.
N
20
21
22
23
24
25

M∗
78
83
88
90
98
101

E∗
10.667
11.289
11.898
12.144
13.112
13.465

D∗
28.693
33.062
37.380
39.249
46.657
49.371

Q∗∞
247.333
243.554
240.148
244.956
234.255
236.238

s∗∞
3.238
3.007
2.808
2.806
2.486
2.440

Q∞
259.621
258.419
257.751
257.560
257.796
258.415

Table 1 Theoretical value of Q∞ and its estimation Q∗∞ – optimal values (in bold) are almost the same
Example 3. Clerc’s Zebra3 problem is a non-trivial binary optimization problem and part of discrete optimization
benchmark problems [23]. For this task we have chosen to use the physically-motivated Fast Simulated Annealing
(FSA) [2] with reputable efficiency in the case of integer optimization tasks. Practical effectiveness of this heuristic
depends mostly on selection of appropriate temperature and cooling strategy. Thus, we set up an instance with
annealing temperature T = 0.283. Furthermore, we set N = 10000 and ran the instance 1000 times without any
restarting.
∗
After this experiment we analyzed time complexity of the task in order to estimate corresponding Nopt
. Analyzed
instance turned out to be very slow and unreliable, with psucc ,A = 0.29 only – i.e. characteristics, that are compa∗
rable with pure random search. Nevertheless, the suggested cut-off time was Nopt,A
= 16, i.e. almost immediately
after start. In the next step we repeated the search task the same 1000 times with N = 10000, but the heuristic
∗
sub-run was allowed to run only for Nopt
steps at most. The resulting SP is considerably faster and substantially
more reliable – improvement is clearly visible on Figure 1. All numerical results for this example are collected in
Table 2.
1

0.9

0.8

0.7

psucc

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
0
10

1

10

2

10

3

10

4

10

N

Figure 1 Reliability based on N for FSA instance A, dashed line describes the run without restarting and solid line
∗
the run restarted using Nopt
= 16, which is also marked by the vertical line. It is clear that by restarting the search
in its first steps the overall SP speed and reliability are significantly improved.
Based on this example we may conclude that a sophisticated heuristic, even if it is apparently not performing better
than random search on a given task, may be improved noticeably just by its restarting at the right time.
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∗
Nopt
N/A
16

En
6091
4039

√

Dn
2875
2810

psucc
29
65

Q∗∞
31091
9369

s∗∞
1760
371

∗
Table 2 Basic characteristics and complexity estimates of FSA on Clerc’s Zebra3. Where Nopt
is not available, it
∗
means that search was limited only by N , i.e. not restarted and used to estimate Nopt for the run with restarts.

Complexity estimate Q∗∞ ± s∗∞ can also be used for tuning the other parameters (N is only one of them) of a given
heuristic on a given task. Another application of estimate (6) is in the comparison of heuristics or their settings on
a specific task.
Many authors publish their results introducing M , N and then they calculate only E ∗ and reliability r = M ∗ /M .
Having two heuristics, say: A and B, we can directly calculate Q∞,A , Q∞,B and recognize that algorithm A is
better than algorithm B only if Q∞,A < Q∞,B . However, this naive approach may be used only in the case of
missing information on the variance D∗ .
Example 4. A good example is the comparison of two optimization heuristics based on differential evolution
(DE): modified composite DE (A) and self-adapting DE (B) on the task consisting in minimization of Schwefel
∗
function [24]. In here, M = 100, N = 200000. In the case of the first heuristic we have EA
= 20207, rA = 1.00
∗
∗
and then M = 100 and Q∞,A = 22207. On the other hand, the latter heuristic performance may be described by
∗
EB
= 8557, rA = 0.98 and thus Q∗∞,B = 14679.45. Since there is no additional information on the variances, we
may declare that in this case self-adapting DE is better than modified composite DE.
Such approach can be used not only to compare two distinct heuristics, but also to compare multiple heuristics on
a given task without any additional effort.
√
On the other hand, in many other papers authors publish the estimates of standard deviation s = D∗ . Therefore
we can calculate also s∗∞,A and s∗∞,B according to (7), and then perform statistical testing using standard z-score
technique as
|Q∗∞,A − Q∗∞,B |
z= q
(8)
(s∗∞,A )2 + (s∗∞,B )2
pvalue = 2 − 2Φ(z) ,

(9)

where Φ stands for cumulative distribution function of Gaussian distribution.
Example 5. Griewank’s function is used in [3] to compare two optimization heuristics: Cuckoo Search (CS) –
∗
A and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) – B. Having M = 100, N = 100000, EA
= 10912, rA = 1.00, sA =
∗
∗
4050 and EB = 55970, rB = 0.92, sB = 4223, we can calculate Q∞,A = 11912, s∗∞,A = 417.41, Q∗∞,B =
65752.61, s∗∞,B = 567.56, and finally z = 76.42, pvalue = 2.75 × 10−1271 . Therefore CS is significantly better
than PSO in the case of minimization of Griewank’s function and level α = 0.05.
Multiple heuristics comparison is also possible – having H heuristics we have to perform H(H − 1)/2 pair comparisons. Beginning with Nj , Mj , Ej∗ , rj and sj , we calculate Mj∗ , Dj∗ and then Q∗∞,j , s∗∞,j for j = 1, . . . , H .
Multiple pair comparison generates zi,j and pvalue,i,j according to (8), (9) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ H . The methodology
of False Discovery Rate (FDR) [25] enables us to recognize significant differences in heuristics quality measure
Q∗∞ [26].

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we had established axioms and derived heuristic performance criteria in a way that enabled us to
elaborate their novel Bayesian estimation and finally examine the performance of a given heuristic algorithm on
a given task. We had introduced and demonstrated how this may be accomplished by both using the data from
own experiments or by extracting the data from existing papers. If applying the latter and probably more practical
option, we recommend to use the Q∞ measure, and otherwise QM with some reasonable ceiling M .
To sum up, knowing E∗ and r, we may still compare the respective Q∞ measures, although not in the statistical
sense. Moreover, knowing E∗ , r, and s, we can statistically test values of Q∞ . And what is more, with such data
we are able to estimate Nopt minimizing Q∞ .
The cases above are perhaps mainly useful for termination time analysis of someone else’s heuristic. On the
other hand, having full experimental data, we are able to determine Nopt and optimal running strategy in the most
straightforward way.
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Robustness of interval Monge matrices in max-min algebra
M. Molnárová1
Abstract. Robustness of interval Monge matrices over max-min algebra is studied.
The max-min algebra is an extremal algebra with operations maximum and minimum.
An interval matrix is in fact a set of matrices between a lower bound matrix and
an upper bound matrix.
Special class of matrices, namely “gamma” matrices was introduced. It was shown
that a “gamma” matrix has the Monge property. Equivalent conditions for robustness
of a “gamma” matrix with fixed data was proved. Polynomial algorithm for verifying the type of a given matrix and checking the robustness was introduced. Equivalent conditions for possible robustness and universal robustness as well, of an interval
“gamma” matrix were proved. Polynomial algorithms for verifying the possible and
universal robustness were introduced.
Keywords: (max, min) algebra, robustness, Monge matrix, interval matrix
JEL classification: C02
AMS classification: 08A72, 90B35, 90C47

1

Introduction

To model applications in many divers areas as discrete dynamic systems (DDS), graph theory, knowledge engineering or description of technical devices are the so-called extremal algebras predestinated [3]. In individual cases
are addition and multiplication in linear algebra replaced by double of operations, under which at least one has
the property not creating a new element. The most frequented extremal algebras are max-plus algebra (with operations maximum and addition) and max-min algebra (with operations maximum and minimum). The last above
mentioned is called also fuzzy algebra. The Monge matrices and their applications were studied in [1], [4]. Robust
matrices over fuzzy algebra were investigated in [13]. Sufficient and necessary conditions for robustness of Monge
fuzzy matrices were proved in [7]. Robustness of interval fuzzy matrices was studied in [11], [10], [8], [9].

2

Preliminaries

The fuzzy algebra B is a triple (B, ⊕, ⊗), where (B, ≤) is a bounded linearly ordered set with binary operations
maximum and minimum, denoted by ⊕, ⊗. The least element in B will be denoted by O, the greatest one by I.
By N we denote the set of all natural numbers. The greatest common divisor of a set S ⊆ N is denoted by gcd S,
the least common multiple of the set S is denoted by lcm S. For a given natural n ∈ N, we use the notation N
for the set of all smaller or equal positive natural numbers, i.e., N = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
For any m, n ∈ N, B(m, n) denotes the set of all matrices of type m × n and B(n) the set of all n-dimensional
column vectors over B. The matrix operations over B are defined formally in the same manner (with respect
to ⊕, ⊗) as matrix operations over any field. The rth power of a matrix A ∈ B(n, n) is denoted by Ar , with elements arij . For A, C ∈ B(n, n) we write A ≤ C if aij ≤ cij holds for all i, j ∈ N .

A digraph is a pair G = (V, E), where V , the so-called vertex set, is a finite set, and E, the so-called edge
set, is a subset of V × V . A digraph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) is a subdigraph of the digraph G (for brevity G0 ⊆ G), if
V 0 ⊆ V and E 0 ⊆ E. A path in the digraph G = (V, E) is a sequence of vertices p = (i1 , . . . , ik+1 ) such that
(ij , ij+1 ) ∈ E for j = 1, . . . , k. The number k is the length of the path p and is denoted by `(p). If i1 = ik+1 ,
then p is called a cycle. For a given matrix A ∈ B(n, n) the symbol G(A) = (N, E) stands for the complete,
edge–weighted digraph associated with A, i.e. the vertex set of G(A) is N , and the capacity of any edge (i, j) ∈ E
is aij . In addition, for given h ∈ B, the threshold digraph G(A, h) is the digraph G = (N, E 0 ) with the vertex set
N and the edge set E 0 = {(i, j); i, j ∈ N, aij ≥ h}.

By a strongly connected component of a digraph G(A, h) = (N, E) we mean a subdigraph K = (NK , EK )
generated by a non-empty subset NK ⊆ N such that any two distinct vertices i, j ∈ NK are contained in a common
cycle, EK = E ∩(NK ×NK ) and NK is the maximal subset with this property. A strongly connected component K
of a digraph is called non-trivial, if there is a cycle of positive length in K. For any non-trivial strongly connected
component K is the period of K defined as per K = gcd { `(c); c is a cycle in K, `(c) > 0 }. If K is trivial, then
per K = 1. By SCC? (G) we denote the set of all non-trivial strongly connected components of G.
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Let A ∈ B(n, n) and x ∈ B(n). The sequence O(A, x) = {x(0) , x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(n) , . . . } is the orbit
of x = x(0) generated by A, where x(r) = Ar ⊗ x(0) for each r ∈ N.
For a given matrix A ∈ B(n, n), the number λ ∈ B and the n–tuple x ∈ B(n) are the so-called eigenvalue of A
and eigenvector of A, respectively, if they are the solution of the eigenproblem for matrix A, i.e. they satisfy the
equation A ⊗ x = λ ⊗ x. The corresponding eigenspace V (A, λ) is defined as the set of all eigenvectors of A with
associated eigenvalue λ, i.e. V (A, λ) = {x ∈ B(n); A ⊗ x = λ ⊗ x}.
Let λ ∈ B. A matrix A ∈ B(n, n) is ultimately λ–periodic if there are natural numbers p and R such that
the following holds: Ak+p = λ ⊗ Ak for all k ≥ R. The smallest natural number p with above property is called
the period of A, denoted by per(A, λ). In case λ = I we denote per(A, I) by abbreviation per A.
Definition 1. Let A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n), λ ∈ B. Let T (A, λ) = {x ∈ B(n); O(A, x) ∩ V (A, λ) 6= ∅}. A is called
λ–robust if T (A, λ) = B(n). A λ–robust matrix with λ = I is called a robust matrix.
In our considerations we will use the following result (adapted for λ = I) proved in [13] to study robustness
of a matrix.
Lemma 1. [13] Let A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n). Then A is robust if and only if per A = 1.

3

Robustness of Monge matrix with fixed data

In this section we recall the equivalent conditions for a Monge matrix to be robust. Afterwards we introduce
a special type of a Monge matrix and prove necessary and sufficient conditions for this type of matrix to be robust.
Moreover, the corresponding computational complexity of the verifying the robustness is shown to be O(n2 ) in this
case.
Definition 2. We say, that a matrix A = (aij ) ∈ B(m, n) is a convex Monge matrix (concave Monge matrix) if
and only if
aij ⊗ akl ≤ ail ⊗ akj
for all i < k, j < l

aij ⊗ akl ≥ ail ⊗ akj
for all i < k, j < l .
In this paper, we assume that the considered matrices are convex.

Equivalent conditions for robustness of Monge matrices in general case of max-min algebra were proved.
Theorem 1. [7] Let A ∈ B(n, n) be a Monge matrix. Then A is robust if and only if for each h ∈ H the digraph
G(A, h) contains at most one non-trivial strongly connected component and this has a loop.
Now, we introduce the matrix of type Γ and show that it has the Monge property. This fact allows us to prove
equivalent conditions for this class of matrices to be robust using Theorem 1 and on the other hand to decrease
the computational complexity of checking the robustness.
Definition 3. Let A ∈ B(n, n). Let γ ∈ N . We say that the matrix A is
a) of type dΓ, if

 arbitrary if i = γ, j ≥ i

aij =
arbitrary if j = γ, i ≥ j

 0
otherwise

b) of type Γc, if



 arbitrary
aij =
arbitrary

 0

The matrix A is of type Γ, if it is of type dΓ or Γc.

if
if

i = γ, j ≤ i
j = γ, i ≤ j
otherwise

(1)

(2)

Remark 1. It is obvious that if the matrix A is of type Γ at most one diagonal element akk > 0 for k ∈ N . There
are cases that a matrix A is of both types at the same time. If aii = 0 for all i ∈ N there are three possibilities
of ambiguity. First, if A consists of 0 entirely, then γ can be arbitrary. Second, if there is exactly one element
aij > 0, for i < j, then A is of type dΓ with γ = i and of type Γc with γ = j. Third, if there is exactly one
element aij > 0, for i > j, then A is of type Γc with γ = i and of type dΓ with γ = j. If there is a diagonal
element akk > 0 for k ∈ N and aij = 0 for all i, j ∈ N except i = j = k, then A is of both types with γ = k.
Without lost of generality, we will assume that A is of type dΓ with corresponding γ (in first case we set γ = 1)
in all above cases.
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Remark 2. For arbitrary h ∈ H = {aij ; i, j ∈ N } the threshold digraph G(A, h) of a matrix A of type Γ
with γ ∈ N contains only arcs crossing node γ. Consequently it has at most one non-trivial strongly connected
component and this can contain elementary cycles of length two and of length one (a loop on node γ) only.
Lemma 2. Let A ∈ B(n, n) be of type Γ. Then A is a Monge matrix.
Proof. Let i, j, k, l ∈ N such that i < k and j < l be arbitrary but fixed. Then by Definition 3 at least one element
of aij and akl equals 0. It implies that aij ⊗ akl = 0 ≤ ail ⊗ akj and the assertion follows by Definition 2.
Theorem 2. Let A ∈ B(n, n) be a matrix of type Γ. Then A is robust if and only if for each h ∈ H holds:
If there is j ∈ N such that aγj ⊗ ajγ ≥ h then aγγ ≥ h.
Proof. Let us assume that A is robust. Let h ∈ H be arbitrary but fixed. Let aγj ⊗ ajγ ≥ h for some j ∈ N and let
aγγ < h. Thus by Remark 2 the only non-trivial strongly connected component of the digraph G(A, h) contains
at least one cycle of length two and no loop. This is by Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 a contradiction with robustness
of the considered matrix A.
The converse implication is a consequence of Remark 2 and Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. There is an algorithm with computational complexity O(n2 ) for verifying the type of a given matrix
A ∈ B(n, n) and checking the robustness.
Proof. The verifying that the matrix is of type Γ takes O(n2 ) time. Since H contains at most 2n different elements
and to verify the inequalities takes O(n) time for each h ∈ H the entire computational complexity is O(n2 ).

4

Robustness of Monge matrix with inexact data

In this section we shall investigate robustness of matrices which elements are inexact, namely they are given by
intervals, i.e. we will consider interval fuzzy matrices. Similarly to [2], [5], we define an interval matrix A.
Definition 4. Let A, A ∈ B(n, n), A ≤ A. An interval matrix A with bounds A and A is defined as follows

A = [A, A] = A ∈ B(n, n); A ≤ A ≤ A .

An interval matrix A is in fact a set of matrices. Thus the question is not whether the matrix A is robust, but
whether at least one of the matrices in A is robust or whether all of the matrices in A are robust.
Definition 5. An interval matrix A is called
• possibly robust if there exists a matrix A ∈ A such that A is robust,
• universally robust if each matrix A ∈ A is robust.
Definition 6. An interval matrix AM for A = [A, A] is called interval Monge, if A, A ∈ B(n, n) are Monge
matrices and AM = {A ∈ A; A is Monge}.
Since A, A ∈ AM , the set AM is non-empty.
Definition 7. An interval matrix A = [A, A] is called an interval matrix of type dΓ (of type Γc) if A and A are
both of type dΓ (of type Γc) with same γ ∈ N . An interval matrix is of type Γ if it is of type dΓ or Γc.
Lemma 3. An interval matrix A of type Γ is an interval Monge matrix.
Proof. We shall prove that A = AM . By Definition 7 are both A and A of type dΓ (of type Γc), hence every matrix
A ∈ A is of type dΓ (of type Γc). Using Lemma 2 they are Monge matrices as well. Consequently A = AM .
Equivalent conditions for a fuzzy interval matrix to be possibly robust were proved in [10]. However, the resulting matrix of the described algorithm with computational complexity O(n5 ) need not to have the Monge property
([7]). Due to Lemma 3 we need not to check the Monge property of the resulting matrix. However, we will prove
equivalent conditions for possible robustness of an interval matrix of type Γ which guaranty an more effective algorithm with computational complexity O(n2 ) to check the possible robustness. Moreover, there is no polynomial
algorithm for checking the universal robustness of interval matrices in fuzzy algebra. We will prove equivalent
conditions for an interval matrix of type Γ to be universally robust and derive an algorithm with computational
complexity O(n2 ) to check universal robustness.
Let us denote the set of all inputs by H = {aij ; i, j ∈ N } ∪ {aij ; i, j ∈ N }.
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Possible robustness
Theorem 4. An interval matrix A = [A, A] of type Γ is possibly robust if and only if

X⊕
j

aγj ⊗ ajγ ≤ aγγ .

X⊕
Proof. First, we prove the sufficient condition. Let
aγj ⊗ ajγ ≤ aγγ . We shall find a robust matrix A? ∈ A.
j
(
We set
aγγ if i = j = γ,
?
(3)
aij =
aij otherwise.
We shall prove that A? is robust. For each h ∈ H the threshold digraph G(A? , h) contains loop on node γ, hence
by Remark 2 and Theorem 1 is A? robust.
For the converse implication let us assume that A is possibly robust. Consequently there is a matrix A ∈ A
X⊕
which is robust. Let
aγj ⊗ ajγ > aγγ . Then for every matrix A ∈ A the threshold digraph G(A, h)
for h =

X⊕
j

j

aγj ⊗ ajγ contains at least one cycle of length two but no loop on node γ. This implies using

Remark 2 and Theorem 1 that A is not robust, what is in contradiction with the existence of a robust matrix in A.
X⊕
Thus
aγj ⊗ ajγ ≤ aγγ .
j

Theorem 5. There is an algorithm with computational complexity O(n2 ) for verifying the type of an interval
matrix A = [A, A] and checking the possible robustness.
Proof. Due to Theorem 3 verifying that a matrix is of type Γ takes O(n2 ) time. We shall check the lower bound
X⊕
aγj ⊗ ajγ ≤ aγγ takes O(n) time, hence
matrix A and the upper bound matrix A. To check the inequality
j

the entire computational complexity is O(n2 ).

In following two examples are the considered fuzzy matrices defined over the set B = [0, 10]. We illustrate
the possibly non-robust and the possibly robust case for interval matrices of type dΓ using Theorem 4.
Example 1. Let us consider an interval matrix A = [A, A] with bounds A, A ∈ B(5, 5)






0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 0 3 4 1 1 
 0 2 4 1 1 
 0 3 4 2 3 












A =  0 3 0 0 0 , A =  0 5 0 0 0 .
A? =  0 3 0 0 0 






 0 1 0 0 0 
 0 1 0 0 0 
 0 3 0 0 0 
0 4 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0
X⊕
Both A and A are matrices of type dΓ with γ = 2. Since
aγj ⊗ ajγ = 3 ≤ aγγ = 3 the considered interval
j

matrix is possibly robust, hence there is a matrix A? defined by (3) which is robust, and indeed the threshold
digraph G(A? , 4) is acyclic and G(A? , h) for h < 4 contains loop on node γ = 2.
Example 2. Let us consider an interval matrix A = [A, A] with bounds A,



0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
 0 1 4 1 1 
 0 2 4






A =  0 3 0 0 0 , A =  0 5 0



 0 1 0 0 0 
 0 3 0
0 4 0 0 0
0 4 0

Both A and A are matrices of type dΓ with γ = 2 again. Since

X⊕
j

A ∈ B(5, 5)

0 0
2 3 


0 0 .

0 0 
0 0

aγj ⊗ ajγ = 3 > aγγ = 2 the considered

interval matrix is possibly not robust, and indeed for every matrix A ∈ A the threshold digraph G(A, 3) contains
the cycle c = (2, 3, 2) of length two but no loop on node γ = 2. Thus A is not robust.
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Universal robustness
Theorem
6. An interval matrix
hX
i A = [A, A] of type Γ is universally robust if and only if the matrix A is robust and
⊕
aγγ ∈
aγj ⊗ ajγ , aγγ .
j

Proof. First, we prove the sufficient condition. Let A be robust. There are two possibilities. First, the trivial case,
G(A, h) contains no cycle of length two for any h > 0. Consequently G(A, h) contains no cycle of length two
for any h > 0 and for every matrix A ∈ A. Due to Remark 2 and Theorem 1 A is robust, hence A is universally
X⊕
robust. In this case
aγj ⊗ ajγ = 0, hence aγγ ∈ [0, aγγ ]. Second, G(A, h) contains at least one cycle
j

of length two for some h > 0, i.e. there is at least one j ∈ N such that aγj ⊗ ajγ ≥ h. By Theorem 2 this implies
hX⊕
i
aγγ ≥ h and G(A, h) contains loop on node γ. Since aγγ ∈
aγj ⊗ ajγ , aγγ the threshold digraph G(A, h)
j

for all matrices A ∈ A contains the loop on node γ for all h ∈ H. Thus by Theorem 1 and Remark 2 A is robust,
hence A is universally robust.
Now, we
prove the necessaryi condition. Let A be universally robust. Trivially A is robust. We shall prove that
hX
X⊕
⊕
aγγ ∈
aγj ⊗ ajγ , aγγ . Let aγγ <
aγj ⊗ ajγ . Then there is a matrix A? ∈ A defined as follows
j

j

a?ij

=

(

aγγ
aij

if i = j = γ,
otherwise.

(4)

We shall prove that A? is not robust. Let us consider the threshold digraph G(A? , h) for h =

X⊕
j

aγj ⊗ ajγ .

The digraph contains a non-trivial strongly connected component with a cycle of length two connecting node γ
X⊕
X⊕
aγj ⊗ ajγ . Since a?γγ = aγγ <
aγj ⊗ ajγ the component is
with the node k for which aγk ⊗ akγ =
j

j

without a loop. Thus by Theorem 1 is the matrix A? not robust. What is a contradiction with universal robustness
of A.

Theorem 7. There is an algorithm with computational complexity O(n2 ) for verifying the type of an interval
matrix A = [A, A] and checking the universal robustness.
Proof. Due to Theorem 3 verifying that a matrix is of type Γ takes O(n2 ) time. We shall check the hlower bound
X⊕
matrix A and the upper bound matrix A. To find the required interval and check whether aγγ ∈
aγj ⊗
j

i
ajγ , aγγ takes O(n) time, hence the entire computational complexity is O(n2 ).

In following two examples are the considered fuzzy matrices defined over the set B = [0, 10]. We illustrate the
universally robust and the universally non-robust case for interval matrices of type dΓ using Theorem 6.
Example 3. Let us consider an interval matrix A = [A, A] with bounds A, A ∈ B(5, 5)





0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
 0 3 1 0 2 
 0 10 5 3 6 
 0 3










A =  0 0 0 0 0 , A =  0 4 0 0 0 .
A? =  0 4





 0 2 0 0 0 
 0 4 0 0 0 
 0 4
0 3 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 0
0 5

0
5
0
0
0

0
3
0
0
0

0
6
0
0
0









Both A and A are matrices of type dΓ with γ = 2. Moreover aij ≤ aγγ for i, j ∈ N implies that the matrix A
X⊕
is robust. Since aγγ = 3 <
aγj ⊗ ajγ = 5 there is a matrix A? defined by (4) which is not robust, namely
j

the threshold digraph G(A? , 5) contains one non-trivial strongly connected component, but without a loop (see
Figure 1). Consequently the considered interval matrix A is not universally robust.
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G(A? , 5)

1j

5j



2j

4j

-

3j

Figure 1 Universal robustness in non-robust case
Example 4. Let us consider an interval matrix A = [A, A] with bounds A, A ∈ B(5, 5)




0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 0 k 1 0 2 
 0 10 5 3 6 








A =  0 0 0 0 0 , A =  0 4 0 0 0 .




 0 2 0 0 0 
 0 4 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 0
Both A and A are matrices of type dΓ with γ = 2 again. Moreover aij ≤ aγγ for i, j ∈ N implies that the matrix
X⊕
A is robust. Since
aγj ⊗ ajγ = 5 and aγγ = 10 for arbitrary k ∈ [5, 10] contains for A ∈ A, the threshold
j

digraph G(A, h) for each h ∈ H exactly one non-trivial strongly connected component with a loop on node γ = 2.
Thus A is robust and consequently A is universally robust.

5

Conclusion

The aim of this paper is to find equivalent conditions for robustness of Monge fuzzy matrices of type Γ with fixed
data and equivalent conditions for possible robustness and universal robustness of interval Monge fuzzy matrices
of type Γ.
The theory of matrix robustness can reflect the following economic application. We consider evaluation
of projects in a company. The projects are characterized by different properties. The level of each property i
is described by value xi , influenced by all properties xj . The influence is represented by a factor aij . The vector
x at time r + 1 can be computed by equation x(r + 1) = A ⊗ x(r). The robustness of the matrix A is related
to the solution of the eigenproblem A ⊗ x(r) = x(r), where the eigenvector x(r) represents the steady state.
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Can shifts in public debt structure influence
economic growth of advanced economies?
Martin Murín1
Abstract. Since the Great Recession, dynamics of public debt have forced many politicians to choose whether they will boost the economic growth or they will deal with
a high public debt to GDP ratio. Measures able to lower the debt and increase the
economic growth simultaneously seems to be difficult to find. Following the most
intuitional case of the consolidation when fiscal authority increases taxation or cuts
public spending could not lead to better perform. If the debt declines slower than the
GDP, the debt quota will rise anyway. From very simple example one can see an
interaction of the public debt and the economic performance especially during economic downturns. Then, it is important to look for measures that can enhance the
growth and are, at least, the debt neutral. Therefore, the aim of the contribution is to
examine whether the level neutral change in structure of the public debt could have
desirable effect on the economic growth of advanced economies. There are some theoretical linkages which suggest that the debt structure can influence the growth rates.
Arnold's et al. [2] methodology enables to estimate effect of internal debt structure
change which has no direct effect on the level of public debt. The dataset covers period
from 2000 to 2015 of all OECD countries of which data are available for the econometric analysis (up to 24). Hence the panel data regression is employed to estimate
results and 3 debt decompositions of the public debt are made. Namely, i) by the original maturity of debt instruments, ii) by the currency which is used to issue debt, iii)
by the residency of creditors. The results suggest that the most important shift seems
to be from domestic to foreign creditors which is associated with higher economic
growth rates. Similar but not as strong effects is the shift from domestic to foreign
currency and finally the shift from long term debt to short term debt instruments.
Keywords: economic growth, sovereign debt crisis, public debt, structure of public
debt, panel data regression
JEL Classification: O47, H63, C23,
AMS Classification: 62-07

1

Introduction

In 2009 the sovereign debt crisis appeared in the EU. Since then the public debt has been held attention among
economists. From the field of economic growth and public debt studies one must mention Reinhart and Rogoff
[16] contribution which has led to much more intensive discussion even though the contribution has several mistakes, see Herndon et al. [10]. Reinhart and Rogoff show that from certain level of the public debt could be harmful
to the economic growth. On the other hand, economic performance influences the level and the dynamic of the
public debt. It is much more obvious if the ratio of debt to GDP is taking as an indicator of indebtedness. If one
assumes the fiscal deficit to correspond to the debt difference than the public debt can be increased by means of
automatic stabilizers in time of economic downturns and the debt quota tends to increase even more. The causality
goes from the public debt to the economic growth is unambiguous, see Panizza and Presbitero [15]. The aim of
this paper is to investigate whether the change in the public debt structure can have an impact on the economic
growth of advanced economies. To do this, the Arnold et al. [2] methodology is used. However, they use this
methodology to evaluated effects of tax shifts which are neutral to the level of the tax quota. Therefore, in this
contribution, shifts in public debt with neutral effect on the level of public debt are empirically analyzed. The
sample consist of 24 OECD countries in period from 2000 to 2015. Hence the panel data regression is employed
to estimate result. Debt structure is divided by 3 criteria. Namely, i) by the original maturity of debt instruments,
ii) by the residency of creditors, iii) by the currency which is used to issue debt. The results suggest that the most
important shift seems to be from domestic to foreign creditors which is associated with the higher economic growth
rates. Similar but not as strong effects is obtained from the shift from domestic to foreign currency and from the
shift goes from long term debt instruments to short term debt instruments.

Masaryk university, department of Economics, Faculty of Economics and Administration, Lipová 41/a, 60200
Brno, Czech Republic, martin.murin@mail.muni.cz.
1
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2

Theoretical impact of public debt on economic growth

First of all, some theoretical background needs to be set to learn the way how the public debt fits into the economic
growth model. It is followed Teles and Mussolini [19] which is an OLG model of the economic growth. This
model extends Brauninger [6] by the approach to the government expenditure. Some share of the expenditure is
productive. It means the productive expenditure has positive impact on the marginal product. In this setting, it is
not look for the optimal size of the productive government expenditure as it is done by Bacchiocchi et al. [3] and
there is no monetary sector as it is in Adam and Bevan [1]. There are three sectors in the economy.
Households
Households are consisted of two generations (0,1), old and young. Every is an inner homogeneous group. Utility
function of agent born in period t = 0, 1 is given by eq. (1).

U  ln ctt   ln ctt1
In (1)

(1)

c tj is a consumption in time j of an agent born in the period t. The parameter β shows agent preferences

of the future consumption over the current consumption. It is assumed that β is greater than 0. This secure that
there is some desire for the future consumption. Old generation doesn’t work. Members are owners of the initial
capital k0. Young generation represents labor force and its budget constrain is as follows:

where

ctt  stt  1   wt

(2)

ctt1  1  rt 1 stt

(3)

wt is a wage, rt 1 is an interest rate, stt is a saving and  is an exogenous tax rate. One must note that

in the period t+1 young generation become old, hence in this period there is no wage and the maximal amount of
consumption in the period t+1 is given by the amount of saving from the previous period and the real interest rate.
Household uses savings to buy private capital or government bonds.

stt  kt 1  d t 1

(4)

Firms
The production of the economy is given by the representative firm, which, in correspondence with neoclassical
theory, maximizes its profit. The production function is described by the eq. (5).

yt  Az t1 k t lt1

(5)

yt is an output, A is a level of technology, z t is an amount of the productive government expenditure,
l t is a labor force which is, for simplicity, created by the young generation, l t =1, k t is a capital stock which
where

follows the invest function (6).

k t 1  1   k t  it
where the future capital stock depends on a rate of amortization
fore, the future capital stock is equal to an investment

(6)



, which is equal to 1 for simplicity. There-

it . Government is represented by z t in the production

function. It is given as fallows.

z t  xy t

(7)

yt  A1/  x (1 ) /  kt

(8)

By substitution (7) into (5) it is gotten:

From this relation stems that there is an externality given by the government productive expenditure which
means that the output of representative firm can be higher without a change in the private capital stock.
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Government
Government is facing its budget constrain. In the eq. (9) government has productive expenditure x and unproductive expenditure g . Both are dependent on the level of output. Government revenue is given by the tax rate 
and level of wage

wt . There is no other source of the government revenue.

d t 1  d t  rt d t  g  x yt  wt 

(9)

Change of the public debt in the future period is given by a difference between government revenue and government expenditure in the current period. Relation in parentheses is a primary deficit. The debt service costs are
represented by the amount of the debt in the current period multiplied by the interest rate. An initial level of the
debt d 0 is equal to 0, like in Adam and Bevan [1].
Market equilibrium
An equilibrium is given by maximizing the utility function of young generation (1) and the product function (5).
It is needed to put constrain on the economy.

yt  ctt  ctt 1  kt 1  g  x yt
The following relation (11) is obtained by maximizing utility for given

(10)

wt and rt 1 .

stt   1   wt / 1   

(11)

The saving is positively dependent on preference toward the future consumption and the level of wage after
tax. Optimal behavior of representative firm is given by following relation:

y t / kt  Az t1 kt 1  A1  x 1    rt

(12)

The marginal product of the private capital is equal to the real interest rate. There is a perfect competition which
means there is no economic profit, see the eq. (13).

yt  rt kt  wt

(13)

Hence wage of young generation is given by the eq. (14).

wt  1   A1  x 1   kt

(14)

Now, it can be said, that if government increases the productive expenditure it increases the marginal product
of the private capital and the real interest rate, which leads to the higher debt cost (9). On the other hand, it increases
the wage of young generation and using (11) it seems to increase the saving.
Growth of capital stock
As suggested by Teles and Mussolini [19] the economic growth rate can be expressed by using a growth of private
capital stock. Equation (15) shows case, when government decides about the tax rate and the deficit is endogenous.
It is possible to fix deficit and then consider the tax rate as endogenous, however, this situation in public finance
could lead to vary taxation often.

kt 1  kt

1   1   A1  x 1    g  x  1    A1  x 1    1  A1  x 1   d t  1

kt
1 
kt





(15)
From (15) stems that the growth rate of capital accumulation is positively dependent on the level of agents’
propensity to the future consumption and the net marginal product of the private capital which is in correspondence
with Barro [5]. Second part of the eq. (15) is a negative effect of the level of the primary deficit similarly to
Brauninger [6]. Last part of the eq. (15) is an effect resulting from the ratio of public debt cost to capital accumulation. It means, if the public debt service cost is high then the economic growth is slow. This negative impact is
higher if the debt stock is higher, or the interest rate is higher or the private capital is low. The result of the model
is according to Teles and Mussolini [19] similar to the PAYG system.
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3

Empirical analysis

From theoretical model, the importance of the public debt cost can be understood. Higher the cost lower the economic growth. From this point of view the structure of the public debt could play a significant role to influence
the rate of real GDP growth in the long term.

3.1

Methodology

This contribution focus on the question how does the shift in the public debt structure influences the economic
growth? It is common to use panel data regression to estimate an endogenous growth model, for example see
Vráblíková [20] or Zimčík [21]. In compliance with the aim of this paper the most intuitive approach is to divide
public debt into categories mentioned within the introduction. In previous research, see Murín [14], it is used the
omitted variable approach developed by Kneller et al. [11]. Authors Arnold et al. [2] modify the omitted variable
approach to review an effect of the tax shift on the economic performance with no direct impact on the tax quota.
Murín [13] uses this approach to investigate effects of the level neutral shifts in public debt structure on economic
growth of EU 14 countries. This approach allows to perform relatively easy econometric exercise. Equation (16)
shows the econometric model.

g  X  DEBT  

(16)

where g is dependent variable, X is a set of control variables and DEBT is a set of variables of interest, in this
contribution a set of all debt structure variables. The approach can be described as follows. One put the level of
public debt quota into the set of control variables to adjust estimates of its impact on the economic growth. The
set of variables of research interest are calculated as a share of the whole public debt. If one share is omitted, all
estimated coefficients on shares leaved in the regression can be interpreted as a resulted effect of the structure shift
towards this share with the opposite change of the debt share which is omitted. This is very similar approach to
Kneller et al. [11] omitted variable approach, however, the crucial difference is that the level of total variable is
given into the set of control variable and variables of interest are calculated as shares of total variable. Arnold et
al. [2] study the tax shift this way.
Data description
As it is mentioned above, in similar contributions the endogenous model is estimated. In these models, variables
are divided into two categories. The first is the set of control variables and the second is set of variables of research
interest. Table 1 presents all variables, their labels and verbal description.

Label

Growth
Invest
Open
Tech
Gov
Debt
i)
Short
Long
ii)
Curdom
Curfor
iii)
Crefor
Credom

Verbal description
Year-to-year growth rate of real GDP per capita, constant prices, constant exchange rates
Gross fixed capital formation, percentage of GDP, current prices, in logarithm
Percentage of export + import to GDP, current prices, in logarithm
Thousand patents per inhabitant, in logarithm
Percentage of total public expenditure to GDP, general government, current prices, in logarithm
Gross public debt-to-GDP ratio, current prices (in all next: c. p.)
Short-term debt by original maturity, share of gross public debt, c. p.
Long-term debt by original maturity, share of gross public debt, c. p.
Debt in domestic currency, share of gross public debt, c. p.
Debt in foreign currency, share of gross public debt, c. p.
Debt held by external creditors, share of gross public debt, c. p.
Debt held by domestic creditors, share of gross public debt, c. p.

Table 1 Variables description
Table 1 shows all variables and their verbal description used in this contribution. The dependent variable is
Growth, the y-o-y growth rate of the real GDP per capita. The set of control variables consists of Invest, which
approximates physical capital accumulation in line with Solow [18], Open, which is used to control estimates for
an effect of openness of the economy. If there is no such variable, all coefficients on debt categories tent to be
more significant, see Murín, [13]. Variable Tech is used to approximate technological progress or at least the
innovation intensity in line with Romer [17]. If one wants to study the effect of the public debt structure on the
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economic growth it is quite reasonable to control estimates of the size of government. Gov is employed to do it so.
Finally, the level of public debt, Debt, is incorporated into the set of control variable.
In Table 1 the set of variables of the research interest consists of labels i) the origin maturity of debt instruments,
ii) the currency which is used to issue debt, iii) the residency of creditors. The sample consist of OECD countries
with satisfying data availability on public debt structure. Namely they are Australia, Austria, Canada, Estonia,
Finland, France, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Great Britain and USA.
Followed period is from 1998 to 2015. Every variable was drawn from open OECD.Stat database. The OECD
captures debt structure on a quarterly periodicity. In the analytical part of this contribution, it is worked with data
in yearly periodicity, as e. g Machová and Kotlán [12], etc. Hence, it was important to find a way how data on the
debt structure should be used. It has been decided to take values of the last quarters of the year to get debt structure
of that year, because the debt is a state value, this method seems to be valid. Therefore, for instance the value of
last quarter of year 2015 represents the state of debt structure in year 2015.
Equation (17) and (18) presents eq. (16) which is got by using (16) and verbal description. Eq. (17) represents
estimated model in the next section. Index i stands for the country and index t denotes the period. Index k indicates
specific debt ratio D _ rkit 1 (variables of the interest in table 1) and index j denotes the omitted debt ration from
the estimate. Eq. (18) shows that error term contains a country specific effect. By using Hausman test estimates
were performed with fixed effects, see Batlagi [4]. For detailed discussion on method of estimation, see e.g. Murín
[14].
K 1

Growthit   0  1 Investit   2 Openit   3Techit   4 Govit   5 Debtit 1    k   j D _ rkit 1   it
k 1

(17)

 it   i  uit
3.2

(18)

Results

Table 2 shows results of all estimates relevant to the scope of this contribution. Signs ***, ** and * following the
estimated parameter stand for significance level of 1, 5 and 10 percent respectively. The number in the brackets
are t-statistics. It needs to be emphasized that the set of control variables in table 2 is the most appropriate one
from other specifications. Many other variables were tested which could approximate control variable. Especially
in case of Tech and Open, there could be other options used. All control variables have anticipated effect and they
are statistically significant. It is not the purpose of this contribution to concern about these variables. The aim of
the contribution is to examine whether the level neutral change in the structure of public debt could have desirable
effect on the economic growth of advanced economies.
From the point of view of the purpose the results suggest some interesting findings. Model 1 and 2 are dealing
with shifts in the public debt from short term debt instruments to long term and vice-versa. Estimated parameters
are significant at level 10 %, which is the lowest signification among others. From results stem that if debt structure
shift goes from long-term to short-term instruments it is associated with higher economic growth. This could be
explained by the model proposed above. If a yield curve is of normal shape it means that the long-term obligations
should have higher interest rate than the short-term.
Models 3 and 4 are dealing with shifts in debt structure following the currency decomposition. There are a
domestic and a foreign currency. Dell´Erba et al. [8] suggest that for the country it is much less risky to emit debt
in the domestic currency. If the government cannot sell bond in the domestic currency even on the domestic market
it is called the Hausman´s hypothesis of the origin sin. From results of model 3 and 4 it seems the hypothesis to be
valid even for the economic growth. The shift from foreign currency to domestic currency is correlated with increase of the economic growth. The opposite shift leads to decrease of the economic growth.
Models 5 and 6 are devoted to the last debt decomposition. It deals with the residency of creditors. Since the
1950s, it has been discussion whether are better to use domestic or foreign sources to finance public debt, see
Buchanan [7]. From results in table 2 stem that it is better to supply debt obligation to foreign creditors that to
domestic ones. This result is in correspondence with Adam and Bevan [1] or Diamond [9].

Model

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1,439***

1,440***

1,291***

1,290***

1,109***

1,112***

(22,700)

(22,661)

(14,161)

(14,150)

(13,381)

(13,308)
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Invest
Open
Tech
Gov
Debt
Short

15,371***
(5,316)
11,866***
(7,396)
3,010***
(3,626)
-18,35***
(-5,500)
-0,092***
(-4,379)
0,053*
(1,824)

Long

15,373***
(5,331)
11,876***
(7,413)
3,006***
(3,615)
-18,37***
(-5.500)
-0,092***
(-4,381)

11,421***
(3,315)
11.,447***
(4,335)
1,981*
(1,630)
-15,15***
(-3,409)
-0,119***
(-3,351)

11,410***
(3,310)
11,446***
(4,335)
1,995*
(1,643)
-15,16***
(-3,408)
-0,119***
(-3,352)

10,700***
(3,907)
13,193***
(6,064)
3,482***
(2,753)
-17,73***
(-4,308)
-0,110***
(-4,653)

-0,055*
(-1,873)

Curdom

0,054***
(3,211)

Curfor

-0.054***
(-3,218)

Credom

-0,092***
(-2,769)

Crefor
Adj. R2
No.

10,680***
(3,878)
13,166***
(6,022)
3,478***
(2,742)
-17,70***
(-4,304)
-0,110***
(-4,639)

0,681
317

0,681
317

0,626
185

0,626
185

0,671
208

0,090***
(2,688)
0,669
208

Table 2 Results of estimates of the effect of public debt structural shifts on economic growth

4

Conclusions

The aim of the contribution was to examine whether the level neutral change in the structure of public debt could
have desirable effect on the economic growth of advanced economies. From the empirical point of view the panel
data regression of 24 OECD countries in the period from 2000 to 2015 was used to estimates economic growth
models with public debt and its structure variables. The decomposition of structure of public debt was performed:
i) by the original maturity of debt instruments, ii) by the currency which are used to issue debt, iii) by the residency
of creditors. Arnold et al. [2] approach was followed to observe effects of shifts in the public debt structure which
don´t change level of the debt quota.
The results suggest that shifts in public debt structure are relevant to the economic growth of the researched
sample. According to sizes of estimated parameters the most important shift is by the residency of creditors, followed by the currency and finally by the original maturity of debt instruments. All results can be related to the
model presented in section 2. All shifts in the debt structure which are positively correlated with the rate of growth
of the economy can be explained by means of their impact on the interest rate and then on the debt service cost. If
there is a shift with additional pressure on debt cost it should lower the economic growth. Hence it is better for the
growth to shift debt structure towards foreign creditors, sell obligations in domestic currency if possible, and use
short-term obligations which requires to roll-over public debt. For better understanding of the theoretical model it
would be interested to test the hypothesis of debt structure shift effect on public debt cost directly in future work.
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Interval Max-min Matrix Equations
with Bounded Solution
Helena Myšková1
Abstract. Max-min algebra is an algebraic structure, in which classical addition
and multiplication are replaced by maximum and minimum, respectively. Max-min
(fuzzy) equations have found a broad area of applications in causal models which
emphasize relationships between input and output variables. They are used in diagnosis models or models of non-deterministic systems. Many practical situations can be
described using max-min matrix equations. It often happens that a max-min matrix
equation with exact data is unsolvable. Therefore, we replace matrix elements with
intervals of possible values. In this way, we obtain an interval matrix equation. We
shall deal with interval max-min matrix equations with bounded solution, in which a
solution has to be from the given interval of possible values. We can define several
types of solvability of interval max-min matrix equations with bounded solution. In
this paper, we shall deal with four of them. We prove the necessary and sufficient
conditions which can be verified in polynomial time.
Keywords: max-min algebra, interval matrix equation, strong solvability, universal
solvability
JEL classification: C02
AMS classification: 15A18; 15A80; 65G30

1

Motivation

Max-min equations have found a broad area of applications in causal models which emphasize relationships between input and output variables. They are used for instance in diagnosis models [6], [8], [9]. The solution of the
max-min relational equation of the form A ⊗ x = b, where A is a matrix, b and x are vectors of suitable dimensions
and classical addition and multiplication operations are replaced by maximum and minimum, provides a maximal
set of symptoms that produce the given fault.
The solvability of the systems of max-min linear equations is well reviewed. In this paper, we shall deal with
the solvability of max-min matrix equations of the form A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B, where A, B, and C are given matrices
of suitable sizes and X is an unknown matrix. In the following example we will show one of possible applications.
Example 1. Let us consider a situation, in which passengers from places P1 , P2 , P3 , and P4 want to transfer to
holiday destinations D1 , D2 , and D3 . Different transportation means provide transporting passengers from places
P1 , P2 , P3 , and P4 to airport terminals T1 and T2 (See Figure 1). We assume that the connection between Pi and Tl
is possible only via one of the check points Q1 , Q2 , and Q3 . On Figure 1 there is an arrow (Pi Qj ) if there exists
the road from Pi to Qj and there is an arrow (Tl Dk ) if terminal Tl handles the passengers traveling to destination
Dk (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, 3, k = 1, 2, 3, l = 1, 2). The symbols along arrows represent the capacities of the
corresponding connections. Denote by aij (clk ) the capacity of the road from Pi to Qj (from Tl to Dk ). If Qj is
linked with Tl by a road with the capacity xjl , then the capacity of the connection between Pi and Dk via Qj using
terminal Tl is equal to min{aij , xjl , clk }.
Suppose that the number of passengers traveling from place Pi to destination Dk is denoted by bik . To ensure
the transportation for all passengers from P1 to their destinations the following equations have to be satisfied:
max
max

n

n

o
min{a11 , x11 , c11 }, min{a12 , x21 , c11 } = b11 ,

o
min{a11 , x11 , c12 }, min{a12 , x21 , c12 }, min{a12 , x22 , c22 } = b12 ,

n
o
max min{a11 , x12 , c23 }, min{a11 , x11 , c13 }, min{a12 , x21 , c13 }, min{a12 , x22 , c23 } = b13 .

The similar equalities must be satisfied to ensure the transportation for all passengers from P2 , P3 and P4 to their
destinations.
In general, suppose that there are m places P1 , P2 , . . . , Pm , n transfer points Q1 , Q2 , . . . , Qn , s terminals
T1 , T2 , . . . , Ts , and r destinations D1 , D2 , . . . , Dr . If there is no road from Pi to Qj (from Tl to Dk ), we put
1
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Figure 1 Transportation system
aij = 0 (clk = 0). Our task is to choose the appropriate capacities xjl for any j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and for any
l = 1, 2, . . . , s such that the maximum capacity of the road from Pi to Dk is equal to a given number bik for any
i = 1, 2, . . . , m and for any k = 1, 2, . . . , r, i. e.,
max min{aij , xjl , clk } = bik .

j∈N, l∈S

2

(1)

Preliminaries

Max-min algebra is the triple (I, ⊕, ⊗), where I = [O, I] is a linear ordered set with the least element O, the
greatest element I, and two binary operations a ⊕ b = max{a, b} and a ⊗ b = min{a, b}.

Denote by M, N, R, and S the index sets {1, 2, . . . , m}, {1, 2, . . . , n}, {1, 2, . . . , r}, and {1, 2, . . . , s}, respectively. The set of all m × n matrices over I is denoted by I(m, n) and the set of all column n vectors over I
we denote by I(n).
Operations ⊕ and ⊗ are extended to matrices and vectors in the same way as in the classical algebra. For any
A, C ∈ I(m, n), we write A ≤ C if aij ≤ cij for all i ∈ M, j ∈ N . The monotonicity of ⊗ means that for each
A, C ∈ I(m, n), A ≤ C and for each B, D ∈ I(n, s), B ≤ D the inequality A ⊗ B ≤ C ⊗ D holds true.

3

Max-min Matrix Equations

Let A ∈ I(m, n), B ∈ I(m, r), and C ∈ I(s, r) be matrices with elements aij , bik , and clk , respectively. We
shall write system of equalities (1) from Example 1 in the matrix form


A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B.

(2)

Denote by X ∗ (A, B, C) = x∗jl (A, B, C) the matrix defined as follows
x∗jl (A, B, C) = min{x∗j (A ⊗ clk , Bk )}.
k∈R

(3)

We call the matrix X ∗ (A, B, C) a principal matrix solution of (2). The following theorem expresses the properties
of X ∗ (A, B, C) and gives the necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of (2).
Theorem 1 (Draženská–Myšková [1]). Let A ∈ I(m, n), B ∈ I(m, r) and C ∈ I(m, n).
(i) If A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B for X ∈ I(n, s), then X ≤ X ∗ (A, B, C).
(ii) A ⊗ X ∗ (A, B, C) ⊗ C ≤ B.
(iii)The matrix equation A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B is solvable if and only if X ∗ (A, B, C) is its solution.
In practice, it happens quite often in modeling real situations that the obtained system turns out to be unsolvable.
One of possible methods of restoring the solvability is to replace the exact input values by intervals of possible
values. The result of the substitution is so-called interval max-min matrix equation. In this paper, we shall deal
with the solvability of interval max-min matrix equations with bounded solution.
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4

Interval Matrix Equations

Similarly to [2, 4, 7], we define interval matrices A, B, C as follows:


A = [A, A] = A ∈ I(m, n); A ≤ A ≤ A , B = [B, B] = B ∈ I(m, r); B ≤ B ≤ B ,
C = [C, C] =



We shall use the notation

C ∈ I(s, r); C ≤ C ≤ C ,

X = [X, X] =

A⊗X ⊗C =B



X ∈ I(n, s); X ≤ X ≤ X .
(4)

for the set of all matrix equations of the form (2) such that A ∈ A, B ∈ B, and C ∈ C and a solution is required
to be from X. We call (5) an interval max-min matrix equation with bounded solution.
A special case of (4) is
A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B,

where X ∈ I(n, s) can be arbitrary.

(5)

In [5], there were studied several solvability concepts for (5). In this paper, we shall deal with the solvability
of (4). We define some types of solvability.

Definition 1. Interval max-min matrix equation of the form (4) is
• strongly solvable if for each X ∈ I(n, s), for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C the product A ⊗ X ⊗ C lies in
B;
• X-universally solvable if for each X ∈ I(n, s) there exists B ∈ B such that the equality A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B
holds for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C;
• A-universally solvable if for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C there exists B ∈ B such that the equality
A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B holds for each X ∈ I(n, s);
• universally solvable if there exists B ∈ B such that the equality A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B holds for each A ∈ A, for
each C ∈ C and for each X ∈ I(n, s).
Theorem 2. Interval max-min matrix equation of the form (4) is strongly solvable if and only if the system of
inequalities
A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≥ B,
(6)
A⊗X ⊗C ≤B

is satisfied.

(7)

Proof. The strong solvability means that the system of inequalities B ≤ A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ B holds for each A ∈
A, C ∈ C and for each X ∈ X. The left inequality holds for each A ∈ A, C ∈ C and for each X ∈ X if and
only if it holds for A = A, C = C and X = X, i.e., (6) is satisfied. Similarly, the validity of the right inequality
is equivalent to (7).
It follows from the definitions of the strong, X-universal and A-universal solvability that the strong solvability
is a necessary condition for the X-universal solvability and the A-universal solvability, too. For the given indices
(ij)
i ∈ M, j ∈ N denote the matrix A(ij) = (auv ) where
(
aij for i = u, j = v,
(ij)
(auv ) =
aij otherwise.
Lemma 3 (Myšková [3]). Let A ∈ A. Then
A=

M

i∈M,j∈N

aij ⊗ A(ij) .

(8)

It is easy to see that Lemma 3 can be used in the similar manner for any interval matrix.
Lemma 4. Interval max-min matrix equation (4) is X-universally solvable if and only if interval max-min matrix
equation (4) is strongly solvable and the equality
A⊗X ⊗C =A⊗X ⊗C
is satisfied for each X ∈ X.
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Proof. The strong solvability implies that A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≥ A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≥ B and A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ B
which means that A ⊗ X ⊗ C ∈ B and A ⊗ X ⊗ C ∈ B for each X ∈ X. Let X ∈ X be fixed. The existence
of B ∈ B such that for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C the equality A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B is satisfied means that the
products A ⊗ X ⊗ C are equal to each other for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C, which is equivalent to (9). 
Lemma 4 does not provide an effective algorithm for testing the X-universal solvability.
Theorem 5. Interval max-min matrix equation (4) is X-universally solvable if and only if interval max-min matrix
equation (4) is strongly solvable and
A ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C

(10)

for each j ∈ N, l ∈ S.
Proof. Suppose that A ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C for each j ∈ N, l ∈ S and interval max-min matrix
equation (4) is strongly solvable. According to Lemma 3 we obtain
 M

M
A⊗X ⊗C =A⊗
xjl ⊗ (A ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C) =
xjl ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C =
j∈N,l∈S

j∈N,l∈S

M

j∈N,l∈S

xjl ⊗ (A ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C) = A ⊗

 M

j∈N,l∈S


xjl ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X ⊗ C

for each X ∈ X. By Lemma 4 interval system (4) is X-universally solvable.
The converse implication is trivial.



Lemma 6. Interval max-min matrix equation (4) is A-universally solvable if and only if interval max-min matrix
equation (4) is strongly solvable and
A⊗X ⊗C =A⊗X ⊗C
(11)

for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C.

Proof. The strong solvability ensures that and A ⊗ X ⊗ C ∈ B for each A ∈ A and for each C ∈ C. For fixed
A ∈ A and for fixed C ∈ C, the A-universal solvability means that the products A ⊗ X ⊗ C are the same for each
X ∈ X, which is equivalent to (11).

The following theorem provides the polynomially testable condition for the A-universal solvability.
Theorem 7. Interval max-min matrix equation (4) is A-universally solvable if and only if interval max-min matrix
equation (4) is strongly solvable and the equality
A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗ C (lk) = A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗ C (lk)

(12)

holds for each i ∈ M, j ∈ N, k ∈ R, l ∈ S.
Proof. Suppose that equality (12) is satisfied for each i ∈ M, j ∈ N and interval max-min matrix equation (4) is
strongly solvable. According to Lemma 3 we have

A⊗X ⊗C =

M

M 

i,j,k,l

i,j


M
 M
 M

aij ⊗ A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗
clk ⊗ C (lk) =
aij ⊗ A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗
clk ⊗ C (lk) =
i,j

l,k

(aij ⊗ clk ) ⊗ A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗ C (lk)
M
i,j



=

M 

i,j,k,l

(aij ⊗ clk ) ⊗ A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗ C (lk)



M
aij ⊗ A(ij) ⊗ X ⊗
clk ⊗ C (lk) = A ⊗ X ⊗ C
l,k

In view of Lemma 6 interval max-min matrix equation (4) is A-universally solvable.
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Theorem 8. Interval max-min matrix equation (4) is universally solvable if and only if interval max-min matrix
equation (4) is strongly solvable and
(13)
A ⊗ X ⊗ C = A ⊗ X ⊗ C.
Proof. If interval max-min matrix equation (4) is strongly solvable and A ⊗ X ⊗ C = A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B then
B = A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ A ⊗ X ⊗ C ≤ A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B for each X ∈ X. We get A ⊗ X ⊗ C = B ∈ B for each
A ∈ A, for each C ∈ C, and for each X ∈ X, i. e., (4) is universally solvable.
The converse implication is trivial.

Example 2. Let I = [0, 10] and let



[3, 5]
[1, 3] [5, 8]



A =  [1, 2] [4, 6]  , B =  [3, 5]
[3, 6]
[4, 7] [2, 3]


[2, 5]

[4, 5]  ,
[2, 6]

[4, 6]
[3, 3]

C=

[6, 7]
[3, 4]

!

,

X=

[2, 4]
[4, 4]

[3, 3]
[3, 5]

!

.

We check all above defined solvability concepts.

Solution:
First, we check the universal and strong solvabilities. We have




4 4
4 4




A ⊗ X ⊗ C =  4 4  ≥ B, A ⊗ X ⊗ C =  4 4  ≤ B,
3 3
4 4

A ⊗ X ⊗ C 6= A ⊗ X ⊗ C.

According to Theorem 2 and Theorem 8 the given interval matrix equation is strongly solvable, but it is not
universally solvable.
For checking the X-universal solvability we compute
!
!
4 3
2 3
(11)
(12)
X
=
, X
=
, X (21) =
4 3
4 3
We have

2
4

3
3

!

,

X

(22)

=

2 3
4 5

!

.




4 4


A ⊗ X (11) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (11) ⊗ C =  4 4  and
4 4


4 4


A ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C = A ⊗ X (jl) ⊗ C =  4 4  for each (j, l) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)}.
3 3

Since (10) is satisfied for each j ∈ N, l ∈ S, the given interval system is X-universally solvable.
At least, we show that the given interval system is not A-universally solvable. Let us take


!
3 5
6 6


(11)
(11)
A
=  1 4  and C
=
3 3
4 2

Since

A(11) ⊗ X ⊗ C (11)



4

= 4
3


4

4 
3

and

A(11) ⊗ X ⊗ C (11)

according to Theorem 7 the given interval system is not A-universally solvable.
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4.1

Conclusion

In this paper, we dealt with the solvability of interval matrix equations in max-min algebra. Max-min algebra is
a useful tool for describing real situation in the economy and industry. In Example 1, the values aij , xjl , and clk
represent the capacities of corresponding connections. In economics, those values can represent for example the
financial costs for the production or transporting of some products. In another example, aij represents a measure of
the preference of the property Pi of some object before the property Qj , similarly xjl (clk ) represent a measure of
preference of property Qj to property Tl (property Tl to property Dk ). There are many possibilities for definition
of more solvability concepts. Our main objective for the future will be studying another types of solvability of
interval system with bounded and unbounded solution.
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Assessment of the Impact of Traffic Police Preventive
Interventions
Dana Nejedlová1
Abstract. Free publicly available datasets describing weather and traffic accidents in
the Czech Republic have been used for the training of a feed-forward neural network
so that it could predict the level of the number of traffic accidents and their cost
from weather, weekday, and month. The neural network learns the data for each of
the 14 Czech regions separately and also the idea of cross-validation is utilized. The
data for each learning task have been separated into Training Set, Development Test
Set, and Test Set. Then a statistically significant number of experiments with neural
network to get the accuracy of the prediction of the Test Set that happens when the
accuracy of the Development Test Set is maximized have been conducted. The aim
of the research is to learn whether this methodology can statistically detect any significant difference of the accuracy of prediction between the Test Set formed from
days with interventions reported by the Czech Police and the randomly selected Test
Set using the assumption that the neural network learns dependencies not affected by
preventive interventions.
Keywords: Cross-validation, statistical hypothesis testing, feed-forward neural
network, traffic accidents.
JEL Classification: C32, C45, R41, R50
AMS Classification: 68T, 62H

1

Introduction

It seems to be obvious that preventive traffic police interventions reduce the number of traffic accidents – after
all, it is their purpose to do so. This work attempts at scientific treatment of them. The research on this topic
worldwide confirms their positive effects on the reduction of accidents. Found studies focus on particular elements increasing security like safety belts [4], road adjustments [2], legislation, educational campaigns [9], the
effect of police interventions on crime mitigation in particular geographical areas [1], the effect of sobriety
checkpoints in reducing alcohol-related fatalities and injuries [5] by means of systematic reviews of existing
studies. An attempt for economic analysis of effectiveness of anti-alcohol interventions is given in study [3]
using a methodology presented in [10]. Article [14], which compares the number of deaths caused by traffic
accidents per population of 100,000 people before and after the enforcement of usage of seat belts, motorcycle
helmets, general traffic laws, and mass media educational campaigns, is perhaps closest to the research presented
in this paper. Both researches study a particular country and use its national traffic police data. While [14] studies the effect of long-term educational and law enforcement programs, this paper tries to assess the immediate
local effect of traffic police interventions on the number of traffic accidents and related economic damage.

2

The aim of the research and its methodology

The aim of this research is to find out whether the use of neural network and statistical tests of its output could
detect any significant difference between days with and without preventive police interventions in terms of the
number of traffic accidents and related economic damage.
While statistical tests like Pearson’s chi-squared tests [15] can detect the dependence of the pair of variables,
e.g. temperature on the number of accidents, neural network can work with multiple variables. Feed-forward
neural network reads a number of input variables and adjusts its parameters so that its output is as close as possible to some other variables that should be predicted. Statistically prevailing dependencies determine its working.
When neural network learns the number of accidents on days among which only a small part are days with traffic
police interventions, its prediction is not affected by traffic police interventions. This property of neural network
can be used to compare the number of traffic accidents and related economic damage on days with and without
preventive traffic police interventions. If the accuracy of its prediction on days with interventions is significantly
lower than its accuracy on days without interventions, it could mean that the interventions made some difference.
1
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3

Data

Datasets used in this study include weather from the National Centers for Environmental Information [6, 7],
traffic accidents published by the Police of the Czech Republic on their web page [12], and reports on preventive
traffic police interventions [13]. Because the immediate effect of traffic police interventions is local, all data
should also be local. Available data sources allow division of data into 14 Czech regions, see e.g. [8].

3.1

Weather

Properties and processing of weather data are published in paper [11] which describes the research on which the
research published in this paper is based on.
Weather dataset [6, 7] is structured by several Czech meteorological stations. For each of the 14 Czech regions the closest meteorological station has been used to get the data about mean temperature, precipitation and
snow depth in this region for a particular day. Precipitation and snow depth have been transformed into binary
values meaning either no or some precipitation or lying snow throughout a day in a particular region.

3.2

Traffic accidents

Of all available information in traffic accidents dataset [12] the total number of accidents and the total cost of
economic damage per day for each of the 14 Czech regions have been selected as the values that will be predicted by the neural network.
Like in [11], the nominal values of the number of accidents and economic damage have been transformed into three categories “low”, “medium”, and “high” because this kind of output is the most appropriate for the neural network to learn. Before this transformation, like in [11], the nominal values in each of the 2 datasets had
been fitted by quadratic curve and transformed into differences from this curve because the trend of these values
has a rising tendency throughout the years. Unlike in [11], the trend curve has been estimated for each region
separately using all available days including the Test Set. The Test Set has been included because in the current
task we do not question the ability of the neural network to predict future events from past events but its ability
to detect different accident incidence by the difference in its accuracy for 2 methods of forming the Test Set:
 Method 1, referred to as “Interventions” in further text, forms the Test Set from days with interventions.
 Method 2, referred to as “Random” in further text, forms the Test Set merely from randomly chosen days.
After getting values in the form of differences from trends, 2 border values for the number of accidents and 2
border values for economic damage dividing these values into 3 above-mentioned categories have been stated in
each region separately, so that each region has approximately the same number of values in each category for
each of these 2 datasets.

3.3

Preventive traffic police interventions

Reports on preventive traffic police interventions in [13] have to be read through to get a list of days on which
preventive traffic police interventions happened. Of all preventive police activities, only the situations when
traffic police went out on some road and interacted with drivers have been selected. Reading through police
reports is very labor-intensive because of a large number of these reports and because of different structures of
web presentations on different Czech regional police departments. Some regional police departments have their
preventive activities separated from other reports and some departments have only a list of all reports which
includes all police activities, not only prevention of the traffic police. Currently there are some 50 thousand reports that should yet be read through to get more days with preventive traffic police interventions on the list. See
Table 1 for details.

3.4

Time span and division into Training, Development Test, and Test sets

Previous research [11] uses data from 2009.02.10 to 2016.04.19. Current research uses days until 2017.04.13.
This means that for this research 2985 days can be used.
For each region 3 sets have been created. Training Set is formed from 2000 oldest days. Development Test
Set is formed from 631 newer days. Test Set is formed from 354 days. If Method 1 (see Chapter 3.2) is used, all
days with some preventive intervention in the region are present among these 354 days. The intention of this
division is to have these three sets of the same size in each of the Czech regions so that the results of further
processing are comparable. All days in the Test Set of the “Liberecký” region are days with preventive traffic
police interventions. All other Czech regions have in their Test Set besides all found days with interventions
some filler days chosen at random. See the number of found days with interventions in Table 1.
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Region

Number of
Total
found days with number
interventions
of reports

Jihočeský

283

917

Number of
reports not
yet processed
0

Jihomoravský

23

22174

21454

Karlovarský

71

256

0

Královéhradecký

280

23970

16006

Liberecký

354

14172

0

Moravskoslezský

186

254

0

Olomoucký

340

800

0

Pardubický

101

865

0

Plzeňský

170

482

0

Praha
Středočeský

128
61

365
5836

0
4515

Ústecký

80

715

0

Vysočina

88

340

0

Zlínský

12

8694

8279

Total

2177

79840

50254

Web

http://www.policie.cz/krajske-reditelstvijihoceskeho-kraje-prevence.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/spravajihomoravskeho-kraje-zpravodajstvi.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/akce-a-projektyprevence.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/akce-a-projektyakce.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/kralovehradeckykraj-zpravodajstvi.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/clanek/krajskareditelstvi-policie-kralovehradecky-krajarchiv-zpravodajstvi-archivzpravodajstvi.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/krajske-reditelstvipolicie-lbk-zpravodajstvi.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/spravaseveromoravskeho-kraje-akce-aprojekty.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/prevence-volomouckem-kraji.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/zpravodajstviolk.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/clanek/akce-aprojekty-668803.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/spravazapadoceskeho-kraje-akce-a-projekty.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/cinnost-a-akce.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/spravastredoceskeho-kraje-zpravodajstvi.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/spravaseveroceskeho-kraje-akce-a-projekty.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/krajske-reditelstvipolicie-kvs-prevence.aspx
http://www.policie.cz/clanek/zpravodajstvipolicie-zlinskeho-kraje-150757.aspx
List of found reports on author’s page

Table 1 Data sources for traffic police interventions existing on 2017.05.03

4

Algorithm for the detection of the effect of preventive interventions

Neural network is used to predict the level of the number of traffic accidents and related economic damage for
each day. As mentioned in Chapter 3.2, this level is encoded into 3 categories, and neural network learns to predict the correct category from the input data for a particular day. A process of learning of the single dataset will
be referred to as “experiment” in further text. The neural network starts its training from the state with random
weights which are its parameters. The result of its training depends on its initial state. It is possible to get the
reliable information about the accuracy of its predictions only as a result of statistically significant number of
experiments. That is why the neural network has been learning each region and dataset 100 times. In each experiment the neural network learns 3000 times each day in the Training Set and records the accuracy on the Test Set
when its accuracy on the Development Test Set is maximal. The results of these experiments are statistically
tested for significant difference between two methods of forming the Test Set explained in Chapter 3.2.

4.1

Neural network

A feed-forward neural network which has been programmed in C language for study [11] has been adjusted for
this study. As in [11], it predicts separately the category of the number of accidents and the level of economic
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damage from month, day of week, temperature 219 days ago, temperature 32 days ago, temperature for the current day, precipitation and snow depth using 3 sets of data, the Training Set, Development Test Set, and Test Set.

4.2

Statistical test

100 experiments with the Test Set formed by Method 1 “Interventions” and 100 experiments with the Test Set
formed by Method 2 “Random” produce two sets of the number of correctly predicted categories. The Welch test
(1) [15] compared to Student’s t-distribution with ν degrees of freedom (2) [15] has been used for testing whether their means (averages) are the same, which is the null hypothesis. This hypothesis is rejected if the p-value of
the absolute value of the Welch test |𝑊| is smaller than probability 0.01, which means that the probability of
rejecting this hypothesis when it is in fact true (i.e. the probability of Type I error) is not higher than 0.01. Symbols in equations (1), (2), and (3) with index 1 are for the results of Method 1 and symbols with index 2 are for
the results of Method 2.
𝑊=

𝑋̅1 −𝑋̅2
2

(1)

2

𝑠
𝑠
√ 1+ 2

𝑛1 𝑛2

The number of correctly classified categories will be used as X variables in (1). The other symbols in (1) are
standard deviations s, i.e. variances are s2, and n is the number of values, which is equal to 100.
The degrees of freedom looked up in Student’s t-distribution table are given by equation (2) [15].
𝜈=

(𝑞1 +𝑞2 )2

(2)

2
𝑞2
1 + 𝑞2
𝑛1 −1 𝑛2 −1

Symbols q1 and q2 in (2) are given by relations (3) [15].
𝑞1 =

𝑠12
𝑛1

and 𝑞2 =

𝑠22

(3)

𝑛2

P-values of Student’s t-distribution table have been computed in MS Excel by function
“TDIST(ABS(W),ν,2)”. In versions newer that Excel 2007 function “T.DIST.2T(ABS(W),ν)” should be used.

5

Experimental results

Results of neural network training are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Region
Jihočeský
Jihomoravský
Karlovarský
Královéhradecký
Liberecký
Moravskoslezský
Olomoucký
Pardubický
Plzeňský
Praha
Středočeský
Ústecký
Vysočina
Zlínský
Average

Interventions
102.89
120.71
88.36
99.19
98.05
129.49
110.21
105.86
100.72
206.17
122.19
123.19
99.73
107.05
115.27

Random
105.05
123.75
87.30
103.57
102.89
132.19
108.80
106.28
98.53
216.16
120.27
126.95
99.76
107.30
117.06

Welch test Degrees of freedom
-1.987550
180.9364
-2.563290
194.1532
0.990696
197.9978
-3.876580
181.8908
-4.890000
187.0085
-2.480470
193.3255
1.325444
173.5115
-0.343750
197.9976
1.929005
196.5972
-7.868450
188.6962
1.573078
193.5211
-3.072680
196.4378
-0.023600
196.6765
-0.212290
197.7608
-1.535746
191.1794

p-value
0.048377
0.011126
0.323049
0.000148
0.000002
0.013977
0.186772
0.731399
0.055175
2.75E-13
0.117339
0.002423
0.981195
0.832097
0.235934

Table 2 Average number of correctly classified categories of the number of accidents in the Test Set formed by
methods “Interventions” and “Random” in 100 experiments. When p-value is smaller than probability 0.01, the
differences in the results of the 2 methods of training are considered statistically significant and their rows are
displayed in bold.
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Region
Jihočeský
Jihomoravský
Karlovarský
Královéhradecký
Liberecký
Moravskoslezský
Olomoucký
Pardubický
Plzeňský
Praha
Středočeský
Ústecký
Vysočina
Zlínský
Average

Interventions
99.77
110.40
86.98
86.39
86.29
111.71
95.38
99.58
92.94
164.06
109.37
113.31
92.22
91.61
102.86

Random
97.83
109.37
86.96
93.20
90.67
110.69
98.34
96.64
95.38
168.78
108.17
112.62
95.20
91.33
103.94

Welch test Degrees of freedom
1.508743
190.0103
0.813440
195.8868
0.010070
175.3466
-5.422930
195.4249
-3.502020
190.1538
0.828421
193.7296
-2.363840
181.2100
2.181468
197.8164
-1.971900
197.1722
-3.450240
195.8160
0.858778
196.4307
0.500988
197.5765
-2.515220
197.3088
0.188017
194.4475
-0.881159
192.7379

p-value
0.133026
0.416958
0.991977
1.72E-07
0.000576
0.408456
0.019146
0.030333
0.050020
0.000686
0.391512
0.616939
0.012695
0.851060
0.280242

Table 3 Average number of correctly classified categories of the cost of economic damage in the Test Set
formed by methods “Interventions” and “Random” in 100 experiments. When p-value is smaller than probability
0.01, the differences in the results of the 2 methods of training are considered statistically significant and their
rows are displayed in bold.
We can say from Tables 2 and 3 that in regions where the p-value of the absolute value of the Welch test is
smaller than probability 0.01 the traffic police preventive interventions have significantly influenced the number
of accidents or economic damage with the probability of 1 – 0.01, i.e. with a 0.99 level of confidence.

6

Discussion of results

The average accuracy for all regions equal to the Average of Method 2 “Random” from the lower row of Tables
2 and 3 divided by the size of the Test Set equal to 354, as stated in Chapter 3.4, is equal to 33% for the number
of accidents and to 29% for the economic damage. In study [11] the accuracy of prediction of the category of the
number of accidents is in the range of 53% to 64% and the accuracy of prediction of the category of the cost of
economic damage is in the range of 43% to 50% of days in the Test Set. Inspection of graphs with the values of
the number of accidents and the values of the cost of economic damage with their quadratic trends suggests that
the poor results of the neural network in this research is caused by bad fit of the quadratic trend to the data in
some regions. Only the “Praha” region has the accuracy of all of its datasets within the range of the results in
[11] and its quadratic trends seem to be fitting well both the number of accidents and the cost of economic damage datasets.
However, the poor accuracy of neural network may not hinder its ability to detect the effect of preventive interventions. The following evidence about the method of assessment of preventive interventions presented in this
paper can be derived from Tables 1, 2, and 3.







Facts that speak against the methodology:
In some regions the accuracy of “Random” is lower than the accuracy of “Interventions”. The rationale why
the accuracy of the recognition of the “Random” dataset should be higher than the accuracy of the recognition of the “Interventions” dataset is explained in Chapter 2.
Relatively large quantities of days with interventions do not always result in recognition of “Random” being
more accurate than the recognition of “Interventions” dataset, see e.g. the “Olomoucký” region in Tables 1
and 2.
Facts that speak in favor of the methodology or at least make some sense:
The average number of correctly recognized categories for all regions equal to the Average from the lower
row of Tables 2 and 3 is higher in the “Random” method than in the “Interventions” method.
In all statistically significant regions (in bold) the number of correctly recognized categories of the “Random” method is higher than the number of correctly recognized categories of the “Interventions” method.
Statistically significant regions in Table 3 are subset of statistically significant regions in Table 2. This
makes sense because the recognition of economic damage has always been more inaccurate than the recognition of the number of accidents.
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7

The “Praha” region, that has the highest accuracy in both “Interventions” and “Random” methods and in
both the number of accidents and the economic damage datasets, has the smallest area of the all Czech regions, see e.g. [8]. Most interventions did not cover the area of the whole region, so interventions in smaller
region should have greater impact for that region.

Conclusion

The original method based on statistical processing of the results of the prediction using neural network for the
detection of the impact of traffic police preventive interventions has been presented. According to this method,
preventive interventions in the period of 2009.02.10 to 2017.04.13 in regions “Královéhradecký”, “Liberecký”,
and “Praha” seem to have significant impact on the number of traffic accidents and the cost of economic damage. Possible improvements to this method include finding more days or more appropriate days with preventive
interventions and higher order, maybe cubic, polynomial for regression of the time series of predicted variables.
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Modelling effective corporate tax rate in the Czech Republic
Daniel Němec1 , Silvester Dulák2
Abstract. Comparing the statutory corporate tax rates with the effective corporate tax
rates at corporate level, one can observe a statistically significant average difference
of 2 percent in the Czech Republic. The goal of our paper is to identify and quantify
the most important factors influencing the effective corporate tax rate in the Czech
Republic which contribute to the variability in the effective taxation. Using the public
data from the accounting statements from the last 15 years we have formulated and
estimated a panel data model using various real and financial indicators of the Czech
companies. The most significant factors are the size of companies, the ratio of noncurrent assets to total assets, the rentability of assets, the ratio of inventory to the total
assets, the economic activity classification CZ-NACE, and the legal form. We show
that the influence of the indebtedness ratio is non-linear. Surprisingly, the company’s
age and the retained losses prior years have no effects on final effective tax rates. Our
model is able to predict statutory tax rate pretty well.
Keywords: effective corporate tax rate, statutory corporate tax rate, panel data models, Czech Republic.
JEL classification: C33, H21, H25
AMS classification: 62P20, 91B38

1

Introduction

Tax burden is very often expressed by the tax revenue to the GDP (gross domestic product) ratio. This indicator is
related to the effective taxation as well. It may differ from the statutory tax rate. But, such a kind of aggregation
brings many problems when analysing analyse the factors influencing the effective tax rate (ETR)in the economy
and the resulting tax incidence. Buijink et al. [2] compared the weighted statutory tax rates (STR) in European
union (EU) countries with the median effective tax rates of these countries computed using the corporate level data
set. The resulting differences (within the period 1990-1996) ranged between 1.07% for Sweden and 22.1% for
Portugal (the average difference in EU was 9.59%). As for the Czech Republic, comparing the statutory corporate
tax rates in the last 15 years with the effective corporate tax rates at corporate level, one can observe a statistically
significant average difference of 2 percent.
The goal of our paper is to identify and quantify the most important factors influencing the effective corporate
tax rate in the Czech Republic. Using the public data from the accounting statements from the period from 2004
to 2013, we have formulated and estimated a panel data models using various real and financial indicators of the
Czech companies.
Statutory tax rate is applied on the tax base to get the final tax liability. Regarding the differences in the process of determining the tax base among the countries, there is a considerable problem related to plausibility of
comparison of corporate tax rates of analysed countries. STR cannot be used for evaluating the real tax burden of
companies. On the other hand, effective tax rate includes various aspects of tax legislation (e.g. tax allowances).
As Fernandez-Rodriguez and Martinez-Arias [5] pointed out, the ETR and its development in comparison with the
STR is crucial for improving the tax legislation. The methodology to compute the ETR is not unique. Schratzenstaller [9] defines two general methods to evaluate the effective tax rate: the calculation of fictitious measures
(based on tax codes and tax rates) and the calculation of factual indicators (based on statistical data on tax payments). Although the final ETR is not unique, Giannini and Maggiu [6] stated, that ”‘the existence of different
indicators is not, per se, a shortcoming of this kind of analysis, but simply reflects the fact that each indicator
measures different things.”’ Moreover, various measures may be less or more appropriate depending on the policy
questions related to the ETR.
Our approach to quantify the factors influencing the ETR in the Czech Republic may be treated as the factual
indicators method. It is based on publicly available data from balance sheets and profit and loss accounts. Our
1
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definition of firm level effective (corporate) tax rate is as follows:
corporate income tax (corporate tax liability)
EBIT

(1)

where EBIT is defined as the earnings before interest and taxes. Corporate tax is regulated by the law no.
586/1992 Coll., legislation (setting the income tax for both natural and legal persons). In the 2013, corporate
tax revenues (including social security contributions according to OECD methodology) constitutes 9% of all tax
revenues in the Czech Republic. Without social security contributions, this share was 3.4% only. Although the
corporate taxes play only a minor role in the tax revenues, their overall setting is important for the economic
development.
Our contribution tries to reveal and quantify the factors standing behind the effective corporate tax rates in the
Czech Republic. We are focusing on the role of the size of companies, on the effects of various financial indicators
at corporate level, on the differences among various industries (based on the economic activity classification CZNACE that is compatible with the Eurostat [3] NACE classification), and on the impact of the legal form. There
are many studies dealing with the modelling of the ERT in various countries at the corporate levels. Feeny et
al. [4] modelled the effective taxation in Australia, Janssen [7] focused on the ETR in Netherland, and Noor et
al. [8] quantified the factors of ETR of Malaysian public listed companies. There are no papers dealing with the
multivariate (multifactor) modelling of effective corporate tax rate in the Czech Republic (at the corporate level).
This paper tries to fill up this existing gap.
The structure of our paper is as follows. In the Section 2, we introduce the methodology and the data, including
the discussion of variables used in other studies. Section 3 presents and discusses the results of our model. Section
4 concludes.

2

Methodology and data

Our approach for building and estimating the model of effective taxation is based on a standard panel data model
approach. There are many variables which might be related to the effective tax rate. We are focusing on the
variables that may be obtained from the balance sheets and profit and losses accounts. To get the final income
tax, the merchandise revenues are modified into the net income before taxes by the items modifying the income
(tax-deductible expenses), by the items deductible from the tax base (e.g. retained losses prior years, expenses on
research and development) and by the tax abatements (e.g. tax abatement for employee with a disability). All these
factors are less or more included in the final model. To be more specific, we try to include (among other variables)
the following set of variables:
• Tax write-offs approximated by the book depreciation, the size of non-current assets or by the ratio of a part of
assets to the total assets (all these factors are in general significant).
• Interests paid related to and approximated by the overall or specific indebtedness (the effects on ETR is ambiguous).
• Employee benefits approximated by the number of employees (this factor is not usually included in the models
but it may be an important factor in the Czech Republic).
• Retained losses prior years that may be related directly or indirectly through the negative numbers in profit and
loss statement.
• Other factors that may be difficult to get from the publicly available balance sheets (on the other hand taxdeductible reserves may be related indirectly to the total amount of reserves, or tax-deductible allowances may
be connected indirectly with the total amount of receivables).
Equation 2 shows the structural form of our model. The variables are described in the table 1.
2
ET Rit = αi + β1 AGEit + β2 SIZEit + β3 SIZEit
+ β4 CAP IN Tit + β5 CAP IN Tit2

+ β6 IN V IN Tit + β7 LEVit + β8 LEVit2 + β9 T AXLOSSit + β10 ROAit
+ β11...28 SECT OR ?it + β29...39 F ORM ?it + β40...42 EM P L ?it + it

(2)

The size of firms (expressed by the amount of assets) may have ambiguous effects on the ETR. The effect of
indebtedness is usually negative, but there might be some non-linearities in its relation to the ETR. Tax write-offs
approximated are approximated by the capital intensity. Negative effects may be found in the literature, although
some non-linearities may prevail. Economic activity classification CZ-NACE (accordign to Eurostat [3]) is represented by the corresponding dummy variables (see Table 2 for the meaning of particular categories). As for the
legal form, we use the dummy variables for join-stock company (F ORM AS), state-owned or public companies
(F ORM SP ), for companies with foreign ownership (F ORM F OREIGN ), and the dummy variables for any
other legal forms (F ORM OT HER). To analyse the effect of number of employees (considered as a proxy to
overall social benefits), we use four dummy variables. The smallest companies (EM P L M ICRO) are those
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Variable

Description

Expected effect

ETR

effective tax rate

AGE
SIZE

age of the company
size of the company

?

CAPINT

capital intensity

-

INVINT

inventory to toal assets ratio

0

LEV

indebtedness

-

TAXLOSS

retained tax losses prior years

-

ROA

rentability of assets

?

SECTOR

?

YEAR
FORM

economic activity classification
CZ-NACE
period (year)
legal form of the company

EMPL

number of employees

NA

+ or 0
?/-

Definition
corporate income tax
EBIT
number of years from establishing
logarithm of assets
non-current assets
assets
inventory
assets
liabilities (external resources)
assets
EBIT
assets
sectoral dummies, basic category = A
(agriculture, forestry and fishing)
time dummies, basic category = 2010
legal form dummies, basic category = SRO
(limited liability company)
categorical dummies, basic category = MICRO
(less than 10 employees)

Table 1 Definition of the model variables
with less than 10 employees. Small companies (EM P L SM ALL) have the number of employees ranging from
10 to 49 employees, medium companies (EM P L M EDIU M ) are those with more than 50, but less than 249
employees, and the largest companies (EM P L BIG) have more than 249 employees.
All indicators were computed using the panel data from balance sheets and profit and loss accounts provided by
the database Albertina (Bisnode) [1]. This database covers the data from business register of the Czech companies.
We have used the full data set covering the period from 2004 to 2013. The original data set contains 177 201
unique companies. Data were filtered using the following criterions:
• Total assets equal total liabilities and equity (to eliminate possible errors in published account statements).
• EBIT is nonzero and the sum of assets is a positive number.
• Excluding companies with missing values of financial indicators and companies where indicators are with
obvious errors.
• Including companies with positive (nonzero) effective tax rate where the effective tax rate is not greater than 1.
We use the companies with the balance sheets available for the periods of more than one year. The final restricted
sample consists of 141 724 observations of 29 733 companies. In the year 2013, there were almost 370 000
companies (in the legal form of join-stock company or limited liability company). Our sample represents almost
10% ot these companies. It should be noted, that this sample represents the most important companies in the Czech
republic regarding the amount of corporate taxes paid by them. All the models are estimated by the means of fixed
effect estimator and random effect estimator using the software SAS. The validity of random effect model was
evaluated using the standard Hausmann test of exogeneity. Due to limited applicability of the panel model tests of
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (which are strongly restricted to a specific form of the problem tested), we
use the robust standard errors for evaluating the variability of estimated parameters.

3

Effective taxation in the Czech Republic

Table 3 contains the model estimates using the full sample. The effect of time-invariant factors cannot be estimated
using the fixed-effect model. As the estimates of the random effect model show, the results do not differ from those
obtained from the fixed effect model too much. The value and the signs of estimated coefficients are very similar.
The most obvious differences are related to the size of company and capital intensity. The fixed effects model
suggests that both variables influenced negatively the effective tax rate. On the other hand, the random effects
model allows to some extent non-linearities in their influence. To be more specific, the expected negative effect of
firm size is negative at the total amount of asset exceeding 50 million of Czech crowns. As for the capital intensity,
only the firms with the ratio of non-current assets to the total assets greater than 2.5 could exhibit positive influence
of capital intensity on effective tax rate. But, the capital intensity cannot exceed the value of 1.
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Category
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S

Description
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
Water supply: sewerage, waste management and remediation activities
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
Transportation and storage
Accommodation and food service activities
Information and communication
Financial and insurance activities
Real estate activities
Professional scientific and technical activities
Administrative and support service activities
Public administration and defece, compulsory social security
Education
Human health and social work activities
Arts, entertainment and recreation
Other service activities
Table 2 NACE codes as defined by the Eurostat [3]

The estimated effects are mostly in accordance with the theory. Economic activity matters. The positive signs
(excluding three economic activities) suggests, that the companies in agricultural sector tends to have the lowest
effective tax rate. On the other, the firms in the educational sectors have effective tax rate mostly above the average
level. To be more specific, the difference between agricultural sector and the sector of education is 6.08% in
average. Random effect model estimates highlighted the role of legal form. The limited liability companies tend to
have ETR by 0.7% lower than join-stock companies, and by 3.1% lower than state-owned companies. Corporate
effective tax rate is by 4.61% higher for the companies with foreign ownership (compared to the limited liability
companies). This is a surprising result. It suggests, that the companies with foreign ownership are not more
successful in tax optimization than the domestic limited liability companies. It might indicate, that the foreign
owners are willing to tax their incomes from abroad in the Czech Republic due to favourable tax conditions. The
age of companies does not contribute to the lower effective tax rate. It is rather insignificant. The negative effect of
the company size was proved without any non-linearities in case of fixed effect model. The random effect model
suggests the negative effect of the company size for the firms with the total assets exceeding 50 million of Czech
crowns.
The companies with higher capital intensity have overall lower ERT although this marginal effect seems to be
diminishing (as the random effect model suggests). The role of inventory was surprisingly significant. There are
no other studies that were able to prove negative relationship between the amount of inventory and the ETR. The
marginal effect of indebtedness on ETR is negative and decreasing (in absolute terms).
The time dummies have expected positive signs that is in accordance with the lowest statutory tax rate from
the year 2010. Moreover, the value of estimated coefficients for the years 2005-2009 is decreasing. This decrease
fully corresponds to the changes in statutory tax rates in this period. In case of years 2011 and 2012, there are no
significant time effects. These results are in accordance with the fact, that the statutory tax rates in 2011 a 2012
were at the level of the base year 2010. The overall coefficient of determination was 40% (based on the fixed effect
model), although it is hardly relevant in context of panel data models.
Table 4 shows the tests of reliability of our model in a way aimed at the comparison of statutory and expected
effective tax rate with an absence of any other factors. We use the approach proposed by the Feeny et al. [4]. We
have thus compared the model implied effective tax rates with the statutory tax rates in the period 2005-2009. The
equivalence of both tax rates was proved in the years 2005, 2007 and 2009. But, in the years 2006 and 2008 the
statistically significant difference lies below the value of 1%.
To check the robustness of the results, we have carried out the estimates for individual economic activities and
for all years separately. Although the signs of all effects remained the same, we were able to observe significant
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Variable
AGE

FE model

SIZE

-0.0068***
(0.0011)

SIZE 2
CAP IN T

-0.0632***
(0.0036)

CAP IN T 2
IN V IN T
LEV
LEV 2

-0.0141***
(0.0046)
-0.0342***
(0.0032)
0.0014***
(0.003)

RE model
-0.0002***
(0.0001)
0.013***
(0.002)
-0.0006***
(0.001)
-0.0792***
(0.0048)
0.016***
(0.0062)
-0.0309***
(0.0022)
-0.0361***
(0.0015)
0.002***
(0.003)

T AXLOSS
ROA
SECT OR B
SECT OR C
SECT OR D
SECT OR E
SECT OR F
SECT OR H
SECT OR J
SECT OR L
SECT OR N
SECT OR P
SECT OR R

Variable
Y 2005
Y 2006
Y 2007
Y 2008
Y 2009

-0.081***
(0.0024)
0.0498***
(0.0081)
0.0178***
(0.0019)
0.0215***
(0.0053)
0.0296***
(0.004)
0.0236***
(0.0021)
0.0221***
(0.0031)
0.0378***
(0.003)
0.0224***
(0.0031)

RE model
0.0697***
(0.001)
0.0558***
(0.0009)
0.0497***
(0.0008)
0.0268***
(0.0008)
0.0097***
(0.0008)

NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
0.0026**
(0.0012)
0.0047**
(0.0019)

0.007***
(0.0013)
0.0461***
(0.0102)
0.031**
(0.0135)
-0.0132***
(0.0029)

Y 2011
Y 2012
F ORM AS
F ORM F OREIGN

-0.1054**
(0.0057)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)

FE model
0.0687***
(0.0014)
0.0556***
(0.0012)
0.0504***
(0.001)
0.0278***
(0.0009)
0.092***
(0.0008)

F ORM SP
F ORM OT HER
EM P L SM ALL
EM P L M EDIU M
EM P L BIG
SECT OR G
SECT OR I
SECT OR K
SECT OR M
SECT OR O

0.0608***
(0.0067)

SECT OR Q
SECT OR S

NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)
NA
(NA)

0.0042*
(0.0023)
0.0262***
(0.0019)
0.017***
(0.0036)

0.0363***
(0.0023)

0.0392***
(0.0042)
0.0379***
(0.0058)

Standard deviation in parenthesis. *, **, *** means that the coefficients are statistically significant at 10%, 5%, and 1% level of significance respectively.
NA means that the variables cannot be included in fixed effect model. The variables without any values were not statistically significant at 10% level of significance.

Table 3 Model estimates (full sample)
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Variable
Y 2005
Y 2006
Y 2007
Y 2008
Y 2009

Estimated effect
0.0687 (0.0014)
0.0556 (0.0012)
0.0504 (0.0010)
0.0278 (0.0009)
0.0092 (0.0008)

Expected effect
0.07
0.05
0.05
0.02
0.01

p-value
0.3649
0.0000
0.6891
0.0000
0.3552

p-values correspond to the standard t-test of a population mean of the parameter.

Table 4 Model consistency with the statutory tax rate
differences in the levels of marginal effects among the sectors, especially in case of capital intensity, indebtedness,
and ROA.

4

Conclusion

Our model was able to estimate ETR at the level of STR in most of the analysed periods. The most significant
factors influencing the ETR in the Czech Republic are the negative effects of the size of company and the capital
intensity (both results are in accordance with other studies). The rentability of assets was mostly negative. We
have observed a negative impact of the ratio of inventory to the total assets. This result was not observed in other
studies on this topics. The economic activity classification CZ-NACE, and the legal form played an important role
in determining the ETR as well. We have proved that the influence of the indebtedness ratio is rather non-linear
which is in accordance with other studies except the estimated negative sign. Surprisingly, the company’s age and
the retained losses prior years have no effects on final ETR.
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Optimal Inserting Depot Visits into Daily Bus Schedules
Stanislav Palúch1 , Tomáš Majer2
Abstract. Bus scheduling problem is to arrange a given set of trips into bus schedules
– sequences of trips performable by one bus. Two main objectives are minimization of
used vehicles and minimization of dead kilometers. Slovak and Czech bus providers
often require that vehicles visit depot during working day in order to deliver money
or to make vehicle maintenance or refueling. Just mentioned procedure is called a
roundabout route to depot.
Our last paper [5] proposed a method how to manage that exactly as many roundabout
routes were inserted into bus schedule how many running boards this bus schedule
contained. Proposed method used a maximum group matching formulation. A drawback of suggested procedure was that sometimes more than one roundabout route to
depot was assigned to one bus schedule. Elimination of such cases required a manual
intervention.
This paper designs a new exact method based on several repeated group matching
formulations, every repetition extended with additional constraint prohibiting several
depot visits in one bus schedule. Some computer experiments with Gurobi solver for
corresponding MILP model are discussed.
Keywords: vehicle scheduling, mixed linear programming, group matching
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

A bus trip in a regular regional passenger transport is defined by a quadruple (dk , ak , uk , vk ) where dk is departure
time, ak is arrival time, uk is departure bus stop and vk is arrival bus stop of the trip k.
Regional bus transport is going on a transportation network containing crossings, bus stops and direct streets
between them. Transportation network can be modeled by an arc weighted digraph. Corresponding distance
matrices containing time and spatial distances between every pair of bus stops can be calculated using e.g. Floyd
algorithm.

Let M = m(u, v) be a time distance matrix determining the travel time m(u, v) from bus stop u to bus stop
v.
Trip j can be carried immediately after trip i by the same bus if

dj ≥ ai + m(vi , uj ),

(1)

i.e. if a bus after arriving to the arrival bus stop vi of trip i can pull to the departure bus stop uj of the trip j
sufficiently early. In this case we will say, that the trip j can be linked after trip i and we will write i ≺ j.

A running board of a bus is sequence of trips i1 , i2 , . . . , ir such that for every k, 1 ≤ k < r it holds ik ≺ ik+1 .
By other words, a running board is a sequence of trips which can be carried by the same bus in one day. It represents
a day schedule of work for one bus.
The goal of bus scheduling with minimum number of buses is the following: Given the set S of trips to arrange
all trips from S into minimum number of running boards. Resulting set of running boards is called a bus schedule.
Relation ≺ on the set S can be modeled by a digraph G = (S, E) where E = {(i, j)|i ∈ S, j ∈ S, i ≺ j}.

Suppose that S = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Denote by xij a decision binary variable with the following meaning
(
1
if the trip j is linked immediately after trip i in a running board
xij =
0
otherwise
1

(2)
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Imagine that we have a bus schedule with n = |S| buses – every bus makes only one trip. This situation
corresponds to xij = 0 for all (i, j) ∈ E. When we realized one linkage for (i, j) ∈ E (what is indicated by
setting xij = 1) we have saved one bus. Therefore the more variables are equal to 1 the less vehicles are used
in corresponding bus schedule. In order to obtain a feasible bus schedule, at most one trip j can be linked after
arbitrary trip i and at most one trip i can be linked before arbitrary trip j. Just mentioned facts lead to the following
mathematical model.
Maximize

X

(3)

xij

ij,
(i,j)∈E

subject to:

X

xij

≤ 1

for j = 1, 2, . . . , n

(4)

xij

≤ 1

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(5)

xij

∈

i,
(i,j)∈E

X

j,
(i,j)∈E

(6)

{0, 1}

Mathematical model (3) – (6) is an instance of assignment problem, therefore condition (6) can be replaced by
xij ≥ 0

(7)

and linear program (3) – (5), (7) has still integer solution.
If {xij }(i,j)∈E is the optimum solution of (3) – (6) then it holds for the minimum number of buses r
X
r = |S| −
xij

(8)

(i,j)∈E

2

Model with depot visiting

Slovak and Czech bus providers often require that vehicles visit depot during working day in order to deliver money
or to make a vehicle maintenance or refueling.
A visit to the depot can be modeled as a special trip with both arrival place and departure place equal to depot
and arrival and departure times determined by time interval necessary for all procedures required. In most cases
this time interval is at least 30 minutes long and can be considered as a safety break for a driver.
In practice, a visit to depot has no fixed time position. It is convenient to schedule it into weak traffic hours it
order to avoid the possibility of raising the number of vehicles.
Suppose, we have calculated a bus schedule with the minimum number of vehicles r till now without roundabout routes to depot.
We propose following procedure in order to manage desired visits of all r buses in depot:
Construct the set D of dummy trips representing bus stays in depot. Define digraph
G = (S ∪ D, A)

(9)

where S ∪ D is the union of the set of original set of trips together with the set of all dummy trips – visits to depot.
The arc set A of G is the set of all ordered pairs (i, j) of elements of S ∪ D such that i ≺ j.
The goal is to arrange all trips from S and r trips from D into minimum number of running boards. We
introduce two decision variables xij and zk with following meaning:

xij
zi

=
=

(
(

1
0

if the trip j ∈ S ∪ D is linked immediately after trip i ∈ S ∪ D
otherwise

(10)

0
1

if the dummy trip i ∈ D is chosen into a running board
if the dummy trip i ∈ D is not used in any running board

(11)

The number of chosen depot stays should
P be equal exactly to r (the minimum number of running boards
without roundabout routes) therefore |D| − i∈D zi = r
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If the dummy trip i ∈ D was not used then all variables xij have to be equal to zero for all j ∈ S. This is
ensured by the constraint
X
xij ≤ 1
(12)
zi +
j;
(i,j)∈A

since zi = 1 for any unused trip i ∈ D.

Similarly if dummy trip j ∈ D is not used in any running board then zero values of all xij for all i ∈ S are
guaranteed by
X
xij ≤ 1
(13)
zj +
i;
(i,j)∈A

On the other hand, if dummy trip i ∈ D is used what is indicated by zi = 0 then the constraint (12) guarantees
that at most for one j ∈ S is xij = 1. Similarly, if trip j ∈ D is used what is indicated by zj = 0 then the
constraint (13) guarantees that at most for one i ∈ S is xij = 1.
Hence, now we deal with the following optimization problem:
X
Maximize
xij

(14)

subject to:

ij
(i,j)∈A

X

xij

≤

1

for j ∈ S

(15)

xij

≤

1

for j ∈ D

(16)

xij

≤

1

for i ∈ S

(17)

xij

≤

1 for i ∈ D

(18)

i,
(i,j)∈A

zj +

X

i,
(i,j)∈A

X

j,
(i,j)∈A

zi +

X

j,
(i,j)∈A

|D| −

X

zi

xij
zi

2.1

(19)

= r

i∈D

∈
∈

{0, 1}
{0, 1}

for all i, j such that (i, j) ∈ A
for all i ∈ D

(20)
(21)

Design of the set D of dummy trips

A deficit function f (x) is a function with domain h0, 1440) defined as follows
f (x) = | { i | x ∈ hdi , ai i, i ∈ S} |

(22)

Every x ∈ h0, 1440) represents time in a day in minutes, value f (x) is the number of trips running in time
moment x. A deficit function can help us to determine rush and weak traffic time interval. Typical deficit function
has its rush hours in the morning and after noon and weak hours between 10:00 and 12:00 o’clock before noon.
Roundabout routes should be placed into weak hour in order not to raise the number of vehicles.
Remember that a trip is a quadruple (dk , ak , uk , vk ) where dk is departure time, ak is arrival time, uk is
departure bus stop and vk is arrival bus stop of the trip k.
Every dummy trip representing stay in depot should have departure and arrival place equal to depot. Let W ⊂ S
be a set of trips running in week hours. If (di , ai , depot, depot) is a dummy trip then its latest time position is such
that there exist a trip (dj , aj , uj , vj ) such that
ai = dj − m(depot, uj )

(23)

r otherwise this dummy trip could be shifted later. Therefore the set D of possible dummy trips can be defined as
follows:
D = { (a − Td , a, depot, depot) | a = dj − m(depot, uj ), j ∈ W } ,
(24)
where Td is time of stay in depot.
When creating digraph G = (S ∪ D, A), exclude all arcs (i, j) such that i ∈ D and j ∈ D from arc set A in
order to get away of possibility that two roundabout routes will be assigned to the same vehicle.
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3

Prohibiting two or more roundabout routes in one running board

Let us summarize till now designed procedure. First we have calculated the minimum number r of buses using
mathematical model (3) – (6) and equation (8). Then we have created a lot of dummy trips each of them representing a visit to depot. As the last step was mathematical model (14) – (21) which has chosen exactly r dummy trips
without raising the number of buses. Unfortunately this procedure assigned more depot visits to a bus schedule
while another bus schedule was left without any depot visit.
Let i1 , i2 , . . . , ip , ip+1 , . . . , iq , . . . , ik is a running board containing two depot visits – namely dummy trips ip ,
iq . This running board correspond to variables
xi1 ,i2 = 1, xi2 ,i3 = 1, . . . , xip ,ip+1 = 1, xip+1 ,ip+2 = 1, . . . , xiq−1 ,iq = 1, . . . , xik−1 ,ik = 1
{z
}
|

(25)

xip ,ip+1 + xip+1 ,ip+2 + · · · + xiq−1 ,iq ≤ q − p − 2

(26)

infeasible part containing two dummy trips

One way how to prohibit such infeasible part of running board is the following condition

Number of summands in (26) is q − p − 1. Condition (26) guarantees that at least one variable of the left hand
side of (26) will take the value 0 and therefore infeasible part of (25) will never occure.
Therefore our new exact procedure how to ensure visits to depot for all running boards is as follows:
Step 1.Calculate the minimum number r of buses using mathematical model (3) – (6) and equation (8).
Step 2.Choose the set W ⊆ S running in weak hours. Create the set D of dummy trips representing depot visits
using (24).
Step 3.Using model (14) – (21) calculate bus schedule with exactly r visits to depot.
Step 4.If every running board contains exactly one depot visit, STOP. Otherwise continue with Step 5.
Step 5.Identify running boards with multiple visits to depot. Add constraint (26) for every infeasible sequence of
trips to model (14) – (21).
Step 6.Solve model (14) – (21) with all additional constraints. If number of running boards rises (value of criteria
function decreases) STOP – there is no possibility to include required depot visits into bus schedule with r
buses. It is necessary to add a bus. Otherwise go to Step 4.

4

Computational experiment

We used Gurobi MILP solver on Intel Xeon with 4 CPU Cores to solve linear model (14)–(21).
We used the same real world data for municipal bus public transport in Slovak town Martin–Vrútky as in
our previous paper [5]. The public transport system of this town consisted of 725 trips organized in 18 lines.
Corresponding deficit function is presented on Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Deficit function of typical working day
Depot was identified with its closest bus stop 59 since input data did not contain an individual vertex for depot.
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We set the time needed for operations in depot Td = 60min and we used the deficit function for determining
time window in which it is reasonable to define time positions of roundabout dummy trips. Time window between
8:00 and 12:00 – in hours with weak traffic was chosen. We have created 130 possible dummy trips.
First calculation of the minimum number of running boards (without roundabout routes to depot) solved by
model (3)–(7) took approx. 56 seconds and yielded 39 buses. Therefore we had to use exactly r = 39 dummy trips
in order to assign exactly one dummy trip to every running board in equation (19).
The result was not satisfactory since sometimes two dummy trips were placed into one running board and so
another running boards remained without roundabout trip. Therefore we have identified running boards with more
than one dummy trip and we have appended condition (26) prohibiting every multiple appearance of dummy trips
in one running board to model (14) – (21). The result of extended model was not satisfactory therefore we added
further additional constraints.
We repeated this procedure until every running board contained exactly one dummy trip. A feasible solution
was obtained after 51 iterations and approx. 8.28 minutes. Full computational steps are shown on Table 1.
Iteration
Time of model constr. [s]
Time of model calc. [s]
Nr. of brds. without dep.
Iteration
Time of model constr. [s]
Time of model calc. [s]
Nr. of brds. without dep.
Iteration
Time of model constr. [s]
Time of model calc. [s]
Nr. of brds. without dep.
Iteration
Time of model constr. [s]
Time of model calc. [s]
Nr. of brds. without dep.
Iteration
Time of model constr. [s]
Time of model calc. [s]
Nr. of brds. without dep.

1
87.11
9.35
4
12
0.47
9.38
4
23
0.47
9.57
4
34
0.47
10.67
5
45
0.48
10.05
4

2
0.48
10.21
4
13
0.47
8.97
4
24
0.48
9.40
4
35
0.47
9.12
6
46
0.48
9.60
2

3
0.47
10.18
7
14
0.48
8.82
4
25
0.49
10.08
3
36
0.47
9.74
7
47
0.47
8.33
2

4
0.47
9.93
8
15
0.48
10.29
3
26
0.50
9.28
2
37
0.47
10.36
6
48
0.48
9.41
2

5
0.48
8.35
5
16
0.47
10.21
4
27
0.47
10.07
5
38
0.50
9.87
4
49
0.47
10.31
1

6
0.47
10.03
5
17
0.47
9.64
3
28
0.48
8.41
6
39
0.47
9.46
4
50
0.47
10.16
1

7
0.48
8.87
6
18
0.48
9.71
3
29
0.47
9.59
5
40
0.47
10.06
4
51
0.47
9.20
0

8
0.47
8.11
8
19
0.48
9.05
3
30
0.47
9.78
4
41
0.47
8.92
5

9
0.48
8.88
5
20
0.48
8.76
7
31
0.47
9.56
4
42
0.47
8.25
4

10
0.47
10.02
5
21
0.47
7.97
6
32
0.47
9.17
2
43
0.47
8.64
3

11
0.48
9.87
4
22
0.48
9.33
6
33
0.48
10.72
4
44
0.47
8.86
2

Table 1 Number of running boards without depot visit according to iterations of alg.

5

Conclusion

We have defined problem of vehicle scheduling with condition that every running board contains exactly one roundabout route to depot. This problem was formulated as MILP mathematical model followed by a sequence MILP
models extended by conditions prohibiting infeasible running boards. We have computed running boards with
roundabout routes for public transport system in Slovak town Martin–Vrútky. Computation experiment showed
that this model can be applied for real world instances of vehicle scheduling problem to find time positions of
roundabout routes to depot.
Compared to our procedure from [5] this model assigns to every running board exactly one dummy trip.
Further research will be focused on ways how to implement also minimization of the cost of running board and
maybe other real word constraints on running boards.
Authors of this paper have taken part in bus public transport optimization of more than twenty Czech and
Slovak towns, cooperation with everyone of them was only temporary.
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Exchange rate and economic growth in Czech Republic
Václava Pánková1
Abstract. The aim of the paper is to study a possible impact of the exchange rate on
the GDP in the Czech Republic. The relationship between both variables is constructed in the framework of aggregate demand and aggregate supply equations. In
2014 the Czech National Bank started to weaken the exchange rate of the Czech
crown with the goal to maintain an economic growth. The effect of such an economic policy is measured by the help of relevant econometric techniques using the annual data. During the years under exchange rate targeting, the GDP growth was higher
than before, but without an evidence that the cause is just the exchange rate devaluation.
Keywords: macroeconomic targeting, aggregate demand, aggregate supply, econometric model, stationarity, Marshall – Lerner condition.
JEL Classification: E5, C5
AMS Classification: 62P20

1

Introduction

The aim of the paper is to test the relationship between the exchange rate and GDP in the Czech Republic. In
2014 the CNB (Czech National Bank) started to weaken the exchange rate of the Czech crown because of a disproportionately low inflation rate. The goal of the changing policy was to maintain an economic growth.
Some sort of macroeconomic targeting is applied in many economies, with the goal of generating macroeconomic benefits, in particular to maintain positive economic growth, low inflation, full employment, the satisfactory balance of payments a.s.o. The choice of a target variable is important because there is no direct relationship
between monetary instruments and the ultimate goal of monetary policy. A nominal target can affect expectations in two ways. First, it influences market expectations; second, it should encourage firms and workers to
behave in a way which seems to be optimal according to their own criteria. The application of a rule is a process
the optimality of which, although initially intended, may change under non-optimal conditions. The phenomenon
is known as a dynamic inconsistency and is described, for example by Fischer [7]. It also justifies a discretionary
policy, explained as making short-term optimal decisions whenever necessary under rational expectations.
In the 1990s, the inflation rule was clearly preferred by central banks; in the CR, inflation targeting was undertaken by the CNB till 2013. Unfortunately, the role of inflation in macroeconomic models is usually simplified;
in fact, it is much more complex and stable inflation accompanied by a varying production gap may occur (for a
rationale, see Blanchard et al. [4]). After the period of financial crisis, it was clear that stable inflation may be a
necessary macroeconomic condition, but it is not sufficient. The 2007–09 financial crisis was clearly a milestone in relation to the macroeconomic targeting concept and gave rise to important conclusions (e.g. [4], [9]),
namely that much of the science of monetary policy remains intact. However, the crisis has made it clear that
some major rethinking concerning the details of this basic framework for monetary policy strategy is required.
So, the nominal GDP targeting, which in fact is 10-year older than the inflation rule concept, was revoked. Also
the exchange rate rule became a subject of new interest of central bankers.
The exchange rate rule, which involves holding the exchange rate fixed, is not of great interest to less tradedependent economies. However, it may bring considerable benefits to a small open economy that is highly dependent on trade. After all, it has successfully been practised in Singapore on a long-term basis [12]. On the
other hand, the pitfalls of exchange rate targeting are demonstrated by Belongia and Chrystal, using the case of
the United Kingdom (UK) [2].
Recent developments indicate that the long-term application of one rule only will rather be an exception,
which has stimulated various authors to look for quantitative comparisons of different policy rules (e.g. [3], [6],
[10], [11]). For the study of consequences of alternative policy rules, econometric models are useful.

2

Model and data

The economic activity in CR is represented by GDP; exchange rate CZK/EUR is not only an indicator for the
level of country competitive globally but here also a tool of targeting policy. The relationship between both vari-
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ables is constructed, similar to [1], in the framework of aggregate demand (AD) and aggregate supply (AS) equations.
The demand side
Starting by the identity GDP equals consumption of the household sector (C) + spending on the private sector
investment (I) + public sector consumption (G) + foreign trade balance (TB), we may reflect that C is a function
of income and interest rate, I depends on interest rate and TB is a function of exchange rate ER. Besides, the
money supply M is used to replace an interest rate as well as an inflation rate expected. So the AD equation is

GDP   0  1 M   2 ER   3G  v .

(1)

The supply side
The original resources contributing to GDP are labour, capital and other factors of production (dropped in further
considerations). Labour is a function (reciprocal) of wages (W), demand for capital depends on an interest rate
including an inflation rate expected what is proxied by money supply M again. Dealing with a small open economy, we have in mind that exchange rate plays an important role e.g. in the cost of raw materials. Hence, the AS
equation is formulated as
(2)
GDP   0   1W   2 M   3 ER  w .
Paying attention to all important determinants of GDP, the econometric model proposed is

GDP   0  1M   2W   3 ER   4 D   5G  u

(3)

with D being a dummy variable used to distinguish years 2014 and 2015 during which the exchange rate targeting was applied. This economic policy of CNB was performed also in 2016 and in the beginning of 2017 when a
near ending was declared but relevant data were not available in the time of processing this analysis.
The source of annual data used was the Eurostat database. Starting 1995 and ending 2015 inclusive (21 observations), GDP, W, G and M1 are measured in millions of Euro. As ER, the CZK/EUR exchange rate is used.

3

Computations and results

First of all, the question of stationarity of all variables should be solved. The time series in question are relatively
short (21 observations), that is why two tests were applied to have a comparison: ADF and KPSS. The results
are summarized in Table 1.

variable
GDP
GDP
M
M
W
W
ER
ER
G
G

ADF-prob
0.805
0.007
0.981
0.002
0.800
0.005
0.703
0.000
0.881
0.017

KPSS
–LM stat
0.605
0.148
0.621
0.174
0.603
0.153
0.546
0.145
0.600
0.168

Table 1 Tests of stationarity
In Table 1, ADF – probability relates to the H0: time series has a unit root, treated by the t – statistic; KPSS –
LM stat is a statistic to be compared with critical values 0.739 – 1 % level, 0.463 – 5 % level, 0.347 – 10 %
level under the the H0: time series is stationary.
According to both tests, all variables are I(1). That is why a cointegration of variables could be tested straightforward using residuals of the regression of (3) and the test of Engle and Granger (EG, see e.g. [5]) based on a
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statement that a linear combination of variables is stationary if and only if the
described in the Table 2 with
.
Variable
M
W
ER
G
D
C

Coefficient
-0.060909
3.426704
-676.8560
-0.170894
3910.376
29809.85

Std. error
0.048057
0.263251
291.8313
0.180569
1801.182
11838.39

t-Statistic
-1.267425
13.01688
-2.319340
-0.946421
2.171005
2.518067

û is stationary. The regession is

Prob.
0.2243
0.0000
0.0349
0.3589
0.0464
0.0236

Table 2 Estimation of equation (3)
Applying ADF test to residuals, the statistic is -3.716 what allows to reject H0: û has a unit root at the 5 % significance level (critical value is -3.020) following instructions in [5]. Nevertheless, in [8] the critical values of
EG other than those of ADF are recommended including, besides other things, also the number of time series
entering the regression. The published critical values relate to large data samples only that is why (i) this recommendation could not be used here, (ii) to support the above conclusions, the Johansen cointegration test was
performed. The number of cointegration equations found is non-zero and varies from 2 to 3 according to
(non)comprising intercept and / or trend.
Testing for autocorrelation by Breusch – Godfrey test, the  2 (1) statistic is 3.783 with Prob = 0.052 what
very closely may justify non rejection of H0: no autocorrelation (in fact, ˆ  0.22 ).
Further, the ECM version of (3) was estimated as in Table 3 with D – prefix instead of , R for the error correction part and R-squared =0.986083.
.
Variable
DM
DW
DER
DG
D
R
C

Coefficient
-0.035174
3.290109
-321.5484
-0.262823
2272.453
0.671324
463.1251

Std. error
0.047038
0.160415
185.4593
0.124738
851.9870
0.213365
412.4719

t-Statistic
-0.747781
20.50994
-1.733795
-2.106998
2.667239
3.146366
1.122804

Prob.
0.4679
0.0000
0.1066
0.0551
0.0194
0.0077
0.2818

Table 3 Estimation of the ECM model
The evidence in both Table 2 and Table 3 is that there is no direct influence of the money supply as well as of
government spending. On the other hand, the dominating factor influencing GDP evidently are the wages. It is
not surprising if we have in mind that the higher wages, the higher consumption is possible, and that the consumption growth is desired to support the GDP growth. The positive development of GDP during the years in
which the exchange rate was performed is evident. Nevertheless, it does not explain the role of exchange rate
itself. For a nearer explanation let us study the Marshall-Lerner condition, which states that a currency devaluation will only lead to an improvement in the balance of payments if the sum of demand elasticity for imports and
exports is greater than one. Provided that the sum of the price elasticity of demand coefficients for exports and
imports is greater than one then a fall in the exchange rate will reduce a deficit and a rise will reduce a surplus.
Involving the data of exports (exp) and imports (imp) (Eurostat; 1995 - 2015 inclusive, annual; in millions of
Euro) together with GDP and exchange rate (gdp er), all in logarithms we have
ex̂p  4.96  1.44 gdp  0.19er
t = (-1.16) (0.17)
(0.71)
ˆ p  4.51  1.36 gdp  0.09er
im
t = (1.25) (0.16)
(0.61)
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R2 = 0.99

(4)

R2 = 0.98

(5)
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after treating autocorrelation by the help of GLS. Though an eventual spurious regression might make the values
of parameters too high, it is evident that the exchange rate parameters are statistically equal to zero. Hence, the
sum of those parameters is less than one. So, we cannot admit any positive influence of the past devaluation.

4

Conclusion and further research

The relationship between the exchange rate and GDP in the Czech Republic was studied respecting the fact of
devaluation performed by National bank since 2014. The straightforward calculations show that under the exchange rate targeting the GDP was positively influenced. But an exact designation of the impact variable is out
of the ability of the model (3); the influence of exchange rate is not distinct enough, the influence of ages dominates evidently. Employing Marshall-Lerner condition in the form (4) and (5), any positive impact of exchange
rate targeting was excluded.
Like similar analyses, this approach also has its weak points. The data concerning 2016 unfortunately was not
yet available though, during this year the devaluation was also performed. The Marshall-Lerner condition itself
deals with exchange rate but the real effective exchange rate might offer more exact results what refers also to
equations (1) – (3). Unfortunately, this data was not disposable as well as alternative (to M1) money aggregates
which could allow for variant computations.
Even if accomplishing all the tasks specified above, the apparatus does not allow for distinguishing among different macroeconomic targeting rules. Such a methodology, concerning inflation, respective GDP respective
exchange rate targeting is given e. g. in [3] and applied to the Czech economy by Pánková [10], the results indicate that the nominal GDP rule is apparently superior to inflation targeting, which in turn predominates over the
exchange rate rule.
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Modelling the Development of the Consumer Price of Sugar
Marie Pechrová1, Ondřej Šimpach2
Abstract. Sector of sugar production and hence production of sugar beet are so far
the most regulated branch of the crop production not in the European Union, and
hence it is difficult to predict their development. However, knowledge of future consumer sugar prices can help the manufacturers when deciding on the amount of production and during planning. The aim of the article is to predict future development
of consumer prices of sugar crystal in the Czech Republic for the period from 09/2016
to 08/2017 using ARIMA model based on the data base of the monthly consumer price
of sugar in the period 09/2000–08/2016. Data were obtained from www.agris.com.
On the basis of diagnostic tests ARIMA model (1, 1, 1) was selected for modelling.
Medium variant forecast predicts moderate growth rates of sugar crystal from 18.40
CZK / kg to 19.12 CZK / kg. The upper variant with a 90% probability promises a
significant increase to 22.98 CZK / kg. The low variant expects decline of the price to
15.26 CZK / kg in 08/2017. This is the most probable scenario taking into account the
development on the sugar market.
Keywords: ARIMA model, sugar crystal, prediction, consumer price of sugar
JEL Classification: C61, C63
AMS Classification: 62H12

1

Introduction

Sector of sugar production and hence production of sugar beet are so far the most regulated branch of the crop
production in the European Union (EU). The quantity produced is limited by quotas, as well as the purchase price
is also a subject of adjustments. On the cultivation of sugar beets are provided “subsidies within the scheme of
sensitive commodities, which amount to 450 billion CZK (approximately one-third of the original amount of subsidies for sugar beet)” [11]. On imports from third countries are imposed high import duties. Toward the end of
sugar quotas and termination of regulation of its production, imports and exports in October 2017, the farmers fear
a decline in purchase prices of sugar beet. Sugar factories, on the other hand, welcome that they will be able to
decide about the amount of sugar produced and sold by themselves. Currently, the sugar in the Czech Republic
(CR) is produced only 7 factories, while 25 years ago there were more than 50 and 150 years ago even 400. Decline
of the sugar industry was caused by number of historical events, from the nationalization, the concentration of
factories in large units and state intervention in the 70s, through the return to a market economy in the 90s till
entrance of the CR to the EU in 2004. Those events lead to “important changes of the owner structure of the land
and factories for sugar production, to their closing and consequent changes in distribution channels of the sugar,
to massive decline of the sowing areas of sugar beet and strong concentration of planting of the sugar beet in
suitable natural conditions, that caused consequent increase of yields of sugar beet” [5]. “Production quota for
sugar Czech Republic amounting to 372 459 tons remains in the last fiscal year with quotas at the same level and
is divided among five sugar farms with 7 manufacturing plants” [8]. Expected influence of the terminus of quotas
on consumer prices of sugar is so-far unclear. The prices of sugar underwent through decline during last 2 years,
that caused the decrease of revenues of the sugar factories.
The aim of the paper is to model consumer prices of sugar using econometric methods and predict their development one year ahead. The paper is structured as follows: Firstly, researches that are concerned with price modelling are introduced. Than is describe the Box-Jenkins methodology that is used to model the development of the
sugar price. The results are presented in next section and discussed in following one. Last section concludes. Many
researches are concerned with modelling of agricultural commodity prices. For modelling volatility of agricultural
commodity prices are usually used Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models
[17]. To predict the prices is widespread a Box-Jenkins methodology. For example, [10] used ARIMA (1, 0, 0) to
model consumer prices of eggs. [12] modelled several agricultural commodities’ prices and argued that ARIMA
is a suitable method for price modelling. [6] used econometric model to model monthly prices of eggs from March
2000 to September 2009 in China. The explanatory variables were commercial price, feed market prices and firstInstitute of Agricultural Economics and Information, Mánesova 1453/75, 120 00 Prague 2, Czech Republic,
pechrova.marie@uzei.cz.
2
University of Economics Prague, Faculty of Informatics and Statistics, W. Churchill sq.4, 130 67 Prague 3,
Czech Republic, ondrej.simpach@vse.cz.
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order and second order lag of monthly eggs. For the case of egg prices in Japan, [9] applied autoregressive model
and modified multiple regression model on monthly and yearly wholesale egg prices between years 1986 and
1990. Alternative method for time series modelling can be artificial neural network. These models have better
statistical characteristics and they can capture a significant number of turning points [4].

2

Methodology

Box-Jenkins methodology was chosen for the purpose of modelling of the time series of the consumer price of
sugar. It requires long time series of data. Future development is predicted based on the knowledge of stochastic
trend. The model was elaborated in several steps. Firstly, the stationarity of the time series was tested using unit
root test. All 3 types of Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF test) – with constant and trend, with constant only,
and without constant and trend – were elaborated and was chosen the most appropriate. (In this paper, we have
non-seasonal monthly published data, for other cases see e.g. study [14], [15] or [16]). ADF test with constant and
trend is calculated as (1).
m

Yt  1   2 t   3Yt 1    i Yt i  ε t ,

(1)

i 1

where ∆Yt is the first difference of the examined time series, t is trend variable, εt is pure white noise error term, m
is the maximum length of the lagged dependent variable, and α, β are parameters (β1 represents the constant).
Methodology by [1] was used to elaborate a model with autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) processes.
Diagnostic of the type of the model is done by Autocorrelation function (ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation function
(PACF) that were plotted to determine, what process generated the time series and what is the order p of AR
process and order q of MA process. When the time series is not stationary, its difference of dth order must be done.
If the time series include all processes it is an ARIMA (p, d, q) model (2).
p

q

i 1

j 1

Yt      i Yt i    j εt  j ,

(2)

where α and δ are parameters and β is the constant. When there is a seasonal term, the models are formulated as
SARIMA (P, D, Q) (p, d, q). The adjustment was done by algorithm elaborated by Census X13-ARIMA. Verification of the model for autocorrelation was done for by Breusch-Godfrey serial correlation LM test [3]. Null hypothesis states that there is no serial correlation. If the calculated value of the test exceeds the tabled test criterion
from Fisher and χ² distribution the null hypothesis is rejected and there is autocorrelation. Heteroscedastity was
tested by Autoregressive Conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) test [3]. Null hypothesis is again that the variance
of the stochastic term is constant and finite. The test is also using Fisher and χ² critical values and rejects the null
hypothesis when the calculated value of the test exceeds the table values. Finally, the normality was tested using
Jarque-Bera test [3] with null hypothesis that the residues are normally distributed. Calculated value of the test is
compared to critical value of J-B distribution. If the value exceeds the table one, null hypothesis is rejected. Based
on the ARIMA model, the predictions are done for next 12 months and 90% confidence intervals are introduced.
We used software EViews 8 for the calculations.

3

Data

A total of 192 observations were analysed from 09/2000 up to 08/2016. Data were obtained from the Czech Statistical Office (CZSO) and are available besides others from www.agris.cz. Time series of weekly consumer prices
of sugar until 2011 was by calculating the arithmetic mean converted to monthly frequency to match the frequency
of data collected from 2011 onwards. Data for 01 and 05/2015 were calculated as the average of previous and
following values in the time series.
The average annual sugar prices are given in the Table 1. At the end of 2000 and beginning of 2001, the price
was around 22 CZK / kg, but in the second quarter it fell below this level and continued to fall. It fell below 21
CZK / kg in 03/2002 and in the last month of 2002 it fell below 20 CZK / kg. The year 2003 was marked by very
low prices, which reached a minimum in 08/2016 (16.76 CZK / kg). Then came slow growth, which peaked price
26.35 CZK / kg the following year. Last quarter of 2004 the price was above 25 CZK / kg. However, in the second
quarter of 2005 appeared decline again. It continued in the following year too. But the price did not fall below 21
CZK / kg. The return to growth of crystal sugar consumer price was recorded in 08/2006, when it again exceeded
the limit of 22 CZK / kg. In the following months occurred dramatic fluctuations. In 2007 and 2008 the price
fluctuated between 20 and 22 CZK / kg. Only in the second quarter of 2009 it dropped below 20 CZK / kg and
continued to decline until 01/2011. At the end of 2012 occurred rapid growth on 24.85 CZK / kg. Higher prices
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were noted in the following year (on average 24.15 CZK / kg). There was a decline in prices to 19.40 CZK / kg in
12/2014. Prices continued to decline throughout the year 2015 to an absolute minimum in 11/2015. Despite the
fact that prices increased this year they reached maximum of only 18.23 CZK / kg in 08/2016.
Year
Price
Year
Price

2000
22.36*
2009
19.81

2001
21.84
2010
18.23

2002
20.56
2011
22.45

2003
17.74
2012
24.27

2004
22.31
2013
24.15

2005
23.27
2014
22.03

2006
21.73
2015
17.75

2007
21.90
2016
16.20**

2008
21.00

Note: *Average 09-12/2000, **Average 01-08/2016; Source: own elaboration
Table 1 Average annual consumer prices of sugar crystal (in CZK / kg)

4

Results

Using ADF test without trend and constant it was found out that the time series is non-stationary at 5% significance
level (t-statistic = -0.6105, p-value = 0.4518). It is stationary after 1st difference, i.e. that the time series is I(1).
ACF and PACF analysis revealed that the best model for capturing the time series of sugar is ARIMA (1, 1, 1)
without constant. In order to improve statistical characteristics of the model, a unit impulse was added. Variable
IMP took value 1 in 08/2004, 02 and 04/2011, where there were shocks in prices, and value 0 otherwise. Using
this model, the residues are not autocorrelated (based on the results of Q-statistics and Breusch-Godfrey test. The
variance of the residues is according to the ARCH test constant and finite. Results of Jarque-Bera test shows that
residues are also normally distributed.
Estimated parameters are displayed in Table 2. All parameters are statistically significant (p-value is lower
than the level of significance α = 0.05). Compared to the alternative models (which results are not displayed here)
based on information criteria this model appeared to be the most suitable. Model fulfil all econometric requirements and can be used for predictions. Residual diagnostics are displayed in Table 3 and Figure 1.
Variable
IMP
AR(1)
MA(1)
R2
Adjusted R2
Durbin-Watson statistics

Coefficient
3.2877
0.8347
-0.7386
0.4297
0.4236
2.0662

Standard error
t-value
0.2878
11.4218
0.1612
5.1779
0.1963
-3.7626
Akaike information criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criterion

Probability (p-value)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002
1.4399
1.4911
1.4606

Table 2 ARIMA(1, 1, 1) model estimates for consumer prices of sugar, Source: own elaboration
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
F-statistic
1.1507 Prob. F(2,185)
0.3187
Obs*R-squared 0.7245 Prob. Chi-Sq.(2)
0.6961

Heteroskedasticity Test: ARCH
F-statistic
1.9048 Prob. F(1,187)
Obs*R-squared 1.9058 Prob. Chi-Sq.(1)

Table 3 residual diagnostics of ARIMA(1, 1, 1) model, Source: own elaboration

Figure 1 Normal distribution of residuals and graphical control, Source: own elaboration
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Development and prediction of consumer prices of sugar, along with a 90% confidence interval is shown in Figure 2. From the graph, there are visible two significant declines in 2003 and again even deeper decline towards the
end of 2015. According to the forecast the price should mildly and constantly grow from 17.57 CZK / kg in 09/2016
up to 19.12 CZK / kg at the end of the period 08/2017 without significant fluctuations. This price is relatively low
and corresponds to the price, which was on the market between late 2009 and mid-2010. According to the upper
variant, there is 90% probability that the growth will be much higher. Price could thus reach 20.64 CZK / kg at the
end of 2016 and 22.98 CZK / kg in 08/2017. Still, it will not be reach the high prices that prevailed in the market
since the second quarter of 2011 and mid-2014. The lower variant of calculation assumes that with 90% probability
the prices will decline from 17.57 CZK / kg in 09/2016 until 15.26 CZK / kg. It reaches nearly a minimum price
of 15.17 CZK / kg, that sugar showed at the end of 11/2015. Whereas in recent years the price of sugar has been
highly volatile (except for the period from the second quarter of 2011 to mid-2014), for the period 09/2016–
08/2017, no significant fluctuations in the price are expected.

Figure 2 Last development and prediction of consumer price of sugar (CZK / kg), Source: empirical data from
www.agris.cz, own elaboration

5

Discussion

Our results can be compared to those of [12]. She also found that the agricultural time series are non-stationary
and stationary after first differentiation. For most time series, she analysed, there were also the best type of models
ARIMA (1, 1, 1). Similarly, [7] did not find any seasonality in the prices of sugar on the Czech data from year
1993. Regarding the determinants of the price, the analysis of [13] „proved that global sugar price is independent
of the level of global sugar reserves level.” However, the consumer sugar prices depend on the market situation.
As [2] showed the prices of agricultural producers are reflected in consumer prices of sugar.
Ongoing reform of the sugar market in 2006–2009 caused significant decrease of the guarantee price for the
producers of sugar beet in EU. This decreased was reflected in real prices, when the prices of sugar producers in
2015 continued in sharp decreased on average 12.13 CZK / kg. In the first half of 2016, the prices were not decreasing any more, but fluctuated around 12.36 CZK / kg of sugar supplied from sugar factories to the market.
Consumer prices reaction was fast and the sugar crystal price decreased on average 17.79 CZK / kg during year
2015 and continued to decrease in 2016 (average price for 01–06/2016 was 16.24 CZK / kg). (MoA [8]) Hence,
we can expect that the most probable scenario of the price development will be the lower variant – lower bound
of 90% confidence interval of our prediction. The price may decrease according to this scenario from 17.57
CZK / kg for 09/2016 to 15.26 CZK / kg in 08/2017.

6

Conclusion

Knowledge of future consumer sugar prices can help the manufacturers when deciding on the amount of production
and during planning. Therefore, the article predicted the consumer price of sugar for 09/2016 to 08/2017. Used
ARIMA methodology allows to conclude on future price only on the basis of past development of the time series,
which is advantageous in terms of data availability. However, the disadvantage is that if it was the past development in time series is very volatile, the prediction may be biased. The aim of the contribution was not only to state
what exactly will be the consumer price of sugar in the future, but also to set boundaries in which the price will
move with a certain probability. These boundaries are confidence intervals that establish the minimum and maximum price of sugar, which occurs at given time with a 90% probability.
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In our case, the predicted price in lower variant was only 17.57 CZK / kg for 09/2016 with a strong trend of
decline, falling to 15.26 CZK / kg in 08/2017. This is the most probable scenario taking into account the development on the sugar market. Contrary to that, the upper variant envisages for the same periods growth from 19.22
CZK / kg to 22.98 CZK / kg. Finally, medium variant of forecast expects a slight increase from 18.40 CZK / kg to
19.12 CZK / kg.
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Application of the Measures Based on Quantiles to the
Analysis of Income Inequality and Poverty in Poland
by Socio-Economic Group
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Abstract. Quantiles of income distributions are often applied to the estimation of
various inequality and poverty characteristics. They are traditionally estimated using
the classical quantile estimator based on a relevant order statistic. The main
objective of the paper was to compare the classical and Bernstein estimator for these
measures from the point of view of their statistical properties. Several Monte Carlo
experiments have been conducted to assess biases and mean squared errors of
inequality estimators for different sample sizes under the lognormal or Dagum type-I
models. The results of the experiments have been used to the estimation of
inequality measures in Poland by socio-economic groups on the basis of the micro
data coming from the Household Budget Survey 2014. In the study the head-count
ratio, quintile and decile dispersion ratios, maximum equalisation index and the
synthetic Zenga index were taken into account.
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1

Introduction

Statistical measures based on quantiles are frequently applied to the analysis of income distribution as they
comprise many popular inequality and poverty indices and indicators. Simple dispersion ratios, defined as the
ratios of the income of the richest quantile over that of the poorest quantile, usually utilize deciles and quintiles,
but in principle, any quantile of income distribution can be used. A version of the decile dispersion ratio using
the ratio of the 10th over the 40th percentile which has recently become popular is the so called Palma Ratio,
proposed by Palma in 2011. Another popular inequality measure based on deciles is the coefficient of maximum
equalisation, also known as the Schutz index or the Pietra ratio. Contrary to the well-known Gini ratio, the
quantile-based dispersion ratios are focused on income differences located in the tails of the distribution rather
than in the middle. They can be used as supplementary to overcome the shortcoming of the Gini index of being
proportionally oversensitive to changes in the middle of the distribution. More sophisticated measures of income
inequality have been constructed using differences (or ratios) between population and income quantiles.
Probably the first of such measures was the Holme’s coefficient standardized by Bortkiewicz, which is based on
the quantiles of order 0.5. The concentration curve and corresponding synthetic concentration coefficient
proposed by Zenga, are also defined in terms of quantiles of a size distribution and the corresponding quantiles
of the first-moment distribution.
The quantile-based inequality measures are traditionally estimated using the classical quantile estimator
based on a relevant order statistic. For some population divisions (by age, occupation, family type or
geographical area) these simple methods have been proven seriously biased and the estimation errors were found
to be far beyond the values that can be accepted by social policy-makers for making reliable policy decisions
(see [4], [6]). The main objective of the paper was to show the advantages of the Bernstein estimator over the
classical one for decile and quintile dispersion ratios. After a brief description of quantile-based inequality
measures several Monte Carlo experiments have been conducted to assess biases and mean squared errors of
their estimators for different sample sizes under the lognormal or Dagum models. Finally, the Bernstein
estimator has been applied to the estimation of various income inequality measures in Poland by socio-economic
group on the basis of micro data coming from the Household Budget Survey.
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2

Selected statistical inequality measures based on quantiles

One of the most interesting inequality measures that are defined in terms of quantiles is the Zenga index (for
details see [10]). The synthetic Zenga index is based on a concentration curve, which, in contrast to the wellknown Lorenz curve connected with the Gini index, does not present “forced behaviour” and therefore can be
considered a point concentration measure. As a result, both point and synthetic inequality measures proposed by
Zenga are sensitive to changes at every “point” of income distribution.
The Zenga point measure of inequality is based on the relation between income and population quantiles
([1], [10]):
x*p  x p
xp
(1)
Zp 
1 * ,
*
xp
xp
where x p  F 1 ( p) denotes the population p-quantile and x*p  Q 1 ( p) is the corresponding income quantile.
Therefore the Zenga approach consists of comparing the abscissas at which F(x) and Q(x) take the same value p.
Zenga synthetic inequality index is defined as simple arithmetic mean of point concentration measures
Z p , p  0, 1 . The statistical properties of this coefficient have been discussed in [5].
Other quantile-based inequality measures, much simpler than the Zenga indices, are quintile and decile
dispersion ratios (for details see [7]). They can be considered supplementary in income distribution analyses.
The quintile dispersion ratio has the following form:

Q0.8
,
(2)
Q0.2
where Q0.8 , Q0.2 are quintiles, respectively, the fourth and the first.
The quintile dispersion ratio can also be defined as the ratio of the sum of incomes of the richest 20 percent
of the population to the sum of incomes of the poorest 20 percent:
W20(1:)20 

( 2)
20:20

W

 xi

iGK 5



 xi

,

(3)

iGK 1

where GK j is j-th quintile group.
Using the first and ninth decile we can obtain the following decile dispersion ratio:
Q
)
W10(1:10
 0.9 ,
Q0.1
where Q0.9 , Q0.1 are deciles, respectively, the ninth and the first
and
( 2)
10:10

W



(4)

 xi

iGD10

 xi

,

(5)

iGD1

where GD j is j-th decile group.
The reciprocal of the decile dispersion ratio defined by (5) takes values from the interval [0,1] and is called
the dispersion index for the end portions of the distribution:

K1:10 

 xi

iGD1

 xi



1
.
W10( 2:10)

(6)

iGD10

If the index K1:10 is closer to the 1, the inequality is lower (mean incomes in the extremal decile groups are the
same).
A popular inequality measure based on income shares received by subsequent decile groups is the
coefficient of maximum equalisation, also known as the Schutz index or the Pietra ratio:
1

E  100 S j   ,
10


jI
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1
for S j 
and S j 
10

 xi

iGD j
n

 xi

, where S j is income share of the j-th decile group in the total income. The

i 1

measure (7) can be interpreted as the portion of the total income that would have to be redistributed (taken from
the richer half of the population and given to the poorer half) for there to be income equality.
During a thorough income distribution analysis the problem of inequality measurement is usually
interrelated with the estimation of poverty indices. To obtain reliable poverty characteristics it becomes crucial
to define and estimate the poverty threshold zu . There are numerous definitions of this threshold, taking into
consideration absolute or relative approach. The relative poverty line utilized by Eurostat is the following:
z u  0.6M 0.5 ,

(8)

where M 0.5 is median of a random variable X.
The poverty threshold can be estimated using the straightforward point estimator: zˆu  0.6Me, where Me is
median estimator established on the basis of a random sample.
Various quantile estimators can be applied to assess the values of Zenga point and synthetic indices as well
as those of quintile and decile dispersion ratios or the poverty threshold from sample survey data. In the paper
classical quantile estimator and Bernstein estimator are considered.
Classical quantile estimator is defined by the following formula:

 X (npn ) ,

ˆ
Qp  
(n)

 X [ np ]1 ,

for np  N ,
for np  N ,

(9)

where X ((kn)) is an order statistic of rank k.
Bernstein estimator given by:
n  n 1


 i1
 p 1  p ni  X ((in)) .
Qˆ pBrs   
i 1 
 i  1 


(10)

More examples of quantile estimators, as the standard estimator, Huang-Brill estimator, Harrel-Davis estimator
and many others, can be found in [2], [3], [8] and [9]. The analysis presented in the paper are based on the
Bernstein estimator, due to its good statistical properties primarily confirmed in the previous study of the
authors and presented in [6]. The detailed comparison of the properties of the Bernstein estimator with the
classical one are given below.

3

Simulation analysis of quintile and decile dispersion ratio properties

The quantile estimators (9) and (10) were used to the simulation study concerning income inequality measures:
)
and W20(1:)20 given by the formulas (2) and (4). Their statistical properties have been testified under assumed
W10(1:10
theoretical income distributions presenting different shape and scale parameters. For each combination of the
theoretical model, sample size and the type of estimators, a Monte Carlo experiment has been carried out to
assess the characteristics of respective sampling distributions.
In the Monto Carlo experiments two different probability distributions were utilized as population models:
 ln x   2 
1

exp 
lognormal distribution, LG( ,  ) , defined by the following density function f x  
2 2 
x 2

for x > 0 and Dagum distribution D( p, a, b) , known also as the Burr type-III distribution, with the density
 p 1

  x a 
function nn of the form f x   ab  ap p x ap 1 1    
for x > 0. The sets of parameters of both theoretical
 b 


distributions were established on the basis of real income data coming from Polish HBS and administrative
registers, comprising large variety of subpopulations differing in the level of income inequality, which have been
observed over the last two decades. The sample sizes were fixed for each variant as n=500; n=1000, n=2000.
The number of repetitions of Monte Carlo experiments was N=20 000. The simulated sample spaces were used
to assess, for each estimator, its empirical bias and standard error.
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The root mean squared errors (RMSE) and relative biases (BIAS) of quintile and decile dispersion ratios
have been demonstrated in tables 1 and 2 for different income distributions models and selected sample sizes.
All the values are presented as percentages relative to their corresponding population parameters.

Distribution
LG(8.0, 0.6)

LG(8.1, 0.7)
LG(8.3, 0.8)

D(0.7, 3.6, 3800)
D(0.8, 3.0, 3200)
D(0.7, 2.8, 3800)

n
500
1000
500
1000
500
1000
500
1000
500
1000
500
1000

Quintile Dispersion Ratio
(1)
(stand.)
Ŵ
Ŵ20
:20 (Bernstein)
BIAS
RMSE
BIAS
RMSE
0.113
4.724
0.054
4.532
0.070
3.335
0.038
3.239
0.063
5.484
-0.014
5.265
0.011
3.868
-0.017
3.756
0.134
6.252
0.042
6.004
0.068
4.444
0.027
4.308
0.156
4.454
0.156
4.454
0.072
3.154
0.072
3.154
0.174
4.978
0.125
4.794
0.073
3.521
0.053
3.417
0.235
5.753
0.136
5.505
0.080
4.044
0.046
3.930
(1)
20:20

Table 1 Properties of Quintile Dispersion Ratio based on quantile estimators

Distribution
LG(8.0, 0.6)

LG(8.1, 0.7)

LG(8.3, 0.8)

D(0.7, 3.6, 3800)
D(0.8, 3.0, 3200)
D(0.7, 2.8, 3800)

n
500
1000
500
1000
500
1000
500
1000
500
1000
500
1000

Decile Dispersion Ratio
(stand.)
Ŵ10(1):10 (Bernstein)
RMSE
BIAS
RMSE
6.174
0.021
5.882
4.327
0.017
4.191
7.197
0.013
6.868
5.088
0.019
4.926
8.134
0.029
7.758
5.815
0.037
5.615
6.671
0.181
6.344
4.702
0.082
4.543
7.354
0.234
7.002
5.179
0.039
5.009
8.598
0.283
8.181
6.003
0.066
5.800

(1)
10:10

Ŵ
BIAS
0.126
0.065
0.124
0.084
0.186
0.124
0.353
0.162
0.347
0.097
0.554
0.181

Table 2 Properties of Decile Dispersion Ratio based on quantile estimators
Analysing the results of the calculations it becomes obvious that the Bernstein estimator performs better
than the classical estimator of quantile. Its biases and mean squared errors turned out to be substantially smaller
for most cases.

4

Application

The inequality measures based on deciles and quintiles, as well as the Zenga indices, have been applied to the
inequality analysis in Poland by socio-economic group based on HBS sample 2014. They include the decile and
quintile dispersion ratios, the reciprocal of the decile dispersion ratio K, the coefficient of maximum
equalisation E and the synthetic Zenga index Z. Basic characteristics of the HBS sample, divided by socioeconomic group, are presented in table 3. Table 4 shows the results of the approximation of the empirical
distributions by means of the Dagum model. The main outcomes of the application, containing the estimated
values of abovementioned inequality measures obtained on the basis of implementation of the Bernstein
estimator, are given in table 5.
The relative poverty threshold established as 60% of equivalent national median income and estimated by
means of Bernstein estimator is 1181.85 PLN. The estimates of At-Risk-of-Poverty rates (head-count ratios) for
each socio-economic group based on this threshold are presented in table 6, In the table there are also the poverty
thresholds estimated for each socio-economic group separately.
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Number of
households
18077
1526
2473
13151
1702
36929

Socio-economic group
Employees
Farmers
Self-employed
Pensioners
Non-earned sources
utrzymania
Total

Minimum

Maximum

Average

3.00
1.67
12.00
13.00
20.00
1.67

155017.49
126739.54
42500.00
15497.83
13784.04
155017.49

4375.61
5365.59
5358.11
2653.50
1908.38
3755.33

Standard
Deviation
2863.20
6768.69
3709.47
1487.35
1401.93
2959.95

Table 3 Numerical characteristics of income in socio-economic groups

Dagum distribution parameters

Socio-economic group

p
0.838
0.550
0.810
1.283
0.614
0.747

Employees
Farmers
Self-employed
Pensioners
Non-earned sources
Total

a
3.599
2.407
3.296
2.999
3.154
3.125

Overlap measure

b
4112.468
5298.089
4967.545
2037.633
2016.598
3611.017

0.992
0.976
0.970
0.973
0.989
0.975

Table 4 Approximation of income distributions for socio- economic groups by means of the Dagum model.

Socio-economic group
Employees
Farmers
Self-employed
Pensioners
Non-earned sources
utrzymania
Total

(1)
W20
:20
2.311
4.094
2.380
2.565
2.917
2.819

(2)
W20:
20
4.353
14.384
5.169
4.416
6.812
5.916

W10(1):10
3.609
10.278
4.061
3.858
5.526
4.843

W10(2):10
6.689
34.918
8.216
6.189
11.716
9.526

K 1:10
0.149
0.029
0.122
0.162
0.085
0.105

E
20.396
34.377
22.594
21.059
24.893
22.000

Z
0.255
0.586
0.303
0.300
0.359
0.345

Table 5 Estimated inequality measures for socio-economic groups
Employees

Self- employed

Farmers

Pensioners

Non-earned sources

Figure 1 Income distributions for socio-economic groups and fitting by means of the Dagum model
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Socio-economic
group
Head-count ratio
Poverty line

Employees

Farmers

Selfemployed

Pensioners

Non-earned
sources

7.39

24.71

5.78

19.63

53.06

1385.30

1208.71

1560.65

1019.35

764.48

Table 6 Estimated poverty lines and head-count ratios [in %] for socio-economic groups
Analysing the results of the approximation presented in table 4 one can easily notice that the Dagum
distribution can be applied as a theoretical model describing empirical income distributions in Poland by socioeconomic group. We can observe very high consistency of the empirical distributions with the theoretical ones
what has also been demonstrated in figure 1. The results of the estimation of inequality measures obtained using
Bernstein estimator (table 5) reveal substantial discrepancies in income inequality among socio-economics
groups of households. The estimated values of quintile and decile share ratios, as well as the values of synthetic
Zenga inequality measures, indicate the farmers group as the one with the highest income inequality level. Most
of this inequality is located within the extremal decile groups as W10( 2:10) =34.9 what is very high comparing to the
national value equal to 9.5. This group has also high at-risk-of-poverty rate being 24.71% (tab.6). Extremely
high value of poverty incidence (53.06%) was observed for the group of households whose primary source of
maintenance was non-earned sources, comprising mainly unemployment benefits. It is worth noting that high
poverty level is not necessarily accompanied by high inequality. In general, 22% of the total income of the
Polish households would have to be redistributed from the richer to the poorer groups for there to be income
equality (E=22%).

5

Conclusions

The results of the experiments confirm that for different income distributions the Bernstein estimator performs
better than the frequently applied classical quantile estimator based on a relevant order statistic. The root mean
squared errors for Bernstein estimator are much smaller than those observed for its competitor and its biases are
also smaller, especially when the quantiles of higher orders are taken into regard. Consequently, the Bernstein
estimator has been applied to the estimation of various inequality measures for socio-economic groups in Poland.
Among the quantile-based income distribution characteristics we estimated: decile and quintile dispersion ratios.
the reciprocal of the decile dispersion ratio, the coefficient of maximum equalisation, the synthetic Zenga index
and the poverty ratio. The analysis revealed substantial discrepancies between socio-economic groups in Poland.
The income distribution of employees turned out to be most homogeneous while for the households of farmers
and non-earned sources high inequality has been detected, inducing poverty and social exclusion. The obtained
results can be the basis of further analysis for economists and social-policy makers.
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A truck loading problem
Jan Pelikán1
Abstract.The international transport of goods from manufacturers to customers is in
most cases realized by the truck transport. The proposed problem relates to making
effective use of these vehicles, considering the way of how to load the trucks effectively and when to send them off. The problem is solved for a particular time interval,
during which all requirements for transport are known. Apart from this, the question
of whether it is efficient to make use of the cross-dock or the direct routes to customers
is discussed. This is dependent on the trade and technical conditions of a particular
logistic company. The space for optimization arises thanks to the two options of the
transport (direct or via cross-dock) and a possibility that a parcel can be kept not sent
off over a certain period of time. The problem is based on a case study. The data from
the case study are used for the purposes of computational experiments on the model,
verification of the properties of results and their applicability.
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1

Introduction

This article deals with the logistic problem of truck transport, which is commonly used in international transport.
Logistic companies provide the truck transport services under particular carriage and trade conditions. A key role
in goods transportation plays the cross-dock – a logistic center where the transported goods are transferred from
one truck to another, aiming to maximize the usage of the trucks' capacity and minimize the costs of the transport
to customers. Using of logistic centers (cross-docks) represents a form of transport, in which parcels are in the first
step transported to the logistic center and sorted by the final destination and in the second step loaded onto the
trucks heading to these destinations. The trucks leaving from a logistic center then contain parcels from different
suppliers, resulting in reduction of costs. A whole truck is used for the transport to cross-dock with fixed costs and
not depending on its load volume. On the contrary, the costs for transport from the cross-dock are derived from
the weight of goods and the distance covered, as the load consists of goods from diverse suppliers.
The transportation requirements arise at the manufacturer that needs to realize the transport of its goods
through a logistic company to the purchasers, trying to minimize the costs during this process. Optimization in a
real case study relates to a given time interval during that a list of parcels is set. For every parcel the following
values are known: the time when a parcel is ready to be transported, its volume, weight and place of delivery, or
if need be other attributes like the priority of the parcel. The transport of the parcel can be carried out within the
time period beginning with the day when it was passed on to the logistic company and lasting for the next three
days (this is not valid in case of high priority parcels).
The problem that is the subject to this article is based on a case study. Transportation of manufacturer's
production abroad is provided by an external logistic company. The problem lies in optimizing the process of
loading up the trucks and the schedule of drives. The loaded trucks can travel either directly to the customers or
through the cross-dock. In both cases, the trucks are allowed to carry parcels at most to two final destinations. The
costs in case of direct delivery do not depend on the weight of goods transported, the costs of trucks departing
from cross-dock are calculated according to the weight of goods and the distance covered, where the dependence
of the costs on the weight is not linear.
There are two optimization models presented in this article: The first of them optimizes the transport from
manufacturer to customers and cross-dock. This is done by minimizing the number of trucks leaving the company
in a certain time interval. The second model minimizes the costs of the transport from cross-dock to customers,
also in the given time interval.
There are several papers dealing with the task of truck loading in the scientific literature. Their contents
are different from the problems solved in this article. Many of these sources solve the problem of cyclic drives of
1
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the trucks loaded with different types of products, e. g. the oil products, so that the time interval between two
deliveries is maximal [1] [3]. Another author [2] proposed a way of periodical loading of carriers with more compartments on the load area where the compartments have various capacity and different types of goods are considered. Yuceer [4] proved this problem to be NP-hard, proposed a mathematical model, analyzed its properties and
proposed a solving algorithm.

2. THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR PARCELS TRANSPORTED BY THE TRUCKS
FROM THE FACTORY
The time interval <0, T> is given along with the number of parcels n that should be transported from manufacturer
to customers.
For each parcel the time, when it is ready to be transported, is known. If it is a high priority parcel, the time must
be respected; in case of ordinary parcels it is possible to postpone their transport over a specific number of days
(in our model we assume the delay of two days).
We know the volume and the weight of a parcel. The company providing the transport offers two options: The
direct delivery to a customer, or via the cross-dock. The transport is realized by trucks of a given capacity. If it is
a direct delivery truck (FTL direct), then it can contain parcels assigned to a maximum of two customers.
The aim is to determine the way of transport with the minimal number of trucks, which means to set for each truck
its time of getting ready and departing, what will be loaded onto it and whether it is a direct or cross-dock type of
truck. The number of available trucks is not limited but for the purposes of formulation of the model we will
assume a certain maximal number of trucks every day, this amount matches the need in the case study. The capacity
of each truck is 26 pallets, the load bearing capacity is not a constraining factor.
The mathematical model contains the following parameters and variables.
Parameters of the model:
ti the time when the parcel i is ready for transport,
qi the volume of the parcel i, measured in the number of pallets,
wi the weight of the parcel i,
di s the binary parameter, equals to 1 if the i-th parcel should be delivered for the destination s.
Variables of the model:
xijk a binary variable, equals to 1 if the parcel i is sent off in the time j in a direct truck k, equals to 0 otherwise,
x´ijl a binary variable, equals to 1 if the parcel i is sent off in the time j to the cross-dock, equals to 0 otherwise,
yjk a binary variable, equals to 1 if k-th truck is sent in the time j directly to the customers,
y´jl a binary variable, equals to 1 if l-th truck is sent in the time j to the cross-dock,
hjks a binary variable, equals to 1 if k-th truck goes to s-th destination in the time j.
The mathematical model:
∑𝑗,𝑘 𝑦𝑗𝑘 + ∑𝑗,𝑙 𝑦𝑗𝑙′

→ min

(1)

∑𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 𝑞𝑖≤ ≤ 26𝑦𝑗𝑘 , ∀𝑗, 𝑘

(2)

′
∑𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑙
𝑞𝑖≤ ≤ 26𝑦𝑗𝑙′ , ∀𝑗, 𝑙

(3)

′
∑𝑗𝑘 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 + ∑𝑗𝑙 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑙
= 1, ∀𝑖

(4)

′
𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑙
= 0, ∀𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑙 ∀𝑗 > 𝑡𝑖 + 2, 𝑗 < 𝑡𝑖

(5)

∑𝑠 ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑠 ≤ 2, ∀𝑗, 𝑘

(6)

𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≤ ∑𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠 ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑠 , ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘

(7)

The object function (1) is a number of all trucks used in transport of the parcels in the given time interval. Inequality
(2) assures that if the truck k does not go to the cross-dock in the time j, then it is not possible to use it for transport
of the parcels. At the same, this inequality limits the amount of the load by the capacity of the truck. Similarly, (3)
is valid for the trucks going directly to customers. Thanks to (5), the parcel is not allowed to be loaded earlier than
it is available, or later than it is feasible, which is more than two days later. The inequality (6) expresses the
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condition of at most two destinations for the direct trucks. Constraint (7) does not allow loading a parcel into a
truck that will not arrive at the destination of the parcel.
The model is linear with binary variables, but it can contain a large number of binary variables in the real world
instances in case of a big number of parcels and a long time horizon, even though the condition (5) fixes many of
them to zero.
The object function (1) is the sum of all tracks outgoing the factory. Another object function can be costs, which
are fixed costs and variable costs. Fixed costs can be in the form of sum ∑𝑗𝑘 𝑦𝑗𝑘 + ∑𝑗𝑙 𝑦′𝑗𝑙 + ∑𝑗𝑟 𝑦′′𝑗𝑟 , where c1
are fixed costs of one truck going direct from factory to destination, c2 are fixed costs of truck from factory to
cross-dock, and c3 are fixed costs of truck from cross-dock to destination and yjr is binary variable with value one
if truck r goes from cross-dock to destinations in the time j (a part, modelling the transport from cross-dock to
destinations, has to add to the model). If only fixed costs are optimized, it is supposed, that the variable costs are
constant, independent on vehicle’s journey.
To optimize all costs, fixed and variable together, especially if variable costs is non-linear dependent on weight of
parcels and length of truck’s route, we have to proceed as described in the next chapter.

3. NONLINEAR COSTS OPTIMIZATION MODEL OF TRANSPORT GOODS FROM
CROSS-DOCK TO DESTINATIONS
The trucks departing from the cross-dock, drive immediately to customers. Even now it is valid that they can drive
to two destinations. Contrary to the first proposed model, we will minimize the costs that are dependent on the
weight of parcels, the relation between them being non-linear. The price of one transported unit is given in the
table 1.

Interval
Weight[t]
Price 1 tkm

1
(r1, r2)
c1

2
< r2 ,r3)
c2

L
< rL ,∞)
cL

…
…

Table 1 Costs of one ton-kilometer transported by truck
The parameters from the previous model remain unchanged (except ti) and this time the following variables and
parameter are newly defined:
ti the time when the parcel i is ready for transport from cross-dock,
xijk a binary variable, equals to 1 if the parcel i is sent in the time j directly from cross-dock to the customer in the
truck k, 0 otherwise,
yjk a binary variable, equals to 1 if k-th truck departs in the time j from the cross-dock to customers,
hjks a binary variable, equals to 1 if k-th truck goes to the s-th destination in the time j.
The constraints (2), (6) and (7) are the same as in the previous model. The constraints (4) and (5) are altered in this
way:
∑𝑗𝑘 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 1, ∀𝑖

(4‘)

𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 0, ∀𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑙 ∀𝑗 > 𝑡𝑖 + 2, 𝑗 < 𝑡𝑖 ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘

(5’).

It is assumed that the cost for using a particular truck are now dependent on the product of the weight and the
distance covered by this truck (tkm), where the price for one tkm is given by the table 1. To incorporate this price
into our model, we need to introduce other variables:
𝑢𝑗𝑘 = ∑𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 𝑤𝑖

(8)

the weight of k-th truck dispatched from the cross-dock in the time j, a binary variable fjkl that equals to one if the
weight of the truck k is in the price interval 1 in the time j. This variable then satisfies the inequality (9) where M
is a big number.
−𝑀(1 − 𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙 ) + 𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙 𝑟𝑙 ≤ 𝑢𝑗𝑘 ≤ 𝑟𝑙+1 𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙 −

1
𝑀

+ 𝑀(1 − 𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙 ) ∀𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙 .
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The second part of the costs of the truck k transported in the time j is the length of its route, which will be denoted
as Dkj. To calculate it, we will need to know the distance of each destination from the cross-dock, denoted as d1s,
and the distance between two destinations s1 and s2, denoted as kms1,s2. Then the distance covered by the k-th truck
in the time j can be expressed as (9).
𝐷𝑘𝑗 = ∑𝑠 𝑘𝑚1,𝑠 ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑠 + ∑𝑠1,𝑠2 𝑘𝑚𝑠1,𝑠2 ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑠1 ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑠2 .

(10)

Then the goal function summarizing the costs of transport from the cross-dock to customers forms a non-linear
function (11).
∑𝑘,𝑗,𝑙 𝑢𝑗𝑘 𝑐𝑙 𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙 𝐷𝑘𝑗 → 𝑚𝑖𝑛.

(11)

The mathematical model optimizing the transport from cross-dock to customers is made by
a) a non-linear goal function (11),
b) constraints: (2), (6), (7), (4’), (5’), (8), (9) and (10).

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The described model of operating the international truck transport is based on a case study and the proposed models
were verified on the data from a company involved. The time interval for this computation was 14 days, during
which approximately 1000 parcels were to be transported to 10 destinations. Mathematical model (1)-(7) contains
60 thousands binary variables and app. 100 thousands constraints. The model was proved on PC (InteCore2Quad,
2,83GHz, CPLEX 12.0). The computation was interrupted after 30 mins. a good feasible solution was obtained
with gap 3,5%.

6. CONCLUSION
This article proposes models for optimization of the truck transport. These models are based on a set of parcels
given in advance, which should be transported. If the parcels are not known in advance then the optimization is
based on a decision whether a parcel ready for the delivery should be loaded onto truck and sent off or, if the truck
is not fully loaded, postpone the delivery to the time when the truck is loaded more efficiently with new incoming
parcels. The essential matter is then what percentage of the full capacity of the truck is economical sufficient for
sending the truck off, remembering that it is not possible to wait too long for the parcels until their sending off.
The presented mathematical model and historical data can be used to establish the load limit. As it was stated
earlier, the model contains a significant number of variables depending mostly on the number of parcels in the
given time interval. Therefore, the applicability of the model will be higher with a smaller number of parcels.
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Competitiveness Evaluation of Czech Republic Regions with
Data Envelopment Analysis
Natalie Pelloneová1, Eva Štichhauerová2
Abstract. The article deals with the competitiveness evaluation of Czech Republic
regions using the data envelopment analysis. The aim of the paper is to analyze a
competitive potential of Czech Republic regions at NUTS 3 level by quantitative
efficiency analysis. The object of the research was 14 administrative regions
including Prague. The article is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on a
literature review of the use of DEA in evaluating regional efficiency. Nowadays,
DEA becomes a suitable analysis tool for setting a competitive resp. noncompetitive position of each NUTS 3 region within the Czech Republic. The next
part of the article describes the research methodology. The method of DEA used for
the evaluation is applied to the NUTS 3 regions based on a particular set of regional
input and output variables and other regional characteristics. The regional inputs and
outputs variables form the key elements of the system evaluated for each
administrative region in the sense of its effective resp. ineffective economic status.
Regional efficiency can be thus perceived as a reflection of competitiveness. The
last part of the article presents the results of the analysis.
Keywords: NUTS 3, competitiveness, efficiency, data envelopment analysis,
decision making units, CCR model, BCC model.
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1

Introduction

The contribution deals with the examination into the competitiveness of regions in the Czech Republic at the
NUTS 3 level. The contribution is targeted at the application of a selected method of Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) to evaluate the efficiency of regions. Using the DEA method, it is possible to evaluate the efficiency with
which regions can transform their inputs into outputs. This fact allows us to consider the efficiency of regions to
be a certain reflection of competitiveness. When applying the DEA method, our hypothesis is that the higher the
level of development and performance of regions is, the higher their rate of efficiency is, and therefore also the
competitive potential of the regions is higher [14].
The term competitiveness is used to express the economic advantage of the national economy, a region, or
possibly an enterprise within economic competition, and it is currently monitored very carefully [4].
Competitiveness may be defined as the ability of enterprises, industries, regions, nations and multinational
regions to generate a high level of income and rate of employment. It is important to differentiate between the
competitiveness at the macroeconomic level (the performance of a given economy in relation to another
economy) and at the microeconomic level as the competitiveness of an enterprise within a given market. Regions
can be understood to be component units of states, which means the mezzo-level [5]. The competitiveness of
regions is connected with their ability to generate a high level of value from their own and acquired sources [6].
Therefore, competitiveness has become the main momentum of the development strategy of states and regions
[4]. The enhancement of the competitiveness of regions results in increasing their population’s standard of
living, and enhancing their political-economic positions [17]. Regarding the evaluation of the competitiveness of
regions, the key precondition lies in the economic performance of regions, which may be evaluated using GDP
per capita, the productivity of labour, and the unemployment rate [10]. For regions at the NUTS 2 level, the
regional competitiveness index is used in the European Union.
An important precondition for enhancing production unit behaviour in a competitive environment lies in the
measurement of the performance and efficiency of the units. The competitiveness of a region can be defined as
its ability to exploit certain inputs to optimally produce outputs. This contribution applies the Data Envelopment
Analysis, which is among the group of non-parametric methods used for measuring technical efficiency [11].
DEA allows for making a comparison of the efficiency of the transformation of multiple inputs to multiple
outputs [7]. The method is suitable for evaluating the relative efficiency of Decision Making Units (DMUs) that
1
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use the same input items to produce the same output items. It is possible to evaluate various institutions,
territorial units, enterprises, etc. [13]. Unit performance is evaluated by comparing its performance with the
performance of the best functioning units in the model. Units with the best performance create the efficiency
frontier. Regarding inefficient production units, it is possible to discover how a unit should reduce its inputs or
increase its outputs in order to become more efficient [2].
DEA models may be generally classified from two viewpoints: their orientation on inputs/outputs, and their
base in variable/constant returns to scale [1]. In input-/output-orientated models, attention is paid either to the
augmentation of outputs or the contraction of inputs [14]. An input-orientated model minimizes its inputs
satisfying the present output level. An output-orientated model maximises outputs maintaining the present input
level [9]. A model based on a precondition of constant return to scale is called the CCR model. By combining
with the viewpoint of input/output orientation, it is possible to differentiate between an input-orientated CCR
model (CCR-I) and an output-orientated CCR model (CCR-O). The CCR-I model helps to determine the amount
of input items needed for a unit in order to make an inefficient unit efficient. The CCR-O model, on the contrary,
helps to determine the amount of outputs needed in order to make an inefficient unit efficient. The technical
efficiency ratio is defined as the ratio between the weighted sum of inputs and the weighted sum of outputs. The
weight must be determined in such a way that makes the value of the ratio greater than or equal to 1. If the value
of the ratio is greater than one, this means that the unit is not working efficiently, and expresses the need for a
proportional increase in the enterprise’s output items [12]. A model based on variable returns to scale is called
the BCC model, which also exists in two variants: an input-orientated model (BCC-I) and an output-orientated
model (BCC-O). The model is unique for its convex data envelope, which results in the fact that efficient units
comprise more production units than the CCR model [16]. For the possible further evaluation of all efficient
DMUs, the super-efficiency model has been developed. Super-efficiency models measure the distance between
the evaluated unit’s inputs and outputs from the new efficiency border. In this paper, Andersen and Petersen
model (AP model) was applied which was first published in 1993. In super-efficiency models scores of
inefficient units remain unchanged but the efficiency score of efficient units may be higher/lower than 1.
Efficient units subsequently have, in the case of output-orientated models, ratio values less than one [12].
The advantages of the data envelopment analysis include the possibility of applying it to multiple
inputs/outputs and obtaining a single overall score of the relative efficiency for each DMU [2]. The disadvantage
lies in the fact that the small number of observations compared with the large number of used criteria increases
the number of DMUs at the efficiency border. Therefore, it is recommended that one uses a number of criteria
that is at least three times lower than the number of examined DMUs. Selected criteria should be cardinal for
DMU performance, and their values must be known for all DMUs. Another disadvantage lies in the fact that the
DEA does not address the possible occurrence of extreme values in the criteria. If an extreme point appears in
the analysis, it may result in a deviation of the efficiency estimation of the analysed DMU, possibly shift the
efficiency border, and deflect the efficiency estimations of all analysed DMUs [11].

2

Data and methodology

The DEA method is applied in the contribution to 14 regions of the NUTS 3 level in the Czech Republic. In view
of the small number of production units, it uses models with two or three input and output items. The criteria
were selected in such a way that the correlation between them was not too high (i.e. the maximum correlation
coefficient value is 0.8). The reference period is determined by the availability of the selected indicators at the
regional level from 2011 to 2015 [3].
Two input items were selected for the application of the chosen DEA method (see Table 3). The first input
item contains R&D expenses provided. R&D expenses are one of the main components of economic growth, and
they support future competitiveness. The other input item contains the number of inhabitants in a given region.
Three output items were used (see Table 3): the first output item contains net household disposable income
(NHDI). Net household disposable income describes the standard of living and purchasing power of the
population in a given region. The second output item contains GDP per employed person; by means of this
indicator, the productivity of labour is expressed, or it expresses what production has been created by
economically active populations in a given region, and what the labour efficiency is there. An increase in
productivity of labour is generally considered to reflect an enhanced economic level and competitiveness in the
region’s economy. The third output item contains employees’ average gross monthly salary.
The choice of a specific DEA model depends on which of the above-mentioned characteristics can be
influenced, and which of them cannot. As it is possible to influence output item values to a large extent, the
following section will only deal with output-orientated efficiency models. This concept means that a region with
an efficiency ratio equal to 1 is efficient, whereas an efficiency ratio greater than 1 indicates an inefficient
region, and determines the rate of increase in outputs necessary to ensure the efficiency of the region.
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The CCR-O output-orientated model (with multiple inputs and outputs) was applied on the data. The model
was developed with the assumption of variable returns to scale. As a model with constant returns to scale results
in a rather small number of efficient DMUs, it is possible to arrange regions fairly precisely. Dual form of CCRO model can be formulated as:
𝑚

𝑠

𝑖=1

𝑟=1

1
= max. 𝜑 + 𝜀 (∑ 𝑠𝑖− + ∑ 𝑠𝑟+ )
E0
𝑛

s. t. ∑ 𝜆𝑗 𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝑠𝑖− = 𝑋𝑖0 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚
𝑛

𝑗=1

∑ 𝜆𝑗 𝑌𝑟𝑗 − 𝑠𝑖+ = 𝜑𝑌𝑟0 , 𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑠
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑗 , 𝑠𝑖− , 𝑠𝑖+ ≥ 0, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚, 𝑟 = 1, … , 𝑠. 𝜑 𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛.
where λj, j = 1, 2, …, n are weights of all DMUs, s-i, i = 1, 2, …, m and s+r, r = 1, 2, …, s are slack/surplus
variables, φ is the efficiency score that expresses the improvement rate of outputs in order this unit reaches the
efficient frontier.
For the purpose of the further classification of efficient regions, the above-mentioned efficiency model was
supplemented with Andersen and Petersen super-efficiency model. Therefore, it was possible to create a ranking
of all regions from efficient to inefficient based on the results. Its formulation is very close to the standard
formulation of the CCR-O model. Only difference is that the weights of the DMUq, i.e. λq, are set to zero: λq = 0.
This causes that the DMUq is removed from the set of units and the efficient frontier changes its shape after this
removal [8].

3

Research results

This chapter presents the results of the data analysis. It determines which of the regions are inefficient, and how
the individual output items should be modified. The CCR-O model is applied together with subsequent Andersen
and Petersen super-efficiency model. The MS Excel accessory DEA-solver was used to solve the matter.
The following Table 1 shows the relative efficiency scores in given regions per individual year, as well as an
overall efficiency assessment. Efficient regions are marked in grey in Table 1. The greatest number of efficient
units was contained in the CCR-O model in 2014 (five). The lowest efficiency (1.217) was seen in the South
Moravian Region in 2012. On the contrary, the Capital City of Prague and the Central Bohemian and Karlovy
Vary Regions were always marked as efficient during the five examined periods. Regarding the ranking, the
leading positions were held by the Capital City of Prague, and then the Central Bohemian and Karlovy Vary
Regions. The South Moravian Region was ranked last.
Region

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Aver. efficiency

Ranking

Capital City of Prague

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1.

Central Bohemian region

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1.

South Bohemian region

1,0652

1,0713

1,0609

1,0365

1,0658

1,0599

5.

Pilsen region

1,0452

1,0390

1,0275

1,0415

1,0168

1,0340

4.

Karlovy Vary region

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1.

Ústí region

1,0406

1,0577

1,0607

1,0747

1,0709

1,0609

6.

Liberec region

1,0773

1,0872

1,0807

1,0739

1,0687

1,0776

9.

Hradec Králové region

1,0335

1,0141

1,0127

1,0000

1,0000

1,0120

3.

Pardubice region

1,0973

1,0763

1,0734

1,0479

1,0542

1,0698

8.

Vysočina region

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0000

1,0106

1,0021

2.

South Moravian region

1,2012

1,2172

1,1852

1,1662

1,1423

1,1824

12.

Olomouc region

1,1164

1,1478

1,1290

1,1165

1,1059

1,1231

11.

Zlín region

1,0862

1,0764

1,0690

1,0609

1,0462

1,0677

7.

Moravian-Silesian region

1,1562

1,1433

1,1027

1,0920

1,1016

1,1192

10.

Table 1 CCR-O model results
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The original CCR-O model resulted in the identification of up to five efficient regions in a single period.
Based on the average relative efficiency score, there were three efficient regions; the super-efficiency model was
used to rank them further. Those regions were examined as shown in the following Table 2. In the grey-marked
area of Table 2, the efficiency ratio values are different from those shown in Table 1.
Region

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Aver. efficiency

Ranking

Capital City of Prague

0,7811

0,7981

0,7927

0,7978

0,8050

0,7950

2.

Central Bohemian region

0,9502

0,9305

0,9872

0,9712

0,9839

0,9646

3.

South Bohemian region

1,0652

1,0713

1,0609

1,0365

1,0658

1,0599

7.

Pilsen region

1,0452

1,0390

1,0275

1,0415

1,0168

1,0340

6.

Karlovy Vary region

0,1672

0,2377

0,1135

0,1313

0,1941

0,1688

1.

Ústí region

1,0406

1,0577

1,0607

1,0747

1,0709

1,0609

8.

Liberec region

1,0773

1,0872

1,0807

1,0739

1,0687

1,0776

11.

Hradec Králové region

1,0335

1,0141

1,0127

0,9977

0,9847

1,0085

5.

Pardubice region

1,0973

1,0763

1,0734

1,0479

1,0542

1,0698

10.

Vysočina region

0,9849

0,9805

0,9804

0,9986

1,0106

0,9910

4.

South Moravian region

1,2012

1,2172

1,1852

1,1662

1,1423

1,1824

14.

Olomouc region

1,1164

1,1478

1,1290

1,1165

1,1059

1,1231

13.

Zlín region

1,0862

1,0764

1,0690

1,0609

1,0462

1,0677

9.

Moravian-Silesian region

1,1562

1,1433

1,1027

1,0920

1,1016

1,1192

12.

Table 2 CCR-O super-efficiency model results
As a result of the super-efficiency ratio determination for the originally efficient regions, a new ranking of all
regions was obtained (see the last column in Table 2). The efficient regions were ranked as follows; the analysis
showed that the Karlovy Vary Region was the most efficient region, followed by the Capital City of Prague and
the Central Bohemian Region. The Olomouc and South Moravian Regions were marked as the least efficient
regions.

4

Conclusion

The contribution dealt with the competitiveness of 14 regions of the NUTS 3 level in the Czech Republic.
Competitiveness was described as the ability of a region to efficiently transform multiple inputs into multiple
outputs. DEA was used, and the relative efficiency of the regions was applied to evaluate the rate of
competitiveness. The method was applied to data publicly available in the CZSO database; it contained values of
five criteria for 14 regions in 2011–2015. Two input items and three output items were used, and they met the
precondition that the correlation coefficient must be lower than 0.8. The output-orientated model was applied:
the CCR-O model assuming constant returns to scale, and it was supplemented with Andersen and Petersen
super-efficiency model determining the ranking of the efficient units from the original efficiency border. The
result of applying models to the data created an overview of the relative efficiency score development in each
region for 2011–2015, and the average relative efficiency score for the five-year period based on which a
ranking of the regions was created (see Table 2).
Based on the average score, three efficient regions were identified. The Karlovy Vary Region, followed by
the Capital City of Prague, were in the first two positions. The Karlovy Vary Region is considered to be a region
with a not very favourable competitive position (unlike the capital Prague with its excellent competitive
position). Although the absolute input and output values are not high, the ability of efficient transformation, or
optimum exploitation of inputs to create outputs, is at a high level in the Karlovy Vary Region.
On the opposite side, the Olomouc and South Moravian Regions were ranked the last two by this model. And
the fact is that the South Moravian Region with its regional capital of Brno is often considered a region with a
favourable competitive position. The South Moravian Region can be used as an example for a subsequent
evaluation of how a region should increase its output to enhance its efficiency. In order to regard the South
Moravian Region in 2015 as efficient, taking the results of the CCR-O model’s application into consideration, it
would be necessary to change the output as follows: to increase the productivity of labour by approximately 33%
(i.e. from CZK 876 to 1 168 per employee), the average gross monthly salary by approximately 14% (i.e. from
CZK 27 051 to 30 900), and net household disposable income (NHDI) by approximately 14% (i.e. from CZK
249.89 to approximately 285.44 million). If the competitiveness of a region is defined unconventionally as its
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ability to optimally exploit certain input items to produce output items, the DEA method is a suitable instrument
to create a ranking of regions in the Czech Republic based on the degree of this ability. In the future, the analysis
should be followed by an analysis in the economic policy area and an examination into the ways through which
it is possible to feasibly influence the values of output items in order to make inefficient regions more efficient.
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Number of
inhabitants to
31.12.

R&D expenses
(in thous. CZK)

NHDI (in thous.
CZK)

GDP per
employed person
(in CZK)

Employees’
average gross
monthly salary (in
CZK)

Year

Capital
City of
Prague

2011
2012

Central
Bohemian

South
Bohemian

Pilsen

Karlovy
Vary

Ústí

Liberec

Hradec
Králové

Pardubice

Vysočina

South
Moravian

Olomouc

Zlín

MoravianSilesian

1 241 664

1 279 345

1 246 780

1 291 816

636 138

571 709

303 165

828 026

438 600

553 856

516 411

511 937

1 166 313

636 611

572 687

301 726

826 764

438 594

552 946

516 440

511 207

1 168 650

638 638

589 030

1 230 613

637 609

587 693

2013

1 243 201

1 302 336

636 707

573 469

300 309

825 120

438 609

551 909

515 985

510 209

1 226 602

1 170 078

636 356

586 299

2014

1 259 079

1 315 299

637 300

575 123

299 293

823 972

438 851

551 590

516 372

1 221 832

509 895

1 172 853

635 711

585 261

2015

1 267 449

1 326 876

637 834

576 616

297 828

822 826

439 639

551 421

1 217 676

516 149

509 475

1 175 025

634 718

584 676

2011

22 941

6 350

2 193

3 142

124

843

1 861

1 213 311

1 679

2 472

780

11 192

2 133

2 118

2012

24 689

6 677

2 537

3 779

204

1 125

4 924

2 860

1 680

2 783

922

14 645

3 558

2 317

2013

26 165

9 718

2 534

4 133

115

4 584

1 084

2 366

1 890

2 687

1 160

16 185

3 061

2 254

2014

29 443

9 879

2 488

4 737

4 500

151

1 216

2 614

2 054

2 727

1 502

17 012

3 377

2 749

2015

32 999

9 991

2 665

5 155

4 607

203

1 097

2 520

1 987

2 650

1 536

17 699

2 983

2 533

2011

324 042

273 227

5 194

119 094

112 252

53 413

145 399

79 838

104 346

94 323

96 331

222 140

113 538

107 182

219 743

2012

323 111

2013

324 607

280 494

119 558

114 951

52 663

143 258

80 375

106 304

97 160

96 573

227 734

114 957

108 629

220 074

277 187

118 621

116 400

53 288

143 091

80 548

106 313

96 422

97 264

232 222

113 032

107 966

2014

217 907

334 695

288 382

123 842

118 470

55 095

144 972

83 565

110 491

101 043

100 279

240 632

117 577

112 207

226 407

2015

344 980

296 468

126 189

124 681

57 310

150 644

86 348

115 094

103 567

103 570

249 889

121 767

117 884

232 690

2011

1 544

723

679

735

579

690

648

727

695

689

796

672

713

751

2012

1 551

721

706

716

595

708

679

729

667

714

808

666

710

753

2013

1 557

722

717

742

581

687

676

733

671

707

814

689

703

730

2014

1 611

779

730

797

600

697

694

774

697

730

849

718

781

765

2015

1 713

813

760

810

602

752

718

805

719

761

876

745

794

790

2011

34 403

25 605

23 040

24 086

21 568

23 081

23 240

22 697

22 792

22 680

24 518

22 670

22 461

23 909

2012

35 356

25 923

22 871

24 295

21 663

23 608

23 850

23 371

23 080

23 272

25 153

22 754

22 517

24 340

2013

35 155

26 302

23 429

24 698

22 333

23 886

24 381

23 639

23 187

23 745

25 587

23 203

23 117

24 397

2014

35 343

27 046

24 239

26 004

23 008

24 331

25 114

24 348

23 879

24 347

26 079

24 081

23 755

24 667

2015

36 371

27 997

25 246

27 013

24 119

25 301

26 358

25 192

24 856

25 258

27 051

24 584

24 554

25 475

Table 3 Inputs and outputs
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Generalized Dynamic Simulation Model of Rating
Alternatives by Agents with Interactions
Radomı́r Perzina1 , Jaroslav Ramı́k2
Abstract. In this paper we deal with a dynamic system of rating given number
of alternatives based on alo-groups where agent-based simulations with interactions
among agents are dependent on some parameters. An extension of the previous approach deals with the problem of ranking a finite number of alternatives by pairwise
comparison matrices. A dynamic system of rating for a given number of alternatives
based on agent-based simulation with interactions among agents, where their PC matrices take elements from an alo-group, is presented. This system is able to simulate
various business or social processes, e.g. financial market, products’ demand and supply, electors’ preferences of political parties, etc. A simple simulation experiment has
been performed.
Keywords: dynamic system, agents, ranking alternatives, pairwise comparison matrix
on alo-group, simulation.
JEL classification: C61
AMS classification: 90C29

1

Introduction

A significant feature of agent-based modeling relies on the power of computers to explore dynamics out of the
reach of pure mathematical methods by means of repetitive interactions between the agents, see [3], [2], [9], [7].
In addition, agents may be capable of evolving, allowing unanticipated behaviors to emerge, see [5], [9]. A process
of simulation models usually incorporate several basic components that reflect agent behavior for modeling system
inputs and outputs and ranking and/or rating given alternatives, see e.g. [4], [12], [9], and [14]. In this paper we
deal with a dynamic system of rating given number of alternatives based on alo-groups. In each time moment, a
finite set of alternatives is ranked by each agent from the finite set of agents. Then, the total ranking is calculated.
In the course of time, the individual agents interact with each other according to the given system of rules. The
agent-based simulations with interactions among agents are dependent on some parameters. The system of rating
alternatives is able to replicate various processes, e.g. financial market modeling, see [12], [14], auction models,
[2], demand and supply models, [4], evaluation of political parties in general elections, evaluation of universities
or other public institutions, etc.
The structure of the paper can briefly be described as follows. In Section 2 the basic problem is formulated
as well as necessary notions and terminology concerning alo-groups. A detailed agent-based model is described
in Section 3. A simple simulation experiment is presented and discussed in Section 4. The conclusion section
finalizes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

We shall deal with the following problem: Let X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn } be a finite set of alternatives (n > 1). We
consider a set of agents K = {1, 2, ..., |K|}, e.g. brokers, customers, electors, students etc. Here, by symbol |K|
we denote the (finite) number of elements of the set K. The whole group of agents K is composed of various
sub-groups of similar agents. In every time moment the agents may interact (communicate) among each others
and switch from one sub-group to some other sub-group.
Each agent k ∈ K makes successively his/her decisions in every discrete time moment t = 1, 2, ..., T by a
pairwise comparisons matrix (PC matrix) A(k, t). The aim is to get global rating, or, group rating, of the given
alternatives in each time moment t, using the information given by each agent k in the form of an n × n individual
pairwise comparisons matrix
A(k, t) = {aij (k, t)}.
(1)

In [13], given time t each agent k evaluates the pair of alternatives xi , xj by a positive real number aij (k, t), for
all i and j. In this paper, we extend this approach to assume that the element aij (k, t) of the pairwise comparisons

1

Silesian University in Opava, Faculty of Business Administration in Karviná, University Sq. 1934/3, 733 40
Karviná, Czech Republic, perzina@opf.slu.cz
2
Silesian University in Opava, Faculty of Business Administration in Karviná, University Sq. 1934/3, 733 40
Karviná, Czech Republic, ramik@opf.slu.cz
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matrix A(k, t) belongs to a more general structure then positive real numbers with the operation of multiplication.
Particularly, we shall assume that the elements aij (k, t) belong to an Abelian linearly ordered group G, (shortly
alo-group) G ⊂ R, i.e. a subset of the set of real numbers. This approach enables us to apply an agent based
approach not only to multiplicative system as described in [9], but also to apply additive systems, fuzzy systems
or other systems. Bellow, we shortly remind some necessary terminology associated with alo-groups.
An abelian group is a set, G, together with an operation
(read: operation odot) that combines any two
elements a, b ∈ G to form another element in G denoted by a b, see [6]. The symbol is a general placeholder
for a concretely given operation. (G, ) satisfies the following requirements known as the abelian group axioms,
particularly: commutativity, associativity, there exists an identity element e ∈ G and for each element a ∈ G there
exists an element a(−1) ∈ G called the inverse element to a.
The inverse operation ÷ to

is defined for all a, b ∈ G as follows
a÷b=a

b(−1) .

a ≤ b implies a

c≤b

(2)

An ordered triple (G, , ≤) is said to be abelian linearly ordered group, alo-group for short, if (G, ) is a group,
≤ is a linear order on G, and for all a, b, c ∈ G
c.

(3)

If G = (G, , ≤) is an alo-group, then G ⊂ R is naturally equipped with the order topology induced by ≤ and
G × G is equipped with the related product topology. We say that G is a continuous alo-group if is continuous
on G × G.
G = (G, , ≤) is divisible if for each positive integer n and each a ∈ G there exists the (n)-th root of a denoted
(n)
by a(1/n) , i.e. a(1/n)
= a.

Because of the associative property, the operation can be extended by induction to n-ary operation: a(n) =
a a ... a. By divisibility, (n)-th power of a can be extended to (c)-th power of a, a(c) , where c ∈ R. It is
well known fact, that a continuous alo-group of real numbers is divisible and that it must be an open interval.
We define a ”multiplication” operation ”•” as follows: For all a ∈ G, c ∈ R :
c • a = a(c) .

(4)

Then H = (G, , •, ≤) is the Riesz space, with the following properties, see [1]:
- (G, , •) is a vector space over the field R;
- (G, ≤) is a lattice;
- for every a, b ∈ G, c ≥ 0, a ≤ b implies c • a ≤ c • b.

Let G = (G, , ≤) be an alo-group. As every alo-group G is a lattice ordered group, there exists max{a, b}, for
each pair (a, b) ∈ G × G . Nevertheless, a nontrivial alo-group G = (G, , ≤) has neither the greatest element nor
the least element. Then, function k.k : G → G defined for each a ∈ G by
is called a G-norm.

kak = max{a, a(−1) }

(5)

The operation d : G × G → G defined by d(a, b) = ka ÷ bk for all a, b ∈ G is called a G-distance. Next, we
present the well known examples of alo-groups of real numbers R, see also [6], or, [10].
Example 1: Additive alo-group R = (R, +, ≤) is a continuous alo-group with: e = 0, a(−1) = −a, a(n) =
a + a + ... + a = n.a.
Example 2: Multiplicative alo-group R+ = (]0, +∞[, •, ≤) is a continuous alo-group with: e = 1, a(−1) =
a−1 = 1/a, a(n) = an . Here, by • we denote the usual operation of multiplication.

Example 3: Fuzzy additive alo-group Ra = (R, +f , ≤), see [10], is a continuous alo-group with: a +f b =
a + b − 0.5, e = 0.5, a(−1) = 1 − a, a(n) = n.a − (n − 1)/2.

Example 4: Fuzzy multiplication alo-group ]0, 1[m =(]0, 1[, •f , ≤), see [6], is a continuous alo-group with: a•f b =
ab
(−1)
= 1 − a.
ab+(1−a)(1−b) , e = 0.5, a

3

Agent-based model

Now, let us return back to our original rating problem. If aij (k, t) > e, then xi ”is better than” xj . Here, e is the
identity element of a real continuous alo-group G. The higher is aij (k, t), the stronger is agent’s evaluation that xi
”is better than” xj .
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On the other hand, if aij (k, t) < e, then xj ”is better then” xi . The lower is the value of aij (k, t), the stronger
the evaluation that xj ”is better than” xi .
If aij (k, t) = e, then both alternatives xj , xi are evaluated equally.
PC matrix (1) is assumed to be reciprocal, which is a natural requirement, see e.g. [6], [10], [11]. Hence, we
have
aji (k, t) = aij (k, t)(−1) , for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, k ∈ K, t = 1, 2, ..., T.
(6)

The global rating of the alternatives x1 , x2 , ..., xn in time t is associated with the global priority vector w(t) =
(w1 (t), ..., wn (t)) which is calculated from the global PC matrix A(t) = {aij (t)}, by aggregation (i.e. by the
-average over all agents) of individual PC matrices as follows, see [10]:


aij (t) = 

|K|
K
k=1

1
( |K|
)

aij (k, t)

, for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, t = 1, 2, ..., T.

(7)

The weights wj of the global priority vector w(t) = (w1 (t), ..., wn (t)) are calculated as row geometric averages
of the global PC matrix as follows, [10]:

( n1 )
n
K
, for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, t = 1, 2, ..., T.
wi (t) = κ(t) 
aij (t)

(8)

j=1

Here, κ(t) is a normalizing factor as the global priority vector should be normalized in every time moment t =
1, 2, ..., T , i.e.
n
K
wj (t) = e, for t = 1, 2, ..., T.
(9)
j=1

From (8) and (9) we obtain easily


!( n1 ) (−1)
n
n
K
K

κ(t) = 
aij (t)
, for all t = 1, 2, ..., T.
j=1

(10)

i=1

The global priority vector is associated with the ranking of alternatives as follows:
If wi (t) > wj (t) then xi  xj ,
where  stands for ”is better than”, [10], [11].

In the course of time, the individual agents interact with each other, see [13], personally, by social networks
or otherwise. Particularly, in time t = 1, 2, ..., T , each agent k ∈ K belongs to exactly one of s agent-types,
s ∈ S = {1, 2, ..., |S|}, where |S| ≥ 1, i.e. he/she belongs to exactly one of disjoint sets K1 (t), K2 (t), ..., K|S| (t)
satisfying K1 (t) ∪ K2 (t) ∪ ... ∪ K|S| (t) = K, Kr (t) ∩ Ks (t) = ∅, r 6= s. The set of agents K = {1, 2, ..., |K|} is
supposed to be constant over time t = 1, 2, ..., T .
Each agent k ∈ K is characterized by the equation of dynamics of the changes of evaluations of the alternatives
as follows:
aij (k, t + 1)) = aij (k, t) [aij (k, t) ÷ aij (k, t − 1)](c) m(k, t),
(11)
aji (k, t + 1)) = aij (k, t + 1)(−1) , for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i < j, and k ∈ K,

(12)

for all t = 1, 2, ..., T. Here, (12) is the reciprocity condition, moreover, for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} we have aii (k, t+1)) =
e, c ∈ R is a parameter, m(k, t) is a random member (or, error) with a given probability distribution, e.g. the
normal one N (e, σ(k, t)).
From (11) it follows that the pairwise comparisons of alternatives given by individual agents in time t + 1
depend on the previous evaluations in time t and, on a relative increment of evaluations between time t and t − 1,
moreover, a small random value (dependent on a parameter σ) is added to the right hand side of equation (11) in
order to express small non-specific effects around identity element e.
In each time t = 1, 2, ..., T , the agents may meet, or interact, at random, and there is a probability that one
agent may convince the other agent to follow his/her opinion. In addition, there is also a small probability that
an agent changes his/her opinion independently. A key property of this model is that direct interactions between
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heterogeneous agents may lead to substantial opinion swings from the set of type Kr (t), into a set of type Ks (t),
or, vice versa. Here, r, s ∈ S, r 6= s. As an example, consider |S| = 2, K1 (t) is the set of optimistic traders, K2 (t)
is the set of pessimistic traders.
For each sub-group of agents Ks (t) of type s ∈ S, t = 1, 2, ..., T, we calculate the group PC matrix As (t) =
as -mean as follows:

{asij (t)}



asij (t) = 

K

( |K 1(t)| )
s

k∈Ks (t)

aij (k, t)

, for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}.

(13)

Here again, by |Ks (t)| we denote the number of elements (i.e. agents) in the set Ks (t).

Given t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }, s ∈ S. For each k ∈ K we compute the ”distance” d(k, s, t) of PC matrix A(k, t)
from As (t), i.e.
d(k, s, t) = k{aij (k, t) ÷ asij (t)}k.
(14)
Here, k...k is a matrix norm, e.g. for an n × n matrix A = {aij } , we use the norm, see e.g. [10]:
(−1)

kAk = max{max{aij , aij
For k ∈ Ks (t), denote

(15)

}|i, j = 1, ..., n}.

d(k, s∗ , t) = min{ d(k, s, t)|s ∈ {1, 2, ..., S}}.

(16)

If d(k, s, t) > d(k, s , t), then in time t + 1 the agent k switches from type s to type s , i.e.
∗

∗

Ks (t + 1) = Ks (t) − {k}, Ks∗ (t + 1) = Ks∗ (t) ∪ {k}.

(17)

Therefore, the number of agents will change as follows:
|Ks (t + 1)| = |Ks (t)| − 1, and |Ks∗ (t + 1)| = |Ks∗ (t)| + 1.

(18)

If d(k, s, t) ≤ d(k, s∗ , t), then, in time t + 1, the agent k does not switch into any other type group. In this way we
perform all switches of agents in K, i.e. we obtain new sets Ks (t + 1), s ∈ {1, 2, ..., S} in time moment t + 1.

4

Simulation experiment

Our problem formulated in Section 2 and Section 3 will be illustrated on a simulation experiment. Let X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }
be a set of n alternatives. Here, we assume the additive alo-group R = (R, +, ≤) from Example 1, i.e.
= +.
Then, formulas (7) - (11) can be then reformulated as follows:
aij (t) =

|K|

1 X
aij (k, t), for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, t = 1, 2, ..., T ;
|K|

(19)

k=1

n

1X
wi (t) = κ(t) +
aij (t), for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, t = 1, 2, ..., T ;
n j=1
n
X

wj (t) = 0, for all t = 1, 2, ..., T ;

(20)

(21)

j=1

κ(t) = −

n

n

1 XX
aij (t), for all t = 1, 2, ..., T ;
n j=1 i=1

(22)

Dynamic changes of the individual PC matrix (11) are reformulated by the following equations:
aij (k, t + 1)) = aij (k, t) + c.[aij (k, t) − aij (k, t − 1)] + m(k, t),
aji (k, t + 1)) = −aij (k, t + 1), for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i < j, and k ∈ K,

(23)

where t = 1, 2, ..., T. Moreover, for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} we set the diagonal elements of the PC matrix as identity
elements, i.e. aii (k, t + 1)) = 0. Here, m(k, t) is a random member (error) with normal distribution N (0, σ(k, t)),
where σ(k, t) = σ, and c is a parameter.
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Now, we consider n = 4, the set of agents K = {1, 2, ..., 15}, and T = 100, where each agent k ∈ K
makes successively his/her decisions in every discrete time moment t = 1, 2, ..., 100 by a PC matrix A(k, t) with
the dynamic equation (23). The aim is to investigate global rating of the alternatives in each time moment t,
particularly in the final time t = 100, which can be interpreted as a time of prediction of ranking of alternatives.
To this aim we use information given by each agent k in the form of a 4 × 4 individual PC matrix. The computer
program for this simulation experiment was prepared in C#.
The simulation starts with 4 × 4 PC matrix for k

0
 −2

A(k, 0) = {aij (k, 0)} = 
 −4
−6

∈ K:
2
0
−2
−4


4 6
2 4 

 = A(k, 1) = {aij (k, 1)}.
0 2 
−2 0

(24)

Here, we use the well known additive scale −9, −8, ..., −1, 0, 1, 2, ..., 8, 9, see [8], with the following interpretation of comparisons of pairs x versus y:
0 ...
3 ...
5 ...
7 ...
9 ...

x is equally important to y,
x is slightly more important to y,
x is strongly more important to y,
x is very strongly more important to y,
x is absolutely more important to y.

Values 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 are intermediate values, e.g. 4 means that x is between slightly more important and
strongly more important to y. The negative values denote the reciprocal importances. The priority vector w(1) =
(3; 1; −1; −3), corresponding to A(k, 0), generates the rating of alternatives: x1 > x2 > x3 > x4 .

Each agent belongs to exactly one of |S| = 2 agent-types, i.e. in time t, two disjoint sub-groups K1 (t), K2 (t)
satisfying K1 (t) ∪ K2 (t) = K, K1 (t) ∩ K2 (t) = ∅. The set of all agents K = {1, 2, ..., 15}, is constant in time
t = 1, 2, ..., 100. The initial matrices A(k, 0), A(k, 1), k = 1, 2, 3, ..., 15, are given by (24). The random error m
has the normal distribution N (0, σ). Here, in the time moment t = 1, the agents belong to 2 initial types.

Again, the dynamics of the changes of evaluations of the alternatives by agent k ∈ Ks (t) is given by formula
(23) with the values of σ(k, t) = σ for all k and t, e.g. σ = 1.0, or, σ = 3.0. Moreover, c is a parameter with
the value less than 1, e.g. c = 0.1, or, c = 0.3. For computing distances of an agent’s PC matrix to the global PC
matrix, we use norm (15). Changes of number of individual agents of a given type are given by formulas (17) and
(18). For an illustration, the results of simulation computations for various values of parameter σ and c in the form
of time series of the global weights of the alternatives are depicted.

Fig. 1: Global rating of 4 alternatives: σ = 3.0, c = 0.3
In Fig.1, we can see the time series of the global weights wi (t), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, of alternatives xi in the course
of time t, t = 1, 2, ..., 100. Here, we consider a relatively small error m, i.e. small values of the parameters
σ = 3.0, c = 0.3 Then, in the final time moment t = 100 the vector of weights will not change much, particularly
with the same ranking of alternatives: x1 > x2 > x3 > x4 . In Fig.2, the number of agents of both types are
depicted depending on time t.
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Fig. 2: Number of agents of 2 types, σ = 3.0, c = 0.3

5

Conclusion

In this paper we present an extension of the approach from [9]. A dynamic system of rating for a given number
of alternatives based on agent-based simulation with interactions among agents, where their PC matrices take elements from a general alo-group, is presented. This system is able to simulate various business or social processes,
e.g. financial market, products’ demand and supply, electors’ preferences of political parties, etc. A simple simulation experiment has been performed. It turns out that for small values of the parameters σ and c the global
weights of alternatives remain approximately constant in the course of time. When the values of the parameters
are increased then in the final time moment the vector of weights changes essentially as well as the rating of the
alternatives. More simulation calculations are to be done. In the future, it will be also interesting to compare the
results of various types of simulation models, e.g. additive, multiplicative, or fuzzy ones.
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Transit coordination in bus-railway networks
Štefan Peško1 , Tomáš Majer2
Abstract.
We present an optimization model for modification of transit timetables that maximizes transfers. We attempt to find an optimal timetable by shifting the existing
timetable and/or adding holding time to the timetable to minimize delays associated
with transfers from a feeder route to a receiving route. The model of the Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) is developed to estimate optimum schedule shifts in timetables.
The developed model is evaluated through a real bus-railway instance of slovak city
Žilina. The waiting times of the passengers transfer for original and modified schedules are calculated. The results show that the model effectively reduces total transfer
and waiting times through presented modification of the bus schedule.
Keywords: Transit coordination, Waiting time, Timetables, ILP
JEL classification: C02, C61, C65, C68, J33
AMS classification: 90C10, 90C15

1

Introduction

In bus-railway transit networks with several bus lines going through train station the transfer time is a significant
component of overall travel time from passengers perspective. Thus, efficient transfers are very important for
increasing attractiveness and productivity of transit service. Coordination of transit schedules can reduce transfer
time significantly.
Local researches dealing with coordinating multiple bus lines focused more heavily on scheduling rather than
evaluating behavioral choices of passengers as we can see in Gabrisova, Kozel [3], Janacek, Kohani [5] and Paluch
[6]. Timetables among intersecting transfers from a feeder route to a receiving route between rail station and bus
line stops may be coordinated via shifting departure times of trains or departure times of buses.
Ciaffi, Cipriani, Petrelli [2] deals with the transit network design problem related to problem when feeder
routes are defined as transit services for the connection of local areas with the stops of the main transit network
usually railway or underground station. Their two-phase procedure is based on solving traveling salesman problem
for connecting the highest demand node pairs in the area with the stop of main transit network and k-shortest path
algorithm for feasible set aims at developing feeder routes.
Studies with joint optimization of a rail transit route and bus routes in a transit corridor in many large cities
of China to maximize rail ridership and minimize total passenger travel time were developed. Yang, Xiaonian,
Baoqing Dehui [8] proposed method for classifying bus routes and developed multi-objective model for designing
an integrated rail transit and bus network based on genetic algorithm.
Dynamic holding strategy for transfer coordination based on control theory was studied in Anderson, Daganzo
[1] where maximum holding time is a function of real-time estimates of bus arrivals and passengers and the uncertainty in these estimates.
We present an optimization model for modification of transit timetables that minimize transfer-related times.
In this model we attempt to find an optimal timetable by shifting the existing timetable and/or adding holding
time to the timetable to minimize delays associated with transfers from a feeder route to a receiving route. The
model of the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) is developed to estimate optimum schedule shifts in timetables
and evaluated through a real bus-railway instance from slovak city Žilina.

2

Mathematical formulation

The essential element of the bus-railway transit coordination are bus trips and railway timetable. A unit of time of
all data in this paper is minute.

R
R
R
R
Given rail timetable by the set T R = {tR
k , k ∈ M }, the rail trip is triple tk = r(tk ), a(tk ), d(tk ) where
1
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•
•
•
•

M - number of trains,
r(tR
k ) - type of the k-th train,
a(tR
k ) - arrival time of the k-th train,
d(tR
k ) - departure time of the k-th train.

For a more elaborate formulation of the model is set T R ordered by arrival time i.e.
R
R
a(tR
1 ) ≤ a(t2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ a(t|M | ).

Given set of bus trips T B = {tB
i , i ∈ N, }, the bus trip is septuple


B
B
B
B
B
B
B
tB
i = l(ti ), dp(ti ), dt(ti ), ap(ti ), at(ti ), dts(ti , wt(ti )) ,

where
• N - number of trips,
• l(tB
i ) - number of link of the i-th bus trip,
• dp(tB
i ) - departure place of the i-th trip
• dt(tB
i ) - departure time of the i-th trip,
• ap(tB
i ) - arrival place the i-th trip,
• at(tB
i ) - arrival time of the i-th trip,
• dts(tB
i ) - departure time of rail stop of the i-th trip,
• wt(tB
i ) - walking distance time between rail stop and rail station of the i-th trip.

B
Analogical, but more detailed, we have ordered the set of bus trips T B . Let’s have two bus trips tB
1 and t2 ).
B
B
We will say the trip t1 precedes the trip t2
B
B
B
B
B
tB
1 ≺ t2 iff dt(t1 ) ≤ dt(t2 ) and at(t1 ) + τ ≤ dt(t2 ).
B
B
Running board of a bus is a sequence of trips tB
1 , t2 , . . . , tr such that
B
B
tB
1 ≺ t2 ≺ · · · ≺ tr .

•
•
•
•
•

In the basic model we assume that we know the following parameters:
R
R
- minimum and maximum waiting time on rail station,
wmin
and wmax
B
B
wmin and wmax
- minimum and maximum waiting time on bus rail stops,
δ - maximum time feasible ± shift of bus trips,
τ - time of a minimal safe-up of the departure/arrival places,
p - number of buses of bus schedule.

The objective function is the number of events when the train passengers have bus connection or the bus
passengers have a train connection. We can formally define our optimization problem as follows
X
(s∗1 , s∗2 , . . . ) = argmax
c(tB
(1)
i , si ),
i∈N :−δ≤si ≤δ

where
• si - feasible time shift of bus trip tB
i in a running board,
• c(tB
i , si ) - number of train/bus trips connected from bus/train trips.

Note that in definitions of train trip and bus trip are omitted place of the rail station and bus stops. It is correct
because we use walking times distance between one rail station and the earliest bus stop of links.

3

The ILP model

We will use following denotation of index sets:
• N = {1,
 2, . . . , n} - order of the bus trips,
• Sδ = − δ, −δ + 1, . . . , 0, . . . , δ − 1, δ - possible time shifts of any bus trips.

Let us define bivalent variables yis for i ∈ N, s ∈ Sδ , by yis = 1 if bus trip tB
i has shifted departure and arrival
B
times i.e dt(tB
)
+
s
and
at(t
)
+
s.
Let
us
define
a
decision
variable
x
,
i
<
j,
i ∈ N, j ∈ N with values defined
ij
i
i
by
(
B
1 if shifted tB
i ≺ shifted tj in a running board
xij =
0 otherwise .
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Now we can formulate our coordination problem as following zero-one linear programming problem (ILP):
XX
c(tB
(2)
i , s) · yis → maximum
i∈N s∈Sδ

X

∀i ∈ N,

(3)

xij ≤ 1

∀j ∈ N,

(4)

xij ≤ 1

∀i ∈ N,

(5)

yis = 1

s∈Sδ

X

i∈N :i<j

X

j∈N :i<j

X

(i,j)∈N ×N :i<j

at(tB
i )+

X

s∈Sδ

(6)

xij = |N | − p
s · yis + (τ + M ) · xij ≤ dt(tB
j )+

xij ∈ {0, 1}
yis ∈ {0, 1}

X

s∈Sδ

s · yjs + M

∀(i, j) ∈ N × N : i < j,

(7)

∀(i, j) ∈ N × N : i < j,
∀i ∈ N, ∀s ∈ Sδ .

(8)
(9)

Objective function (2) counts total number of connection between train station and bus stops. Constraints (3)
select one time shift of the bus trip. Constraints (4) and (5) define matching of bus trips in running boards of bus
schedule. Constraints (6) ensure given number of buses p of bus schedule. The admissibility of shifted bus trips
guarantees the condition (7), where M is a big penalization constant. Constrains (8) and (9) are obligatory.

4

Real bus-railway instance

Developed ILP model was evaluated via real bus-railway instance from slovak city Žilina during working day and
weekend. The transit bus network of city [7] is depicted on figure 1. For our experiment we were limited to 98 fast
trains which stop in rail station (Žel. stanica) during working days and weekend.

Figure 1 Transit network map of Žilina with bold link 6.
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The public transport of city is represented by selected auto-bus a trolleybus lines [7] with stops near the railway
station, see tab.1.
Lines

vehicle

weekend trips workdays trips two-way

1
3
4
6
14
16
22
24
26
29
30
31
50
P

troleybus
troleybus
troleybus
troleybus
troleybus
troleybus
autobus
autobus
autobus
autobus
autobus
autobus
troleybus

0
47
49
75
49
0
36
31
21
15
10
4
8

11
67
70
82
72
26
81
65
46
22
13
10
8

no
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes

–

326

573

–

Table 1 Basic characteristics of selected bus-lines of Žilina
In our model we do not distinguish whether a vehicle is a trolleybus or autobus and so we simply talk about
the bus. The bus-lines are one-way (circular) or two-way. The stops of lines are different from one another and so
constraints (7) guarantee that running boards of buses on lines can not change the vehicle type.
The counts and the waiting times of the passengers transfer for original schedules are presented for weekend
in tables 2 and for workdays in table 3.
Bus lines in weekend

3

6

4

14

29

22

30

24

31

26

50

Counts of transfers of train-bus 30
42
16
16
7
25
5
18
4
1
5
Mean waiting time of train-bus 6.4 5.3 6.8 6.3 4.3 5.0 8.0 6.2 5.2 7.0 6.0
Counts of transfers of bus-train 64
89
65
62
23
46
12
38
7
3
3
Mean waiting time of bus-train 20.5 21.3 19.5 19.7 21.1 19.5 21.8 21.7 19.4 23.7 20.7
Table 2 Original counts of passenger transfers and mean waiting times for weekend

Bus lines during workday

1

3

4

6

14

16

29

22

30

24

31

26

50

Counts of transfers of train-bus
3
40
29
45
37
12
9
44
6
29
7
25
5
Mean waiting time of train-bus 6.3 6.4 6.8 5.4 6.1 5.8 5.3 5.5 7.3 5.9 6.9 5.0 6.0
Counts of transfers of bus-train
7
89
93 100 88
39
33 102 11
76
11
74
3
Mean waiting time of bus-train 18.9 20.1 20.0 21.2 20.4 20.3 19.4 20.2 22.2 20.0 21.6 20.4 20.7
Table 3 Original number of passenger transfers and mean waiting times for workday

5

Computation experiment

We did computational experiments on PC with Intel Xeon 32 cores, 2,4 GHz, 256 GB RAM via Gurobi solver [4].
We used following parameters for our computation experiment.
R
R
• wmin
= 10 and wmax
= 30 - minimum and maximum waiting time on rail station,
B
B
• wmin = 2 and wmax = 10 - minimum and maximum waiting time on bus rail stops,
• δ = 1, 2 - maximum time feasible ± shift [minutes] of bus trips,
• τ = 10 - time of a minimal safe-up of the departure/arrival places
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•

pweek = 18 and wwork = 44 - number of busses during weekend and workdays.

The computer time of all instabilities was surprisingly small, it did not exceed 30 seconds, although our ILP is
a problem of bivalent programming.

5.1

Weekend

First we calculated the mean waiting times from the computed shifts δ = 1 and δ = 2 of the departure times with
326 bus’s trips. The count and the waiting times of the passengers transfer for and modified bus schedules are
presented in tables 4 and 5.
Bus lines in weekend

3

6

4

14

29

22

30

24

31

26

50

Counts of transfers of train-bus 34
45
22
24
8
26
5
22
3
1
6
Mean waiting time of train-bus 6.2 5.0 5.8 7.3 4.9 4.8 8.0 6.7 6.7 8.0 5.5
Counts of transfers of bus-train 64 112 69
73
23
50
12
40
10
3
3
Mean waiting time of bus-train 20.3 20.9 20.1 19.2 21.0 19.6 21.8 21.6 18.8 23.0 20.0
Table 4 Weekend’s instance with possible shifted of bus trips by ±1 minute.
Bus lines during weekend

3

6

4

14

29

22

30

24

31

26

50

Counts of transfers of train-bus 37
52
28
32
8
26
8
27
4
1
6
Mean waiting time of train-bus 6.0 5.6 7.0 7.1 3.9 4.7 6.9 6.1 5.8 8.0 6.2
Counts of transfers of bus-train 75 112 79
76
24
50
12
44
9
3
4
Mean waiting time of bus-train 19.6 21.0 19.7 19.5 20.4 19.7 21.9 20.4 19.6 22.7 21.5
Table 5 Weekend’s instance with possible shifted of bus trips by ±2 minute.
Basic characteristics of instances that were computed in software R are depicted on figure 2 The results con-

Figure 2 Summary of basic characteristics of weekend.
firmed the expectation that maximizing the number of connections minimizes the mean waiting time for passengers.
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5.2

Workday

Similarly we calculated the mean waiting time from the computed shifts δ = 1 and δ = 2 of the departure time
with 573 bus’s trips. The count and the waiting time of the passengers transfer for and modified bus schedules are
presented in tables 6 and 7.
Bus lines during workday

1

3

4

6

14

16

29

22

30

24

31

26

50

Counts of transfers train-bus
4
45
36
48
46
15
14
47
7
34
9
30
6
Mean waiting time of train-bus 5.8 6.4 6.3 5.4 6.1 6.1 6.3 6.0 6.4 6.4 6.0 5.5 5.7
Counts of transfers of bus-train
8
92
96 120 99
41
34 114 12
85
11
79
3
Mean waiting time bus-train
20.1 20.2 20.2 20.9 20.9 19.9 19.9 20.4 21.2 20.2 20.9 21.0 20.0
Table 6 Workday’s instance with possible shifted of bus trips by ±1 minutes.
Bus lines during workday

1

3

4

6

14

16

29

22

30

24

31

26

50

Counts of transfers train-bus
5
48
42
57
52
17
16
54
9
40
10
31
6
Mean waiting time of train-bus 5.4 6.1 6.8 5.7 6.0 5.3 6.6 5.6 6.6 5.8 6.0 5.5 6.2
Counts of transfers of bus-train
9
104 106 122 108 44
36 118 13
90
12
81
4
Mean waiting time of bus-train 18.9 19.6 20.0 20.8 19.7 19.1 20.1 20.0 21.9 20.3 21.5 21.0 21.5
Table 7 Workday’s instance with possible shifted of bus trips by ±2 minutes.
Also, the results in the bigger instance have confirmed the expectation that maximizing the number of connections minimizes the mean waiting time for passengers.

Figure 3 Summary of basic characteristics of workday.

6

Conclusion and future work

Computation experiment on small but real instance has shown that the presented model for transit coordination in
bus-railway network with one rail station can be solved exactly. Unlike well-known models, it offers an acceptable
running board of buses on coordinated lines for small shifts of bus trips.
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•
•
•
•

In the further research, we want to focus on the following issues:
In the case of city Žilina, solve problem with all trains stopped in station, not only fast train.
Verify the model for big instances.
To work in the model with some time-dependent parameters, e.g. a range of waiting time on rail station or bus
stops.
To use also uncertainties of data that are achievable from transport companies.
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Expected return rate determined as oriented
fuzzy number
Krzysztof Piasecki1

Abstract. The starting point for our discussion is the present value (PV) determined
by means of positive L-R fuzzy number. In this paper the information described by
the so-determined PV is supplemented with a subjective forecast of the sense trend
of observed current market price. This forecast is implemented in the proposed PV
model, as the orientation of fuzzy number. The assumption of market price increase
is described as a positive orientation of ordered fuzzy number. In analogous way, the
assumption of market price decrease is described as the negative orientation of ordered fuzzy number. In this way, PV is presented as ordered fuzzy number [2]. So
specified PV is used for determine the return rate which is defined as any decreasing
function of PV and increasing function of future value (FV). With the obvious assumption that the FV is a random variable, determined return rate is described as ordered fuzzy random variable. At the end it is shown that the expected return rate is
determined as ordered fuzzy number. The orientation of expected return rate is opposite to orientation of the PV defining it.
Keywords: present value, return rate, imprecision, ordered fuzzy number.
JEL Classification: C44, C02, G10
AMS Classification: 03E72, 91G10

1

Introduction

In the most general way, return rate is defined as increasing function of future value (FV) and decreasing function of present value (PV). FV is usually defined as random variable. In [6] return rate is determined for the case
when PV is given as fuzzy number. An example of so-defined PV is Behavioural PV (BPV) dependent on selected behavioral factors described in [14]. In [11] the information described by BPV was supplemented with a
subjective forecast of orientation of the market price trend. This forecast was implemented in the model BPV as
an orientation of ordered fuzzy number [9]. In [11] oriented BPV was applied for determining simple return rate.
The main goal of this paper is to determine generalized return rate for the case when PV is described by ordered fuzzy number. For so-defined return rate will be determined expected return rate.

2

The essence of the notion of ordered fuzzy number

The family of all fuzzy subsets in the real line ℝ is denoted by the symbol ℱ(𝕏). An imprecise number is a
family of values in which each considered value belongs to it in a varying degree. A commonly accepted model
of imprecise number is the fuzzy number (FN), defined in [3]. We will to consider the following type of FN.
Definition 1: [4] For any quadruple (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑) ∈ ℝ4 such that 𝑎 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝑑, the LR-type FN
𝑆(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑) ∈ ℱ(𝕏) is described by its membership function 𝜇𝑆 ∈ [0; 1]ℝ defined as follows
0
𝐿𝑆 (𝑥)
𝜇𝑆 (𝑥) = 1
𝑅𝑆 (𝑥)
{0

𝑥<𝑎
𝑎≤𝑥≤𝑏
𝑏 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑐,
𝑐≤𝑥≤𝑑
𝑑<𝑥

(1)

where:
 the left reference function 𝐿𝑆 ∈ [0,1][𝑎,𝑏] is continuous from above and increasing one;
 the right reference function 𝑅𝑆 ∈ [0,1][𝑐,𝑑] is continuous from above and decreasing one . 
The concept of ordered fuzzy numbers (OFN) was introduced by Kosiński and his co-writers [9] as an
extension of the concept of LR-type FN. Thus, any OFN should be determined by (1) as a fuzzy subset in the
real line ℝ. On the other hand, Kosiński has defined OFN as a ordered pair of functions from the unit interval
[0,1] into ℝ. This kind of pair is not a fuzzy subset in ℝ. Thus we can not accept original Kosiński’s
terminology. What is more, the intuitive Kosiński’s approach to the notion of OFN is very useful. For these
1

Poznań University of Economics and Business, Department of Investment and Real Estate, al. Niepodległości
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reasons, below we present a revised definition of OFN which fully corresponds to the intuitive definition by
Kosiński. The OFN concept of a number is closely linked to the following ordered pair.
Definition 2. By the Kosiński’s pair ⟦𝑆⟧ we understand the ordered pair (𝑓𝑆 , 𝑔𝑆 ) of continuous weakly monotonous surjections 𝑓𝑆 : [0,1] → 𝑈𝑃𝑆 and 𝑔𝑆 : [0,1] → 𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆 fulfilling the conditions:
(𝑓𝑠 (1) − 𝑓𝑠 (0)) ∙ (𝑔𝑠 (1) − 𝑔𝑠 (0)) ≤ 0 ,
(2)
|𝑓𝑠 (1) − 𝑔𝑠 (1)| ≤ |𝑓𝑠 (0) − 𝑔𝑠 (0)|,
(3)
𝑈𝑃𝑆 ∩ 𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆 = {𝑓𝑠 (1)} ∩ {𝑔𝑠 (1)}. 
(4)
For any Kosiński’s pair (𝑓𝑆 , 𝑔𝑆 ) the function 𝑓𝑆 : [0,1] → 𝑈𝑃𝑆 is called the up-function. Then the function
𝑔𝑆 : [0,1] → 𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆 is called down-function. The up-function and down-function are collectively referred as
Kosiński’s maps. For any nondecreasing Kosiński’s map 𝑙𝑆 we define its generalized inverse function as follows
∀𝑥∈[𝑙𝑆 (0),𝑙𝑆 (1)] : 𝑙𝑆⊲ (𝑥) = max{𝛼 ∈ [0; 1]: 𝑙𝑆 (𝛼) = 𝑥},
(5)
In analogous way, for any nonincreasing Kosiński’s map 𝑟𝑆 we define its generalized inverse function as follows
∀𝑥∈[𝑟𝑆 (1),𝑟𝑆(0)] : 𝑟𝑆⊳ (𝑥) = min{𝛼 ∈ [0; 1]: 𝑟𝑆 (𝛼) = 𝑥} .
(6)
The condition (2) implies that Kosiński’s maps cannot be increasing or decreasing at the same time. Knowing
this fact, we define OFN in following way.
Definition 3. For fixed Kosiński’s pair ⟦𝑆⟧ the OFN 𝑆⃡ is defined as the pair of g-LR-type FN and orientation
in that the following way:
 left reference function 𝐿𝑆 is equal to generalized inverse of the nondecreasing Kosiński’s map;
 right reference function 𝑅𝑆 is equal to generalized inverse of the nonincreasing Kosiński’s map;
 orientation is determined as common sense of all vectors from up-function range 𝑈𝑃𝑆 to down-function
range 𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆 .
The above definition is coherent to the intuitive Kosiński’s approach to the notion of OFN. Therefore any OFN
may be called the Kosiński’s number. The space of all OFN is denoted by the symbol 𝔎.
The continuity of Kosiński maps implies that 𝑈𝑃𝑆 and 𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆 are bounded intervals. Numbers 𝑓𝑆 (0) and
𝑓𝑆 (1) are boundaries of the interval 𝑈𝑃𝑆 . Numbers 𝑔𝑆 (0) and 𝑔𝑆 (1) are boundaries of the interval 𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆 .
Therefore, we will denote any OFN 𝑆⃡ with given 𝑈𝑃𝑆 and 𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁𝑆 by the symbol 𝑆⃡(𝑓𝑆 (0), 𝑓𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (0)).
The conditions (2), (3) and (4) imply that this OFN fulfils exactly one from the following conditions:
𝑓𝑆 (0) ≤ 𝑓𝑆 (1) ≤ 𝑔𝑆 (1) ≤ 𝑔𝑆 (0),
𝑓𝑆 (0) ≥ 𝑓𝑆 (1) ≥ 𝑔𝑆 (1) ≥ 𝑔𝑆 (0),

(7)
(8)

If 𝑓𝑆 (0) < 𝑔𝑠 (0), then the condition (7) describes the positive orientation of OFN. In this case, the upfunction 𝑓𝑆 is nondecreasing and the down-function 𝑔𝑆 is nonincreasing. Moreover, positive oriented OFN
𝑆⃡(𝑓𝑆 (0), 𝑓𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (0)) explicitly determines FN 𝑆(𝑓𝑆 (0), 𝑓𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (0)) described by its membership function 𝜇𝑆 ∈ [0; 1]ℝ given as follows
0
𝑥 < 𝑓𝑆 (0)
𝑓𝑆⊲ (𝑥)
𝑓𝑆 (0) ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑓𝑆 (1)
𝑓𝑆 (1) ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑔𝑆 (1),
𝜇𝑆 (𝑥) = 1
(9)
⊳ (𝑥)
𝑔𝑆
𝑔𝑆 (1) ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑔𝑆 (0)
𝑔𝑆 (0) < 𝑥
{ 0
If 𝑓𝑆 (0) > 𝑔𝑠 (0), then the condition (8) describes negative orientation of OFN. In this case, the up-function
𝑓𝑆 is nonincreasing and the down-function 𝑔𝑆 is nondecreasing. Negative oriented OFN
𝑆⃡(𝑓𝑆 (0), 𝑓𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (0)) explicitly determines FN 𝑆(𝑔𝑆 (0), 𝑔𝑆 (1), 𝑓𝑆 (1), 𝑓𝑆 (0)) described by its membership function 𝜇𝑆 ∈ [0; 1]ℝ given as follows
0
𝑥 < 𝑔𝑆 (0)
𝑔𝑆⊲ (𝑥)
𝑔𝑆 (0) ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑔𝑆 (1)
𝑔𝑆 (1) ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑓𝑠 (1),
𝜇𝑆 (𝑥) = 1
(10)
𝑓𝑆⊳ (𝑥)
𝑓𝑆 (1) ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑓𝑆 (0)
𝑓𝑆 (0) < 𝑥
{ 0
For the case 𝑓𝑆 (0) = 𝑔𝑠 (0) = 𝑎, the OFN orientation is undefined. We can consider 𝑆⃡(𝑎, 𝑎, 𝑎, 𝑎) as both
positively oriented and negatively oriented. Moreover, 𝑆⃡(𝑎, 𝑎, 𝑎, 𝑎) represents the crisp number 𝑎 ∈ ℝ.
The positivity of OFN is defined in following way
𝑆⃡(𝑓𝑆 (0), 𝑓𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (1), 𝑔𝑆 (0)) > 0 ⟺ min{𝑓𝑆 (0), 𝑔𝑆 (0)} > 0 .
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Arithmetic operations on OFN are defined by Kosiński [9] as extension of arithmetic operations on the real
numbers. In a special case, for any monotonic function ℎ: ℝ ⊃ 𝔸 → ℝ and OFN 𝑆⃡ ∈ 𝔎 we have
𝑍⃡ = ℎ(𝑆⃡)

(12)

where 𝑍⃡ ∈ 𝔎 and
∀𝑥∈[0,1] : 𝑓𝑍 (𝑥) = ℎ(𝑓𝑆 (𝑥)) ∧ 𝑔𝑍 (𝑥) = ℎ(𝑔𝐴 (𝑥)).

3

(13)

Ordered fuzzy present value

Let us consider the fixed security. We observe a market price 𝐶̌ > 0 of this security. In agree with asumption
given in [6], PV is such a positive fuzzy number, which is an approximation of the market price 𝐶̌ . Therefore,
we can determine PV as positive LR-type FN dodatnią 𝑃𝑣(𝐶̌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐶̌∗ , 𝐶̌ ∗ , 𝐶̌𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), where

0 < 𝐶̌min is the maximal lower evaluation of the possible market price,

𝐶̌∗ is the minimal upper evaluation of such prices which are noticeably lower than the observed market
price 𝐶̌ ,

𝐶̌ ∗ is the maximal lover evaluation of such prices which are noticeably lower than the observed market
price 𝐶̌ ,

𝐶̌max is the minimal upper evaluation of the possible market price.
It is obvious that we additionally have
𝐶̌𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝐶̌∗ ≤ 𝐶̌ ,

(14)

𝐶̌ ≤ 𝐶̌ ∗ ≤ 𝐶̌𝑚𝑎𝑥

(15)
[𝐶̌ ∗ ,𝐶̌𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]

[𝐶̌𝑚𝑖𝑛 ,𝐶̌∗ ]

For given left reference function 𝐿𝑃𝑣 ∈ [0,1]
and right reference function 𝑅𝑃𝑣 ∈ [0,1]
, the
membership function 𝜇𝑃𝑣 ∈ [0,1]ℝ of LR-type FN 𝑃𝑣(𝐶̌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐶̌∗ , 𝐶̌ ∗ , 𝐶̌𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) is uniquely defined by identity (1). In
this section the information described by defined above PV is supplemented with a subjective forecast of orientation of the market price trend. This forecast was implemented in the model BPV as an orientation of fuzzy number. In agree with [10], we use here the following rules recording the alleged orientation of the trend:
1. The presumption of market price increase is described by the positive orientation of fuzzy number. Then
⃡ (𝐶̌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐶̌∗ , 𝐶̌ ∗ , 𝐶̌𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
PV will be presented as OFN 𝑃𝑣
2. The presumption of market price decrease is described by the negative orientation of fuzzy number. Then
PV will be presented as OFN ⃡𝑃𝑣 (𝐶̌𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐶̌∗ , 𝐶̌ ∗ , 𝐶̌𝑚𝑖𝑛 ).
In this way PV is presented as the ordered fuzzy number. Each of these PV representations is called oriented
fuzzy PV (OFPV). By writing OFPV with any orientation we will denote it by the symbol
⃡ (𝑓𝑃𝑣 (0), 𝑓𝑃𝑣 (1), 𝑔𝑃𝑣 (1), 𝑔𝑃𝑣 (0)), where ordered pair (𝑓𝑃𝑣 , 𝑔𝑃𝑣 ) is a Kosiński’s pair. Such defined OFPV is
𝑃𝑣
applied for determining the return rate.

4

Ordered fuzzy return rate

Let us assume that the time horizon 𝑡 > 0 of an investment is fixed. Then, the security considered here is determined by two values:
 anticipated FV 𝑉𝑡 ∈ ℝ+ ,
 assessed PV 𝑉0 ∈ ℝ+ .
The basic characteristic of benefits from owning this security is a return rate 𝑟𝑡 given by the identity
𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟(𝑉0 , 𝑉𝑡 ).
+

(16)

+

+

+

In the general case, if (𝑉0 , 𝑉𝑡 ) ∈ ℝ × ℝ then the function: 𝑟: ℝ × ℝ → ℝ is a decreasing function of PV
and an increasing function of FV. It implies that for any pair (𝑉0 , 𝑉𝑡 ) ∈ ℝ+ × ℝ+ we can determine inverse function 𝑟𝑉−1 (𝑉0 ,∙): ℝ → ℝ+ . Moreover, in the special case we have here:
 simple return rate
𝑟𝑡 =

𝑉𝑡 −𝑉0
𝑉0

=

 logarithmic return rate
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𝑉𝑡
𝑉0

−1

(17)
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𝑉

𝑟𝑡 = ln 𝑡 .
𝑉0

(18)

By the term of a security we understand the authorization to receive future financial revenue, payable to a
certain maturity. The value of this revenue is interpreted as anticipated FV of the security. According to the uncertainty theory introduced by Mises [13] and Kaplan [5], anyone unknown to us the future state of affairs is
uncertain. The Mises-Kaplan uncertainty is a result of our lack of knowledge about the future state of affairs.
Yet, in the researched case, we can point out this particular time in the future, in which the considered state of
affairs will be already known to the observer. This kind of Mises-Kaplan uncertainty will be further referred to
as “uncertainty”. Behind Kolmogorov [7, 8], Mises [12], Lambalgen [10], Sadowski [16], Czerwiński [2], and
Caplan [1] we will accept that this is a sufficient condition for modelling the uncertainty with probability. Thus,
the uncertainty is often also called a quantitative uncertainty. It is worth noting that FV is not burdened by the
Knight’s uncertainty [6]. All this leads to the conclusion that FV is a random variable random variable 𝑉̃𝑡 : Ω ⟶
ℝ+ . The set Ω is a set of elementary states 𝜔 of the financial market. In the classical approach to the problem of
the return rate estimation, the security PV is identified with the observed market price 𝐶̌ .Then the return rate is a
random variable determined by the identity
𝑟̃𝑡 (𝜔) = 𝑟 (𝐶̌ , 𝑉̃𝑡 (𝜔)).

(19)

In practice of financial markets analysis, the uncertainty risk is usually described by probability distribution of
return rate determined by (19). At the moment, we have an extensive knowledge on this subject. Let us assume
that this probability distribution is given by cumulative distribution function 𝐹𝑟 : ℝ ⟶ [0; 1]. We assume here
that the expected value 𝑟̅ of this distribution exists. On other side, the cumulative distribution function 𝐹𝑟 determines probability distribution 𝑃: 2Ω ⊃ 𝑟̃ −1 (ℬ) ⟶ [0; 1], where the symbol ℬ denotes the smallest Borel σ-field
containing all intervals in the real line ℝ. Moreover, let us note that there we have
𝑉̃𝑡 (𝜔) = 𝑟𝑉−1 (𝐶̌ , 𝑟̃𝑡 (𝜔))

(20)

⃡ represented by the Kosiński’s pair
Let us consider now the case when PV is determined as OFPV 𝑃𝑣
(𝑓𝑃𝑣 , 𝑔𝑃𝑣 ). Then using (16) we obtain ordered fuzzy return rate (OFRR). In agree with (13) and (16), for any
⃡(𝜔) to considered security. Assigned OFRR ℛ
⃡(𝜔)is repre𝜔 ∈ Ω of financial market, we assign the OFRR ℛ
sented by the Kosiński pair (𝑓ℛ (∙ |𝜔), 𝑔ℛ (∙ |𝜔) ). Due (13), (16) and (20), the Kosiński’s functions listed here
are determined by the identities
𝑓ℛ (𝑥|𝜔) = 𝑟 (𝑓𝑃𝑣 (𝑥), 𝑉̃𝑡 (𝜔)) = 𝑟 (𝑓𝑃𝑣 (𝑥), 𝑟𝑉−1 (𝐶̌ , 𝑟̃𝑡 (𝜔))),

(21)

𝑔ℛ (𝑥|𝜔) = 𝑟 (𝑔𝑃𝑣 (𝑥), 𝑉̃𝑡 (𝜔)) = 𝑟 (𝑔𝑃𝑣 (𝑥), 𝑟𝑉−1 (𝐶̌ , 𝑟̃𝑡 (𝜔))).

(22)

For any 𝑦 ∈ ℝ+ the function 𝑟 (𝑦, 𝑟𝑉−1 (𝐶̌ ,∙)) : ℝ → ℝ+ is decreasing. It implies that this function is measurable.
⃡ is OFN described by means of the Kosiński’ pair (𝑓𝑅 , 𝑔𝑅 ) determined in the
Therefore the expected OFRR 𝑅
following way
+∞
𝑓𝑅 (𝑥) = ∫Ω 𝑓ℛ (∙ |𝜔)d𝑃 = ∫−∞ 𝑟 (𝑓𝑃𝑣 (𝑥), 𝑟𝑉−1 (𝐶̌ , 𝑦)) 𝑑𝐹𝑟 (𝑦) = 𝑟 (𝑓𝑃𝑣 (𝑥), 𝑟𝑉−1 (𝐶̌ , 𝑟̅ )) ,

(23)

+∞
𝑔𝑅 (𝑥) = ∫𝛺 𝑔ℛ (∙ |𝜔)𝑑𝑃 = ∫−∞ 𝑟 (𝑔𝑃𝑣 (𝑥), 𝑟𝑉−1 (𝐶̌ , 𝑦)) 𝑑𝐹𝑟 (𝑦) = 𝑟 (𝑔𝑃𝑣 (𝑥), 𝑟𝑉−1 (𝐶̌ , 𝑟̅)).

(24)

where the symbol 𝑟̅ denotes expected value of return rate (19). Since 𝑟: ℝ+ × ℝ+ → ℝ is decreasing function of
the first argument we can say that for any 𝑥 ∈ [0; 1] we have
𝑓𝑅 (𝑥) ≥ 𝑔𝑅 (𝑥) ⟺ 𝑓𝑃𝑣 (𝑥) ≤ 𝑔𝑃𝑣 (𝑥).

(25)

It means that OFPV and determined by it expected OFRR always have opposite orientations. Then we can say
that


predicted increase in PV allows us to anticipate a decrease in the expected return rate,



predicted decrease in PV allows us to anticipate an increase in the expected return rate.

In theory and practice of finance both of these facts are well known. . This observation proves that the extension
of the fuzzy model of imprecise estimates of PV and the return rate to description by means of OFN is the appropriate direction for the development of fuzzy finance theory.
Moreover, in special case we have:
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⃡𝑡 represented by the Kosiński’s pair (𝑓𝑅 , 𝑔𝑅 ) determined as follows
expected OFRR 𝑅
𝑓𝑅 (𝑥) =
𝑔𝑅 (𝑥) =



𝐶̌ ∙(1+𝑟̅ )

− 1,

(26)

−1;

(27)

𝑓𝑃𝑣 (𝑥)

𝐶̌ ∙(1+𝑟̅ )
𝑔𝑃𝑣 (𝑥)

⃡
̂𝑡 represented by the Kosiński’s pair (𝑓𝑅̂ , 𝑔𝑅̂ ) determined as follows
expected logarithmic OFRR 𝑅
𝑓𝑅̂ (𝑥) = ln (
𝑔𝑅̂ (𝑥) = ln (

𝐶̌ ∙𝑒 𝑟̅
𝑓𝑃𝑣 (𝑥)
𝐶̌ ∙𝑒 𝑟̅

),

(28)

).

(29)

𝑔𝑃𝑣 (𝑥)

The formal simplicity of the above relationships is another benefit which we gain from the use of OFNs for imprecise estimation of return rates. The simplicity of these relationships is also good for further development of
the portfolio theory.

Acknowledgements
The results of the work fully convince that the use of OFN will facilitate the analysis of financial instruments
with imprecise estimated values. It is expedient to further development the fuzzy finance theory based on OFN.
In case of analysis of a single financial instrument, we can adopt here the methods recommended in [15, 16]. For
construction of a portfolio of imprecise evaluated financial instruments, we can also use the models of portfolio
construction recommended in [17].
Such broad possibilities encourage further research into the application of ordered fuzzy numbers in the theory and practice of quantified finance.
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Use of multi-criteria decision analysis
in fuzzy network DEA models
Michal Pieter1
Abstract. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a popular tool for examining the efficiency of production units in transforming a set of inputs into outputs; however,
traditional models consider them to be closed, black-box systems. Network DEA
(NDEA) allows one to capture the inner structure as a series of interacting processes,
making for a more precise model of complex systems.
In an effort to further increase the accuracy of real world representation in models,
several directions of research into NDEA have been developed. One of them replaces
crisp data with fuzzy values to better capture the imprecise nature of most complex
systems. Elsewhere, models that use a number of Multi-criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA) methods allow managers to put restrictions on allowable input/output
weights, to rank efficient units, or to solve other scenarios for which traditional models
are ill-equipped.
This paper aims to first provide an overview of existing models utilizing both aforementioned approaches. Subsequently, further ways in which both approaches could
be combined to yield brand new methods are examined. Advantages and limitations
of such endeavor, as well as proposed practical applications of this combined technique, follow.
Keywords: DEA, NDEA, network, data envelopment analysis, fuzzy, multi-criteria
decision analysis, MCDA.
JEL Classification: C61, C67
AMS Classification: 90-02, 90-06, 90B50, 90C08, 90C29, 90C70

1

Introduction

Ever since its inception in the late seventies, data envelopment analysis (DEA) has been a useful and popular tool
for comparing efficiency of units in a homogenous group. These units (decision-making unit, DMU) produce
certain outputs by consuming and transforming various inputs and the way in which the two sets relate determine
their efficiency. The first model in the family was put forward by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes [4] mainly as a way
to determine the efficiency of government agencies and non-profit organizations in absence of clear-cut metrics
such as profit. Since then, the scope of application has expanded greatly in both numbers and diversity, ranging
from power grids to environmental project assessment, and of course private companies. Over the years, improvements and expansions have been made to the original model. Banker, Charnes and Cooper [1] allowed for variable
returns to scale. Tone [19] then introduced a new approach, optimizing both inputs and outputs at the same time.
These models allow for identification of efficient units and to rank those not efficient. Therefore, various models
have been constructed that allow full ranking of units, including so-called super-efficiency models, such as [20]
with their over-unity efficiency scores. All of these, however, treat DMUs as indivisible and transparent entities
with inputs coming in, outputs coming out, but not being able to say anything about the transformation itself. In
most real world scenarios, that is a far too simplistic approach. Thus, the need to see inside the DMU arose.

1.1

Network data envelopment analysis

Some of the first forays into what would later become known as network DEA (NDEA) modeled the internal
structure of units as consisting of two processes (sub-processes, subunits), where outputs of the first process would
serve as inputs of the second. This is known as a series structure. Färe and Grosskopf [5], and later others, expanded
the notion of multiple processes to a parallel structure, where processes don’t depend on each other but share the
same inputs, as well as a mixed structure of both. This structure, as well as additional requirements, such as whether
intermediate outputs of a given process can serve as final output of the unit, determine the precise form of the
mathematical model. All processes are generally assumed to be characterized by the same inputs and outputs – if
that is not the case, the vectors are transformed and irrelevant inputs and outputs are required to be zero.
1
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In traditional models, the performance of a unit in turning inputs into outputs – it’s efficiency – is measured
using the unit’s distance in vector space to the production frontier, which is in turn defined by the set of efficient
units. How the production frontier is constructed depends on the model, notably by the nature of returns to scale.
The precise way in which the distance is measured also depends on the model – originally, input- and outputoriented versions of the model had to be used separately. Later, Tone [19] proposed a model that combines both.
In case of multiple processes, the situation is more complicated – not only the way to measure efficiency of the
processes needs to be decided, but how to determine the overall efficiency of the unit as well. Several broad approaches [6] to this problem have been proposed, e.g. by weighing processes to obtain the system average.

1.2

Fuzzy data in network DEA

Generally, when formulating linear programming problems, there is an unspoken assumption that all the available
data is either known with certainty, or any implicit uncertainty has been replaced with educated guesswork and is
not further considered. Thus, the model operates throughout with precise, so called crisp values, from the initial
data all the way to computed results. There are cases where data can be gathered with such a high degree of
confidence, that this assumption can be considered to hold. However, in real world scenarios, ordinal values, categories and confidence intervals are much more common. It would clearly be advantageous to include this imprecise nature of the real system into the model as well. This data is described as being fuzzy and modification of
existing models to accommodate it is therefore known as fuzzification.
In the case of fuzzy models, all inputs and outputs are considered to be either fuzzy numbers, or more generally
fuzzy intervals, defined by a membership function. Crisp values can be considered a degenerate form thereof, so
they can be freely mixed in as well. Kao and Liu [8] present a model where two processes are connected in series
and where data is entered in the form of triangular fuzzy numbers. This leads to a non-linear programming problem,
whose solution gives the efficiencies of both processes and the unit as a whole, again in the form of a triangular
fuzzy number. Moreover, the efficiency of the unit is a product of the process efficiencies. In [7], a similar approach
is used to examine units with parallel structure. Shermeh et al. [17] use a modified radial network model in which
a parameter can be set to determine the “fuzziness” of the model. As in the previous cases, the efficiency is returned
in the form of an interval fuzzy number, but in this case is given as a weighted average of process efficiencies.

1.3

Multi-criteria decision analysis in traditional models

When considering possible solutions to a given problem, it is often useful to consider multidisciplinary approaches.
The case with DEA is no different and many researchers have turned to related fields in search of further extensions
of traditional models. One of these is Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA, also decision-making, MCDM),
a branch of decision theory providing many methods for selecting one option out of many, ranking of the options,
all based on a set of criteria. In this respect, it shares some similarity with DEA. For example, a two-phase approach
combining CCR DEA model with AHP method allows for full ranking of units, as shown in [18]. A major branch
of MCDA – multi-objective programming – also enables one to optimize several objective functions at once.
There are several options in combining both fields of study. DEA can be used in a supportive role to some
MCDA method. Common problem in many methods is how to properly weigh the different criteria. Several approaches, including the aforementioned, use a DEA model to replace subjective valuation with the computed optimal weights of criteria playing the role of inputs and outputs. On the other hand, sometimes it is reasonable in
a DEA model to require that there are restrictions on how an input or output of certain unit can be weighed in the
optimal solution. Various MCDA methods are then well suited to elicit these restrictions based on decisionmaker’s preferences, as is the case in [21]. Other examples, as well as a thorough comparison can be found in [2].

2

Overview of existing approaches

Khalili-Damghani and Shahmir [10] offer one example on how to combine both fields, as outlined in the previous
chapter. In order to study the efficiency of Iranian power production plants and distribution networks, they first
consider a network DEA structure, where each DMU is composed of a series-connected pair of processes, representing production and distribution of electric power, respectively. Undesirable outputs of the first subunit, as well
as exogenous inputs of the second, in addition to the intermediate ones outputted by the first subunit, were also
built into the model. This leads to three non-linear programming problems, so far with crisp data, one to compute
the crisp efficiency of each subunit and one of the DMU as a whole. Linearization of models is then achieved by
employing the well-known Charnes-Cooper transformation. The element of uncertainty is then implemented by
considering interval numbers – concept closely linked with fuzzy set theory – instead of crisp values. For each
observed value of input and output a lower and upper bound is provided. Likewise, the calculated efficiencies are
also given as an interval, where lower and upper bounds represent the pessimistic and optimistic scenario, respectively. In an optimistic scenario, the studied DMU is assumed to achieve the best possible performance, while all
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the others are at their worst, and in the pessimistic scenario, the reverse is true. Based on these bounds, each DMU
or its subunit can be put into one of three categories. Those with both bounds at unity are always efficient, those
with both less than one are always inefficient, and all others can be either efficient or not. The key use of MCDA
methods lies in the utilization of TOPSIS method to rank the DMUs and subunits. Calculated lower and upper
bounds are used to construct basal and ideal alternative, to which they are then compared, yielding two distance
values – d− and d+, respectively. Finally, closeness coefficient, given as d−/d−+d+, is computed, allowing the DMUs
and both subunits to be ranked, based on its decreasing value. Thus, this approach is reminiscent of earlier use of
MCDA methods to offer ranking of units where DEA models by themselves are unable to do so effectively.
Wang et al. [22] utilize a unique approach in their model to study holdings in the banking sector. Theirs is
a two-stage network DEA model with a series structure, this time however with no undesirable first-stage outputs
or exogenous second-stage inputs. All outputs from the first process – profitability – are immediately “consumed”
by the second – creation of value. A multi-objective model is constructed, where each objective function represents
a DMU trying to maximize its overall efficiency, using a common set of weights for inputs, outputs and intermediaries. Uniquely, only then is fuzziness introduced in an effort to transform multi-objective model into a singleobjective one. The multi-objective efficiency of any given DMU j is taken to be a fuzzy number, whose membership function fj(θj) is defined with respect to maximum and minimum efficiency values of that DMU, were they
optimized on their own. Once the objective functions are replaced with these fuzzy efficiency values, they propose
to transform the model by maximizing the least efficient DMU – the maximin approach. Since both the efficiency
θj and the membership function attain values from 0 to 1, model can be simplified with fj(θj)= θj. By solving the
resulting non-linear model, optimal common weights can be used to compute overall efficiency for each DMU,
which can be further decomposed to a product of the first-stage and second-stage efficiency values. The authors
claim that their fuzzy multi-objective approach is simpler to calculate – presumably because only one model is
solved for the entire set of DMUs – and allows for better discrimination of DMUs and more accurate identification
of the sources of inefficiencies, than traditional models.
Kao et al. [9] offer a similar approach to that of Wang et al. They consider a general case of k sub-processes,
connected in series, with possible exogenous inputs. In the multi-objective model, each sub-process tries to maximize its particular efficiency in an objective function, while the same is true for the DMU, whose efficiency is
defined as a weighted sum of sub-process efficiencies, as opposed to their product. The resulting model has thus
k+1 objective functions and studies just the one DMU, as opposed to all of them. Otherwise, the computational
steps are shared between the models, including the way the membership function of each sub-process is formed,
using an ideal and basal efficiency scores. Likewise, minimax is used to transform the model into a single-objective
one, even though a possible alternative approach is presented – namely, maximization of weighted averages. In
any case, by solving the model, the efficiency, as well as weight of each sub-process is obtained and subsequently
aggregated into DMU efficiency. It is clear that no reduction in computational resources has been reached and is
more suited to DMU intra-analysis, rather than comparison. However, it allows one to consider an arbitrary number of subunits and calculate their efficiencies, as well as how they contribute to the efficiency of the DMU itself.

3

Possibilities for further research

As evidenced by examples in chapter 2 the existing research in this particular area of study is limited at best. This
can be considered surprising, mainly because considerable effort is being made in combining two of the necessary
component approaches. In fact, especially in recent years a multitude of papers have been published on fuzzy
network DEA and on use of various MCDA methods (such as TOPSIS, PROMETHEE, etc.) in either fuzzy DEA
or network DEA. It may be useful to briefly consider why that may be so. One possibility is that full combination
of all the approaches offers few advantages in practical situation. This position seems untenable – each of the
extensions solves a particular problem of traditional models, but does nothing to address the other ones. Network
DEA peers inside the DMU, fuzzification captures the imprecise nature of real systems and utilization of MCDA
can help for example with weight restriction and/or ranking of efficient units. This, together with the usefulness
of piecewise combination of these three approaches, as evidenced by the abundance of literature, proves that a full
combination must offer some kind of advantage in the real world, if only it were available. Another possibility is
a lack of academic interest. This also seems unlikely, given the aforementioned and also existing, albeit few, papers
on the subject. It would seem that a natural progression is at play. Many of the piecewise combinations have been
put forward in just recent years, so it’s only reasonable that the more complex ones should only now start to appear.
To examine possible new directions of research, it’s useful to differentiate between two major branches of
multi-criteria decision analysis. MCDA acompasses two similar, yet in one fundamental way very different fields.
Multi-criteria evaluation deals with discrete options while multi-objective programming (MOP) with continuous
functions. In chapter 2, we saw both of them utilized to solve a particular issue in fuzzy network DEA models.
What follows are some of the ways they can be used to yield new combined models.
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3.1

Utilization of multi-criteria evaluation

Let us first consider the ways in which multi-criteria evaluation can be utilized. An obvious approach is to examine
its use in more basic models and find out if and how it can be applied to DEA models that are both fuzzy and with
network structure. One such case is weight restriction. One of the strengths of traditional DEA is that each DMU
can choose weights of inputs or outputs so that its efficiency is highest. This can have side effects, though. Too
many DMUs can be identified as efficient, which prevents discriminating them from one another – however, some
models, such as super-efficiency [20], solve this. In other cases, the chosen weights can be impossible in reality or
unacceptable in practice. Thus, restricting their allowable range may be necessary. Vieira Junior [21] proposed
using a MACBETH method to restrict allowable weights for the observed DMU. A decision-maker would compare
each pair of inputs (the same with outputs) on a linguistic scale. This information would then be turned into lower
and upper bounds for each input and output weight. The proposed model ensures that they are within the allowed
range. Other approaches can be used to restrict the weights as well, e.g. the ANP based approach in [11]. In network
DEA, weight restriction may be even more useful. In parallel structure, it may be necessary to regulate the distribution of inputs between competing subunits. In a series structure, weight restriction of intermediate factors may
be necessary in the presence of either exogenous inputs to sub-processes or of double-role intermediate products
(that can also serve as final outputs). One could apply the same methods to obtain the allowable ranges of these
weights as well and then modify the model accordingly. One existing example is Farzipour Saen [16] introducing
a two-stage model with weight-restricted dual-role factors. Because weights are crisp values even in fuzzified
versions of the models, they can be bounded in these as well. In fact, Liu [13] proposes a fuzzy model with weight
restrictions for the simplest case of two-stage series network DEA with no exogenous intermediate inputs – the
only difference is the method of obtaining the restrictions. One could conceivably construct a generalized model
that utilizes either the aforementioned MACBETH, or some other multi-criteria evaluation method.
While the use of fuzzy data improves the discriminatory power of the models, there may still arise situations
where several DMUs or their subunits are identified as “almost equally” efficient, to keep in line with fuzzy terminology. In case of triangular fuzzy numbers, let us consider the case of one DMU having an efficiency (also
a fuzzy number) whose membership function overlaps or is nested within that of another DMU. One could use
increasing values of α-cuts to discriminate between them, but that may give a distorted impression, e.g. because
of greater spread in one of the functions. In chapter 2 we saw the use of TOPSIS method to rank DMUs. SinuanyStern et al. [18] proposed a two-phase AHP-DEA approach that consists of pairwise comparisons of each DMU in
constructing an efficiency matrix. Single-level AHP is then used to compute the weight of each DMU and rank
them accordingly. Similar approach could be applied to the offending DMUs or subunits in a fuzzy environment.
If the number of DMUs is not large, one might also consider pairwise comparisons of the entire set. Of course,
a fuzzy version of AHP method would need to be utilized, whose methodology can be found for example in [3].

3.2

Utilization of multi-objective programming

In chapter 2, we saw two papers that utilize multi-objective programming in a fuzzy network DEA context. There,
each objective function represented the efficiency of either DMU or its subunits. Multi-criteria DEA (MCDEA),
as proposed by Li and Reeves [12], offers a similar approach, however, here the objective functions represent
different conceptions of efficiency itself. Namely, it considers deviation from the efficient solution (inefficiency)
and then tries to minimize this deviation for the observed DMU; the maximum deviation of all DMUs; and the
aggregate deviation of all DMUs. By using what is essentially a lexicographic approach, one can improve the
discrimination power over traditional DEA, represented by the first objective. Mahdiloo et al. [14] combined this
very approach with the simplest network model (two-stage series structure, no intermediate exogenous inputs or
double-role factors). In the objective functions they consider the mean of the sub-process deviations and then,
instead of lexicographic approach, transform the model into a single-objective by weighting the three goals. By
carefully applying the same principles to the fuzzy two-stage model proposed by Kao and Liu [8] one could arrive
at an as of yet unexplored fuzzy two-stage MCDEA model. However, this would invariably result in a pair of
non-linear models of considerable complexity. Given that fuzzification itself helps with DMU discrimination, the
costs-to-benefit ratio of this approach may or may not be favorable and would need to be examined separately.

4

Practical considerations

Fuzzy network DEA models, even in their most basic form – two-stage series structure and triangular fuzzy numbers – are in themselves rather complicated and often lead to non-linear programming problems. Introduction of
additional complexity through the use of MCDA, e.g. as proposed in chapter 3, is arguably the major drawback of
such approach. Computational difficulty of the resulting model must be especially considered when proposing any
new models, with respect to the benefits it may provide. In some models, especially the weight restriction ones,
utilizing multi-criteria evaluation methods, subjective information provided by a group of experts is necessary to
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elicit weight bounds for individual factors. In some circumstances this might be considered a weakness. However,
in the case of weight-restriction, this subjective viewpoint is uniquely suited to disallow impossible or impractical
factor weights, with the discrimination issue already solved mainly through the use of fuzzy data. In the case of
multi-objective programming, its main benefit lies in the simplification of the resulting model, allowing one to
optimize either various components of DMUs or different conceptions of efficiency, all at once.
It is clear that all three approaches strive for the same ultimate goal – to better approximate the real system in
the model. The main benefit of their combination then lies it the fact that they do so through complementary means.
While network DEA allows one to consider component parts of the system, normally hidden inside the DMU,
fuzzy data captures the imprecise nature present in many complex systems. Various MCDA approaches then allow
one to do away with unrealistic values of inputs or outputs in the optimal solution, or to consider multiple competing goals at the same time. Finally, the combination of MCDA and DEA lends itself to be utilized not only as
a means of evaluation of DMUs, but also as a selection tool for decision-makers.
Practical applications of both the existing and proposed approaches stem precisely from the aforementioned
unique combination of strengths, and also limitations. It is obvious that the combined approach can only be applied
in systems that are either made of, or can be modelled as being made of, component sub-processes. As mentioned
in chapter 2, Khalili-Damghani and Shahmir [10] apply their model to rank electric power companies, in both
production and distribution stages. In the banking sector, Wang et al. [22] break down the sustainable operations
of a bank holding to creation of profit and creation of value. Kao et al. [9] demonstrate their model on two examples
from the electric power industry. As evidenced, electric power and other utilities are well suited for examination
by the combined approach. While some factors are easily measured, others, such as environmental impact or quality of service require the use of fuzzy data. Furthermore, presence of large number of factors lends itself well to
the use of various MCDA techniques. As one of their examples, Kao et al. [9] measure the efficiency of Taiwanese
solar energy companies, consisting of R&D, production and sales subunits. This multiple-stage structure could be
easily applied to many other private companies. Similar structure could be also applied to e.g. educational institutions (outreach, education, research) or other public organizations. Beyond these, many other areas could benefit
from the proposed models. In an increasingly environmentally conscious world, many papers in both fuzzy and
network DEA have been published in recent years on the subject of green supply chain management, i.e. where
environmental concerns play a significant role. For example, Mirhedayatian et al. [15] model this chain using
4-stage series-connected (supplier, producer, distributor, consumer) network DEA with fuzzy data. They consider
25 factors, among them CO2 emissions. In their model, there is a chance that the DMU will place an unacceptably
low weight, or none at all, to this factor – one among so many. It would be useful to use an MCDA approach to
restrict weights of this undesirable output – as well as others – to an appropriate range and thus ensure that GSCM
stay true to its name in prioritizing environmental issues. In conclusion, all of the proposed examples struggle with
the same problems – combination of crisp and fuzzy data, large number of various inputs and outputs and multiple
sub-processes. In this way, all could benefit from an integrated MCDA and fuzzy network DEA approach.

5

Concluding remarks

Concept of using various MCDA approaches in the particular field of fuzzy network DEA is still rather new and
underutilized, as evidenced by brevity of chapter 2. As discussed earlier, this most probably stems from the fact
that only relatively recently have researchers begun to combine any two of the approaches. As time goes on,
a natural progression towards more complex and integrated solutions will lead to increased interest in the full
combination of all three approaches. Even though a small selection already exists, this paper may provide basis
for further research in this area. That is, its main contribution lies not so much in the review of existing literature
on the subject, sparse as it is, but in examining possible further ways in which new models could be constructed.
As we saw in chapter 3, these changes are evolutionary in character, rather than revolutionary. It seems likely that
at least in the immediate future, the focus will be on integrating a third part of the MCDA fuzzy network DEA
equation with an already existing combination of the other two. Certainly, more papers on the subject will follow.
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Identification of the Direction of Changes in the Structure of
Interdependence among the US Capital Market and the Leading European Markets
Michał Bernard Pietrzak1, Edyta Łaszkiewicz2, Adam P.
Balcerzak3, Tomáń Meluzín4, Marek Zincker5
Abstract. The aim of the article is to identify global factor (a latent variable) determining direction of changes in the structure of interdependence among US capital
market and the leading European markets (UK and Germany). The analysis was
done for the years 2004-2014 with daily time series. In the first step, conditional correlations obtained with application of DCC-GARCH model were used to assess the
interdependence among the markets. The second stage of the research was devoted
to cointegration analysis. For this purpose, stationarity of the conditional correlations was verified with application of Phillips-Perron test. Next, based on the Johansen procedure a long-term relationship structure was established. In the end, a common global factor determining the changes in interdependence was identified with
application of confirmatory factor analysis. The common global factor projections
reflect the leading direction of changes in the interdependence among the markets.
Estimating the quadratic trend model for the identified global factor has confirmed
an increase in the interdependence as a result of the global financial crisis and the
slow stabilization process of the analyzed markets.
Keywords: capital market, conditional correlations, DCC-GARCH, cointegration,
confirmatory factor analysis.
JEL Classification: G12, G15, C58
AMS Classification:91B84

1

Introduction

The last global financial crisis has shown that it is possible for large financial entities involved in the global
linkage system to go bankrupt, the best exemplification being the collapse of the Lehman Brothers investment
bank. This case proves that with the specific political and institutional conditions, the risk of bankruptcy may
also affect financial institutions classified as ‘too big to fail’. The collapse of financial markets has confirmed
that under globalization it is possible to destabilize national financial systems, including ones in developed economies, which were not originally the place for the development of a speculative bubble that triggered the crisis.
This is most evident with regard to Iceland's financial crisis of 2008.
A negative situation occurring on the financial markets is important enough and can move to the real sphere and
affect thesocio-economic situation of countries [19]. The influence exerted on the real sphere may become evident in the change of trade relations between countries or within an individual country[30]. The level of foreign
direct investment, the level of enterprise investment, and the situation on the labour market are particularly sensitive in that respect [24, 27]. Also, the economic climate for financing innovation potential of the economy may
change significantly due to the crisis [33]. The consequences of the existing system of international links vary
from country to country, depending on their ability to exploit global connections and the country's resilience to
crises. Changes in the international linkages system resulting from crisis situations can have a significant impact
on changes in economic policies of countries. As a result of a crisis, countries may radically change their fiscal
and monetary policies [5, 17, 20, 23].
For these reasons, the identification of interdependencies in a global linkages system can be considered as
one of the key research questions that are needed to identify potential strategies in times of market turbulence
1
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and to develop system tools to improve the functioning of financial systems. This is reflected in the numerous
international empirical studies available in the subject literature [ 1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 15, 16, 22, 29].
This article assumes two research objectives. The first was to characterize the interdependence of selected
key markets in the global economic system. Among the most important markets for the global system, the United
States capital market is one of the most developed and most important markets in the global financial system. In
addition to the US capital market, the study also includes the UK and Germany markets, which are the largest
EU capital markets. The second research objective was to identify a global factor common to the researched
markets by means of a confirmatory factor analysis. Then, based on the received values of the global factor, a
leading direction for the interdependence system between selected capital markets was established.

2

Establishing an interdependence system between the US capital market
and major EU markets

According to the assumed objective, we identified interdependencies for the United States, the United Kingdom,
and Germany, which allowed us to determine the nature of global interdependencies in these capital markets.
The study uses time series for the following stock indices: S&P500 (the United States), FTSE100 (the United
Kingdom), and DAX (Germany). The data was downloaded from the website service:
http://www.finance.yahoo.com. The study was conducted using daily trading data, taking into accountthe years
2004-2014. The analysis uses the values of the logarithmic return rates calculated for these indices.
The starting point for the analysis was 2004, i.e., the year of the enlargement of the European Union by the
new countries. This factor can be regarded as the most important institutional change in the region, which could
affect especially German financial market. It should be stressed that the study covered the period of relative
economic stability and international pre-crisis prosperity (2004-2007), the period of international instability
(2008-2012), and the time of the return to the relative equilibrium of the global financial system (2012-2014).
Thus, it can be assumed that the time horizon of the study includes both the period of calm and the period of
turbulence caused by the crisis.
The first part of the study examines the interdependencies between the US capital market and the UK and
German markets by means of DCC-GARCH model [12, 13, 14, 31]. Table 1 shows the results of DCC-GARCH
parameter estimation for the S&P500, FTSE100 and DAX indexes. The estimated parameters of the equation of
conditional correlation and conditional variance for each index turned out to be statistically significant at the 5%
significance level (excluding DAX autoregressive parameter). Statistical significance was also confirmed with
respect to the parameters of conditional correlation equations.
The parameter v of the number of degrees of freedom of Student's t-distribution for the DCC-GARCH model
was statistically significant, and the evaluation obtained at 9.624 indicates the existence of thick tails in the residual distribution. In addition, all parameter conditions are met since the sum of the parameters α1, β1and the sum
of the parameters α and βare less than unity.
The conditional variance equations
Parameter (Index) Estimate
γ0 (S&P500)
γ1 (S&P500)
ω1 (S&P500)
α1 (S&P500)
β1 (S&P500)
γ0 (FTSE100)
γ1 (FTSE100)
ω1 (FTSE100)

p value

Parameter (Index)

Estimate

p value

~0.000
α1 (FTSE100)
0.101
~0.000
0.002
β1 (FTSE100)
0.891
~0.000
~0.000
γ0 (DAX)
0.098
~0.000
~0.000
γ1 (DAX)
-0.002
0.902
~0.000
ω1 (DAX)
0.023
0.001
0.002
α1 (DAX)
0.093
~0.000
0.047
β1 (DAX)
0.896
~0.000
0.006
v
7.274
~0.000
The conditional correlation equation
Parameter
Estimate
p value
Parameter
Estimate
p value
α
0.023
0.013
β
0.961
~0.000
(  0 ,  1 -- parameters of conditional mean equation, 1 , 1 , 1 - parameters of conditional variance equation,  ,  - parameters of condi0.076
-0.056
0.015
0.098
0.891
0.055
-0.037
0.013

tional correlation equation, v- degrees of freedom of t-distribution)

Table 1 The outcome of the estimation of the DCC-GARCH model
Using the DCC-GARCH model allows measuring the strength of interdependencies between the examined
capital markets by means of a conditional correlation. Therefore, based on the DCC-GARCH parameter estima-
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tion results, the conditional correlation values for the next pair of indices were determined. Analysis of changes
in time of the value of conditional correlation allows determining trends in the formation of interdependence.
Changes in the correlation values for a particular pair of indices indicate the strength of the interdependence
between the two capital markets, as well as the upward or downward tendency of their evolution over time.
Figure 1 shows the conditional correlation between the US S&P500 index and the DAX and FTSE100 indices. The analysis of the correlation in the graphs shows that the relationship between the US capital market and
the capital markets of the United Kingdom and Germany is high (the values range from 0.3 to 0.9). It can be said
that due to the global financial crisis the level of interdependence increased significantly in the period from 2007
to the end of 2012. There has been a downward trend in the level of interdependence between selected markets
since 2013, which indicates that the global financial crisis has been in decline. It is worth noting that there are
slight differences in the interdependence between two pairs of indexes – the S&P500 and DAX pair and between S&P500 and FTSE100. This means that valuation of key European markets is heavily dependent on the
US market and reactions ofEuropean markets to the US market are very similar.

Figure 1 Interdependencies between the US S&P500 index and the major European indices DAX and FTSE100

3

Identification of a common, global factor for the US, the UK and German capital markets

In the second stage of the study, a cointegration analysis was performed for the conditional correlation processes
obtained from the DCC-GARCH model [9, 11, 18, 32]. Before analyzingproblem of cointegration, the order of
integration of conditional correlation processes was first investigated. Analysis of the degree of integration for
interdependencies between pairs of selected capital markets was performed using the Phillips-Perron test[25,28].
The results of the test are contained in Table 2. For all three conditional correlation processes for pairs of indices
(S&P500, FTSE100), (S&P500, DAX) and (FTSE100, DAX) calculated in successive steps of the test statistic
values allowed us to indicate the order of integration equal to one I(1).This means that the investigated conditional correlation processes are non-stationary in variance. The non-stationarity of the processes may result from
the nature of the connections between the capital markets selected in the analysis. Global information and shock
events cause lasting changes in the interdependencies between the examined capital markets. The obtained results concerning the integration of conditional correlation processes lead to the formulation of a thesis assuming
the existence of a similar mechanism of reaction of key EU capital markets to shocks from the US market.
Indices
S&P500, FTSE100
S&P500, DAX
FTSE100, DAX

Time series

Test statistics

p-value

Levels

-1.384

0.154

Differences

-58.534

0.001

Levels

-1.263

0.191

Differences

-59.071

0.001

Levels

-1.073

0.256

Differences

-54.863

0.001

Order of integration
I(1)
I(1)
I(1)

Table 2 Results of the integration analysis for the US, the UK and German capital markets
Determining the order of integration equal to one with the use of the Phillips and Perron test for all conditional correlation processes justifies the execution of cointegration analysis. Cointegration analysis was per-
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formed on the basis of correlation processes for two pairs of indices, i.e.,the S&P500 and FTSE100pair, and the
S&P500 and DAX pair. The analysis was conducted exclusively for two conditional correlation processes, since
the identification of cointegration between these processes allows formulating a thesis of a similar long-term
reaction mechanism for both European markets to global information and shock events. Consequently, this study
seeks to ascertain whether conditional correlation processes for selected pairs of indices are linked by long-term
relationships.
Max-Eigenvalue test
Number of cointegrating vectors
None
At most 1

Test statistic

p-value

48.178

~0.000

1.725

0.222
Trace test

Number of cointegrating vectors
None
At most 1

Test statistic

p-value

46.453

~0.000

1.725

0.222

Table 3 Results of the Johansen procedure
Correlation
(Pair of indices)

Parameter

S&P500-DAX
α1
S&P500-FTSE100
α2
FTSE100-DAX
α3
Table 4:Outcome of
the
confirmatory
factor analysis

Estimate Standardized estimate p-value
1.000
2.536
1.416

0.973
0.914
0.955

Factor Score Weights

~0.00
~0.00

0.018
0.016
0.012

Table 4 Outcome of the confirmatory factor analysis

Figure 2 Common, global factor values identified based on a factor analysis

Johansen's cointegration analysis enabled us to identify the number of cointegrating relationships. Table 3
shows test results relating to the number of cointegrating vectors. Both the results of the maximum self-test and
the trace test indicate the presence of one cointegrating vector. Identification of a single cointegrating vector
means that the interdependence between the examined capital markets is linked by long-term relationships.The
presence of cointegration justifies the possibility of separating a common, global factor for the interdependencies
examined. The global factor, identified on the basis of confirmatory factor analysis, is a component that links the
cross-correlation between the examined capital markets [3, 4, 8, 21, 26]. The results of the confirmatory factor
analysis are presented in Table 4, where the prevalence of only one factor is assumed. All standardized evaluations are greater than 0.9, which indicates the correct co-generation of the factor by all three conditional correlation processes. In this way, one factor explaining the correlation between selected capital markets is established
for the interdependencies of the markets. The values of the common global factor are derived from the sum of
products of the values of Factors Score Weights (given in Table 4) and the values of the conditional correlation
between the markets. Analysis of the value of a common, global factor makes it possible to evaluate changes in
the whole pattern of relations between capital markets (see: Figure 2). Based on the obtained values of the common global factor, the parameters of the square trend model were estimated. The structural parameters for the
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trend model proved to be statistically significant, the determination coefficient indicates a 36% explanation by
the factor volatility model. Undoubtedly, the course of the square trend confirms the division into two stages of
the formation of the interdependence system (or, in other words, the integration of the network ofrelationships)
between the markets of the United States, the United Kingdom and Germany. The first period was associated
with a gradual increase in the connections between the financial markets, the second with their weakening and
the transition to a quiet period.

4

Conclusions

The paper presents the results of the analysis of the interdependence system in the capital markets of the United
States, Germany, and the United Kingdom. A DCC-GARCH model was used to measure these interdependencies. The results of the analysis allowed us to assess the system of interdependence between these markets. In
addition, a cointegration analysis was performed for conditional correlation processes. Identification of one cointegrating vector allowed us to conclude that the conditional correlation processes for selected pairs of indices are
linked by a long-term relation. Determining the process of cointegration was a justification for identifying a
common, global factor for the interdependence system. This factor was isolated on the basis of an affirmative
factor analysis. A common, global factor is a component that links the interdependence of capital markets and
presents changes in the whole system over time synthetically.
The interdependence study between the markets of the United States, the United Kingdom and Germany covered a period of global bull market precedingthe speculative bubble burst on the US real estate market, the biggest globalfinancial system volatility (2007-2010) in recent decadesand the period of gradual return of the markets to the so-called‘normal functioning’. The results of the square trend estimate for the global factor have confirmed that market turbulence can be attributed to growing interdependencies between markets as a result of the
global financial crisis. Then, according to the course of the trend, there was a slow stabilization of the situation
on the capital markets and the transition of these markets to a period of calm.
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Efficient algorithms for X-simplicity and weak
(X, λ)-robustness of fuzzy matrices
Ján Plavka 1
Abstract. A fuzzy (max-min) matrix A is said to have X-simple image eigenspace if
any eigenvector x belonging to the interval X is the unique solution of the max-min linear system with matrix of the system A and right-hand vector x and the unique solution
is in X. The main result of this contribution is to present efficient algorithms for Xsimplicity and to generalize the results to interval version of weak (X, λ)-robustness.
Keywords: max-min algebra, interval, weakly stable, eigenspace, simple image set
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 15A80, 15A18, 08A72

1

Introduction

Max-min algebra (the addition and the multiplication are formally replaced by operations of maximum and minimum) can be used in a range of practical problems related to scheduling, optimization, modeling of fuzzy discrete
dynamic systems, graph theory, knowledge engineering, cluster analysis and fuzzy systems.
In the max-min algebra, sometimes also called the “fuzzy algebra” [3, 4, 8, 10, 11], the arithmetical operations
a ⊕ b := max(a, b) and a ⊗ b := min(a, b) are defined over a linearly ordered set. As usual, the two arithmetical
operations are naturally extended to matrices and vectors.
Max-min algebra was historically motivated by multi-machine interaction processes ([1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 15]. In
these processes we have n machines which work in stages, and in the algebraic model of their interactive work,
(k)
entry xi of a vector x(k) ∈ B(n, n) where i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and B is an idempotent semiring, represents the state
of machine i after some stage k, and the entry aij of a matrix A ∈ B(n, n), where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, encodes the
influence of the work of machine j in the previous stage on the work of machine i in the current stage. Summing
L
(k+1)
(k)
up all the influence effects multiplied by the results of previous stages, we have xi
= j aij ⊗ xj . In the
case of ⊕ = max this “summation” is often interpreted as waiting till all the processes are finished and all the
necessary influence constraints are satisfied.
The orbit x, A⊗x, . . . , Ak ⊗x, where Ak = A⊗. . .⊗A, represents the evolution of such a process. Regarding
the orbits, one wishes to know the set of starting vectors from which a given objective can be achieved. One of the
most natural objectives in max-min algebra, where the ultimate periodicity of the orbits often occurs, is to arrive
at an eigenvector. The set of starting vectors from which one reaches an eigenvector of A after a finite number
of stages, is called attraction set of A (see [1]). In general, attraction set contains the set of all eigenvectors, but
it can be also as big as the whole space. This leads us, in turn, to another question: in which case is attraction
set precisely the same as the set of all eigenvectors? Matrices with this property are called weakly robust [12] or
weakly stable [1]. In terms of the systems A ⊗ x = b, weak robustness is equivalent to the following condition:
every eigenvector y belongs to the simple image set of A, that is, for every eigenvector y, the system A ⊗ x = y
has unique solution x = y (see [11]).
In the present paper, we consider an interval version of this condition. Namely, we describe matrices A ∈
B(n, n) such that for any eigenvector y belonging to an interval X = [x, x] := {x ∈ B(n); x ≤ x ≤ x} the
system A ⊗ x = y has a unique solution x = y in X. This is what we mean by saying that “A has X-simple image
eigenspace”. It was shown in [13] that A has X-simple image eigenspace if and only if it satisfies a nontrivial
combinatorial criterion, which makes use of threshold digraphs and to which we refer as “X-conformity” (see
Definition 6).
Let us now give more details on the organization of the paper and on the results obtained there. The next
section will be occupied by some definitions and notation of the max-min algebra, leading to the discussion of
weak X-robustness and X-simple image eigenvectors. Section 3 is devoted to the main results of the paper which
characterizes matrices with X-simple image eigenspaces and weak (X, λ)-robustness.
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2
2.1

Preliminaries
Max-min algebra and associated digraphs

Let us denote the set of all natural numbers by N. Let (B, ≤) be a bounded linearly ordered set with the least
element in B denoted by O and the greatest one by I.
A max-min algebra is a set B equipped with two binary operations ⊕ = max and ⊗ = min, called addition
and multiplication, such that (B, ⊕) is a commutative monoid with identity element O, (B, ⊗) is a monoid with
identity element I, multiplication left and right distributes over addition and multiplication by O annihilates B.
We will use the notations N and M for the sets of natural numbers not exceeding n and m, respectively, i.e.,
N = {1, 2, . . . , n} and M = {1, 2, . . . , m}. The set of n × m matrices over B is denoted by B(n, m), and the
set of n × 1 vectors over B is denoted by B(n). If each entry of a matrix A ∈ B(n, n) (a vector x ∈ B(n)) is equal
to O we shall denote it as A = O (x = O).
Let x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ B(n) and y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) ∈ B(n) be vectors. We write x ≤ y (x < y) if
xi ≤ yi (xi < yi ) holds for each i ∈ N .

For a matrix A ∈ B(n, n) the symbol G(A) = (N, E) stands for a complete, arc-weighted digraph associated
with A, i.e., the node set of G(A) is N , and the weight (capacity) of any arc (i, j) is aij ≥ O. For given h ∈ B, the
threshold digraph G(A, h) is the digraph with the node set N and with the arc set E = {(i, j); i, j ∈ N, aij ≥ h}.
A path in the digraph G(A) = (N, E) is a sequence of nodes p = (i1 , . . . , ik+1 ) such that (ij , ij+1 ) ∈ E for
j = 1, . . . , k. The number k is the length of the path p and is denoted by l(p). If i1 = ik+1 , then p is called a
cycle and it is called an elementary cycle if moreover ij 6= im for j, m = 1, . . . , k.

A matrix A is called generalized Hamiltonian permutation if all nonzero entries of A lie on a Hamiltonian cycle
(the threshold digraph G(A, h), h = min{aij ; aij > O, i, j ∈ N } is elementary cycle containing all nodes).

2.2

Orbits, eigenvectors and weak λ-robustness

For A ∈ B(n, n) and x ∈ B(n), the orbit O(A, x) of x = x(0) generated by A is the sequence of vectors
x(0) , x(1) , . . . , x(n) , . . . , where x(r) = Ar ⊗ x(0) for each r ∈ N.

The operations max, min are idempotent, so no new numbers are created in the process of generating of an
orbit. Therefore any orbit contains only a finite number of different vectors. It follows that any orbit starts repeating
itself after some time, in other words, it is ultimately periodic. The same holds for the power sequence (Ak ; k ∈ N).
We are interested in the case when the ultimate period is 1, or in other words, when the orbit is ultimately
stable. Note that in this case the ultimate vector of the orbit necessarily satisfies A ⊗ x = x. This is the main
reason why in this paper by eigenvectors we mean fixed points. (Also observe that if x is not a fixed point but a
more general eigenvector satisfying A ⊗ x = λ ⊗ x, then A ⊗ x is already a fixed point due to the idempotency of
multiplication.)
For a given matrix A ∈ B(n, n), the number λ ∈ B and the n-tuple x ∈ B(n) are the so-called eigenvalue of
A and eigenvector of A, respectively, if A ⊗ x = λ ⊗ x.
The eigenspace V (A, λ) is defined as the set of all eigenvectors of A with associated eigenvalue λ, i.e.,
V (A, λ) = {x ∈ B(n); A ⊗ x = λ ⊗ x}.
Formally we can define the attraction set attr(A, λ) as follows

attr(A, λ) = {x ∈ B(n); O(A, x) ∩ V (A, λ) 6= ∅}.
In case λ = I let us denote V (A, I) and attr(A, λ) by abbreviation V (A) and attr(A), respectively.
Definition 1. Let A ∈ B(n, n), λ ∈ B be given. Then A is called weakly λ-robust, if attr(A, λ) = V (A, λ).
Observe that in general V (A, λ) ⊆ attr(A, λ) ⊆ Bn . The matrices for which attr(A, λ) = Bn are called
(strongly) robust or (strongly) stable, as opposed to weakly robust (weakly stable).
Theorem 1. [12] Let A ∈ B(n, n), λ ∈ B be given. Then A is weakly λ-robust if and only if (∀x ∈ B(n))[A ⊗ x ∈
V (A, λ) ⇒ x ∈ V (A, λ)].
Let us conclude this section with recalling some information on 1) the greatest eigenvector and 2) constant
eigenvectors in max-min algebra.
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Let A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n), λ ∈ B be given and define the greatest eigenvector x⊕ (A, λ) corresponding to a
matrix A and λ as
M
x⊕ (A, λ) =
x.
x∈V (A,λ)

In case λ = I let us denote x (A, I) by abbreviation x (A).
⊕

⊕

In [14] it was stated that the greatest eigenvector x⊕ (A, λ) exists for every matrix A whereby its entries are
given by the efficient formula presented in the next theorem.
L
Theorem 2. [14] Let A ∈ B(n, n), λ ∈ B be given and ri =
aji . Then
j∈N

x⊕
i (A, λ) =
Next, denote
c(A) =

(

if λ ⊕ ri (A) ≤ λ ⊗ (An ⊗ I ? )i ,
otherwise.

I,
λ ⊗ (An ⊗ I ? )i ,

O M

i∈N j∈N

aij , c∗ (A) = (c(A), . . . , c(A))T ∈ B(n).

It can be checked that A ⊗ c (A) = c∗ (A), so c∗ (A) is a constant eigenvector of A. As x⊕ (A) is the greatest
eigenvector of A, we have c∗ (A) ≤ x⊕ (A).
∗

Theorem 3. [12] Let A 6= O and λ > O. If A is weakly λ-robust then A is a permutation matrix.

Now, let us suppose that A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n) is a permutation matrix and λ ∈ B. Then the digraph G(A, c(A)
is the set of Hamiltonian cycles, say ci = (k1i , . . . , klii ) for i ∈ S = {1, . . . , s}. Without loss of generality the
matrix A can be considered in block-diagonal form (denoted by A = (A1 , . . . , As ))


A1 O . . . O


 O A2 . . . O 
,
A=
(1)
 ..

 .

O

O

...

As

where each submatrix Ai is generalized Hamiltonian permutation and corresponds to the cycle ci = (k1i , . . . , klii ).

Theorem 4. [12] Let A ∈ B(n, n), A 6= O, A = (A1 , . . . , As ), s ≥ 2 be a block-diagonal permutation matrix
and λ ∈ B. Then A is weakly λ-robust if and only if (∀i ∈ S)[λ < c(Ai ) ∨ λ = c(Ai ) = m(Ai )].
Algorithm Weak λ-Robustness
Input. A = (aij ), λ ∈ B.
Output. ’yes’ in variable wr if A is weakly λ-robust; ’no’ in wr otherwise.
begin
if A = O and λ = O then wr:=’yes’ else wr:=’no’
if A 6= O and λ > O and A ≈ (A1 , . . . , As ) and

(∀i ∈ {1, . . . , s})[λ < c(Ai ) ∨ λ = c(Ai ) = m(Ai )] then wr:=’yes’ else wr:=’no’

end

Theorem 5. [12] Let A be a fuzzy matrix and λ ∈ B. The algorithm Weak λ-Robustness correctly decides
whether a matrix A is weakly λ-robust in O(n2 ) arithmetic operations.

2.3

Weak X-robustness and X-simplicity

In this subsection we consider an interval extension of weak robustness and its connection to X-simplicity. We
remind that throughout the paper,
X = [x, x] = {x : x ≤ x ≤ x, }, where x, x ∈ B(n).
Consider the following interval extension of weak X-robustness.
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Definition 2. A ∈ B(n, n) is called weakly X-robust if attr(A) ∩ X ⊆ V (A).
The notion of X-simplicity is related to the concept of simple image set [1]: by definition, this is the set of
vectors b such that the system A ⊗ x = b has a unique solution, which is usually denoted by |S(A, b)| = 1 (S(A, b)
standing for the solution set of A ⊗ x = b). If the only solution of the system A ⊗ x = b is x = b, then b is called
a simple image eigenvector.
If X = B then the notion of weak robustness can be described in terms of simple image eigenvectors:
Proposition 6. [13] Let A ∈ B(n, n). The following are equivalent:
(i) A is weakly robust;
(ii) (∀x ∈ V (A))[|S(A, x)| = 1];
(iii)Each x ∈ V (A) is a simple image eigenvector.
This motivates us to consider an interval version of simple image eigenvectors.
Definition 3. Let A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n).
(i) An eigenvector x ∈ V (A) ∩ X is called an X-simple image eigenvector if x is the unique solution of the
equation A ⊗ y = x in interval X.
(ii) Matrix A is said to have X-simple image eigenspace if any x ∈ V (A) ∩ X is an X-simple image eigenvector.
Definition 4. Let A ∈ B(n, n) and X = [x, x] ⊆ B(n) be given. We say that X is invariant under A if x ∈ X
implies A ⊗ x ∈ X.

Theorem 7. [13] Let A ∈ B(n, n) be a matrix and X = [x, x] ⊆ B(n) be an interval vector.
(i) If A is weakly X-robust then A has X-simple image eigenspace.
(ii) If A has X-simple image eigenspace and if X is invariant under A then A is weakly X-robust.
Proposition 8. [13] X is invariant under A if and only if A ⊗ x ≥ x and A ⊗ x ≤ x.

Thus the X-simplicity is a necessary condition for weak X-robustness. It is also sufficient if the interval X is
invariant under A, i.e., x ≤ A ⊗ x and A ⊗ x ≤ x.

3

Interval X-simplicity

The purpose of this section is to define the condition for matrix A which will ensure that each eigenvector x ∈
V (A) ∩ X is an X -simple image eigenvector and to deal with matrices with interval elements. Sufficient and
necessary conditions for an interval matrix which have X -simple eigenspace will be proved. In addition we
introduce a polynomial algorithm to check the X -simplicity of interval fuzzy matrices.
Definition 5. Let A ∈ B(n, n) be a matrix. A is called a generalized level α-permutation matrix (abrr. level
α-permutation) if all entries greater than or equal to α of A lie on disjoint elementary cycles covering all the nodes.
In other words, the threshold digraph G(A, α) is the set of disjoint elementary cycle containing all nodes.
Remark 1. If A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n) is a level c(A)-permutation matrix, (i1 , . . . , in ) is a permutation of N such
that aij ij+1 ≥ c(A) and (i1 , . . . , in ) = (i11 , . . . , i1s1 ) . . . (ik1 , . . . , iksk ) (cu = (iu1 , . . . , iusu ) is an elementary cycle in
digraph G(A, c(A)), u = 1, . . . , k), then x⊕
v (A) = min akl for all v ∈ cu (see [12]).
(k,l)∈cu

Lemma 9. [13] Let A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n) be a matrix, X = [x, x] ∈ B(n) be an interval vector and x < c∗ (A) ≤ x.
If A has X -simple image eigenspace then A is level c(A)-permutation.
Definition 6. Let X = [x, x] ⊆ B(n) be an interval vector such that x < c∗ (A) ≤ x and A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n) be
a level c(A)-permutation matrix, (i1 , . . . , in ) be a permutation of N such that aij ij+1 ≥ c(A) and (i1 , . . . , in ) =
(i11 , . . . , i1s1 ) . . . (ik1 , . . . , iksk ) (cu = (iu1 , . . . , iusu ) be an elementary cycle in digraph G(A, c(A)), u = 1, . . . , k).
Then vectors ex = (e1 , . . . , en )T and fx (A) = (f1 , . . . , fn )T are called x-vector of A and x-vector of A if
ei = max xv and fi = min xv ⊗ x⊕
v (A), respectively, for i ∈ cu , u ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
v∈cu

v∈cu

Matrix A is called X -conforming if
(i) xij+1 < eij+1 ⇒ aij k < eij for k 6= ij+1 , k ∈ N
(ii) xij+1 = eij+1 ⇒ aij k ≤ eij for k 6= ij+1 , k ∈ N
⊕
(iii)aij ij+1 = min akl = x⊕
ij+1 (A) = fij+1 ⇒ xij+1 ≤ xij+1 (A).
(k,l)∈cu

Notice that eij = eij+1 and fij = fij+1 by definition of ex and fx (nodes ij , ij+1 are lying in the same cycle
cu ). Notation (k, l) ∈ cu means that the edge (k, l) is lying in cu .
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Theorem 10. [13] Let A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n) be a matrix, X = [x, x] ∈ B(n) be an interval vector and x <
c∗ (A) ≤ x. Then A has X -simple image eigenspace if and only if A is an X -conforming matrix.
Algorithm X-comforming
Input. A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n), x, x ∈ B(n).
Output. ’yes’ in variable Xcom if A is X -comforming; ’no’ in Xcom otherwise.
begin
if A is not level c(A)-permutation then wr:=’no’ else compute ex , fx and x⊕ (A);
if (i1 , . . . , in ) = (i11 , . . . , i1s1 ) . . . (ik1 , . . . , iksk ) is a permutation of N such that aij ij+1 ≥ c(A) and
(i) xij+1 < eij+1 ⇒ aij k < eij for k 6= ij+1 , k ∈ N

(ii) xij+1 = eij+1 ⇒ aij k ≤ eij for k 6= ij+1 , k ∈ N
⊕
(iii) aij ij+1 = min akl = x⊕
ij+1 (A) = fij+1 ⇒ xij+1 ≤ xij+1 (A)
(k,l)∈cu

then Xcom:=’yes’ else Xcom:=’no’
end
Notice that the complexity of checking that a given matrix A has X -simple image eigenspace requires O(n2 log n)
arithmetic operations. It is based on the fact that we need O(n2 ) operations to check parts (i) and (ii) and
O(n2 log n) operations to compute the greatest eigenvector x⊕ (A) ([14]).

3.1

Weak (X, λ)-robustness

In this subsection we consider an extension of weak X -robustness and its connection to (X, λ)-simplicity.
If X = B then the notion of weak robustness can be described in terms of simple image eigenvectors:
Proposition 11. Let A ∈ B(n, n), λ ∈ B. The following are equivalent:
(i) A is weakly λ-robust;
(ii) (∀x ∈ V (A, λ))[S(A, λ ⊗ x) = {y ∈ B(n); λ ⊗ y = λ ⊗ x}];
Proof. Suppose that A is weakly λ-robust and there is x ∈ V (A, λ) s.t. S(A, λ ⊗ x) 6= {y ∈ B(n); λ ⊗ y = λ ⊗ x}],
i.e., there is y ∈ (S(A, λ ⊗ x) such that A ⊗ y = λ ⊗ x 6= λ ⊗ y . By Theorem 1 we get A ⊗ (A ⊗ y) = A ⊗ (λ ⊗ x) =
λ ⊗ x and A ⊗ y = λ ⊗ x 6= λ ⊗ y , this is a contradiction.
The converse implication trivially follows.
The notion of (X, λ)-simplicity, which we will introduce next, is related to the concept of X -simplicity. If the
solution set S(A, b) of the system A ⊗ x = λ ⊗ b is {y ∈ B(n); λ ⊗ y = λ ⊗ b}, then b is called an simple image
λ-eigenvector.
Notice that if λ = I , then the notions simple image λ-eigenvector and simple image eigenvector are equivalent.
Consider the following interval extension of weak λ-robustness.
Definition 7. Let A ∈ B(n, n), λ ∈ B be given. A is called weakly (X, λ)-robust if attr(A, λ) ∩ X ⊆ V (A, λ).
The next assertion is an interval version of Proposition 11.
Proposition 12. Let A ∈ B(n, n), λ ∈ B. The following are equivalent:
(i) A is weakly (X, λ)-robust;
(ii) (∀x ∈ V (A, λ) ∩ X)[S(A, λ ⊗ x) ∩ X = {y ∈ B(n); λ ⊗ y = λ ⊗ x} ∩ X].
This motivates us to consider a generalized interval version of X -simple image eigenvectors.
Definition 8. Let A = (aij ) ∈ B(n, n), λ ∈ B.
(i) An eigenvector x ∈ V (A, λ) ∩ X is called an X -simple image λ-eigenvector if the set solutions S(A, λ ⊗ x)
of the equation A ⊗ y = λ ⊗ x is equal to {y ∈ X; λ ⊗ y = λ ⊗ x}.
(ii) Matrix A is said to have (X, λ)-simple image eigenspace if any x ∈ V (A, λ) ∩ X is an X -simple image
λ-eigenvector.
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Theorem 13. Let A ∈ B(n, n), X = [x, x], λ ∈ B be given and λ ≥ max xi .
i∈N

(i) If A is weakly (X, λ)-robust then A has (X, λ)-simple image eigenspace.
(ii) If A has (X, λ)-simple image eigenspace and if X is invariant under A then A is weakly (X, λ)-robust.
Proof. (i) Suppose that A is weakly (X, λ)-robust and x ∈ V (A) ∩ X . If the system A ⊗ y = λ ⊗ x has a solution
y ∈ X such that λ ⊗ y 6= λ ⊗ x, then y is not an eigenvector but belongs to attr(A) ∩ X , which contradicts the
weak (X, λ)-robustness.
(ii) Assume that A has (X, λ)-simple image eigenspace and x is an arbitrary element of attr(A, λ) ∩ X . As
X is invariant under A, we have that Ak ⊗ x ∈ X for all k . Then Ak ⊗ x ∈ V (A, λ) for some k implies
Ak−1 ⊗ x = Ak ⊗ x ∈ V (A, λ),..., x ∈ V (A, λ) because of λ ≥ max xi .
i∈N

If λ ≥ max xi , then the X -simplicity is a necessary condition for weak X -robustness. It is also sufficient if
i∈N

the interval X is invariant under A, i.e., (λ ⊗ x =) x ≤ A ⊗ x and A ⊗ x ≤ x.
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Using the Sweep Algorithm for decomposing a set of vertices
and subsequent solution of the traveling salesman problem in
decomposed subsets
Marek Pomp1 , Petr Kozel2 , Šárka Michalcová3 , Lucie Orlı́ková4
Abstract. The aim of the Traveling Salesman Problem is to find an optimal route,
which passes through all vertices of the given graph just once (except for the initial
vertex) and that is the one with a minimum length. Basic requirement for solution is
that service vehicle capacity holds for all requirements, which are placed at vertices
of graph (it could be a collection or distribution). However, it is a common practice
that capacity of service vehicle is less than all requirements, which must be satisfied.
One of basic ways for troubleshooting is a decomposition of the input set of vertices
into several subsets so that the sum of capacity requirements in individual subsets does
not exceed the capacity of service vehicle. In these subsets, the optimal route can be
found by some of the accessible ways: an exact solution in case of small-scale tasks,
heuristics in case of large-scale tasks. The core of the present paper deals with the use
of the concept of the Sweep Algorithm for decomposing input set of vertices and subsequent determining optimal vehicle routes using an exact algorithm. Computational
experiments that will be presented in this paper were realized in conditions of the optimal route planning for service vehicles, which ensure the municipal waste collection
of a private company.
Keywords: Sweep Algorithm, Cluster-First Route-Second, ArcGIS, ”R”,vehicle routing problems, Hamiltonian circuit, municipal waste collection.
JEL classification: C61
AMS classification: 90C05

1

Introduction

Service vehicle route planning can be considered as a very important activity of subject that is dedicate to the
transport service. Admittedly, to design vehicles routes, it is desirable to take into account economic savings.
Hence, the goal of designing is to select an optimization criterion (the most commonly used is the total distance
traveled), which is to be minimized.
Problems aimed at designing optimal service vehicle routes can be divided into two typical tasks. Firstly, we
require to search for the optimal trail (the optimal closed trail respectively) in the problem of edge service of the
graph. This is discussed in detail in [4] and [5]. Secondly, the optimal route (the optimal cycle respectively) can
be determined by solution of task focused on vertex service of the graph. Especially, this paper submits the second
approach.
With regard to a practice, the frequent issue of collection distribution tasks are customers requirements located
at the vertices of the transport network (graph respectively) and one of the theoretical methods to solve this problem
can be so called Traveling Salesman Problem – a specific challenge is determining the minimum Hamiltonian
circuit (MHC). Service vehicle route appropriated to MHC corresponds with such real situation where vehicle
leaves the depot (initial vertex), serves each customer exactly once (all vertices of the graph) and returns to the
depot.
Importantly, the essential part of each route designing is to respect real practical restrictions – the capacity of
service vehicles as an example. The basic condition of finding MHC is following: the sum of customer’s requirements must to be less than or equal to service vehicle capacity. Nevertheless, this condition may not be fulfilled
1
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and so a large set of customers would not be fully satisfied immediately for the first time. As a consequence, it
is necessary to design a set of circle roads. It is possible to use exact methods (for instance a mathematical programming) in case of small-scale tasks, the heuristic approach is beneficial to large-scale problems, [2]. Submitted
contribution deals with the design of circle roads using one of the methods Cluster-First Route-Second in a real
problem.

2

Formulation of problem

Let N (V, E, l) be the graph with these attributes: V = 1, ..., m is the set of vertices, E = 1, ...n is the set of
edges and lij represents edge evaluation ij, i, j ∈ V as a road length (in kilometers). A depot with service vehicles
rk is located in the first vertex of the graph, where k ∈ R and r = 1, ..., p is a set of service vehicles with
uniform capacity C. Customers zj with requirements bj are situated at vertices j = 2, ..., m, simultaneously with
following:
m
X
j=2

bj ≤ C · p.

(1)

The goal of this task is designing individual circle routes for vehicles rk to minimize the total distance traveled
while serving customers zj . The following three conditions must be met at the same time: every customer zj
is completely served by the only one visit of service vehicle rk , the capacity of service vehicles C must not be
exceeded and finally each of vehicles rk must be used at most once.
So called Cluster-First Route-Second heuristic approach can be used to solve the problem mentioned earlier and
it uses the following steps. At first, it is a clustering of the vertex set S1 , ..., Sq , where S1 ∪, ..., ∪Sq ∪ {d} = V .
Furthermore, the following condition must be met: the sum of customer‘s requirements included to individual
clusters does not exceed the capacity of service vehicle:
X

j∈Sk

bj ≤ C, for k = 1, ..., q.

(2)

Next, finding MHC is solved with some appropriate approach depending on task scale (exactly or heuristically).

3

The Sweep Algorithm

The Sweep Algorithm, which was introduced by Billy E. Gillet and Leland E. Miller in 1974, can be used for
the vertex clustering, [3]. Here is the basic principal of this method. Every vertex i of the set V = 1, ..., m is
determined uniquely in a plane by a pair of numerical (Cartesian) coordinates, which are signed [x̄, ȳ]. These
coordinates [x̄, ȳ] must be transformed into coordinates [x, y] with new origin of coordinate system D[d1 , d2 ] that
corresponds to the depot. By using the following relationships, the transformation can be written as (3) and (4):

(6):

x = x̄ − d1 ,

(3)

y = ȳ − d2 .

(4)

Thus, modified Cartesian coordinates [x, y] are further converted to standard polar coordinates [ϕ, r] by (5) and

r=

p
x2 + y 2 ,

ϕ = arctan(y/x),

(5)
(6)

where r is the distance from origin to the point [x, y] in general and ϕ is an angle measured counterclockwise from
the positive x axis. Moreover, the conversion of ϕ for individual quadrants is following:
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arctan(y/x)





π/2
ϕ = arctan(y/x) + π



3π/2



arctan(y/x) + 2π

for
for
for
for
for

x>0
x=0
x < 0,
x=0
x>0

∧
∧

y ≥ 0,
y > 0,

∧
∧

y < 0,
y < 0.

Furthermore, individual vertices must be sorted in ascending order (according to ϕ) with respect to the initial
position from which clustering algorithm begins. The Sweep Algorithm for clustering does not have to start from
the angle 0 in fact, so from the positive x axis, but formation of clusters can start at any angle α ∈ h0, 2π). Clusters
of vertices can be formed as follows:
• Service vehicle capacity C is specified and vertices are sorted to q clusters respecting restrictions (2).
• Number of clusters q is specified and vertices are evenly divided to these clusters regardless to fulfillment of
the restrictive conditions (2).

3.1

Model examples

Cluster creation using the Sweep Algorithm can be illustrated on two trivial examples. There are 24 points in
Cartesian coordinate system in the plane. A customer with the unit service requirement is located in each of these
points. The goal is following:
• To create q clusters assuming that service vehicle capacity is C = 6 units fulfilling the restrictive conditions
(2). The depot is situated outside the set of customers.
• To create 3 clusters of points in a way that numbers of customers assigned to individual clusters are uniformly
distributed regardless to fulfillment of the restrictive conditions (2). The depot is situated inside the set of
customers.
After transforming the Cartesian coordinates into the coordinate system with a new origin and subsequent transformation to polar coordinates, these polar coordinates are in ascending order according to ϕ and r. The clusters
of points are subsequently created in prepared data.
Figure 1 shows the solution corresponding to both model examples. Firstly, the solution where 24 points are
divided into 4 clusters, is on the left. Each cluster contains 6 points. The depot is marked with a square and initial
angle was 0 while clustering. Secondly, the solution that corresponds to creating 3 uniform clusters with 8 points.
Similarly, the depot is marked with a square and the initial angle was π/3 while cluster creating. Vertices, which
belong to individual clusters, are marked by the same symbols.
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Figure 1 Solution of model examples

4

Numerical experiments

Numerical experiments using The Sweep Algorithm will be presented below. For computation were used the data
of a private company in Moravian-Silesian Region dealing with municipal waste collection.
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4.1

Description of real task

A private company deals with the municipal waste collection in a specific municipality and there are 1462 customers, which must be served. These customers are divided into 5 groups corresponding to specific collection
interval. Intervals are as follows: once a week (1x7), once every two weeks (1x14), once every three weeks (1x21),
special service (kx20) and special service (kx30). At the same time, each of customers is just in one group and
moreover each of these 5 groups is divided to 3 subsets corresponding to such calendar days when the waste collection is realized (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday). Again, each customer belongs to just one subset. This description
is summarized in Table 1.
Day of collection
Collection interval
1x7
1x14
1x21
kx20
kx30

Monday
[-]
125
299
115
30
9

Tuesday
[-]
73
181
83
29
5

Wednesday
[-]
95
232
100
79
7

TOTAL
[-]
293
712
298
138
21

Table 1 Number of customers in individual subsets according to day of collection and collection interval
Subsets corresponding to both the collection interval and customer’s needs are firmly determined. Nonetheless,
the assignment of customers to the individual calendar days of collection is based only on the experience of
dispatchers.
The goal of numerical experiments is to design an alternative location of customers to 3 subsets (3 calendar
days of collection) in each of 5 groups corresponding to a collection interval. The capacity of service vehicles is
quite sufficient for servicing all customers in appropriate calendar day of collection. Thus, one day corresponds
to one circle route starting and ending at the depot. Furthermore, the important requirement of a company is a
uniform location of numbers of customers assigned to individual calendar days.

4.2

Realization of experiments

In fact, a company providing the municipal waste collection has more data besides summarized data in Table 1:
information about customers locations, customer’s requirements and the depot location. Information about customer’s location is available in form of postal address. Relevant postal addresses were geocoded using geoinformation tool ArcGIS, [1], [6] and each location has been assigned by GPS coordinations that can be considered
simplistically as a customer position in the Cartesian coordinate system. And as mentioned earlier in 3, the Sweep
Algorithm was applied to the input data. The implementation of the Sweep Algorithm was realized using computational tool R, [7]. Three uniform clusters S1 , S2 , S3 of customers were designed for each of subsets (1x7),
(1x14), (1x21), (kx20) and (kx30) using the Sweep Algorithm.
Then, the vertex corresponding to the depot Sk ∪ {d}, where k = 1, ..., 3, was assigned to each cluster and
also distance matrices cij corresponding to the travel network were determined using geoinformation tool ArcGIS.
Furthermore, the task of finding MHC was solved heuristically in each of designed clusters using computational
environment Mathematica, [8], [9]. The obtained results were compared with the current state and summarized in
Tables 2 – 6.
Default state
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
125
73
95
293

Length of circle road
[km]
26.7
25.2
35.5
87.4

Designe
S1
S2
S3
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
98
98
97
293

Length of circle road
[km]
15.9
36.6
18.1
70.6

Table 2 Comparing the design with the current state for the collection interval(1x7)
Each of Tables 2 – 6 summarizes a comparison of the current state and a new design for the individual subset
corresponding to intervals of collection (1x7), (1x14), (1x21), (kx20) and (kx30). Mentioned tables show information about numbers of served vertices, customers respectively, both in initial state and in the new proposal. In
addition, each table gives an information about the length of circle road that must be realized to serve vertices (customers) - in kilometers. Admittedly, it is suitable to emphasize that while comparing the results in Tables 2 – 6 it is
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Default state
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
299
181
232
712

Length of circle road
[km]
49
37.8
53.3
140.1

Designe
S1
S2
S3
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
238
237
237
712

Length of circle road
[km]
19.4
42.6
26.8
88.8

Table 3 Comparing the design with the current state for the collection interval (1x14)

Default state
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
115
83
100
298

Length of circle road
[km]
37
30.3
47.6
114.9

Design
S1
S2
S3
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
100
99
99
298

Length of circle road
[km]
16
35.8
27.2
79

Table 4 Comparing the design with the current state for the collection interval(1x21)

Default state
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
30
29
79
138

Length of circle road
[km]
18.1
19.9
35.7
73.7

Design
S1
S2
S3
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
46
46
46
138

Length of circle road
[km]
23.6
21.6
18.2
63.4

Table 5 Comparing the design with the current state for the collection interval (kx20)

Default state
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
9
5
7
21

Length of circle road
[km]
9.2
6.7
5.9
21.8

Design
S1
S2
S3
TOTAL

Vertices
[-]
7
7
7
21

Length of circle road
[km]
6.5
10.1
6.5
23.1

Table 6 Comparing the design with the current state for the collection interval (kx30)
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not possible to compare potential savings between individual days of collection and newly designed clusters. The
main reason is that numbers of served vertices are not identical. Nevertheless, potential savings can be compared
in the total sum. A summary of the achieved savings is provided in v Table 7.
Collection interval
1x7
1x14
1x21
kx20
kx30
TOTAL

Default state
[km]
87.4
140.1
114.9
73.7
21.8

Design
[km]
70.6
88.8
79
63.4
23.1

Total savings
[km]
16.8
51.3
35.9
10.3
-1.3
113

Table 7 Summary of total savings
Table 7 shows that thanks to the newly designed clusters, the service of customers with savings (in kilometers)
can be realized in all four subsets corresponding to intervals of collection (1x7), (1x14), (1x21) and (kx20). In contrast, the new proposal has caused a deterioration of the initial state in the last subset (kx30), but this deterioration
is not significant (-1.3 km). As a result, the savings in the new proposal were 113 km.

5

Conclusion

The presented contribution has been dealing with the design of circle roads using the Cluster-First Route-Second
method in conditions of real problem. In this paper, the challenge was aimed at using the Sweep Algorithm to
decomposing a wider set of vertices. This method was described in detail in chapter 3. Moreover, the task of
finding the minimum Hamiltonian circuit (MHC) was subsequently solved in individual clusters created using the
Sweep Algorithm. This previously mentioned approach was applied to the specific real task and all results of
experiments were summarized in 4. The results of experiments show that service of customers with savings 113
km can be realized thanks to newly designed clusters.
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Optimization of the tasks and
virtual machines allocation problem
Daniela Ponce1 , Vladimı́r Soběslav2
Abstract. The tasks and virtual machines allocation are one of the most important
problems in efficient use of IT infrastructure including the physical, virtualization or
computing technology. Depending on the exact setup of the computing scenario, the
optimization problem can be stated in different ways. Most optimization works concern single data centers, multiple infrastructure-as-a-service (IAAS) systems, virtual
machine - physical machine assignment problem and task allocation.
Much work at the above problems has been done and interesting results have been
found. Yet, several aspects were neglected and need to be addressed in more details.
Traditional distribution of task or virtual machine allocation is based on simple load
balancing techniques, e.g. round robin, in coming data stream selection, etc. This
kind of distribution does not reflect the real utilization of resource or problem such as
communication between virtual machines, virtual machine co-location interference,
composition of power consumption optimization at multiple levels of components,
or physical machine with multi-core CPU. The paper is focused on implementation
of online bin packing algorithm for workload optimization based on computing task
categorization.
Keywords: cloud computing, resource allocation, optimization.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C27

1

Introduction

Currently we are witnessing a significant increase of information technologies utilization, consequently the number
of tasks that are processed or automated by the computer is gradually rising. This trend reflects the increase use of
virtualization platforms such as Microsoft Hyper-V, VMWare, XEN, KVM and also is related with the development
of cloud computing technologies, such as IaaS - Infrastructure as a Service, PaaS - Platform as a Service or SaaS Software as a Service.
”One of the challenges posed by cloud applications is Quality-of-Service (QoS) management, which is the
problem of allocating resources to the application to guarantee a service level along dimensions such as performance, availability and reliability” [1]. Regardless of the technologies used, one of the critical factors for efficient
use of physical, virtualized or cloud computing resources is the allocation of tasks between individual computational nodes [20]. This is because the standard methods of task distribution between servers are unable to distinguish between demanding and simple tasks. In the real-world scenario, application and tasks which are normally
allocated on compute nodes are not identical and the workload is changing dynamically over time. Workload has
usually nonlinear characteristics. Individual tasks vary in complexity and have a different impact on hardware
components of the computational node, especially differences are in CPU usage, memory allocation, I/O subsystem, graphics cards, networking utilization and much more. Following the previous mentioned categorization,
we can name Database intensive task, File sharing task, Application server tasks etc. According to [18], we can
distinguish the categories below:
• CPU intensive tasks - relatively small amount of data on compute node, complex algorithms, corresponding
memory and I/O allocation.
• in memory intensive tasks - high memory allocation on compute node, CPU intensive, corresponding I/O
allocation.
• I/O intensive tasks - huge amount of stored data, storage or database intensive tasks.
According to the different computing types in cloud computing mentioned above, the cloud computing infrastructure (IaaS) should be optimized for specific systems workloads. Traditional or even the cloud computing
infrastructure is composed of many elements intended to cooperate together. Another, yet important factor is the
1
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electricity consumption, for example DC electricity consumption in the USA alone will increase to 140 billion
kWh per year by 2020, this means 13 billion USD annually in electricity bills and nearly 100 million tons of CO2
per year [19]. Power consumption can be significantly reduced by the efficient workload allocation and reduction
to the minimum number of necessary compute nodes. Especially cloud computing infrastructure is capable of
virtual machine live migration or increase. Traditional workload allocation/task distribution is handled by load
balancing techniques. The biggest problem of traditional load balancing algorithms is the distribution logic which
is usually not related with the utilization of hardware resources on compute nodes. The distribution algorithms
dont reflect the differences between specific tasks and their intensity.
The aim of this paper is to propose load balancing solution which is based on on-line bin packing algorithm
and task categorization. Following chapters cover survey of load balancing methods, technologies and finally the
bin packing algorithm which was tested on selected data set from Oracle Real Application cluster.

2

Survey of allocation problem

Although we mention virtual machine allocation and tasks allocation jointly, these two problems are slightly different. While in virtual machine allocation we aim at maximal number of virtual machines at one physical machine
and we even try to reduce the number of physical machines in use by virtual machines consolidation, it is not possible to reallocate tasks being performed and we have also to avoid overloading of compute nodes since compute
node recovery results in temporary lessening of the available computing capacity.

2.1

Virtual machines allocation

Basically, the virtual machine allocation problem is formulated as a problem of allocation of virtual machines to
physical machines in such a way that aims at selected objectives. There exist many variants of virtual machine
allocation problem. The majority of them deals with two different problems [15], as seen from the point of view
(and interest) of the cloud service provider: (1) the cloud service provider owns one data center with physical
machines (single data center case), (2) the cloud service provider owns no physical machines and he acts as service
broker (multi-Infrastructure-as-a-Service case). Few other works address the problem of cloud provider possessing
more than one data center or the problem of cloud provider offering his own and external data centers, too.
Allocation of virtual machines is multi-objective problem. Some of the objectives are independent, others not,
and some of them are even conflicting. It is common practice in definition of optimization problem to focus at one
objective or to consider weighted sum of several objectives. As formulated in [15], objectives put in existing works
can be grouped in the following manner:
• cost or income related (e.g. [3], [24]),
• performance related (e.g. [17], [23]),
• energy related (e.g. [2], [25], [26]), or
• technical parameters related (e.g. [13], [21], [22]).
In our model we focus at effective utilization of physical resources and load balance between physical machines in
data centers which leads to reduction of bandwidth required by virtual machine.

Problem solution approaches include exact methods (exact algorithms, linear programming, binary integer
programming, off-shelf solvers). In the case of single data center the virtual machine allocation problem can be
viewed as bin-packing problem. Since bin-packing is NP-complete problem [8], metaheuristics have been also
developed, e.g. simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, ant colony optimization [9]. For the multi-IaaS version
of cloud computing, a plenty of heuristics has been designed: list scheduling, greedy provisioning and allocation
policies, greedy scheduling and clustering algorithms, variations of algorithms for knapsack problem, particle
swarm optimisation [15].

2.2

Tasks allocation

In paper [4], the problem of dynamic resource allocation to clustered web applications was studied. The application server middleware was added the ability to automatically decide the size of application clusters and their
placement on physical machines. The approach considered the satisfaction of each application with a particular
resource allocation and attempts to at least equally satisfy all applications. The satisfaction is modelled using
utility functions, mapping CPU resource allocation to the performance of an application relative to its objective.
The demonstrated online placement technique aimed at equalizing the utility value across all applications while
also satisfying operational constraints, preventing the over-allocation of memory, and minimizing the number of
placement changes.
In the work presented in [5], a time-domain description of a generalized processor sharing (GPS) server was
used to model the server resources with the purpose to capture the transient behavior of the application workloads.
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In this model, the application resource requirements were mapped to their dynamically changing workload characteristics. Online monitoring and prediction is used to update the parameters of this model. The expected workload
parameters are estimated by time series analysis of the measured system metrics. The allocation of server resources
is formulated as a constrained non-linear optimization task.
The authors of [10] propose an algorithm that aims at minimum cost and maximum flow for resources placement in clouds which has to deal with dynamic workloads and flows variations. The allocation problem for cloud
resources is modeled as a directed graph. A finite number of resource types is supposed.
In paper [27], the problem of jointly allocating compute (i.e., processor and memory) resources and network
resources in a large-scale cloud environment is considered. The problem of optimally allocating compute and
networking resources to VDCs for four management objectives is formulated (balanced load, energy efficiency,
fair allocation, service differentiation). An architecture for resource allocation under management objectives is
presented consisting of a set of cooperating controllers, each solving a problem related to an objective.

3

Task allocation as bin packing problem

We focus our attention on compute nodes. They are characterized by computing capacity and services offered.
The computing capacity can be measured along one or several dimensions, e.g. CPU capacity, memory size.
The services offered by compute nodes and required by tasks are for example database operations, file handling
operations, computing intensive operations.
The compute nodes perform tasks which they receive from load balancer. Once the task is sent by load balancer
to a compute node, it can not by redirected to other compute node. If the compute node is completely busy, the task
waits in the compute nodes buffer till its execution. The load balancer has to take decision with little information
only since nor the computing capacity required by the current task is known before the execution of that task, nor
it has real-time information about the free computing capacity of the compute nodes.
The objective of the load balancer is to allocate the tasks to compute nodes in such a manner that: the compute
nodes are loaded with tasks evenly the compute nodes execute as much tasks as possible and, at the same time,
they get overloaded as little as possible the tasks are performed as soon as possible the tasks are not lost because
of compute node overloading

3.1

Problem definition

As we have mentioned in the introduction, the real-world task distribution and allocation does not reflect the
differences between specifics of computing task itself and the workload characteristics. The standard methods
for load balancing do not distribute computational tasks according to their complexity, but usually use a simple
mechanisms such as Round Robin. For this reason, there must be a sufficient power reserve on the servers due to
the unevenness of the specific tasks and their workload characteristics. Furthermore, load balancing algorithms do
not have direct feedback from compute nodes. According to the level of intelligence we can categorize the load
balancing method into the following categories:
• Round robin – It is a simple method for load balancing task between compute nodes. It provides simple fault
tolerance. The topology is set from two or more compute nodes that work within one domain. These compute
nodes are configured to process the tasks/requests. When the the load balancer receives the task/request, it
distributes the tasks rotationally between computing nodes based on IP addresses or a similar identifier.
• Least Connection – Round Robin does not take into account the current compute node workload when distributing the requests. This method takes into account the current compute node workload. Requests come to
the compute node that currently serves the least active sessions. This method allows to count the number of
transactions running on the nodes, but their difficulty and workload characteristics are not considered.
• Adaptive agent-based load balancing – Each compute node in the pool has an agent that reports its current
load to the load balancer. This real-time information is used to decide which compute node is best suited for
processing the request. This method is dependent on the agent’s intelligence and its ability to predict load, or
to categorize single-task tasks.
• Chained Failover – In this method, a predetermined compute node order is configured in the chain/string. All
requests are sent to the first chain compute node. If it can not accept any additional requests, the next compute
node in the chain will handle the remaining requests.
• Delay Response Time – This method is based on the compute node response check and determines repeatedly
which compute node responds most quickly within the given time. The next compute node request distribution
is done after the load balancer evaluates the current compute nodes workload and consequently distributes the
tasks according to the current workload.
• Source IP address – This kind of source load balancing is using a hash algorithm that takes the source and
destination IP address of the client and compute node and combines them to generate a unique hash key.
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This key is used to allocate the client to a specific compute node. This key can be restored if the session is
interrupted. Source load balancing can ensure that the client request is routed to the same compute node which
was used earlier. This is useful if client should establish session with a particular compute node.
If we could categorize the tasks in some way based on their real workload characteristics, we would be able to
better decompose performance requirements and get closer to the optimal utilization of computational nodes. This
approach would save money on purchasing hardware, software, technological support, energy, etc.
Based on the work [6], we can formulate the problem of task allocation as bin packing problem where bins are
compute nodes and items to be packed are tasks. The capacity of bins and the size of items is measured in CPU
performance and memory size (and possibly other characteristics). The item can be packed into a bin, if the size
of the item is at most the remaining capacity of the bin in all dimensions (CPU performance, memory, etc.). We
assume a fixed number of bins, therefore we aim to pack max number of items. Tasks are coming in an infinite
stream, so we have online variant of bin packing. Since the load balancer locates a task without knowing its exact
duration and load required from compute node, we do not have (exact) information regarding the size of items not
yet packed and thus the problem is stochastic. Compute nodes differ in capacity, so the we have variable-sized
bins. After their execution, tasks no longer occupy capacity of compute nodes, which means that we have dynamic
bin packing where items can be deleted from bins after some time interval. The problem is also class constrained,
since tasks can be sorted according to the type of computing service they require.

3.2

Problem solution

The bin packing problem is NP-hard (see, e.g., [8]). Therefore many approximation algorithms based on heuristics
were developed, which do not guarantee an optimal solution for every instance, but attempt to find a near-optimal
solution within polynomial time [6]. The classical heuristics include Next-Fit, Worst-Fit, First-Fit and Best-Fit [6].
They all compare the size of the current item to be packed with the capacity total or left in the current bin or in all
bins and they also consider the indexing order of the bins. As they make use of information which is not available
to the load balancer, they are not suitable for our problem. Another well-known heuristic is Harmonic-Fit [12].
The algorithm divides the size of items into k non-overlapping size intervals such that each size falls in exactly one
size range. Items of size falling into the same range are assigned to the same bin and the bin is packed exclusively
with the items assigned to it using the Next-Fit heuristic (which starts with an empty bin and packs items into the
bin till the item to be packed fits in, otherwise it shifts to an empty bin) so at most k bins are being packed at the
same time.
We propose three heuristics that can be used in approximation algorithm for the formulated bin packing problem: Stochastic-Harmonic, Multiple-Lanes and Free-Capacity variations.
Stochastic-Harmonic. Tasks are sorted according to the their expected computing capacity needs which can
be detected based on their class membership. Since there are typically more task classes than compute nodes, task
classes are grouped based on their frequency in such a way that task classes get evenly distributed among compute
nodes with respect to the count of tasks in each task class. Similarly, the distribution can be done according to the
expected workload relative to the compute node capacity.
Multiple-Lanes. Tasks are sorted into bins based on their expected duration. The tasks belonging to the class
with the largest expected duration are distributed to a separate compute node; all other tasks are evenly distributed
regardless their class.
Free-Capacity variations. As previous two heuristics, augmented with the consideration of current workload
of the compute nodes.

3.3

Example of problem instance

We have collected workload data from an existing e-commerce company. The workload traces from one day were
selected as a representation of typical workload distribution. The workload trace was categorized in to four types of
tasks and the frequency of computational demands of selected categories was measured. The workload trace was
collected on Oracle 11GR2 RAC (Real Application Cluster) which consists of two compute nodes. This database
system servers as the main enterprise resource planning system. Figure 1 presents an example of Top database
actions and activities. This categorization is based on the measurement and frequency of SQL statements (such as
select, insert, update etc.) which represent the specific tasks/actions.
The table 1 contains information on task classes. For each task class, typical duration, frequency of tasks and
computing capacity needs are given. Furthermore, division of computing capacity needs into low computing capacity (LCC) required tasks percentage and high computing capacity (HCC) required tasks percentage is given.
Low computing capacity required by a task denotes less than 25% of total computing capacity available at compute node, while high computing capacity required by a task denotes more than 25% of total computing capacity
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available at compute node.

Figure 1 Top database actions and activities
class
1
2
3
4

duration (s)
0-2
2-5
5-15
15-60

frequency
63%
26%
10%
1%

LCC
90%
80%
75%
60%

HCC
10%
20%
25%
40%

Table 1 Tasks classification

4

Conclusion

We have formulated the task allocation problem as a dynamic, stochastic online bin packing problem. We have
proposed several heuristics as a base of approximative algorithm. These heuristics do not require exact knowledge
on individual tasks and they are based solely on statistical analysis of historical data regarding task distribution, duration, frequency and required source amount. As the next step, we will test the heuristics within some appropriate
testing framework, i.e. using actual historical data, or benchmark data sets, eventually in real environment.
Based on the analysis of more than 250 research publications dealing with resource management in cloud
environments, the authors of [11] identified several challenges for future investigation including engineering scalable resource management systems. Effective resource management remains in the focus of the research in the
upcoming years, too.
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The spatial weights matrices and their influence
on the quality of spatial models of employment
Ewa Pośpiech1, Adrianna Mastalerz-Kodzis 2
Abstract. In the article the problem of employment modelling is analysed. The
analyses have been carried out taking into account the spatial factor. To take into account of this factor means to use the spatial weights matrices, that define the spatial
structure of the neighbourhood and that are an essential part of the research. The
studies included regions of selected countries of Central Europe. The role of the explained variables played the characteristics describing the number of employees in
total and the number of employed men and women, while the explanatory variables
were selected demographic characteristics and GDP per capita. The studies included
two basic spatial models: spatial lag model and spatial error model – in each case,
a better tool of analysis turned out to be the spatial error model. In the analyses different spatial weights matrices were considered and the best of the variants were indicated.
Keywords: spatial autocorrelation, spatial modelling, spatial weights matrix, employment.
JEL Classification: C33, C51, C52
AMS Classification: 91B40, 91B72

1

Introduction

In the case of issues that are embedded in a particular area (such as: demographic processes, phenomena occurring in the real estate market, the labour market or economic development3) the spatial factor may be important
element of the analysis4. It can significantly affect the quality of the studied models and improve their properties.
In situation, when the significance of this factor is identified, the appropriate (spatial) methods should be taken
into account in the analysis. The use of these methods means to take into account of the spatial weights matrices.
These matrices define the structure of spatial neighbourhood and they are an important part of the analyses. The
spatial weights matrices can be defined in different ways, and the choice of one of them in a significant way can
affect the results.
One of the essential markets in each countries’ economy is the labour market. Characteristics like unemployment rate or employment level (in total as well as according to gender) are conscientiously observed and
constantly analysed – they are essential determinants of policy of the regions and countries. Monitoring of this
phenomena, identification of new factors shaping the level of the characteristics and the ability to manage these
factors facilitate efficient socio-economic policy – this allows to prevent undesirable phenomena and is conductive to maintaining the positive trend. Analyses of the phenomena that shape the labour market (using modern
tools), are indispensable.
The purpose of the paper is to identify the significance of spatial factor in the description of the level of employment of selected regions of Central Europe and to examine the influence of the choice of the spatial weights
matrix on the quality of the models of employment. The article is divided into two main parts: theoretical one
and empirical one. In the theoretical one the stages of identification of the spatial factor and considered weights
matrices types were discussed whilst in the empirical one the received results and conclusions were presented.

1

University of Economics in Katowice, Department of Mathematics, 1 Maja 50, 40-287 Katowice,
ewa.pospiech@ue.katowice.pl
2
University of Economics in Katowice, Department of Mathematics, 1 Maja 50, 40-287 Katowice, adrianna.mastalerzkodzis@ue.katowice.pl
3
A discussion of these issues can be found e.g. in [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
4
The significance of this factor is indicated by Tobler’s law – the law says that neighbouring locations are more similar concerning the studied feature than locations further apart from each other [11].
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2

Spatial modelling

2.1

Identification of spatial models

Spatial modelling requires appropriate methods of estimation. An important role in these methods play matrices
of neighbourhood – the matrices influence on the explained variable in a different way (depending on which
spatial model is estimated). We can enumerate two basic spatial models: spatial lag model – SLM, and spatial
error model – SEM. We can also mention spatial cross-regressive models, mixed variants and others [10]. The
models used in the article are the basic ones and these are described below.
In the first one – SLM, the main component is the spatially lagged explained variable Wy. This model can be
written as follows:
y = Wy + X + ,  ~ N (0,  2 I )
(1)
where:
  spatial autocorrelation coefficient,
W  spatial weights matrix,
  the vector of model coefficients,
X  the matrix of the explanatory variables.
In the SEM model the important component is the spatially lagged error W (a spatial autocorrelation of the
residuals is assumed in the model). The form of the model is expressed as follows:
y = X + 
(2)
2
 = W + ,  ~ N (0,  I)
(3)
where:
  spatial autocorrelation coefficient, other symbols as in the above.
The process of identification of the correctness of using spatial modelling takes part in stages (according to
[1], [2], [3], [4], [10]). As the first one we can enumerate the linear econometric model estimation using the ordinary least square method (OLS). The obtained model is then analysed in terms of the presence of spatial autocorrelation of the model residuals. This can be accomplished using the Moran’s I test for residuals. The statistic
for the test is defined as follows:
I

where:

n u T Wu
,

S0 u Tu

(4)

n  the number of included regions,
u  n-dimensional column vector of the model residuals,
n

S0  the sum-total of weights matrix, S 0 

n

 w

ij

,

i 1 j 1

W  spatial weights matrix.
With the use of Moran’s I test the following hypotheses are verified – H0: no spatial autocorrelation of the
model residuals; H1: the presence of spatial autocorrelation of the model residuals. However, the occurrence of
spatial autocorrelation of the model residuals does not provide a guarantee for using spatial methods in modelling considered phenomenon – it can mean, for example, incorrect specification of the model. Then, the analysis
should be supported by a graphical representation illustrating the spatial distribution of the residuals. Moreover,
the join-count test should be used in the analyses. The test enables the assessment of random (or non-random)
distribution of the residuals – the non-random distribution suggests that there are other factors affecting considered variables.
The next stage in the identification of the spatial model is carrying out of Lagrange multiplier diagnostic tests
(LM tests). These tests that are based on OLS residuals enable the indication of the proper spatial model. We can
distinguish the ordinary tests and robust ones. In the ordinary tests the null hypothesis (for the spatial error
model) proposes that there is no spatial autocorrelation (H0:  = 0), whilst the alternative hypothesis assumes that
there is spatial autocorrelation (H1:   0). The statistic LMERROR with asymptotic distribution 2(1) is defined as
follows:

LM ERROR
where:

1  u T Wu 
 
T1  ˆ 2 

2

ˆ  estimated standard error,
T1  parameter expressed in the formula: T1  tr[(W T  W) W] , other symbols as in the above.
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In the case of spatial lag model the LMLAG statistic’s value with asymptotic distribution 2(1) is calculated using the following formula:

1

T2

LM LAG
where:

 u T Wy 


 ˆ 2 



2

(6)

T2  parameter expressed in the formula:

T2  T1 

( WXβˆ ) T M ( WXβˆ )
ˆ 2

M  I  X( X T X) 1 X T

(7)
(8)

and

̂  the estimated vector of coefficients, other symbols as in the above.
The statistic expressed in the formula (6) enables the verification of the hypothesis on the significance of 
coefficient (H0:  = 0, H1:   0).
The selection of the model (according to hybrid strategy) is based on the higher and statistically significant
value of LM statistic: if LMERROR > LMLAG, the spatial error model should be appointed; otherwise (when
LMLAG > LMERROR), the spatial lag model should be estimated. When the information based on the ordinary tests
is not unanimous, the robust tests should be applied.5
An important element in the procedure of the identifying of the spatial model is carrying out of additional diagnostic tests. We should indicate such tests as likelihood ratio test (LR test) and Wald’s test. Comparing values
of these tests statistics with the values of LM statistics we can determine whether the model specification is appropriate – if we have the following inequality: Wald()  LRERROR  LMERROR, it means that the spatial error
model is well specified; on the other hand, if the following dependence is satisfied: Wald()  LRLAG  LMLAG,
the spatial lag model is properly specified.

2.2

Spatial weights matrices

As already mentioned above, an important role in the spatial methods play the weights matrices. They define the
structure of spatial neighbourhood, they measure the spatial relationship as well as represent the power of the
potential interactions between locations. The matrices are built to specify the spatial dependence, they are some
kind of restriction imposed on spatial structure of neighbourhood. We can distinguish many types of weights
matrices. The most common way to present the structure of the neighbourhood is adopting as a criterion of nearness the contiguity criterion. We can enumerate several types of matrices connected with this criterion. The basic
matrix is basic binary coding one B = [wij], i = 1, …, n, j = 1, …, n, of the following elements [4]:
1, when objects i and j share a border

wij  0, when objects i and j do not share a border .
(9)
0, for diagonal elements

Other types are: the row standardised first-order contiguity matrix W – is the most popular weights matrix type;
the globally standardised matrix C; U matrix – C matrix divided by the numbers of neighbours; the variance
stabilizing matrix S (this matrix is used in percentage analyses – when the number of people in studied regions is
different). Another type of matrix is the k-nearest neighbours matrix – the nearest neighbour is the one whose
centre is located close to the centre of the studied area (on the basis of the Euclidean distance). The next type of
spatial weights matrix can be a matrix of neighbours within d km – the neighbour is the area that the centre is not
more than d km from the centre of studied area. We can also talk about the weights matrix based on the criterion
of the inverse of the distance, etc. Among non-standard matrices we can distinguish, for example, the Cliff and
Ord matrix, social distance matrix or economic distance one.

3
3.1

Empirical analysis
Subject and object of the research

The subject of the research were the regions of six selected European countries, specified on the base of EU
classification, NUTS2 system. The following countries were taken into account: Austria, the Czech Republic,
Germany, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia. The empirical analysis was conducted for 2011 and 2015 and involved the
following variables:
5

Test statistics for robust tests could be found e.g. in [10].
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Employment of the age 15-64 (thousands), total – ET;
Employment of the age 15-64 (thousands), males – EM;
Employment of the age 15-64 (thousands), females – EF;
Regional gross domestic product (PPS per inhabitant) – GDP;
Population density (persons per square kilometre) – PD;
Population, age from 15 to 64 years (thousands), total – PT;
Population, age from 15 to 64 years (thousands), males – PM;
Population, age from 15 to 64 years (thousands), females – PF.

The data were sourced from the Eurostat base, while the calculations were developed using the MS Excel
and R CRAN package.

3.2

Spatial models of employment

In the first stage of the research linear econometric models were estimated. The explained variables were the
number of employed persons: the total number and according to gender. Using ordinary least square method,
three models for each of the selected years were constructed. These models were analysed in respect of spatial
properties – it was analysed whether using spatial modelling is justified. The estimated models parameters, using
OLS method, are presented in table 1.
Year

2011

2015

Explained
variable
ET

Explanatory variables
GDP
PD
PT
PM
7.76E-03 -2.91E-02 6.65E-01


PF

EM

3.77E-03 -1.98E-02



EF

4.01E-03 -9.32E-03

ET

Intercept

R2



-1.77E+02

0.979

7.26E-01



-8.67E+01

0.987





6.05E-01

-9.17E+01

0.967

5.80E-03 -2.92E-02

6.93E-01





-1.48E+02

0.987

EM

2.62E-03 -1.84E-02



7.45E-01



-6.58E+01

0.992

EF

3.19E-03 -1.07E-02
6.40E-01


Table 1 Coefficients of econometric models

-8.23E+01

0.978

Almost all the models’ coefficients are statistically significant (the exception is the coefficient of the variable
PD for EF model of 2011). Therefore, the influence of included explanatory variables on explained variables is
significant. An additional advantage of the models is high value of determination coefficient R2 – it provides
a very good fit of the model to the empirical data. In the next step of the research, in order to examine the merits
of taking into account the spatial factor in the description of the level of employment, the spatial autocorrelation
of the residuals was examined. The obtained results are shown in table 2.

Year

ET model

EM model

EF model

I

p-value

I

p-value

I

p-value

2011

0.29

3.15E-06

0.22

2.38E-04

0.34

4.93E-08

2015

0.27

9.04E-06
0.22
2.51E-04
0.33
Table 2 Moran’s I statistics for models residuals

9.01E-08

The calculated I Moran’s statistics for the models residuals are positive and statistically significant. Statistically significant values of these characteristics mean that there is the phenomenon of spatial autocorrelation –
therefore, we cannot speak of a random distribution of the model residuals. It can be observed that within five
years the spatial dependence remained almost at the same level. In addition, obtained coefficients take the lowest
values in the models for the number of employed men, while the highest listed are for models for the number of
employed women (stronger spatial dependence is therefore observed for employment of women).
Subsequent analysis showed non-random residuals, both positive and negative – this situation tends to apply
spatial methods in modelling of employment. The spatial lag model (SLM) and spatial error model (SEM) were
considered. Diagnostics was carried out with a view to indentify the right model, and then the additional statistics of selected diagnostic tests were calculated. Table 3 shows the values of three information criteria, on the
basis of which the right model is indicated. We have applied the Akaike criterion (AIC), the Bayesian criterion
(BIC) and the LogLik criterion. The best model is the one for which the AIC and BIC values are the lowest,
while for the LogLik criterion the values are the highest.
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Values of information criteria (2011)

Model

ET

EM

EF

Values of information criteria (2015)

AIC

BIC

logLik

AIC

BIC

logLik

OLS

961.56

973.71

-475.78

931.38

943.54

-460.69

SEM

934.95

949.53

-461.47

910.61

925.20

-449.31

SLM

959.98

974.56

-473.99

933.10

947.69

-460.55

OLS

820.74

832.90

-405.37

786.29

798.45

-388.15

SEM

801.53

816.11

-394.76

773.01

787.59

-380.50

SLM

820.01

820.01

-404.01

788.24

802.82

-388.12

OLS

873.04

885.20

-431.52

847.68

859.83

-418.84

SEM

841.28

855.87

-414.64

818.52

833.11

-403.26

SLM

870.31

884.89

-429.15

848.14

862.72

-418.07

Table 3 The values of information criteria for models
The results indicate that in this issue spatial error model is the best one. The coefficients of the estimated
models are shown in table 4. In this table, next to the parameters of the models, the autocorrelation coefficients
values  are presented which are at a high level.
Explanatory variables

Year

Explained
variable

GDP

PD

PT

ET

3.26E-03

-3.03E-02

2011

EM

1.65E-03

-1.74E-02

EF

1.68E-03

ET
2015

Intercept





-7.99E+01

0.75



-4.19E+01

0.73



6.15E-01

-4.02E+01

0.76

7.04E-01





-8.11E+01

0.70

-1.76E-02



7.56E-01



-4.08E+01

0.65

-1.33E-02





6.52E-01

-4.16E+01

0.74

PM

PF

6.74E-01





7.33E-01

-1.29E-02



2.85E-03

-3.08E-02

EM

1.45E-03

EF

1.45E-03

Table 4 Results of spatial error model estimation
The coefficients of each of the models and the autocorrelation coefficients are statistically significant. Table
5 shows also the values of statistics of selected diagnostic tests. The fact that the conditions are met, which
should meet the properly specified model, confirms the correctness of the spatial model selection.
Model
ET
EM
EF

Wald ()
89.45
78.03
94.71

Statistics values (2011)
LRERROR
LMERROR
28.61
15.75
21.22
9.01
33.76
22.44

Wald ()
62.26
44.00
81.94

Statistics values (2015)
LRERROR
LMERROR
22.77
14.10
15.28
8.95
31.15
21.48

Table 5 Statistics values of selected diagnostic tests

3.3

Weights matrices and the quality of spatial models of employment

In the analyses six types of weights matrices were included. Three types were built on the basis of the contiguity
criterion: row standardised first-order contiguity matrix (W), basic binary coding matrix (B), variance stabilizing
matrix (S). The other included weights matrices are: k-nearest neighbours matrix (k = 5), matrix of neighbours
within d km (d = 200), matrix based on the criterion of the inverse distance (inv_dist). It was examined, for
which of the following weights matrix, spatial error models were the best. Table 6 shows the values of Akaike
information criterion for the estimated models (the other two criteria yielded similar results).
Model
ET (2011)
EM (2011)
EF (2011)
ET (2015)
EM (2015)
EF (2015)

W
934.95
801.53
841.28
910.61
773.01
818.52

B
936.92
803.99
843.81
912.26
774.53
821.28

The type of weights matrix
k=5
S
935.09
939.77
802.19
804.91
841.77
847.79
910.94
913.41
773.57
775.22
819.26
822.57

d = 200
935.26
804.17
841.13
911.68
775.15
818.95

Table 6 The values of Akaike information criterion for SEM models
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inv_dist
936.58
803.94
841.73
911.84
773.81
819.55
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Based on obtained values can be noted that in most cases, the best was the SEM model that includes row
standardised first-order contiguity matrix (W), which is the most commonly used weights matrix. Therefore,
models, whose coefficients are listed in table 4, in the best way describe the level of employment. An exception
was the EF model of 2011 – in this case the lowest value observed for the matrix of neighbours within d = 200
km, however, the difference between the values of Akaike criterion of this model in comparison to the model
with W matrix was small.

4

Conclusion

In the analyses linear spatial models were constructed based on data describing the level of employment (in total
and by gender) in selected regions of Central Europe. At the beginning of the study, it was analysed whether
using spatial modelling was justified. Each of the concerned models showed spatial autocorrelation. The analyses have shown that for all concerned dependences the best model is the spatial error one. Proper model specification was confirmed also by means of appropriate diagnostic tests.
Due to the fact that the type of spatial matrix may be of key importance in estimating the models, six types of
matrices were included. The results of the analyses showed that, in the case of five of six considered models, the
best is the one that includes the most common matrix – the row standardised first-order contiguity matrix. Only
in one case a model with a different weights matrix was indicated (the difference between the values of the AIC
of suggested model and the model with W matrix was very small).
The analyses showed that examining the level of employment (including selected variables and regions) it is
appropriate to take into account the spatial modelling. Very good results in this case gives estimation of spatial
error models including the row standardised first-order contiguity matrix.
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Line Integral in Optimal Control Problems
Pavel Pražák1
Abstract. Many problems encountered in management and economics can be formulated as optimal control problems. To solve an optimal control problem necessary
conditions known as Pontryagin’s maximum principle are introduced first. These conditions are formulated as a system of ordinary differential equations - either as an
initial problem or as a boundary value problem - and they give us a basic idea about
possible optimal solution to the given problem. The aim of this paper is to describe a
class of optimal control problems that can be solved without using Pontryagin’s maximum principle and without using a system of ordinary differential equations. At first
a class of optimal control problems that can be formulated as a line integral is introduced. Then general results for finite time horizon problems that are based on Green’s
theorem are presented. Finally a particular use of the described method for neoclassical growth model with linear utility function on finite time horizon is introduced. The
received solution corresponds with the solution acquired by Pontryagin’s maximum
principle.
Keywords: Green’s theorem, growth model, line integral, optimal control.
JEL classification: C44, C61
AMS classification: 49J15, 49N90

1

Introduction

Dynamical systems with control variables play an important role in modern economics, [2], [8], [7] and in management as well, [9], [5], [6]. Especially models of growth theory are usually formulated as dynamic optimization
problems, see [2]. In the class of one-dimensional optimal control problem there is an important subclass where
singular paths can be found. For singular paths the particular control cannot be defined well, [5], [10], and there
emerges a question how to characterize an optimal solution to the given problem. We will consider the approach
proposed in [4] that consider that the objective function of the given optimal control problem can be changed into
a line integral and then Green’s theorem can be applied. We also present optimal control paths that keep turnpike
property: on a fixed and a sufficiently long time horizon with the given initial and terminal states, the optimal path
first starts from the initial state then reach a steady state, stay on this arc as long as possible and then leave it to
reach the terminal state.

2

Optimal Control, Line Integral and Double Integral

In this section we consider the following class of one-dimensional optimal control problems over a given finite
time horizon T, T ∈ R+ ,
max(J (x, u)| x ∈ M1 , u ∈ M2 ),
(1)
where

J (x, u) =
and

Z

T

exp(−rt)g(x(t), u(t))dt

(2)

0

M1 = {x ∈ P C 1 ([0, T ], R)| ẋ = f (x, u), x(0) = x0 , x(T ) = xT , u ∈ M2 }
M2 = {u ∈ P C([0, T ], R)| u(t) ∈ U = [u1 (x), u2 (x)]}.

(3)
(4)

For optimal pair (x̂(t), û(t)) the condition J (b
x, u
b) ≥ J (x, u), x ∈ M1 , u ∈ M2 is valid. It will be shown that
the difference
J (b
x, u
b) − J (x, u) ≥ 0
(5)

can be written as a line integral and moreover it can be written as a double integral. For this special case we need
to consider that both real functions f and g have a special form. Following [9] it is particularly considered that
g(x, u) = A(x) + B(x)Φ(x, u),

(6)

f (x, u) = a(x) + b(x)Φ(x, u), b(x) 6= 0,

(7)

where all functions A, a, B, b and Φ are continuously differentiable with respect to x and u respectively.
1
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2.1

Transformation of the given problem

The given particular forms of functions f and g given by (6) and (7) allow us to transform the optimal control
problem (1) – (4) into a more concise form. If (7) is substituted into the right side of differential equation at (3) we
gain
ẋ = f (x, u) = a(x) + b(x)Φ(x, u)
and therefore
Φ(x, u) =

ẋ − a(x)
·
b(x)

Now we can rewrite (6) as
g(x, u) = A(x) + B(x)Φ(x, u) = A(x) + B(x) ·

ẋ − a(x)
b(x)

which means that

(8)

g(x, u) = M (x) + N (x)ẋ,
where
M (x) = A(x) − a(x)

B(x)
,
b(x)

N (x) =

B(x)
·
b(x)

(9)

The relation (8) allows us to rewrite objective function (2) when it is possible to write
Z

T

exp(−rt)g(x(t), u(t))dt =

0

Z

T

(exp(−rt)M (x) + exp(−rt))N (x)ẋ) dt

(10)

0

If we put v = ẋ as a new control variable and use right side of (10) as a new objective function, we can consider
the optimal control problem (1) – (4) in the following form
(11)

max(J (x, v)| x ∈ M1 , v ∈ M2 ),
where
J (x, v) =
and

Z

T

(12)

exp(−rt) (M (x) + N (x)v) dt

0

M1 = {x ∈ P C 1 ([0, T ], R)| ẋ = v, x(0) = x0 , x(T ) = xT , v ∈ M2 }
M2 = {v ∈ P C([0, T ], R)| v(t) ∈ V = [v1 (x), v2 (x)]}.

2.2

(13)
(14)

Line Integral

With the special form (6) and (7) of functions f and g the objective function J (·) given by (2) and (10) can be
rewritten as a line integral along a curve C in (t, x) space. Let
(15)

f (t, x) = (f1 (t, c), f2 (t, x)) = (exp(−rt)M (x), exp(−rt)N (x))
be the vector field and let
ϕ(t) = (t, x(t))
be the parametrization of a curve C in (t, x) space. Then
ϕ̇(t) = (1, ẋ(t))
and f = f (t). Instead of (10) it is possible to write
Z

T

(exp(−rt)M (x) + exp(−rt))N (x)ẋ) dt =

0

Z

0

T

f (t) · ϕ̇(t) dt =

Z

C

f · ds.

(16)

Let us finally consider that (x̂seg , ûseg ) and (xseg , useg ) are segments of optimal pair (x̂, û) and admissible pair
(x, u) respectively that shape a closed, positively oriented and simple curve C, see Figure 1, then it is possible to
write
I
f · ds = J (x̂seg , ûseg ) − J (xseg , useg ) > 0,
(17)
C

This is the reason why we need to deal with line integrals over closed curves in more details.
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2.3

Double Integral

Green’s theorem relates a line integral along a simple closed curve C in R2 to a double integral over the region D
enclosed by the curve C, [3]. It is useful to remind that the closed curve C has the positive orientation if the region
D is on the left side when we follow the curve C.
Theorem 1. Let C ⊂ R2 be a positively oriented, piecewise smooth, simple, closed curve and let D be the region
enclosed by the curve. Let f = (f1 , f2 ) be C 1 vector field on an open set O ⊂ R2 containing D then
I
Z
∂f1
∂f2
−
dx1 dx2 .
(18)
f · ds =
∂x
∂x
1
2
C
D

Figure 1 Positively oriented piecewise smooth, simple, closed curve C given by a segment of optimal trajectory
x̂(t) and another admissible trajectory x(t).
Now consider a vector field (15). For a positively oriented, piecewise smooth, simple and closed curve C in
space (t, x), see Figure 1, the latter theorem can be applied to express the difference of objective functions (5)
within some time interval as a double integral over the area D enclosed by the curve C. At first notice that
∂f2
(t, x) = − exp(−rt)rN (x),
∂t
It follows that
I

C

f · ds =

Z

D

∂f1
(t, x) = exp(−rt)M 0 (x).
∂x

∂f1
∂f2
(t, x) −
(t, x) dt dx =
∂t
∂x

Z

D

− exp(−rt)[M 0 (x) + rN (x)] dt dx

If we denote I(x) = −[M 0 (x) + rN (x)], use (5), (2), (12) and (16) we can finally write
I
Z
f · ds =
exp(−rt)I(x) dt dx.
C

2.4

(19)

(20)

D

Most Rapid Approach Path

Some optimal control problems have the following properties: It is optimal to stay on the stationary or singular
path as long as possible or if the process starts out of the stationary or singular paths it is optimal to reach it in
the fastest way. In other words stationary path x(t) = xs or singular path should be approach as fast as possible.
These situation deserve to describe in more details. If x0 6= xs or xT 6= xs , where xs is a stationary solution to
the evolution equation of (1)–(4) then
x(t) = xs , t ∈ [0, T ]
is not a feasible path of the problem (1)–(4). For further discussion we need some new concepts, see [9].
Definition 1. Let x ∈ M1 be a feasible path and let
τ1 = min(t ∈ (0, T )| x(t) = xs ).
The nearest approach segment from x0 to xs , x
b1 (t) = x(t)|t∈[0,τ1 ] , is defined as a segment for which the following
condition is valid:
|b
x1 (t) − xs | ≤ |x(t) − xs |, t ∈ [0, τ1 ]
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for all feasible paths x ∈ M1 Let x ∈ M1 be a feasible path and let
τ = max(t ∈ (0, T )| x(t) = xs ).
The nearest approach segment from xs to xT , x
b2 (t) = x(t)|t∈[τ2 ,T ] , is defined as a segment for which the following
condition is valid:
|b
x2 (t) − xs | ≤ |x(t) − xs |, t ∈ [τ2 , T ]
for all feasible paths x ∈ M1

2.5

Optimal Solution

To describe an optimal solution to (1)–(4) with (6) and (7) we need to know where the integrand in (20) takes
positive or negative values. To solve this problem we first consider the following algebraic equation
I(x) = −[M 0 (x) + rN (x)] = 0.

(21)

It can be shown that (21) characterizes a singular path of the problem (16)–(14). We denote by K the set of all
solutions to (21)
K = {x ∈ R|I(x) = 0}.
In this paper we consider only the case when K = {xs } is reduced to a set with exactly one element. Now we can
show that the following theorem, cf. [9], for sufficiently long planning period is valid.

Theorem 2. Let
(i) xs is the unique solution to (21) and xs is feasible,
(ii) us is the unique solution to f (xs , u) = 0, u ∈ [u1 (xs ), u2 (xs )]
(iii)σ(x)I(x) > 0, where σ(x) = sgn(x − xs ), x ∈ R \ {xs },
(iv) there is a nearest approach segment x1 (t), t ∈ [0, τ1 ] from x0 to xs ,
(v) there is a nearest approach segment x2 (t), t ∈ [τ2 , T ] from xs to xT
Then



 x1 (t), t ∈ [0, τ1 ],
x
b(t) =
xs
t ∈ (τ1 , τ2 ),

 x (t) t ∈ (τ , T ],
2
2

is optimal solution to (1)–(4) with (6) and (7).

It is necessary to emphasize that assumptions (iv) and (v) mean that the planning horizon [0, T ] of the optimal
control problem is sufficiently long for nearest approach segments.
To prove the stated theorem we first consider an admissible trajectory x(t) and a partition (ti )ni=0 of [0, T ] such
that 0 = t0 < t1 · · · < tn = T and for any i, i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, either x(ti+1 ) = xs or ti+1 = T. Now it is
possible to consider regions
Di = {(t, x) ∈ R2 | t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ] and x ∈ Xi (t)},
where

(
[x̂(t), x(t)], if σ(x(t)) > 0, t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ],
Xi (t) =
[x(t), x̂(t)], if σ(x(t)) < 0, t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ].

It means that the set Xi (t) depends on whether x(t) ≤ xs or x(t) ≥ xs for t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ]. Let us consider that
the orientation of the boundary Ci of the region Di is given by optimal control x̂. Then Ci is a positively oriented
closed curve if Xi (t) = [x̂(t), x(t)] and negatively oriented curve if Xi (t) = [x(t), x̂(t)]. In other words Ci is
positively oriented if σ(x(t)) > 0 and negatively oriented if σ(x(t)) < 0, see also Figure 1. If we use (20) then
regardless of orientation of closed curves Ci it is possible to write
I
Z
f · ds = σ(x)
exp(−rt)I(x) dt dx > 0,
Ci

Di

for each i, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. It means that
J (x̂, û) − J (x, u) =
which means that J(x̂, û) is optimal, cf. (5).
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3

Neoclassical Growth Model with Linear Utility Function

To present how to apply the Green’s theorem approach described in previous section 2, we shall consider a simple
neoclassical growth model with linear utility function and finite time horizon T, T ∈ R+ . The model describes an
economic unit – like a state or a sector – which produces one type of goods. In compact form the model can be
formulated as follows, for more details see [1],
max(J (k, c)| k ∈ M1 , c ∈ M2 ),
where
J (k, c) =

Z

(22)

T

exp(−βt)U [c(t)]dt,

(23)

0

and U is a standard utility function, β, β ∈ h0, 1), is a discount rate. Finally c(·) is per capita consumption. Further
M1 = {k ∈ P C 1 ([0, T ], R)| k̇ = f (k) − (n + δ)k − c, k(0) = k0 , k(T ) = kT , c ∈ M2 }

(24)

where k(·) is per capita capital, that represents the state function of the problem and f is an intensive neoclassical
production function. Moreover n, n ∈ [0, 1), is a growth rate of labour and δ, δ ∈ [0, 1], is a rate of capital
depreciation. The variable c(·) can be considered as the control input function of the problem and
M2 = {c ∈ P C([0, T ], R)| c(·) ∈ [0, f (k)]}.

(25)

Since government can more likely influence investment than consumption, we reformulate the given problem for
saving rate instead of for consumption. Particularly it is possible to consider that c(·) = (1 − s(·))f (k(·)), where
s(·), s(·) ∈ [0, 1], is a saving rate. To be able to use the Green’s theorem approach we shall consider that utility
function is linear, i.e. U (c) = c. Thus the problem is to maximize the objective function
J (k, s) =

Z

0

T

exp(−βt)(1 − s(t))f (k(t))dt

(26)

subject to k̇ = sf (k) − (n + δ)k, k(0) = k0 , k(T ) = kT and s ∈ [0, 1]. The given problem satisfies the special
conditions (6) and (7). In particular we can observe that
A(k) = f (k), B(k) = −1, Φ(s, k) = sf (k) and a(k) = −(n + δ)k, b(k) = −1.
If we substitute these functions into (9) and make some algebraic arrangement we gain
M (k) = f (k) − (n + δ)k, N (k) = −1.
Now we can use (21) and find
I(k) = −[M 0 (k) + βN (k)] = −[f 0 (k) − (n + δ + β)].
It is possible to show that there is exactly one ks such that I(ks ) = 0, which means that f 0 (ks ) = n + δ + β,
for details see [1]. The existence of such ks is the assumption (i) of Theorem 2. The stationary solution of the
evolution equation is given by the equation
sf (ks ) − (n + δ)ks = 0.

(27)

Now we can find a stationary control
ss =

(n + δ)ks
,
f (ks )

(28)

which is the assumption (ii) of Theorem 2. Moreover it is possible to show, that ss ∈ (0, 1). Let k1 be the nearest
approach segment from k0 to ks and similarly k2 be the nearest approach segment from ks to kT . Now Theorem 2
can be used and the optimal path of capital k̂ can be characterized as follows


 k1 (t), t ∈ [0, τ1 ],
b
k(t) =
(29)
ks
t ∈ (τ1 , τ2 ),

 k (t) t ∈ (τ , T ],
2
2
where τ1 or τ2 are appropriate instants within the interval [0, T ]. The introduced optimal state path has the following
property: we use such a control ŝ policy to get on the stationary path ks as quickly as possible stay there for most
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of the planning time period and finally leave it as late as possible to reach the given terminal state kT . For further
analysis we assume that k0 < ks and kT > ks . Then the following optimal control can be considered


 1, t ∈ [0, τ1 ],
sb(t) =
ss t ∈ (τ1 , τ2 ),

 1 t ∈ (τ , T ],
2

This part of discussion would deserve more details, but we put it off to another paper. If the initial and terminal
state in neoclassical growth model are changed subject to the stationary state ks we could find different solution.
Nevertheless the character of all solutions are similar - in the middle of the optimal trajectory there is a stationary
part.

4

Conclusion

The analysis described in this paper is mainly based on the assumption of sufficiently long and finite time horizon
of optimal control problems. We have showed that in this instance we can use a very simple control that uses at
least three values - minimal or maximal possible values or a singular value. In the future work we would like to
deal with both the short planning period and the very long planning horizon which is usually modeled by infinite
time horizon, see also [7]. It would be also very useful to find or at least to specify instants τ1 , τ2 that characterize
nearest approach segments. We consider that it coul be done by solving another optimal control problems.
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Tradeoff between Economic and Social Sustainability of
Bus Network
Vladimír Přibyl1, Jan Černý2, Anna Černá3
Abstract. The social pillar of bus network sustainability is mainly affected by the
accessibility of services. The same role is played by costs for the economic pillar. The
tradeoff between these two factors consists in looking for the bus network with minimal costs maintaining the acceptable level of accessibility.
The paper presents a mathematical model of the network of roads with sidewalks for
pedestrians. Each vertex is a “candidate” for a bus stop and it is given the number of
demanding passengers at it and for each edge it is given the generalized cost, if it is
chosen to the bus subnetwork. Moreover, it is given the maximum acceptable accessibility limit (i.e. the limit of the average walking distance from the vertices not chosen
to the subnetwork to the closest stops). The problem is to find such a bus subnetwork
that does not exceed the accessibility limit and minimizes the total cost.
Three methods are proposed and verified: Two exact, i.e. the Depth-first-Search and
Linear Programming and one heuristics.
Keywords: Bus, transport, subnetwork, sustainability, social, economic.
JEL Classification: C44, C61, R42
AMS Classification: 90B10, 90C11

1

Introduction

In general, sustainability has three pillars: environmental, economic and social (see e.g. Litman [3]). For the bus
transport, the tradeoff between the last two is a crucial issue. While the strength of social pillar is mainly affected
by the accessibility of services, the same role is played by costs for the economic pillar. The tradeoff between these
two factors consists in looking for the bus network with minimal costs maintaining the acceptable level of accessibility. The same can be said for other modes of public transport, e.g. trolleybus or tram transports.
The notion accessibility is meant basically in the geographic sense – the lower average walking distance, the
higher accessibility. However, there are two other features of accessibility for traveler, together with two features
of the traffic supply, which affect its accessibility for travelers. The first is the time – a traveler needs to get from
the starting point to the destination in a reasonable time. The second is the fare – the passenger does not intend,
and often is not even able, to pay an exorbitant price for travelling.
The passenger loses time in three ways – walking, waiting and riding. Walking time is proportional to the
walking distance and it is already taken into account. Waiting time and riding time depend on the route. The
straighter route, the shorter riding time and moreover, the shorter headway, since the vehicles turn more quickly.
And, by the way, the straighter route, the smaller fare. The resume is: the straighter routes, the higher accessibility.
The paper studies the following situation: A new (or strongly innovated) public transport system is to be introduced into the given network G of “roads”. For the purposes of this text, the term "road" includes both off-highway
and street roads. Regardless of whether public transport has operated on the existing network G, the introduction
of the new system requires expensive building adjustments for all sections to be operated. Due to the budget limitations, it will not be possible to rebuild the entire existing network for the new system, but only its carefully
selected part. The procedure for this selection is described in the later parts of the paper.
Generally, it is not new to look for the “cheapest” subgraph, but its required properties are different from the
ones dealt in the current paper. Safari [4] required a subgraph of given connectivity and Vassilevska [5] seeked a
subgraph isomorphic to another given graph
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2
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2
2.1

Models of the Current and the New Networks and their Problems
Description of the Current Network

The current “old” network can be precisely described as a finite strongly connected (non-oriented) graph G = (V, E,
q, d, c) of roads (with sidewalks for pedestrians on the sides) where
the vertex set V = {1, …, n} represents the passenger origins or destinations and, simultaneously, candidates
for location of stops; usually it is assumed that these points are close to intersections and therefore there is no need
to differentiate them for managerial decision making;
the edge set E represents direct links between neighboring vertices;
the function q: V2 = V × V  0; ) represents passenger demand: q(i, j) expresses the total average number
of passengers from the vertex i  V to the vertex j  V (e.g. during one day), i. e. Q = (q(i, j)) is an O-D matrix of
passenger demand; the denotations q+(i) and q–(j) mean the ith row and jth column sum of the matrix Q respectively,
and qT = q+(1) + … + q+(n) = q–(1) + … + q–(n) is the total demand, i. e. the number of all demanding passengers;
the function d: V2  0; ) represents distances on G: d(i, j) expresses the distance from the vertex i  V to
the vertex j  V, and, particularly, d(e) is the length of the edge e  E; the denotation d(k, V’) = min{d(k, j): j 
V’} for all k V and V’  V means the distance of a vertex k from the vertex subset V’,
the function c: E  0; ) represents costs: c(e) expresses the costs induced by the choice of the edge e  E
for the public transport (e.g. reconstruction of road surface, construction of trolleybus wires, tram rails etc.).

2.2

Requirements for the New System

The new system will operate on a subnetwork G’ = (V’, E’, q’, d’, c’) of G, i. e. V’  V, E’  E  V’2,
q’(i, j) = q(i, j) for all i  V’2, c’(e) = c(e) and d’(e) = d(e) for all e  E’, and d’ is the corresponding distance
function on V’2. It will use transport routes, connecting the most important nodes in G (health, business, education,
sports and cultural centers, offices, railway stations, airports, ports etc.) chosen by local authorities, usually from
the ones with relatively high values of demand. The set of them is denoted W and it is assumed W  V. The nodes
from W are considered candidates for terminals in the new system. A set W’  W2 is also chosen by local authorities from the pairs (v, w)  W2 s. t. q(v, w) is relatively high among the elements of the O-D matrix Q.
The route r connecting the selected pair (v, w)  W’ is said -feasible for the given value   1; ) if the
length d(r) of the route r meets the constraint d(r) ≤ .d(v, w). The set of all -feasible routes connecting the pair
(v, w) is denoted R(v, w |). The set R of routes connecting pairs from W’ is said -feasible if R  R(v, w |) is a
one-element set for each (v, w)  W’. The most common values of  in practice are 1.0, 1.2 and 1.5. In the new
system in future, an -feasible set R of routes connecting pairs from W’ may represent candidates for new bus
lines, operating in the area of G.
The (geographic) inaccessibility of a subset V’ on G equals to the average walking distance from the closest
stop and it is expressed as follows:

g (V ) 

1
qT

 q





(k )  q  (k ) d (k ,V )

(1)

kV

Let R be an -feasible set of routes connecting pairs from W’, let V(r) = {i  V: i is traversed by r}, let E(r) =
{e  E: e is traversed by r} and let
c( e)
V ( R )  V ( r ) , E ( R)  E ( r ) , c( E ( R )) 
(2)


rR


rR



eE ( R )

The basic requirement for the new system is that for the given parameters   (0; ) and   1; ) there
exists an -feasible set R of routes connecting pairs from W’ s. t. g(V(R)) ≤  and c(E(R)) is minimum possible.
The new system then operates on the subnetwork G’ = (V’, E’, q, d’, c) where V’ = V(R), E’ = E(R).

2.3

Optimization Problem OP

The optimization problem OP is the following:
Given the network G = (V, E, q, d, c), the set of important vertices W  V, the set of important pairs W’, the
O-D matrix Q and the parameters  and . The problem is to find such -feasible set of routes R connecting pairs
from W’ that g(V(R)) ≤  and c(E(R)) is minimum possible.
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If an -feasible set of routes R connecting pairs from W’ meets the constraint g(V(R)) ≤  , then it is called the
(, )-feasible solution of the problem OP. Moreover, if an (, )-feasible solution of the problem OP minimizes
the value c(E(R)), then it is called optimal.
Any solution of OP can be characterized by three parameters:  (expressing accessibility – social pillar of
sustainability), c(E(R)) (costs – economic pillar) and  (both pillars). If for a practician, i. e. usually a manager of
local public administration, the solution seems unbalanced, then, first, one can try to find a tradeoff changing 
which will probably cause the opposite change of .
If no such solution is satisfactory for practicians, the reason can be expected in the fact that not negligible
sources/sinks of passenger movements are too far from the candidate routes from the set R. Then one can try to
extend the set W’ and if it does not work then to rethink the possible extension of then whole set W.

3

Solution of the Problem OP

In this chapter, two exact methods of solution for the problem OP are presented: linear programming and depthfirst-search technique (briefly DFS; for more details, see e.g. Kleinberg [6]).

3.1

LP solution of OP

Here, two different LP models for the solution of OP are described:
 LPP1 which works fast but often leads to (, )-unfeasible solution of the problem OP;
 LPP2 which is much slower but very promising in the search for optimal solution of OP.
Both models work with the following binary variables:
xe for each e  E; xe = 1  e is chosen to E’,
yr for each r  R(v, w), (v, w)  W’; yr = 1  r is chosen to R i. e. for future service between v and w,
zi for each i  V; zi = 1  i is chosen to V’ = V(R),
sij for each i  V, j  V’; sij = 1  for the vertex i the vertex j is the closest in V’.
The first problem LPP1 is to find the variables xe and yr s. t. the following constraints hold:

y

r

 1 for each (v, w)  W’

rR ( v ,w )

xe 

  y

r

 Mx e for each e  E where M is a great number (e. g. 105)

( v ,w )W  rR ( v ,w ) er

C(E’) =

c x

e e

 min

eE

(3)
(4)
(5)

Obviously, the solution R = {r: yr = 1} of the problem LPP1 is -feasible. Consequently, if it also meets the
constraint g(V(R)) ≤  then it is (, )-feasible and because of (5) it is an optimal solution of OP.
Otherwise, if the solution of LPP1 does not meet g(V(R)) ≤  then the inaccessibility is too high and one has
to look for some tradeoff between the values g(V’), C(E’) and , where the first belongs to the social pillar of
sustainability, the second to the economic pillar and the third affects both pillars. Solution of the following problem
LPP2 can help in it.
Find the variables xe, yr, zi and sij s. t. the following constraints hold:

y

r

 1 for each (v, w)  W’

rR ( v ,w )

  y

xe 

r

 Mx e for each e  E

( v ,w )W  rR ( v ,w ) er

x( i , j ) 

zi  z j

s
 d (i, j)s
jV

jV

ij

2
ij

for each (i, j)  E

 1 for each i  V

 d (i, k ) z k  M (1  z k ) for each i  V, k  V
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(4)
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g (V ) 

1
qT

 d (i, j)q(i)s
iV jV

c x

e e

ij

≤

 min

eE

(9)

(5)

It may often happen that despite the result g(V’) >  of LPP1 the problem LPP2 is resolvable. Than its solution
resolves OP as well.
However, the opposite is possible too and thus a tradeoff is necessary. It may be done by the choice of new values of parameters  and , etc. as described at the end of 2.3.

3.2

DFS Technique for OP

From structural point of view, the use of DFS (depth first search) is simple. Before it starts, all sets R(v, w |) are
constructed. Then DFS passes through the solution tree with the sets R as leaves. Each R having the property that
R  R(v, w |) is a one-element set for each (v, w)  W’.

4

Modification of OP

When OP is unsolvable or when its first solution is not acceptable for practicians, then the tradeoff seeking procedure, described at the end of 2.3, takes place. However, sometimes it does not reach an acceptable solution as
well or the procedure itself may seem to be very subjective, depending of the choices “at the discretion”. The
following modification of OP tries to overcome these objections.

4.1

Problem OPmod

The modified optimization problem OPmod is the following:
Given the network G = (V, E, q, d, c), the set of important vertices W  V, the set of important pairs W’, the
O-D matrix Q and the parameters  and . The problem is to find such subnetwork G’ = (V’, E’, q, d’, c) that
W  V’

g (V ) 

1
qT

 q



(10)



(k )  q  (k ) d (k , V ) ≤ 

(11)

kV

d’(e) = d(e) for all e E’

(12)

d’(v, w) ≤ .d(v, w) for all (v, w)  W’

(13)

c( E ) 

 c(e)  min

eE 

(5)

The subnetwork G’ = (V’, E’, q, d’, c) fulfilling the constraints (10)-(13), (5) is optimal solution of OPmod, if
G’ fulfils (10)-(13), then it is said feasible solution of OPmod.
Comparing with OP, the problem OPmod does not require that e  E’ only if e is traversed by a route from R,
and therefore in the new system bus lines without terminals in W are allowed.
The authors have not found any suitable LP model for OPmod yet. On the other hand, they succeed in use of
DFS and, moreover, they found a well working heuristics.

4.2

DFS for OPmod

This DFS passes through the solution tree with the sets E’  E as leaves with E as the root and restricted to such
sets E’ that each w W is incident with some e  E’. The neighboring leaf down is reached by omitting some edge
e  E’.
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4.3

Heuristics for OPmod

Since the following method is a heuristics, it guarantees only the feasibility, not optimality of solution. However,
the difference between the achieved value of c(A’) and the actual minimum is usually small and sometimes zero.
0° Step: Put G” = G, B = ,
1° Step: Find the set P” of shortest paths p(v, w) from v to w on G” for each pair (v, w)  W2, v  w. If all paths
from P” contain only the arcs from the set B, then put V” = {k  V: k  p(v, w) for some p(v, w)  P”} and goto 2°
Step.
If not, then put B = B  {a”} where a”  A – B s. t. a” is traversed by maximum number of paths from P”.
Put G” = (V, A, q, d”, c), where d”(a) = d(a) for a  A – B and d”(a) = d(a)/ for a  B. Goto 1°Step.
2° Step: If (3) holds, i.e. g(V”) ≤ , then G’ = (V”, B, q, d’, c) is a feasible solution of OP with the minimum of
c(A’) achievable by the heuristics (but not necessarily the absolute minimum reachable by an exact method). G’ is
the final result.
If (3) does not hold then find w V – V” s. t.
g(V”  {w}) = min{g(V”  {v}): vV – V”}

(14)

and find w1  V”, w2  V” s. t. (w1, w)  A, (w, w2)  A and
d(w1, w) + d(w, w2) =
= min{d(v1, w) + d(w, v2): v1  V”, v2  V”, (v1, w)  A and (w, v2)  A}

(15)

Then put V” = V”  {w}, B = B  {(w1, w), (w, w2)} and goto 2° Step

5

Computational Experience

All above mentioned methods was implemented and tested on the randomly generated test network with 20 vertices
and 30 edges. This network scope allowed to use exact methods with acceptable computing times. The topology
of this network can be seen on any part of Figure 1. The numbers in the middle of edges are their lengths. Assuming
a proportional relation between the lengths and costs of edges we put the costs equal to the lengths for testing
purpose. The number in parentheses are the total demands of passengers in appropriate vertices. The important
vertices (with high demand) are grayed out. Total costs of the original network were 191.3.
Tests were carried out for all combinations of different parameters  and  and for different number of important pairs from the set {20-11; 15-5; 15-11; 15-20; 20-5}. Unfortunately, there is not enough space for presenting all results but in summary we can say, that the results of DFS and LP method for the problem OP were the
same in all cases. The results of the heuristic method for OP mod were not the optimal ones reached by DFS method
in most cases, but the maximal relation between the optimal solution and the heuristic one was 1.17 (average 1.06).

DFS (costs 90.5, OPmod)

Heuristics (costs 94.9, OPmod)

LP and DFS (costs 102.8, OP)

Figure 1 The solutions of OP and OPmod problems for  = 0.2,  = 1.2 and complete set of 5 important pairs
reached by different methods
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Figure 1 depicts the resulting subnetworks in one particular case ( = 0.2,  = 1.2 and complete set of 5 important pairs). It can be seen, that the solution reached by heuristics is slightly worse than the optimal one reached
by DFS method. The OP is different than the OPmod so it is not possible directly compare solutions of this problems,
but one can see, that in case of the solution of OP there is no vertex in V´ with the degree 1 except the vertices
from the important pairs. This is the reason why it is not possible to reach total costs as low as in case of OP mod
solution in most cases. The lower is  and/or  the higher is the difference.
Table 1 brings the overview of resulting costs of subnetworks reached as a solution of OP in case of complete
set of 5 important pairs. It can be seen, that with increasing  and/or increasing  is it possible to reach better
solution (from the total costs point of view). Respectively, it is possible to look for the tradeoff between the economic and social pillars.



=0

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.5

U
U
U
U
118

 = 0.1

 = 0.2

U
U
122.7
108.4
103.5

U
115.2
102.8
87
81.3

=1
91.4
91.4
81.4
70
53.1

Remark: U – there does not exist any feasible solution for this combination of  and 

Table 1 Total costs of resulting networks (solutions of OP with complete set of 5 important pairs)
The computational times for the heuristics were less than 1 second in all cases. DFS methods takes significantly
more time (in some cases several hours) and they are not suitable for larger networks. LP methods were quick even
with the freeware LP solver LP Solve. In case of LP the main portion of time takes generating the sets R(v, w |),
but the set R(v, w |)for certain  is suitable not only for different  , but for all smaller .

6

Conclusion

The paper presented the problem how to choose a subnetwork for a new system of public transport, connecting the
important nodes in a current system of roads that are not suitable for the new system and the budget limitations do
not allow to reconstruct them all. This choice has to be a tradeoff between social aspect represented by accessibility
requirement and the economic one represented by costs. The problem was formulated and solved mathematically
by means of computer, using two types of exact methods and one heuristics.
The future research may be expected focused on the development of LP models embodying wider possibilities
of practical requirements.
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The concept of mixed method study for risk assessment in
manufacturing processes
Angelina Rajda-Tasior1
Abstract. According to the latest edition of ISO 9001:2015 organizations must estimate and monitor the risk in each process and make a plan to minimize its impact.
A practical problem is to choose the appropriate statistical method which will be adequate for the industry and subsequently allows for a reduce the risks involved. The
problem is complex because there is lack of risk assessment methods which allow to
prepare a full risk analysis, in particular dedicated for the industrial areas.
The article provides a concept of application of mixed method study for assessing
the risk for one foundry in Poland. Castings production is an specific industry where
the processes are very complicated and unstable, therefore the use of a multiple tool
to illustrate the risk will be an added value for the company. This kind of approach
allows to make a full risk assessment analysis what cannot be done by a single statistical techniques with some limitations.In this paper empirical and simulation data
is used. The proposal of multi-tool can enable effective risk estimation, assist in determining the significance of the data set and to facilitate accurate decision-making.
It can be used to predict and prevent problems, reduce cost and shorten the development time. The economic and practical benefits resulting from the application of
the proposed solution are presented. The concept of mixed methods allows for the
construction of more sensitive tool as well as a better broader understanding of the
phenomena of risk in processes.
Keywords: ISO standards, risk analysis, quality assurance, semi-qualitative methods, multiple criteria decision making, simulations.
JEL Classification: C44, M11
AMS Classification: 62C07

1

Introduction

One of the key change in the 2015 revision of ISO 9001 is to establish a systematic approach to risk, rather than
treat it as a single component of a quality management system. By taking a risk-based approach, an organization
becomes proactive rather than purely reactive, it prevents or reduces undesired effects and promotes continual
improvement. ISO 9001:2015 defines risk as the effect of uncertainty on an expected result and it can be defined
by two parameters: severity and probability. Risk is defined as the combination of the probability of occurrence
of risk and the severity of that risk [4] but also it is an influence on the goals of company [9].

2

Research problem description

The methodology of the risk management is effectively applied in many areas of trade and government [2].
There are many techniques of the risk assessment for finance, occupational safety, public health, insurance,
emergency but there are only few dedicated for industries. In production there are some examples of the use of
quality risk management today, but they are limited and do not represent the full contributions that risk management has to offer. Risk analysis and management depend mainly on intuition, judgment and experience. Moreover, each organization might recognize different potential problems, a different probability on each problem
occurring and attribute different severities to them. Formal risk analysis and management techniques are rarely
used due to a lack of knowledge and to doubts on the suitability of these techniques.
There are some documents for risk assessment suggested in the literature. The standard, ISO 31000:2009 is
recommended as a basis for the most universal and comprehensive use in organizations which are facing a
broadly conceived risk on a daily basis. The standard is a group of principles, framework and processes for use
by any organization. It does not provide ready solutions but only the components of risk management which can
be adopted. The standard ISO 31010:2009 is a set of methods and techniques recommended for the risk assessment in many areas in a general sense [10]. The basic vocabulary to develop common understanding of the risk
management concepts and terms among organizations and functions, and across different applications and types
can be found in a Guide [11]. Two methods for quality risk management can be found in Measurement
1
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System Analysis Reference Manual [3]. There, the risks of making wrong or inconsistent decisions can be
evaluated.
The problem when the risk is assessed it is necessary to take into account the appropriate method to evaluate
its results. Moreover the output of a risk assessment can be a quantitative estimation of risk or a qualitative
description of a range of risk. Risk can be expressed using qualitative descriptors, such as high, medium, or low.
Sometimes the risk score methodology is used to further define descriptors in risk ranking. In the quantitative
risk assessments, the risk estimation provides the probability of a specific consequence, given a set of risk which
are generating circumstances. The quantitative risk estimation is useful for one particular consequence at a time.
Alternatively, some risk management tools use a relative risk measure to combine multiple levels of severity and
probability into an overall estimation of relative risk. The comparison is given by Table 1.
Techniques

Qualitative

Quantitative

Advantages

- relatively simple and easy
- relatively fast way of obtaining results
- relatively subjective and optional
- based on good practice and experience
- allows for diversity of approaches
- allows for identification of the risks and gives fully
lists of risks (or ranking of risks)
- can gives lots of information without financial
impact and likelihood
- good flexibility and possibility for modification
- allows to compare investigated phenomena and
results
- allows to determine the significance of differences
between variables
- allows numerical aggregation taking into account
risk interactions and correlations
- allows to express the results of estimating as a cost
- permits cost-benefit analysis of risk response
options
- obtains knowledge based on objective data
- estimated results are objective

Disadvantages

- gives limited differentiation between the
risk levels
- it is inaccurate
- does not allows numerical aggregation with
risk interactions and correlations
- no possibility to generalize the results to the
population
- it is a subjective analysis and interpretation
of results
- it is the risk of misinterpretations and
wrong conclusions
- at times gives a low degree of relevancy
- possibility of a faulty application methods
- it can be time-consuming and costly
- all measures must be defined
- use of numbers may imply calculating
errors
- assumptions may not be apparent

Table 1.Risk assessment techniques comparison

3

The risk assessment process

Let the individual risk Ri define as follows:

(1)

Ri  Li p( Li )

where Li will be the product of potential losses and p(Li) will be their probabilities. Than total risk will be the
sum over individual risks (formula 2):
(2)
R
 L p( L )
total



i

i

i

In production area popular approach for risk assessment is risk indicator ri according to following formula:

ri  Oi Li p( Li )

(3)

where Oi is the possibility of detection of the problem.
Risk assessmentconsists of the three processes: identification of hazards, the analysis and evaluation of
risks associated with exposure to those hazards (Figure 1). Quality risk assessments begin with a well-defined
problem description. When the risk in question is well defined and an appropriate risk management tool is taken,
the risk will be more readily identifiable.
Riskidentification

Risk analysis
consequence and probability analysis

Riskevaluation

Figure1 Risk assessment procedure
The main purpose of the risk assessment is to establish possibly wide list of risks that will affect the defined
objectives, regardless of whether their source is under the control of the organization, or it does not affect their
existence.
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Definition 1.Risk identification is a systematic use of information to identify hazards referring to the risk
description. Information can include historical data, theoretical analysis, informed opinions, experience, data
from complaints analysis et cetera. The process of risk identification includes identifying the possible
consequences. This provides the basis for further steps in the quality risk management process, taking into
account the cascade effect, which affects the appearance of the next risks.
Definition 2. Risk analysis is the estimation of the risk associated with the identified hazards. It is the
qualitative or quantitative process of linking the probability of occurrence and severity of risks. In some risk
management techniques, it is the ability to detect (Oi) - the possibility of detection of the problem (formula 3).
Definition 3. Risk evaluation compares the identified and analyzed risk with against given risk criteria in order
to determine whether or not a specified level of risk is acceptable or tolerable. This process can be compared to
idea of Shewhart control charts. The use of the control chart mainly illustrates the level of the risk. If the risk of
the process is greater than assumed that the control limits are exceeded. Therefore, the task of the control charts
in the aspect of risk management is to identify and to signal the risky processes in order to minimize risk.

4

Risk assessment methods. The analysis and verification

The awareness of the practical implications of risk quality and the need for its measurement can be monitored
using 7 tools of statistical quality management [13, 16]:cause and effect diagram, check sheet, control chart (for
example: acceptance control charts, control charts with arithmetic average and warning limits, cumulative sum
charts, Shewhart control charts or weighted moving average) [5, 6, 7, 8]. The multivariate charts [14], histogram,
Pareto chart, scatter diagram and flow chart also can be used.All of these tools can be useful in the risk
assessment. They allow to control the quality on-line by the sequential elimination of the causes of excessive
variability and thus reduce the risk of quality.
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Difficulties level (1-5)

For most industries

Quantitative type

Qualitative type

Checklist
+
Preliminary Hazard Analysis
+
Brainstorming
+
Delphi Technique
+
SWIFT Structured (What If)
+
+
+
Multiple-criteria decision analysis
+
+
+
+
Root Cause Analysis
+
+
Scenario Analysis
+
+
+
Decision Tree Analysis
+
+
+
Fault Tree Analysis
+
+
+
Event Tree Analysis
+
+
+
+
Cause/Consequence Analysis
+
+
+
Cause and Effect Analysis
+
+
FMEA and FMECA
+
+
+
+
Modified MEFD
+
+
Reliability Centered Maintenance
+
+
+
+
Consequence/probability matrix
+
+
+
HACCP (hazard analysis and critical control)
+
+
Bow Tie Analysis
+
Markov Chains Analysis
+
+
Monte Carlo Analysis
Bayesian Analysis
+
Table 2 Risk assessment techniques characterization

Risk evaluation

Risk level

Probability

Risk detection

Techniques

Consequences

Risk assessment
process
Risk analysis

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

1
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
3
3
3
2
3
2
5
4
5

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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In order to make an accurate risk assessment is required to choice the appropriate method suitable for the
industry. There are six groups of risk assessment techniques with examples of techniques below [10]:
look-up methods (checklist, preliminary hazard analysis),
supporting methods (brainstorming, delphi technique, SWIFT method, human reliability analysis),
scenario analysis (root cause analysis, scenario analysis, fault tree analysis, event tree analysis,
cause/consequence analysis, cause and effect diagram),
functional analysis (FMEA and FMECA, reliability centered maintenance),
controls assessments (LOPA-layers of protection analysis, bow tie analysis),
statistical methods (markov analysis, monte carlo analysis, bayesian analysis [1, 12]).
The analysis of risk assessment can be qualitative, quantitative or a combination of these, depending on the
circumstances. Depending on the type of the techniques and the difficulty in their implementation some methods
were characterized in the context of production in Table 2. As a factors we chosen the type of method
(quantitative, qualitative or both) and the level of difficulty to apply them in the company from 1 – 5, beginning
from the easiest to the most difficult ones. The table also marks the information (+) whether the tool can be used
in common practice and some elements of risk assessments process if they exist. They were marked for all tools
in Table 2. There is also one technique that we propose - Modified MEFD (modified Matrix Errors Flow
Diagram) as a tool to identify failures and provide reduction of risk in a set of techniques [15]. The proposed
method and the proposed parameter to risk assessment provide a clear and consistent illustration of errors
placement what can minimize potential problems in the future.

5

The proposal for a procedure

From the reason that none of method not allows to make a full risk assessment analysis we propose to use a
mixed method based on the risk assessment techniques characterization (Table 2). The mixed method study
technique can be applied by the following procedure:
Step I

use one or more of the methods which allows to identify all risks in the company. These are the
methods marked (+) in a column in risk detection.
Step II
- use one or more of the methods which allows to analysis of risk with indicators of consequence,
probability and level of risk. More methods can be chosen when they are complemented each
other.
Step III
- use one of the methods which allows to prepare risk evaluation.
During the selection of appropriate technique take to account the level of difficulties of implementation and try
to involve both qualitative and quantitative.

6

-

The case study

The area of this study refers to the moulding process. Moulding is a technology used to cast iron components to a
specific design and shape. Moulding allows for the production of used objects by pouring molten metal into
premanufactured patterns and the finished items are known as castings. Castings are a significant part of machine
body. The knowledge of the characteristics of castings is essential from the suitability point of view. A large
number of factors involved in the processes of casting have an effect on the production and characteristics of the
individual casting. From that reason the casting process is very complicated and unstable. To make a full risk
assessment we followed by procedure below:
Step I
- 1. the modified Matrix Flow Diagram to list the real areas/processes (Table 3) where occur
problems in the company based on data from quality control (internal shortcomings, mistakes
and complaints from customers).
2. the brainstorming method to find all possible hazards which can detect in that marked
processes and also in analyzed layout document.
Process no. Process name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Process no. Process name

Analysis inquiry (AI)
Production planning (PP)
Preparation of documents (PD)
Production (P):
Charge materials control
Loading of charge materials / melting
Charge composition control
Melting of cast iron
Chemical composition control
Molten metal in the ladle

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
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Pouring
Self control of metal in the ladle
Shacking out of mould
Shot blasting
Manual settling
Visual control after settling
Hardness test
Final control
Periodical control
Milling
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Control of composition after modification
Temperature control of pouring
Forming materials control
Preparation of green sands
Control parameters of green sands
Making of moulds
Control of compact of mould
Mould assembly

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Control of dimensions
Drilling and threading
Control of dimensions
Packing
Final control according to the CP
Analysis inquiry (AI)
Production planning (PP)
Customer complaint (CC)

Table 3 Detected processes in a step I of the mixed method
Step II
- the cause and effect diagram to detect causes and sub causes of the possible risks.
During the analysis of cause and effect we determined probability and effect if the risk occurs. Effects were
presented as a costs next to the probability for every cause in a diagram (Figure 2). Chart was prepare in R
Cause-and-Effect diagram
program language
gating_and_risering_0.35_7

melting_0.3_6

too small diameter

pattern_construction_0.1_25

overmuch nodule count

incorrect design of neck

incorrect silicon content

too large volume area in cope
insuffiucient area of core points

missing the pipe formed in riser incorrect tapping temp.

too less height cope

incorrect location of riser

COST

lesser area for feeding
incorrect pouring temp.
insufficient metal poured
pouring too cold metal

pouring_0.5_90

low green compressive strength too small fillets
soft moulds

change the size

mould dilatation

moulding_0.6_120

isolated heavy section

casting_design_0.05_65

Figure 2 Cause and effect diagram for castings processes
Step III

-

the monte carlo simulation [11] method which takes into account the occurrence and the risk
frequency. It allows to assess the impact of the identified risks on assumed goals, it requires
knowledge of the risks. It requires knowledge of probability and the effect of risks expressed in
numerical units. The effect of risk can be related to the aspects of the times of duration, quality
and costs what is very needful in many companies.

Figure 3 Cumulative distribution
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In that method we analyzed impact of detected risks for goals of assumptions for producing castings. In that
case impact of risks is related to the cost. The expected value of risk is the sum of the levels of individual risks.
As a result of monte carlo simulation we present the cumulative distribution function which was perform for
1000 simulations (Figure 3).The most unfavorable scenario assumes that the risk will amount to 390 000 zloty.
Assuming 80% confidence the risk assumes 220 000 zloty.

7

Conclusion

The quality risk management is an inherent part of all sectors of industry. Thus, all the statistical tools,
mentioned in this paper can support and facilitate the risk management for quality. These tools can enable
effective data estimation, assist in determining the significance of the data set, and to facilitate accurate decisionmaking.
The main objective of the analysis was to provide managers in organizations with some universal models and
guidelines in the area of the quality risk management. It presented an idea of the mixed method study which
consists of 3 steps procedure. It was illustrated step by step as a risk assessment tool.The proposed 3 steps
method can be used by managers who are interested in monitoring the risks in processes without necessity of
knowledge of other methods. There are some features which make this method attractive: simplicity, robustness,
universality. By this method we can minimize time and cost, eliminate potential problem in the future and collect
information about scope of all risks. It is a tool but more procedure which can be used with free software.
We noticed that is a need to construct one tool which would integrate some individual tools together. From
that reason a proposal technique was introduced. We noticed the superiority of the proposed mixed method over
other methods. This approach was proposed because integration of tools provides a better understanding of the
risk assessment than either of each alone. It allows to make a full risk assessment analysis what cannot be done
by a single technique for more industries.
There is lack of papers showing collected tools in the area of quality management that can be used in the risk
assessment process. This article is an attempt to collect most of them. It can simplify the risk assessment process
in quality management specially for production area.
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Typology of consumers from Generation Y according to
approach to the theatre
Katarína Rebrošová1
Abstract.
Theatre is one of the oldest art form and it has a long history. Theatre market has
undergone considerable development and nowadays there are still groups of people,
for whom is this kind of art very important. The aim of this work is to analyze the
customer's attitude to the theatre and based on these attitudes create the customer's
typology on the theatrical market in the Slovak Republic. Customers are from Generation Y.
For this purpose, it was used factor analysis followed by cluster analysis, which is in
this article the main research method. It is used hierarchical cluster analysis for finding
the number of clusters and even non-hierarchical cluster analysis, which assigned objects to concrete clusters. In the part of hierarchical clustering it is used Ward's procedure. Claims (attitudes) are defined on the basis of what kind of initiatives users show,
when they are deciding about visiting theatre, what is their relationship to it, which
types of performances they visit and what is the main point of visiting theatre.
Cluster analysis found 5 clusters (Visitors, who don't prefer theatre, Accompanying
visitors, Occasional visitors, Theatre fans and Visitors following prestige) which
showed big differences in their approach to the theatre.
Keywords: cluster analysis, factor analysis, Generation Y, theatre, typology.
JEL Classification: C38
AMS Classification: 62H30

1

Introduction

One of the people's choice, which is based also on the economic theory is division of time between the work and
free time. People work, because they want to consume. Besides the fact, that people need to secure themselves and
their families, save money for future, they spend money also on leisure activities.
At leisure activities there are also many different types of cultural performances including visiting theatre.
Art faces a lot of challenges in the 21st century. These include the development of artificial markets at international
level, the impact of economic restructuring on public financing, the change of definition of an art, as well as the
interconnection of technologies and innovations.
This article deals with the theatrical market in the Slovak republic. Research is focused on the generation
Y. It is a generation called "millennial" because it is marked by life of the people in two millennia. Hicks & Hicks
[3] say, that individuals from this generation were born between 1980 and 2000. About this generation is told that
its members don't like, when someone tells them, what to do and what not. They want to explore the world and
build their own opinions.
The goal of this article is to analyse consumer’s attitudes from the Generation Y on the theatrical market
in Slovakia and then compile typology of consumers, which is based on these attitudes. There are tracked attitudes
to the concrete types of performances (where act famous people, from the regional actors and performances based
on some book), attitudes to the fact if a respondent is an initiator of visiting theatre or he is waiting for an invitation,
how important is theatre for a respondent and if he/she really likes theatre).

2

Theoretical background

Which leisure activities person prefer is influenced by a number of factors such as the environment in which a
person grows, the impact of reference groups, the personality of a person, or his / her financial capacity and physical predisposition. The research of leisure activities is based on the findings of article from Akar et al [1], which
examined the impact of various demographic and social factors on the fact, which leisure activities consumers
prefer. The cluster analysis method was used to identify relationships between attributes to activities.
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Ollivier, Gauthier, and Truong [5] examined the popularity of the various leisure activities. They focused
on a large number of cultural activities which are nowadays known. It was for example visiting musicals, ballets,
theatre, concerts, watching TV, reading books, magazines, listening to radio, visiting cinemas and other. These
activities have been tracked in time, from 1979 to 2004. The result was that visiting theatre and its various genre
branches (musicals, ballet) has been declining. We notice a significant increase in visiting cinema.
The need of a typology of theatre market customers is certainly considerable, but there are no papers
which are describing theatre environment with its specific characteristics in connection with typology of consumers. This was the reason for doing it. Each institution needs to know its customers, so they can understand how to
access them, what marketing tools can be used to capture them and communicate with them. So, Slack, Rowley
and Coles [8] say that it is important to know the channel that can reach a particular customer and which has one
or more of the following goals:
 deliver entertainment or information to audience to help with their purchasing decisions,
 engaging customers into marketing communication with the community,
 facilitate transactions related to the purchase of goods and services,
 deliver products or services to customers according to their preferences and needs,
 build relationships with customers and manage processes related to building and maintaining trust and loyalty.

3

Methodology

In this chapter are written procedures, which were used for data analysis and which lead to the achievement of the
objectives of this article.

3.1

Data collecting

For the data collection that was needed to use cluster analysis, electronic querying was chosen. Electronic querying
was selected mainly for suitability with regard to theme of an article, but also due to time and low cost. As it was
mentioned in the introduction, the basic set was composed of respondents from Generation Y, so they were between 17 and 35 years old.
The respondents were selected on the basis of the quasi-representative technique, which was concretely the
quota choice. Two quotas were used, namely sex of respondents and residence (city, village). Based on information
from the Slovak statistical office an author of this article found the concrete proportion between the 17 till 35 years
old respondents according to concrete quotas. During the querying it was not possible to abide these quotas, so
author of article used data weighting in SPSS. The concrete data, which were used in weighting you can see in
a Table 1.
City %

Village %

Men %

27

24

Women %

26

23

Man %

16

25

Women %

26

33

Man

1.69

0.96

Women

1

0.7

Slovak population
Slovak sample as a result
of questioning
Variables used for data
weighting

Table 1 Quotas used for data weighting
The basis of a research is on the attitude question, which were used in the diploma thesis, who’s author is
Rebrošová [6]. The question consists of 10 arguments. The task of all respondents was to express agreement with
the concrete arguments. Likert scale was used with the values from 1 to 5, where 1 means „I fully agree“ and 5
means „I totally disagree“. Attitude question includes the following arguments:
 T1- I search theatre performances, where act famous actors.
 T2 - I search performances from the regional theatre actors.
 T3 - I like to visit performances, which are based on the books.
 T4 - Theatre is for me the most searched type of cultural action.
 T5 - I visit theatre performances only when someone invites me.
 T6 - I initiate the theatre visiting on my own.
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T7 - Visiting theatre is my hobby.
T8 - By visiting theatre I express my social status.
T9 - I perceive the theatre as a way of cultural development of my personality.
T10 - I can't imagine my life without theatre.

Data has according the information by Řezánková [7] ordinal character and author works with the sample of
181 respondents. Response rate of a questionnaire was about 76 %. According to the theme of an article and the
goal of it, author used cluster analysis as a main method. Before the cluster analysis it was also used factor analysis.
Factor analysis was used to reduce factors for better interpretation in cluster analysis. Cluster analysis divided
respondents into segments.

3.2

Methods of data analysis

Factor analysis is defined by Hebák [2] as a multidimensional statistical method that focuses on generating new
variables and also data reduction to avoid losing information. In this case, factor analysis was used to identify the
basic factors to identify smaller groups within a large dataset and to. Author used the exploratory factor analysis,
because there don't exist typologies of consumers from the theatrical market, so there are no hypotheses that could
be verified in the confirmative factor analysis. Author's plan is to be interested in confirmation factor analysis in
the next researches.
Hebák [2] continues that one of the very important goals of factor analysis is to review the structure of relations
between the tracked variables and get notice, if it is possible divide them into groups, in which variables from the
same groups correlate more than variables from the different groups. The next goal of factor analysis is to create
new uncorrelated variables – factors, which should better understand analysed data or another reasons to use.
The estimation of the factor analysis model is based on the principal component analysis. Hebák [2] and
Řezánková [7] say that the basic approach is to reduce the size of a task and to create new (auxiliary) variables. If
the variables Xj (j = 1,2, ..., m) are normalized (their mean is zero and the standard deviation is one), we can write
them as it is in Eguation 1:
L

x j    jl Fl   j ,

(1)

l 1

where Xj are variables, which we want to express,
j means order of a variable,
Fl means L common factors, which cause correlations between variables,
Εj are specific (false) factors, which contribute to the variance of each of the observed variables,
λjl are weights, which are called also factor loadings.
To find out the appropriateness of using factor analysis as a tool for a reduction of arguments was used KaiserMaier-Olkin test (KMO) and Bartlett's test of Sphéricity. KMO value is 0.833 and it means that it is possible to
use factor analysis, because a boundary value for it as a tool for factors reduction it should be higher than 0,5. We
can find in the various literature that if value is closer to 1 it is better for application of factor analysis. Bartlett's
test of Sphéricity was the second test. The null hypothesis at the Bartlett's test of Sphéricity is formulated as a no
correlation between the tested variables. Significance value is less than 5%, so we denied H0 and between the
tested variables is correlation. We can really use factor analysis. The results of both test you can see in a Table 2.
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of
Approx. Chi-Square
Sphericity
Df
Sig.

.833
570.511
45
.000

Table 2 The result of appropriateness of using factor analysis
In the next step author wanted to reduce the number of variables and find out the number of new factors. For
this purpose, Kaiser rule was used. It means that are used only those factors, whose own value is greater than one
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(Eigenvalue value is greater than one). For factor rotation was used an orthogonal Varimax method and factor
scores are obtained on the basis of regression method. Eigenvalue is higher than one for the case of two new
factors. In the case of reduction of ten arguments into two new factors is the variance explained almost from 54
%.
Two new factors have been created, which can be seen in Table 3 also with the fact, which arguments they
include. The relevance of the arguments to the new factors is determined by their values in these factors. The
argument is included in that factor in which it has a higher value, regardless of whether the value is positive or
negative. Factors have been named according aspects that lead to a visiting theatre. It can be seen that the first
factor contains six arguments and on the basis of their content, it is possible to call this factor a "psychological
aspect". It means that people go to the theatre, because of their deep motivation and because they are interested in
it. In contrast, the second factor contains only four arguments, but it follows a certain speculative behaviour of
consumers that leads to choosing theatrical performances because they want to become visible in the society and
build their social status. Therefore, the second factor is called the "sociological aspect".

Component

T7
T10
T6
T4
T9
T5
T1
T2
T3
T8

Psychological aspect
0.820
0.807
0.792
0.754
0.679
-0.595
-0.297
0.205
0.167
0.464

Sociological aspect
0.191
0.153
0.210
0.155
0.381
0.663
0.647
0.600
0.512

Table 3 Component rotated matrix
Author of article continued with the cluster analysis. She also tried to use it with the original ten arguments.
Results were very similar, but there is recommendation to use reduced data from factor analysis as an enter into
cluster analysis because of better interpretation and also better possibility to find out differences between clusters.

4

Creation of consumer’s typology

For the result of this article, the most suitable was using hierarchical and also non-hierarchical clustering. Hierarchical clustering was used to find the concrete number of clusters. Here it was used Ward procedure and as a distance, author of this article used squared Euclidean distance, which is as Malhotra mentions [4] one of the most
used.
At first it was necessary to find the number of clusters, with which is possible to work in the following steps.
Into hierarchical clustering entered factor loadings, which were created in factor analysis. As it was mentioned, it
was used Ward procedure and squared Euclidean distance. Řezánková [7] describes that Ward procedure says that
are joining clusters, in which is increase of the total intra-group summary of squares of deviations of individual
values from cluster mean minimal. This method proved to be one of the best and its formula, which is in Eguation
2 is:

Dg  h, h> 

n

h

 ng Dgh  nh  ng Dgh  ng Dhh
nh  nh  ng

,

(2)

where D means a distance between object g and unification of objects h and h',
About final number of clusters decided the difference of the coefficients. Useful was also dendrogram. Because the decision about the number of clusters is often quite subjective and depends mostly on the researcher, the
author of the work contemplates to use four, five or six clusters. In the final decision about their number, author
relied on the average values of the arguments and the ANOVA test, where the level of significance was monitored.
Required value was less than 0.05. Finally, five clusters / segments were created.
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The research continued with the k-means method, which belongs into non-hierarchical methods of clustering.
This method divided respondents into the following five segments:
 1. Segment – Visitors, who don't prefer theatre - 25 %
 2. Segment – Accompanying visitors – 28.5 %
 3. Segment – Occasional visitors – 18.9 %
 4. Segment – Theatre fans – 11.2 %
 5. Segment – Visitors following prestige – 16.4 %
Clusters got names according the average values of the concrete arguments, which you can see in a Table 4.
Character of clusters is derived from the information in the table. As it was mentioned, values of arguments are
from 1 to 5. Number one means the total agreement with the argument and 5 means total disagreement with it.
The first group of consumers can be called " visitors, who don't prefer theatre ". These consumers don't show
sympathy for the theatrical environment, they don't perceive it as something essential and useful for their lives.
They do not initiate visiting theatre, so it can be assumed that this group visit theatre only as some kind of duty
(work, social, personal).

I search theatre performances, where
acts famous actors.
I search performances from the regional theatre actors.
I like to visit performances, which are
based on the books.
Theatre is for me the most searched
type of cultural action.
I visit theatre performances only when
someone invite me.
I initiate the theatre visiting myself.
Visiting theatre is my hobby.
By visiting the theatre I express my social status.
I perceive the theatre as a way of cultural development of my personality.
I can't imagine my life without theatre.

Visitors,
who don't
prefer theatre

Accompanying
visitors

Occasional
visitors

Theatre
fans

Visitors following prestige

2.441

2.573

3.131

3.712

1.794

3.573

3.077

3.126

3.387

1.856

3.239

2.36

3.071

2.492

2.065

4.58

3.946

3.879

2.001

2.597

2.385

1.807

4.06

4.442

3.502

4.678

4.244

2.78

1.804

2.686

4.563

2.976

3.312

1.256

2.15

4.437

3.034

3.962

3.051

2.316

3.729

2.202

1.996

1.422

1.99

4.93

4.105

4.272

1.624

2.434

Table 4 Average values of arguments in the concrete clusters
The second group of customers consists of "accompanying visitors". As the name itself suggests, they are
individuals who also do not search usually theatre performances. It is even typical for them to visit theatre only
when someone invites them. So they are accompanying someone. They don't have such a negative relationship to
the theatre as the first group of consumers and on the contrary, they consider it to be useful for the development
of a human personality.
The next group of customers is named "occasional visitors". There are consumers who are socially active and
visit various cultural performances. Theatre is not for them the first choice, but they don't have a negative attitude
to it, and from time to time they also visit theatre performances, whether as initiators or they are invited. They also
think that theatre has a positive influence to people.
The fourth group is called "theatre fans". This group includes consumers, who take the theatre as an irreplaceable part of their lives. It belongs to their hobbies and also see significant benefits for their personality. They don't
wait for invitations from someone (family, friends, etc.), but on the contrary they initiate a visit of performances
according to their preferences. Of all types of cultural events, the theatre is the one that they visit most often.
The last group is called "visitors following prestige". Based on the average of the individual arguments, this
group of consumers is closely monitoring individual types of performances. From a wide range of theatrical performances, they prefer those, where are famous actors, plays from the same region as consumer, or are based on a
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book story. For this group is typical that it is attending theatre because of prestige and in order to make more
visible in society and increase the own social status.

5

Conclusion

The aim of this article was to analyse the attitudes of customers on the theatrical market in the Slovak Republic.
The respondents were from generation Y. The theoretical background of the studied area was described and it
continued with the methodological part of the research. To achieve these aims, cluster analysis was selected as
the main method.
The author used cluster analysis to solve the problem. In the initial phase, Ward's procedure was used as one
of the hierarchical methods to determine the number of clusters. The result from hierarchical clustering was used
in the following non-hierarchical method, which was the k-means method. It divided the individual respondents
into a predetermined number of clusters. Typology showed 5 segments on the Slovak theatrical market.
A relatively large group of people visit the theatre, even they don't like it and they don't prefer this kind of
culture. It is also possible to find on the theatrical market those, who occasionally visit the theatre. There are two
segments of these people. The first one consist of people, who are accompanying somebody and in the second
segment are occasional visitors, who think that theatre can influence their life and personality in a good way. In
the author's view, theatres could be more focused on a segment of people, who are not a big fans of theatre, but
visit it from time to time (accompanying and occasional visitors) because they are quite a large group.
The specific group is “theatre fans”. They are people who really enjoy the theatre and it is an essential part of
their leisure activities. The last group consists of visitors following the prestige and it is important for them to be
seen in the theatres, because they want to build a good name in the society.
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Decision matrices under risk with fuzzy states of the world
and underlying discrete fuzzy probability measure
Pavla Rotterová1 , Ondřej Pavlačka2
Abstract. The problem of decision-making under risk can be expressed by a decision
matrix whose elements express the outcomes if a decision-maker chooses the particular alternative and the particular state of the world occurs. In practice, the states of
the world can be described only vaguely. Therefore, in such a case we dealt with the
decision matrix with fuzzy states of the world that were modelled by fuzzy sets on the
universal set on which the probability distribution is given. However, the underlying
probability distribution itself can be known also only vaguely. In such a case it is
appropriate to apply a fuzzy probability measure.
In the paper, we consider the case where the set of elementary events is finite and the
probabilities of elementary events are fuzzy. We compare two approaches to expression of the expected values and the variances of the outcomes of alternatives. The
first approach is inspired by the probability of a fuzzy event proposed by Zadeh. The
second one is based on treating the decision matrix as a fuzzy rule bases system. We
illustrate the problem by a numerical example from economic practice.
Keywords: decision matrices, decision-making under risk, fuzzy probability measure,
fuzzy states of the world, fuzzy rule-based systems.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90B50

1

Introduction

A decision matrix, usually given as a table, is often used as a tool of risk analysis (see e.g. [1, 9]). It describes
how outputs of alternatives x1 , . . . , xn depend on the fact which of possible and mutually disjoint states of the
world S1 , . . . , Sm will occur. The probabilities of occurrences of the states of the world, denoted by p1 , . . . , pm ,
are assumed to be known. Thus, the outcome of choosing an alternative xi , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is a discrete random
variable Hi that takes on the values hi,1 , . . . , hi,m with probabilities p1 , . . . , pm . The alternatives are usually
compared on the basis of the expected values EH1 , . . . , EHn and variances varH1 , . . . , varHn of their outcomes.
In practical applications, the states of the world are often described only vaguely, like e.g. ”grow rate of gross
domestic product is high”, etc. Talašová and Pavlačka [8] showed that in such a case it is more appropriate to
model the states of the world by fuzzy sets on the universal set on which the probability distribution is given. They
proposed to proceed in the same way as in the case of exactly described, i.e. so-called crisp, states of the world.
They set the probabilities of the fuzzy states of the world applying the formula proposed by Zadeh [10] and treated
the outputs of alternatives as discrete random variables.
However, in [3] and [6] it was shown that Zadeh’s probabilities of fuzzy events lack the common interpretation
of a probability measure. Another problem represents a meaning of a statement that the particular state of the
world will occur. Therefore, in [4] and [5] it was proposed another approach to the considered problem where
the decision matrix is understood as a system of rule bases. Moreover, in economical applications the probability
measure of the universe, on which fuzzy states of the world are defined, can be fuzzy, e.g. set by experts. Thus, in
this paper we will consider a discrete fuzzy probability measure (see Section 2). Then, we will extend the approach
using Zadeh’s probabilities to the case of fuzzy probabilities. In Section 3, we will describe the considered problem
by a fuzzy rule bases system. Finally Conclusion finishes the paper.

2

A decision matrix with fuzzy states of the world and with fuzzy probabilities of these states of the world

First, let us describe the extension of a decision matrix to the case of fuzzy states of the world where probabilities
of the elementary events are expressed by so-called fuzzy numbers.
1
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Let us assume that a probability space (Ω, A, P ) is given, where Ω = {ω1 , . . . , ωr } denotes a non-empty set of
all elementary events, A represents the set of all considered random events (A forms a σ-algebra of subsets of Ω),
and P : A → [0, 1] is a probability measure that assigns to each random event A ∈ A its probability P (A) ∈ [0, 1].
A fuzzy state of the world can be appropriately expressed by a fuzzy set S on Ω. A fuzzy set S on Ω is
determined by its membership function µS : Ω → [0, 1]. The interpretation of membership degrees µS (ω),
ω ∈ Ω, follows: Let us consider a fuzzy set ”high loss”. Then, its membership degrees are usually interpreted as
follows: µS (ω) = 1 means that the achieved loss is definitely high. µS (ω) = 0 means that the loss is not high.
µS (ω) ∈ (0, 1) means that the loss is high only partly.

As the probability space (Ω, A, P ) is given, in [8] it was assumed that fuzzy states of the world are expressed
by fuzzy sets on Ω that are called fuzzy random events. A fuzzy random event S is a fuzzy set on Ω whose
membership function µS is A-measurable (see Zadeh [10]). This assumption means that the α-cuts Sα := {ω ∈
Ω | µS (ω) ≥ α}, α ∈ (0, 1], are random events, i.e. Sα ∈ A for any α ∈ (0, 1].
For the case of fuzzy random events, Zadeh [10] extended the given probability measure P in the following
way: A probability PZ (S) of a fuzzy random event S is defined as
Z
PZ (S) := E(µS ) =
µS (ω)dP.
(1)
Ω

It can be easily shown (see e.g. [3, 10]) that the mapping PZ possesses analogous mathematical properties as a
probability measure P , and thus, it can be called a probability measure.
Remark 1. Let us note that any crisp set S ⊆ Ω can be viewed as a fuzzy set of a special kind; the membership
function µS coincides in such a case with the characteristic function χS of S. In such a case, Sα = S for all
α ∈ (0, 1]. This convention allows us to consider crisp states of the world as a special kind of fuzzy states of the
world, for which PZ (S) = P (S) for any crisp random event S ∈ A.
Now, let us extend the probability PZ (S) of the fuzzy state of the world S to the case of a fuzzy probability
PF (S) of the state of the world S, which is expressed by a fuzzy number.
A fuzzy number S is a fuzzy set on R such that its core Core S := {ω ∈ Ω | µS (ω) = 1} is non-empty, its
α-cuts Sα are closed intervals for any α ∈ (0, 1], and its support Supp S := {ω ∈ Ω | µS (ω) > 0} is bounded.
The family of all fuzzy numbers, whose supports are subsets of [0,1], is denoted by FN ([0, 1]).
Let it holds that PF ({ωk }) ∈ FN ([0, 1]), k ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Let PF ({ω1 }), . . . , PF ({ωr }) form an r-tuple of
fuzzy probabilities if for any j ∈ {1, . . . , r} and any αP
∈ (0, 1] it holds that for any pj ∈ PF ({ωj })α there exist
r
pk ∈ PF ({ωk })α , k = 1, . . . , r, k 6= j, such that pj + k=1,k6=j pk = 1. A fuzzy probability PF (S) of the fuzzy
U
state of the world S is computed by its α-cuts. For any α ∈ (0, 1], PF (S)α = [pL
Sα , pSα ] is computed as follows:
( r
)
r
X
X
L
pSα = min
µS (ωk ) · pk | pk ∈ PF ({ωk })α , k = 1, . . . , r,
pk = 1 ,
(2)
k=1

and

pU
Sα = max

(

r
X

k=1

k=1

µS (ωk ) · pk | pk ∈ PF ({ωk })α , k = 1, . . . , r,

r
X

k=1

)

pk = 1 .

(3)

Obviously, the formulas (2) and (3) represent fuzzy extensions of the formula (1) for a discrete finite universal
set Ω. Thus PF is a discrete fuzzy probability measure (fulfils boundary conditions, i.e. PF (Ω) = 1 and PF (∅) =
0, and monotonicity, i.e. PF (A) ≤ PF (B) for any A ⊆ B (see [2])).

At the end of the section, let us describe the fuzzy extension of the decision matrix mentioned in Introduction.
Pm The fuzzy states of the world are fuzzy random events S1 , . . . , Sm that form a fuzzy partition of Ω, i.e.
j=1 µSj (ω) = 1 for any ω ∈ Ω. The probabilities PF 1 , . . . , PF m of the fuzzy states of the world are given by
PF j := PF (Sj ), j = 1, . . . , m. Since S1 , . . . , Sm form a fuzzy partition of Ω, PF 1 , . . . , PF m form the m-tuple of
fuzzy probabilities. Therefore, the output, if an alternative xi , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is chosen, can be treated as a discrete
random variable HiZ that takes on the values hi,1 , . . . , hi,m with fuzzy probabilities PF 1 , . . . , PF m . Let us compare the alternatives x1 , . . . , xn on the basis of the fuzzy expected values EH1Z , . . . , EHnZ and fuzzy variances
Z
ZU
varH1Z , . . . , varHnZ of their outputs. For i = 1, . . . , n and for any α ∈ (0, 1], the α-cut EHi,α
= EhZL
i,α , Ehi,α
of the fuzzy expected output is obtained as follows:


m
m
X

X
EhZL
pj · hi,j | pj ∈ (PF j )α , j = 1, . . . , m,
pj = 1
(4)
i,α = min


j=1

j=1
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S1
PF 1
h1,1
h2,1
···
hn,1

x1
x2
···
xn

S2
PF 2
h1,2
h2,2
···
hn,2

···
···
···
···
···
···

Sm
PF m
h1,m
h2,m
···
hn,m

EH1Z
EH2Z
···
EHnZ

var H1Z
var H2Z
···
var HnZ

Table 1 Considered Fuzzy Decision Matrix

and
EhZU
i,α = max


m
X


j=1

pj · hi,j | pj ∈ (PF j )α , j = 1, . . . , m,

m
X
j=1



U
Z
= var hL
The α-cut var Hi,α
i,α , var hi,α is obtained as follows: Let us denote
!2
m
m
X
X
zi (p1 , . . . , pm ) =
pj · hi,j −
pt · hi,t .

var hL
i,α = min
and
var hU
i,α = max




zi (p1 , . . . , pm ) | pj ∈ (PF j )α , j = 1, . . . , m,

m
X

zi (p1 , . . . , pm ) | pj ∈ (PF j )α , j = 1, . . . , m,

m
X







(5)

t=1

j=1

Then,



pj = 1 .


j=1

j=1



pj = 1




pj = 1 .


(6)

(7)

Since just described approach is an extension of the approach for the fuzzy decision matrix with fuzzy states of
the world and crisp Zadeh’s probabilities (computed according to (1)) described in [4], the problems related with
it are preserved. The first problem is that Zadeh’s probabilities of fuzzy events lack the common interpretation of
a probability measure. Another problem is a precise definition of ”the occurrence of the particular fuzzy state of
the world”. A more detailed description of this problems can be found in [4, 6]. Therefore, interpretations of the
fuzzy expected outputs EH1Z , . . . , EHnZ , given by (4) and (5), and var H1Z , . . . , var HnZ , given by (6) and (7), is
difficult. Thus, ordering of the alternatives based on these characteristics is problematic.

3

Fuzzy rule-based systems derived from the considered decision matrix

In this section, we introduce a different approach to the decision matrix with fuzzy states of the world. Taking
into account the problems mentioned in the previous section, we suggest not to treat the output, if an alternative
xi , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is chosen, as a discrete random variable HiZ taking on the values hi,1 , . . . , hi,m with the fuzzy
probabilities PF 1 , . . . , PF m . Instead of this, we propose to model the information about the output of choosing xi
as the following basis of If-Then rules:
If the state of the world is S1 , then the consequence of xi is hi,1 .
If the state of the world is S2 , then the consequence of xi is hi,2 .
...
If the state of the world is Sm , then the consequence of xi is hi,m .

(8)

For computing the output of the fuzzy rule-based system (8), it is appropriate to apply the so-called Sugeno method
of fuzzy inference, introduced by Sugeno [7]. For any ωk ∈ Ω, k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, the consequence of choosing xi is
given by
Pm
m
X
j=1 µSj (ωk ) · hi,j
S
Pm
Hi (ωk ) =
µSj (ωk ) · hi,j ,
(9)
=
j=1 µSj (ωk )
j=1
Pm
where we used the assumption j=1 µSj (ωk ) = 1 for any ωk ∈ Ω. Since we operate within the given probability
space (Ω, A, P ), HiS is a random variable.
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Remark 2. It can be easily seen from (9) that in the case of crisp states of the world S1 , . . . , Sm , the random
variables H1S , . . . , HnS coincide with discrete random variables H1 , . . . , Hn taking on the values hi,1 , . . . , hi,m ,
i = 1, . . . , n, with fuzzy probabilities PF j = PF (Sj ), j = 1, . . . , m. Hence, this new approach can be also
considered as an extension of a decision matrix to the case of fuzzy states of the world and their fuzzy probabilities.
Analogously as in the previous approach, the alternatives x1 , . . . , xn can be compared on the basis of the
expected values and variances of H1S , . . . , HnS . Let us derive now the formulas for their computation. In addition
to that, we will compare these characteristics with the characteristics of H1Z , . . . , HnZ .
S
First, let us show that the expected values
. . ,HnS coincide with EH1Z , . . . , EHnZ . For i = 1, . . . , n,
 of H1 , .SU
S
and any α ∈ (0, 1], let us denote EHi,α
= EhSL
,
Eh
i,α
i,α . We get
( r
)
r
X
X
SL
S
Ehi,α = min
Hi (ωk ) · pk | pk ∈ PF ({ωk })α , k = 1, 2, . . . , r,
pk = 1
k=1

k=1


r X
m
X



= min
µSj (ωk ) · hi,j · pk | pk ∈ PF ({ωk })α , k = 1, 2, . . . , r,
pk = 1


k=1 j=1
k=1


m X
r
r
X

X
= min
µSj (ωk ) · pk · hi,j | pk ∈ PF ({ωk })α , k = 1, 2, . . . , r,
pk = 1


j=1 k=1
k=1


m
m
X

X
= min
pj · hi,j | pj ∈ (PF j )α , j = 1, . . . , m,
pj = 1 = EhZL
i,α


r
X

j=1

and analogously

EhSU
i,α

= max

= max

(

(10)

j=1

r
X

HiS (ωk )

k=1


m
X


j=1

· pk | pk ∈ PF ({ωk })α , k = 1, 2, . . . , r,

pj · hi,j | pj ∈ (PF j )α , j = 1, . . . , m,

m
X
j=1

r
X

)

pk = 1

k=1



pj = 1 = EhZU
i,α .


(11)

Hence, from the point of view of the expected values of outputs that are taken into account in comparison of
alternatives, both the approaches are the same.


S
SU
= var hSL
Now, let us turn our mind to the variances of H1S , . . . , HnS . The α-cut var Hi,α
i,α , var hi,α of the
fuzzy variance of the output from the fuzzy rule-based system is obtained as follows: Let us denote
2

r
m
r
m
X
X
X
X
µSu (ωt ) · hi,u  .
pt ·
si (p1 , . . . , pr ) =
pk · 
µSj (ωk ) · hi,j −
k=1

t=1

j=1

u=1

Then,

(

var hSL
i,α = min si (p1 , . . . , pr ) | pk ∈ PF ({ωk })α , k = 1, . . . , r,
and
var hU
i,α

(

= max si (p1 , . . . , pr ) | pk ∈ PF ({ωk })α , k = 1, . . . , r,

r
X

k=1

r
X

k=1

)

(12)

)

(13)

pk = 1

pk = 1 .

Nevertheless, as we will show in the following example the variances of H1S , . . . , HnS are different from
var H1Z , . . . , var HnZ . This means that ordering of the alternatives, based on the expected values and variances of
their outputs, can be different for both the above described approaches. We will illustrate this fact by the following
numerical example.
Example 1. Let us consider that we can realize one of the two possible projects, denoted by A and B. The
result depends solely on the kind of a government coalition which will be established after the parliamentary
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election. Let us assume that only the six possible coalitions, denoted by ω1 , . . . , ω6 , can be established after the
election. For the sake of simplicity, let the fuzzy probabilities of establishing each coalition be the same equalled
to PF ({ωk }) = h1/12, 1/6, 3/12i, k = 1, . . . , 6, where three values in brackets represent significant values
(boundary values of the closure of the support and the value of the core of the fuzzy number) of a triangular fuzzy
number (the fuzzy number with linear membership functions between its significant values). PF (S) is obtained
by formulas (2) and (3), for any S ∈ F(Ω), where F(Ω) denotes the set of all fuzzy events whose support belongs
to Ω.
We distinguish three possibilities (states of the world) - a right coalition (S1 ), a centre coalition (S2 ), and a left
coalition (S3 ). Let the above mentioned three states of the world be expressed by the following fuzzy sets defined
on Ω:
1
S1 =
|ω1 ,0.8 |ω2 ,0.2 |ω3 ,0 |ω4 ,0 |ω5 ,0 |ω6 ,
0
S2 =
|ω1 ,0.2 |ω2 ,0.8 |ω3 ,1 |ω4 ,0.5 |ω5 ,0 |ω6 ,
0
S3 =
|ω1 ,0 |ω2 ,0 |ω3 ,0 |ω4 ,0.5 |ω5 ,1 |ω6 ,

where elements of the sets are in the form µSj (ωk ) |ωk , j = 1, 2, 3, and k = 1, . . . , 6. How the future yield (in %)
depends on the fact which of these three types of a coalition will occur in the future is described in Table 2.

A
B

S1
1
1

S2
0.5
0.2

S3
0.1
0.8

Table 2 Significant Values of Future Yields (in %) of A and B based on the Type of a Coalition
Now, let us compare both the approaches to extension of the decision matrix tool. First, let us compute the
Z
Z
. The fuzzy probabilities of the fuzzy states
and HB
expected values and variances of the random variables HA
of the world S1 , S2 , and S3 , computed according to (2) and (3), are given as triangular fuzzy numbers, whose
significant values are given as follows:
PF (S1 ) = h0.17, 0.33, 0.50i, PF (S2 ) = h0.21, 0.42, 0.63i, and PF (S3 ) = h0.12, 0.25, 0.37i.
Z
Z
expressed by triangular
and EHB
Hence, according to formulas (4) and (5) we get the fuzzy expected yields EHA
Z
Z
, obtained
and var HB
fuzzy numbers. Their significant values are shown in Table 3. The fuzzy variances var HA
by formulas (6) and (7), are not triangular fuzzy numbers. Their significant values are also shown in Table 3.
S
HB

S
S
S
and
. Since the universal set Ω is a discrete set, HA
and HB
Second, let us construct the random variables HA
are discrete random variables. According to (9), we obtain the following:
S
S
S
S
S
S
HA
(ω1 ) = 1, HA
(ω2 ) = 0.9, HA
(ω3 ) = 0.6, HA
(ω4 ) = 0.5, HA
(ω5 ) = 0.3, and HA
(ω6 ) = 0.1,
S
S
S
S
S
S
HB
(ω1 ) = 1, HB
(ω2 ) = 0.84, HB
(ω3 ) = 0.36, HB
(ω4 ) = 0.2, HB
(ω5 ) = 0.5, and HB
(ω6 ) = 0.8.

S
S
taking on these values with the fuzzy probabilities expressed by triangular
and HB
Both the random variables HA
fuzzy numbers, whose significant values equal to h1/12, 1/6, 3/12i.

S
S
Z
Z
According to (10) and (11), the expected values EHA
and EHB
coincide with EHA
and EHB
, which are
expressed by triangular fuzzy numbers with the significant values given by Table 3. The significant values of the
S
S
variances var HA
and var HB
, computed by (12) and (13), are shown in Table 3.

Characteristic
Z
S
EHA
= EHA
Z
S
EHB = EHB
Z
var HA
Z
var HB
S
var HA
S
var HB

Fuzzy Yield (in %)
0.43 0.57 0.70
0.49 0.62 0.75
0.08 0.12 0.15
0.10 0.13 0.15
0.06 0.09 0.13
0.05 0.08 0.10

Centre of Gravity
0.567
0.617
0.118
0.127
0.097
0.078

Middles of Maximum
0.57
0.62
0.12
0.13
0.09
0.08

Table 3 Expected Values and Variances of the Considered Random Variables
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The resultant fuzzy expected values and fuzzy variances can be compared on the basis of various characteristics
that are proposed in the literature, like centres of gravity or middles of maximums. The selection of the method
of comparison is case sensitive. For illustration, let us employ the two mentioned characteristics. The centre of
gravity of a fuzzy number A, whose support belongs to R, is a real number cog(A) given as follows:
R∞
µA (x) · x dx
R∞
.
cog(A) = −∞
µ (x) dx
−∞ A

The middle of maximum of a fuzzy number A represents the centre of its core. It is the Core A itself for the triangular number A. By applying the rule of maximization of the expected value and minimization of the variance,
Z
Z
according to the centres of gravity of computed fuzzy characteristics of random
variablesHA
and HB
we would


Z
Z
Z
not be able to decide between the projects A and B because
cog
EH
<
cog
EH
and
cog
var
H
<
A
B
A




Z
S
S
S
S
cog var HB . We can see that in this case, since cog EHA < cog EHB and cog var HA > cog var HB ,
the project B would be selected. The ordering of stocks based on their middles on maximums leads to the same results. However, as it was stated in Section 2, the interpretation of the characteristics EHiZ and var HiZ , i = A, B,
is questionable. Thus, the possible selection based on these characteristics would not be trustworthy.

4

Conclusion

We have dealt with the problem of extension the decision matrix to the case of fuzzy states of the world and
underlying fuzzy probability measure. We have extended the approach to the problem proposed by Talašová and
Pavlačka [8] that is based on applying the Zadeh’s probabilities of the fuzzy states of the world to the case of fuzzy
probabilities of the fuzzy states of the world. We have found out that the meaning of obtained characteristics of the
outputs of alternatives, namely the expected values and variances, is questionable. Therefore, we have introduced
an another approach, consisting in deriving fuzzy rule-based systems from a decision matrix with fuzzy states of
the world and underlying fuzzy probability measure. In such a case, the obtained characteristics of outputs, based
on which the alternatives are compared, are clearly interpretable. We have proved that the resulting expected values
of consequences are for both the approaches the same. In numerical example we have shown, that the variances
differ, and that the final ordering of the alternatives according to both the approaches can be different.
Next research in this field could be focused on the cases, where the outputs of alternatives are given by fuzzy
numbers, and/or the continuous fuzzy probability measure.
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On the relation of labour productivity, costs and
unemployment in the EU countries
Lenka Roubalová1 , Tomáš Vaněk 2 , David Hampel3
Abstract. This paper deals with the analysis of the relationship between unit labour
costs, real labour productivity and unemployment rate in the EU countries. The main
objective is to determine the existence and the direction of Granger causality between
labour productivity and unit labour costs. In addition, we focus on the relationship
between these two variables and unemployment. To find out the causality direction,
the VAR models are estimated. Impulse response analysis is used to describe the
time path of one of the variables in the VAR to shocks from the other explanatory
variables. Based on responses groups of similar countries are created. Our results
prove the Granger causality running from labour productivity to unit labour costs just
in Sweden, Finland, Luxembourg and Austria. The causality running from unit labour
costs to labour productivity is observed in most of the rest of the European countries.
In the case of Romania, Hungary and Cyprus, the relationship in the sense of Granger
causality is not significant.
Keywords: EU, Granger causality, labour costs, labour productivity, unemployment,
VAR model.
JEL classification: 91B84
AMS classification: C32

1 Introduction
Productivity growth is one of the most important factors for long-term economic growth and country competitiveness sustaining. There are many areas in the economics closely related to the productivity. In [23] we learn
productivity etc. are important variables in assessment of regional disparities. Productivity significantly affects
real exchange rates in the Eurozone [17], as well as in the Czech Republic, see [1]. As the theoretical literature and
many empirical research articles show, changes in productivity development are associated with the movements
in real wages, unemployment rate or inflation. At the macroeconomic level, it is very important to find out the
interrelationship among these variables, especially for policy makers and other authorities responsible for several
reforms and political decisions in this field. Moreover, at the microeconomic level the results of such analysis
can be beneficial for management decisions. OECD presents in [16] that the productivity issue connected with
living standards increasing and economic growth in general has become very popular among policy makers as
a consequence of the crisis in 2008.
The economic theory in this case is not uniform. The neoclassical approach based on the statement that wages
equal productivity as measured by the value of the marginal product of labour results from the labour demand
analysis (connected with marginal productivity theory). The wages depend on workers’ productivity, so highly
productive workers are highly payed, see [13]. In accordance with this theory Mankiw in [13] describes the
labour productivity development in USA during 1973–1995. The labour productivity growth had been followed
by the increase in real wages. Conversely, the efficiency wage theory states that causality runs from real wages to
productivity, which is connected with the thoughts of Yellen, see [21]. The theory rejects the assumption that the
previous theory is based on. According to the efficiency wage theory, the wage setting at the level above the market
wage level has positive effect on workers’ efforts increasing their productivity and efficiency. This is the way how
firms attract experienced workers. Wage rigidity and involuntary unemployment can be explained by this theory
as well, because job seekers are willing to wait for well-payed job and such behaviour leads to this phenomenon.
Many authors focus on analysing the relationships among labour productivity, real wages (or labour costs) and
unemployment (or alternatively inflation). The link between this issue and inflation is described in [5] or [18].
Conversely, the influence of EU labour market institutions on total factor productivity is in [4]. As Goh in [9]
argues, wage development is affected by both, productivity and unemployment. We can find an empirical evidence
in behalf of the efficiency wage theory in [20], the author proves negative impact of wages to labour productivity,
but reverse causality is not proved. Yildirim, see [22], focuses on the relationship among inflation rate, labour
productivity and wages in the processing industry in Turkey. Kumar, see [12], analyzes the same relationship
1
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Mendel University in Brno, Zemědělská 1, Brno, Czech Republic, xvanek7@node.mendelu.cz
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as Yildirim does and he proves the impact of wages to the labour productivity in the long run in Australia. The
causality running from labour productivity to wages is proved in [19] and in the work of Klein, see [11], who
proves long-term impact of labour productiivty to wages in South Africa.
The main objective of this paper is to determine the existence and direction of Granger causality among labour
productivity and unit labour cost in the EU countries in the period 2001–2016. In addition, we focus on the
interrelationship of these two variables and unemployment in these countries. Finally, based on responses similar
countries are grouped.

2 Material
In the empirical analysis we use variables as follows: unemployment rate defined as a share of unemployed persons
and economically active population (UNP), real labour productivity based on hours worked (LP) and real unit
labour costs based on hours worked (ULC) representing the cost of labour as a producing factor. The empirical
analysis also takes into account the possibility of alternative using real labour productivity and unit labour costs
based on persons employed, but the results obtained by this way are almost in all cases in line with the previous
ones. However, this data expression is used for Belgium and Croatia, because the dataset based on hours worked
is not complete for these countries. We use set of quarterly time series data, where the number of time series
observations T = 63 corresponds to the period Q1 2001 – Q3 2016 for each country. The data are expressed
as an index, change against the same quarter of the previous year because of the availability of the data at the
desired length. In addition, this expression is convenient from the point of view of seasonally adjustment. Then,
all time series are stationarized by using first differences. For time series with very volatile index of variables
during observed period, using growth factors instead of first difference seems to be more appropriate. We revealed
that both approaches lead to the same results in our case, so we present the estimated models based on using time
series of the first differences. All datasets are obtained from the Eurostat database, see [6], [7].

3 Methods
To find out the causality direction among all variables the vector autoregressive (VAR) models are estimated. VAR
is special case of multivariate time series model. Such time series are created as a combination of at least two time
series. This representation is advantageous when there exists dependency between components of one time series
and between time series of each other. All VAR models estimated in this article are created as a combination of
three time series. VAR model can be formulated as
X t − Φ1 X t−1 − Φ2 X t−2 − · · · − Φp X t−p = Z t ,

(1)

where Φ1 , . . . , Φp are matrices of coefficients of the size 3 × 3, X t , . . . , X t−p are vectors of variables up to lag p
of the size 3 × 1 and Z t is vector of random errors of the same size.

Optimal lag length for the VAR model we establish using autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation function
and information criteria (AIC, BIC, HQC). The decision about the most appropriate lag length is supported by using
Q test [3] for VAR model and t-test for the estimated parameters of relevant lag. Then the residuals are tested to
verify the white noise character. Autocorrelation is detected with using Ljung-Box test. If there is evidence of
autocorrelation, more lags should be added to eliminate it. Doornik-Hansen, Lilliefors and Jarque-Bera tests are
used to judge normality of residuals.
To detect the Granger causality, F -tests are used. The VAR model can be divided into three equations where
each of them is relevant for one variable. So each variable is estimated as a combination of lagged parameters of
that variable and of the two others. F -test is used to prove the significant influence of the lagged values of selected
parameters to the variable which the equation is estimated for. The null hypothesis states, that all parameters of
concrete variable are equal to zero (not significant). When H0 is rejected, the variable can be seen as causal in the
sense of Granger causality to the variable the equation is estimated for. Then, impulse response analysis is used as
a tool to describe the response time path of one of the variables in the VAR to shock from the other variable. Based
on these responses, groups of similar countries are created. For all tests we use significance level α = 0.05. All
calculations are performed in software Gretl, version 2016d and Matlab, version R2016b.

4 Results
Obtained results provided by the analysis are summarized in Table 1. The causality running from labour productivity to labour costs is detected in the case of Sweden (SE), Finland (FI), Luxembourg (LU) and Austria (AT). The
impulse response analysis shows that an increase in the labour productivity leads to the rise of unit labour costs
and then it shows profound fluctuations in the long run (Figure 1, E). In the case of Luxembourg and Finland the
unit labour costs response is the same but rather temporary.
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Country
AT
BE
NL
DK
DE
LU
IE
UK
FR
PT
ES
IT
GR
CY
MT
HR
SI
BG
RO
CZ
SK
PL
HU
LV
LT
EE
FI
SE

VAR(p)
8
5
6
6
1
4
5
4
4
4
5
6
5
5
9
3
7
3
5
7
12
8
9
7
7
9
6
8

LP → ULC
0.0101
×
×
×
×
0.0221
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
0.0359
0.0188

ULC → LP
< 0.0001
0.0003
0.0016
0.0355
< 0.0001
×
0.0128
×
0.0066
0.0020
0.0258
×
×
×
0.0153
×
0.0044
×
×
0.0165
×
×
×
0.0074
0.0130
×
×
×

ULC → UN
×
×
0.0057
×
0.0101
×
×
×
×
×
×
0.0256
0.0304
×
×
×
×
< 0.0001
×
×
0.0156
0.0247
×
×
×
0.0015
×
×

UN → ULC
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
0.0120
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

LP → UN
×
0.0410
×
0.0012
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
0.0070
×
×
×
×
×
×

UN → LP
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
0.0037
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Table 1 All EU countries are marked by ISO code. The columns show relationship in the sense of Granger causality
and its direction among LP, ULC and unemployment rate UNP. For significant dependency among these variables,
the p-values of F -test are shown. If there is × instead of p-value, there is no significant causality.
The results for most of the EU countries are in favour of the efficiency wage theory. Granger causality running
from unit labour costs to labour productivity is detected in the case of Austria, Belgium (BE), the Netherlands
(NL), Denmark (DK), Germany (DE), Ireland (IE), France (FR), Portugal (PT), Spain (ES), Malta (MT), Slovenia
(SI), Czech Republic (CZ), Latvia (LV), and Lithuania (LT).
Impulse response analysis presents that an increase in the unit labour costs causes sharp decline in labour
productivity followed by short-time increase. So finally, after the short time oscillation the LP returns to the
original level in the case of Denmark, the Netherlands, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Malta and the Czech Republic
(Figure 1, A). Labour productivity response for Slovenia, Austria, Latvia, Lithuania, Belgium and Ireland is similar,
but only the reaction is not only temporary (Figure 1, B). In the case of France the shock in unit labour costs leads
to the same change of labour productivity, but finally it rather declines. Table 1 also shows there is no causality
between unit labour costs and labour productivity (and vice versa) in the Great Britain (UK), Greece (GR), Cyprus
(CY), Croatia (HR), Italy (IT) Bulgaria (SL), Romania (RO), Slovakia (SK), Poland (PL) Hungary (HU) and
Estonia (EE).
Apart from labour productivity and unit labour costs relationship, the analysis proves relationship of these
variables and unemployment. For some of the countries with no causality between labour productivity and unit
labour costs (and vice versa), the Granger causality running from unit labour costs to unemployment rate is proved
as well as it is proved for some countries with significant Granger causality between labour productivity and unit
labour costs. This is the case of the group of countries including the Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria,
Slovakia, Poland and Estonia.
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Figure 1 Graphs A–E describing reaction of one variable to the shock change in another one. Each graph represents
relationship typical for each group of countries represented by one of them. Concretely, A – Germany, B – Latvia,
C – Denmark, D – Estonia, E – Sweden.
For Denmark, Poland and Belgium, the causality running from labour productivity to unemployment rate is
found. As impulse response analysis shows, shock increase in labour productivity is followed by unemployment
decline first, then it rises and finally continues with slight oscillations (Figure 1, C).
Impulse response analysis also shows, unemployment rate declines in some short time as a result of unit labour
cost increase. Then, unemployment rate increases sharply, oscillates at the higher level, then declines and slowly
increases in the case of Estonia (Figure 1, D), in the case of Poland the decrease is very slight and in the case of
the rest of the countries the unemployment rate returns back and stabilizes at the equilibrium level.
There are also some peculiarities resulting from the analysis. There is causality running from unemployment
rate to labour productivity in Croatia (HR) and from unemployment rate to unit labour costs in the Great Britain
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(UK). As the unemployment rate increases, labour productivity as well as unit labour costs decline slowly. There
are also countries where no causality is detected among analyzed variables. These countries are Hungary (HU),
Romania (RO) and Cyprus (CY).4

5 Discussion
Findings resulting from our analysis state, that in the most of EU countries there is causality running from labour
costs to labour productivity. These results are in accordance with efficiency wage theory and with evidence in
favour of this theory for South Africa [20], Turkey [22], Australia [12] and Canada, USA and Italy [8], but there
is lack of similar analysis for EU countries. Authors focus on these countries in [15] or [19] but from the point of
view of correlation and dynamics of development rather than Granger causality.
Granger causality running from labour productivity to labour costs is proved for the group of rich, highly
advanced and economically stable countries including Sweden, Finland, Austria and Luxembourg5 . The major
group of countries can be characterized by Granger causality running from unit labour costs to labour productivity.
According to Rusinova [19] the group of countries with this direction of causality mainly consists of countries
with highly regulated wage bargaining system (Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Portugal) and with
regulated system of bargaining (Belgium, Spain, Slovenia). As the author states, this group can be characterized
by the existence of high level of collective agreement coverage, a dominance of sectoral wage bargaining.
Conversely, comparing with the same analysis of Rusinova [19], some of the countries with no causality between labour productivity and unit labour costs can be characterised by deregulated system of wage bargaining
(UK, Estonia, Poland). The limitation is that her analysis focuses on 19 OECD countries, so it is not possible to
find the context more deeply.
There is empirical evidence that may help to explain results revealing no causal relationship among all three
variables. In [10] the relationship among these variables in Romania in 1991–2006 is investigated. According to
the authors the high rate of labour market inflexibility is caused by wage inflexibility resulting from no correlation
of real wage and labour productivity dynamics. The labour market in Romania is more rigid than any other markets.
Apart from the economic factors, strong social factors interfere on this market so they consider the development of
these variables to be atypical in Romania. Generally, similar results (proving no causality) for Romania, Cyprus
and Hungary can be caused by similar impacts of the harmful effects of the financial or economical crisis. Different
results for Croatia can be connected with the fact presented in [2] that regional impact on the Croatian labour market
is considerable as compared with other EU countries.
There are not many relevant publications focused on this issue for EU countries so the possibilities of comparing and discussing them are limited. On the other hand, the lack of similar studies creates new possibilities
for further research. It could be concentrated on the same interrelationships by using another methods of Granger
causality detecting or it could concentrate on the economic influences affecting the direction of Granger causality
and explaining why the results are just that. Generally, more authors should explore these relationships at the
macroeconomic level.

6 Conclusion
The main aim of this article was to investigate the relationship between labour productivity and unit labour cost.
In addition, we focused on the relationship between these two variables and unemployment in the EU countries in
2001–2016. To reach these results VAR models were estimated. Several statistical tests were performed to make
sure the most suitable VAR model for each country was estimated. The results revealed the causality running from
unit labour costs to labour productivity for the major group of EU countries and they were in accordance with the
efficiency wage theory. Results obtained in the empirical part of this article were discussed and the discussion
showed there was lack of similar articles concentrated on the causal interrelationship between these three variables
in the EU 28.
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4

Alternatively, the dataset using LP and ULC based on person employed is used also in the case of Ireland, Cyprus,
Romania and Hungary to verify the previous results proving no causality. With the exception of Ireland the results
obtained here are identical.
5
Except of Luxembourg (historical member) the three countries joined the EU at the same time.
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Entropy Based Measures Used in Operation Complexity
Analysis of Supplier-Customer Systems
Pavla Řı́hová1 , Ladislav Lukáš2
Abstract. The paper deals with operational complexity of supplier-customer systems.
Measurement of operational complexity of company supplier-customer relations belongs to important managerial tasks. In the present work, we deal with quantitative
measuring of these relations on the base of unified entropy-oriented approach. From
analytic point of view, it reflects temporal changes in supplier-customer system. Operational complexity measure should express behavioral uncertainties of the system
during the time with respect to specified control levels. It has to record all possible
types of flow variations within and across company in detail, e.g. replenishment time
disturbances, deviations of material in/out flows, etc. Further, we discuss in detail various entropy measures which are applicable to operational complexity analysis. The
basic one is classical Shannon entropy. We also discuss relations between the Shannon entropy and various generalized entropy based measures, e.g. (c,d)-entropy. We
present numerical results of investigation of equivalent classes between various entropy measures. All computations are performed in sw Mathematica, and algorithmic
details are presented.
Keywords: entropy, generalized entropy, information measure, operational complexity, supplier-consumer system.
JEL classification: C63, C81
AMS classification: 90B99

1

Introduction

In general, supplier-customer systems can be handled from various viewpoints and using different approaches, and
interactions among suppliers and customers can be rather complex. The extant literature provides many important
but frequently too specific views of the system supplier’s roles and customer relationship dynamics. Business
economics knows basically two types of supplier-customer system complexity – structural one and operational one.
The first one represents more-less a static viewpoint concerning with structural links and relations among system
units or entities mainly, whereas the operational complexity is focused on all uncertainties and perturbations within
dynamic evolution of the system.
From an analytic point of view, operational complexity reflects temporal changes in supplier-customer systems.
In particular, an operational complexity measure should express the behavioral uncertainties of the system during
time with respect to specified control levels. It has to record all possible types of flow variations within and across
companies in detail, e.g., replenishment time disturbances, deviations of material in/out flows, etc. We assume that
such data are available in a company management information system (MIS).
In our previous papers [3] and [4], we presented both details of information schemes of supplier-customer
systems and basic structure of the problem-oriented database on which the operational complexity algorithms
based upon entropy are operating. In particular in [4], we also discussed some relations between well-known
Shannon entropy, or the Boltzmann-Gibbs-Shannon one as it is alternatively called (denoted as BGS-entropy, too),
and a more general entropy, the (c, d)-entropy, in particular. In this paper, we concern with several other entropies
and entropic measures which can be used for construction of supplier-customer operational complexity measures
emphasizing various managerial aspects prospectively.
In [1] and [10], in particular, there are discussed general entropy-based approaches for measuring complexity
in supply chains and supplier-customer systems, too. Within tremendous literature devoted to generalized entropy
and entropic measures available, we select such ones seeming us most contributable to the paper topic. In [5],
the interesting novel entropic measure is given which combines nonextensivity of Tsallis entropy and additivity
property of Renyi entropy. In [9], based upon Tsallis entropy, the new generalized sample entropy is given and
applied to traffic signals analysis. The multidimensional generalized entropy measure is given in [6] and [8], and it
1
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provide us a good platform for research and construction of operational complexity measuring algorithms in case
when supplier-customer business contracts contain replenisments with undecomposable bundles of products or services. Finally, in [2], the generalized (c, d) entropy is thoroughly discussed, together with its links to other known
entropies, the Shannon entropy, in particular. Some aspects of the (c, d) entropy are given in [4], too, whereas the
α-power entropy has been already discussed in [3], with some numerical experiments and the interesting quadratic
entropy, as a particular case. Finally, in [7], pure mathematical derivation of classic entropy, i.e. BGS-entropy, is
given as a solution of specific equation.
Pn
Let P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }, 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , n, i=1 pi = 1, is a discrete probability distribution of n
states of a system, then the BGS-entropy of P is
SBGS (P ) = −

n
X

(1)

pi log(pi ),

i=1

where the original Shannon entropy, being developed within the information theory, was proposed to use logarithmic function with base 2, log2 , whereas the usual form of BGS-entropy prefers natural logaritms.
All our previous case studies handled operational complexity analyses of various supplier-customer systems
of SME ranked firms and published in [3] and [4], were based upon the BGS-entropy (1), in principle. However, before presenting the other entropies and entropic measures, we overview a basic information framework of
supplier-customer systems supporting operational complexity analyses.
We consider a set of products {Π1 , . . . , Πm } within a supplier-customer system being specified by a business
contract between both sides for a given time period. In general, for any product Πj , j = 1, . . . , m, we may consider
two types of variables relating quantity and time, which provide corresponding time series monitored and stored in
company MIS, and denoted {(e,r) Qj }, and {(e,r) Tj }, respectively. Let any (e,r) Qj , and (e,r) Tj , contain particular
entries denoted (e,r) qj,k and (e,r) tj,k , for k = 1, . . . , κj , with κj given. Couple of pre-indeces (e,r) is to specify
logical relations in supplier-customer system, in particular e ∈ {s, i, c}, s. . . supplier, i. . . interface, c. . . customer,
and r ∈ {f, o, d}, f. . . forecast, o. . . order, d. . . delivery,

Let {A1 , . . . , An } denote discrete system states selected for a product Πj and its quantity or time variable
particularly. In general, noting it precisely to be a rather crucial problem because first, being product-depedent as
usual, and second, it should reflect all prospective aspects and various managerial purposes of operational complexity analyses. Using the discrete system states {A1 , . . . , An } and corresponding data available, we calculate the
very first issue of the data processing phase, i.e. empirical distribution P = {p1 , . . . , pn }. Further, this one serve
us for entropy based operational complexity analysis. Operational complexity measure should express behavioral
uncertainties of the system during the time with respect to specified control levels. It has to record all possible
types of flow variations within and across company in detail, e.g. replenishment time disturbances, deviations of
material in/out flows, etc.

2

Some entropies and entropic measures

First, we discuss some entropies given in [2] and [5]. Renyi and Tsallis entropy are both generalization of BGSentropy, i.e. Shannon entropy. Renyi entropy is additive for statistically independent subsystems for entropic
parameter α, and it can handle the additive information that exist in system. Tsallis (nonextensive) entropy has
pseudo-additivity property with entropic parameter β, sometimes denoted q and called Tsallis index, too. It can
handle a nonextensive information for statistically independent subsystems through its pseudo-additivity property.
The Renyi entropyP
of order α is defined for any discrete probability distribution P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }, 0 ≤
pi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , n, i=1 npi = 1, as follows
n
X

1
Hα (P ) =
log
pα
i ,
1−α
i=1

α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, +∞).

(2)

In case α = 1, the Renyi α-entropy H1 (P ) is the classical BGS-entropy.
A link between Renyi α-entropy and Tsallis β-entropy is established through the bijective function
φα (z) = exp(z − αz), φ−1
α (y) =

1
log(y),
1−α

α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, +∞), ∀z, y ∈ R+ .

(3)

The Tsallis entropy
P of order β is defined for any discrete probability distribution P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }, 0 ≤ pi ≤
1, i = 1, . . . , n, i=1 npi = 1, as follows
Sβ (P ) =

n
X

φβ (Hβ (P )) − 1
1
=
pβi − 1 ,
1−β
1 − β i=1
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In the limit β → 1, Sβ (P ) recovers the classical BGS-entropy. Let us accept a temporal change of q instead
of β in order to write (4) in another equivalent form using so called q-logarithmic function logq in following way
Sq =

n
X
i=1


pi logq (1/pi ) ,

logq (x) :=

x1−q − 1
,
1−q

x ∈ R+ , q ∈ R,

(5)

log1 (x) := ln(x).

Following [5], the novel generalized entropy, called Masi entropy, is defined. It combines the nonextensivity
of Tsallis entropy and the additivity of Renyi entropy. The main difference of Masi enropy to Renyi and Tsallis
entropies is that the entire probability function is raised to a power r, in contrast to the probability functions in
Renyi and Tsallis entropy, where every state-probability separately is raised to a power α, or β, respectively. The
Masi entropy is
n
X

1
log 1 − (1 − r)
pi log pi ,
(6)
Sr (P ) =
1−r
i=1

where r > 0, r 6= 1, and it is used to measure the degree of additivity/nonextesitivity in system.

From (6), we can see that for r = 1 the Masi entropy reduces to the BGS-entropy, i.e. S1 (P ) = −
in similar way as the Renyi entropy Sα=1 (P ), and the Tsallis entropy Sβ=1 (P ), does.

Pn

i=1

pi log pi ,

For two statistically independent systems described by the probability distributions P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }, Q =
{q1 , q2 , . . . , qn }, i = 1, . . . , n, the Masi entropy satisfies
Sr (P ∩ Q) = Sr (P ) + Sr (Q),

(7)

which represents the additivity property of Masi entropy, and the parameter r can be viewed as a measure for the
degree of nonextensivity that exists in system.
The generalized (c, d)-entropy is given in [2], and discussed also in [4]. It is defined by following expression
Sc,d (P ) = er

n
X
i=1

Γ(d + 1, 1 − c log pi ) − cr,

r = (1 − c + cd)−1 ,

(8)

here c, d are specific parameters, and Γ(a, b) is the incomplete gamma function defined by relaxing lower integration bound of well-known Euler gamma function Γ(a), as follows
Z +∞
Z +∞
Γ(a, b) =
ta−1 exp(t)dt,
Γ(a) =
ta−1 exp(t)dt
(9)
b

0

noting that Γ(a) provides a useful extension of the factorial function for any a > 0, as (n − 1)! = Γ(n) holds for
any positive integer n.
Following [2], the relation between (c, d)-entropy and BGS-entropy, is established for (c, d) = (1, 1), for any
discrete probability distribution P .
S1,1 (P ) = SBGS (P ) − 1.
(10)

As already presented in [4], this relation had motivated us to propose a modified (c, d)-entropy with slightly
different additive term
n
X
∗
Sc,d
(P ) = er
Γ(d + 1, 1 − c log pi ) − c(r + 1), r = (1 − c + cd)−1 ,
(11)
i=1

thus yielding relation (12), a little bit ‘smarter’ one than (10)

∗
S1,1
(P ) = SBGS (P ).

(12)

In [6] and [8], there is presented a multi-dimensional generalized entropy measure, denoted GEM, but let us
call it G-entropy, which is suitable for measuring some sociological mobilities and variability in income levels.
In supplier-consumer operational complexity analysis, the multi-dimensional generalized entropy measure can be
used in any case when supplier deliveries contain undecomposable bundles of goods.
Consider a sample of N records containing quantity or time data of a bundle of K products, which we want to
analyse jointly. The corresponding data available are collected in the matrix X, of dimension N × K


x11 x12 . . .
 .

..

X=
(13)
.
 ..

xN 1 . . . xN K
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Following [6], the generalized G-entropy measure of X is defined in following way
N

1
1 X  si 1+γ
Gγ (X) =
−1 ,
γ(1 + γ) N i=1
s̄

si =

K
X

δj x−β
ij

j=1

−1/β

,

i = 1, . . . , N,

γ 6= −1, 0,

(14)

N
1 X
si ,
s̄ =
N i=1

where γ represents an entropic parameter, si is generalized mean of order −β, s̄ is arithmetic mean of si , and
δj , j = 1, . . . , K, δj ∈ [0, 1], and β, β ∈ [−1, +∞[, are additional parameters with specific meanings. In
particular, δj is the weight of each variable/product j, and β is an internal data tempering parameter. In case
γ = −1, 0, the G−1 (X), G0 (X) are given as follows
G−1 (X) =

3

N
1 X s̄ 
,
N i=1 si

G0 (X) =

N
1 X si 
.
N i=1 s̄

(15)

Numerical results

First, we investigate behavior of the Masi entropy Sr (P ), for given probability distribution P . Since the uniform
distribution gives the maximal entropy, thus expressing the maximal uncertainty, naturaly, we select P = U =
{pi = 1/n}, i = 1, . . . , n = 10. The behavior of Sr (U ), r ∈ [.01, .99] ∪ [1.01, 1.45), is depicted in Figure 1, and
listed in Table 1, for a series of r approaching a limit value.

Figure 1 Masi entropy: left panel: Sr (U ), r ∈ (0, 1);

right panel: Sr (U ), r ∈ (1, 1.5)

Figure 2 Masi entropy: Sr (U ) (full), Sr (Us ) (dashed line), for r given in Table 1
case:
r
Sr

1
.5
1.53

2
.99
2.28

3
1.01
2.33

4
1.25
3.43

5
1.40
6.35

6
1.41
7.03

7
1.42
8.13

8
1.43
10.76

9
1.432
12.14

10
1.433
13.43

11
1.434
16.81

12
1.4342944815
47.8878

Table 1 Sr entropy of U = {pi = 1/n}, i = 1, . . . , n = 10, for series of r approaching a limit
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For given uniform distribution U = {pi = 1/n}, i = 1, . . . , n = 10, a steep increasing function Sr (U ),
for r > 1.4, indicates an existence of a limit value. Using Mathematica, we computed r = 1.4342944815, as
acceptable computational lower bound of the limit value rlim , such that lim Sr (U ) = +∞, r → rlim , as the value
Sr=1.435 (U ) = 14.7645 − 7.22205i, is already complex.
Further, we also generated a sample uniform distribution Us issuing 1000 integers by Mathematica function
RandomInteger taking values 0, 1, . . . , 9, randomly. Calculating frequencies at individual bins 0, 1, . . . , 9,
representing system states prospectively, we obtained the distribution Us , given in Table 2. The comparison of
Sr (U ) and Sr (Us ) is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 3 The iso-value curve λ1 (c, d) = 0 in 2-D defined by Eq.(16) – left panel: 3-D view

Figure 4 The 2-D iso-value manifold λ2 (c, d, q) = 0 in 3-D defined implicitly by Eq.(17)
The Masi and Tsallis entropies, Sr and Sβ , but denoted q, here, are computed by Mathematica pure functions
Sr := Log[1 - (1 - #) Total[Table[piDistr[[i]] Log[piDistr[[i]]],
{i, n}]]]/(1 - #) &
sQ := (1 - Total[Table[pidata = data[[i]] recipNlist; pidataˆ#,
{i, imax + 1}]])/(# - 1) &
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here the probability distribution P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } is set in array piDistr, or pidata, respectively, and
formal argument denoted # is substituted by value of parameter r, or q, when invoking the functione, for example
Sr[.5], or sQ[.5].
The generalized (c, d)-entropy is computed by following Mathematica module
scd[c_, d_, data_, recipN_, imax_, iswitch_] :=
Module[{cc = c, dd = d, pi, rr, arr, val0}, rr = 1/(1 - cc + cc dd);
arr = Table[pi = data[[i]] recipN; Gamma[dd + 1, 1 - cc Log[pi]],
{i, imax + 1}];
val0 = rr (E Total[arr] - cc); If[iswitch == 1, val0 - cc, val0]]
with formal arguments c, d, data, recipN, imax, iswitch, where the first two ones are parameters specific for the (c, d)-entropy, data is to be substituted by an array containing probability distribution
P , recipN, imax should be 1/n, n − 1, in case when n discrete state of system are represented by bins
{0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, and iswitch is a flag taking either value 0 for original version of (c, d)-entropy, or 1 for
the modified version, as given in (11).
bins:
i
pi

0
1
.094

1
2
.092

2
3
.111

3
4
.116

4
5
.104

5
6
.110

6
7
.094

7
8
0.106

8
9
0.088

9
10
0.085

Table 2 Sample uniform distribution Us generated by RandomInteger
In Figure 3, we show an iso-value curve λ1 (c, d) = 0, which provides a substantial generalization of Eq. (12)

∗
∗
Sc,d
(Us ) = SBGS (Us ), ∀(c, d) ∈ (u, v) ∈ [0.1, 5]2 | λ1 (u, v) = Su,v
(Us ) − su = 0, su = SBGS (Us ) . (16)

In Figure 4, we show 2-D iso-value manifold λ2 (c, d, q) = 0 in 3-D, which is defined implicitly by

∗
∗
Sc,d
(Us ) = Sq (Us ), ∀(c, d, q) ∈ (u, v, w) ∈ [0.1, 5]3 | λ2 (u, v, w) = Su,v
(Us ) − Sw (Us ) = 0 .

4

(17)

Conclusions

In the paper, we discussed briefly information background of operational complexity measurement of suppliercustomer systems. As the operational complexity measuring procedure is based upon entropy, we focused our
attention on various generalization of Shannon entropy. In sequel, we discussed Renyi, Tsallis, and Masi entropies,
generalized (c, d) entropy, and multi-dimensional entropic measure. The iso-value curve and 2-D manifold, which
we investigated numerically, are new results. All entropies discussed represent good platform for research on construction of effective manager purpose-oriented operational complexity measures of supplier-consumer systems.
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Data Envelopment Analysis of the Renewable Energy Sources
Jana Sekničková1
Abstract. The most of energy demand is covered by the usage of fossil fuels at the
present time and so these sources are relatively quickly mined. That is why the investments into renewable energy sources are higher and higher all the time. There are five
real possibilities of renewable energy sources in the Czech Republic – wind power
stations, photovoltaic power stations, geothermal power stations, hydroelectric power
stations and biomass energy. Although from the multicriteria point of view the photovoltaic power stations are not well evaluated the low investment costs and easy accessibility of suitable lands are strong points of photovoltaic energy and so the number
of newly built photovoltaic power stations is huge. In this paper the renewable energy
sources are analyzed from multicriteria point of view, especially by using data envelopment analysis because photovoltaic power stations are typical production units. The
analysis is based on real data of the photovoltaic power stations built in the Czech
Republic.
Keywords: Renewable energy sources, DEA models, Photovoltaic power station.
JEL Classification: C44, C67
AMS Classification: 90B30, 90B50, 90C29, 91B06, 91B38

1

Introduction

The Czech Republic as a member of the European Union is bounded by the Directive 2009/28/EC of the European
Parliament on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources. For the Czech Republic this directive
implies 13% of the overall share of energy from renewable sources before 2020. In addition the Czech Republic
tends to 15% share in 2030 and 30% share of energy from renewable sources in 2050 in accordance to the State
energy conception. There are five real possibilities of renewable energy sources (RES) building-up in the Czech
Republic. The first ones are wind power stations for wind energy production. The second possibility is a
photovoltaic power station based on obtaining of sun energy. The geothermal power station deals with thermal
energy of the Earth. Places with large water areas or swift rivers are suitable for hydroelectric power stations. The
last but not least possibility is to gain biomass energy from biomass. There exist several other alternative energy
sources but such as energy of sea waves are not reachable in the Czech conditions.
Each of the mentioned energy sources has its advantages and also disadvantages. In [7] and [8] authors evaluate
these RES from the multicriteria point of view. It is a complex decision making problem with a small number of
alternatives (five in this case) and many decision criteria. For the evaluation TESES (technical, economic, social,
ecological and strategic) classification of criteria was used. The technical criteria describe the technical obstacles
of single technologies, technical parameters of produced electricity and if the technology enables an efficient usage
of produced warm, coefficient of hazard in the building-up season etc. Economic criteria describe the project
economy on the level of assessment from the investor’s point of view that is conclusive for the project realization
or rejection. Social criteria describe the social project implications and their benefit for solving of social and socioeconomic problems of the regions and states. Ecological criteria describe the particular benefits of single
technology for environment components. And strategic criteria describe the long-term project effect for power
industry in the Czech Republic and for the situation in further spheres of the national economy – for example
agriculture. There are used five methods of multicriteria evaluation of alternatives and geothermal power was the
winner with respect to all five methods in mentioned papers. The second one was biomass power, the third wind
power, the fourth and the fifth places were for photovoltaic and hydroelectric powers.
These results were very surprising because in 2010 almost 13 thousands photovoltaic power stations were
installed in the Czech Republic, in comparison with about one hundred hydroelectric power stations, about 50
wind power stations with approximately 150 turbines, 5 biomass power stations and only few very small
geothermal power stations. The articles about the first real geothermal power station in the Czech Republic was
published in that year. The conclusion was that in the Czech Republic inefficient renewable energy sources were
used often and efficient power stations were used too little.
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The same problem was evaluated from the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) point of view in [9] one year
later. The model with only two inputs (investment costs of project and time of recovery) and two outputs (for the
first case: internal rate of return and recovery of investments, and for the second case: annual utilization of installed
output and net profit) was used. Biomass power and geothermal power were found efficient with respect to all
DEA models and photovoltaic power was efficient in the case of variable return to scale. Wind and hydroelectric
powers were inefficient with respect to all DEA models.
In this paper only photovoltaic power stations will be analyzed due to answer the basic question: Are installed
photovoltaic power stations efficient or not? The null hypothesis assumes that only few of analyzed photovoltaic
power stations are efficient and the most of them are inefficient. In the case that this null hypothesis will be reject
the answer to this basic question can help to explain why the number of installed photovoltaic power stations is so
huge in comparison to the other renewable energy sources.

2

DEA point of view

Each analyzed photovoltaic power station (alternative) is evaluated from the multicriteria point of view by each
investor. Evaluation of investments into RES is a multiple criteria decision making problem with the evaluated
production units as alternatives (energy sources) and with the multiple inputs as criteria to be minimized
(investments, recovery, etc.) and multiple outputs as criteria to be maximized (expected output, profit, etc.) in the
typical case. This problem can be solved by several modeling techniques. Among them are standard multiple
criteria decision making (MCDM) methods used in [7] and [8], data envelopment analysis models used in [6] and
others (for example using methods of mixed integer programming at optimization of the production used in [11]).
Each photovoltaic power station is production unit and DEA is suitable tool for evaluation of efficiency of
production units. The term efficiency is defined as the ratio of multiple effects (outputs) produced by the evaluated
units on the one hand and multiple resources (inputs) that are spent during the transformation process of inputs
into the outputs on the other hand. Typically, the number of inputs and outputs is higher than one. That is why the
question is how to compare multiple outputs and multiple inputs.
First DEA models were formulated in 1978 but their main expansion starts in the last ten years of the 20th
century. Application of DEA models in the field of renewable energy sources started in last ten years and now we
can found papers using DEA models for evaluation of efficiency of different renewable energy sources. For
example the problem of the North Africa is described in [2], the comparison of the Germany and the United States
is in [13] but we didn’t find similar analysis for the Czech Republic.

2.1

Decision units

For this paper the list of 28 real Czech photovoltaic power stations as decision units is given. The used data are
from the real projects realized in 2008 – 2016 and they are gained from the non-profit-making organization focused
on the renewable energy sources in the Czech Republic.
Note that DEA models are suitable for evaluation of a large number of production units with respect to a
relative small number of inputs and outputs. It is assumed the number of 28 units is large enough.

2.2

Criteria – inputs and outputs

For DEA models we divided criteria into two groups – inputs and outputs. List of inputs contains six minimizing
criteria and it involves:
 time of recovery in years,
 investment costs of project – capital expenditures related with building, complexity of realization, time of
realization and technical complexity in thousands CZK,
 total fixed costs in thousands CZK per year,
 total operating costs in CZK per year,
 total energy consumption for operation in kWh per year,
 volume of suitable area in m2.
List of outputs contains eight maximizing criteria and it involves:
 annual utilization of installed output – ratio of real energy production per year to maximal theoretical energy
production in %,
 expected lifetime of power station – how long it will be able to produce energy in years,
 the net present value – NPV in thousands CZK,
 internal rate of return – IRR in %,
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 decreasing of carbon dioxide – evaluated by amount of saved fugitive emissions in comparison with pitcoal in
tons per year,
 decreasing of other polluting components – evaluated by amount of saved fugitive emissions in comparison
with pitcoal in tons per year,
 effectivity of photovoltaic panel in %,
 revenues from energy sales in thousands CZK per year.
Statistical characteristics for complete data set of 28 units and 14 criteria are included in Table 3 in Appendix.

3
3.1

DEA Method
Data envelopment analysis

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a set of non-parametric techniques based on solving of linear programming
problems for evaluation of efficiency of the set of homogenous units. The efficient unit consumes minimal amount
of inputs and produces maximal amount of outputs. The basic idea of DEA models, developed by Charnes et al.
[3, 4], consists in estimation of so-called efficient frontier, and projects all decision making units (DMUs) onto
this frontier. If a DMU lies on the frontier, it is referred to as an efficient unit, otherwise inefficient. All efficient
DMUs are considered equally “good” [5]. DEA also provides efficiency scores and reference units for inefficient
DMUs. Reference units are hypothetical units on the efficient frontier, which can be regarded as target units for
inefficient units. A virtual reference unit is traditionally found in DEA by projecting the inefficient DMU radially
onto the efficient frontier. The advantage of DEA models is a fact that efficiency evaluation is based on the data
available without taking into account the decision-maker’s preferences.
Note also that DEA models are linear problems those can be solved classically for example by simplex method.
As is written below the alternative possibility for solution is to solve dual problem [14]. The review and detailed
information about DEA models can be found in [1] and [10].

3.2

Mathematical model

The mathematical model of DEA considers r DMUs 𝑈1 , 𝑈2 , … , 𝑈𝑟 with m inputs (𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚) and n outputs
(𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛). The vector of input values of DMU k (𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝑟) is denoted as 𝐱 𝑘 = (𝑥1𝑘 , 𝑥2𝑘 , … , 𝑥𝑚𝑘 )T and
matrix of all input values for all DMUs is denoted as 𝐗 = {𝑥𝑖𝑘 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚, 𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝑟}. Similarly, the vector
of output values of DMU k is denoted as 𝐲𝑘 = (𝑦1𝑘 , 𝑦2𝑘 , … , 𝑦𝑛𝑘 )T and matrix of all output values for all DMUs is
denoted as 𝐘 = {𝑦𝑗𝑘 , 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛, 𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝑟}. The relative technical efficiency of given DMU q can be
generally expressed as ratio of weighted sum of outputs and weighted sum of inputs
𝑇𝐸𝑞 =

∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑢𝑗 𝑦𝑗𝑞
,
∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑞

(1)

where vi, i = 1, 2, ..., m is a weight for i-th input and uj, j = 1, 2, ..., n is a weight for j-th output.
DEA models can be oriented to inputs or outputs. In this study fixed level of outputs (as we theoretically can
change e.g. the available area or amount of investments but we are unable to influence the amount of produced
CO2 or expected durability life) is assumed and so input oriented models are used. In such case it is suitable to
minimize inputs with respect to given outputs. Such model has the following form
maximize
𝑧 = 𝐮T 𝐲𝑞 ,
subject to
𝐯 T 𝐱 𝑞 = 1,

(2)

𝐮T 𝐘 − 𝐯 T 𝐗 ≤ 0,
𝐮 ≥ 𝜀,
𝐯 ≥ 𝜀.
Model (2) is called primary CCR (Charnes, Cooper, Rhodes) input oriented model (CCR-I) and it assumes
constant return to scale (CRS).
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For practical solution dual CCR-I model can be used. It has form
minimize
𝑓 = 𝜃 + 𝜀(𝐞T 𝐬 + + 𝐞T 𝐬 − ),
subject to
(3)

𝐘𝛌 − 𝐬 + = 𝐲𝑞 ,
𝐗𝛌 + 𝐬 − = 𝜃𝐱 𝑞 ,
𝛌, 𝐬 + , 𝐬 − ≥ 𝟎,

where 𝛌 = (𝜆1 , 𝜆2 , … , 𝜆𝑟 )T are weights for DMUs, 𝐬 + and 𝐬 − are vectors of slack variables for inputs and outputs,
𝐞T = (1, 1, … , 1) a 𝜀 > 0 is a number smaller than any positive real number.
The evaluated q-th DMU is efficient if and only if optimal value of θ = 1 and all slack variables (𝐬 + and 𝐬 − ) in
the optimal solution are zeros.
The models (2) and (3) are used if constant return to scale (CRS) is assumed. In the case of variable return to
scale (VRS) we work with BCC (Banker, Charnes, Cooper) model and the dual model (3) must be extended about
constraint 𝐞T 𝛌 = 𝟏 [12]. The output oriented models have similar mathematical model as (3), with conditions
𝐘𝛌 − 𝐬 + = 𝜃𝐲𝑞 , 𝐗𝛌 + 𝐬 − = 𝐱 𝑞 and with maximal value of objective function.

4

Results

The problem of photovoltaic power stations was analyzed from DEA point of view. For computation optimization
software Lingo 11.0 was used. As it is not easy to set that the photovoltaic power stations have constant return to
scale (CRS) or variable return to scale (VRS), CCR and also BCC models were calculated. In the set of 28 DMUs
(photovoltaic power stations) 20 efficient units were found in the case of CRS (CCR models) and 21 effective
units in the case of VRS (BCC models). For comparison also output models were calculated. The lists of effective
units are identical for input oriented models as well as for output oriented models. All efficient units from CCR
models are efficient also in BCC models. The unit no. 2 is efficient in the case of variable return to scale but
inefficient in the case of constant return to scale.
For all effective units the measure of super-efficiency was calculated and the best seven units are displayed in
Table 1. With respect to super-efficiency it can concluded that unit no. 7 is the best alternative. From original data
we can see that this power station has the lowest only total operating costs and volume of suitable area. The values
of other criteria are not the best but they are above average.
unit no.
CCR-I
BCC-I
CCR-O
BCC-O

7
14.136
14.339
0.071
0.070

8
1.557
2.306
0.643
0.155

9
2.226
2.476
0.455
0.455

12
2.253
2.971
0.445
0.380

18
1.301
6.132
0.770
0.322

22
1.862
16.299
0.544
0.522

26
1.438
11.455
0.696
0.585

Table 1 DEA results for efficient units – super-efficiency
In Table 2 we can see values of theta parameters for all input and output oriented CCR and BCC models for
the inefficient units. We can also see that in the set of units is only one evidently bad unit (no. 21) – this power
station has absolutely highest time of recovery (14 years in comparison with 9-12 years for other units) and the
lowest values of all eight output criteria. The theta parameter for this unit is about 0.73 in the case of input oriented
models that means this power station has to reduce all inputs to 73%. In the case of time of recovery it means to
ensure recovery of investment to 10.3 years.
unit no.

2

4

6

10

20

21

24

28

CCR-I

0.968

0.960

0.915

0.854

0.990

0.726

0.998

0.901

BCC-I

1.000

0.980

0.915

0.855

0.990

0.728

0.998

0.902

CCR-O

1.033

1.042

1.093

1.170

1.010

1.376

1.002

1.110

BCC-O

1.000

1.003

1.003

1.010

1.010

1.005

1.002

1.001

Table 2 DEA results for inefficient units – theta parameters
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5

Conclusion

From the previous research it is known that there are five possibilities of renewable energy sources in the Czech.
From multicriteria point of view and also from DEA point of view the photovoltaic power stations are not efficient
investment. However the number of photovoltaic power stations is severalfold higher than in the case of other
RES. In this paper list of 28 power stations was analyzed using DEA models and it was expected that only few
projects is effective and the most of projects is inefficient. However the results are unexpected.
The most of photovoltaic power stations (more than 70%) is efficient and in the sample only one photovoltaic
power station is explicitly bad. The results of remaining inefficient units depend probably on the other data not
included in this research (only 14 criteria were considered and calculation with such important criteria as net profit
of firm, value of subsidy etc. was not done) and these inefficient units can be efficient easily. Ten percentage
decrease in inputs ensures efficiency of these power stations.
Based on real data it was concluded that the low investment costs and easy accessibility of suitable lands are
strong points of photovoltaic energy but these criteria are not critical. The other criteria play also an important role
and can significantly influence decision making of investor.
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Appendix
criterium

units

minimum

median

maximum

mean

standard
deviation

years

8

10

15

10.357

1.830

1 000 CZK

2 980.000

78 199.160

360 000.000

98 694.494

84 852.588

Inputs (minimize)
time of recovery
investment costs of project
fixed costs

1 000 CZK / year

40.900

1 066.920

5 790.059

1 435.966

1 446.927

operating costs

CZK / year

1 445.000

48 196.000

300 213.000

75 916.143

69 820.127

energy consumption

kWh / year

2 217.000

13 168.775

91 798.000

22 769.007

20 337.247

m2

0.064

0.755

1.660

0.781

0.714

%

0.190

0.216

0.257

0.216

0.017

volume of suitable area
Outputs (maximize)
utilization of output
expected lifetime

years

20

25

25

24.821

0.945

net present value

CZK

6.951

23 910.306

79 974.414

24 755.488

20 352.905

%

0.061

0.125

0.314

0.142

0.059

carbon dioxide

ton / year

199.166

1 079.771

4 806.512

1 294.424

1 082.593

other polluting components

ton / year

0.614

3.959

14.806

4.568

3.034

%

0.051

0.140

0.178

0.132

0.028

CZK / year

375 534.792

10 738 084.808

50 270 862.639

13 261 505.144

11 594 329.485

internal rate of return

effectivity of panel
revenues from energy sales

Table 3 Data set characteristics
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Wavelet Concepts in stock prices analysis
Jaroslav Schürrer1
Abstract. In this paper, wavelet concepts are used to analyze stock prices and compare them with Geometric Brownian motion which is often used to model financial
processes. Discrete Wavelet Transformation is used to obtain distribution of wavelet
coefficients power spectrum among different frequency bands for stock data and Geometric Brownian motion. Apart from wavelet spectra, we also calculate the wavelet
correlation coefficients to analyze correlation dependency on scale and wavelet coefficients variance to indicate fundamental changes about data generating mechanism.
Geometric Brownian motion distribution is compared with stock data power distribution to measure the probability of effectiveness market of stock prices.
Keywords: Discrete Wavelet Transformation, Variance, Power spectrum, Wavelet
correlation coefficients.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Mostly, wavelet transform is used in specific cases to resolve the particular problem. In this paper, however, we will
focus on a more comprehensive view of how to use wavelet transformation in analysis of finantial time series. The
goal of this article is to show concepts of wavelet analysis during stock prices analysis. We use Discrete Wavelet
Transformation (DWT) to compute power spectrum at different frequency band for time series represented by one
index and company shares. Next we use Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform (MODWT) to partition the
data variance by scale. We show conceptual algorithms which will guide us during optimisation process of wavelet
transformation.
The article is divided into two main parts. First part summarizes Wavelet theory, Geometric Brownian motion
and setup bases for assumption about normality of data. The second part first analyses financial stock data and
random stock price movement represented by Geometric Brownian motion. All numerical results are based on
own code written in Python with support of additional packages for scientific computing (NumPy and SciPy).

2

Wavelet Theory

Wavelets are functions that satisfy certain requirements. They integrate to zero, the function has to be well localized
and also there exists easy calculation of the direct and inverse wavelet transform. The most simple and oldest one
is Haar wavelet. Wavelets are used as basis functions in representing other functions. Wavelets are local in both
frequency (scale via dilations) and in time (via translations). A wavelet function can be viewed as a high pass filter,
which approximates a input data. The result of the wavelet function is the difference between value calculated by
the wavelet function and the actual data. The scaling function calculates a smoothed version of the data, which
becomes the input for the next iteration of the wavelet function. There are an infinite variety of wavelet and wavelet
scaling functions. The closeness of the approximation provided by the wavelet function depends on the nature of
the data.
For simplicity, we use Haar wavelet definition for the wavelet definition and scaling function, which is relatively
simple to implement in any programming language. Wavelet is a function that results in a set of high frequency
differences, or wavelet coefficients denoted cDi . For times series x[n] = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] we define the Haar
wavelet equation
cDi =

xi − xi+1
2

(1)

where cDi is the wavelet (difference) coefficient. The wavelet function is a high pass filter. A high pass filter
allows the high frequency components of a signal through while suppressing the low frequency components. The
scaling function produces a smoother version of the x[n], which is half the size of the x[n]. The scaling function
is a low pass filter.
1
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A low pass filter suppresses the high frequency components of a signal and allows the low frequency components through. Wavelet algorithms are recursive and the smoothed data becomes the input for the next step of the
wavelet transform. The Haar wavelet scaling function is defined by following equation
cAi =

xi + xi+1
2

(2)

where cAi is a smoothed value (approximation). Because Haar wavelet preserves energy of x[n] we have to
multiply wavelet and scaling coefficients with extra term √12 .

2.1

Discrete Wavelet Transformation

We define Discrete Wavelet Transformation by terminology of filters mainly used in signal processing. To decompose a time series of length N = 2J using DWT, the maximum number of levels in the decomposition is J. Length
of signal also influences maximum number of decomposition levels which is defined by equation
f loor(log(datalen/(f ilterlen1))/log(2))

(3)

This decomposition levels are sometimes called bands. The fast wavelet transform algorithm uses two filters h
and g that characterize their interaction:
1
g[n] = √ hψ(x/2), ϕ(x − n)i
2
1
h[n] = √ hϕ(x/2), ϕ(x − n)i
2

(4)

√
√
The simplest filters are the Haar filters with h = [1, 1]/ 2 and g = [−1, 1]/ 2. This definition assumes that
signal has even number of data points. In numerical computation, we can use several techniques called signal
extension modes:
• zero-padding - signal is extended by adding zero samples
• constant-padding - border values are replicated
• symmetric-padding - signal is extended by mirroring samples
• periodic-padding - signal is treated as a periodic one

2.2

Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform

The Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform is an undecimated wavelet transform over dyadic scales, which
is frequently used with financial data. The MODWT differs from the DWT in that it is a highly redundant,
nonorthogonal transform. The MODWT retains downsampled values at each level of the decomposition that
would be otherwise discarded by the DWT. The MODWT is well defined for all sample sizes N opposite to DWT
which requires N to be a multiple of 2J for complete decomposition of J levels. One nice feature of the MODWT
for time series analysis is that it partitions the data variance by scale.

2.3

Pyramidal Algorithm

Wavelets are used to decompose a time series to multiple resolutions. Each resolution reflects a different frequency.
The wavelet technique takes averages and differences of a signal, breaking the signal down into spectrum. Usually
the wavelet algorithms work on time series a power of two values. Each step of the wavelet transform produces
two sets of values: a set of averages (cA coefficients) and a set of differences (cD coefficients which are sometimes
referred to as wavelet coefficients). Each step produces a set of averages and coefficients that is half the size of the
input data.
The average and difference of the time series is made across a window of values. Most wavelet algorithms
calculate each new average and difference by shifting this window over the input data. At every next step of the
calculation the previous set of averages is used (also shifting the window by two elements). This tree structured
recursive algorithm is referred to as a Pyramidal algorithm.
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2.4

Power Spectrum

A power spectrum can be calculated from the result of a wavelet transform. If the data set consists of N elements,
where N is a power of two2 , there will be log2 (N ) coefficient bands and one scaling value. The wavelet power
spectrum is calculated by summing the squares of the coefficient values for each band:

spectrumj =

j
2X
−1

c2j,k

(5)

k=0

In the spectrum plots the average is squared as well. This results in the square of the average at spectrum1
and the square of the first coefficient band at spectrum1 . Original signal energy is located at spectrum0 .

2.5

Artificial Time Series - White and Brown Noise

A white noise process can be described as follows:
rn = n

(6)

where the n ∼ N (0, σ2 ) are normal distributed numbers with zero mean. White noise is an AR(1) process where
α = 0 and m = 0. A brown noise process can be created from a white noise process as follows
Bn = Bn−1 + rn

(7)

This process could be described as an AR(1) process where α = 1 and m = 0. This would imply that the
variance σ 2 of this process tends to infinity and therefore also same hold for values of the wavelet spectrum. But
since we use finite length time series and numerical methods to perform a wavelet analysis, the values of the wavelet
spectrum will be finite. Generally it is important to always make sure that the time series under consideration has
finite moments and can be described in some approximation as an AR(1) process. This is not true for brown noise
and thats why we use differentiated brown noise to perform a wavelet analysis:
Bn = Bn − Bn−1

(8)

Note that a positive side effect of differentiating the time series is that the signal-noise ratio improves. For the
same reasoning, we dont analyse financial price series directly but use the log-returns.

2.6

Wavelet analysis

In this subsection, we summarize conceptual algorithm for wavelet analysis. The base point of the wavelet transform is the length of the time series that affects the maximum level of decomposition J (number of bands) during
DWT. From the practical point of view, we choose the level of decomposition Jp < J. Next, we start with Haar
wavelet to compute power spectrum and compare it with different wavelets (usually Daubechies family, Symlets,
Coiflets, Mexican Hat, Morlet, Biorthogonal...). We focus on differences between wavelets on the different bands.
We continue with MODWT to partitions the data variance by scale. Exploring wavelet variance at scales gives
us an interesting insight into scales, where we focus on the scales which account approximately for 80% of the
variability in input data.

3

Data analysis

In the following, one index and one company price series will be presented and analyzed 3 . First, this is the
FTSE 100 Index which is a share index of the 100 most highly capitalised companies listed on the London Stock
Exchange. Second, Apple an American multinational technology company. The analysis will use a time interval
starting on 1/1/2006 until present time. We do not directly analyse the original or logarithmic price series as
outlined in section 2.5, but we use log-returns calculated as follows:

St
= log(St ) − log(St−1 )
(9)
St−1
2
There are several methods of signal extrapolation that are mainly used: zero-padding, constant-padding,
symmetric-padding and periodic- padding
3
Extracted data from Yahoo! Finance (freely available by remote data access)
rt = log
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Figure 1 show analysed data modified to according equation 9. We can see greater variability in Apple shares
than in FTSE index. However, we still have to keep in mind that the chart shows the log-returns of differences.

Figure 1 Stock and index levels evolution (2804 entries)
In theoretical finance, there is a widely used assumption that stock price returns are normally distributed. This
partially stems from the fact that models use random walk theory of stock price. Histogram of return in Figure 2
shows that real-time data might not be normal. Pdf exhibits faster tails than the normal distribution.

Figure 2 Stock and index histogram
Figure 3 shows the wavelet power spectrum for the result of the Haar transform applied to the signal shown
in Figure 1. The point plotted at zero on the x-axis is the square of the RAW input data and next one is single
scaling function value that is left after calculating the wavelet transform. The wavelet coefficient bands are plotted
at x-axis points 3 to 7. The Haar wavelet provides a reasonably good approximation since both bands 4 and 5 have
small values 4 .

Figure 3 Stock and index power spectrum

4

Length of signal also influences maximum number of decomposition levels which is equal in our case to 11 bands,
but we can see that reasonable value is 5 bands.
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We use the simplest Haar wavelet for power spectrum computation, but we can also use another wavelets.
Following figure 4 show difference between power spectrum computed by Haar and DB4 wavelet. We can see that
there no significant difference and that Haar wavelet is sufficient for computations.

Figure 4 Haar and DB4 power spectrum of AAPL shares
Our input data include 2804 data points. We calculate MODWT down to level five. We get five arrays of
wavelet coefficients variances and one of scaling coefficients variance for level 5. Figure 5 depictthe wavelet
variances by scale where we ignore the scaling coefficient variance.

Figure 5 Wavelet variance by scales (MODWT down to level 5)

4

Conclusion

This paper presented Wavelet Analysis in power spectrum and variance by scales analysis. We demonstrate conceptual algorithm for wavelet analysis which is based on DWT and MODWT. This approach partition the data
variance by scale and computes power spectrum for time series.
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On estimation of bi-liner orthogonal regression parameters
Grzegorz Sitek1
Abstract. Orthogonal regression is one of the standard linear regression methods to
correct for the effects of measurement error in predictors. A classical use of orthogonal regression occurs when two methods attempt to measure the same quality, or
when two variables are related by physical laws.
Two non-parallel lines will be named as bi-lines. We considered the problem of estimation of orthogonal bi-lines function parameters. The orthogonal bi-lines function parameters are estimated using the least squares method for an implicit interdependence. In general values of parameter estimators are evaluated by means of approximation numerical method. Accuracy of the parameter estimation is analyzed.
Keywords: orthogonal bi-lines function, orthogonal linear regression, least squares
method for an implicit interdependence, mixture of probability distribution.
JEL Classification: C20, C52
AMS Classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

The method of orthogonal regression has a long and distinguished history in statistics and economics. The
method, which involves minimizing the perpendicular distance between the observations and the fitted line,
has been viewed as superior to Ordinary Least Squares in two different contexts. First, it has often been
advocated when the independent and dependent variables in a two-variable linear regression cannot be predetermined. This is because the minimizing of perpendicular distance does not depend on a specific axis
Second, the method has also been extensively used when there are errors in the independent variables and,
for this reason, is sometimes called the errors-in- variables model (see Fuller [3]). It has become an indispensable tool in a variety of disciplines including chemometrics, system identification, astronomy, computer vision,
and econometrics. Principal Components Analysis can be used to fit a linear regression that minimizes the perpendicular distances from the data to the fitted model. In two dimensions, the orthogonal regression line therefore corresponds to the first principal component.
Antoniewicz in [1] and [2] proposed to approximate probability distribution of a one-dimensional random variable by means of two points. Generalizing this result he approximates a two-dimensional distribution by means of
two lines, which he called bi-linear regression. In statistical literature this term is rather used to define specific
linear model, see e.g. Gabriel in [4]. In this paper we will called Antoniewicz’s model simply as bi-lines function, because in general it leads to approximation two-dimensional data spread by means of two lines.

2

The least squares method for an implicit interdependence

Two lines, none of which is parallel to the axis of the system, are described by the equation (Antoniewicz [1])

( y  ax  b)( y  cx  d )  0 .

(1)

Let (X,Y) be two-dimensional random variable. Antoniewicz in [1] proposed original method of approximation
distribution by means of two lines, none of which is parallel to the axis of the system. Parameters a, b, c and d of
the lines minimize the following function:

(a,  ,  ,  )  EY  aX  c  Y  bX  d 
2

2

(2)

Based on the available data the parameters a, b, c and d will be estimated. This is equivalent to finding the
straight lines that gives the best fit (representation) of the points in the scatter plot of the response versus the
predictor variable. We estimate the parameters using the popular least squares method, which gives the lines that
minimizes the sum of squares of the perpendicular distances from each point to the lines. The perpendicular

1
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distances represent the errors in the response variable. The sum of squares of these distances can then be written
as follows:
n

[( y i  a  xi  c)( y i  b  xi  d ) ] 2

i 1

(a 2  1)(b 2  1)

S (a, b, c, d )  

(3)

The values of estimators aˆ, bˆ, cˆ, dˆ which minimize S(a,b,c,d) are derived by Antoniewicz in[1]. In general,
values of aˆ, bˆ, cˆ, dˆ can be obtained only numerically. The least squares regression lines are given by:


y1  aˆ  x  bˆ , yˆ 2  cˆx  dˆ

If c=d=0 expression (3) reduces to the following
n

[( y i  axi )( y i  bxi ) ] 2

i 1

(a 2  1)(b 2  1)

S ( a, b)  

(4)

We denote a  tg and b  tg
n

S ( ,  )   [( y i  tg  xi )( y i  tg  xi ) cos  cos  ] 2

(5)

i 1

^

^

Values of  ,  , that minimize S(α,β) are given by the solution (roots) of the following nonlinear system of two
equations (6).

n
[2 cos 2   x i  ( y i  tg  x i )( y i  tg  x i ) 2  2 cos  cos 2  sin  ( y i  tg  x i ) 2 ( y i  tg  x i ) 2 ]  0

i 1
n
 [2 cos 2   x i  ( y i  tg  x i ) 2 ( y i  tg  x i )  2 cos 2  cos  sin  ( y i  tg  x i ) 2 ( y i  tg  x i ) 2 ]  0
i 1

(6)

Under the assumption that    , after appropriate transformations we have:
n

 [2 sin(   )  (sin   xi  cos   yi )(sin   xi  cos   yi )  ( xi2  yi2 )  0
i 1

a  tg 

m22  m04  b(m31  m13 )
.
m31  m13  b(m22  m40 )

(7)

n

u v
where muv   xi yi , u=0,1,2,…, v=0,1,2,…
i 1

After putting the right site of equation (6) to the first equation of system (7) we obtain the following quartic
equation,
3
b 4 (m31 (m31 m13  m22 )  b 3 (m22 (m22  m40 )  m31 (m22  m04 ))  b 2 (m31
m31  m13 m22 (m22  2m40 ) 
2

2

2

2
3
m31 (n22
 m132  2m04 m22 ))  b(m22
 m132 m22  m132 m40  m04 m22 )  m13 (m22  m31 m13 )  0
2

3

2

(8)

Bi-lines of two-dimensional distribution
Let uv  E ( X uY v ) , u=1,2,.. and v=1,2,.. be mixed moment of random variable X and Y distribution.

The estimators b̂i , i=1,2, are a function of sample moments muv , u=0,1,2,…, v=0,1,2,…,

3.1

Bi-lines of two-dimensional normal distribution

We consider the bivariate normal distribution: N(0,0,1,1,ρ). It is well-known:
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 40   04  3, 31  13  3 ,  22  1  2 2
On the basis of previously obtained results we have:

b1  1, b2  1, b3 

2   2  4  5 2   4



, b4 

2   2  4  5 2   4



, 0

Roots b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 are critical points. One can distinguish whether a critical point is a local maximum or local
minimum by using the first derivative test. We check where the derivative of the function changes from negative
to positive. If   0
15

10

5

1

1

2

3

5

10

Figure 1 Graph of the polynomial (8) for >0
If   0

10

5

3

2

1

1
5

10

Figure 2 Graph of the polynomial (8) for <0

We can see, the function S always reaches a minimum of points b3 , b4 .
We consider normal distribution N(0,0,σ1, σ2,ρ) In this case we have:
 40  3 14 ,  04  3 24 , 31  3 13 2 , 13  3 23 1 ,  22   12 22 (1  2 2 ) , where  20   12 ,  02   22 .
On the basis of previously obtained results we have:

b1 

 22   12  4  2 22 12  ( 22   12 ) 2
2  2  1

, b2 

 22   12  4  2 22 12  ( 22   12 ) 2
2  2  1

 B  6  2   4    8    6   1 , A  3  2 22 14  8 2 22 14   24 12  4  2 24 12
5
1

3
2

3
1

3

3
2

3
1

5
2

6
1

C   22 14  4  2 22 14  2 24 12  8 2 24 12  3 26 ,   B 2  4 AC
b3 

B 
B 
, b4 
,
2A
2A
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We can see, b2 is the classical orthogonal least squares slope estimator.

Figure 3. Bi-lines and orthogonal bi-lines of bivariate normal distribution.

3.2

Bi-lines of mixture of bivariate normal distribution

Let the distribution be defined by the following mixture of bivariate normal distribution:
pN(0,0,1,1,1)+(1-p)N(0,0,1,1,2). In this case the moments are as follows:

 40   04  3, 31  13  3 p1  3(1  p)  2 ,  22  p(1  212 )  (1  p)(1  2 22 ) ,
On the basis of previously obtained results we have:

b1  1, b2  1, B  4  2 p12  2  22  2 p 22 , A  C  3 p 2  3 2  3 p1 ,   B 2  4 AC
b3 

B 
B 
, b4 
,
2A
2A

The function S reaches a minimum of points b3 , b4 if 1   2  0 and function S reaches a minimum of points

b1 , b2 if 1   2  0 .

4

Numerical example

This data set gives the gross national product (GNP) per capita in 1996 for various countries as well as their
estimated carbon dioxide (CO2) emission per capita for the same year. The data are available in the mixtools
package in R. This data frame consists of 28 countries and the following variables:
• GNP – The gross national product per capita in 1996.
• CO2 – The estimated carbon dioxide emission per capita in 1996.
As an example, we fit 2-component model to the GNP data shown in Figure 4. We use the least squares method
for an implicit interdependence applying the function optim in R. The least squares orthogonal regression

lines are given by:
COˆ 21  -0.094  GNP  10.71 COˆ 2 2  0.634  GNP  0.96
The coefficient of determination is 0.88.

The least squares classical regression lines are given by:
COˆ 21  -0.06  GNP  9.51 COˆ 2 2  0.83  GNP - 4.09 The coefficient of determination is 0.93 and is higher than
in the case of parameter estimation by orthogonal regression.
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Figure 4. Orthogonal regression lines

5

Simulation analysis accuracy estimation

We calculate the parameters b3 and b4 based on the formulas in chapter 3.1. Next we generate n-element sample
from two-dimensional normal distribution with expected values equal to zero, variances equal to one and correlation coefficient . We set estimators b̂3 and b̂4 on the basis of the sample.. This operation is replicated independently N=10000 times. Finally, means of the calculated values of b̂3 and b̂4 are evaluated and denoted
by a and b.
N
N
sd
sd
1 N
1 N
a   bˆ3,i sd1   (bˆ3,i  b3 ) 2 v1  1 b   bˆ4,i sd 2   (bˆ4,i  b4 ) 2 v 2  2
b4
b3
N i 1
N i 1
i 1
i 1

=0.4 b3= 0.3 b4=3.29

n=50

n=100

n=200

n=500

a

b

(sd1)

(sd2)

0.24

5.02

(0.37)

(12.48)

0.26

4.87

(0.28)

(9.83)

0.28

4.12

(0.22)

(3.49)

0.29

3.34

(0,12)

(2.79)

v1

1.24

0.92

0.72
0.41

=0.6 b3= 0.46 b4=2.16
v2

3.79

2.99

1.06

0.85

a

b

(sd1)

(sd2)

0.40

4.28

(0.42)

(6.54)

0.41

3.34

(0.35)

(2.46)

0.42

2.93

(0.19)

(1.41)

0.45

2.5

(0.09)

(0.76)

v1

0.91

0.76

=0.8 b3= 0.64 b4=1.56
v2

3.03

1.14

a

b

v1

v2

(sd1)

(sd2)

0.55

2.34

0.3

1.88

(0.17)

(4.41)

0.61

1.73
(0.57)

0.18

0.33

0.63

1.57

0,12

0.13

(0.07)

(0.20)

0.64

1.56

0.08

0.08

(0.05)

(0.12)

(0.11)
0.43

0.2

0.65

0.35

Table 1. Accuracy of estimation.

6

Conclusion

In this article, we considered the problem of estimation of orthogonal bi-lines function parameters by means of
implicit least square method. Usually, this method needs some numerical methods because in general case it is
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not possible to get exact results. In this article, we evaluate the accuracy of parameter estimation of orthogonal
bi-lines function. The parameters of orthogonal bi-lines function determined on the basis of the sample are compared with the theoretical values of the parameters. Satisfactory estimation results are obtained for large samples
and high correlation.
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Multiple asset portfolio with present value given as a discrete
fuzzy number
Joanna Siwek1
Abstract. The article presents an analysis of a multiple asset portfolio with
imprecise present value modelled by a discrete fuzzy number. In existing literature,
the imprecision burdening a portfolio is usually modelled by given fuzzy return
rates. The rates are assumed to include imprecision of information used by investor
to make a financial decision, that is data which may possibly be faulty or
incomplete. In the presented paper imprecision is understood as ambiguity and
vagueness of information, and stems from investor’s subjectivity as well as technical
and technological premises. Previous research shows, that measures of ambiguity
and vagueness should be calculated for discount factors rather than for return rates
from a portfolio. Means of appointing the measures and some interesting
conclusions about the relationship between portfolio construction and imprecision
are stated throughout the paper. Finally, numerical example presenting model
characteristics and exemplary calculation of portfolio fuzzy discount factor is given.
Keywords: portfolio, fuzzy number, present value, imprecision
JEL Classification: C44, C02, G10
AMS Classification: 03E72

1 Introduction
Despite that existing financial portfolio models minimize uncertainty risk, investing in effective portfolios does
not guarantee a positive revenue. Even when minimizing the risk, the investor is still exposed to a kind of risk
they can sense subconsciously and which affects their financial decisions. Imprecision, connected with imprecise
information based on which investors makes their decision, may be a source of at least a part of this risk.
After [10], imprecision is commonly understood as ambiguity and indistinctness of information. The
information ambiguity is interpreted as a lack of unambiguous distinction between the recommended
alternatives. The indistinctness, on the other hand, is interpreted as a lack of distinction between a recommended
and not recommended.
Imprecision risk consists of both ambiguity and indistinctness risk. An increase in ambiguity risk can result
in a larger number of alternative investment recommendations. This can cause an increase in the risk of making a
wrong financial decision, which ex post will be burdened with a loss of unexploited chances. An increase in
indistinctness risk results in blurred boundaries between recommended alternatives. This, in consequence, can
cause an increase in the risk of choosing a not recommended alternative.
The present state of knowledge about researched topic has its source in works of Ward [22]. He defines the
present value as a discounted fuzzy cash flow. Kuchta [110] and Lesage [12] introduced fuzzy arithmetic to
compute such factors as net present value. Huang [8] generalizes Ward's definition to the case of future cash
flows given as a fuzzy variable. A full compendium of fuzzy portfolio analysis can be found in [5].
Piasecki [14] showed that imprecise present value and uncertain future value modelled as a variable, allow
for depicting a return rate of an asset as a fuzzy probabilistic set. By generalizing this idea, in [15,16], authors
researched the impact of behavioural premises and imprecision on the investor's decisions. In [17,18] a portfolio
risk analysis was performed, describing the case of component assets with present value given modelled by
triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy number.
The term of discrete fuzzy number, defined as a special case of fuzzy sets researched by Zadeh [23], was
introduced by Voxman [21]. The arithmetic of this kind of fuzzy numbers was developed in [1,6,7]. Vicente
Riera and Torrens [19,20] used the discrete fuzzy numbers to model an incomplete quantitative information.
In order to assess the financial instruments, we will use the concepts of discount factor risk measures. We
choose discount factors instead of return rates because of the simplicity of measures equations while providing
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the same information about risk. The energy measures for fuzzy sets was researched in [3,9], and in case of
discrete fuzzy numbers, by Czogała, Gottwald, Pedrycz [2].
In the following article we focus on describing the imprecision risk of the portfolio rather than describing its
uncertainty. This approach was decided on due to the subjective character of appointing the present value and
impossibility of its verification. The present value is given subjectively by the investor and is based on their
preferences, experience and other behavioral characteristics. Also, because of the discrete character of
computations, as well as technical and technological premises such as delays and equipment quality, author has
decided to model the imprecise present value as a discrete fuzzy number.

2 Elements of fuzzy numbers theory
A fuzzy number ℛ is a fuzzy subset of 𝕊(ℛ) ⊂ ℝ, described by its membership function 𝜇ℛ : 𝕊(ℛ) → [0,1] with
following conditions:
∃𝑥∈𝕊(ℛ) :

𝜇ℛ (𝑥) = 1

∀(𝑥,𝑦,𝑧)∈𝕊(ℛ)3 : 𝑥 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝑧 ⟹ 𝜇ℛ (𝑦) ≥ min{𝜇ℛ (𝑥), 𝜇ℛ (𝑧)}

(1)
(2)

where 𝕊(ℛ) = {𝑥 ∈ ℝ: 𝜇ℛ (𝑥) > 0} is called a support of the fuzzy number ℛ. The definition was slightly altered
to include discrete fuzzy numbers, which were introduced after the original definition [4].
Let us consider a pair (𝒬, ℛ) of generalized fuzzy numbers described respectively by their membership
functions 𝜇𝒬 : 𝕊(𝒬) → [0,1] and 𝜇ℛ : 𝕊(ℛ) → [0,1]. In agreement with the Zadeh’s Extension Principle, the sum
𝒬 ⊕ ℛ is also a fuzzy number with membership function 𝜇𝒬+ℛ : 𝕊(𝒬 + ℛ) → [0,1] where:
𝕊(𝒬 + ℛ) = {𝑧 ∈ ℝ: ∃(𝑥,𝑦)∈𝕊(𝒬)×𝕊(ℛ) : 𝑧 = 𝑥 + 𝑦},
𝜇𝒬+ℛ (𝑧) = max{min{𝜇𝒬 (𝑥), 𝜇ℛ (𝑦)}} , (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝕊(𝒬) × 𝕊(ℛ), 𝑧 = 𝑥 + 𝑦.

(3)
(4)

A discrete fuzzy number, first defined by Voxman [21], is a fuzzy number ℛ with support 𝕊(ℛ) =
{𝑥1ℛ , 𝑥2ℛ , … , 𝑥𝑛ℛℛ }. By a discretization net of a discrete fuzzy number ℒ we understand the set
𝑁𝑒𝑡(ℒ)) = {𝑥1ℒ , 𝑥2ℒ , … , 𝑥𝑛ℒℒ },

(5)

where 𝑛ℒ ∈ ℕ.
Trapezoidal discrete fuzzy number, as defined in [21], is a quadruplet D𝑇(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑) with a support
𝕊(𝐷𝑇(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑)) ⊂ 𝑁𝑒𝑡(𝐷𝑇(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑)), and membership function 𝜇: 𝕊(𝐷𝑇(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑)) → [0,1]:
𝑥−𝑎
,
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏
𝑏−𝑎
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏 < 𝑥 < 𝑐 .
𝜇𝐷𝑇 (𝑥|𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑) = 1,
𝑥−𝑑
,
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑑
{𝑐 − 𝑑

(6)

A triangular discrete fuzzy number is a special case of the trapezoidal discrete fuzzy number when 𝑏 = 𝑐.

2.1. Discrete model
In the researched case we assume that the present value of an arbitrary asset 𝐴𝑖 , denoted 𝑃𝑉𝑖 is estimated by a
𝑖
𝑖
trapezoidal fuzzy number 𝑇 (𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ; 𝐶̌∗ ; 𝐶̌ ∗ ; 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), determined by membership function 𝜇𝑖 ∈ [0,1]ℝ described
𝑖
𝑖
by (6). Parameters of the trapezoidal fuzzy number 𝑇 (𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ; 𝐶̌∗ ; 𝐶̌ ∗ ; 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) are given as follows:

𝐶̌ 𝑖 is the market price,

𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∈ ]0; 𝐶̌ ] is the maximal lower bound of 𝑃𝑉𝑖 ,

𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 [𝐶̌ ; +∞[ is the minimal upper bound of 𝑃𝑉𝑖 ,
𝑖

𝐶̌∗ ∈ [𝐶̌𝑚𝑖𝑛 ; 𝐶̌ ] is the minimal upper assessment of prices visibly lower than the market price 𝐶̌ 𝑖 ,



𝑖
𝐶̌ ∗ ∈ [𝐶̌ ; 𝐶̌𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] is the maximal lower assessment of prices visibly higher than the market price 𝐶̌ 𝑖 .

The support of 𝑃𝑉𝑖 is
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𝕊(𝑃𝑉𝑖 ) = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑚 } ⊂ 𝑁𝑒𝑡(𝑃𝑉) = {𝑥𝑗 ∈ ℝ: 𝑥𝑗 = 0,01 ∙ 𝑗, 𝑗 ∈ ℕ}.

(7)

where the 0.01 unit is connected with the accuracy of computations and corresponding to 1/100 of a monetary
unit. A simple return rate from an asset is defined as
𝑟𝑡 =

𝑉𝑡 − 𝑉0
𝑉0

(8)

where 𝑉𝑡 is the future value of an asset and 𝑉0 is its present value. For a given moment 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, future value of an
asset 𝐴𝑖 is described by a variable 𝑉̃𝑖𝑡 : 𝛺 → ℝ
𝑉̃𝑡𝑖 (𝜔) = 𝐶̌𝑖 ∙ (1 + 𝑟𝑡𝑖 (𝜔))

(9)

Under the condition of simple return rates 𝑟𝑡 ∈ ℝ, the membership function 𝜌𝑖 : ℝ → [0,1] of a fuzzy return rate
𝑅𝑖 from an asset with 𝑃𝑉𝑖 is given by the following formula:
𝜌𝑖 (𝑟, 𝜔) = max (𝜇𝑖 (𝑥𝑗 ): 𝑟 =

𝐶̌𝑖 ∙ (1 + 𝑟𝑡𝑖 (𝜔)) − 𝑥𝑗
𝐶̌𝑖 ∙ (1 + 𝑟𝑡𝑖 (𝜔))
) = 𝜇(
)
𝑥𝑗
1+𝑟

(10)

where 𝑥𝑗 ∈ 𝕊(𝑅𝑖 ). The support of the return rate 𝑅𝑖 is given by the set
𝕊(𝑅𝑖 ) = {𝑟 ∈ ℝ: 𝑟 =

100 ∙ 𝐶̌𝑖 ∙ (1 + 𝑟𝑡𝑖 (𝜔)) − 𝑗
𝑗

, 100 ∙ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 𝑗 < 100 ∙ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑗 ∈ ℕ}

(11)

The membership function 𝜌𝑖 : ℝ → [0,1] of a fuzzy expected return rate from an asset is given by the formula
𝐶̌ 𝑖 ∙(1+𝑟̅𝑖 )

− 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛

1+𝑟
𝑖
𝐶̌∗ −

𝜌𝑖 (𝑟) =

𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛

1
𝐶̌ 𝑖 ∙(1+𝑟̅𝑖 )
1+𝑟
∗𝑖

dla

− 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐶̌ −

𝐶̌ 𝑖

𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤

dla

𝑖
dla 𝐶̌ ∗

𝑚𝑎𝑥

{0

dla

𝐶̌ 𝑖 ∙ (1 + 𝑟̅)
𝑖
𝑖
≤ 𝐶̌∗ ,
1+𝑟

𝑖
𝐶̌∗ <

𝐶̌ 𝑖 ∙ (1 + 𝑟̅)
𝑖
𝑖
< 𝐶̌ ∗ ,
1+𝑟

(12)

𝐶̌ 𝑖 ∙ (1 + 𝑟̅)
𝑖
≤
≤ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
1+𝑟
𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≥

̌𝑖
𝐶̌ 𝑖 ∙ (1 + 𝑟̅)
̅)
𝑖 𝐶 ∙ (1 + 𝑟
𝑖
,
≥ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
1+𝑟
1+𝑟

A discount factor 𝑣, appointed based on a simple return rate 𝑟, can be calculated from
𝑣=

1
.
1+𝑟

(13)

A fuzzy expected discount factor 𝐷𝑖 calculated from aa fuzzy expected return rate 𝑅𝑖 is given by membership
function
𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑣 − 𝑣̅𝑖 ∙ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖

𝑣̅𝑖 ∙ 𝐶̌∗ − 𝑣̅𝑖 ∙ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛
1
𝜂𝑖 (𝑣) =

dla
̌𝑖

̌𝑖

𝐶 𝑣 − 𝑣̅𝑖 ∙ 𝐶

𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖
𝑣̅𝑖 ∙ 𝐶̌ ∗ − 𝑣̅𝑖 ∙ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥

{

1

dla

dla
dla

𝑣̅𝑖 𝑖
𝑣̅𝑖
𝑖
∙ 𝐶̌ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣 ≤ 𝑖 ∙ 𝐶̌∗ ,
𝑖
𝐶̌
𝐶̌
𝑣̅𝑖
𝑣̅𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
∙ 𝐶̌∗ < 𝑣 < 𝑖 ∙ 𝐶̌ ∗ ,
𝐶̌ 𝑖
𝐶̌
𝑣̅𝑖
𝑣̅𝑖
𝑖
∙ 𝐶̌ ∗ < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑖 ∙ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
𝑖
𝐶̌
𝐶̌
𝑣̅𝑖 𝑖
∙ 𝐶̌ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 𝑣,
𝐶̌ 𝑖
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𝑣<

𝑣̅𝑖 𝑖
∙ 𝐶̌ 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐶̌ 𝑖

(14)
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In this article, we will use energy measure for measuring ambiguity of a discount factor from given asset.
Similarly as in Czogała, Gottwald, Pedrycz [2], for an arbitrary asset with present value given as a discrete fuzzy
number, we can calculate the energy measure as follows
𝑑(𝐷𝑖 ) = ∑ 𝜂𝑖 (𝑣) = ∑ 𝜌𝑖 (𝑟) = ∑ 𝜇𝑖 (
𝑣∈𝕊(𝐷𝑖 )

𝑟∈𝕊(𝑅𝑖 )

𝐶̌𝑖 (1+𝑟̅𝑖 )
).
1+𝑟

𝑟∈𝕊(𝑅𝑖 )

(15)

The entropy measure measures the indistinctness of a discount factor from an asset. For an arbitrary asset 𝐴𝑖
with a present value given as a discrete fuzzy number, it can be calculated as follows
𝑒(𝐷𝑖 ) =

∑𝑣∈𝕊(𝐷𝑖) min{𝜂𝑖 (𝑣), 1 − 𝜂𝑖 (𝑣)}
.
∑𝑣∈𝕊(𝐷𝑖) max{𝜂𝑖 (𝑣), 1 − 𝜂𝑖 (𝑣)}

(16)

3 Portfolio structure and characteristics
The proposed model is based on a model introduced in [14] for an imprecise return rate and corresponds to
Markowitz's model [13] with following modifications:




we assume simple return rates,
future value is modelled by a variable,
present value is modelled by a discrete fuzzy number.

Let us take 𝑛 ∈ ℕ arbitrary financial assets 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛, with present values 𝑃𝑉𝑖 given as discrete fuzzy
numbers represented by their membership functions 𝜇𝑖 : ℝ → [0,1]. Future values of the assets modeled by
𝑉̃ 𝑖 : 𝛺 → ℝ and market prices appointed for the moment of calculating present values are 𝐶̌𝑖 . We assume, that
simple return rates from the assets have normal distribution 𝑁(𝑟̅𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 ). From those assets we create a portfolio 𝜋.
Then, according to (3) and (4), a fuzzy set 𝑃𝑉𝜋 referring to the present value of the portfolio takes the form of
𝑛

𝑃𝑉𝜋 = ∑

𝑖=1

(17)

𝑃𝑉𝑖

where 𝑥 ∈ 𝕊(𝑃𝑉𝜋 ) and the support of 𝑃𝑉𝜋 is given by the set
𝑛

𝑛

̌𝑖

𝕊(𝑃𝑉𝜋 ) = {𝑥𝑗 = 0,01 ∙ 𝑗: 100 ∙ ∑ 𝐶

𝑚𝑖𝑛

< 𝑗 < 100 ∙ ∑ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑗 ∈ ℕ} ⊂ 𝑁𝑒𝑡(𝑃𝑉).

𝑖=1

(18)

𝑖=1

The present value defined above for a portfolio fulfils the conditions of a discrete fuzzy number.
Under the assumption of simple return rates, the membership function of a fuzzy expected return rate from a
portfolio is given as follows
𝜌(𝑟) = max (𝜇(𝑥𝑖 ): 𝑟 =

𝐶̌ (1 + 𝑟̅) − 𝑥𝑖
𝐶̌ (1 + 𝑟̅ )
) = 𝜇(
)
𝑥𝑖
1+𝑟

(19)

where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝕊(𝑃𝑉𝜋 ). The support of a fuzzy number corresponding to the expected return rate 𝑅𝜋 of a portfolio is
given by
𝕊(𝑅𝜋 ) = {𝑟 ∈ ℝ: 𝑟 =

𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

100 ∙ 𝐶̌ (1 + 𝑟̅) − 𝑗
, 100 ∙ ∑ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 𝑗 < 100 ∙ ∑ 𝐶̌ 𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑗 ∈ ℕ}
𝑗

(20)

Thus, the expected return rate of a portfolio defined above is a discrete fuzzy number.
Energy measure of the portfolio can be then calculated as
𝑑(𝐷𝜋 ) = ∑ 𝜂(𝑣) = ∑ 𝜌(𝑟) = ∑ 𝜇 (
𝑣∈𝕊(𝐷𝜋 )

𝑟∈𝕊(𝑅𝜋 )

𝑟∈𝕊(𝑅𝜋 )

Similarly, entropy measure for a portfolio can be calculated from
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𝐶̌ (1+𝑟̅ )
)
1+𝑟

(21)
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𝑒(𝐷𝜋 ) =

∑𝑣∈𝕊(𝐷𝜋) min{𝜂(𝑣), 1 − 𝜂(𝑣)}
.
∑𝑣∈𝕊(𝐷𝜋) max{𝜂(𝑣), 1 − 𝜂(𝑣)}

(22)

4 Case study
Simulations of portfolio behaviour were performed in Matlab software, researching the case of four financial
assets, that is shares of polish market companies, that is BZWBK, ENEA, KGHM and ORANGE. Simple return
rates were calculated based on historical data prom the period of 26.10.2016 – 25.11.2016, and parameters of
present values were given subjectively by an expert, corresponding to the market price appointed for
25.11.2016.We have the following input data:
asset\parameter
A1
A2
A3
A4

̌ 𝒊∗
𝑪
313
10.25
71
5.55

̌ 𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒏
𝑪
310
10.1
70.5
5.5

̌ ∗𝒊
𝑪
313
10.25
73
5.65

̌ 𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝑪
315
10.5
75
5.7

̌𝒊
𝑪
313
10.25
72
5.6

𝒓̅𝒊
-0,0046
-0,0031
0,0109
-0,0034

Table 1 Model parameters.
The membership functions of values first asset and portfolio, their return rate of the portfolio as well as its
fuzzy discount factor are presented in the pictures below.

Figure 1 Exemplary present value of assets 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4.

Figure 2 Membership function for portfolio PV.

Figure 3 Expected fuzzy return from the portfolio.

Figure 4 Expected fuzzy discount factor from the portfolio.

Energy and entropy measures, calculated according to (15), (16), (21) and (22) for both portfolio and each
asset, are given in Table 2.
asset\measure
energy
entropy

A1
250
0.33

A2
20
0.33

A3
325
0.16

A4
15
0.14

𝝅
610
0.25

Table 2 Simulation results for risk measures of researched assets and their portfolio.
The performed simulation resulted in following dependences:
𝑑(𝐴𝜋 ) > 𝑑(𝐴3 ) > 𝑑(𝐴1 ) > 𝑑(𝐴2 ) > 𝑑(𝐴4 )
𝑒(𝐴1 ) = 𝑒(𝐴2 ) > 𝑒(𝐴𝜋 ) > 𝑒(𝐴3 ) > 𝑒(𝐴4 )

(23)

5 Final remarks
Based on performed research we conclude that in case of imprecise present value modelled by discrete fuzzy
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number, the construction of the portfolio:
 can increase ambiguity risk,
 can average indistinctness risk.
This means that multiple asset portfolio diversification does not result in minimizing both of the researched
risk components, which suggests the sub optimality of using this method and the necessity of creating a new risk
minimization and revenue maximization method. Stated conclusions are reflected in analyzed case study and
performed simulations. Achieved results suggest purposefulness of presented research and encourage further
studies, especially in the area of risk management.
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Estimates of Regional Flows of Manufacturing Products in the
Czech Republic
Jaroslav Sixta1, Jakub Fischer2
Abstract. The Czech economy is crucially dependent on manufacturing industry
since it is the most important sector of the economy. In 2015, the share of manufacturing on value added is about 27% and exports of manufacturing products takes
76% of GDP. Producers of manufacturing products place their factories disproportionally in the Czech Republic. Therefore the impact on regional economy is different. However, the production of manufacturing products requires lots of different inputs and therefore the links between regions are tighter that can be directly observable. Moreover, the inputs for manufacturing industry contain also services and the
distribution of created value added is more complex. The aim of the paper is to analyse the links in Czech manufacturing industries using regional input-output tables
for fourteen regions of the Czech Republic. These tables were compiled for 2013.
By the Newton gravity method, they were arranged into the inter-regional model as
a matrix with 1148 rows and columns. The paper brings the estimates of both the
dependency of regional value added and regional employment on manufacturing industry.
Keywords: Input-Output, Regional, Models.
JEL Classification: C67, O11
AMS Classification: 65C2

1

Introduction

The Czech economy is known for its high share of manufacturing among developed countries. This results from
the long tradition of mining, manufacturing and energy production on the Czech territory. In modern word, the
statistical description of production is not straightforward. Times, when simple economic indicators such as
industrial production index, quarterly gross value added etc. has passed. The amount of the production measured
either by the system of accounts (SNA) or short term statistics (STS) does not provide adequate information.
Due to the complexity of economic relationships and processes, production or better value added should be carefully split between the part originated in the domestic territory and the part originated abroad. On the national
level, this information is provided by the OECD within the TIVA project (OECD, 2015) and on the regional
level within sophisticated regional input-output tables.
Even though the export of the Czech economy takes a high share of gross domestic product, it must be mentioned that significant part of export is formed by imported products. These intermediates contain parts, finished
products, services but also natural resources such as crude oil or gas. Fundamental question is therefore the dependency of exports on imports and the value added embodied in exports.
Similarly to the national level, on the regional level manufacturing regions are interlinked with other regions,
usually big cities such as Prague and Brno. Company headquarters seated in these cities are providing services to
their local subsidiaries. Official statistics provides regional accounts but regional input-output tables must be
prepared by academic research in the Czech Republic, see Kahoun and Sixta (2013). Despite we focuse on the
description of the production side of the economy but the use side can be described similarly, see Kramulova and
Musil (2013).
The aim of the paper is to analyse and trace the flow of manufacturing product both on national and regional
level. It is shown that similar process presented on the national level can be prepared on the regional level by
using regional input-output tables. With respect to the dependency of the Czech Republic, we focused also on the
production of transport equipment.
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2

Data and Methodology

Regional product flows can be considered on the national level or at the sub-national level. The first concept
refers to the globalised world where the economic borders between countries are not very relevant. The second
concept allows decomposition of countries´ figures into regions, regional input-output tables, see Miller and
Blair (2009).
Foreign participation of the country on the international market is usually measured by the share of exports
on gross domestic product. From the theoretical point of view, export should be directly linked to output. Even
that seems logical, lots of obstacles resulting in using GDP as a suitable denominator. It is difficult to ensure
international comparability of output since it is dependent on frequently changing number of units, level of aggregation and statistical procedures. Moreover, implementation of ESA 2010 brought the measurement of reexports and exports can occur even if the domestic output is missing. The data comes from Eurostat database.
Statistical description of the flows of products between countries is used by the OECD in TiVA database
(Trade in Value Added). Among lots of data, this database includes countries’ IOT that allows estimates of the
trade in value added. For n = 62 countries (economies) and k = 34 industries TiVA contains Inter-Country InputOutput (ICIO) system. This information provides important knowledge about the participation of a country in
foreign trade and the benefits resulting from it. We use two important indicators, domestic value added embodied
in gross exports of a country c, partner p and industry i (Dc,p,i) and foreign value added content of gross exports
of a country c (Fc):

where
Vc
V
Bc,c
B(c),c
Ec,p,i
Ec,i

Dc, p,i  Vc  Bc,c  Ec, p,i

(1)

Fc  V  B(c )c  Ec,i

(1)

1 x k row vector with domestic value added shares of output for each industry i,
1x (n x k) value added to output ratio by industry and country,
k x k diagonal block matrix of B (Global Leontief inverse) representing total domestic gross
output required for one unit increase of country c’s demand,
column block of B corresponding to country c, with the row block corresponding to c being
zero,
k x 1 vector of gross exports from country c to country p for industry i,
k x1 vector of total exports of country c for industry i.

The framework of the mathematical background is given by the Leontief’s equations. Matrix algebra of the
input-output framework provides a wide range of potential use. The most important is the equality of sources and
uses and therefore the crucial aim of both classic and extended input-output analysis is finding for a new equilibrium.
On the national level, the analysis is similar. It is not easy to identify the share of the region in the total value
added of manufacturing products. For these purposes, we used regional input-output tables presented within the
project conducted by the Department of Economic Statistics “Regionalization of Estimated Gross Domestic
Product by Expenditure Method”, no. 13-15771S, see Sixta and Vltavská (2016). These regional input-output
tables describe the Czech economy on the level of 14 regions (NUTS 3 level). These tables were prepared as
symmetric input-output tables for 82 products at basic prices. The tables are based on similar procedures as in
Többen and Konenberg (2015). The set of individual tables was arranged into inter-regional model, large matrix
with 14 x 82 rows and columns. Inter-regional model was prepared by Newton gravity method by Šafr (2016).
The methodology is deeply described in Šafr and Vltavská (2017). Since input-output tables are compiled every
5 years (years ending by 0 and 5), the newest input-output tables will be compiled for 2015 in June 2017. The
Czech Statistical Office also sometimes compiles IOT for the period between, in this point for 2013. Therefore
the latest available data source for RIOT is 2013.
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3

Results on the National Level

Imports

Exports

The Czech Republic is very opened economy and its exports takes 76.9% of GDP in 2013, see Table 1.

Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Slovakia
Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Slovakia

1995
40.6
39.3
23.0
56.7
43.7
39.2
20.7
54.6

2000
48.3
66.8
27.2
54.1
50.2
70.5
33.6
56.6

2005
62.3
62.8
34.6
72.0
60.0
65.1
35.7
76.6

2010
66.2
82.2
40.1
76.3
63.1
76.9
42.1
77.8

2013
76.9
86.0
46.3
93.8
71.1
79.0
44.4
89.6

Table 1 Share of exports and imports on GDP (%)
Manufacturing products take 80% of Czech exports. Even such high shares express importance of export for
the Czech economy, the situation is more complex. In globalized world, exports generate imports in many cases.
This is exactly valid for the Czech Republic and for Slovakia, Hungary and Poland, as well.
The most important part of exports of these countries is composed from manufacturing products. It reflects
the tradition of manufacturing industry in the Central Europe and foreign investments in the last decade. The
most significant increase of manufacturing products’ exports is in the Czech Republic and Poland, see Figure 1.
With respect to the size of the economy, the dependency of the Czech economy on foreign demand is clearly
visible. But for estimates of the value added embodied in export, input-output approach is needed.

Figure 1 Exports of manufacturing products, mil. EUR
The input-output approach presented by the OECD to the estimates of the components of exports belongs to
the most valuable statistical information. Since TiVa contains the latest figures for 2011, we can compare exports with domestic value added for the period 1995–2011 only. The ability of a country to transform foreign
demand (exports) into domestic gross value added is expressed by the embodied gross value added in exports. It
means that the exports are composed from two parts, domestic value added and imported value added (value
added created outside of domestic territory). In all mentioned countries, the share of domestic value added has
been decreasing, see Figure 2. The highest share of domestic value added is observed in Poland, where the indicator dramatically declined from 75.9% to 52.8% between 1995 and 2011. On the contrary, in the Czech Republic the indicator was relatively stable since it decreased from 48.8% to 46.9%. In Hungary and Slovakia, the
share of domestic value added is significantly lower and even though it decreased from 43.2% (44.3% respectively) to 39.4% (39.6% respectively).
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Figure 2 Domestic and foreign components of exports

4

Results on the regional level

Similarly to the national level, the contribution of a particular region to gross value added can be estimated by
using input-output approach. Regional input-output tables allow to construct the flows of products and the contribution of the regions to overall gross value added. In 2013, the share of gross value added of manufacturing
products takes 24% and amounts of 32 bn. Eur. The export of manufacturing products amounts of 95 bn.
In general, modern regional accounts compiled in line with ESA 2010 are published by the Czech Statistical
Office. The following Table 2 illustrates the composition of gross value added by the regions in the Czech Republic for 1995–2013.
Region
Hlavní město Praha
Středočeský kraj
Jihočeský kraj
Plzeňský kraj
Karlovarský kraj
Ústecký kraj
Liberecký kraj
Královéhradecký kraj
Pardubický kraj
Kraj Vysočina
Jihomoravský kraj
Olomoucký kraj
Zlínský kraj
Moravskoslezský kraj

Label
PHA
STC
JHC
PLZ
KAR
UST
LIB
KRH
PAR
VYS
JHM
OLM
ZLN
MRS

1995

2000

2005

2010

2013

20.0
9.9
5.8
5.2
2.8
7.7
3.8
4.9
4.4
4.2
10.3
5.2
4.9
10.9

22.7
10.9
5.7
5.0
2.5
6.6
3.8
5.0
4.2
4.1
10.0
5.0
4.8
9.6

24.5
10.4
5.5
5.1
2.3
6.6
3.5
4.6
4.0
4.1
9.9
4.7
4.6
10.3

25.7
10.6
5.1
5.0
2.1
6.3
3.2
4.6
4.0
3.9
10.3
4.6
4.7
9.8

24.7
11.0
5.2
5.1
2.0
6.1
3.2
4.5
3.9
4.1
11.1
4.7
4.7
9.7

Table 2 Composition of gross value added by the regions of the Czech Republic, %
The contribution to the output of manufacturing products is presented on Figure 3. These estimates come
from regional input-output tables for 2013. From this perspective, the most important regions are Středočeský
and Moravskoslezský kraj, they both are closely connected with transport equipment industry, mainly automo-
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tive3. But the situation is more complex since inputs for automotive industry are provided by other regions, as
well.

Figure 3 Output of manufacturing products by regions, mil. EUR
On the following flowchart (Figure 4), output flows of manufacturing industries are presented between all 14
regions of the Czech Republic. These flows reflect the connection between the regions in manufacturing products. We can identify strong connections (bold lines) between Jihočeský (JHC), Středočeský (STC), Zlínský
(ZLN) and Moravskoslezský kraj (MRS). On the contrary, the capital city Prague (PHA) is nearly proportionally
connected with all other regions.

Figure 4 Inter-regional flows of manufacturing products, Czech Republic, 2013.
Note: Region labels are explained in Table 2.
3

Another suitable indicator could be based on physical units, e.g. Zbranek and Fischer (2016) but it is not broken down by the regions up to now.
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5

Conclusion

Manufacturing industry is the most important factor of economic growth in the Czech Republic. This means that
not solely production of manufacturing products provide income for the Czech residents but also many delivering and connected industries. The question, how important is the output of manufacturing industry for the Czech
Republic is not easy. Such issue contains at least two approaches.
The first is aimed at country as an element of economic blocks as performed by the OECD. It leads to the estimates of value added embodied in exports. For the Czech Republic, the share of value added in exports is lower
than 50% for the whole available period (1995-2011). That reflects the situation of globalized word and intensive
foreign investments in the Central Europe.
The second approach relates to a sub-national level when country totals are distributed among regions. For
these purposes, regional input-output tables are used. They provide valuable information about regional output
and intermediates broken down by products. The amount of information hidden in regional input-output tables is
multiplied when these individual tables are arranged into inter-regional model. It means that the links between
regions can be described by product flows. From the analysis of inter-regional flows, the dependency between
Jihočeský, Středočeský and Moravskoslezský kraj is seen.
The analytical potential of advanced input-output models is very high. Such information should be used as
basis for political decisions, e.g. SWOT analysis. It may provide valuable information in terms of the impact of
foreign investments on the level of employment, wages and regional gross domestic product.
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Software for Changepoints Detection
Hana Skalska1
Abstract. The paper concerns with freely available software as the possibility to solve
the task of detection and statistical evaluation of changes in occurrences (counts, rates,
or proportions) of some event, when data is collect over time or in dependence on
quantitative attribute. Off-line data analysis is assumed and common principles of
change point problems solution are described. Freely available software implementing
piecewise linear regression, joinpoint model, segmented regression, changepoints,
and adaptive regression splines is selected. The article describes and compares the
main features of selected software. Public available data (unemployment rates) are
used to compare solutions implemented in selected R packages (earth, changepoint,
and segmented) and in the stand-alone Joinpoint Regression Program (JP). The results
are not identical partly due to the properties of data and mostly due to different approaches to CP solutions. JP support user to avoid some problems with data collected
in time, with difficulties related to assumptions of parametric linear model, or multiple
hypotheses testing.
Keywords: Breakpoints, joinpoints, JP software, R packages, earth, segmented,
changepoint.
JEL Classification: C50
AMS Classification: 62J05

1

Introduction

The problem arises from the practice and the necessity to recommend software eligible to detect changes in a series
of observations (counts, occurrences, rates, proportions, or other measurable characteristics) collected in time or
in dependence on any quantitative attribute. Detection and statistical evaluation of changes is frequently demand
and solved task of practical importance. In economics, finance, demographics, epidemiology, and other fields, the
task is to detect changes in model (linear, broken-line, or piecewise linear) or in parameters of the process. Unknown change points (breakpoints) in trend or mean response of observed characteristics Y on time or other quantitative predictor Z have to be estimated from a set of observations (z1,y1), (z2,y2), …(zn,yn), z1 ≤ z2 ≤ ... ≤ zn.
Change point (CP) is the point in which an ordered sequence of data (y1, y2, …, yn) changes its statistical
properties. A changepoint occurs when there exists a point τ  {1, 2, …, n –1} such, that the statistical properties
of {y1, y2, …, yτ} and {yτ+1, yτ+2, …, yn} are different in some characteristics [13]. Regression change points
connect subsequent segments (usually adjacent linear pieces) that differ each other in levels of parameters of observed quantitative attribute. Anomaly (outlier) detection solve similar problem detection of data points that do
not conform to expected behaviour. Methods of change points and anomaly detection depend on nature of data,
application domain, and knowledge about distribution and parameters of the process [9].
The objective of the article is mapping and brief overview of change point detection problems and statistical
approaches to their solutions. Attention is stressed to piecewise linear regression (segmented, broken-line), joinpoint model, and adaptive regression splines model. The contribution of the article is in effort to categorise CP
tasks from an applied point of view and present possibilities of selected freely available software for change point
detections. An example of public available data specifies and presents main features of selected software.

2

Common principles of change point detection problems

Ross [25] distinguishes two main categories of change detection problems. Batch detection problem (Phase I) and
sequential detection problem (Phase II). Batch problem (or off-line) assumes fixed length of n retrospective observations. Decision about occurrence of a change point is based on all observations (z1,y1), (z2,y2), …(zn,yn),
realizations of i.d. random variables Y1, Y2, ..., Yn. Sequential problem is processed on sequential data Y1, Y2, ...,
collected in time series or signal streams. The next (new) observation received in a sequence is qualified as consistent with the previous sequence or inconsistent, potential to belong to the next segment with changing parameters. Decision is based on an appropriate test statistic, penalty, and decision criteria. Phase II problems are typical
for big data or signal streams, where interest in multiple CP detection is growing with increasing availability of
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sensor data (genomic data, bioinformatics, signal processing, network monitoring, intrusion detection, fraud detection, etc.). Some algorithms are able to solve both tasks.
Different statistical and non-statistical approaches exist to solution of retrospective CP problem. The paper concentrates to frequentist solutions. Parametric methods assume that observed data follow an appropriate distribution.
Change point (joinpoint, piecewise) regression solution estimates linear segments. Maximum likelihood estimates
(MLE) of parameters of the model allow specify threshold for a test criterion, determine a change and emphasise
the continuity of the linear segments [15, 16].
Increasing number of R [24] packages offer various methods for change detection. The main categories corresponding to our interest are broken-line regression that is available in the R package segmented [22, 23], multivariate adaptive regression splines MARS [4, 26] implemented in the R package earth [19, 20], and algorithms
for multiple changepoints detection available in the R package changepoint [14].
Piecewise linear regression and Join Point Regressin Programme (JP)
Regression model assumes that a function with unknown regression dependence describes the process. The function is approximated by linear pieces (segments) connected at changepoints (joinpoits, break-points, transition
points). Piecewise linear models are preferred in applications as they are simple, easily interpreted, and available
software offers these methods. Piecewise regression describes trend as a sequence of straight line segments connected at joinpoints with significant changes in parameters The joinpoint regression model can be written as
E[y│z] = β0 + β1z + δ1 (z  τ1)+ + … + δM(z  τM)+
where M is number of break points, and τi are breakpoints, i = 1, 2, …, M, a+ = max(0, a).
Different articles solved the problems introduced with Julious [12], when a CP location is unknown. Problems
are in location estimate, significance in change, and parameter estimates. Estimates of two unconstrained lines at
a point have to be adjusted to satisfy model continuity of linear segments [15, 16] and to form continuous function
[17]. Statistic F tests the hypothesis about significant change in slope and compares residual sum of squares (RSS)
of the two-lines and one-line models. Exact F distribution for this statistic is unknown if changepoint location is
unknown. Simulations and bootstrap methods can estimate decision threshold [12].
The MLE of ratio statistics, permutation tests, and other principles are available to estimate a change-point
location. Typical methods and algorithms test the H0 (no change point) against the H1 (there are M change points).
When H0 is rejected, the test of H0 against M  1 points continues and the process repeats. Sequential tests control
the over-fitting. Permutation procedure tests all possible locations of predetermined discrete CP locations in data
and searches optimum of a cost function over all possible combinations [14]. Computational efficiency, multiple
testing, and statistical properties of detected change points are difficulties related to this process. Different solutions overcome these problems. An overview of approaches to change point detection, statistical tests for changes
in location model, critical values obtained through permutation tests, and an exact formulation and solution of
some theoretical principles of permutation tests are in [1,7]. The advantage of permutation tests to CP solutions
with application in econometrics describes [3]. Kim et al. [15] derived conditions and specified methods under
which permutation procedure is consistent in estimate of the number of change points. Simulation study concluded [15] that BIC criterion is more sensitive to picking up smaller changes while the permutation procedure
is preferred when the goal of an analysis is a parsimonious model.
Change point (joinpoint) regression solution is available in Join Point Regressin Programme (JP) [11]. JP
implements methods [8, 14, 15, 16] and allow to select permutation tests, BIC criterion, or modified BIC. A comparison of JP and Bayessian approaches with application to cancer mortality data is presented in [5].
Multivariate regression with adaptive splines
Multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS, trademark of Salford System, calls mars:mda in the earth package [4, 20]) built multivariate non-linear model upon the recursive partitioning. Method is able to solve high dimensional problems. MARS estimates piecewise linear function. In one-dimensional problem, the function at
every observed z becomes the form
f(x) = β0 + β1(zτ1)* + β2(zτ2)* + … + βM(zτM)*
where M is number of change points (knots), τi are the best knots (nodes), that needs to be determined from the
data (adaptive model). The component (z – τ)* is either negatively (z – τ)+, or positively (z – τ)– truncated function.
For any number a, a+ = max(0, a), and a– = (a+ – a). In the forward steps, MARS selects the best predictors, the
best knots, and finds set of candidate models. The backward step uses the Generalized Cross Validation (GCV) to
select the best final model. GCV reflects the model complexity and the lack of fit [26]. User specifies the maximum
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number of segments. This specification depends on data dimension but the impact of selected number is relatively
small in the model selection [26].
Changepoint solution
Description of the R package changepoint and an overview of packages convenient to various (mostly) sequential
detection problems can be found in [13]. This package makes available a broad range of single and multiple CP
solutions. Multiple changepoint problem assumes that data are arranged in ordered sequence (y1, y2, …, yn) and
there exists a change point in time τ  {1, 2, …, n –1} and extends this idea to M changepoints at M ascending
positions { τ 1, τ 2, …, τ M}. Then M changepoints split data to M + 1 segments, each segment is summarized by a
set of parameters. The changepoint package implements three algorithms (binary segmentation, segment neighborhoods, and PELT). Pruned exact linear time (PELT) algorithm was proposed recently [13].
Segmented solution
Muggeo [21] developed different approach to regression with unknown position of change points. Algorithm in
the R package segmented [22, 23] needs the initial guess ψ est for a break point. Problem formulation assumes
segmented relationship between the mean response μ = E[Y] and predictor variable Z observed for i = 1, 2, …,
n. Segmented model is built by adding β1zi + β2(zi ψ)+ term in the linear predictor, (zi ψ)+ = (zi ψ) I(zi > ψ),
where I(.) is an indicator function. Model fits the linear term β 1zi + β2(zi ψest)+ + γ I(zi > ψest) iteratively, and
I() =  I(). Parameter γ is understood as re-parametrisation of ψ and accounts for the breakpoint estimate. The
breakpoint value is updated iteratively.
Other approaches
Change detection problem is extended to multivariate methods too. Many algorithms are available to detect single
or multiple CPs for big data (or data streams). One class of approaches minimises costs over segmentation and
uses dynamic modelling principles [2], some methods speed up algorithms by segmenting data and implement
pruning of solution space [13,18]. Another approach suggests sparsity and L1 regularization techniques and constructs the CP model on the base of all possible alternatives admitted by data [17].

3

Software specifications

The statistical software package Joinpoint Regression Program (JP) version 4.4.0.0 [11] fits data into the joinpoint models. Sequence of permutation tests (Monte Carlo method) identifies CPs in trend. The procedure is based
on a sequential application of likelihood ratio type tests [14]. Number of min and max of JPs are specified by user.
Simple linear or log-linear model, modelling criteria, final model selection methods (permutation test, BIC, or
Modified BIC), and parameters of permutation test of significance are specified by user. Adjustment procedure
implemented since version 3.0. uses method less conservative than Bonferroni correction used in older versions.
This version of JP allows pair-wise comparisons (tests of parallelism or coincidence) between two data sets. Standard errors of dependent variable can either be provided to JP or can be calculated by JP (when dependent variable
is count and follow Poisson distribution, or when necessary data are given to the JP). Homoscedastic or heteroscedastic (WLS) regression fits model in dependence on error patterns [10]. Grid search and models with autocorrelation errors are possible.
The R package earth builds lm and Glm standard models (mars), uses pruning and cross-validation. The package has a capability to solve big data problems [20]. The Cross validation (CV) principle allow to estimate standard
error of the model and confidence limits, helps to select the best model and to control overfitting. The Generalized
RSquare (GRSq) measure the ability of generalization the model. General Cross Validation (GCV) is penalty per
knot, the value 1 (no penalty) is allowed. GRSq normalises GCV and supports selection the number of effective
parameters in the model. Variance models in earth allow estimate of prediction intervals under assumption that
errors are independent and possibly heteroscedastic [19].
The R package changepoint [13] detects multiple changes within a time series or sequence. Package implements several existing multiple changepoint search algorithms and introduces PELT (pruned exact linear time)
that provides an exact segmentation. Algorithm is focused to changes in mean, to changes in variances, and to
changes in mean and variance. In principles, PELT is similar to the neighbourhood binary segmentation algorithm.
Test statistic assumes distribution of data (possible choices are normal, exponential, Gamma, or Poisson).
The R package segmented [22, 23] solves univariate and multivariate lm and GLM models with broken-line
relationships. Estimate of the model uses grid-search algorithm and translates CP detection problem into the standard linear framework, uses re-parametrisation, and estimates linear model iteratively by updating initial estimate.
Bayessian Information Criterion (BIC) helps to estimate the number of breakpoints, and the Davies test estimates
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location a breakpoint and checks its significance. Dependence of resulting solution on the guess of initial solution
was mentioned in [6].

3.1

Data and results

The data collected monthly describes the ratio (in %) of job applicants aged 15 to 64 in the population of the same
age at the Czech Republic (http://portal.mpsv.cz). The unified method of collection and calculation is used since
2004. Observed data (points on Figure 1) correspond to time period from 01_2005 to 12_2016. Autocorrelation,
influence of seasons, and possible changes in trend can describe the series. The analysis is focused to detection
changes in trend.

Figure 1 Comparison of JP and earth piecewise regression models
Figure 1 combines results of two models (coefficients in Tables 1 and 2). Both software produce graphs but
Figure1 allow visual comparison of differences in two models. JP detects three JPs with indexes 47, 51, and 110
(months 11_2008, 03_2009, and 02_2014). Corresponding 95% confidence intervals of CPs locations are (40 –
48), (49 – 63), and (105 – 123). Parameters and standard errors of the JP piecewise model are in Table 1. The
options used for JP software settings: Homoscedastic sample errors, grid search, fitting the autocorrelated errors
based on data, MBIC criterion for selection of the best model. Time creating the model was 78 min. Final model
error SSE = 23.38. Slopes as well as differences between slopes of adjacent lines are different from zero at significance level α = 0,05. Log-linear model (available in JP) resulted with identical CPs (not presented here).
Intercept 1 Intercept 2 Intercept 3 Intercept 4 Slope 1 Slope 2 Slope 3

Slope 4

Parameter Estimate 7.210

-23.193

4.685

16.803

0.072

0.575

0.029

-0.082

Standard Error

0.239

6.348

0.409

1.376

0.008

0.130

0.005

0.011

Index range

1 – 47

47 – 51

51 – 110

110 – 144

1 – 47

47 – 51 51 – 110 110 – 144

Table 1. Parameters and standard errors of JP model.
Object model (varmod.method = “lm”) from variance model in the R package earth estimates prediction intervals and the analysis of errors (Figure 2). Parameters of the general model are in Table 2. Confidence limits and
visualised residuals are in Figure 2 (with three detected outlier data points 45, 46, and 47). Model summarises SSE
= 35.42 (bigger to the JP model), values GRSq = 0.76, RSq = 0.80, and CVRSq = 0.77 indicate satisfactory quality
and stability.
(Intercept)

h(x-32)

h(x-64)

h(x-80)

h(x-108)

h(116-x)

h(x-116)

-4.82704
standard error

0.193
0.013

-0.117
0.018

0.087
0.020

-0.113
0.036

0.107
0.008

-0.143
0.038

Table 2. Parameters and standard errors of mars model from the R package earth
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Results from the R package changepoint v.2.2.2. are presented in Figure 3. Method cpt.mean resulted in three
CPs locations (27, 50, and 124) with mean values 6.27, 4.43, 7.06, and 5.76 on segments. Method cpt.meanvar is
consistent in locations of means with cpt.mean, and adds segments with different variances with CPs at 16, 27, 49,
54, 95, 124, and 135. Mean values on segments are 6.62, 5.76, 4.38, 5.92, 6.78, 7.67, 6.18, and 5.25, and variances
0.086, 0.032, 0.160, 0.029, 0.163, 0.185, 0.030, and 0.049. Multiple segments (horizontal lines) on Figure 3 show
CPs location, size of segment and location of mean value.

Figure 2 Model earth and residuals
Top left to right: Data; Model earth with 95% CL; Bottom left to right: QQ plot; Residuals and outliers

Figure 3 Segments detected with R package changepoint
Finally, the results of the R package segmented are commented briefly. Function segmented in this package
needs starting guess for CPs and iteratively finds the best segments. The CP values from earth solution were used
as the starting guess for function segmented. CPs was detected on four locations (43.7, 60.5, 81.9, and 109.9),
close to the earth solution with exception of the first point, which is close to the JP solution. Consecutive test of
significance with Davies test recommends only the first CP as having significant differences in segment slopes.

4

Conclusion

The presented results are not identical. The JP software and R packages get different results conditioned partly due
to the properties of data and mostly due to different approaches to CP solutions, and to different possibilities of
treating some common problems with data collected in time. The JoinPoint Regression Programme systematically
treats many difficulties following from the nonconformity of data with assumptions of parametric simple linear
regression models, and from multiple hypotheses testing. The JP software is designed for an analysis of pre-processed data with size in tens of units, implemented methods are more supported with statistical theory. In opposite,
earth and changepoint packages are designed for big data, and their principles of building and selection the model
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combine statistics with computer science methods. Visual and descriptive components of results are available
with all presented software. The most important aspects in selection will be the size of data, and the aim of the
task (derived from the problem that is solved).
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Timetable Construction for a Village Small School
Veronika Skocdopolova1, Mirka Simonovska2
Abstract. Small schools form a considerable part of all primary schools in the Czech
Republic. Small school is a school where children from different grades are taught in
at least one class. We can find this type of school especially in small villages, where
is not enough children for regular primary school.
The paper presents computational approach for timetable construction at a small
school in a village in the Central Bohemian Region. On the timetable for this type of
primary schools there are imposed greater demands than on other classes, that allow
to teach every class on the first stage separately. In particular, it must be ensured that
the classes with joint grades are taught the same subject in as many lessons as possible.
For the timetable construction, an integer programming model based on assignment
problem is formulated. The aim of the model is to minimise the number of afternoon
lessons with respect to restrictions given by the School Education Programme.
Keywords: small school, timetabling, integer programming, assignment problem.
JEL Classification: C61
AMS Classification: 90C10

1

Introduction

Timetabling is a way, how to construct not only school timetable effectively [2]. It helps avoiding time or resource
wasting and therefore it reduces cost. There are two main approaches to timetable construction using mathematical
modelling. The first one is creating a complex model usually using binary variables. The other one is based on
a decomposition of the problem into several interrelated stages. [4] More about timetabling can be found in [1] or
[3].
This paper handle a problem of timetable construction at the primary school in a small village Višňová in the
Central Bohemian Region. This primary school is a small school, in which pupils from different grades are taught
in joint classes. This fact has to be taken into consideration during the timetable construction.

2

Small School

The small school is a school, in which there is at least one class, where children from different grades are taught
together [5]. This type of school can be found usually in small villages. Historically, there are two main reasons
for a small school. The first reason is that there is lack of qualified teachers able to teach the pupils. Nearly a hundred pupils were taught in one class in that case in the past. Nowadays, this reason is significant in the less developed countries. The second reason is that there are not enough children to open a regular primary school in the
region. This is specific for developed countries. Both reasons were relevant over the years in the Czech Republic.
The standard elementary school in the Czech Republic provides education in 9 grades divided into primary
school (grades 1–5) and secondary school (grades 6–9). According to the Education Act No. 561/2004 Coll., it is
possible to run a school that does not provide all 9 grades. Therefore a primary school can exist separately. According to the Regulation No. 48/2005 Coll., only the grades at the primary school can be joint. There are 1 113
small schools in the Czech Republic today. The small schools form 27 % of all the elementary schools and they
are attended by 4.4 % of all the pupils [6].
Many pros and cons relate to small schools. However, whether a thing is an advantage or disadvantage depends
on the point of view. The friendly environment in the class is a clear advantage. Most of the pupils know each
other not only from the school, because they live mostly in the same village. There is a closer relationship between
the teacher and the pupil in contrast to big schools. Another good point is that the small school is the only school
in the village. Therefore it is supported by the municipality not only financially but also by the possibility to use
local premises for school events. An important benefit results from the fact that younger and older pupils are mixed
together in one class. The younger children have the opportunity to learn from the older ones. The older pupils
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should respect the younger pupils. They learn how to make compromise, how to respect each other. Their communication skills improve. Last but not least, most of the small school pupils live in the same village hence they
do not have to get up early in the morning and commute to a distant city.
On the other hand, we can find some negative points too. The main negative aspect is that teaching in a class
with pupils from different grades put high demands on teachers. They have to prepare their lessons carefully.
A distinctive drawback is the necessity of changing the school after finishing the fifth grade of the primary school.
The pupils have to commute to a distant city and incorporate in a new group of children at the regular elementary
school.

3

Problem Description and Model Formulation

The primary school in Višňová is a small school with three classes in the school year 2015/2016. 53 pupils attended
the school that school year. The basic frame for the timetable is given by the School Education Programme that
every school has to prepare according to the Framework Education Programme for Elementary Education. These
programs define the time allocation of each subject.

3.1

Timetable Requirements

There were two joint classes in the school year 2015/2016. Which grades might be joint in one class depends on
the number of pupils in each grade and on the difficulty of teaching in the grade. There were 16 pupils in the first
grade in that school year. Therefore the first grade was taught separately. The second and the fifth grade were joint
the previous year and there was no reason to separate them. For this reason, the third and the fourth grade were
joint for that year. Hence the task is to prepare the timetable for such a joint structure.
For primary school there is a rule that there can be only four or five lessons in the morning. A lunch break has
to follow after these lessons. The pupils from different grades are joint for all subjects except P.E., where the
maturity of pupils plays its role. For P.E. pupils from the first, the second and the third or the fourth and the fifth
grade can only be joint. Each class has its class master who teach all the subjects in the class except English, Music
and Art. There is only one teacher with the teaching qualification for each of these subjects.
All the subjects should be distributed evenly over the week with respect to the time allocation of each subject.
A free period must not occur during the morning lessons (before the lunch break). The difficult subjects (Czech
and Maths) should be taught within the first three lessons of each day. The aim of the timetabling process is to
fulfil all the requirements mentioned above and minimise the number of afternoon lessons.

3.2

Mathematical Model

The model operates with four index sets: i – grade of the primary school, i = 1, 2, …, 5; j – day of week, j = 1, 2,
…, 5; k – time window within each day, k = 1, 2, …, 7; and l – subjects including lunch break, l = 1, 2, …, 16.
There are 10 different subjects in the School Education Programme of the Višňová Primary School. We have to
divide the subjects with different time allocation in each grade into two separate subjects for the purpose of the
model formulation. The index set l is divided into several subsets. The list of all subjects and subsets, in which the
subjects are included, is in the Table 1. The binary decision variable xijkl equals 1, if the pupils from the i-th grade
on the day j in the time window k have the subject l, and 0 otherwise. We formulated the following mathematical
model for the timetable construction:
The model objective is to minimise the number of afternoon lessons:

z

   ( xij 6l  2 xij 7l )

igrade jday l sub

(1)

If there is an afternoon lesson, it should be directly after the lunch break. Therefore the value of the variable xij7l
is multiplied by two.
To avoid time conflicts, there should be at most one subject in each time window for each grade:



xijkl
l sub  lu

 1, i, j, k
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Each subject in each grade has to correspond with its time allocation tail:

  xijkl  tail ,

i, l

jday k time

(3)

The following constraints (4) – (9) assure the even distribution of the subjects over the week. There should be
at least one and at most two lessons of Czech every day in each grade:

  xijkl  2,

1

i, j

(4)

k time lcz

There should be at most one lesson of each of the other subjects every day in each grade.

  xijkl  1,

i, j

(5)

  xijkl  1,

i, j

(6)

  xijkl  1,

i, j

(7)

  xijkl  1,

i, j

(8)

k time len

k time lma

k time lsc

k time lar

 xijkl  1,

i, j, l  os

(9)

k time

This constraint assures the joining of the third and the fourth grade for the subjects from the subset js1:

x3 jkl  x 4 jkl , j, k  am, l  js1

(10)

The subjects from the subset js2 should be taught in the joint classes of the second and the fifth grade:

x2 jkl  x 5 jkl , j, k  am, l  js2

(11)

There should be at most one lesson of English, Art, Music and P.E. in each time window, while there is only
one teacher with necessary teaching qualification (in case of English, Art and Music) and only one gym (in case
of P.E.); hence the lesson can be attended by two joint grades, the left-hand side value is 2:

  xijkl  2,

 j, k

(12)

  xijkl  2,

 j, k

(13)

igrade l en

igrade l ar

 xijkl  2,

j, k , l  mu  pe

igrade

(14)

During the lunch time (lt = 5, 6) the lunch break should take place:

 xijkl  1,

i, j, l  lu

k lt
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There should not be a free period in the morning (am = 1, 2, …, 5):

 

xijkl
k am l sub  lu

 5, i, j

(16)

The following constraints (17) – (22) assure the correct joining of the P.E. lessons:

x1 jkl  x4 jkl  1, j, k , l  pe

(17)

x1 jkl  x5 jkl  1, j, k , l  pe

(18)

x2 jkl  x4 jkl  1, j, k , l  pe

(19)

x2 jkl  x5 jkl  1, j, k , l  pe

(20)

x3 jkl  x4 jkl  1, j, k , l  pe

(21)

x3 jkl  x5 jkl  1, j, k , l  pe

(22)

There should not be any lesson on the Friday afternoon:

xijkl  0, i, j  5, k  7, l

(23)

The difficult subjects that need more concentration (Czech and Maths) must not be scheduled to the fourth and
later time windows (pm = 4, 5, 6, 7):

 xijkl  0,

i, j, l  di

k  pm

(24)

The decision variable xijkl is a binary variable:

xijkl  0,1, i, j, k , l

index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

subject
Czech
English
Math
Informatics
Science
Music
Art
Drama
P. E.
Working activities
Czech 2
English 2
Math 2
Science 2
Art 2
Lunch break

included in subsets
sub, cz, js1, js2, di
sub, en, js1, js2
sub, ma, js1, js2, di
sub, os, js1
sub, sc, js1, js2
sub, os, js1, js2
sub, ar, mu, s1, js2
sub, os, js1, js2
sub, os, pe
sub, os, js1, js2
sub, cz
sub, en
sub, ma
sub, sc
sub, ar
lu

Table 1 Subjects taught in the school
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4

Results and Conclusion

The result of our model is a timetable for each grade. The timetables respect the requirements and the afternoon
classes have only the fourth and the fifth grade. In most of the joint lessons the same subjects for both grades are
taught. Subjects Maths and Czech are assigned to the morning lessons. The model was solved using LINGO 16.0
solver. The input data were organised in MS Excel worksheet. The Figure 1 Timetable for the 3 rd and 4th grade
shows the timetable for the joint second and fifth grade.

Figure 1 Timetable for the 3rd and 4th grade
The timetable of teachers as well as number of classes for one teacher is not considered, because the teachers
are class masters. Therefore their timetable corresponds to the timetable of the class – five lessons in the morning, then lunch and someday afternoon classes (except Friday).
The calculated timetables are quite close to the real timetables designed by the school director. Thus the
time-table could be prepared automatically using the proposed model. The only thing that varies each school
year is which grades should be joint. This means, that only the constraints (10) and (11) and subject subsets js1
and js2 have to be modified every year. Therefore a simple application utilising the cooperation between MS
Excel and LINGO solver can be prepared for ordinary use in the school.
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Risk-Sensitive Optimality in Markov Games
Karel Sladký1 , Victor Manuel Martı́nez Cortés2
Abstract. The article is devoted to risk-sensitive optimality in Markov games. Attention is focused on Markov games evolving on communicating Markov chains with
two-players with opposite aims. Considering risk-sensitive optimality criteria means
that total reward generated by the game is evaluated by exponential utility function
with a given risk-sensitive coefficient. In particular, the first player (resp. the second
player) tries to maximize (resp. minimize) the long-run risk-sensitive average reward.
Observe that if the second player is dummy, the problem is reduced to finding optimal
policy of the Markov decision chain with the risk-sensitive optimality. Recall that for
the risk sensitivity coefficient equal to zero we arrive at traditional optimality criteria.
In this article, connections between risk-sensitive and risk-neutral Markov decision
chains and Markov games models are studied using discrepancy functions. Explicit
formulae for bounds on the risk-sensitive average long-run reward are reported. Policy
iteration algorithm for finding suboptimal policies of both players is suggested. The
obtained results are illustrated on numerical example.
Keywords: dynamic programming, Markov decision chains, two-person Markov
games, communicating Markov chains, risk-sensitive optimality.
JEL classification: C44, C61, C63
AMS classification: 90C40, 60J10, 93E20

1 Introduction
This contribution is devoted to risk-sensitive optimality in Markov games evolving on communicating Markov
chains with two-players with opposite aims. In particular, the first player (resp. the second player) tries to maximize
(resp. minimize) the long-run risk-sensitive average reward calculated by an exponential utility function with a
given risk-sensitive coefficient. Observe that if the second player is dummy, the problem is reduced to finding
optimal policy of the risk-sensitive Markov decision chain introduced by Howard and Matheson in their seminal
paper [8]. Recall that for the risk sensitivity coefficient equal to zero we arrive at traditional optimality criteria. In
this article, connections between risk-sensitive and risk-neutral Markov decision chains and Markov games models
are studied using discrepancy functions. Explicit formulae for bounds on the risk-sensitive average long-run reward
are reported. Policy iteration algorithms for finding suboptimal policies of both players are suggested.

2 Notation and Preliminaries
In this note, we consider at discrete time points t = 0, 1, . . . a dynamic system X = {Xn , n = 0, 1, . . .} with finite
state space I = {1, 2, . . . , N }. The behavior of the system X is influenced by two players, P (1) and P (2) , with
opposite aims. Supposing that at time t the system is in state i ∈ I then player P (1) , resp. player P (2) , selects
(1)
(2)
action a(1) from finite set Ai , resp. action a(2) from finite set Ai . Then state j is reached in the next transition
(1) (2)
with a given probability pij (a , a ) and one-stage reward ri (a(1) , a(2) ) is accrued. We shall call this two
person game a Markov game.
In this note, we assume that the stream of rewards generated by the Markov processes X is evaluated by an
exponential utility function (so-called risk-sensitive models) with a given risk sensitivity coefficient. To this end, let
us consider an exponential utility function, say ūγ (·), i.e. a separable utility function with constant risk sensitivity
γ ∈ R. Then the utility assigned to the (random) outcome ξ is given by
{
(sign γ) exp(γξ), if γ ̸= 0, risk-sensitive case,
γ
ū (ξ) :=
(1)
ξ
for γ = 0
risk-neutral case.
Obviously ūγ (·) is continuous and strictly increasing. For γ > 0 ūγ (·) is convex, if γ < 0 ūγ (·) is concave.
Finally if γ = 0 (risk neutral case) ūγ (·) is linear. Observe that exponential utility function ūγ (·) is separable and
1
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multiplicative if the risk sensitivity γ ̸= 0 and additive for γ = 0. In particular, for uγ (·) := exp(γξ) we have
uγ (ξ1 + ξ2 ) = uγ (ξ1 ) · uγ (ξ2 ) if γ ̸= 0 and uγ (ξ1 + ξ2 ) ≡ ξ1 + ξ2 for γ = 0.
Moreover, recall that the certainty equivalent corresponding to ξ, say Z γ (ξ), is given by
ūγ (Z γ (ξ)) = E [ūγ (ξ)]

(the symbol E is reserved for expectation).

From (1), (2) we can immediately conclude that
{ −1
γ ln{E uγ (ξ)},
γ
Z (ξ) =
E [ξ]

if γ ̸= 0

(2)

(3)

for γ = 0.

The development of the system X over time is controlled by actions of both players that have complete information about the history of the system. In particular, player P (1) , resp. player P (2) , tries to maximize, resp.
(1)
minimizes the total reward. Supposing that the system is in state i ∈ I if decision a(1) ∈ Ai is taken by the
(2)
first player, player P (2) selects decision a(2) ∈ Ai such that to “minimize” possible outcome (so decisions
a(1) , a(2) are not simultaneous, player P (1) is the leader and player P (2) is the follower in the considered Stackelberg duopoly model). Risk-sensitive Markov decision chains can be considered as a special case of Markov games
with only one player.
A (Markovian) policy controlling the decision process, π = (f 0 , f 1 , . . .), is identified by a sequence of decision
vectors {f n , n = 0, 1, . . .} where f n = (f (1)n , f (2)n ) ∈ F ≡ F (1) × F (2) . In particular, player P (1) , resp. player
(1)
(1)
P (2) , generates a sequence of decisions f (1),n where f (1),n ∈ F (1) ≡ A1 × . . . × AN , resp. f (2),n where
(2)
(2)
f (2),n ∈ F (2) ≡ A1 × . . . × AN .
Let π m = (f m , f m+1 , . . .), hence π = (f 0 , f 1 , . . . , f m−1 , π m ), in particular π = (f 0 , π 1 ). The symπ
bol
the expectation if X0 = i and policy π = (f n ) is followed, in particular, E πi (Xm = j) =
∑ E i denotes
m−1
0
ij ∈I pi,i1 (fi ) . . . pim−1 ,j (fm−1 ); P(Xm = j) is the probability that X is in state j at time m.

Policy π which selects at all times the same decision rule, i.e. π ∼ (f ), is called stationary. Hence following
policy π ∼ (f ) X is a homogeneous Markov chain with transition probability matrix P (f ) whose ij-th element is
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
pij (fi ) = pij (fi , fi ). Then ri (fi ) := ri (fi , fi ) is the one-stage reward obtained in state i. Similarly, r(f )
is an N -column vector of one-stage rewards whose i-the elements equals ri (fi ).
Stationary policy π̃ is randomized if there exist decision vectors f [1] , f [2] , . . . , f [m] ∈ F (observe that f [1] =
[j]
[j]
(f [1](1) , f [1](2) ) ∈ F (1) × F (2) ). On following policy π̃ we select in state i action fi with a given probability κi
∑
(j)
[j]
(of course, κi ≥ 0 with j κi = 1 for all i ∈ I). Observe that E πi (Xm = j) = [P m (f )]ij (here [A]ij denotes
the ij-th element of the matrix A, A ≥ B, resp. A > B iff for each i, j [A]ij ≥ [B]ij resp. [A]ij ≥ [B]ij and
[A]ij > [B]ij for some i, j). The symbol I denotes an identity matrix and e is reserved for a unit column vector.

3 Risk-Sensitive Optimality in Markov Processes
Let ξn be the cumulative reward∑
obtained in the n first transition of the considered Markov chain X. Since the
n−1
process starts in state X0 , ξn = k=0 rXk . Similarly let ξ(m,n) be reserved for the cumulative (random) reward,
obtained from the mth up to the nth transition (obviously, ξn = rX0 + ξ(1,n) , we tacitly assume that ξ(1,n) starts
in state X1 ).
On introducing for arbitrary g, wj ∈ R (i, j ∈ I) the discrepancy function (cf. [10])
φ̃i,j (w, g) := ri − wi + wj − g
we can easily verify the following identity:
ξn

= ng + wX0 − wXn +

n−1
∑

(4)

φ̃Xk ,Xk+1 (w, g).

k=0

Considering the risk-sensitive models in virtue of (1), (4) for the expectation of ξn in the risk-sensitive case
Uiπ (γ, n)

:=

E πi e

γ

n−1
∑
k=0

ξn

we conclude that
Uiπ (γ, n)

= e

γ[ng+wi ]

×

E πi e
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γ[

n−1
∑
k=0

φ̃Xk ,Xk+1 (w,g)−wXn ]

.

(5)
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Now observe that
E πi e

E πj

{e

γ

n−1
∑

k=m

γ

n−1
∑
k=0

φ̃Xk ,Xk+1 (w,g)

φ̃Xk ,Xk+1 (w,g)

=

∑

pij (fi0 ) eγ[ri −wi +wj −g] × E πj e

∑

pj,ℓ (fjm ) eγ[rj −wj +wℓ −g]

j∈I

|Xm = j} =

1

ℓ∈I

×

γ

n−1
∑
k=1

m+1
E πℓ

φ̃Xk ,Xk+1 (w,g)

γ

e

n−1
∑

k=m+1

φ̃Xk ,Xk+1 (w,g)

(6)

. (7)

If stationary policy π ∼ (f ) is followed (5) can be drastically simplified if the numbers g, wj ’s are selected such
∑
that j∈I pij (fi ) eγ φ̃ij (g,w) = 1 for all i ∈ I.3 Obviously, this condition is equivalent to the following set of
linear equations
∑
eγ[g(f )+wi (f )] =
pij (fi ) eγ[ri (fi )+wj (f )] (i ∈ I)
(8)
j∈I

for the values g(f ), wi (f )(i = 1, . . . , N ); observe that these values depend on the selected risk sensitivity coefficient γ. Eqs. (5) can be called the γ-average reward/cost optimality equation.
On introducing the new variables vi (f ) := eγwi (f ) , ρ(f ) := eγg(f ) , and on replacing transition probabilities
pij (fi )’s by general nonnegative numbers defined by qij (fi ) := pij (fi ) · eγri (fi ) (8) can be alternatively written as
the following set of equations
∑
ρ(f )vi (f ) =
qij (fi ) vj (f ) (i ∈ I)
(9)
j∈I

For what follows it is convenient to consider (9) in matrix form. To this end, we introduce (cf. [6]) N × N
non-negative matrix Q(f ) = [qij (fi )] with spectral radius (Perron eigenvalue) ρ(f ) along with its right Perron
eigenvector v(f ) = [vi (fi )]. Then (9) can be written in matrix form as
(10)

ρ(f )v(f ) = Q(f )v(f ).

Furthermore, if the transition probability matrix P (f ) is irreducible then also Q(f ) is irreducible and the right
Perron eigenvector v(f ) can be selected strictly positive.
From (3),(5),(6),(8) we immediately get for stationary policy π ∼ (f ) that
Uiπ (γ, n) = eγ[ng(f )+wi (f )] × E πi eγwXn (f ) ,
Hence

Ziπ (γ, n) =

1
ln Uiπ (γ, n).
γ

n−1 Ziπ (γ, n) = g(f ) + o(n)

(11)

(recall that g(f ) = γ −1 ln ρ(f ), wi (f ) = γ −1 ln vi (f )).
If the Markov chain is irreducible there exist fˆ, f ∗ ∈ F along with numbers ρ̂ = ρ(fˆ), ρ∗ = ρ(f ∗ ) and strictly
positive vectors v̂ = v(fˆ), with elements vi (fˆ), and v ∗ = v(f ∗ ), with elements vi (f ∗ ), such that for any f ∈ F
(vectorial max and min should be considered componentwise)
Q(f ) · v̂ ≥ min{Q(f ) · v̂} = Q(fˆ) · v̂ = ρ̂ · v̂

(12)

Q(f ) · v ∗ ≤ max{Q(f ) · v ∗ } = Q(f ∗ ) · v ∗ = ρ∗ · v ∗

(13)

ρ(fˆ) ≡ ρ̂ ≤ ρ(f ) ≤ ρ(f ∗ ) ≡ ρ∗

(14)

f ∈F

f ∈F

for all f ∈ F.

In words:
ρ̂ ≡ ρ(fˆ) (resp. ρ∗ = ρ(f ∗ )) is the minimum (resp. maximum) possible eigenvalue of Q(f ) over all f ∈ F
(cf. [1],[3],[8]).
Minimal (resp. maximal) risk-sensitive average reward g(fˆ) = γ −1 ln ρ(fˆ) (resp. g(f ∗ ) = γ −1 ln ρ(f ∗ )).
3

To verify this claim it suffices to apply successively (7) backwards starting time point n − 1 (cf. [8]).
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4 Risk-Sensitive Optimality in Markov Games
In contrast to Markov decision model considered in section 3 we assume that the expected utility Uiπ (γ, n) depends
on decision f (1),n , f (2),n taken by the both players. Since Markov decision processes can be considered as a very
special case of Markov games, it is interesting to mention that stochastic games were formulated by Shapley [12]
in 1953, many years before outburst of systematic interest in Markov decision processes. For the early results on
Markov decision processes see Bellman’s papers [1], [2], Bellman’s monograph [3], Blackwell’s paper [4] and
especially Howard’s book [7].
In contrast to Markov decision processes we must take into consideration decision taken by both players.
Hence the optimality equations (12), (13) must be replaced by the Nash equilibrium condition, see [11]. To this
end we assume that there exists at least one, in general randomized, stationary policy π ∗ ∼ (f ∗ ) using in state
[j]
[j]
[j]
i ∈ I (randomized) decision fi∗ selecting action fi ∈ Fi with a given probability κi (of course, κi ≥ 0 with
∑ (j)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
= 1) depend on the policy selected). Then for any fi ∈ Fi and any fi ∈ Fi for the resulting
j κi
(1)∗

(2)∗

(1)

(2)

), fiu = (fi , fi ) it holds
∑
∑
∑
qij (fid )vj∗ ≤
qij (fi∗ )vj∗ = ρ(f ∗ )vi∗ ≤
qij (fiu )vj∗ ,

decisions fid = (fi , fi

j∈I

j∈I

(15)

j∈I

or in matrix notations ρ(f )v(f ) = Q(f )v(f ) we are looking for f ∗ = (f (1)∗ , f (2)∗ ) ∈ F (1) × F (2) such that
Q(f d )v(f ∗ ) ≤ ρ(f ∗ )v(f ∗ ) = Q(f ∗ )v(f ∗ ) ≤ Q(f u )v(f ∗ )
∗

(16)

∗

where ρ(f ∗ ) = eγg(f ) , vi (f ∗ ) = eγwi (f ) .
From (3),(5),(6),(8) we immediately get for stationary policy π ∗ ∼ (f ∗ ) that
∗

Uiπ (γ, n) = eγ[ng(f

∗

)+wi (f ∗ )]

∗

∗

× E πi eγwXn (f ) ,

∗

Ziπ (γ, n) =

∗
1
ln Uiπ (γ, n),
γ

∗

n−1 Ziπ (γ, n) = g(f ∗ ) + o(n).

(17)
(18)

Since the average risk-sensitive reward g(f ) = γ −1 ln[ρ(f )] and ρ(f ) is the Perron eigenvalue of a nonnegative
matrix Q(f ), it is well-known (see e.g. [6]) that for any f ′ , f ′′ ∈ F Q(f ′ ) ≤ Q(f ′′ ) ⇒ ρ(f ′ ) ≤ ρ(f ′′ ). To gener(1)
(2)
ate lower and upper bounds on minimal and maximal Perron eigenvalue ρ(f ∗ ) we replace elements qij (fi , fi )
′
′′
by their minimal and maximal possible values qij and qij . Then the problem is approximated by a (uncontrollable)
∗
risk-sensitive Markov chain and it is possible to generate lower and upper bounds on ρ(f ∗ ) = eγg(f ) by calculating Perron eigenvalues (i.e. the spectral radii) of nonnegative matrices. Unfortunately, using this approach we can
expect only very rough bounds on the optimal value of the average risk-sensitive reward.
More friendly bounds can be obtained by a more detailed analysis of the set of all admissible matrices. Of
course, it is reasonable to suggest algorithmic procedures that need not evaluate all admissible matrices. Algorithm
1 is a slight modification of the policy iteration method reported in [8] only for finding maximum Perron eigenvalue
in a set of nonnegative irreducible matrices.
Algorithm 1.

(Policy iterations for finding maximal, resp. minimal, Perron eigenvalue.)

Step 0. Find matrix Q(0) := Q(f (1),0 , f (2),0 ) with f (1),0 ∈ F (1) , f (2),0 ∈ F (2) such that the row sums are
maximal (resp. minimal).
Step 1. For matrix Q(k) (k = 0, 1, . . .) calculate its spectral radius ρ(k) along with its right Perron eigenvector
v (k) .
Step 2. Construct (if possible) matrix Q(k+1) := Q(f (1),k+1 , f (2),k+1 ) with
f k+1 := (f (1),k+1 , f (2),k+1 ) where f (1),k+1 ∈ F (1) , f (2),k+1 ∈ F (2) , such that
Q(k+1) · v (k) ≥ ρ(k) v (k) = Q(k) · v (k) resp. Q(k+1) · v (k) ≤ ρ(k) v (k) = Q(k) · v (k)

Step 3. If Q(k+1) = Q(k) then go to Step 4, else set k := k + 1 and repeat Step 1.
Step 4. Set Q̂ := Q(k+1) , ρ̂ := ρ(k+1) , v̂ := v (k+1) , fˆ := f (k+1) and stop. Then ρ̂ is the maximal
(resp. the minimal) Perron eigenvalue.
The heart of the above algorithm is the following
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Policy improvement routine:
Since for the right (resp. left) Perron eigenvectors v (k) (resp. z (k) ) of an irreducible matrix Q(k) it holds
Q(k) · v (k) = ρ(k) v (k) (resp. z (k) Q(k) = ρ(k) z (k) ) if φ(k+1) := Q(k+1) · v (k) − Q(k) · v (k) > 0 (resp. φ(k+1) < 0)
then
Q(k+1) · v (k+1) − Q(k) · v (k) = ρ(k+1) [v (k+1) − v (k) ] + [ρ(k+1) − ρ(k) ]v (k) .
On premultiplying the above equality by z (k+1) (strictly positive row vector) we arrive at

ρ(k+1) · z (k+1) [v (k+1) − v (k) ] + [ρ(k+1) − ρ(k) ] · z (k+1) v (k) = z (k+1) Q(k+1) [v (k+1) − v (k) ] + z (k+1) φ(k+1)
implying that z (k+1) φ(k+1) = [ρ(k+1) − ρ(k) ]z (k+1) v (k) .
Since z (k+1) v (k) > 0 if z (k+1) φ(k+1) > 0 (resp. z (k+1) φ(k+1) < 0) then ρ(k+1) > ρ(k) (resp. ρ(k+1) < ρ(k) ).
Illustrative example.
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
Let I = {1, 2}, A1 = A1 = A2 = A2 = {1, 2} and the corresponding
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
transition probabilities be given by the row vectors pi (fi , fi ) = [pi1 (fi , fi ), pi2 (fi , fi )] for
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
fi , fi = 1, 2. The reward accrued in state i is equal to ri (fi , fi ).
The following example is borrowed from [5], Example 3.2.2, page 96.
Let transition data and one-stage rewards be:
p1 (1, 1) = [0.5; 0.5]
p1 (2, 1) = [0.8; 0.2]
p2 (1, 1) = [0.3; 0.7]
p2 (2, 1) = [0.9; 0.1]

r1 (1, 1) = 10
r1 (2, 1) = −4
r2 (1, 1) = −2
r2 (2, 1) = 4

p1 (1, 2) = [0.5; 0.5]
p1 (2, 2) = [0.8; 0.2]
p1 (1, 2) = [0.3; 0.7]
p2 (2, 2) = [0.9; 0.1]

r1 (1, 2) = −6
r2 (2, 2) = 8
r2 (1, 2) = 5
r2 (2, 2) = −10
(1)

(2)

Considering the risk-sensitive model, we replace one-stage reward ri (fi , fi ) by
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
r̄i (fi , fi ) := ln[ri (fi , fi )] if ri (fi , fi ) > 0 or by
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
r̄i (fi , fi ) := ln[−ri (fi , fi )] if ri (fi , fi ) < 0.
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
Observe that eγ r̄i (fi ,fi ) = |ri (fi , fi )|γ . On recalling that
(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

qij (fi , fi ) =: pij (fi , fi ) × ri (fi , fi ), let the row vectors
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
qi (fi , fi ) =: [qi1 (fi , fi ), qi2 (fi , fi )].
(1)
(2)
Then Q(f (1) , f (2) ) is the square (nonnegative) matrix whose i-th row is equal to qi (fi , fi ).
In particular, if γ = 1, resp. γ = 0.5,
γ=1
q1 (1, 1) = [5; 5]
q1 (2, 1) = [3.2; 0.8]
q2 (1, 1) = [0.6; 1.4]
q2 (2, 1) = [3.6; 0.4]

γ=1
q1 (1, 2) = [3; 3]
q1 (2, 2) = [6.4; 1.6]
q2 (1, 2) = [1.5; 3.5]
q2 (2, 2) = [9; 1]

γ = 0.5
q1 (1, 1) = [1.581; 1.581]
q1 (2, 1) = [1.6; 0.4]
q2 (1, 1) = [0.4242; 0.9899]
q2 (2, 1) = [1.8; 0.2]

γ = 0.5
q1 (1, 2) = [1.225; 1.225]
q1 (2, 2) = [2.2628; 0.5656]
q2 (1, 2) = [0.671; 1.5652]
q2 (2, 2) = [2.846; 0.3162]

As we can see, if γ = 1, on selecting in state 1 decision (1,1) and in state 2 decision (2,2) spectral radius of the
resulting matrix is equal to 10 – maximum possible value. Similarly, selecting in state 1 decision (2,1) and in state
2 decision (1,1) spectral radius of the resulting matrix is equal to 3.4358 – minimum possible eigenvalue.
However, if γ = 0.5, on selecting in state 1 decision (1,1) and in state 2 decision (2,2) spectral radius of the
resulting matrix is equal to 3.1621 – maximum possible value. Minimum possible value of the spectral radius is
again obtained on selecting in state 1 decision (2,1) and in state 2 decision (1,1) spectral radius of the resulting
matrix is equal to 1.8075, very close to spectral radius 1.8378 obtained if in state 1 decision (1,2) is selected and
in state 2 decision (1,1) is unchanged.
Obviously, if γ = 0 the spectral radius equals one for all decisions.
Moreover, if the risk-sensitive coefficient γ = 1 by a direct calculation we can see that if the second players
selects decision 2 (resp.1) in both states the first player maximize the profit by selecting action 2 in both states
(resp. action 1 in state 1 and action 2 in state 2). If the second players selects decision 2 in state 1 and decision 1 in
state 2 the optimal policy of the player 1 is to select action 2 in states 1 and 2. Finally, if the second players selects
decision 1 in state 1 and decision 2 in state 2 the optimal policy of the player 1 is to select in state 1 action 1 and
action 2 in state 2. Observe that in this case it is necessary to solve 4 problems concerning finding optimal policy
of a risk-sensitive Markov decision chain.
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To this end we suggest the following algorithmic procedure. More details and some numerical examples can be
found in [13]. Observe that we restrict only on non-randomized decisions.

Algorithm 2. (Policy iterations for approximating optimal average reward.)
Step 0. Find matrix Q(0) := Q(f (1),0 , f (2),0 ) with f (1),0 ∈ F (1) , f (2),0 ∈ F (2) such that its spectral radius is
maximal (resp. minimal).
Step 1. For matrix Q(k) (k = 0, 1, . . .) calculate its spectral radius ρ(k) along with its right Perron eigenvector
v (k) .
Step 2. Construct (if possible) matrix Q(k+1) := Q(f (1),k+1 , f (2),k+1 ) with
f k+1 := (f (1),k+1 , f (2),k+1 ) where f (1),k+1 ∈ F (1) , f (2),k+1 ∈ F (2) , such that
f (1),k+1 = f (1),k for k odd, resp. f (2),k+1 = f (2),k for k even, and
Q(k+1) · v (k) ≤ ρ(k) v (k) = Q(k) · v (k) if k is odd
Q(k+1) · v (k) ≥ ρ(k) v (k) = Q(k) · v (k) if k is even

resp.

(20)
(21)

Step 3. If for some ℓ = 0, 1, . . . k it happens that Q(k+1) = Q(ℓ) then go to Step 4, else set k := k + 1 and
repeat Step 1.
Step 4. Set Q := Q(ℓ) Q(ℓ+1) · . . . Q(k) . Calculate ρ̄, the spectral radius of Q and stop.
1

Then ρ∗ = (ρ̄) k−ℓ is equal to the long-run risk-sensitive average reward generated by decisions of the first and
second player in the class of non-randomized policies.
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Use of Simulation Methods for Evaluation of
Alzheimer’s Disease Early Detection in
Czechia
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Černý4

Abstract. The aim of our paper is to develop a model that would reliably estimate the
costs of an early detection scheme for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in Czechia. In health
economics, three types of models are most commonly used to this purpose: Markov
cohort model, Monte Carlo simulation and discrete event simulation (DES). In the
first part of the paper, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each method
and their use in the context of the Czech health-care system and data availability. It is
argued that DES is the preferred method with regards to results accuracy since the
other methods rely more heavily on a number of questionable assumptions. However,
the quality of the data we have collected for Czechia does not allow us to directly use
this method. Consequently, we start to build our model on the methodology using
Monte Carlo simulation that was previously established to estimate economic
outcomes of early identification of AD in the USA. Bearing in mind the specificities
of the Czech context as well as the existing data sources, and upon careful scrutiny of
each parameter and assumption, we modify this model to bring it as close to DES as
possible.
Keywords: Monte Carlo simulation, Markov cohort model, discrete event simulation,
health economics
JEL Classification: C15, C54, I10, I18
AMS Classification: 65C05, 65C40

1

Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia that affects a significant part of elderly
population. Czech Alzheimer Society estimates that 153 thousand people suffered from dementia in Czechia in
2015, out of whom approximately 60% from AD [11]. This neurodegenerative illness represents a heavy economic
burden for health care systems as well as for family budgets. The high costs of care are mainly induced by its
progressive character that lowers patients’ ability to perform basic daily activities such as food preparation or
personal hygiene. Thus, extensive assistance of family members, health or social care workers is required and
substantial part of patients with more severe phases of AD are in institutional long term care. According to recent
research [7], average monthly costs of care for AD patients are €1,949 – only €230 of this amount can be ascribed
to treatment whereas the rest pertains to informal assistance costs. The need for assistance increases over time with
the irreversible cognitive decline caused by the AD. While patients with mild cognitive impairment monthly
consume about 150 hours of informal care, this figure more than doubles to 340 hours for those with severe
impairment.
Although AD cannot be cured, available treatment hinders its progression and cognitive decline, especially if
commenced early after the disease onset. Consequently, patients spend longer time with a milder form of dementia,
which leads to better quality of life. Growing economic evidence suggests that early detection and immediate
treatment represent a cost-effective strategy, potentially leading to sizable savings [5, 16]. In Czechia, no early
detection scheme has been widely implemented, and majority of patients are diagnosed too late or remain
undiagnosed (only about one quarter are treated at all)[11]; all the AD patients, nevertheless, consume informal
care. It thus appears likely that implementation of an early diagnosis scheme would prove cost-effective similarly
to other countries. This intuition is supported by a study by Mohleska et al. [12] who show on a sample of AD
1
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patients that early diagnosis is linked to lower costs. However, no reliable statistical model estimating costeffectiveness of AD early detection and treatment has been built for Czechia so far. Our paper addresses this gap.
First, we briefly present the advantages and shortcomings of the main methodological approaches used to model
cost-effectiveness for AD, namely Markov cohort model, Monte Carlo simulation and discrete event simulation.
Secondly, we estimate cost-effectiveness in Czechia using Monte Carlo simulation and discuss how to modify the
model to overcome its drawbacks.

2

Approaches to model AD cost-effectiveness

Generally, the structure of most models simulating (cost-)effectiveness of AD interventions is similar regardless
of the chosen method. There are two branches of the model representing patient’s outcomes with and without
intervention (the latter being called care as usual, CAU). The disease progression is typically measured in earned
points from the Mini Mental State Examination test (MMSE) or similar scale that is widely used for assessment
of cognitive functions. According to her MMSE score, a patient is classified as suffering from mild (MMSE 2821), moderate (MMSE 20-11) or severe (MMSE 10-1) dementia. The speed with which the disease progresses is
modelled according to schemes of cognitive decline coming from medical literature. The three methods we discuss
here – Markov cohort models (MCM), Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) and discrete event simulation (DES) –
differ mainly in two aspects: the nature of modeled objects and conceptualization of the disease course [2]. In other
words, we distinguish between models that consider either the entire population of patients or an individual patient
as a unit of simulation. Further, one can think of a disease as about series of states where an object moves from
one to another or, alternatively, as about events the object can experience. These differences carry important
implications for model accuracy.
Markov cohort models are widely used in health economics modelling including studies on AD [7]. This model
is used, for instance, by the rare domestic statistical AD study examining cost-effectiveness of a ginkgo biloba
extract for patients with milder forms of dementia [9]. Markov models are based on a Markov property whereby
transition to another state is dependent only on the current state, not on preceding states. In our opinion, this major
assumption is, however, very likely violated since moving from one state to next depends on personal history.
Therefore, the results of Markov models are likely biased.
Moreover, cohort modelling suffers from two additional issues: determining a relevant proportion of
population that moves from one state to another at a given point in time, and application of competing risks over
time [2]. Since probability of being sick depends on various personal characteristics, modelling a homogeneous
population usually requires working with mean probability which represents a major simplification. Moreover, the
transition probability is not constant over time in the population because high-risk groups move to the sick state
first, and the probability decreases for the rest. To put it differently, MCM loses memory of time when a subgroup
moves from one state to another, which results into constant transition probabilities that cannot represent disease
course reliably in most cases. Solving the problem by keeping subgroups separated comes at the expense of
increased model complexity [14]. Furthermore, other health risks should be taken into account because leading
them leads to biased inferences. Then the matrix of transition probabilities should be multidimensional, demanding
a large data set which is virtually impossible to collect. Perhaps using some a priori information (from other
countries) could solve this data problem.
Monte Carlo simulation effectively eliminates the two mentioned issues since it considers individuals instead
of cohorts. In this case, risk is adjusted according to personal characteristics (at least to sex and age), risk can be
modified over time, and an individual can face a number of competing risks simultaneously. Consequently, MCS
is more accurate and thus preferred technique to MCM albeit slightly more data-demanding. This method is used,
for instance, to calculate cost-effectiveness of AD early assessment and treatment in the United States [16].
Nevertheless, MCS suffers from another major issue of Markov models: mutual exclusivity of states. Markov
models, either cohort or individual, conceptualize any disease, including AD, as series of states among which
patient migrates at a given point in time. In each period, an object can move one state up or down, or stay in the
current one. In the context of health care, it is, however, difficult to design states that would accurately represent
reality. Patients experience various medical checks, treatment strategies and changes in their health states that
depend on their personal history, combination of which is important for representation of the patients’ risks. Trying
to include all possible combinations as a separate state (e.g. having AD and being hospitalized with a hip fracture
at the same time) would lead to unreasonable increase in model complexity.
For that reason, it seems more natural to conceptualize the disease progression as a continuum of events that a
patient can experience and that affects her future risks rather than a series of pre-defined states [2]. Such an
approach is used by DES which, consequently, gives the most accurate results. There is no unanimous agreement
about definition of differences between MCS and DES and the relationship of these methods has evolved over
time. Originally, MCS was defined as a static simulation model representing a system at a particular point in time
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[1]. In contrast, DES approach was more suitable for dynamic problems. However, the term MCS became
gradually a synonym for stochastic computer simulation [13]. Following this logic, some forms of DES could be
seen as a particular realization of MCS. Nevertheless, the difference important for the application of these methods
in modelling of AD lies in distinct conceptualization of how the disease progresses in time. The fact that DES
conceptualizes the disease progression as a continuum of events gives this method a considerable flexibility and
allows it to model even very comprehensive treatment strategies. On the other hand, one should consider that DES
is much more data-demanding than MCM or MCS. Also, DES requires more calculations and its structure seems
to be too much complex at first sight. This is, however, given mainly by the fact that DES indeed considers a
greater number of (important) details of the simulated case. Trying to achieve comparable accuracy by using a
variant of Markov model would very likely lead to an even more complicated structure [15] and increase in number
of calculations. At any rate, it is challenging to convey a DES model in a well-understandable and transparent
manner. At the same time, the need to include a detailed appendix describing model structure might help
transparency in the end [2]. Nowadays, some aspects and assumptions regarding standardly used models –
including the original MCS model replicated in this study – are only vaguely described in the studies which hinders
their critical review or use by other researchers.

3

Monte Carlo simulation for Czechia

Although DES is supposed to bring the most accurate results, individual patient data that are detailed enough to
use this method are not currently available in Czechia. As it overcomes some inaccuracies of Markov cohort model,
we replicate a Monte Carlo simulation model developed originally by Weimer [16] to evaluate economic outcomes
of early assessment and treatment of AD patients in the United States. To be sure, we use Czech cost information
and survival probability. An individual patient is simulated one thousand times in a hypothetical case that early
detection existed. The result is compared to the simulation of care as usual. All simulations were programmed and
run in R software. Assumptions and parameters of this model are summarized in Table 1.
Parameter:
MMSE decline model/year
Mean decline model:
Annual decline without treatment
Annual decline with treatment
Decline Model of Lopez:
Probability of being slow progressor without
treatment
Annual decline of slow progressors without
treatment
Annual decline of fast progressors without
treatment
Probability of being slow progressor with
treatment
Annual decline of slow progressors without
treatment
Annual decline of fast progressors without
treatment
Costs/year*
Medical checks
Drugs
Care
Annual survival probability:

Explanation:

Source:
[16]

Normal distribution with a mean of 3.5 and a standard
deviation of 1.5, with negative truncation
Normal distribution with a mean of 1.5 and a standard
deviation of 1.5, with negative truncation
[10]
0.39
Uniform distribution over range of 21 to 2: mean, 0.5
Uniform distribution over range of 3 to 6.8: mean, 4.9
0.60
Uniform distribution over range of 21 to 2: mean, 0.5
Uniform distribution over range of 3 to 5: mean, 4.0
€94
Mild (donepezil): €187
Moderate (donepezil): €187
Severe (memantin): €579.4
Mild €11,412
Moderate €22,470
Severe €25,867.2
According to sex and age

[12]
[9]

2.1 hazard ratio for people with AD applied

[4]
[16]

Treatment strategy:
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Early detection

Diagnosed with mild AD, 100% treated.

No early detection

Diagnosed with MMSE 19, 25% treated
Consistent with the observations that only 25% of
patients are diagnosed in Czechia.

[11]

Table 1: Overview of parameters used in Monte Carlo simulation
Our results are in line with the existing literature and suggest early detection and treatment of AD to be a costeffective strategy. Similarly to Weimer’s study, we present an example of a 70-year-old woman here (see Figure
1). Savings are realized in case she is diagnosed before the MMSE score falls under 16 (Lopez decline scheme) or
19 (Mean decline scheme) points, respectively. The earlier the diagnose comes and treatment begins the higher
monetary savings. To better illustrate, the average lifetime costs in case of early diagnosis for a 70-year-old woman
with MMSE=26 are €255,548 (299,950) according to Lopez (Mean) decline scheme. This amount can be divided
according to its character into costs of medical checks €1,254 (1,251), costs of medication €4,257 (5,077) and
costs of care €250,036 (293,622). She spent on average 4.9 (2.2) years living with mild, 2.8 (4.2) years living with
moderate and 3.2 (4.6) years living with severe dementia. In comparison, the same person’s expected lifetime costs
without early detection are €273,995 (320,283); costs of medical checks are €137 (249), costs of medication €725
(1,404) and costs of care €273,133 (318,631). She spent 3.6 (1) years living with mild, 2.5 (2.7) living with
moderate and 4.7 (7.2) years living with severe dementia. In both cases, she dies at age of 81 since treatment is
not supposed to prolong lifetime, only to slow the disease progression [6]. Consequently, early detection saves in
this particular case €18,488 (20,333), which is equivalent to approximately 500–550 thousand Czech Koruna
(CZK). As could be seen from Figure 2, monetary savings following from early diagnosis (at MMSE equal to 26
points) decrease with the latter onset of the disease but stay positive even for very high ages.

28

26

24

22

20

18

16

MMSE at diagnosis
Lopez

30 000
25 000
20 000
15 000
10 000
5 000
0
14 -5 000
-10 000

Mean

Figure 1 Monetary benefit (in EUR) of early diagnosis and treatment for a 70-year-old woman with AD
25 000
20 000
15 000
10 000
5 000
0
65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85 87 89
Age at diagnosis
Lopez

Mean

Figure 2 Monetary benefit (in EUR) of early diagnosis and treatment for a woman with MMSE of 26
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4

Discussion

Models estimating cost-effectiveness inevitably rely on a number of assumptions. These assumptions should be
reasonable representations of reality. As clear from section 2, there exists a trade-off between accuracy and difficult
collection of data detailed enough to build a complex individual and events-based model. Here we discuss some
of the assumptions and parameters used in Monte Carlo simulation for Czechia and how to ideally deal with them
to build a more reliable model.
Let us voice three concerns. First, we use decline schemes that are not adjusted according to sex, age or severity
of the disease. Moreover, these schemes are derived from a somewhat different treatment strategy for AD than we
assume for Czechia (donepezil for mild and moderate AD, memantin for severe AD and fixed annual medical
checks). To perform a reliable simulation, we need to estimate the probability distribution of MMSE scores (or
another test used to measure severity of AD), develop a matrix of transition probabilities or to estimate probability
that a patient stays in the same state. For that reason, we aim to collect and analyse patient-level data for Czechia
to construct a context-specific decline scheme with adjustments for personal characteristics and comorbidities.
This data will help us also to truly evaluate costs of medical checks and medication.
Second, we consider a constant death hazard ratio to be an unreliable assumption since severity of the disease
is likely correlated with the death risk. In an ideal case, we aim to build Cox proportional hazard model and
estimate death risk for AD patients in Czechia.
Third, the current MCS does not directly consider the institutionalization risk, but instead we use Czech
estimates on costs of assistance in daily-activities for different intensities of the disease. Although introduction of
the institutionalization risk into our model would likely even increase societal savings from early detection, this
step is important nonetheless. While home care is mainly covered by personal funds together with a small share
of state social benefits, costs of institutionalization, especially in mental hospitals, go usually to the expense of
public health care budgets. Thus, the next step in our analysis – including introduction of the institutionalization
risk – is to separate costs as well as possible savings according to who finances the care.
Although unlikely unbiased and certainly not detailed enough, our model based on Monte Carlo simulation
gives some first idea regarding cost-effectiveness of Alzheimer’s disease early detection. We aim to replace the
most questionable assumptions by proper estimates based on a patients’ sample that is large and detailed enough
and to shift the simulation method towards discrete event simulation. By achieving this, we would be able not only
to build a more reliable model giving accurate results but also to evaluate the severity of the bias inherent to the
current model based on standardly used methodology and simplifying assumptions.
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Uncertainty in school examinations:
Estimation of examinator’s bias parameters
Ondřej Sokol1 , Michal Černý2
Abstract.
This paper deals with biased observations coming from two sources.
The task is to infer the distribution of the unobservable variables using two biased
observations. The problem is illustrated by the example of an entrance examination.
Each student takes a test which is anonymously evaluated by two examiners. Filled
tests are randomly split up into several batches. Each batch is distributed to a pair
of examiners who evaluate each test by points in a given range. Awarded points by
examinators, which may be biased due to examinator attitude, represent observations.
We assume that the observations are the sums of realizations of bias and true values.
Under the assumption that true values, as well as the bias of each observer, have a normal distribution, our goal is to estimate the distribution parameters of the unobserved
variables assuming reasonable assumptions in order to deliver identifiability.
Keywords: uncertainty, statistical inference, errors-in-variable.
JEL classification: C13
AMS classification: 62N02

1

Introduction

In this paper, we deal with a situation where true values are not directly observable, but what is available are
somehow biased observations of that process from at least two sources. Under this setup, we want to infer the
distribution of the hidden variables.
The problem is illustrated by the example of examination at school. Each student takes a test which is anonymously evaluated by two examiners. Filled tests are randomly split up into several batches. Each batch is distributed to (at least) a pair of examiners who evaluate each test by points in a given range. Awarded points by
examinators represent observations. As some of the questions are open, awarded points are affected by examiner
subjective feeling. To eliminate the subjective part of the evaluation process, we want to explore the bias of each
examiner. We use only awarded points to estimate the properties of examiner’s bias as the ”true” results of tests
are generally unknown.
Our illustration has roots in a real world problem which was recently discussed in the Czech Republic regarding
high-school leaving exam as there were doubts about the examinators bias. The problem was revealed when
teachers were assigned to mark test of students from different schools instead of its home school. The global
results of high-school leaving exams decreased significantly at some schools.
Another problem is revelead by some ”unexpected” behaviour of results distribution – for example the disproportionate number of students had exactly the minimal amount of points needed to pass. The problematic cases
are usually the ones very close to score cutoff. Those are also the ones who are most likely to appeal againts the
results in case of failure.
In this paper, we discuss one of the possible ways how to distribute tests to examinator in a way where is
possible to estimate examinator bias as well as true – ”unbiased” – distribution of exam’s results. As a result,
we could provide statistical data that could help in dealing with complaints regarding awarded points. We focus
mainly on the estimating of variance as the mean can not be estimated without additional strong assumptions.
Also, while we do not use real data, we try to set our parameters reasonable. The size of the sample is based on the
real experiences of Czech high-school teachers, in particular teachers who are involved in the evaluation process
of high-school leaving exams.
The article is organised as follows: In Section 2, we formally define the problem and its assumptions. In Section
3 we discuss the identifiability of mean under our setup and discuss the assumptions that allow us to estimate mean.
In Section 4 we deal with estimating of variance using only the observable data. The paper concludes with a short
summary in Section 5.
1
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2

Problem statement

Assume N = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of students and M = {1, 2, . . . , m} is the set of examiners. Examiners are
assigned to pairs of two. Let xi for i ∈ N is the test results of i-th student in points which is not observable. What
we observe are awarded points aij and aik by at least two different examiners j ∈ M and k ∈ M (j 6= k) who
evaluated the test. These examiners j and k who were apriori assigned to pair are not unbiased. Some of them are
more likely to give more points, some have opposite attitude. The biases are not known, but we observe how they
evaluate tests assigned to them.
Note: We restrict ourselves to the case where only one pair of examinators marks the test. If there would be more
examinator assigned to one test, we could make more precise estimation by combining estimates from all possible
pairs of examinators; however, that situation would be too expensive in practice.
Assumption 1. Let

xi ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ),

i = 1, . . . , n,

(1)

where xi are independent for i = 1, . . . , n. This random variable is unobservable. What is observable for every i
are at least two results of following random processes:
aij = xi + αij ,

i = 1, . . . , n,

j = 1, . . . , m

(2)

where αij ∼ N (νj , πj2 ) for each i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m and xi , αij for each i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m
are independent.
In this case, we assume for simplicity that there are exactly two observable variables aij for each i = 1, . . . , n;
however, there can be an arbitrary number of observable variables of each i if they follow the same generation
process (see 2). In that case, our approach can be analogically extended. In our example that would mean that
there can be any size of group such that is granted that every test is evaluated by at least two examiners.
2
using only a collection of
Our goal is to estimate parameters µ and ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νm and σ 2 and π12 , π22 , . . . , πm
observable values of aij which are availabe for certain combinations of [i; j] ∈ [{1, . . . , n}; {1, . . . , m}]. To put
it in context with our example, we want to find out the expected value and variance of true test results and the
expected value and variance of bias of each examiner.

Our problem is illustrated in Figure 1 where we plotted histogram of sample of 200 observations and theoretical
distributions of both observable and one unobservable variables. Our goal is to estimate parameters of unobservable
distributions using only observable samples. It is important to note that examiners are divided into pairs (or larger

Figure 1 Histogram of sample distribution (200 observations) and random variable distribution of both observable
(red and green) and unobservable (blue) variables.
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group), and whole batches of tests are assigned to those pairs (or groups) to reduce sampling error. We focus only
on expected value and variance of examinators’ biases and ”true” results.
Our problem is similar to random effect models (see for example [6]) or to error-in-variables models (see for
example [2] and [3]). However, to the contrary of general error-in-variables or random effect models, we have a
very specific setup that allows us to estimate parameters of generally unobservable random variables distributions
using only the observable ones.

3
3.1

Estimating mean
Point estimation

The first goal is to estimate µ and ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νm from the observable data. It is obvious that
E(ai1 ) = µ + ν1
E(ai2 ) = µ + ν2
..
.
E(aim ) = µ + νm
Let

1 X
aij ,
nj

Aj =

(3)
(4)

i∈Nj

where Nj is a subset of {1, 2, . . . , n} indicating which tests were evaluated by j-th examinator and nj = |Nj |.

Given that there is a sufficient number of observable variables aij for every j, we have following equation
system:
A1 = µ
b + νb1
A2 = µ
b + νb2
..
.
Am = µ
b + νc
m

(5)

The equation system 5 consist of m equations and m + 1 variables. It is not possible to estimate µ and
ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νm from the observable data as the problem is underdetermined. Therefore we need to add more
assumptions. There are two reasonable assumptions which we explore in the following paragraphs.

3.2

Assumptions to deliver identification

Firstly, we assume that the mean value of bias of examiners as a group is some constant, e. g. examiners as a group
are not biased and mean of their expected value is zero. Formally we can write it in the following way.
Assumption 2. Let

where c is a known constant.

1X
νi = c
n i

(6)

To put it in the context of our example, this Assumption 2 presumes that the examiners are unbiased as a group.
Assumption 3. Let the following equation is valid:
ν1 = c

(7)

where c is given constant.
For c = 0 this Assumption 3 would mean that we can estimate bias of at least one examiner – for example one
of the examiners is the author of the test who defined the evaluation process of the exam. Hence his bias is zero.
Adding the first Assumption 2 in the form of
1X
νbj = c
n j
698
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or the second Assumption 3 in the form of
νb1 = c

(9)

to the equation system 5 allows us to estimate µ and ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νm by solving resulting equation system.

3.3

Partial identification approach

We can also deal with the problem in different manner without using strong assumptions 2 and 3. This idea is
based on partial identification (see [4] or [1]). In this case we do not assume any exact formula of examinator’s
bias but we assume bounds of average bias ν and ν such that
ν≤

1X
νj ≤ ν
n i

(10)

where ν and ν is the lowest (highest) average bias we assume. In that case, without further assumption, our goal is
to find all feasible solutions for equation system 5 subject to
ν≤

1X
νbj ≤ ν.
n j

(11)

As a result a set of feasible solutions is found. Using feasible set we can compute the intervals [νbj , νbj ] of each bias
b] of µ
νbj and interval [b
µ, µ
b such that
νbj ≤ νbj ≤ νbj ,

j = 1, . . . , m

b.
b≤µ
µ
b≤µ

(12)

(13)

b] can be used to infer about true test results of individual
The resulting intervals [νbj , νbj ] for all j ∈ M and [b
µ, µ
students.

4

4.1

Estimating variance
Two-phase approach

In this section, we focus on the estimation of the variance of unobservable variables. We present an approach
where we do not use expected values which we were dealing with in a previous section. Thus we do not require to
adding assumptions 2 or 3 to estimate variance. We propose a two-phase approach. In the first phase we estimate
the parameters independently for each batch and in the second phase we use all of the observable information. We
use only basic variance formulas, see for example [5].
Assume we have two examiners j and k and one batch of tests, which is distributed among them. Our first goal
is to estimate variance parameters σ 2 , πj2 , πk2 from each batch of tests independently. To estimate σ 2 , we can use
sample covariance of observable values – awarded points by examinators.
We use the covariance of random variables aij , aik along with assumptions that αij and αik for i ∈ N ,
j, k ∈ M , j 6= k are independent and formula for the expected values of squares of the normal variable
E(x2 ) = µ2 + σ 2

(14)

Then the covariance of the observable values aij , aik is following
cov(aij , aik ) = E(aij aik ) − E(aij )E(aik )
= E [(xi + αij )(xi + αik )] − E [xi + αij ] E [xi + αik ]
= E [xi xi + xi αij + xi αik + αij αik ] − (µ + νj )(µ + νk )

= (µ2 + σ 2 + µνj + µνk + νj νk ) − (µ2 + µνj + µνk + νj νk )

= σ2 .

(15)

We use the implication from the last paragraph to estimation of σ 2
2
:= cd
σ[
ov(aij , aik )
(j,k)

(16)

2
2
d
where σ[
(j,k) is the estimated value of σ using only observable data from pair of examinators [j, k] and cov(aij , aik )
is sample covariance from observable data.
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In the first phase, we independently estimate parameters σ 2 , πj2 , πk2 for each pair of examiners [j, k]. Therefore
c2 for every pair [j, k] which evaluated at least one test together. While
c2 , π
2
,π
we get a collection of estimates σ[
(j,k)

j

k

the estimates are unbiased, the sampling error for estimating variance is usually quite high. For that reason, we
propose the second phase to reduce the sampling error at least for estimation of σ 2 . Therefore in the second phase,
we use estimates from the previous paragraph to reduce the sampling error of σ 2 .
Using the assumption that µ is the same in all the samples, we can estimate the σ 2 using information from all
observations and thus reducing the sample error.
X
1
2
2
c2 := Eσ[
P
σ
(17)
n(j,k) σ[
(j,k) =
(j,k)
[j,k]∈M n(j,k)
[j,k]∈M

where n(j,k) is the number of tests assigned to pair j and k examinators. As a result, we have used information from
every evaluated test to obtain the estimate of σ 2 . As the only operation we did was sum variances of independent
variables we can also compute confidence interval for σ 2 using standard procedures
c2
(n − 1)σ

2 (1−α/2)

χ(n−1)

≤ σ2 ≤

c2
(n − 1)σ

(18)

2 (α/2)

χ(n−1)

c2 is in fact the sample variance and α stands for the desired significance level.
where σ

c2 we can recalculate estimation of bias of each examinator j:
With more accurate estimate σ
c2 := var
c2
\
π
i aij − σ .
j

(19)

However, due a insufficient number of observations in practical applications, sampling error can be large enough
c2 being negative, which is not a valid result for estimation of variance.
resulting in π
j

4.2

Simulation

We tested the method using random data. In Figure 2 we show a simulation study of the estimator with 20
examinators (10 pairs of 2) and 200 tests assigned to each pair.
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Figure 2 Comparison of estimated and true variance in randomly generated instances with m = 20 (10 pairs) and
njk = 200 for all 10 pairs [j, k]. For clarity variance of only pair [1, 2] is shown.
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The standard error of examinators was set randomly to integer between 1 and 10. We run the simulation 100
c2 are quite accurate. On the other hand, estimates of bias of individual
times. We can see that the estimates of σ
examinators are more affected by sampling error. The reason is that estimation of variance needs a relatively large
amount of data.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we dealt with the situation where the ”true” values are unobservable, but at least two biased observations are available. Under the assumption that all variables have the normal distribution and observable biased
variables are the sum of ”true” value and bias realization, we presented an approach to estimate the expected
value and variance of both ”true” values distribution and bias distribution under the particular setup inspired by
evaluation of tests at school (such as entrance examination or high-school leaving exam).
We showed that the estimation of the mean cannot be identified without additional strong assumption. Various
possible reasonable assumptions were discussed, and non-point-identified approach inspired by partial identification was proposed. On the contrary of the mean estimation, the variance parameters can be estimated from
observable variables given that large enough sample is available. We showed the dependence of variance on other
directly computable statistics which can be used for unbiased variance estimation.
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Future performance of mean-risk optimised portfolios:
an empirical study of exchange traded funds
Tomas Spousta1 , Adam Borovicka 2
Abstract. The paper investigates whether mean-risk optimal portfolios achieve better
out of the sample performance than naive strategies (e.g. 1/N diversification). Results
are tested on both simulated and real data. Real dataset consists of adjusted daily
returns of 26 exchange-traded funds (ETFs) in years 2005-2016. Various sectors (e.g.
financial, technology, industrial, health care, utilities), countries (e.g. US, UK, Japan,
Germany, Australia, South Korea), and asset classes (stocks, bonds, commodities, real
estate) are represented in selected ETFs. Weights of individual ETFs are estimated
from historical data with respect to realized return and risk. Variance and Conditional
Value at Risk (CVaR) are assumed as risk measures and mean-risk optimal portfolios
are then compared to 1/N strategy on out of the sample dataset where its performance
is discussed in detail.
Both algorithms outperformed 1/N strategy on risk-adjusted basis on simulated dataset
of stable multivariate-normally distributed returns. However, performance of tested
models were not superior to 1/N diversification on the real dataset. In both models,
lower required return led to better outsample performance measured on a risk-adjusted
basis.
Keywords: Portfolio optimisation, mean-variance, mean-CVaR, efficient portfolio
frontier, 1/N diversification.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C90

1

Introduction

The problem of wise diversification of investments attracts attention of many researchers from academia and practise. The idea is to determine a set of portfolios that will carry the lowest risk among all feasible portfolios at
a given level of expected return. This paper compares performance of two well-established mean-risk models
(mean-variance and mean-CVaR) in portfolio selection of exchange-traded funds.
Mean-variance model, originally proposed by Markowitz in 1952 [2], has become state-of-the-art approach
in portfolio theory. However, some unwanted properties of standard deviation (e.g. lack of monotony and thus
lack of coherence [1], or penalisation of positive deviations from the expected return) led researchers to search
for new risk measures. One class of risk measures that has become very popular in recent years is based on
quantiles. Conditional value at risk (CVaR, [5]) is probably the most popular representative of quantile-based
risk measures. Main advantages of CVaR are straightfoward interpretation (average loss that occurs in α-% worst
cases), coherence as defined in [1], and robustness to extreme values of returns that are typically present in financial
data. Both models mentioned above are compared with naive benchmark portfolio composed of equal investment
in all securities (1/N strategy).
Mean-variance and mean-CVaR optimisation problems are defined in the following section. In the application
part, models are tested on simulated multivariate normal returns with stable parameters and on real historical prices
of 26 ETFs in years 2005–2016.

2

Models

Both portfolio selection models are formulated in this section. Mean-variance model formulation is adopted from
[2] whereas mean-CVaR model is taken from [5] where both models are described in more detail including their
assumptions, derivation, and interpretation of results.

2.1

Mean-variance model

Mean-variance optimal portfolio is a solution of following optimization problem:
1
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minimize{xT Vx}
x∈X

s. t.

(1)

xT m > R,
n
X
xi = 1,
i=1

xi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

where xi represents share of the i-th asset in portfolio, m is a vector of expected returns, V is covariance matrix
of returns, and R is a constant representing required expected return. Solving the problem for various values of R
results in different portfolios along the efficient potrfolio frontier.

2.2

Mean-CVaR model

Mean-CVaR optimal portfolio is a solution of following optimization problem:
q

1 X
[f (x, yk ) − β]+ }
minimize {β +
qα
(x,β)∈X×R

(2)

k=1

s. t.

xT m > R,
n
X
xi = 1,
i=1

xi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

where xi represents share of the i-th asset in portfolio, m is a vector of expected returns, and R is a constant
representing required expected return. Solving the problem for various values of R results in different portfolios
along the efficient potrfolio frontier. yk is a vector of returns for k-th period, q is a total number of observed
periods, β is a parameter that represents loss treshold, and [t]+ = t for t > 0 otherwise [t]+ = 0. α denotes a
quantile of loss of the CVaR (in the application part α = 0.05 which means the average loss is computed from 5%
of the worst days in the observed time period).

3

Application to exchange traded funds

Methods proposed in section 2 are applied to real dataset in the following part of the paper. Source of the data is
Yahoo! [8] and the analysis is done in R [4] and MATLAB [3]. The dataset consists of adjusted daily returns of
26 ETFs in years 2005–2016. Models proposed in part 2 were compared to each other and to naive diversification
(equal weigt of all securities) on outsample data. Various sectors (financial, technology, industrial, health care,
utilities,. . . ), countries (US, UK, Japan, Germany, Australia, South Korea,. . . ), and asset classes (stocks, bonds,
commodities, real estate) are represented in selected ETFs listed in table 1.
Ticker
XLB
XLE
XLF
XLI
XLK
XLP
XLU
XLV
XLY
IBB
IJT
EWA
EWC

Name of the ETF
Materials Select Sector SPDR
Energy Select Sector SPDR
Financial Select Sector SPDR
Industrial Select Sector SPDR
Technology Select Sector SPDR
Consumer Staples Select Sector SPDR
Utilities Select Sector SPDR
Health Care Select Sector SPDR
Consumer Discretionary Select Sector SPDR
Nasdaq Biotechnology
iShares S&P Small-Cap 600 Growth ETF
iShares MSCI Australia ETF
iShares MSCI Canada ETF

Category
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (USA)
Equity (world)
Equity (world)

Ticker
EWD
EWG
EWH
EWJ
EWT
EWU
EWW
EWY
EWZ
LQD
IEF
GLD
IYR

Name of the ETF
iShares MSCI Sweden ETF
iShares MSCI Germany ETF
iShares MSCI Hong Kong ETF
iShares MSCI Japan ETF
iShares MSCI Taiwan ETF
iShares MSCI United Kingdom ETF
iShares MSCI Mexico Capped ETF
iShares MSCI South Korea Capped ETF
iShares MSCI Brazil Capped
iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond
iShares 7-10 Year Treasury Bond
SPDR Gold Shares
iShares US Real Estate

Category
Equity (world)
Equity (world)
Equity (world)
Equity (world)
Equity (world)
Equity (world)
Equity (world)
Equity (world)
Equity (world)
Bonds
Bonds
Gold
Real Estate

Table 1 List of selected ETFs

3.1

Simulated returns

In the first step, performance of mean-variance and mean-CVaR models is tested on simulated data. Average return
of each security and corresponding covariance matrix were computed, then eigenvalue decomposition method
[7] was employed to generate joint-normally distributed returns reflecting the observed returns and correlation
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structure. Parameters of the joint-normal distribution were assumed constant over time. Dataset of 20 000 daily
returns was generated with this procedure and split into 50 subsets of 400 observations. Weights of individual
securities were estimated separately on each subset and model performance was tested on following (outsample)
subset. Both models are compared in terms of average outsample return and Sharpe ratio [6] with zero risk free
rate.
Figure 1 shows the average characteristics over all subsets. The figure shows that outsample performance
of mean-variance and mean-CVaR models is very similar and both models achieved higher Sharpe ratio than
benchmark 1/N strategy. Both models achieved the highest outsample risk-adjusted return for relatively lower
values of required return R.

Figure 1 Results Summary (simulated returns)
Figures 2 and 3 show detailed results for all subsets separately. Color represents observed outsample statistic
for given level of required expected return (horizontal axis), and for particular subset (vertical axis). Figures reveal
that outsample performance of mean-variance and mean-CVaR models is more stable with portfolios of relatively
lower levels of required expected return.

Figure 2 Outsample returns (simulated values)
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Figure 3 Outsample Sharpe ratio (simulated values)
The analysis conducted on simulated dataset shows that implementation of portfolio optimization models is
worth of consideration as both models were able to outperform naive 1/N benchmark on risk-adjusted basis. However, one should note that simulated returns used in this part were generated from joint-normal distribution with
stable parameters which is very strong assumption in confrontation with reality observed on financial markets.

3.2

Observed returns

In this section, models are applied to real daily returns of 26 selected ETFs. Whole time period was split into 14
blocks of 200 observations and portfolio weights were estimated on each block separately. Finally, performance of
assessed models was measured on subsequent blocks. As in the application to simulated returns, outsample return
and outsample risk-adjusted return are evaluated.

Figure 4 Results Summary (observed returns)
Figure 4 shows the average outsample characteristics. Results are very similar for both tested models, nevertheless mean-CVaR model slightly outperformed mean-variance approach in case of relatively lower required
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expected return. Models achieved higher risk-adjusted return with portfolios of lower level of required expected
return R, which is in line with results obtained on simulated data. However, both models were not able to deliver
better results than naive 1/N strategy in longterm horizon.
Figures 5 and 6 show detailed results for all subsets separately. Color represents observed outsample statistic
for given level of required expected return (horizontal axis), and for particular subset (vertical axis). Figures reveal
that outsample return of mean-variance and mean-CVaR models is more stable with portfolios of relatively lower
levels of required expected return and these portfolios on average achieve higher risk-adjusted returns on given
dataset. Results of both models were more volatile with real dataset than with simulated values.

Figure 5 Outsample returns (observed values)

Figure 6 Outsample Sharpe ratio (observed values)
The analysis of ETF returns data does not support the conclusion from previous section as mean-risk models
does not perform better than naive strategy on this particular dataset. The reason why would be an interesting topic
for further research. One of the possible reasons could be the time instability of probability distribution of returns.
On the other hand, the analysis suggests that investor aiming at maximization of risk-adjusted return should opt for
relatively lower level of required return R resulting in portfolio weights close to minimal-risk portfolio.

4

Conclusion

Main goal of the paper was to test whether mean-variance and mean-CVaR optimal portfolios achieve better out of
the sample performance than naive strategies (e.g. 1/N diversification). Results were tested on both simulated and
real data.
An interesting finding is models achieved higher risk-adjusted return on portfolios of the low-risk part of the
efficient frontier on both simulated and real data. On given real dataset mean-CVaR tends to slightly better results
than mean-variance whereas no major difference in performance of both models was identified on simulated data.
Evidence from exchange traded funds shows both mean-variance and mean-CVaR models outperform 1/N
strategy in imaginary world where asset returns follow multinomial normal distribution with stable expected return,
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variance, and correlation structure. However, mean-risk models were not able to achieve higher risk-adjusted return
on real dataset. Reasons of failure in real dataset would be an interesting topic for further research. One possible
hypothesis is time instability of expected return, (co)variance, and higher moments of asset returns.
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On the impact of correlation between variables
on the accuracy of calibration estimators
Tomasz Stachurski1, Tomasz Żądło2
Abstract. We consider three types of calibration estimators: Generalized Regression
Estimator (GREG) and Modified Generalized Regression Estimator (MGREG) of
subpopulation totals and GREG of the population total. The main purpose of this paper
is to verify in the simulation study which levels of the correlation dependence between
auxiliary variables and the variable of interest as well as only between auxiliary
variables give both gains in accuracy of calibration estimators and low values of biases
of estimators of their variances. We also analyze an impact of the number of auxiliary
variables on biases and estimation accuracy.
Keywords: survey sampling, calibration estimators, auxiliary variables
JEL Classification: C83
AMS Classification: 62D05

1

Introduction

In economic research there is often a need to estimate characteristics such as mean or total value in population.
Nowadays, decision-makers are not only interested in population characteristics, but also in a variety of
subpopulations (domains) parameters. There are a few approaches used in survey sampling. In the design-based
approach values of the study variable are treated as fixed and properties of the estimators are studied with respect
to the sampling distribution. In the model-based approach values of the variable of interest are treated as
realizations of random variables and the assumptions about their distribution are called the superpopulation model.
In this approach the inference is usually conditional on the sample and properties of predictors are analyzed with
respect to the distribution of the random variables. These approaches are presented widely e.g. in [6]. They can
also be studied together (see e.g. [4]). In the paper we study properties of calibration estimators known from the
model-assisted approach. Calibration estimators usually have good both design-based (e.g. design-consistency)
and model-based (e.g. model-unbiasedness) properties, but their accuracy is measured in regard of the sampling
design, so this approach is more similar to the design-based approach rather than the model-based approach. The
main purpose of this paper is to analyze in the simulation studies properties of some calibration estimators and
estimators of their variances to explore the influence of supporting estimation by auxiliary variables. Results
presented in the paper may be interesting directly for statistical offices, market research and opinion polling
companies and indirectly for decision-makers and all data users.

2

Calibration estimators of population total

From the population  of size N we draw at random a sample s of size n using sampling design denoted by
P( s ) with first and second order inclusion probabilities denoted by  i and  ij , respectively. The generalized
regression estimator of the population total, which belongs to the class of calibration estimators, is given by (see
[1]; [9] p. 232, [6] p. 13):

ˆGREG   wsi yi ,

(1)

is

where
1



wsi  di  ( xi   di xi )   di qi xi xTi  xi di qi ,
i
is
 is

T

(2)

x i is p  1 vector of auxiliary variables for ith population element, design weights are denoted by d i   i1 , and
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where for more generality additional known weights qi can be included.
The formula of weights (2) can be obtained as a solution of the following conditional minimization problem
([1]):

 f s ( wsi , di , qi )  min

,

  wsi xi   xi
i
 is

(3)

where
f s ( wsi , di , qi )  

 wsi  di 

2

.
(4)
di qi
The equality in (3) called the calibration equation is the condition of model unbiasedness. The minimization of (4)
allows to obtain design-consistent estimator. It is possible to prove under some conditions (see [1]) that the
is

calibration estimator denoted by ˆCAL obtained based on (3) but with different than (4) distance measure is
asymptotically equivalent to the generalized regression estimator (1) in the sense that
(5)
N 1 ˆCAL  ˆGREG  O p (n 1 ) .





Although (5) informs that the estimators are asymptotically equivalent, in [10] and [12] it is shown that the values
of the estimators are very similar even for small sample sizes.
Weights (2) can be also obtained using instrumental-variable approach (see [2] p. 384). In this approach
weights (2) are obtained based on the following equation:
1



wsi  di  ( xi   di xi )T   ci z i xTi  z i ci ,
i
is
 is


(6)

where z i is p  1 vector of instrumental variables, ci are additional weights. To obtain (1) we use:

z i  xi  ci  di qi .

(7)

The formula (6) means that weights wsi satisfy the calibration equation, but the choice of instrumental variables
does not have to be based on the distance minimization approach as in (3).
Two design-consistent estimators of variance of (1) ([6] p. 15) are as follows:
2
Dˆ p2 (ˆGREG )   ( i  j   ij ) ij1  di ei  d j e j  ,
n

n

j i

i

(8)

Dp2 (ˆGREG )   ( i j   ij ) ij1  di g si ei  d j g sj e j  ,

(9)

ˆ,
ei  yi  xTi B

(10)

n

n

j i

i

2

1
where g si  wsi di and

ˆ    d q x xT 
B
i i i i 

 is


3

1

d q x
is

i i

i

yi .

(11)

Calibration estimators of subpopulation total

In the section we present two calibration estimators of subpopulation (domain) total. Let the population  be
divided into D disjoint subpopulations (domains) denoted by  d each of size N d (where d  1, 2,..., D) . Let the
set of sampled elements from the dth domain be denoted by sd  s  d and its size by nd .
Let us introduce the first estimator of the dth domain total. The approximately design-unbiased (large n is
required) and design-consistent (but if expected domain sample size is large as well) generalized regression
estimator is given by ([6] pp. 17-18):

ˆdGREG   wsi aid yi ,

(12)

is

where aid  1 for i d and 0 otherwise. We can estimate the design-variance of (12) based on (9) where yi is
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ˆ (a y ) what
replaced by aid yi . Hence, for i  sd we can obtain large negative residuals (10) given by ei  xTi B
id i
may lead to inefficient design-variance estimator.
The second estimator of the dth domain total, called modified generalized regression estimator (MGREG),
is approximately design-unbiased (large n is required). It is given by ([7]):
T



ˆdMGREG   di yi    xi   di xi  Bˆ
isd
isd
 id


(13)

where B̂ is given by (11). To estimate design-variance of (13) we can use (8) where ei are replaced by aid ei
assuming that the overall sample size is large even if the domain sample size is small ([6] p. 23).



D

Values of estimators (12) and (13) for all domains sum up to the value of estimator (1) of the population total:
D
ˆGREG 
ˆ MGREG  ˆGREG . This property is called benchmarking. If in (3) we replace s by s , we obtain

d 1 d



d 1 d

d

another GREG estimator of the domain total (see [6] p. 19) but without benchmarking property and which is not
approximately design-unbiasedness (unless the domain size tends to infinity).

4

Correlation between variables and properties of estimators

Supporting estimation by using auxiliary variables is a common approach in survey sampling. Hence, it is
necessary to review other authors’ considerations in area of using auxiliary variables. We paid particular attention
to the matter of dependence between variable under study and auxiliary variable as well as between auxiliary
variables themselves.
In [1] there is considered a derivation of the ratio estimator. If in (2), x i  xi and we replace weights qi by a

1 / xi , then (1) will be the ratio estimator. The problem of correlation between variables in the case of the ratio
estimator in simple random sampling without replacement is considered in ([5] pp. 165-166). According to [5]
there ought to be a strong and positive correlation between the variable of interest and the auxiliary variable due
to both the bias and the precision of the estimator. In [8] pp. 75-79 there are presented results of conducted
simulation study, which objective was to verify what is the influence of using auxiliary variables and different
correlation patterns on the bias and the variance of calibration estimators. In this study only positive dependence
between the explanatory variable and the variable of interest was assumed. The problem of using auxiliary
variables in the estimation of a finite population inter alia variance or covariance is undertaken in [11]. There are
studied model-calibration, generalized difference estimators and also pseudoempirical likelihood methods. In the
conducted simulation study, there were taken into consideration a few level of dependence between variables, but
in all of them only positive relationship was assumed. In another simulation study (see [13]) investigating
optimality of some calibration estimators also only positive dependence between the variable of interest (or its
logarithm) and sum of auxiliary variables was presumed. In [3] there are proposed a few calibration estimators and
then in a simulation study their properties are considered. Two models of generating data were considered, but in
both of them there was a regression model with a positive slope, so only positive correlation between variables
were studied.
This concise overview of literature shows that there is not enough research in the field of influence of
dependence between a variable of interest and explanatory variables (especially in the case of negative
relationship) and influence of correlation among auxiliary variables. That is why, in the next section we will present
results of a simulation study where we investigate this topic.

5

Simulation studies

In subsections 5.1 and 5.2 we present results of design-based simulation studies (simple random sampling without
replacement is used) conducted in R. In both simulation studies we analyze properties of the following estimators:
GREGpop given by (1), GREGdom given by (12) and MGREGdom given by (13). We compute the relative biases
of the estimators (in % of values of the real population/subpopulation totals), ratios of the mean square error (MSE)
of calibration estimators to the MSE of Horvitz-Thompson estimator (HT) and relative biases of the estimators of
the design-variances of calibration estimators (in % of design-variance of the estimator).

5.1

Real data

We use real data from Local Data Bank of The Central Statistical Office of Poland. The considered dataset consists
of N  379 Polish counties (the capital city - Warsaw was omitted as an outlier). We use 3 variables: the variable
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of interest ( y ) which is the number of employed persons and two auxiliary variables: the number of renovation
dwellings ( x1 ), and the amount of permits granted for construction ( x2 ). The population is divided into six disjoint
domains - regions in Poland (NUTS 1). We select auxiliary variables in the way to achieve high level of
dependency with the variable of interest (the correlation coefficients are 0.85 and 0.92, respectively).
Unfortunately, there is also a problem of high correlation between auxiliary variables, the correlation coefficient
in that case is almost 0.7.
Firstly, on Figure 1 we analyze the influence of using both or one particular auxiliary variable on relative biases
of calibration estimators. In all 3 cases the obtained results are quite similar, but the smallest biases we obtain in
the case where only x1 is used. In the right graph in Figure 1 we present ratios of MSE of calibration estimators
for domains (population) and HT for domains (population). The aim of this comparison is to show a decrease in
MSE using calibration estimators instead of HT estimator. For MGREGdom and GREGpop all obtained ratios
take values lower than 1, therefore we can conclude that for these estimators their MSE is smaller comparing to
the MSE of HT estimator. For GREGdom estimator the ratios are usually above 1, so it means that in most of the
cases there is no decrease in MSE using GREGdom instead of HT.
Secondly, we study properties of estimators of design-variance of calibration estimators. Figure 2 displays its
relative biases. With regard to the results obtained in domains, it can be observed that relative biases are from
-40% to 30% and also that for MGREGdom we usually received lower values of the bias. When it comes to the
relative biases of design variance of GREGpop, in the case of using two auxiliary variables we obtain very high
value of bias, it is almost 300%. In the case of using only one of the auxiliary variables, we receive results similar
to the results for relative biases in domains.

Figure 1 Relatives biases of calibration estimators (on the left) and ratios of the MSE of calibration estimators
and the MSE of HT estimator (on the right) for the real data

Figure 2 Relatives biases of design-variance of calibration estimators for the real data
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5.2

Artificial data

We generate values the variable under study and two auxiliary variables based on Gaussian copulas with gamma
marginal distributions with the mean and the variance of the respective real variables presented in the previous
subsection and with different correlation matrices. Moreover, for all generated data we assumed the same value of
the third standardized moment which equals 1. The reason is fact that generating data with the higher level of
asymmetry gives in our case parameters of generated data significantly different from the assumed values.
We consider eleven cases of the correlation between variables of interest and auxiliary variables (see OY axis
on Figure 3). In 9 assumed correlation matrices we use two auxiliary variables. We study the following cases: both
explanatory variables are highly positively correlated with the variable of interest, both explanatory variables are
highly negatively correlated with the variable of interest and in the last case we assume that one of the auxiliary
variable is highly positively correlated and the second one is negatively correlated with the variable under study.
These three models are crossed with three models of different levels of dependency between auxiliary variables.
We assumed weak positive correlation between auxiliary variables, weak negative correlation between auxiliary
variables and moderate positive or negative correlation between the variables. Moreover, we study two cases where
only one auxiliary variable is used: positively or negatively correlated with the variable under study. All of the
assumed cases of values of correlation coefficients (see Figure 3) give positive semi-definite correlation matrices.

Figure 3 Relatives biases of calibration estimators (on the left) and ratios of the MSE of calibration estimators
and the MSE of HT estimator (on the right) for the artificial data

Figure 4 Relatives biases of design-variance of calibration estimators for the artificial data
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In the first step we analyze relative biases of the calibration estimators. They are shown on the left side of Figure
3. For all considered cases of the correlation matrices we received similar results. In each case, absolute values
of relative biases are below 3%. It is worth noting that for the artificial data we obtained significantly smaller
values of the relative biases than for the real data. On the right side of Figure 3 we show the comparison of the
MSE of the calibration estimators to the MSE of HT estimator. For GREGdom estimator we obtained ratios,
which are in each case very close to 1. As regards the MSE of MGREGdom estimator the lowest values of ratios
(so the largest gain comparing to the MSE of HT estimator) we received for cases: 2, 3 and 6 (counting from the
bottom on OY axis). In those cases the level of dependence between auxiliary variables was low – slightly positive or negative. The largest values of MSE ratios (but still smaller than 1) were obtained for correlation matrices
with only one auxiliary variable and for matrix with auxiliary variables correlated negatively with the variable
under study where auxiliary variables were moderately positively correlated with each other. To sum up, in each
case the MSE of MGREGdom was lower than the MSE of HT in domains. Analogous results were obtained
comparing the MSE of GREGpop to the MSE of HT estimator for the whole population.
Secondly, we study properties of estimators of design-variance of calibration estimators. Received results are
shown in Figure 4. For domain estimators GREGdom and MGREGdom obtained biases were low - from -10%
to 10%. In case of GREGpop we have greater diversity. For cases with two auxiliary variables: one positively
and one negatively correlated with the variable under study obtained relative biases were low – their absolute
values were below 10%. But for some cases, we obtained huge biases, for instance for case 3 (counting from the
bottom on OY axis) with both auxiliary variables positively correlated with the variable under study, obtained
relative bias is over 400%. We suppose that such huge biases can be result of slightly weaker dependence with
the variable under study.

6

Conclusion

We analyze in the simulation studies how many auxiliary variables should be used and which level of dependency between auxiliary variables and between auxiliary variables and the variable under study allows to increase
accuracy of calibration estimators and give low values of estimators of their design-variance. Conclusions for
these two issues are not the same. It turns out that in order to decrease the MSE of the calibration estimators we
should use rather two auxiliary variables with weak level of dependence between them. As regards properties of
estimators of design-variance in order to get the lowest biases it is recommended to use one auxiliary variable
positively correlated and the second negatively with the variable under study or to use only one auxiliary variable, because in some cases with two variables huge biases could be obtained.
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Identification of bankruptcy factors
for engineering companies in the EU
Michaela Staňková1, David Hampel2
Abstract. This article focuses on the possibility of identification of factors leading
to bankruptcy of the companies from engineering sector in EU. We deal with 953
small and medium-sized engineering companies in the EU from which 51 companies
bankrupted in 2014. The data are collected from the Amadeus database of Bureau
van Dijk. At first, we use factor analysis for reduction of the data dimension. Several
meaningful results with different number of factors are found. We use the method of
cluster analysis (with different settings) in order to identify the group of active and
bankrupted companies; this analysis is based on original financial data and on artificial factors. Both steps are repeated for the data coming from one, two and three
years before bankruptcy. Influence of data dimension reduction on cluster analysis
results is discussed and final recommendations for further analyses are given.
Keywords: factor analysis, cluster analysis, bankruptcy prediction.
JEL Classification: C38
AMS Classification: 62M25, 62H30

1

Introduction

Evaluating the financial situation of company is a very important topic for decades in the academic or practical
field of corporate finance. Knowledge of the company's financial situation is important not only for the shareholders, creditors and top management of the company in their decision-making, but also for the many other
subjects. Because the financial distress of the company (especially for a larger number of companies over the
same period) brings serious problems such as unemployment. Therefore, there is a constant demand for ever
more accurate and stable tool for predicting the company's financial situation.
Since the second half of the last century, when the evaluation of the financial status of the company began
to focus more attention, a myriad of models were developed to predict the financial situation of a company. Although the models differ by the method used, all the models evaluating the financial situation of the company are
based on the premise that companies have symptoms typical of bankruptcy for some time before this status.
In all these models, financial ratios play a significant role.
Based on the company's financial statements, it is possible to define many financial indicators that could indicate the bankruptcy of the company. From a practical point of view, the models consist of only a few indicators. Among the world's most well-known models belongs the Altman Z-Score, see [2]. This model is based
on five financial ratios. Beaver in [5] also chose five indicators. When using the Taffer model introduced in [1],
only four ratios are used. Beerman's function describe in [6] includes a total of 10 financial ratios. Differences
can be found not only in the number of used financial ratios but also in their own construction. Beerman, like
Beaver, used for example the cash flow/total liabilities. But the Altman or Taffler model does not contain any
financial ratios that use the amount of cash flow. It is possible to say, that there is no general agreement on the
optimal selection of ratios.
This article focuses on the process of identifying significant financial indicators that could be used
to compile a model for bankruptcy prediction of company. It is equally important to choose the appropriate method for selecting the most important variables. For our analysis, factor analysis (FA) and cluster analysis (CA)
are selected. An advantage of the factor analysis is definitely its feature to reduce the number of observed variables connecting them into latent variables that explain the correlated content of observed variables. On the
other hand, cluster analysis explores the types of data relations instead of their correlations as stated in [11].
Cluster analysis is focused on the partitioning of similar objects into meaningful classes when both the number
of classes and the composition of the classes are to be determined, see [3]. Recent studies used CA and FA
in order to identification significant factor from the field of bankruptcy assessment are [4], [7], [8], [9] and [10].
1
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2

Material and Methods

The financial (annual accounting) data are collected from the Amadeus database of Bureau van Dijk. We deal
with 953 engineering companies in the EU from which 51 companies bankrupted in 2014. The models are constructed separately for the period of one, two and three years before the company's bankruptcy. To achieve more
homogeneous data set, we include only small and medium-sized engineering companies. With regard to the
financial theory, we choose following 19 indicators representing the four most common groups of financial indicators (i.e. solvency ratios, profitability ratios, liquidity ratios and turnover ratios). In Table 1, there are financial
variables used in our analysis.
Working capital per
employee (EUR)
Solvency ratio (%)

Net working capital
(EUR)
Debt to equity ratio

Net assets turnover

Stock turnover

Debt repayment period

Current ratio
EBIT margin (%)

Quick ratio
Return on assets (%)

Cash ratio
Profit margin (%)

Collection period (days)

Credit period (days)

Debt ratio (%)

Interest cover
Fixed asset to equity
capital ratio
Cash flow liquidity

Table 1 Overview of financial ratios used in the analysis
A principal component analysis (PCA) together with FA was performed on a set of selected variables.
PCA allowed us to make the necessary evaluations using the artificial variables that explain the same variability
as the original values of financial ratios. Thanks to the information from the PCA, a reduction of the original data
dimension through FA is made without significant loss of information. Scree plot was used to find a suitable
number of factors; we will also check that the selected factors together explain at least 80% of the original variability. FA was made with three different settings – without rotation along with varimax and quartimax axis rotation.
The CA was used to describe differences and relationships within selected group of companies. Agglomerative clustering has been chosen for our purposes. Combined with the financial ratios of the company, it is possible to use the CA for classification of companies according to predefined parameters. Consequently it can
be used for evaluating the performance, creditworthiness or financial distress (also bankruptcy) of companies.
Even with CA, we use different settings to generalize and compare results. As a pairwise distance between pairs
of objects we choose Euclidean distance and standardized Euclidean distance. For computing distance between
clusters we used: Shortest distance, Furthest distance, Average distance and Ward distance.
CA will be made via all 19 financial ratios and also based on identified artificial factors and repeated for the
data coming from one, two and three years before bankruptcy. The identified clusters will be categorized
as “active” or “bankruptcy” by the proportion of companies in them. We are guided by the simple rule that if the
proportion of bankruptcy companies in a cluster is at least 50%, cluster is marked as bankruptcy. All calculations
were performed in computational system Matlab.

3

Results

Using the scree plot for each period, we detected that it would be appropriate to work with two to a maximum
of six factors. Moreover, the first two components together explained over 80% of the original variability in most
cases. FA without rotation and with varimax or quartimax axis rotation gave us the same composition of the
factors. For both axis rotations, the correlation between the detected factors was only slightly increased. After
performing the FA, we found that it would be appropriate to work at most with the first five factors. The sixth
factor was composed of financial ratios that have only a weak correlation to them. In following tables, there are
identified factors for each monitored period.
In Table 2, we see that several groups of ratios have been identified using FA for the period of three years
before bankruptcy. One factor is composed of indicators that measure the ability of a company to meet its shortterm obligations. For this reason it was named as Liquidity. Another factor has been labeled Profitability because
it includes indicators that work with some form of profit. We have also identified a factor indicating the Level
of indebtedness as it reflects the capital structure of companies. The factor linking the Collection period and the
Credit period was marked as Customer-supplier relationships, because company has a certain level of liquidity
with the right set-up of these relationships.
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Number
of factors
2

3

Name of the factor
Liquidity

Return on assets, EBIT margin, Profit margin

Profitability

Return on assets, EBIT margin, Profit margin

Liquidity
Liquidity
Profitability
Level of indebtedness
Customer-supplier
relationships
Profitability
Level of indebtedness

5

Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio, Cash flow liquidity

Profitability

Level of indebtedness

4

Financial ratios forming the factor

Amount of current liabilities
Current ratio
Customer-supplier relationships

Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio, Cash flow liquidity
Solvency ratio, Debt ratio
Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio, Cash flow liquidity
Return on assets, EBIT margin, Profit margin
Solvency ratio, Debt ratio
Collection period, Credit period
Return on assets, EBIT margin, Profit margin
Solvency ratio, Debt ratio
Quick ratio, Cash flow liquidity, Working capital per employee
Current ratio
Collection period, Credit period

Table 2 Individual factors for the period of three years before bankruptcy
Group of five factors have already begun to show a declining level of linkages between financial ratios. This fact
was reflected in a less meaningful grouping of factors. Current ratio eventually remained as one whole factor.
The original Liquidity Factor has been split up. The value of the Working capital per employee has appeared,
that is why we made up a new name of this factor Amount of current liabilities.
Table 3 lists the identified factors for period of two years before bankruptcy. In this period (apart from the
aforementioned factors from the previous period) a relatively disparate factor was arose, called Amount of sales
assets. We assume that bankrupt companies were selling their assets at this time. This fact was reflected in assets
and cash flow as well. In the case of identifying a group of five factors, Amount of sales assets factor was split
and two new factors emerged. One consisting only of Solvency ratio and second one denoted as Sale of assets.
Number
of factors
2

Name of the factor
Liquidity
Profitability
Liquidity

3

Profitability
Customer-supplier relationships
Amount of sales assets

4

Liquidity
Profitability
Customer-supplier relationships
Liquidity

5

Financial ratios forming the factor
Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio
EBIT margin, Profit margin
Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio
EBIT margin, Profit margin
Collection period, Credit period
Solvency ratio, Debt ratio, Return on assets,
Cash flow liquidity
Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio
EBIT margin, Profit margin
Collection period, Credit period
Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio

Sale of assets

Return on assets, Debt ratio, Cash flow liquidity

Profitability

EBIT margin, Profit margin

Customer-supplier relationships
Solvency ratio

Collection period, Credit period
Solvency ratio

Table 3 Individual factors for the period of two years before bankruptcy
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Even in the period of one year before bankruptcy, see Table 4, new combinations of financial indicators were
formed. In the first place (in all identified groups) there is a factor pointing to Ability to trade. The latest newlydefined factor reflects the amount of inventory. Bankruptcy companies also significantly reduced the amount
of inventory in this period. That is why we called this factor Sale of goods in stock.
Number
of factors
2

Name of the factor

Financial ratios forming the factor

Ability to trade

EBIT margin, Profit margin, Collection period, Credit period

Liquidity

Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio

Ability to trade
3

EBIT margin, Profit margin, Collection period, Credit period

Liquidity

Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio

Sale of assets

Return on assets, Debt ratio, Cash flow liquidity

Ability to trade
4

EBIT margin, Profit margin, Collection period, Credit period

Liquidity

Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio

Sale of assets

Return on assets, Debt ratio, Cash flow liquidity

Level of indebtedness

Solvency ratio, Debt ratio

Ability to trade

EBIT margin, Profit margin, Collection period, Credit period

Liquidity
5

Current ratio, Quick ratio, Cash ratio

Sale of assets

Return on assets, Debt ratio, Cash flow liquidity

Level of indebtedness

Solvency ratio, Debt ratio

Sale of goods in stock

Stock turnover, Working capital per employee

Table 4 Individual factors for the period of one year before bankruptcy
In the second step, the CA was performed. For each of period we made CA via all the obtained values (i.e. 19
financial indicators) and via the chosen factors. Regardless of the chosen distance between pairs of objects, the
Ward method appears to be the most appropriate method for the distance between clusters in all three observed
periods. This method gave the most transparent graphical outputs. Table 5 shows results of CA with Ward distance setting using the data from period three years before bankruptcy. Based on these results, we can conclude
that the differentiation of bankruptcy companies was difficult for this period. The best clustering results were
achieved through three and four factors, where four to five clusters were identified. Only one of these clusters
was then flagged as bankrupt.
Input data

Distance
between objects

Number of
clusters

Number of clusters
Bankruptcy companies
identified as bankruptcy correctly classified (%)

All 19 ratios

Euclidean

8

0

0

2 factors

Euclidean

4

0

0

3 factors

Euclidean

5

1

11.76

4 factors

Euclidean

4

1

9.80

5 factors

Euclidean

6

0

0

All 19 ratios

std. Euclidean

8

0

0

2 factors

std. Euclidean

4

0

0

3 factors

std. Euclidean

4

0

0

4 factors

std. Euclidean

4

1

13.73

5 factors

std. Euclidean

4

0

0

Table 5 Individual factors for the period of three years before bankruptcy
In the period of two years before bankruptcy, the best results were achieved with slightly different settings.
The most appropriate choice here is CA based on four or five factors, using the Ward method with Euclidean
distance between objects. In Table 6, there are results of CA via Ward method using the data from period three
years before bankruptcy.
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Input data

Distance
between objects

Number of
using clusters

Number of clusters
Bankruptcy companies
identified as bankruptcy correctly classified (%)

All 19 ratios

Euclidean

7

1

1.96

2 factors

Euclidean

5

1

27.45

3 factors

Euclidean

6

1

21.57

4 factors

Euclidean

5

1

27.45

5 factors

Euclidean

6

1

27.45

All 19 ratios

std. Euclidean

7

1

11.76

2 factors

std. Euclidean

6

1

11.76

3 factors

std. Euclidean

7

3

21.57

4 factors

std. Euclidean

7

3

19.61

5 factors

std. Euclidean

7

3

19.61

Table 6 Individual factors for the period of two years before bankruptcy
In the last reference period, the ideal number of factors is four. Using this number of factors together with the
Ward method and the standardized Euclidean distance between objects, the CA results were most accurate.
In Table 7, there are results of CA with Ward distance using the data from period one year before bankruptcy.
Input data

Distance
between objects

Number of
using clusters

Number of clusters
Bankruptcy companies
identified as bankruptcy correctly classified (%)

All 19 ratios

Euclidean

4

0

0,00

2 factors

Euclidean

6

4

29.41

3 factors

Euclidean

5

4

41.18

4 factors

Euclidean

5

4

41.18

5 factors

Euclidean

6

3

39.22

All 19 ratios

std. Euclidean

4

1

15.69

2 factors

std. Euclidean

5

2

45.10

3 factors

std. Euclidean

5

2

62.75

4 factors

std. Euclidean

5

2

64.71

5 factors

std. Euclidean

6

2

60.78

Table 7 Individual factors for the period of one year before bankruptcy

4

Discussion

In general, CA (with different settings) in all three monitored seasons has shown the suitability of using only
a few factors instead of using all financial ratios. In the case of clustering on the basis of all the obtained financial data, almost all of the bankruptcy companies got into one large cluster. However, this cluster was shared
with hundreds of other active companies. Using a standardized Euclidean distance between objects, the number
of these active companies in a given cluster changed significantly. It was a change of roughly half the cluster
size. But even with this setting, the classification successes of CA based on all financial indicators did not reach
the level of the version based on the identified factors.
In the period of one year before bankruptcy, we were able to correctly identify almost 65% of bankruptcy
companies with CA. Although with the increasing time period since the bankruptcy year the prediction ability
of this technique is declining. In the period of three years before bankruptcy, we were able to correctly identify
less than 14% of bankruptcy companies through this procedure.
Based on the empirical results (with different CA settings), the most accuracy classification appears to be via
four factors. These four factors are composed of 11 financial ratios representing all four of the most frequently
mentioned groups of ratios. However, the importance of these financial ratios has changed considerably over
time. For example, at first the most variability was covered by the Liquidity factor. Since the second period, the
financial ratios constituting this factor have reached the second position. As the bankruptcy is approaching, the
significance of the turnover ratios (i.e., Collection period and Credit period) is enhanced.
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The identified factors used in our article for CA purposes could also be used for other classification algorithms such as support vectors machines or decision trees. It is therefore possible to focus on financial distress
prediction models using these identified factors.

5

Conclusion

In our paper, we tried to identification of factors leading to bankruptcy of the companies from engineering sector
in EU. The data set includes 902 active companies and 51 companies which have gone bankrupt in 2014.
At first, we use FA for reduction of the data dimension. Regardless of the settings used, it was found that
it is appropriate to use at most the first five factors. Factors were identified for each of the monitored periods.
These factors include financial indicators representing all four bases groups of financial ratios (i.e. solvency
ratios, profitability ratios, liquidity ratios and turnover ratios).
We use the method of CA (with different settings) in order to identify the group of active and bankrupted
companies. Based on empirical results, we can say that better results are achieved if financial data before CA
is processed by FA. In general, we can recommend the Ward method for the distance between clusters. In all
three monitored periods, the choice of CA based on four factors seems appropriate. The choice of standardization or non-standardization of the Euclidean distance between objects is then ambiguous. In the period of two
years before bankruptcy, in the case of Euclidean distance, much better results were achieved, but for the other
two periods, it was preferable not to use standardization.
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Wave relations of exchange rates in binary-temporal
representation
Michał Dominik Stasiak1
Abstract. An exchange rate trajectory can be given in a binary-temporal
representation. Basis of this representation is the course discretization, in which to
every change of exchange rate equal to a given discretization unit two parameters
are assigned, that is binary value corresponding to the direction of trajectory change
and its duration. Statistical analysis performed by the Author confirms relationships
between previous changes and their duration, and the future direction of changes.
One of the fundamental methods of technical analysis is wave analysis. In the
presented article some algorithms were given, allowing for detecting a start, end and
duration of a given wave in binary-temporal representation of exchange rate
trajectory.
A detailed statistical analysis of wave parameters for AUD/NZD pair in five-year
period (2012-2017) was also performed. The main part of this article consist of
research dedicated to ascertain the influence of type and actual wave parameters on
the probability of future course change. Obtained results indicate a high predicative
value of proposed model. The binarization process of exchange rate course and
appointment of wave parameters were performed based on specialistic software,
developed in MQL4 and C++.
Keywords: Foreign exchange market, high frequency econometric, technical
analysis, currency market investment decision support, modelling of currency
exchange rates.
JEL Classification: F31, G11, G14, C49
AMS Classification: 91G70, 62P20

1

Introduction

Most technical analysis methods use candlestick charts [6,9,11]. Candlestick representation is also common in
broker platforms such as MetaTrader or JForex. Sadly, this representation causes a loss of important information
regarding the exchange rate variability “inside” the candle. This observation matters greatly when considering
small transactions with range of, for example, 15 pips. In this case, even one minute candlesticks do not prevent
losing significant information about the course trajectory, since in times of high activity even in one-minute
period a lot of such changes can occur. Disadvantages of candlestick representation are especially visible in
creating prediction models in High Frequency Trading (HFT), in which hundreds and thousands of transactions
are made. The transactions have a small, few-pips range and the profit of an investor is ensured by statistical
prediction of transaction direction [1]. In this context, it is highly more advisable to use binary [12] or binarytemporal representation [13], in which to each change of given range a binary value is being assigned.
Wave analysis is one of the basic technical analysis methods. Relations between parameters of ensuing
waves were presented, among others, in Elliott’s theory [5]. However, those dependences are of a highly general
character and thus, regarding the necessity of visual detection of a wave, building HFT models based on wave
analysis is very difficult. In the following article, a wave detection algorithm for an exchange rate in a binarytemporal representation is presented. A dependency analysis for probabilities of future change direction of given
range and wave parameters is also performed for a currency pair.

2

Binary-temporal representation

Most of the technical analysis methods use candlestick representation and majority of indicators are appointed
based on one parameter of a candle [6,9,11]. Course trajectory analysis in candlestick representation leads to a
loss of significant information about order and number of small changes “inside” the candle. In case of smallrange transactions – occurring inside a single candle – it is often difficult to specify which of the parameters:
Take Profit (TP) or Stop Loss (SL) was reached first and, as a consequence, if the investor had achieved a profit
Poznań University of Economics and Business, Department of Investment and Real Estate, Niepodległości 10,
61-875 Poznań, Poland e-mail: michal.stasiak@ue.poznan.pl

1
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course

or a loss. Analysis of candlestick charts, as well as many other methods of technical analysis, allow only for
determination of the future changes direction, without specifying their range [6,9,11]. This rises the problem of
proper appointment of TP and SL parameters. In consequence, course trajectory modelling in candlestick
representation is inaccurate and unreliable. Tick data analysis is also not very effective because of the noise
phenomenon, that is a lot of small changes of a random character [7,8]. In the article, a binary-temporal
representation is proposed for modelling the course trajectory. Methods allowing a precise analysis of changes
with given range usually use discretization. The exchange rate discretization was first used at the beginning of
XX century, in creating and analyzing charts in so called point-symbolic method [4]. The method, despite being
more accurate than others, was soon replaced by candlestick chart analysis methods and was no longer
developed. A disadvantage of both point-symbolic method and binary representation [12] is the lack of
information about the duration of a change. The main idea of this representation lies in appointing a binary value
to each course change equal to a discretization unit, i.e. 1 for an increase and 0 for a decrease, as well as the
duration of a change given in minutes [13]. Figure 1 shows an example of tick data conversion into binarytemporal representation.

time
t1

t2

1(t1)

t3

0 (t2)

1(t 3 )

Figure 1. Example of tick data conversion with a binary-temporal representation
Binary-temporal representation can be used for modelling the course trajectory in HFT systems. Let us assume,
that HFT system makes, for example, purchase transactions with parameters TP and SL both placed one
discretization unit above and below the price. Then, the profit probability is equal to the probability of value 1
occurring in binary-temporal representation. Similarly, loss probability is equal to the probability of value 0.
Therefore, choosing effective methods for predicting ensuing binary values leads to a creation of HFT systems
with positive return rate. The quality of models in binary representations depends on the assumed discretization
unit. The lower the value, the more accurate are the results of course modelling. On the other hand, too small
discretization unit can lead to recording redundant random fluctuations [7,8]. Additionally, taking into account
such practical aspects as, for example, spread level (ca. 2 pips for analyzed pair), etc., using a 15-pips
discretization unit seems to be optimal. Detailed statistical analysis of curse trajectory presented in a binarytemporal representation showed visible dependences between the historical changes and the direction of future
changes of the analyzed currency pair [13].

3

Wave analysis

Wave analysis is one of the most popular methods of technical analysis. It is based on an assumption that
mutually dependent waves occur on the market. Wave structure of a market was escribed in detail in Elliott’s
theory [5]. The existence of waves is commonly accepted and can be explained by e.g. investors’ reaction to
new, important information [10]. For instance, after announcing important macroeconomic data investors make
decisions based on this information for a period of time after the actual announcement. As a result, a wave
occurs. Still, determining relations between parameters of ensuing waves causes some doubts. Most of the wave
analysis methods, e.g. formation analysis or Elliott’s theory, assume visual detection of waves on a candlestick
chart [2,3,8]. Besides the information loss in candlestick charts, the effectiveness of the method relies greatly on
analyst’s subjective assessment. Without precisely described rules of wave detection, reliable statistical analysis
and objective verification of potential wave dependences is not possible. In the Figure 2 we can see two (of
many) possibilities of wave detection pointed by an investor or analyst for given exchange rate. In this article a
new wave detection algorithm is proposed for a currency pair in binary-temporal representation, aiming to avoid
above stated problem. It allows for an increase and decrease wave detection and objectively appointing their
parameters.
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Figure 2. Different ways of visual wave detection

3.1

Wave detection algorithm in binary-temporal representation

Wave Detection Algorithm in Binary-Temporal Representation (WDABTR) allows for detecting the wave type
and appointing its parameters in binary-temporal representation. It determines if the current wave Wi is
increasing (denoted 1) or decreasing (0) for i-th course trajectory change of one discretization unit, appoints its
duration (Ti) and length (Li.) The wave length is described by a number of changes counted from its first
registration, and duration, being a sum of durations of single changes creating a wave, is given in minutes.
Algorithm detects the type of a wave based on an analysis of average number of increases and decreases in a
given historical period. It is also assumed that the current wave is continued as long as a new one does start.
Wave detection algorithm uses the following parameters:
l
p

– number of analyzed historical changes,
– wave detection threshold.

In the algorithm:
u
– average number of increases in l changes starting an increase wave;

d

=

∑𝑙𝑖=1 𝑧𝑖
𝑙

,

(1)

– average number of decreases in l changes starting a decrease wave;

𝑑=

∑𝑙𝑖=1|𝑧𝑖 − 1|

,

𝑙

where 𝑧𝑖 is an i-th change in a binary representation. We have a following relation between w and s:

u  d 1

𝑇𝑓

(3)

– duration of current wave after i changes.

where
𝐷𝑓

(2)

𝑖

is duration of i-th change,

𝑇𝑓 = ∑𝑖𝑘=𝑖

𝑘,

(4)

–length of current wave after i changes.

𝐷𝑓 = 𝑖,

(5)

Accuracy and frequency of detected waves are dependent on assumed parameters l and p. Their value also
dictates the character of dependences between ensuing waves. A simplified block diagram of WDABTR
performance is presented in the Figure 3.
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Figure 3. WDABTR block diagram

3.2

Wave representation

Based on the binary-temporal representation and the WDABTR, exchange rate can be given in a wave
representation. Then, to each course change of one discretization unit length, three parameters are assigned. First
parameter is connected with the wave type Wi. Second one describes the current wave length Li given as a
number of changes which occurred since the wave registration. The third one is the current wave duration Ti,
given in minutes. Figure 4 presents an example of course trajectory notation in wave representation. It allows for
a clear description of current market situation. The notation simplifies course modelling and prediction model
construction, which main goal is to reliably assess the probabilities of future changes direction based on wave
dependences in previously registered changes.
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Figure 4. Wave representation of an exchange rate

4

Wave dependences analysis

Let us now consider wave representation obtained based on binary-temporal representation with 15-pips
discretization unit, and WDABTR with parameters l=4 and p=0.61. We take a 5-year historical data for
ADU/NZD currency pair from Ducascopy broker. Figure 5 depicts dependences between the probability of an
increase (of one discretization unit) and the duration of a decrease (Figure 5a), and an increase wave (Figure 5b).
Presented results suggest, that the shorter the duration of a wave, the higher the probability of change in a
direction opposite to the direction of current wave. This relation is especially visible in case of decrease waves.
This kind of effect can be caused by investors’ different reaction to falls and rises [10]. Similar tendencies are
also observed fir other parameters of WDABTR. Research results confirm that wave duration has a significant
influence on the direction probability.
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Figure 5. Dependences between increase probability and duration of an a) decrease and b) increase wave
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We will now consider a relation between the registered wave length and the probability of future change
direction. Figure 6 presents the relationship between the probability of an increase and the length of decrease
wave (Figure 6a) and an increase wave (Figure 6b). With the growing length of a wave, the probability of an
increase falls. Opposite relation occur in case of a decreasing wave. Identical tendencies are obtained for other
WDABTR parameters.
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Research results suggest that the currency market has a wave structure. Both length and duration of a wave
have an influence on the probability of future change direction. For waves short lasting less than 5 minutes, the
probability of a future change in a direction opposite to the direction of current wave is the highest Identical
tendency can be observed for other m and p parameter sets of WDABTR. About 58% value of future change
direction assessment allows for a construction of HFT systems characterized by a positive return rate. With
roughly 2-pips spread levels, the 53% prediction probability level allows for a stable profit.

5

Summary

In the article, a binary-temporal representation was used for modelling currency pair course trajectory. This kind
of representation includes more information about the variability of a course than the candlestick one. Moreover,
it can be used for modelling trajectories in HFT, i.e. the probability of a future change is equal to the probability
of achieving a profit or loss in a single transaction. Next, a new WDABTR was proposed, which allows for wave
detection in binary-temporal representation. The algorithm was used as a base in wave representation, which
encompasses current information about waves occurring on the market and their parameters. Wave
representation made it possible to perform a statistical verification of wave structure for given exchange rate.
Presented results, obtained based on 5-year historical data for ADU/NZD currency pair in binary-temporal
representation with 15-pips discretization unit, confirmed the wave structure of the market. Research indicated
an existence of visible dependences between wave parameters and future changes direction, especially for
duration and length of a wave. Presented relations are characterized by an assessment of future change direction
probabilities of a 58% prediction level. This value, regarding spreads offered on the market, allows for creating
HFT systems with positive return rate.
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Linguistic approximation of values close to the gain/loss
threshold
Jan Stoklasa1 , Tomáš Talášek2
Abstract. Linguistic approximation (LA) is a natural last step of linguistic fuzzy
modelling, providing linguistic labels (with their meaning known to the decision makers and understood well by them). Linguistic approximation techniques are based
on approximation and hence the nature of the approximated output of mathematical
model can be altered a bit by the application of these methods. LA can be considered
beneficial in linguistic fuzzy modelling, as long as the interpretability and understandability of the provided linguistic outputs outweighs the possible loss/distortion of information. In many cases the distortion of information might be small and as such
completely acceptable. Recently, however, Stoklasa and Talášek (2015) pointed out
that when specific thresholds are of importance in the decision-making situation (e.g.
the border between gains and losses), LA can distort the outcome of the decisionmaking situation by providing a loss label for a gain and vice-versa. In this paper, we
investigate the phenomenon under different linguistic scales used for the approximation and provide a thorough discussion of this phenomenon in the context of linguistic
approximation.
Keywords: Linguistic approximation, gains, losses, threshold, distance, linguistic
scale.
JEL classification: D81, C44
AMS classification: 90B50, 91B06

1

Introduction

Mathematical models for economic practice and for managerial decision support (including e.g. investment decision support models, evaluation models) require a suitable interface to facilitate the exchange of information
between the model and its users. Linguistic fuzzy modelling provides such an interface in terms of presenting the
model and its outputs in terms of natural language [9]. To build a linguistic fuzzy model capable of providing
understandable linguistic outputs to its users, we need to be able to transform the mathematical objects computed
by the model into natural language. The process of transformation of the mathematical outputs of models into
natural language is called linguistic approximation. There are various approaches to linguistic approximation (see
e.g. [23] for an overview and [10, 15] for additional analysis of some of the methods). The majority of the methods
of linguistic approximation is based on finding the fuzzy object (usually a fuzzy number) with a known linguistic
label - e.g. methods finding the fuzzy set with a known linguistic label which is the closest (w.r.t. some distance
measure, see e.g. [3] or ) or the most similar (w.r.t. some similarity measure) to the approximated object. The
performance of different similarity and distance measures has been recently studied in several papers (see e.g.
[16, 17, 20]). Alternatively, there are also methods that use linguistic hedges and connectives to combine fuzzy
sets with a known linguistic label to create and object close or similar enough to the approximated one (see e.g.
[1, 5, 20, 22]). New methods for linguistic approximation are also being developed [19] and alternative uses for
linguistic approximation are being considered (e.g. ordering of fuzzy numbers in [18], or conveying/stressing of
specific pieces of information [23], the importance of the linguistic level of models has recently been discussed
also in [2, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14]). Clearly, linguistic modelling and linguistic approximation are topics that currently
deserve the attention of researchers.
Although research into the behavioral aspects of linguistic approximation has already started, there are still
several issues that need attention. For one the reliance on the distance or similarity measures in linguistic approximation to find the best fitting approximating linguistic term (in terms of the distance or similarity of its
fuzzy-set-meaning to the approximated object) can prove problematic, since low distance and semantic closeness
might not always be the same thing. Stoklasa and Talášek [10, p. 965, Figure 4] discuss the existence of a possible drawback of the use of linguistic approximation based on distance or similarity measures in the context of
1
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economic decision-making concerning gains and losses. As already identified by Kahneman and Tversky e.g. in
the context of prospect theory [6], the decision making and attitude to risk might be different based on the framing
of a particular value as loss or gain by a specific decision maker. In this paper, we aim to investigate the possible
drawbacks of the use of distance and similarity in linguistic approximation of the outputs of mathematical models in financial units, provide a closer-to-real-life example of the possible problems and analyze the performance
of a frequently used distance measure and its possible alternative under different linguistic variables used for the
linguistic approximation.
The paper therefore continues by a chapter summarizing the necessary theory and notation for linguistic fuzzy
modelling including linguistic variables, linguistic scales and the basic idea of linguistic approximation. The next
section specifies the problem under investigation, introduces the distance measures the performance of which will
be investigated in this paper in the context of linguistic approximation of gains and losses and also specifies the
linguistic variables that will be studied. A prototype example of the problem is also presented in this section.
The next section summarizes the results of a numerical analysis of the performance of the selected methods and
discusses the results and the last section draws conclusions for the paper.

2

Preliminaries

Let U be a nonempty set (the universe of discourse). A fuzzy set A on U is defined by the mapping A : U → [0, 1].
For each x ∈ U the value A(x) is called the membership degree of the element x in the fuzzy set A and A(.)
is called the membership function of the fuzzy set A. Ker(A) = {x ∈ U |A(x) = 1} denotes a kernel of A,
Aα = {x ∈ U |A(x) ≥ α} denotes the α-cut of A for any α ∈ [0, 1], Supp(A) = {x
R ∈ U |A(x) > 0} denotes
the support of A. The cardinality of a fuzzy set A is computed as Card(A) = U A(x)dx. A real-number
characteristic representing
the location of the fuzzy set A in the universe of discourse U is called the center of
R
gravity: COG(A) = U xA(x)dx/Card(A).

A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set A on the set of real numbers which satisfies the following conditions: a)
Ker(A) 6= ∅ (A is normal); b) Aα are closed intervals for all α ∈ (0, 1] (this implies A is unimodal); c) Supp(A) is
bounded. The family of all fuzzy numbers on U is denoted by FN (U ). A fuzzy number A is said to be defined on
[a, b], if Supp(A) is a subset of an interval [a, b]. Real numbers a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3 ≤ a4 are called significant values
of the fuzzy number A if [a2 , a3 ] = Ker(A) and [a1 , a4 ] = Cl(Supp(A)), where
 Cl(Supp(A)) denotes a closure
of Supp(A). Each fuzzy number A can be also represented in the form of A = [a(α), a(α)] α∈[0,1] , where a(α)
and a(α) is the lower and upper bound of the α-cut of fuzzy number A respectively, ∀α ∈ (0, 1], and the closure
of the support of A, Cl(Supp(A)) = [a(0), a(0)]. A fuzzy number A is called linear if its membership function is
linear on [a1 , a2 ] and [a3 , a4 ]; for such fuzzy numbers we will use a simplified notation A = (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ). A
linear fuzzy number A is said to be trapezoidal if a2 6= a3 and triangular if a2 = a3 . We will denote triangular
fuzzy numbers by ordered triplet A = (a1 , a2 , a4 ). More details on fuzzy numbers and computations with them
can be found for example in [4].

A fuzzy scale
Ps on [a, b] is defined as a set of fuzzy numbers T1 , T2 , . . . , Ts on [a, b], where for all x ∈ [a, b]
it holds that i=1 Ti (x) = 1, and the T ’s are indexed according to their ordering. A linguistic variable [24] is
defined as a quintuple (V, T (V), X, G, M ), where V is the name of the variable, T (V) is the set of its linguistic
values (terms), X is the universe on which the meanings of the linguistic values are defined, G is a syntactic rule
for generating the values of V and M is a semantic rule which to every linguistic value A ∈ T (V) assigns its
meaning A = M (A) which is usually a fuzzy number on X. Linguistic variable (V, T (V), X, G, M ) is called a
linguistic scale on [a, b] if X = [a, b], T (V) = {T1 , . . . , Ts } and M(Ti ) = Ti , i = 1, . . . , s form a fuzzy scale on
[a, b].

3

Definition of the problem - distance based linguistic approximation in the
gain/loss domain

Kahneman and Tversky (see e.g. [7, 21]) suggested and subsequently experimentally proved, that the carrier of
decision-power in real life situations concerning e.g. sums of money is not the absolute value, but its reframing into
gain or loss. They also postulate, that people deal differently with gains and losses (willingness to take risk might
change, see [6] for more). The purpose of linguistic approximation is to find the best linguistic label for a given
mathematical output. If we assume a fuzzy number O to be linguistically approximated by one of the linguistic
values of a linguistic scale (V, T (V), X, G, M ), where T (V) = {T1 , . . . , Ts }, then a distance based approach to
linguistic approximation translates into (1), i.e. into finding such an element in T (V ), for which the distance d of
its fuzzy-number meaning to the approximated fuzzy output O is minimal.
TO = arg min d(Ti , O)
Ti ∈T (V)
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We need to stress here, that the linguistic approximation is not always able to preserve all the information
carried out by the approximated output (hence “approximation”). We, however, need to make sure, that the most
important characteristics of the approximated objects are not distorted too much. In the context of gains/losses, we
would at least expect a clear loss not to be assigned a “gain” label and vise-versa. The outcome of the linguistic
approximation obviously depends on the linguistic variable used in the process and on the definition of the meaning
of its linguistic values. In this paper, we assume two different general types of linguistic scales for the purpose (the
meanings of the linguistic values of both of them are summarized in Figure 1). The first linguistic scale assumes
a decision maker not distinguishing in the loss domain, while the other one assumes that losses and gains are
partitioned in a similar manner, the red lines represent the loss/gain threshold.

Figure 1: The scales used for linguistic approximation of the outputs of mathematical models representing financial values (e.g. NPV of a project, etc.) or future cash flow estimates. The case represented in the top figure does
not differentiate in the area of losses, the bottom linguistic scale differentiates in the area of losses in the same way
as in gains.
Obviously the other crucial factor influencing the outcome of the approximation is the distance measure used.
One of the frequently used distance measures of fuzzy numbers is the dissemblance index of fuzzy numbers A and
B, d1 (A, B), defined by the formula (2). The dissemblance index requires both A and B to be fuzzy numbers,
which is not a problem, since the meanings of the linguistic values of the approximating linguistic variable are
usually represented by fuzzy numbers and the approximated object can be expected to be a fuzzy number as well.
Without any loss of generality we use the dissemblance index in a non-normalized form, if needed, it can be
normalized so that its value lies within the [0, 1] interval, i.e. d1 (A, B)/2 (b − a) ∈ [0, 1] for A, B ∈ FN ([a, b]).
Note, that in the gain/loss domain, we are expecting the outputs of the mathematical models to be fuzzy quantities
(e.g. represented by triangular fuzzy numbers).
Z 1
d1 (A, B) =
|a(α) − b(α)| + |a(α) − b(α)| dα,
(2)
0

Using d1 and the top linguistic scale in Figure 1, we can obtain very counterintuitive results of linguistic
approximations. An example of such a problematic result is presented in Figure 2, where a clear “loss” represented
by the fuzzy number Out is linguistically approximated by the label “small gain”. Such a mislabelling of an
output can have serious consequences in decision support, since a “gain” label can motivate a different reaction of
the decision maker than would be required for an actual loss Out. Note, that in Figure 2, we have d1 (Out, SG) =
R1
R1
a + b < 0 |l(α) − Out(α)|dα < d1 (L, Out) = 0 |l(α) − Out(α)| + |l(α) − Out(α)|dα.
We have thus identified an even clearer example of the possible problem with distance-based linguistic approximation, where even though a mathematically sound distance measure and a reasonable linguistic scale is used,
the resulting approximation can completely change the nature of (information carried by) the actual approximated
output. In the next section, we investigate how serious this problem is for the dissemblance index and compare the
performance of this distance measure with another distance measure - namely the modified Bhattacharyya distance
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Figure 2: A graphical representation of d1 (Out, SG) represented by the blue shapes a) and b). Note, that
R1
R1
a = 0 |Out(α) − sg(α)|dα, b = 0 |Out(α) − sg(α)|dα and a + b = d1 (Out, SG). Clearly d1 (Out, SG) <
d1 (Out, L) and thus “small gain” is considered to be a better linguistic approximation for Out than “loss”, even
though Out is completely in the loss domain.
of fuzzy numbers d2 , which can be computed in the following way:
Z
h
i1/2
,
d2 (A, B) = 1 − (A∗ (x) ∙ B ∗ (x))1/2 dx

(3)

U

where A∗ (x) = A(x)/Card(A) and B ∗ (x) = B(x)/Card(B). We also investigate how a change in the linguistic
scale used for the approximation influences the results of the approximation and the performance (and appropriateness) of both distance measures.

Figure 3: Results of the numerical experiment for the linguistic scale not differentiating in the loss domain.
Each point represents one symmetrical triangular fuzzy number Oi , Supp(Oi ) ⊆ [−r, 0], i = 1, . . . , 125 000,
characterized by its center of gravity (x-coordinate, the [−r, r] universe is just linearly transformed to [0, 1]) and
the cardinality of its support (y-coordinate). The colour represents the result of the linguistic approximation: blue
for loss and green for small gain. Results are presented for the linguistic approximation using d1 (left plot, 103
758 fuzzy numbers approximated correctly as losses, 21 242 incorrectly as gains) and d2 (right plot, 123 484 fuzzy
numbers approximated correctly as losses, 1 516 incorrectly as gains).

4

Numerical analysis and discussion of the results

To stress the magnitude of the problem of possible mislabelling of “losses” by a “gain” label, we will consider
only fuzzy-number outputs of the mathematical model to be approximated which are completely in the domain of
losses, i.e. for which the whole support lies in the loss domain. To simplify the analysis, we will also assume the
approximated objects are symmetrical triangular fuzzy numbers. Using the same approach as in [17], a total of
125 000 symmetrical triangular fuzzy numbers Oi were generated, i = 1, . . . , 125 000, which uniformly cover the
[−r; 0] universe, where r represents the maximum expected gain and −r the maximum expected loss. The results
of the numerical experiment using the top linguistic scale from Figure 1 are presented in Figure 3. Almost 17%
of the triangular fuzzy numbers representing a clear loss are mislabelled as gains using the dissemblance index.
Note also, that low-uncertain fuzzy numbers can still be labelled as gains, even though their COG is close to the
middle of [−r; 0] interval. The dissemblance index clearly is not a good choice with a linguistic scale which treats
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gains and losses asymmetrically, since the large cardinality of the L fuzzy number distorts the computations. On
the other hand the use of Bhattacharyya distance in this case can significantly reduce the risk of mislabeling - see
that only about 1.5% of the clear loss fuzzy outputs were labelled as gains - all of them with low cardinality and
COG close to the loss/gain threshold.

Figure 4: Results of the numerical experiment for the linguistic scale differentiating in the loss domain in the
same way as in the gains domain. Each point represents one symmetrical triangular fuzzy number Oi , Supp(Oi ) ⊆
[−r, 0], i = 1, . . . , 125 000, characterized by its center of gravity (x-coordinate, the [−r, r] universe is just linearly
transformed to [0,1]) and the cardinality of its support (y-coordinate). The colour represents the result of the
linguistic approximation: blue for very large loss, green for large loss, black for loss and purple for small loss.
Results are presented for the linguistic approximation using d1 (left plot, 12 620 times V LL, 49 616 times LL, 55
278 times L , 6 972 times SL and in 514 cases two loss labels were suggested with the same distance to Oi ) and
d2 (right plot, 11 862 times V LL, 50 387 times LL, 55 278 times L , 6 972 times SL and in 501 cases two loss
labels were suggested with the same distance to Oi ).
The same analysis was also performed for the symmetrical linguistic scale presented in the bottom part of
Figure 1. The results are presented in Figure 4. For a symmetrical underlying linguistic scale the differences
between the distance measures are almost nonexistent. Also note, that a gain label was never assigned for a
symmetrical triangular fuzzy number representing a clear loss.
We can clearly see that both the selection of the linguistic scale and the selection of the distance method can
significantly influence the results of the linguistic approximation. As Bhattacharyya distance favours supersets, it
seems to be a method of choice for the use with linguistic scales which are not symmetrical with respect to the
loss/gain threshold. On the other hand the selection of a symmetrical linguistic scale can get rid of the mislabelling
problem between gains and losses and renders the performance of the two investigated distance measures almost
identical.

5

Conclusion

This paper investigates the performance of two different distance measures of fuzzy numbers in the distance-based
linguistic approximation of fuzzy numbers representing uncertain sums of money in the gain/loss framing. It provides a clear example of possible mislabeling problem, where as a result of the choice of a selection of an improper
distance measure losses can be linguistically labelled as gains (and by the same logic gains as losses). In the context
of the findings of prospect theory, this presents a significant problem in decision support, since gains and losses
can motivate different decision strategies. A numerical analysis of this problem is performed and two possible
solutions of the problem - the use of symmetrical linguistic scales or the use of Bhattacharyya distance method
are suggested. The paper presents a first step in the investigation of the performance of linguistic approximation
methods in the gain/loss domain, the investigation of the role of other distance and similarity measures as well as
the implications of different formats of linguistic scales will be the natural next steps of this research stream.
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Macroeconomic modelling using cointegration vector
autoregression
Radmila Stoklasová1
Abstract. The article deals with modern econometric methods that will be used in
long-term structural macro econometric modeling of the Czech economy. The structural model is estimated for the Czech economy to quarterly data 2005Q1 - 2016Q4.
On the basis of the economic theory is to derive long-term relationships for a small
open economy with 9 endogenous variables (6 domestic and 3 international) and 1
exogenous variable. The data source was the Eurostat database, FRED, Czech National Bank and the Czech Statistical Office.
This article aims to find cointegration equations for modeling the long-term equilibrium of economic relations in the Czech Republic in the analyzed period. Based on
the number of determined cointegration relationships is tested weak exogenous and
there are tested hypotheses considering by restrictions on the coefficients so that the
estimated cointegration relations in accordance with the economic and statistical
theories. Achieved empirical results are influenced by the fact that the Czech economy has undergone in the period currency crisis. The calculations used EViews
software version 9.
Keywords: ADF test of stationarity, correlation analysis, Granger causality, time series analysis, VECM model.
JEL Classification: C10, E27
AMS Classification: 62P20, 91B64

1

Derivation of the basic model

Cointegration vector autoregression (CVAR) models pay attention to the dynamics of economic variables
because economic theories offer conclusions regarding cointegration of time series. The main idea is that the
economic variables deviate from their equilibrium values in the short run, while being drawn to these
equilibriums in the long run. Forces shifting equilibrium states are applied in the long run, leading to stochastic
development trends, but the forces drawing variables to equilibriums are applied as well which lead to the
cointegrating relationships between them. As stated by Hoover [6], the macroeconomic time series are
characterized by unsteadiness and cointegratability.
CVAR models began to emerge at the turn of 1980s and 1990s and were focused on the US economy, as
stated in the study [2] and [9]. Garrat et al. [4] created a model of the economy of the United Kingdom in their
study. This model contains five equilibrium relationships. These relationships were derived from economic theory and, therefore, have a structural character. The model includes purchasing power parity in relative version
(PPP), money demand (MD), a gap between domestic and foreign product (GR), interest rate parity (IRP), Fisher
inflation parity (FIP). A cointegration analysis showed that long-run structural equilibrium relationships correspond to empirical cointegration relationships, so the model used is suitable for a small open economy. A similar
methodology was used in the case of the German economy, as stated in Schneider et al. in [11]. The authors
tested the same model on the German quarterly data for the period from 1991 to 2005. VAR(2) model was also
used in this work, and the presence of five cointegration relationships was discovered. Paper [1] is focused on
the Swiss economy in the period from Q1/1976 to Q4/2006. Cointegration tests in this work indicate the presence of five cointegration relationships as well. Paper [6] is focused on the Czech economy in the period from
Q1/1995 to Q4/2009 and it also confirms the presence of five cointegration relationships.

1.1

Description of data files

Based on the economic theory as in [10] and economic derivation of relationships (1)–(4) for a small open economy, we use 9 endogenous variables, of which 6 domestic and 3 foreign, and an exogenous variable of oil price,
which represents a long-run forcing variable, for estimating the VAR(p) model.
1
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Labeling and meaning of variables:
 PPt = ln(Pt), where Pt is the domestic price index of industrial producers (2005 = 100),
 PEt = ln(P1t),where P1t is index total manufacturing production for the Eurozone (2005 =100),
 POIt = ln (P3t), where P3t is the oil price index (2005 = 100),
 Yt = ln( YCt / Pt ),where YCt is the domestic nominal GDP (CZK millions),
 YEt = ln (Y1t/ P1t), where Y1t is foreign nominal GDP in Eurozone (EUR millions),
 Et = ln (E1t), where E1 is the nominal exchange rate index CZK/EUR (2005 = 100),
 Rt = 0.25ln(1+ (R1t/100)), where R1t is the annual domestic interest rate (PRIBOR_1Y),
 REt = 0.25ln(1+(R2t/100)), where R2t is the annual foreign interest rate (EURIBOR_1Y),
 M2 = ln(M_2t), where M_2t is monetary aggregate M2 in mil. CZK,
 INFt = PSt – PSt-1.
Five equations representing the long-run equilibrium paths of macroeconomic development:
𝑃𝑃𝑃:
𝑃𝑃𝑡 − 𝑃𝐸𝑡 − 𝐸𝑡 = 𝑏1 + 𝜀1𝑡
𝑀𝐷:
𝑀2𝑡 − 𝑌𝑡 = 𝑏2 + 𝛽21 𝑅𝑡 + 𝛽22 𝑌𝑡 + 𝜀2𝑡
𝐺𝑅:
𝑌𝑡 − 𝑌𝐸𝑡 = 𝑏3 + 𝜀3𝑡
𝐼𝑅𝑃:
𝑅𝑡 − 𝑅𝐸𝑡 = 𝑏4 + 𝜀4𝑡
𝐹𝐼𝑃:
𝑅𝑡 − 𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑡 = 𝑏5 + 𝜀5𝑡

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Domestic and foreign product
Both variables do not show the same trend in the period from 2005 to 2008, it is a period when there was a
mortgage crisis in 2007 that expanded to a financial crisis. Governments and central banks implemented
measures to support the financial sector since September 2008. The time series of foreign products shows a drop
to 9.86 in Q3/2008 and a growth to 9.95 in Q4/2008. The financial crisis became a crisis of the real economy in
early 2009. Both variables show a downward trend in the period from 2009 to 2012. Both variables show a
growing trend in the period from 2013 to 2016, leading to economic growth.

2

Macroeconomic model for the Czech economy

The second chapter deals with the estimation and testing of the basic macroeconomic model for the Czech
economy in the period from Q1/2005 to Q4/2016. The chapter is divided into five parts. First, a stationarity of
VAR model variables is tested. The second step is to determine the order of VAR model and its diagnostics. This
subchapter includes the testing of weak exogeneity of oil price. As the third step, the cointegration relationships
for the VAR(p) model are tested using the Johansen’s method and a number of cointegration relationships is
determined. The fourth step is to estimate a VECM(p–1) model assuming the existence of r cointegration
relationships. The last subchapter provides equations for long-run equilibrium relationships.

2.1

Stationarity testing

The preparatory phase of estimating the VAR model is testing the stationarity of variables included in the model
or their first differences. The test results for all variables are provided in Table 1. Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) was
used to test the stationarity. The second column provides information on the model type of testing unit root (n =
no trend and level constants /c = constant /c+t = level constant and trend), the third column contains the calculated T-statistics; the following column contains the corresponding level of statistical significance. The last column
includes the result of testing: N = non-stationary, (H0 not rejected), S = stationary (H0 rejected).
variable
PPt
PEt
POIt
Yt
YEt
Et
Rt
REt

n/c/c+t
c+t
c+t
c+t
c+t
c+t
c+t
c+t
c+t

T-stat
-0.698
-1.538
-2.381
-3.076
-0.899
-3.056
-1.043
-2.165

significance result variable
0.967
N
D(PPt)
0.802
N
D(PEt)
0.384
N
D(POIt)
0.125
N
D(Yt)
0.947
N
D(YEt)
0.127
N
D(Et)
0.263
N
D(Rt)
0.497
N
D(REt)
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n/c/c+t
n
n
n
c
n
n
n
n

T-stat
-5.466
-5.812
-6.592
-4.754
-6.334
-3.456
-4.191
-5.507

significance result
0.000
S
0.000
S
0.000
S
0.000
S
0.000
S
0.054
N
0.001
S
0.000
S
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M2
INFt

c+t
n

-2.623
-0.879

0.272
0.328

N
N

D(M2)
D(INFt)

c
n

-9.739
-3.264

0.000
0.062

S
N

Table 1 Testing the unit root of the variables in levels and their first differences
The variables (PPt; PEt; POIt; Yt; YEt; Rt; REt; M) for VAR model exhibit the properties of first-order nonstationarity, i.e. I(1); therefore, the long-run cointegration relationships may exist between these variables.

2.2

Estimation and diagnostics of VAR model

This chapter describes the estimation of VAR(p) model. Model estimation includes a determination of p order
for delayed variables (PPt; PEt; POIt; Yt; YEt; Rt; REt; M) in a vector autoregressive model. This delay level is
usually the same for all VAR model equations. Given the set of quarterly data, delay time of 4 maximum was
considered. Table 2 summarizes the results based on the minimization of selected criteria: FPE: Final prediction
error, AIC: Akaike information criterion, SC: Schwarz information criterion, HQ: Hannan-Quinn information
criterion a LR: likelihood ratio, which is based on the principle of maximum likelihood.
Lag
LogL
LR
FPE
AIC
0
1008.444
NA
2.46e-30
-45.47474
1
1387.422
602.9188
1.56e-36
-59.79190
2
1489.090
124.7745*
3.77e-37
-61.50408
3
1585.294
83.08560
2.14e-37
-62.96792
4
1751.195
82.95063
2.12e-38*
-67.59979*
* indicates lag order selected by the criterion
Table 2 VAR lag order selection criteria

SC
-45.15034
-56.87231
-55.98931
-54.85796
-56.89466*

HQ
-45.35443
-58.70917
-59.45894
-59.96036
-63.62981*

Most of these tests recommend a delay order of 4 except for LR criterion which recommends the VAR(2)
model. Furthermore, Wald test was performed to test up to the delay of p = 1,2,3,4 for each equation. The results
confirmed the choice of VAR(4) model. VAR(3) model was chosen for further considerations because the small
number of observations at p = 4 would lead to a lower the explanatory power of estimated model.
The article also examines the weak exogeneity of POIt oil price variable. The results of Granger causality test are
provided by Table 3. The oil price variable is dependent on the domestic GDP in the VAR model and also on all
the endogenous variables in the VAR(3) model at the 5% significance level; therefore, it cannot be considered a
weak exogenous variable. The oil price variable will be excluded from the model as a forcing variable.
Excluded

Chi-sq

df

Prob.

M2
4.643332
3
0.2178
PET
0.566772
3
0.9040
PPT
5.353063
3
0.1477
RET
1.635223
3
0.6514
RT
1.479856
3
0.6869
YET
3.200838
3
0.3617
YT
22.01445
3
0.0001
ALL
110.1927
3
0.0000
Table 3 Testing the weak oil price exogeneity
The Czech economy model result is the VAR(3) model for endogenous variables (PPt; PEt; Yt ; YEt ; Rt; REt;
M). This model without restrictions was estimated using the maximum likelihood ML method, as in [5].
The diagnostic test was performed to assess the quality of the VAR (3). These tests include the conditions of
stationarity, non-correlatability and normality test of residual component. VECM(3) model stationarity
conditions were verified using the graphical representation the inverse values of estimated autoregressive
polynomial roots. These values lie within a unit circle, i.e. the VECM(3) model is stationary. Non-correlatability
of residual component of the estimated VECM(3) model was tested using LM test. This test confirms the noncorrelatability of residual component (at the 5% significance level, a null hypothesis of non-correlatability of
residual component is not rejected). A residual component normality test was done using the Jarque-Bera test.
The residual component normality null hypothesis was not rejected at the 5% significance level.
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2.3

Cointegration relationship testing

This chapter deals with the testing of the number of cointegration relationships in VAR(3) model for the
endogenous variables (PPt; PEt; Yt; YEt; Rt; REt; M) using the Johansen’s method, as shown in [3], [8]. Table 4
confirms the existence of 5 cointegration relationships for VECM(2). This is a model that includes unlimited
level constant and restricted trend component.

Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)
None *
At most 1 *
At most 2 *
At most 3 *
At most 4 *
At most 5

Eigenvalue

Trace Statistic

0.05 Critical
Value
0.834555
269.5137
150.5585
0.702056
188.5534
117.7082
0.590460
134.0652
88.80380
0.576250
93.89277
63.87610
0.500881
55.25521
42.91525
0.288627
23.98425
25.87211
Trace test indicates 5 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level

Prob.
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0019
0.0843

Table 4 Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

2.4

Cointegration VECM and restrictions

The next step of the estimation procedure is to estimate VECM(p – 1) model, therefore VECM(2), assuming 5
cointegration relationships.
VECM(2) model contains restrictions listed in the Table 5. There are 28 restrictions in the matrix and these
restriction: 𝛽1 + 𝛽2 = 0; 𝛽5 + 𝛽6 = 0.

PPT
MD
GR
IRP
FIP

M2
0
1
0
0
0

PET
–1
0
0
0
0

PPT
1
0
0
0
–1

RET
0
0
𝛽5
–1
0

RT
0
𝛽3
𝛽6
1
1

YET
𝛽1
0
𝛽7
0
0

YT
𝛽2
𝛽4
1
0
0

Table 5 Restrictions
VECM(2) model stationarity conditions are shown in Figure 1 which shows the inverse values of estimated
autoregressive polynomial roots. These values lie within a unit circle, i.e. the VECM(2) model is stationary.
1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

-1.0

-1.5
-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Figure 1 Inverse roots of AR characteristic polynomial of model VECM(2)
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Non-correlatability of residual component of the estimated VECM(2) model was tested using LM test. Table
6 shows the test values. This test confirms the non-correlatability of residual component (at the 5% significance
level, a null hypothesis of non-correlatability of residual component is not rejected).
Lags

LM-Stat

Prob.

1
46.55831
0.5727
2
60.18466
0.1314
3
63.11026
0.0848
4
57.93207
0.1790
Table 6 VECM(2) residual serial correlation LM tests
A residual component normality test was done using the Jarque-Bera test. The test results are in Table 7. The
residual component normality null hypothesis was not rejected at the 5% significance level.
Component

Jarque-Bera

df

Prob.

1
5.501451
2
0.0639
2
5.557621
2
0.0621
3
0.288532
2
0.8657
4
1.312755
2
0.5187
5
0.730902
2
0.6939
6
2.322275
2
0.3131
7
0.097435
2
0.9525
Joint
15.81097
14
0.3251
Table 7 VECM(2) residual normality test
The residual component homoscedasticity null hypothesis was not rejected at the 5% significance level, as
the results show Chi-sq = 1084.706, df = 1064; Prob. = 0.3226. The test “No Cross Terms” was performed
(only levels and squares).
Table 8 shows the predictive ability of each estimated equation in VECM(2) with restrictions. The average level
of adj.R2 = 0.628 and it ranges within the interval from 0.427 (domestic economic output equation) to 0.755
(foreign economic output equation). These explanation measures compare favourably with the English [4] and
Swiss study [1].

2

R
Adj.R2

D(M2)
0.795
0.641

D(PET)
0.858
0.751

D(PPT)
0.766
0.588

D(RET)
0.706
0.484

D(RT)
0.861
0.754

D(YET)
0.861
0.755

D(YT)
0.675
0.427

Table 8 Determination coefficients for the estimated equations of the resulting model
Finally, we can say that the estimation of the VECM(2) model with restrictions is stable, with a relatively high
explanatory power. The residual component is not correlated; residual component heteroscedasticity and residual
component non-normality were not demonstrated.

2.5

Equations of long-run relationships

Equations (6)–(10) summarize the results of estimating cointegration VECM(2) with 28 restrictions (stated in
Table 5) for modelling the long-run equilibrium relationships for the Czech Republic in the researched period.
All regression coefficients are statistically significant at the 5% significance level.
𝑃𝑃𝑃:
𝑀𝐷:
𝐺𝑅:

𝑃𝑃𝑡 − 𝑃𝐸𝑡 = 0.953 + 1.174(𝑌𝑡 − 𝑌𝐸𝑡 ) + 𝜀1𝑡
𝑀2𝑡 = 10.818 − 6.668𝑅𝑡 + 0.418𝑌𝑡 + 𝜀2𝑡
𝑌𝑡 = −2.63 − 17.743(𝑅𝑡 − 𝑅𝐸𝑡 ) + 1.173𝑌𝐸𝑡 + 𝜀3𝑡

(6)
(7)
(8)

𝐼𝑅𝑃:

𝑅𝑡 − 𝑅𝐸𝑡 = 0.00354 + 𝜀4𝑡

(9)

𝐹𝐼𝑃:

𝑅𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝑡 = −4.706 + 𝜀5𝑡

(10)
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3

Conclusion

This article dealt with the modelling of long-run structural equilibrium relationships for the Czech economy in
the period from 2005 to 2016. Modelling using cointegration vector autoregressive model with restrictions for
endogenous variables (PPt; PEt; Yt; YEt; Rt; REt; M) was used. Estimation of the VECM(2) model with restrictions is stable, with a relatively high explanatory power. This model includes five cointegration relationships
with 28 restrictions. The residual component is not correlated; residual component heteroscedasticity and residual component non-normality were not demonstrated.
The first PPP equation (6) shows the considered effect of international product gap (coefficient 1.17%) on
purchasing power parity (PPP). Just as in related foreign studies (British, German), the hypothesis on the validity
of the relative PPP version in the long run cannot be rejected in this case. The second equation MD (7) shows
that the demand for monetary balances is negatively dependent on domestic nominal interest rate (coefficient
6.67%) and positively dependent on real domestic product (coefficient 0.42%) which corresponds to monetary
theory. Monetary aggregate M2 is large enough to cope with any changes in the tools used for financial intermediation. The third equation GR (8) shows that the real domestic product is affected by interest difference (Rt REt) (coefficient 17.74%) and foreign product (coefficient 17.1%). A one percent increase (Rt - REt) leads to an
almost 18-times decrease in the domestic product. Influence (Rt - REt) on the domestic product is consistent with
theory. British and German authors came to the same statement. The last two equations IRP (9) and FIP (10) are
in line with the values found for developed countries with a long tradition of market economy. Regarding the
parity of domestic and foreign interest rates, British authors estimate the size of constant at 0.0058 and German
authors at 0.002.
The model used for a small open economy is theoretically and empirically consistent because the estimated
parameters have reasonable signs and values. Empirical results are influenced by the fact that the Czech economy underwent a currency crisis characterized by atypical behaviour of interest rates, monetary indicators, exchange rate and other indicators in the researched period. The currency crisis also affected the interaction between examined variables. It would be interesting to make an analysis which will examine and compare the
situation before and after the crisis.
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Pseudomedian in robustification of Jarque-Bera test
of normality
Luboš Střelec1 , Ladislava Issever Grochová2
Abstract. The assumption of normal distribution of a random variable plays an
important role in various fields of science. It is also one of the most common assumptions made in the development and use of the common statistical techniques such as
t-test or F-test. It is necessary to verify the assumption of normality when solving
practical tasks. Currently, the most popular omnibus test of normality for a general
use is the Shapiro-Wilk test. The Jarque-Bera test is the most widely adopted omnibus
test of normality in econometrics, finance and related fields. Finally, the Lilliefors test
is a representative test based on the comparison of theoretical and empirical distribution function. As outliers in the data sets in the field of economics and finance are
frequently present, the Jarque-Bera test is not sufficiently robust, since it is based on
the classical characteristics of skewness and kurtosis and has a zero breakdown point.
Consequently, the aim of this paper is to derive robust tests of normality that belong
to the RT class tests using pseudomedian in the construction of test statistics, and to
highlight the benefits of its use in testing normality in the datasets where outliers are
present.
Keywords: Location functional, mean, median, pseudomedian, robustness, RT class
tests, testing for normality, trimmed mean.
JEL classification: C12, C15, C63
AMS classification: 11K45, 62F03, 65C05, 68U20

1

Introduction

Classic parametric statistical significance tests, such as t-test, analysis of variance and least squares regression,
are widely used by researchers in many disciplines, e.g. economics, finance, econometrics, among others. The
normality of random variable constitutes one of the most important assumptions in applying these statistical procedures. In other words, the assumption of normality of random variable must be satisfied to produce accurate
results of the classic parametric tests. However, the assumption of normality is rarely met when analyzing real
financial or economic data sets. The use of classic parametric methods with violated normality assumption may
lead to substantive errors in the interpretation of data, because p-values of these tests or confidence intervals for
parameters are not credible.
Thus, the testing for normality constitutes one of the most important issues in verifying the correct use of
the classic parametric statistical tests. Recently, there are many tests for normality, e.g. the Shapiro-Wilk test
(see [12]) as the most popular omnibus test of normality for a general use, the Jarque-Bera test ([7]) as the most
widely adopted omnibus test of normality in econometrics, finance and related fields, and finally, the Lilliefors
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov) test ([8]) as the most famous test based on the comparison of theoretical and empirical
distribution function. Recently, several robust tests for normality have been introduced – see for example [4], [5],
[6], [11], [13] and [14].
As it is generally known, the economic and financial data are typical of the occurrence of outliers. As outliers
in these data sets are frequently present, the classical Jarque-Bera test is not sufficiently robust, since it is based
on the classical characteristics of skewness and kurtosis and has a zero breakdown point3 (see [3]). Therefore, we
need to robustified the classical Jarque-Bera test. Thus, the aim of this paper is to introduce some modified JarqueBera tests based on robust location estimators (primarily on pseudo-median) and compare power and robustness of
these tests with classical Jarque-Bera test and with other commonly used tests such as Shapiro-Wilk and Lilliefors
tests. For the purpose of robustification of the classical Jarque-Bera test, the general RT class tests of normality
and modified Jarque-Bera tests using robust location estimators such as median, trimmed mean and pseudo-median
will be introduced in next sections.
1

Department of Statistics and Operation Analysis, Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno,
Zemědělská 1, Brno, Czech Republic, lubos.strelec@mendelu.cz
2
Department of Economics, Faculty of Business and Economics, Mendel University in Brno, Zemědělská 1, Brno,
Czech Republic, ladislava.grochova@mendelu.cz
3
The breakdown point is the proportion of incorrect observations (e.g. arbitrarily large or small extreme values)
that must be introduced into sample to cause the estimator to yield an incorrect (e.g. arbitrarily large) result.
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2

General RT class

The general RT class is based on robustification of the classical Jarque-Bera test introduced by [7]. The general
RT class test statistic is defined by [13] for purpose of robust testing for normality against Pareto tails and has the
following general form:
!2
!2
α
α
k2 (n) Mj33 (r3 , T(i3 ) (s3 ))
k1 (n) Mj11 (r1 , T(i1 ) (s1 ))
− K1
+
− K2 ,
(1)
RT =
C1
Mjα22 (r2 , T(i2 ) (s2 ))
C2
Mjα44 (r4 , T(i4 ) (s4 ))
where Mj are jth theoretical central moment estimators of the random variable defined as Mj (r, T (Fn , s)) =
Pn−r
1
j (X(m) − T (Fn , s)) for j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, where ϕj is a tractable and continuous function,
m=r+1 ϕp
n−2r
where ϕ0 (x) = π/2|x| and ϕj (x) = xj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, X(m) is the order statistic, T (Fn , s) is a location
functional applied to the sample X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn , r and s are the trimming constants for moments and location,
respectively, K1 and K2 are small-sample variants of mean corrections, C1 and C2 are asymptotic constants, α1 ,
α2 , α3 and α4 are exponents, and finally, k1 (n) and k2 (n) are functions of sample size n. Notice that the general
RT class test statistic has asymptotically χ2 -distribution – for more details of theoretical results see [13] and [14].

3

Classical and modified Jarque-Bera tests

As it was noted in [11], the classical Jarque-Bera test statistic is a special case of the general RT class test statistic
without trimming for the following parameters: K1 = 0, K2 = 3, k1 (n) = n, k2 (n) = n, C1 = 6, C2 = 24,
α1 = 1, α2 = 3/2, α3 = 1, α4 = 2, T(i1 ) = T(i2 ) = T(i3 ) = T(i4 ) = T(0) , j1 = 3, j2 = 2, j3 = 4, j4 = 2. Thus,
the classical Jarque-Bera test statistic has the form:
!2
 !2

M3 0, T(0) (Fn , 0)
n M4 0, T(0) (Fn , 0)
n
 −3 ,
+
(2)
JB =

6 M 3/2 0, T(0) (Fn , 0)
24 M22 0, T(0) (Fn , 0)
2

which also could be rewritten to the classical form (see [7]):
!2

2
n
µ̂3
n µ̂4
JB =
+
−3 .
6 µ̂3/2
24 µ̂22

(3)

2

Pn
As it is evident from eq. (2), the classical Jarque-Bera test is based on mean (T(0) = n1 i=1 Xi in the general
RT class test statistic in eq. (1)) and thus it has asymptotic zero breakdown point (see [3]). However, due to typical
presence of outliers in economic and financial data we need the robust test, i.e. test with positive breakdown point.
For this purpose, we use the robust Bickel-Lehmann construction of location. This approach has been introduced
by P. E. Bickel and E. L. Lehmann in a series of papers (e.g. [2]) and as was shown in [13] and [14] it looks
to be playing a crucial role also by robust testing for normality. In this paper we compare the following robust
Bickel-Lehmann location estimators with a primary focus on the pseudo-median and its usefulness in normality
testing:
•

median: T(1) = Fn−1 (1/2);

•

Pn−s
1
trimmed mean: T(2) (s) = n−2s
i=s+1 X(i) , where X(i) is the i-th order statistic of the sample and s = 0.05n
is the trimming constant for location, i.e. we assume, that the smallest 5% of the observations are removed
along with the largest 5% of the observations;

•

pseudo-median: T(3) = mediani≤j (Xi +Xj )/2, i.e. the median of the set {(X1 +X1 )/2, (X1 +X2 )/2, (X1 +
X3 )/2, . . . , (X1 +Xn )/2, (X2 +X2 )/2, (X2 +X3 )/2, . . . , (X2 +Xn )/2, . . . , (Xn−1 +Xn )/2, (Xn +Xn )/2}.

The mentioned location estimators have different asymptotic breakdown point (see [9]). As it is generally
known, the higher breakdown point of an estimator, the more robust it is. The asymptotic breakdown point of
mean is zero, on the other hand the asymptotic breakdown point of median is one-half, which is the maximum of
breakdown point. The asymptotic breakdown point of trimmed mean is equal to relative expression of trimmed
observations (i.e. in our case of 5% trimming the asymptotic breakdown point is 0.05), and finally the asymptotic
breakdown point of pseudo-median is 1 − √12 = 0.293. Therefore, the pseudo-median represents the compromise
between the least robust location estimator (mean) and the most robust location estimator (median) and has great
potential in normality testing, because the trade off between power and robustness of tests is very discussed issue
in recent literature.
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For this reason, we will replace the classical location estimator (mean) in Jarque-Bera test statistic with the
robust location estimators (median, trimmed mean and pseudo-median) and compare power and robustness of
these modified Jarque-Bera tests. However, for the construction of the modified Jarque-Bera test we need calculate
the appropriate constants C1 , C2 , K1 and K2 used in general RT class test statistic. As was noted in [14] choosing
of appropriate constants is the hardest aspect of the variants of RT class tests, because to obtain the constants C1
and C2 we need to find the expressions for E(Mnk1 ,n2 ) for a finite sample size. Such calculations are very tedious
and therefore we obtained these constants from Monte Carlo simulations. The results of simulations of constants
C1 , C2 , K1 and K2 for the analyzed modified Jarque-Bera tests are part of formulas of their test statistics – see eq.
(4), (5) and (6).
Now we can introduce the modified Jarque-Bera test statistics based on median, trimmed mean and pseudomedian, respectively:
1. ‘‘Median-Jarque-Bera” test (M JB), which is a special case of the general RT class test statistic without
trimming for the following parameters: K1 = 0, K2 = 3, k1 (n) = n, k2 (n) = n, C1 = 18, C2 = 24, α1 = 1,
α2 = 3/2, α3 = 1, α4 = 2, T(i1 ) = T(i2 ) = T(i3 ) = T(i4 ) = T(1) , j1 = 3, j2 = 2, j3 = 4, j4 = 2. Thus, the
M JB test statistic has the form:
!2
 !2

M3 0, T(1) (Fn , 0)
n M4 0, T(1) (Fn , 0)
n
 −3 .
+
(4)
M JB =

18 M 3/2 0, T(1) (Fn , 0)
24 M22 0, T(1) (Fn , 0)
2
2. “Trimmed-mean-Jarque-Bera” test (T M JB), which is a special case of the general RT class test statistic
with trimming for the following parameters: K1 = 0, K2 = 3, k1 (n) = n, k2 (n) = n, C1 = 8.5, C2 = 24,
α1 = 1, α2 = 3/2, α3 = 1, α4 = 2, T(i1 ) = T(i2 ) = T(i3 ) = T(i4 ) = T(2) , j1 = 3, j2 = 2, j3 = 4, j4 = 2.
Thus, the T M JB test statistic has the form:
!2
 !2

M3 0, T(2) (Fn , 0)
n
n M4 0, T(2) (Fn , 0)
 −3 .
T M JB =
+
(5)

8.5 M 3/2 0, T(2) (Fn , 0)
24 M22 0, T(2) (Fn , 0)
2
3. “Pseudo-median-Jarque-Bera” test (P M JB), which is a special case of the general RT class test statistic
without trimming for the following parameters: K1 = 0, K2 = 3, k1 (n) = n, k2 (n) = n, C1 = 9, C2 = 24,
α1 = 1, α2 = 3/2, α3 = 1, α4 = 2, T(i1 ) = T(i2 ) = T(i3 ) = T(i4 ) = T(3) , j1 = 3, j2 = 2, j3 = 4, j4 = 2.
Thus, the P M JB test statistic has the form:
!2
 !2

M3 0, T(3) (Fn , 0)
n
n M4 0, T(3) (Fn , 0)
 −3 .
P M JB =
+
(6)

9 M 3/2 0, T(3) (Fn , 0)
24 M22 0, T(3) (Fn , 0)
2

4

4.1

Power comparison – simulation study
Simulation setup

In this paper, we perform the Monte Carlo simulations study using R [10] to evaluate the power and robustness of
the classical and modified Jarque-Bera tests in testing if a random sample of n independent observations come from
a population with a normal distribution. For the simulation study the significance levels α ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.10},
sample sizes n ∈ {20, 100, 400, 1000} and broad scale of symmetric and asymmetric alternative distributions
were considered. However, due to space constrains the results for α = 0.05, n ∈ {20, 100} and several alternative
distributions will be presented in this paper. The number of replications of Monte Carlo simulations is 100,000.
For the purpose of comparison we simulate the power of the classical Jarque-Bera test (JB), Shapiro-Wilk
test (SW ), Lilliefors test (LT ) as well as three modified Jarque-Bera tests described above (M JB, T M JB and
P M JB) and robust Jarque-Bera test (RJB) introduced by [5].
As alternative distributions we consider the following distributions: standard Cauchy distribution, Student
t(5) distribution, exponential distribution, standard log-normal distribution, two bimodal distributions and four
versions of p-location-outliers models introduced by [1]. As bimodal distribution we consider mixture of two
normal distributions with distribution function F = (1 − p)N (µ1 , σ12 ) + pN (µ2 , σ22 ) for p = 0.50, µ1 = 0,
µ2 = 3, σ12 = σ22 = 1, i.e. F = 0.50N (0, 1) + 0.50N (3, 1). Finally, for the p-location-outliers models we
consider y1 , .., yn−p to be iid from N (0, 1) and yn−p+1 , .., yn to be iid from N (λ, 1). For our simulation study we
consider the following parameters setup: p ∈ {1, 5} and λ ∈ {3, 5}.
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4.2

Results of simulation study

The results of our Monte Carlo simulations are summarized in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. Based on presented results we
can conclude that the most powerful test against symmetric heavy-tailed alternatives such as Cauchy and t(5) is the
robust Jarque-Bera (RJB) test. If we suppose asymmetric light- and heavy-tailed alternatives such as exponential
and log-normal distributions as well as short-tailed symmetric alternatives such as uniform and bimodal distributions we can conclude that the most powerful test is the Shapiro-Wilk (SW ) test. If we compare the three modified
Jarque-Bera tests described above we can conclude that pseudo-median-Jarque-Bera (P M JB) test is suitable for
testing of normality against heavy-tailed symmetric alternatives and median-Jarque-Bera (M JB) test is suitable
for testing of normality against heavy- and light-tailed asymmetric alternatives. Furthermore, we can state that all
tests based on the Jarque-Bera test statistic are biased against uniform and bimodal alternatives in case of small
sample size n = 20, RJB test even in case of large sample size n = 100.

LT
SW
JB
RJB
M JB
T M JB
P M JB

Cauchy
0.845
0.863
0.861
0.902
0.857
0.852
0.858

LT
SW
JB
RJB
M JB
T M JB
P M JB

bimodal
µ=3
0.087
0.098
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.001

t(5)
0.134
0.188
0.234
0.242
0.221
0.232
0.229

exp(1) lnorm
unif
0.587 0.794 0.096
0.826 0.932 0.193
0.627 0.829 0.003
0.557 0.785 0.002
0.670 0.858 0.005
0.616 0.819 0.002
0.644 0.839 0.005
p-outlier models
p=1
p=5
λ=3 λ=5 λ=3 λ=5
0.122 0.419 0.243 0.824
0.231 0.772 0.246 0.882
0.319 0.874 0.060 0.129
0.306 0.855 0.059 0.149
0.297 0.848 0.091 0.284
0.322 0.876 0.050 0.046
0.307 0.862 0.091 0.416

Table 1 Power of the selected classical and robust normality tests for α = 0.05 and small sample size n = 20
If we focus on outliers models, we can conclude that the most commonly used tests of normality, such as
the SW and JB tests, are too strict in rejecting normality in the case of a small number of outliers, even when
the sample size is large enough. To illustrate this general framework, notice that one of the most used SW test
rejects the hypothesis of normality in approximately 80% cases if we suppose the p-location-outlier model for
p = 1, λ = 5 and sample size n = 100. Similarly, all of analyzed versions of the JB tests are too strict in
rejecting normality for the same p-location-outlier model and sample size – all of these tests reject the hypothesis
of normality in more than 85% of cases. From this point of view the most robust test in our study is LT test which
rejects the hypothesis of normality in approximately 18%.
If we suppose a larger number of outliers in small sample size – e.g. the p-location-outlier model for p = 5,
λ = 5 and sample size n = 20 – we need the test with high power, because the hypothesis of normality is not
sustainable. Based on our Monte Carlo simulations we can recommend the SW and LT tests – these test reject the
hypothesis of normality in approximately 88% and 82% cases, respectively. In contrast, all of analyzed versions
of the JB tests have small power against the mentioned p-location-outlier model, e.g. classical JB test rejects the
hypothesis of normality only in approximately 13% cases. However, if we compare the power of the classical JB
test with power of the pseudo-median-Jarque-Bera (P M JB) test we can observe a significant increase in power
in the case of P M JB test – this test rejects the hypothesis of normality in approximately 42% cases, which is
approximately double value compared to other versions of JB tests.
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LT
SW
JB
RJB
M JB
T M JB
P M JB

Cauchy
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

LT
SW
JB
RJB
M JB
T M JB
P M JB

bimodal
µ=3
0.615
0.734
0.209
0.001
0.259
0.171
0.121

t(5)
0.327
0.566
0.644
0.671
0.638
0.643
0.640

exp(1) lnorm
unif
1.000 1.000 0.583
1.000 1.000 0.997
1.000 1.000 0.738
1.000 1.000 0.005
1.000 1.000 0.758
1.000 1.000 0.679
1.000 1.000 0.579
p-outlier models
p=1
p=5
λ=3 λ=5 λ=3 λ=5
0.072 0.180 0.336 0.985
0.194 0.804 0.681 1.000
0.267 0.881 0.740 1.000
0.248 0.858 0.742 1.000
0.256 0.867 0.702 1.000
0.267 0.880 0.747 1.000
0.262 0.875 0.742 1.000

Table 2 Power of the selected classical and robust normality tests for α = 0.05 and large sample size n = 100

5

Discussion and summary

In this paper we introduce three robust modifications of the classical Jarque-Bera test based on three robust location
estimators – median, trimmed mean and pseudo-median. The main focus was on pseudo-median and its usefulness
in normality testing, because the pseudo-median has good properties, especially from the point of view of breakdown point – as was presented in this paper, the asymptotic breakdown point of pseudo-median is 1 − √12 = 0.293,
while the asymptotic breakdown point of mean is zero and the asymptotic breakdown point of median is one-half.
Therefore, the pseudo-median represents the good compromise between the least robust location estimator (mean)
and the most robust location estimator (median).
Based on our simulation study we can conclude that the pseudo-median-Jarque-Bera (P M JB) test is suitable
for testing of normality against heavy-tailed symmetric alternatives and also significantly increases the power of
the classical Jarque-Bera test in the case of presence of a larger number of outliers in small sample size data set.
Finally, we can state that the pseudo-median has great potential in normality testing, because the trade off between
power and robustness of tests is very discussed issue in current literature focusing on normality testing.
The suggested modifications of the classical Jarque-Bera test could be useful for use in the applied regression
analysis, because testing for normality of the error terms constitutes one of the most important steps of regression
model verification and validation. Specifically, these robust tests are suitable for use in case of occurrence of
outliers in the data sets – for more see e.g. [15] and [16].
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The dynamic aspects of income in terms of consumption
function in EU countries
Kvetoslava Surmanová1, Zlatica Ivaničová2, Marian Reiff3

Abstract This paper deals with modeling of aggregate household consumption at the macro level.
We focused on the examination of the impact of the dynamic aspect of wages for consumption in
selected countries of the European Union. The main motivation for this analysis was to examine
the differences between countries in the labor market. Dynamic models allow you to analyze how
consumption in each country responds to wage delays. Partial attention is focused on short-term
and long-term multipliers consumption function in different countries. Based on empirical research
it is possible in the analyzed countries in terms of the dynamic impact of wages on consumption to
identify a group of countries in which the amount of wages creates sufficient space for saving a
group where the valuation work undervalued and the formation of savings occurs at a low level.
The analysis used data from Eurostat from 1996 to 2015.
Keywords: Consumption function, wages, dynamic model, ADL, households.
JEL Classification: E21
AMS Classification: 62P20

1

Introduction

Household consumption is the main component of aggregate demand and, therefore is important in the economic
analysis and in particular in macroeconomics. Among the most common and best-known approaches to the analysis of consumption function can be included Keynesian theory. The main well-known basic characteristics of
Keynes´ analysis are that the marginal propensity to consume (MPC) falls with income, as does the average
propensity to consume (APC).
In response to the Keynes´ theory Milton Friedman proposed in 1956 his permanent income hypothesis. The
main idea of the permanent income hypothesis of Friedman arises from the fact that households are faithful to
their consumption patterns, regardless of short-term income and thus consumption is much more stable than
expected. According to Friedman, population realizes its consumption with respect to the amount of permanent
income4.
At the same time that Friedman was developing theory of lifecycle model. Authors were also Modigliani and
Brumberg in 1955. According to lifecycle theory residences maximize their lifetime utility subject to their lifetime budget constraint. It is most often formulated at the macro level, but we can also see it applied in microeconomics.
Both theories (permanent-income hypothesis and life-cycle hypothesis) were developed at least partly in response to the discrepancy between Keynes’s conjecture and the empirical evidence.
The theory of consumer function has since been associated with empirical research in this area. The individual theoretical components of consumer design were linked to the development of econometrics. Problematic
autocorrelation of the random component in consumer function can be solved by incorporating the dynamics into
the model. Such a model can be constructed as an ADL model (Autoregressive Distributed Lag model). This
type of model is also in line with the theoretical starting points of Friedman [5].
Davidson, Hendry, Srba and Yeo [4] published in 1978 theory based on Friedman´s hypothesis. It was the
first econometric model of consumption function incorporating an error correction mechanism (ECM).
1
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Many studies have used these models or a combination of the variables suggested by these approaches, in order to explain consumption (see Byrne and Davis [3], Bover [2], Senaj [6], Arlt et al. [1]). Consumption is also
part of simultaneous and structural models (see Szomolányi [7]).
The aim of this paper is to verify the relationship between the consumption of households and wages in selected EU countries for the period 1995 - 2015. In our analysis, we use the ADL model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 deals with general specification of ADL model and
long-term multiplier, section 3 provide a description of the data and estimation results and the last section concludes.

2

Concepts of consumption function econometric modeling

As a reaction to Keynes's theory, further advanced theories of consumption and savings have been developed.
Dynamics is a fundamental feature of the macroeconomy and all serious policy analysis is based on a dynamic
approach. Let us consider the model in the form ADL(p, q):
𝑐𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛿0 𝑤𝑡 + 𝛿1 𝑤𝑡−1 + 𝛿2 𝑤𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛿𝑞 𝑤𝑡−𝑞 + 𝛽1 𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝛽2 𝑐𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝 𝑐𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑢𝑡 ,

(1)

where 𝑐𝑡 is a final consumption of households in current prices (million €) and 𝑤𝑡 are wages in current prices
(million €). Such a dynamic model is characterized by two features. The first is that it much better explains the
dependent variable than the static version. The second is that we can get a dynamic multiplier by its estimate.
The short-run multiplier 𝛿0 expresses the instant response of the dependent variable to the unit change of the
independent variable. The long-run multiplier expresses the equilibrium value of the multiplier in the long run
and we can express it from the general ADL model by the form:
(𝛿0 + 𝛿1 + 𝛿2 + ⋯ 𝛿𝑞 )/(1 − 𝛽1 − 𝛽2 − ⋯ −𝛽𝑝 ),

(2)

under the conditions −1 < 𝛽𝑖 < 1.

3

Data and empirical results

The data used in this study were retrieved from the Eurostat database [8]. The used variables are wages and consumption of households from 1995 to 2015 (defined at current market prices in mil. Euro). Our dataset covers 14
countries from all 28 countries of EU: CY – Cyprus, CZ – Czech Republic, EE – Estonia, IR – Ireland, El –
Greece, ES – Spain, LV – Latvia, LT – Lithuania, HU – Hungary, MT – Malta, PL – Poland, PT – Portugal, SL
– Slovenia and SK – Slovakia. The time span 1995 – 2015 was chosen because there were no reliable data available for all analyzed countries before 1995 and the year 2015 was the last year of published statistics by Eurostat. The whole analysis was carried out in the software Eviews.
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Figure 1 Final household consumption in selected EU countries over time
Consumption households in analyzed countries have growth. The most significant increase over the monitored period was in Lithuania and Estonia (almost 6 times) and in Latvia and Slovakia more than 4 times. This
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increased consumption is mainly driven by employment growth and wage growth. In all four countries, the increase in aggregate wages was significantly higher than in the rest of the countries (Latvia - 7.1 times, Lithuania
- 6.8 times, Estonia - 5.2 times and Slovakia - 4.1 times). Graphical consumption patterns of households (Figure
1) do not show the consumption of Spain, as its values significantly exceed the level in other analyzed countries.
This heterogenity can also be seen in Table 1.
CZ

CY

EE

EL

ES

HU

IR

Mean

52 229,79

8 977,67 5 746,79 116 054,92 482 747,71 39 788,32 63 638,74

Median

49 161,30

8 789,25 5 669,80 120 485,85 509 877,50 45 895,20 70 415,85

Minimum

22 178,60

4 603,40 1 516,50

Maximum

79 380,40 12 806,60 9 818,20 159 108,20 623 029,00 55 967,00 89 368,10
LV

LT

MT

68 737,80 281 496,50 18 681,20 27 241,80
PL

PT

SL

SK

Mean

8 565,51 13 224,19 3 063,55 157 610,31

92 576,18 15 371,56 23 916,83

Median

7 719,90 12 688,70 3 073,25 145 414,35

96 801,10 15 101,15 20 606,30

Minimum

2 697,90

57 376,20

Maximum

3 267,70 1 659,70

63 399,50

9 431,20

7 695,90

14 165,80 22 761,90 4 255,00 243 631,70 115 216,20 20 337,90 41 605,20
Table 1 Descriptive statistics of consumption of households

It follows that the concept of consumer service should have a high degree of adequacy. Based on our experiments, we have compiled an autoregressive model of consumption for each selected country. Differences between countries were recorded in an adequate and statistically significant impact of wage delays. The results are
shown in the following table.

R^2

propensity to
consume

model

long-run
multiplier

0,988

0,45

ADL(1, 0)

0,87

-0,57***

0,999

0,24

ADL(1, 1)

0,86

0,99***

-0,63***

0,997

0,36

ADL(1, 1)

0,88

0,63***

0,56***

-0,28*

0,991

0,28

ADL(1, 1)

0,76

0,41

0,85***

0,69***

-0,57***

0,994

0,12

ADL(1, 1)

0,80

IR

1,16***

0,26

0,98***

-0,34*

0,993

0,64

ADL(1, 1)

0,86

LV

0,35

0,9***

0,61***

-0,55***

0,992

0,06

ADL(1, 1)

0,60

HU

0,61**

0,58**

0,98***

-0,61***

0,996

0,37

ADL(1, 1)

0,88

LT

0,51**

0,66***

0,76***

-0,45**

0,996

0,31

ADL(1, 1)

0,91

MT

0,53***

0,87***

0,73***

-0,66**

0,993

0,07

ADL(1, 1)

0,54

PL

0,71**

0,66***

0,83***

-0,53***

0,994

0,30

ADL(1, 1)

0,88

PT

-0,23

0,87***

0,77***

-0,61***

0,992

0,16

ADL(1, 1)

1,23

SK

-0,03

0,26

0,78***

0,994

0,78

ADL(1, 0)

1,05

SL

0,67***

0,4***

0,54***

0,996

0,54

ADL(1, 0)

0,90

country

constant

c(t-1)

w(t)

CY

0,78***

0,48***

0,45***

CZ

0,49***

0,72***

0,81***

EE

0,54***

0,59***

EL

1,34**

ES

w(t-1)

Table 2 Results of estimated ADL consumption function, own calculations
***, **, * Parameter is significant on 1, 5 and 10 % level of significance

Figure 2 shows development propensity to consume and impact of consumption analyzed countries. The high
value of estimated parameters of consumption in time 𝑡 − 1 was in countries Latvia (0,9), Malta and Portugal
(0,87), Estonia (0,85) and Czech republic (0,72). In this countries are high inertia in household behavior. On the
other hand, the lowest values were measured in Slovakia and Ireland (both 0,26) reflect low inertia. It means that
consumption is determined largely by the income of the population. Using the ADL(1, 0) or ADL(1, 1) models,
countries can be divided into two groups, on in which the wages of the population are consumed in the relevant
period. This group includes Cyprus, Slovakia and Slovenia. In these countries the results point to the fact that,
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households have too low income to makes savings. In the remaining 11 countries is consumption determined by
wages for the past period, or we could interpret it as the impact of savings.
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
CY

CZ

EE

EL

ES

IR

LV

propensity to consume

HU

LT

MT

PL

PT

SK

SL

impact consumption

Figure 2 Multiplier, Propensity to consume and impact consumption in selected EU countries
The values of the finally indicators are not very different, there are only small exceptions. According to the value
of the long-run multiplier, the impact of wage growth in the long run has the most significant impact on the consumption of the population in two countries - Slovakia and Portugal. Increase in wages by 1% will cause an
increase in consumption by more than 1%. On the contrary, the lowest impact of the results is shown by the
households Latvia and Malta.

4

Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to specify and estimate a dynamic consumption function. We focus on detection impact of consumption time ago and on long-run multiplier of wages.
Frist we estimated two version of ADL models, ADL(1, 0) and ADL(1, 1) according to significant lag of variable. Next we calculated propensity to consume and multiplier. We used graphical methods to compare results.
From the results (Figure 2) we can conclude that in Spain, Latvia, Malta, Portugal, Czech Republic and
Greece the consumption of households is determined with inertia in consumption and the impact growth of
wages is the lowest form the analyzed countries. The difference between consumption inertia and propensity is
not so significant in Cyprus, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania and Poland. The opposite effect was demonstrated in
three countries: Slovakia, Ireland and Slovenia.
A high propensity to consume in Slovakia, Slovenia and Ireland means that wages are low and cover current
consumption.
From the long-term view, the impact of wages on the costumer behavior is balanced in analyzed countries.
Vice versa in Slovakia and Portugal growth of wages is much stronger as in other analyses countries.
Differences in the countries of European Union can be seen from different point of view. For example: population expectation on consumption, expectations of future income, or consumer habits or savings.
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Using of Markov chains with varying state space for
predicting short-term of the share price movements
Milan Svoboda1, Mikuláš Gangur2
Abstract. This paper deals with stochastic modelling and short time prediction of a
share price. It follows the works that use Markov chains analysis (MCA) with unvarying state space for predicting the share price movement. According to this analysis business strategies for the purchase and subsequent sale of shares were created.
These strategies outperformed the market represented by the passive strategy Buy
and Hold. This study uses MCA with varying state space. The state space is defined
parametrically as a multiple of moving standard deviation. Three models of state
space are calculated. The state space is defined by a moving standard deviation of
lengths 10, 20, 30. Nine trading strategies are calculated for each of the models. For
each of these trading strategies the achieved yield and the number of transactions are
calculated. The study was performed on historical daily prices (open and close) of
the CEZ shares in the ten years period from early 2006 to the end of 2015. The results are compared with the strategies which use MCA with unvarying state space
and the passive strategy Buy and Hold.
Keywords: Markov chains analysis, technical analysis indicators, share price
predication.
JEL Classification: C44
AMS Classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Technical analysis (TA) is one of the possibilities used for the prediction of the price development. TA is understood as a large set of methods which can predict future prices from the past ones. The principles and methods of
TA are widely described, for example, in [6]. The thesis that share quotations move within trends that have certain inertia is one of the bases of TA. The change of trend is given by the change of the relation between seller
and buyer. It is necessary to identify these changes of trend immediately by studying historical prices and volumes of trades. Technical analysts distinguish three kinds of trends. These are as follows: a primary trend lasting
from one year up to a few years, a secondary trend lasting several months, and a tertiary trend lasting days up to
weeks.
Today, technical analysts concentrate on prognostication of short-term price movements in which the important thing is the estimate of price changes, not price level. TA is based on some scientific theories but mainly
it is grounded in a number of empiric findings. On the basis of these empiric findings individual methods are
created whose number is practically unlimited. These methods can be divided into two large groups:


graphic methods, based on regularly repeated formations in graphs;



methods based on technical indicators whose role is to detect the change of trend. When the trend changes, a
buying signal (a growing trend begins) or a selling signal (a decreasing trend begins) is generated.

The aim of this study is to verify the possibility of creating a technical indicator using the Markov chains
analysis (MCA) with varying state space. The MCA is used very little for a stochastic description of the behaviour of share markets. Infrequent application of MCA is probably also caused by studies [2] and [8]. What can be
labelled as the common thread of these studies is the fact that they define the state space very simply. The state
space is defined on the basis of the size of daily changes and the state space defined in such a way does not allow
for suitable applications. Contrary to the above, the study [6] defines the state space on the basis of the size of
daily cumulative changes of the share price. The study shows that in a state space that is defined in such a way
there are states in which there is a high chance of a minority trend change. This approach is also the basis of this
study. In study [6] individual states are defined as multiples of the standard deviation of daily changes calculated
for the entire monitored period. In this study we would like to modify this principle and to define the state space
as multiples of the moving standard deviation.

1
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For the sake of completeness let us state that, for a long time, technical analyses had been ignored by academics. The reason for that is the Efficient Market Theory (EMT) which was formulated by E. Fama [3] on the
basis of his studies. According to this theory all the estimated information is already encompassed in the share
price. Unexpected information is considered to be the cause of the change of the quotation. Any market that
quickly (immediately) absorbs all this unexpected information is understood as effective. Unexpected information is hard to expect, it arrives randomly, and therefore even the change of a share price is random. If this
theory was considered valid, TA would be inapplicable and in the long-term all investors would achieve comparable results. With mass introduction of information technology and with application of large volume of data
stored in databases, more and more empiric studies occur, for example [7] and [1], and they show that TA methods can overcome the market. The market is usually represented by a passive theory Buy and Hold (B&H), i.e.
purchasing a share and holding it passively for all the time.

2
2.1

Methodology
Markov chains

MC theory is described for example in [4]. MC is a random process with a discrete set of states, discrete time
and of that kind that the probability pi(n), that at the moment n the process will be in state i, is stochastically
dependent only on the state at the previous time moment, i.e. on the state at the moment n-1. Particular realizations xi are elements of a countable set S = {si}, i = 1, 2,...., N which is called a state space. Behaviour of the
described process is determined by:
 Vector of unconditional probabilities p(n)T=[p1(n), p2(n), ......, pN(n)], where T means transposition and pi(n)
denotes probability that the process is in the moment n in the state i.
 Transition probability matrix P whose elements pij give conditional probability of process transition from the
state i to the state j. That could be formally described pij =P(Xn =sj |Xn-1 = si), where i = 1, 2, .. N and j = 1,
2, ... N and where pij can depend on n. In case that pij does not depend on n at all we speak about homogenous MC, in the opposite case we speak about non-homogenous MC.

2.2

Data and state space

The study has been carried out on the shares of ČEZ company, and the monitored period of time is from the
beginning of year 2006 up to the end of year 2015. The data were provided by company Patria Direct. The company paid dividends in the above period. The paid and reinvested dividends are calculated. Cumulative changes
of a share price are calculated from the daily closing prices. A cumulative change of price Yt is interpreted as
short basic indexes of daily closing prices where the day of the change of a minority trend, i.e. the transition
from a fall into a growth or vice versa is the basic period. The length of the trend duration is determined by the
number of consecutive growing or falling closing prices. Yt can be calculated according to the following relations:

Yt  Yt 1
Yt 

Pt
if  Pt  2  Pt 1  Pt  or  Pt  2  Pt 1  Pt  ,
Pt 1

(1)

Pt
otherwise,
Pt 1

where Pt is the closing daily price at time t, Pt-1 is the closing daily price at time t-1 and Pt-2 is the closing
daily price in time t-2. We are going to define the state space on the values yt which are the percentage expression of Yt. A set with eight states will be used for data classification. The states when the share price decreases
will be labelled Di. State D1 will be the state with the smallest decrease of price, and, on the contrary, state D 4
will label the state with the highest decrease of price. The states when the price of share is growing will be labelled Gi. State G1 will be the state with the smallest growth of price, and, on the contrary, state G 4 will label the
state with the highest growth of price. A general model of the state space will be defined on the following principle:
D4: yt < -3st,n;

D3: -3st,n ≤ yt < -2st,n;

D2: -2st,n ≤ yt < -1st,nΔ;

D1: -1st,n ≤ yt < 0;

G1: 0 ≤ yt < 1st,n;

G2: 1st,n ≤ yt < 2st,n;

G3: 2st,n ≤ yt < 3st,n;

G4: 3st,n ≤ yt ,

where st,n is the moving standard deviation of length n, which can be calculated according to the following
formula:
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st ,n 

2
1 n 1
xt i  xt ,n  ,


n i 0

(2)

where xt-i is the daily change of the share price on day t-i and 𝑥̅𝑡,𝑛 is the moving average lengths n on day t.
The procedure of the assigning of the states is illustrated in Table 1.
t

Pt

daily change

yt

st,10

state

30-12-2015
29-12-2015
28-12-2015
23-12-2015
22-12-2015
21-12-2015
18-12-2015
17-12-2015
16-12-2015
15-12-2015
14-12-2015

444.3
436.6
430.5
424.0
412.0
410.7
414.6
419.8
425.0
425.0
426.8

1.76%
1.42%
1.53%
2.91%
0.32%
-0.94%
-1.24%
-1.22%
0.00%
-0.42%
0.21%

8.18%
6.31%
4.82%
3.24%
0.32%
-3.77%
-2.86%
-1.64%
-0.42%
-0.42%
0.21%

1.36%
1.28%
1.53%
1.50%
1.18%
1.71%
1.71%
1.77%
1.95%
2.00%
2.08%

G4
G4
G4
G3
G1
D3
D2
D1
D1
D1
G1

Table 1 Procedure for assigning states
On the whole, we are going to create 4 models of state space. Three models with varying state space in which
the state space will be defined on the basis of a multiple of the moving standard deviations with lengths 10, 20,
and 30. The fourth, non-adaptive model with a non-moving standard deviation (s = 1,84%), will be used as a
comparative one and in the next part of the text it will be labelled as basic. The models with varying state space
will be labelled according to the length of the moving standard deviation s10, s20, s30. For each model we will
calculate 9 (3x3) trading strategies. The buying signal will be gradually generated by states D2, D3, D4 and the
selling signals gradually by states G2, G3, G4. The states D1 a G1 are not used for generating signals as we require
a certain minimum decrease and a minimum growth of the share price.

2.3

Trading strategies

Trading strategies are created on the following principle. When a certain level of a fall of a share price is
achieved, a buying signal will be generated and when a certain level of a growth of a share price is achieved, a
selling signal will be generated. Trading strategies are always implemented according to the following rules. One
trade (transaction) is understood as a share buying transaction and the following one as a share selling transaction. If a buying or selling signal is generated one day, the trade is implemented for the opening price from the
following day. The whole capital is always invested (it means that it is theoretically possible to buy a part of a
share). We do not take into consideration any transaction fees. We count and reinvest the paid out dividends after
tax in case that we obtained the shares on the record day. Dividends are included in the moment of share selling.
A short selling is not taken into account and two consecutive purchases are not possible. The invested capital
value is calculated according to the following relation:
n

Cn  C0 
i 1

Si  Di
,
Bi

(3)

where C0 = 1.000 is the initial value of the capital, Cn is the value of the capital after the nth transaction, Si is
the selling price in the ith transaction, Di are dividends after taxation in case that during the ith it was the decisive
day, Bi is the purchasing price in the ith transaction. To compare the successfulness of the individual models we
will still determine the average yield of 𝐶̅ , which can be ascertained according to the below formula:

C

CD2 G2  CD2 G3  ...  CD4 G4
9
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where CDi-Gj is the achieved valuation of the trading strategy in which the buying signal generates state Di
and the selling signal generates state Gj.

3

Results and discussion

First, let us take a look at the probabilities of the transition between the individual states. As well as in [6], first
we are going to carry out filtration. What we mean by filtration is the release of consecutive, identical states. By
means of filtration we will get rid of the states in which the share price stagnates (or, more precisely, it only
changes a little within the same trend). These trends are not interesting from the trading point of view. To illustrate this, let us state a part of the chain before filtration: … D4, G1, G1, G1, G2, D1, D1, D2, G2, D2, D2, … and
after the filtration … D4, G1, G2, D1, D2, G2, D2, … . We will determine a probability matrix of transition P for
the filtrated MC. The probabilities of the transition are stated in Table 2. The found probabilities are shown only
up to two decimal places, and therefore the sum of probabilities may not equal 1 precisely. Direct transitions
between some states are impossible, and in these impossible transitions the nought is not followed by any decimal places. Columns ∑ 𝐺𝑖 a ∑ 𝐷𝑖 state a probability of the remaining in a trend or a change of a trend. The number of occurrences of the individual states is given in the last column.

D4

D3

D2

D1

G1

G2

G3

G4

basic
s10
s20
s30
basic
s10
s20
s30
basic
s10
s20
s30
basic
s10
s20
s30
basic
s10
s20
s30
basic
s10
s20
s30
basic
s10
s20
s30
basic
s10
s20
s30

D4

D3

D2

D1

G1

G2

G3

G4

D

i

G

0
0
0
0
0.30
0.39
0.42
0.38
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.31
0.30
0.26
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.08
0.01
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.09

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.31
0.32
0.34
0.30
0.09
0.17
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.10
0.15
0.16
0.15
0.38
0.33
0.38
0.24

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.52
0.35
0.39
0.39
0.54
0.40
0.44
0.46
0.52
0.40
0.46
0.45
0.56
0.65
0.58
0.67

0.36
0.51
0.53
0.57
0.55
0.42
0.39
0.40
0.55
0.37
0.43
0.45
0.55
0.42
0.44
0.47
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.45
0.42
0.31
0.22
0.12
0.17
0.17
0.19
0.10
0.18
0.15
0.15
0.08
0.15
0.13
0.12
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.36
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.12
0.07
0.15
0.17
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.04
0.08
0.09
0.06
0.25
0.33
0.30
0.30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.07
0.00
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.07
0.11
0.10
0.08
0.35
0.43
0.35
0.37
0
0
0
0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.39
0.42
0.38
0.33
0.42
0.38
0.36
0.35
0.41
0.41
0.40
0.63
0.57
0.57
0.56
0.67
0.56
0.59
0.62
0.65
0.57
0.65
0.63
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.70
0.61
0.58
0.62
0.67
0.58
0.62
0.64
0.65
0.59
0.59
0.60
0.37
0.43
0.43
0.44
0.33
0.44
0.41
0.38
0.35
0.43
0.35
0.37
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

i

n
58
101
96
90
93
157
142
141
260
303
298
272
483
405
421
431
484
399
422
432
263
316
293
295
102
164
161
151
66
113
92
90

Table 2 Transition probabilities
As is obvious from the results in Table 2, a greater probability (certainty) can be seen in the model basic
where the values range around 0.66, while with adaptive models they move around the value of 0.60. Adaptive
models also occur more often with a bigger growth (G3, G4) and a bigger decrease (D3, D4).
Further on, the achieved value of capital for the monitored period is calculated. The value of capital is stated
in Table 3. For each trading strategy the value of capital is Cn and the number of trades implemented is n. Trad-
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ing strategies with varying state space which exceeded the strategy appropriate for them in the basic model are in
bold.

G2

D2

D3

D4

basic
s10
s20
s30
basic
s10
s20
s30
basic
s10
s20
s30

G3

G4

Cn

n

Cn

n

Cn

n

1.800
1.534
1.265
1.402
1.935
1.566
1.910
1.320
1.966
3.569
2.516
1.308

173
218
201
191
76
128
119
115
50
90
82
71

1.646
1.004
1.502
1.692
0.939
1.043
1.726
1.202
1.582
3.872
1.901
1.832

91
130
133
115
54
93
90
93
39
76
73
63

1.200
1.211
1.201
1.264
0.991
0.773
1.432
1.201
1.481
1.497
1.374
1.075

55
99
79
75
40
70
66
64
34
58
51
47

Table 3 Results of models
As is obvious from the results, each model with varying state exceeded the basic model in 5 trading strategies. Models with varying state space were successful in trading strategies D2-G4, D3-G3 and D4-G3. Models with
varying state space have a bigger number of implemented transactions. The number of transactions grows with
the length of the moving standard deviation. The average value of capital, calculated according to the equation (4) of the individual models (listed in the following order basic, s10, s20, s30) is 1.505, 1.785, 1.643, 1.366.
The development of the average value of capital can be seen in Figure 1. The graph shows, apart from the monitored models, also the development of B&H strategy with the reinvested dividends (0.869).

2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
2006

2007

2008
B&H

2009

2010

2011

basic

2012
S10

2013
S20

2014

2015

2016

S30

Figure 1 Development of average capital value
As is obvious from Figure 1, all models were achieving similar yields and were losing on B&H strategy up
until the first half of year 2008. On the contrary, in the period of the dramatic fall of the share price in the second
half of year 2008 and the beginning of year 2009 the models often showed smaller drops than B&H strategy. In
that period the best results were achieved by models s10 and s20. Since year 2010 the share price has showed
periods of gradual falls and growths and the models were performing in a similar way but all of them outperformed B&H strategy. In Table 4 annual yields of the individual models are calculated.
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Year
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

B&H
-21.6%
19.4%
-19.7%
-9.6%
4.5%
-5.2%
14.6%
-40.7%
45.2%
30.8%

basic
-3.6%
12.6%
-4.3%
1.7%
7.9%
7.4%
10.3%
-15.7%
21.0%
9.3%

s10
-5.5%
11.9%
2.1%
-1.8%
9.6%
2.7%
15.8%
-7.7%
21.6%
15.2%

s20
-3.1%
10.8%
-0.3%
-4.3%
5.7%
4.8%
8.5%
-5.3%
25.8%
12.3%

s30
-9.3%
12.3%
0.8%
-6.8%
6.7%
3.1%
14.0%
-13.9%
26.3%
4.6%

Table 4 Annual returns of models
In the monitored ten year long period the model s10 outperformed the model basic in six instances out of ten,
model s20 outperformed the model basic in five instances and model s30 outperformed the model basic only in
three instances. In comparison with B&H strategy the models show, besides higher efficiency, also lower volatility.

4

Conclusion

In this study we focused on creating a technical indicator which uses the Markov chains analysis with varying
state space for generating trading signals. The state space is defined parametrically as a multiple of the moving
standard deviation. We calculated three models, one for the moving standard deviation with length 10, another
with length 20 and yet another with length 30. The results of the study show that the trading strategies defined on
these models generally outperform the passive Buy and Hold strategy. The best result is achieved by the model
with the moving standard deviation with length 10. It can be stated that the shorter the length, the better the results. Models with lengths 10 and 20 outperformed the reference model with the unvarying state space. The
differences were not big, though.
This initial study showed that the trading strategies applying the Markov chains analysis with varying state
space can be profitable and that is the reason why we are going to continue the research even in the future. We
intend to concentrate on the following areas:
 confirmation of the results of this study by applying them to other shares;
 a detailed analysis of the individual trading strategies, the ratio of profitable transactions, the average yield
stemming from profitable trading transactions;
 a more detailed analysis of successfulness of the trading strategies based on growing, falling and lateral primary trends;
 modification of trading strategies.
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Long-Run Elasticity of Substitution in Slovak Economy:
The Low-Frequency Suply System Model
Karol Szomolányi, Martin Lukáčik, Adriana Lukáčiková1
Abstract. New dataset provided by National Bank of Slovakia since 2014 includes
the capital stock time series and enlarges possibilities to estimate the elasticity of
substitution coefficient in the Slovak economy. The Actual approaches of production
function parameters estimation use the data modification through low-pass filters to
eliminate the effects of different underlying economic processes and the supply side
system of the first-order conditions of a firm maximizing its profit. The studies keep
the non-unitary substitution elasticity in the analysed economies.
In the paper, we estimate substitution elasticity coefficient in the Slovak economy
using both approaches. The ordinary least square, seemingly unrelated regression
and generalized method of moments is used. Data are modified by the low-pass filter
procedure. In result we state that the Slovak elasticity of substitution is relatively
small, seemingly unrelated regression methods provide even smaller estimation of
the coefficient and that the estimated value of the coefficient is increasing with the
periodicity selected in the low-pass filter process.
Keywords: elasticity of substitution, low-pass filter, supply side system
JEL Classification: C32, C36, E23, E25
AMS Classification: 91G70

1

Introduction

Chirinko [3] and Klump et al. [9] highlight the importance of the elasticity of input substitution with the rich
literature review. Klump et al. [8] estimated the system of equations consisting of the constant elasticity of substitution production function linearization and two first-order conditions of a firm maximizing its profit. Authors
accentuate the production function normalization and a biased technological change concept. Chirinko et al. [4]
propose an approach of the coefficient of the elasticity of the substitution estimation dealing with the first-order
condition of the firm maximizing its profit corresponding to the capital. Authors modify their data series by the
low-pass filter to abstract them from the business cycles and the short-term effects driven by different underlying
processes. They prove that the approach meets the production function normalization and they observe that considering a biased technological change does not affect the result elasticity of substitution estimate. Finally they
observe that the method can be used for aggregate data. Both studies estimate low value of the elasticity of substitution in the U.S. economy: 0.60 by Klump et al. [8] and 0.40 by Chirinko et al. [4]. The literature review of
the past empirical studies estimating the production function coefficients provide Chirinko [3] or Klump et al.
[9]. In the paper we use the compromise approach of both Chirinko et al. [4] and Klump et al. [8] to estimate
elasticity of substitution in Slovak economy. We use the low-pass filter to measure variables by the proper longrun values as Chirinko et al. [4] and we estimate the coefficients of system of first-order equations of a firm
maximizing its profit.

2

Data and Methodology

The system of first-order conditions of a firm maximizing its profit equation system can be written as follows:
kt − qt = β 01 + β1 ( ptk − ptq ) + β 21t + ut
lt − qt = β 02 + β1 ( ptl − ptq ) + β 21t + vt

(1)

where left-hand side of the system corresponds to the (log of) capital/output or labor/output ratio, the independent variable on the right-hand side corresponds to their relative prices. To eliminate the effects of different underlying economic processes, ensuring the exogeneity of the price ratios, both variables are measured by the
proper long-run values. As Chirinko et al. [4] argue, these values can be reached using low-pass filter. The elasticity of substitution is the negative value of the β1 coefficient.

1
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2.1

Data

Electronic macroeconomic database of the National Bank of Slovakia [11] provides the quarterly capital stock
data series estimate. The data series are in current prices and seasonally adjusted. Therefore we use this portal to
gather all other quarterly data series2. All gathered data are seasonally adjusted except interest rates. To assure
the correctness of our process, we normalized all used price deflators to the value 1 in the 2010:Q4 period and
re-computed the data-series in constant prices. We use real seasonally adjusted GDP and its deflator to measure
the output volume and its price.
The challenge is to find the volume of capital, while the dataset of the capital stock is in current prices. For
this purpose, we firstly need to compute the net investment deflator. The net investment in current prices is
measured as the first difference of the capital stock. Let us define a net capital creation as the difference between
gross capital creation and the consumption of the capital. We computed the net capital creation in both current
and constant prices and so we gathered the net capital formation deflator. The deflator we use to compute net
investment in constant prices from the nominal net investment. As our deflators are normalized for the 2010:Q4
period, the capital stock in constant prices equals to the capital stock in current prices in this period. Subtracting
the net investment from capital stock in constant prices, we gain the capital stock in constant prices before this
period, and, reversely, cumulating the net investment to the capital stock in constant prices, we gain capital stock
in constant prices after this period.
The capital price is the sum of interest and depreciation rates. We use the interest rate on loans to nonfinancial corporations and interest rate on deposits of non-financial corporations. According to the two interest
rate use, the data set version doubles. We measure the depreciation rate as the consumption-of-the-fixedcapital/capital-stock ratio in constant prices.
The labor can be measured by three official data series of employment gathered by Statistical Office of the
Slovak Republic. The first data series is gathered using Labor Force Review and it measures number of persons.
The second and third are gathered using European system of national and regional accounts (ESA). The second
measures the number of persons and the third the hours worked. Since we have three measures of the labor, the
data set versions are three times more. The indication of the dataset versions is in the Table 1.

dataset version
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

capital price measurement
loans to non-financial corporations
deposits of non-financial corporations
loans to non-financial corporations
deposits of non-financial corporations
loans to non-financial corporations
deposits of non-financial corporations

labor measurement
Labor Force Review
Labor Force Review
ESA / persons
ESA / persons
ESA / hours
ESA / hours

Table 1 Dataset versions
To achieve the labor price, we gather the labor income data series. Dividing by the labor, we gain the labor
price. To derive dataset we followed Gollin [5] and Klump et al [8].Gollin [5] refers an inconsistency between a
theory and observed values of labor share. This inconsistency comes from incorrect calculation of labor share.
Compensation to employees is not suitable indicator for labor income because they exclude proprietors (selfemployed) labor income. It is unclear how the income of self-employed workers should be categorized in the
labor-capital dichotomy. Gollin [5] introduced several ways to modify data for correct labor share calculation.
Our choice is limited by the published data. Some ways need indicators that are published but with small range,
or they are annual, or we miss corresponding deflators. We use compensation per employee as a shadow price of
labor of self-employed workers, i.e. labor income in extensive form is:

self employed 
labour income = 1 +
(2)
 ⋅ compensation to employees
 total employment 
Baxter and King [2] suggested appropriate low-pass filter. The filter is sensitive to the selection of frequency
length (lead/lags) for the moving average, and the low and high values for the cycle period. We use the frequency respond function to find that Baxter and King’s suggested selection of 3 year frequency length m (12 quarters), 1.5 year (6 quarters) low and 8 year (32 quarters) high cycle period is proper. We made experiments filtering data with other combinations of the frequency length and cycle periodicity. Our dataset uses the period 1997
– 2014 (2nd quarter)3. After filtering we lose the first m and the last m observations.
2
3

http://www.nbs.sk/en/monetary-policy/macroeconomic-database/macroeconomic-database-chart
The upper limit is given by an availability of the consumption of fixed capital in current prices data series.
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2.2

Methodology

Under exogeneity assumption on the price ratio, the ordinary least square method is suitable to estimate the form
(1). However, these two relations are probably related. Therefore the seemingly unrelated regression method is
used as well. Moreover the supply and demand system of equations can be simultaneous. Since the low-pass
filter creates overlapping observations, the stochastic term is serially correlated. Therefore we also estimated the
system (1) by the generalized methods of moments and we compute standard errors with the procedure of Newey
and West [12].We use the instrument set including constant trend and two lags of all variables. The unit root of
residuals is tested by the augmented Dickey and Fuller and Phillips Peron tests (see Lukáčik et al. [10]) stating
that residuals are stationary. We prefer the later test, if many autoregressive terms solved autocorrelation in the
test specification.

3

Results

Table 2 provides the elasticity of substitution estimations using different datasets and different methods. The
table rows correspond to dataset versions denoted in the Table 1. The table columns correspond to the method
used: ordinary least square (OLS), seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) and generalized method of moments
(GMM). The estimations of corresponding elasticity of substitution coefficients are in the table. The corresponding standard deviation is in brackets below the each coefficient estimation. Using GMM estimation method, the
standard deviations are computed with the procedure of Newey and West [12] (last column brackets). From these
values it follows that all presented estimated coefficients are statistically significant at the 1% level.

dataset/method
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

OLS
0.142
[0.020]
0.084
[0.010]
0.144
[0.020]
0.084
[0.011]
0.150
[0.021]
0.086
[0.011]

SUR
0.093
[0.016]
0.060
[0.008]
0.087
[0.017]
0.057
[0.008]
0.109
[0.019]
0.069
[0.009]

GMM
0.146
[0.011]
0.083
[0.004]
0.143
[0.011]
0.083
[0.004]
0.150
[0.008]
0.086
[0.004]

Table 2 Elasticity of substitution estimations
The elasticity of substitution estimations do not depend on the labor data series choice. However, using the
interest rate on deposits of non-financial corporations in the capital income calculation (b) (d) (f) decreases the
estimated value of the coefficient as well as using the SUR method. We consider the interest rate on loans to
non-financial corporations to be a proper measure.

4

Conclusion

Comparing our results with the novel estimates around the world, the Slovak elasticity of substitution is relatively low. However, the reviews of other empirical papers provided by Chirinko [3] and Klump et al. [9] admit such
low values. We estimated the system (1) using different combinations of the frequency length and cycle periodicity. As well as Chirinko et al [4], we state that the estimated value of the elasticity substitution is increasing
with the periodicity. However, the estimated values are below the estimates of mentioned novel papers.
Jürgen [6] provides a possible explanation of low Slovak elasticity of substitution. Using a theoretical model
with micro-foundations he assumes a lower elasticity of substitution in transition economy. We assume that
Slovakia has been the transition state in the study period. Using neoclassical growth conceptual schema, all
events like the transition from central planned economy to the market economy, opening to the western European markets, entrancing to the European monetary Union, labor tax reforms have changed the Slovak steady state
and have started Slovak transition move to its new steady state. In fact, using β-convergence estimation form of
Barro et al. [1], Szomolányi et al. [13] and using spatial econometric tools Chocholatá et al. [7] observed that
Slovakia has been in the transition state in the study period.
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Stability analysis of optimal mean-variance portfolio due to
covariance estimation
Blanka Šedivá 1 , Patrice Marek 2
Abstract. The objective of this paper is to study the stability of the mean-variance
portfolio optimization. The results of the mean–variance optimal selection problem
are very sensitive to the model parameters (portfolio calibration window and frequency of portfolio rebalancing). There are presented three methods of stabilization
of covariance matrix estimation and further analysis are focused on the influence of
estimation of covariance matrix to robustness of optimal selection.
For practical verification, the proposed approaches were tested the suitability of these
methods to the performance of the investment portfolio. This were done within the
framework of 2000 to 2016 using daily data of 100 companies from the New York
Stock Exchange.
Keywords: Portfolio Selection Problem, Covariance Estimation, Mean-Variance Optimization; Random Matrix.
JEL classification: G11
AMS classification: 91G10

1

Introduction

There are many articles about optimal portfolio, the reason is that investing on a stock market with potential of
profit is interesting for a large amount of people in the world. Thanks to this fact, there is also many approaches
how mathematicians try to model the stock market. Some of them tend to believe that there is no relationship
between the history and the future. This group use methods of random walk and tries to simulate large number
of scenarios to forecast the future. The other group of scientists believe that there is a strong relation between
historical prices and the future ones. But the determination the length of historical horizon is crucial problem in
these methods.
The results of the mean-variance optimal selection problem are very sensitive to the model parameters (portfolio calibration window and frequency of portfolio rebalancing). There are presented three methods of stabilization
of covariance matrix estimation and further analysis are focused on the influence of estimation of covariance matrix
to robustness of optimal selection.

2

Covariance Estimation

Suppose we study a N - dimensional log price process X = (X1 , X2 , . . . , XN ) . This process corresponded with a
set of financial assets which are characterized by their random log price in chosen time period, so the random vector
is the vector of random log price on the individual assets. These prices are observed over a generic interval [0, 1],
Rt
Rt
which we think of as a day. The log price is modelled as X(t) = 0 a(u)du + 0 σ(u)dW (u), where the elements
of a are predictable locally bounded drifts, σ is a volatility process,R and W is a vector of independent Brownian
t
motions. Then, the ex-post covariation of X is given by cov(X) = 0 Σ(u)du, where Σ(u) = σ(u)σ T (u).
The distribution of vector X is characterized by vector of expected values with elements E Xi and by covariance matrix Σ whose i, j th element is the covariance between the Xith and the Xjth random variables. The
elements on diagonal σi2 of matrix Σ represent variances of asset i, i = 1, 2, . . . , N.

2.1

Basic Notation

If we want to measure and optimize the risk of the portfolio, it is necessary to use a reliable estimate of the
covariance matrix Σ or correlation matrix C. The estimation of correlation matrix has of the great importance for
asset allocation but the difficulty in quantifying correlation between any two assets i, j arises from the following:
• There is no standardized method how to calculate the interaction ”strength” between two companies i, j. Although there is an interaction between every pair of companies, but the precise nature of interaction is unknown.
1
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•
•
•

Correlations don’t have to be just pairwise, but rather involving clusters of the assets.
The correlations between any two pairs of stocks change with time and the cross correlation that exists between
any pair of stocks may not be stationary.
For each stock, we have only finite records of daily return of stock, from which we estimate an average correlation.

Suppose we have N stock the vector observations X(0), X(1), . . . , X(T ) for times t0 , t1 , . . . , tT and we can
defined the vector returns r(t) = (X(t) − X(t − 1)) /X(t − 1), t = 1, 2, . . . , T. It’s mean that ri (t) is the daily
return of stock i at time t, the empirical variance of each stock is given by
1X
2
σi2 =
(ri (t) − ri )
(1)
T t

and can be assumed for simplicity to be perfectly known. We also suppose, as usual, the daily return of stock ri (t)
is demeaned (ri = 0). The empirical correlation matrix is obtained as
X
b ij = 1
xi (t)xj (t), where xi (t) = ri (t)/σi
(2)
Σ
T t

b = (1/T ) X T X, where X is the normalization N × T matrix of the normalized return
or in matrix form Σ
Xit = ri (t)/σi .

2.2

Moving Average and Exponential Weighting Method

b
The simple setup for prediction models is use a random-walk forecasting model E(Σ(t + 1)) = Σ(t),
where
b
Σ(t) is the estimators of covariance matrix based on data for time t − tw to time t. The tw is the length of
historical estimation horizon for covariance matrix. It means that we will only use the previous data to perform
asset allocation in the current period.
In practice applications a averaging of past may be used. This risks some bias but gains some estimation
precision. The utilization of historical series of estimation of covariance matrix were be carried out in two ways: a
h-moving average (denoted as MA–h) and an exponentially weighted moving average (denoted as EWMAα ).
The h-moving average method MA–h is defined by


b + Σ(t
b − 1) + · · · + Σ(t
b − h + 1) /h
Et (Σ(t + 1)) = Σ(t)

(3)

and in our empirical work we took h = 5, 10 and 20.

The exponentially weighted moving average method EWMAα is defined by
b + α Et−1 (Σ(t))
Et (Σ(t + 1)) = (1 − α)Σ(t)

(4)

and in our empirical work we took α = 0.5, 0.8 and 0.9. We have chosen the values of the smoothing parameter
that are recommended in [9].

2.3

Eigenvalue Cleaning Matrix

For a set of N different assets, the correlation matrix contains N (N −1)/2 entries, which must be determined from
N time series of length T . If T is not very large compared to N , we can expect that the determination of covariances
is noisy and therefore that the empirical correlation matrix is to a large extent random. Because a covariance matrix
is positive semidefinite, that the structure of it can by describe by real eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors.
Eigenvalues of the covariance matrix that are small (or even zero) correspond to portfolios of stocks that have
non-zero returns, but extremely low or vanishing risk; such portfolios are invariably related to estimation errors
resulting from insufficient data. One of the approaches used to eliminate the problem of small eigenvalues in the
estimated covariance matrix is the so-called random matrix technique. Random matrix theory (RMT) was first
developed by authors Dyson [5] and Mehta [11] for physical application, but there are also many results of interest
in a financial context [8], [2], [13].
The spectral properties of C may be compared to those of random correlation matrix. As described by [8], [13]
and others, if R is any matrix defined by R = (1/T ) AT A, where A is an N × T matrix whose elements are i.i.d
random variables with mean zero and fixed variance σ 2 , than in the limit T, N → ∞ keeping ratio Q = T /N ≥ 1
constant, the density of eigenvalues of R is given by
p
(λmax − λ)(λ − λmin )
Q
P (λ) =
, λmin ≤ λ ≤ λmax ,
(5)
2
2πσ
λ
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where the maximum and minimum eigenvalues are given by
r 2

1
.
λmax/min = σ 2 1 ±
Q

(6)

The distribution P (λ) are known as the Marčenko-Pastur density [10] and the theoretical maximum and minimum eigenvalues determined the bounds for random matrix. If the eigenvalues of matrix are beyond these bounds,
it is said that they deviate from random. If we apply this theoretical background of RMT to the correlation matrix
b We cleaned the matrix by following procedure:
we can separate the noise and non-noise parts of Σ.
• to construct the empirical correlation matrix as (2);
• to separate the noisy eigenvalues from non-noisy eigenvalues as (5);
• to keep the non-noisy eigenvalues the same and to take average of the noisy eigenvalues;
• to replace each eigenvalue associated with the noisy part by average of the eigenvalues;
• to reconstruct covariance matrix.
The simple repair mechanism, based on the spectral decomposition of the covariance matrix, is described for
example in [7].

2.4

Composite Realized Kernel Cleaning Process

The other stabilization method of the estimation of covariance matrix is based on a composite realized kernels
described in [1] or [9]. There is a data-efficient method, where the covariance estimate is composed of univariate
realized kernels to estimate variances and bivariate realized kernels to estimate correlations. The basic principle
of kernel method and its application to econometric models can be seen in [15]. The construction a multivariate
realized kernel is given by following steps
b as (2) for every t;
• to construct the empirical correlation matrix Σ(t)

Pt+h/2
b
where K(·) is a
• to calculate multivariate realized kernel as the form RK(X(t)) = j=t−h/2 K hx Σ(t),
kernel as a weighting function and h is a bandwidth. In our studies we used, following Barndorff-Nielsen et al.
[1] and Lunge et al. [9], the Parsen kernel function in the form.

2

 1 − 6x + 6x, f or 0 ≤ x < 1/2
(7)
K(x) =
2(1 − x)3 ,
f or 1/2 ≤ x < 1

 0,
f or x > 1
•
•

•

A main feature of multivariate kernels is that there is a single bandwidth parameter h which controls the number
of leads and lags used for all the series.
p
to calculate the ”empirical kernel correlation” matrix ρbij (t) = RK(Xi (t), Xj (t))/ RK(Xi (t))RK(Xj (t))
and the optimal bandwidth h will be selected to suit the for each ρbij i, j-th combination separately;
to put elements RK and ρb together and to obtain the ”composite realized kernel matrix” as having ij-th element
q
CRKij = ρbij RK(Xi )RK(Xj )
(8)

3

Although RK is always positive semidefinite, the raw CRK matrix is not. So it is important for portfolio
optimization to use impose positive semidefiniteness on CRK. We implement the regularization method used
by Lunge et al. [9], which is known as eigenvalue cleaning or eigenvalue clipping.

Portfolio Construction and Statistical Performance

The covariance matrix estimates are key ingredients in portfolio optimizers. The Markowitz’s theory of optimal
portfolio [12] is focused on the problem to find optimal weight of each assets such that overall portfolio provides
the best return for a fixed level of risk, or conversely the smallest risk for a given overall return [6].

3.1

Portfolio Theory - basic notations

More precisely the traditional Markowitz [12] portfolio problem is formulated as
min w0 Σ w, subject to w0 ı = 1,

w0 µ = µ0 ,

(9)

where w is the N by 1 vector of portfolio weights, Σ is the N by N covariance of returns, µ is the N by 1 vector
of expected returns, µ0 is a target expected portfolio return and ı is a conformable vector of 1’s. The average return
PN
Rp of a portfolio P of N assets is defined as Rp = i=1 wi ri where wi is the amount of capital invested in the
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assets i and ri are expected returns of the individual assets. Similarly the risk of a portfolio P can by associated
PN
PN
with the total variance σP2 = i,j=1 wi Σij wj or in alternative form σP2 = i,j=1 wi σi Cij σj wj where σi2 is the
variance of asset i and C is the correlation matrix. The optimal portfolio which minimizes σP2 for a given value of
Rp can be easily found introducing a Lagrange multiplier and leads to a linear problem where the matrix C has to
be invertible [4], [3].
The solution to the global minimum variance portfolio problem is


wC = Σ−1 ı / ı0 Σ−1 ı .

3.2

(10)

Trading Turnover

In the previous section the several methods of estimating covariance matrix were by describe. If a reasonable
estimate of covariance matrix is available, the structure of optimal portfolio,and we denoted the wj (t) the portfolio
weights of asset j at time t. If we were to assume the cost of trading is proportional we can used for measurement
of the cost of trading the method based on expression
X
c(t) =
|wj (t) − wj (t − 1)| ,
(11)
j

which is the cross-sectional
average turnover of this method. The temporal average turnover for every method is
P
defined as c = 1/T t c(t) and it is applied as one criterion for comparison of methods. The second criterion
is concentrated on the results of the back-test performance of portfolio strategy that calculate cumulative value of
one dollar invested at the beginning of time analysis.

4

Data Selection

We analysed assets prices for a large selection of the leading U.S. companies. As a prefered server was chosen
server http://chart.finance.yahoo.com. For our analysis we used the time series of daily adjusted
closing prices of stocks available on NYSE, which is the biggest stock market in the USA with over 3 147 assets
at some time in the sample period January 2000 through December 2016. We restricted attention to exclude rather
illiquid stocks in the sense that we focused on stock with the highest market capitalization. Our database Top100
includes 100 time series of the adjusted price that we followed over 4 352 trading days. The structure of all
companies are in the following Table 1.
Sector
Basic Industries
Capital Goods
Consumer Durables
Consumer Non-Durables
Consumer Services
Energy
Finance
Health Care
Miscellaneous
n/a
Public Utilities
Technology
Transportation
Total

Number of available stocks
205
183
58
115
448
226
351
107
51
970
208
160
65
3 147

Percentage
7%
6%
2%
4%
14%
7%
11%
3%
2%
31%
7%
5%
2%
100%

Number in Top100
7
7
0
10
6
13
22
17
4
0
6
6
2
100

Percentage
7%
7%
0%
10%
6%
13%
22%
17%
4%
0%
6%
6%
2%
100%

Table 1 Structure of companies for our analysis
Throughout we worked with 100 time log of prices. Hence, the integrated variances of portfolio returns we
reported in a moment are roughly the variance of percentage price daily moves of the portfolio.
As a representant of the market the NYSE index has been chosen and the risk free return has been calculated
on the data of US Treasury Bonds Rates.
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5

Empiric Results

The practical realization of described methods construction of optimal portfolio was performed with the following
b was 120 trades days, the shift
parameters: the historical estimation window for estimation raw covariance matrix Σ
in time for each recalculation of optimal portfolio was 20 trades days.

For better understanding of the covariance structure of data we applied the method described in subsection 2.3.
Firstly we constructed the empirical measured correlation matrix and we analysed the distribution of the eigenvalues. Basic summary statistics of eigenvalues are shown in the figure Fig. 2. Figure 2 clearly shows the results of
our empiric studies of covariance matrix for period 2000-2016. Although the distribution of eigenvalues are similar
for the whole period, the M-B bounder which depends on total variability cuts off only important covariances. The
important information about asset mutual connections is carried in mean 23.2% of eigenvalues of the correlation
matrix but there is a really big differences in time. Our previous simulation analyses show that this value is high
but not unexpected [14].
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16

Number of eigenvalues above the M-P border

20

0.99 quantiles of eigenvalues
0.95 quantiles of eigenvalues
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Figure 1 Basic quantiles of eigenvalues and Marcenko-Pastur bounder (left) and number of eigenvalues above the
M-P border (right)
The results of tested methods are summarized in Table 2. For comparison, here are listed the cumulative value
of investment for back-test Period from 23-Jun-2000 to 04-Apr-2017 and mean trading turnover.
Method
Cash
Market
MA-h

EWMA

Parameters

Cumulative value of investment

Mean trading turnover

h=5
h=10
h=20
α=0.5
α=0.8
α=0.9

1.0817
1.2292
1.3315
1.3518
1.3035
1.4814
1.2657
1.2743
1.4898
1.4928

0
0
0.8312
0.8447
0.8829
0.7514
0.7019
0.6882
0.7157
0.7216

Eigenvalue Cleaning Matrix
Composite Realized Kernel

Table 2 Results of the analysed methods for stabilization of estimation covariance structure.

6

Conclusion

The goal of this article was to develop an advance approach for stability treatment of portfolio optimization. There
were presented three methods of stabilization of covariance matrix estimation and all this methods were by applied
to the real data from NYSE within the framework of 2000 to 2016 using daily data of one hundred companies.
Our comparative analysis shown the advantages and disadvantages of several covariance estimator. In all
cases, the results obtained were better than the results of the strategy portfolio strategy buy and hold. We found
that the best performing forecasting model for our dataset is the composite realized kernel. The methods based on
eigenvalue cleaning matrix provided comparable results.
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Figure 2 The result of back-test performance of the portfolio strategy (left) and trading turnover (right) for the
composite realized kernel method
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Long steps in IPM and L1-regression
Barbora Šicková1 , Ondřej Sokol2
Abstract. This work deals with Newton method of the interior point which is applied
to finding an estimation of polynomial L1 regression. The aim of this paper is to find
new modifications of long step choice in Newton method to find a faster solution of L1
estimations for large data sets. For this purpose, five modifications of step length and
two ways of its application in the algorithm are designed. Designed modifications are
based on full-Newton step algorithm for the self-dual model.
Results are obtained in two phases. In the first phase, variable inicialization values are
same for all algorithms. In the second, initialization values are changed to find a faster
solution. Comparison of algorithms is based on the number of iterations where it
is necessary to compute Newton step. According to the simulation study, the best
results give algorithms which modify the barrier update parameter in an adaptive way.
Algorithms and obtained results are implemented and visualized in MatLab.
Keywords: Newton method, L1 regression, long step.
JEL classification: C61
AMS classification: 49M15

1

Introduction

This paper deals with the problem of choosing an optimal length of the step using interior point methods in linear
programming. As the number of variables in linear models increases, the need to solve the problem efficiently
arises. The simplex method may not be the best option to deal with some of the linear problems as the number
of vertices may increase exponentially with the number of variables. There are other approaches to compute the
optimal solution, such as ellipsoid, barrier or interior point methods. We focus on the third one.
The application of interior points methods to linear problems is an important breakthrough in solution efficiency. As it is showed by [3], the interior point method can be characterised by polynomial complexity and
in some cases, those methods are more useful than the simplex method. The paper motivation is to find new
modifications of optimal (or at least ”good”) long step choice in Newton method. We particularly focus on the
Long-Newton step algorithm and the case of estimation parameters of polynomial regression under the L1 norm.
We are inspired by the paper [5], in which authors compares the efficiency of different IPMs for L1 -regression.
An estimation of polynomial L1 regression is a robust method. This is the reason why it is one of the best alternative
to the least squares method [1]. However, unlike [5], algorithms in this paper are based on the Full-Newton step
algorithm.
Usually, full-Newton step method is looking for an optimal solution in such way that in each iteration Newton
step length is reduced. Our method is based on an adaptive estimation of the optimal length of the next step.
The article is organised as follows: In Sections 2 and 3, we formally define the polynomial regression with
L1 norm and the Long-Newton step algorithm. In Section 4 we introduce the modifications of step choice and in
Section 5 we present the results of simulation experiments. The paper concludes with a short summary.

2

Polynomial regression with L1 norm as an optimization problem

Assume an polynomial L1 regression
yi =

m
X

βj xji + i ,

i = 1, . . . , n

(1)

j=0

where yi is dependent variable, xi is explanatory variable, i is a random error component, m is the degree of
polynom we use to explain dependent variable and n is the number of observations. In the general linear regression
1
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model with L1 norm, the goal is to find the best estimation of β such that
n
X
i=1

|yi −

m
X
j=0

bj xji |

(2)

where b is the estimator of β , is minimized.
The model can be transformed to linear optimization problem:
min
b,r

subject to
yi −
−yi +

m
X
j=0
m
X
j=0

n
X

(3)

ri

i=1

(4)

bj xji ≤ ri

i = 1, . . . , n

(5)

bj xji ≤ ri

i = 1, . . . , n

(6)

P
j
This problem is indeed linear; however, with the increasing degree of polynomial m
j=0 bj xi we may encounter
computational problems. One way to solve this problem is to use some of the interior-point methods (see for
example [2] and [4]) – in this paper we use Long-Newton step algorithm. Our main goal is to propose a method to
choosing the optimal length of the step to reduce the total number of iterations.

3

Long-Newton step algorithms

Assume

min{q T z : M z ≥ −q , z ≥ 0}.

(7)

to be self-dual embedding and n̄ is a dimension of matrix M .

Let have a positive number µ, a nonnegative vector z and its slack vector s(z) = M z + q, such that:
zs(z) = µe,

z ≥ 0,

(8)

s(z) ≥ 0

If µ > 0, then there is at most one nonnegative vector z such, that (8) holds. A solution of (8) is z (µ) so called
µ-center. If µ = 1 than the existence of z is guaranteed.
Denote ∆z as a displacement in z -space and ∆s as a displacement in s-space defined as ∆s = M ∆z. We
want to find ∆z such that z + = z + ∆z is µ-centrum. In the Newthon method we solve linear system:
M ∆z − ∆s = 0 ,
z ∆s + s∆z = µe − zs.

(9)

Solution ∆z is so called Newton direction.
To quantify an estimation quality we use a proximity measure δ(z , µ). δ(z , µ) is defined as δ(z , µ) =
q
zs(z)
where a variance vector v is defined as v =
µ .

1
2 kv

− v −1 k,

The Full-Newton step algorithm is based on a Newton step z + sequence where we count step length in each
iteration. At the begining of the algorithm there is an accuracy parameter ε > 0 and a barrier update parameter
θ, 0 < θ < 1. The algorithm starts at the 1-center, where µ = 1. We choose θ such that Newton method is
quadratically convergent. Let θ = √12n̄ then at the begining of each iteration q T z = n̄µ and δ(z , µ) ≤ 12 . All
definitions and notation are from book [7]. For the brief description of Newton method see Algorithm 1.
Data: ε > 0, 0 < θ < 1, z = e, µ = 1
while n̄µ ≥ ε do
µ = (1 − θ)µ ;
z + = z + ∆z (z , µ) ;
end
Algorithm 1: Full-Newton step
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3.1

Adaptive full-long step algorithms with TRANSTHETA(θ) and with TRANSP(p)
transformation function

Algorithm 2 schematically describes adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSTHETA(θ) transformation.
And Algorithm 3 schematically describes adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSP(p) transformation.
[1] Initialization;
Data: ε = e−8 ; θ+ = 0, 5; z = e; µ = 1; µ̄ = µ
[2] Outside loop;
while n̄µ ≥ ε do
θ = 0, 5;
// long step attempt guaranty
µ̄ = (1 − θ)µ;
z+ = z + ∆z(z, µ̄);
// long step attempt
[3] Inside loop with adaptive transformation, used when step unsuccessful;
while δ(z+ , µ̄) > 21 do
if θ = 0, 5 then
θ = θ+ ;
// transf ormation
µ̄ = (1 − θ)µ;
z+ = z + ∆z(z, µ̄);
// step attempt
end
if δ(z+ , µ̄) > 21 then
θ = TRANSTHETA(θ);
// unsuccessf ul step , transf ormsation
µ̄ = (1 − θ)µ;
z+ = z + ∆z(z, µ̄);
// step attempt
end
end
z = z+ ;
// succesf ul step
µ = µ̄;
θ+ = θ;
end
Algorithm 2: Adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSTHETA(θ) transformation function
[1] Initialization;
Data: ε = e−8 ; p+ = 0, 01; z = e; µ = 1; µ̄ = µ
[2] Outside loop;
while n̄µ ≥ ε do
p = 0, 01;
// long step attempt guaranty
1
√
θ = pn̄ ;
// count barrier update parameter
µ̄ = (1 − θ)µ;
z+ = z + ∆z(z, µ̄);
// step attempt
[3] Inside loop with adaptive transformation, used when step unsuccessful;
while δ(z+ , µ̄) > 21 do
if p = 0, 01 then
p+ = p;
// transf ormation
θ = √1pn̄ ;
// count barrier update parameter
µ̄ = (1 − θ)µ;
z+ = z + ∆z(z, µ̄);
// step attempt
end
if δ(z+ , µ̄) > 21 then
p = TRANSP(p);
// transf ormation
θ = √1pn̄ ;
// count barrier update parameter
µ̄ = (1 − θ)µ;
z+ = z + ∆z(z, µ̄);
// step attempt
end
end
z = z+ ;
// succesf ul step
µ = µ̄;
p+ = p;
end
Algorithm 3: Adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSP(p) transformation function
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4

Modifications of long step choice

We use the barrier update parameter θ = √1pn̄ to define Newton step length. For the Full-Newton step algorithm
we have p = 2. Long-Newton step transformations are based on two principles. In the first case, we transform θ by
so called TRANSTHETA(θ) function, see Algorithm 2. Secondly, TRANSP(p) function changes parameter value
p and then we count θ with using transformed parameter, see Algorithm 3.
The parameter transformation is applied in the Newton step algorithm in an adaptive way. At the beginning
of each iteration, the algorithm tries to use long step. If it is not possible, the barrier update parameter is transformed. During transformation it is necessary to check if δ(z , µ) ≤ 21 to hold convergency.

We have five pairs of modifications designed. First modification uses transformation with TRANSTHETA(θ)
function and second uses TRANSP(p). For transformation definitions see Table 1, where d is the degree of estimated polynomial. Numerical values in described modifications are used in the first phase of results obtaining.
In the second phase, inicialization values p, θ (init) from algorithms and numerical values (num) from described
modifications are optimized in order to minimize the total number of iterations.
TRANSTHETA
AF-L
AF-L1
AF-L-FP
AF-L-Pdd
AF-L-mixed

Transformation

TRANSP

Transformation

θ − 0, 001
θ − 0, 001d
θ/2
θ/(d + 1)
θ − θ/(d + 1)

AF-LP
AF-LP1
AF-LP-FS
AF-LP-Sdd
AF-LP-mixed

p + 0, 001
p + 0, 001d
2p
(d + 1)p
p + (d + 1)p

Table 1 Algorithm review

5

Experiments and results

Algorithms are compared by the number of iterations – recomputations of the Newton step length (steps). For
each different algorithm calculation, we generate 500 data sets to be sure that outlying values do not affect results.
The degree of an estimated polynomial varies from 1 to 5. Independent variable values are 500 equally spaced
points from interval [0, 1]. Dependent variable values are randomly generated using normal distribution N (0, 1).
Definitions of independent and dependent variables are based on the papers [5], [6].
In the first phase, we use the same initialization values p, θ and numerical values from transformations, as
those defined in the previous sections. In the second phase, initialization values p, θ and numerical values from
transformations are modified in order to find a more efficient solution. Values are defined according to experimental
observations. In order to easier results comparison, axes in graphs are fixed. Tables 2 and 3 show average steps
number. We show only results obtained in the second phase because only these results are relevant. Results
obtained in the first phases are used only as a guide to finding a more efficient solution in the second phase.

5.1

Adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSTHETA(θ) - reasults

The table and graphs below shows average number of iterations where it is necessary to compute Newton step
(steps), see Table 2 and Graph 1. We display the results of the second phase, in which the inicialization values for
θ (init) and numerical values (num) are optimized.
alg/degree
AF-L
AF-L1
AF-L-FP
AF-L-Pdd
AF-L-mixed

1
82,46
120,44
89,31
85,10
82,39

2
82,94
98,63
90,81
89,50
87,20

3
83,96
91,65
92,32
110,53
90,76

4
93,22
95,58
97,39
155,68
95,18

5
138,41
129,78
140,71
248,38
136,11

init
0,4
0,35
0,5
0,4
0,45

num
0,05
0,003
1,1
0,5
2

Table 2 Adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSTHETA(θ) (steps)
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Figure 1 Adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSTHETA(θ) (steps evolution)
It is shown, that finding an algorithm which is more efficient depends on the estimated polynomial degree.
Values init and num can vary according to number of independent variables. Algorithms AF-L, AF-L-FP and
AF-L-mixed are better for estimation polynomial with degree between 1 and 3 while they perform approximately
the same. For estimation of higher polynomial degree it is better to use AF-L1. On average, the most efficient are
algorithms AF-L and AF-L-mixed.

5.2

Adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSP(p) - reasults

The table and graphs below shows average number of steps, see Table 3 and Graph 2. We again display the results
of the second phase, in which inicialization values for p (init) and numerical values (num) are optimized.
alg/degree
AF-LP
AF-LP1
AF-LP-FS
AF-L-Sdd
AF-LP-mixed

1
77,35
81,17
83,64
87,19
82,03

2
77,63
81,14
84,59
90,91
100,61

3
78,18
81
86,17
93,03
81,07

4
87,17
93,47
93,08
93,03
9636

5
123,09
123,09
136,15
136,15
119,69

init
0,005
0,005
0,003
0,0085
0,004

num
0,01
0,002
1,5
1
0,1

Table 3 Adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSP(p) (steps)
We can see, that finding an efficient algorithm depends on estimated polynomial degree. Values init and num
can vary according to number of independent variables. In this case algorithms AF-LP, AF-LP1 and AF-LP-FS
are better for estimation polynomial with degree between 1 and 3 but for higher estimated polynomial degree too.
They perform approximately same way as algorithms AF-L, AF-L-FP and AF-L-mixed with TRANSTHETA(θ)
transformation. On average, the most efficient are algorithms AF-LP and AF-LP1.
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Figure 2 Adaptive full-long step algorithm with TRANSP(p) (steps evolution)

6

Conclusions

The aim of this paper is to design new modification of long step choice in order to find a faster solution of L1 estimation. For this purpose, we separate experiments into two phases. In the first phase, variable inicialization values
are same for all algorithms. In the second, initialization values are changed to find a faster solution. We compare
algorithms according to the number of iterations in which it is necessary to compute new length of the Newton
step. With designed modifications, we are able to find a solution of estimation of polynomial L1 regression efficiently. According to the average number of iterations the best modifications were AF-L with TRANSTHETA(θ)
transformation and AF-LP, AF-LP1 with TRANSP(p) transformation. These transformations are able to find L1
estimation with less than average 97 Newton step recomputing iterations. In comparison with full Newton step,
where average recomputing iterations number is 1404 it is a significant improvement.
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User versus Automatic Selection of Models in Actuarial
Demographics: The Impact on the Expected Development
of the Probability of Death in the Czech Republic
Ondřej Šimpach1, Marie Pechrová2
Abstract. For the needs of actuarial demographics, it is not sufficient to construct
only deterministic models, but it is suitable to combine the results also using stochastic
ones. Finding optimal form of the model is a complicated process, because it is necessary to test not only statistical significance of the parameters, but also the significance of the whole model and to respect the results of the diagnostics tests. While
applying of this modelling on data of age-and-sex specific mortality rates, there is a
problem in the number of those models. There are about 2 × 101 or more models in
advanced populations, as each gender is necessary to model separately and the age
range is usually surveyed by statistical offices in the intervals 0–100+ completed years
of life.
The aim of the paper is to assemble 2 × 101 optimal ARIMA models on the data of
logarithms of age-and-sex specific mortality rates in the Czech Republic. Those models are diagnosed and consequently used for predictions. Other 2 × 101 ARIMA models are created on the same data, but using automatic process in software RStudio. It
is applied a compromise form of the model on all time series. Both approaches - user
and automatic are compared based on the results of the projection, that is recalculated
on the probability of death of x-year old person. It was proved that automatic process
is significantly faster and that the results of the projections are not distorted.
Keywords: ARIMA, mortality, forecast, probability of death, RStudio.
JEL Classification: C32, C55, J11
AMS Classification: 60G25

1

Introduction

“Mortality rates of human populations in developed countries are declining with time” (Finkelstein, [6]). With
increasing life expectancy improving long-term care and sustaining the pension system are becoming an important
issue. Besides, establishing methodologically sound longitudinal data sets is necessary in order to examine the
phenomena (Andel [1]). For the purposes of actuarial demography, it is not sufficient to construct only deterministic models, but it is necessary to combine them and to compare the results also which stochastic ones. “The
actuarial and demographic literature has introduced a myriad of (deterministic and stochastic) models to forecast
mortality rates of single populations” (Antonion, Bardoutsos and Ouburg [2]). Work of Gompertz [10] played an
important role in shaping the emerging statistical science. Gompertz model provided a powerful stimulus to examine the patterns of death (“law of mortality”) across the life course not only in humans but also in a wide range
of other organisms (Kirkwood [13]). Since that many of models have been developed. Lee and Carter [14] published a new statistical method for forecasting mortality in 1992. Since that it has been applied on many real data
of the populations. For example, Li and Lee [15] applied the Lee-Carter model to a group of populations, allowing
each its own age pattern and level of mortality but imposing shared rates of change by age.
However, there are more models used. For example, Antonion, Bardoutsos and Ouburg [2] presented in their
paper a Bayesian analysis of two related multi-population mortality models of log-bilinear type, designed for two
or more populations. Gogola [8] used stochastic mortality – Cairns, Blake and Dowd model that is well suited at
very high ages to calculate mortality rates of age categories from 85 to 115 for selected countries. Godunov [9]
compared several models applied on particular populations and found that „the most appropriate models of smoothing mortality curve are Kannistö-Thatcher (UK) Martinell (Sweden) and Kannistö (Canada). On the other side, the
least suitable models are Coale-Kisker (Singapore), Gompertz-Makeham and modified Gompertz-Makeham
(Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany)“. Mortality rates in the Czech Republic was calculated for example by
Jindrová and Slavíček [12]. They applied Lee-Carter model on Czech population in the period of 1950–2009 and
1
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predicted the development of specific mortality rates and consequently life expectancy for period 2010–2029. In
the broader context, Fiala and Langhamrová [5] analysed of the development of the sex-and-age structure of the
Czech population of productive age based on the latest population projection of the Czech Statistical Office. Probabilistic projections of age-specific mortality and fertility rates were done for example by Ševčíková et al. [16] in
order to apply probabilistic population projections on United Nations (UN) countries.
Finding optimal form of the model age-and-sex specific mortality rates mx,t (respectively probability of death
(qx,t) after recalculation according to life table algorithm) is a complicated process, because it is necessary to test
not only statistical significance of the parameters, but also the significance of the whole model and to respect the
results of the diagnostics tests. Finding a suitable model for mx,t raises a problem that there are about 2 × 101 or
more models in advance populations, because each gender and age 3 is necessary to model. Therefore, the aim of
the paper is to compare user and automatic ARIMA approaches towards the model selection based on the results
of the mortality projection that is recalculated on the probability of death of x-year old person. Paper shows that
automatic process is significantly faster and that the results of the projections are not significantly distorted.

2

Methods and Data

Mortality is one of the demographic indicators showing the percentage of deaths for a certain period from a group
of people. The age-specific mortality rates are one of the basic quantities used in modelling mortality. They are
calculated according to the formula (1)

m x ,t 

D x ,t
E x ,t

,

(1)

where mx,t is age-specific mortality rate in age x and time t, Dx,t is the number of deaths at completed age x in time
t, and Ex,t is mid-year state of x-year old population in time t, i.e. exposure to risk. Based on the observation of
large population groups using demographic methods it is possible to estimate the probability of death for males
and females of different ages and other important characteristics. From mortality tables at each year are calculated
probabilities of death (qx,t) at age x and time t as (2)

q x ,t  1  e

 mx ,t

,

(2)

where e represents Euler’s constant. Probabilities of survival (px,t) at age x and time t are therefore calculated as
px,t = 1 – qx,t. (Next steps can be seen, for example, in paper by Šimpach and Langhamrová [17]).
Data about of age-and-sex specific mortality rates for the period 1920–2015 in the Czech Republic were obtained from Czech Statistical Office (CZSO). They were consequently transformed to logarithms, tested by
Dickey-Fuller test (ADF test) whether they were stationary and Box-Jenkins (Box and Jenkins [4]) methodology
was applied on them. There are 3 types of ADF test with constant and trend, with constant only, and without
constant and trend (i.e. without deterministic elements). The first case is calculated according the equation (3)
m

Yt  1   2 t   3Yt 1    i Yt i  ε t ,

(3)

i 1

where ∆ is the first difference of the examined variable, t is the trend variable in this case, εt is pure white noise
error term, m is the maximum length of the lagged dependent variable, and α, β are parameters (β1 represents the
constant). Box and Jenkins [4] introduced the models that are working with autoregressive (AR(p)) and moving
average (MA(q)) processes. When the time series is not stationary, its difference of dth order must be done. Diagnostic of the model type is done by Autocorrelation function (ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation function (PACF)
that were plotted in order to determine the order p of AR process and order q of MA process. General
ARIMA(p,d,q) model is formulated as (4).
p

q

i 1

j 1

Yt      i Yt i    j ε t  j

(4)

There were assembled 2 × 101 optimal ARIMA models on the data of logarithms of age-and-sex specific
mortality rates in the Czech Republic. From above stated information can be seen that wide diagnostic of the
3

Age range is usually surveyed by statistical offices in the intervals 0–100+ completed years of life.
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models is needed. Appling all tests to 202 time series manually can be time consuming. Therefore, other 2 × 101
ARIMA models were applied on the same data, but using automatic process in software RStudio. Both approaches
user and automatic are compared based on the results of the projection, that is recalculated on the probability of
death of x-year old person.

3

Results

From the empirical data of age-and-sex specific mortality rates in logarithms (see Fig. 1, top charts) is evident,
that there was unstable development of time series of mortality rates until 1950 (especially in the case of male
population). The age-and-sex specific mortality rates are lower in the case of female population, because, in general, the intensity of mortality (μx,t according to Gompertz law) of the female population is lower in most age
groups. Significant difference between male and female mortality is in age group 18–32 years and at the oldest
age groups (85+). Higher mortality level of young males is caused by suicides, poisoning, dangerous behaviour,
gambling, etc. (this is unfortunately a long-term trend in most populations, not only in the Czech Republic). Recalculated values of age-and-sex specific probabilities of death according to the life table algorithm are shown in
Fig. 1 (bottom charts). It is well known that the instability of the time series reduces their predictive capability
(Bell [3] or Gardner, McKenzie [7]). The history, although, has the lowest weight in the prediction model. For
modelling of mortality, which is a long-term process that has for each population its long-term trend, the history
(even with a little weight) could be quite important. We do not smooth the empirical data in this paper according
to Gogola [8] or Godunov [9] and rather use the ARIMA models with or without constant on raw data.

Figure 1 Logs of age-and-sex specific mortality rates for males and females in the Czech Republic (top charts)
and calculated probabilities of death (bottom charts). Data source: CZSO, authors’ illustration.
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Overview of ARIMA models used on 2 × 101 time series is for males shown in the Table. 1, for females in
Table 2. These models were evaluated by residual diagnostic tests (autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity and normality; see e.g. paper by Jarque and Bera [11]) and they are correct in all cases at 5% statistical significance level. It
is clear from this overview that the most common form of models is ARIMA(0,1,1) with a constant. (This situation
occurred in 77 cases (out of 101) in male population and in 61 cases (out of 101) in female population). This form
was used as a compromise and a script was programmed to fit the 2 × 101 time series once again in the RStudio
software. It was done this time without diagnostic tests, which could not be at 5% significance level statistically
significant in some cases. Therefore, some parameters might have be deflected.
Age
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Model Age Model Age Model Age Model Age Model Age Model Age Model Age
(0,2,1) c 13 (0,1,1) c 26 (0,1,1) c 39 (0,1,1) c 52 (0,1,1) c 65 (0,1,1) c 78 (0,1,1) c
91
(0,1,1) c 14 (0,1,1) c 27 (0,1,1) c 40 (2,2,1)
53 (0,1,1) c 66 (0,1,1) c 79 (1,1,1) c
92
(2,2,1)
15 (0,1,1) c 28 (0,1,1) c 41 (0,1,1) c 54 (0,1,1) c 67 (0,1,1) c 80 (0,1,1) c
93
(0,1,1) c 16 (0,1,1) c 29 (0,1,1) c 42 (0,1,1) c 55 (0,1,1) c 68 (0,1,1) c 81 (0,1,1) c
94
(0,1,1) c 17 (0,1,1) c 30 (0,1,1) c 43 (0,1,1) c 56 (2,1,0) c 69 (0,1,1) c 82 (0,1,1) c
95
(0,1,1) c 18 (0,1,1) c 31 (2,2,1)
44 (0,1,1) c 57 (0,1,1) c 70 (0,1,1) c 83 (1,1,1) c
96
(0,1,1) c 19 (0,1,1) c 32 (0,1,1) c 45 (0,1,1) c 58 (0,1,1) c 71 (0,1,1) c 84 (0,1,1) c
97
(0,1,1) c 20 (0,1,2) c 33 (0,1,1) c 46 (0,1,1) c 59 (0,1,1) c 72 (0,1,1) c 85 (0,1,1) c
98
(0,1,1) c 21 (0,1,1) c 34 (0,1,1) c 47 (2,1,0) c 60 (0,1,1) c 73 (1,1,0) c 86 (0,1,1) c
99
(0,1,1) c 22 (0,1,1) c 35 (0,1,1) c 48 (1,1,0) c 61 (0,1,1) c 74 (1,1,0) c 87 (0,1,1) c 100+
(0,1,1) c 23 (0,1,1) c 36 (0,1,1) c 49 (0,1,1) c 62 (0,1,1) c 75 (2,1,0) c 88 (0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c 24 (0,1,1) c 37 (0,1,1) c 50 (2,1,0) c 63 (0,1,1) c 76 (0,1,1) c 89 (0,1,2) c
(0,1,1) c 25 (2,1,0) c 38 (0,1,1) c 51 (1,1,0) c 64 (0,1,1) c 77 (0,1,1) c 90 (2,1,0) c

Model
(0,1,2) c
(2,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,2) c
(1,1,1) c
(0,1,2) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,2) c
(0,1,1) c

Table 1 ARIMA (p,d,q) models with or without constant for male’s logarithms of age-specific mortality rates at
the exact age 0–100+ in the Czech Republic. Source: authors’ illustration.
Age
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Model
(0,2,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(1,1,1) c
(2,1,0) c
(2,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(1,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(2,1,0) c
(2,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(1,1,1) c

Age
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Model
(0,1,1) c
(1,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(2,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,2) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(2,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(1,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c

Age
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Model
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(2,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c

Age
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Model
(0,1,1) c
(2,1,0) c
(1,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(1,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c

Age
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Model
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(2,1,0) c
(1,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,2) c
(1,1,0) c
(1,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c

Age
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Model
(1,1,0) c
(1,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(1,1,0) c
(2,1,0) c
(1,1,0) c
(2,1,0) c
(2,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c

Age
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

Model
(2,1,2) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(0,1,1) c
(1,1,1) c
(2,1,0) c

Age
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Model
(1,1,1) c
(2,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c
(2,1,1) c
(1,0,0) c
(1,0,0) c
(0,0,2) c
(0,0,2) c
(1,1,0) c
(0,1,1) c

Table 2 ARIMA (p,d,q) models with or without constant for female’s logarithms of age-specific mortality rates
at the exact age 0–100+ in the Czech Republic. Source: authors’ illustration.
Optimized (user) models and compromised ARIMA (0,1,1) c (automatic) models were subsequently used to
predict the indicator up to the year 2050. These mortality rates were recalculated using classical life table algorithm
into the probability of death. Results are shown in the Figure 2, where at the top are the results of prediction by
user models, in the middle part by automatic (ARIMA (0,1,1) c) models. For mutual comparison, the differences
were calculated as
automatic
diff q x,t   q xuser
,t  q x ,t

(5)

and these results are subsequently shown in the Figure 2 on the bottom. As can be seen from the results, there are
almost no differences in prediction of the probability of death in the age groups of 0–95 years. Only in the highest
age groups over 95 years there are deviations, which are probably caused due to variability in empirical data. If
we would program a script that will smooth the input data using one of the existing levelling models, the ARIMA
model (0,1,1) c would probably work better and the detected deviations would not occur. Because the variability
in the highest age groups in input data is lower in the case of male population, the resulting deviations are therefore
significantly smaller.
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Figure 2 Forecasted age-and-sex-specific probabilities of deaths for male and female population in the Czech
Republic up to the year 2050 using user and automatic approach. Source: authors’ illustration.
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4

Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to perform two approaches to modelling age-and-sex specific mortality rates for male
and female population in the Czech Republic. We estimated 2 × 101 optimal ARIMA models and these subjected
to the diagnosis of residues (autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity and normality). Then we forecasted mortality rates
up to the year 2050. In the second step, we found that the most frequently occurring form of the model is
ARIMA (0,1,1) with constant. We programmed script that uses this model structure and applies it to all 2 × 101
time series again using RStudio software, this time without the evaluation by the diagnostic tests. Consequently,
we calculated the forecasts up to the year 2050 as well. It was found that in the case of male population are the
results almost comparable. Differences depending on used model are greater in the case of female population. It is
mainly caused by great variability in the raw data at the highest ages. This problem could be resolved by smoothing
of mortality data by some of the existing models (see e.g. study by Gogola [8] or Godunov [9]), but that would
bring a lot of extra steps that would completely eliminate the effect of saving work and effort.
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Distance-based linguistic approximation methods: graphical
analysis and numerical experiments
Tomáš Talášek1 , Jan Stoklasa2
Abstract. Linguistic approximation (LA) as a tool for converting the outputs of
mathematical models into linguistic terms or expressions is a crucial tool in linguistic
fuzzy modelling. The success of the models depends significantly on the ability of the
users of these models to understand well enough the outputs provided by the models.
Linguistic approximation offers a natural language for conveying information. On
the other hand it is still an approximation of the original results and as such, there is
information distortion taking place.
In this paper we study several distance-based linguistic approximation methods and
analyse their performance in terms of LA for Mamdani-type outputs of mathematical
models using a numerical experiment. We provide graphical summaries of the performance of these distance measures in LA as well as the frequencies of choosing specific
linguistic labels considered to be the values of an extended linguistic scale. We discuss
the differences in the focus of these methods and its implications for their usability.
The paper strives to increase understanding of the LA methods and to contribute to
the creation of a LA road map for practical use.
Keywords: Linguistic approximation, numerical experiment, distance-based methods, graphical analysis, Mamdani, fuzzy.
JEL classification: D81, C44
AMS classification: 90B50, 91B06

1

Introduction

Mathematical models for decision support and mathematical models representing expert knowledge frequently
provide outputs in the form of fuzzy numbers or intervals (see e.g. [3, 7, 11, 15, 22]). In such cases when
uncertainty is present, it might be convenient to provide the decision makers also with linguistic summaries of
these results. Linguistic fuzzy modelling applying appropriate linguistic approximation (see e.g. [2, 6, 12, 25, 27]
for some linguistic approximation techniques examples) can thus help to enhance the understandability of the
outputs. Since the process of linguistic approximation can distort the information that is being approximated note that the most fitting linguistic label from a usually small set of available well understood labels is assigned
- a thorough investigation of the process of LA is needed. The research in this area has already started from the
theoretical [4, 26] and behavioral [13, 16, 24] perspective and also from the perspective of the performance of LA
methods in various contexts [18, 23, 19, 20]. Also alternative uses of LA were studied recently [14, 17, 21]. Most
of the recent studies of LA methods and their applicability focus on the approximation of rather simple objects i.e. fuzzy numbers (and frequently of the triangular or rectangular type). More general types of outputs, such as
the outputs of Mamdani fuzzy inference [8] remain unaddressed. This paper strives to suggest the first step toward
the analysis of the performance of LA methods in connection with Mamdani-type outputs.

2

Preliminaries

Let U be a nonempty set (the universe of discourse). A fuzzy set A on U is defined by the mapping A : U → [0, 1].
A family of all fuzzy sets on U is denoted by F(U ). For each x ∈ U the value A(x) is called a membership
degree of the element x in the fuzzy set A and A(.) is called a membership function of the fuzzy set A. Ker(A) =
{x ∈ U |A(x) = 1} denotes a kernel of A, Aα = {x ∈ U |A(x) ≥ α} denotes an α-cut of A for any α ∈ [0, 1],
Supp(A) = {x ∈ U |A(x) > 0} denotes a support of A. Let A and B be fuzzy sets on the same universe U . We
say that A is a fuzzy subset of B (A ⊆ B), if A(x) ≤ B(x) for all x ∈ U .
A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set A on the set of real numbers which satisfies the following conditions: (1)
Ker(A) 6= ∅ (A is normal); (2) Aα are closed intervals for all α ∈ (0, 1] (this implies A is unimodal); (3) Supp(A)
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is bounded. A family of all fuzzy numbers on U is denoted by FN (U ). A fuzzy number A is said to be defined on
[a,b], if Supp(A) is a subset of the interval [a, b]. Real numbers a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3 ≤ a4 are called significant values
of the fuzzy number A if [a1 , a4 ] = Cl(Supp(A)) and [a2, a3 ] = Ker(A), where Cl(Supp(A)) denotes a closure of
Supp(A). Each fuzzy number A is determined by A = [a(α), a(α)] α∈[0,1] , where a(α) and a(α) is the lower
and upper bound of the α-cut of fuzzy number A respectively, ∀α ∈ (0, 1], and the closure of the support of A
Cl(Supp(A)) = [a(0), a(0)]. The cardinality of fuzzy number A on [a, b] is a real number Card(A) defined as
Rb
follows: Card(A) = a A(x)dx. A union of two fuzzy sets A and B on U is a fuzzy set (A ∪ B) on U defined as
folllows: (A ∪ B)(x) = min{A(x), B(x)} and a Łukasiewicz union of two fuzzy sets A and B on U is a fuzzy
set (A ∪L B) on U defined as follows: (A ∪L B)(x) = min{1, A(x) + B(x)}, ∀x ∈ U . Let A1 , . . . , An be a
fuzzy sets on U1 , . . . , Un respectively. The Cartesian product of A1 , . . . , An is a fuzzy set (A1 × · · · × An ) on
U1 × · · · × Un with membership function (A1 × · · · × An )(x1 , . . . , xn ) = min{A1 (x1 ), . . . , An (xn )}, ∀xi ∈ Ui .
A fuzzy set R on U1 × · · · × Un is called an n-ary fuzzy relation. Let R be a fuzzy relation on U × V and S
be a fuzzy relation on V × W . The composition (R ◦ S) is a fuzzy set on U × W a with membership function
(R ◦ S)(x, z) = supy∈V min{R(x, y), S(y, z)}, ∀x ∈ U, z ∈ W.
The fuzzy number A is called linear if its membership function is linear on [a1 , a2 ] and [a3 , a4 ] and a1 6= a4 ;
for such fuzzy numbers we will use a simplified notation A = (a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 ). A linear fuzzy number A is said
to be trapezoidal if a2 6= a3 and triangular if a2 = a3 . We will denote triangular fuzzy numbers by ordered
triplet A = (a1 , a2 , a4 ). Triangular fuzzy number A = (a1 , a2 , a4 ) is called symmetric triangular fuzzy number if
a2 − a1 = a4 − a2 . More details on fuzzy numbers and computations with them can be found for example in [5].

A fuzzy scale on [a, b] is defined as a set of fuzzy numbers T1 , T2 , . . . , Ts P
on [a,b], that form a Ruspini fuzzy
s
partition (see [10]) of the interval [a, b], i.e. for all x ∈ [a, b] it holds that i=1 Ti (x) = 1, and the T ’s are
indexed according to their ordering. A linguistic variable ([27]) is defined as a quintuple (V, T (V), X, G, M ),
where V is a name of the variable, T (V) is a set of its linguistic values (terms), X is an universe on which the
meanings of the linguistic values are defined, G is an syntactic rule for generating the values of V and M is a
semantic rule which to every linguistic value A ∈ T (V) assigns its meaning A = M (A) which is usually a
fuzzy number on X. Linguistic variable (V, T (V), X, G, M ) is called a linguistic scale on [a, b] if X = [a, b],
T (V) = {T1 , . . . , Tn } and Ti = M (Ti ), i = 1, . . . , n form a fuzzy scale on [a, b]. Fuzzy scale is called uniform
when Card(Supp(Ti )) = 2 · (b − a)/(n − 1) for all i = 2, ..., n − 1, Card(Supp(Ti )) = (b − a)/(n − 1) for i = 1
and i = n, Ti form a Ruspini fuzzy partition of U , and T2 , . . . , Tn−1 are symmetrical triangular fuzzy numbers.
Linguistic terms {T1 , . . . , Tn } of linguistic scale T (V) are called elementary (level 1) terms of linguistic scale.
Linguistic scale using additional linguistic terms Ti to Tj where i = 1, . . . , n − 1, j = 2, . . . , n and i < j (called
derived linguistic terms) is called extended linguistic scale; M (Ti to Tj ) = Ti ∪L Ti+1 ∪L · · · ∪L Tj . The extended
linguistic scale thus contains linguistic values of different levels of uncertainty – from the possibly least uncertain
elementary terms {T1 , . . . , Tn } to the most uncertain linguistic term T1 to Tn (uncertainty can be assessed by the
cardinality of the meanings of these linguistic terms). Derived linguistic terms Ti to Tj are called level j − i + 1
terms and can be also denoted by Tij .

Let Out be a fuzzy number on [a, b] and (V, T (V), [a, b], G, M ) be a linguistic variable such that T (V) =
{T1 , . . . , Ts } and Ti = M (Ti ), i = 1, . . . , s, are fuzzy numbers on [a, b]. The linguistic approximation of fuzzy
number Out is a process of searching for a suitable linguistic term TOut from T (V) which describes the meaning
of the fuzzy number Out the best. One of the most popular approaches to finding the linguistic term TOut is using
the “best-fit” approach:
TOut = arg

min

i∈{1,...,s}

d(Ti , Out),

(1)

where d(A, B) is a distance measure3 of two fuzzy numbers A and B.

3

Definition of a problem

As was outlined in the introduction, our investigation aims on the Mamdani-type outputs and their linguistic approximation. More specifically we aim on the linguistic approximation of the outputs of Mamdani fuzzy inference.
Let us consider m linguistic scales (Vj , T (V j ), Xj , Gj , Mj ), j = 1, . . . , m, representing the inputs of the fuzzy
inference system and an output linguistic scale (W, T (W), Y, GW , MW ). Let us also consider a collection of n
rules representing the relationships between the input and output variables in the form:
If V1 is Ai1 and . . . and Vm is Aim , then W is Bi ,

where Aj1 ∈ T (V j ) and Bi ∈ T (W), Mj (Aij ) = Aij and MW (Bi ) = Bi for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1 . . . , m. The
output Out of Mamdani fuzzy inference computed for the input (A01 × · · · × A0m ), A0j ∈ F(Xj ), j = 1, . . . , m,

3

Alternatively a similarity measure of two fuzzy numbers can be used. In this case, the arg min function in formula
(1) is replaced by arg max.
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using the fuzzy rule base R consisting of n fuzzy rules, R =
Out = (A01 × · · · × A0m ) ◦

n
[

Sn

i=1 (Ai1

× · · · × Aim × Bi ) is computed by (2).

(Ai1 × · · · × Aim × Bi ).

(2)

i=1

A sample output of this type is presented in Figure 1. Clearly Out does not need to be a convex fuzzy set any more.
In this paper only normal Mamdani-type outputs are considered. The convexity of Out is not required. To find
the linguistic approximation of Out, two distances of fuzzy sets that do not require convexity will be compared in
terms of their performance in LA:
• modified Bhattacharyya distance [1]:
Z b
i1/2
h
(A∗ (x) · B ∗ (x))1/2 dx
d1 (A, B) = 1 −
,
(3)
a

•

4

where A∗ (x) = A(x)/Card(A) and B ∗ (x) = B(x)/Card(B),
Fuzzy distance [9]:
Rb
| A(x) − B(x) |
.
d2 (A, B) = a
Card(A) + Card(B)

(4)

Numerical analysis and discussion of the results

The numerical analysis of the performance of d1 and d2 in linguistic approximation of Mamdani-type outputs
will be carried out under the assumption of a 5-element uniform linguistic scale representing the meanings of the
elementary terms of the output variable by triangular fuzzy numbers {B1 , . . . , B5 } = {(0, 0, 0.25), (0, 0.25, 0.5),
(0.25, 0.5, 0.75), (0.5, 0.75, 1), (0.75, 1, 1)} as presented in Figure 1. This assumption results in no loss of generality, as the results are generalisable for any number of elementary terms larger than 4, as long as their meanings
form a uniform Ruspini partition on the given universe. More specifically an extended scale defined using elementary linguistic terms {B1 , . . . , B5 } is assumed for the purposes of LA. We also restrict our investigation to the
linguistic approximation of the outputs the type Out = hL · Bk−1 ∪ Bk ∪ hR · Bk+1 for hL , hR ∈ [0, 1] and
k = 3, . . . , t − 2, where t is the number of elementary terms in W.

Figure 1: An example of a Mamdani-type output. This type of outputs of Mamdani fuzzy inference models is
considered to be linguistically approximated in this paper. B1 , . . . , B5 are the meanings of the elementary linguistic
values of the output linguistic variable used for the linguistic approximation.
For the purpose of systematic investigation of the behavior of LA under fuzzy distances d1 and d2 , 501 uniformly distributed values of hL and hR from interval [0, 1] were generated. This way, 251 001 Mamdani-type
fuzzy sets {Out1 , . . . , Out251001 } were generated and linguistically approximated. Note, that each fuzzy set
Outi , i = 1, . . . , 251 001 can be unambiguously described by a 2-tuple (hL , hR ). The results of the linguistic
approximation using fuzzy distances d1 and d2 are depicted in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. The result of the
linguistic approximation (i.e. the resulting element of the extended scale) for each approximated Mamdani-type
output represented as a point with coordinates (hL , hR ), is represented by a specific color.
It can by clearly seen from Figures 2 and 3 that although both fuzzy distances assign only four linguistic terms
B3 , B23 , B34 and B24 , the results of LA are significantly different for each fuzzy distance. The Bhattacharyya
distance favors linguistic terms the meanings of which are supersets to the linguistically approximated fuzzy set
Outi , i = 1, . . . , 251 001; only 1.33% of fuzzy sets are linguistically approximated by the elementary term B3
using the Bhattacharyya distance d1 (in the case of fuzzy distance d2 it is more than 15%). Moreover, when the
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value of hL or hR is higher than 0.13, the term B3 is never assigned based on d1 . Higher uncertainty of Out thus
implies that an at least level-2 term will be assigned as a linguistic approximation using the Battacharyya distance.
Also linguistic terms B23 , B34 are not used often – each of them is used in less than 9% of the cases. That is
caused by the fact, that when both hL and hR are higher than 0.135 simultaneously, the only possible outcome of
LA is B24 (i.e. a level-3 term). Actually, more than 80.7% of the approximated fuzzy sets are approximated by
the term B24 . This only confirms the findings obtained in [20] that Bhattacharyya distance tends to suggest such
approximating labels that tend to be supersets of the approximated object meaning-wise.
On the contrary the fuzzy distance d2 divided the space of the approximated fuzzy numbers Outi , i =
1, . . . , 251 001 into four rectangular-like areas (see Figure 3) with respect to the result of the linguistic approximation. Note that all four possible outcomes of the linguistic approximation are suggested with similar frequencies.
Linguistic terms B23 , B34 are both assigned to almost 25% of the approximated fuzzy sets. Linguistic term B24 (the
most uncertain term that is used) is assigned to 35% of approximated fuzzy sets. Note that for hL = hR ≈ 0.366
we obtain a fuzzy set that can be linguistically approximated by all four linguistic terms B3 , B23 , B34 and B24
(the fuzzy distance d2 between this fuzzy set and the meaning of each of the four linguistic terms considered is
the same). This could be a potential handicap of this fuzzy distance due to the fact, that just a small change of
hL and/or hR around this point could result in a different linguistic label from the set {B3 , B23 , B34 , B24 }. Only
limited number of approximated fuzzy sets results into ambiguous cases, when the LA was unable to assign proper
linguistic term (10 fuzzy sets in the case of d1 and 22 in the case of d2 , see Table 1). These ambiguous cases are
depicted in the Figures 2 and 3 by yellow color. Note, that in fact the borders between the pairs of differently
colored areas are always constituted by ambiguous cases. Due to the chosen mesh just some of the ambiguous
cases manifested themselves in the numerical analysis.
Thus if the meaning of the linguistic approximation is required to be a superset to the approximated fuzzy set, it
is more reasonable to choose Bhattacharyya distance d1 over d2 . The requirement of supersets is a “safe” approach
to linguistic approximation, since the reduction of uncertainty is not significant (in fact the approximating fuzzy
set is frequently more uncertain). This can, however, lead to the situations where most of the approximated fuzzy
sets will be labeled by the same linguistic term. The fuzzy distance d2 uses the available linguistic terms of the approximating extended linguistic scale more uniformly, which results in low-uncertain outputs being approximated
by a low uncertain linguistic term (but under a larger risk that a part of the approximated fuzzy output will not be
covered well by the selected linguistic approximation, i.e. the intersection of the meaning of the approximating
term and the output will be nonempty).

Figure 2: The results of the linguistic approximation of fuzzy sets {Out1 , . . . , Out251001 } using Bhattacharyya
distance d1 . Approximated Mamdani-type fuzzy sets are represented by points with coordinates (hL , hR ). The
color of each point represents the linguistic approximation of the corresponding fuzzy set. Ambiguous cases (when
more than one linguistic term is suggested based on d1 ) are depicted using yellow color.
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Figure 3: The results of the linguistic approximation of fuzzy sets {Out1 , . . . , Out251001 } using Fuzzy distance
d2 . Approximated Mamdani-type fuzzy sets are represented by points with coordinates (hL , hR ). The color of
each point represents the linguistic approximation of the corresponding fuzzy set. Ambiguous cases (when more
than one linguistic term is suggested based on d2 ) are depicted using yellow color.

d1
d2

B3
3 329
37 948

B23
22 541
61 806

B34
22 541
61 806

B24
202 580
89 419

Ambiguous
10
22

Table 1: Frequencies of assignment of linguistic terms {B3 , B23 , B34 , B24 } and Ambiguous cases obtained for
fuzzy sets {Out1 , . . . , Out251001 } in the linguistic approximation using d1 and d2 . Unlisted linguistic terms (e.g.
B1 , B13 , . . . ) were not assigned to any approximated Mamdani-type fuzzy set.

5

Conclusion

Mamdani-type fuzzy sets are most frequently obtained through Mamdani fuzzy inference systems. These systems are represented by a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules which can be formulated linguistically. As such these
systems present a useful tool for the descrtiption and investigation of economical phenomena and rather complex
systems. This paper investigates the performance of linguistic approximation of Mamdani-type outputs [8] under two different fuzzy distance measures. The results of this numerical analysis clearly show, that the choice of
the fuzzy distance measure can significantly affect the results of linguistic approximation. In the paper we have
identified several important properties that could help the users of mathematical models choose the most suitable
fuzzy distance measure. First, although it is not frequently studied in the literature, linguistic approximation of
Mamdani-type fuzzy sets can be done, even within the “best-fit” LA context. Second, performance of the LA can
be customized by an appropriate choice of the distance measure - d1 is more prone to suggest a superset meaningwise, d2 suggests LA closer in terms of cardinality. This paper is the initial step of exploring the results of LA of
Mamdani-type outputs under different fuzzy distance/similarity measures.
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Mathematical support for human resource management at
universities
Jana Talašová 1 , Jan Stoklasa2 , Pavel Holeček 3 , Tomáš Talášek4
Abstract. Universities in the Czech Republic are required by law to continuously
assess and ensure their quality in a verifiable manner. The quality of university staff,
primarily of academic staff, is one of the most important aspects of the quality of a
university. This paper describes the current state of development of the information
system for academic staff evaluation (IS HAP) and for the evaluation of other university staff (IS HOP) with the focus on evaluation methods.
In the IS HAP the use of objectively verifiable information on the activities of academic staff members and their results in the teaching and research is stressed. Input
data is acquired from verifiable sources and evaluated against standards determined
for different work positions and evaluated areas. The aggregation of partial evaluations is performed by a fuzzy rule base. The calculated evaluations are represented
verbally and using colours. The superiors then use these results to derive the overall
narrative evaluations.
The IS HOP is based on the assessment of the main areas of activities of other staff by
their superiors, linguistic scales are used in their evaluation and colour representation
of outputs is used.
Keywords: Human resource management, university, evaluation models, fuzzy sets,
information systems.
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

The quality of human resources is a key factor influencing the quality of a university (see [5]). As far as academic
staff is concerned, there is a large amount of information that can and should be used while managing them (data
concerning the teaching activities of academic staff, data concerning their creative activity and also data on other
activities important for the well-being and development of the university). The Structure of applied data varies from
university to university (see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8]). A great deal of the data is currently readily available in various
information systems of universities, there are, however, also additional pieces of data worth gathering (as these can
be further used by the university itself). It is reasonable to create a specialized information system for the purpose
of managing of academic staff. Considering the amount of data required and used for this purpose, it is necessary
to not only gather the data in one information system and make it available in full details for further use, but also
to process it within the system and to provide the university management with aggregated information useful for
the management of human resource. The mathematical model used for the evaluation should be understandable
to the evaluators as well as to the people that are being evaluated and most of all it should provide easily and
clearly interpretable outputs. The information system should also be a platform for storing the final evaluation
report in which the superior reflects both the information provided by the evaluation model as well as his/her own
knowledge of the academic staff member and the relevant context. These are the main principles on which the
Information system for academic staff evaluation (IS HAP) is based (see [7, 10, 12, 13]). This system was created
in 2012 at Palacký University Olomouc and it has been continuously further developed since then. The quality of
other (non-academic) university staff is also important to ensure proper functioning of the university. Considering
the variety of professions of other academic staff, it is more appropriate to use a simpler model for the evaluation.
Thus a unified questionnaire can be used by the superiors for the assessment of all non-academic staff members
under their supervision concerning the fulfilment of their duties. Again, the clarity of outputs is important for
efficient management – mathematical tools are thus again required for the processing and evaluation of data. The
1
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information system for the evaluation of other university staff (IS HOP) created at Palacký University in 2015
offers a solution to the problem of evaluation of other university staff.

2
2.1

Evaluation of academic staff (IS HAP)
Input data for the evaluation model

Data considering the annual performance of academic staff is inserted in the IS HAP input form. The form is
divided into three main areas: teaching activities, creative activities (incl. R&D) and academic offices and managerial duties. The performance evaluation is based on the first two areas; the third area is used to assess the total
time-/work-load of the academic staff member. The area of teaching activities (TA) is further divided into three
subareas: a) direct teaching, b) supervision of students, c) activities associated with the development of fields of
study. The area of creative activities (CA) is divided into the following subareas: a) outputs resulting in RIV
points (according to the Czech methodology for the evaluation of scientific outputs), b) other research outputs, c)
administrative activities associated with creative activities, d) outputs resulting in RUV points (according to the
methodology for the evaluation of creative work outcomes of art universities and faculties). The objectivity of
input data is stressed significantly – mainly basic activities for which information can be obtained from reliable
and verifiable sources are reported. Additional information provided by the academic staff members themselves is
expected to be checked by their superior.

2.2

The evaluation model and its outputs

The selection of activities to be reflected in the evaluation process is a part of the creation of the evaluation model.
The selected activities are subsequently assigned points. In the area of teaching activities, the points reflect time
consumption and professional requirements. Time-consumption is, however, not a factor in the area of creative
activities; excellence of the output is stressed. The basis (and universal benchmark) for the point-evaluation of
activities in CA is the amount of points obtained for a paper published in an impact-factor journal, as computed by
the following formula
AP
1−N
, N =1−
,
b = 10 + 295 ·
N
100
1 + 0.057
where b is the amount of points assigned for the paper and AP is the average percentile of the journal with respect
to the impact factor across all the clusters in which the journal is indexed in the Web of Science. The scores of other
activities in this area were determined by comparison with b, in a similar way as it was done in the methodology
for the evaluation of outputs of Research, Development and Innovations activities valid in the Czech Republic in
the recent years. The evaluations in RUV are determined on the same scale (point-wise).
Evaluation scores of an academic staff member in TA and CA areas are computed as sums of points assigned
to the activities the staff member has reported in the given area. It is also possible to set the maximum frequency
with which certain activities will be reflected in the overall evaluation score in the given area. This is intended to
prevent situations, where a large number of low-point activities would overweight crucial activities and outputs. Its
purpose is also to weaken the possible influence of difficult-to-verify data provided by the academic staff members
on the overall score in the given area.
The overall scores for TA and CA are standardized with respect to the academic position of the staff member
by the following formulas:
bT A
bCA
ta =
, ca =
,
sT A
sCA
where ta is the standardized evaluation in TA area and ca is the standardized evaluation in the CA area for each
academic staff member on the given position, bT A and bCA are the overall evaluations of the given staff member
(point gains) in TA and CA area respectively, and sT A and sCA are the standard scores for the given area and
position.
The standard scores are set up during the implementation of IS HAP for a given university/faculty based in
the analysis of the data stored in IS HAP and also reflecting the goals of the management of the university/faculty.
Statistical tools intended to facilitate the set-up process of standard scores are available directly in IS HAP.
It is necessary to reflect the different character of the scales used for the assessment of performance in TA
and in CA (stemming from the different grounds for the determination of scores of individual activities and from
different possibilities of getting higher multiples of standard scores in each area of activities) when calculating the
overall aggregated evaluation of a given academic staff member. Instead of using some of the usual aggregation
methods which assume the same character of the evaluation scales (i.e. weighted average), IS HAP uses the tools
of linguistic fuzzy modelling (see [9]) for the aggregation of partial evaluations – linguistic fuzzy scales, fuzzy rule
bases and fuzzy inference. Linguistic fuzzy scales currently used in the IS HAP for the interpretation of evaluations
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Figure 1: Linguistic fuzzy scale for the assessment of performance of a given academic staff member in TA (left)
and CA (right) in IS HAP. Units of the x-axis are multiples of standard scores.

Figure 2: Linguistic fuzzy scale for the interpretation of the overall aggregated evaluation of a given staff member
in TA and CA in IS HAP.
in TA and CA areas are depicted in Figure 1, the linguistic scale used for the interpretation of overall performance
evaluation of a given academic staff member is depicted in Figure 2. The form of the fuzzy rule base used for
the aggregation of partial evaluations in TA and CA areas into an overall performance evaluation depends on the
type of faculty; Figure 3 presents a fuzzy rule base used for faculties with a balanced performance in teaching and
creative activities, where a lower performance in one of the evaluated areas can, to some extent, be compensated
by a higher performance in the other area of activities. When the Sugeno-Yasukawa fuzzy inference [11] is used,
the aggregation function derived from the rule base assumes the following form:
P25
25
X
j=1 Aj (ta) · Bj (ca) · evj
eval(ta, ca) = P25
=
Aj (ta) · Bj (ca) · evj ,
j=1 Aj (ta) · Bj (ca)
j=1

where eval(ta, ca) represents the overall performance evaluation of a given academic staff member computed from
his/her standardized partial evaluations ta and ca in TA and CA areas respectively, Aj (.), Bj (.), j = 1, 2, . . . , 25,
are all the combinations of pairs of membership functions of the elements of the two fuzzy scales depicted in
Figure 1, and evj is the value from the kernel of a fuzzy set representing the overall evaluation (see Figure 2 for
the 5-element linguistic scale used) corresponding with the j-th combination of fuzzy evaluations in TA and CA
areas as specified by the fuzzy rule base depicted in Figure 3.

The output of the above described evaluation model is a real number. However, considering the imprecisions
of the overall evaluations (stemming from the fact that all the possibly relevant activities can never be captured
by the input form) and also for better interpretability of the outputs, we prefer linguistic and colour representation
of the outputs of the evaluation model. A 5-element linguistic scale defined on the [0, 2] universe of discourse of

Figure 3: Linguistic description of the fuzzy rule base for the aggregation of evaluations in TA and CA used in IS
HAP.
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Figure 4: Overview of the evaluations of academic staff members.
the output variable (depicted in Figure 2) is therefore used. Using this linguistic scale, a real-number final output
of the evaluation of e.g. 1.6 is thus interpreted as 80% very good and 20% excellent, or alternatively using a
graphical representation by a rectangle which is 80% light-blue and 20% dark-blue. Partial evaluations in TA and
CA areas are represented analogously. The graphical representation also allows for a comprehensive summary of
the performance of staff of the whole unit (e.g. department) – see Figure 4.

2.3

Final evaluation of an academic staff member

The IS HAP is a tool for decision support; using this tool, the superiors of the evaluated academic staff members
are provided with “hard” data concerning the activities of the academic staff member as well as with an aggregated
information characterising his/her performance. The superiors are expected to add “soft” data concerning the
given academic staff member relevant for the evaluation and reflect it in the final step of the evaluation process
– the evaluation interview. The final narrative evaluation resulting from the evaluation interview is put by the
superior into the respective field in IS HAP for storage.

3
3.1

Evaluation of other university staff (IS HOP)
Evaluation questionnaire and its outputs

Unlike academic staff, where the evaluation is based on a large amount of “hard” data and its sophisticated aggregation, other university staff is evaluated by a much simpler model (it is desirable to make the process simpler and
the data requirements lower). Nevertheless, also the evaluation of other staff carried out regularly across a long
period of time and stored in a specialized information system is an important tool for the management of university
human resource. The IS HOP designed for this purpose therefore shares some features with IS HAP – its webpages
look similarly and it uses the same organisational structure of the university and the same mechanisms for the identification of staff members. The main difference between the systems lies in the fact that in IS HOP the evaluation
is carried out by the superiors of other university staff directly – by a selection of one of the pre-defined answers to
the questions (items) of the evaluation questionnaire. The items included in the questionnaire are dependent on the
specific requirements of the university/faculty/unit. The questionnaire can include e.g. just basic items concerning
the quality of work, attitude to professional development, teamwork and approach to clients (a suggested solution
of this type is presented in Figure 5). IS HOP, however, also supports the use of more complex evaluation questionnaires with different numbers of elements of the evaluation scales for each item. The same established way
of presenting results as in IS HAP – i.e. graphical representation using colours – is adopted also in IS HOP. The
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Figure 5: A screenshot from IS HOP – an example of evaluation questionnaire.

Figure 6: A screenshot from IS HOP – overview of non-academic staff members performance evaluations.
calculation of colours of elements of evaluation scales with different numbers of values represents the mathematical aspect of this model. The standard presentation of outputs in IS HOP is in the form of a linguistically labelled
colour profile of each non-academic staff member (see Figure 6). The aggregation of the partial evaluations into
an overall evaluation (by a suitable aggregation function) is, however, also possible if required.

4

Conclusion

The system for the evaluation of academic staff performance IS HAP has undergone a rapid development since its
initial creation. This included, among other things, the connection to external sources of information and a development of the underlying mathematical evaluation model. Based on the experience with the implementation of IS
HAP on different types of faculties of five Czech universities, modifications were made to the evaluation linguistic
fuzzy scales for the performance in the evaluated areas and in the linguistic scale used for the interpretation of the
overall evaluation. Several alternative rule bases were also developed to be used with different types of faculties
and university units. The evaluation methodology of IS HAP has also been significantly improved, namely in
terms of the integration of IS HAP into the internal system for quality assessment at universities. The system for
the evaluation of other (non-academic) university staff IS HOP is in an earlier stage of development, its place in
the internal system for quality assessment at universities is, however, also undeniable.
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Transportation Problem Model Supplemented with Optimisation of Vehicle Deadheading and Single Depot Parking
Dušan Teichmann1, Michal Dorda2, Denisa Mocková3
Abstract. The transportation problem belongs to one of specialized problems of operations research. Its basic form is devoted to optimisation of transportation plans –
how to supply customers from storehouses with homogeneous types of consignments. Optimisation criterions which are most often used are the total transportation
costs or the total covered distance. In practice, we can find many possible applications of the transportation problem. For example, in rail transport the transportation
problem can be applied in optimisation of capacity smoothing, in road transport in
optimisation of transportation of empty containers between combined transport terminals and their customers and so on. To fulfil each transportation plan, we need
some vehicles, the vehicles are assigned to a depot (or depots) where they are
parked. The transportation plan usually consists of three types of trips. The first type
trips are represented by the trips when the vehicles are loaded (the productive trips).
The trips of the second and third type are non-productive (deadheading). The second
type trips correspond to the trips of the empty vehicles going from the places of their
unloading to the places where the vehicles are loaded again. The third type trips are
the trips between the vehicle depots and the first loading places or the last places of
unloading and the depots. However, the basic model of the transportation problem
does not consider these second and third type trips.
An isolated solution for the individual types of the trips of such transportation problem is not suitable because decomposition does not assure optimality of such solution. The presented article presents a model in which all the mentioned trip types are
mutually interconnected. That means a solution got by the mathematical model is
optimal. The article is focused on an example with any number of the vehicles, all
the vehicles have the same depot where they are parked and the capacity of all the
vehicles is assumed to be 1. That means, for example, each vehicle can carry a container.
Keywords: Optimisation, mathematical programming, operational research, transportation problem, container system.
JEL Classification: C61
AMS Classification: 90C90

1

Introduction

The transportation problem is one of well-known problems of operations research. Its definition can be found in
many publications devoted to mathematical programming – see for example [1], [2] or [6]. The transportation
problem deals with decision how homogeneous consignments should be transported from storehouses to customers – that means we want to create a feasible transportation plan. Input data that is necessary for solving the
transportation problem is given by capacities of the individual storehouses (how many consignments are found in
each storehouse), demands of the individual customers (how many consignments should be delivered to each
customer) and a matrix of unit transportation costs (elements of the matrix express how much it costs to transport
the homogeneous consignment between the individual storehouses and the individual customers).
This is the basic formulation of the transportation problem. However, in practice it is often necessary to interconnect the created transportation plan with vehicle scheduling. The feasible schedule of the vehicles is usually planned in the following manner. The vehicle starts its schedule in a given place (usually a depot where the
vehicle is parked), within its daily schedule the vehicle serves all the planned customers (that means it transports
VSB – Technical University of Ostrava / Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Institute of Transport, 17. listopadu 15, Ostrava – Poruba, Czech Republic, e-mail: dusan.teichmann@vsb.cz
2
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Czech Technical University in Prague / Faculty of Transportation Sciences, Department of Logistics and Management of Transport, Konviktská 20, Prague 1, Czech Republic, e-mail: mockova@fd.cvut.cz.
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a defined number of the consignments) and after finishing the service the vehicle goes back to its depot. It is
more than obvious that some trips can be non-productive (so called deadheading) in the vehicle schedule. The
costs that are related to vehicle deadheading may substantially devalue a solution which has been found with the
Dantzig algorithm (or another methods). This devaluation which can be expressed in the total non-productively
covered distance may bring an increase of the total transport costs so that the original optimal solution may lose
its optimality.
In the article, an extended mathematical model of the transportation problem is presented. Contrary to the
basic transportation problem, the presented mathematical model can be applied for finding an optimal solution of
the transportation problem which considers all the non-productively covered distances as well. We limit ourselves to the problems for which it is given that capacity of all the vehicles equals to single consignment – that
means each vehicle can carry only single consignment at the same time. A typical example of such real problem
can be distribution of empty containers – each vehicle carries only single container. In addition, we assume that
all the vehicles are parked in the same depot.
At first, we formulate the basic transportation problem. After doing it we present an extended modification of
the transportation model which considers vehicle deadheading as well.

2

Problem formulation and state of the art

Let us consider m places where consignments are located – let us call them storehouses in the following text. On
the other hand, n places where consignments are requested are given – let us call them customers.
For each storehouse i  1,..., m its capacity ai is defined, for each customer j  1,..., n its demand b j is
known. For each possible direction of transportation between the individual storehouses and the individual customers value cij is given – the value corresponds to the distance the vehicle must cover when transporting a
consignment from storehouse i  1,..., m to customer j  1,..., n . All the values of cij form a unit transportation
cost matrix C . Our task is to decide how many consignments should be transported from the individual storehouses to the individual customers so that the total covered distance is as minimal as possible. In the following
text, the balanced transportation problem is assumed. That means it holds

m

n

i 1

j 1

 ai   b j

(the sum of the capaci-

ties of the individual storehouses – the total supply – equals to the sum of the demands of the individual customers – the total demand). In addition, it is also assumed that the capacities of the individual storehouses and the
demands of the individual customers are greater than 0, that means ai > 0 for i  1,..., m and b j > 0 for
j  1,..., n .
The mathematical model of the balanced transportation problem has the following form:
m

n

min f ( x)    cij xij

(1)

i 1 j 1

subject to:
n

 xij  ai

for i  1,..., m

(2)

 xij  b j for j  1,..., n

(3)

j 1
m

i 1

xij  0 for i  1,..., m and j  1,..., n
(4)
Formula (1) represents the optimisation criterion, constraints (2) ensure that all the consignments found in
the storehouses are transported from them (the capacity of each storehouse is depleted), constraints (3) model
that each customer must be satisfied (that means each customer receives the number of the consignments that is
equal to the customer’s demand) and constraints (4) define the domain of definition of the variables used in the
model. Model (1) – (4) will be referenced in the following text as the basic model.
The transportation problem expressed with basic model (1) – (4) can be easily solved exactly – we can employ the general simplex method [2] or the Dantzig algorithm which can be combined with ε perturbation method that prevents the solving process from obtaining degenerate solutions [1], [2]. To solve the basic transportation model many modern software tools can be also used – for example Solver add-in of Microsoft Excel or any
suitable optimisation software such as Xpress-IVE.
To obtain a good initial feasible solution some heuristics can be also applied – let us mention for example the
Northwest corner method, the Indexing method or the Vogel approximation method. To calculate the distance
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matrix that is one of necessary pieces of input data several well-known algorithms can be applied, the algorithms
are described for example in [5].
In the last paragraph of the introduction it was mentioned that the real problem which is addressed in the paper corresponds to transportation of the containers with the vehicles with the capacity which is equal to 1 container. Let us discuss some known approaches to solving the problem. Regarding Czech or Slovak publications
we can mention sources [3], [4] or [7].
In [4] a combined optimisation problem of loaded container distribution, empty container distribution and
vehicle deadheading is presented. The solving concept is based on forming general trips that consist of 5 phases
(note that not all the phases must be included in final trips). The solving algorithm consists of two phases – the
first phase deals with distribution of the empty containers and the second phase is aimed at optimisation of vehicle deadheading.
The problem of collection and distribution of the containers that is realised with the vehicles with the capacity of 2 containers is discussed in publication [3]. Publication [7] mentions some selected exact and heuristic
approaches to solving distribution problems of different types of containers based on circular trips.
The above-mentioned publications also reference many foreign sources dealing with the problem.

3

Formulation and mathematical model of extended transportation problem and its solving

To formulate the extended mathematical model, original input data described in Section 2 must be extended. At
first, information that the customers are supplied with the vehicles with the capacity that equals to 1 consignment
must be added. A depot where all the vehicles are parked must be defined in the extended transportation problem. It is requested that the vehicles go back to the depot after finishing service of the customers.
Our task is to find a transportation plan so that all the customers are satisfied, the capacities of the individual
storehouses are not exceeded and the total distance covered by all the vehicles (including deadheading) is as
minimal as possible. Therefore, it is requested that after finishing optimisation calculation information how
many consignments should be transported between the individual storehouses and the customers and information
how the vehicles should deadhead must be provided.




Let us define notation of the extended mathematical model:
The storehouses are labelled with indices 1,…, m – the number of the storehouses is equal to m.
For the customers indices m  1,..., n are used – the number of the customers equals to n  m .
Two fictional vertices labelled with indices 0 and n  1 are added to the model – vertex 0 represents the
depot the vehicles depart from and vertex n  1 the depot the vehicles return to (note that both depots could
be united in a single depot because in practice both depots are usually the same).
The meaning of other symbols is the same except for the following symbols. Variables x ij with indices

i  0, m 1,..., n and j  1,..., m, n  1 have different meaning (in comparison with the basic model). The variables model:
 How often the vehicles go empty from the depot to the storehouses (deadheading at the beginning of their
schedules) – for combinations of indices i  0 and j  1,..., m .
 How often the vehicles go empty from the customers (after their unloading) to the storehouses (deadheading
within the schedule) – for combinations of indices i  m 1,..., n and j  1,..., m .
 How often the vehicles go empty from the customers to the depot (deadheading at the end of their schedules)
– for combinations of indices i  m 1,..., n and j  n  1 .
And finally, constant K representing the number of the vehicles that are used to realise the created transportation plan must be added to the mathematical model. As shown later in the article, an increase of K may bring
worsening of the optimisation criterion.
When creating the mathematical model, a basic condition that the number of the empty vehicles arriving in
each storehouse (from the depot or from any customer after unloading) is equal to the capacity of the storehouse
must be satisfied. Analogously, the number of the vehicles going empty from the customer (to any storehouse or
to the depot) must be equal to the demand of the customer. Both facts result from the capacity of the vehicles –
as stated earlier in the article each vehicle can carry only single assignment at the same time. Each proposed
solution can be depicted with a weighted directed graph; the weight of each arc corresponds to the number of the
trips realised in the corresponding direction. Moreover, it must be true that the number of the arcs entering each
vertex equals to the number of the arcs exiting the vertex. The rule also holds for the depots if the depots are
represented with the same vertex (as assumed in the article).
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The mathematical problem of the balanced transportation problem which minimises the total covered distance can be formulated in the following form:
m

m

n

n

m

n

min f ( x)   c0 j x0 j    cij xij    cij xij   cin 1 xin 1
j 1

i 1 j  m 1

i  m 1 j 1

(5)

i  m 1

subject to:
m

 x0 j  K

(6)

j 1
n

 xin 1  K

(7)

i  m 1

n

 xij  ai

for i  1,..., m

(8)

j  m 1
m

 xij  b j for j  m  1,..., n

(9)

i 1

n

n

i  m 1

i  m 1

x0 j   xij   x ji for j  1,..., m
m

m

i 1

i 1

(10)

 xij   x ji  x jn 1 for j  m  1,..., n

(11)

xij  0 for i  0,..., m and j  m  1,..., n  1

(12)

Formula (5) represents the optimisation criterion – the total distance covered by all the vehicles. Constraint
(6) ensures that exactly K vehicles leave the depot. Constraint (7) models that the same number of the vehicles
returns to the depot after serving the customers. The group of constraints (8) ensures that the capacity of any
storehouse is not exceeded, the group of constraints (9) models that each customer is satisfied. The group of
constraints (12) defines the domain of definition of the variables used in the mathematical model.
Let us discuss the remaining groups of constraints (10) and (11). The groups ensure that the number of loaded vehicle arrivals in the storehouses equals to the number of the loaded vehicle trips (10) and the number of the
vehicle departures from the customers after unloading equals to the customers’ demands (11).
Formulated mathematical model (5) – (12) can be easily solved using suitable software tools – we can employ for example Solver add-inn of Microsoft Excel or optimisation software Xpress-IVE. An important advantage of the proposed extended model is that the total number of the variables used in the model does not
change significantly (in comparison with the basic model). Another advantage is that the domain of definition of
the variables can be the same even if the capacity of each storehouse and the demand of each customer are integer. Therefore, no calculation obstacles should not occur when solving a problem with many storehouses and
customers.

4

Calculation experiments

Functionality of the presented model was tested using a balanced transportation problem with 10 storehouses, 10
customers and 3 vehicles serving the customers. The capacities of the individual storehouses and the demands of
the individual customers are given in Table 1.
i
ai
bj

1
5
2

2
4
7

3
3
6

4
12
14

5
6
13

6
8
12

7
4
5

8
12
5

9
5
5

10
15
5

Table 1 Input data for the storehouses and the customers
Table 2 summarises all distances between the initial depot, the individual storehouses, the individual customers and the terminal depot. Note that the distances are expressed in kilometres. If some trips are inadmissible (for
example the trips from the initial depot to any customer), then the corresponding distance is equal to the prohibitive constant denoted with M.
Functionality of the model was tested in optimisation software Xpress-IVE. Results obtained by the optimisation experiment are summarised in Table 3; the values in the table represent the number of the trips that should
be realised between the corresponding places. The individual places are denoted using the following abbreviations – ID is the initial depot, S1,…, S10 are the storehouses, C1,…, C10 are the customers and TD is the terminal
depot. If no value is in a cell of the table, then no trip is planned between the corresponding places. The values
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provided in the last column of the table represent the total number of the vehicles departing from the initial depot, from the individual storehouses and the customers. The values in the last row in the table correspond to the
total number of the vehicles arriving in the individual storehouses and the customers and in the terminal depot.
S1
10
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
8
6
19
16
15
16
12
15
13
12

ID
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10

S2
5
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
9
5
9
17
9
15
13
25
14
2

S3
8
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
10
6
20
18
14
7
14
35
19
14

S4
6
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
12
6
9
19
9
16
15
5
4
12

S5
14
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
11
7
6
20
8
6
11
16
4
32

S6
3
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
16
6
9
9
23
16
12
15
24
10

S7
12
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
9
6
4
8
6
60
13
5
15
10

S8
13
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
4
17
5
7
9
6
8
8
8
8

S9
1
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
8
6
9
6
18
36
9
1
6
52

S10
6
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
8
14
12
10
9
14
7
10
3
6

C1
M
8
9
10
12
11
16
9
4
8
8
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

C2
M
6
5
6
6
7
6
6
17
6
14
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

C3
M
19
9
20
9
6
9
4
5
9
12
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

C4
M
16
17
18
19
20
9
8
7
6
10
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

C5
M
15
9
14
9
8
23
6
9
18
9
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

C6
M
16
15
7
16
6
16
60
6
36
14
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

C7
M
12
13
14
15
11
12
12
8
9
7
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

C8
M
15
25
35
5
16
15
5
8
1
10
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

C9
M
13
14
19
4
4
24
15
8
6
3
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

C10
M
12
2
14
12
32
10
10
8
52
6
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

TD
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
4
6
12
10
13
9
8
4
10
9

C10

TD

Table 2 The distance matrix
To
From
ID
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
Σ

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

3

3
5
4
3
12
6
8
4
12
5
15

5
4
3
2

9

1
6

8
4
2

2

5
1

3
4
4

5

5

Σ

1
2

5

2
4
5

2
7

1

10
3

6

1
3

3
5
4

5

4
4

3

12

6

5

4

12

5

5
1
15

2

7

6

14

13

12

5

5

5

5

3

Table 3 The results of the experiment
The value of the objective criterion – the total covered distance including deadheading in kilometres – is 913.
As can be seen in the last column of the table, the values in rows S 1 – S10 correspond to the capacities of the
individual storehouses. Therefore, it is obvious that the numbers of the vehicles departing from the storehouses
reflect their capacities. Because it is assumed that each vehicle can carry only 1 consignment at the same time,
we can say that the capacities of the individual storehouses are depleted (this is one of the basic conditions of the
balanced transportation problem). In the last column of rows C1 – C10 we can see that the values correspond to
the demands of the individual customers. That means the numbers of the vehicles departing from the individual
customers are equal to their demands. If the capacity of each vehicle is 1 consignment, the demands of the customers are satisfied (because the number of the vehicles arriving in the customer has to be equal to the number of
the vehicles departing from the customer). Confirmation of this fact can be found in the last column of Table 3,
more specifically in columns C1 – C10. The values in the columns express how many vehicles arrive in the individual customers. One can verify that the values are equal to the demands of the customers. The values in the last
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column of the table labelled S1 – S10 give information how many vehicles arrive in the individual storehouses. It
is obvious that the values correspond to the capacities of the individual storehouses. That means the required
numbers of the vehicles arrive in the individual storehouses to be loaded. And finally, let us explain the meaning
of the value which is found in the last column for the initial depot (ID) and in the last row for the terminal depot
(TD). The values have to be equal to the number of the trips covered unproductively between the initial depot
and the storehouses and between the customers and the terminal depot. One can see that all the vehicles start
their schedule with the unproductive trip to storehouse S6, 2 vehicles go back to the terminal depot after serving
customer C2 and the remaining vehicle after serving customer C8.
At the end of the article let us present a piece of knowledge resulting from the calculation experiments which
were devoted to research into impact of the number of the vehicles on the calculation results. Table 4 reveals
how the increasing number of the vehicles K is changing the value of the optimisation criterion – the total covered distance – for the same transportation problem. In the table, one can see that the number of the vehicles was
from 1 to 10.
K
Opt. crit. [km]

1
909

2
910

3
913

4
916

5
919

6
922

7
925

8
929

9
934

10
939

Table 4 Impact of the number of the vehicles on the optimisation criterion

5

Conclusions

In the article the optimisation problem of planning how the customers found in the transport net should be supplied from the storehouses; the customers are served by means of shuttle trips. In the article it is assumed that the
capacity of the vehicles that serve the customers is equal to 1 consignment (for example 1 container). The theoretical part of the article contains the original mathematical model which minimises the total distance covered
with the vehicles when serving the customers. In the article an interesting phenomenon which has been revealed
within the calculation experiments with the presented mathematical model is discussed – we found out that the
total covered distance increases with the increasing number of the vehicles serving the customers.
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Subordinating Lévy processes and the measure of market
activity
Tomáš Tichý1
Abstract. Modern approach to the analysis of financial asset prices and evolution
of their returns requires utilization of stochastic processes that overcome the highest
deficiency of Gaussian distribution, i.e., higher moments of the distribution are considered and/or fluctuation of parameters over time is allowed. In this contribution we
focus on selected types of Lévy models defined as subordinated Brownian motion and
consider the impact of various levels of market activity. Within the illustrative study
we utilize FX rates market data, stressing the impact of financial crises.
Keywords: Lévy models, subordinators, market activity
JEL classification: C44, G13
AMS classification: 35, 90C15

1

Introduction

Standard approach to modelling financial instrument prices is based on the assumption of continuous-time and
relatively smooth evolution of market prices. Despite that at most of markets the trading can occur at only particular periods of a day and only discrete changes in the market prices are possible (i.e., the changes cannot be
infinitesimal), continuous-time diffusion-type processes has mostly been regarded as a good proxy.
On the other hand, various studies in the past have proofed that the distribution of financial instrument prices
often exhibit quite high kurtosis and fat tails, which is given especially by market shocks, see, e.g. [12],[13], [10],
[15], etc.
One suitable way how to distinguish between periods with different level of market activity, is the utilization
of subordinated models belonging to a general family of Lévy processes. Here, the subordinator plays a role of an
internal time which helps to fit the activity at a given market – for example, if there is no new information relevant
for the value of a given financial instrument, there is obviously no reason to make a trade and thus the market looks
like sleeping (time runs slowly); on the other hand, if there are many new information with potential impact on the
value of a given instrument, many traders try to utilize their view on the impact and execute market orders – as
a result, the price fluctuates frequently and from the standard time point of view it looks like jumping (times run
very quickly). In this short contribution we restrict ourselves on extracting the market activity at FX rate markets,
i.e., a market with high liquidity and assumed efficiency, using VG model. Related studies with further theoretical
foundations can be found, e.g., in [17].
We proceed as follows – in Section 2 we review selected Lévy models with subordinator, while in Section 3 we
briefly describes dependency models suitable for the market activity. Finally, in Section 4 some numerical results
are provided.

2

Lévy models with subordinator

The family of Lévy models bears the name of Paul Lévy, French mathematician of the first half of 20th century
and one of the founders of modern theory of stochastic processes. The history and basic principles of financial
modeling via Lévy processes is studied in particular details in [8], though, more rigorous and detail treatment
is provided in [4]. This family consists of such processes, whose increments are independent and stationary.
Moreover, a typical feature of many processes of this family is a so called stochastic continuity – the probability
of jumps at any infinitesimal time interval dt is zero.
The basic building blocks of complex Lévy models are the Wiener process and the Poisson process. It implies
that any Lévy model can be decomposed into a diffusion part and a jump part. Obviously, it is sufficient that
only one of these components is present, i.e., Wiener or Poisson process itself are members of the Lévy family.
Moreover, it is believed that processes with infinite activity of jumps, such as gamma process, allows one to get a
behavior similar to diffusion processes.
Modeling of financial asset prices is mostly restricted to processes that lead to positive values only, i.e., the
stock price cannot drop bellow zero. It follows that we have to transform a simple Lévy model into the exponential
1
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Lévy models with price dynamic of the asset S(t) as follows:
S(t) = S0 exp[µt + X(t)].
A key tool for definition of advanced Lévy models is the characteristic function φ, so that we can avoid the
problems connected with the distribution function of the random variable FX . Let us assume a probability distribution that is infinitely divisible. Then the Lévy process is a stochastic process X = {X(t), t ∈ [0, ∞)}, which is
zero at origin, X(0) = 0, if:
1. its increments are independent,
2. its increments are stationary, i.e., Xt+τ − Xt is of the same distribution as Xτ and does not depend on t ,
P
3. is stochastically continuous, Xt+τ = limτ →0 Xt .
Thus, we get the generalized properties of Wiener and also Poisson process. Moreover, it holds that the increments
over time interval τ ≥ 0, i.e., Xt+τ − Xt , has characteristic function (φ(u))τ . Note also, that the third property
indicates that the jumps can arise, though the probability of occurrence in any particular time instant is zero.
The cumulant of the characteristic function Φ(u) = ln φ(u) is called the characteristic exponent and fulfils a
Lévy-Khinchin formula:
Z ∞

1 2 2
(1)
exp(ıux) − 1 − ıuxI|x|<1 ν(dx).
Φ(u) = ıγu − σ u +
2
−∞

Here, γ ∈ R, σ 2 ≥ 0 and ν is a measure on R\{0} with
Z ∞
(1 ∧ x2 )ν(dx) < ∞.

(2)

−∞

For a given infinitely divisible distribution we can state the triplet of Lévy characteristics, {γ, σ 2 , ν(dx)}. The
former two describe the drift of the process (deterministic part) and its diffusion. If it is of the form ν(dx) =
u(x)dx, we call it Lévy density. It is quite related to probability density except the fact it need not be integrable
and zero at origin.
From the economic point of view, these processes can be understood as a process that evolves in a random
business time. Such time is related to the arrival of new information relevant to the price of the asset we study.
Since the time t, in which the Brownian motion evolves, is replaced by a stochastic process, such type of models
should be regarded as a compound process and relevant probability distribution belongs to the class of mixed
distributions.
The principles of modelling via internal processes, that drives the activity of the main process (i.e., subordinator), were introduced in [5] or [7]. The main idea lying behind such approach was empirically observed instability
of estimated volatility and quite frequent occurrence of rare events (when compared to the Gaussian distribution),
which was supported also by asymmetry properties of the returns distribution, see, for example, [10]. Overall, these
empirically observed features make the usage of BS-type models based on geometric Brownian motion difficult.
√
√
If we denote Z(t; µ, σ) as Wiener process in time t with µ = 1 and σ = t, i.e., Zt = ε t, ε ∼ N (0; 1), we
can define Brownian motion X(t; θ, ϑ) with increment θ and volatility ϑ driven by another Lévy process `(t; ν)
with measure of variance ν simply by putting `(t) into t. Then,
Xt = θ`(t) + ϑZ(`t ),

(3)

which can be simultaneously written as follows:
Xt = θ`(t) + ϑε

p

`(t).

(4)

This relation can be interpreted in such a way that the increment dX over time change dt is of normal distribution
with mean θ`dt and variance ϑ2 `dt , since the mean of the driving process `(t) is dt and its variance will determine
the heaviness of the tails.
Quite popular subordinators are gamma process, leading to VG model (the term VG (variance gamma) was
suggested since the variance of the driving process is not determined by standard time t, but gamma time – variance
gamma) and inverse Gaussian process, leading to NIG model (normal inverse Gaussian model).2
2

For more details, including references of particular models, see, e.g., [8].
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VG model. The VG model (variance gamma model) is one of the most frequently applied multiparametric
models of the Lévy family of processes. There exists two ways how to define it – the first one follows the definition
of the Brownian motion driven by gamma process.
The probability density function of the gamma process from gamma distribution G(a, b) with a = 1/ν and
b = ν is given by:
t
g ν −1 exp(− νg )
.
(5)
fG (g, t; ν) =
t
ν ν Γ( νt )
The process can be defined using its characteristic function as follows:
−t/ν

1
.
φVG (x, g(t; ν); θ, ϑ) = 1 − ıxθν + σ 2 νx2
2

(6)

NIG model. Another popular model based on the subordinator is NIG model (normal inverse Gaussian model).
NIG model can be defined by two ways, as well. Following the definition of the Brownian motion driven by
inverse Gaussian (IG) process, i.e., process I(t; ν) with drift ν, which at time I ∼ IG[t; ν] reaches level t, we can
formulate the characteristic function as follows:


1
1 p
2
2
1 + x ϑ ν − 2θνı ,
(7)
φN IG (x; ν, θ, ϑ) = exp
−
ν
ν
Extension by a stochastic environment. All these models (VG, CGMY, NIG) can be easily generalized to
allow a stochastic change of particular parameters. Hence, if we incorporate another internal process (time), we
can obtain a random change of the overall environment. Obviously, it is a natural consequence of the relation of
the stochastic volatility and the random time.
As usually, such process can be only positive. Since the real applications suggest that the process should revert
back to some equilibrium, especially the Lévy models of the OU-type were studied ([2, 3]) as well as standard
models of interest rates, such as the CIR model (see [9]) in [6].
Denote such process describing the stochastic environment as y(t) (standard time remains t). According to
CIR the increment dy within infinitesimal time interval dt can be expressed by stochastic differential equation as
follows:
√
dy = k(η − y)dt + λ yε.
(8)

Here k depicts the mean reverting tendency to the equilibrium η and λ is the volatility of this random time.

Finally, we can formulate a Lévy model based on the subordinated Brownian motion within stochastic environment defined by y as follows (compare with (4)):
p
Xt = θ`(Y (t)) + ϑε `(Y (t)),
(9)
where

Y (t) =

Z

t

y(u)du.

(10)

0

Generalized hyperbolic model. Generalized hyperbolic model is apparently more complicated, when compared
to the preceding models, since the Lévy measure is not available in the closed form and the density function is
available only for the same time scale, and even in this case its form is very complex. These features do not
allow simple applications in asset price modelling. Thus, it can be useful to approximate such type of models by a
(geometric) Brownian motion driven by GIG (generalized inverse Gaussian) subordinator.

3

Dependency and association among random variable

One of the most essential tasks of financial decision-making is the measurement of the dependency among the
realizations of particular random variables. Specifically, let us consider n risky assets with gross returns3 z =
0
[z1 , z2 , . . . , zn ] . As a consequence of the Sklar theorem ([16]) the joint distribution function is given by:
3

Fz (x) = C(Fz1 (x1 ), Fz2 (x2 ), . . . , Fzn (xn )),

(11)

Generally, we assume the standard definition of gross return between time t and time t + 1 of asset i, as zi,t+1 =
where Si,t is the price of the i-th asset at time t and di,[t,t+1] is the total amount of cash dividends
between t and t + 1.
Si,t+1 +di,[t,t+1]
,
Si,t
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where Fzi (xi ) = Pr(zi ≤ xi ) are the marginal distribution functions and C:[0, 1]n → [0, 1] is the copula function.
The copula function can therefore be defined by inverting (1):
C(u) = Fz (Fz−1
(u1 ), Fz−1
(u2 ), . . . , Fz−1
(un )).
1
2
n

(12)

Therefore, the dependency among particular variables is fully described by suitable copula function C. Furthermore, the copula function can be regarded as the joint distribution function of the marginal distribution functions.
In several financial contexts it is convenient to express the dependency between random variables with a single
number (more generally, for n random variables we get an n-dimensional matrix). The most widespread is the
Pearson coefficient of correlation defined as follows:
cor(X, Y ) = p

cov(X, Y )
p
,
var(X) var(Y )

(13)

where var(X) states the variance of X and cov(X, Y ) the covariance
between X and
n
o Y . This measure is the inner
2
2
product of standardized random variables in the Hilbert L = X|E(|X| ) < ∞ space and it derives most of
its properties from this characteristic. However, the Pearson coefficient of correlation is only one of the possible
measures of dependency.
The most popular measures of concordance are: Kendall’s tau, Spearmann’s rho, Gini’s gamma, and Blomqvist’s
beta.
The Kendall’s tau, τK (also called Kendall correlation), is defined as the probability of concordance reduced
by the probability of discordance:
τK (X, Y ) = Pr ((X1 − X2 )(Y1 − Y2 ) > 0) − Pr ((X1 − X2 )(Y1 − Y2 ) < 0) ,

(14)

where (X1 , Y1 ) and (X2 , Y2 ) are independent replications of (X, Y ). Therefore,
τK (X, Y ) = E(sign((X1 − X2 )(Y1 − Y2 )))
= cor(sign(X1 − X2 ), sign(Y1 − Y2 )),
where sign(x) = 1 if x > 0, sign(x) = 0 if x = 0 and sign(x) = −1 if x < 0. Clearly, Kendall’s tau can be
defined in terms of the copula function:
τK (C) = 4

Z

1

0

Z

1

C(u, v)dC(u, v) − 1,

0

(15)

where C is the copula associated to the bivariate vector (X, Y ).

The second most popular measure of concordance, Spearman’s rho, ρS , is given by:
ρS = 3 (Pr ((X1 − X2 )(Y1 − Y3 ) > 0) − Pr ((X1 − X2 )(Y1 − Y3 ) < 0)) =
= 3E(sign((X1 − X2 )(Y1 − Y3 ))) = 3 cor (sign(X1 − X2 ), sign(Y1 − Y3 )) .

(16)

where (X1 , Y1 ), (X2 , Y2 ) and (X3 , Y3 ) are independent replications of (X, Y ).
This measure is the Pearson linear correlation coefficient applied to marginal distribution functions of the
random variables, i.e.:
cov (FX (X), FY (Y ))
ρS = cor (FX (X), FY (Y )) = p
.
var (FX (X)) , var (FY (Y ))

(17)

It follows, that it can be regarded as the correlation of copula functions:
ρS (X, Y ) = 12

Z

1

0

= 12

Z

0

Z

1

uvdC(u, v) − 3 =

0

1

Z

1

0

C(u, v)dudv − 3,

where C is the copula associated to the bivariate vector (X, Y ).
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Another measure used to quantify the concordance among random variables is Gini’s gamma, γG . It can be
defined in terms of copula functions as follows:

Z 1
Z 1
C(u, 1 − u)du −
[u − C(u, u)]du ,
(19)
γG (C) = 4
0

0

where C is the copula associated to the bivariate vector (X, Y ). Its sample estimation is given by ranks pi and qi
of random variables X and Y , respectively:
" n
#
n
X
X
1
γG (X, Y ) = 2
|pi + qi − n − 1| −
|pi − qi | .
(20)
bn /2c i=1
i=1
Finally, we should mention Blomqvist beta, βB , defined as follows:
βB (X, Y ) = Pr[(X − x̃)(Y − ỹ) > 0] − Pr[(X − x̃)(Y − ỹ) < 0] =
= E(sign((X − x̃)(Y − ỹ))),

(21)

where x̃ and ỹ are the medians of some given continuous random variables X and Y, respectively. With certain
simplifications, this measure may also be rewritten in terms of copula functions:


1 1
,
− 1.
(22)
βB (C) = 4C
2 2
The proof that all these measures are really measures of concordance can be found, for example, in Nelsen (2006).

4

Numerical illustration

Let us assume FX rates with respect to EUR over 2005 to 2011 (we select this period in order to stress the change of
the market activity proxy during the subprime crises). We consider large selection of FX rates, starting with Czech
Koruna (CZK), which has been supposed to be a currency with quite stable behaviour, across rather stabilized
US dollar (USD) and UK pound (GBP), little more risk Hungarian Forint (HUF) and Polish Zloty (PLN) and two
examples from eastern Asia, Korean Won (KRW) and Indonesian Rupiah (IDR).
Extracted proxy of market activity in terms of subordinated process on 4-year estimation window, and thus,
the flow of information, is apparent from Figure 1. It is quite obvious that the activity with IDR rather differs from
other currencies, especially as concerns post-crises behaviour and some high activity observed at the beginning of
the monitored period. It also seems that the activity at USD and GBP market started well in advance (comparing
with other FX rates). Moreover, the USD activity remained rather high even in post-crises period. Finally, also
HUF and PLN show some differences and really high activity even outside crises period, especially as concerns
HUF.

Figure 1 Estimation of market activity via VG model and its Lévy density over 2003-2012, including the financial
crises impact for CZK, GBP, HUF, IDR, JPY, KRW, PLN, and USD
Similar results can be obtained for further subordinated models (we do not report them due to lack of space).
As an illustration, however, Table 1 shows Kendall tau obtained for VG model and NIG model, respectively.
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VG
1
0.63
0.08
0.32
0.59
0.74
0.61
0.55

0.63
1
0.01
0.45
0.74
0.77
0.53
0.62

0.08
0.01
1
-0.10
-0.12
0.03
0.21
-0.13

0.32
0.45
-0.10
1
0.51
0.43
0.54
0.44

0.59
0.74
-0.12
0.51
1
0.69
0.54
0.69

0.74
0.77
0.03
0.43
0.69
1
0.60
0.62

0.61
0.53
0.21
0.54
0.54
0.60
1
0.37

0.55
0.62
-0.13
0.44
0.69
0.62
0.37
1

1
0.63
0.16
0.32
0.61
0.74
0.60
0.55

0.63
1
0.10
0.44
0.74
0.76
0.56
0.60

0.16
0.10
1
-0.07
-0.03
0.09
0.23
-0.07

NIG
0.32
0.61
0.44
0.74
-0.07
-0.03
1
0.51
0.51
1
0.43
0.71
0.58
0.60
0.45
0.68

0.74
0.76
0.09
0.43
0.71
1
0.60
0.63

0.60
0.56
0.23
0.58
0.60
0.60
1
0.40

0.55
0.60
-0.07
0.45
0.68
0.63
0.40
1

Table 1 Comparison of Kendall tau of market activity in 4-year time windows

5

Conclusion

We have presented market activity approximation in terms of subordinated Lévy models and in particular, results
obtained using VG model have been illustrated also graphically. However, other models brings relatively similar
results.
The results can be further analysed as concerns their dependency and interconnections especially in tails (i.e.,
what are the similarities during extreme periods). As concerns equity markets, the market activity proxy might be
useful as an alarm clock suggesting conservative investments as document in [1] and further extended in [11].
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Measuring Co-movements Based on Quantile Regression
Using High-frequency Information:
Asymmetric Tail Dependence
Petra Tomanová1
Abstract. The aim of this paper is to investigate whether contagion was present
in sector equity markets formed from S&P constituents during crises between 1998
– 2016. The paper deals with the problem of spurious correlation measures due to
the heteroskedasticity which might lead to improper inferences about the presence of
contagion. The problem is solved by incorporating information about time-varying
volatility into the methodology based on estimation of conditional probability of comovements between equity returns.
The proposed methodology is split into three stages. First the integrated variance is
estimated using various approaches such as realized kernel and the pre-averaging approach which incorporates data sampled in high-frequency. Second the time-varying
quantiles are modeled as conditional autoregressive quantiles using estimated variance. Finally, the conditional probability of co-movement is estimated based on coexceedance of corresponding quantiles of random variables. The model is then used
for investigating asymmetric behavior of contagion during crisis on equity returns of
S&P 500 index. For some sectors the results report a significant increase in sector
equity return comovements in bear markets during the crisis of period between years
1998 and 2016 and insignificant changes in bull markets for all sector indices.
Keywords: CAViaR, co-movement, conditional quantile, high-frequency data.
JEL classification: C22, C32, G15
AMS classification: 91G70

1

Introduction

Analyzing dependencies among equity markets is an important issue for market participants in particular because
a loss in one market can be accompanied by a loss in another market. Hence an underestimating of dependencies
among financial markets may cause underestimating of potential losses. But how to estimate the dependencies
properly especially during financial crisis? Forbes et al. [6] and Longin et al. [8] among others show that the
solution is not a straightforward at all and misleading results have often been reported in the past. The goal of this
paper is twofold: First, to investigate the possibly asymmetric behavior of co-movements in the tranquil and crisis
periods and second, whether incorporating information from high-frequency data in form of realized volatility
would change the results.
For the purpose of showing possible solution to these problems the paper follows and extends the methodology
of time-varying regression quantiles introduced by Cappiello et al. [4] in Section 2 since it exhibits many suitable
properties. It allows to identify and measure asymmetries in comovement in the upper and lower tails of the
distributions and no assumptions neither on the joint distributions nor on the marginal distributions of variables
are needed since the regression quantile is a semi-parametric technique. It is robust to outliers, however, it is not
necessary robust to heteroskedasticity and thus the problem of spurious correlation might occur. In Section 4 we
investigate whether it might be problem when analyzing sector indices formed from S&P constituents. Section 5
concludes.

2

Estimating comovements

The methodology of measuring comovements using high-frequency information could be split into four parts. First
the realized volatility is estimated which is used in the second part for time-varying quantiles modeling by quantile
regression. Then average probabilities of comovements are estimated by OLS regression. Finally, the changes in
financial comovements between tranquil and crisis periods are tested.

1
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2.1

Realized variance

Hypothesis of this paper is that the volatility process of prices should be considered for modeling time-varying
quantiles and probability of comovements estimation, especially when data sample consist of both tranquil and
turbulent periods. We employ the realized variance (RV) since Andersen et al. [1] among others showed that the
RV provides a satisfactory accurate measure of volatility.
RV is the sum of squared returns through given time period. In this paper, as we are interested in a measure of
daily price variation, the RV is computed as the sum of n squared intraday returns for a particular day:
(N )

RVt

=

N
X
r=1

(ptr − ptr−1 )2

where ptr is r-th price observed at day t. Under particular assumptions the RV consistently estimates the quadratic
variation of the price process [2]. However, in practice it is not commonly the case. Especially due to the fact
that the pt is not usually equal to efficient price p∗t but it is contaminated by the so called microstructure noise
εt , e.g. pt = p∗t + εt . Thus robust techniques have to be used when one is interested in price variation without
microstructure noise. In this paper both the realized kernel estimator of [3] and pre-averaging estimator of [7] is
considered.

2.2

Time-varying quantiles

Let {yit : i = 1, . . . , n} be a set-up with n random variables at time t ∈ [1, T ]. Then the conditional time-varying
quantile qijt for a given j-th confidence level θj ∈ (0, 1) and for a random variable yit conditional on Ft−1 is
defined as
Pr[yit ≤ qijt |Ft−1 ] = θj .
Individual quantiles are modeled in accordance with the methodology of Engle et al. [5]. The authors propose
a conditional autoregressive value at risk by the regression quantiles (CAViaR) models which were primarily
constructed to estimate the value at risk (VaR). Since VaR is defined as a particular quantile of future portfolio
values conditional on current available information, Pr[yt < VaRt |Ft−1 ] = θ, the problem of finding the VaRt is
equivalent to estimating the time-varying conditional quantile. A generic CAViaR model can be specified as
qit (β ij ) = β0,ij +

v
X

βk,ij qi,t−k (β ij ) +

k=1

w
X

βv+l,ij f (xi,t−l ),

l=1

where f (xi,t−l ) is a function of a finite number of lagged observable variables of order l and qit (β ij ) is an empirical
specification for the qijt where β ij is the p-vector of parameters. Autoregressive terms βk,ij qi,t−k (β ij ), k =
1, . . . , v, ensure that the quantile changes smoothly over time and function f (xi,t−l ) links qit (β ij ) to observable
variables that belong to the information set.
Vector of parameters is estimated using the quantile regression, thus an estimator β̂ ij,T of an unknown vector
of parameters β ij is defined as
min
β ij

T
1X
(θj − 1[yit ≤ qit (β ij )])(yit − qit (β ij )),
T t=1

where 1[e ≤ 0] is equal to one when e ≤ 0 and zero otherwise. Once the estimates β̂ ij,t is obtained, conditional
quantiles qit (β̂ ij ) can be computed.

2.3

Average probability of comovement

The conditional probability of comovement is estimated with accordance to Cappiello et al. [4]. The idea behind
the methodology lays in estimation of a probability that a random variable y1t falls below a conditional quantile
q1jt given that other random variable y2t is also bellow its corresponding quantile q2jt .
When we generalize the problem for n-tuple of random variables {yit : i = 1, . . . , n} then an average
probability that all random variables {yit : i = 1, . . . , n} fall simultaneously below their quantiles over a given
PT
time period is defined as F jT ≡ T −1 t=1 Ft (q1jt , . . . , qnjt ). In this setting Ft (q1jt , . . . , qnjt ) is a cumulative
distribution function for a set of quantiles (q1jt , . . . , qnjt ). Conditional quantiles are estimated by regression
quantiles in accordance to Section 2.2.
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For the purpose of obtaining the average probability of comovement F jT , n indicator variables Iit (β ij ) ≡

1[yit ≤ qit (βij )] are constructed. Then the following linear regression model can be defined and estimated:
n
Y

Iit (β̂ ij,T ) = W t αj + t , j = 1, . . . , m,

(1)

i=1

where W t ≡ [1 S t X t ], αj is an s-vector of unknown parameters, S t denotes an s1 row vector of time dummies,
X t denotes an s2 row vector of exogenous variables and s = 1 + s1 + s2 .
Let α̂j,T be the OLS estimator of (1), α̂lj,T be the (l + 1)-th element of α̂j,T for l = 0, 1, . . . , s1 and Sl,t
(−l)
represent the l-th element of S t . Row vector S t
denotes the vector S t from which the l-th element is removed.
(−l)
Then dummies S t are defined as {Sl,t = 1, S t
= 0}Tt=1 , where 0 is a zero vector of required dimension, in
accordance with paper of Cappiello et al. [4].
Cappiello et al. [4] provided a set of conditions under which the estimated intercept α̂0j,T of (1) converges in
probability to the average probability of comovement in the period of t ∈ {t : S t = 0} and the sum of estimated
parameters α̂0j,T + α̂lj,T converges to the average probability of comovement in the period corresponding to the
dummy.

2.4

Testing for contagion

For the purpose of this study the realization of random variable yit is a return of an equity index for i-th country at
time t and the dummy variable, S t = [St ], from the regression (1) identifies crisis times.
When
Ft− (θj ) ≡ θj−1 Pr(y1t ≤ q1t (β 1j ), . . . , ynt ≤ qnt (β nj )),

Ft+ (θj ) ≡ (1 − θj )−1 Pr(y1t ≥ q1t (β 1j ), . . . , ynt ≥ qnt (β nj ))

for the given confidence level θj then the likelihood pt (θj ) of a tail event at time t for any subset Γt of random
variables {yit : i = 1, . . . , n} given that a tail event occurred for {yit : i = 1, . . . , n ∧ yit ∈
/ Γt } is defined as
(
Ft− (θj )
if θj ≤ 0.5
pt (θj ) ≡
.
+
Ft (θj )
if θj > 0.5
The probability of comovement in tranquil times p0 (θj ) and the probability of comovement in crisis times p1 (θj )
is defined as
X
p0 (θj ) ≡ C0−1
pt (θj ),
t∈{t:S t =0}

p1 (θj ) ≡

C1−1

X

n
o
(−1)
t∈ t:St =1,S t
=0

pt (θj ),

where C0 and C1 is a number of observations during tranquil and crisis period respectively. Cappiello et al. [4]
applied the following rigorous joint test for an increase in comovements:
X
X
δ̂(θ, θ) = (#θ)−1
[p1 (θj ) − p0 (θj )] = (#θ)−1
α̂1,j ,
θj ∈[θ,θ]

θj ∈[θ,θ]

where #θ is a number of addends in the sum and α̂1,j is the OLS estimate of α1,j in (1) which denotes parameter
belonging to St . When the null hypothesis H0 : δ̂(θ, θ) = 0 is rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis
H1 : δ̂(θ, θ) 6= 0 we conclude that the comovements do change between tranquil and crisis periods.

3

Data

In this paper equity returns of S&P 500 constituents are analyzed. The sample includes intraday prices (1 minute
data) of 500 large companies from January 2, 1998 to November 29, 2016 having common stock listed on the
NYSE or NASDAQ. The sample period spans over 4 759 days which results in 4 758 continuously compounded
daily log returns for each of the companies. To ensure the synchronicity we consider only returns observed between trading hours (9:30 – 16:00). Then the 11 volume-weighted index is computed for the sectors: ’Health Care’
(HeC), ’Industrials’ (Ind), ’Consumer Discretionary’ (CoD), ’Information Technology’ (InT), ’Consumer Staples’
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(CoS), ’Utilities’ (Uti), ’Financials’ (Fin), ’Real Estate’ (ReE), ’Materials’ (Mat), ’Energy’ (Ene) and ’Telecommunications Services’ (TeS). Each sector index consist of ten companies belonging to the sector with the highest
market capitalizations.
Descriptive statistics and sample characteristics for each country were investigated. The presence of financial
crises in the sample results in extreme returns and strong fluctuation. Common characteristics of daily returns
indicate leptokurtic distribution and the null hypothesis of the Jarque-Bera test, i.e of normally distributed returns,
is rejected at the 1% significance level. The presence of autocorrelation is confirmed by the Ljung-Box test and
the presence of a unit root in the return series is readily rejected by the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test at the 1%
significance level. Hence the methodology is suitable for analyzing the data sample.
We determine 5 crisis periods according to Cappiello et al. [4]: Russian crises – August 3, 1998 to December
31, 1998; Argentinean crisis – March 26, 2001 to May 15, 2001; the US sub-prime crisis – February 15, 2007
to March 30, 2007; Lehman bankruptcy – September 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008; turbulences in the euro area
– August 1, 2011 to September 30, 2011. The consequent period of September 4, 2012 – November 29, 2016
represents rather a tranquil period of time, thus additional crisis periods are not defined. The crisis sample includes
261 daily equity returns.
A clear evidence of higher correlations over turbulent times than over tranquil times is found in the data for
sector indices. The highest increase of correlation is indicated between the ’Industrials’ sector and ’Information
Technology’ sector, for which the excess correlation between tranquil and crisis periods is equal to 0.50. The effect
is not present in returns of sectors ’Health Care’ when pairing with ’Financials’, ’Real Estate’ and ’Materials’. For
all bivariate combinations of 11 sectors the average correlation is approximately 0.14 and 0.27 over tranquil days
and over days of turbulence respectively. Forbes et al. [6] pointed out that such differences are caused by the
heteroskedasticity issue rather than by an increased dependence among country-specific returns during the crises.
in this paper an improper inference due to the spurious correlation is avoided since we control for volatility when
the average probability of co-movement is estimated as well as in modeling conditional quantiles.

4

Results

Fist the realized kernels and realized volatility using pre-averaging approach are estimated. Since the values are
similar from the two approaches, only results using realized kernels are reported.
The following non-linear CAViaR model specification is selected:
(N )

qit (β ij ) = β0,ij + β1,ij qi,t−1 (β ij ) + β2,ij yi,t−1 − β1,ij β2,ij yi,t−2 + β3,ij |yi,t−1 | + β4,ij St + β5,ij RKt

, (2)

(N )

where RK
h t isi realized kernel computed using N = 391 intraday returns. Then the model (1) is estimated where
(N )
X t = RKt
. The selected CAViaR model is estimated for 11 different sector idices and 19 quantiles ranging
from 0.05 to 0.95 with step equal to 0.05.
All possible variations of 11 sector pairs are analyzed resulting in 55 sector pairs for the period of January 2,
1998 to November 29, 2016. Four null hypotheses δ̂(θ, θ) = 0 of different intervals are tested for each sector pair
twice – first the volatility is not considered in equations (1) and (2), and secondly the realized kernel is included
as explanatory variable. The results are reported in the Figure 1 and 2 where the t statistics are visualized for the
case without and with realized kernel respectively. The values are computed from the average of α̂1,j over θj , i.e.
P
δ̂(θ, θ) = (#θ)−1 θj ∈[θ,θ] α̂1,j , and the associated standard errors. The t statistic provide a joint test for changes
in co-movements between two countries. The blue color indicates significant changes in comovements between
tranquil and crisis periods and the red color indicates insignificant ones. Upper matrices represents results for the
upper tail of distributions: left matrix represents results for δ̂(0.95, 0.75) and the right matrix for δ̂(0.50, 0.75).
And similarly, lower matrix represents results for the lower tail of distribution: left matrix represents results for
δ̂(0.25, 0.50) and the right matrix for δ̂(0.05, 0.25).
First striking evidence from Figures 1 and 2 is that the inclusion of realized kernel into estimation procedure
of conditional probability of co-movements changes the results. The difference occurs mainly in the lower tail of
distribution for quantiles in the interval of (0.05,0.25): based on model without the realized kernels we observe
that contagion is present between 83.6% of sector pairs, however when we include the realized kernels into model
than we conclude that the contagion is present only in 43.6% of cases. Using the model with realized kernels the
null hypothesis for δ̂(0.75, 0.95) is rejected for all sector pairs (contagion is not presented). Only for ’Materials’
– ’Energy’ and ’Information Technology’ – ’Consumer Staples’ pairs the null hypothesis for δ̂(0.50, 0.75) is not
rejected, for the rest 53 sector pairs the contagion is not presented. The contagion in the lower tail of distribution
is significant mainly for pairs formed with ’Information Technology’ sector.
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Figure 1 Results from the joint test for changes in comovements (t statistic) – volatility is not considered
Overall, it is evident that volatility should be considered when testing for contagion. Secondly, these results
confirmed that the distributions of returns for sectors are characterized by asymmetries. These asymmetries cannot
be detected by a simple correlations or estimates of adjusted correlation coefficients of Forbes et al. [6].

5

Conclusion

In this paper the methodology of measuring changes in comovements was extended with high-frequency information and applied to 11 sector equity markets. Between several sectors indices especially between pairs formed
with ’Information Technology’ the results show that comovements in equity returns across sectors tend to increase
significantly in turbulent times against tranquil times in the lower tail of the distribution for the period of January
1, 1988 to April 30, 2015. However, for vast majority of analyzed sectors the differences are not significant in
the upper tail of the distribution. For some sector this asymmetric dependence documents a significant increase
in sector equity return comovements in bear markets during the crisis of period between years 1998 and 2016 and
insignificant changes in bull markets for all sector indices. The main finding is that it is important to control for
volatility since the results change in 28% cases when analyzing bear markets.
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Figure 2 Results from the joint test for changes in comovements (t statistic) – realized kernels are included
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Systemic Risk and Community Structure in the European
Banking System
Gabriele Torri1
Abstract. Financial contagion and systemic risk have become increasingly relevant
after the financial crisis in 2008. Network theory is a powerful framework for the analysis of these phenomena and is becoming a standard tool in the literature. This paper
investigates the properties of the European banking system, focusing on the community structure of the network to identify the potential channels for the propagation of financial distress. The network structure is estimated from the sparse partial correlation
of CDS spreads using tlasso, a robust technique that induces sparsity in the network.
The optimal community structure is then estimated by a procedure that maximises
modularity. The analysis shows that, despite the high level of internationalization of
the financial system, it exist a clear community structure that mirrors the geographical
location of the banks. Finally, a decomposition of strength centrality based on the estimated community structure is provided. Such decomposition represents a useful and
easy-to-implement tool to monitor the exposure to financial contagion, integrating the
traditional risk management tools.
Keywords: Community detection, systemic risk, network theory
JEL classification: C44
AMS classification: 90C15

1

Introduction

Systemic risk is an increasingly relevant issue, especially after the 2008 financial crisis. Given the complexity
of the phenomenon, it is difficult to provide a unique definition: concerning the banking sector, some authors
put particular emphasis on the effect of macroeconomic shocks on economic fundamentals (see for instance [9]),
while other authors focus on the interaction between the public and the financial sectors, stressing the spillover
effects of the crisis from the financial system to governments’ balances [2]. Most of the works however, stress the
idea of shocks affecting financial institutions and/or markets, that can propagate to the entire system [15]. In this
context, network theory has become in recent years a fundamental tool for the analysis of systemic risk, capable
of describing the structure of the network and to model the diffusion of distress.
Here we focus on the issue of estimating and analysing the structural properties of the banking system network.
Such network is often identified as the bilateral exposures on the interbank market [8], that however are often non
disclosed and they have to be inferred in absence of bilateral data. A strand of literature reconstructs the network
using the total exposures of each bank towards the entire banking system through statistical techniques such as
maximum entropy [12]. An alternative approach is to consider the co-movement of time series as proxies for the
banks’ interdependencies, and to use them to infer the network structure. (e.g. [4] and [14]). We follow this
strand of literature, estimating the network from the partial correlations of banks’ Credit Default Swap (CDS)
spreads. In particular we use the tlasso algorithm, an efficient procedure to estimate the sparse partial correlation
structure under the assumption of a multivariate t-Student distribution [6]. Tlasso can be considered an extension of
glasso[10], an algorithm that relies on the normality assumption. Compared to the latter, tlasso is more appropriate
for data with fatter tails and is more robust to misspecification and outliers.
After the estimation of the network, we analyse its structural properties. The literature is mostly focused on
national banking systems, that typically present a highly sparse and tiered structure [12]. International banking
systems are less studied; the available literature describes a more complex structure compared to national systems
(see [1] and [5]). In this paper we focus on a particular structural properties of a network: the presence of a
community structure. We identify the communities using the algorithm in [13], that maximises modularity to
get the optimal partition, selecting also the optimal number of communities. Thanks to a rewiring procedure, we
can also test the significance of the community structure that we identify against an appropriate null model. We
find that the European banking system is characterized by a strong and stable community structure, and that this
structure is largely overlapping to geographical divisions. In the final part we discuss the policy implication of our
results and we provide a simple application that highlights the usefulness of community detection in the regulatory
framework.
1
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2
2.1

Methods
Network Estimation

We briefly present the topic of partial correlation networks in the context of Gaussian graphical models, for more
details on the mathematical derivation the reader is referred to [11].
Let X ∼ Nm (µ, Σ) be a multivariate Gaussian distribution. This distribution can be associated to an undirected graph G = (V, E) where the nodes in V correspond to each element of X, the edges E consist of the pairs of
random variables with non-zero partial correlations: E = {(i, j) ∈ V × V|ρij 6= 0} and the edge weights consist in
the corresponding partial correlations ρi,j . Partial correlations ρij are the linear dependence between two variables
conditional on all other variables, and they can be related to the variance-covariance matrix of X. If we define the
matrix Ω = (Cov[X])−1 (hereafter defined the precision matrix), we can express the following relation:
P = [ρij ] = −∆Ω∆

(1)

where P denotes the partial correlation matrix and ∆ = diag( √ω1 ii ) [16]. Under the Gaussian assumption we can
estimate efficiently the partial correlation matrix using the glasso model introduced in [10], that has the advantage
of providing a sparse estimate of Ω by penalizing the 1-norm of the precision matrix. The main disadvantage of this
procedure is the normality assumption, therefore we use the alternative tlasso algorithm, that is based on glasso but
relies on the assumption of multivariate t-Student distribution. Tlasso estimates are computed efficiently using an
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm and in simulation studies proved to be more robust to misspecification
and outliers in the data. We refer the reader to [10] and [6] for the technical details of glasso and tlasso respectively.
Finally we underline that in this work we use the convenient representation of a network in terms of an adjacency
matrix A, i.e. a square matrix in which each entrance [A]ij ∀i 6= j represents the weight of the edges i, j and
the elements on the main diagonal are equal to 0. In this work we use tlasso to estimate the network structure of
the European banking system, assuming that partial correlations between financial time series (in particular CDS
spreads) can represent a proxy of the the interconnections between banks and therefore the channel of propagation
of financial distress as in [4].

2.2

Community Detection

A community in the field of complex network can be defined as a group of nodes that are more densely connected
among themselves than with nodes outside the group. The problem of identifying the best community structure
is well studied in the network literature (see for instance [7])2 . We consider an optimization-based approach in
which the optimal community structure is the one associated with the highest modularity [13], a quantity defined
as follows. Given a partition G = {G1 , . . . , Gp } the modularity Q is:


1 X
si sj
Q=
aij −
I[gi =gj ]
(2)
2m i,j
2m

P
where aij is an element of the adjacency matrix A, si is the strength of node i, m = 21 i,j ai,j , gi is the
group in the partition in which the element i belongs and I[gi =gj ] is 1 if gi = gj and 0 otherwise. Modularity
can assume values between -1 and 1, with positive and high values denoting a good division of the network into
communities. The procedure proposed in [13] identifies the optimal partition using a greedy optimization that,
starting with each vertex being the unique member of a community, repeatedly joins together the two communities
whose amalgamation produces the largest increase in modularity. This approach can be implemented efficiently
on large networks and identifies automatically the optimal number of communities. Note that a positive value of
modularity is not a sufficient condition for identifying a network divided in communities, therefore we need to
test if it is the modularity is statistically significantly higher than the one of a random network. In particular we
generate the random networks using a degree-preserving rewiring procedure [7].

3
3.1

Empirical Analysis
Data Description

Our dataset consists of 31 weekly time series of CDS (5 years maturity) of European financial institutions settled
in 12 countries. They refer to CDS spreads quoted in Euro and they span the time period from January 2009 to
June 2016. 20 of the banks in the sample belong to countries in the Eurozone, the other 11 are located in the
United Kingdom, Sweden and Denmark. We observe that our database includes 85% of the banks with total assets
over 500 billions that are under the European Central Bank (ECB) supervision and it is also consistent with the
2

In the case of non-overlapping communities we can refer to the optimal community structure as optimal partition.
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European Banking Authority (EBA) stress-test exercise 2016, representing 47% of the banks involved. For the
analysis we consider the log-differences of CDS spreads, computing the partial correlation matrix from them using
tlasso algorithm. We first estimate the network using the data of the entire sample period, and then we analyse the
evolution over time using a rolling analysis using windows of 100 weekly observations each.

3.2

Empirical Results

Static Analysis
Figure 1 shows the network represented using a force layout. The visual inspection denotes the clustering of banks
in communities aligned with the national groups.
Table 1 shows the composition of the optimal communities identified by Newman’s algorithm. The partition
consists in five communities and it is possible to notice that it roughly overlaps with geographical divisions, confirming the results of the visual inspection of Figure 1. In particular, community 1 is composed uniquely by banks
from Mediterranean Countries, community 2 by British and German banks, communities 3 and 4 include a more
diversified group of banks from United Kingdom (UK), central and northern Europe and finally community 5 is
composed by French banks (with the exception BNL, that is part of the French group BNP Paribas but is Italian).
Table 2 reports the value of modularity of the optimal community structure compared to two geographical
partitions, one obtained grouping banks by country and one by grouping them in three broad geographical areas:
Southern Europe, Central Europe and countries outside Eurozone. For comparison we also consider a partition
based on the size of the banks, to check whether banks of similar dimension tend to connect to each other3 . For
each indicator we compute a confidence level based on the empirical distribution of the indicator computed on 1000
random rewirings of the network. We observe that the modularity of the optimal partition is equal to 0.461 and
statistically significantly different from the null model with a confidence level higher than 99%, confirming that the
network is characterized by a relevant division in communities. We also see that the modularity of geographical
partitions (0.352 and 0.335 for the country partition and the area partition respectively), although smaller than
the optimal one, are rather high and statistically significant, indicating that the geographical divisions represent a
relevant feature of the banking network. Concerning the partition by size, although the modularity is positive and
statistically significant, it has a much smaller value compared to the other partitions (0.087), suggesting that is a
less relevant factor.
Figure 1 Graphical representation of the network with a force layout.
Soc. Gen.
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Dynamic Analysis
We perform a rolling analysis to monitor the evolution of the community structure over time. In particular, we
consider the evolution of modularity as presented in Figure 2. We see that the modularity of the optimal partition
is highest in the period corresponding to the Sovereign crisis, decreases from mid-2012 and then grows again in
recent years. The pattern is similar for the geographical partitions, while modularity of the partition generated
by the size show a moderate increase across the time period. The high level of modularity during the crisis is
consistent with the sovereign-driven nature of the European crisis: the increased relevance of country risk leads to
a decrease in confidence in the transnational interbank market, and thus to a “flight to safety”and a tightening of
national banking systems. The rise in modularity in the last part of the sample may be related to the low level of
the interbank interest rates in recent years, that makes less convenient for banks in core Countries to lend to banks
in peripheral Countries, exacerbating the division among national banking systems. In an unreported test, we also
3

In particular we defined 5 classes of homogeneous size based on the total assets based on 2015 balance sheet.
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Community

Number
of banks

1

9

2

7

3

6

4

4

5

5

Constituents
M.te Paschi(IT), Banco Popolare(IT), BPM(IT), Intesa S.P.(IT), Mediobanca(IT),
Unicredit(IT), B.co Santander(ES), BBVA(ES), Banco Com. Port.(PT)
Commerzbank(DE), DB(DE), Barclays Bank(UK), Bank of Scotland(UK),
Lloyds Bank(UK), Natwest Bank(UK), RBS(UK)
KBC Bank(BE), Bayerische LBank(DE), Erste Group(AUT), Skandinaviska(SE),
Svenska Handb.(SE), Danske Bank(DK)
Rabobank(NL), ING Bank(NL), HSBC Bank(UK), Std. Chartered(UK)
BNL(IT), BNP Paribas(FR), Cr. Agricole(FR), Credit Lyonnais(FR), Soc.
Gen.(FR)
Table 1 Constituents of Optimal Communities
Partition
Optimal partition
Countries
Geographical area
Total assets

Modularity
0.461***
0.352***
0.335***
0.087***

Table 2 Modularity of 4 partitions. ***,**,* refer to confidence level of 99%, 95% and 90% respectively.

0.2
0.1
−0.1

0.0

modularity

0.3

0.4

measure the stability of the community structure by testing how well the optimal partition in a given estimation
window can describe the community structure in a future window. We found that the optimal partition, despite
the variations in the modularity over time, is characterized by a great stability. The results are available from the
author upon request.

Optimal
2010

2011

2012

Country
2013

Area
2014

2015

Size
2016

Figure 2 Evolution of Modularity over Time.

4

Economic Implications and Applications to Risk Management

It is well known that the presence of a community structure influences greatly the diffusion of epidemics and, in
general, the behaviour of dynamic processes in complex network. Epidemic models find interesting applications
in the economic literature, and have been used by several authors to model the diffusion of financial contagion [8].
However, to the best of our knowledge, the role of a community structure has not been explicitly studied in this
literature. The results we present here describe the presence of a stable and significant community structure in the
data and suggest to further study the topic, opening a new line of research focused in the study of the effect of
community structure on the diffusion of financial distress.
The analysis of contagion dynamics are outside the scope of this work, however we propose here a simple
procedure to use the information regarding the community structure for the assessment of the role of each bank
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in the system. The procedure is based on the decomposition of strength centrality, an indicator computed for
each node as the sum of the weights of the edges connected to it. We can think to a node characterized by a
higher centrality as more interconnected, and therefore more systemically relevant. If the network is characterized
by a community structure, a high centrality of a node could be associated to strong bonds to nodes in the same
communities or to bonds to nodes in different ones. In a banking system this distinction is particularly relevant
for the management of systemic risk: for instance a bank that has a high level of interconnectedness, but whose
connections span mostly in a limited neighbourhood, would be less relevant in terms of systemic risk compared
to a bank with broader interconnections, that could represent a “bridge” for financial contagion4 . In particular we
decompose strength centrality in two components: strength inside and strength outside.
StriI =

X

(3)

aij I[gi =gj ]

j

StriO =

X
j

aij 1 − I[gi =gj ]



(4)

where aij is an element of the weighted adjacency matrix, G is the optimal partition of the network, gi is the group
in the partition in which the element i belongs and I[gi =gj ] is 1 if gi = gj and 0 otherwise.
Figure 3 reports the decomposition of strength centrality. We can see that for most of the banks the inside
component (dark) is particularly relevant, representing the largest part of the total strength, while the outside
component (light) is in many cases marginal. Focusing on individual banks, we can use the decomposition to
enrich the information coming from centrality measures. For instance, in the first community we notice that M.te
Paschi and Mediobanca have similar value of strength centrality, the decomposition however shows that the former
is mostly exposed to banks in the same community, while the latter has connection that span more internationally.
Comparing to the state-of-art approach to financial regulation, we can make a relation between this indicator and
the Global systemically important banks (G-SIB) assessment methodology proposed by Basel Committee. Two of
the criteria for the identification of G-SIBs are related to the international exposure of a bank: cross-jurisdictional
claims and cross-jurisdictional liabilities. The idea is that the greater a bank’s global reach, the more difficult
it is to coordinate its resolution and the more widespread the spillover effects from its failure. Our indicator is
constructed on different basis, but provides similar information, showing the extent of the interconnection of the
node in the network and the potential footprint of a credit event of an institution in the system using a network
based model based on easily available data. Finally we underline that the strength inside and strength outside could
find application in the early warning literature for financial distress or for the definition of network based capital
requirements for banks (see [3]).
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
Str. Inside

Str. Outside

M.te Paschi
Banco Popolare
BPM
Intesa S.P.
Mediobanca
Unicredit
B.co Santander
BBVA
Banco Com. Port.
Commerzbank
DB
Barclays Bank
Bank of Scotland
Lloyds Bank
Natwest Bank
RBS
KBC Bank
Bayerische LBank
Erste Group
Skandinaviska
Svenska Handb.
Danske Bank
Rabobank
ING Bank
HSBC Bank
Std. Chartered
BNL
BNP Paribas
Cr. Agricole
Credit Lyonnais
Soc. Gen.

0.0

Figure 3 Decomposition of strength centrality in strength inside and strength outside. Vertical red bands divide the
optimal communities.

4

Note some centrality measures such as eigenvector centrality and betweenness centrality already allow to measure the relevance of each country in a more meaningful way, for instance weighting more the connections to
more important nodes. Our approach is complementary to these measures, and we claim that it is more flexible,
providing more insights on the role of each bank in the network.
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5

Concluding Remarks

This work estimates the network structure of the European banking system on the basis of partial correlations using
the tlasso algorithm. The analysis is focused on the identification of a community structure in the network and its
influence on contagion risk. The results support the presence of a strong community structure and indicate that
this structure is largely aligned to the geographical distribution of the banks. Furthermore, we propose a simple
decomposition of strength centrality based on the community structure and we highlight its usefulness for assessing
the role and importance of each bank in the network. The work opens new research questions regarding the role of
community structure in the diffusion of financial contagion, that haven’t been addressed yet in the literature.
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Nonparametric Kernel Regression and Its Real Data
Application
Tomáš Ťoupal1, František Vávra2
Abstract. This paper deals with the problem of nonparametric kernel estimation, particularly nonparametric kernel estimation of the regression functions. This nonparametric approach is useful in the case, when we need to find some relation between
a pair of random variables for further analysis.
There are many fields of application in macroeconomics and therefore this paper is
focused on estimates of the regression functions on some selected real data sets (number of deaths, marriages and births etc.) First, there is described nonparametric kernel
estimation of the regression function with using Nadaraya–Watson approach and influences of the main parameters (smoothing parameter, kernel function etc.) on the
properties of the regression function. Then, there is analyzed smoothing parameter
and its estimation by different approaches (Penalty methods, RSS method, Cross-validation method and other proposed methods). The obtained results are applied and
discussed on selected real data sets.
Keywords: Nonparametric kernel estimation, regression function, kernel function,
smoothing parameter, Penalty methods, RSS method, Cross-validation method, MSE.
JEL Classification: C14, C51
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1

Introduction

Nonparametric kernel estimates have become increasingly popular method within software development (not only)
in the field of mathematical statistics. They can be used (not only) to estimate the unknown probability density
functions or the cumulative distribution functions to obtain the main characteristics of random variables or to
estimate the regression functions (regression curves) and then use them for example in the reliability estimation.
One of the undisputed advantages of nonparametric kernel estimation is that an a priori information on the analyzed
data sets is not required to obtain the estimation. The disadvantage in some cases may be higher time requirements
depending on the parameters of the selected model.
The main goal of this paper is to analyze some of the used approaches to estimate the unknown smoothing
parameter in nonparametric kernel regression and propose some robust approach. Then the obtained conclusions
apply to the generated and real data sets including a summary of the recommendations and suitability of each
method.

1.1

Nonparametric kernel estimation of probability density function

Let {𝑥𝑖 }𝑛𝑖=1 be an independent and identically distributed random sample of continuous random variable 𝑋 of size
𝑛, then the approximation of the unknown density function, denoted as 𝑓̂ (𝑥; ℎ), can be obtained as
𝑛
1
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖
̂
𝑓 (𝑥; ℎ) =
∑𝑘(
),
ℎ>0
𝑛 ∈ ℕ+ ,
(1.1)
𝑛ℎ
ℎ
𝑖=1

where ℎ is a smoothing parameter called the bandwidth parameter. This parameter can be dependent on sample
size 𝑛 or on observations 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑘(𝑥) is a kernel function. It is a continuous function satisfying the following
conditions:
+∞
+∞
+∞
(1.2)
𝑘(𝑥) = 𝑘(−𝑥), ∫−∞ 𝑘(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 = 1, ∫−∞ 𝑥𝑘(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 = 0, ∫−∞ 𝑥 2 𝑘(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 = 1.
It means an even function that integrates to one with zero mean value and variance is one. Some often used
and “common” kernel density functions analyzed here are shown in Table 1.
NTIS – New Technologies for the Information Society, Faculty of Applied Sciences, University of West Bohemia, Univerzitní 8, Plzeň, Czech Republic, e-mail: ttoupal@kma.zcu.cz.
2
Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Applied Sciences, University of West Bohemia, Univerzitní 8, Plzeň,
Czech Republic, e-mail: vavra@kma.zcu.cz.
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Kernel functions
Parzen (uniform)
Epanechnikov
Triangular
Gauss

Description 𝒌(𝒙)
1
2𝑎
𝑥 2
𝑏 (1 − ( ) )
𝑎
|𝑥|
𝑏 (1 − )
𝑎
1 −𝑥 2
𝑒 2
√2𝜋

Assumptions
−𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎; 𝑎 > 0; 𝑎 ∈ ℝ
−𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎; 𝑎, 𝑏 > 0;
𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ℝ
−𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎; 𝑎, 𝑏 > 0;
𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ℝ
𝑥∈ℝ

Table 1 Used kernel functions
These kernel functions are only a few of all possible kernel functions and are suitable for the intended nonparametric kernel estimates because of their “simplicity”.

1.2

Nonparametric kernel regression

The aim of this paper is to analyse the problem of regression with a focus on the use of nonparametric kernel
estimation, i.e. a nonparametric approach is used against the parametric because of the flexibility of the method.
This regression curve generally describes the relationship between a random variable (𝑌) and one or more nonrandom variables 𝑋.
There are 𝑛 ordered pairs of observations {(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )}𝑛𝑖=1 of two variables 𝑋, 𝑌. The aim is to approximate (describe) the relationship between both variables by using some function 𝑚. This relationship can be described as
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑚(𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝜀𝑖 ,
𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛,
(1.3)
where 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ∈ ℝ are 𝑖 −th observations of both variables, 𝑚(𝑥) is the unknown, estimated and predicted regression
function and 𝜀𝑖 ∈ ℝ represents the 𝑖 −th observation of unknown random variable 𝜀 satisfying the requirements:
E(𝜀𝑖 ) = 0, 𝐷(𝜀𝑖 ) = E(𝜀𝑖2 ) = 𝜎 2 ,
𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛,
(1.4)
𝐶(𝜀𝑖 , 𝜀𝑗 ) = E(𝜀𝑖 𝜀𝑗 ) = 0,
𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛; 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗.
The regression curve estimation can be done by more approaches, where there are models based on the work
of Priestley and Chaa (1972), Nadaraya and Watson (1964), Gasser and Müller (1979) and Cheng and Lin (1981).
These estimates are characterized by similar properties at equidistant observation points. Because of the frequent
use in practice, Nadaraya-Watson's estimate is analysed here, for example see [1].
Let 𝑋 and 𝑌 are i.i.d. random continuous variables for 𝑛 observations with two–dimensonal joint density function 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), where 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ℝ, 𝑌 is the dependent variable and 𝑋 is the independent variable. Then there is a function
in the sense E(𝑌|𝑋 = 𝑥) = 𝑚(𝑥) and the Nadaraya-Watson regression model is
𝑛
1
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑛
∑ 𝑘(
) 𝑦𝑖
𝑛
ℎ
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑖=1
,
∑𝑘(
) ≠ 0, ℎ > 0,
𝑛
𝑚
̂(𝑥; ℎ) = 1
(1.5)
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖
ℎ
∑ 𝑘(
)
𝑖=1
𝑛
ℎ
𝑖=1
{
0,
others,
where 𝑚
̂ (𝑥; ℎ) is the nonparametric kernel estimate of the regression curve 𝑚(𝑥), ℎ > 0 is the smoothing parameter, 𝑛 ∈ ℕ+ denotes the number of observations, 𝑘(𝑥) kernel function satisfying the above conditions and 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖
are realization of X, Y.

1.3

Modelling and smoothing parameter estimation

The smoothing parameter affects (as well as the kernel density estimation) the "degree" of smoothing of the estimated regression function. The main problem in nonparametric kernel estimation of the density or distribution
function and the regression function is the choice of the smoothing parameter ℎ (ℎ > 0), where it is necessary to
find a compromise between the "undersmoothed" and "oversmoothed" estimation, see for example [2]. The lower
values of this parameter indicate a higher influence of the observations around the estimated value, and conversely,
the higher values indicate a lower influence of the observations around the estimated value. It is also important
here the knowledge of the theoretical model for possible estimation. Due to this fact, there are analyzed only the
estimates of the unknown smoothing parameter without a priori information.
The following acceptable approaches are based on the Average Mean Squared Error (AMSE), especially on
the asymptotic equivalent Average Squared Error (ASE)
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𝑛

1
2
𝐴𝑆𝐸(ℎ) = ∑(𝑚
̂(𝑥𝑖 ; ℎ) − 𝑚(𝑥𝑖 )) , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛,
𝑛

(1.6)

𝑖=1

which depends on the unknown value of the predicted regression function. This deficiency can be replaced by 𝑦𝑖
for obtaining the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) minimizing the optimal width of ℎ
𝑛
1
𝑅𝑆𝑆(ℎ) = ∑(𝑚
̂(𝑥𝑖 ; ℎ) − 𝑦𝑖 )2 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛.
(1.7)
𝑛
𝑖=1

The known method for smoothing parameter estimation is the Cross-Validation method. This method uses
estimates without the gradual use of each observation and is based on the Residual Sum of Squares [3], i.e.
ℎ̂ = arg min 𝐶𝑉(ℎ),
(1.8)
ℎ∈𝐻𝑛

where 𝐻𝑛 is the set of all values of the smoothing parameter and 𝐶𝑉(ℎ) is the Cross-Validation function
𝑛
1
𝐶𝑉(ℎ) = ∑[𝑚
̂ −𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ; ℎ) − 𝑦𝑖 ]2 .
(1.9)
𝑛
𝑖=1

Here 𝑚
̂ −𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ; ℎ) is Nadaraya-Watson's kernel estimate of the regression function at point 𝑥𝑖 without the same
observation and the other variables are the same as before. Another possibility to find the optimal value of the
smoothing parameter ℎ is to use the Penalization methods. The main principle is based on the multiple of the RSS
function (1.7) by a “suitable” function, which for small values ℎ obtains large values and converges to 0 for a large
values ℎ. This function is called penalizing function because it penalizes small and large values of the smoothing
parameter ℎ. Possible penalizing functions are listed in the following table [4].

Name
Generalized cross-validation
Akaike's Information Criterion
Finite Prediction Error
Shibata's model selector
Rice's bandwidth selector
ET bandwidth selector

Penalization function
1
φ(𝑧) =
(1 − 𝑧)2
φ(𝑧) = 𝑒 2𝑧
1+𝑧
φ(𝑧) =
1−𝑧
φ(𝑧) = 1 + 2𝑢
1
φ(𝑧) =
1 − 2𝑧
4 𝜋
φ(𝑧) = 𝑒 𝜋𝑡𝑔 2 𝑧

Table 2 Possible penalization functions
Another possibility to find the optimal value of the smoothing parameter ℎ is to use a special optimal function
with regularization parameter [6]. The main principle of this method is to make the kernel estimate as close as
possible to obtained observations (to minimize RSS) but the resulting curve must be smoothed. For the calculation
is chosen one where both criteria have the same weight and the main formula is
ℎ̂ = argmin[𝑅𝑆𝑆 + 𝑓(𝑚(𝑥))],
(1.10)
𝑚

where the smoothness is obtained by the sum of absolute values of the first or second differences and both parts
of the formula are divided by their norms for the same weight. These approaches are widely used, but as it can be
seen from the following figures, they are in some sense an "unsmoothed" estimate. For this reason, the main aim
is to propose an approach for the smoothing parameter estimation with a "smoother" estimate of the regression
curve. One possible approach is based on the variance equality. It is obtained on the base of nonparametric kernel
density estimation. Here is required the same estimate of the variance as the sample variance and
𝑠𝑛2
ℎ̂ = √ ,
𝑛

𝑛 ∈ ℕ+ ,

(1.11)

where 𝑠 is the sample standard deviation. Another possible approach to estimation the smoothing parameter is
given by the following formula
−2

ℎ̂ = 𝑠𝑛 5 ,

𝑛 ∈ ℕ+ .

This approach is based on the probability convergence condition [5]
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lim 𝑃{𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑥 |𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑓̂ (𝑥)| ≥ 𝜀} = 0.

𝑛→∞

(1.13)

It is important to note here, that when the above approaches are used to estimate the smoothing parameter, it
is assumed, that the unknown smoothing parameter ℎ is determined by a real number (this is a deterministic value),
but in this case the value of this parameter has the character of a random variable, which is a general problem.

2
2.1

Data sets application
Generated data set

First, there is one generated function used to presentation of the obtained results, more precisely it is a function
𝑦 = sin(2𝑥) + 𝜀,

𝜀~𝑁(0,1).

(1.14)

The following figure shows this function and nonparametric kernel estimates of the regression curve using the
above-mentioned kernel functions for the same (not optimized) smoothing parameter ℎ = 0,4.

Figure 1 Generated data set with different kernel functions
Here it is possible to notice, that the used kernel function does not have a significant effect on the shape of the
regression curve. The figure below illustrates the effect of the smoothing parameter on the regression curve approximation. Here are shown nonparametric kernel estimates of the regression curves using the Gaussian kernel
function for different values of the smoothing parameter ℎ. The effect of this parameter is noticeable, i.e. if it is
low, then the estimate is "undersmoothed" and the resulting regression curve copies the obtained observations, and
vice versa, if it is high, then the estimate is "oversmoothed" and the estimated regression curve does not reflect
possible influences.

Figure 2 Generated data set with different smoothing parameters

2.2

Real data sets

The proposed methods are now applied to selected real data sets, more precisely to the data sets with the number
of marriages, births and deaths for further analysis. These data are obtained in the period from 1785 to 2015 and
are plotted in the following figure.
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Figure 3 Selected real data sets
Comparison of different approaches to estimating the smoothing parameter are shown for a data set of marriages in CR.

Figure 4 Nonparametric kernel regression for marriages using different approaches
Here it is possible to see the differences in approaches used to estimate the smoothing parameter. The most
smoothed results are obtained by formulas (1.11) and (1.12). These approaches are derived from the nonparametric
kernel density estimation and reach the maximum values of MSE. The least smoothed results are obtained by
CV(h) function and penalisation functions (only one with the highest value is shown in the figure for clarity).
These approaches reach the lowest values of MSE. The compromise between these two approaches is the estimation of the smoothing parameter according to formula (1.10). For further analysis can be required the shapes of
obtained regression curves (e.g. to estimate some mathematical model for prediction). For this reason, two selected
data sets are the number of births and deaths (for their interesting interpretation). The obtained regression curves
with minimum values of MSE (CV method), including the difference (Births – Deaths), are shown in the figure
below.

Figure 5 Estimated regression curves with minimum MSE
On the other hand, the regression curves with maximum values of “smoothing” are shown in the following
figure (i.e. it means minimum values of the differences) and are obtained by the formula (1.12).
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Figure 6 Estimated regression curves with minimum values of the differences
This approach is very useful for the following mathematical or statistical description, for example possible
estimation of trend components. Finally, there are plotted regression curves, where the above quality parameters
are minimalized (MSE and differences). This is a certain compromise between “smoothing” and “tightness”.

Figure 7 Estimated regression curves with minimum MSE and differences

3

Conclusion

This paper describes possible (not only) approaches to estimating the smoothing parameter. There are approaches
used in practice (CV method, RSS, Penalty methods) and proposed new possible approaches based on the derivation of density function. At the same time, there is one approach minimizing “smoothing” and “tightness. The
choice of some method to estimating the smoothing parameter is generally a subjective matter and each approach
gives different results on different data sets.
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Concept of Income Inequality Gap
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Abstract. This article analyses through concept of income inequality gap impact of economic policy on reducing income inequality in society. Income inequality gap presents a difference between levels of income inequality measured
on gross money income data and net money income data. This gap is determined
by specific areas of social policy, concretely this gap considers on a system of mandatory contributions and income taxes. Via this income inequality gap we can measure success of redistribution function of economic policy that means the success
of social policy in reducing income inequalities in society. If the difference between
levels of both income inequalities is low we can assume about not very effective
redistribution function of economic-social policy and vice versa. Mathematically
is the income inequality and income inequality gap expressed and measured
by the method of non-weighted average absolute deviation. The article would
be rather theoretical focused but is supplemented by practical example of analysis
of income inequality gap based on data for on data for Czech Republic from years
2005-2015.
Keywords: Concept of Income Inequality Gap, Income Inequality, Economic-Social
Policy, Method of non-weighted Average Absolute Deviation.
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1

Introduction

Income inequality has become one of an important issue in countries all over the world. This term is closely
associated with poverty, affects society negatively and it could create a space for social and economic discrimination [18]. Because of that and the consequences resulting therefrom, one of the tasks of economic policy especially via social policy is to reduce income inequality. Economic policy could influence gross money incomes
through minimum wage and social incomes (not only in context of subsistence minimum) or it could influence
difference between gross money incomes and net money incomes through mandatory contributions and income
taxes [19].
The aim of this article is to introduce a concept of income inequality gap that could be a good instrument for
analyzing effects of economic-social policy on reducing income inequality in society in particular economy. This
gap is calculated as difference between values of indexes expressing level of income inequality measured from
gross money income and net money income of households on, in our case, deciles level in selected period of
time.
The level or value of income inequality is calculated by relatively simple method for measuring, expressing
and analyzing income inequality which is denoted Method of non-weighted average absolute deviation here. For
more information about this new method and its legitimacy see for example [8, 17, 18, 20 or 21]. This alternative
method can expand the existing portfolio of methods for measuring and expressing income inequality between
households in society next to well-known methods how to measure income inequality. Among them traditionally
belongs one of the best known and used measures of income inequality Gini coefficient and its graphical representation – Lorenz curve [20], or other as Coefficient of income inequality S80/S20 (or Quintile share ration or
S80/S20 Ratio), Atkinson index, Theil index, Robin Hood index and Variation coefficient [3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 16 or
22].
Social policy in the Czech Republic has a redistributive character. Social policy is mainly based on the principle of solidarity and has protection, redistribution and prevention functions [6]. The aim of social policy is to
positively influence people's living conditions [15] Krebs (2015) argues that social policy is perceived as a set of
activities, tools and measures which purpose is the response to unfavorable social conditions such as old age,
illness, disability or unemployment and poverty [9]. In practice, it means also a system of social benefits and
1
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social incomes and system of health and social insurance. The goal of social policy is to create dignified conditions of life for all people in the economy (in the state). As Arnoldová (2012, p. 41) says: "... every individual
has from his/her birth the right to receive income that is necessary for satisfying his/her basic life needs. It is
provided from birth, regardless if he/she may or may not work and regardless of his/her financial situation. Its
level corresponds to the definition of poverty, which the society receives" [2]. Here is meant minimum income
what is claimable benefit, which guarantees each social state. In the Czech Republic there are two basic categories: subsistence guaranteed basic income and the minimum wage [2].
From this point of view the income inequality gap are dependent (in Czech Republic) on social insurance
system (health insurance and social insurance), Tax bonus to child and Income tax of individuals (Natural persons) that is direct tax and is set by Act No. 586/1992 Coll. on Income Taxes, as subsequently amended. The
area of income taxes provides the widest scope for influencing income inequality in society. Social insurance has
two parts: pension and sickness insurance that are based on the insurance principle, this means that it is a regular
payment of the contribution – insurance premium. From sickness insurance is provides 4 types of state cash
benefits: sickness benefit, maternity benefit, attendance allowance, compensatory benefits in pregnancy and
maternity [7].
The other area in which could be income inequality gap influenced is the state social support includes state
social support benefits as child allowance, parental allowance, housing allowance, maternity grant and death
(funeral) grant. State through social policy and via payment of these benefits takes over the responsibility for
unfavourable social situation in families and it citizens [14]. Social incomes have relatively very rapid growth
and there can be recognize increasing share of them on total cash income of Czech households. According to
Nečadová (2011, p. 64) social incomes in the Czech Republic represent about 20% of all households’ revenue
[13]. The largest proportion of all social incomes has pension benefits - 73% of all social income, followed by
state social benefits - 13%, health insurance benefits for about 8%, the benefits of social assistance and unemployment allowance for about 3%. Social support benefits form part of the social income so this is a way how
could economic national authorities influence a gross money income. A specific social income is pension that is
paid from the pension insurance in the Czech Republic. Pension insurance is compulsory for all economically
active persons over 18 years. From this basic pension insurance is paid (old age) pension in all variants, invalidity, widow's and widower's and orphan's pension. Through these contributions to mandatory social security
schemes it is possible (for national economic authorities) to influence a difference between gross and net money
income and affect income inequality gap.
The text after this Introduction is organized subsequently: the second part introduces a sense of “term” income inequality gap and explains the theoretical approach of concept of income inequality gap based on method
of non-weighted average absolute deviation. There is highlighted role of particular tools of economic-social
policy that could contribute to reducing income inequality and widen income inequality gap in economy as well
too. The next section contains the practical example of empirical analysis and results of income inequality in
context of functioning of economic-social policy and there is also given information about used data and methodology. The major findings are summarized in the conclusion.

2

Theoretical approach to concept of income inequality gap

Income inequality is a natural part of every human society and could reflect a measure of poverty and redistribution of income. There is used the Method of non-weighted average absolute deviation (shortly method of average
deviation) for expressing level of income inequality in the society. This method reflects the degree of variability,
defined as the arithmetic mean of the absolute deviations of individual values of observed indicators from the
ideal value. This value chosen here understands the value for the ideal distribution of income in society, ie. the
value of expressing absolute equality in income for each inhabitant [21]. Own value of non-weighted average
absolute deviation that presents a value of income inequality (dII) we obtained from the formula 1:
𝑝

𝑑𝐼𝐼 =

∑𝑖=1|𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑖𝑜 |
𝑁𝑖

(1)

where: dII ∈ (0;100); xi presents the i-th indicator (particular variable); xio is the ideal value; Ni presents the
number of values of i-th indicator that we have available.
If there is perfect income equality in the society the value of income inequality index (dII) come out zero. The
higher value of index means a bigger difference of income between the richest and poorest households in society
what is unwanted for national economic authorities and people too.
Income inequality gap is author’s term to express difference between index values of income inequality
𝐺𝑀𝐼
𝑁𝑀𝐼
counting from Gross money income (𝑑𝐼𝐼
) and Net money income (𝑑𝐼𝐼
). Income inequality gap (𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐼𝐼 ) can
be calculated by the simple equation (2):
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𝐺𝑀𝐼
𝑁𝑀𝐼
𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐼𝐼 = 𝑑𝐼𝐼
− 𝑑𝐼𝐼

(2)

Income inequality gap is a value that expresses “activities” of economic policy which are used by national
economic authorities to mitigate income inequality in the society. If this policy leads to a reduction of the gap we
can talk about the income pro-equal social policy, conversely we talk about income dis-equal social policy because the redistribution function of economic policy is not set adequately to reduce income inequality between
all social groups of people in the particular economy and society. The theoretical definition of the concept of
income inequality gap is displayed through a schema without values in Figure 1.
value of income
inequality (dII)

value of income inequality counting
𝐺𝑀𝐼
from Gross money income (𝑑𝐼𝐼
)
income
inequality gap (𝑮𝑨𝑷𝑰𝑰 )

big

Income dis-equal
social policy

Income pro-equal
social policy

value of income inequality counting
𝑁𝑀𝐼
from Net money income (𝑑𝐼𝐼
)
analyzed time
Figure 1 Income inequality gap in context of economic-social policy
𝐺𝑀𝐼
Income inequality gap takes values from zero to the higher limit defined as value of the variable 𝑑𝐼𝐼
;
𝐺𝑀𝐼
(⟨0;
)
𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐼𝐼 ∈
𝑑𝐼𝐼
when 𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐼𝐼 = 0 means that there is no difference between gross and net money income and
there are not any mandatory contributions or income taxations. On the other side, when 𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐼𝐼 is as large as vari𝐺𝑀𝐼
able 𝑑𝐼𝐼
it indicates that national authorities through its instruments are trying to reduce income inequality and
the distribution of net money incomes between households is steady – uniform. From this point of view more
active economic (social) policy (pro-equal social policy) means higher value of income inequality gap or increase of the gap over time. Providing social income (state social support benefits and other social subsidy) can
be projected directly into decline of the index value expressing income inequality [19].

National authorities could reduce income inequality in many ways. In our point of view it could be done via:
(I) providing social income, (II) determining contributions to mandatory social security schemes and (III) fixed
income tax.
Social income and set basic income or the minimum wage (minimum income) by an act exerts influence over
gross money income when gross money income depends on salary and private financial benefit and has to be
higher as minimum income. On the other hand net money income depends on gross money income, of course,
and also on reducible personal allowances, tax bonus to child, contribution to mandatory social security schemes
and income tax.
Social policies with regard to the foregoing affect the level of income inequality through social incomes and
minimum income while the income inequality gap depends on structure of contributions to mandatory social
security schemes and establish system of income taxes. Reducible personal allowances (bonus) cover all income
groups of people therefore it not interested us in context of impact of social policy on income inequality. In a
simplified way the income inequality gap depends on system of contribution to mandatory social security
schemes and income taxes and on tax bonus to child.
Relevant and “required” impact of economic policy via system of contributions to mandatory social security
schemes and income taxation can be “measured” through income inequality gap. If the income inequality gap
has low value, it means that the difference between gross and net money income is small and economic policy is
in this area not considerable (we can used term income pro-equal social policy) and vice versa (so we talk about
income dis-equal social policy). If we are assuming that the goal of economic policy is to reduce income inequality, it is desirable to minimalize this income inequality gap and levels of both income inequality (work on gross
money income and net money income) indexes are very similar to each other.
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3

Empirical analysis of income inequality gap: case study for Czech Republic in years 2005-2015

From a methodological perspective, the work is based on secondary data gained by Czech Statistical Office [4],
concretely from the Catalogue of Products: Household Income and Living Conditions; Households total by net
money income per person – deciles; Household composition and per capita annual income (%, CZK). This statistic provides data on decile scale and summary of all categories of income in Czech Republic. For purpose of
calculating income inequality gap is especially important data about Gross money income, Social income, Contributions to mandatory social security schemes, Income tax and Net money income. The covered period includes years 2005-2015 because of missing credible data which is not available for a longer period 3. Calculations
of value of income inequality and value of income inequality gap are based on calculations using formulas (1)
and (2). These types of measurement were described in the text above. The software used was MS Excel. All
calculations and graphical analysis is author´s own.
The development of amounts of value of income inequality counting from Gross money income and value of
income inequality counting from Net money income and income inequality gap is shown below in Table 1.
Index/Year
𝐺𝑀𝐼
𝑑𝐼𝐼
𝑁𝑀𝐼
𝑑𝐼𝐼

2005
16.46

2006
16.20

2007
16.14

2008
15.75

2009
15.73

2010
15.55

2011
15.67

2012
15.48

2013
15.39

2014
15.70

2015
15.50

14.68

14.45

14.24

13.95

14.06

13.97

14.06

13.87

13.76

14.04

13.79

𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐼𝐼

1.79

1.75

1.90

1.80

1.66

1.58

1.61

1.61

1.63

1.66

1.72

Table 1 Income inequality indexes and Income inequality gap, 2005-2015.

value of income inequality

17

2,02.0

16
1,81.8
15
1,61.6
14
1,41.4

13
2005

2006

2007

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Income Inequality Index (dII), Gross money income
Income Inequality Index (dII), Net money income
Income Inequality Gap

value of income inequality gap

As is shown in Table 1 income equality gets better improves (by about 1 index point) while income inequality gap did not considerably change during analyzed time. In context of theory there were no significant impacts
to influence income inequality on net money income level from the side of national-economic authorities. The
graphical development of all three indicators is shown in Figure 2. 4

2015

Figure 2 Development of Income inequality indexes and Income inequality gap, 2005-2015.

4

Conclusion

The aim of this short paper was to introduce the concept of income inequality gap what could be a good instrument for success expression of economic-social policy in reducing income inequality in society. So this income inequality gap is affected by tools of economic, especially social policy, concretely via income taxation of
individual person, contribution to mandatory social security schemes and tax bonus to child. Although is this
article and content of income inequality gap do for Czech region it may be after relevant adjustments overcome
3

It is necessary to emphasize that the Statistics on Income and Living Conditions are published for one year, for example for 2006, but in
statistical tables are presented data for year before, i.e. for 2005. Our paper is written for period of year 2005-2015 but empirical analysis is
done for years 2004-2014.
4
Present analysis is shown here only as an example. For completed and more detailed analysis of impact social policy on income inequality
see [19].
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to other countries. The article was supplemented by example of income inequality gap that was done for Czech
Republic for and covered period was 2005-2015. It was calculated that this gap acquire values from 1.58 (2010)
to 1.9 (2007). The calculation of income inequality gap is based on difference between values of income inequality index based on Gross money income and Net money income. These values were counted via method of nonweighted average absolute deviation. Data was gained by Czech Statistical Office.
The results of the presented analysis are the groundwork for a further theoretical and practical research of the
role of social policy in affecting income inequality in society.
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On Modelling of the Development of Turnover in Services in
Slovak Republic: Tourism Approach
Petra Vašaničová1, Eva Litavcová2, Sylvia Jenčová3
Abstract. Tourism plays an important role in the Slovak Republic because of its
economic potential and the employment potential as well as its social and environmental impact. It means that there is the potential to contribute to employment and
economic growth, as well as the development of rural, peripheral and less developed
areas. There are many indicators or variables using which one can models the development of tourism. Widely used are number of arrivals or nights spent at tourist accommodation establishments. To explore tourism can be also used other forms of
indicators. One of them is turnover in services which is divided by classification of
economic activities (NACE Rev. 2) and obtains from Structural business statistics.
The aim of this paper is to model the development of turnover in services of economic activities air transport, accommodation, travel agency, tour operator reservation service and related activities in Slovak Republic. For that purpose we use exponential smoothing and Box - Jenkins methodology and monthly data from January
2000 to January 2017.
Keywords: tourism, turnover in services, ARIMA models, exponential smoothing.
JEL Classification: C22
AMS Classification: 91B84

1

Introduction

Tourism is one of the most developed sectors in the world's economy. The number of tourists is steadily increasing, thanks to which the number of employees in this sector is growing, as well as the total revenues from tourism. Even in Slovakia, tourism plays an important role, because it is a key sector in many regions of Slovakia
[10].
The aim of this paper is to model the development of turnover in services of economic activities such as air
transport, accommodation, travel agency, tour operator reservation service and related activities in Slovakia. This
may be useful contribution to existing literature connected with modelling of tourism development, in which as
indicators which explore tourism are widely used the number of arrivals or the nights spent at tourist accommodation establishments. For modelling and forecasting tourism development it this study we use two models: the
exponential smoothing model, and the Box - Jenkins Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(SARIMA) model.
Mentioned methodology was used in number of tourism studies. For example, Lee, Song, Mjelde [7] predicted the number of visitors in Korea in the context of an international tourism Expo by using exponential
smoothing and ARIMA model. ARIMA model is used in [5] to forecast overnight stays and tourist arrivals from
all the different countries of origin to Catalonia, in [6] to explore effects of swine flu from the effects of earlier
global financial crisis on tourism and economy in Brunei. Besides that, Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) model was
used in [12] to forecast airport passenger traffic for Hong Kong, in [1] to model tourist arrivals and identify the
impact of air transport development on the international inbound tourism demand of Saudi Arabia. Both models,
ARIMA and SARIMA were employed in [2] to predict tourism expenditure for Belize.

2

Data

To model tourism development in Slovakia are used corresponding monthly unadjusted data of turnover in services of economic activities air transport, accommodation, travel agency, tour operator reservation service and

1

University of Presov, Faculty of Management, Konstantinova 16, 080 01 Presov, Slovakia, petra.vasanicova@smail.unipo.sk.
2
University of Presov, Faculty of Management, Konstantinova 16, 080 01 Presov, Slovakia,
eva.litavcova@unipo.sk.
3
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related activities in Slovak Republic by NACE Rev. 2. Data are entered as index2010 from January 2000 to January 2017. Dataset was obtained from Eurostat database.

3

Methodology

To purpose the objective of this paper, we model the current and future development of turnover in services of
economic activities air transport, accommodation, travel agency, tour operator reservation service and related
activities in Slovak Republic by using the exponential smoothing model, and the Box - Jenkins Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) model.

3.1

Holt-Winters multiplicative seasonal model for exponential smoothing

Using exponential smoothing to forecasting time series is the most common. In this paper, we have chosen
multiplicative seasonal model on the basis of Holt - Winters' multiplicative method [8, 9]. Forecast model is
given as:

Ft m  Lt  bt mSt sm ,

(1)

where Ft+m is the forecast for m periods ahead, s is the length of seasonality, Lt is the level of the series, bt is the
trend, St is the seasonal component. Level, trend and seasonal component can be written as:

Lt  

Yt
 1   Lt 1  bt 1  ,
S t s

bt   Lt  Lt 1   1   bt 1 ,
St  

Yt
 1   S t  s ,
Lt

(2)
(3)
(4)

where Yt is the observed values. The smoothing parameters  ,  ,  , which can be obtain from the range from 0
to 1, were set to fixed values which are determined subjectively by users on the basis of own experience.

3.2

Box-Jenkins SARIMA model

According to [4, 11, 13], a simple equation to define the autoregressive moving average (ARMA)(p, q) model
for a stationary time series is given below:

Yt  1Yt 1  2Yt 2  ...   pYt  p   t   t  1 t 1   2 t 2  ...   q t q .

(5)

The first term in ARIMA model represents an autoregressive (AR) part of the order p having the form of

Yt  1Yt 1  2Yt 2  ...   pYt  p   t .

(6)

This (AR) term refers to the current time series values Yt as a function of past time series values Yt-1, Yt-2,..., Yt-p.
The 1 ,  2 , 3 are autoregressive coefficients that relates Yt to Yt-1, Yt-2,..., Yt-p.
The moving average MA(q) term of the model is represented as,

Yt   t  1 t 1   2 t 2  ...   q  t q

(7)

where,  t 1 ,  t 2 ,...,  t q are the past random shocks or independent white noise sequence with mean = 0 and
variance =  2 ; 1 , 2 ,..., q are the moving average coefficients relating Yt to  t 1 ,  t 2 ,...,  t q .
When the (AR) and (MA) specifications are combined together with integration (differencing) term, they
constitute an ARIMA (p,d,q) model, where p, d and q indicate orders of autoregression, differencing and moving
average. The model is mathematically given as

1  B d Yt



 B 
t
 B 

(8)

where, t denotes the time indices, B is the backshift operator, ie., BYt  Yt 1 .  B and  B are the autoregressive and moving average operators respectively and can be written as
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 B   1  1 B1   2 B 2  ...   p B p

(9)

 B   1  1B1   2 B 2  ...   q B q .

(10)

Seasonality is a pattern which is repeating itself over a fixed time interval. Here, the monthly dataset is presenting a seasonal period of 12 months. In order to obtain a stationarity, seasonal differencing is performed by
taking difference between the present and corresponding observation from the previous year. Taking into consideration the seasonality of our time series, a seasonal ARIMA denoted as SARIMA (p, d, q) x (P, D, Q) s, is used,
where P,D,Q represent seasonal autoregressive, differencing and moving average orders respectively and s is
number of seasons. For the present study, s = 12. SARIMA(p, d, q)(P, D, Q)s built for the time series is defined
as:

 



 p B  P B s 1  B d 1  B s



D

 

Yt   q B  Q B s  t .

(11)

where, B is the backshift or lag operator, s is the seasonal lag (in ‘quarter’ for present study);  t represents error
variables; d and D are non-seasonal and seasonal differences;  and  are the non-seasonal and seasonal autoregressive parameters;  and  are the non-seasonal and seasonal moving average parameters respectively.

3.3

Mean absolute percentage error

For determination of validity of our model, we use criterion of the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
According to [7, 8], MAPE is given by:

 X i  Fi  / X i

n

MAPE 



n

i 1

100 .

(12)

In this equation Xi is the actual data for period i, Fi denotes the forecast for period i, and n is the number of observations. MAPE ≤ 10% means highly accurate forecast, MAPE = 10 – 20% means good forecast, MAPE = 20
– 50% denotes reasonable forecast, and MAPE > 50% denotes inaccurate forecasting.

3.4

Theil’s forecast accuracy coefficient

To measure the forecast accuracy we use Theil’s inequality coefficient UI, which is given as [3]:

1
n

UI 
1
n

n

n

 X

 Fi 2

i 1


i 1

i

.

1
X i2 
n

n

F

(13)

2

i

i 1

Xi denotes the actual observation, and Fi denotes corresponding prediction. To measure forecast quality in applied economic forecasting is used modified version of Theil’s coefficient UII:
n

 F  X
i

UII 

i 1

i

2
.

n



(14)

X i2

i 1

These coefficients is from the interval 0;1 , where UI = 0 means case of equality and UI = 1 means maximum
inequality.

4

Results

Using Holt-Winters multiplicative seasonal model for exponential smoothing, the mean absolute percentage
error has the smallest value when the parameters α = 0.795, β= 0.000, and γ = 0.000, and when multiplicative
season = 12. In this case, MAPE = 7.415%. According to MAPE interpretation, we can say, that our model
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represents highly accurate forecast. Observed, smoothed and forecast values of exponential smoothing model can
be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Observed smoothed and forecast series of turnover in services of economic activities connected with
tourism using exponential smoothing model
According to SARIMA methodology, the best model is (0,1,1)(0,1,1) with seasonal lag 12. Taking into account assumptions and data fitting, we have chosen the best parsimony model with MAPE value 7.715%, which
denotes highly accurate forecast. Obtained parameters for this model are 1 = 0.317787, and 1 = 0.753040.
Particular model can be written as:

X t  X t 1  X t 12  X t 13  at  0.753040at 12  0.317787at 1  0.239306at 13 .

(15)

Observed and forecast series of this model are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Observed, and forecast series of turnover in services of economic activities connected with tourism
using SARIMA model
Forecasted values of turnover in services of economic activities such as air transport, accommodation, travel
agency, tour operator reservation service and related activities in Slovakia are presented in Table 1. Even though
both models represents high accurate forecast, MAPE value is better for exponential smoothing model. This
happens in cases when one analyzes short time series, which are better fitted by using exponential smoothing in
compare with ARIMA models. Therefore, exponential smoothing model is more accurate. Compared to observed series, forecast series for corresponds months are increased. Although, values of turnover in services for
exponential smoothing model are smaller, we are inclined to this resulting model.
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Date
February 2017
March 2017
April 2017
May 2017
June 2017
July 2017
August 2017
September 2017
October 2017
November 2017
MAPE

SARIMA
129.0533
133.2830
131.1195
157.6648
198.0086
263.8492
259.2478
219.5696
171.0927
141.6907
7.715%

Exponential smoothing
127.7435
128.7796
126.5335
154.2795
191.9142
235.5574
238.5220
196.9457
158.6546
129.1674
7.415%

Table 1 Forecast of turnover in services using exponential smoothing and SARIMA model and particular MAPE
Next, we wanted to find out whether predicted values using SARIMA model approximate real observed values. We used shorter time series from January 2000 to December 2015 and we predicted values from January
2016 to April 2017. These predicted values were compared with observed values of turnover in services of economic activities air transport, accommodation, travel agency, tour operator reservation service and related activities in Slovak Republic by NACE Rev. 2. Each observed value of turnover in services is from the confidence
interval for forecast value (see Table 2). The value of Theil’s forecast accuracy coefficient is UI = 0.0357, and
value of modified Theil’s coefficient is UII = 0.0719. It means that the SARIMA model seems to be reliable for
predicting future values.
Date
Observed value Forecast value Lower confidence limit Upper confidence limit
January 2016
108.5
112.2
90.7
137.1
February 2016
119.1
120.6
93.2
153.7
March 2016
128.0
123.4
91.6
162.7
April 2016
117.6
124.3
89.0
169.0
May 2016
147.5
147.8
102.5
206.5
June 2016
169.0
191.6
129.0
274.5
July 2016
241.5
250.0
163.6
366.4
August 2016
229.9
248.9
158.6
372.8
September 2016
206.3
207.4
128.9
317.0
October 2016
178.7
156.7
95.0
244.1
November 2016
150.0
129.4
76.7
205.3
December 2016
130.2
131.5
76.2
212.3
January 2017
117.6
121.3
67.5
201.7
February 2017
128.0
130.7
70.5
222.5
March 2017
137.6
133.8
70.0
233.0
April 2017
126.1
135.0
68.6
240.1
Table 2 Comparison of observed and forecast values using SARIMA model (0,1,1)(0,1,1)
We have omitted graphs of autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions, tests of normality of residuals and many other considered tests and results. However, these results were always taken into account.

5

Conclusion

In this paper was presented modelling of tourism development using the exponential smoothing model, and the
Box - Jenkins Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) model. We contributed to existing literature, because we did not model tourism development by using traditional indicators, such as number of
arrivals or the nights spent at tourist accommodation establishments, but we used turnover in services of eco-
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nomic activities such as air transport, accommodation, travel agency, tour operator reservation service and related activities in Slovakia.
After the comparison of both models was selected the better one, exponential smoothing model, with MAPE
value 7.415%, which indicates high accurate forecast. The forecasting values of resulting model are higher than
observed values for corresponds months. It means, when turnover in services connected with tourism will increase then development of tourism in Slovakia will increase, too. It follows that tourism in Slovakia has the
great potential to contribute to economic growth and growth in employment, especially in the area of economic
activities such as air transport, accommodation, travel agency, tour operator reservation service and related activities.
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Analysis of truncated data with application to the operational
risk estimation
Petr Volf1
Abstract. Researchers interested in the estimation of operational risk often face problems arising from the structure of available data. The present contribution deals with
the problem of left truncation, which means that the values (e.g. the losses) under certain threshold are not reported. Simultaneously, we have to take into account possible
occurrence of heavy-tailed distribution of loss values. We recall briefly the methods of
incomplete data analysis, then we concentrate to the case of fixed left truncation and
parametric models of distribution. The Cramér-von Mises, Anderson-Darling, and the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov minimum distance estimators, the maximum likelihood, and
the moment estimators are used, their performance is compared, with the aid of randomly generated examples covering also the case of heavy-tailed distribution. Higher
robustness of some distance-based estimators is demonstrated. The main objective is
to propose a method of statistical analysis and modeling for the distribution of sum of
losses over a given period, particularly of its right quantiles.
Keywords: operational risk, severity distribution, truncated data, statistical analysis.
JEL classification: C41, J64
AMS classification: 62N02, 62P25

1 Introduction, the problem of incomplete data
The most traditional field of statistical analysis where the methodology dealing with incomplete data (caused by
censoring or truncation) has been developed systematically is the area of statistical survival analysis. While the
censoring means that the data values are hidden in known intervals, the truncation arises when some results, though
relevant for the analysis, are not reported at all (i.e. we even do not know the number of such lost data). As a rule,
there are thresholds (which could be individual and taken as random, or fixed equal for the whole set of observations) such that the values under them (in the case of left truncation) or above them (the right truncation) are not
included in available data. It has been shown, for instance already in [7], that when the design of truncation threshold is such that the values from the whole data region are allowed (can be obtained), consistent non-parametric
estimation of data distribution is possible. The result has later been extended to regression setting adapting the
approach based on counting processes and hazard rate models, the overview is e.g. in [1].
The fixed truncation means that there are no data observed under (or above) a given threshold, therefore only
the information on a conditional distribution is available and, in order to fit the complete distribution to such data,
its parametric form has to be assumed. The present contribution deals with the case of left truncation. It is inspired
by the problem how to estimate the operational risk regulatory capital on the basis of available data-base when
the loss data of our interest are truncated from below at a fixed threshold. It is caused by an attempt to avoid
recording and storing too many small loss events. However, omitting a part of data makes the problem of modeling
operational risk accurately rather difficult [3]. In [6] the authors give an overview of different challenges connected
with such an analysis, besides the problem of missing data also the problem of possible heavy-tailed nature of the
losses distribution.
The structure of the paper is the following: In the next section the problem will be further specified, the structure
of data described, and four methods of losses distribution estimators presented, namely the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE), the moment method (MM), then the Cramér-von Mises (CvM), Anderson-Darling (AD), and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) minimum distance estimators. The methods will be examined on randomly generated
data and their performance compared, in particular their reaction to the presence of a part of data coming from a
heavy-tailed distribution. It is necessary to emphasize here that the main goal is a reliable estimation (and then the
prediction) of the sum of values (losses) over certain period, not only the estimation of parameters of distribution
of losses itself. And that the difficulties of analysis are caused principally by two aspects: The truncation (a set of
values, though small ones, not recorder at all) and the accidental presence of very high values, outliers from the
statistical point of view, which, however, must not be omitted.

1
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2 The problem of heavy tails
In statistics, the robustness of a method (for instance of an estimator) means that its performance is not influenced
much by a presence of (a small) portion of outlied values contaminating the regular data. There exists a set of
characteristics quantifying the reliability (stability) of a robust method, e.g. the breakdown point or the empirical
influence function (cf. [4]). Thus, even in the setting considered here, from the robust statistics point of view, the
aim is to estimate well the underlying basic distribution, when it is contaminated by (mixed with) a certain portion
of a distribution with heavy tails. To this end, both in [3] and [6] the empirical influence functions for several
estimators are derived, showing highly non-robust behavior of the MLE and moment estimators and at least partial
robustness of the Cramér-von Mises method (see also [2]). Let us recall here that, in general, a heavy tail of a
distribution means that it is not exponentially bounded. In fact, we shall consider here a sub-class of so called
”fat-tailed” distributions having its right tail P (X > x) comparable with x−a , for some a > 0, as x → ∞.

More specifically, the situation is as follows: We assume that certain parametric distribution type is the baseline
model. Further, it is assumed that a realistic model of the data arises from the mixture with another distribution
having heavier right tail. In fact, its type can also be specified, still we face a difficult task to estimate parameters of
both distributions and the rate of mixture. As the case is further complicated by missing part of data, in general such
a problem has no unique solution. Fortunately, in the left truncation case considered here, just certain portion of
small values is missing, high values remain available in observed data sets. Then, the main condition of successful
model identification is a sufficiently robust method of estimation of the baseline distribution parameters. Hence,
the estimators will be compared also from this point of view.
The robustness can be further improved with the aid of convenient robust estimator. In [6] the authors use
so called ”optimally bias-robust estimator” (OBRE) set of estimators. On the other hand, the structure of left
truncated data suggests the use of so called trimmed estimator of the location parameter, i.e. a very simple robust
estimation method. That is why we considered such a kind of estimator as a tool for improving the estimation
results. However, the improvement was rather negligible, therefore the method is not considered in the follow up.
Proposed estimation procedure has in fact two stages. In the first, the parameters of the baseline distribution are
estimated. To do it reliably, sufficiently robust estimator should be employed. Then, on the basis of well estimated
parameters of the baseline distribution, the second component of the mixture and the mixture rate can be estimated,
which is crucial for the main goal of the analysis, namely for prediction of aggregated losses. This stage, on the
contrary, has to use an estimator sensitive to all values, in order to distinguish both mixture components.
In the sequel we shall consider, similarly as [3] and [6], the log-normal baseline distribution of losses, as it is
a model convenient both from practical and theoretical point of view. Further, its right part will be contaminated
by the Pareto distribution as a model of possible occurrence of large values, as it is commonly considered to be
a reasonable choice [5]. Again, let us recall here briefly that the Pareto (or also ”power law”) distribution has
distribution function Fp (x) = 1 − (A/x)λ for x > A > 0, Fp (x) = 0 for x ≤ A, λ > 0 is its shape parameter.

3 The model and estimators
It is assumed that a positive random variable X is observed just when its value is above a given threshold T .
Hence, the data consist of a random sample Xi , i = 1, .., N1 , all Xi > T . The part under T is not observed, nor its
frequency N2 is known. Denote the density function of X f (x), distribution function F (x). It is further assumed
that this distribution is a mixture, namely f (x) = (1 − α) · f0 (x) + α · f1 (x), where the basic part f0 (x) is given
by a log-normal distribution with unknown parameters µ0 , σ0 , and is contaminated by a Pareto distribution, with
density function f1 (x) and with appropriate parameters. As it has been said above, both its parameters and the
rate of contamination are also the object of estimation. We assume that the contamination rate α is not large, we
have examined its influence for α ∈ [0, 0.2]. Thus, the first goal is to estimate parameters of f0 (x). As it has been
said above, the aim of this first stage is to use a sufficiently robust procedure. Just for comparison, we shall deal
with cases both with and without contamination, examining the behavior of several estimators. Namely the MLE,
moment estimator and three distance-based methods.
Remark: The assumption of log-normal distribution allows to work with normal distribution model for logarithmized data. Hence the methods described above can be used for transformed data, it can simplify numerical
procedures. As regards the contamination, let us recall that logarithmized Pareto distribution yields the exponential
one. This connection will be used later for the random generation of data.

3.1 Estimation methods
In the case of full data, we can construct the full empirical distribution function, as a reliable non-parametric distribution estimate. Under the assumption of parametrized distribution, let us denote its density f (x; θ), distribution
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function F (x; θ), set of parameters hidden in θ should be estimated. From the fixed truncation it follows that the
part of distribution above threshold T is given by the density and distribution functions, resp., both for x > T :
fT (x; θ) =

F (x; θ) − F (T ; θ)
f (x; θ)
, FT (x; θ) =
.
1 − F (T ; θ)
1 − F (T ; θ)

1. Maximum likelihood estimator. The likelihood based on observed data has the form
L(θ, x) =

N1
∏

fT (Xi ; θ)

i=1

and we search for θ maximizing its logarithm.
2. Moment estimator. Let us compute conditional first 2 moments of (X|X > T ) and compare them with
empirical moments obtained from observed data. Namely, we shall compute
(k)
ET (θ)

=

∫

∞

T

N1
1 ∑
xk fT (x; θ) dx, X¯k =
Xk.
N1 i=1 i

The best θ should minimize a distance of them, in the simplest case

∑2

(k)
k=1 (ET (θ)

− X¯k )2 .

3. Cramér-von Mises estimator. It minimizes the distance between the empirical and assumed distribution
function on (T, ∞), namely we search for θ minimizing
N1
∑
(Femp,T (Xi ) − FT (Xi ; θ))2 ,
i=1

where Femp,T (x) is the empirical distribution function computed from data observed above T . Namely, the
simplest form is Femp,T (X(i) ) = i/N1 , i = 1, ..., N1 , where X(1) ≤ X(2) ≤, ..., ≤ X(N1 ) denote ordered
observations. We use the following variant: Femp,T (X(i) ) = (2i − 1)/2N1 .

4. Anderson-Darling estimator is a weighted variant of the CvM estimator giving the data-points weights
corresponding to the variance of empirical distribution function. Hence, it minimizes
N1
∑
1
,
(Femp,T (Xi ) − FT (Xi ; θ))2 ·
wi
i=1

where wi = FT (Xi ; θ) · (1 − FT (Xi ; θ)). The weighting results in a higher sensitivity to small and large
data, hence also in smaller robustness compared to the CvM method. However, still its influence function is
bounded. This difference actually will lead us to the estimator choice, on the basis of following Monte Carlo
study. In the first stage, where rare outlying data should have small influence, the CvM estimator will be
preferred. Further, however, when the model should describe well also the source of contamination, the AD
estimator will be utilized.
5. Kolmogorov-Smirnov estimator is based on minimizing the maximal distance between empirical and
model distribution functions, i.e. it minimizes
max |Femp,T (Xi ) − FT (Xi ; θ)|.
Xi

It is evident that in all cases the estimation has to be solved with the aid of a convenient numerical optimization
procedure, the moment method evaluation includes also numerical integration.

4 Monte Carlo study
The study is based on K-times repeated generation of data sets of extent N. Each such set is taken as representing
the loss data over certain period. The data have been generated from normal distribution with parameters µ0 , σ0 and
mixed with values from exponential distribution with parameter λ shifted by a constant a, i.e. having distribution
function Fe (x) = 1 − exp(−λ · (x − a)) for x ≥ a. The mixture (contamination) rate α was selected from [0, 0.3].
Such data represented logarithms of losses, they then were truncated from the left side by a threshold T0 . Hence,
the losses were given by values coming from the mixture of log-normal distribution (with µ0 and σ0 ) with the
Pareto distribution having distribution function Fp (x) = 1 − (A/x)λ for x ≥ A = exp(a). The values of losses
were truncated by threshold T = exp(T0 ).
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The set of truncated data then contained just N1 ≤ N values greater than the threshold, it was assumed that
the number of omitted data as well as their values were not known. In fact, as the data were prepared artificially,
we knew them and could use them as a benchmark for comparison of performance of estimation methods and
examination of information loss caused by the truncation. As in each Monte Carlo study, the repetition of analysis
enabled us to construct empirical distribution of estimates, to study their bias and variability, and, later on, to
analyze and compare distributions of sums reconstructed on the basis of different estimation methods.
.
The example provided here uses the following values: µ0 = 2, σ0 = 0.5, λ = 1, a = 2, hence A = 7.39.
Further T0 = 1.3, α = 0 or 0.1, N = 1000, K = 1000 were selected. From such a choice it follows that the
.
.
basic log-normal distribution had expectation = 8.4 and standard deviation = 4.5, while the Pareto distribution
.
with parameter λ = 1 had infinite all moments. Threshold T = exp(1.3) = 3.67, the proportion of data truncated
off was about 8%. Just for comparison, the 95% quantiles were 16.8 and 147.8 for these log-normal and Pareto
distributions, respectively, 99% quantiles were 23.6 and 738.9.

4.1 Results of parameters estimation
The first case examined was the case without contamination, the data were generated just to correspond the lognormal distribution with given parameters µ0 , σ0 . Data were then truncated and parameters estimated from truncated samples by three methods. As the data generation was repeated K times, K estimates were obtained for each
parameter and each method. Figure 1 displays these sets of estimates in a form of boxplots. The first correspond
to the MLE from complete data, the other three then to the CvM estimator, the MLE and to moment estimator.
It is seen that their performance is comparable, bias negligible and variability increased (compared to estimates
from full data) due a loss of information caused by the truncation. Other estimators (KS and AD) performed very
similarly.
In the second case presented here the log-normal (µ0 , σ0 ) data were mixed with values generated from the
Pareto distribution, their proportion was α = 0.1. As it was said, during this stage of analysis the data were still
treated as coming from log-normal distribution with unknown parameters µ, σ. Figure 2 again shows the results
of estimation, in K repetitions, first the MLE from full data, then the results of 3 selected estimation methods used
to truncated data. Now the pattern is different. First, as the contamination has caused a number of large, outlying
values in data, the consequence is that the estimates are shifted, namely estimated standard deviation is increased
and estimate of µ biased even in the case of the MLE from full data. Further, reactions of examined estimation
methods to contaminated and truncated data differ. As expected, both the MLE and moment estimators react by
even more increased both bias and variability of values, relative to estimates obtained from full data. On the other
hand, in order to cope with heavier right tail of the data, the CvM method yielded a slightly increased estimates of
both µ andσ. Simultaneously, variability of estimates did not increase significantly, which indicates a consistency
of method. Such an phenomenon can be related to findings in [6] concluding that the CvM method is much more
robust (having bounded empirical distribution function) than the other two. Further, as regards the other distancebased estimators, the result is collected in Table 1. It is seen that the KS method yielded results quite comparable
with those of the CvM, while the AD estimators showed a stronger reaction to right tail data, it was biased and had
larger variability similarly like the MLE and the moment method.
2.1
2.05

µ

2
1.95
1.9
1.85
1.8
1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

0.7
0.65

σ

0.6
0.55
0.5
0.45

Figure 1 Estimated µ (above) and σ (below) in the case of no contamination: 1–MLE estimates from complete
data, 2–CvM estimator, 3–MLE, 4–moment method.
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2.2
2.1

µ

2
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

0.9

σ

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

Figure 2 Estimated µ (above) and σ (below) when contamination rate was α = 0.1: 1–MLE estimates from
complete data, 2–CvM estimator, 3–MLE, 4–moment method.

Method
CvM
KS
AD
MLE
Moment

mean
2.0493
2.0441
2.2426
1.8230
1.8298

estimated:
median
2.0512
2.0460
2.1097
1.8132
1.8219

µ
Q(0.05)
1.9952
1.9841
1.7212
1.6812
1.6984

Q(0.95)
2.0954
2.0966
2.9800
1.9806
1.9778

mean
0.5431
0.5533
0.8682
0.8073
0.8092

estimated:
median
0.5416
0.5529
0.8918
0.8215
0.8230

σ
Q(0.05)
0.4900
0.4930
0.7494
0.6708
0.6749

Q(0.95)
0.6007
0.6195
0.8995
0.8963
0.8952

Table 1 Empirical characteristics of estimates obtained from different methods.

4.2 Analysis of contamination
In the second estimation stage the aim is to identify the heavy-tailed component of the mixture and estimate its
parameters, when the Pareto model is assumed.Hence, the method should be sensitive to all observed values, giving
an appropriate weights also to right tails of data. After a set of experiments we decided to prefer the AD estimator
meeting best such requirements. The numerical example presented here, again based on K sets of N data (partly
left-truncated), and using µ andσ estimated in the first stage, yielded the estimates which empirical characteristics
(from K repetitions) are summarized in Table 2.
Parameter
a
λ
α

mean
1.695
0.839
0.094

median
1.521
0.903
0.091

Q(0.05)
1.321
0.121
0.014

Q(0.95)
2.982
1.602
0.217

Table 2 Empirical characteristics of estimates.
It is seen that empirical distribution of estimates is not symmetric, still rather wide, but at least the mean or
median values providing acceptable results. Simultaneously, certain trade-off among parameters can be traced. For
instance, smaller λ leads to longer right tail, while smaller a shifts the whole distribution left.

4.3 Estimated distribution of sums
As it has been said, this task is the main and final objective of the study. In particular, we are interested in how
well the methods are able to model (and then to predict) upper right end quantiles of distribution of sums. This
distribution is very sensitive even to just small changes of parameters, hence also to their unperfect estimates. And
we have seen how rather complicated the estimation procedure is. Simultaneously, the results depends also on the
number of losses during given period. This point is not considered here, we just try to estimate the distribution of
convolution of a fixed number, D, of i.i.d. random variables representing the losses. The recommended approach
to the operational risk modeling concerns the calculation of a risk measure VaRγ at a confidence level γ = 99, 9%
for a loss random variable L corresponding to the aggregate losses over a given period, usually one year [5]. As
this distribution has no closed form, standard∑way of examining it is again a Monte Carlo approach. Therefore we
generated K times, with K 105 , sums L =
Lk of D = 100 variables Lk having the mixed distribution derived
and estimated in preceding parts. Table 2 shows a comparison of chosen right empirical quantiles of L obtained
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by random generation.
Quantile
a) Estimated
b) ”True”

0.995
18 730
15 555

0.996
23 671
19 183

0.997
31 638
25 214

0.998
46 747
37 952

0.999
97 711
84 846

0.9995
202 301
154 176

Table 3 Empirical quantiles of L based on a) model using the medians of estimated parameters µ = 2.0512, σ =
0.5416, λ = 0.903, a = 1.521, α = 0.091; b) the ”true” model with parameters µ0 = 2, σ0 = 0, 5, λ0 = 1, a0 =
2, α0 = 0.1.
The quantiles based on estimated parameters exceed slightly the quantiles of true distribution of sums. It
indicates that the method could be applicable without large danger of underestimation of real aggregate losses.
Naturally, each analysis of this kind has to start from careful exploration of available real data.

5 Concluding remarks
The first aim of the study was to examine and compare performance of several estimators of distribution parameters
in the case of fixed left truncated data. The data were generated randomly, the sense of examples was to simulate
a set of losses of a financial institution encountered during certain period. Their distribution was modeled via the
log-normal distribution contaminated by the Pareto one. The main objective was then the estimation of distribution
of sums of losses over a given period..It means to summarize the values coming from (possibly contaminated)
log-normal distribution and, moreover, not observed fully. Theoretically, the distribution could be approximated
on the basis of the central limit theorem. However, there are many issues leading to doubts on its correctness and
practical usefulness. The asymptotic behavior of the C.L.Th. on distribution tails is rather slow in general, not
speaking about the fact that Pareto distribution of our choice does not fulfil theoretical requirement for the C.L.Th.
validity.
That is why this part of analysis was also based on Monte Carlo approach and estimated parameters. We
hope that such an approach is suitable also for practical use. As a rule, a sufficiently large database is available,
usually omitting values under given threshold. Hence, the parameters of assumed type of baseline distribution can
be estimated, e.g. using sufficiently robust Cramér-von Mises estimator. Then the model for heavy-tailed part
of losses distribution can be identified, in this stage a less robust method is appropriate, we can recommend the
Anderson-Darling method. Finally, random generation from obtained model helps to recover expected behavior of
aggregated losses.
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Implementation of permutation tests in research of
problematic use of the Internet by young people
Katarzyna Warzecha1, Tomasz Żądło2
Abstract. The Internet is for many young people the source of entertainment and
acquiring new knowledge which contributes to their development and enables
interactive education. However, on the other hand the problematic use of the Internet
becomes more and more of psychosocial problem. The incorrect use of information
and communication technologies may have negative influence on mental, physical
and emotional development of young people and the loss of control over the Internet
use may result in neglecting the schoolwork, the lack of physical activity and
worsening of the relations with other young people and with family. The main
purpose of this paper is the study of middle school young people in Silesian
voivodship in Poland in terms of risky Internet behaviours and typical Internet
acitivies using survey sampling methods and permutation tests.
Keywords: permutation tests, Internet addiction, young people.
JEL Classification: C12, C13, C83
AMS Classification: 62F03, 62F10, 62D05

1

Introduction

In contemporary world the information and communication technologies (ICT) recognized as computers, tablet
computers or mobile phones frequently with Internet access are used by young people and it is considered to be
the massive and common behavior. More and more common access to the Internet has got many positive aspects
(the quick accessibility of information and knowledge, instant processing and transmission of data and unlimited
and express communication which helps to keep the relations with people and obtain new contacts). On the other
hand problematic use of the Internet becomes more and more of psychosocial problem.
The use of ICT is considered to be a phenomenon to which one can become dependent on and which can
have negative impact on mental, physical and emotional development of an individual [9]. The main purpose of
the survey was the estimation of fraction of middle school young people in Silesian voivodship who
problematically use the Internet based on IAT Kimberly Young test. Two research questions considered in the
paper are defined as follows:
 Is there a dependence between different types of Internet activities and type of Internet usage
(problematic/unproblematic)?
 Is there a dependence between sex of respondents and type of Internet usage (problematic/unproblematic)?
The calculations will be made with the use of R Cran and Microsoft Excel programs. The sample was drawn at
random from the population of middle school young people in Silesian voivodship in Poland using multistage
stratified sampling.

1.1

Permutation tests

From the population of middle schools’ students  of size N  116 460 we draw at random a sample s of size
n  1598 using multistage stratified sampling design denoted by P( s ) with first and second order inclusion
probabilities denoted by  i and  ij , respectively. The set of respondents denoted by s r of size denoted by nr is
a subset of s due to the nonresponse – in our study nr  1333. We consider the following calibration estimator
of the mean in the subpopulation c of size N c (see [16] p. 58):
Yˆc  N c1  aic wi yi ,
(1)
isr
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T

1


 

where aic  1 if i  c and 0 otherwise, wi  di vi , di   i1 , vi  1  T xi ,  T   X   di xi    di xi xTi  ,
isr

  isr

x i is a vector of auxiliary variables for ith element in the sample, X is the vector of population totals of auxiliary
variables. The estimator of variance of (1) is given by (see [16] p. 136):
(2)
Dˆ 2 (Yˆ )  Vˆ  Vˆ ,
c

SAM

NR

where the component resulting from the sampling design distribution is as follows:
VˆSAM  Nc2  aic (di d j  dij )(vieˆi )(v j eˆ j )  Nc2  aicdi (di  1)vi (vi  1)(eˆi )2 ,

(3)

and the component resulting from the nonresponse distribution equals:
VˆNR  Nc2  aicvi (vi  1)(di eˆi )2 ,

(4)

isr jsr

isr

isr

1


 

where eˆi  yi  x B , B    di vi xi xTi    di vi xi yi  . As auxiliary variables we use dummy variables
 isr
  isr

defining the type of the school, the size of the city or village, the age of students and their sex.
T
i

To test equality of means we are not able to use classic tests known from mathematical statistics because the
sample is not simple random sample and because of the nonresponse. Even in the case of the lack of the
nonresponse the problem is complex and usually (see [2] pp. 137-139) the normality of the distribution of a test
statistic is assumed. To avoid these problems we use the class of permutation tests discussed in e.g. [15] and
[10]. We consider some test statistic denoted by T , where high values of T allow to reject the null hypothesis. In
the case of testing equality of means we consider two vectors: vector y of the variable of interest and vector z
of identifiers of subpopulations in the sample. If the number of all permutations of the sample data is too large,
the following algorithm is used ([15] p. 45):
1. Based on real sample data set we compute the value of the test statistic denoted by T0  T (y , z ) .
2.
3.

We permute elements of vector z and obtain vector z * .
We compute the value of the test statistic T *  T (y, z* ) .

4.

We repeat steps 2 and 3 B times to obtain B values of T *b  T (y, z*b ) , where b  1, 2,..., B .

5.

We estimate p-value as B1 1b B I (T *b  T0 ) .

If B diverges to infinity, the p-value strongly converge to the true value ([15] p.45). We assume B  10000. For
the test where H 0 : m1  m2 and H1 : m1  m2 we use the following test statistic:
T  Yˆ  Yˆ ,
(5)
i

j

where Yˆi and Yˆj are given by (1).
In the case of complex samples and the lack of nonresponse, to test independence of two categorical
variables we can use the classic Chi-square test statistic corrected by some constant which depends on the
sampling design (see [2] p. 149). In our study, due to the nonresponse we use permutation version of the Chisquare test, where the test statistic is given by the classic Chi-square statistic:
k

l

 2 (x, y)   nˆij1 (nij  nˆij )2

(6)

i 1 j 1

where x and y are vectors of sampled values of k-way and l-way categorical variables, k and l are number of
rows and columns of the contingency table, respectively, nij and nˆij are real and expected counts in ith row and
jth column of the contingency table, respectively. It means that in the step 1 of the procedure presented above
T0  T (.) is replaced by T0   2 (x, y) , where  2 is given by (6). Moreover, in steps 3 and 4 statistics T *  T (.)
and T *b  T (.) are replaced by T *   2 (x, y* ) and T *b   2 (x, y*b ) , respectively, where y* is a permuted vector

y and y*b is a permuted vector y in the bth iteration.

1.2

Problematic use of the Internet

Problematic use of the Internet by adolescents and young adults becomes more and more of psychosocial
problem. Making use of information and communication technologies (ICT) is considered to be a phenomenon
which have negative impact on mental, physical and emotional development of an individual. The core of this
phenomenon became significant in recent years mainly for psychiatrists, psychologists, educators, sociologists
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and addiction therapists who adopt various theoretical and empirical foundations by explaining and analyzing the
addictions [8].
In the source literature the dysfunctional use of the Internet is associated with many terms and despite the
fact that this phenomenon is treated with great measure there are many notions attached to one definition [1; 7]
including among others: Internet addiction [4]; problematic Internet use [3]; pathological Internet use [13];
Internet abuse [12], dysfunctional Internet use [1]. The main issue of this research is risky / problematic Internet
use and it is due to the fact that middle school students who have been the subject of the research are the people
who have just begun their independent, intensive contact with the Internet and with the modern means of
communication such as tablet computer and smartphone with Internet access.
In the research, the test of problematic Internet use was implemented (Internet Addiction Test by Young,
[18]; Polish adaptation by Hawi, Błachnio, Przepiórka [6]). This test is based on the criteria of habits control and
drives disorders according to DSM-IV. The tool used in the research has got optimal psychometric
characteristics Crobach’s α=0,93, which were tested on the sample of N=6119 persons. The problematic Internet
use is understood as the disorder of control over impulses and the notion of Internet relates to all of the on-line
activities. The test measures how the Internet influences various aspects of everyday life (e.g.: everyday activity,
pattern of sleep, productivity, social life, emotions).
It was agreed to make use of the above test as a research tool due to its popularity and reliability (the
described scale has got confirmed high psychometric parameters). The obtained results will enable evaluation of
the tested phenomenon range and they will be compared with other national and foreign test results. As it is
presented in the research conducted by many science centers the problematic Internet use varies according to the
country in which the research was conducted and the research tool which was used [5]. Polish research made by
Young’s test indicate that 2,8% problematically use the Internet [14] and that the risk of and problematic Internet
use itself relate more often to boys than girls [14;11].

2

Identification of problematic Internet use phenomenon in the group of
middle school students

This article is a presentation of a small part of empirical research results which were conducted between 2015
and 2016 on the representative sample of middle school adolescents in Silesia voivodship. The conducted
research focused on the threats connected with the use and overuse of the new media (the Internet, mobile
phones, computer games and gambling) by adolescents. The questionnaire for students was constructed by the
team realizing the research in cooperation with the specialists of addiction therapy and it contained the screen
tests to research chosen behavioral addictions (screen tests of pathological Internet use (Young’s test- IAT:
Internet Addiction Test; SOGS-RA (The South Oaks Gambling screen Revised Adolescent: an instrument for the
identification of pathological gamblers); AICA-S test (Assessment of Internet and Computer game Addiction) as
the diagnostic tool to research the addiction to computer games). We use multistage stratified sampling design
where strata were definied based on the type of the school and the size of the city. Students within sampled
schools were additionally stratified due to their age. The sampling frame was the register of schools received
from Silesian Board of Education. The population size was 116460 and the sample size – 1333. The
implementation of the research was co-financed from the resources of Gambling Problem Solving Fund in the
framework of Program I of Ministry of Health.
Internet activities of middle school adolescents
The results of the research conducted on Silesian adolescents indicate that middle school students are quite well
equipped in modern means of communication. It is estimated that in the population of middle school students in
Silesian voivodship the desktop computer (one or more than one) was possessed at home by 66% of middle
students, slightly over the half of middle school students had laptop computers (52%), approximately 35% of
middle school students owned a mobile phone and approx. 58% owned a smartphone. More and more popular
among adolescents, tablet computers belonged to 65% of middle school students. It is estimated that among
Silesian students population, Internet connection at homes was possessed by 90% of middle school students and
75% of them owned the Internet access in their phones. Silesian middle schools are also well equipped in
computer labs and the students have the access to computers with Internet connection. Over a span of researched
10 years the accessibility to Internet in Silesian schools among adolescents significantly improved (very poor
conditions are invariably in Sosnowiec, Ruda Śląska, Jaworzo and Zabrze, the best conditions are in
częstochowski and gliwicki districts and in Piekary Śląskie. Częstochowski district is best equipped in computer
hardware and there are about 9 middle school students for 1 computer with Internet connection and 88.24% of
middle schools are equipped with the computers with Internet access for students to use. The worst equipment in
computer hardware in schools is noticed in Jastrzębie Zdrój district. There are about 17 students for 1 computer
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with Internet connection in middle schools and 75% of middle schools are equipped with the computers with
Internet access for students to use [17].
The most frequent Internet activities among tested middle school adolescents can be found below (the
research over activity and the estimated percentage is presented in Table 1).
Types of Internet activities

Percentage
of middle
school
students

The permutation version of the
Chi-square test – below given
p value
3 groups isolated
according to IAT

Checking e-mails
82.11
0.351
Participation in online chats
84.13
0.000
Web browsing
94.88
0.002
Collecting materials for learning
95.51
0.001
Buying products in the Internet
74.78
0.000
Participation in Internet auctions
47.81
0.000
Playing online games
76.30
0.000
Downloading free software
58.88
0.000
Downloading free music, films
82.93
0.000
Obtaining information from websites
89.22
0.137
Listening to music / radio online
88.41
0.002
Watching TV / films online
92.26
0.570
Booking tickets (cinema / match)
56.65
0.000
Checking information in e.g. online register
74.28
0.000
Participation in social networking
92.92
0.000
Reading newspapers / articles online
69.24
0.238
Participation in drawings / online bets
16.82
0.000
Browsing websites with pornographic content
23.77
0.000
Flirting on online chats
36.60
0.000
Using Snapchat
50.21
0.000
Making selfies and uploading them in the Internet
64.76
0.000
Shooting short films by phones and in uploading them the Internet
42.28
0.000
Numbers in gray color are the most frequent activities made with the use of computer.

sex

0.101
0.002
0.457
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.731
0.001
0.000
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.034

Table 1. Estimated fraction of Silesian middle school students according to types of online activities and the
permutation version of the Chi-square test results
It is estimated that Silesian middle school students most frequently use the Internet to:
- participate in social networking (60% participate in social networking every day or almost every day);
- browse websites (42% browse websites every day or almost every day);
- listen to music / radio online (44% listen to music / radio online every day or almost every day);
- search educational information in order to prepare for the lessons (18% search such information every
day or almost every day);
- watch TV / films online (every fifth student watches TV or film online every day or almost every day);
- download and listen to music (36% listen to music online every day or almost every day).
Some of the online activities of students are alarming: from the estimated fraction of Silesian middle school
students as regards their online activities it is noticeable that about 17% of them gamble online by drawings, bets
and casinos and every fourth middle school student watches websites with pornographic content. The time spent
online by Silesian students differentiates according to the day of the week (weekday or weekend). From the data,
it can be observed that among Silesian middle school students every fifth student spends half an hour online
every day on weekdays and at weekends as well, while 22% of students spend more than 5 hours online
everyday on weekdays as well as at weekends.
Testing hypotheses – Independence test – Permutation version of chi-squared test
One of the purposes of the research was examination whether there are significant dependencies in intensity and
purposes of using the Internet between the adolescents using the Internet correctly and between those who use it
pathologically / problematically (Table 1). Main conclusions based on permutation Chi-square test presented in
Table 1 are:
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the is no dependence between sex and the following Internet activities: checking e-mails; web browsing;
obtaining information from websites
the is no dependence between the type of Internet usage (3 groups of students isolated according to IAT:
using the Internet in a correct way, at risk of using the Internet problematically, problematically using the
Internet ) and the following Internet activities: checking emails, obtaining information from websites,
watching TV, films online and reading newspapers, articles online



Problematic use of the Internet – results of Young’s test – Internet Addiction Test IAT
Problematic use of the Internet was measured with Young’s Internet Addiction Test IAT which is a test to
measure the overuse of this kind of entertainment. It enabled to estimate the risk scale of problematic Internet
use among Silesian middle school students. It is estimated that (Table 2):
- 1.49% of Silesian middle school students problematically use the Internet, where more boys than girls
use the Internet problematically;
- 8.88% of Silesian middle school students are at risk of using the Internet problematically, where more
boys than girls are at this risk;
- unquestionable majority – 89.96% of Silesian middle school students – are people using the Internet in
a correct way.
The results of research as regards the estimation of subpopulation characteristics with the mean errors of
estimation and the verification of applied hypotheses (a permutation test was used - a test of equality of two
means in subpopulations of boys and girls) are presented in Table 2. The estimated mean value of this test in
middle school students community equals to 27.5434 with estimated standard terror of estimation equal to
0.7091. Hence, the estimated relative standard error of estimation is less than 2.6%. What is important here, on
the basis of results presented in Table 2 it can be stated that mean Young’s IAT test result is significantly higher
in the group of boys than in the group of girls.
estimated parameter
population/
subpopulation

overall
mean test
result

Fraction of
students using the
Internet in a
correct way

Fraction of
Fraction of
students at risk of
students
using the Internet problematically
problematically using the Internet

27.5434
0.8963
0.0888
0.0149
(0.7091)
(0.0110)
(0.0083)
(0.0051)
26.5413(a)
0.9075
0.0788
0.0137
girls
(0.6425)
(0.0122)
(0.0108)
(0.0047)
28.4849(a)
0.8859
0.0981
0.0160
boys
(1.1655)
(0.0141)
(0.0125)
(0.0093)
(a) With 0.95 probability it can be stated that the mean in subpopulation of boys is higher than mean in
subpopulation of girls (p=0.0272).
Table 2. Estimation of middle school students subpopulation characteristic on the basis of Young’s Internet
Addiction Test IAT results (in brackets: values of estimated standard errors ) and the result of the permutation
test (the test of equality of two means in subpopulations of boys and girls)
middle school students

3

Conclusions

The conducted research shows that as a result of a rapid technological development adolescents are more and
more receptive to have modern means of communication (in particular the devices with Internet access), and the
facility of the Internet access and the wide range of services offered inside may have the influence on
problematic use of the Internet or playing computer games.
As the research shows, the dominant group of Internet users is the group using this medium in a correct way.
For them, it is a new technical improvement helping in obtaining knowledge and widening the mental horizons.
The next group among researched Silesian adolescents were the people who are losing control over using the
Internet as regards time, the way of use in general and for computer games, as well as neglecting their everyday
duties. The Internet becomes their natural environment of existence as a result of spending many hours in front
of the computer with Internet access- this may result in health problems and damages in various areas of
activities as well as disorganization of functioning in real life. Thus, the incorrect way of using the Internet is
connected with negative consequences that may have the influence on their health. Problematic Internet use and
being at risk of problematic Internet use concerns more the group of boys (1.6% and 9.81%) than the group of
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girls (1.37% and 7.88% respectively) among students of middle schools. Moreover, the estimated percentage of
Silesian middle school students who problematically use the Internet equals to 1.49%.
The results of the research contributed to filling the gap in the status of knowledge as regards the problematic
Internet use and online activities among Silesian adolescents. The permutation tests that were used are a useful
tool especially when the research is not conducted on simple sampling which prevents the implementation of
classic procedures of hypotheses testing verification such as equality of means and independencetests known
from the mathematical statistics.
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The level of implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy headline
areas in European union countries
Andrzej Wójcik1, Katarzyna Warzecha2
Abstract. Europe 2020 is a programme, as a result of the economic crisis from
2008-2009, makes clear that there is a necessity of reforms employment and setting
the EU development priorities in order to avoid similar crisis in the future. The main
objective of conducted analyses is examination of the progress of indicators in
Europe 2020 Strategy headline areas (meaning the progress of headline indicators in
five areas: employment, research and development (R+D), education, climate
change and energy, poverty and social exclusion). To examine similarities between
the EU countries as regards the level of Europe 2020 Strategy implementation
Hellwig’s development pattern method was used. The headline indicators of Europe
2020 Strategy proposed by Eurostat were the basis of the evaluation. The
calculations were made with Excel programme.
Keywords: Europe 2020 Strategy, Hellwig’s development pattern, indicators of
Europe 2020 Strategy headline areas
JEL Classification: C10, Q01, R11
AMS Classification: 62F07, 62H86

1

Introduction

“Europe 2020– A strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth” is a programme of socio- economic
development of European Union countries for years 2010-2020 [3]. This strategy is to comply with long term
challenges facing Europe which are connected with globalization, ageing of population or the rising need of
rational use of the resources. The main aim of Europe 2020 Strategy is the economic growth and balancing of
this process [14].

1.1 Objective, subject and research method
The present study is to examine the progress of indicators in Europe 2020 Strategy headline areas (meaning
the progress of headline indicators in five areas: employment, research and development (R+D), education,
climate change and energy, poverty and social exclusion (Table 1)). The described Europe 2020 Strategy is
based on three mainstays connected with particular objectives that are set to be realized in 2020 (the objectives
were presented in Table 1 for EU-28 as a whole and for Poland individually) [3]:
- sustainable growth (defined by four indicators)- which is connected with the development of efficient
economy using the resources and protecting the environment thanks to low- emission management;
- inclusive growth (defined by two indicators)- which is connected with the development that is conductive to
social integration with a special emphasis on creating new workplaces and reducing poverty, as well as with
striving for professional activation of the largest possible number of persons;
- smart growth (defined by two indicators)- which is connected with economy development based on the
knowledge and innovations thanks to investments in educational quality, scientific research and innovations.
Europe 2020 Strategy is a social vision of market economy for 21st century Europe, the economy with high
level of employment and territorial cohesion [5]. The target values of Europe 2020 Strategy were defined on
global level for the whole European Union (presented in Table 1) and for particular member countries as well.
EU countries are diverse as regards society and economy. Therefore their objectives should be adjusted to their
specificity and problem areas.
To evaluate the implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy by particular EU countries the taxonomic measure
of Z. Hellwig was used (the description of measure: [5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13]. Of the many methods of
multidimensional comparative analysis [2, 4, 8, 10], this method was chosen because, it allows for the
arrangement of research objects (EU countries) as regards the researched phenomenon. The level of Europe 2020
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Strategy implementation was characterized with the use of key variables (indicators) created to monitor the
strategy (variables in division for stimulants and destimulants are presented in Table 1).
Strategy objectives

EU
objective as
a whole

Indicators
Objectives connected with sustainable growth
Expenditure on R+D (in % GDP) - S

1.Increase of investments in research
and development sector
2.Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions (CO2)
3.Increase of the share of renewable
energy sources in the whole energy
consumption
4.Increase of energy efficiency

Greenhouse gas emission (dynamics indices 1990=100)-D

20%

1.7%
GDP
14%

The share of renewable energy sources in gross final
energy consumption in % - S

20%

15.5%

20%

14%

75%

at least
71%

by 20
million
people

by 1.5
million
people

up to 10%

up to
4.5%
up to
45%

Primary energy consumption in Mtoe per 10000 people- D
Inclusive growth – connected with social inclusion
5.Increase of employment rate of the
Indicator of employment of population aged 20-64 in % - S
population aged 20-64
6.Decrease of rate of people at risk of
Indicator of rate of people at risk of poverty and social
poverty and social exclusion in EU as
exclusion in % - D
a whole.
Objectives connected with smart growth
7. Reduction of percentage of early
Share of young people (aged 18-24) not continuing
school leavers
education in % of population in the same age in general-D
8. Increase of rate of people aged 30Share of people aged 30-34 with tertiary educational
34 with tertiary educational attainment
attainment in % of population in the same age in general-S

3% GDP

Polish
objective

40%

S- stimulant, D – destimulant
Table 1. Objectives and headline indicators of Europe 2020 Strategy
Destimulants were changed into stimulants according to the pattern ( D  S  max xij  xij ) and then
normalized (because the diagnostic variables in the research are given in various units of measure they cannot be
submitted directly to aggregation) according to pattern 1 with the use of a zero unitarization method (for
stimulants) [1]:

zij 

xij  min xij 

(1)

max xij  min xij 

where: min xij- minimum of variable xi; max xij – maximum of variable xi.
Having normalized variables, it is possible to define the distance from the development pattern
particular objects. The development pattern in this case is abstract point

P0  z01 , z02 ,...,z0 k 

The coordinates of point

P0 between

P0 with standardized coordinates
(2)

P0 are defined with the use of pattern 4 because all of the variables are stimulants.

z 0 j  maxz ij 

(3)

Further on, the pattern 4 is used to calculate the Euclidean distance:

d i0 

 z
k

j 1

 z0 j 

i  1,2,...,m  j  1,2,...,k 

2

ij

(4)

where: k, m – are accordingly number of the variables and number of the objects,
zij – standardized values of variable j for object i; z0 j – standardized pattern value for variable j.
Subsequently, the Hellwig’s taxonomic measure of development (Zi) is being calculated, in other words, the
synthetic measure of development which takes values within the range [0,1] (the exception is the situation when
the development of particular object is definitely weaker than the development of other objects- and then it may
take negative value [9]. The higher the values of this measure mean more favorable situation of particular object
(country). The synthetic measure values mean higher level of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives implementation in
particular countries.

Zi  1 

d i0
d0

(5)
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where:

d 0  d 0  2S 0 ; d 0 

1 m
 d i 0 ; S0 
m i 1



1 m
 di0  d 0
m i 1



2

On the basis of Hellwig’s taxonomic measure of development (Zi) the division of researched countries into
homogenous classes may be proposed (i.e. the classes with similar level of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives
implementation). The researched countries were divided into four typological groups using the three- means
method. The set of objects is divided into two subsets: first one contains the objects which are matched with
measure values higher than the mean value, second one contains all of the remaining objects. Further on, indirect
means will be calculated ([7], pp. 126-127):
Class I – high level of implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives when zi > z1i
Class II- moderate level of implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives when zi < zi ≤ z1i
Class III- low level of implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives when z 2i < zi ≤ zi
Class IV- very low level of implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives when zi ≤ z 2i
where: zi - mean taken from development measure value i , z1i , z 2i - indirect means taken from development
measure value.

2

The implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives in EU countries

From the data presented in Fig. 1. it results that in 2015 only two countries fulfilled the Europe 2020 Strategy
objective concerning the increase of expenditure on R+D and they were: Denmark and the Czech Republic.
While the Europe 2020 Strategy objective concerning the increase of employment rate in group of people aged
20-64 was fulfilled in 2015 by four countries: Sweden, Estonia, Lithuania and Germany. For comparison, in
2010 none of the countries fulfilled the objective.

Expenditure on research and development (R+D)

Indicator of employment of people aged 20-64

In 2015 (2 countries)*: Denmark, the Czech Republic.

In 2015 (4 countries)*: Sweden, Estonia, Lithuania, Germany.

Figure 1 Expenditure on research and development (R+D)* and indicator of employment of people aged 20-64*
* - countries marked in dark color fulfilled the Europe 2020 Strategy objective in particular year

Between 2010-2014 favorable changes were observed when it comes to climate change and energy objectives
in Europe 2020 Strategy (Fig.2.). The positive changes concerning the use of renewable sources of energy were
noted in all of the member countries. As it is shown in Fig.2., the Europe 2020 Strategy objective concerning the
increase of renewable energy share in gross final energy consumption was fulfilled in 2014 by 9 EU countries, in
comparison to 2010 when only 1 country achieved the goal- Croatia. In 2014 in Poland, the share of renewable
energy in gross final energy consumption equaled to 11.45% and it was higher by 2 percentage points in
comparison to 2010. Therefore, to achieve target value there are 4.05 percentage points missing. In Fig.2.
countries that fulfilled the Europe 2020 Strategy objective concerning greenhouse gas emissions were presented
(1990=100) - in 2014 seventeen of EU countries and in 2010 ten countries fulfilled the objective. Then, in
majority of the EU countries the decrease of greenhouse gas emissions was noticed. The highest decrease in
2014 in comparison to 1990 was noticed in Lithuania (by about 60%), Latvia (by about 56%) and in Romania
(by about 57%). In five member countries we may observe an alarming phenomenon, namely the increase of
greenhouse gas emissions- in Cyprus (by 43.11%), Malta ( by 50.88%), Spain (by 17.54%), Portugal (by 8.82%)
and in Ireland (by 5.69%). In 2015 in EU, final energy consumption (indicated in tonnes of oil equivalent –
TOE) equaled to 1529.6 million TOE (by 127.1 TOE less than in 2010), and in Poland 90 million TOE (by 5.7
million TOE less than in 2010). As it is shown in Fig.3. the Europe 2020 Strategy objective concerning the
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increase of energy efficiency (i.e. the decrease of primary energy consumption) was fulfilled in 2015 by eleven
EU countries.

Share of renewable energy sources in
gross final energy consumption
In 2014** (9 countries): Finland,
Sweden, Estonia, Lithuania, the
Czech Republic, Romania, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Italy.

Greenhouse gas emissions (1990=100)

Primary energy consumption*

In 2014** (14 countries): Bulgaria,
Romania, Hungary, Slovakia, the Czech
Republic, Germany, United Kingdom,
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Denmark,
Croatia, Sweden, Belgium; additionally 3
countries fulfilled only the national
objective (Poland, Slovenia, Italy) .

In 2015 (11 countries): Sweden,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Malta, United
Kingdom, Germany, France, the
Czech Republic, Ireland, Cyprus, the
Netherlands.

Figure 2 Share of renewable energy sources in gross final energy consumption*, greenhouse gas emissions
(1990=100)* and primary energy consumption*
(** - no data available from 2015)
* - countries marked in dark color fulfilled the Europe 2020 Strategy objective in particular year

Share of people aged 30-34 with tertiary
educational attainment in % of
population in the same age in general*
In 2015 (12 countries): Finland, Sweden,
Denmark, the Netherlands, Estonia,
Slovenia, Austria, Lithuania, Latvia,
Greece, Cyprus, Hungary.

Share of young people (aged 18-24) not
continuing education in % of population in
the same age in general*
In 2015 (13 countries): Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Austria, Slovenia, Sweden,
Denmark, Greece, Cyprus, Croatia, Italy,
Ireland, France.

The risk of poverty or social
exclusion*
In 2015 (5 countries): Bulgaria,
Romania, the Czech Republic,
Poland, Latvia.

Figure 3 Percentage of people aged 30-34 with tertiary education* and the percentage of young people aged 18-24
with secondary education at most who did not continue the education* and the risk of poverty or social exclusion*
* - countries marked in dark color fulfilled the Europe 2020 Strategy objective in particular year

In European Union countries the share of people aged 30-34 with tertiary education equaled in 2015 to 39%
and it was higher by 5 percentage points in comparison to 2010 (34%). According to Europe 2020 Strategy, this
indicator should be equal to 40% by 2020. From the data presented in Fig.3. it results that in 2010 only five EU
countries (Finland, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, Estonia) and in 2015 twelve EU countries (Finland,
Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, Estonia, Slovenia, Austria, Lithuania, Latvia, Greece, Cyprus, Hungary)
fulfilled the Europe 2020 Strategy objective concerning the increase of percentage of people aged 30-34 with
tertiary education. The lowest percentage of people with tertiary education was noted in 2015 and in 2010 in
Italy (25.3% and 19.9%), Romania (25.6%; 18.3%), Malta (27.8%; 22.1%) and Slovenia (28.4%; 22.1%). As
opposed to the countries where the university graduates were the majority in researched age group in 2015 and
2010. And they were: Lithuania (57.6%, 43.8%), Luxembourg (52.3%; 43.8%), Cyprus (54.6%; 45.3%), Ireland
(52.3%; 50.1%) and Sweden (50.2%; 45.3%). Poland with the result 43.4% in 2015 was slightly higher than EU
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mean result. The objective defined for our country as regards the Europe 2020 Strategy is 5.9 percentage point
higher than the objective for the EU as a whole, by 2020 at least 45% of Poles should achieve tertiary education.
Young people aged 15-16 often face the choice between further education, training or searching for a job.
Obligatory education in full time lasts on average for 9-10 years in majority of European Union member
countries (equivalent of Polish middle school). From the data presented in Fig.3. it results that in 2010 only eight
EU countries (the Czech Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Austria, Slovenia, Slovakia, Sweden) and in
2015 thirteen EU countries (Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Austria, Slovenia, Sweden, Denmark, Greece,
Cyprus, Croatia, Italy, Ireland, France) fulfilled the Europe 2020 Strategy objective concerning the percentage of
young people aged 18-24 with secondary education at most who did not continue education. As results from
Eurostat data, the highest number of people aged 18-24 dropped school in 2015 in: Spain (20%), Malta (19.8%),
Romania (19.1%), Italy (14.7%). Poland was a part of the group with the lowest level of this indicator (5.3%),
there were also Slovenia (5.0%), Cyprus (5.2%) and Croatia (2.8%). However, the Europe 2020 Strategy
objective concerning the reduction of people being at risk of poverty and social exclusion (Fig.3.) was fulfilled in
2015 only by five countries: Bulgaria, Romania, the Czech Republic, Poland and Latvia.
The level of implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives is diverse. In 2015 none of the countries
fulfilled all of the national targets. Only Sweden fulfilled 6 out of 8 objectives as for now and Latvia 5 out of 8.
Four Europe 2020 Strategy objectives were fulfilled by Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia and
Latvia. Poland fulfilled 2 objectives as for now (the increase of renewable energy share in final energy
consumption and the decrease, in the EU scale, of number of people at risk of poverty and social exclusion).
Two countries: Spain and Portugal did not fulfill any of the objectives. The most of the national Europe 2020
Strategy targets were fulfilled by EU countries in the area of sustainable growth.

3

Similarities of EU countries as regards comparable level of
implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy
2010
Typological
Zi
group
0.697
No.1 Sweden
2 Denmark
0.609
3 Finland
0.541
Class I
4 Estonia
0.466
5 Austria
0.466
high level
6 Germany
0.460
7 France
0.433
8 The United Kingdom
0.409
9 The Netherlands
0.400
10 Belgium
0.370
Class II
11 Slovenia
0.370
12 Latvia
0.342 moderate level
13 Lithuania
0.321
14 Ireland
0.315
15 P o l a n d
0.288
16 Croatia
0.270
17 Bulgaria
0.266
Class III
18 Slovakia
0.221
19 Hungary
0.216
low level
20 Cyprus
0.205
21 Portugal
0.205
22 Luxembourg
0.201
23 Greece
0.183
24 Romania
0.183
25 The Czech Republic
0.167
Class IV
26 Spain
0.157
24 Italy
0.127 very low level
28 Malta
-0.048
zi = 0.320 , z1i = 0.438, z 2i = 0.185, S= 0.160 for 2015;
EU countries

2015
Typological
Zi
group
Sweden
0.677
Denmark
0.645
Austria
0.528
Finland
0.494
Estonia
0.444
Lithuania
0.441
Class I
The United Kingdom
0.409
high level
Germany
0.399
Latvia
0.384
Class II
France
0.379
The Netherlands
0.378
moderate level
Slovenia
0.356
0.346
Poland
Belgium
0.345
Ireland
0.338
Hungary
0.300
Class III
Croatia
0.289
low level
Slovakia
0.272
Portugal
0.269
Bulgaria
0.262
The Czech Republic
0.218
Greece
0.189
Cyprus
0.168
Class IV
Luxembourg
0.163
very low level
Italy
0.131
Romania
0.113
Spain
0.076
Malta
-0041
zi = 0.316 , z1i = 0.453, z 2i = 0.197, S= 0.158 for 2010
EU countries

Table 2 Values of Hellwig’s synthetic measure in 2010, 2015 for EU and the division for typological groups
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Hellwig’s taxonomic measure of development was used in the research to evaluate the implementation of
Europe 2020 Strategy by EU countries and on the basis of this measure the evaluation of similarities between
countries in 2010 and 2015 was made. Analyzed countries were divided as well into 4 typological groups (on the
basis of calculated synthetic measure) with different levels of Europe 2020 Strategy implementation (Table 2).
From the data in Table 3 results that in 2010 as well as in 2015 as regards the implementation of Europe 2020
Strategy such countries as: Sweden, Denmark, Austria, Finland, Estonia, Germany (only in 2010) and Lithuania
(only in 2015) were in the leaders group. At the end of the list and the same in the group with very low level of
Europe 2020 Strategy implementation were such countries as: Greece (only in 2010), Cyprus (only in 2015),
Italy, Luxembourg, Spain, Malta, the Czech Republic (only in 2010) and Romania. In 2015 in comparison to
2010 the increase of Hellwig’s synthetic measure value was noticed in 16 countries, the most significant in
Lithuania. The most significant decrease was noticed in such countries as: Spain, Romania and France. In the EU
countries rank, Poland went up from position 15 in 2010 (meaning Class III- low level) to position 13 in 2015
(meaning Class II- moderate level), and the synthetic measure rose by 0,059. The obtained results indicate the
insignificant changes in synthetic measure values for the comparable periods of time. In 2015 in comparison to
2010 there was an increase of an average level (and the diversity of value of synthetic measure), and there was a
high comparability of the changes direction of synthetic measure values (correlation coefficient 0.951).

4 Conclusions
The conducted research indicates that the level of implementation of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives by EU
countries is diverse. The multidimensional comparative analysis- Hellwig’s development pattern method was
used and it enabled the evaluation of Europe 2020 Strategy implementation from the point of view of all of the
indicators cumulatively and the definition which countries belong to one of the four typological groups
(describing the best, moderate, poor and very poor situation as regards the implementation of the Strategy). The
leadership among EU countries as regards the implementation of objectives of Europe 2020 Strategy is held by:
Sweden, Denmark, Austria, Finland, Estonia, Germany (only in 2010) and Lithuania (only in 2015). At the end
of the list, meaning in the group with very low level of Europe 2020 objectives implementation were such
countries as: Greece, Cyprus, Italy, Luxembourg, Spain, Malta, the Czech Republic (only in 2010) and Romania
(only in 2015). Two countries: Spain and Portugal did not fulfill any of the analyzed objectives. In the EU
countries rank Poland went up from position 16 in 2010 (meaning Class III- low level) to position 12 in 2015
(meaning Class II- moderate level), and the synthetic measure rose by 0,064. In 2015 in comparison to 2010 the
increase of the value of Hellwig’s synthetic measure was noticeable in 16 countries, the most significant in
Lithuania. The increase of value of synthetic measure indicates the gradual progress of the strategy
implementation. The positive effects of Europe 2020 Strategy objectives implementation are clearly visible in
indicators concerning the climate change and energy and education. However, two indicators concerning the
poverty and social inclusion are still problematic for the EU countries.
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On measuring accuracy in claim frequency prediction
Tomasz Ża̧dło1 , Alicja Wolny-Dominiak2 , Wojciech Gamrot3
Abstract. Mean squared error (MSE) is the mean of squared errors which have
positively skewed distribution. It means that the mean (here: MSE) should not be used
as the only measure to describe the prediction accuracy even in terms of the average.
The new measure of prediction accuracy based on quantiles of absolute prediction
errors and the estimation procedure applicable for any parametric model are proposed.
The estimation procedure is based on the parametric bootstrap method where absolute
prediction errors are randomly generated under the assumed model. An application to
claim frequency prediction in short term property/casualty insurance is given. Based
on a real automobile insurance portfolio we show that even if estimated values of root
mean squared errors (RMSE) for different forecasts are similar, values of estimates
of the proposed measures could be substantially different what means that using only
RMSE may cause a huge loss of information on prediction accuracy.
Keywords: prediction accuracy, mean squared error, parametric bootstrap, claim
count, generalized linear mixed model.
JEL classification: C21, C25, C53
AMS classification: 62J12, 62M20

1

Introduction

Prediction theory finds numerous successful applications in economic decision making. Properties of different predictors are compared using sample statistics which measure various aspects and dimensions of prediction quality
such as goodness-of-fit, risk or accuracy. For example, to compare relevance of two models, one can use among
others the coefficient of determination, residual variance, Bayesian Information Criterion or Akaike’s Information
Criterion (see e.g. [12]). To compare risks of alternative portfolios, variance, semivariance, value at risk or conditional value at risk are often used. In some applications such as estimating index numbers the whole distribution of
sample statistics may be of interest (e.g. [4]). One of the most popular prediction accuracy measures is the mean
squared error of prediction and its modifications such as heteroskedasicity adjusted mean squared error (e.g. [9]).
In the paper we propose the quantile measure of prediction accuracy and the estimation procedure for a parametric model with fixed and random effects with an application in in claim frequency prediction, which is important
in classification ratemaking (see e.g. [7], [1] and [17]).

2

Quantile based prediction accuracy measure - background

Let us consider two sets of data. The set A is a set of available sample data and it consists of n realizations
of the variable of interest Yi denoted by yi and observations of auxiliary variables wi . In the prediction set P
only auxiliary information on wk is available (where k = 1, ..., m) for which we would like to predict values
of Yk denoted by yk . Let M (W, θ) be a model describing the class of distributions to which the distribution of
Yi (where i = 1, ..., n) and Yk (where k = 1, ..., m) belongs, where W is a matrix of observations of auxiliary
variables and θ is a vector of unknown parameters. Let Ŷk be a predictor of a random variable Yk , under a
model M (W, θ).
qHence U = Ŷk −pYk is a prediction error and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is defined as
2
RM SE(Ŷk ) = E(Ŷk − Yk ) = E(U 2 ). Let us propose an alternative to the RMSE, the Quantile of Absolute
Prediction Error measure (QAPE) defined as the pth quantile (denoted by Qp (.)) of absolute prediction error:
QAP E(p) = Qp (|U |) = Qp (|Ŷk − Yk |)

(1)

Hence, at least p% of observed absolute prediction errors is smaller or equal QAP E(p) while at least 1 − p%
of them is greater or equal QAP E(p). Quantiles reflect the relation between the magnitude of the error and the
1
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probability of its realization. It means that using QAPE one is able to describe fully the distribution of prediction
errors as opposed to using the average (reflected by RMSE).
To estimate (1) we propose to use the well-known parametric bootstrap technique (see e.g. [6]). The fully
parametric bootstrap procedure is as follows:
• based on n observations of wi and yi we estimate θ and we obtain a vector of estimates θ̂
• then, we generate B realizations of data for both sets A and P under the model M (W, θ̂). It means that we
∗(b)
obtain B bootstrap realizations of Yi (where i = 1, ..., n) denoted by yi ; and B bootstrap realizations of Yk
∗(b)
(where k = 1, ..., m) denoted by yk , where b = 1, ..., B
∗(b)
• in the b-th iteration (where b = 1, ..., B) using yi we obtain the vector of estimates θ̂ ∗(b) , and hence we are
∗(b)
∗(b)
able to obtain values of predictors Ŷk
(denoted by ŷk ) for the set P based on the model M (W, θ̂ ∗(b) ),
where k = 1, ..., m
• finally, for the k-th element of the set P , we compute parametric bootstrap estimator of (1) as the pth quantile
of absolute prediction errors in the bootstrap distribution:
\E(p) = Q̂p (|U |) = Qp (|ŷk∗ − yk∗ |).
QAP
\
If in the last step, we replace (2) by RM
SE(Ŷk ) = (B −1
estimator of Root Mean Squared Error.

B
P

b=1

(2)

2

(ŷk∗ − yk∗ ) )0.5 , we obtain parametric bootstrap

Similar accuracy measures were proposed by [18], but under simpler i.e. linear model and under normality.
Moreover, they have been used for survey sampling purposes to measure accuracy of predictors of subpopulation
totals. Here they are used to measure accuracy of predictors of the unknown value of the variable of interest.

3

An application in non-life insurance

We investigate the important aspect of risks pricing in insurance company, which is a’priori ratemaking in short
time casualty/property insurance. The ultimate goal of a’priori ratemaking is grouping policies in a heterogenous
portfolio of policies into homogenous classes and calculate the pure premium πi for every ith individual policy,
i = 1, ..., n. The pure premium for every policy in the portfolio is defined as follows:
πi = Si · Fi

(3)

where n is the number of policies in portfolio, S is the claim severity and F is the claim frequency (see [3]). The
estimation and prediction of variables S and F in (3) is required. In practice the GLM technique for cross-sectional
data is used (see [10]). Focusing on F , let us denote the claim frequency for the i-th policy by Yi and risk factors
influencing the response variable by xi1 , ..., xip . The classical Poisson regression is assumed with log-link function
as a special case of the GLM with p = 1 (see [10]). The proper GLM model M (x, β) is as follows:


 Yi ∼ P ois(λi ), i = 1, ..., n
0
(4)
λi = exp(xi β)

 g(x) = log(x)

where xi denotes the i-th row of the design matrix X for the ith policyholder, β denotes the vector for fixed
effects estimated directly from data and g(·) is the link function. However model (4) is based on the assumption
of independence among the responses Y1 , ..., Yn . For some rating variables this assumption is clearly violated (see
e.g. [2]), and in particular for the spatial variable . The solution is to incorporate the random effect into the model.
We propose this approach in modelling the claims frequency applying GLMM Poisson (see [11]). The suitable
model M (x, z, β, σv2 ) is of the form:


Y |v ∼ P ois(λi )

 i
0
0

λi = exp(xi β + zi v)
(5)
 g(x) = log(x)



v ∼ N (0, Iσv2 )
where zi is the spatial rating variable for the i-th insured and v = (v1 , ..., vq ) is the vector of random effects
with the variance σv2 . To estimate parameters and to predict the number of claims Ŷk we apply Penalized QuasiLikelihood (see [5]). As the claims frequency in model (5) is a discrete variable and at the same time the model
contains random effects, we adapt QAPE to obtain detailed information on prediction error distribution.
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0.6
0.4
0.2

Estimated prediction accuracy

0.8

Based on the real automobile insurance portfolio taken from [8], we estimate the QAPE and classic RMSE
using parametric bootstrap. The rating variables and categories of each risk factor in the model (5) are as follows:
X1 - Kilometres: an ordered factor representing kilomoters per year with five levels: less than 1000, 1000-15000,
15000-20000, 20000-25000, higher than 25000; X2 - Bonus (the number of years, plus one, since last claim);
X3 - Make (common car models) and Z - Zone, a factor representing geographical area with the following levels
1: Stockholm, Goteborg, Malmo with surroundings, 2: Other large cities with surroundings, 3: Smaller cities
with surroundings in southern Sweden, 4: Rural areas in southern Sweden, 5: Smaller cities with surroundings
in northern Sweden, 6: Rural areas in northern Sweden, 7: Gotland. The details description is taken from the R
package faraway. Underwriting and claims information are aggregated by categories, i.e. each combination of
categories of risk factors corresponding to the number of claims and the number of insured (the exposure). The
set A is the set of aggregated policies registered in the portfolio while the set P is the set of all combinations of
categories unregistered yet.

RMSE.

QAPE(0.5) QAPE(0.75) QAPE(0.9) QAPE(0.95)

Figure 1 Parametric bootstrap estimates of RMSE’s and QAPE’s for all elements of P
To obtain the estimator of (1), we implement the parametric bootstrap procedure as in section 2. Moreover in
the study we examine the behavior of the QAPE compared to RMSE estimated through the bootstrap procedure.
The number of generated vectors of the study variable values based on the model (5) was 1000. The bootstrap
0
0
model M (x, z, θ̂ ∗ ) referred to the model (5) is given by: Yi∗ |v ∗ ∼ P ois(exp(xi β̂ + zi v ∗ )), and for the set P :
0
0
0
0
Yk∗ |v ∗ ∼ P ois(exp(xk β̂ + zk v ∗ )), where v ∗ ∼ N (0, I σ̂v2 ). Moreover, Ŷk∗ = exp(xk β̂ ∗ + zk v̂ ∗ ), where β̂ ∗ and
0
0
v̂ ∗ are Penalized Quasi-Likelihood estimators of β ∗ and v ∗ based on realizations of Yi∗ . The vector θ̂ = [β̂ , σ̂v2 ]
0
0
is Penalized Quasi-Likelihood estimator of θ = [β , σv2 ] .
In Figure 1 we present parametric bootstrap estimated values of RMSE and corresponding parametric bootstrap
estimated values of QAPE for all of the 23 elements of the prediction set P . It is shown, that the distribution of
RMSE within the set P is unimodal with small variability, while the distributions of quantiles (especially those
of higher order) appear to be multimodal with much higher variability. For majority of elements of the set P (19
out of 23) the values of quantiles of order 0.95 are more than four times higher than values of quantiles of order
0.9. On the other hand, for four remaining elements of P values of these quantiles differ negligibly. Moreover,
for the 4 elements quantiles of order 0.95 are smaller than the respective values of RMSE. Meanwhile for all of
these 23 elements of P values of RMSE are similar which suggest similar prediction accuracy. In our study it is
a consequence of discreteness of the variable of interest under assumed model. Hence, the Figure 1 clearly shows
that using only RMSE may cause a huge loss of information on prediction accuracy.
Moreover, in Figure 2 we present parametric bootstrap distributions of absolute prediction errors for 4 cases
chosen arbitrarily from among 23 elements of P . Values of QAPE estimated from these distributions are presented
in Figure 1. Horizontal dotted lines indicate parametric bootstrap estimators of RMSE values. It is shown, that
the bootstrap distribution of absolute prediction error is multimodal with strong positive skew. In one of the
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Figure 2 Bean plots of parametric bootstrap estimates of absolute prediction errors
presented cases estimated value of RMSE is approximately 12 times smaller than the maximum value of the
bootstrap absolute prediction errors, what clearly shows the need to use other accuracy measures than RMSE.

4

Conclusions

Although the properties of the mean squared error are considered in the literature they are mainly discussed in
terms of ex post prediction accuracy (see [15] and [16]) while we consider their properties in the case of ex ante
prediction accuracy assessment. The mean squared error loss is sometimes replaced with asymmetric loss function
(see [13]) or even with unknown loss function (see [14]) but the prediction accuracy is still studied in terms of
the expected loss and the whole distribution of prediction errors is not of primary interest. Usually one would
intuitively expect most prediction errors to take values relatively close to the root mean square error. Presented
examples show, that this perception may be invalid. It may happen, that true errors are in most cases very distant
from RMSE, or that realization of the true error close to RMSE is in fact impossible. In such cases the RMSE is
seriously misleading and should not be used to measure the prediction accuracy. Instead, one should characterize
the distribution of predictors using multiple quantiles of the absolute error.
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Multiple suppliers selection using the PROMETHEE V
method
František Zapletal1
Abstract. A supplier selection problem is a common topic of many research studies. It is a typical problem of multi-criteria decision-making in practice. The aim of
such studies is usually to choose the best (optimal) solution, to sort the suppliers into
some classes or to find the non-dominated set of alternatives. This paper is devoted
to the problem where a decision-maker (company) chooses a portfolio of suppliers
to cover all his/her supply needs. It is shown here that it is insufficient to take the
ranking of suppliers and to select the first few in order. The problem is solved by the
PROMETHEE V method, which is a unique combination of the outranking method of
multi-attribute decision-making and mathematical optimisation (first, the rankings of
alternatives is found using the PROMETHEE II method, and then the optimal portfolio is selected based on that ranking using the integer programming). The problem is
demonstrated on a numerical example at the end of the paper.
Keywords: PROMETHEE, integer programming, multi-criteria decision-making,
outranking method.
JEL classification: C61
AMS classification: 90B50

1

Introduction

Almost each company providing services or selling some goods on a market has to face the problem of the supplier
selection. Good and reliable suppliers help to better performance of a company. Therefore, it is natural to seek
for an evaluation of the current or potential suppliers. The problem of the supplier selection is a typical example of multi-attribute decision making problem (MADM) where a discrete, finite and ‘sufficiently’ small set of
alternatives is evaluated/selected based on a given set of criteria.
The author of [1] came with a thorough survey of scientific studies devoting to the supplier selection problem.
That review shows a wide spectrum of methods which have been used for supplier selection as well as a huge
number of published articles solving this problem. When taking into account only the multiple supplier selection,
it is usual to use some combination of a MADM method and mathematical programming. The most popular
is the Analytical Hierarchy/Network Process (AHP/ANP) either in the original version [2], [3] or its extension
by different optimization models like integer programming [4], multi-objective integer programming [5], goal
programming [6] and others. Approaches to the selection which use optimization methods directly also exist - for
instance, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) [7] or the unique method of [8]. On the list of the used methods, we
can find also some of so called outranking methods, which are also used in this paper, see, e.g. [9], or [10]. The
aim of this paper is to demonstrate the applicability and suitability of using the PROMETHEE V method which is
an extension of the PROMETHEE MADM method and to point out the corresponding advantages of this approach.
The paper is organized as follows. After this short introduction, a brief description of the family of PROMETHEE
methods follows. The third section is devoted to the numerical example, which helps to demonstrate the applicability of the PROMETHEE V method for the supplier selection.

2

A family of the PROMETHEE methods

A group of MADM methods, which are based on pairwise comparison of alternatives using special preference
(outranking) relations, is called the outranking methods. Those methods are partially compensatory (bad performance of the alternative with respect to one criteria can be to some extent compensated by excellent performances
with respect to the remaining criteria). The main advantage of the outranking methods is the ability to deal with
ordinal and more or less descriptive information on the alternatives under evaluation [11]. Outranking methods are
often labeled as the European school of MADM because the origins of the most famous methods are in Europe
(and most often in France). We may mention at least two main groups of the outranking methods - ELECTRE (established by Bernard Roy [12], [13]) and PROMETHEE (established by Brans and Vincke [14] and [15]). A brief
description of other outranking methods can be found e.g. in [16]. If one searches the biggest citation databases,
he/she finds out that these methods still grow in popularity.
1
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In this paper, the PROMETHEE method is used. Despite the fact that the ELECTRE methods are more complex, they require more input values, which are difficult or even impossible to interpret and I have to agree with
[17] that the PROMETHEE is more tractable and more user-friendly for managers.
The PROMETHEE (Preference Ranking Organisation Method for Enrichment Evaluations) methods are based
on the pair-wise comparisons of alternatives using the preference functions. And these preference functions Pj :
R → [0, 1] are defined on the basis of preference thresholds and they assign a preference level Pj (a, b) to the
difference in values of compared alternatives a and b regarding the j-th criterion. It is natural to require a nondecreasing shape of the preference function (greater differences in values imply the stronger preference). The most
common shapes of preference functions can be found in [15]. Positive and negative flows of each alternative can be
calculated using (1) and (2), see below. A positive flow can be understood as the index aggregating strengths of the
alternative (i.e. areas in which the alternative has better performance when comparing with the other alternatives)
and, similarly, a negative flow can be regarded as the index aggregating weaknesses of the alternative in comparison
with other alternatives. Based on the corresponding equations, it can be seen that each better performance of an
alternative within a pair-wise comparison increases the positive flow (and does not influence the negative flow) and
vice versa. The PROMETHEE I method defines a preference relationship between alternatives using the formulas
(3) and (4) below. In all other cases, a pair of alternatives is incomparable. Thus, the PROMETHEE I works with
the partial ordering of alternatives. The PROMETHEE II enables a decision-maker to compare also pairs which
are incomparable by the PROMETHEE I. It is done by net flows φ(a), which aggregate positive and negative flows
to the only one index (φ(a) = φ+ (a) − φ− (a)), see (5). On the one hand, the complete ordering is set for ranking
of alternatives. But on the other hand, a substantial part of information about alternatives’ contradictions is lost
here.
n

φ+ (a) =

1 XX
wj · Pj (a, b)
m−1
j=1

(1)

b6=a

n

φ− (a) =

1 XX
wj · Pj (b, a)
m−1
j=1

(2)

b6=a

a  b ⇔ (φ+ (a) ≥ φ+ (b) ∧ φ− (a) ≤ φ− (b))

(3)

a = b ⇔ (φ+ (a) = φ+ (b) ∧ φ− (a) = φ− (b))

(4)

a  b ⇔ φ(a) > φ(b)

(5)

If the aim of decision-making is only to find a ranking of the alternatives or choose the best alternative, the
task is completed by the PROMETHEE I or II, respectively. The situation becomes more complicated in the case
that a decision-maker wants to select more than one alternative at once. An impetuos heuristic can tempt to easyto-find solution driven only by the rankings of alternatives obtained before. For instance, if we want to select 3
cars within a car selection problem, it would mean to choose 3 pieces of the best alternative given by the rankings
(in the case that the multiplicity of choice is allowed) or to select the alternatives which came first, second and
third (if each alternative can be selected only once). In the supplier selection problem, it is natural to guarantee
the uniqueness of alternatives in the selection. But, regardless the fact of the repeatability of alternatives in the
selected set, the problem becomes more difficult to solve when some dependencies occur, i.e. when the choice of
one option affects the suitability of choosing other variants. These dependencies can be caused by some additional
constraints. Getting back to the car selection example, let us consider the budget constraint, which gives us the
bound for the resulting set of alternatives. If we insist on the best one option (i.e. option with the highest net flow)
as a part of the set of selected alternatives, it may lead to the situation that we will be forced to select two remaining
cars from the bottom ranked variants.
As it has been already mentioned in the introduction, the use of mathematical programming to solve a MADM
problem is not novel, see [4], [5], [6] or [8]. The PROMETHEE V method founded by [18] combines a discrete
approach of MADM and optimization methods in a unique way. It extends the PROMETHEE II by restrictive
constraints, which take into account that more than one alternative has to be chosen. Due to the fact that (unlike the
approaches of [7] or [8]) variables represent directly selection (or non-selection) of options, a problem of integer
programming is solved within the PROMETHEE V. Moreover, if each alternative can be chosen only once into the
resulting set, the model is even more restricted and it leads to the 0-1 programming problem. A general form of a
PROMETHEE V model is given by (6).
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max φ T x
x≤b
(6)
s.t.
Ax
x ∈ Z,

where φ ∈ Rm×1 , φ T = φ(a1 ), φ(a2 ), . . . , φ(am ) , i.e. vector of net flows from the PROMETHEE II. Note that
x ∈ Zm×1 ) and they are interpreted as a number of the i-th alternative chosen. If it is
the variables are integers (x
x ∈ {0, 1}).
not possible to select more than 1 ‘piece’ of an alternative, the variables should be binary instead (x
The constraints of the model with the coefficient matrix A ∈ Rr×m (r stands for a number of constraints) and
right-hand-side coefficients b ∈ Rr×1 delimit feasible combinations of the selected alternatives.
The PROMETHEE V method has been already used to solve some real economic applications, e.g. in engineering (rehabilitating of the water distribution network) by [19], in project prioritization [20] or in water resource
planning [21].
In the survey paper by [1], some general requirements and often drawbacks for the method suitable for a
supplier selection are given:
1. not so exhaustive time complexity to get the results;
2. good tractability;
3. possibility to involve uncertainty;
4. influence of a rank reversal.
The first two items on the list are satisfied. The first part of the procedure (PROMETHEE II) is extremely easy
and fast to compute from the mathematical point of view. The most demanding is to deal with the optimization
model. But, it is a model of linear programming where the existence of the optimal solution is guaranteed (if at
least one feasible solution exists). Moreover, a structure of the linear programming model is easy to understand
and well interpretable - there is no artificial measure (apart from net flows in the coefficients of the objective
function) or the artificial variable. To some extent, it is also possible to include the uncertainty into the problem,
because it can be expressed by a preference function’s shape. To be able to involve more types of uncertainty, any
further extension of the PROMETHEE method would have to be established. Unfortunately, the PROMETHEE
methods suffer from the rank reversal (i.e. a possible inconsistency in the rankings when some small change in the
problem’s structure is made), see [22] to see more about this topic.
A problem of the PROMETHEE V (i.e. the problem of integer linear programming) can be solved by some
algorithms for integer optimization, e.g. by cutting plane methods or the branch-and-bound method. Almost all
optimization software allows for integer restriction for the variables, so the GAMS software or the simple Solver
of MS Excel can be used. Moreover, one solver is implemented directly in the Visual PROMETHEE software,
which is also used in this study.

3

A case study: Application of the PROMETHEE V in supplier selection

It is not the goal of the paper to evaluate or discuss suitable and non-suitable criteria, which should be taken into
account. That is the reason why the existing structure of the model is used as a numerical example, in particular, the
alternatives and their performances were taken from [8] and they are used as the input data for the PROMETHEE
II analysis. The emphasis is put rather on a structure of the optimization model of the PROMETHEE V.
Fig. 1 shows the input values of the problem, which consists of 18 alternatives (suppliers) and 5 criteria for
evaluation. Because the original study of [8] does not require the weights of criteria as the inputs for the analysis,
they cannot be taken from there and they are set equal without loss of generality. The last task to be able to
perform the PROMETHEE II analysis is to assign a preference function to each criteria. As it can be seen in Fig.
1, the linear shape and the V-shape are used. Both are piece-wise linear, but the former one uses an indifference
threshold, i.e. the maximum positive value of difference in alternatives’ performances which is negligible for a
decision-maker. The values of the thresholds are subjective and they are set to values, which do not contradict any
basic logic.
In line with the algorithm described in the previous section, the results of the PROMETHEE I and the PROMETHEE
II ranking are found and shown in Tab. 1. The alternatives are ordered with respect to their net flows.
Now, let us assume that the company uses 10 different inputs for production. But none of the suppliers under
evaluation is able to supply all inputs and equal amount of the inputs. Thus, the company wants to find such set of
suppliers, which will supply the required inputs all together and with a minimum sum of the net flows. In Tab. 2,
the amounts of 10 considered inputs (I1-I10) and the available amounts for all the suppliers are displayed. Then, let
us suppose that the company needs various volumes of the inputs (15, 60, 70, 120, 80, 70, 40, 100, 100, 100) units.
The results are displayed in Tab. 3. When no limit for the number of suppliers is given, the optimal portfolio
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Supplier’s code
S15
S17
S10
S5
S8
S11
S6
S13
S12

φ
0.4008
0.3953
0.2204
0.1546
0.0915
0.0794
0.0513
0.0498
0.0246

φ+
0.4373
0.4363
0.03429
0.2274
0.2045
0.1725
0.2333
0.1444
0.1392

φ−
0.0365
0.0410
0.1225
0.0728
0.1131
0.0931
0.1819
0.0946
0.1146

Rank
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Supplier’s code
S1
S9
S16
S3
S2
S18
S4
S7
S14

φ
-0.0167
-0.0438
-0.0671
-0.0994
-0.1399
-0.1866
-0.2879
-0.3005
-0.3258

φ+
0.1290
0.0869
0.0964
0.0686
0.0822
0.0494
0.0405
0.0363
0.0454

φ−
0.1457
0.1307
0.1635
0.1680
0.2221
0.2360
0.3285
0.3368
0.3712

Table 1 The results of the PROMETHEE II analysis

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
I10

S1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S2
0
0
0
20
0
25
0
0
0
0

S3
0
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S4
20
40
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S5
0
0
0
100
40
50
0
0
0
0

S6
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0

S7
0
0
20
0
0
0
0
90
0
0

S8
0
30
0
0
0
60
50
0
0
0

S9
0
0
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
0

S10
0
0
0
0
0
60
60
80
120
80

S11
0
80
0
50
0
0
0
0
0
0

S12
0
0
0
0
0
0
50
0
0
0

S13
30
0
50
0
50
0
0
0
0
0

S14
0
60
0
80
0
0
0
0
0
0

S15
0
0
0
0
50
0
50
0
80
0

S16
0
0
0
0
0
60
0
0
0
0

S17
0
0
0
100
30
0
0
90
0
0

S18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
100

Table 2 Amounts of inputs which can be supplied

Max number of the suppliers
without limit
10
9
8
7
6

Optimum of the objective function
0.9932
0.9686
0.9173
0.8379
0.4371
0.0171

Optimal portfolio of the suppliers
S4, S5, S6, S8, S10, S11, S12, S13, S15, S17, S18
S4, S5, S6, S8, S10, S11, S13, S15, S17, S18
S4, S5, S8, S10, S11, S13, S15, S17, S18
S4, S5, S8, S10, S13, S15, S17, S18
S4, S5, S8, S10, S13, S17, S18
S5, S7, S10, S11, S13, S18

Table 3 The results of the PROMETHEE V
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consists of 11 suppliers. But, it may be reasonable to put some restriction on that quantity (because of higher
administrative costs or for other reasons). In Tab 3, the optimal solutions for maximum allowable number of
suppliers in the portfolio from 6 to 10 are shown. If this limit is reduced to 5, no feasible solution exists. It is worth
noting that the best two options of the PROMETHEE II solution (the suppliers S15 and S17) are not included
when not more than 6 suppliers can be chosen. This points to the potential added value of the PROMETHEE V in
selection. Constraints resulting from the demands on the optimal portfolio can cause that the portfolio differs from
the rankings obtained by the PROMETHEE II method.

Figure 1 Input data in Visual PROMETHEE SW [source: modified [8]]

4

Conclusions

The paper focused on the application of the PROMETHEE V method for a supplier selection problem. The study
has shown that this method is very suitable in the case that more than one supplier should be chosen. From
the mathematical point of view, the method is very simple to use and not so time-consuming. Moreover, this
approach can be valued for its good tractability. On the other hand, it is not always easy (and sometimes it is even
impossible) to define the set of constraints for the model. This paper is planned to be extended further in near
future. It is challenging to establish a fuzzy extension of this approach, which has not been published yet and
which may help to even better applicability of the PROMETHEE V in business practice.
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The Impact of Statistical Standards on Input-Output Analysis
Jaroslav Zbranek1 , Jakub Fischer2 , Jaroslav Sixta3
Abstract. Symmetric input-output tables belong to the one of the most efficient tools
for economic models. These models can be either static or dynamic and in all cases,
they are based on the description of relationships between supplies and uses. Inputoutput tables were incorporated into national accounts in 1960s and since 1993 they
belong to the key part of national accounts. This ensures the comparability with gross
domestic product and other aggregates that are the subjects of researchers studies.
This clear advantage is compensated by often and regular updates of national accounts
figures due to the changes in statistical data sources or national accounts standards.
These changes usually lead to non-negligible amendments of relations described by
input-output tables. The recent standard SNA 2008 brought lots of conceptual changes
that influenced input-output based technical coefficients. The aim of the paper is the
illustration of dependency of input-output analysis on statistical methodology.
Keywords: input-output, technical coefficients, macroeconomic analysis, models.
JEL classification: C67, O11
AMS classification: 65C20

1

Introduction

Input-output tables (IOTs) provide valuable analytical tool that is usually used by the most qualified researchers.
Using IOTs by academic sphere has a long tradition since W. Leontief presented his work in 1930s. Since then,
the development in official statistics corresponds to the needs of researchers. With respect to the conservatism
in academics, implementation of new statistical classifications and standards is not accepted without problems.
It can be illustrated on the obsolete mark sector for columns of IOTs since they are labelled industries or products
depending on the type. Sector currently refers to the institutional sector and sector accounts and that means something completely different. The family of IOTs currently cover symmetric input-output tables (SIOTs) and supply
and use tables (SUTs). In modern economic statistics both SIOTs and SUTs are compiled under the common
framework of national accounts and that ensures full consistency with national accounts macroaggregates, such as
gross domestic product. Besides national figures, this has an impact on the regional IOT, as well. Since the models
prepared on the basis of regional input-output tables (e.g. Šafr [8]) may provide different results.
In line with European practice, SIOTs are published every five years in currently valid standard ESA 2010. Such
standard was put into force in September 2014 and it brought significant differences to national accounts Standards.
Modern issues with globalisation or current state of economy cover activities such as research and development.
One of the most important issues for the users of IOTs is that these data do not come directly from statistical
surveys. The links between national and business accounting is a complex issue with many consequences. On the
contrary, the complexity of SUTs and SIOTs ensures direct use in economic analyses.
The aim of the paper is the illustration of dependency of input-output analysis on statistical methodology.
The impact of different standards is discussed on the case of simple static input-output analysis.

2

Methodology

Modern world brought economic events that had not been present or were not significant in the past. It means
that statistical standards must react on the development of the society. In the field of macroeconomic statistics,
new standard System of National Accounts 2008 (SNA 2008) was prepared. European modification ESA 2010
provided obligatory schemes of new IOTs and SUTs. The most important issues given by the updated statistical
standards cover different approach to foreign trade and new assets. The issue of deflation was deeply discussed in
Musil and Cihlář [4] and Kramulová et al. [2] and so we focus on the estimates at current prices only.
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2.1

Strict ownership concept of foreign trade

The definition of foreign trade in macroeconomic statistics was significantly improved. The concept of economic
ownerships influenced recording of processing, merchanting and re-exports. Processing was in line with previous
ESA 1995 recorded differently to companies accounts. It reflected the process of production. In other words,
it means that if a contractor producing goods on the material sent by the customer (who is the actual owner),
the value of a material was imputed into the contractors intermediates for obtaining complete value of finished
products. It resulted in the changes of exports and imports for the value of material used for further processing,
details can be seen in Sixta et al. [5]. On the contrary, today only the service invoiced by the contractor is included.
That may lead to paradox and incorrect conclusions about the production without intermediates. Even if this
recording is closer to business accounting, the productivity analysis is more complicated.
The second point relates to the merchanting that express the value of re-sold goods abroad. The seller buys
goods in a country A and sells with a margin in country B. The problem is that such operations are recorded
on the export side only as a difference between sales and purchases. It means that purchasing goods for further
re-sale is recorded a negative export and if the time difference between sales and purchases is significant, exports
of some products can be negative. Obviously, this is a problem for input-output analysis and it causes interpretations difficulties as describes Sixta [6].
One of the most difficult problem to input-output analysis is caused by so-called re-exports. Re-exports represent goods imported and exported without any interaction with domestic economy. In national accounts, it is
recorded in both exports and imports at the same value. It means that export of product can occur even if the
product is not domestically produced. When the use of domestic output is computed that must be taken into
account. It means that exports can originate from inventories instead of output.

2.2

New assets

SNA 2008 and ESA 2010 updated the definition of assets since new assets were introduced. The most important
changes consist in the recording of expenditures on research and development, small tools and military assets.
It means that these expenditures previously recorded in intermediate consumption belong to the gross fixed capital formation. These changes influenced technical coefficients and subsequently the results of the input-output
analysis.
Expenditures on research and development represent more than 2% of gross domestic product in the Czech
Republic. The recording of intermediate consumption of the product research and development (CZ-CPA 72)
was changed. Output of such product is imputed as well as gross fixed capital formation. Such change is easily
observable in SUTs/SIOTs.
Small tools represent the category of assets covering laptops, mobile phones, small devices that can be used
in the production process more than one year. In ESA 1995 a threshold of 500 ECU at 1995 prices was given and
currently no threshold exists. It means that companies intermediates is higher than in national accounts and vice
versa in investments.
Military assets correspond to concept of defence services. Weapons are treated in the same way as other
machinery and equipment since they provide a service, defence. The service is provided up the depreciation of the
weapon or the weapon is destroyed. Since the weapons are purchased irregularly by the government, the recording
may cause unpredictable development in the input-output analysis.

2.3

Principles of Input-Output Analysis

The simple static IOA is based on the use of static Leontiefs IOTs, which represents the easiest tool for making
input-output analysis. The static Leontiefs IOTs based on inverse matrix as describes Hronová et al. [1] or Miller
and Blair [3] shows following formula 1:
x = (I − A)−1 y,

where
x
y
(I − A)−1

output vector,
vector of final use,
Leontief inverse.
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The impact of the change in final use is measured by the change of output according to formula 2:
∆x = (I − A)−1 ∆y,

(2)

In general, the simple static IOTs is used to analyse the impact on the national economy based on change
of final use. This tool provides information on changed level of output, intermediate consumption, gross value
added, compensation of employees and any other indicators. The most common use of simple statistic inputoutput analysis is the description of external investment shock.

3

Input-Output Analysis under a Different Methodology

In order to determine the impact of changes in statistical standards on IOA results, we performed a simple IOA
assuming a one-time investment into public infrastructure (CPA 42) in the Czech Republic for CZK 4 billion.
We conducted the IOA using an input-output model based on SIOT compiled according to ESA 1995 as well as
from ESA 2010. This IOA was based on SIOT for the same assumptions for 1995, 2000, 2005 and 2010. For these
years, the CZSO published SIOT reports according to both standards ESA 1995 and ESA 2010.

Figure 1 Comparison of results of input-output analysis based on SIOT according to ESA 1995 and ESA 2010
for 1995
The comparison of the IOA results for 1995 is shown in Figure 11 . It is clear from the graph that the IOA
provides very similar results using SIOT according to ESA 1995 and ESA 2010. Minor differences are visible in
the case of the production of construction products (F, +2.6%) and products of the manufacturing industry (C,
−8.6%). The total relative change of output between results based on ESA 1995 and ESA 2010 is +0.3% in 1995.
In the case of the IOA for the year 2000, as shown in Figure 21 , minor differences are observed in relation to the
induced production of the products of the manufacturing industry (C; −8.3%). The total relative impact of the
change of national account standards on the output in 2000 is −1.0%.
In the case of the IOA results for the 2005 (Figure 31 ), smaller differences are seen in the case of the induced
production of construction products (F, −3.0%) and professional, scientific and technical services (M, +13.6%).
The total relative change between results based on ESA 1995 and ESA 2010 for output in 2005 is −0.4%. The
most significant differences in IOA’s results are apparent from the 2010 data, as shown in Figure 41 . Significant
differences can be observed in the case of induced production of construction products (F, 6.4%) and professional,

1

A Products of agriculture, forestry and fishing; B Mining and quarrying; C Manufactured products; D Electricity,
gas, steam and air conditioning; E Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation services; F
Constructions and construction works; G Wholesale and retail trade services; repair services of motor vehiclesand
motorcycles; H Transportation and storage services; I Accommodation and food services; J Information and
communication services; K Financial and insurance services; L Real estate services; M Professional, scientific
and technical services; N Administrative and support services; O Public administration and defence services;
compulsory social security services; P Education services; Q Human health and social work services; R Arts,
entertainment and recreation services; S Other services.
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Figure 2 Comparison of results of input-output analysis based on SIOT according to ESA 1995 and ESA 2010
for 2000

Figure 3 Comparison of results of input-output analysis based on SIOT according to ESA 1995 and ESA 2010
for 2005
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Figure 4 Comparison of results of input-output analysis based on SIOT according to ESA 1995 and ESA 2010
for 2010
scientific and technical services (M, 31.7%). Minor differences are evident in the case of induced production of the
manufacturing or retail and wholesale products (G, 38.1%). Minor differences can also be seen in the production
of some other products, but their level is insignificant for both statistical standards as a methodical basis. The total
relative change between results for output based on both standards in this year is +13.0%.

4

Conclusion

The implementation of new statistical standards usually means complication for the users. In other words, the
effort for a complete coverage of statistical agencies cause breaks in time series. Even if there is a tradition of
national accountants reconstruction of time series and transforming original data into a new methodology, some
evens did not existed in the past, see Sixta and Vltavská [7]. There has to be always a pressure of academic sphere
on official statistical agencies otherwise the statistics will be rather used for administrative and regulatory purposes
than for the description of the development of the society and research.
The results of the input-output analysis showed that the figure do not dramatically differ when using ESA
1995 or ESA 2010 Standard. It reflects the stability of the relation between output and intermediate consumption
expressed in input coefficients. Since the tests were performed on IOA for the most popular case of investment
shocks, there could be different results in case of change in final household consumption expenditures. In our case,
the updated national accounts standards resulted to change of total output +0.3% in 1995, −1.0% in 2000, −0.4%
in 2005 and +13.0% in 2010.
The consistency between researchers expectations and possibilities of modern statics is not always optimal.
Current economy is changing very fast and in some cases statistics is being updated irregularly. This represent
a compromise between accuracy and comparability of times series of statistical data. In the area of input-output
tables, updated national accounts standards brought significant changes whose impacts were not very well estimated. The next update of national accounts standard is going to be discussed soon and some imperfections can
be corrected.
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Spatial analysis of the population aging phenomena
in European Union
Katarzyna Zeug-Żebro1, Monika Miśkiewicz-Nawrocka2
Abstract. The population aging phenomena is defined as changes in the age structure of population where the percentage of older population compared to the total
population number is increasing. Aging process is now one of the most important
economic problems in the world. The analysis of this process can be used to determine the right direction of change, such as the conduct of a family-friendly policy.
Spatial methods are used increasingly frequently in the analysis of economic processes. One of the reason is the fact that spatial autocorrelation local and global
measures, informing about the type and strength of spatial dependency, allow fuller
use of the measure to determine the relationship between reference entities and to
define spatial structures.
The main objective of this paper is to study the spatial dependences of old-age dependency ratio in European Union using measures of global and local spatial autocorrelation. The data used in analysis come from the Eurostat. All calculations and
maps will be made in the R CRAN.
Keywords: the process of aging, aging measures, spatial autocorrelation, global and
local statistics.
JEL Classification: C49
AMS Classification: 62H11

1 Introduction
Population aging is a global phenomenon today, affecting all regions and almost all countries in the world. However, this process goes on very uneven. Deepest in Europe, where the lowest birth rate has been observed since
almost the beginning of the last century. As a consequence, Europe is demographically the oldest continent. The
low birth rate and the relatively fast aging of Europe are due to a number of economic and socio-cultural factors
characteristic of highly developed societies. First of all, they include life-longening factors, such as modern
health care systems and the care of older people, and secondly those that affect the reduction of procreation, such
as long periods of education or high levels of professional activity.
The aging process is a multifaceted phenomenon affected by, inter alia, the demographic and spatial nature
of individuals. The application of spatial analysis to investigate this process will allow to establish existing relationships between the studied regions with respect to this phenomenon. It will allow not only general but also
individual characteristics of similarities and differences of regions.
The main objective of this paper is to study the spatial dependences of old-age dependency ratio in European
Union using measures of global and local spatial autocorrelation. All calculations and maps were made in the
statistical program R CRAN and Microsoft Excel. The data was obtained from the Eurostat [www 1], 20012016.

2 Analysis of aging process in European Union
The old-age dependency ratio OADR is one measure that, alongside the demographic aging index and median
age, is very often used to assess the extent of the aging process. This factor is defined as the ratio of the number
of people 65 years or older to the number of people ages 15 through 64. Since 1950 factors OADR have grown
steadily in all regions of the world, and according to forecasts published in the paper UN [11], this increase will
continue in the future. Faster growth rates can be expected in high and medium developed regions. It is worth
stressing that in the highly developed countries, this growth will not be strongest, as these are the most advanced
countries in terms of population aging and thus already characterized by quite high values of this coefficient. It is
worth stressing that in the highly developed countries, this growth will not be strongest, as these are the most
1
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advanced countries in terms of population aging and thus already characterized by quite high values of this coefficient.
Since Europe is the oldest (in a demographic sense) region in the world, the results of the estimation of oldage dependency ratio for individual regions (NUTS1) of the European Union should be presented. The obtained
results were the basis for the classification of these regions, due to homogeneous groups, from the point of view
of the achieved degree of the studied phenomenon (ie the level of advancement of the aging process). The total
volatility range of measures was divided into four class to which the regions were assigned according to the
following rules [14]:
 class I (high degree of aging): OADR  S OADR  OADRi ,


class II (average degree of aging): OADR  OADRi  OADR  S OADR ,



class III (low level of aging): OADR  S OADR  OADRi  OADR,


where

class IV (very low level of aging): OADRi  OADR  S OADR ,
OADR 

1
n

n

 OADRi , S OADR 
i 1

1
n

 OADRi  OADR .
n

2

(1)

i 1

The results of the spatial distribution of the designated classes in 2001, 2009 and 2016 are shown in the following maps (Figure 1):
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1 Spatial distribution of regions of the European Union according to level
of the old-age dependency ratio in (a) 2001, (b) 2009 and (c) 2016
Analyzing these maps it can be noted that in the years 2001, 2009 and 2016, half of the regions of European
Union belonged to the class I or II which indicate the high and medium level of aging. During the period under
review, 59 spatial units didn't change their place in the classification, 17 regions changed the class in which the
studied phenomenon was higher and in 22 units changed class to one which was characterized by a lower level
of aging. The regions with the lowest values of OADR were scattered throughout the European Union, but most
of them were located in the eastern part (Poland, Slovakia, Cyprus and part of Romania) and western (Spain,
Ireland, northern and southern regions of UK). On the other hand, the highest values of this measure concerned
primarily areas, initially Sweden, western and southern France, Greece and northern regions of Italy, later also
Germany.

3 Spatial autocorrelation
The spatial autocorrelation occurs when a certain phenomenon in a single spatial unit alters the probability of
occurrence of this phenomenon in the neighboring units [3,12]. In general, the positive spatial autocorrelation
occurs when we observe the accumulation, in terms of the location, high or low values of observed variables. In
the case of negative autocorrelation, high values adjacent to low, and low to high, creating a kind of checkerboard [10]. The lack of spatial autocorrelation means the spatial randomness, i.e. the high and low values of
observed variables are distributed independently.

3.1 Global Moran’s I
The Moran statistics [8] is one of the most widely used measures in the study of spatial autocorrelation. The
Global Moran’s I is defined as follows:
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n  wij x i  x  x j  x
n

n

i 1 j 1

I

  wij   x i  x 
n

n

n

i 1 j 1




2

n z TWz

S0 z T z

(2)

i 1

where: x i , x j are the values of variables in spatial unit i and j, x is the mean of variable for all units, n is the
total number of spatial units that are included in the study, S 0 is the sum of all elements of a spatial weight matrix, z is a column vector of elements z i  xi  x , W is the spatial weight matrix degree n, defining the structure
of the neighborhood, w ij is an element of weights matrix W [7]. This statistic takes values ranging from [1,1] :
positive, when tested objects are similar, negative, when there is no similarity between them and approximately
equal to 0 for a random distribution of objects.
Cliff and Ord [4] have shown that the distribution of Moran statistics is asymptotically normal. Thus, the statistical significance of spatial autocorrelation can be verified using normalized statistics : I S ~ N 0,1 :

IS 

I  E I 

(3)

Var I 

where: EI  is the expected value of Moran’s and Var I  is its variance:
E I   
n

n 2 S 1  nS 2  3S 02
1
1

, Var I  
2
2
n  1S 0
n 1
n  12

n

S 0    wij , S 1 
i 1 j 1

n
n
n
1 n n
wij  w ji 2 , S 2     wij   w ji 


2 i 1 j 1
i 1  j 1
j 1


(4)
2

(5)

If the Moran statistic has a value I  n  11 , I S  0 it indicates a random spatial pattern. However, when

I  n  11 , I S  0 the spatial autocorrelations is positive, and if I  n  11 , I S  0 , the spatial autocorrelations is negative.

3.2 Global Geary’s C
Another global measure of spatial autocorrelation is Global Geary’s C[5]. This statistic, is given by

n  1  w x
n

C

n

i 1 j 1

ij

 xj 

2

i

2  wij   x i  x 
n

n

i 1 j 1

n


2

T

n  n z diag wi . z
 I
 
T
n  1  S 0
z z


(6)

i 1

where all elements of the formula are defined as in statistic I. The above formula shows that the Geary measure
can be expressed by the Moran statistic [6]. Although Moran and Geary measures give similar results, the Moran
statistic is more effective. This is due to greater sensitivity of the variance of the Geary statistic to the distribution of sample. Values of this statistic can be impaired when the matrix of weights is asymmetrical. In order to
verify the hypothesis of no spatial correlation, the Geary statistic can be standardized:

CS 

C  EC 
Var C 

~ N 0, 1

(7)

where: EC  is the expected value of Geary’s and Var C  is its variance:

EC   1 , Var C  

n  12S  S   4S
2n  1S
1

2

2
0

2
0

(8)

The value of Global Geary’s C is always positive and takes values ranging from 0, 2 . In the case, of:
1< C < 2, C S  0 , the spatial autocorrelation is negative; when 0< C <1, C S  0 , the spatial autocorrelation is
positive; finally, when C  1, C S  0 , there is no spatial autocorrelation.
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3.3 Local Moran’s Ii
The Local Moran determines clusters of spatial units and studies whether the unit is surrounded by neighboring
units with similar or different values of the variable studied in relation to the random distribution of these values
in the studied space [7].
In the case of non-standardized values of the variable and row-standardized spatial weight matrix
n

n

i 1

j 1

[2] (   wij  n ), the local Moran is given by:
n


I i  x i  x  wij x j  x 
j 1



 n x i  x 2 


n
 i 1


(9)

where all elements of the formula are defined as in the Global Moran’s I. The standardized Local Moran’s I iS is
used to test the statistical significance of local spatial autocorrelation [1]:
I iS 

I i  E I i 
Var I i 

~ N 0, 1

(10)

where: EI i  is the expected value of the Local Moran and Var I i  is its variance
n

E I i   

w
j 1

ij

i Var I i  

n 1

n  k  w
i j

2
ij



n 1
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l  i hi  i

n  1n  2
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2
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2

1
1
4 
2 
where k    x i  x     x i  x   .
n i
 n i

When I iS is negative, the spatial autocorrelation is negative too, i.e. when the object is surrounded by spatial
units with significantly different values of the studied variable. The spatial autocorrelation is positive when
I iS  0 , the object is surrounded by similar neighboring units.
According to Anselin [1] a Local Geary statistics for an observation i may be defined as
n

C i   wij ( z i  z j ) 2

(12)

j i

where z i  xi  x , z j  x j  x and w ij are the elements of the row-standardized binary symmetric spatial
weight matrix W. The test statistic for C iS is
C iS 

C i  EC i 
Var C i 

~ N 0, 1

(13)

where: EI i  is the expected value of the Local Moran and Var I i  is its variance
n wij   z i  z j 
n

EC i  

n

j 1

2

j 1

n  1

2

2
2
n
n


 n
  
n
4
2
2
n  1 wij    wij    n  1 z i  z j    z i  z j   
i 1
j 1
 j 1
  
 j 1
 

i Var C i  
(14)
2
n  1 n  2

the significant testing on local spatial association can be conducted based on the calculated test statistics above.
The C i statistic is interpreted in the same way as the Local Moran.

4

The empirical analysis

The object of the study were regions (NUTS 1) of the European Union in years 2001, 2009 and 2016. In the first
stage of the research estimated the spatial autocorrelation of EU's society aging process (based on the old-age
dependency ratio calculated for each region). Calculated values of global Moran and global Geary are presented
in Tables 1.

Year

Global Morana statistic
I

E (I)

Var (I)

Global Geary statistic
p-value
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2001

0.35696

-0.01136

0.00698 5.2210-6

0.61507

1.00000

0.00764

5.3210-6

2009

0.36488

-0.01136

0.00699 3.3810-6

0.60013

1.00000

0.00759

2.2310-6

2016

0.31891

-0.01136

0.00695 3.7210-5

0.63071

1.00000

0.00792

1.6710-5

Table 1 Global Moran and Geary in the years 2001, 2009 and 2016
Analyzing the data contained in Table 1 can be concluded that both global statistics are positive and statistically significant. This means the similarity of spatial units (NUTS 1) due to the level of advancement of population aging process. Graphical presentation of Moran statistics in years 2001, 2009 and 2016 is presented in Figure 2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2 Scatter plot for the Moran global statistic in years: (a) 2001, (b) 2009, (c) 2016
These graphs show regions with outlying OADR values. Regions: Centro-ES4, Éire/Ireland-IE0, Region
Pólnocno-Zachodni-PL4, Region Pólnocny-PL6 (2001), Slovensko-SK0, Northern Ireland-UKN (2001, 2009,
2016), Sachsen-DED (2009, 2016) are located below the regression line. The OADR values at these locations
outweigh the values in neighborhood regions more than it would result from the overall spatial pattern. Conversely, the neighbors of the regions above the regression line (Noroeste-ES1, Comunidad de Madrid-ES3, SudOuest-FR6 (2001), Danmark-DK0 (2009), Attiki-EL3, Sud-ITF (2001, 2009), Manner-Suomi-FI1 (2001, 2016),
Berlin-DE3, London (2016)) have higher, than the mean, values of the old-age dependency ratio.
The next stage of research was to estimate the local Moran in order to identify the spatial structure. The results of spatial distribution for the regions of European Union in the years 2001, 2009, 2016 are shown in Figure
3. Based on these maps (Figure 3) it can be seen that only some of the local Moran are statistically significant. In
the studied period, significant and positive values of local Moran obtained for the factor OADR only for 16 regions in 2001, 19 in 2009 and 17 in 2016. This means that in chosen years, these regions have been surrounded
by units with similar values of the old-age dependency ratio which expressing the level of an aging population.
Therefore, the above-mentioned regions of European Union have been clusters. For other units local Moran’s Ii
was statistically insignificant
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Figure 3 The classification of regions of the European Union due to the value of the local Moran for the old-age
dependency ratio in years: (a) 2001, (b) 2009, (c) 2016.

5

Conclusions

Aging of population is a global and irreversible process, differentiated regionally [13]. It can be assumed that the
higher the degree of socio-economic development of a country, the higher the aging of the population. This is
confirmed by the classification of regions of the European Union based on the old-age dependency ratio. In the
years 2001, 2009 and 2016 Sweden, the western and southern parts of France, Greece, Germany and the northern
regions of Italy were areas which characterized the most advanced ageing process. On the other hand, the areas
of Poland, Slovakia, Cyprus, parts of Romania and Spain, Ireland and the northern and southern regions of Great
Britain were demographically younger. The spatial dependence analyzes of the European Union's aging population show that there is a positive spatial autocorrelation, ie the formation of clusters with similar OADR factor.
These dependencies are also evident when considering local statistics. This analysis can therefore serve to identify areas with similar or significantly different values of the features being investigated, which allow to monitor
the phenomenon and its control [9].
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Oscillators and their usefulness in foreign exchange trading
Tomas Zuscak 1
Abstract. Traders use different strategies in deciding whether to buy or sell foreign
currencies. They can use various instruments of the technical analysis of exchange
rates. Oscillators are one of them, e.g. an absolute or a relative momentum, a moving
average convergence divergence (MACD), a relative strength index (RSI), a stochastic oscillator, a commodity channel index (CCI), Williams´ percent range and
many others. This paper deals with usefulness of some favorite oscillators in foreign
exchange trading. The article presents both theoretical basis and selected trading
strategies based on these oscillators. The aim of this paper is to test these strategies.
Using EUR/USD historical data with daily time frame, we look for signals for opening a long or a short position. Consequently, we evaluate the proportion of successful trades. In conclusion, we discuss results of these tests.
Keywords: technical analysis, foreign exchange rates, oscillators, evaluation of
trading strategies.
JEL Classification: C44
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1

Introduction

Trading in foreign currency is very popular these days. With the boom of electronic trading systems, small traders are also involved in this activity. Traders use different strategies in deciding whether to buy or sell foreign
currencies. They especially look for signals for opening a long or a short position. They can use various instruments of the technical analysis of the exchange rates for this purpose. Oscillators are one of them. This paper
deals with effectivity of some favorite oscillators as the sources of these signals.

2

Oscillators

We introduce six favorite oscillators in foreign exchange trading that we use in tested strategies, i.e. an absolute
momentum, a moving average convergence divergence, a relative strength index, a stochastic oscillator, a commodity channel index and Williams´ percent range.
We denote Pt the exchange rate of a currency pair in the time period t (t  Z). We denote Ct (resp. Ot or Ht
or Lt) the closing (resp. the opening or the highest or the lowest) exchange rate of the currency pair in the time
period t (t  Z). We use following finite time series to define the oscillators: {Pt, t = 1, … , T}, {Ct, t = 1, … ,
T}, {Ot, t = 1, … , T}, {Ht, t = 1, … , T}, {Lt, t = 1, … , T}.

2.1

Definitions

In this section we briefly present theoretical basis of specified oscillators.
The absolute momentum (AM)
The absolute momentum in the time period t is defined by the formula:

AM t (n)  Pt  Pt n

(1)

where n is a parameter and t = n + 1, … , T. The absolute momentum oscillates around zero. We can also apply
the formula (1) on the closing, the opening, the highest or the lowest rates (i.e. Close, Open, High and Low).
The moving average convergence divergence (MACD)
The moving average convergence divergence in the time period t is defined by the formulas:

MACDt (n1 , n2 )  EMAt ( Pt , n1 )  EMAt ( Pt , n2 )

1

(2)
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SIGNALt (n3 )  EMAt (MACDt (n1 , n2 ), n3 )

(3)

where n1, n2, n3 are parameters (n1 < n2) and t = n2 + n3 + 1, … , T. The symbol EMAt (Xt, n) denotes an exponential moving average of Xt with a length of n periods. MACDt (n1, n2) is the difference between faster and slower
exponential moving averages of Pt and it is complemented by the signal curve SIGNALt (n3) (i.e. an exponential
moving average of the MACD). Both the MACD and the signal curve oscillate around zero. We can also apply
the formula (2) on Close, Open, High and Low. We denote MACDt (n1, n2, n3) both the MACD and the signal
curve.
The relative strength index (RSI)
The relative strength index in the time period t is defined by the formula:

RSI t (n)  100 

100
1  RS t (n)

(4)

where n is a parameter and t = n + 1, … , T. The symbol RSt (n) denotes the relative strength of Pt in the time
period t. It is defined as a ratio of an average positive price change to an average negative price change during a
specified time period with a length of n + 1 (i.e. it is calculated by using Pt - n, … , Pt). The relative strength index
oscillates around 50 between 0 and 100. We can also apply the formula (4) on Close, Open, High and Low.
The stochastic oscillator (Stoch)
The stochastic oscillator in the time period t is defined by the formulas:
% K t (n) 

Ct  Ln
100
H n  Ln

%Dt (m)  SMAt (% Kt (n), m)

(5)

(6)

where n, m are parameters and t = n + m – 1, … , T. The symbol Ln denotes the minimum of the lowest rates
during a specified time period with a length of n, i.e. Ln = min{Li; i = t – n + 1; t}. The symbol Hn denotes the
maximum of the highest rates during the same time period, i.e. Hn = max{Hi; i = t – n + 1; t}. %Dt (m) is defined
as a simple moving average of %Kt (n) with a length of m periods. Both %K and %D oscillate around 50 between
0 and 100. We denote Stocht (n, m) both %K and %D.
The commodity channel index (CCI)
The commodity channel index (CCI) in the time period t is defined by the formula:
CCIt (n) 

TPt  SMAt (TPt , n)
0,015  MDt (TPt , n)

(7)

where n is a parameter and t = n, … , T. The symbol TPt denotes the typical exchange rate in the time period t
and it is defined as an arithmetic mean of Ct, Ht and Lt. SMAt (TPt, n) is a simple moving average of TPt with a
length of n periods and MDt (TPt, n) is an absolute mean deviation over the same period. The commodity channel
index oscillates around zero.
Williams´ percent range (Williams %R)
Williams´ percent range in the time period t is defined by the formula:
% Rt (n)  

H n  Ct
100
H n  Ln

(8)

where n is a parameter and t = n, … , T. The symbols Ln and Hn denote the same quantities as in the case of the
stochastic oscillator. Williams´ percent range oscillates around -50 between -100 and 0. It is obvious that the
following formula applies: %Kt (n) – %Rt (n) = 100.

2.2

Signals

We test four usual types of signals based on the above-mentioned oscillators to open either a long or a short
position. We compare them with signals based on results of random experiments. This comparison gives us in-
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teresting results. In the following text we work with a daily time period. However, our considerations can easily
be applied for another time period.
The oscillator rises above a certain value
If the oscillator rises above a certain value X it is understood as a signal to open a long position. Yet we wait one
more day to see whether the oscillator continues growing in order to avoid a possible false signal. If the growth
is confirmed, we open the position the following day (i.e. we buy currency for tomorrow´s opening rate). We
denote this signal Rise(X). We use these values for the individual oscillators: AM (X = 0), MACD (X = 0), RSI
(X = 50), Stoch %D (X = 20), CCI (X = 0, 100, -100), Williams %R (X = -80).
In some cases, it is sufficient for us if the oscillator rises above a certain value X and we no longer wait for
further confirmation of growth. Thus we open the position the next day after the day when the threshold is exceeded. We denote this signal Rise2(X). We use this approach for RSI (X = 30).
The oscillator falls below a certain value
If the oscillator falls below a certain value X it is understood as a signal to open a short position. If the decline is
confirmed, we open the position the following day (i.e. we sell currency for tomorrow´s opening rate). We denote this signal Fall(X). We use these values for the individual oscillators: AM (X = 0), MACD (X = 0), RSI (X
= 50), Stoch %D (X = 80), CCI (X = 0, 100, -100), Williams %R (X = -20).
If we do not require further confirmation of the decline, we denote the signal Fall2(X). We use this approach
for RSI (X = 70).
The oscillator rises above its signal curve
Only the MACD and the stochastic oscillator give this type of a signal. If the main curve of the oscillator
(MACD or %K) is under its signal curve (Signal or %D), and then it rises above its signal curve, it is understood
as a signal to open a long position. We wait one more day to see whether a difference between the main curve
and the signal curve continues growing. If the growth is confirmed, we open the position the following day. We
denote this signal CutL.
The oscillator falls below its signal curve
This type of a signal is the opposite of the above-mentioned one. It is understood as a signal to open a short position. We denote this signal CutS.
Signals based on the result of random experiments
We test the following six types of signals. We throw a dice and if we drop 5 or 6 (resp. 1 or 2) we open a long
position (resp. a short position) the following day. We denote this signal DiceL (resp. DiceS). We throw a coin
and if we drop heads (or tails) we open a long position (or a short position) the following day. We denote this
signal CoinL (resp. CoinS). We generate a random integer between 1 and n and if it equals n (or 1), we open a
long position (or a short position) the following day. We denote this signal RndL(n) (resp. RndS(n)).

3

Test methods and data

We test a success rate of the signals using the EUR/USD historical data with daily time frame that are freely
available at https://www.investing.com/currencies/eur-usd-historical-data. We use daily Close, Open, High
and Low from April 2, 2007 to March 30, 2017 (i.e. 2643 daily records). We look for signals to open long or
short positions. We evaluate success of each signal using two different methods.
Firstly, we suppose that we buy or sell 1 EUR for a price in USD and we choose the amount of profit in USD
(TakeProfit), and the length of the period (Duration) during which we want to achieve the profit. We consider
the signal as successful if TakeProfit is achieved in the course of Duration. If we get a signal to open a long
position on the day t and we open it on the day t + 1 the signal can be considered as successful if the following
inequality applies:

maxH i ; i  t  1,... , t  Duration  Ot 1  TakeProfit

(9)

The signal to open a short position can be considered as successful if the following inequality applies:

minLi ; i  t  1,... , t  Duration  Ot 1  TakeProfit
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If TakeProfit is achieved in the course of Duration we close the position immediately. If it is not be achieved
we close the position at the end of Duration. We calculate a profit or a loss resulting from the closed position
(we do not consider a spread). The profit equals to TakeProfit if the signal is successful. The profit or the loss
equals to Ct + Duration – Ot + 1 in the case of a long position (or Ot + 1 – Ct + Duration in the case of a short position) if
the signal is not successful. We also calculate an average income, an average profit and an average loss.
Secondly, we consider a signal to open a long (or a short) position as successful if closing rates show an increasing - bullish (or a decreasing - bearish) trend in next days. We choose the length of time period (k days)
decisive to a trend assessment. If we get a signal to open the position on the day t then we calculate the slope of
the regression line determined by closing rates Ct, …, Ct + k – 1 depending on time. The signal to open a long (or a
short) position can be considered as successful if the slope is positive (or negative).
We have to set the reference value  to evaluate a success rate of each type of a signal. Let us suppose we
open a long (or a short) position each day, and then we evaluate success using the first or the second method.
After that we calculate success rates of long (or short) positions determined by the first and the second method
and we denote them L1 and L2 (or S1 and S2). We set L1 and L2 (or S1 and S2) as above-mentioned reference values. Our goal is to find out whether the success rate of the signals listed in Section 2.2 is higher than the
reference value. We denote pL1 and pL2 (or pS1 and pS2) a success rate of a certain type of a signal to open a long
(or a short) position determined by the first and the second method. We test a null hypothesis (H0: pL1 = L1)
against an alternative hypothesis (H1: pL1 > L1) at the required significance level of 5 %. We calculate p-value
using the formula:
p-value = 1 – F(NoSS)

(11)

where F(x) is the distribution function of the binomial distribution Bi(NoS, L1), NoS is a number of signals and
NoSS is a number of successful signals (i.e. pL1 = x/n). We similarly test success rates pL2, pS1 and pS2.

4

Results

Firstly, we set TakeProfit = 0.008 (i.e. 80 pips), Duration = 10 days for the first evaluation method and k = 7
days for the second method. We calculate reference values L1 = 72.10 %, L2 = 50.02 %, S1 = 71.11 %, S2 =
49.98 %. There are results for the signals to open long positions in Table 1, and to open a short position in Table
2. We set the usual parameter values for oscillators. We denote NoSS I (or NoSS II) a number of successful signals evaluated by the first (or the second) method.

Oscillator

Signal

NoS

NoSS
I

pL1

pAvg.
Avg.
value income profit

Avg.
loss

NoSS
II

pL2

pvalue

AMt (14)

Rise(0)

73

56

76.71

15.63

0.0013

0.0080

0.0226

42

57.53

8.04

MACDt (12, 26, 9)

Rise(0)

43

35

MACDt (12, 26, 9)

CutL

82

62

81.40

5.79

0.0042

0.0079

0.0145

26

60.47

6.35

75.61

20.44

0.0022

0.0079

0.0179

44

53.66

22.09

RSIt (14)

Rise(50)

75

RSIt (14)

Rise2(30)

39

56

74.67

27.02

0.0019

0.0080

0.0160

43

57.33

8.32

25

64.10

86.61

-0.0038

0.0080

0.0249

11

28.21

99.53

Stocht (14, 3)

Rise(20)

Stocht (14, 3)

CutL

75

58

77.33

12.59

0.0022

0.0079

0.0188

42

56.00

12.47

199

145

72.86

37.87

0.0001

0.0079

0.0232

99

49.75

50.23

CCIt (10)

Rise(0)

CCIt (10)

Rise(100)

104

80

76.92

11.23

0.0023

0.0079

0.0186

62

59.62

1.97

87

63

72.41

43.35

0.0000

0.0078

0.0228

33

37.93

98.44

CCIt (10)
%Rt (14)

Rise(-100)

136

98

72.06

47.18

-0.0007

0.0078

0.0254

70

51.47

33.58

Rise(-80)

84

64

76.19

16.95

-0.0010

0.0078

0.0334

44

52.38

29.41

–

DiceL

862

621

72.04

50.23

0.0002

0.0078

0.0220

430

49.88

51.83

–

CoinL

1296

910

70.22

93.00

-0.0005

0.0079

0.0221

616

47.53

96.12

Table 1 Evaluation of the signals to open long positions (TakeProfit = 0,008, Duration = 10, k = 7)
We cannot prove that all tested oscillator-based signals have a success rate higher than the reference value if
we want to achieve TakeProfit in the course of Duration. We can prove that only the signal Rise(0) based on the
CCI has a success rate higher than the reference value evaluated by the second method, i.e. it could signal a bullish trend. The p-values of two signals (Rise2(30) based on the RSI and Rise(100) based on the CCI) are higher
than 95 %. So, we can prove that they could signal a bearish trend.
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Oscillator

Signal

NoS

NoSS
I

pL1

pAvg.
Avg.
value income profit

Avg.
loss

NoSS
II

pL2

pvalue

AMt (14)

Fall(0)

76

63

82.89

0.61

0.0028

0.0080

0.0222

41

53.59

21.01

MACDt (12, 26, 9)

Fall(0)

42

27

64.29

79.21

MACDt (12, 26, 9)

CutS

87

57

65.52

84.90

-0.0040

0.0080

0.0256

20

47.62

56.02

-0.0023

0.0080

0.0225

41

47.13

66.45

RSIt (14)

Fall(50)

71

51

71.83

RSIt (14)

Fall2(70)

21

18

85.71

40.23

-0.0027

0.0080

0.0299

36

50.70

40.50

3.43

0.0062

0.0079

0.0103

12

57.14

19.12

Stocht (14, 3)

Fall(80)

89

66

74.16

Stocht (14, 3)

CutS

186

132

70.97

22.85

0.0001

0.0080

0.0236

44

49.44

49.85

48.94

-0.0022

0.0079

0.0294

97

52.15

25.30

CCIt (10)

Fall(0)

113

86

CCIt (10)

Fall(100)

131

96

76.11

9.29

0.0021

0.0078

0.0201

58

35.19

51.33

73.28

26.21

0.0006

0.0079

0.0223

70

53.44

18.99

CCIt (10)

Fall(-100)

96

%Rt (14)

Fall(-20)

85

69

71.88

39.63

-0.0009

0.0079

0.0260

60

62.50

0.51

66

77.65

7.06

0.0012

0.0080

0.0253

44

51.76

33.10

–

DiceS

849

617

72.67

14.83

0.0001

0.0079

0.0228

424

49.94

49.53

–

CoinS

1317

920

69.86

83.50

-0.0007

0.0078

0.0233

626

47.53

99.99

Table 2 Evaluation of the signals to open short positions (TakeProfit = 0,008, Duration = 10, k = 7)
We can only prove that the signal Fall2(70) based on the RSI has a success rate higher than the reference
value if we want to achieve TakeProfit in the course of Duration and that the signal Fall(-100) based on the CCI
could signal a bearish trend. Yet we cannot prove that other tested oscillator-based signals have a success rate
higher than the reference value.
Secondly, we set TakeProfit = 0.015 (i.e. 150 pips), Duration = 10 days and k = 7 days. We calculate reference values L1 = 52.43 %, S1 = 49.83 %. There are results for the signals to open long and short positions in
Table 3.

Oscillator

Signal

NoS

NoSS
I

pL1

pAvg.
Avg.
value income profit

Avg.
loss

AMt (14)

Rise(0)

73

40

54.79

30.16

0.0026

0.0136

0.0211

MACDt (12, 26, 9)

Rise(0)

43

MACDt (12, 26, 9)

CutL

82

26

60.47

11.32

0.0050

0.0139

0.0151

46

56.10

21.93

0.0028

0.0138

0.0173

RSIt (14)

Rise(50)

RSIt (14)

Rise2(30)

75

43

57.33

16.71

0.0014

0.0147

0.0186

39

18

46.15

73.41

-0.0068

0.0147

0.0272

Stocht (14, 3)
Stocht (14, 3)

Rise(20)

75

42

56.00

23.17

0.0023

0.0141

0.0176

CutL

199

98

49.25

79.63

0.0000

0.0129

0.0217

CCIt (10)

Rise(0)

104

56

53.85

34.98

0.0021

0.0138

0.0174

CCIt (10)

Rise(100)

87

40

45.98

86.38

-0.0015

0.0131

0.0211

CCIt (10)

Rise(-100)

136

73

53.68

35.36

-0.0005

0.0136

0.0248

%Rt (14)

Rise(-80)

84

47

55.95

22.53

-0.0001

0.0131

0.0297

AMt (14)

Fall(0)

76

45

59.21

3.97

0.0024

0.0143

0.0205

MACDt (12, 26, 9)

Fall(0)

42

18

42.86

77.30

-0.0032

0.0135

0.0216

MACDt (12, 26, 9)

CutS

87

42

48.28

57.24

-0.0019

0.0140

0.0219

RSIt (14)

Fall(50)

71

32

45.07

75.27

-0.0037

0.0135

0.0235

RSIt (14)

Fall2(70)

21

12

57.14

18.74

0.0063

0.0136

0.0084

Stocht (14, 3)

Fall(80)

89

48

53.93

18.95

0.0006

0.0139

0.0220

Stocht (14, 3)

CutS

186

100

53.76

12.58

-0.0010

0.0138

0.0258

CCIt (10)

Fall(0)

113

58

51.33

34.01

0.0003

0.0130

0.0213

CCIt (10)

Fall(100)

131

65

49.62

48.44

-0.0001

0.0133

0.0213

CCIt (10)

Fall(-100)

96

50

52.08

29.34

-0.0001

0.0134

0.0225

%Rt (14)

Fall(-20)

85

48

56.47

9.11

0.0020

0.0137

0.0204

Table 3 Evaluation of the signals to open long and short positions (TakeProfit = 0,015, Duration = 10, k = 7)
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We can only prove that the signal Fall (0) based on the AM has a success rate higher than the reference value
if we want to achieve TakeProfit in the course of Duration. However, the fact that at the level of significance of
5 % we cannot prove the difference between success rates and the reference values in the vast majority of cases,
leads us to the next experiment. We use the signal RndL(30) and we generate 10 sets of results. These results are
presented in Table 4.

NoS

NoSS
I

pL1

pAvg.
Avg.
value income profit

Avg.
loss

NoSS
II

pL2

pvalue

86

62

72.09

45.98

0.0014

0.0078

0.0170

38

44.19

83.50

96

68

70.83

57.11

-0.0019

0.0080

0.0260

54

56.25

9.28

96

77

80.21

2.63

0.0026

0.0077

0.0245

54

56.25

9.28

79

60

75.95

18.83

0.0005

0.0079

0.0245

40

50.63

41.25

81

56

69.14

68.61

-0.0001

0.0078

0.0212

44

54.32

18.81

75

52

69.33

66.31

-0.0010

0.0080

0.0225

38

50.67

41.01

100

74

74.00

30.05

-0.0004

0.0079

0.0254

54

54.00

18.52

100

78

78.00

7.39

0.0010

0.0079

0.0252

54

54.00

18.52

82

55

67.07

81.48

-0.0035

0.0079

0.0280

46

56.10

11.28

78

56

71.79

48.11

0.0006

0.0078

0.0200

43

55.13

15.49

Table 4 Evaluation of the signals RndL(30) to open long positions (TakeProfit = 0,008, Duration = 10, k = 7)
It seems as if chance-based signals can lead us to similar success rates, average profits or losses as oscillatorbased signals.

5

Conclusions and further research

We see that at the 5% level of significance we cannot prove that the success rates of strategies based on oscillator signals differ from the reference values in the vast majority of cases. Even the random selection of the moments of opening positions seems to lead to similar results. However, this observation would deserve further
research. It is possible that the use of single oscillator signals does not increase the chances to open successful
trades and we would be equally successful if we opened our positions randomly. But since people need some
support for decision making, oscillators could help them as a placebo. Due to the relatively large average losses
of unsuccessful signals, it is necessary to supplement the tested strategies with an appropriate stop loss value.
In our further research we will focus on the interrelationships between signals based on different oscillators.
However, studying the success rates of multiple oscillator-based signals would require even more data records
(e.g. with an hourly frame).
Finally, let us note that some of the traders are of the opinion that the moment when we open the position is
not as important as the moment when we close it. The evaluation of usefulness of oscillators as sources of signals for closing positions can be an interesting direction for further research.
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Use of Malmquist Index in Evaluating Performance
of Companies in Cluster
Miroslav Žižka1
Abstract. The article deals with the influence that a membership of a company in a
cluster has on the company´s financial performance. The research was conducted on
a sample of 17 companies that are members of CLUTEX, the cluster of technical
textiles. For evaluating the performance, there were used number of employees, total
assets and the size of capital employed as inputs. The output and the measure of financial performance was an economic value added relative to performance. The
economic value added was constructed in a modular way following the methodology
of the Ministry of Industry and Trade. Data was collected within the period of 2009
to 2014. Using DEA models, there was determined a rate of technical efficiency for
both the assumption of a constant and the variable returns to scale for each company.
The model with a focus on inputs was used. With the help of Malmquist index, a total factor productivity change and its division into a technological change, technical
efficiency change and scale efficiency change was calculated for each company. According to the extent of technical and technological efficiency changes, the companies were divided into four quadrants - technological innovators, efficient - technologically backward, inefficient - innovative and inefficient – falling behind.
Keywords: Malmquist index, cluster of technical textiles, economic value added,
technical efficiency change, technological change, total factor productivity change.
JEL Classification: C61, L25, L67
AMS Classification: 90B90, 90C90

1

Introduction

Clusters are currently being used as one of the instruments of economic policy to enhance the competitiveness of
companies and regions. The term cluster refers to the geographic concentration of interconnected companies and
institutions in a particular field. The clusters include gathering of related industries and other entities important
in terms of competition. For example, they include suppliers, also the distribution channels, customers, manufacturers of complementary products and companies providing knowledge and technology. In many clusters, there
are involved government and other institutions, such as universities, professional training providers, trade associations that provide specialized training, education, information, research and technical support [12]. Clusters
can occur naturally or as a result of cluster initiative of a certain government institution.
The paper deals with CLUTEX, a cluster of technical textiles, which was created in 2006 as a result of a
cluster initiative. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the influence of this cluster on the performance of member
companies through Malmquist index and its decomposition in the period between 2009 and 2014. As a measure
of performance, economic value added (EVA) was chosen, or rather the ratio index derived from it.

2

Literature review

In the first part of the research the principle of Malmquist index (hereinafter MI) is explained. The following are
selected examples of the research based on MI application.

2.1

Malmquist index

In 1953 Malmquist suggested approach comparing inputs in two time periods and seeking maximum possible
decrease in input which still enables the company to produce the same volume of output in the second time period. In 1982 Caves extended Malmquist input index by index of productivity. The index measures the change in
productivity between t and t + 1 period. Another modification of the index enabled to measure the change in
technical efficiency and the shift of efficient frontier for the specific production unit (DMU) [15].
MI enables to break down the efficiency change in time into two components. The first component is the
change in the relative efficiency of the unit to a set of remaining units. The second component characterizes a
1
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change in the production possibility frontier or in other words, the impact of technological change, which affects
all units. When technical progress is involved, there is a shift upwards in the production possibility frontier. MI
can be expressed as the geometric mean of the two components. It may be oriented to the inputs or outputs, with
the assumption of constant or variable returns to scale. In this article, input oriented Mq index which can be expressed by equation (1) was used; see for example [9].

M q ( x t 1, y t 1, x t , y t )  EqTq

(1)

xt ... inputs in t period,
yt ... outputs in t period,
xt + 1 ... inputs in t + 1 period,
yt + 1 ... outputs in t + 1 period.
Eq ... change in relative efficiency of q unit with respect to other units between t and t + 1 period,
Tq ... change in production possibility frontier as a result of technology development between period of t and
t + 1, or in other words technological change.
Components Eq and Tq are given by equations (2), and (3).

Eq 

Tq 

Dqt 1 ( xt 1, y t 1 )

(2)

Dqt ( xt , y t )

Dqt ( x t 1, y t 1 ) Dqt ( xt , y t )

(3)

Dqt 1 ( x t 1, y t 1 ) Dqt 1 ( xt , y t )

Dqt(xt, yt) ... production unit Uq efficiency given the existing technology in period t with inputs and outputs from
period t,
Dqt(xt+1, yt+1) ... production unit Uq efficiency given the existing technology in period t with inputs and outputs
from period t + 1,
Dqt+1(xt, yt) ... production unit Uq efficiency given the existing technology in period t + 1 with inputs and outputs
from period t,
Dqt+1(xt+1, yt+1) ... production unit Uq efficiency given the existing technology in period t + 1 with inputs and
outputs from period t + 1.
Values Dqt(xt, yt), Dqt(xt+1, yt+1), Dqt+1(xt, yt), Dqt+1(xt+1, yt+1) can be obtained by solving DEA models, either
for the assumption of constant or increasing returns to scale.
If the value of Eq is greater than 1, it means that the company improves its technical efficiency, or catches up
with other companies. In case of unit values, there was no change in technical efficiency, and if the value of Eq is
less than one, then the company worsens in technical efficiency and moves away from the efficient frontier.
Similarly, the values Tq can be interpreted in a way that if the index value is greater than 1, progress (innovation)
in technology can be stated, if it is equal to one, no change in technology occurred in the company, and if the
index is less than 1, regression in technology occurred.
Change in technical efficiency Eq can be further broken down into pure technical efficiency change PEq and
scale efficiency change SCq. Scale efficiency SCq change in equation (4) is the geometric mean of two measures
of efficiency. The first relates to the period with t technology and the second period with t + 1 technology.
Subscripts c, or v, denotes constant or variable returns to scale [4].

Eq  PEq SCq 

2.2

t 1 t 1 t 1
Dqv
(x , y )
t
Dqv
( xt , y t )

t
t
t 1 t 1 t 1
t 1 t 1 t 1
Dqv
( x t 1, y t 1 ) / Dqc
( x t 1, y t 1 ) Dqv
( x , y ) / Dqc
(x , y )
t
t
Dqv
( x t , y t ) / Dqc
( xt , y t )

t 1 t t
t 1 t t
Dqv
( x , y ) / Dqc
(x , y )

(4)

Selected applications of Malmquist index

In the literature, there are many examples of the use of MI in evaluating efficiency of companies in various industries. For example, Brožová and Boháčková [2] measured efficiency change in the agricultural sector in 13
regions of the Czech Republic for the period of 2008-13 using MI. They found a decrease in efficiency in the
agricultural sector within the periods of 2008/9 and 2009/10, followed by the growth of efficiency in the period
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of 2010/11 and practically constant development over the next three years. This development was mainly due to
technological changes during the crisis period and thereafter.
The evaluation of natural dairy cluster in China over the period of 2007-14 showed that the productivity of
the dairy industry in China is not high; only 8 out of 31 clusters are efficient. Inputs were total assets, number of
employees and the volume of raw milk; performance and profit were chosen as outputs. However, the overall
productivity has a growing trend and is driven mainly by technological development [10].
In a study of a Spanish car market [8], the influence of product innovation on the competitive position of
each model was investigated. Individual car brands were evaluated using one input (the price of the car) and
seven outputs characterizing the properties of cars (ecology, consumption, performance, luggage space, safety,
reliability and standard equipment). In the first phase, the position of each brand from the best-buy frontier was
evaluated using DEA model with the assumption of variable returns to scale. In the second phase, there was
observed the change in the brand's position towards the frontier and at the same time a shift of the frontiers
marking technological advancement or regression. The research showed that a shift of efficient frontier occurred
in all brands, but not equally. The biggest shift was observed in the semi-premium brands where a product innovation and lower prices were the most intense. Řepková [13] investigated the development of efficiency in the
Czech banking sector between the years 2003-12. Using MI it was found that the Czech commercial banks increased their efficiency by an average of 1% per year. This change was mainly due to improvements in operational efficiency and management (by 8.5%). Conversely, the technology had a negative effect on efficiency
change (decrease by 6.9%) and economies of scale had virtually no effect on efficiency change.
In a study of Ferreira et al. [7] the effect of different airports management models on their performance with
regard to their location was examined. Research sample included 145 airports on three continents (Europe, Asia,
and North America). The airports were divided into several categories, by continent, by the management model
(individual, holding). The results showed that the biggest technological shift was observed in European airports.
On the contrary, North American individually controlled airports showed the worst productivity. Overall, individually controlled airports regardless of the continent had a slightly higher productivity than the airports managed within the holding.

3

Data and methodology

The basic source of data were the financial statements (balance sheet, profit and loss statement) of the member
organizations of the CLUTEX cluster for the period of 2009-14 which were obtained from MagnusWeb database
[1]. Data on the number of employees were also found in this database. The selected period was chosen in the
light of a cluster development and the beginning of its activities (2007), also taking into account the fact that the
effects of accession to the cluster can be expected with a certain delay. Most companies have not released their
financial results in the commercial register for the year 2015 yet, so the time series ends in 2014.
Research process can be divided into the following steps.
1. Making a list of companies that form the cluster core - the CLUTEX cluster has currently (January 2017)
33 members with heterogeneous activities - from textile production through retail activities, research up to
education. Only companies with the same or a similar line of business which form the core of the cluster can
be compared. These firms can be considered homogeneous production units. Based on the analysis of the
subject matter according to the statistical classification NACE, these are firms operating in sectors 13200,
13900 and 14100. There are 19 such members. Financial statements of MagnusWeb database for the years
2009 to 2014 were acquired for those companies. In the case of two companies, however, obtaining reports
for all monitored years failed. Therefore, the further analysis was performed on a sample of 17 companies.
2. Defining inputs and outputs - number of employees, total assets and the size of capital employed were
chosen as inputs for evaluating the performance of companies. Capital employed represents equity, issued
long-term bonds and bank loans and financial accommodations. Output is the economic value added (EVA),
which, however, can reach negative values. When analyzing DEA the condition is that all input and output
values are non-negative, therefore, REVA, an auxiliary indicator (5), was created. For companies with a
positive EVA value, REVA is greater than 1. For companies with a negative EVA value, it is less than one.

REVA  1 
EVA ... economic value added,
T ... production.
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EVA was calculated in a modular way according to the methodology of the Ministry of Industry and Trade
[11]. The calculation is based on equity and spread, i.e. the difference between return on equity and alternative
cost of equity, see equation (6).

EVA  ( ROE  re ).E

PL
; re 
ROE 
E

WACC

(6)

UZ
PL
E
PL
 UZ E 
 UZ E 

IR
 
ref 
IR
 
A PLBT  A A 
A
PLBT  A A 
; WACC 
E
E
A
A

ref  r f  rpod  r finstab  rLA
ROE ... return on equity,
re ... alternative cost of equity,
PL ... profit/loss of current accounting period,
E ... equity,
WACC ... weighted average cost of capital,
UZ ... capital employed,
A ... assets,
PLBT ... profit/loss before tax,
IR ... interest rate,
ref ... total risk premium,
rf ... risk-free rate, fixed at a yield of ten-year government bonds, numerical values taken from MPO (2015),
rpod ... business risk premium,
rfinstab… risk premium for financial stability which is linked to the L3 liquidity,
rLA ... risk premium for the company size depending on the size of capital employed.
To eliminate price effects, the value data were expressed in constant prices of the year 2009. The figures in
current prices were converted to the price level of 2009 using the industrial producer price index in the textile,
clothing and leather industry [5].
3. Determination of technical efficiency – for each company in the cluster there were determined a score of
technical efficiency Eq (assuming CRS - using a CCR model) and pure technical efficiency PEq (assuming
VRS, BCC model). In both cases, the models with a focus on inputs were used. Technical efficiency can be
decomposed to pure technical efficiency and scale efficiency, see equation (4).
4. Calculation of Malmquist index - for each unit and period there was determined total factor productivity
change and the change of its components (technological change, technical efficiency change and scale efficiency change). A model with the VRS assumption oriented at inputs was used. LibreOffice Calc 5.2.5
spreadsheet was used for data preparation and DEAP 2.1 software for calculations of DEA models [3]. According to the amount of values of technical and technological efficiency change, companies were divided
into four quadrants – technological innovators, efficient – technologically backward, inefficient – innovative
and inefficient and falling behind [14].

4

Research results

The average rate of pure technical efficiency (see Table 1) of companies in the cluster throughout the whole
observed period of 2009-14 was not high. To achieve efficiency, the companies would have to reduce inputs by
62% to 81%. From a total of 17 companies, 2 to 5 companies were located on the efficient frontier. No company,
however, lay on the efficient frontier throughout the whole observed period. Nevertheless, three companies
(DMU 6, 9 and 10) were efficient in 5 periods out of a total of 6 observed. The development of company technical efficiency might have been influenced by the economic cycle when the Czech economy was in recession
within the years 2009, 2012 and 2013. This connection, however, is difficult to prove scientifically as the overall
economic situation of the economy is reflected in the financial results of companies with a time delay. Between
the average level of technical efficiency and the rate of economic growth in the observed period was not found
any statistically significant correlation (Spearman's rank correlation coeff. = -0.4286, p-value = 0.3379).
In the period of 2009-2014, Malmquist index showed relatively large fluctuations. After the 2010/09 annual
decline, efficiency of companies in the textile cluster sharply increased in the following period. In the next two
seasons it decreased and just before the end of the reporting period it increased.
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DMU
Company
1
SINTEX
2
NYKLÍČEK
3
RETEX
4
ELAS
5
INOTEX
6
ARGUN
7
INTERCOLOR
8
S.P.M.
9
SILK & PROGRESS
10
ZITEX
11
STAP
12
VEBA
13
KOUTNÝ
14
SVITAP J.H.J.
15
ODETKA
16
NOVÁ MOSILANA
17
PAPILLONS
AVG

2009
0.077
0.176
0.063
0.137
0.199
1.000
0.068
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.045
0.028
0.357
0.018
0.223
0.033
1.000
0.378

2010
0.101
0.185
0.064
0.144
0.206
1.000
0.072
0.012
1.000
1.000
0.052
0.013
0.193
0.020
0.234
0.019
1.000
0.313

2011
0.071
0.164
0.042
0.124
0.227
1.000
0.019
0.153
1.000
1.000
0.065
0.030
0.359
0.017
0.171
0.033
1.000
0.322

2012
0.027
0.054
0.011
0.051
0.052
1.000
0.026
0.121
1.000
0.379
0.014
0.051
0.023
0.008
0.091
0.017
0.317
0.191

2013
0.096
0.165
0.056
0.136
0.381
0.647
0.096
0.338
1.000
1.000
0.045
1.000
0.597
0.022
0.256
0.035
0.193
0.357

2014
0.093
0.175
0.054
0.156
0.256
1.000
0.095
0.511
0.328
1.000
0.068
0.009
0.138
0.026
0.367
0.012
0.183
0.263

Table 1 Pure technical efficiency scores
Year
2010/09
2011/10
2012/11
2013/12
2014/13
AVG

Eq
0.524
0.883
0.827
2.607
1.484
1.082

Tq
1.009
4.590
1.067
0.240
1.031
1.041

PEq
0.721
1.128
0.447
3.156
0.666
0.948

SCq
0.727
0.783
1.850
0.826
2.227
1.141

Mq
0.528
4.054
0.883
0.625
1.530
1.126

Table 2 Malmquist index summary of annual means
DMU
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
AVG

Eq
1.016
0.981
0.937
1.002
1.030
5.688
1.048
1.011
0.867
1.000
1.073
0.964
0.986
1.046
1.048
0.962
0.700
1.082

Tq
1.052
0.956
1.048
1.020
1.070
0.931
1.073
1.204
1.104
1.007
1.033
1.041
1.019
1.031
1.058
1.042
1.027
1.041

PEq
1.039
0.999
0.968
1.026
1.052
1.000
1.068
0.874
0.800
1.000
1.085
0.795
0.826
1.073
1.105
0.822
0.712
0.948

SCq
0.978
0.981
0.968
0.976
0.979
5.688
0.981
1.157
1.084
1.000
0.989
1.214
1.193
0.974
0.949
1.171
0.983
1.141

Mq
1.068
0.937
0.983
1.022
1.102
5.298
1.124
1.218
0.958
1.007
1.108
1.004
1.004
1.079
1.109
1.003
0.719
1.126

Table 3 Malmquist index summary of firm means
On the one hand, the causes of this phenomenon can be seen in the overall economic development and on the
other hand, in changing the production characteristics of individual companies in the cluster. In 2009, 2012 and
2013 Czech economy showed economic downturn. By contrast, in 2010, 2011 and 2014 it saw economic growth
[6]. Therefore, it can be stated that the development of Malmquist index follows the development of the Czech
economy, given the length of time series, even if correlation coefficient is not statistically significant at the 5%
level (Spearman's Rank Correlation Coeff. = 0.2319, p-value = 0.6041). Regarding the production characteristics
of individual companies, major changes were recorded in ARGUN (discontinuity in number of employees from
1 to 17, assets from CZK 3.5 mil. to CZK 74 mil. and a capital from CZK 0.5 mil. to CZK 27 mil. between the
years 2012 and 2013) and partly at SPM (decrease in number of employees between the years 2009-14 by 46%
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and in assets by 70%), SVITAP (decrease in number of employees by 29%) and PAPILLONS (increase in number of employees by 76%, assets by 270% and capital by 648%).
Generally, it can be stated that on average efficiency of the companies investigated in the period of 2009-14
increased by about 13 % annually. Out of this, efficient frontier units increased their productivity by an average
of 4 % and internal relative efficiency of companies with respect to efficient frontier units improved by an average of 8 %. Change in technical efficiency was driven in particular by improving scale efficiency, by an average
of 14%. Conversely, pure technical efficiency of companies declined by about 5% (see Table 3).

5

Conclusion

We can conclude that efficiency of the companies in the cluster over the monitored period of 2009-2014 increased. The best companies are those that achieve efficiency improvements in both components. There were 9
such technological innovators in the monitored period (DMU 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, and 15). Only one company (DMU 2) was inefficient with non-innovative technology. Other units can either be classified as efficient, but
little innovative (one firm - DMU 6), or belong to the group of innovative but inefficient companies (6 companies - DMU 3, 9, 12, 13, 16 and 17). In terms of expected effects of the cluster on innovative performance and
development of the member companies, the vast majority (15) of the companies confirmed the shift in technology in terms of efficient frontier changes. In the case of 10 companies technical efficiency improved, however,
that was due to economies of scale. Especially in the case of small and medium-sized companies, it can be assumed that economies of scale occurred due to the inclusion of companies in the cluster. Conversely, organizational efficiency related to its operational management deteriorated. However, it is necessary to consider the fact
that in the monitored period, companies had to contend with the consequences of the global economic crisis.
Further research will focus on monitoring efficiency of the companies in the cluster in the coming years to extend the time series. Another promising area of research is monitoring the development of efficiency of companies within the same industry, but outside the cluster. This would provide the possibility to differentiate the real
impact of the cluster on innovation and performance of member companies more precisely from development
which these companies would achieve in the event that they were not members of the cluster.
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